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LIST OF SESSIONAL PAPERS.

VOL. XXVII.-SESSION 18$7-8.

ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY.

Advertising and Stationary........(No.
Agriculture, 1866 ........ ........ .. (No.
Agriculture, 1867................(No.
Aliens, naturalized... ........... .(No.
Amherst ......... ................... ( No.
Assurance ...................... (No.

Bank Note Company..............(No.
Bank of Upper Canada........ .(No.
Banks, Statements of...... ....... (Nc.
Banks, Shareholders of....... .. No.
Banks, Tai on........ ................. (No.
Baptisms, Marriages and Buriala.........(No.
Black River...... ........ ...... (No.
Boundary Line, U. and L. Canada... .(No.
Brant .......... ........ (No.
Brantford ........ .(No.

Brewers ......... (No.
Brewing and Distilling .............. (No.
Burlington Bay Canal.............(No.

Canso ........ ................. (No.
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Elections .......... ........................ (No.
Elections, Huntingdon, Montmorency

and Restigouche... .. ...... (No.
Emigration Agents...............(No.
Employés, Public.....................(No.
Estimates ...................... (No.
Excise Duties................(No.
Excise, Spirits manufactured...........(No.

Fee Fund...........................(No.
Fenian Prisoners ............................ (No.
Fenian Prosecutione............. .(No.
Fish and Game Act...............(No.
Fisheries, St. Lawrence....................(No.
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Harbours, Lake Huron......... ...... ...... (No.
Hop Duties ..... ................ (No.
Hudson's Bay Territory ............ (No.
Hudson's Bay Company, Maps........(No.

Immigration....... ................. <No.
Indiana ............................ (No.
Lidian Reserve...................( 'o.
latercolonial Railway...............(No.
Isle Jeans Turnpike Road Company... (No.

Judges, New Brunswick.............(No.
Judges, Ontario. ....... ...... ............ (No.

Labrador .......................... (Ne.
Lachine and St. Lawrence Canal..... (No.
Lamirande............. ......... (No.

Mabon Harbour.. ................ (No.
Macdonald, Allan...................(No.
McLaren, John...... ............ (No.
Magdalen Islands ........... ..... (No.
Marine and Fisheries ............. (No.
Marriage Laws ..................... (No.
Military Expenditure..............(No.
Military Stores.....................(No.
Militia .............................. (No.
Montreal Bank, issue Provincial Notes.(No.
Montreal Bank, Govt. deposits, &c ...- (No.
Municipal Loan Fund.......................(No.
Murray Canal...................(No.

N. W. Territory........... ....... (No.
New Brunswick................. .(No.
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Public Buildings, heating............(No.
Public Officers, Salaries ............... (No.
Public Property, Dominion.........(No.
Public Works ................... (No.

Railways, Statements of...................(No.
Railways, Indebtedness..............(No.
Railways in Dominion ............ (No.
Red River......................(No.
Rondeau Harbour............ ...... (No.
Royal Favors ......... .......... (No.
Ryland, George H...... .................... (No.

26).
26).
88).

8).

13).
61).
73).
81).
57).
64).
52).

St. Peter's Canal.......... ......... (No. 82.)
Saugeen Peninsula...........................(No. 36).
SavingsBanks ................... (No. l').
Secret Service.......................(No. 17).

Seigniorial Indemnity ...... (No. 45).
Ship Channel ............................. .... (No. 83).
Sorel, Indebtedness ....... ....... (No. 34).
Statistics, Miscellaneous .............. (No. 7).
Steamboats and Sailing Vessels...... . (No. 73).
Steamboats,Inspertors of ........... (No. 78).
Sogar Duties....................(No. 100).

Tariff, Customs, &c........................(No. 85).
Thorold Camp... .................. (No. 28).
Trade and Navigation............. (No. 1).
Trinity Houses................................(No. 11).
Trinity House, Quebec, answer to.......(No. 104).
Tupper, Hon. Mr..................(No. 66).

W olseley, Col........................ ....... (NO. 28).

LIST OF SESSIONAL PAPERSo

ARRANGED NUMERICALLY, AND IN VOLUMES.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME

No. 1... TRADE AND NAVIqATION :-Tables of, for 1865-6.
------- Tables of, for 1866-7.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME

No. 2... PUBLIc AccDUNTs :-For the year ending 30th June, 18€6.
- For the year ending 30th June, 1867.

No. 1;

No. 2.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 3.

No. 3... AGRo0WLTURE :-Annual Report of the Minister of, for 1866.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 4.

No. 4... POST OFFcE :-Annual Report of the Postmaster General, for the year 1866-t.
Annual Report of the Postmaster General, for the year 1867-8.
Regulations of the Post Office Savings' Banks.

No. 5... MILAREN, JoHN :-Return of convictions and penalties levied by him under the Fish and
Game Act, in Saguenay, in 1866 and 1867,-and Mr. Whitcher's Report thereon. [Not
printed.]

No. G... CRtowN LANDs :-Report of the Commissioner of, for 1866-7.

NO. 7... ISTATISTIcS :-Miscellaneous Statistices of Canada for 1866.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 5.

No. 8.. )PU1LIC Woags :-Report of theConuissioner of, for 1866,-and also, for 1867.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 6.

No. 9 . . EDUCAT1ON :-Report of Chief Superintendent of, for Upper Canada, for 1866.
Report of the Chief Superintendent of, for Lower Canada, for 1866.

No. 10... BAPTISMs, MARRIÂAEs ANi BURIALS :-Returns of, from certain Districts in the Province of
Quebec, for 1866. [Not printed.]

1o. 1...I TuMTY HoUISE, QUEBEC :-Accounts thereof, including the Decayed Pilot Fund.

A. 1868
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No. 12. .. INSURANCE CoMPA NIES :-Statement from Mitna Insurance Co., Liartford,-Ilartford Fire
Insurance Co.,-Beaver Mutual Pire Insurance Association of Toronto,-Provident
Life Assurance and Investment Co., of Toronto,-Liverpool and London and Globe
Insurance Co.,-Canada Life Assurance,-and Commercial Union Assuran -e Co.

No. 12... BANKs :-Return of Shareholders in the different Banks.

No. 12... SAVINGS BANIs :--Statements of the Montreal Oity and District Savings' Bank,-North-
umberland and Durham Savings' Bank,-and La Caisse d'Econonie de Notre Dame
de Québec.

No. 13... RAILwAYs :-Statement of Receipts and Expenditure of the Northern Railway of Canada,-
and the Ottawa and Prescott.

No. 14... BURLINGTON BAY CANAL :-Satement of Tolls collected froin 1864 to 1867.

No. 15... HAMILToN AND PORT DovER RCAD :-Return, shewing the terms of sale, and names of
purchasers and amount received on account, &c. [Not printcd.]

HAMILTON AND PORT DovER ROID :-Engineers' Report and correspondernces relative to
the Road, since 20th January, 1865. [Not printed.]

IsaE JEsus TURNPYKE RoAD COMPANY :-Statement of the total amount expended by the
Company on their roads, receipts from Touls, &c., in 1863, 1864, 1865 and 1866,
dividends paid and debts incurred. [Not printed.]

No. 16z.. ONTAnIo, LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOP. :-nstructions to, and correspondence with him.

No. 17... SECRET SERVIcE FUND :-Statement of amount unexpended of the sum granted iast session,
[Not printed.3

No. 18... INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY :-Reports and correspondence in relation thereto, since the
Conference at Quebec on the subject of Confederation.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY :-Correspondence with the Imperial Governnent, in reference to
the terminus of the Railway.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY :-Return of Fngineers employed on the Railway, and their ins-
tructions in reference to route, &c.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY :-Offers made in relation to the construction of the Railway,
and of all communication in relation thereto.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY :-Statement of expenses of the survey since Mr. Fleming's
appointment in 1863.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY :-Return ofpetitions presented to the Privy Coancil in reference
to the selection of route. [Net printed.]

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY :-Orders in Council and correspondence since 1it July, 1867,
respecting the location and construction of the Railway.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 7.

No, 19.... HUDsON'S BAY TERRITORY :-Correspondence, &c., in relation to the acquisition of the
Territory by the Government of Canada, and the extinction of the claims of the
Hudson's Bay Company; and of Orders in Council and other documents in reference
to opening up communication with the Red River Settlement.

No. 20... FismiNq LicENsEs :-Return of Fishing Licenses issued in Canada in 1866 and 1867, to
United States Fishing Vessels.

No. 21... PROVINCIAL NOTES :-Correspondence with the Bank of Montreal, in reference to, and in
relation to the terms and management of the Public Account with the Bank.

No. 22... GovERNOR GENERAL :--Copy of His Excellency's Commission, and of the Royal Instruc-
tions accompanying the same,

No. 23... BANK TAx :-Statement of amount received from the different Banks in Ontario and Que-
bec, as a tax on their circulation, for the year ending 15th November 1867.

No. 24... PosTAGE, NEWBPAPER ANn OCRAN:--Statement of, received for the year ending 3Oth June, 1867.

No. 25... BEwzats :-Report of inquiry into frauds alleged to have been committed by Brewers. in
the County of Waterloo. [Not printed.]

No. 26.... PUELIc OFI'cERs :--Return of the salaries of Postmasters and their Clerks, Treasurers and
('ollectors of Customs and Inland Revenue in Canada,-and of Railway employés in
New Brunswick and NovaScotia, shewing the increase in any such salary since last year
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No. 26... PUBLIC OrFicis :-Return of salaried officers receiving additional remuneration for
extra srrvices, an d of such as are absent on leave, or giving only a partial atten-
dance. [Sot printed.]

PUBLIC OFricERs :-Return of all employ6a connected with the Parliamentary oi Depart-
mental Buildings, and their salaries, including Ministers of the Crown, and the cost
of erecting, lighting, and heating the said buildings.

COrNTY COURT JUDGEs :-Correspondence, Orders in Courneil, &c., relative to the salaries
of the County Court Judges in New Brunswick, and amounts paid therefor by the
Dominion Government. [ ot printed.]

No. 47... :BArK or UPPER CANADA :-Statement Of amount due the Government, by the Bank of
Upper Canada, on lst July, 1866, and 9th December, 1867, and correspondence in
relation thereto.

No. 28... ThOROLD CAmP :-Col. Wolseley's Report on the Camp assembled at Thorold in 1866.

No. 29... FzE FUND, AND JuDaos :-Return of County Judges, and Junior and Deputy Judges in
Ontario, and their salaries, and of the Fee Fund.

NO. 20... Excisu DUTTES :-Orders in Council relative to,-changes in forms of Collectors' Books,-
and returns of appointments and salaries of Excise Officers.

No. 31... HARBoUns :-For copy of any reporte relative to the construction of a Harbour of Refuge
on Lake Erie. between Port Colborne and Point Pelée, and a statement of appro-
prietions for harbours, light.houses, and navigations, West of Port Colborne, since
1844. [a'ct prmia ed.]

HAuàoonts :-Comparative Statement shewing the Harbour charges of all kinds authorized
upon Shipping at the several Ports, &c. [Not printed.]

No. 32... ONEiA AND TuscARoRA :-Return of the Indian population on the Indian Reserve in
Oneida and Tuscarora, and the land cultivated by them. [Not printed.]

No. 33... IMMIGRATION :-Correspondence between the Dominion and Local Governments relating
to Immigration.

IMMIGRATION :-Correspondence with Emigrant Agents at Hamilton, Toronto, Kingston,
Ottawa, Montreal, &c., as to probable extent and character of Immigration of
1868.

No. 34.. . Sonst :-Statement of sums paid by the Town of Sorel, on account of indebtedness to the
Municipal Loan Fund, and of arrears.

No. 35... MILITIA ;-Report of the Adjutant General Militia, for Canada, for 1p67.
do do Nova Scotia, for 1867.
do do New Brunswick, for 1867.

Nu. 36... NDIASs :-Returns of all moneys paid to the Indian Department by Superintendent Gil-
kison (Six Nations Indians) in the last 4 years; and amount of timber dues and
lcenc- fees collected from Indians and Whites. [Not printed.j

INDIANS :-Correspondence and Petitions complaining of the Indian Agent at Manitoulin
Island, and the Report of the Commissioners appointed to investigate the matters
compliined of. [hvot printed.]

INDIANS :-Return of lands purcbased for settlement in ach township of the Saugeen Pe-
ninsula, and the price per acre. [Not printed.)

INsAa, :-Return of prosecutions against Indians in Brant.

No. 37... GUNBoATs :-Return of Ganboats purchased or hired in 1866 and 1867, and of expenses
connected therewith.

No. 38... Bazwi Âe AND DISTILLING :-Return of proof spirits, beer, porter and ale manufactured, and
grain used in each distillery and brewery in Upper Canada, in each year mince 1859,
and Excise duties paid thereon.

CONTENTS O1 VOBUME Xo. 8.

No. 39... MARwNE AND FisEurits :-Correspondence since lst July last, between the Honorable the
Mini-ter of Marine -nd Fisheries, and the Boards of Trade, the Trinity Houses, and
Harbour Commissioners of Montreal and Quebec.

No. 40.. iPRIFoN I.SPEOTION :-R port of the Poard of Inspectors of Prisons, Asylums, &c., for
1866,-and for it 67,-and of the Prisao Inapectors, on the Prisons of Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick.

A. 1868
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No. 41... ELscTIois :-Return of Votes polled in each Electoral Division at the first General Election,
with the number on the Voters' Lists, and the Population.

ELECTIONS :-Statement of Election expenses of the Dominion, and also of the Local Le-
gislatures.

No. 42... AGRICULTURE :-Report of the Minister of Agriculture for half-year ending 30th June, 1867.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No, 9.

No. 43. ST. LAwRENcE FIsHERiEs :-Return of the State of, from Rimouski to the head of tide on
the South Shore, and from Betsiamis (including the Saguenay) to the bead of tide on
the North Shore ; and copies of Official Reports during the last five years.

ST. L AwRENcE FisREaIEs :-Annual Report of the Stipendiary Magistrate in charge of the
Government Schooner for the protection of the Fisheries in the Gulf of St. Law-
rence, &e.

No. 44... MONTREAL BANK :-Statement of amount at the credit of the Government in the Bank on
the first of each month, from 1st August, 1866, to lst December, 1867, including the
various Government accounts; also Exchange purchased, amount paid the Bank for
surrender-of its circulation, debentures exchanged for Provincial Notes, and of all
expenses incurred in connection with Provincial Notes.

No. 45... SEIGNIORIAL INDEMNITY :-Statement of sums paid or due to the several Township Muni-
cipalities in Lower Canada, in compensation therefor.

No. 46.... ExITnATioN AGENTS :-Statement in detail of the sums appropriated for the current year,
separately with the several Emigration Agents at Quebec, Montreal, Kingston, To-
ronto and Hamilton, for Emigration purposes. [Notprinted.1

No. 47. .. PEOTINCIAL NOTES :-Correspondence with the American Bank Note Company, since 1st
July, 1864, on the subject of engraving Notes for the Government.

No. 48... NovA SCOTIA AND NEW BRUNSWICK :-Return shewing the Debts of those Provinces to
the Dominion.

No. 49... MONTREAL PosT OFFicE :-Statement of employés therein, with their salaries, and the
vacancies during the last five years. [Not printed.]

No. 50... LAMIRANEE EXTRADITION OF :-Copies of correspondence, despatches, warrants, and other
legal proceedingsin relation to the said case.

No. 50... MACDONALD, ALLAN :-Correspondence relative te bis abduction from the Township of
Moore, by U. S. Officials. [.Not printed.]

No. 51... MUBRAY CANAL :-Returns of Surveys and Report relative te the proposed Canal across
the Isthmus of Murray.

No. 5.ý.. RyLAND, G. H. :-For cepy of any correspondence between the Imperial and Provincial
Goveruments, since ht January, 1859, relative to his claims,-and proceedings of
the Governor in Council thereon, and of any letters from M. Ryland on the subject.
[Not printed.]

No. 53... Cusiom HousE OFFIcxs :-Return of Inland Custom House Officers, with their egllec-
tions, salaries, &c., and Statement respecting Collectors of Customs, and their
collections and Harbour Tolls. [Not printed.]

No. b4... LAcBiNE AND ST. LAwRENcE CANALS :-Statement of Water Power leased on the Lachine
and St. Lawîeuce Canals.

No. 55... PosXsTEns :-Copies of correspondence and documents relating to the appointment and
dismissal of Mr. Scoon as Posmaster of Strathroy. [Net printed.]

POsMASTERs :-Copies of letters or instructions having reference to the conduct of the
Inazector at Lordon, or the Postmasters in Lambton, at the late Election. [Not
printed.]

PosTuÂsTEs :-Copies of the charges preferred against Mr. Barrison, Postmaster of Oil
Springs, the answer thereto, and the Report of the Inspector. [Not prnted.]

POaTrAPTEnS :-Copies of charges preferred against Mr. Kimball, Postmaster at Wilkes-
port, and the Report of the Inspector thereon. [Not printed.]

PomTxAsTERs :-Copies of let'ers addreued to Postmasters in Lambton by the P. O.
Inspecter at London, and instructions issued from Department to said Inspector
(Aot printed.]
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No. 56... MAGDALEN ISLANDS :-Statement of the sittings of the Court at Amherst; and correspon-
dence, during the last three years, in reference to the absence of Judges of the
varions Courts in the Province of Quebec. [Not printed.]

No. 57... RONDEAU HÂARBou :-Orders and correspondence connected with the transfer of the har-
bour to the Rondeau and St. Clair Plank Road Co., and the resumption thereof by
the Government, and a Statement of the amount agreed upon and amount paid by
the Company.

No. 58... ELECTIONS :-Statement shewing the warrants, &c., connected with the issue of the writs
for luntingdon, Montmorency, and Restigouche. [Notprinted.]

No. 59.... NORTH WEST TERRITORY :-Correspondence since the fifth December, 1867, in relation to
the North West Territory and British Columbia.

No. 60... FENIAN PaRsoNERs :-Correspondence with the Imperial Government relative to pardoning
the Rev. Mr. McMahon and other Fenian prisoners in confinement in Canada. [Not
printed.]

No. 61... RAILWAY INDEBTEDNEss :-Correspondence with the Northern, the Great Western and
other Railway Companies, in reference to their indebtedness to the Government.

No. 62... ESTIMATES :-For the nine months ending 31st March 1868; and for the years 1867-8
and 1868-9.

No. 63... MILITAr EXPENDITURF, :-Correspondence with the Imperial Government since February,
1863, on Colouial Military Expenditure and Military Defence.

No. 64... RoYAL FAvoRs :-Copies of any representations addressed to His Excellency by Members
of the House, respecting the mark of Royal Favor conferred on them by ler Majesty,
and of all Despatches on the subject.

No. 65... Hors :-Memorials addressed to the Government in reference to the Hop Duties. [Not
printed.]

No. 66... NovA SOOTIA :-Copy of an Address of the Assembly of Nova Scotia to the British Go-
vernment in favor of a separation of that Province from the Canadian Confederation ;
and of Minutes of the Privy Council sent from Canada, and Instructions to the Hon.
Mr. Tupper, on the same subject.

No. 67... H.aasouRs :-Return of surveys and reports in relation to Harbours at the East Coast of
Lake Huron. [Not printed.]

No. 68.. . LiaRAnoR :-Correspondence with the Government of Newfoundland in relation to the
disputed boundary line between the two countries in Labrador. [Not printed.]

No. 69... àIuNiciPÂL LoAN FUND :-Statement of payments to the credit of the Fund out of the
Consolidated Revenue Fund, uuder the provisions of the Seigniorial Act, oradvances
for other purposes,-the sums borrowed from the Fund by various Municipalities in
Outario, and a statement of those in arrear.

No. 70.... CARILLON AND GRENVILLE CANAL :-Copies of plans, tenders and contracts Bince lst July,
1866, and a statement of amount paid for work thereon. [Notprinted.]

No. 71... FENIAN PRosEcUTION AND HALLIDAY CAsE :-Return of costs paid on the Fenian prose-
cutions, and also on the trial of the " Halliday" case, for the violation of Excise Laws.

No. 72... BRANTFORD :-Accounts rendered by certain parties at Brantford, on the occasion of the
Prince of Wales' Visit; and correspondence in relation thereto. [Not printed.]

No. 73... STEAMIOATS AND SAILING VEsSELs :-Return of all steam or sailing vessels owned in the
Dominion of Canada, on 1st July, 1867.

RAiLwArs :-Statement of all Railways in the Dominion, shewing the cost, extent,
&c., with the receipts and expenses for 1866, and the Railways now under con-
struction.

No. 74... ALIENs, NATURALIZED :-Correspondence with the Imperial Government relative to the
status and rights of British subjects naturalized in any of the Canadian Provinces.

No 15... GoLD DIsTRcTs, N. S. :-Reports by the Officers of the Geological Survey, on the Gold
Districts of Nova Scotia.
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No. 7.. . DiGBY :-Return of fnes and seizures in thatCounty since 1st July, 1867, for breaches of
the Revenue Laws -and anount received and remitted thereon, together with corres-
pondence relative to the seizure of the Union. [Not priued.]

No. 77... DoMINION STcCK :-Statement Of Dominion Stock and other securities issued since 1st
July, 1867, shewing the tenders made and the charges incurred.

NO. 78.. . STEAuMOATs :-Return of Inspectors of steamboats in Quebec and Ontario, with their
salaries, expenses, and vessels inspected, froum 18 G5. [Nol printed.]

No. 79... MinAoUt HAsoUr :-Correspondence with the authorities of Nova Scotia, in 1867, in
reference to the improvement of that harbour. [Not printed.]

No. 83... JUDICIARY :-Statement of the total expenses of the Judiciary of the Dominion of
Canada, se far as the same are chargeable on ibe Consolidated Revenue Fund, for
the quarter commencing on lst July, 1867, and the proportion chargeable to the
several Provinces, &c.

No. 81.. . LAKE SUPERIoR AND RED RIVER :-teports received since 1st July, 1867, from the Surveyor
employed to open a communication between Lake SuperioDr and the lied River.

No. 82. ... Sr. PETER'S CANÂL :-Reports, Surveys and other Documents in the possession of the
Government relating to St. Peter's Canal (Cape Ereton). [Not printed.]

No. 83... Lana Sr. PETER :-Reports made by John Page, Engineer of Public Works Department,
on the deepening of Lake St. Peter, in virtn of an Order in Council, made about
lst July, 1862.

Su'P CuANNEL :-Proposals received during the present Session of Parliament by the
Honorable the Minister of Marine and Fisheries, for deepening Ship Channel between
Quebec 'and Montreal, and for uniting the Trinity Board and Ilarbour Trust of
Montreal.

No. 84....QGAZETTE DE SonR.t :-Statemenet Of accounts rendereil to lhe Governneut by the pro-
prietors thereof, and amount paid to thom froni 182. [Not printei]

No. 85.... PARLIAMENT BUILDINGs :-Details of the items in the Public Accounts, of $14,613.29, and
$21,428.69, for work done on the Parliament Buildings, and a. statement of Mr. Garth's
accounts for heating the Parliamentary and Departmental Buildings. [Not printed.]

PARLIAMENT BUILDINGs :-Copies Of Mr. McGreevy's contracts for work on the Public
Buildings at Ottawa. [Not printed.]

AR.IAMENT BUILBNGs :-Statement of work performed on the Parliament Bnildings,
under authority of letters numbered 56,987, 53,840, 57,295, 57,332, 57,272, 57,587,
57,689, 57,851, 58,563 and 53,840, paid for at the rates in the schedule to the con-
tract, and cof work paid for at other rates. [Not pinted.]

No. 8... TÀncv, CUsToMs, &c., :- Correspondence between the Loe1 Governnents of Nova Sectia
or New Brunswick, &c., with the Governmeut of Canada, &c., complaining of lusses
or grievances, consequent on the operation of Acts passed by Parlament cf Canada,
relative to Customs, Tariff, Excise and Banking.

No. 87 ... CONrEDERATION DELEGATES :-Statement of amonuts pail to the Delegates sent to
E ngland by the different Provinces, in 1860, to promote the passage of the A et of
Confederation.

No. 88.. . PUnIc ProPERTY or FTnE DOMINION :-Statement Of the Public Works and Property of
the Dominion of Canada, derived by virtue of the Act of Union; also, Public Debt
and Liabilities of the Dominion, and amount of securities deducted fromt the amoun
of the respective debts of the Provinces.

No. 89... NEw BRUNswIcK :-Statement of moneys in the hands of the late Provincial Treasurer of
New Brunswick and of the late Deputy Treasurer thereof, ou the first day of July
last, with a statement of the amount received by them since that date.

No, 90... ADVRTIsING AND STATIONERY :-Return of all sums paid by Goverunment and Parliament
for printing, advertising, stationery and pens, during the years 1865, 1866 and 1867,
the name of the Department or person ordering tihe samae, and to whom paid ; and
also for advertising and subscription to the Canada Ga2ete.

No. 91.. . ALGOMA :--Copies of circulars or letters addressed, in the nmonth of June last, by the late
IHonorable Commissioner of Crown Lýnds for the Province of Canada, to the Electors
of Algoma, &c., &c.-[Not printedj
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No. 2 LINE, UPPEa AND Lowsn CANADA :-Statement of the sums paid by GoverR-
ment for lots of land, or parts of lots of land, in effecting the final settlement of the
boundary line between the late Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada ; the quan-
lity, &c., &c., &e. [Not prided.]

No. 9:... IUDSON"s BAY COMPANY MAPs :-Copies of the two several maps furnished te the Govern-
ment of the laie Province of Canada, by the Hudson's Bay Company, in the vear
1864, and shewing respectively the territory then claimed by that Company, &c., &c.,
&c. [Not printeil.]

No. 94. .ý.THAix :-Copies of all correspondence had between the Postmaster General of Canada,
and any companies or persons with reference to the Steamers of the Canadian Ocean
Mail Line, or of any other line calling at the Port of flalifax. [Not printed.]

No. 95... ManmAGE LAws :-Copies of all correspondence hield with any of the Local Governments
of the Provinces of Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. concerning
the present state of the Marriage Laws, &c., &c., &c. [Not printed.]

No. 9G... CIRCeT CoUnT CLERKs :-Statement of all moneys. received by al! Clerks of the Circuit
Courts in all the Counties of the Province of Quebec, other than the Chef-Lieux of
Districts. [Not printed.]

No. )7. .. PENSoNs :-Return of all amounts paid by the Government of the late Provinces of
Canada, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, viz : Pensions under the Statute ; pensions
under Estimates; pensions on the Civil List; military pensions and all other
pensions ; if such there be, for the year ending 30th June, 1867 ; stating respectively
in detail the charges on each Province of such pensions. [Notprinted.]

No. 98.... MILITARY STORES :-Return of all arms, accoutrements, clothirg.and military stores of all
descriptions purchased by the Government of the late Province of Canada, from
1862 to 1st July 1867 ; and by the Governient of the Dom' ion of Canada since the
Ist July last shewing the date of purchase, &c. [Not priù ed.]

No. 99... PROVINcIAL ARBITRATORS :-Statement shewing the number of claims submeitted for the
decision of the Provincial Arbitrators of the former Province of Canada, consequen
upon the expropriation of land required for military defence in the County of Lévist
from the 15th August, 1866, to the 1Oth March last : the names of the claimants,
&c. [Not printed.]

No. 100...ISCOA. DUTIs :-Copies of all correspondence that lias taken place between the Govern-
ment and Chambers of Commerce, Boards of Trade and Refiners, on the subject of
the sugar duties. [Not printed.]

No. 101... PILOTs :-Copies of al correspondence since 1st July last, respecting complaints against
thc corporation of pilots, for and below the Harbour of Quebec, and also of the report
of the Trinity House of Quebec, with the evidence taken before thema on the subject
of such complaints, &c. [Not printed.]

No. 102.. .IDRIEDING :-Returns of all money expended, how, when and where, under the appropria-
tion made by the Parliament of Canada, in 1861, of the s of $30,000 for dredging
operations and new dredges, &c. [Not printed.]

No. 203.. . BLrA cK Riven :-Statement shewing the amount paid Ly the Government of the old Pro-
vince of Canada, and by the Government of the Dominion, if any, since the lst July,
!SGG, for works connected with the descent of timber on Black River, in the County
or Pontiac, in the Province of Quebe, &c. [Not;printed.]

No. 104.. .Taîiiry HoTs,, QuEBso :-Copy of the answer made to the Report of the Trinity House
ofQuebec, which was asked by an Address of this House, on the Gth instant, and of
the documents accompanying said answer. [Not printed.]

No. 105... CANso, STRAIT O :-Return of all Petitions and Correspondence, from any parties in the
Province of Nova Seotia, including the Report of A. Woodgate, Esq., late Postmaster
General,to the Goverament of the Dominion of Canada, relative to the carrying of
Uer M ajesty's Mails across the Strait of Cans o, in that Province. [Not printed.]
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RETURN
[IN PART.]

To an Address of the House of Commons, dated 4th May, 1868, relative to the

state of the Fisheries of the River St. Lawrence, from Rimouski, to head of

tide on the South Shore ; and from Betsiamis, including River Saguenay, to

head of tide on the North Shore; with the Reports of the Agents of the

Department of Fisheries, during the last five years.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Aecretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECILTARY Or STATE,
Ottawa, 14th May, 1868.

[a accordance with the recommendation of the Joint Committee on Printing, the Tables
attached to this Report are not printed.]

REPORT OF ALFRED BLAIS, FISHERY OVERLSEER.

FPoM 1ST JANUARY, TO 3OM JUNE, 1867.

To the Honorable the
Commissioner of Crown Lands.

Sia,-I have the honor to submit the following Report
According to instructions received from the Department, dated the 8th April, 1867,

relative to the Fisheries of the Island of Orleans, I left St. Thomas to proceed thither on
the 15th April last.

15th April.-Left St. Thomas and passed the night at Quebee.
16th April.-The rain having eeased in the afternoon, I left Quebee, proceeding te

the Island of Orleans on foot, in consequence of the bad state of the roads. I passed the
night at St. Pierre de l'Ile.

17th Apri/.-I continued my journey, visiting those proprietors who are in the habit
of setting up Fisheries, giving them all possible information. I also visited the owners of
seines, taking care te make them acknowledge in conversation that their seines had been
used in contravention of the law. These acknowledgments were the only means of briaging
them to destroy their seines without prosecution. 1 found this method to succeed
everywhere.

The following are the names of the owners of fisheries whom I suceeeded in seeing,
and also the names or the owners ofseines which were by them destroyed in my presenc:

Si Victoria. A. 1867
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ST. PIERRE DE L'ILE.

Warren Seines Dimensions.

Fisheries. and nets.

J. B. Rousseau ............................................. ........ . .. . . . inh.
Phidime Pichette....................................................... i do
Napoléon Paradis .......................................................... 1 do
Jos. Turcot.......................................,........... ....... i i do
La. Rousseau .................................... ........................ ..... . do
Eug. Naulin ........ .................................................... ........... do
Félix Goulet................... .................................. ....... do
L1. Lachance* . . i do

T ~his latter is a new one just begun; the owner prombýd to procoed no further with it.

STE. FAMfLLE.

Warren Seines

Fisheries. destroye d.

Cyrille Pruneau.............. . ..................................................
Stanislas Paquet..................................................................... ....
Gabriel Paquet ....................................... . . .................. .....
J. B. Giguère...... ...........................................
Jos. Asselin.................................................................
Jean Audet dit Lapointe .............................. ......
X. Gagnon .................................... . . .................. .......
M arc 'urcot ........................................................ . . ............
Jacques Poulin ........................... ......... ......... ..........
Pierre Gosselin ..... ..................................... ................ ...
Cyrille Pruneau.........................................
Stanislas Paquet ......................... ............. .
Gabriel Pichet ........................................... 
J. B. Giguère ......... .................................... .....................
Jos. Asselin ......................... .......................... ............
Jean Audet dit Lapointe........ ............. .............
X. Gagnon....... ...................... ..... ..................
Marc Turcot.................................................. 
Jacques Poulin ........................... ......................
Pierre Gosselin.......................................... 
X. Giguère................ . ................ .. .
Jean Lamothe.............. ...................................... ......... i
Jean Rodier.. ............................................
Jacques Guay .
Pierre Faucher ................................................ .......
Stanislas Asselin......... ..............................................
Bazile Moreau .
X. Asselin, Ferd. Asselin....................................
Pierre Asselin ........................................ ..........
Régi$ Marquis......................... -..........................
Eustache Morency..............................................
Abraham Asselin ................ ..........
X. Asselin ............................................................
Prs. Marquis. ..................................... i.
Magloire Lavoie-(Seine not used last year.)
Barthélemi Deblois ............................................. .....
Alexis Ferland..........................................
Paul Deblois................ . . ...........
Jeannot Marquis ......................... ...................
Joseph Marquis............... ................... .....................

Size of mesh

in the square.

l inch.

ilnch.

1 iniich.

1.... d .....

1d

1 inch.
1 de

1 inch.
1 do

.................

............. .....

..................

A. 1867
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ST. FRANCOIS.

Warren

Fisheries.

Ls. G uirard ................................................................ ....... 1
Joe. Guirard............ ..... .. .................. ............................
Frs. Asselin ........ ..,........ ............................................. ...
Fra. Pin A m ou ............................................. ....... ............... .................
Jos. Lemelin ........... ................. 1
Frs. Picard... ....... ... ........................ ............. ............. ..
Michel Haumond .............. ...................................................
JOs. M ajor .............................. ................ ........................
Pierre Laurent dit Lasonde ..... .. ......................................
X. Ilaumond ......................................................... .
Là. Gagnon .............. ..... ...............................
Jos bompierre..................... ............................ i
X. Vaillancourt ................... .............................. 1
Pierre Deblois .......................................................... ..
Jos. Lemelin. ...................... «I , ... ........................
Jos. D ubeau.........................-,............................................

Seines

destroyed.

........... ......

..................

.......... ........

......... .........
1 I

..... ...... ......
.. .............

Size of

mesh.

............ ,......

..... 1............

........ .....1 inch.

1 inoh.
..................
, .....Il............
..................

..................

t ineb.......... .... .
I visited the part of Argentenay-

Frs. Lemelin........................1 Autuma Eel Fisheiy.
Ls. Dalaire.................... .. do do
Ls. R. Gagné .... .............. do d o
X. Dion. ..................... do do
Réné Lasalle (St. Francois South) do do
Léandre Lepage do do do
Pierre Haumond do do do
Magloire Ginchereau do do do
Réné Picard do do do
Jos. Labé do do do
El. Campagna...................... do do
L.. L. Dion....................do do
Fabien Moreau................. do do
lenri Dallaire..................... do do

19th April.-I proceeded the same evening to St. Jean; thence 1 crossed to St.
Michel, satisfied with the result of the week's proceedings.

20th Apri.-I measured a new seine commenced by Mr. Lacombe and others, which
I found to be in accordance with the law.

At St. Michel.-The wire net fishery at St. Vallier, belonging to Messrs. Ruelland,
being exceptional in the nature of its construction, and the warren differing greatly from
others, I suggested to them a method of providing a substitute for the fishway, which will
meet the requirements of the law much more effectually, and will be less costly.

Those practical fishermen perfectly understood how to do the work, and promised me
that they would do it. I do not doubt their doing so, as they were greatly puzzled to
devise means of sparing the young bar, without destroying the warren of their fishery,
which is of boards, and is floored like a house. The following is the plan agreed upon,
the construction to be made between the flooe and the side of the warren inclosing the
fish :-

I venture to hope, that this method will be productive of every possible advantage,
as regards the protection of the young bar, without injuring the solidity of the fishory.
The expense will be but slight, and th, apparatus will last long without any repairs. The
latter rmethod might be adopted with advantage in the warren of every sunImer fishery. I

3

A. 1867
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have had occasion to express to the Department my opinion as to the required size of the
meshes or squares placed in the rear of each warren, and that before the regulation was
carried into effect. I tben thought that one inch in width by one inch in height was suf-
ficient; experience has proved the contrary. The object of the law is to protect chiefly
the young bar, by giving it an opportunity of escaping. The small bar, termed >ar de
douzaine, is from six to eight inches long; one six inches long is one and a half inch high
by three quarters of an inch thick ; one eight inches long is two inches high by one inch
thick. Ilow can they pass through an aperture one inch square ? Only the very smallest
are protectéd by the law.

Now that a very easy method is available, I venture to hope that the Department
will be pleased to take these observations into consideration, and alter the dimensions of
these ways, so that they may be in accordance with the enclosed plan. By this method the
object of the law will be much more effectually attained, without greater trouble being
entailed upon the fishermen. On the contrary, it will be much more easily put in practice
and will be less injurious to the eel,-a fish which makes violent efforts to escape.

That the cel shculd not be able to bend it, there should be one inch between each
bar; one row will suffice.

21st April.-Sunday at St. Michel.
22nd April,-I went on to St. Thomas.
26th April.-Engaged in the business of the Department. According to instructions

received, 1 went up to Quebec to meet Commander Fortin.
27th April.-I met the Commander at bis office, and also in the evening. Having

received the required information, I took leave of him.
28th April.-Sunday at Quebec.
29th April.-From Quebec to St. Thomas.
30th April to 20th May.-At St. Thomas.
20th May.-Domicile Tétu, engaged as boatmau at $9 a month, began his time

to-day.
In common with others we were detained at the Basin by bad weather.
30th ,ay.-The wind being still in the north-east, I visited the fisheries of Saint

Thomas.
31st May.-Visited the fisheries at Cap St. Ignace.
1st June.-At St. Thomas.
2nd June.-Sunday; Mr. Augustin Buteau, of the Parish of Berthier, having sent a

carriage to fetch me for the purpose of causing a salmon net set at fifty yards distance from
his fishery to be removed, 1 complied with his request, and proceeded to decide the
affair. Having arrived at the spot, I caused to be brought before me the parties inter-
ested: A. Buteau, complainant, and Antoine Blais, defendant.

I found, in fact, about twenty fathoms of salmon net, of six inch mesh, fifty yards
from A. Buteau's fishery. Observing that A. Buteau's fishery was set with nets, the
meshes of whieh measured three or four inches, and that he was desirous of obtaining pro-
tection under a section of the law relating to the salmon fishery, I asked him in what respect
his neighbour could be interfering with him he having a large meshed tiet ? The reply was that
he would take all the salmon which he, the said Buteau, set bis nets to take, and if he had no
hope of taking salmon he would net set his nets at all. l consequence, I seized the nets of the
complainant (A. Buteau), as being set exclusively for the taking of salmon, and called
upon him to assist me in taking them up. Having convinced him that it would be tohis
advantage to submit at once to the requirements of the law, he assisted me with his boat
and his vehicle. I loaded my carter's vehicle with 102 fathoms of nets, almost as good as
new. The nets having been bought on credit, and nothing having yet been taken with
them, and the said Buteau declaring himself to be infirm and without means, and consider-
ing that the loss of hie nets was more than sufficient loss for him under the circumstauces,
I condemned him for these reasons to forfeit and pay only a sum of 50 cents as a fine, and
$1 coats, besides the confiscation of his nets. The illegal fishery having been removed, I

A. 1867
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sought out Antoine Blais, his neighbor; he not having decided to take out a lieense, I
desired him to re:ove his nets, which he immediately did.

I conveyed Mr. Buteau' nets to St. Thomas in order to have them dried.
4th June.-Having hung up the nets in my building to dry, I left St. Thomas at 9

A. M., on a visit to my division. We passed that night at St. Jean Port Joli.
5th June.-Left St. Jean at five in the morning, the high wind compelling us to put

in at St. Aine's Bay, I directed my attention to the fisheries and the survey of the locality.
From Cape Martin to River Ouelle only one half of the fisheries are set, in consequence

of the lateness of the season. The inhabitants are engaged in sowing. Observing some
fishery warrens which had been begun contrary to law, I was compelled to pass along the
road in order to sec the proprietors, thus doubling the distance ; I did not retura to the
boat until the following morning.

6th June.-We left St. Anne at 6. A. M., rowing. I went to visit the fishery at
Petite Anse, where I met Mr. George Levêque. IIis fishery is set with brush this year,
except the outer warren which is of nets, the meshes of which are two inches square. After
listening to my observations, he requested me to go with him to the Hon. Mr. Chapais'.
The Honorable Minister having requested me to postpone the matter for a few days, as he
was desirous of communicating with the Department and would take the whole responsibility,

I left the same evening, and we arrived at Kamouraska at 6 o'clock.
7th June.-I proceeded to the south-west Bay of Kamouraska to meet the parties

interested in the disputed fishery case between LeBel, Peltier, Landry, Langlais and others.
After having heard them I settled the difficulty and fixed the limits; they went away
satisfied. In the meantime my man visited the fisheries at Cap au Diable, which were in
accordance with the law. I returned to Kamouraska.

Sth June.-Wind contrary. I tried to go out to visit the island fisheries, but the
high wind compelled me to return to the wharf.

9th June.-Sunday.
10th June.-The wind being still in the north-east, I visited the fisheries in the north

east bay in a carriage. Finding Mr. J. B. Moreau's fishery unprovided with a net, I con-
demned him summarily to pay a fine of $6. Not having the money about him, he request-
ed me to meet him at Kamouraska.

l1th June.-After having settled with J. B. Moreau, we left Kamouraska at 1 P.M.,
passing by the Pilgrims. Mr. Marquis having made me a signal, I landed to speak with
him He complained that the game laws did not sufficiently protect the eggs of wild fowl
on our islands. Early in May there are wild fowl sitting on the rocks. The people irom
the south shore carry off the eggs from the Pilgrims in spite of Mr. Marquis, and great
waste results. Mr. Marquis does not derive any benefit from the wild fowl, but takes a
pleasure in seing their haunts well covered with them.

12th June.-I ontinued my journey to River du Loup, where I arrived at 9j P. M.
I went to the Post Office and thence to the railway station, where the Indians had assem-
bled for the purpose of buying a canoe. The men were absent.

13M June.-I returned to see the Indians, and having made an agreement with them,
I left River du Loup at noon. I visited the fisheries as far as Great Cacouna and fouand
them in accordance with the law. I reached Fontaine Claire at 10 P.M.

14th Jnne.-We left Cacouna at 1 P.M., visiting the north-eastern fisheries of Great
Cacouna, as well as the south shore of the island separated from Cacouna and the main
land. 1 had the dissatisfaction of observing there several infractions of the law. The
parties not being at their fisheries, I was unable tc condemn them in a summary manner
until I had caused them to be brought before me and ascertained correctly to whom
the fishery belonged. Having heard them, I was convinced that they had been duped
by a false report to the effect that escape nets were entirely abolished. They were
surprised to see me again. B ut the law had to be respected. I arranged to meet them
on the main land. I returned to my boat, which was in the channel between the island
and the main land, to restore myself after an afternoon passed upon the shoals, but was yet
more thoroughly wetted through by the rain, whieh continued to fall all night. I wished
much to make a fire, but could not succeed, everything being too wet. At flood tide I
put the boat under shelter of a fishery for the remainder of the night, which was by no
means a pleasant one.

A. 1867
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15th June.-At 4 A.M., we set off rowing from the south-west of Green Island. I
found the fisheries on the eastern part of the island in conformity with the law. We left
the island with the flood tide, and entered the River Moulin at 1 P.M. After landing
our effects to have them dried, I proceeded to Mr. Bertrand's and to the office of the Clerk
of the Court, who was engaged at an enguête.

16th June.-Sunday.
17th Juie.-Mr. Chas. Bertrand requested me te take into consideration the great

poverty of the persons in default, a fact which has long been well known, and the difficul-
ties in which the small farmers, who are also fishermen, have latterly been involved, their
means being exhausted in consequence of the high price of flour. Many families have
had no bread on their table since the spring, their last farthing have been devoted to the
purchase of seed.

The defaulting fishermen, being all assembled, begged me to decide the matter in a
summary manner, as I might have done if they had been present at their fisheries wheu
found to be in contravention of the law, as they were desirous of escaping the law costs,
which are very high in that county. Mr. Bertrand, a former Magistrate, told me that
undet the circumstances, I ought te do so, although not in aacordance with the letter of
the law, the persons in default not having been absolutely present at the spot where the
offence was committed. Considering that the lowest fine, without costs, would be a greater
punishment to them than a higher fino at a less critical time, I condemned them te pay
the following fine for each fishery:-

Ephrem Grandmaison.... ..................... .......... $1 O
Etienne Grandmaison........................................ 4 00
Cyrille Tremblay ............................................ 4 00
Paschal Guichard............................................. 4 00
Dame Zéphirin Raimond.................................... 2 00
Joseph Raymond...................................... 4 00
M ichel Coté.................................................... 4 00
Firmin Vaillancourt.......................... .......... 4 00
J. B. Côté..................................... 4 09

The whole was paid without delay ; the fines, though small, were borrowed by quarter
dollars. They went away satisfied with the manner in which I had dealt with them and
very certain that they would be severely punished in future, if found committing an
offence.

18th June.-At 8 in the morning, the rain having ceased, I left the parish of Green
Island, visiting the fisheries which had net been visited at the morning tide. At 7 P.M.,
the sane day, I reached Trois Pistoles, where I passed the night.

19th June.-The wind being north-east, I ordered my man to go at low water to the
fisheries, I myself getting ready to proceed to St. Simon, at the request of Louis Rioux,
a resident there. That person having arrived, the jeurney was avoided.

Louis Rioux complained that George Charest, a minor son of Thomas Charsst, the
keeper of the lake, had fished in Lake St. Simon in contravention of the fishery laws, and
bad done so on several occasions. The witnesses being absent, I issued procèss to cause
them to appear in the afternoon before me at the residence of Jules Dumas, Esq., N.P.

After several witness had been heard, the whole being taken down in writing, I
condemned the said George Charest, jointly with his father, as being his son's tutor, to
pay $8 fine and $13.20 costs. The father at first refused to pay, igut perceiving that I
was taking steps to recover the amount by means of a seizure of his goods and chattels, he
paid the fine the same evening. The complainant accepted Thomas Peltier, Esquire,
trader, J.P., as surety for the costs.

2is June.-Achille Paradis, day laborer hearing that a complaint had been laid
against him before me for having £shed with Charest at Lake St. Simon, came and con-
fessed judgment. I condemned him to pay $4 fine and $1.70 costs; the amount was paid
at once.

Business being oompleted, I prepared my luggage to be ready te set off with the
e*ning tide. We left Trois Pistoles at 4. P. M., and passed the night at the Rasades of
St. Simon.
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22nd June.-At 4 A. M., we left the Razades rowing, passing by the cliffs of St.
Simon and St. Fabien, and fixing the limits of each license as far as Ha ! Ha ! Bay, at
which place I went to the residence of Abraham Dumas, in accordance with instructions
from the Department, dated 22nd January last. No person refused to take out a license,
but no person had any money with him; these licenses will be issued as I return.

The difficulty between Mr. Dumas and Mr. Gagnon could not be settled by a license.
Mr. Gagnon had conceded the upper part of the south-west point of Ha! Ha! Bay, situ-
ated in the seigniory of St. Fabien, to abstract or obtain by that means the fishery ground
which Mr. Dumas bas always held, and that, in my opinion, unjustly, as Mr. Gagnon does
not reside on that Bay and has not utilized that fishing ground this year, and as he has
two other fishing grounds a Cap à lOrignal, Anse à la Truie and Bay des Foins, where
he resides. Therefore I did not hesitate to issue a license to Mr. Dumas that he may be
at peace.

If I might venture to advise, I would recommend Ha ! Ha! Bay to the Department
as a most eligible spot for the deposit of oysters. Every necessary requirement for that
purpose exists there. Unusually large, and sheltered from storms, the bottom is as lavel
as a sheet of paper. There arc no loose stones, the bottom being a red sand mixed with
mud; the depth is one, two and three fathoms at low water; the bay breeds large numbers
of small shell-fish (bourgeaux) which disappear or bury themselves at the approach of
bad weather. If the existence of native shell fish in the bay, where the water is not as
salt as in the Gulf give prospect of the reproduction of oysters in rivera, there can be no
doubt but that this bay is the most favorable place that the Department could find for the
formation of an oyster bed.

23rd June.-On Sunday morning we left Ha! Ha! Bay, rowing to Bic, where I met
Mr. Sylvain after mass.

24th June.-I gave a license to George Sylvian, Esq., M. P., for the limit from Massacre
Islet to the Hàtée River. Messrs. Létourneau and Bélanger, who have set fisheries within
that limit, have made arrangements with Mr. Sylvain for the present year. I also gave a
license to Madame Longchamps for the station at Cap Enragé. T visited the fisheries of
Anse au Bouleau in my boat. A high wind from the north-east detaining me at Bic, I
devoted the time to the exploration of the little river to the south-west of Bio, taking a
plan of its course as far as Jos. Levèque's large creek, a resort of salmon when the river
is low. The salmon having been formerly killed in this creek against the will of the
proprietor, Jos. Levêque, I authorized him to watch the river, and gave him $2 with a
promise of reward hereafter, if he should succeed in detecting any person infringing the
law. Jos. Levéque assured me that he had counted eight salmon wintering in the creek
just mentioned, and that at the first ice of last winter. The little river which is the outlet
of Lakes St. Simon and Malobès, is very much like the River Mistassini on the north
shore. The Damour Islet fishery, set up by lector Bérubé, bas been further removed
from the channel of the river. It is much shorter than last year and will consequently
not be productive of as much iijury as it was last season.

I was unable to obtain the information necessary to secure the conviction of those
persons who had been guilty of infractions of the fishery laws in the south-west river of
Bic. It was very difficult to ascertain the names of the Indians who had visited it. I
venture to hope that they will meet with a different reception hereafter.

We left Bic at 6 P. M., taking advantage of the calm to reach Rimouski. We passed
the night at Mr. Langis' fishery, at Cannel Island. We crossed the river at 6 A. M.

25th June.-At Rimouski, where I was engaged in replying to letters received and
attending to the wants of the fishermen.

26th Jun.-I went to the saw mill with Mr. Lue Sylvain. It has often been con-
tended that it is almost impossible to carry away the sawdust which falls into the river.
Animated by the spirit of progress, Mr. Sylvain, in order to re-stock this river with salmon,
bas spared no pains to prove to the public that where there is good will the matter is easy
enough. He as constructed a platform under the mill with boxes around the frames; a
second small box encloses the crank in such manner as to allow of the ordinary play. The
carrent of air created by the crank in this box, which arises as much as possible above the
platform, drives up all the sawdust which falls into the larger box; it is thence removed
by two men out of the mill.
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About 450 or 600 bushels of sawdust are removed daily. After having been allowed
to heat in heaps, it is hoped that the sawdust may be utilised for the improvement of
heavy Clay soils.

There are more salmon in the Rimouski River than there were lastyear; they appear
to be abundant as in the still waters of the Godbout River, notwithstanding that several
hundreds are taken at the Government wharf.

A second cause which will'retard to an unusuil degree the increase of salmon in this
river, is the great number of trout in its water. These destroy at least one-half the eggs
of salmon deposited.

I must direct the attention of the Department to this matter. Trout cannot be fished
for with the fly in this river without a large number of small salmon being taken. Mr.
Sylvain will not fish for trout for that reason. The only nethod of destroying the trout
without causing damage to the salmon would be to obtain permission from the Commis-
sioner to fish for trout in the close season, by ground fishing in the autumn. At that time
the trout is full of salmon eggs of the size of a pea. It will hardly take bait at all in
winter. A permit extending exclusively to the lower part of the Rtimouski River would
protect the thousands of salmon eggs which in a short tiue would re-stock the waters of
the St. Lawrence.

26th June.-At low tide I visited the fisheries at Isle au Sable. All was in conform-
ity with the law.

27th June.-We left at 9, a. m., to visit the fishermen at St. Barnabé Island, and also
to fix the limits of licenses and to cause the Lround or shoal, belooging to the Hon. Mr.
Tessier, represented by Mr. Chalifour, Sheriff, to be cleared. The Sheriff's fishery and that
of Mr, Bouilliane were in conformity with the law, but that of Jacques Lepage had not
been so before this day. In view of the fact that the said Jacques Lepage paid $5 fine
last season to Commander Fortin for the same offence, a suit will be instituted against
him., Complaint was also made that the said Jacques Lepage had extended his fishery
too far out, covering the other fisheries in such way as to send the fish off the shoal. I
notified him not to set up his fishery in that way another year. We left St. Barnabé
Island at 8 in the evening. I issued licenses to Mr. Laurent Bouilliane and to S. Chali-
four, Sheriff. I brought an action against Jacques Lepage. I was engaged in replying
to several letters received from the Department.

29th June.-St. Peter's day.
30th .June.-Sunday.

REMARKS.

The herring fishery of this spring was, in general, inferior to that of last spring. lI
fact in some parishes there was no fishing done whatever.

Rivière Ouelle.-Hardly anything.
Kamouraska.-But little herring, but a good catch of roulis,-a large quantity of

sardine which serves for daily consumption.
St. André.-No herring, but some sardine.
River du Loup.-Little herring in the nets, but large and fat. It appeared very late,

in the first days of June.
Cacouna.-The fisheries had a regular take of a few barrels every'day ; so that the

season may be said to have been a good one.
Isla Verte.-Main Iand. Mr. Achille Betrand's fishery is the only one in which

fishing was carried on. I think the catch was about 200 barrels, the fish being removed
every day by the poor of the tDwnships. I doubt whether the proprietor sold as much as
$20 worth.

On the lsland.-Few and small.
Trois Pistoles.-Nothin g
Ric.-Hrdly anything.
Rimouski. -The little taken here was caught on St. Barnabé Island.
The salmon and shad fisheries are better than last year.
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la my humble opinion. the herring have not disappeared from the coast, as would
appear to be the case frotm the fact that the yield of the fisheries is diminishing from year
to year. Ail the herring have not emigrated to other localities where they cIn deposit
their spawn without obstacle. In general, the herring have been driven from the shores
in proportion as the fishermen, in striving to compete one with another, have increased
the length of their fisheries. At first the longest fisheries were the most lucky. Hence
they were lengtheued froma year to year. At present, whenever the length of the beach
permits, the fisheries extend the length of fifteen arpents, and every proprietor wishes to
have a fishery of his own. Ail the old spawning grounds, where the fish d, posited their
eggs, are covered with fisheries. The her!ing that approacli thre beach with the flow,'
meet these obstacles and return to deep water; when the ebb comnenc-s they are free.
At Isle Verte, this spring, I saw mien walking midst herring, below the fisheries, as the
tide began to flow, the fish beingso thiel that you could lift thei with the foot, es the
at the ebb there was nothing in the fisheries. At Anse Lu Sable, Rimouski, the herring de-
posited their eggs, this spring on a little shoal a flew paces from the enclosureof the fisheries.
Were it not for this little shoal, the fish would have been forced to nigrate to another
locality, as they are forced to do from the great spawning grounds, owing to the lengther-
ing of the fisheries. Thus, at Isle Verte no fish whatever was taken this spring. A few
years ago the fisheries were all short, and the fish, while swimmwing, were drawa into therm
by the ebb. So long as the fisheries are set as they now are, I can see no hope of this
fish re-appearing as it formerly did. The great number of fisheries, and above :ll their
length, is the chief cause of the disappearance of the fish; not mnere ly owing to the vast
quantity of fish formerly destroyed by these fisheries, but still more by the fact of their
preventing the fish from visiting the spawuing grounds for reproduction.

I do not claim the credit of making these facts known to the Departnerit, for the
Governument bas already endeavored to diminish the cxcessive number of fisheries, by a
clause in the law prohibiti-ng the setting of any fishery which was not in existence il the
fishing season of 1864. A great deal has been said against this clause of the law; in fact
it bas been denounced as au infringement of the rights of the people. I shall take the
liberty of suggesting a plan less severe; it would be that of association, under a law prohi-
biting the setting of any brush fisheries at less than a certain distance apart, compelling
those on whose lands fisheries shall be set to associate with theiselves those who shaull be
compelled to cut down their fisheries; by this means the party who cannot set his fishery
will bc indemnified by taking a share in the next fishery and will not be jealous of others.
Whenever it is proved, upon eath, before the fishery overseer that one of tlie parties is
unreasonable, the overseer shall have the right to exclude him. Usually, in large fish ries,
there are five or six partners, often residing very far apart, in the other cor cessions ; it
will be better that five ar six neighbours should loose their fisheries wAd cambine together
se as to clear the beach. This plan of ass. ciation would render great benefits io the fisher-
men; a larger quantity of fish would be salted ; for if the herring take to the beach when
driven by the wind and are all takes in the fisheries during one tide ; the proprietor cannot
have his neighbours to assist him ; he saves ten barrels out of filfty aud b; the time it be-
cones known that the fish are in, it is too late lor the tide ; on the folowbving day the fih
is removed for manure, and is thus loit.

I forgot in my report of last year to call the atten titi of the Deper.ment to the pro-
teetion of sturgeon. Having from my early youth seen this fish wasîed, I never sbould
have thought that the Government woulid oe rendering a great scvice to its subjects by
adopting a regulation for the protection of the fish. But public opinin is .ow being
aroused by the want which is felt. I express the views of a great number of persons who
desire a prudent enactinent of law which wili, this summer, render it penal to take star-
geon in any fisbery, to have it in one's possession or offer it for sale, when less than three
feet in length. The fish is then larger and is getting its fox snout which is very point, d
it becomes more fiat nosed as it grows older. A little consideration widl show that it is a
shame to waste in this way a fish which, wheu young, is worth but a few centa, whereas
when it has attained full growth it weighs over 200 pounds and-forms a delicious and pro-
ftable article of food. It is not exported because there is never enough for local con-
sumption; the fhermen themaelves think themselves lnoky when they happen to catch
ai of thes fsh. It never ooerred to any one that tu protect 100 young sturgeon was

2* 9.
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to protect more than the value of 100 barrels of herring. I can vouch for the truth of
the following : I myself witnessed on one occasion, the fish divided in a fishery by two
associates. Amongst the fish was a middle-sized sturgeon, five or six feet in length. Ail
parties were eager to get the fish, and over six bushels of herring were offered for it. No
change need be made in the fisheries in order to effect this protection, for this fish will
not die from being allowed to remain on the mud banks during low-tide ; all that is needed
is that the fishermen should make a little cavity at the entrance of the warren into which
the water may flow, an 1 deposit therein any sturgeon under three feet under the warren
in order that the crows or gulls may not carry theim off, and when the iide comes in they
will ail be saved. This can very easily be donc. Such a law will protect at the least
100,000 young sturgeon in the Parish of St. Ignace alone. During one and the same
season I saw two or three horse loads of young sturgeon removed from a single fishery,
and in the Quebec market a string of sturgeon is offered for from 10 to 12 cents. I trust
the Department will accede to my request as soon as possible, and forward to me copies of
the regulation in question in order that all fishermen may be furnished with one before
the month of August, the period when the largest number of these fish are destroyed.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your very humble and obedient servant,

(Signed), ALFRED BLAIS,
Rimouski, 6th July, 1867. Fishery Overseer.

MONTMAGNY, 18th October, 1867.
To the Honorable the

Minister of Marine and Fisheries.
Si.-I have the honor to transmit to you my daily journal of proceedings from 1st

July to Tst September, 1867.
1st July.-My little vessel was swamped by the tempest last night ; =y man was in

bed on board and had difficulty in saving himself; all our provisions and effects were
washed out of the boat. My papers and the tracing of the coast were on shore. We found
threeoars and some of the effects. The boat received no injury whatever. In the afternoon,
Jacques Lepage, a fisberman residing at St. Bernabé Island, was brought before me charged
with an infraction of the fishery laws. He was condemned to pay $6 fine and $3 costs.

2nd July.-From 7 A.M. to 6 P.M., I worked at my report up to 30th June, and at
the mapping out of the limits of the licensed fisheries at Bic, St. Fabien and St. Simon.

4th, 5th July-Same work.
6th July.-Finished and forwarded my report.
7th July.-I gave a fishing license to Mr. Langis, for Islet a Canuel.
8th July.-We left Rimouski at ten o clock, using cur oars, and visited the fisheries

as far as Grand Métis finding all going on well there. I found the people tolerably zealous
in complying with my orders as to the manner of setting these fisheries. Raving reached
Grand Métis River at 5 P.M., we started again at C6 for Métis Islets, where we were to
spend the night, and arrived there at 8 the same evening.

9thJuly.-We left Little Métis at 9 A.M. I visited the fisheries and we passed the
night at Anse de Matane.

10th July.-We started from Anse de Matane at 9 A.M.; reached Matane River at 11
A.M. I found two salmon nets set by the lessee, Mr. Lacroix; one of them was about 30
yards from the old slide, a distance of about 80 yards from the other net. I directed Fiolas
who is employed by Mr. Lacroix to remnve the second net as it was too near the slide near
theonly dyke in which the salmon habitually rest, which was done at once. I condemned
Mr. Lacroix to pay a fine of ten dollars. I commenced the preparation of the platforms

nder the mill to carry off the saw-dust.
1lth July.-Began the construction of the fishway.
12th Ju/y.-Engaged at the fishway. Being able to manage a larger number of men,

I endeavored to inerease the numbe'.
13th July.-We have made a dam in order to work on dry ground. I took a vehiele
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and visited the fisheries from the Matane River to Ruisseau Jacqtes Hughes, Cap a la
Baleine.

14th July.-Sunday.
15th July.-Having been able to get only three men, I told the foreman of the mill

that if there were no competent men in the place, I would find them elsewhere. I had
no lack of men after that. The level of the dam measures 52 feet in length, which some-
what astonished the foreman ; in fact he made several attempts to alter matters so as to
shorten the fishway to 40 feet, but I would consent to no change of a nature to diminish
its efficacy.

16th and 17th July.-Same work. During the night of the 17th, at 2 A.M., I visited
the river in a canoe in order to ascertain whether certain parties might not have been
tempted to fish for salmon which had been seen during the day under the bridge.

Crossingithe Matane River I was not deceived as I have sometimes been in these noe-
turnal visits, for I seized a net set by a servant of Mr. Lacroix, named Lawrence Fiolas, but
I was enabled to ascertain that the latter had acted on his own behalf. la 'view of his large
family and of the value of the new 15 fathom net for which he must pay the proprietor, I
condemned him to a fine of one dollar and took possession of the confiscated net.

18th and 19th July.-The work continues. In the afternoon an individual came in a
canoe, close to the fishway in pursuit of the salmon which had gathered to the number of
seven in the canal I had caused to be cleared out on the previous evening. I sent him
away and told him never to trouble the salmon la this spot again. All parties agree in
stating that it is many years since so mauy salmon have been seen this river. Mr. L. N.
Blais attributes this to the fact that a portion of the dam was broken four years ago, and
salmon were seen that year in the upper part of the river. It is supposed that the young
of these salmon are this year visiting this river.

20th July.--Fearing lest I should be unable to finish the work, as the week was
advanced I increased the number of men by the hands employed at the mill, and at 7ý P.M.,
we let the water into the fishway inithe presence of a large number of spectators. The dam
having been lowered opposite the fishway, no drought will ever run it so low as to prevent
the salmon from getting up. At tl-e least 18 inches of water was let into the fishway and
so slight in the pressure of water that a man can go up and down the 52 feet without
touching any thing, and in fact, with his arms crossed. A chip takes more than a minute
to pass down. After the trouble I had, notwithstanding the good will displayed by Mr.
Sylvain, junior, I do not think the Department can ever succeed in getting a similar work
constructed any where without sending to the spot some person interested in having the
matter carried out in a perfect manner, for the ieast thing, according to the position of the
fishway, may prevent the salmon from going up.

21st July.-Sunday. I gave notice at the Church door fixing the limits which canoes
and persons fishing for trout were not to pass under penalty of a fine.

22nd July.-Monday: I settled with Mr. Lacroix and Laurent Fiolas the fine imposed
and stored the nets in a safe place ; I also finished the platforms and boxes to receive the
saw-dust; I left the River Matane at 2 P.M., after having counted 22 salmon a few feet
from the fishway. Reached Little Métis at Il o'clock.

23rd July.-Left Little Métis at 5 o'clock. Visited the fisheries at Anse des Morts,
which I had been unable to visit going down. They were all conducted in conformity with
the law. Having reached Ste. Luce at 11 P. M., we were glad to run under the lee of a
fishery for shelter against the wind which blew all the rest of the night, with rain and
thunder.

24th July.-At 7 A. M., the wind having veered off shore a little, we were enabled
to row to Father Point where we passed the iight.

25th July,-At 5 A.M., we reached Rimouski; 1 busied myself entering the notes for
my Report. I proceeded to Anse au Sable to give fishery licenses to those who took
salmon; those whom I was unable to see were to meet me on the 26th, at Côté's Hotel.

26th Jul.q.-I gave three fishing licenses; several other applicants were expected and
did not come; I continued the work of my July Report. Mr. Desjardins, of St. Fabien,
came for me for the second time, in order that I might settle the difficulties which had
arisen between the parties, who had set eel nets on the outlet of Lake St. Simon, but I had
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ne time to go, having made nn appointment at this place with other fishermen who desired
te take out licenses.

I met the Hon. Mr. Tessier in the afternoon. He begged me to go te Lake St. Simon
on my return, in order to ascertain whether the complaints made by tourists against the
lessee, Thomas Charest, w'ere well founded; I promised him that if I were detained at
Rimouski until Monday, by the south-west wind, I would drive te St. Simon se as toreturn
in time te put my boat on board the steamer.

27th Julyq.-Strong wind from the west. I continued my office work and notified the
Department that I had left Matane.

28th July.-Sunday.
29th Ju/y.-I engaged a carter to take me te St. Fabien. At the request of the

fishermen of the lower part of the river forming the outlet of Lake St. Simon and Malau-
bais, I demolished four eel fisheries which obstructed nearly the entire channel. I went
on the same niLht, to the fishway of Lake St. Simon, and fixed the limits of the eel-fisheries
there. I had long been espected at this place; Thomas Charest had been asked te have
the place cleared, but ho dia not come; I saw several poor persons te whom T. Charest
had refused leave te fish at the time appointed by law. I reported the fact te Mr. Tessier,
wlo told me that the lake had been let subject te the condition that the people of the plaee
were te be allowed te fish ai the lawful season. At bis request, I made enquiry for a
reliable person who would take charge of this fine lake, and make it his duty te visit the
spawning grounds regularly in the fall. The most reliable information pointed te Joseph
Berger, who lives to the north-east of the lake, as the best person to select. This man,
though poor, is not in the habit of fishing at any time; ho is auxious te do his duty. Fromn
what I have been enabled to ascertain concerning him, I feel justified in recommeuding
bimu te the Department and to Mr. Tessier.

30th July.-! returned by the shore of St. Simon, the salmon fishermen were not at
home te pay their licenses; ail the nets had been taken up, for I saw them spread on the
fences at their hcuses; I notified themn that they must make payment te Notary Dumais
of Trois Pistoles, within a few days from that date. I returned the same evening to
Rimouski, after having given fishing licenses te those who took salmon at Bic.

3Ist Ju/y.-Xavier Parent, of Anse au Sable, who thoght ho was about being prose-
cuted for not having made it known that ho had taken salmon in his fishery, came te take
out a license this morning. I received a letter from Y r. Blais, of Matane; during the night
of the 26th, he caught an Indian and a Canadian committing the grave misdemeanor of
torch fishing, and wished te await my return te that locality in order te punish them as
they deserved. I begged him te prosecute thei at once, lest the Indian should move off
before I had occasion to return te that river.

Let Augst.- Having put the boat on board the steamer Advance, we left Rimouski at
3 P.M. When off Ile aux Grues, Captain Simard baving stopped his vessel in order to
enable ns te disembark, in a few moments we took leave of him. As the Advance was in
the north ehannel opposite lie aux Grues, we were compelled te row te the island and
thence te St. Thomas, where we ran in at 6 P. M.

3rd August.-Iiaving failed te secure the mcu I required te do the blasting at the
basin of St. Thomas, in order te prepare a place te facilitate the ascent of the salmon, I
proceeded to St. Pierre te get a man of Iractical experience in the work.

4dh August.-Sunday, at St. Thomas.
5th August.-The river having risen we were unable te blast.
6th Aujust.-The river being high we were unable te blast.
7th August.-We commenced work. I kept my man with seven others, at their work;

one at 5s. per day, two at 4s. the others at 3. 6d.
8th Agust.-Teu men to-day.
9tit Augus.-Ten men to-day.
10th Aêugjust.-Hlaving been requested te go te St. Louis de Kamouraska by L. Miller,

merchant, and Notary LeBe', in connection with a fishing matter, I left my men under the
care of J. Blais and D. Tétu, and after having shewn them the work te be done, I left St.
Thomuas for Kamouraska.

1 li August.-Sunday, at Kamouraska.
129A August,-Being upon the spot with the parties interested, Miller and LeBe, 1
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decided that a portion of the cel fishery of Notary LeBel should remain set, and that the
outer portion should be destroyed, in order to give Mr. Miller a chance te take some fish.
Inasmuch as these two fisheries were within one arpent of each other, they were satisfied
with my decision and parted on good terms. In the afternoon I was summoned to the
little Kamouraska River, by B. Paradis, who complained that the eel fisheries set in front
of him crossed the water-course completely, and left him no chance of laying in his stock of
eels. I proceeded to the place and after having heard the facts, the parties interested being
with me, I caused one third of the main channel to be cleared at each fishery, and, more-
over, condemned Milrée Labris to pay a fine of$1 ; Lebleu Labris, $1; Nazaire LeBel, $1;
J. B. Paradis, the party complaining, was also condemned to pay a fine of $1. Having re-
ceived two complaints for infraction of the game law against Pierre Michaud and Charles
Ouellet, I determined te prosecute them as as I should be at leisure.

13th August.-I left Kamouraska for St. Thomas.
14th August.-Engaged in blasting.
15th August.-The storm during the night caused the water in the river to rise so

much that we were unable to continue work.
16th August.-Resumed work.
17tk August.-Resumed work.
18th August.-At Montmagny.
19th August.-In forenoon bad weather, afternoon the water too high.
20th August.-lRivière du Sud being too bigh to continue the bla8ting, I availed

myself of the delay te visit Rivière Ouelle. At 4 P.M. I visited the river, and gathered
a variety of information as to its condition, I was told that a couple of salmon had been
seen at the dam of Mr. Letellier's mill during the sumnier, and one fish in the rapid below
the railway.

21st Auqust.-After havinig calculated afresh the expenditure necessary to be made
on this river in order to prevent the present destruction of salmon, I fell back upon the
first plan, that is to say, the erection of a barrier under the railway bridge, in place of pùt-
ting a rack in the sinice and another in the dam of Mr. Letellier's mill; this barrier should
be made of iron with a network also of iron, and to relieve the barrier it would be neces-
sary te have a small boom below Mr. Letellier's mill dam, to stop the timber carried down
by the river. Moveover, this barrier should be so erected as te enable it to be removed
every fall. This river is now very foul, owing te the vast quantities nf saw-dust and wood
from the different mills. Mr. King, the proprietor of the said mill, does not scem to me
te be disposed te do anything towards the removal of the saw-dust. Should it be decided
to carry out the above works on the River Ouelle, I beg that the Department will notify
me during the winter, se that I may be enabled to securo the timber required for the
smali boom.

22nd August,-I left River Quelle te return te Montmagny.
23rd and 24th August.-We continued our blasting.
25th August.-Sunday, at Montmagny.
26th August.-After having given orders to the workmen of the day, I went up te

St. Michel with the intention of settliug the matter of Lacombe, in accordance with the
instructions of the Department. I was anxious that it should be done, before I should be
exposed te find him again infringing the laws at my coming visit te the islands. In this
journey te St. Michet I did net find Mr. Lacombe at home, he was fishing with the seine
at the islands. I returned te St. Thomas the same night.

27th August.-I remained with the workmon, in order te finish some of the basins of
the fals, bo that I did net go te the islands.

28th August.-I settled with half the workmen.
29th August.-I gave instructions to those who continued at work as te what remained

to be done, and we crossed over at once to Ste.Marguérite Island. We met no one during
the day; we slept at Patience Island, north-east of Grosse Ile.

30th August.-At daybreak we saw a boit comiug towards us. On its entering our
bay we boarded it te measure the seine which I had seen from the shore. This seine which
was 190 feet in Iength with a two inch mesh, belonged to one David Mathurin, of St.
Thomas. Mr. Mathurin declared that ho had fiished with the seine about three weeks be-
faseend that since then. it had been of noservice te him. Hie, moreover declared, thatho ha4
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bought the seine from Abraham Enouf of Beaumont, and that the latter had sold it to him
as a seine having the length of mesh required by law. I told him that he had been de-
ceived, and that it was my duty to seize the seine. This was done. Iu view of Ma-
thuriu's poverty, and the loss occasioned by the seizure of lis net, I condemned him
to a fine of only 50 cents, in addition to the confiscation of bis seine, which we took on
board our boat. We then crossed to St. Thomas in order to store it in safety.

31st August.-I worked in making up the account of disbursements for blasting, to be
transmitted to the Department. I proceeded to the station where I received some infor-
mation respecting two persons of the Parish of St. Anne, named Adolphe Morrin and
Dubé, who were said to have made a practice of drawing a seine for trout in Liake St.
Aune. As soon as my other engagements permit me I shall attend to this matter.

lst September.-At Montmagny.
2nd September.-Occupied in writing.
3rd September-We crossed to the Islands with a stiff breeze from the north-east,

and found l rudeut Lacombe of St. Michel, in the south-west bay of Grosse Isle. I visited
bis seine, and found it according to law. I also found in bis vessel three dozen of white-
fish taken in bis seine the preceding evening. When I remarked to him that netted
white-fish were prohibited, lie assured me that that fish was sold and bought in the markets
without any difficulty, and that he had information by letter from the Department that the
taking of it in the seine would be allowed, as well as by other methodsoffishing. I would
have confiscated bis fish immediately, but considering that I had already found him viola-
ting provisions of the Fisheries Act, and bad had great trouble with him, I took bis word
for the time, in order to receive instructions from the Department, on the question. We
immediately returned to St. Thomas. I then telegraphed to Ottawa to gain time to meet
Mr. Lacombe at Quebec on Saturday.

4th September.-I passed the day in writing.
5th September.-I received a telegram from the Department authorizing me to pro-

eeed to Quebec in order to receive instructions contained in a lettor addressed to me, and
immediately left St. Thomas. On my arrival ut Quebee, I went to the River Etchemin,
in order to visit that place. The salmon put in there above the lock were partly found
dead below. Prudence would have dictated the placing of a rack above the lock, in
order to cut off their return to the sea, before they had felt the impulse to deposit their
spawn.

6th September.-I went on board the steamer at à A.M., on my returu to Quebec.
As my letter was addressed to the care of Mr. Simard, and he received it late in the morn-
ing, Mr. Lacombe had sold bis fish and had set off on bis return to St. Miehe]. I availed
myseif of the time remaining to warn the traders, that in future they must not buy any
white-fish taken in a seine in the close season.

7th September.-l left Quebec for St. Thomas.
8th September.-Sunday, at St. Thomas.
9th September.-I visited the warren fisheries of St. Thomas, and found Mr. Fournier's

made contrary to law; not having any rack or fishway at the extremety of the warren.
As Mr. Fournier was on the spot, and had, coutrary to the advice of bis friends, neglected
to put his warren in legal condition, I condemned him summarily on view to a penalty of $4.

10tt September.-We left St. Thomas for the islands.
11th September.-Being at the islands, I fell in with Mr. Lacombe, and in bis pos-

session a dozen of white-fish caught with the seine contrary to the Fisheries Act. I con-
demned him to pay a fine of $2 and confiscated the fish.

12th September.-We left the islands, and endeavored to cross to the south side, but
the wind obliged us to put back.

18th September.-Returned to St. Thomas. Mr. Xavier Fournier paid bis fine.
14th September.-I went to Berthier to meet an officer of the Department, and to

accompany him in bis visit to my division, and to the different works done by the Depart-
ment in the course of the summer.

15th September.-Sunday, at Montmagny.
16th September.-We set out for the islands, crossed over to Reaux Island, and thence to

the Isle of Orleans; the stiff breeze obliged us to go into the River St. Anne, where we passed
the night. We visited part of the fisheries of St. Famille and St. Frangois. We found

14
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that of P. Marquis with three warrens and so doubled as to prevent the passage of emall
fish. As he was on the spot, I fined him $6, which ho paid at once. We slept at Argen-
tenay, St. Francis. The business to be uettled on the island relative to the seines would
have detained us too long, so [ resolved to return thither another time, in visiting the
north shore.

18th September.-We loft the island, crossing to St. Thomas and took the cars the
same day. On lcaving, I gave orders to my man to visit the fisheries at the Cape, as well
as those of St. Thomas, and to take good heed that no one should carry off the boat. We
passed the night at St. Pacôme.

19th September.-We visited the River Ouelle, and the mills therc. Having mea-
sured the iron bridge we went down to St. Denis on our *way to Little Cove. Hearing that
the fisheries there had been destroyed by the gale, we went on to Kamouraska, calling on
Mr. Xavier Raymond to receive the money for his license. He wished to consult Hon.
Mr. Chapais before paying it.

20th September.-We visited the fisheries at the Cove, and found that of Lazare
Bérubé stopped at its outlet with brush. Thousands of small fish were dead within it.
I sentenced him on view to pay a fine of $4. I left licenses for Xavier Raymond, Paschal
Lacroix and Lazare Bérubé, la the hands of Phidime Biais, a trader in the plate, who
undertook to collect the moneys for them. We took the cars at St. Paschal for Rivière-
du-Loup.

21st September.-Leaving Rivière-du-Loup we passed by Cacouna. I granted a license
to Mr. T. Ely. Several other persons also who have taken salmon and not paid for their
licenses, were absent. We arrived at Trois Pistoles at five in the evening.

22nd )Sepembcr.-Sunday, at Trois Pistoles.
23rd September.-The wind having veered to the north, we were unable to cross to

Escoumains. We went on to Lake St. Simon; considering that the cel fisheries between
the north of Lake St. Simon and the south-west river of Bie are injurious, inasmuch as
they take trout late in the season, according to information received on the spot, when the
cel fishery is nearly ended, the proprietors agreed to destroy them for the rest of the
season. We returned to Trois Pistoles at 10 P.M.

24th September.-We went to the Cove with a view to cross to the north shore,
but the weather was too rough. I turned the disappointment to account by instituting an
action against Edouard Glaude Létourneau, for having taken salmon without having first
taken out a license.

25th September.-NMy business still detaining me at Trois Pistoles, I allowed the
officer to proceed to the north shore alone. Edouard Glaude L(tourneau, whom I had sum-
noned to appear before me, came and confessed judgment. Considering that he had given
trouble, on several previous occasions, and that notbing is to be done with him, save by
suing him at the law, I condemned him to pay a fine of $4 only, and 16s. 9d. costs, as he
is not rich. I, moreover, warned him, that he needed not to make any preparation for
taking salmon, as he would not obtain a license from the Department.

26th Septemiber.-At Trois Pistoles. M. Létourneau paid the remainder of bis fine.
27th September.-The officer whom I sccompany arrived in the night.
28th September.-From Trois Pistoles to Bic. We visited the Little Salmon River,

south-west of Bic. The person named Ouellet, to whom I had given $2, to obtain
information relative to that river, watched for a certain time. He informed me that he
had observed several salmon in the ditches this summer, and had, nmoreover, warned off a
man who was placing stakes in the river, as he supposed it was for the purpose of setting
nets. We went to visit the fishery belonging to Hector Bérubé, situated at the mouth of
the said river, and after a careful examination of the place, concluded that there ought to
be no fishing apparatus set there, if it is intended that salmon should enter for the purpose
of spawning; We visited Bouleau Cove, in which there are three fisheries, placed too near
each other. We induced the proprietors to unite their interests so as to kcep up only two
for the future, and they agreed to our proposai.

29th September.-We left Bic to go to Rimouski.
30th September.-.We viuited the River Rimoucki and Sandy Cove; we also saw

fishermen with a view to induce them to combine their interests so as to diminish the
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number of fisheries. They seemed well disposed, and we may hope that such an arrange.
ment may be made for the next season.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed), ALFRED BLAIS,
Inspector of Fisheries.

To tho Honorable,
The Minister of Marine and Fisheries, Ottawa.

Snt,-I have the honor to transmit to you the journal of My proceedings from lst
October to 31st December, 1867.

lst October.-We left Rimouski for Matane, and slept at Sandy Bay.
2nd October.-We left Sandy Bay, and reached Matane at 11 A.M.; the officer of

the Department accompanying me laid a complaint against Rémi Blanchet for torch-
fishing in the River Matane. As he did not appear, being absent, I put off the hearing
to the 3rd, at 8 A.M.

3rd October.-The said Blanchet appeared at 8 A.M., and the witnesses being duly
examined, he was condemned to pay a fine of $10, and costs amounting to $8 80. Having
settled tis business we left Matane, and passed the night at Sandy Bay.

4th October.-We left Sandy Bay at 6.30 A.M. Leaving the officer of the Depart-
ment at Father Point, to take the steamboat, I went on te Rimouski, where I passed the
night.

5th October.-I proceeded, with the aid of Mr. Sylvain, to procure salmon spawn to
convey te South River. I went to Salmon River to obtain a salmon net, but the rain and
snow impeded the undertaking for that day.

6th October.-I went to Price's Mill, where Mr. Sylvain pia<ed nien and vessels at
my disposai. The rain of the preceding evening had swelled the river, and I had nu
success with the seine in obtaining what I wanted. I thorefore resolved to proceed to the
spawning ground.

Sth October.-I returned to the spawning grounds, but the salmon had all left it. I
made a second visit at night fall, and made choice of all that suited me. The spawn of
four pairs was taken out to make the trial in the present year-about two gallons of eggs,
calqulated to number 60,000. Had I needed so many, I could, with equal ease, have
procured the spawn of fifty pairs. Most of the salmon frequenting the Rimouski River
spaun above the last rapids, at the head of the islands. -Before the female commences the
deposit, she does not often remain on the shoals in the day time; she remains in the deepest
parts of the river. As soon as the sun lias set, she goes back to the rendezvous, which
is the coarmer gravel of the spawning gro:nrd. The sight is an interesting one. I could not
have imagined that a salmon could so easily convert a bed of gravel into the resemblance of
a meadow rooted up by swinc. I took great pains to examine the change in the head of the
male from the time when he enters the river, to the period of spawning. The head of
the female undergoes no change. The phenomenon appeared to me so wonderful that I
cut off the heads of a pair which did not scem likely to survive the operation, in order to
preserve them in spirits; and that they might be kept in future times as the heads of the
predecessors of the salmon in South River.

IIEMIIAKS.

Respecting the River Rimouski, the proper time to obtain salmon spawn is froiuthe
20th to the 25th October. The 8th, when I took it, is, in my opinion, rather too early,
the operation being then too severe and more diffleult, so that it probably injures the
health of the salmon.

9th October,-I endeavored to bring together the fishermen of Sandy Bay in order to
16
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form an association and find a way to diminish the number of fisheries in the neighborhood,
but failed, as there were among them some whom no agreement could bind.

10t4 October.-At Il P. M., I went on board the Advance, which was at the time.
engaged in the Light-IHouse service.

lith October.-We lay to ut the P:ilgrim's Light-house, that at Grosse Isle, and thatof
the Pillars.

12th October.-From Quebec to St. Thomas.
13th Ociober.-Sunday.
14th October.-We proceeded to deposit the sahmon-spawn at St. Pierre, on good gra-

vel. I prepared it in such manner that the eggs could not be destroyed by the other fish,
guarding them by a close net-work.

15th October.-Everything being arranged in the best possible manner, we returned
to Montmagny.

16th, 17th, 18th, 19th October.-Engnged with my assistant in drawing out uy report
for July, August and Septemiber.

20th and 21st October.-At Montmaguy, on private business.
22nd nnd 23rd Ocroler.-Engaged on the plan.
21ti, 25th, 26th, 27th October -On private business.
28th October,-We left for the North Shore. The breeze compelling us to put in for

the night at Isle St. Margaret.
29th October..-We left the island at 44.M., passed a part of the afternoon on board

a schooner, and slept ut St. Anne's River.
30th October.-I engaged young Bacon to name to me the principal places on the

River St. Aune, which we visited together, in order to complete my plan. There are
several spawning places in the distance of about three miles, frequented by the salmon.
The principal one lies below the basin of the two little falls. Above those two faIls the
river flows through a gorge which is at the most nine feet wide. This gorge receives the
three branches of the Great Falls, which is worthy of a visit. This is no ordinary cataract,
being, as seen from several points, much finer than Montmorenuy. I passed nearly an
hour in examining the salmon of the spawning ground here mentioned, being the nearest
to the Falls. Particularly I observed a pair of fish which had made their pitch four feet
from the bank in about 18 inches of water, under the shade of a tree which overhung the
river. The male was constantly busy in huntingseven oreight small salmon off, from three
to five pounds weight. These young ones persisted in invading the hole made by the male
in spite of his vigorous repulses. There were beside several smaller fish, trout or salmon,
round the hole. To these the salmon paid no attention. The male only seemed to ezert
himself.

As the water was rouglh and thick, I got into it in order to ascertain whether the
spawning was commenced. I opened the nest, but it did not contain a single egg. I
coccluded, therefore, that the assiduous attacks of the male salmon on the younger fish,
which were all males, were made rather to guard the mother than the eggs, as there were
as yet none of the latter. I ascertained, also, that the young male undergoes the change
of lorm in the head while still very young, as these had heads nearly twice as long as that
of the adult mother.

You will probably consider my account prolix of things which you are better acquaint-
ed with than I am ; but I cannot omit mention of one circuistance which I neticed with
interest. This is the shape of the spawning place as prepared in the gravel; the male hav-
ing with his snout dug the hole, he rolis into it eight or ten stones of four or five pounds
weight eaeh; these lie at the bottom in close proxinity, but so as to leave chinks or cav-
ities between them. Among these the spawn is deposited, by wnich means the eggs are
sheltered from intvaders without being touched by the sand. The places likewise selected
by the salmon, are always under a strong current, where nothing can remain but large
gravel with stones as big as pigeon's eggs.

Sist October.-A visit to the seines and the fishery at St. Joachim.
ls November.-All Saints' Day, at St Joachim.
2nd November.-I was occupied with Louis Lavois, Esq., with writs arising frpm

breaches of the Fisheries law.
3r4 aber.&-8 y, Ai St. Anne's.
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4th November.-The defendants sppeared and confessed judgment. Their names are
François Lessard, Charles Racine, Adolphe Cauchon, Naz. Simard, Joseph Giguères,
Théodore Boivin and Joseph Silvain.

5th November.-We left to visit the fisheries at the Chateau, four in number, all con-
trary to law. Having walked ten miles, we awaited the arrival of the steamer to take
passage back to St. Anne's. We started at 11 p.m. The gale and the snow compelledà
the captain to anchor at St. Famille, and we were further detained there till the after-
noon, before we were able to enter the St. Anne River.

6th November.-Engaged with the suits arising from violation of the law at the Châ-
teau, against François Perrault and Gabriel Rhéaume.

7th November.-Busy in clearing the boat of ice. This delayed us till the next day.
8th November.-Hoisted the boat on board the steamer in order to proceed to Quebec.

I visited the Château to settle the businesa with Perrault and Rhéaume, who also confessed
judgment.

9th November.-A t Quebec, to procure stamps.
10th November.-Sunday, at Quebec:
11th November.-I was unable to leave Quebec, as I was suffering from a cold which

I had caught in the course of the week.
12th November.-We left Quebec at nine in the morning, for the Island of Orleans;

a high wind from the north-east. We landed at St. Pierre de l'Ile and I went to the Post
Office there for papers sent from the Dopartment.

It would appear from information received that there has been but little seine fishing
in contravention of the law this year, on the St. Pierre and St. Famille shoals.

13th Novenber.-We continued on to Point St. Lawrence taking information and
collecting licenses for salmon fishing stations.

I was unable, during the same evening, to settle the dispute which had arisen between
Pierre Maranda and Xenophon Cinq-Mars, but I notified them to meet before me on the
following day.

14th November.-Pierre Maranda paid for the license and arranged with Xenophou
Cinq-Mars for the same fishing station ; everything had been decided for the best. The
River Maheu station has been granted to Pierre Lapointe. I had to return to Maranda
Bay, but Xavier Godbout had gone to Chicago ; that licence is therefore lost.

15th November.-We left Point St. Lawrence for St. Jean. A friend who desires
the protection of the young bar gave me the information necessary for putting a stop to
the seine fishing in this locality, by furnishing me with the names of the proprietors of all
seines which have been used during the last ten years. I proceeded to the residences of
these persons in order to ascertain the dimensions of the meshes of their seines.

16th November.-I went on to the lower part of the Parish of St Jean on foot, exam-
ining seines. I slept there. I went to Notary Larue's, my acting clerk, to institute pro-
ceedings against M. J. Bte. Sivierge, Xavier Boyer, Celestin Derouin, and Franbois Marc
Turcot, for having fished or allowed fishing with the seine in contravention of the law.
The parties came and confessed judgment, pleading ignorance and being ready to give up
their seines. I condemned them to pay a fine of $1 and $.30 costs and to confiscation of
their seines; the aoney was paid at once I concluded this business at 8 in the evening.

17th Nsivember.-Sunday, at St. Jean
18th November.-I engaged a vehicle to convey the confiscated seines to the boat.

We went on board to cross to St. Michel, where we arrived at 11.30 A.M. I wasoccupied
in collecting the fishing licenses at St. Valier and St. Michel.

19th November.-I went tô Point Levi to visit the fisheries there. At Bellevue Bay
at that place, there are three fisheries or nets for all kinds of fish, in opposition to each
other ; these bave been set this year, but there is only room for one fishery there. I at
once decided that the south-west fishery should not be set again. The removal of a second
is a difficult matter to effeet, as there are two old proprietors between whose claims it is
impossible to come to a decision. After hearing what they had to say, I reLolved to Tro-
ceed to the spot at the commencement of the coming fishing season in order to decide which
of them should remove his fishery to a greater distance. I anticipated the matter by advis-
ing them to associate themselves together cheerfully and set up a single fishery. Besides,
I must in any case, proceed to the island early in the epring in order to investigate a com-
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plaint made by Mr. Ferdinand Guay. Mr. Guay wrote last year to P. Fortin, Esq., who
promised to send me to the place. As Mr. Fortin was very busy preparing for his depar-
ture, he forgot, I suppose, to notify me.

19th Rovember.-Returning to Beaumont, I went to Mr. Mclntyre's for his fishing
license. He would not take bis license for the fishery which he occupies on the front of
the property of Mrs.Wid>w Amable Dupuis, but Mrs. Dupuis took it out in his name. That
fishing ground was let by lease to Mr. McIntyre by Mde. Dupuis, but for several years he
bas refused to pay the rent; Mde. Dupuis, therefore, desires in future to keep the license
herself in ber own name, that she may either carry on the fishery herself or let it to some
one else. I notified Mr. MeIntyre of the fact in writing, but he has not since sent me any
reply. I presume that he will not offer any opposition.

20th November.-I went to Mr. Paquet's residence to investigate a dispute which had
arisen between him and his neighbor, and in consequence of which two fisheries had been
this year set one behind the other. Preparations were being made to set two new ones
next year near the old ones, and the foundations had even been laid this autumn. I noti.
fied those individuals that the Department would not allow thern to proceed with the works
in question.

Mr. Florent Turgeon, who paid for his fishing license, he baving set a fishery on
shares with Mr. Paquet, refuses te allow Mr. Paqnet to fish on the frontage of bis property
in future, saying that he bas children who are now able to assist him, and Mr. Paquet
proposes to continue. I wish for instructions from the Departnent as to how this dispute
is to be decided; whether Mr. Paquet is to be excluded from th. fishery, or whether Mr.
Turgeon and he are to continue to hold it together.

I continued on te St. Michel, where I ilept. Mr. Pierre Dugal is desirous of occupy-
ing, neit spring, Pointe à Bouchard, St. Valier, for the purpose of setting up a large
fishery on the plan of that belonging to the Ruellands. I told him that I was of opinion
that it would be better not to allow of any great expenditure there for some years to come,
as our fisheries were not yet sufficiently improved, but that his application would bereferred
to the Department, and I therefore report it.

21st RVevember. -I left St. Michel by rail for St. Thomas ; engaged at the office.
22nd November.-At Montmagny, writing with my assistant.
23id November.-I went to St. Pierre to examine the salmon spawn, which I found

in good condition. Returned.
24th Aovember.-Sunday, at Montmagny.
25th, 26th, 27th, 28th, 29th and 30th November.-At the office.
1st, 2nd and 3rd December.-At St. Thomas.
4th December.-I left St. Thomas with my man on a visit to the lakes; we slept at

St. Anne.
5th December.-I proceeded to Little and Great St. Anne Lakes, distant nearly twenty-

five miles ; I here found Joseph Beaulieu, senior, and Joseph Beaulieu, junior, fishing.
They at once drew in their lines, saying that they had caught nothing Isearched the woods,
the snow and the sides of the road and found three dozen trout in one place, and four dozen
in another. The Beaulieus acknowledged that part belonged to them and part to some
hunters; whose names they would not give. These hunters, three in number, occupied
the same camp. I condemned the Beaulieus te pay a fine of $10 each and $1 for the
two judgment stamps. Neither paid, but I shall settle with them at a later date wlhen I
shall prosecute thema for other infractions of the law. I gather from information received
that several have fished this autumn. Four persons had gone higher up; I supposed they
were at Great Trout Lake.

6th December.-I sent my man back with the vehicle, and went on myself with my
guide to Great Trout Lake.

7th Dccember.--My guide could net find the Lake, and we slept without shelter. Per-
ceiving that the expedition had failed, and my man being seriotbly ill, I decided to turu
back in order to reach Père Corneille's Lake, there to pass the night ; but the hotel not
being a comfortable one, ard my guide being better, we went on te the Taché road where
we arrived at 11 at night and passed another very bad night.

8th December.-Sunday; my guide having decided to go to Lake St. Aune to rest
himself, I eut on alone to St. Anune. At the first house I was informed that the four
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men whom I was seeking had gone on to the East Lake. Being without clothes, and one
of my feet being sprained, I had to returu to St. Thomas.

9th December.-From St. Anne to Montmagny.
10th December.-Busy at the office for the Department.
1lth December.-I left Montmagny to go to Lake St. Simon, having been sent for by

Thomas Charette, who said that ho was unable to control the people and that there was a
large quantity of trcut to be confiscated. On the way I left my man at St. Aune to get a
guide to take him to East Lake, and went on to to River du Loup.

12th December.-From River du Loup to Trois Pistoles.
13th December.-Having sent a carriage for Thomas Charette, he came to me and

communicated to me vague and unfounded information, based on hearsay, stating that he had
not chosen to stir in the matter lest he should make enemies. As I urged him strenuously,
he told me that ho would take me to a place where there was trout, but that I could not
get it without oppositiou. I took another vehicle with a bailiff and proceeded to Lake
St. Simon te examine the buildings. Nobody off.red any opposition to my search, but I
found nothing. I went on to Lake St. Fabien, but it was too late to go to Lake Malobês
and I slept at St. Simon. It is my opinion that several have fished, but it is very difficult
to get evidence. I know of none but Joseph Berger who could give information, as he re-
sides near the principal spawning ground for trout; but he will say nothing, unless. he is
authorized by the Department to superintend the Lake. He is a day laborer and never
fishes; he will not rus the risk of making enemies without remuneration. I think he is
an honest man.

14th December.-In consequence of information received during my journey, I re-
solved to prosecute John Doris, the son of the miller. The action is returnable on the
morning of the 16th.

15th December.-Sunday; having heard that my principal witness had been attacked
by a fever, and that the doctor, had been called during the night, I withdrew My aotion
after notifying the defendant of the fact.

16th December.-I left Trois Pistoles for River du Loup.
17th December.-River du Loup to Montmagny.
18th and 19th December.-Private business.
20th to 26th December.-Engaged about statistics and other business of the Depart-

ment.
26th to 31st December.-Private business.

REMARKS.
Information was received that several persons had taken salmon in their fisheries and

had concealed it, to avoid paying for license. I shall attend te this during the appXoach-
ing fishing season.

Thirty-seven salmon were taken with the fly in the Rimouski River this year.
The quantity of cod taken below Matane will be found mentioned in the statistios of

the officer commanding La Canadienne.
The herring taken this year was nearly all caught in the autumu.
The yield of the sardine fishery has been abundant.
A large quantity of that fish was lost from the neglect of the fishermen te eut down

their fisheries, when they were abandoned on the 15th October. The sardine is then
leaner and smaller. When the water is cold the fLsh is benumbed, and does not endeavor
to pass through the escape net of the fishery, and it is also very difficult to keep these in
order at that time.

I would suggest that every fisherman should be compelled by law to eut down his fish-
ery when he no longer intends to visit it, for last year and this year many sardines were
frozen into the ice; and in several places the ice was eut in the warrens of partially de-
stroyed fisheries, and quantties of sardines were taken there. Notwithstanding the bad
state of the fishery, the fish is destroyed in it without benefiting any one.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

ALFID BLAIS&
iebery O.graser.

s1 Victoria. A. 1868
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RETURN
To an Addrecs of the Senate, dated 23rd March, 18t63 ; for Cories of

the Annual Report of the Stipendiary Magistrate in charge of the
Governmetit Schooner for the protection of the Fisheries in the
Gulf of St Lawrence; also for Copies of any Reports made under
the direction of the Minister of Marine and Fisheries, cn the

Fisheries of the Domnion ; together with copies of any Special
Reports made under the same direction, on the subject of the failure
of the Fi-heries and the distress existing among the Fishermen of
Nova Scotia and parts of the coast of Labrador.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,

Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECEETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, Slst March, 1868.

SIa,-I have the
P. Fortin's Report, 1867.
T. Tetu's Report, 1867.
W. H. Venning's Report.
P. Millers Report.
W. H. Johnston's Genera
W. H. Johnston's Special

FISHERIES BRANCH,
Ottawa, 28th March, 1868.

honor to enclose a partial Return to an Address of the Senate, dated
23rd instant, for reports relative to the fisheries and distress
existing among the fishermen of Nova Scotia and part of the
coast of Labrador.

1 Report. I have the honor to be, Sir,
Report. Your obedient servant,

P. MITCHELL,

Minister of Marine and Fisheries.
The Honorable the Secretary of State,

Ottawà.

si Victcria. A. 1868
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REPORT
BY

PIERRE FORTIN, ESQ.,
0P THE

CRUISE OF " LA CANADIENNE,'' IN THE GULF OF ST. LAWRENCE,
FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE FISHERIES, FROM THE OPENING OF THE NAVIGA-

TION TO THE FIRST OF SEPTEMBER, ON WHICE DAY THE COMMAND OF
THE EXPEDITION WAS GIVEN OVER, BY ORDER OF THE MINISTER

OF MARINE AND FISHERIES, TO THÉOPHILE TÉTU, ESQ.,

TO THE MINISTER OF MARINE AND FISHERIES:

SIR,-I have the honor to submit to you the following Report of the cruise of La
Canadienne in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, from.the opening of navigation to the 1st of
September, on which day you were pleased to accept my resignation of the appointment
of Commander of the expedition for the protection of the Fisheries, which I had held
since 1855, and to cause me to be replaced by Théophile Tétu, Esquire.

This Report refers, it is true, to not quite four months ofactive service, but this cruise
has been one of the most busy and successful ones I have ever made in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, as it has been completed without any serious accident, and we have visited, be-
sides the coaste of the late Province of Canada, several ports in New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia and Prince Edward Island ; and I think I should be wanting to my duty if I omit-
ted to acknowledge the kind and cordial reception given in those places to the officers and
mmen of La (anadienne.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your very obedient servant,

PIERRE FORTIN.

REPORT.

The repairs that had to be made to La Canadienne, by order of the Department, to
put her in condition to go to sea again, were carried on with all possible care and speed ;
and in spite of the cold and of the bad weather in the latter part of April, we should have
been ready to leave Quebec about the 12th of May; but the east wind which had been
blowing for some weeks, instead of moderating-aa might have been expected, increased in
violence, and continued for another week more to blow from seaward. It was uselees to
ehink of sailing in such unfavorable weather.

At last, on the 19th, there was a show of ohange of wind to the wstward, and we
2
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hastened to set sail ; but we bad not gone many leagues from Quebec before the wind came
round to the east again, and we had nothing but head winds, so to speak, as far a Ri-
mouski, where we arrived on the 21st.

That same day I visited Messrs. Price's saw mill on the River Rimouski, in company
with the agent, Mr. Lue Sylvain, and I was very well satisfied with the arrangements
which that gentleman had made for collecting the sawdust from below the vertical and
circular saws, and preventing it from falling into the water: The boxes which surround
the cranks are very strongly built, and serve well the purpose for whioh they are made.
They gather up almost all the sawdust friom this mill, and what unavoidably falls into the
water is very trifling in quantity and cannot injure the river.

M r. 8ylvain certainly deserves credit for having thus complied with the Iaw, in so
willing a spirit, and for having obtained such satisfactory practical results with bis appa-
ratus for eatching sawdust ; but, on the other hand, it maust be admitted, that it is no
light or moderately expensive task thus to collect heaps of sawdust, at a rate that cannot

be reckoned at less than 200 barrels a day.
This sawdust must be collected from under all the saws, and carried in wheel-barrows

to a certain distance from the mill ; for, without that, it would, by accumulating, impede
and obstruct traffic and cartage round about the mill.

I ascertained, during this visit, that the fishway which had been placed on the mill-
dam some years before had been carried away by the ice this spring, and that very ex-
pensive repaire would be necessary in order to put it into working order again. I examined
the river very carefully, and collected a great deal of information from disinterested per.
sons who know this river, above as well as below the mill ; and all that I saw and heard
only served to confirm the opinion I had already formed upon the subject of the spawn-
ing beds of this river, to the effect that there are not any above the mill-dam, but that,
on the other hand, there are some very good ones in the north channel and in the middle
channel of this river, below the said dam.

Mr. Lue Sylvain, who is a very reliable person, estimates the number of salmon that
spawned in those two channels last year at not less than a hundred ; and he has since been
able to verify his estimate by frequent observations made last autumn through the new ice,
which being transparent, as is well known, adimitted of his not only counting the fish, but
also seeing them on the spawning beds, in the act of protecting the ova from the well-
known voracity of the trout.

The River Rimouski has certainly been very effeotively protected for some years put,
and it is in a fair way to be new stocked with the kind of fish that formerly frequented it;
and these good results are partly due to Mr. Sylvain, who, being the lessee of that river
for fly-fishing, is interested in preventing any fishing prohibited by law from being carried
on there.

The spring had been so cold and backward, and the north-easterly storms so violent,
that herring had only just appeared when we arrived at Rimouski, but it had come in Bach
numbers that one thousand barrels had already been taken.

As for shad, only a small quantity had been seen as yet.
On the 22ud we sailed from Rimouski with au east wind, which soon changed into a

violent storm, and we were obliged to bring to under the lee of Barnaby Island, after
having had our jib-boom broken.

On the morning of the 25th we set sail again, with a light westerly breeze, and on
the following morning we anchored off Pointe des Monts.

On that day I saw Mr Comeau, the Fishery Overseer for that part of the coast, and
delivered to him the letters and papers addressed to him from the Department.

I settled my accounts with that officer and arranged all the affairs conneced with his
duty ; and, after having put on board of a schooner bound for the River Moisie the Fish-
ery Overseer for that locality, we sailed for Cape Chat on the morning of the 27th.

I appointed a Fishery Overseer for that river, in pursuance of orders from the De-
partment ; and, after having made arrangements with Mr. Louis Roy for the construction
of a fishway at the Meurs. Priee's mill-dam, in case those gentlemen should not them-
selves cause one to be. constructed, I went to Ste. Anne des Monts, where I aiso placed a
Fishery Overseer.

The instructions I gave to these Fishery Overseers were, so to speak, copies of those I
3
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had myself received from the Department on the subject of River Fisheries ; I enjoined
them especially to watch over the spawning beds, and to prevent fishing by torch-lîght.

Herring had appetred on the 28th of April, and the codfishing had only just begun.
As to caplin, none had yetbeen seen on the coast.

That night we sailed from Ste Aune des Monts, and the next morning we arrived at
Fox River. which I visited, as well as Cape Rosiers and Grande Grève, and in the evening
we g( t to Gaspé Basin.

.Nothing remarkable had happened on that coast. The spring was backward and the
cod-fishery but indifferent. Herring, on the contrary, had been abundant, and a compara-
tively large quantity had been salted for use in winter.

Complaints werecmade on all sides of the scarcity of seed grain and potatoes, and I
regret very much to have to record in this Report the fact, that several pieces of land
were left unsown i.n consequ3cee, and that fears %ere entertained of sufferings from want
in the ensuing winter, eveu greater than in the winter which has just ended. (And that
is what, unfortunately, did happen.)

There waq ouly seven vessels, as yet, in the port of Gaspé.
On the 29th and 30th, I was employed in granting licenses for the salmon fishing

stations in Gaspé Bay and the rivers which discharge into it.
Salmon fishing, which bad been begun for about a week, was yielding moderate re-

turns. Mr. Joseph Eden, Jr., the Fishery Overseer for this division, had no contraven-
tion of the Fisheries Act to report.

Mr. Lowndes, the lessee of the North-west Arm, had had three keepers on that stream
the year before, and it did not appear that any salmon had been speared there. le pro-
posed if the Government would assist him in that useful enterprise, to blow up the rocke.
which cause the falls on that river, and thus remove an insurmountable obstacle to the
ascent of salmon into the upper parts of the river and into its tributaries.

There is no doubt that if those obstacles were once removed, the re-stockiug of that
river would take place on a scale so much larger than the presEnt, that the result would be
most satisfactory ; and this would moie than compen.ate for the expeuditure by the
Government of a few hundred dollars in these indispensable works.

On the 30th I went in the schooner to Douglastown to grant fishing licenses. Salmun
fishing was then only beginning at that place.

In Gaspé Bay. cod-fihing had been but indifferent until then, although bait in the
shape of herrings was sufficiently abundant there.

In the afternoon I visited Point St. Peter and Malbaie, and found al well at both
places.

I gave fishing licenses for the Barachoix and Coin du Banc. Salmon fishers were
succeeding pretty well in those places.

On the 2nd of June, in the morning, we arrived at Percé. I visited the fishing
establishments in that place, and found everything in good order.

I ascertained that cod had made its appearance on that part of the coast about the lst
of June, and that there was plenty of it. The catch of this fish had been better up to this
time, than that of the year befure. Herring, for bait, was also easy to obtain.

T-wards evening we set sail for tl e Magdalen Island. At about thirty miles from
land we encountered a violent storm, which compelled us to change our course, and the
next day we came to anchor at Paspebiac.

We found there Jourteen vessels of different sizes, belongirg to the fishing establish-
ments of Robin & Co., and of LeBouthillier and Brothers. Some had brought fishing-
tackle enm Europe, while others were taking in cargoes of dry codfish for Brazil and the
West Indies.

There had been a considerable quantity of caplin on the bank of Paspébiac this jear,
and it was computed that more than 1,000 barrels had been taken, for the purpose of
being used as manure.

(in the Banks of Newfoundland also a good deal had been caugbt for the same purpose.
The cod fishing, which was only beginning on this part of the coast, was but indifferent.
On the 4th, we took advantage of a good breeze from the west and set sail for the

Magdaien Islande and on the following day we anchored off Entry Island. On the Oth
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we went and anchored off Amherst Island, where there were then twenty schooners,
thirteen of which were equipped for the mackerel fishery.

In the afternoon I had a landmark placed in Pleasant Bay, to indicate the portions of
that bay which should be left open, under the fishery regulations ; and at the same time
I caused those regulations to be posted up in all directions, iu order that they might be
known ta fishermen who were strangers in the Province.

During the visits that I made in this bay, I found, it is true, some nets spread in the
neighborhood of the line of demarcation between the waters in wbich fishing was allowed
and those in which it was not ; but as those nets had been placed there more through
ignorance than froma any other cause, and as the owners of those nets, on being warned,
hastened to remove them, I did not deem it my duty to take proceedings against any of
them.

During my stay at the Magdalen Islands, which was prolonged to the 15th, I kept a
vigilant watch over the fishermen, and found that all went well.

During the month of March, large icebergs, covered with young seals, had grounded
near the west and north-west coasts of these Islands, and the inhabitants, taking advantage
of this great God-send, had gone there and secured a large number of those young amphi-
bious animals.

It is computed that at least 7,000 were killed in the space of a very few days only.
As for the vessels which had been to fish for seals among the ice in the Gulf, they

had not been so fortunate, and had only brought back the spoils of 3,210 of these animals.
The herring fishery, on the contrary, had been very productive in Pleasant Bay, and

it was calculated that 11,820 barrels had been taken by vessels from Nova Scotia, and
2,300 barrels by the inhabitants. Besides which nineteen schooners from the United
States had taken 13,600 barrels. This number of American schooners is greater than
that of previous years, as may be seen by my Reports.

This fish had made its appearance in Pleasant Bay on the 7th of May, and been very
numerous there.- It must be said also, that the weather had been very favorable for this
kind of fishing, and that the fishermen had known how to take advantage of that circum-
stance.

When we left Pleasant Bay, mackerel, which had made its appearance there some
days before, was still to be found there in great numbers, and there was every appearance
that mackerel fishing would be good there.

Codfish had been late in showing itself in these quarters, and cod fishing was not
productive.

In the night of the 14th we left the Magdalen Islands, and the next day, being off
Miscou, we had to anchor in a calm, and remained at anchor until the day after, when
we set sail for Maria, where we arrived the following night.

Early in the morning of the 7th I landed at this place, and with the assistance of
My officers I measured all the salmon fishing stations, for the purpose of ascertaining ex-
actly their length and the distance there was between them ; and I had the honor to
transmit to the Honorable A. Campbell a special Report, in which all these measurements
were recorded ; but I may say here, that none of these stations were of the length they
were estimated by the fishermen of the River Cascapediac, as appears by their petition of
the 20th of March, last. And, according to the information supplied by Mr. Cook, the
Fishery Overseer of this District, these fisheries were, as well as he could judge, of the
same length as in past jears.

Findinig matters in this state, I did not deem it necessary ta cause any of these stations
to be shortened, particularly as the water is deeper opposite the coast of Maria, and that if
the fishermen do not carry out their nets to a considerable distance they will be sure not
to catch any salmon, for at low tide there are only from four to nine feet of water at the
end of each of those nets, as I ascertained myself.

In the afternoon I went to Carleton on business connected with the salmon fishery,
and the next day I visited New Richmond.

At the house of Mr. Dimock, the Fishery Overseer of this place, I met most of the
fishermen of the River Cascapediac, whom 1 furnisbed with the results of the measur-
ments I had made at Maria.

They were surprised at them, and admitted that they had been deoeived by appear,
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ances, for noue of them had ever measured the fisheries atMaria, and at last, as noue of
them doubted the accuracy of my mea'urements, they declared themselves ýsatisfied with
the manner in which the nets were spread at Maria. Thus this affair was settled in a way
that was satisfactory to both parties.

Mr. Ditnock reported to me that three persons had commenced the erection of brush
weirs in New.Richmond Bay, but had afterwards destroyed them when he had forbidden
them to continue their work and had threatened them with a prosecution.

The salmou fishers seemed to be making a good catch in the River Cascapediac, while
those of Maria were not succeeding so well as the year before; and that was owing, it was
said, to the fine weather aui the absence of easterly wind. The water on the beach at
Maria had remained so clear in consequence that the salmon could see the nets from far off,
and so escape all those suares spread in their way to the River Cascapediac, the limit of
their peregrinations by sea.

There was at Maria this year an establishment for pickling salmon, whero it was
expected that at least 30,000 would be put up. It was a great advantage to the fishermen,
who thus found a ready sale for their fish; and, moreover, received ready money for them.

It were to be wished that there should be many establishments of this kind on the
coast, not only for salmon, but for lobsters and flounders. The fishermen and the trade of
Canada would gain much by it, to say nothing of that kind of work giving employment to
a good number of tinsmiths and others.

It was reported that the fishing was poor at Carleton, while at Meguacha and in the
River Ristigouche it was very good.

We left Richmond on the 18th, in the evening, and the next day we anchored at
Paspébiac.

Since our last visit to this place a vessel had sailed from it for Barbadoes with dried
fish, herring and shingles, and was to be followed by many, whose cargoes were being
completed.

On the 21st, we went to Port Daniel, and Mr. Phelan, the Fishery Overseer of that
District, reported to me that all was well there. Salmon fishing had begun most favorably,
and results even more favorable than those of last year were expected. The cod fishery,
on the other hand, was only moderately successful.

The same day I visited the River Grand Pabos and the Pabos Portage, and at the
latter place I met the fishery Overseer for this locality, Mr. Nazaire Dupuis.

That officer reported to me that a few days after he received bis letter of appointment
lie saw a caplin boat seining at the mouth of Grand Pabos River, and that thinking the
act was illegal he had seized the boat and the seine, but that on reflection, not feeling
sure that he was authorized by law to act as lie had done in a summary manner, lie had
decided upon releasing the boat and the seine ; and lie asked whether, in my opinion, what
lie had done was justifiable or not ?

I answered him that I saw nothing in the Fisheries Act which declared that it was
illegal to take trout either in nets or with a seine in water where the tide is felt, as in the
case at the entrance of the River Pabos ; but that before giving him a final answer on the
subject, I would like to refer to the Government, and await your decision as to the true
neaning of the 13th section of the Fisheries Act.

As the trout fisheries in the estuaries of rivers have already attracted the attention of
the fishermen and other inhabitants of our sea coasts, I will take the liberty of submitting
to you some consideration on the subject, which are certainly not without importance.

I do not think that fishing for trout with seines or other non-prohibited engines can
injure our fisheries at all, provided such fishing be carried on in waters in which the tide
is felt, and at seasons when it is allowed by law.

It is well known that trout multiply with great rapidity, and that they are among the
most inveterate enemies of the salmon, and it appears to me that any lawful mode of taking
them should be encouraged rather than repressed ; and I am not alone in the expression
of this opinion. Many fishermen who have had it in their power to study the habits of
trout profess the same opinion that I do on the subject.

I submit this considerations to you in the expectation that you will be pleased t>
send me instructions which will serve to guide me, as well as the Fishery Overseers in
this matter, and in others of a similar nature.
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On the 22nd, in the morning, we went and anchored off Grand River. Mr. Sinon
Beaudin, the Fishery Overseer at this place, furnished me with the following information
on the subject of the fisheries which are carried on here.

The salmon nets were spread as usual in the river, but as the high water in the spring
had partly filled up the principal channel with gravel, and had opened others, and that
is this way the course of the river had become changed in several places, it followed that
several of the nets occupied a little more of the channel than the law allowed.

Mr. Hémon, the Fishery Overseer of this District, had not yet visited this river, and
the Local O erseer had not yet thought it his duty to cause these nets to be removed.

I examined the locality at low tide ; I took the necessary soundings and measurements,
and I satisfied myself that as for the first nets they wanted but a few feet of having been
set in conformity with the most strict requirements of the law, and I had them set right
at once. The infraction of the law in the case of these nets was so slight, and the fisher-
men who owned them showed such good faith, that I did not deem it my duty to fine
them.

As for Mr. Simon Beaudin's nets, I represented to him that, being a Fishery Over-
seer, he could not be a salmon fisher at the same time ; and for that reason he consented
to take up his nets and to give up his fishery. By this means the river became quite free
from nets above the bridge.

Mr. Beaudin certainly deserves praise for this act of disinterestedness, and I deem it
my duty to draw the attention of the Government to it.

The next station belonged to a poor widow of eighty-nine years of age, Madane J. B.
Beaudin. To have fined her because, during some ten days, her nets had been spread not
quite in accordance with the requirements of the law, and to have confiscated her net and
fish, would have been equivalent to depriving her of the means of subsistence ; therefore
I thought it right to make use of the discretionary powers intrusted to every Justice of
the Peace in such cases, and limited myself for this time, to warning her that if she were
guilty of a like offence another time, no excuse that she could make would prevent the
law from taking its course.

On complaint made by Mr. Beaudin, a salmon fisher at that river was fined for not
raising his nets on a Sunday, and the salmon he had taken on that day and his nets were
confiscated.

On the 24th, in the afternoon, I went to Cape Cove, and at night we anchored off
Percé.

The cod fishery was but indifferent at all these places.
On my arrivai at Percé I learned that the Steamer North -American, Captain Kerr,

having on board more than three hundred passengers, was ashore near the South Point
of the Island of Anticosti, and deeming it my duty to go to their assistance, I gave orders
to weigh anchor immediately and to set sail for the scene of the shipwreck. Unfortunately
it was a calm night, and we made no progress until the next morning. On the 26th in the
evening we reached the spot where the unfortunate steamer lay, and I went and offered my
services to the Captain.

The passengers were all on shore, more or less well camped, and the crew had remained
on board of the vessel. Happily, there had been no loss of life, and as the weather was
very fine, there had not yet been much suffering among those passengers, among whom
were several women and children.

Towards evening the Steamer Napoleon the Third fortunately made her appearance,ard Captain Gourdeau consented to change liis course, and instead of proceeding to the
light-hcuse at the Eat Point of Anticosti, to convey the North American's mails and
$200,000 in specie to Gaspé, whence the Steamer Lady Bead would take them to Father
Point, to be there put on board tho steamer for England.

I saw several schooners and a good number of fishing boats near the wreck, but while
we were there no aet of Pillage was committed.

I sent my chief officer in the long beat to cruise along the cout, and by that means
I aSertained that ever>thing wa in order.

. ThenI placed myself at the disposal of the Captain of the steamer and asisted him
in every way I could in the unhappy circumstances in which he was placed. But the
chef tace had to fome from Quebee i the passengers had already been n shore for
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ten days, and were anxiously expecting the steamer which was to come and rescue them
from their unhappy position and take them to their destination; but the steamer so mach
boped for by these hundreds of persons did not appear.

Captain Kerr, fearing that the first despatch he had sent had not arrived in time,
and being desiring also of transmitting more recent intelligence, as well respecting the
position of the ship-wrecked persons, which was becoming more and more sad from day to
day, as concerning the state of the ship, he intrusted me with a telegraphic despatch for
his owners.

I hastened to give order to set sail, on the evening of the 27th, for Percé, where
we arrived the next evening. From that place I sent a special messenger, with Captain
Kerr's despatch, to Dalhousie, the place nearest to Percé, at which there was a telegraph
station, and distant about 110 miles.

I iearned with great pleasure that the cod fishery bad been profitable at Percé, and
the neighboring stations, for soue time.

At Point St. Peter also it produced good results. In the Bay, it was but indifferent.
On the 30th we came to Gaspé Basin. The Salmon fishery had become :nore profitable
since our last visit to this place, and the case was the same at all the stations in Gaspé
Bay.

On the second of July, I visited Griffin's Cove and Fox River. The most perfect
quiet reigned at these ports, and no foreign vessel had yet been seen there.

But the cod fishery had been indifferent until then. Nevertheless, cod seemed to
have become a little more plenty within the last few days.

On the morning of the 5th, we left Gaspé Basin, and after having touched at Grande
Grève, as we passed, we proceeded to Jupiter River, on the Island of Anticosti, where we
arrived that night. I visited that river at once and found all well there. The fishing was
good.

The next morning, I visited the South West Point, and there I appointed Captain
Salter, Fishery Overseer for the Island of Anticosti. I am told he is an intelligent man,
and quite capable of discharging the duties of his office, which will be arduous, as the
Island has nearly two hundred miles of coast, and 'the river. in which salmon fishing is
carried on are distant from each other.

The cod fishery was reported to be good in these quarters, but better on the North
shore of the Island than on the South. The ten boats that were fishing at South West
Point had about twenty hundred weight each.

At 9.35 A.M., we sailed for the North Shore.
At 3.35 P.M., we doubled the West Point of the Island, and that evening we

auchored in Mingan Harbour.
The Fishery Overseer of the division informed me that all was well. There had not

been any violation of the law there.
Salmon appeared to be abundant in all the rivers.
On the 8th, I visited Long Point; and on the 9th, the River St. John.
Salmon was abundant in this river, also, and in the neighbouring stations. The cod

fishery, on the contrary, was yielding but indifferent returns.
At Thunder River and at Magpie Bay, cod abounded, it was said, and there had been

excellent fishing for some days.
At the River St. John I arrested a sailor who had deserted from the steamer Labra-

dor, which we had left at Mingan, and the same day I had him taken on board of his vessel.
Soon afterwards we left for Esquimaux Point where we arrived a little before night.

At this port I received the following important information respecting the fishing
Thirteen schooners from this port had been ont seal fishing this spring, and had killed

4,448 in all. The most successful had killed 591, and others from 83 to 424.
That was doing pretty well, and four of those schooners had also been fisbing for

herring on the North coast of Anticosti, and had brought back 960 barrels of that fish.
Siace then all those vessels had gone to fish for cod on the coast of Labrador.
About 8.30 P.M., we set sail again, and in the afternoon of the next day I visited

Watsheeshoo. Ail was well there. Salmon was abundant in that river, and in the neigh-
boring rivers.

At Nabisippi, also, where we came to in the evening, all ws wel.
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On the following day, the 11th, we arrived at Natashquan. Mr. Sylvestre, the Fish-
ery Overseer of that Division, was at his post. In one of his rounds lie had confiscated
several salmon nets for contravention of the law.

There were a good many Indians at Natashquan, and I took advantage of that circum-
stance to assemble them and explain to then different clauses of the Fisheries Act, which
more especially relate to the salmon fishery.

I told them particularly that they were forbidden to spear salmon, more especially in
the vicinity of falls and rapids and on spawning beds.

As for taking them for food for themselves and their families, when they were with-
out provisions in their annual voyages from the sea shore towards the interior, the Depart-
ment did not wish to forbid theni from so doing, provided they only took what was abso-
lutely necessary for them.

They answered me, through their chief, that they had understood wbat I had said, and
would conform to the law. They added, that if they should be obliged to spear salmon
for food, they would use caution and discretion in so doing.

Another subject that occupied my attention during this visit to Natashquan was that
of fires in the woods.

For some years fies had been seen frequently in the woods along the north shore,
which were already rather too open ; and it was not known whether these disasters were
to be attributed to accident or whether they resulted from ill-will on the part of Indians
against white men.

Some time before our arrival at Natashquan there had been a destructive fire in the
woods in rear of Little iNatashiquan, and some Indians were accused of causing it.

I had the suspected individuals brought before me, but there was no proof to estab-
lish their guilt. They made some admissions, however. It was by accident, they.said,
that the fire had spread from. their camp in the forest ; and they ought not to bc held
responsible for the consequences of that accident.

I cautioned theni against such acts of carelessncss, pointing out to them that if anv
were to sufier from the destruction of' the forests by fire it would be themselves, who
derived the greatest part of their meaus of subsistence from game and fur-bearing animals
that inhabited those forests.

They promised to be more carefal about their fires in future ; and I let them go.
The River Natashquan was full of salmon. The cod fishery was bad. Some thirty

Canadian and Nova Scotian schooners had come to Natashquan for the cod fishery ; but,
not finding it good enough, they had soon left this place and gone further east.

I cannot close these remtarks about Natashquan without bringing to the knowledge of
Government the many and signal services rendered by Captain De LaPerrelle, of Natash-
quan Harbor, to the Fishery Overseer, Mr. Sylvestre.

This gentlemen, who is one of the proprietors of a considerable fishing establishment,
not ouly showed himself prompt to submit to all the requirements of the Fisheries Act, but,
also, otten placed his whale-boat at Mr. Sylvestre's disposal; and, on several occasions, he
had that officer convuyed to neighboring ports, withcut requiring any remuneration.
Mr. De LaPerrelle certainly deserves praises and thanks for the politeness and considera-
tion lie has always shcwn to all the officers concerned in the protection of the fisheries,
who have visited Natashquan.

On the 12th, in the evening, we left this Station, and the next day we arrived at
Meccatina.

From that place I coutinued along the North Shore as far as Blanc Sablons, stopping
at all the principal places, as may be scen by the extracts from the log-book, and granting
Fishing Licences wherever it was necessary to do so.

There we met twelve schooners, nine of which were fron Esquimaux Point ; one front
Nova Scotia, and two from Newfoundland ; in the Harbor at Sheep Bay five, four of'
which were front the iMagdalen Islands, and the other from Nova Scotia; in Blanc Sablon
Bay forty vessels, one of whiclh was a brig, one was a brigantine, and thirty-eight were
fishing schooners. Of these last, five were from Newfoundland, one was from the Magda-
len Islands, and the others came front Nova Scotia ; at Green Island, thirty-two fishing
schooners, twenty-seven of which belonged te different ports in Nova Scotia ; one was from
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Newfoundland, and four were from Saint Pierre; in Bradore Bay, one schooner, from
Newfoundland.

My having met so few schooners in the harbors of this part of the coast was a proof
that the cod fishery had not been satisfactory. There were plenty of those fish at some
points on the coast, but they would not take the bait ; and the disheartened fishermen had
gone to seek their fortunes further on in the Strait of Belle-Isle.

I must, however, except certain places, such as Wood Island and Green Island, where,
for some weeks, the fishing had been good ; but these were the exceptions.

As to salmon fishing, it was much better than it had been in the preceding years
and there was every reason to hope that the yield would be very abundant.

At Green Island, I found several French schooners employed in fishing for cod in
our waters, and, on the complaint of some British fishermen, I compelled the masters of
those schooners to leave off fishing, and quit our coast, which they did within a reasonable
delay.

During this visit to the North Shore, I had had but few matters to settle, and few
prosecutions to make ; and the greatest quiet had prevailed on the coast.

At St. Augustine, in obedience to orders from the Department, I bad named Mr.
Matthew Kennedy, Fishery Overseer, for a certain extent of coast ; and I do not doubt
that this gentleman, who knows all these places well, will render service to the cause of
the salmon fisheries.

On the 21st, in the evening, we left Bonne Espérance, with a fresh breeze from the
east, and on the 24th, in the morning, we arrived at Percé. I found everything in order
at this place. The cod fishing was pretty good there, as well as at the Stations in the neigh-
borhood ; but it was reported to be very bad on the South Shore of the St. Lawrence, froin
Fox River upwards, as far as Matane. We came to Gaspé Basin on the 25th. In the
post office, in this port, I found a letter, directing me to repair without delay to the Port
of Miramichi, to take orders from you in your capacity of Minister of Marine and Fish-
eries, for the Dominion of Canada. I need not add that I hastened to obey these instruc-
tions ; and that same evening we sailed for our new destination, and, in spite of contrary
winds during the whole voyage, we arrived at the mouth of the River Miramichi on the
evening of the 27th, and on the 28th we anchored off Chatham.

On our arrival, I went, without losing a moment, to place myself under your orders
and receive the instructions you might be pleased to give me.

You were pleased, Sir, to honor La Canadienne with your presence at Chatham as well
as at Newcastle, whither we went on the 81st, and all the honors due to your high rank
were paid to you by all on board with pleasure and alacrity, on the occasion of each of
these visits ; and the officers and seamen were glad to have this opportunity of showing
to you by all the mneans in their power, the sincere feelings of profound respect which
they entertain for you, and the very great pleasure given to them by the friendly words
with which you were pleased to receive us during this visit to the banks of the magnificent
River Miramichi.

And I cannot leave this subject without expressing, on behalf of my officers and
crew as well as for myself, feelings of the liveliest gratitude for the magnificent and truly
brotherly reception given to us by the people of Chatham, Newcastle and neighboring
places, of which we shall preserve a most agreeable recollection.

The accomplishment, under such happy auspice, of this visit of La Canadienne to
those parts of the Dominion of Canada where that armed Government vessel had been
previously unknown, constitutes a strong proof of a friendly feeling between the people of
the different Provinces.

On the voyage from Gaspé to Miramichi, we met several American schooners fishing
for mackerel, but they were all outside of British waters.

The beautiful River Miramiohi, which I need not describe because it is well known,
abounded in salmon that jear, and the quantity that had already been packed in a. fresh
state in tin boxes, was enormous.

This branch of industry, which is nowhere better known than at Miramichi, is very
important and very profitable. It gives employment to a number of workmen, and
furnishes a valuable article of export to Great Britain.

From what I could see my3elf of the River 4iramichi, and from all the information
10
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I received on the subject, I came to the conclusion that this river is fished to excess, not
only with nets, but also with spears by torch light.

There are, it is true, regulations forbidding the taking of salmon by this last method,
but they are not enforced for want of a sufficient number of fishery overseers paid by the
Government for that purpose.

No one doubts that a good system of protection is highly necessary for this River, as
well as for other rivers in New Brunswick ; for however full of fish it may be, and however
attractive its clears waters and shady banks may be to salmon, and whatever may be the
advantages for the multiplication of this precious species afforded by its long course and
numerous tributaries, still it is no less true that this kind of fish will greatly diminish if a
stop is not put to the present too great destruction of it.

I need not enlarge on this subject: I know that it has engaged your attention for a
long time.

There are important cod fisheries along the coast of New Brunswick from Escumenac
Point to Miscou. They include the stations of Tabisenta, Pocmouche, Tracadie, Ship-
pigan and Miscou. It is off this latter station that the famous banks of the same name lie.

Cod had been rather plenty in these quarters at the beginning of the season, but to-
wards summer it became scarce, and the yield of that fishery diminished in consequence.

These coasts of New Brunswick are inhabited by a robust and vigorous race of fisher-
men and mariners, who could, I am sure, prosecute the cod fishery on the banks, and the
mackerel fishery in schooners as well as the American fishermen, and I do not doubt that
they would make good gains in that branch of industry. But, unfortunately, means are want-
ing to them, as wellas to the fishermen of Lower Canada, so they cannot fit themselves out
properly, and that is the only reason why fishing as a branch of industry has not in those
Provinces assumed all the scope and development of which it is susceptible.

It is to be hoped that the encouragement which will be given to this important branch
of national industry by the new Government, will have the effect of changing this state of
things, and of placing our fishermen in a better position for tuining to account the immense
resources which we possess along our coast.

I do not speak of lumbering in the almost inexhaustible forests bordering on the bran-
ches and tributaries of the River Miramichi, of the considerable trade to which it gives rise,
of the numerous saw mills and ship-yards that one sees in the neighborhood of Chatham
and Newcastle. The ships built at Miramichi have long had a high reputation, as well as
those built at the City of St. John, the commercial capital of the new Province, and I have
had means of judging for myself, that this reputation which they enjoy is not undeserv3d.

Agriculture also has made great progress in this part of the new Dominion of Canada,
and I might point to some farms that are in no respect inferior to the best one sees in the
Province of Quebec, or in that of Ontario.

On the 3rd of August, in obedience to your orders, I left Chatham ; that Uight we had
to anchor in a calm at the mouth of the river, but the next day, favored as we were by a
fresh breezefrom the south-west, we made the Magdalen Islands and anchored at the Basin,
in Amherst Island.

My first intention had been to touch at Cascumpee Bay, in the hope of there meeting
with the American fleet of mackerel fishers, but when we were off that place we saw that there
were but a few vessels there, and we therefore passed by, expecting to find the bulk of that
fleet at the Magdalen Islands, as we did the following day. We counted more than 200
leaving their anchorage off Entry Island, most of which after doubling the west point of
Amherst Island bore away towards the north-north-west in search of shoals of mackerel.

Deeming the opportunity a favorable one, we got under way for the purpose of follow-
ing this fleet in order to make the presence of La Canadienne in the waters of the
Magdalen Islands known to all the men on board of it, and also to try our speed against
that of these vessels, whieh are the fastest sailers in the world ; and I have the satisfaction
to be able to inform the Government that my expectations were even surpassed, for in a
run, close hauled to the wind, from the basin to Deadmen Islet, we beat more than thirty
of the schooners, and those did not seem the slowest of the fleet.

Evidently, Lz Canadienne had gained much, in point of speed particularly, by the
improvements and changes I had made in her masts and sails.

These were certainly very important results, and favorable in the highest degree to
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the accomplishment of the principal object of the mission of La Canadienne in the Gulf
of Saint Lawrence, which is, the protection of our fisheries and the enforcement of our
fishery regulations.

By beating all these fishing vessels in working, and by out-sailing them, we showed
their crews that we could overtake them ai any time, and we thus put them on their guard
and removed from them all temptation to violate our laws and commit depredations on our
coasts, by destroying their hopes of impunity.

We remained at tho Magdalen Islands until the 9th.
Since the 6th, we had scen but few schooners from the United States on our coasts.

They had gone, no doubt, to try thoir fortunes on Bradley's Bank and the North shore of
Prince Edward Island.

The summer mackerel fishing had been very good at the beginning of that season,
but for some time past it had not been so good.

As for the cod fishery, the bad weather more than any thing else had prevented it
from being profitable.

There were six schooners in Amherst Harbor, and only three in House Harbor.
There had not been any disturbance of the peace in these parts, nor elsewhere on

these coasts, neither were there any complaints against foreign fishermen.
Seeing that all was well, and that our presence could be dispensed with at the Mag

dalen Islands, we left there to go and visit the port of Pietou, in obedience to the orders
you had given me. We arrived there on the 1lth.

Pictou is one of the most commodious and best sheltered ports in the whole Dominion
of Canada ; and the immense deposits of coal in its neighborhood give it an importance
which must make it, in time, one of the richest and most frequented ports in the Dominion.
But it possesses also another advantage, which is that of being situated near to the fishe-
ries in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

It seems to me that Pictou would be a good place at which to fit out for large under-
takings in the cod and mackerel fisheries.

There are excellent ship-yards there. Vessels do not cost much. Sea-faring men are
numerous. With all these resources one might have hoped that fishing, as a branch of in-
dustry, would have been much followed there, as in other ports in Nova Scotia. It is to
be supposed, however, that something bas interfered to check the development of that
branch of industry ; for, according to the best information I have been able to procure, I
have ascertained that there are only a few schooners belonging to this port engaged in the
cod fishery; and even those, I was told, did not make much by it.

It is to be hoped that this state of things will change, and that, with the impetus
given to every branch of Art and Industry by the new Government, Pictou, which already
possesses coal mines and a trade in coal-together with ship-building--will add to its re-
sources by means of the fisheries. For, I do not sec any reason why vessels should not be
fitted out for the cod fishery on the Banks, and for the mackerel frshery, from the port of
Pietou, as well as from the Atlantic ports in Nova Scotia. It has, certainly, as great ad-
vantages for those purposes as those have ; and it is certainly nearer to the fisheries.

In this port, I met the schooner Daring, Commander O'Brien, formerly belonging to
Nova Scotia, and employed in the coasting and light-house service of that Province. She
is a pretty vessel, well kept-said to be fast-and well fulfilling the object for which she
was built.*

I should deem myself wanting in my duty if I omitted to mention here the kind and
friendly reception given to us by the people of Pietou. The intercourse my officers and I
had with a large number of persons in this pretty town was most satisfactory ; and we have
to thank them for the cordiality and politeness which they always manifested towards us
in our intercourse with them.

The people of Pieton, who are almost all Scotch, have not forgotten the good tradi-
tions of Old Scotland. They are industrious-but they are essentially hospitablet.-and
we shall never forget them.

* Since the above wu written, I have heard that this schooner was wreoked on the coast of Nova
Sotia, in a violent storm.
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On the 14th, we left that port, at sunrise ; and, a little before noon, we arrived at
Charlottetown.

In that port, we found the iron-clad frigate Favorite, commanded by Captain Shortt.
This vessel, one of the finest of its kind in the British Navy, was one of those which had
been detached from the Britsh North American Squadron for the protection of the fishe-
ries in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

The interviews wbich I had with this distinguished officer on the subject of the ser-
vice on which we were both employed in the Gulf, and also on the subject of the system
of granting fishing licenses to American fishermen, were highly satisfactory to Captain
Shortt and to oe; and we wer'e agreed as to the difficulty, not to say the impossibility, of
preventing American vessels froin fishing in our waters, owing to the obligation which the
Commanders of British cruisers were under of giving three distinct warnings to American
vessels discovered in the very act of encroaching on the rights reserved to our fishermen,
before being able to seize them.

At Charlottetown I had the honor of an audience with his Excellency the Lieutenant
Governor of the Island, and I made it my duty to furnish himi with all the information I
possessed on the subject of fisheries in Canada, and of the system of granting licenses there
to American fishermen.

Moreover, His Excellency did me the honor to visit La Canadienne, and I did not
fail, on thet occasion, to pay hinm the honors due to his high rank.

As the Government of Prince Edward Island does not keep any vessels for the pro-
tection of the fisheries, I was authorized by His Excellency to search any American ves-
sel I might meet with in the waters of that Island.

The port at Charlottetown is one of the finest, the safest, and the easiest of access in
all North America, and might become a great centre of the fishing trade of the Gulf. The
coasts of Prince Edward Island are much frequented by fish, especially the north coast,
where very good mackerel and cod fisheries are to be found; and fishing might, it seems to
me, be profitably pursued as an employment in a place where there is already a good deal
of sea-faring industry, and where vessels are built cheaply.

But hitherto the people of this Island, who are hard-working as well as industrious,
have turned their attention to the cultivation of the soil rather than to navigation
and the fisheries. I do not doubt, however, that in a few years, when the population shall
have increased, and capital accumulated, a large sphere ot exertion may be embraced by
them, and both these branches of industry become sources of widely diffused wealth.

Singular to remark, the house which carries on the largest trade in fish is an Ameri-
can house. That is the dark side of the picture, let us hope that we shall sec the bright.
side before long.

On the lth we left Charlottetown, and on the 18th we arrived at Paspebiac.
On the 20th we visited Port Daniel, and we went and anchored at night at the entrance

of the larbor of Shippigan.
The next day we reached Cape Cove, and after having searched several American

vessels, we came to Percé on the 22nd.
On the 23rd I visited Point St. Peter, Grande grève, Douglastown and Gaspé Basin.
On the 25th we left that port, and I stopped at Anse Brillante to scarch an American

schooner. On the 26th I again visited Point St. Peter, and that night we went and
anchored off Cape Rosier.

la all these places that I had just visited, the cod fishing was a little worse than the
average.

On the 27th I stopped at Grifin's Cove, and at Fox River.
On the 29th we came to Mont Louis, where we were compelled by a heavy gale from

the north-west to remain two days.
On the 31st, the wind having moderated, we were able to quit that place for Ste.

Anne des Monts, which we reacbed on the lst of September.
From Cape Rosier to this place the accounts of the fisheries were discouraging.

There was little cod, little bait, and the weather was very bad. The fishermen had not
yet taken one half of the usual average. It'was very sad ; and if the autumu fishing
should not be botter, it was to be feared that want and misery would have to be endured
along the coast.
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But few American schooners had been seen in these quarters, and they had remained
only a few days. No one had had cause to complain of their crews.

On that day, as I had been informed by the Honorable A. Campbell, in a letter in
which he was pleased to notify me that he accepted my resignation, from the 1st Septem-
ber, I ccased to be the Commander of the Expedition for thé Protection of the Fisheries,
and in compliance with the orders I had received, I gave up the command to Mr. Théophile
Tétu, who, I am happy to be able to say, possesses in the highest degree all the requisite
qualities to fit him for the office he is called upon to fill.

And, before concluding this Report, which will be my last, let me be allowed to say
that Mr. Tétu has served under me for six years in the capacity of assistant, and that
during all that time I always found him prompt and faithful in the discharge of his
duties.

And if the Government would be plcased to confer upon Mr. Tétu this command,
whicl he as exercised during two imonths to the satisfaction of all concerned, I pledge
myself that the duty of protecting the fisheries will be in good hands.

I have still an important duty to fulfil before J close,-it is that of offering to you,
Sir, my most sincere thanks for all the kindness and consideration you have shown Go me,
of which I beg that you will believe that I shall proserve a grateful recollection.

I conclude by recommending to your kind care and special attention the officers and
men of La Canadienne, whose services you have been pleased to tell me, on several
occasions, you appreciated.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your very humble and obedient servant,

P. FORTIN.
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REPORT
OF

THEOPHILE TETU, ESQ.
FOR THE SEASON OF 1867.

TO THE HONORABLE P. MITCHELL,
Minister of Narine and 1'isherics, Ottawa:

SIR,-On the first of September, Commander Fortin, gave over to me the command
of the Expedition for the Protection of the Fisheries, on board of La Canadicnne.

In the afternoon, we anchored at Ste. Anne des Monts. I met there the Local Fishery
Overseer, who reported to me that all was well in his division ; and that, with the excep-
tion of one case, in whieh a fisherman had misunderstood him with regard to the setting
ofr a trout net, no contravention of the Fisheries Act bad taken place. But it was rumoured
that some persons intended to go soon to the upper part of the River Ste. Aune, which is
full of salmon pools, for thej purpose of spearing. I took occassion, therefore, to explain
to the fisjermen, whom I saw here, that very strict orders had been given to the Fishery
Overseer, which would be put into execution whenever any one was found violating the
law ; and I told the Lessees of the River that they, above ail, ought to do ail in their power
to assist and advise the Fishery Overseer placed there by the Government ; and the more
so, inasmuch as they alone reaped all the profits of the salmon fishing, at that place.

The) River Ste. Anne des Monts was formerly one of the most frequented by fish of
ail those on the South Shore ; and numbers of barrels of salmon used to be taken there
every year; but, in the hands of Indians as well as white men, the spear had been very
destructive, thousands of salmon having been killed by means of it-besides the numbers
that must have been wounded. This practice had driven away the salmon, which had
always been in the habit of visiting this stream ; and, in 1859, when the System of
Licenses was established, this river yielded only a few salmon.

There is a change now in this respect ; and it may bc seen by the Statistical Tables,
accompanying this Report, that the quantity taken this year is double that taken in any
late jear ; and now that a Fishery Overseer will be always on duty here, during the season,
and will see that the fish have free passage to their numerous spawning beds, we may
expect soon to sec the water of this beautiful river new stocked.

The cod fishing at Ste. Aune's, as in the neighboring ports, was indifferent.
On the 3rd of September, we were at Cape Chat, where Mr. François Roi, the

Fishery Overseer, had nothing to report.
In the afternoon, I went with Louis Roi, Esquire, to a saw-mill, about four miles from

the mouth of Cape Chat River, to see what would be the best way to build a fishway on
the mill-dam. Mr. François Roi told me that, in the month of July, he had counted at
least thirty salmon at this place seeking to ascend into the upper part of this river, for the
purpose of spawning, but that, finding that obstacle, they had ail, after some days spent
in fruitless efforts to surmount it, returned to the sea.

-After mature consideration it was decided that Mr. Roi should set to work at once to
15
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construct, as he agreed to do, at a cost of $160, a fishway about 40 feet wide, and with a
declivity of one foot in six, according to a model furnished by the Department.

After that fishway had been completed in October, I saw that it was solidly built and
would answer the purpose for which the Government had ordered it to be constructed.

At all these places herring was abundant, and the inhabitants had taken advantage
of that to salt them in considerable quantities.

I should have liked to have gone as far as Matane, and to have visited the stations
between Cape Chat and that place, but about Il o'clock at night such a high wind began
to blow from the west tbat we had to hoist our sails and proceed down the river.

The next morning I visited Madeleine River and Cap-à l'Ours, and in the afternoon
Grande Vallée.

At Magdeleine River there were some trifting difficulties to be adjusted, but else-
where all was quiet.

Severel barrels of herring had been salted at these places also, but the cod fishing
was much less successful than usual, particularly at Grande Vallée.

Having left the latter place towards evening, we were at Cape Gaspé the next morn.
ing, and I availed niyself of the opportunity to visit ail the small stations between Ship
Head and Grande Greve ; and in the afternoon we anchored in Gaspé Basin, where there
were only a few schooners.

My stay at Gaspé Basin was prolonged to the 11th, partly on accoant of La Cana-
dienne having to undergo sone repairs, and partly because the local magistrates having
several arrests to make thought it right to ask nie to remain some days longer there with
La Canadienne.

I took advaitage of this opportunity to visit the oyster bed in the Basin, but after
two hours' work with our drags we succeeded oaly in bringing up a few shells from the
bottom.

I ought' also to mention that, on the day after my arrival, the corvette Sph-inx, Captain
Hamilton, coming froma St. George's Cove, and being now on the station extending from
Cape Breton to Cape Rosier, came into Gaspé Basin.

I called upon that oficer, and having shown him my instructions with regard to
American fishermen, ho pronised me all the assistance in his power, and promised me
aiso to tow La Canadienne out of Gaspé Bay if, on the day I sailed, when he would leave
also, there should be a calm or a head wind ; but being detained by an event which hap-
pened at the Basin, I could not take advantage of his offer.

Captain Hamilton told me he met but few American schooners near our coasts. The
fact is, that our Gaspé fishermen had seldomn seen so few, almost ail having gone to fish at
the Magdalen Islands, on the coast of Nova Scotia and at Prince Edward Island.

On the 1lth, I left Gaspé Basin for the Magdalen Islands, and on the way I touched
at Percé and at Bonaventure Island. Ail was well at those places, but the continued bad
weather had prevented our fishermen from visiting the fishing banks, and the consequence
was that but few autumn cod had been landed.

On the 12th of Septembier, at one o'olock in the morning, favored by a fresh breeze
from the west-south-west, we hoisted our anchor and set sail for the Magdalen Islands,
where we anchored, off North Cape (Grosse Ile), towards evening.

About 20 American schooners were anchored at this place, fishing for mackerel. I
should have been glad to have searched them all, but a high wind and a heavy sea,
together with the lateness of the hour, prevented me from going on board of more than
those whose names are given in the following table :-
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Name of Schooner.1 Name of Captain. From what Port. 3y whom and where
~ gxven.

Annie Harris......... Ed. R. Harris........ Bremen (Maine)........ 42 17 230 399 Port Mulgrave, V.
Wallace.

C. Velmont ........... A. L. Colly............ Westport............... 46 12 1 120 242 do de
Rattler.................. J. McKeilzie ........ Georgetown (P.E.I)... 92 22 280 ......
Eastern Light....... J. K. H oward......... Gloucester................ 70 16 155 455 do do

Total ........ ..... ......... .......... .............................. 250 67 1 785 ...
Total..... ~............ .. . .2. 6 f75

Three of these schooners had licenses to fish, and, as will be seen, the fishing had
been but indifferent. The captains told me there were plenty of mackerel, but they
would not bite.

The next day I sold a Clergy Reserve lot. Cod fishing at Grosse Isle was indifferent.
Mackerel fishing pretty good ; each vessel having at tho time from 15 to 20 barrels of that
fish.

On the morning of the l3th we left North Cape, and at 10 P.M. we anchored off
Amherst Island, having beat all the while against a high wind from the west-south-west,
accompanied by a heavy sea. At this place we found 90 American schooners that had
corne there the same evening for shelter from the storm. I could not reach them, and
the next morning, the wind having changed, they all set sail, and up to the day of miy
departure from the Islands, the 18th, I had no opportunity of boarding them, for they
kept in the offing all the time.

During my stay in Pleasant Bay, I visited, besides Amherst Island, Grindstone
Island and Allright Island. At all these Islands cod fishing had been indifferent, and it
was calculated that the product would be two-thirds less than that of 1866; but, in return,
the summer mackerel fishing was excellent, and our fishermen had done well.

All the schooners that had left the Islands this spring, for the cod fisheries on the
coast of Labrador, had returned ; but, unfortunately, their voyages had not been profitable
to the fishermen, the most successful among them having taken only 240 hundred weight
of cod fish. The fact is that those fishermen who plied their calling round about the
Magdalen Islands, this summer, were much more successful than those who went to the
North, and [ think this will have the effect of inducing our people to prefer fishing near
their own shores rather than expose themselves to the dangers of a long voyage, to return,
perhaps, as this year, without fish enough to pay for the necessary outfit ; and a proof of
the truth of what I say is, that whereas, a few years ago, ail the schooners from the Mag-
dalen Islands, without exception, went to the coast of Labrador to fish for cod every
summer,-scarcely the half of them are to be seen there now.

Some of the inhabitants of these islands who had bought Clergy Reserve lots last
year, paid their second instalments, but many others failed to do so, most of them being
away fishing at Grand Entry Harbor, so that I received money from seven persons only.
Since may arrival here I have been informed, by a letter from House Harbour, that several
others paid after my departure, but as the payments were made in specie, which it had not
been possible to convert into paper, it was thought best not to send it, but to keep it until
the return of the Government vessel in the spring..

It would be well that a surveyor should be sent to survey those lots, for as there are
neither hnes nor posts to be seen, it is very difficult to determine the positions of the
respective lots.

The inhabitants did not make any complaints against the American fishermen who
had come to the Islands this summer, and I have reason to believe that all was quiet after
my departure.

On the 18th of September, all my business being finished, and not seeing auy Ameri-
can schooners near the coast, and considering that I had still to go to the northward, I took
advantage of a strong south-west breeze to give orders for setting sail and making for Blanc
Sablon Bay, which we reached on the 20th, in the morning.
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I found only five Jersey vessels there, taking in cargoes of dried codfish for the Bra-
lian and Mediterranean markets.

There had not been any autumu cod fishing at Blanc Sablon, nor at any place between
that and Mingan ; and, to make matters worse, the herring, which generally visits this
part of our coast in the autumn, had not yet made its appearance, and the season was so
far advanced that the failure of that fishing also could be foreseen. And in fact it did
fail, so that our fishermen, deprived of these resources would have found themselves in a very
critical position ard very much at a loss how to get through the hard months of the ap-
proachiug winter, if it had not been that, fortunately, the salmon fishing was better than
usual this year. But for this, many families, not being able to obtain credit fron the trad-
eis to whom they were already in debt, would have been compelled to leave the coast and
seek for the means of subsistence elsewhere.

I have since learned. with pleasure, that the Govcrnment had been so good as to send
some provisions to the inhabitants of that coast last autumn. It is to be hoped that those
provisions arrived there in time, and that the vessel sent with then was more fortunate
than the one chartered for the same purpose in 1866, and delivered the provisions in good
order and au the appointed places.

There had been a shipwreck in Bradore Bay ; the vessel had been lost, but the crew
had saved themselves, and the greater part of the cargo had been brought ashore.

Puring our stay at Blanc ablon, I visited Wood Island, Little Harbour, Long Point,
Sandy Bay and Bradore Bay. Order reigned in all those places.

On the 22nd we set sail, and that night I was at Benne Espérance, which, as well as
Salmon Bay, I visited. Not a single barrel of herring had ,been salted at the posta be-
tween Bradore Bay and Bonne Espérance, and the cod-fishing had been very bad ; the sal-
mon fishing alone had been favorable for the people at these places.

On the 23rd I left Bonne Espérance, and that night I was at St. Augustine, where
we had the good fortune to be able to anchor before the close of day ; and very good for-
tune it was, for in the night the wind began to blow from the north-west, we had a storm
which lasted two days and two nights.

There I met 31r. Kennedy, the Fishery Overseer, who informed me:that the salmon
fishing bad been much better than usual, and that there had not been any contravention of
the Fisheries Aet in his division.

On the 26th, in the morning, we set sail for St. Augustine with a north-east wind,
and that day I visited the Whale's Head at Pacachoo, La Tabatière, Red Bay, and the
Whale's Head at Mecattina.

' At La Tabatière and at the Whale's Head at Mecattina, the cod fishing had been
pretty good, but the fishermen weie afraid they would not be able to obtain gour and cloth-
ing in exchange for their fish, for they knew the Nova Scotia traders would not come
there (noue of them daring to infringe the Customs Acts this year), and they knew also
'that Canadian traders did not much like to receive small cod-fish for their flour. They
did not, therefore, very welr know what to do ; and after all, they seemed to be but little
better off than their brethren who had not taken any cod.

In the evening of the samè day we left Whale's Head at Mecattina, and sailed, with a
good wind, for Natashquan, where I was to take on board the Fishery Overseers of Natash-
quan and Watsheeshoo, where we anchored on the 27th, in the evening.,

Th2 Fishery Overseer at Natashquan having informed me that a certain person whom
he had fined for a contravention of the Fisheries Act, had not chosen to pay the fine, I
aused the person to be arrested, and he paid the fine at once.

The cod fishing at Natashquan had not been very good, nor yet very bad, and the
same remark will apply to Kégasca.

Schooners trom these two places had returned from cod-fishing, bringing but few fish
the most successful of them having 250 hundred weight.

That Fishery Overseers for Natashquan and Watsheesboo, reported to me that no In-
dians had speared fish in their divisions and that the rivera were full of salmon al the
spawnig season.

On the 29th, in the morning, the wind being south-east, we sailed from Natashquan
for Esquimaux Point, which I visited the next morning ; and in the afternoon we anchor-
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ed in the Harbor of Mingan, where we remained until the 2nd of Otober, being detained
there by a storm of wind from the east-north-east.

I took on board the Fishery Overseer of this harbor, who told me that a salmon had
been speared here by an Indian this summer, but that hunger had been the cause of the
deed. I shall refer to this at greater length under the head of " spearing," in my general
remarks attached to this Report.

On the 2nd of October I left Mingan, and on the sane day I visited the establish-
ments at Long Point, River St. John au I Rambler's Cove. At these places both the
summer and autumn cod fiýhing had been much better than at other places on this coast,
and oui fishermen arpeared ta be very well satisfied with the resuits of their labor.

The salmon fishing also had been good, and, altogether, it had been many years since
there had been such good fishing in St. John's River.

At the last named post I met Mr. Beaubien, the Fishery Overseer, who told me that
all was well in his division, with the exception of some trifling differences between the
fishermen, which I settled amicably.

l obedience to orders from the Departmeut, Mr. Beaubien had] gone far up the St.
John's River, accompanied by a miner, and had succeeded in blowing up a rock of several
tons weight, which had until then presented an almost insurmountable obstarle to the
ascent of salmon to the spawning beds of this beautiful river, and in the attempt to get
over whicb, thousands of that fish lad lost their lives ; for when the water was low there
was to be seen below the rock in question, a cavity several feet in diarueter, and five or six
feet deep, which was invisable wbsn the water was high, and into which f2il all the poor
salmon that did not succeed in leaping the rock, and once in, they could not get out, and
soon died, or became a prey to the bears who, when the water was low, ventured as far as
this spot, called the Chaudière, and devoured all the fish to be found there.

On the occasion of his expedition to the Chaudière, Mr. Beaubien found from twenty-
five to thirty dead salmon in it, and the remains of many more on the rocks around, whither
they had been dragged by the bears. The effect of the blast has been such, that salmon
will now be able to ascend it without danger, the whole of the side of the Chaud,ère
having been blown away.

As Mr. Beaubien had finished his work at St. John's River, and the fishermen had
almost all left the North Shore, he took passage on board of La Canadienne, and en the
3rd of October, in the afternoon, we anchored at Thunder River, which I visited, as well
as Duck Creek.

Cod fishing was pretty good at these places.
We were prevented by fog from leaving this place until 4 P. M., and at 6 P. M. we

arrived at Sheldrake Island, where just as I was going to land, the wind suddenly began
to blow from the west with such force, and such a sea got up, titat we were obhiged im-
mediately to take in sail and make for the Suuth Shore. At 7 P. M. we left Sheldrake
Island, and at 2.15 A. M. on the 4th, we were Fox River. That night was one of the
roughest of the season, and we were obliged to pump ail the time.

But for thai storm Dhould have gone as far as Seven Islunds, and visited the fish-
ing stations between Sheldrake Island and that place.

On the 4th, in the afternoon, we anchored in Gaspé Basin, where there were only a
few vessels.

I found nothino new at Gaspé. Some whalers had returned, and seemed well con-
tent with their voyages.

On the 7th, after having taken water and provisions, and had some repairs made
to La Canadienne, we left Gaspé Fasin for the Bay of uhaleurs. On that day I visited
Grande Grève, Point Peter's and Percé, where we anchored in the afternoon.

At all these fishing stations he autumn cod fishing was very poor, not for wint of
those fish on the banks or even near the coasts, but because the fisherman could not go
out, being prevented by the winds which prevailed continually this autumn on our coasts.
But for that the fishing would have been very good, for on the few occasions when the
boats were able to get to the banks they brought back froin 12 to 15 draughts of cod.

On the 8th we left Percé, and that eveuing we anchored at Grand River, after
having touched at Grand Cove, and on the 9th, in the mornaing, we were in Paspébiac
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Roads, where I counted six Jersey vessels taking in cargoes of dried cod. At all these
places the fishing was but indifferent ; at Newport, it was better, they said.

On the 10th, in the afternoon, having flnished my business at Paspébiac, and the
wind coming round to the north-east we set sail, and being favored by a fine breeze, we
found ourselves next morning at Carleton, where I went on shore for some hours, and the
same evening we anchored up the River Ristigouche, opposite Mission Point.

There, I remarked with pain, that some salmon fishers, belonging to New Brunswick,
had not yet removed from the River Ristigouche the stakes they had used in making
their fisheries, which obstructed the course of the river.

Nextday there was anorth-easterly storm with rain and hail. On the l3th, in theafter-
noon, the wind coming round to west-north-west, we left Mission Point, and in the evening
we anchored off.Carleton, which we left next morning for Maria, and came and anchored
the same evening at New Richmond

At Maria, I met Mr. F. Cook, and at New Ric'hmond, Mr. M. Dimock, both of whom
told me that no contravention of the law had taken place since the last visit of La Cana-
dienne, that the salmon fishing had been much better than usual, and that our rivers had
been visited by a great number of salmon during the spawning season.

I could not leave on the 15th, having to arrest a man at New Richmond, but on the
16th, in the morning, we set sail, and in the afternoon I landed at Grand Bonaventure,
where I found the fishing pretty good, some boats having brought in that day from 400
to 500 codfish.

The fishermen baited their hooks with smelts, which they found in great quantity at
the mouth of the river.

The same evening we anchored at Paspébiac, which we were prevented by a calm
from leaving until the day but one after.

At ten o'clock in the morning of the 18th, we were in the Harbor of Caraquette, and
I sent a boat at once under the command of the' chief pilot to the oyster-beds, and the
same evening the oysters intended to be planted at Bic, were on board.

Next morning, we left Caraquette, and on the 20th, at eight o'clock in the morning, I
landed at Percé, where the fishing continued bad, and where, apart froin that, there was
nothing new.

In the afternoon we sailed for Gaspé Basin, where we anchored the next morning.
I found at that place 9 vessels loading with dried cod for the Brazilian and European

markets.
I remained at Gaspé Basin till the 23rd, and during that time I settled accounts with

tlhe different merchants there, took in provisions, dragged for oysters, and unfortunately
ascertained that they had not been able to live in the waters of the Basin, and gave assist-
ance to George Dumaresq, Esq., J. P., who, during my stay in this port, hiad had several
difficulties to settle, among others a case of theft on board of a schooner loaded with goods
from the wrecked vesssel Ardenlee.

I arrested the accused, and in the afternoon, after Mr. Dumaresq had concluded the
examination, I left Gaspé Basin with the prisoner and lodged hiai the same evening in
the Gaol at Percé. I left again next morning, the 24th. In the afternoon I anchored at
Malbaie, which I visited, as well as Point Peters, where I found the fishing indifferent.

The next morning, at the Barachois, I arrested a man accused of having fired at an
ox. After the examination, which took place the same day, the wind being from the
north-east, we left Malbaie ; but it was not till the 26th that we anchored at Fox River,
where I remained until the 28th. The autumn fishing was very poor there also.

I had gone to Fox River for the purpose of affording armed support, if necessary, to
Charles Fox, Esq., of the Customs at Gaspé who had been sent there by the Collector at
that port Lo sec to the landing and storing of goods from the wrecked vessel Ardenlee.
But all was going on well then, and I was desirous of going, as soon as possible, to
Magdalen River and Ste, Atnne des Monts, at which place I was wanted, and as M% Fox
said he could dispense with my services, I left Fox River on the 28th, in the morning.

I have since learned that, immediately aftar my departure, people from different
places on the coast, no longer fearing a visit frcm La Canadienne. flocked to the scene of
the shipwreck, and, in spite of express prohibitions from the owners of the vessel, who
were there at the timue, tQk posaession of a number Qf things, and ven that one of theM
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had been arrested and was to be tried at the next Criminal Term for the County of Gaspé,
at Percé.

Although I left Fox River with the expectation of being able to go to Magdalen
River and iSte. Anne des Monts, and thence to the River Moisie and the Seven Islands, I
was prevented from going to any one of those fishing stations by a strong head wind which
sorang up on the 29th, so that I made for Old Bic, fearing that if I did not take
advantage of a fine breeze from the north-east on the 30th, I should risk having to keep
the oysters destined to be planted at that place too long on board of La Canadienne.

On the 30th, in the evening, we anchored off Old Bic, and the next day, after haviug
carefully sounded both the Bay there and that at Cap à l'Orignal, I found two spots
where the bottoin consisted of mud and sand, and there I deposited my oysters, twenty-
tive barrels in each of those Bays. They are in from one and a half to two fathoms of
water at low tide. I shall treat of this at greater length in my concluding Remarks.

I took advantage of the calm in the afternoon of the 31st, to visit Rimouski, where I
heard that neither the herring fishing nor the sardine fishing had been so good this year
as in 186;;. The Salmon fishing on the contrary, had been better, and Mr. Lue Sylvain,
whom I met, told me that thirty-six salmon had been taken with the fly in the River Ri-
mouski, and that in August and September he had observed there a great number of little
salmon, of three or four pounds weight ; and I have since learned that at least two hun-
dred couples spawned in that river this autumn.

Mr. Sylvain, who had paid special attention to the protection of salmon in this stream
for some years, has reason to be proud of the successful results of his exertions.

On the 2nd of November, in the evening, we left Old Bic for Quebec, and we should
have reached that port without having the slightest damage to record if it had not been
for an accident,-fortunately not a fatal one-which happened to us that evening, and which
was occasioned by want of skill, care and watchfulness on the part of the crew of a schooner
who allowed her to come into collision with La Canadienne.

On the 3rd we anchored in the stream off Quebec ; three days afterwards the crew
were paid off, and on the 16th La Canadienne was towed into the Palais harbour, where
she passed the winter.

CONCLUDING REMARKS.

With the exception of the accident which happened in the Traverse, where there
was a collision between La Canadienne and another schooner, the cruise of La Cana-
(enne, which, as may be seen from the extract from the log-book, lasted five months and
a half this year, was a most prosperous one, notwithstanding the many gales of wind along
the coasts of the Gulf in the spring and in the autumn, which we did not always escape.

We were not able to leave the port of Quebec until the 17th of May, being delayed
by the late breaking up of the ice at the mouth of the River St. Charles, and aise having
to wait several days for our sails, which could not be completed before that day ; the con-
sequence of which was that the cruise was a little shorter than usual this year.

Nevertheless, during that time we succeeded in making three visits to the Magdalen
Islands, two to the coasts cof Labrador and the North shore, one to the Island of Anticosti,one the South shore of the River St. Lawrence, two to the Bay of Chaleurs, and one to
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island.

Some hundreds of schooners also, belonging to the United States, to the Provinces,&c., were searched, as well on the coast of Labrador as at the Magdalen Islands and in the
Bay of Chaleurs.

The greater number of the American schooners engaged in fishing for mackerel,
which we boarded, were furnished with fishing licenses ; but I sec by a list furnished to
me by J. Fraser, Esq., Collector at the Port of New Carlisle, that of 108 American
schooners which anchored this summer at Paspébiac and New Carlisle ouly 6O hadlicenses. It is true, however, that all these schooners were not engaged in fishing for
mackerel, several of them being engaged in fishing for cod on the banks of Miscou and
elsewhere.

It is also to be observed that, the mackerel fishing not being so good this year as it
was i L 1866, while the price of licenses was double what it was in that year, the American
capta ns, fearing t make bad voyages, and wishing to avoid all unueoessary expense,21
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hesitated to pay for licenses. and preferred to remain fishing near the Magdalen Islands,
where they have a right to fish, and beyond three miles from the coasts of Nova Scotia,
Prince Edward Island and Gaspé, rather than to procure the privilege of fishing elsewhere
by paying one dollar per ton for licenses. I should suppose, therefore, that fewer fishing
licenses have been sold this year by the Canadian Authorities to American fishermen, but
I cannot affirm that such is the case.

As may be seen by the Report, the best possible understanding continued to subsist
between the foreign fishermen and our own throughout this season ; no complaint arising
out of any difficulties between them was made, that I know of, to any magistrate, and our
fishermen were able to devote themselves to their occupations without any fear of being
disturbed or molested in their pursuit of the saine.

It is rather among our own fishermen that difficulties occur; and magistrates were ob-
liged to have recourse to La Canadienne several times this year, particularly at Gaspé, when
it became necessary to make some arrests.

In fact it is, so to speak, almost impossible for them to have a warrant executed and
bring a prisoner before them, not having the neccessary force at their disposal; and it is
only when we arrive that the law can have itscourse; and if it were not for this armed force,
it would often happen that the guilty would go unpunished. The difficulty bas always
been for the magistrate on board of the Government vessel to transport himself at the
proper times to the different places where his services have been required. At one time
it was a calm, at another time it was a head wind that prevented him from getting there,
and during the delay the guilty might escape. This very autumn I could not, on account
of the wind, go to two places on the South shore of the River St. Lawrence, namely the
River Magdalen and St. Anne des Monts, where my presence was absolutely required. A
little later I was written for, after my departure from Fox River, to go to the wreck of the
Ardentee at Petit Cap ; the letter did not reach me, it is true, but even if I had received
it, with a sailing vessel I could not have gone there.

But, all things considered, the cruise of La Canadienne, with these few exceptions,
bas given satisfaction, I think, to our own fishermen, as well as tW the foreign fishermen
who have visited our coasts; and our laws have been obeyed in our seaports and aong our
shores, as well as could have been expected considering the extpnt of coast La Canadienne
has to watch over.
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REMARKS UPON SOME OF OUR SEA AND RIVER

FISHERIES.

FISHING FOR MACKEREL FROM SCHOONERS.

A branch of business much followed by the greater number of American fishermen
for some years past, is that of fishing for mackerel from schooners. Every year, during
the months of July, August, and September, and during part of the month of October,
schooners from the United States resort for that purpose to the coasts of the Magdalen Is-
lands, where these fish are always found in great numbers during the spring and summer,
and to the Bay of Chaleurs, the River St. Lawrence, as far up as Seven Islands, and the
coasts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Cape Breton, and Prince Edward Island. There
were, it is said, 500 in the waters of the Gulf this summer ; the town of Gloucester, alone,
sending out nearly 400.

It would be difficult to estimate the profits of this fishery, but it is very certain that
they must be considerable, and much greater in proportion than those of the codfishery;
and a proof of this is that whereas formerly numbers of American schooners were to be
seen fishing for c.d on the coast of Labrador, few are to be seen there now, and this year
we counted only two.

American fishermen must, then, have come to the conclusion that mackerel fishing is
far preferable to cod fishing. And it is for this reason that a number of companies have
been formed, and have fitted out, for the mackerel fishing, what I will venture to call the
finest schooners in the world. These littie vessels, manned, generally, by from 15 to 20
men, all of whom share in the profits of the fishery, are built on the newest models, and
are therefore fast sailers; and it is necessary that they should be so in order that the fisher-
men may approach the shoals of mackerel as quickly as possible. A slow sailing schooner
would not answer the purpose. The above number of men can, when the mackerel bite
well, take 50 barrels of these fish, with hook and line, in one day, as has often happened
at the Magdalen Islands.

Itia true that it is not always so, and that often the result is quite different. This
year, for instance, the American fishermen have had but little success, not because
mackerel were scarce on the coasts of Canada, for seldom have they been seen in suoh
quantities, and, according to the fishermen's accounts, they were abundant; but, on the
other hand, they would not take the bait, and all the well-known skill of the Americans
was bafled by this new whim of the fish. This, however, lasted only during the monthe
of July and August, and towards the end of September the fishing became better, though
it was not very good, for at the end of October, according to information procured on the
spot, these schooners had only taken, on an average, about 150 barrels of mackerel each,
making 75,000 barrels between 500 schooners. This is but little, considering the amount
of capital employed in the equipment of so great a number of vessels. But failure in
this fishing seldom happens, and even when it does take place the American fisherman
compensates himself for what he may have thus lost, by fishing for cod on the great banks
during the winter, an advantage which our fishermen have not, it is true, but the absence
of which is made up to them by their being so near the shoals of mackerel.

The American companies, formed for the purpose of fishing for mackerel, have from
9 or 10 to 20 schooners each ; half of these may do well, while the other half may not be
so successful; but on the whole, the shareholders still find their profit, for maokerel alwaye
sella well, especially in the United States.

1t is true that our fishermen would not have the same advantages nor realize as con-
siderable profits as the American fishermen, in consequence of the duty on mackerel im-
ported into the -United States by foreigners being so high ; but, could not that fish be
exported to other countries ? And, if for some years past our merchants in the Bay of
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Chaleurs and Gaspé Bay have made money by sending salted herring to Barbadoes and
Bermuda, would they not find it to their advantage to introduce there a fish that is more
than twice as good ?

For some years past this new method of fishing for mackerel has been adopted by
some fishermen from Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island, and
they must have found it suited them, for they increase from year to year the number of
schooners they emploi in that way. Why .should not we do the same thing? And wby
should not our merchants of the Bay of Chaleurs, and other parties in the Province of
Quebee, form themselves into companies for the purpose of fishing for mackerel, in the same
way as the American fishermen ? If the latter succesd, as it is proved they do, why should
not we succeed ? One thirg is certain, and that is, that the American fishermen them-
selves admit, that those of our Acadian and Canadian fishermen who have practised this
mode of fishing from on board of their own schooners, have been very active and skilful
at it.

Now, we nust find some one wbo will devote himself to this branch of industry, and
that person once found, all will go well, and we shall bc able, like others, to enjoy what
this fishery must necessarily bring us.

And what advantages we have over the American fishermen ! Mackerel abounds
close to our shores, at our very doors, it may be said ; we are not obliged, like them, to go
a long way to find it ; it is near to us, and we have but to stretch out our hanis and take
it ; and for all that foreigners, instead of us, profit by these riches of the Gulf of St. Law-
rence. An effort should be made and we should, without longer delay, apply curselves
Lo this new branch of industry, and share its profits with our neighbours.

SPRING HERRING FISHING.

At the Magdalen Islands, in the County of Bonaventure, at Maiia and at Carleton,
this fishing was carried on last spring on a larger scale than for some years past, and it was
remarked, with pleasure, that a new firm, Messrs. Petrey, Robertson, & Co , from Ireland,
set up two establishments for curing herring, one at Maria and the other at Carleton.
This company paid the fishermen 2s. 6d. per barrel for round herriug fresh from the
hook, and 10s. per barrel for packed herring, and proposed to export the fish to the Medi-
terranean markets.

This will be, I think, the first appearance of our Bay of Chaleurs herring in that
quarter. It is to be hoped that this experiment will succeed, and that in consequence, a
market will be found there for this fish, which is generally found in such abundance along
our shores. As it is very fat in the spring it will be found preferable to the Labrador
herring, which would not keep in those hot countries ; and since it will not do for us
to export that fish to the United States, seeing that we have to disburse, over and above
the price, commission and freight, 5s. for every barrel exported thither, we shall perhaps,
have the good fortune to be able to soll to greater advantage in those markets, so well
known to our Gaspé merchants.

PORPOISE FISHING.
A company was formed also this spring. for the purpose of taking porpoise in nets,

that fish have frequented the Bay of Chaleurs for some years.
Nets were first set near the shoal at Carleton, where those fish were in the habit of

coming daily, and a porpoise was taken the first night, although the stretching ofthe net
was hardly completed. This seemed a good omen, but unfortunately this state of things
did not long continue, and in a few days, it seems, these fish had either almost entirely
disappeared, or avoided approaching the nets in such a way as to expose themselves to the
danger of being taken.

Some of the people employed by the company attributed this disappearance of the por-
poise to the too great quantity of herring nets set in Carleton Bay, and also te the almost
constant coming and going of schooners there ; and in order to avoid these obstacles the
company decided upon ceasing to set nets at Carleton, and caused a fishery to be built a
little above Dalhousie, but on the Lower Canada side of the river.

Sone time after the new fishery was completed, from 150 to 200 of these fish entered
its enclosure in one day, and if it had not been for a mass of sea-weeds pressed by the
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force of the current against the fishery until a part of it gave way, and left an opening for
the escape of these prisoners, the company would on the occasion, bave been re-imbursed
all its expenses of outfit, for each of these fish is worth from $80 to $100 ; but this experi-
ment did not prove more successfnl than the other, and it appearu that only three or four
porpoises were taken the whole season.

It is said, however, that the company are not disposed to abandon the enterprise and
will recommence operations next spring. But these fish are so cunning and so timid in
approaching objects they are not familiar with, that it will always, I think, be difficult to
take them. Hitherto the best and most successful method of catching them has been that
employed for a number of years by the fishermen of River Ouelle and Isle aux Coudres,
namely, in brush weirs ; but these could not be used in the Bay of Chaleurs for want of
tidal currents, and nets had to be used instead.

rW ALE PISHING.
The port of Gaspé is the only o~ne n Canada that dispatches, as it has done for many

years, schooners fitted out for the express purpose of whale fishing in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence. At first these enterprises were highly profitable, whales being numerous and
readily allowing themselves to be approached by the harpooner.

Now, however, both these conditions are reversed-but few whales visiting our coasta,
and those being so timid that often it is only after having rowed for days in all directions,
carefully following the movements of a whale, that the harpooner succeeds in dealing it a
blow.

This year, for some reason or another, whales seem to have been more numerous, and
what was better still, the weather was favorable to our fishermen during the whole season.
Accordingly they gave themselves up with the greatest ardor to the pursuit of these animals,
as well on the coast of Larbrador as on those of Newfoundland and Gaspé, and they
succeeded in taking a much greater number than usual, as may be seen by the following
table :-

SCHOONERS FROM GASPÉ BASIN, EMPLOYED IN WRALE FISHING IN 1867'.

~ Whale 0il.
Name of Schooner. Name of Captain. Whali -

darrels. Gallons.

Admiration......... ......... Joseph Tripp..... ................................ 46 15 200
Violet......................... Henry Suddard,.......... ................ 31 15 180 5,400
Rambler............... Charles Stuart..................................... 51 1 15 170 5,100
HighlandJane.............. John Ascah................................ .............. 64 15 237 4,110
Breeze.................... William Harbour................ .................. 45 15 80 2,400
Lord Douglas.................. James Baker........ ............... .............. 58 à15 6 2,880

Total....... ..................... ......... 1301 90 963 25,890

The yield of this year's fishing was therefore nearly equal te that of the last two years
put together ; only 14,420 gallons of oil having been brought back in 1865, and only
12,880 in 1866. But will our whalers always be so fortunate, and will they always retura
with such cargoes ? I do not think so. On the contrary, I think we cannot expect to see
as good results every year as those obtained this summer, partieularly when we consider
how uncertain a chse is that of the whale, whieh I may compare to that followed in the
spring by the inhabitants of the Magdalen Island, when they are so fortunate as to see
fields of Gulf ice covered with young seals ground near their shores.

What, then, is to be done to remedy this evil, and supply this deficiency ? I answer,
what ought to have been done long 'ago, and what was strongly recommended by Com-
mander Fortin in bis Report for the year 1865, and that in to form a company or twe for
the purpose of fishing, or rather hunting, for whale in the Northern Ocean, and o the
coasts of Greenland. There those animal are, till to be* found il great numbers ; and the
Gaspé whalemen, -with their well-known experienee and activity, would be sure te do
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well there, and their vessels would come back not with their 200 but with their 1000 barrels
of oil. That would be something worth while in the way of whaling ; but to go and pass
a couple of months off the coast of Labrador, and return to Gaspé with 25 or 30 barrels
of oil, as has unfortunately happened to some, cannot be profitable to our whalemen. On
the contrary, it must be injurious to their interests, as well as to those of their outfitters.

The only thing they can do to recover themselves is to go to the North Seas in search
of whales, for there are not whales enough now in our waters to give employment to our
Gaspé whalemen. I do not shrink from repeating once more, that no reliance is to be
placed on the results obtained this summer. Those results have been good because by
chance the weather was fine, and because whales were more plenty than usual ; in another
year the weather may be fine, but the whales may be wanting, or vice versd.

We cannot, therefore, depend upon that fishing in the waters of the Gulf, and we
must seek elsewhere for the means rendering it certain and profitable.

PROTECTION OF ;ALMO#AND TROUT.

All have observed with pleasure the care taken lately by the Government to proteet
salmon and trout, by passing new laws, and by appointing Fishery Overseers wherever
required ; and, thanks to the means employed, the Fishery Act has worked as well as could
possibly be expected, particularly in a country like ours, in which the great extent of coast
requires more than ordinary oversight.

In the first place a special law was required for the Indians. Their usages are not
those of the white man to suit whose ideas also different laws were required. In all this
the Government had the good fortune to succeed, so that now it may safely be -aid that the
end it had in view has been obtained, and that our two finest kinds of fish, the salmon and
the trout, which had for a certain time almost ceased to frequent our southern and northern
rivers, owing to their being harrassed by the spear of the Indian and the too numerous
nets of the white men, have begun to revisit their former spawning beds and to new-stock
our numerous water-courses. Besides the spear, the nets and the weirs, there were other
obstacles to the ascent of the salmon to their spawning beds. What were these ? First,
the absence of fishway on the dams across the streams frequented by these fish, and next,
the throwing into the waters of saw-dust, " slabs"' and " creates," from the mills on those
rivers.

This year a change took place. The owners of the mills at Rimouski, Métis and
Matane, conforming themselves to the law with the greatest good will, have managed the
internal arrangements of their mills in such a way that no saw-dust falls into the water,
and the rivers are free from all those noxious substances.

Two new fish-ways ; one on the Grande ,Matane River, the other on Cape Chat River,
will enable the salmon to spawn once more in those rivers. These passes have been made
with great care, and according to the newest models.

With such precautions, we may fairly expect to succeed ; and a proof thatthe efforts
of the Government have been crowned with success is that the take of salmon is greater by
at least one-third this year than in 1866, although it was very good that jear.

When I think of the little River Rimouski, which five years ago could hardly boast
of being visited by a single salmon, and which has seen more than 200 couples spawning
in its water this year, I may well say once more, that the Government by abolishing the
use of the spear and of weirs, and by diminishing the number of nets and increasing the
distance between them, has attained the end so much desired, namely, the new-stocking
of our beautiful rivers, formerly so full of salmon and trout.

For this purpose even our owners of brush weirs have been subjected to regulations,
and it is required by law that in each of these fisheries, in places frequented by these fish,
there should be a net work, with meshes at least five inches apart, to insure the passage of
any salmon left therein by the falling tide. The entrance to these fisheries must also be
cloed from Saturday night to Monday morning.

I may say here with pleasure that our fishermen have complied with these regulations
with the best possibleegrace, and that they all understand that they must sooner or later
profit by this system of protection.

As I shal observe under the head ofspearing, very few contraventions of the Fisheries
Act have taken place tis year, and the fishermen in general are content, and not one of
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them would now, I am sure, for any consideration, go back to the old system ; and they
much prefer paying for licenses which promise them protection and security, to running
the risk to which they were exposed formerly of seeing strange fishermen who never fished
there before, and whcm, perhaps, they had never seen, fishing alongside of them. Thanks
to the system of licenses, each fisherman has his own fishing ground, where lie is never
molested, and is always ready to take advantage of what the tide may bring him from day
to day.

This system works well, I think; and it would be difficult to find a better and unadvi-
sable, unless there were an evident diminution in the produce of the salmon fishery, to
resort to different means of taking this fish.

I might refer to several rivers in which the salmon have increased in anu extraordinary
manner ; but I will only speak of the Grand River in the County of Gaspé, in which, two
or three years ago, it was difficult to take even a few salmon with nets. This year Gene-
ral Davis, from the United States, took 160 there with the fly, besides the number taken
by the fishermen at their fishing stations. This, it seems to me, is a most satisfactory
result.

To conclude, I will add, that- according to the reports of all the Fishery Overseers, as
well in the Bay of Chaleurs as on the north shore, more salmon than usual visited our
rivers this year at spawning time, so that we may expect a large catch in 1868.

OF SPEARING.

For some years past the Government has been doing all it can to protect salmon and
trout against the use by the Indians of that destructive weapon the fish-spear.

At first, out of kinduess, the Montagnais and Micmac tribes of Indians were allowed
the use of the spear, and were permitted to spear both the above kinds of fish, but on the
express condition that they should kill fish in that way for their own use only, and should
not sell any to white people.

But it was soon found that the Indians, abusing that exclusive privilege, not only
gave salmon they had speared in exchange for goods, but.also sold such salmon to traders
for money, and that at a very low price in mcst cases, for the purchasers took advantage
of the law being against them to pay them as little as possible.

The Government, seeing that, decided at once that the free use of the spear should be
abolished, and that the Indians should enjoy the right of using that weapon only in such
places as should be indicated in licenses to be granted to them by the Department, such as
the River Bersimis, in whose waters they fish with nets and by torchlight, and the River
Mingan where they have also leave to set nets during the visit of the Missionaries in
summer.

Except in some cases, that part of the Fisheries Act has been very well obeyed this
season, both on the North Shore where there were only two cases of contravention, and
on the South Shore where not a single complaint of its violation was made. The fact is,that the Government, by stationing a Fishery Overseer at Ste. Anne des Monts this
year, prevented a great number of fishermen in that neighborhood from indulging in
their unlawful habit of spearing fish ; and it is to be hoped that, by the use of euch
effectual measures, the beautiful River of Ste. Anne des Monts, which flows from
beyond the Chicchacs, and which has some of the finest spawning beds in Canada, will
be restored in a few years to its rank as one the best stocked with fish of all our
Rivers.

I have a word to add on the subject of the Indians. Their privilege of spearing
salmon and trout, by the use of which hundreds of families supported themselves during
summer, having been in some degree curtailed, for the purpose of allcwing our rivers
to become new stocked, these poor people, particularly on the North Shore, find them-
selves in a very precarious position, for it must not be forgotten that seal fishing andduck shooting are no longer what they were fifty years ago. White men and civilization
have caused the partial disapp3arance of these creatures, particularly within the last
few years, when our fishermen from Gaspé and Bonaventure have found out that cod
abounds on the North Shore of the River St. Lawrence, and have resorted thither incrowds. Nothing frightens and drives away seals like the noise and the constant coming and
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going of fishing boats; so that the take of these animals, an object of great importance
to the Indians, is now rarely good.

Another thing against then is that there are seal fishing stations on the coast of
Labrador, which did not exist formerly, where a certain number of these animals are taken,
some of whom would otherwise, perhaps, have fallen a prey to the guns of the Indians.

Owing to these different causes the poor Montagnais has only the produce of his win-
ters' hunting to support his family with, and often, unfortunately, it is insufficient ;-and what
happens then ? lt happens that not being able to repay the considerable advances made
to him by the Hudson Bay Company, he finds himself reduced to living upon the few
ducks or seals he may happen to meet with. It is then that the idea of spearing fish
takes possession of him, and he may sometimes yield to the temptation. This summer five
or six Montagnais families went to Anticosti to catch seals ; they only succeeded in taking
a few of these animals. Thinking to do better they returned to the North Shore, and ar-
rived at Mingan almost dying of hunger. It was on this occasion that a contravention of
the Fisheries Act was committed;-a salmon was speared.

In my humble opinion the only way to prevent the Indians from spearing fish would
be this :-As it is shown by the reports of the Local Fishery Overseers of the North Shore,
that the Indians would never use the spear if they had provisions enough, and that it is only
when they have not that they have recourse to that weapon, I really think that if, in or-
der to remunerate them in some degree for their losses, the Government would be pleased
to grant to the Indians on the North Shore a larger sum of money annually, and to those
on the Bay of Chaleurs agricultural implements and seed grain, those people would come
to understand that the Government is friendly to them, and only forbids them the use
of the spear for the purpose of allowing salmon to increase, and would no longer indulge in
the use of that weapon ; and in a few years, particularly on the North Shore, the increase
of that fish in our rivers would repay the expense incurred for the attainment of the desi-
red object.

While on the subject of spearing, I may mention that on my last voyage to the Risti-
gouche this autumr, it was reported to me that a number of salmon had been speared dur-
ing the season in the upper waters of that river on the New Brunswick side. I cannot
say that was really the case, but'it is to be hoped tiat it was not; for on the Lower Ca-
nada side the authorities appointed by that Government have for some years past shown so
much ability and activity in the discharge of their duties, that it would be a pity to have
to admit that their efforts have been unavailing, owing to the Fishery Laws not having
been enforced as strictly in New Brunswick as in Lower Canada.

OF THE CURING 0F FISH.

I have much to say on this subject; for the good or bad sale of our fish necessarily de-
pends always on the manner in which it has been cured. Until how, our dried cod from
Gaspe has always brought the best price, both for the Brazilian and Mediterranean mar.
kets, because it has not been found possible to dry it so perfectly elsewhere a's there.-
Moreover, our merchants of the coast of Gaspé do not send to those countries any cod
that has not passed ,through the hands of a caller, whose duty it is to see that no
ood of inferior quality gets mixed with the merchantable ; and it follows, that their fish
have always maintained the first rank in each of those markets.

Unfortunately, we do not take the same care, or observe the same precautions, with
respect to salt fish-salmon, herring, mackerel, green cod, &c., &c., It is true, that such
of these fish as are sent from the Bay of Chaleurs to the United States and to Barbadoes
are subjected to inspection, and those are good ; but how many are sent to Halifax, to Que-
bec and to Montreal that are not good, and are so badly cured as to be sold with difficulty,
and with small profit to the vendor. It bas happened more than once, that the purchaser
of a barrel of codfish bas found himself cheated by the barrel being half full of plaice or
other fish. And the large salt cod, which after having been piled in the hold of a schooner,
ie stacked on a wharf after its arrival in town, and exposed to the dust blown about by
strong autumn winds while waiting to be sold, cannot, it seems to me, appear to purchisers
to be much value.

These are the reasons, I think, for-the trifling estimation in which salt fish is generally
held in our Canadian markets, and for the low price it brings there. And I venture to
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believe, that if the salt fish destined for our markets were inspected before leaving the
Bay of Chaleurs or the coast of Gaspé, or even after, dealers in fish from Montreal and
Upper Canada, observing the improvement produced by such inspection, and being sure
of always getting an article of good quality to buy, would return to our fish markets, and
give a higher price to our fishermen for their goods, and make business brisk there once
more. There is no doubt that for the reasons wbioh I have enumerated, our markets for
salt fish has a very bad name and it is to be hoped that a change may be effected, and that
as soon as possible.

In order to understand this well, notice must be taken of the difference between our
salt fish and those of the United States; their mackerel for instance, which when salted
is as white as snow, and their autumn codfish put up in pretty, neat boxes, containing from
fifty-six to one hundred and twelve pounds, about the quantity required by a family. This
cod has been exposed to but one day's sun, or perhaps two, and is, therefore, not too bard,
and just what is wanted for the table. It is with this fish that they supply the Upper
Canada markets. Why have we not been beforehand with them there ? Who prevented
us? Is not the cod we take in the waters of the Gulf of as good a quality as that taken on
the coast of the United States ? It is not that ; no, but the reason I think is this, that un-
fortunately we do not like innovations in these matters, and in the curing of fish we con-
tinue always to follow the same process; that followed in drying codfish is very good for
the markets of hot countries, but as it does dot answer so well for our own markets, why
should we not adopt: this new method of curing ? For a great proportion of the autumn
codfish which is sold at low prices in Quebec and Montreal markets, would have brought
good prices if prepared in the manner I have mentioned. Even salmon is not salted or
packed with suficient care. I know there are exceptions io this, and that we often sec
well-cured salmon in our markets, but unfortunately the contrary case is of frequent oc-
currences.

Besides the fish I have just mentioned, there is another which has made its appear-
ance of late years in our markets, and which is considered as affording one of our choicest
articles of food, I mean the Finnan Eaddie or smoked haddock, which comes to us from
the United States, and which certainly could also be prepared by our fisbermen, for it is
well known that this fish comes on our coasts every year with the codfish. It cannot cest
much to cure it, and it seems to me that we might find a profit in doing so, as well as our
neighbours.

ARTIFICIAL OYSTER BEDS.

It bas been a question for some years, whether artificial oyster beds could not be
formed in the River St. Lawrence and in the Bay of Chaleurs. In order to decide this
question, the Government has caused oysters to be brought from Charaquette and planted
in different places-at the Magdalen Islands, in Gaspé Basin, at New Richmond, and, last
year, at Bic.

For some reason or other, although the oysters were planted with all 'possible care,
and according to the latest and most generally adopted European method, those plantations
have, unfortunately, not succeeded.

There is something strange about the fate of sone of these oysters. la 1859, Com-
mander Fortin planted a certain number of barrels of oysters, from Caraquette, in Gaspé
Basin ; in 1862, the bed was examined, and oysters were found, full of life, and having
all the well-known qualities of Caraquette oysters. It was generally thought, therefore,
that the experiment had been successful. This year, however the bed was agaîn ex-
amined by the aid of a rake, made expressily for the purpose, and oyster-shells filled with
mud and covered with black mussels (.Mytilus aedulis) were brought up, but not a single
live oyster was found. The branches which had been laid over the oysters, in 1859, were
brmagtto the surface also covered with these black mussels, but without any oysters
attach4d to themn.

But, then, how d6es it happen that, in 1862, three years after those oysters were
plaated, several were dredged up near Mr. Le Boutillier's property, and on being tasted
by conoiaseurs were declared to be excellent, and that none are now living ? Is it that
the waters aMd the bled of Gaspé Basin do not agree with them? But, in that case, how

' rt that4hey lived for three Jears there and thon died aIl of a sudden ?
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Some people think that the failure of that plantation is due to the fact of the water in
Gaspé Basin not being as salt as that in which those oysters lived at Caraquette ; others,
on the contrary, say tbat it is too salt ; and some think that the bottom on which they
were deposited is not hard enough, and has too much mud. The fact is that, at the Cara-
quette oyster-beds, I never remarked on the fishermen's rakes so much mud as the rake
brought up in Gaspé Basin every time I used it, and this mud was black and stinking, and
seemed, to me, to be different from that at Caraquette ; but, after all, it may well bc that
the death of the oysters at Gaspé is due to other causes.

As for those planted at the Magdalen Islands, in Basque Harbor, I cannot tell
whether they have succeeded in living there or not, for every time we have been tbere,
the wind, which blows almost continually at those Islands, has always prevented us from
dredging in that spot ; and even this summer we could only throw our dredge once, and
then we were obliged to come on board again immediately.

Owing to wind and weather, also, the bank at New Richmond has not been examined.
Last year, fifty barrels of Caraquette oysters were planted in the harbor of Old Bic.

In the spring of 1867, branches were placed over this bed ; but when a search was made,
in the course of the summer, no oysters were found. I have since learned (this autumn)
that, some time after they had been deposisted in that place, a north-easterly storm came
on, causing a heavy swell in the harbor, by which the oysters were lifted from the bottom,
so that the most of them were found on the shore at Apple Island, broken to pieces on the
rocky bottom of the harbor there.

The fact is that Bic is not at all a good place to plant oysters ; in the first place, the
bottom, which is composed of a little mud and a great number of pebbles, certainly can
not be suitable for them, for no stones are to be seen on the beds at Caraquette ; and, in
the next place, even supposing that the bottom was good, and that oysters could l ive there,
would there be room enough in that harbor for more than one or two schooners to load
at a time ? I do not think so. The Bay at Cap à l'Original is of similar formation, and
presents the same disadvantages.

This autumn, in those two bays, after having sounded with all possible care and atten-
tion, I could only find two places, of a few hundred yards in superficies where the bottom
seemed more suitable than elsewhere, being composed of mud and sand, and in those places
I deposited fifty barrels of oysters-twenty-five barrels in each bay. They are in from
one and a half to two fathoms of waters, at low tide. Will they succeed in keeping alive
there ? I doubt it, very much.

For an oyster-bed to have any commercial value, it must be in such a place that
fishermen can work at it every day ; and that schooners coming to load may lie in safety,
and take the oysters on board in all weathers. Gaspé Basin unites all these advantages ;
but I think, Old Bic Harbor is too mueh exposed to the swell caused by the north-east
wind to admit of fishing for oysters there at all times.

Seven Islands Bay, it seems to ine, would be one of the best and safest, and m ost
favorable place: for the presecution of this branch of trade, if we could only succeed in
getting oysters to live there. Hundreds ofschooners could load there, and seldom, I think,
would the fishermen be stopped in their work by the wind.

I was told this very summer, that oysters were found some years ago on one of the
many shoals in Seven Islands Bay, on which some could probably be planted. The
experiment has not yet been made ; but if we could succeed in establishing oyster beds
there, the extent of that bay and its sheltered situation would make it a place of great im-
portance to us.

GAME LAW.

This law as been obeyed this year all along our coasts, with the exception-of the
clause respecting the gathering of wild bird's eggs on the Islands off the coasts of Labrador -

After the confiscation of the Ocean Bride and her cargo, and the imprisonment of
the crew, in 1865, it was hoped that this unlawful traffie would cease ; and indeed in-1866
no schooner fitted out for that purpose visited our coasts. But this year they returned to
the charge, to the number of four, it is said, in the beginning of June, and dispersed to
different parts of the coast, and set to work at once to :collect the eggs of the different
wild fowl, which they despatched itowards the end of that month and in the beginning
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of July to Halifax. These eggs,it is well known sell for from 25 cents to 30 cents a dozen;
and as it does not take much time to gather them, and a schooner eau make the whole voy-
age in the short space of one month, there is a considerable return of profit for a very
trifling expense in the way of outfit ; and this is what induces those people to retùrn to
our coasts on this errand, although they know the law is against them, and that they ex-
pose themselves to the risk of losing both vessel and cargo.

To put a stop to this it would be necessary that the Government vessel should remain
off the coast of Labrador, cruising between Coacooachoo and Sheep Bay, from the 10th
June till the begiuning of July.

But the difficulty is that during that time the presence of the armed vessel is require-
ed at the Magdalen Islands, where there are at that time a number of schooners come to
fish for mackerel, and off the coast of Gaspé, where fishing licenses have to be distributed,
and where, during salmon fishing, fishermen are apt to commit infractions of the Fisheries
Act.

Until now the crews of these schooners, which for the most part came from Nova Sec-
tia, once out of the reach of the Canadian authorities had nothing to fear, and could sell
their cargoes without any danger ; and it will only be when the game laws are the same in
all the Provinces, and this traffic will be no more permitted at Halifax than it is here, that
these expeditions to our coasts will cease, and that our wild fowl, left to themselves, will
more be able to increase in number, so that our Islands will be stocked with them as they
were formerly ; for the inhabitants of those coasts testify that these fowl are f ewer in nui-
ber now than they were a few years ago, and this decrease can only be attributed to the
carrying away of their eggs every year by these fowlers.

The whole, nevertheless, humbly submitted.
THÉoPHILE TÉTU.
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IREMA RKS
ON TEE

FISHERIES ÀND TfEIUR PR0DUCE TRIS' 8MÀ8 N

FIRST DIVISION.

MAGDALEN ISLANDS.

SEAL-RUNTING ON THE ICE PROM SCHOON!RS.

On the 21st of March, 12 schooners, 15 of which belonged to House Harbor and six
to Amherst Harbor, manned by 180 sailors, left the Islands to hunt for seals on the i"e in
the Gulph. There were, therefore, 4 Schooners less than in 1860, but for all that they
brought back more seals, for the Report shows that only 2,434 were taken in 1866, and
this year the crews of those 18 Schooners killed 3,210, so that there is an increase of 776
over 1866,-but there is a decrease as compared with 1865, In short, the results of this
hunt can only be considered as middling.

It was not because seal were searce on the ice in the Gulf that this hunt was not
more remunerative ; but it was the prevalence of unfavorable winds and the difficulty of
forcing a passage through the ice and getting to the herds of seals that prevented our fisher-
men from killing a greater number of them.

SEAL HUNTING ON THE ICE AROUND TIE MAGDALEN ISLANDS.

If the crews of the schooners did not succeed very well among the fields of ice in the
Gulf, the inhabitants of the Islands, particularly those residing near South-west Cape, Am-
herst Island, had a rich harvest to gather, for fields of ice covered with herds of young seals
grounded near the Islands, and they killed 7,200 with sticks in a few days. This was a
great God-send for them, for want was beginning to be felt, and the traders, fearing a bad
season, were not willing to advance much to the fishermen, su that nothing short of such
a good stroke of fortune was required to restore the credit of the inhabitants of the Mag-
dalen Islands.

These 7,200 seals, added to the 3,210 killed from the schooner, gives a total of 10,410
of these amphibious animals taken this year in the first division. So good a hunt had not
been made for a long time, as will be seen by the following table :-

In 1861................... ........................................ 2,750 semis taken.
" 1862........................................................... 9,194 "

" 1863............................................................ 3,959 CC
" 1864..................'.......................................... 1,622 ci
" 1865...... .................... ........ 4,296
" 1866.................................. 2,434
" 1867...........................................................10,410

As this fishery varies in this way every year, it is easy to understand that its produce
is always uncertain, and that every.g depends upon the currents and winds that prevail
during the hunting season, and their causing, or not causing, ice fields te ground near
these Islands.
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BPRING HERING FISHING.

Never have herrings been seen in greater numbers at the Magdaien Islands than this
Spring. Not only Pleasant Bay but even Amherst Harbor was full of them, and if our
fishermen had been able to find a market where this fish could have been sold at any profit
whatever, numbers of barrels of herrings would have been sent to it. But a high duty on
this fish has closed the ports of the United States against its exportation to that country,
so that our fishermen in these Islands are unable to profit by this bountifil supply which
Providence sends them every spring.

Thirty-eight foreigu schooners, 19 of which were from the United States, 16 from
Prince Edward Island, 2 from lova Scotia, and 1 from New Brunswick, manned by 114
sailors, came to fish for herrings at the Islands, and carried away, in a few days, 11,820
barrels, which, added to the quantity taken and salted by our fishermen for exportation to
Quebec, Montreal, and lalifax, and for home consumption, (3,810 barrels), gives a total of
15,630 barrels of herrings taken this spring at the Magdalen Islands.

QUANTITY OF HERRINGS TAKEN.

l 1866, by the inhabitants......................... 3,3.16 barrels.
by strangers............................................... 7,577

Total............................ 10,893 "

In 1867, by the inhabitanta .......................... 3,810 barrels.
by strangers...........................11,820 "

Total............................................. 15,620 "

SPEING MACKEREL FISHING.

Mackerel, as well as herring, came in abundance to Pleasant Bay this spring. On
the 5th of June some were taken for the first time in nets, but it was not until the'12th
that the maximum was reached.

Fourteen Schooners, most of them ' froi Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, came there
to fish for them, and had ample success.

QUANTITY OF MACKEEEL TAKEN.

In 1865, by the inhabitants.................................. . 500 barrels.
by strangers............ ............ ... 455 "

Total ....... ................. ........... 955 "

In 1866, by the inhabitants.. .................................. 1,050 barrels.
by strangers..... ........ ................. 274 "

Total ................ ............... 1,324

In 1867, by the inhabitants......................... 634 barrels.
by strangere ................................ 2,340 "

Total,...,................... ........... ,974 "

SUMMEE COD PISHING.

During the last two years, our fishermen, particularly those from Alright Island and
Grosse Isle, have applied themselves with more ardor than ever to fishing for summer
anackerel witi the line, as the Americans do, and have sucoeeded very well, aod as this
ish always commands a tolerably high price in the Halifax market, they were enabled by

'this fishing to compensate themselves for the failure they had met with in the cod fishing.
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According to information, collected with care on the spot, this year's fishing has been
one-third better than that of 1866, although that was very good.

This is a proof that our mackerel fishers are making progress ; for, as I have already
observed, the Americans had not as much suceess as usual in this fishing this year, because
the mackerel would not come to the surface. But for all that our fishermen made a better
year than usual, and took almost double the quantity taken in 1866, and more than treble
that taken in 1865.

QUANTITY OP SUMMER MACKEREL TAKEN.

In 1865.................................................................. 952 barrels.
" 1866........ ....................................... 1,700 "
" 1867.................................................................. 3,157 "

AUTUMN COD PISHING.

I have very little to say 'about this fishing. The bad weather and the continual
storms which prevailed more than ever this autumu at the Magdalen Islands prevented our
fishermen, for all their zeal and well-known courage, from applying themselves to that
branch of industry as much as they would have wished. The fact is that, during three
weeks no fishing boat was able to go ont; and, on one occasion in particular, several fish-
ermen were nearly lost; and, if it had not been for some Amaerican schooners-fishing for
mackerel in that quarter-picking up some boats, carried away by a storm, several fisher-
men would probably have lost their lives. Bad weather, therefore, and not scarcity of cod-
lisb, was the cause of the want of success in this fishing.

AUTUMN CODZISU TAKEN.

In 1866..................................................................... 1,790 cwt.
" 1867 .................................................................... 529 "

HADDOCK FIIRING.

This fish is taken chiefly at l'Etang du Nord and Amherst Island. It is much infe-
rior in value to cod, but yet it always sells, at a good profit, in the Brazilian market. This
fishing was better this year, in proportion, than cod fishing.

QUANTITY OF HADDOCK TAKEN.

in 1865...................................................................... 435 cwt.
" 1866 .......... ........... ......................................... 370 "
" 1867.................................................................... 540 "

COD' 8OIUNDS AND TONGUES.

Twenty seven barrels.

FLOUNDER FISHING.
Sixty-one barrele of flounders were taken this yeor at the Magdalen Islands.

EEL FISHING.

Forty-five barrels.

STICKLE-BACK FISHING.

One hundred and. fifty barrels were taken for use as wmaure.
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RECAITULATION.

Seal Hunting.

Seals killed by crews of schooners, . ,210, @ 85.50.
Seals killed on the ice near the islands.........7,200, @ $4.00.

Herring Fishing.

3,810 barrel:, @ $2.50 per barrel...................................

Spring Mackerel Fishing.

634 barrels, @ $6.00 per barrel.....................................

Summer Cod Fishing.

7,389 cwt., @ 18s. the ewt...........................................

Summer Jackerel Fishing.

3,157 barrels, @ $10 per barrel...................................

Antumn Cod Fishing.

529 ewt., @ 18s. the cwt..........................................

.Haddoclk ishing.

540 cwt., @ 13s. the cwt............................

Cods' Tongues and Sounds.

27 barrels, @ $8 the barrel...........................................

Flounder Fishing.

61 barrels, @ $5 per barrel......................................

Eel Fishing.

45 barrels, @ $8 per barrel...........................................

Stickle-Back Fishing.

150 barreR, @ l. 2d. per barrel.............................

Cod-Liver 0Ûi.

6,637 gallons, @ 70 ets. per gallon.................................

$ 17,655 00
$ 28,800 00

9,525 00

3,804 00

26,600 40

31,570 00

1,904 40

1,404 00

216 00

305 00

360 00

37 50

4,645 90

$126,826 40

Total value of the products of the Pisheries in this Division.

In 1867.................................................................. 8126,826 40
" 186............................... .................... 105,067 00

1865............................................. ............... 112,049 00
1764.......................................................,........ 86,590 05

It will be seen by this table that although the ood fishing at the Magdalen Islands,yielded less than in 1866, yet, including the summer mackerel fishing and thé seal hunt-
ing, the total value of the different fisheries in this division is greater this year than the
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preceding years. It iust also be observed that the cods' livers were much fatter, and
consequently furnished much more oil than usual; 100 quintals yielded this year 80 gal-
lons instead of 00, which Ïi the usual quantity.

l'o um up, at the Alagdalen Islands this year,

The sumimer cod fishing was one-third less than in... ..... ..... 1866.
The mackerel fishing was one-third better than in......................
The seal hunting was two-thirds better than in..............................

SECOND DIVISION.

This Dirision includes the Counties of Bonaventure, Gaspé (with the exception of
the Magdalen Islands), and a part of the County of Rimouski.

HERRING FISHING.

This fishing was better this year than in 1865, and if, as I have already remarked,
our heriing could be exported with profit to the United States, the gains from its sale
this year would have been very great, for seldom has it been on our coasts in so great
abundance.

QUANTITY OF IIERRING TAKEN

In the County of Bonaventure.

In 1867..................................................................16,280 barrels.
"1866................. . ........................ 10,887 "

In the County of Gaspé.

In 1867........................................... .................. 5,059
' 1866.................................................................. 4,202

Ia the County of Rimouski.

In 1867 .............................................................. 3,180 barrels.
" 1866.............................................................. 4,180 "

Total quantity in 1867........................... ........ 24,519 "
"c 1866..............................19,216 "

There is a slight decrease in the County of Rimouski; but that is more than covered
by the considerable increase in the other two counties. Besides that, I may mention that
instad of the 2,800 boxes of herring cured by smoking in the County of Bonaventure in
186j, we have 7,070 boxes this year.

SUMMER COD FISHING.

IL will be seen by the following table that although this fishing was not very good
this ytar, still it yielded more than it did in 1866.

County of Bonaventure.

In 1867........ ... . .................................................... 5,324 cwk
1363.......................................................... 4,713

County of Gaspé.

In 1867.....................................................................75,168 cwt.
" 1666.....................................................................61,762 4
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County of Rimouski

In 1867................. ................................................. 2,521 cwt.
" 1866 ................................................. 3,608

Total in 1867.............................................................83,013
" 1866..............................................................70,083 "

This gives a balance of 12,930 cwt. of cod in favor of this year, which is a good deal;
and that too notwithstanding the decrease in the Couuty of Rimouski, which is due in
part to the scarcity of cod along the shores of that country this summer, and in part to the
smaller number of fishermen employed this year in that part of the second division.

AUTUMN COD FISIIINO.

If it had not been that high winds prevented our fishermen from going to the banks
this autumn, this fishing would bave been very good ; for every tine that our fishing boats
could get out they came back loaded with cod.

County of Bonaventure.

In 1867................ .............................. 4,880 cwt. of cod.
" 1866.......................................................... . 4,616 "

Couniy of Gaspé.

In 1867.......................................... ................. 26,359 cwt. of cod.
" 1866........................................................,....'21,591 "

Coutty 0 Rimouski.

In 1867 ................................... 1,550 cwt. of cod.
1866.................................. 1,178

IIADDOCK FISHING.

ln 1867...................................................................... 2,090 cwt.
1866....................................... 1,728 "

BRILL FISHING.

In 1867 ......................................... 161 cwt.
" 1866 .......................... ............... 21> "

FLOUNDER FISHING.

Our fishermen took more flounders than usual this year in this division. It was
chiefly on the South Shore of the St. Lawrence that this fish appeared in greater abundance
than usual.

In 1867 ................................................................. . 761 barrels.
" 1866 .............. . ......................... 487 "

MACKEREL FIsHING.

This fishing was better this year than in 1866.
In 1867 ............... .. ............... 363 barrels.

1866 ....................................... 181 "

TUNNY FISHING.

In 1867............................................. 10 barrels.
1866................. ...................... 10 Il
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WHAÂLE FISUINO.

As I have already observed, this fishing was very good this year.

NUMBER OF GALLONS OF WHALE OIL.

In 1867 ............ ,........................ 25,890 gallons.
" 1866 ................................................. ...... 12,330 "

SARDINE FISHING.

For some reason that I am not aware of, the sardine fishing in the County of Rimouski
did not yield as much this year as in 1866. The fact is, that the number of this fish, as
well as of caplin and smelts, resorting to our coast varies every year.

In 1867..................... .................................... 1,525 barrels.
" 1866....... ................. 2,552 "

EEL FISHING.

In 1867 .............. ........ ....................................... 130 barrels.
1866 ........................................ 98 "

SALMON FISHING.

It is pleasing to observe the great increase of salmon in this division ; and this increase
is very marked since 1865, as may be seen by the following comparative statement:-

1865. 1866. 1867.
County of Bonaventure............... 299 barrels. 424î barrels. 536 barrels.

Gaspé....................... 217t " 278J " 414J I
Rimouski ................ 16ï " 143 " 3 c

533f " 717+ " 988 "
Increase in 1867t................................... 270t barrels.

This fishing has, therefore, been better by one-third than in 1866. It seems to me
that this is a very good result of the efforts of the Government, and proves tiat they bave
not been in vain. Besides this, I may mention that our rivera were visited by a greater
number of salmon than usual at the spawning season.

And by adding a fifth for the salmon that would have been taken between Saturdays
and Mondays if the nets had not been raised during those intervals, as required by law,
and 40 barrels more that would also bave been taken, if instead of 250 yards between the
nets there had been only 200 as formerly, the following result of this fishing in this
division this year will be shewn to have been possible:-

Quantity taken this year.................................,.............. 988 barrels.
Add one-fifth................................................ .......... 197 "
Lost by greater distance between the nets ......................... 40 "

Total ..................... ......... 1,225 barrels.
This shows clearly that our rivera improve from year to year. I have pleasure also

in being able to say that our Fishery Overseers and Fishermen have worked together for
some years past, and done all in their power to secure the observance of the Fisheries Act.

TROUT lISHING.

This fishing along the coast and in the rivera, yielded 64¾ barrels this year.

SMOKED HERRING (IN BOXES).

An increase in the quantity of smoked herring is also observable:-
In 1867 ................................................................. 7,070 boxes.
" 1866. ............. .... . .... . 2,800 "

8
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CODS' SOUNDS AND TONGUES.

In 1868.....................,............ ............................... 359% barrels.
1866 ....... ........................................................ 2001 "

FISH USED AS MANURE.

Caplin.
We never knew more caplin to visit the coasts of the Bay of Chaleurs, than this year,

and our fishermen took a great number. At Paspébiae, I saw 1,000 barrels of this fish
that had been taken in one night.

According to my notes and those of the Fishery Overseers, 10,080 barrels were taken
this year. In 1866 we counted only 8,802 barrels.

flerring.

Four thousand one hundred and twenty barrels wero used as manure. This is more
than in 1866, and is owing to the large quantity of herring that came to our coasts this
spring.

Plaice.

At Carleton and at Maria, only 400 barrels were taken.

Smelt.
Three thousand five hundred barrels were caught, besides the quantity taken by our

fishermen for bait.
Cods' Ileads.

I could not ascertain the number of cods' heads used as manure in the County of
Bonaventure; 698 barrels were employed for that purpose.

RECAPITULATION.

ferring Fùing.

County of Bonaventure, 16,280 barrels, @ 83 ..................
Gaspé, 5,059 do do .,....... ........
Rimouski, 3,180 do do ..................

Total, 24,519 barrels.

Summer Cod Fishing.

$38,840
15,177
9,540

County of Bonaventure, 5,324
Gaspé, 75,168
Rimouski, 2,521

Total, 83,013

County of Bonaventure,
Gaspé,
Rimouski,

cwt., @ $3.60..................
do do .................
do do

Autumn Cod Fshing.

4,880 cwt., @ #3.60..................
26,359 do do ..................
1,550 do do ..................

Total, 32,789 cwt.

laddock Fshing.

2,090 cwt., @ $2.60 the cwt.................. .............

Brill R&hing.
161 owt., @ $2.60 the cwt...................,...........

89

19,166
270,604

9,075

17,568
94,892

5,580

5,434 00

418 60

31 Victoria. A, 1868
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Flounder Fishing.

761 barrels, @ $5..................................................... 83,805 00

Mackerel Fishing.

36.3 barrels, @ $10 per barrel ....................................... 3,630 00

Tunnîy Fishing.

10 barrels, @ $5 per barrel.......................................... 50 00

Shltale Fishing.

25,89U gallons, @ 80 ets .............................. ......... 20,712 00

Sardine Fishing.

1,525 barrels, @ $5 per barrel..... ............. 7,625 00

Eel Fishing.

130 barrels, @ $10 per barrel......... ............................. 1,300 00

Salmon Fishing.

988 barrels, @ $12 per barrel....................................... 11,856 00

Trout Fishing.

64z barrels, @ $10................................................... 647 50

Smoked Herring.

7,070 boxes, @ 25 ets .................... .......... 1,767 50

Cods' Tongues and Sounds.

359j barrels, @ $7................................................. 2,518 25

Caplin used as Manure..

10,080 barrels, @ 25 ets. per barrel .............................. 2,520 00

Rerring used as Manure.

4,120 barrels, @ 25 ets. per barrel................................. 1,030 00

Plaice used as Manure.

400 barrels @ 25 ets. per barrel.................................... 100 00

Smelts used as Manure.

3,500 barrels, @ 25 ets. per barrel................................. 875 00

Cods' leads used as Manure.

693 barrels, @ 25 ets. per barrel................................... 173 25

Cod Liver Oil.

73,529 gallons, @ 70 ets............................................ 51,470 30
40
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Porpoise Oil.
240 gallons, @ $1............... ................... 240 00

Porpoise Oil.

290 gallons, @ 60 ets....... ........................................ 474 00

Total................................................. .. $607,090 00

Total value of products .of the fisheries in this division.

In 1867.................................................. ........ ...... $607,090 60
" 1866................................................................... 549,36 70

It must not be forgotten that the price of codfish, salmon and oil, was much lower
than in 1866. This aceounts for the difference in value of products in this division be-
tween the two years not appearing to be so great as might have been expected.

THIRD DIVISION

This division includes the North Shores of the Saint Lawrence and of the Gulf, from
Bersimis to Blane Sablon, and the Island of Anticosti.

SPRING SEAL HUNTING.

Only 529 seals were taken this spring. This is owing to the ice having prevented
our fishermen from setting their nets at the proper time. The take was less than that of
1866.

Seals taken in 1867.............................................................. 529
" " 1866..................................................... .......... 865

SEAL HUNTING ON THE ICE FROM SCHOONERS.

This year's hunt was not a good one, although it was better than those of preceding
years, as the following figures will show. Nineteen schooners were engaged in it this
spring; they belonged to the under-mentioned places:-

Esquimaux Point...................................................... 13 schooners.
N atashquan....................................- ................... 3 "
K égasca................................................................. 3 c

Total....................................... 19 schooners.

NUMBERS OF SEALS KILLED.

In 1867........................................... 6,073
" 1866........................................................................ 2,782

1865................................. .. ....................... 4,077
1664........................................................................ 5,154

By adding to the number of seals killed in this way this year, that of those taken by
the inhabitants of the Coast of Labrador during the summer, and killed by Indians and
white men, which amounts Le 1,963, divided as follows:-

Seals taken in nets during the summer............................ 363
" killed by Indians....... ......................... 1,000
" " by white men.................................................... 300
" " at Anticosti. .................................. 300.

Total................................................ 1,96 seals.
We obtain a grand total f.................... . ..... 8,086 sals.
6 41
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SUMMER COD FISHING.

This fishing, though more productive this year than in 1866, was not to say good ;
cod appearing only at same places, as Blanc Sablon, Magpie Point, and Thunder River.
At other places our fishermen could hardly take any.

QUANTITY 0F SUMMER CODFISH TAKEN.

In 1867.................................................................. 27,489 cwt.
In 1866............ .................................................... 22,439

MACKEREL FISHING.

No mackerel was taken in this Division this year.

AUTUMN COD FISHING.

I am sorry to say that this fishing was almost a nullity, seeing that only 1,512 cwt.
were taken. Bad weather and scarcity of fish were the cause of this failure.

FLOUNDER FISHING.

Three hundred and eighty-six barrels were taken.

AUTUMN HERRING FISHING

This fish scarcely showed itself on our coasts, and our fishermen were obliged to go
to Newfoundland, and to those parts of the coasts of Labrador which belong to that Province.

Autumu herring........................................................ 4,344 barrels.
i" taken away by schooners from Quebec and the

parishes......................................................... . 1,000 "

Total....... ............................ 5,344 "

AUTUMN SEAL FISHING (1866).

One thousand four hundred and twenty-six seals were taken in the autumn of 1866;
but was only middling success. Cold and bad weather were the cause of this.

SALMON FISHING.

I need not repeat here that this fishing, like that in the District of Gaspé, was better
here this year than in 1866, although in that year it was very good. The rapid increase
of this fish is remarkable, and all those who have visited the numerous spawning-beds in
the tivers of this division report that salmon have resorted thither this year in greater
numbers than usual.

At the River loisie 108 barrels more than in 1866 were taken, and the same pro-
portion obtained at all the salmon fishing station in thislDivision.

According to the most reliable accounts, 1,732t barrels of this fish were taken this
year in this division. In 1866 but 1,240t barrels were taken. There is, therefore, an
increase of 492 barrels; and it must not be forgotten that the fisbing was good last year.

To this number of 1,732t barrels must be added the salmon that would 'have been
taken in the following rivers if they had not been closed. Il add a third to the yield in
1866:-

Mistsw ini River........................................................ 5 barrels.
Besocie. " ...................................................... 5 "

Godbout '................... 70 "

'Godbout ......... .............•• ••... • ...••.0 

Trinity Rier.............. ....... ............... 40 "
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Ste. Marguerite River................................................... 40 barrels.
Mingan ". ................................................. 70 "
Romaine cc .................................... 43 "
Corneille "i ..................... a........ .... 6 "
Great Watsheeshoo "............................................... 32 "
Natashquan "................................................ 150 "

Total................ ............... 491 barrels.

This would give 2,223f barrels, and by adding to this number, as we did with respect
in the Second Divisioa, one-fifth for the salmon lost between Saturdays and Mondays, and
30 barrels for the increased distance between the nets, we shall obtain a gross total of
2,109t barrels as the quantity which our salmon fisheries in the County of Saguenay would
have yielded us this year, if we had worked them as we did four years ago.

By adding together the quantities of salmon taken in the Second and Third Divisions,
we have for this year 2,7201 barrels of salmon, being an increase of 7681 barrels over last
year, and that without the River Natashquan having been fished.

Trout.............................................. 48 barrels.
Cod cil.......................................... . .................. 22,920 gallons.
Whale o........................................... 3(9 "
O . ........... ....................................... 10 «

RECAPITULATION.

Spring Seal Bunting.

$3,438 50

33,401 50

1,452 00

4,000 00

1,200 00

1,200 09

98,960 40

5,443 20

1,930 00

21,720 00

529 seals @ $6.50...................................... ...............

Seal Hunting from ,Schooners.

6,073 seals, @ $5 50......... ......................................

Seals takenin nets this summer.

363 seals, @ $4.00.................................................

Seals shot by Indians.

1,000 seals, @ $4.00......... . ......................

Seals shot by White Men.

300 seals, @ $4.00 ................................

Seals killed at Anticosti.

300 seals, @ $4.00............... . ...................

Summer Cod Fushing.
16,489 cwet., @ $3.60 .......... ,.................. .......

Autumn Cod Fishing.
1,512 cwt., @ 3.60...........................

Flounder FWhing.
286 barrels, @ $5.00...................................................

Autumn BRrring Fishing.
4,344 barrels, @ 85 per barr.....................
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Berring taken away by Schooners from Quebec and the Parishes.

1,000 barrels, @ $5.00............................................... 5,000 00

Autumn Seal Fishing (1866).
1,426 seals, @ $6.50......... ....................... ......... 9,269 00

Salmon Fishing.
1,782 barrels, @ $12 per barrel.................................... 20,793 00

Trout Fishing.

48 barrels, @ $10 per barrel.......................................... 480 00

Cods' Tongues and Sounds.

121 barrels, @ $7 per barrel........................................... 87 50

Cod Oil.

22,920 gallons, @ 75 ets...........................,................. 16,044 00

Whale Oil.
309 gallons, @ 80 ets................................................... 247 20

Porpoise Oil.

10 gallons, @ 60 ots............................................,...... 6 00

Total............................ $224,672 30

GENERAL RECAPITULATION.

Total value ofproducts in Ihird Division.

In 1867................. ................................................. $224,672 30
In 1866.................................................................. 180,109 50

Total value of products of Fisheries in the Gulf and the lower part of the River St.
Lawrence in 1867.

First division........................,........................... ....... $126,826 40
Second division........................................................ 561,090 60
Third division............... ............................................ 224,672 30

Total................... $912,589 30
In 1866................................................................... 8835,013 20

Difference in favor of 1867.............. ........... 877,576 10

THÉOPHILE TETU.
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STATEMENT of the Number of Schooners from the Magdalen Islands, and from
the North Shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, employed in Seal hunting on
the ice in 1867 ; shewing the name of each Schooner, the name of the Cap-
tain, the tonnage, the number of sailors, and the number of seals killed.

Sohooners from Amherst Harbor in 1867.

Names of Schooners. Names of Captains.

" Cutter" ................... J. Vigneault ..........
"Flora" ..................... Th. Boudreau..........
"Eugénie" ........... G. Cormier .................
"Sarah". .... . L Boudreau .... ........
<'Espérance" ......... D. Boudreau .... .........
"Marie-Louise"..... E. Migneault...............

Total ................

Uà
CD

27 10 5
3475
30 10 120
23 1
51 1 5
30 10 1501

195 60 690

$ Ct,.
412 50
412 50
660 00
660 00
825 00
825 00

Remarks.

These schooners left
Amherst Harbor for
the ice on the 24th
of March.

$3,795 00

Schooners from House Harbor.

"Flirt"............. .... Arseneau .........
"Dolphin"............... .......
"Mary Ann ............... A Arseneau .........
"Emélite" ............ Ed. Bourque.........
"Tempérance" ..... ...... E. J. Arsenea.
"Jenny Lind" ......... Turbide..........

Annie". . ............... erriau .........
"Archangel"...........M. Jonpe ...........
"Two Brothers" R. Delaney ..........
"Greenock" ........... D. Terriau ...........
"Mary"....... ....... Areneau .

......... . Richard..... ..........

Total ia ..........

46 10
52 10
36 10
27 10
36 10
39 10
41 10
40 10
42 10
39 10
40 10
42 10

480 120

180 990 00 These schooners left
180 990 00 House Harbor for

80 440 00 the ice at the same
80 440 00 time as those from

430 2365 00 Amherst Harbour.
430 2365 00
220 1210 00
220 I 1210 00
170 I 935 00
170 93500
180 990 00
180 - 990 00

2,520 $13860 00

Schooners from Esquimaux Point.

"Veneleo".................. P. Doyle........ .... 33 10 591 3250 50
dMariner'.................. E. Landry .................. 23 10 354 1947 00

Eugénie" .................. A. Vallée..................... 40 10 244 1342 00
Victoria"...,...... .. G. Cormier............... 52 10 217 1193 50

'nAmelia" .................. 1. Cormier................. 47 10 591 3250 50
"Wide Awake........ . Vigneault. :... 42 10 305 1677 50
"Alphonsine".,...... Chas. Lebrun........ 23 10 424 2332 00

"Three Brothers"......... X. Boudreau........ 35 10 I 424 2332 00Constantine".............. J. Boudreau................. 45 10 I 300 1650 00
Racer"..... .............. D. Costin...... ..... ....... 35 10 83 456 50"Lad y" .................... I J. Muldoon.................. 30 10 442 2431 00Ailsa"..... .............. F. Cummings............... 40 10 430 2365 00Iberville" ,... . ........ N. Boudreau ............... 36 10 243 1336 50

Total.............. 481 130 4448 $2556400

These schooners left
for the ice about the
23rd of March, and
returned at the end
of April.

À.. 1808
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STATEMENT of the Number of Schooners from the Magdalen Islands and the
North Shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, &c.-Continued.

Schooners from Natashquan.

Names of Schooners Names of Captains.

"Notre-Dame de Mars." D. Talbot ..............
"Notre-Dame de la

Garde"..................... H. Vigneault...........
"Espérance"............... J. Landry,. .................

Total........ .......

$ cs

20 7 225 1237 50

22 7 350 1925 00
22 7 350 1925 00

64 21 925 $5087 50

Remarks.

These schooners left
Natasbquan on the
24th March, and re-
turned at the end of
April.

Schooners from Kegasca.

"G. S. Risser"........... S. Foreman ................ 65 10 200 1100 00 These schooners left
Hirondelle" ........ Jules Poirier ........... .. 27 10 200 a d returned at

"Marie Julie".... .... Simon Bourque............ 26 10 300 1650 00 about the same tinme
- - ------- --- as those from Na-

Total........... 118 30 700 $3850 00 tashquan.

RECAPITULATION.

Total number of Total number of Total number of Total number of Total value of
Zehoouers. Tons. hands. Seals killed. Seals.

$38ts.
37 1338 Bo1 9283 52156 50
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SEALS taken during the autumn of 1866, and during the season of 1867.

Names of Fishermen.

LeBoutillier & Bros... Wood
Narcisse Dumas.Blanc
Charles Dicker ......... Long
John Bodman ........... d
Baptiste Dumas .
Wm. Fruing & Co ..... d
Widow G. Labadie..... Sondy
William Labadie........ Pointe
Wm. Jones & Co ...... Brado
Louis Jones..............dc
Harriet Griffith.........Five
Àndrew Duko .......... do
Harry Sanson.......Little
James Buckle. Bonne
léger Léveaqu.iurnt
Thomas Hiule .... Dog I
Daniel Robin. . d P
Thomas Mors Canso

L o ng:

Wm. Fruin :: Go Anse
Jean Legouvé.......Whale

ndré Roi.........Fond
Jacques McKinnon.... Kikap
Joeeph Gallichon ... Sait L
Wm Buke..r..La T
B. A eedsu.......... Sheep
Samuel Robertson ...... La Te
Xavier Gllibois....... Be
François Lévesque ... Grand
Sanmuel Gauznond.
wm. Rossb........... Od
Charles Biodeau......Whale
M. Kenty .. Co......
Daniel Mauger ......... Gui I
Wido Mauger..........
Louis Coulomb....Litte
F. X.Gl ......Bd . Ntag
JW B. Portier............Wata
Audr6 Gallibois .... point
Michel Bais.............River
Gilbert Jone Canis
Joseph Aub . Coaco
George Métivier-..j Olome
Simnu Bourue..Kgas
Samuel Foremn....1 River
Adolphe Guillemette.
Louis TaibotNatas
S. Kennedy....River

Olivier Robhette...... River
Joseph Tanguay.......Wath
Victor ...... hAteep
.................. agd

Stations. d ' 'E e '

Island .................. 300 6........
Sablon.... ...........300 ... ......
'oint..................... .260

180 ..... .
.,...................
........ . .......... 80

Bay...................180 60'
à la Barque...........140 5*b1.. .
re Bay .............. 60 . 30...... ...

......... 100 24 .........
eagues..................140 27 .....

.. , ........... 14
Fishery .................80 22 1....
Espérance...,........215 6..........
Island........,.400 49..........
slands ...... ..... 75 . 0..
ort................1..........
Harbour ............... 90 ....... 15.

du Portage ............ 250 100........
Head ......... .. ..... 250 6.

rie de Facteau ........ 60
oë ................ 290 12......
ake ...... .... ..... 0 ... .........
batière............800 380............
Bay ... ,....
batière............ 00J 247............
ay........................140' 2... .........
Meccatina Island... 350 b0.... ........

do ... 300 237
do ... 1001 15

Head.....................500 215............
................... 500 30... .........

sland.................. 15
......... ........... 63... .........

Mezcatina .............. 70 1 .
amu River..............60 .
,haistic . ............... 150.........4
Dumourier ........ 100.........2
Etamamu ........... 40 19

uachi ............... 60 12
achoo .................... 3
nosheeboo .............
ca ................. ... .......... 6
Kégasca................55.. .........
do .............. 15.........25.
hquan..... ........... g.
Agwanus...............360 2.. ...I.25 .
Nabisippi ............
eshoo....................165 ... .....13 .
etat ....................... 42 ...... 45.
alen Islands ....................... 7200

Tt1 .. .......... 1426 629 363 200

Remarks.

The triffing suocess of our
fishermen herein waa
owing to the quantities
of ice in the Straits of
Belle-Ile last autumn and
this spring, which pre-
vented them from setting
their nets at the proper
time.

On the ice around the
Islands.

A. 1868
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SEALs shot in 1867.

By whom and where shot. Number. Remarks.

Seals shot by Indians between Bersimis and Blanc Sablon ... 1000 Seals were seen in smaller num-
Seals shot by white men between Bersimis and Blanc Sablon 300 bers than usual, this summer
Seals shot at Anticosti ............ ..................... 300 on the North Shore and on the

-1coast of Anticosti.
Total............................................... 1600

GENERAL RECAPITULATION.

When, where and how the Seals were taken. No. of Seuls. Description of Value of
Seuls. Seals.

$ ota.
Seals taken in nets on the coast of Labrador, during the

autumn of 1866 ....... ...... .. ..................... .1426 Adulti............9269 00
Seals taken in nets on the coast of Labrador, during the

spring of 1867............ .................................. ... . ... .529 do 3438 50
Seals taken in nets on the coast of Labrador, during the

summer of 1867.................... ............................. ,.... .363 Spring Seals 1452 00
Seals shot between Bersimis and Blanc Sablon by Indians.. 1000 do 4000 00

Do do do by white men 300 do 1200 00
Seals shot on the coast of Anticosti................................. 300 do 1200 0
Seals killed ou the ice this spring around the Magdalen

Islands ......... .................... ..... ............................... 7200 Young Seuls 28800 00
Seals killed by hunters from the Magdalen IslandE, Esqui-

maux Point, Natashquan and Kégasca, on board of
schooners, on the e in the Gulf1....................... 9283 Adults.............. 51056 50

Total..... ..................... 20401.................. $100616 0

STÂTEMENT Of the Number of Schooners belonging to the Districts of Saguenay
and Gaspé, employed during the season of 1867 in fishing for Cod and
Herring on the bankS and along the coast.

Schooners from Esquimaux Point.

Names of Schoonoe. Names of Captains. ;'0~ > .~ HMRS

if Iberville ...... 10......Nuthuniel BoudeaU 36 10 180 480 0These chooners 0oued for eod
"Venelso»........P. o..0 o ......... 33 10 '00 320 und hertlng on the co0at of

"Constuntine". .J. Boudren.........45 10 200 650 Ldbrador.
"Victoria o........ he G. Cormier ............... 52 il 19 2 50A

TAmotal ......... .....X. Cormier............... 47 10 1.0 280
Alphonsine" .asp. Charles LeBrun . thsaon 23 10 9 355
Wde Awake . Vital Vigneaulto. n 42 10 12 0 ias

"Mi er"........... N aniel.B . 23 9 57 117
"Three Brothers".... J. Boudreu.. 35 10 180 ... i
" Amlia................. X. Cnmie.........40 10 290 121

Total............. 876 100 1601 8101
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STA~EMENT of the Nuiber of Schooners belonging to the Districts of Saguenay
and Gabpé, employed during the season of 1867, &c.-Continued.

Schooners from Natashquan.

Naies of Schooners. 1Naies of at sREMARKS.

"Tiber"................. P. Vigneault ............ 22 7 180 100 jThese schooners fished for cod
"Notre-Dane do la! and herring on the coast of

arde"................ Il. Vigneault............ 22 7 250 100 Labrador.
" Notre - Dame de!

Mars"............ D. Talbot................. 20 150 100

Total..... ........ 64 21 580 30'

Schooners from Kégasca.

Ilirondelle" ........... Jules Poirier ........... 27 10 125 150 These schooners fished for cod
Marie-Julie" ......... Simon Lourque........ 26 10 140 120 and herring at the same place

Total ............. 53 20 265 270 as those frem Natashquan.

Schooners from House Harbour (Magdalen Islands.)

"T p6rance"........ E. Arscneau....... .. .... 311 10 200 Fished on the North Shore cf the River

" Marie" .................. J. Godet .................. 40 10 2a0rdo ceo
"Mary Ann".........A. Arsencau. 36 10 240 do de
"Emelite" .......... L. Bourque........ 10 150 de do
"Jenny Lind" P. Turbide............ 39 10 160 do do
" Dolphin".........0. Richard............52 10 300 Fithed arond the Magdalen Islands.
"Archangel". . ........... 40 10 300 de d
"Gree nock"... ..... Frs. Terria............39 10 320 do d
"iAnnie..............Wm. Terriau...........41 10 280 do do

Total........... 350 012150

Schooners from Amherst ilarbour (Magdalen Islands.)

"iPresidont!'..........O0. Bourque........ 16 10 175 Fished around the Magdalen Islands.
"lLoup-Marin". . Ez. Bourgeois.... 37 10 169 do do

Fra"............ L. Bpudrea .34 10 200 do do
iEugénie"..........G. Cormier............. 30 10 180 do do

" Sarah"............H. J. Bo reau ......... 2j 10 150 Io do
Ctter"...........J. Vigeault...... 27 10 145 do de

"Marie-Louise"..J. Crmie.. .... 30 10 150 do do

Total ........... 217 90 150

A. 1S68
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51 Victoria.

EX T R A C T
From tho Log-book of the Government Schooner La Canadienne, for the season

of 1867.

Date. H
May 17 Left Quebec ................. 7

"17 Anchored at St. Patrick's Hole. 9
" 18 Left St. Patrick's Hole........ 7

18 Anchored at Pointe aux Pins .. 1
" 19 Left Pointe aux Pins.......... 7

19Anchored off River Ouelle
Point .. ................. 1

19 Left River Ouelle Point. 6
" 20 Anchored at Bare Island...... 2

"0 Left Hare Island.... ........ 5
" 211Anchored off the wharf at Ri-

imouki....... ..... ...... 3
22 Left Rimouski ............... 7
22 Anchored at Barnabe Island .. 2
24 Left Barnabe Island..........10
25 Anchored again at Barnabe

Island ................... 1
25 Left Barnabe Island .......... 5
261 'nchored at Pointe des Monts. 6
27'Left Pointe des Monts ........ 3
27 Anchored at Cape Chat ....... 7
27'Left Cape Chat .............. i l
271Anchored at Ste. Anne des

Monts ............... ,. 0
27 Left Ste. ATn:e des Monts. 6

" 28!Ancbored at Fox River.... 3
28 Left Fox River...... ........ 9
28 Brought to and landed at

Cape Rosiers .............. 10
28 Left Cape Rosiers........ ... 11

" 28lAnchored at Grande Grave.... 1
" 28 Left Grande Grave........... 4
" 28'Anchored at the entrance of

Gaspé Basin............... 8
129 Left the entrance of Gaspé

Basin .................. ..
" 29 Anchored in Gaspé Basin ... . 1
" 31 Left Gaspé Besin............. 3
" 31 A nchored at Douglastown..... 8

June 1 Left Douglastown............ 5
1 Anchored at Point Peters..... 1
2 Left Point Peters.......... 2
2 Anchored at Percé............5
2 Left Percé.. ............... 9

" 3 Anchored at Paspebiac ...... 7
4 Left Paspebiac............. 10

" 5 Anchored at Entry Island
(Magdalen Islands) ......... 10

" 6 1Left Entry Island ............ 4
" 6 Anchored at Amherst Island... 9
" 6 Left Amherst Island......... 4
" 6 Anchored at Grindstone Is-

1 land .............. ...... 5
" 6 Left Grindstone Island ....... 5

6:Anchored in Pleasazt Bay . 8
7 Loft Pleasant Bay........ ... 5
7 Anchored in House Harbor.... 7
7 Left House Harbor ........... 10
71Ancbored at Cape ]oule......10

.M.
30 p.r.
30 p.mI.
00 a m.
00 p.m.
30 a.m.

30 p.m.
15 p.m.
00 a.m.
30 a.m.

C0 a.m.
35 a m.
25 p.m.
00 p.u.

00 a.m.
15 a.m.
00 a.m.
30 a.m.
45 a.m.
50 a.m.

45 pn.
10 piM.
30 a.m.
05 a.m.

30 a.m
00 a.m.
Qo p.m.
00 p.m.

45 p.m.

10 p.m.
25 p.m.
10 p.m.1
00 p.m.
10 a m.i
45 p.m.
30 a.m.!
45 a.m.
00 p.m.n
10 p.m.2
30 p.m.

00 p.m.
00 a.m.
00 a.m.
25 p.m.

10 p.m.
50 p.m.
10 p.m.
50 a.mn.
50 e.m.
00 a.n.
20 a.m.

66

Date.
une 8,Left Cape Moule .4............10 16 a.n

4 8 Anchored in Amherst Harbour. 1 25 p.m
" 12 Left Amherst Barbor........ 6 20 p.m.
" 12'Anchored in Basque Harbour.. 6 45 p.n.
" 13 Left Basque Barbour ......... 6 00 a i.

13Anchored at Cape Moule...... 7 i a.
141Left Cape Moule ............ 5 k a.m.

" 14LAnchored in Amherst Harbour. 6 05 a.n.
14eft Amherst Harbour........ 4 3 3 p.m.

" 14 Anchored at Entry Island..... 4 50 p.ni.
14 Left Entry Island ............ 6 30 p.m.

" 14 Anchored in the Basin (Amherst
Island).................10 30 p.n.

n 14 Left the Basin...............11 30 p.m.
" 15Anchored at Miscou ........... 6 Go p.m.
" 16ILeft Misco.................1 15 a.m.
" 17 Anchored off Maria........... ! 20 a.m.
" 17 Left the offing at Maria .... .. . 5 45 a.m.
" 17 Anchored at Maria ........ .. G 35 a.m.
" 18Left Maria.................FA 50 a.m.
" 18JAnchored at New Richmond.. .10 30 a.m.

18Left New Richmond .......... 7 40 p.m.
" 19'Anchored at Paspebiac ....... 5 45 a.m.
" 20Left Paspebiac........ ...... 6 10 p.m
" 2lAnchored in the Bay at Part

Daniel ...... ............ 8 35 a.m.
" 21 Left Port Daniel............ 2 00 p.m
" 21 Brought to and landed at the

1 Islets (Newport)...........3 35 p.m.
21 Left the Ialets .............. 5 00 p.m.

" 21 Breught to at Grand Pabs.... ô 30 p.a
21 Ancbored at Grand Pabos..... 7 15 p.n

' 21 Left Grand Pabos............ ... 8 00 p.n.
" 22 Anchored at Grand River .... . 6 10 a m.
" 24:Left Grand River ............ 3 00 a.m.

24 Anchored at Cape Cove ...... 6 35 a.mr.
" 24 Left Cape Cove.............. 5 00 p.m.
" 24 Anchored at Percé ........... 7 30 p.m.
" 25 Left Percé.................4 20 a.m.
" 26 Anchored at the South Point cf

Anticosti.................... r 15 p.m.
27*Left South Point of Anticosti..10 45 p.m.

" 28 Anchored at Percé ........... 10 20 p.m.
" 30ILeft Percé .................. 3 30 p.m.
" 30 1Anchored at Point Peters..... 4 15 p.m.
" 30Left Point Peters............. 5 10 p.m.

30 Anchored in Gaspé Basin...... 10 00 p.m.
July 5 Left Gaspé Basin..... ....... 7 3 a.m.

5 Brought to and Ianded at
Grande Grave.............. 9 15 a.m.

" 5 Left Grande Grave ........... 10 45 a.m.
" 5 Anchored at Jupiter River,

SmAnticosti.................. a 1 p.m.
" 6fLeft Jupiter River............ 5 00 a.p.

6 Anchored at the South-west
1 Point of Ânticosti.......... 6 15 arm.

6 Left the South-west Point..... 9 35 a.m.
" 6 Anchored in MinganHarboar.. 9 20 pn..

8 Left Mingan Harbour. .. 2 00 p m.
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EXTRACT from the Log-book, &.-Continued.

Date. H.M. Date. H.M.
July 8 Anchored at Long Point ,...... . 3 40 p.m. July2l Anchored in Bonne Espérance

P9Left Long Point............. 5 00 a.m. Harbour................. 6 20 p.m.
" 9 Anchored at River St. John ... 10 30 a.m. " 21 Left Bonne Espérance Harbour 11 30'p.m.
U 9 Left River St. John..... ..... 2 30 p.m. " 24:Anchored at Perc7...........7 50 a.m.
" 9 Anchored at Mingan Harbour.. 5 15 p.m. " 241Left Percé............ ... 3 45 p.m.

9 Left Mingaa Harbour ......... 5 45 p.m. " 241Anchored at Point Peters . 8 45 p.m.
9 Anchored at Esquimaux Point . 8 40 p.m. " 25 Left Point Peters............4 15 a.m.
9 Left Esquimaux Point ........ 9 45 p.m. " 25iBroughtto and landed at Grande

10 Anchored off Grand Watsheeshoo Grave.... ............... 7 45 a.m.
! River...................... 2 30 p.m. " 25 Left Grande Grave ........... 9 30 a.m,

"10 Left Grand Watsheeshoo River.. 5 00 p.m. < 25 Anchored in Gaspé Basin......... 2 15 p.m.
10 Anchored at Nabisippi ....... 10 00 p.m, 25 Left Gaspé Basin...... ...... 6 55 p.m.
11 Left Nabisippi....... . 7 00 a.m' " 27 Anchored at Quarantine Island,

" il Anchored at River Natashquan. 10 40 a.m. River Miramichi............ 8 00 p.m.
12 Left the River Natashquan .... 4 15 a.m. " 28 Left Quarantine Island .... 9 30 a.m,
12 Anchored at the entrance of " 28 Anchored at Chatham ........... 0 12 p.m.

Natashquaa larbour............ 6 30 a.m. " 31 Left Chatham.. .. .. . ... .. .... 4 30 p.m.
12 Left entrance of Natashquan 4 31 Anchored at Newcastle........ 6 40 p.m.

Harbour...... ... 6 45 a.m., Aug. 1 Leff Newcastle .............. 4 00 p.m.
12 Anchored in Natasbquan lar- " 1 Anchored at Chatham ......... 5 00 p.m.

bour....... . ............ 720 a.m. ' :Left Chatham........... .... 1 15 p.m.
12 Left Natashquan -Harbour. 7 45 p.m " 3!Anchored in Miramichi Bay.... 5 30 p.m.
13 Brought to and landed at Little 4ILeft Miramichi Bay ........... 7 10 a.m.

Mecattina................2 00 p.m.1 4 1Anchored off the Mill (Amherst
"3 Left Little Mecattina .......... 3 10 p.m. Island) .................. 05 p.m,

' 13 Brought to and landed at Whale " 5 Left the Mill.......... .10 15 a.m.
lead .... -............. 4 00 p.m. 5!Anchored iu the Basin (Amherst

13 Left Whale Head............6 10 p.m. Island) ...... ............. 4 20 p.m.
" 13iBrought to and landed at Murr " 5 Left the Basin................ 5 45 p.m.

Rocks................... 7 30 p.m. " 5 Anchored at Entry Island.. 10 00 p.m.
" 13 Left Murr Rocks.............. 8 10 p.m. " 6Left Entry land... ......... 9 20 a.m.

13 Anchored at Sheep Bay..., .. 10 40 p.m. c 6!Anchored at Amherst Harbour . 3 20 p.m.
14 Left Sheep Bay...............10 00 a.m. " 7Left Amiherzt larbour ........ 4 40 p.m.
14 Brought to and landed at La f I 7 Anchored at House larbour.... 5 40 p.n.

Tabatière...............Il 30 a.m. " 8Left House Harbour .......... 4 30 p.m.
" 14!Left La Tabatière...........1 10 p.m. " 8 Anchored in Pleasant Egiy. 9 20 p.m.
" 141Brought to and landed at Salt " 9 Loft Pleasant Bay ............ 20 a.m.

Lake.................... 2 00 p.m. " 9 Anchored at Entry Island . 11 45 a m.
" 14 Left Salt Lake .... .... 2 40 p.m. . " Left Entry Island ............ 4 55 p.m.

14 Anchored at Facteau's Foun- I " Il Anchored near Pietou Island .. 1 00 a.m.
dry .......... . . . . 20 p.m. " il Left Pictou Island ........ ......... 1 15 p.m.

14 Left Facteau's Foundry........ 4 10 p.m. 11 Anchored at Pictou..........3 15 p.m.
14 Anchored at Kikapoe Harbour . 5 15 p.m. " 141Left Pictou..............'4 15 a.m.
15 Left Kikapoe larbour. ....... 3 40 p.m. 141Anchored at Charlottetown. 11 15 a.m.

6Anchored again i Kikapoe " 16'Left Charlottetown........... 2 00 p.m.
Harbour................, 6 035 p.m. " 18Anchored at Paspebiac......... 6 45 a.m.

"16Left Kikapoe Harbour........ 4 00 a.m. " 20 Left Paspebise... .......... 5 10 a.m.
" 16 Anchored at Whale lead, at " 20IAnchored at Port Daniel ...... 10 20 a.m.

Pecachoo .................. 9 35 a.m; " 20Left Poit Daniel..... ........ 3 25 p.m.
" 16 Left Whale Head. Pecachoo.. .. Il 45 a.n. " 20 Anchored at the entrance of the
" 16 Anchored at St. Augustine ...... 8 00 p.mn. f Straits of Shipagan......... 7 30 p.m.

18 Left St. Augustine............ 2 35 p.m. " 21 Left the entrance of the Straits
" 19 t Anchored at Blanc Sablon..... 4 00 a.rn, of Shipagan.............. 7 20 a.m.
" 20 Left Blanc Sablon........... 4 05 a-m. " 21 Anchored at Cape Cove ....... 6 45 p.m1.
" 20 Brought to and landed at Long " 22 Left Cape Cove ............. 6 10 a.m.

Point ..... .............. 9 00 a.m. " 22 Anchored at Percé ........... 8 30 a.m.
" 20 Left Long Point.... ......... 9 15 a.m. " 23 Left Percé ........ ...... ........... 0 45 a.m.
" 20 Anchored at l'ile aux Perro- f " 23 Brought to and Landed at Point

quets ......... ......... 3 10 p.m. Peters....................... 9 30 a m.
" 20ILeft l'île aux Perroquets ......... 7 45 p.m. " 23 1 Left Point Peters.... ......... 0 30 p.m.

20f Anchored in the Harbour at i 23 Brought to and landed at

Bradore Bay .............. 9 30 p.m.f Grande Grave .............. 2 00 p.m.
" 21 Left the Harbour at Bradore " 23 Left Grande Grave.......... .. 3 00 p.m.

Bay ....... ............. 3 30.p.m. " 23 Auchored at Douglastowi.. 3 25 pm,
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EXTRACT from Log-book, &c.-C0tinuned.

Date H.M. Date. H.M.
Aug23 Left Douglastown ............ 5 00 p m. Sept26 Brought to andlanded atWhale

23 Ancbored at Gaspé Basin...... 6 45 p.m. Head, Pacachoo...........9 00 a.m.
25 Left Gas, ô Basin ........... il 40 a.m. " 26 Left a hale Head, Pacachoo.. .. 10 15 a.m.

C 25 Anchdred at l'Anse Brillante... 8 00 p.m. " 26 Brought to and landed at La
" 26 Left l'Anse Brillante.......... 6 00 a.m. J Tabatière................0 45 p.m.
" 26 Ancbored at Point Peters...... 7 00 a.m. " 26 Left la Tabatière ............ 2 20 p.m.
" 26 Left Point Peters............. 8 00 arm. " 26 Brought to and landed a, Whale

26Anchored at Cape Rosiers....... 6 45 .m. 1 Head, Macattina...........4 20 p.m.
" 27 Left Cape Rosiers 9 .. 1 a.m. " 26 Left Wh '1e Head, Macattina... 5 35 p.mu.
" 27 Anchored at Griffin's Covo .... 11 45 a.m. c " 21 Anchored at the River Natash-

27 Left Griffin's Cove........... 5 00 p.m. quan.................... 3 40 p.m.
27 Anchored in Great Fox River.. 7 10 p.m. " 27 Left the River Natashquan..... 5 30 p.m.

" 28 Left Great Fox River ......... Il 00 a. in. " 27 Anchored in Natashquan Har-
" 29 Anchored at Montlouis........ 8 00 a.m. bour.... ............ .... 6 30 p.m.
" 31Left Montlouis .............. 2 00 p m 29 Left Natashquan Harbour..9 0 a.m.

Sept 1 Anchored at Ste-Anne des Monts 2 00 p.m. 30 Anchored at Esquimaux Point 8 00 ftfl
" 2 Left Ste Aune des Monts . .... 10 45 a.n 30Left Esquimaux Point........2 00 p.m-
" 2 Came back and anchored at the 301 Anchored at Mingan..... 3 3> p.m.

same place...... ..... 0 05 p.m. Oct. 2 Lefi Mini'an................6 30 a.r.
2 Again left Ste. Anne des Monts. 1 15 p.m. 2 Anchored at Long Point.. 7 05 a.m.

" 2 Anchored one mile below the "Lef Long Point.............9 15 a.r.
River at Ste Anae des Monts. 7 45 p.m. C 2 ARcbored at Ri7er St. John il 45 a.m.

" 3 Left the last anchorage...... .. 6 00 a.m. " 2 Left River St. John..........2 15 p.r.
" 3 Anchored again ............. 7 45 a.m. 2 Anchored at Rambler's Cove 4 30 p.r.

3 Left again................. 9 45 a.m. 3Left Ramblers Cove.. . 6 20 a.r.
3,Anchored at Cape Chat. .. Il 15 a.m. 3jAncbored at Thunder River.. 60 p.m.
3ILeft ,,ape Ubat... ......... il 2, p.m.j " 3 Left Thunder River..........6 00 p.
4 Anchored at Magdalen River .. 10 20 a.m 1 4 Anchored in Ga9pé Basin. 60 p.m.

" 4'Left Magdalen River.............. 0 25 p.m. d 7 Left Gaspé Basin............9 30 a.n
4|Anchored at Grande Vallée .... 2 15 p.m. 7 BroughttoaudlandedatGrande

" 41Left Grande Vallée..........4 20 p.m. Grave.....10 25 a.m.
" 5 Brought to and landed at Côte 7 Left Grande Grave.... 20 a.m.

Sauvage..................11 19 a.m. 7;Anchored at Malbaie......... 30 p.n.
5 Left Côte Sauvage .......... Il 50 a.m, 7 Left Maibaie...............3 50 p.m.
5 Brought to and landed at St. 7 Anchored ai Percé...........4 40 p.m.

George'eCove....... ...... 12 p.m. 8"Left Percé.................1 20 p.m.
5 Left St. George's Cove........ 0 20 pm. 8 Anchored at Cape Cove. 2 15 p.m.

', 5 Brought to and landed at 8 Left Cape Cove.............4 20 p.m.
Grande Grave ......... .... 035 p.m. C 8 crand River. 6 60 p.n.

" 5 Left Grande Grave ........... 3 0 p.m. 8 Left Grand River....... 55 p.m.
" 5 Anchored in Gaspé Basin ..... 5 20 p.m. 9 Anchored ai Paspebiac........7 15 a.m.
" Il Left Gaspé Basin. ................. 4 45 a.m 0 Left 7 40 p.m.
" l1 . uchored at Pcrcé................ 9 2à a.m. 1i Anchored at Careton........6 30 a.
" 11 Left Percé.............. ... 4 45 p.m. Il Left Carleton...............3 15 p.M.
" il Anchored at Bonaventure Is- il Anchored at the Mission (Resti-

land .................... 6 55 p.m. gouche).................9 10 p.n.
12 Left Bonaventure Island ........ 1 30 a.m. " 13 Leftthe Mission ............. 2 O0 p.m.

" 12 Andhored at North Cape, Grosse i 13 Anchored at Carleton........6 25 p.m.
1 Isle, Magdalen Islands . 6 00 p.m. 1 14 Left Carleton .............. il 45 a.m,

13 Left North Cape............10 00 a.m. 14 Anchored at Maria...........1 30 p.n.
" 13 Anchored at Amherst ........ 10 30 p.m. 14 Left Maria.................7 00 p.m.
" 14 Left Amherst ............... 3 15 p.m. ' 14 Anehored at New Richmond. - 45 p m.

14 Achored a Cape Moule.......5 45 p. "16 Lef New Richmond . n.........6 20 a.m.
&GiLeft Cape Moule.............I" 15 p.m. E16 Auchored ui Grand Bonaven-

C16 nchored at Amherst........3 30 p.. 0tnre.River t ........... 1 40 p.m.
17 Left Amherst....1 00 p.. O 16 Left Grand Bonaventure River. 5 15 p.m.
17 Âchored at Sandy o . 6 50 p.n 16 Anchored at Paspebiac ........ 9 20 p.m.
18 Left Sandy Book . .. .... . . ... 0 15 a.n.1 18 Left Paspebiac.............. 15 a.m.
20 Ancbored at Wood Island . 4 00 a.. " 18 Anchored at the entrance o 4
22Lef Wood Island..........7 45 a.m. Caraquette Harbour........8 3 a.m.

C22 1Anhored at Bonne E ipérance .O" 10 p.2. 18 Left the entrance of the harbour 9 30 a.m.
23 Left Bonne Espérance ........ 9 45 ar. " 18 Anchored a Caraquette mr-
23Anchored at St. Augustine t 7 30 p.m. bour T .. 1 30 a.m.
26jLtft St. Auguotiue........... 7 30 a.. " 9ILeft Gaaquette a ....... 910 30 a.m.

" 6ruh8oa dlne tGad
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EXTRACT from Log-book, &.-Concluded.

Date. H.M. D
Oct.20 Anchored at Percé ......... ....... 2 30 a.m. No

" 10 Leit Percé........... ...... 5 00 p.m.
" 21 Anchored near the Sand Bank

in Gaspé Bay ............. 40 a.m.
" 21 iLeft the Sand Bank.......... 6 50 a m.

21 Anchored in Gaspé Basin......10 30 a.m.
" 23 Left Gaspé Basin............1 50 p in.
< 23 Anchored at Percé ........... 4 45 p.m.

" 24 Left Percé.....................11 30 a.m.
24 Anchored at Malbaie.... ..... 4 00 p m.

" 25,Left Malbaie ................ 2 00 p.m.
" 26 Anchored at Fox River........... 1 15 pm.

28 Left Fox River .............. 6 10 a.m.
30 Anchored at Old Bic......... 4 50 p.m.

" 31 Left Old Bic ............... 1 40 p.m.
Nov. 1Acho:'ed at the Pilgrims. 1 40 p.m.

" 1 Left the Pilgrims...... ...... 3 00 p.m.
1 i Anchored at Kamouraska......8 50 p.m.1

ate. H.M.
v. 2 Left Kamouraska.... ...... 5 30 a.n.

2 Anehored at Ste. Anne........9 00 a.m.
2 Left Ste. Anne............... 4 45 p.m.
2 Anchored at Berthier ....... 11 05 p.m.
2 Left Berthier ................ 6 30 a.m.
3 Anchored in the Barbour of

Quebec..... .............. 0 30 p.m.
4 8 Sailors discharged this evening.
6 9 Sailors discharged this evening.
6 La Canadienae towed to the Provincial

Steamers' Wharf. Began to land things
from La Canadienne

7 Everything has been landed from La Cana-
dienne and stowed away in the Govern-
ment store-houses. The schooner lies at
the wharf until the 14th, when she is
towed to Dinning's shipyard, and on the
16th she is taken to the Palais.

A. 1868
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APPENDIX.

MR. W. H. VENNI NGT'S REPORT.

SAINT JOHN, N. B., 10th October, 1867.
To the Honorable the

Minister of Marine and Fisheries, Ottawa.
SIR,-I have the honor to submit a Report, the result of my labours in the duty

assigned me. I regret that it is not more full and comprehensive, and I particularly
regret the paucity of statistical information it presents. The time to which I was limited
by your letter of instructions precluded me from obtaining this more fully, as is explained
in the Report.

Begging your leniency to all imperfections which may be apparent,
I have the honor to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,
W. H. VENNING.

REPORT

To the Honorable the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, Ottawa.

SIR,-In obedience to your letter of instructions of the 9th August, ordering me to
examine into and report upon the present condition of the lisheries of the Bay of Fundy,
and of the rivers emptying into it, and to your oral instructions of the 21st August,
directing me to include in that examination the South-west Branch of the River
Miramichi,

I have the honor to report, that after having had an interview in Saint John, with W.
F. Whitcher, Esq., of the Department of Marine and Fisheries, and having received from
him some additional instructions and suggestions as to the points upon which information
was most desirable, I proceeded at once to the upper waters of the South-west Miramiehi,
in order to see, before the fishing season closed, the actual state of things on that much
abused river.

The highest points to which migratory fish ascend to deposit their spawn, are about
fourteen miles above the Forks, in the County of Carleton. The river here divides into
two streams, called the North and South Forks, up both of which, but especially in the
vicinity of their confluence, salmon resort in great numbers, whenever they can escape the
toils that beset their upward progress.

From the mouth of the Shiktahawk, a tributary of the Saint John, a short distance
above Floreneeville, in the County of Carleton, there is a road through Glassville to the
South Fork, the distance being about 15 miles. Over this road, for some years, it has
been the practice of various parties to take canoes, and all the implements of illegal fishing,
suah as sweepnets, spears, torches, &o., and literally to sweep the streams of every fish that

A. 1867
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has succeeded in running the gauntlet of ail the obstructions existing in the lower part of
the river. Three years ago one Aan took 80 salmon in one night, and other parties also
took large numbers during the saine season. As these were ail breeding fish, and were
most probably the greater part of ail that succeeded in reaching this high spawning ground,
the consequences of this destruction are now apparent in the fact that last year the party
took but five fish, and this year but three, while in the whole upper waters, from Boiestown
to the Forks, salmon were never known to be so scarce, in consequence of which scarcity the
settlers have resorted to ail possible means of taking them. Scarce a strean or brook in
the whole distance from Boiestown to Burnt Hill, but gave evidence of nets having been
set at its mouth, while spearing by torchlight is pursued more perseveringly than ever.

While in Boiestown, and on the upper waters of the river, I heard loud complaints
against a Mr. Fletcher, of New Hampshire, who last season visited the stream for the
purpose of obtaining spawn to re-stock the Merrimack River, whose head waters are in
that State. I made the most particular inquiries respecting the cause of these complaints
fron persons aware of the facts, among who were William Wilson, Esq., a Magistrate,
and George Palmer, tho Warden of the District at the time Mr. Fletcher pursued his
operations. As Mr. Fletcher exhibited a letter, signed by the late Mr. Fulton, of the
Provincial Secretary's Office, requesting the Wardens to aid and assist him in his object,
no obstacle was placed in his way; but it is matter of regret that his letter of permission
was not more explicitly worded, as it gave him liberty to pursue his object without
any regard to the interests of the river. He appeared to be ignorant of the proper mode
of conduczing his operations, and consequently destroyed, unnecessarily, a large number
of breeding fish. 1 was informed that after spearing many, both male and female, and
obtaining a large quantity of spawn, he placed it in kegs of water, which he corked up,
and on his arrivai at Boiestown, he found it, as he ought to have known he would, decom-
posed and useless. This necessitated a further slaughter, and altogether he destroyed over
200 fish. The second lot of spawn he obtained, he was instructed to place in wet moss,
nnd of this he succeeded in hatching, as I was since informed, about 90 per cent. I found
that Mr. Fletcher's proceedings had caused great dissatisfaction along the whole course of
t he river; the settlers thinking it hard that a stranger should come armed with permission
to do that which the law strictly prohibited them from doing. It is matter of great regret
that so many fish were unnecessarily destroyed. Had Mr. Fletcher made use of the net
instead of the spear, he could-have attained his object without killing a single one. The
number of male fish killed before the requisite number of females could be secured, was
very large, and the use of the net would have obviated the necessity of this destruction.
A full-grown salmon matures about 10,000 ova, and consequently, half-a-dozen females
and three or four males ought to furnish a sufficient supply of ova and milt for ail practical
purposes of re-stocking a river. In any future permission granted for this purpose, I would
respectfully suggest that the applicant be limited to a certain number of fish, and strictly
prohibited from using the spear. The most adroit spearer often fails in transfixing a fish,
but he seldoi fails in striking it, consequently, in addition to the fish killed, a larger
number are wounded, and either die a lingering death or are incapacitated from performing
the functions of propagation. The use of the spear, being the most destructive mode of
fishing, should be entirely prohibited under ail circumstances. I would further suggest
that for six years, at least, .no permission to take spawn from the Miramiehi be granted.
For the last few years the number of fish that have succeeded in reaching the spawning
grounds in this river has been very limited, owing to the almost insurmountable obstacles
that beset thema in every mile, and the few that have got up have been so persistently
swept out of the pools by nete, and harrassed by spearers, that it is really wonderful the
river lias not been entirely depopulated.

Gaspereau formerly ascended the South-west in vast numbers to Miramiehi Lake, a
famous spawning place of this fish ; of late years their numbers are much decreased, owing
to illegal fishing, by stretching nets entirely across the river, and by allowing them to
remain set during the downward passage of the fish, bjy which large numbers of spent and
useless fish are destroyed. Gaspereau enter this river about the first week in May, aseend
to their spawning grounds, and return to sea about the lat of June, consequently gaspereau
lets should not remain set later than the 20th of that month, as, in addition to destroying
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vast numbers of poor and useless fish en their downward passage, numbers of large trout
and young salmon, which about this time ascend the rivq, are frequently taken in them.

Below Boiestown the facilities for net fishing are greater than they are above, and
consequently nets are more numerous ; in most cases they are illegally set, and no attention
is paid to the weekly close time which the law requires. At Price's Island, about six miles
below Boiestown, stakes were set entirely across the stream, and although the net was not
on when I passed, there is no doubt that it had been extended fron shore to shore, while
the regulations for this part of the river provide that no net shall extend across more than
one-third part of the channel. At this place there are a number of islands dividing the
river into narrow channels, and there were evidences that nets had becn set completely
across these, in direct violation of the law. l most cases the nets had been taken up,
and there were no means of identifying the offenders. From some of these islands stakes
were set on both sides, so that the nets must have completely barred the ascent of fish.
Whether the nets were up in consequence of the owners having heard of my object in
visiting the river, I an unable to say; but, as the time for legal fishing had not expired
by some days, I ara inclined to think this was the cause, as in all cases where nets were
legally set I found them extended on the stakes.

There are two other points where the facilities for illegal fishing are very great ; one
at Arbo's, near the mouth of Cain's River, the other at Astle's net far from the head of the
tide. At both these places nets are stretched entirely across the stream at every favorable
opportunity, and I was informed that sometimes the fish were driven into them by men in
canoes.

There is another practice pursued te a considerable extent on the river below Boies-
town, which is very destructive and should be entirely prohibited. I allude to the use of
gaspereau nets for making salmon ponds, by which means large numbers of grilse and trout
are taken. All nets of less than five inches in the mesh should be prohibited after the
25th June.

Froin Price's Island to the mouth of Bartholomew's River, the same indications of
illegal netting were observed. There being but one Warden between Boiestown and
Indiantown, there is every facility for pursuing this with impunity. This part of the river
is comparatively free from spearing, the character of the water not favoring this destructive
pursuit.

Froin Bartholomew's River to Indiantown, I observeýd large quantities of slabs,
edgings, sawdust and other mill rubbish. in some places forming bars and islands in the
river, and accumulating at every turn of the stream. These came from a mill owned by
Mr. McLaggan, and were in direct violation of sec. 17 of the law. There is no fish-way
in the dam on this river, and fish are unable to ascend it. I was informed that salmon
formerly frequented it in large numbers.

At the mouth of Renous River, drift nets are in general use, and spearing is pursued
to a considerable extent ; while further up that stream spearing is a common practice.
This river, and the Dungarven, which empties into it about six miles from the mouth,
are both resorted to by large numbers of salmon for the purpose of spawning. Spearing
is not practised on the Dungarven, but numbers of breeding fish are every season swept
out of the pools by nets. At the time of my visit the water was too low to admit the
passage of a canoe, consequently I had to rely principally upon information gathered from
parties who had lumbered on thei. From this information I am of opinion that these
streams are admirable nurseries for fish, and their protection is so much to be desired, that
I think it would be advisable to prohibit fishing entirely on these waters, and preserve
them as nurseries, for but few fish can reach the spawning grounda on the main river, and
of these still fewer get a chance to deposit their spawn.

At Indiantown I had an interview with Christopher Parker, Esq., Fishery Warden
for the district, a very intelligent gentleman, fully alive to the importance of protecting
the river, aware of the evils that exist, and most anxious for their removal. In thecourse
of conversation with him, I learned that a former Warden had allowed ten days' additional
fishing, after the 31st August, that this had become a custom on the upper part of the
river, and that he had not, in conseluence, been able to enforce the law. The Magistrates
were reluotant to &et with the requisite vigor, and although he had often given information
of illegal fishing, and had done all in his power to obtain convictions, he could not recall
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a single instance in whieh the full penalty was exacted. This, he thou ght, arose from a
vague opinion entertained by them that the law was defective. I could not learn the
origin of this opinion, which, however, Mr. Parker did not share. le considered the ilaw
amply sufficient to meet the cases repcrted, and ho blamed the Magistrates, for not doing
their duty in enforeing its provisions. This indisposition, on the part of the Magistrates,
I found to be common wherever I went, and I imagine it arises fromi the laxity which has
hitherto prevailed throughout the whole Province on the subject of the protec tion of the
Fisheries, and until this protection is assumed by Government, there is little hope of the
regulations being enforced, as, from local causes, neither Wardens nor Magistrates are
willing to act with vigor. Ir. Parker's district is so extended that he finds it extreiely
difficult to detect nets illegally set, for as soon as le starts on a tour of inspeetion, word is
passed from neighbor to neighbor, and the illegally set nets are all takco un bfIore his
arrivai at their localities. The district from Indiantown is muCh too exte d for a sing
Wardeu, and as there is so much illegal fishing in its whole extent, there ouglit to be at
least two more officers to protect it.

Between Indiantown and Beaubear's, Island there were evidences of a number (f nets
having been set, but as they were all up at the time, I am unable ta say whether they
infringed the Regulations.

At Chatham I had an interview with Peter Miller, Esq., who having entered upon
the duty assigned him, had already visited the North-west Branich, and had proeeded
thence to the mouth of the river, which obviated the necessity of any further examination
of it on my part.

From al with whom I conversed, and from every one to whom I pointed out the
consequences of illegal fishing, I met with the greatest civility. Ali admitted the evils
which existed on the river, and most all expressed a strong wish to sec them renoved.
In one instance 1 met a man and a youth going up the river with all the iimp!ements of
spearing. On questioning him ho admitted that he intended to spear that night. I
cautioned him against this breach of the law, but he said that laws were of no use if those
who made them were the first to break them. [le complained bitterly of Mr. Fletcher,
who had, he asserted, destroyed more fish in one season than lie himself had in five years;
and he thought it too bad that ho should be deprived of taking a fish that his flmily
needed, while a stranger might kill hundreds uselessly and unnecessarily. lo said they
night prosecute him if they chose, but he would spear notwithstanding. I explained to

him the object that Mr. Fletcher had, and that if he had done wrongly, care should be
taken that no repetition of his practice should be permitted. The man seemed appeased,
to my great satisfaction he did not spear that night, although I have little doubt he did
so as soon as I left that part of the river. The settlers all regretted the yearly decrease in
the number of fish, and seemed anxions that measures should be taken to restore the river
to its former state. Every one I met expressed his readiness to comply with the laws, if
his neighbor would do so too. Those who resided on the upper part of the river, threw
all the blame upon those below, for not allowing the fish to got up, while those below
attributed the falling off to the destruction of fish on the spawning grounds. The truth is,
that while ail pretend to regret illegal fishing, all persist in practising it, and are doing
everything in their power to perpetuate the very evils they deplore, and if the Fishery
Laws are not vigorously enforeed, it will be necessary, in order to prevent the total depo-
pulation of the river, to prohibit fishing on it entirely.

ln view of the present state of this river, and of the rapid rate at which salmon are
decreasing, I think that fishing should cease on ail parts of the river on the 15th August.
At present, above Beaubear's Island, on both branches, nCtting is legai till the 31st, and
in consequence of some improper permission given by a former Warden, it is permitted
till the 10th of September, in manifest violation of the law, and to the great injury of the
river.

I regret that I found it utterly impossible to get any reliable statistical information.
There appeared a manifest disinclination on the part of all to state the number of fish they
had taken during the season, and in several cases I have reason to believe that I was
purposely misinformed ; the number taken being largcly in excess of the number stAtAd,
but all aceounts agreed in the great decrease of fish during the last ten yeLrs;
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Being anxious to reach the upper waters of the Saint John before the pickets were
removed, so that I could form some definite idea of the manner in which net fishing is
actually pursued on that river, I proceeded to the Grand Falls by stage,. and arrived there
on the morning of the 5th September. I engaged a man and bis canoe to take me down
the river, and procceded at once to collect information respecting its fisheries.

Salmon ascend to the Grand Falls, about 240 miles from the sea, and all the important
tributaries which are not obstructed by impassable dams. Both shad and- gaspereau fre-
quently ascend to the Falls, and all are taken by drift nets in their immediate vicinity, as
well as in the whole course of the river.

Salmon River, which entera the St. John on the east side, a few miles below the
Falls, was formerly the resort of immense numbers of salmon ; but of late years drifting
and spearing at its mouth have greatly reduced them. Although fishing by drift nets is
eutirely prohibited in the Saint John, still, owing to the negligence of the proper authori-
ties, it is openly pursued wherever the water 13 favorable. But few nets are set between
the Falls and the Aroostook, drifting being the ordinary mode of fishing.

The Aroostook is a very considerable tributary of the Saint John, flowing into it
from the westward, up which salmon ascend to the foot of an impassable Fall, about four
miles from its mouth. As all the fish that enter this river are confined in this short dis-
tance, great havoc is committed among them in all the modes that dishonest ingenuity can
invent. In the basin below the Falls, large numbers are swept out with nets, and spearing
is practised throughout its whole length, from the Falls to its mouth. John Russell occu-
pies the lahd at the Falls, and claims a monopoly in this illegal work.

The Tobique is a large river entering the Saint John on its eastern side, and as there
is at present no artificial obstruction in its course, it is a favorite spawning place for
salmon, which resort to it in large numbers. There is an Indian Village at its mouth, the
head-quarters of all the Indians on the Saint John and its branches. These Indians not
only spear opeuly iu the vicinity of the mouth of the river, but pursue the fish to its head
waters, and take them at -all times, and in all modes, without the slightest regard to the
laws. There is a Warden here, Mr. John Giberson, whose district extends to the mouth
of the St. Francis, many miles above the Grand Falls. As no migratory fish can pass the
Falls, there is little need of a Warden above, and if this officer were directed to concentrate
his attention to the waters of the Tobique and the Aroostook, and would do his duty fear-
lessly and faithfully, this wholesale destruction of breeding fish in both these rivers might
be prevented. I passed the Tobique about 8 o'clock in the evening, and counted no fewer
tlhan six canoes, each with two Indians pursuing their unlawful work. Mr. Giberson
informed me that salmon werc more plentiful this year than they had been in the Tobique
fur many previous years.

River de Oute on the west, and the run quart and Shiktahauk on the east, are
small and inconsiderable streams, up which no migratory fish ascend.

Big and Little Presqu'ile, two considerable streams flowing in on the west side, are
both frequented by salmon, and as usual, spearing is practised on both.

The Becguimic, a considerable strean entering from the east, was formerly frequented
by salmon, but a mill-dam, without a fish-way at its mouth, now prevents their passage.
The presence of a net, set below, being the first I had seen since leaving the Grand Falls,
loads me to think they still endeavor to ascend it.

At Upper Woodstock I had an interview with Hugh Harrion, Esq., Wai-den of the
district, from Eel River to River de Chute, a distance of 57 miles. I found him a very
intelligent gentleman, and extremely anxious to do all in bis power to enforce the laws and
protect the river, and in consequence his district is freer from illegal practices than any
other on the whole course of the river. Mr. Harrison informed me that it was impossible
for him to exercise as strict a supervision as he wished over so extended a district, but he
did the best he could, and he found the p9ople generally willing to obey lis instructions,
which proves that Wardens eau do their duty if they choose. Mr. Harrison had been
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obliged te prosecute several offendere, and ho complained of the disinelination of the
Magistrates to do their duty with vigor, and enforce the full penalties of the law. He
found the 5th section of the Gencral Regulations defective, because no penalty is attached
te its infringement; in the only case in which ho had tested it, he was unable to obtain
a conviction, and although ho had seized the offending nets, he was obliged to restore
them. Since my interview with Mr. Harrison, I have received the following letter from
him :

'WooDsTooK, CARLETON, 1Oth September, 1867.
"Sm,-I proceeded yesterday morning to Eel River, the lower end of my district)

and did not find things entirely satisfactory. I would recommend that fixed nets be
entirely donc away with, fromt Fredericton upward, or else a tax of $10 on every net sot,
as I am convinced that fixed nets are more destructive to salmon thaa either drifting or
spearing.

" I would further recommend that thero should be one Warden from Eel River to
Little Presqu'ile, which would include the Parishes of Woodstock and Wakefield on tha
west, and Northampton and Brighton on the east. For the Parishes of Simonds and
Wicklow, Peel and Kent, one or two as the Government may determine.

" I may add that I have always been much interested in the protection of the Fish-
cries, and have endeavored as far as possible to carry out the laws regarding them.

"I am, Sir, yours sincerely,
"HUGH HARRISON,

"W. H. Venning, Esq." "Fishery Warden.

Although Mr. Harrison is the most intelligent Fishery Warden I have conversed
with during my tour of inspection, and his opinions are worthy of respect, yet I cannot
agree with him in his estimate of the comparative destructiveness of spears and picket
nets. I consider spearing the most destructive and reprehensible mode in which salmon
can be taken, as by the spear as many salmon are wounded as are taken, and as the clear
shallow waters of the spawning grounds offer the greatest facilities for this mode of fishing,
it is impossible to over-estimate the damage that is done; though I agree with him that
picket nets are more destructive than drifting in such a river as the St. John, still I am not
prepared to endorse his opinion as to the propriety of doing away with the former entirely;
it would no doubt tend to the preservation of the fish, because fewer would be taken, as
there are comparatively few places where drifting could be followed to advantage, so that
it would be manifestly unjust to that great majority of settlers whose fronts would not
admit the use of drift nets. These latter are very properly prohibited by law, because,
if nets are set from each shore, and drifting is allowed in the middle of the river, no fish
can escape ; therefore, I think it wise to prohibit drifting entirely, and to enforce the
regulations more strictly with respect to picket and killock nets, which should both be
made to observe the weekly close time; but, I fully agree with him as to the justice and
expediency of imposing a tax on all nets legally used, as those who derive the benefit of
the Fisheries should contribute to their protection; at present not one of the owners of
the 150 nets which I counted on the St. John, nor of the 110 on the south-west Miramichi,
contributed a cent to protect these rivers, which they expect the pubiic to do for their sole
beanefit.

The Meduxnalki, at Woodstock, was formerly one of the best, if not the very best, o
all the rivers that flow into the St. John, for salmon, shad and gaspereau, but in consequence
of the neglect to place a fish-way in the dam at its mouth it is now nearly deserted by all
these fish. Mr. Harrison informed me that he had, several times, notified the owners of
this dam, that they had promised te comply with the law, but that nothing effectual had
been done. He said a hole had been eut in the bottom of the dam through which art
occasional fish mnight find its way, when not choked up with rubbish, but that it was wholly
useless for the purpose intended. He said the lumbering interest was too strong on the
St. John-it had swallowed up all other interests-and large mill-owners were privileged
characters, with whom it was not safe to interfere. I regret to say that many facts of my
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own observation compel me to corroborate Mr. Harrison's assertions, and the total absence
of fish-ways in all the mill-dams in the Province fully verifies it.

I called and examined this dam, and had some conversation with Mr. Smith, one of
the owners, who admitted that the apology for a fish-way was quite useless. It was gener-
ally choked up with mill rubbish, and even when clear of this it is quite inadequate to meet
the requirements of the law. I told him of the necessity of complying witl the Regula-
tions for the protection of the Fisheries ; he admitted their justice and promised to do his
share towards rectifying the evil. I did not succeed in finding Mr. Davis, the owner of
the grist mill on the same dam, and was obliged to defer secing him on the subject. It is
a matter of great regret that this fine stream has been so long closed to no fewer than three
species of valuable fish ; and this fact is the less excusable, because the dam is very low,
and offers every facility for the erection of a fish-ladder at a very trifling outlay, without
the least detriment to the inills.

Eel River is a fine large stream flowing in fiom the west, with a dam and grist mill
a few hundred yïrds from its mouth. There was no fish-way, although there was waste
water enough to supply several. On enquiry I was informed by Mr. Moore, an old resi-
dent of the place, that previous to the erection of this dam large numbers of salmon and
shad were caught at the mouth and up the river, but of late years they have all been very
scarce. He said they still came every season to the foot of the dam and made abortive
efforts to get over. This dam is very low, and a small sum would place a sufficient fish-
way in it. I called at the house of Mr. Dow, the owner of the mil, but as he was then in
Thedericton, I regret that I had to leave without seeing him.

At the mouth of the Shogamoc, a small and unimportant stream not resorted to by
migratory fish, there is a large saw-mill, and quantities of saw-dust and mill rubbish have
aneumulated in the neighborhood to the great injury of the river.

The i.deductic, the Pekiok, und the Narkawikak are small streams not frequented by
fish. Below the mouth of the latter I found a net set, althouglh the time for legal netting
had expired cight days previously. I called at the nearest louse and enquired for the
owner. I was told that ie lived four miles further up the river. I asked him if he was
aware that the time for legal fishing had expired. He pretended total ignorance of any
law on the subject, and said that he had rever heard of any Warden on that part of the
river ; he said, however, that he would send word to the owner, and have it taken up
before noon. This man gave his name as George Thoraton, and I am convinced he was
himself the owner of the net, and knew perfectly well that he was acting contrary to laws
ho well understood. I met several instances of this denial of ownership and pretended
ignorance, and I think the rule requiring all nets to be legibly marked with the owner's
name, as required in the General Regulations, should be rigidly enforced.

From Woodstock to this part of the river (about 30 miles above Fredericton), I found
pickets set at every turn of the stream, and at every place at all favorable for the purpose.
At this particular place there were pickets extending from several isiands and bars which
from the iength of their line, I feel quite certain stretched beyond the legal limits of one-
third of the width of the channel. I think the Northumberland Begulations, whieh pro-
hibit nets from being set f;om islands or bars, could be beneficially applied to the St.
John.

The Nashwaak, which flows into the River St. John from the eastward, was formerly
considered the best of all its tributaries as a salmon river, and was also frequented by large
numbers of shad. It is now and has been for many years all but closed to theni by a dam
about three miles from its mouth. That a few fish have, from year to year, been able to
accomplish the passage over this dam is happily evidenced by the fact that some btill
ascend to the dam and are often seen to leap over it. As the salmon returns only to its
native stream to spawn, there is no doubt this remnant would soon restock the riverif a
free passage were provided. But this is another instance in which the lumbering interest
has been allowed to override all others. For years attempts bave been made to get a pass
in this dam, and our late Governor, the Hon. A. I. Gordon, made a special eort to
accomplish this 'much desired result, but, strange to say, without success. I cannot clearly
understand how the owner, Mr. Gibson, has so long succeeded in evading the law on this7
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subject, but that he has done so is a fact much to be lamented. I was informed by Mar-
shall Richey, Esq., of Fredericton, and his information was corroborated by Henry Rutter,
Esq., of the same place, that this season several salmon have been taken below the dam,
and that one was scen during the last week in August to geê up the sluice-way into the
river. It is really lamentable to know that fish have been waiting so long in vain te have
a passage provided for them, and that an admirable and important nursery for saimon and
shad is entirely destroyed by the refusal of one man to comply with the laws of the Pro-
vince. What makes this matter more strange is the fact that there arc no peculiar difli-
culties in the case ; a fish-way can be constructed at no great cost, and without the least
detriment to the interests of the mill. I consider the construction of a sufficient fish-pass
in this dam of the highest importance, and would strongly recommend that immediate
compliance with the law be enforced. The moral effect on other mill-owners will be most
salutary, and would deprive them of what is at present a strong excuse for their own
neglect. " Why don't you make Gibson do it ?" is a questiou I have been asked a score
of times, and I must confess I have never been able to give it a sufficient answer. There
is a vast quantity of slabs, edgings, saw-dust and other mill rubbish thrown into the stream,
and compliance with the law in this respect is much to be desired. Other mill owners are
obliged to burn their saw-dust, and I sec no reason why this should be an exceptional case,
especially as it is very prejudicial te the river.

The Oromocto is a considerable river, entering from the westward. It is navigable
for small vessels and steamers for a distance of about twenty miles, when it separates into
two branches, both flowing from lakes. There are two dams on the North Branch, one
owned by the Hon. Wm. Todd, of St. Stephen, the other by Jeremiah Tracy, Esq., who
resides in the neighborhood. Provious te the erection ot these dams shad and gaspereau
ascended to the lake, which was a famous spawning place for these fish, while the whole
length of both streams was the spawning ground of salmon. As there are no fish-ways in
the dams, the stream above is depopulated, but numbers of eaeh species are still cau.ght
below. Suitable fish-ways in the dams would effectually restore this river te its former
state, and the necessity of their speedy erection is urgent. There is much mill rubbish
in the river, and the abatement of this nuisance is much needed. There is not much
netting in this river, but, as usual, the deadly spear makes sad havoc among the fish that
still ascend.

After visiting this river I had an interview with Charles Burpee, Esq., the Member
elect for the CoJunty of Sunbury, to the Parliament of the Dominion, formerly Warden for
this District. With regard to the dams on this river and the Nashwaak, he informed me
that the disposition on the part of Members of Government to favor large mill-owners, and
the lumbering interest generally, rendered it almest impossible te get the law enforced.
He had rereatedly notified the owners, but no attention was paid to the matter. He
stated that~the 18th section of the Act regulating the Fisheries, which provides that no
salmon shall be taken after the 31st August, was evaded in bis district. The law does not
say that nets shall be taken up, consequently they remained set, under the excuse that they
were intended to take bass. The exception in this section, in favor of killock nets, is taken
advantage of, and almost all nets remained set on Sundays as well as week days, conse-
quently there is no close time observed. As this is a matter of great importance, the
section should be so arnended that all nets be taken up at the appointed time, and the
weekly close time, from Saturday night te Monday morning should be made obligatory on
all nets, whether killock or picket nets. He found the same difficulty that Mr. Harrison
experienced in enforcing section 5 of the General Regulations, because there was no
penalty attached to its infraction. Mr. Burpee was of opinion that the whole subject
required revision, and a more stringent enforcement of the laws and regulations.

A narrow and deep channel, called the Jemseg, connecta the Grand Lake with the
Saint John, into which it flows from the eastward about three miles above Gagetown.
Salmon, shad and gaspereau pass through Grand Lake to Salmon and Gaspereau
Rivers at its head. There is a dam at the mouth of the latter, which prevents the ascent
of fish; but the passage up the former is unobstructed, and large numbers of salmon,
shad and gnspereau ascend it a long distance; they are often taken as far up as the
Richibucto Portage. As is the case on all our rivers, the fish are here destroyed in every
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mode and at al times. Salmon have been more numerous in the river this year than for
many previous years. Connecting with the Grand Lake arc the Maquapit and Frencli
Lakes and several smaller ones. In these, as well as in Grand Lake, are numerous low
flats, which are great resoms for spawning gaspereau, and on these flats fish are taken in
large quantities in the very act of depositing their spawn. The warden has not been able
to put a stop to this destructive practice, becau e these places are neither "Il Rivers, Bays,
nor Harbours," and the 11th section of the General Regulations cannot be enforced. The
protection of these spawning places is much to be desired, and the law should bc so amended
as to be operative in protecting them.

Washademoak Lake connects with the Saint John on the east side. At its head the
New Canaan River flows into it. As this river is unobstructedi it is resorted to by salmon,
shad, and gaspereau in large numbers. At the mouth of the river there is a great deal of
il)egal fishing, and nets are often stretched entirely across. Spcaring is not practised to
much extent, and if the river were fairly fished there is nothing to prevent an unlimited
increase ; but the settlers on the upper waters complain that they now get but few fish.
Connecting with the Washademoak are the Ocnabog and other siall lakes, in which, as
well as in the main lake, the flats are favorite spawning grounds of the gaspereau, and the
law is here evaded in the same manner as in Grand Lake and those connecting with it.
The same remarks as were made respecting Grand Lake are applicable to tiis,

The Nerepis, a considerable stream flowing swiftly over a rocky bed, enters from the
westward. There are no mills on this stream, and I am glad to be able to say, for the first
time, that there is no spearing practised on it. The only difficulty that this river has to
contend against is over-netting near its mouth. For years many salmon have been netted
in the neighborhood of Brittain's Point, as late as the month of November. Last year a
very large number were taken, which, I understand, were shipped to Boston in ice. It
is very much to be desired that this illegal and destructive work should cease.

The Kennebecasis is a very large river flowing in from the eastward, just above the
Narrows. At Darling's Lake, the lammond River, a very considerable stream, flows into
it. Salmon ascend the main river, which is unobstructed, as far as the head of Sussex
Vale, and aiso the Hammond river, to the foot of a dam owned by Mr. Titus, by which
their further progress is barred. Before this obstruction was built, they ascended many
miles up this stream, which is peculiarly adapted to their habits, and offers splendid
spawning ground. The state of things existing on these rivers in 1851, is described by
the late M. H. Perley, Esq., and has continue to exist up to the present time. I canot
better describe their present condition than by quoting Mr. Perley's words, the only differ-
ence being that there are not nearly so many salmon to hunt:-" From Darling's Lake to
Titus' Mill-dam, on the Hammond River, and from Hampton Ferry to the head of Sussex
Vale, on the main stream, the salmon are hunted and destroyed in every possible way by
nets, with torch and spear, in season and out of season. The inhabitants appear to be
actuated by an insane desire to destroy every salmon which appears in these waters; and
no sooner is it reported that salmon have been seen in any particular pool, than the whole
neighborhood is in commotion'with preparations for their destruction ; the fish are pursued
with untiring devotion until ail are captured, except a very few, which perhaps escape to
some place of shelter and safety." This description is not at all exaggerated, and it is really
wonderful that the fish frequenting these rivers have nor long since been exterminated.
A few, however still ascend both streams, but the number left is now so smalf that it is
rare to see one. I would strongly recommend that all fishing on these rivers be strictly
prohibited. Nothing short of this will restore the river, whieh is so admirably adapted to
the habits of salmon, and so well calculated as a nursery for this fish, that itis well worthy
of careful preservation.

In Darling's Lake, at Rothsay Station, large numbers of the silver hake (MIelucius
albinus are taken in the winter through the ice with hook and bait; this is a salt-water
fish, and its presence in this locality in winter would appear to be an exceptional case,
not well understood, unless they resort there to feed upon young gaspereau.

The Harbour of St. John.-By a special clause in the eoyal Charter incorporatin
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the City of St. John, dated the 18th May, 1785, the fisheries within the harbour arc
secured in perpetuity to the citizens, and are therefore under the control of the Corporation,
subject, however, I presume, to such Legislative enactments as are made for the protection
of the fisheries of the whole Province, although section 30 of the Act passed 20th April,
1863, would seem to except the ilarbour of St. John from its provisions, in the following
words:-" Nothing in this Act contained shall in any wise apply to or interfere with the
fisheries of the Ilarbour of the City of St. John, or with the rights, powers, duties, autho-
rities or privileges of the Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the City of St. John."
From the date of the Charter up to the 23rd April, 1862, the fisheries within the harbour
were set off in lots, annually drawn for by lottery, and fishermen purchased from the
winners all the lots that were worth fishing. By Acts 25 Victoria. caps. 50 and 51, passed
at the time above mentioned, this lottery was abolished, and the lots on both sides of the
harbour were ordered to be sold by auction on the first Tuesday in January of each year.
Of the yearly proceeds of those on the western side of the harbour, a portion was applied,
under certain conditions, to erect a Public Hall in Carleton, and the remainder to the
payment of the interest on the Carleton Water Debentures. The yearly proceeds of those
on the eastern side were applied, in like manner, to build a City Hall on the said side, and
to pay the interest on the debentures issued for that purpose. The Common Couneil has
power to appoint directors of the Fisheries within the limits of the city, and to regulate
them generally, and although there is a law for that purpose, its provisions are never
enforced; the same general laxity which prevails everywhere else throughout the Province
reigns supreme here, and illegal fishing within the jurisdiction of the corporation is prac-
ticed to as great an extent as beyond it.

The law of the Common Council, passed 19th November, 1862, provides, by section
13, that " If any person shall, between the hours of twelve of the clock on Saturday night,
aid twelve of the clock on Sunday night, within the limits of the City of Saint John,
fish the fisheries, or set, use, occupy or employ any net, seine, or other instrument or
implement for taking fish, he shall forfeit and pay the sum of four dollars." Netwith-
standing this, all the weirs in the harbour are I fished" at all times, and drifting is pursued
openly.

The Provincial Law regulating the coast and river fisheries, passed 20th April, 1863,
provides, by section 21, that no drift-nets or sweeping nets shall be used for catehing
salmon, in any river, stream or harbour, under a penalty of twenty dollars. Whether the
Harbour of Saint John is exempted from the effeet of this section, I am not prepared to
say, but the preamble to the first fishery law passed by the Common Council, would seem
to indicate that the Council did not contemplate exemption from the provisions of the
General Law of the Province, for it says:-" Whereas, the regulating the fisheries within
the City of St. John, sofar as nay be consistent with and conformable to the provisions of
the Acts of A ssenlly made for that purpose, is of great importance to the inhabitants of the
said City * * * * " Be this as it may, the City Law of 1862 provides, in section
7, that " the Mayor of the said City shall issue licenses to such persons as, in his disere-
tion, he may think fit to use drift nets in the Harbour of Saint John, in such places and
under such restrictions and regulations as may be by him for that purpose appointed and
nade," so that drifting is pursued to a greater extent in this harbour than in any other
water in the Province, and it is really surprising that a single fish succeeds in passing
through the labyrinth of nets that extends from Partridge Island to the Suspension Bridge,
during the months of April, May, June, and July. Salmon, shad, and gaspereau are the
principal fish taken in the harbour, and of these vast quantities are caught. Gaspereau
generally make their appearance between the 1st and 10th April, and they are taken tilt
the Middle of Juae. About the middle of May shad enter the harbour, and salmon about
the lst to the 10th June ; the latter are taken as late as the last of August. lu conse-
quence of the great increase in the number of drifting nets of lateyears employed outside
of Partridge Island, the fisheries in the harboor have been less "productive than they
formerly were, and this year the catch in the harbour has been comparatively small, but
outside in the bay it has been prodigious. The fishermen now drift their nets long
distances down the bay, and to such an extent that vessels are frequently oblige to sail
through them. If the nets that I have this season seen drifting, at one time in the bay,
had been stretched in a line, they would have extended to Digby. I am oredibly informed
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that over 1,500 salmon, in one tide, have been taken between Musquash Harbour and the
Beacon. In the opinion of many old fishermen, with whom I have conversed, it is desir-
able that this drifting should be regulated in some way, either by shortening the time of
its continuance, or by prohibiting its practice within a certain distance of the land, so that
the fish may have a chance to enter the river.

The shad caught in the spring are veryinferior to those taken'up the bay in autumu.
They are full of spawn in a mature state for depositing, and as they are of little value as
food, it is matter of regret that they are taken at ail. The destruction of so many spawn-
ing fish, year after year, must eventually destroy the valuable shad fisheries of the upper
part of the bay, which should be protected with the utmost care. The fishermen of Saint
John have long been clamorous in their complaints of the illegal practices pursued in the
upper parts of the river, and in ail the tributaries to which fish resort to spawn, and while
it must be admitted that there is only too much ground for these complaints, they are
themselves as much to blame; they should correct the abuses that exist in their own
limits, conduct their fishing in a fair and legal manner, use ail their influence to protect
the fisheries by a due observance of existing laws, and if these are insufficient, exert them-
selves to procure the passage of more effective ones. They derive the greatest benefit
from these fisheries, and they should exhibit more solicitude for their protection.

The sane short-sighted sclfishness that appears to me to characterize fishermen every-
where is exhibited by those of St. John, who ought to be, from their superior intelligence,
actuated by higher motives. I consulted with the leading mcn engaged in the business
on both sides of the harbour, and a meeting was called at the house of Isaac Noble, Esq.,
of Carleton. An endeavour was made to get a unanimous expression of opinion on several
points affecting the preservation of the river and harbour fisheries, but the selfishness of
some who at present derive a profit from the illegal and injurious practices that prevail,
prevented unanimity. These were ready enough to agree in anything that had reference
to the upper pars of the river, and they would have recommended any measure, even to
the extent of prohibiting ail fishing in the river, that would not affect themselves, but as
soon as their own profits were likely to be affected, the interest of the river and harbour
were matters of secondary consideration. Ail admitted that the fisheries should be pro-
tected, but they wanted this protection applied in such a way that they themselves should
not be affected. I must in justice state that John Littlehale and Isaac Noble, Esquires,
were honorable exceptions to this narrow feeling, and were very auxious that the ovils
should be abated in a manner that would be fair and equitable to ail parties.

I am indebled to Mr. Clawson, of the Coutroller's Office, for the following statement
of the value of the fish shipped this season from the Port of St. John, up to the end of
September, 1867:-

Fresh Fish....................................................$37,737 00
Smoked ..................................................... ... 0 847 0
Preserved Fish ................ ........................ 3732 0
Dry Salted 4 ......................................................... 3 840 00
Wet " " ............... ....... 43.3.. .

Lobsters.............. ................................................... 2,350 00

$111,839 00
The St. Croix River is the boundary between this Province and the State of Maine,

the middle of the channel forming the limit of the jurisdiction of each. It is a very largo
river, separating into branches about 18 miles above St. Stephen. Each of these branches
flows from an immense chain of lakes into which empty many smaller tributaries, and these
streams, as well as the main branches, are admirably adapted to the propagation of fish.
Previous to the year 1825 the dams that then existed on the river were provided with
fish-ways, and both branches of the river literally teemed with salmon, shad and gaspereau.
The accounts given by the older inhabitants of Calais and St. Stephen, as to the number
of fiLsh that frequented the river, are almost incredible. In 1825 the Union Dam was built,
and as no provision was made to secure a passage for fish they have continued to diminish
until only a remuant is left. The only difficulty in restoring this river lies in getting fish-
ways in the dams, and in restraining the various mills from depositing their rubbish and
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saw-dust in the river. This last practice should be prevented by the mit stringent means,
as the enormous quantities that have accumulated in the river bid fair to obstruct navigrà-
tion entirely for some distance below St. Stephen.

In the grant from the Crown of the premises upon which the Union Dam is built,
there is a special clause, with reference ta the maintenance of a sufficient fish-way, and a
failure to comply with this condition forfeits the grant, which shall, in sucl case, revert to
the Crown. In direct violation of this clause, and in violation of Section 16 of the Fishery
Law, the dam is still without a pass, and its proprietors are wholly chargoable with the
destruction of the once valuable fisheries of the river. This is another instauce of the
manner in which large mill-owners have been allowed to violate the law with impunity,
and in the face of so glaring a case as this, how can it be possible or fjtr to enforce the
law in the case of smaller offenders. It is much ta be desired that stringeut measures bc
at once taken to enf)rce comphiance with the conditions of this grant, and with the require-
ments of the Fishery Act, as in addition to the restoration of the river which will assuredly
follow, the moral effect upon other mill-owners, whose dams arc without fisli-ways, will be
inestimable.

The people of the State of Maine, who have been as blind to the importance of their
river fisheries as our people are now, have of late opened their eyes to the state of their
rivers, and are taking active measures to protect the streams to whlich fish still resort,
and to re-stock those which have been deserted. The Government of that State has ap-
pointed two Cemmiissioners to examine and report upon the state of the river fisheries,
and these gentlemen have had the St. Croix under consideration, and are extremely anxious
that the existing evils shall be removed. I was invited to confer with them, wiLh a view
to co-operation in this most desirable work, and hoped to have met theai there, but at the
time of my visit they were in New Hampshire, on business connected with the commission,
and consequently I was unable to meet them.

N. W. Foster, Esq., one of the Commissioners, writes to me under date October 11th:
"I have surveyed all the dams, and have selected the best sites for fii-wtys, with the
least inconvenience to mill-owners. I found our Fishery law was noà what it should be,
and I shall be happy to meet you in Calais and confer with you on a uniforui law to be
recommended to our respective Governments for this river. Please let me know when it
will suit you to attend." I have arranged for a meeting with them in November, and I
anticipate the best results from the conference.

From St. Croix I proceeded to the Parish of West Isles, which includes Deer Island,
Indian Island, and all the small islands east of the Boundary line between this Province
and the State of Maine, which is the middle channel of the Quoddy River and the passage
between Lubec and Campobello. All the inhabitants of these Islands are engaged in fish-
ing for cod, pollack, haddock, hake and herrings, and a large number of boats and vessels
are owned by them, employing over 750 men. There are a large number of weirs on the
islands, which also give employment to many more. As the best fishing grounds are on
the British side of the boundary, the boats of American fishermen resort there and fish as
freely as British subjects. While the ]Reciprocity Treaty was in force, this gave no cause
of offence or complaint, as the British boats took their fish into Eastport free of duty, and
good feelings mutually prevailed, þut since the abrogation of this treaty, and the imposition
of a high duty upon our fish, the ihhabitants very reasonably complain that the Americans
enjoy a free participation in their best fisheries, while a heavy duty is imposed on the fish
caught by our fishermen in the same waters.

Campobello,-From Indian Island I procecded to Campobello, where the fisheries are
prosecuted with great vigor. The common herring is taken in large quantities in brush
weirs, and are cured by smoking. In the best establishments, where care is taken, the
herrings put up are scarce inferior to the celebrated Digby herrings. A larger species of
this fish, very fat and of fine flavor, called " Quoddy Herrings" are taken in drift nets
in autumn; these are salted and packed in barrels, and when well cured they are esteemed
by many as superior to the Labrador and celebrated Lochfine herrings. Cod, pollack,
haddock and hake are taken by line fishing and gencrally dried. There are several vessels
engaged in the fisheries owned in this island ; in the summer they go to Grand Manan and
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the Nova Seotia Shore for herring, cod aud mackerel, to St. George's Bay in winter for
herrings and sometimes to the Tuskets, the Magdalen Islands and even to Newfoundland.

While there I had an interview with Captain J. J. Robinson, R.N., and John Farmer,
Esq., Deputy Treasurer, whose information on the subject of the fisheries is extensive.
They are of opinion that some regulations should be made respecting weirs, as disputes
often arise in consequence of building weirs in front of those already built, by which the
original weirs are rendered useless. They are strongly of opinion that fishing with the
" bull-tow" or set line, as practised by American fishermen, was very destructive and
should be rigidly prohibited. They informed me that the catch of fish this season would
not exceed one-third of the quantity usually taken. I am indebted to the courtesy of John
Farmer, Esq., for the following Statement, which he was at considerable pains to procure
and compile:-

The following Statement shews the number of men, boys, and boats employed in shore
fisheries of Quoddy Bay, belonging to the inhabitants of Campobello, in the year 1867:-

Number Number BOTS. Boxes Barrelis Barrels Quintals Quintals Gallons
of of Total. Smoked Pickled Pickled Dry

Men. Boys. 24fet. 10 eto 14 to. IHerring. Fish. Herring. Pollack. Dry Cod. Oil.

192 63 32 28 61 121 85,230 875 1,565 2,601 210 4,406

VALUES.
Smoked Herring..........................@ $0 20 per box ..................... $16,046 00
Barrelled Herring..........................@ 4 00 per barrel ............................. ... 6,260 00
Pickled Fish ........ ,...................... @ 2 50 per barrel.................................... 2,187 00
Dried Pollack .................... ......... @ 2 00 per quintal ......... ...... ................ 5,264 00
Dried Cod...................................@ 4 00 per quintal ........................... ..... 840 00
Oil ... ... ............................. @ 60 per gallon ........ ,........................ 2,644 00

$33,241 00

The following vessels are owned or chartered in Campobello, and employed in the
Newfoundland Herring Fishery, in the year 1867:-

Owner or Charterer. Name of Vessel. Tonnage Men. a Value.

Lorenzo Wilson ............... Cordelia................... ..... 138 12 1,700
Do ..............Bobo.. ............. 92 9 2,100
Do ............... Ann Leonard... .............. 90 8 1,100
Do ............... Z. A. Paine..................... 100 9 1,400

420 38 6,300... @ $4 per barrel, $25,200.

Total value of Boat Fishery ....................................................................... $33,241 00
Do Veusel do ................. ............ 25,200 00

Total ... ...... .......................... $58,441 00

J. FARMER,
Deputy Treasurer.
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Grandl Manan.-I visited this island on the lst October, inspeeted several of the
principal fishing stations and curing establishments, and conversed with a number of the
principal inhabitants engaged in the several modes of fishing. Cod, pollack and hake, are
taken with hook and line, and herrings in brush weirs, of which there are 32 on the
island. Within the last two years a process of extracting oil from herrings by pressure
has been introduced and has been carried on to a greater or lesser extent during that
time, in all the islands I visited. The process is as follows:-The herrings are first salteé
in huge vats, they are then boiled in large boilers, and the oil is pressed from the mass by
the application of powerful screws. It is worth about 60 ets. per gallon. The refuse,
after all the oil is extracted, is called pumice, and makes a fertilizing manure, not inferior
to the best Peruvian guano. When fresh this pumice is destitute of smell, but after lying
in a mass for a short time, chemical action commences, and large volumes of ammoniacal
gases are evolved ; the smell is then somewhat offensive, and the atmosphere in the neigh-
borhood of these establishments is by no means pleasant. Upham J. Treat, Esq., of
Eastport was the introducer of this process. He has a large fishing establishment on
Treat's Island, between Eastport and Lubec, in connection with whieh are extensive
arrangements for preparation of this fish-guano. Mr. Treat purchases most of the raw
pumice produced in the various fishing establishments of Grand Manan, Indian and Deer
Islands and Campobello, for which he pays about $5 a ton. He mixes with it a proportion
of ground gypsum, which fixes the gases; -it is then dried and ground in a mil], when it
is ready for application as a manure. It is extensively used in the agricultural districts
of the New England States, and Mr. Treat ships large quantities of it to various places. I
had an interview with Lorenzo Drake, Esq., the Warden for the district, who in of opinion
that the weirs have a most injurious effect on the fisheries, by taking immense quantities
of small herrings from three to four inches long; these are pressed for the oil, and since
the introduction of this process, the fisheries generally had fallen off seriously. The line
fishing for cod, pollack and hake, was injured by lessening the supply of food, which
attracts them to our shores, and the net fishing was ruined by the weirs taking all the
small fish before they had time to mature. Previous to the pressing of oil, the weirs had
to open their gates, and allow the small fish to escape, but now fish of all sizes, down to
the size of the thumb, are taken and consigned to the pot. Mr. Drake was of opinion that
a tax of $75 or $100 on each weir would have the effect of lessening their number, as
none but those in the most favorable positions would be continued, and these could well
afford to pay the tax; the improved line fishing would soon give ample employment to
those thrown out of work, and the tendency would be beneficial to all. Mr. John Harts,
a very intelligent trader, formerly but not now, concerned in the fisheries of the island,
stated that the herring fishing, as now pursued, and the extraction of oil, was more profit-
able than under the old system, and he thought a tax on the weirs would lave a tendency
to depress enterprise. New localities were constantly being tried at large expense, and
frequently weirs were built and abandoned, without returning the cost of their con-
struction. He was of opinion that a rigid protection of the spawning grounds at
Southern Head, and the enforcement of the regulations regarding " gurry" were all that
was requisite.

Mr. Drake stated that formerly, when " driving" and net-fishing were the means
employed in the herring fishery, the take of fish was much larger, and the line fishers had
no difficulty in procuring bait, but now they had to depend in a great measure on the
weirs, which charged 40 to 50 ets. a bushel for bait. On the other hand it was contended
that " driving" destroyed, comparatively with the catch, as many small herrings as the
weirs, and that instead of these being an injury, they were a convenience to the line fishers,
and provided them with bait more cheaply than they could procure it otherwise. It was
stated that between two and three thousand dollars had been paid, this season, for bait by
the Cape Ann Fishermen.

I conversed with Mr. Bencraft, an intelligent weir owner at Beneraft's Point; with
J. Wilford Fisher, Esquire, who owns a large establishment at iligh Duck Island; with
Mr. Hamilton, who owns several weirs on Whitehead Island ; and with a number of practi-
cal fishermen engaged in both weir and line fishing, and almost every one of them expressed
different and conflieting opinions. The ouly point upon which they agreed was in throw-
ing blame, from one te the other. The line fishers charged the weirs with ruining the
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fisheries, and the weir fishers retorted the charge by asserting that the practice of throwing
" gurry" or offal on the fishing grounds, not only destroyed the line-fishing but drove the
herrings out of the coves and harbours.

This throwing over of " gurry," as the heads, bones, and intestines of fish are tech-
nically called, was the subject of loud complaint among all. Mr. Drake said he found
it utterly impossible, by the most vigilance, to put an effectual stop to this violation of
eie law. The facilities for throwing over " gurry" in the nigbt were so great, that he
could not detect the offenders, and while he admitted the destructive effaets of the practice,
he could only deplore his want of power to control it. The cousequences are, witiout
doubt, highly detrimental to the fisheries, and these are the more to be deplored, as the
greatest offenders are American fishermen, who not only en croach on our fisheries, but are
most active in destroying them, by " bull-tow" fishing and throwing over their "gurry"
indiscriminately. The effect of the practice seems to be this-the back bones are gorged
by codfish, haddock and hake, and either kill them or render them totally valueless as
food, and not worth the salt to cure them. The intestines and heads sink to the bottoi,
become decomposed, and give off an oil which is so offensive te the herrings that they
will not approach the shores thus contaminated. Tntelligent Americans stated to me
that the most active cause of the destruction of the coast fisheries of the New England
States, was this practice of throwing over " gurry" indiscriminately, and there is not the
least doubt tht persistence in it will be followed by the same result on our shores. If a
regulation could be passed, making it imperative on fshing vessels to deliver their
"1gurry" on shore, to persons who would receive it for making guano, or for composting,
this evil might bc checked to a great extent. Mr. Drake stated that he would willingly
receive and take iharge of all that was brought to him, and would even pay a small price
for it for these purposes, and no doubt others, in different localities would do the same.
Saint Andrew's 3ay was once frequented by large quantities of herring, cod, pollack,
haddock and hake, but in consequence of the vast quantities of small herrings that used to
be left in the weirs to die, and were then sent floating off on the ebb tide, combined with
the practice of American fishermen of throwing over their " gurry" and, when camping
on shore to clean and cure their fish, of leaving it on shore at low tide, the bay bas been
almost entirely deserted by fish of all kinds ; the herrings were driven off by the effect of
the " gurry," and the larger fish finding their food gone followed them to other localities.
I was informed that during the last year or two they are returning te this once favorite
haunt. If this be true, it is to be hoped that these illegal practices will not be resumed,
and the utmost care should be taken to secure its prevention.

There was but one opinion expressed by all with whom I conversed on the subject of
the spawning ground at the Southern Head of Grand Manan; all agreed that this was the
great nursery of the Herring Fishery in the Bay, and upon its protection depended the
very existence of fish of all kinds in the Bay. The herrings resorted to this place to spawn,
and fish of other kinds are attracted by the abundance of food furnished by the young
herrings.

I had an interview with Mr. Robert Stevens, the officer sent to protect the Southern
Head, antd he corr borated the information I had already received froin other sources, that
when he first entered upon that duty he met with all kinds of opposition from the poachers
who frequented the place ; his boats had been broken and sunk, and the house in which
he boarded had been burnt to the gronnd in the attempt to drive him from his duty. ne
had found it impossible to induce any one residing near the place to board and lodge him,
for fear of a like result, and lie had been obliged to take up his residence at the northern
part of the Island in the only house that would consent to accommodate him. From this
place he went in an open boat, and the duty was an unpleasant and arduous one, necessi-
tating great exposure and much hardship. He had two men as assistants, and by dint of
great firmness ar.d fearlessness in the performance of his duty to the best of his ability, lie
had been partially successful in the object of his mission, but he found it utterly impossible
with the limited meons at his command to do this as effectually as the interests cf the
fisheries required. la moderate weather only could he visit the place, and during the
close season it requires constant attention. A comfortable vessel of suitable size, suffi-
ciently manned, in which the officer and his men could live in all kinds of weather,
and in which he could cruise about among the islands and fishing grounds, and enforce the
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law respecting the close time at the Southernl Head, and the regulations respecting the
deposition of " Gurry," and the use of " set lines," is absolutely necessary to the effee-
tual protection of these Fisheries. This vessel could also enforce the law respecting the
encroachment of foreigners, and could be usefully employed in the Light-house service of
the Bay, which at present involves considerable expeDse. It could also enforce any regu-
lations which may be made respecting drifting for salmon outside Partridge Island and
down the bay, which I consiaer it absolutely necessary to regulate in some inanner. The
encroachments of American fishing vessels on our coast and on our best fishing grounds,
was a subject of loud complaint in all the places I visited; and the utter disregard of all
the regulations of the Province manifested by them was the cause of great irjury to the
fishing grounds and of growing discontent among our fishermen. The employment of such
a vessel as I have recommended is absolutely rquired to abate this evil. lu Grand Manan,
as well as in most other places that I visited, the South-west Branch of the Miramichi and
the upper waters of the St. John especially, the Magistrates are too few and too far apart to
enable the Wardens to act promptly. Before application can be made for a warrant ta
arrest offenders they are out of reach, or the evidence of their offence is removed. I think
it would be advisable to give greater power to the Fishery Wardens to enable them to act
in a more summary and effective manner. In most cases, perhaps in all, they should be
invested with the authority of a Justice of the Peace. The Officer in charge of the-vessel
in particular should have this power, to enable him to act efficiently.

L am indebted to Mr. Stevens for the following statement, which ho believes to be a
close approximation to the quantity and value of the catch in Grand Manan this season

300,000 Boxes Smoked Herrings, o $0 25 per box............. $75,000 00
2,700 Barrels Pickled Ierrings, @ 2 50 per barrel.......... 6,875 00

35,000 Quintals Dry Fish.........@ 2 00 per quintal. 70,000 00
133,000 Gallons 011.................. @ 50 per gallon......... 65,000 00

800 Tons Pumice..........@ 5 00 per ton............. 4,000 00

$220,875 00
The produce of West Isles is generally rcckoned at about

three-fourths of that of Grand Manan, which will be... 165,657 0
If to this be added the take at Campobello, up to the Ist Oc-

tober, 1867, which is not more than two-thirds of the
usual catch..................................................... . 58.441 00

The total will b......................... $444,973 00

Between La Tête and Point Lepreau there are numerous bays and inlets, of which
L'Etang, Beaver and Lepreau Harbours are the principal. In all these fishing is pursued
in connection with farming, most of the fishermen owning or occupying farms. Cod,
pollack, hake and herring are caught in thern all, hake being the most abundant, although
in winter herrings enter some of them in vast numbers, and are taken in set nets. Cod
are taken in the spring and autumn, pollack during the summer, hake from July till
November, and herrings more or less all the ycar. The principal fishing station is at
L'Etang Island, where fhere are a number of weirs.

From Lepreau to the Harbour of St. John, the coast is rugged and rocky, and the
inhabitants few in number. There are a number of harbours and inlets, the principal of
whieb are Dipper, Chance and Musquash Harbours. There are no regular fishing estab-
lishments, but the settlers combine fishing with farming. The principal market for the
fish caught being the Hlarbour of St. John, to which they are generally brought fresh.
Cod, haddock, and herrings are those principally caught. The fishermen from St. John
fish all the way down the coast for cod and herring, and during the summer drift for
salmon, of which they take vast numbers. The principal part of the fall shad are taken by
drifting along this coast later in the season, when the fish are on their way to the feeding
grounds at the head of the bay. This part of the coast, far above Lepreau, is also
requented by American fishermnc, and the " bull-tow" or set line is used by then far
nside the treaty limits.
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The Petitcodiac.-From St. John I proceeded te Salisbury and inspected this river
with a view of ascertaining whether any salmon yet frequented it. The lower part of the
river is muddy, but above the flow of the tide the water is very clear, and flows swiftly
over a rocky and gravelly bed, forming a succession of alternate quiet pools and dancing
rapids. Formerly large numbers of salmon resorted te the head waters te spawn, and
also ascended the Pollet River, one of its tributaries. I ascertained that for many years
but few salmon haïe been seen in the river, and these have been pursued and killed with
persistent zeal. The same destructive propensity whieh characterizes the dwellers on
the Kennebcoasis and Hammond Rivers seems to animate the people in this neighborhood.
I saw several salmon that had been speared in the river, just below the residence of
Alex. Wright, Esq., and that gentleman informed me that more or less are killed every
season. There is a dam owned by Hugh Davidson, Esq., over the Pollet River, in which
there is no fish-way. Salmon are yet taken below the dam, and as this stream is admirably
adapted for breeding, and is very sparsely settied, the fish would have a fair chance te
multiply if they could ascend above the dam. As this is the only river at the head of the
bay now frequented by salmon, I think it well worthy of some vigorous effort to restore
it, and to that end I would recommend that ail fishing be prohibited for a number of
years, and that te kill a salmon in any manner be deemed a penal offence. Nothing short
of this extreme measure will save from utter extermination the few fish that still resort te
this river, and all hope of restoring the only salmon stream in this section of the Province
will be lost.

From Salisbury I proceeded te Dorchester and Hopewell te get some information
respecting the valuable shad fisheries of the head of the Bay. The shad caught there
are, perhaps, the fattest and best in the world. They appear te resort thither te feed upon
a peculiar worm or slug very abundant in the extensive mud flats and banks that abound
in the upper part of the Bay. That they do net go there te spawn, would appear from
the fact that it is unusual te find any spawn in the shad caught there. They appear about
the middle of June, and are taken till September; the latest fish are the largest, fattest
and best. Marny intelligent men there are of opinion that after depositing their spawn in
the various rivers of our coast, they betake themselves te the mud flats to feed and recruit.
Mr. Black, an old shad fisher who resides at Dorchester, informed me that when spring
shad in St. John Harbour were plentiful, the catch in Dorchester Bay in autumn is always
large. Mr. George Buck was also quite certain that the autumn shad of Dorchester Bay
were fish that had spawned in the St. John, or some other river lower down the coast, and
hpd come te the mud flats te feed and recruit. The fish first taken are net se fat as
those taken later, and the longer they are on the flats the larger and fatter they become.

This fishery commences above Cape Enragé, and is pursued with more or less vigor
from that point to Stony Creek on the Petitcodiac River, and te the extreme head of Cum-
berland Basin. From Stony Creek te Shepody River shad are principally taken by
drifting with nets of 41 te 5 inches mesh, by which means the largest sized fish are
caught. Between these points there are net many weirs, although I saw quite a number
in Shepody Bay. The shad taken in the weirs are generally of a smaller size than those
teken in the nets, and such large numbers of very small ones are destroyed in the weirs
that many intelligent men are of opinion that these should be abolished. The fishing
season was over at the time of my visit, and all the weirs I saw were partially broken down,
consequently I could not, by personal inspection, form an accurate opinion on this subject,
but as I was informed that no provision is made in any of them for the release of small and
worthless fish, it is a question for grave consideration whether they should not be prohibited
and the shad-fishing confined te nets of a suitable sized mesh.

From the mouth of Memrameook River te Cape Maranguin, brush-weirs and stake-
nets are the modes employed te take shad, as there is not good shelter on that side for the
boats necessary in drifting. From Maranguin te the head of Cumberland Basin.both
stake and drift nets are employed on the New Brunswick side, and I was informed that on
the Nova Seotia shore the whole of the extenpive mud flats was covered with picket-nets.

There was no mode of getting any reliable statistics except by going round among
the various fishermen and ascertaining the catch of each, and as my time was very limited
and this would have occupied several days, I was reluctantly compelled te abandon the
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attempt. I learned, however, that there had been no apparent falling off in the numbers of
fish for many years. In 1850 the value of the shad caught and cured in the upper part of
the Bay of Fundy was ascertained to be $22,548, and this was believed to be under rather
than over the actual value, as it did not include the desultory fishing, nor that below Cape
Enragé. These figures would show that the fishery is of great importance and well worthy
of preservation by judicious regulations. I regret much that the shortness of the time
allowed me to coniplete the duty assigned, precluded the possibility of a more thorough
enquiry by means of personal interviews with the principal fishermen, to ascertain whether
the weirs and picket-nets are as destructive to the fish as some respectable persons
alleged.

From Hopewell Cape I went to Upper Salmon River, which empties into Enragé
Bay. This is a considerable stream, and as there is no obstruction at its mouth nor any
on the river that salmon cannot surmount, it is still frequented by large numbers. They
are netted and speared on the spawning grounds to a large extent, consequently are rapidly
becoming less numerous. I was credibly informed that not fewer than 1,000 salmon were
this season taken by nets and spears in the upper reaches of the river ; if this is allowed
to continue the stock must soon die out. There is every facility for netting at the mouth
of the river, and the fish that succeed in getting into the stream should be allowed to
spawn unmolested. Fishing above the bridge should be strictly prohibited, as the strenm
is small, and should be considered rather a nursery for fish than a place for catcbing them.
If this were the case, the number taken at the mouth would soon far exceed all that are
niow taken in the whole course of the stream.

There is quite a large shad fishery at the mouth of this river by means of a brush
weir, which is built by the settlers in the neighborhood as a joint concern. There are
fourteen shares, and each share is entitled to a tide, which is taken in rotation, and each
share gets from six to eight barrels of shad in the season.

I had an interview with John Alcorn, Esq., J.P., and Warden for ·the Parish of
Alma, I found him an intelligent man, with very enlightened ideas on the subject of the
fisheries. He had not received any instructions since his appointment to the office,
consequently he did not feel in a position to act. As Mr. Alcorn resides very near Salmon
River, and takes a real interest in its preservation, I anticipate the very best results from
his appointment.

Point fWolf River was next visited. This is a considerable river, and formerly
was the best salmon stream on this part of the coast, but a mili-dam, a short distance from
its mouth, has rendered their ascent all but impossible. At highest tides, during a
freshet a few fish may accomplish the leap, and the fact that they still ascend to the basin
below the dam, is evidence that this has beau the case. I called on Gideon Vernon, Esq.,
the owner of the mill, who was fortunately at the place, and conversed with hii on the
propriety of placing a fish-way in the dam. He admitted the necessity of this, and
expressed his willingness to comply. As there is no difficulty in erecting a pass at a
trifling cost, and without injury to the mii, ir is to be hoped that next season will not pass
without its being provided.

Goose River is some miles below Point Wolf. At its mouth there is a harbour into
which small vessels can .enter and lie in safety. Salmon used to ascend this river, but
cannot now pass a dam owned by Allan Otty, Esq. They still frequent the basin, and a
fish-way, which could very easily be put in, would enable them to ascend and re-stock the
river. There is another considerable stream emptying into the basin, which is also barred
by a dam. If a fish-way were supplied here, there is no doubt that salmon would still
ascend.

Goose Creek, a few miles below, has a dam without a fish-way, and from all I could
learn the stream is totally deserted. The mili is owned by the Messrs. Prescott, and the
Want of a pass has, I fear, effectually depopulated this stream, although salmon formerly
ascended it in large numbers.

Little Salmm River is a considerable stream. There le a dam over this river near
its mouth which bars the passage of salmon that formerly ascended it. This stream is aiko
deeerted, no salmon having been seen for some years.
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Long Beach, between Little and Great Salmon Rivers, is a long gravel bar which runs
out into the bay and is bare at low tide. Within the bar herrings are sometimes abundant,
and there is good line fishing some distance from the shore, but neither fishery is pursued
to any extent, although there is no doubt a remunerative business might bc doue if pro-
pearly followed.

Great Salmon River, some miles above Quaco, is a large stream running swiftly
between precipitous banks which rise to a great height. At the mouth there is a damt
on which are two large mills, and another some distance above. Both are without fish-
ways, consequently this river, which took its name from the abundance of salmon that
frequented it, is, I fear, nearly depopulated. Some fish still ascend to the dam, and if an
immediate passage is provided the river may be saved from total destruction. There is
every facility for the erection of sufficient passes without injury to the mills, and their
immediate provision is the only hope of the river; another season may bc too late. The
mills are owned by William Davidson, Esq., of St. John.

At Quaco fishing is not pursued to any great extent, although off the leads cod, pol-
lack and haddock are plentiful and would be remunerative. Herrings are taken in shore
in nets and weirs, but not much attention is paid to fishing by the inhabitants; and the
want of shelter from severe gales prevents fishing vessels from frequenting the roadstead.
The want of a breakwater during south-easterly gales is much felt, and its erection would
render this a safe and welcome harbour of refuge for all vessels navigating the upper part
of the bay. If ever this is erected I have no doubt that fishing establishments will spring
up. There can be no question they would prove remunerative, as cod, pollack, haddock,
halibut, herrings and lobsters are abundant all along the shore from Quaco to Cape
Spencer.

Teignnouthî, commonly called Ten Mile Creek, is a considerable stream. The entrance
to the harbour is very narrow, and although there are from 16 to 18 feet of water at high
tide, at low water the harbour is dry. There are two dams over this stream, one about a
mile from the mouth, the second about a mile and a half. Salmon sometimes get over the
first dam, but the second forbids their further ascent. They abill ascend to the first dam,
and would soon re-stock the stream, if a passage were provided in the dams. The mills
are owned by J. F. Parker, Esq.

Gardner's Crcek, some distance below Teignmouth, is a small stream, but one very
prolific of salmon. As usual a dam without a pass now prevents their ascent to their old
spawning places, and unless it be speedily provided, the salmon in this stream will become
extinct. Herrings, cod and haddock are taken near the mouth, the latter being very
numerous during summer. Mackerel are sometimes taken in the herring nets, and lobsters
abound in vast numbers.

EL'merson's Creek is but a short distance below the above, and the same description
applies to it, not omitting the invariable dam without a fish-way.

Biack River is a considerable stream, some miles above Cape Spencer. It was
formerly a fine salmon stream, but is now entirely deserted, the cause being the want of a
fish-way in the dam, lately owned by the firm of Power & Hawkes, near its mouth. The
lumber on this stran has been almost exhausted, and in a few years this mill will be idle
for want of logs. Had there been a fish-way in the dam, as there should have been at its
first erection, the progeny of the salmon that are now extinet would have been a source of
wealth for all time to come, and the property of every man in its wliole length would
have been more valuable in consequence. It is matter of regret that the selfishness of one
or two individuals has been permitted to affect the interests of so many, and it is still more
to be regretted that the same cause, which is fast producing the same result, is pernitted
to exist in so many other instances as this Report has pointed out.

Iispeck River, which drains Loch Lomond and the lakes connected with that large
body of water, is the first considerable stream that flows into the Bay of Fundy to the
eastward of St. John. It empties into Port Simonds, a short distance below Cape Spencer.
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This stream is admirably adapted to the habits and instincts of the salmon, which, previous
to the erection of the dam at its month, spawned in the whole course of the stream, and
even ascended into the lake, and made its way up several amali streams which flows into it.
Thomas Trafton, Esq., of St. Jt bu, an intelligent gentleman, who has ever taken much
interest in the Fisheries, was the contractor for the erection of this dam, and he remembers
when salmon were as plentiful in this stream as fies in summer. Now there is not one
from its source to its mouth, nor have any, for several years, been seen below the dam. In
1851, when Mr. Perley made his Report, he stated that " some few salmon are yet caught
in the port." These have since disappeared, and the last remuant is extinct. Had a pass
been provided in that year, and a fair proportion of fi.h been allowed to propagate
unmolested, the river would now be as populous as Mr. Traf ton describes it to have been
in bis youth, and ail these years since, it would have afforded a vast number of valuable
fish, which it would continue to do for ail time to come. Like Black River this stream is
now almost destitute of timber and its supply of logs will soon fail. As a mere nursery
of fish, this stream would have been worth more to the Provioce, during the years it has
been closed by the dam, than the mill and ail the deais it has ever produced, to say
nothing of what it would produce in ail future time. It is a matter of great regret that our
Province has been so blind to the value of its magnificent fisheries. This stream is well
worth restocking by artificial means, and the sportsmen of St. Jchn are ready to do it at
their own proper cost, if Government will enforce the law for its protection afterwards.
As an experimeut, I would respectfully suggest that the sole right of angling in this
stream be granted to the man who will restock it. It is now tenantless-as no one eau
now catch a salmon in it, no wrong can be doue any one by granting such privilege, while
the river will be a capital nursery. The few fish that can be taken with rod and line, will
not sensibly affect the numbers it will produce, and the public wili d-rive ahl the benefit of
a highly interesting process, and when the stream is restored it will furnish spawn and milt
to restock other streams which will soon require to be restored by this means. The
Governments of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont Massachusetts and Connecticut are now
engaged :n restocking the rivera of those States, and as a preliminary measure, have passed
laws for opening the dms on the Merrimack and Connecticut Rivers by having fish-ways
placed in them, and also in the dams across aIl rivera which were once frequented by
salmon, trout, shad, bats and gaspereau. Fishways are already erected on the Merrimack,
and many thousands of salmon ova obtained from our own much-abused Miramichi, have
been placed in its upper waters, and I most respectfully commend the suggestion respect-
ing the restocking of the Mispeck to your serious consideration.

As the time to which I was limited had now expired, I did not visit the Nova Scotia
Shore of the Bay of Fundy, where there are extensive and valuable fisheries, upon the
present state of which it is very desirable that reliable information be obtained.

I much regret the paucity of statistical information this Report presents, and in
explanation would beg to state that I found it utterly impossible on tho rivers to arrive at
any reliable result without waiting on every fisherman and getting his catch. ý At the head
of the Bay the fishermen are scattered over a large district, and to get any reliable data
it woald have been necessary to wait on each individual, and this I had not sufficient time
to do. At West Isles my stay was very limited in consequence of the necessity of meeting
the Packet for Grand Manan, which makes but one trip weekly.

SUMMARY, SUGGESTIONS AND GENERAL REMARKS.
1. From the foregoing Report, which is the result of personal inspection of every

locality described, it wili be seen to what an extent our Fisheries of all kinds have been
neglected, and how necessary, it is that our rivera and streams whieh are the nurseries of
the Most valuable species of fish, should be opened to their ascent, and sufficiently protected
to allow them to perform the functions upon which not only their increase but their very
existence depends. At present I am not aware that a single dam in the Province, except
ene at the u, outh of the Little River in Bathurst. owned by Honorable John Ferguson, is
Provided with a sufficient fish-pass, although the law requires that there shall be one in every
dam where fi.h formerly ascended. As this is a matter of vital importance, involving
the continuation of the species, I would respectfully suggest that an advertisement be
'nImediately published in the Royal Gazette, and in one newepaper of every County of the
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Province in which a newspaper is printed, calling upon every proprietor of a dam across
any stroam up which migratory fish formerly ascended, to have placed a sufficient fish-
pass in such dam previous to the lst of May next ensuing, under the extreme penalty
imposed by law, and giving notice that after the above date the extreme penalty will be
inflicted for throwing slabs, edgings, saw-dust, or other mill-rubbish into any river or
stream resorted to by migratory fish.

2. The rcodc that has hitherto obtained of appointing Fishery Wardens and Over-
seers of the riseries has been so loose and careless that in most instances those officers
have been quite useless. TLeir appointment has been published in the Royal Gazette,
and months have sometimes passed before they have received any instructions. They are
never sworn to the faithful performance of their duties, and in mcst instanees they are not
only ignorant of these duties but also of the intent and meaning of the law under which
they are expected to act. In but two instances in the whole course of my tour of inspec-
tion did I find Wardens in possession of a Copy of the Law. As upon the Wardcns
depends, in a great measure, the protection of all streams to whieh fish resort to spawn,
the selection of proper persons, their formal appointment and swearing in, and their sufli.
cient instruction in the duties devolving upon them, are matters of the highest importance.
At present they are wholly irresponsible persons, at liberty to do their duty or not at their
own option, there is no one to call then to account for negleet of duty, in Most cases a
variety of local causes prevail to make them wink at open violations of the law, and at
present scarce any of thei act until complaints are made to them. As the depredators
have all a mutual interest, they are not apt to complain of one of their order, consequently
the few complaints that are made generally spring from personal motives, private quarrels
and petty jealousy ; these, however, are the exception. Those Wardens who, alive to the
importance of their funetions, are sincerely anxious to enfcrce the law, find their hands
tied by want of sufficient autbority to act summarily. They have no power independent
of the Magistrate; they cannot arrest an offender without summons issued by a Magistrate,
and in many places they must go miles before they can reach one. Offenders are thus
enabled to escape by the delay, and in many instances the Warden is subjected to much
useless labour and sometimes to much personal expense. If the Wardens were invested
with enlarged powers to enable them to act in a more summary manner, as is the case
in Canada, they could enforce the law more effectually. In Canada they are, ex-ojcio,
Justices of the Peace, and the system is found to work admirably.

3. The extent to which fishing is pursued in the Harbour of St. John and outside
Partridge Island, and the persistent violation of the Fishery Laws, whether Civic or Pro-
vincial, is a matter deserving serious consideration. The fisheries dependent upon the
River St. John are of such vast importance that too much care cannot be bestowed upon
their protection. There can be no doubt that of late years these are visibly falling off,
and in the opinion of old fishermen who can see the change that has occurred within their
own recollection, they are decreasing at a rapid and rapidly accelerating rate. A rigid
inquiry into this matter is loudly called for. Although drifting isvery properly prohibited
in the harbours and rivers of the Province, because, in consequence of the great number of
nets set from the shores, the fish could not possibly ascend if both shores and channels
were closed by nets, still, fron the peculiarities of the Harbour of St. John, in which,
during freshets in the river, the fish are confined, by their inability to ascend past Split
Rock, and in consequence play about the harbour until the water has fallen, I do net
think it wonLd be advisable to prohibit the practice entirely, as the effect of such prehbi-
tion would be to enable the weirs to take the greatest portion of them to the great injury
of the poor fishermen who cannot buy a lot and erect a weir. Therefore, I am not pre-
pared to advise the total prohibition of drifting, but I think it should cease on the fifth
day of June for alewives or gaspereau, and on the fifteenth day of August for shad.and
salmon. On the river above the Falls no shad, salmon or bass should be taken or fished
for in any manner after that date. The custom has prevailed so long that, whether legal
or illegal, it has become as it were a right, and any radical change would no doubt be a
canae of great dissatisfaction and hardship among a large class of poor and industriêéu en,
whose liveihod depends upon this mode of fishing. When conducted within the lhiits
above stated I do not think it would be injurious tu the fisheries, as sûffieldt nader of
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fish could ascend to their spawning grounds to keep up the stock, if the weekly1 close time
is strictly enforced. This wee1kly close time, not only on the river and in the harbour but
everywhere in the Bay outside, should be rigidly enforced, and all drifting (if drifting be
allowed at all) should cease from Saturday at sundown tili Monday at sunrise, and ali set
nets and weirs should be left open during that time so that a sufficient number of fish can
ascend the river to maintain the species. This close tine has been found to be of the
greatest importance in England, Scotland and Ireland, and its rigid observance has done
more to protect the fisheries of these countries than any other measure the Commissioners
have recommended. In this connection I would respectfully suggest that some regulations
be enforced regarding the drifting outside the harbour and down the bay. If the present
over-fishing in the harbour is curtailed the fishermen will naturally extend their operations
outside, and the evil will only be removed from one locality tD another. I would therefore
respectfully recommend that drifting be prohibited within two miles of the shore, from the
Beacon co Point Lepreau.

4. In most all the lakes and streans of the Province great damage has been done by
sweeping them with nets for speckled trout, and taking these in all modes and at ail
seasons. Many of the best streams and lakes are now almost deprived of this fish, and the
evil is increasing to a great extent. I would respectfully suggest that the Canadian Law,
both as to the mode and time of catching trout, be made applicable to this Province.

5. In view of the defective operation of Section 18 of the Fishery Act of this Pro-
vince, and Section 5 of the General Regulations for the sane, I would respectfully suggest
that they be amended in such mode as to secure the object intended, viz. that the taking
of salmon, whether by accident or design, shall cease at the time fixed by law, to which
end no net, either killock or picket net, must be allowed to remain set during the weekly
close time, or after the legal time for catching salmon has expired, and that nothing shalf
be donc to practically diminish the sizc of the mesh below five inches in extension, to which
end a penalty must be attached to its infraction ; in order to facilitate this all nets should
be legally marked with the owner's name under pain of forfeiture.

6. The protection of the Fisheries being an object of such importance and the cost of'
effectually doing it being very considerable, it is a matter of sone moment to inquire
whence the funds are to be derived for this purpose. At present the persons who derive
the immediate benefit 6f the River Fisheries expect the publie to pay for their preserva-
tion. Those who enjoy the direct benefits of the Fisheries should contribute to their
protection. There can be no doubt as to the fairness of the principle that those who are
benefited by the protection should defray the cost incurred. While it is admitted that
the publie at large are interested in the protection of any article of food or commerce, and
that they should .ontribute to that object, still, those who to the greatest extent and in
the most direct manner derive the largest amount of benefit, should not expect to escape
their fair share of the burthen. The assessment principle in England, Seotland and
Ireland, of a rate upon the occupants of the fisheries, and a tai upon aIl apparatus used in
the capture of salmon, is found to work well and to give general satisfaction. I would
respectfully suggest, in order to raise a fund to be applie.d exclusivcly te the protection of
the River Fisheries, in addition to any grant or provision that Government may make for
this purpose, that a tax of $10 annually be levied upon all salmon weirs or other engines
legally employed in their capture. All with whom I conversed upon this subject admitted
the fairness of the principle, and expressed their readiness to pay a tax if the rivers could
thereby be protected.

7. It is highly desirable that the once valuable Fisheries of the River St. Croix should
be restored and proteeted, and in order to do this it is necessary that uniform regulations
should be made by the State of Maine and the Government of the Dominion. I would
respectfully suggest that measures be taken to secure such uniformity in tha regulations
that may be adopted for the restoration and protection of that river.

8. In view of the great importance of protecting the spawning ground at the southern
head of Grand Manan, and in any other localities that may be discovered in the neighbor-
hood, and of enforoing the regulations that exist or may be made respecting the depouition
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of "Gurry," and of preventing the encroachments of foreigu fishing vessels upon the best
grounds in our waters, I wo::ld rpspectfuily suggest that a suitable vessel, properly manned
and equipped, be placed at the command of the Officer appointed for that purpose ; and,
that in addition to the performance of that important duty at Grand Manan, said Offcer
shall be required to supervise and protect the Fisheries in the whole of the Bay of Fundy,
giving particular attention to the enforcement of any rules that may be made for the
regulation of diifring outside of Partridge Island. It might be part of his duty also to
see that navigation is not obstructed by weirs being built in such places as their presence
would be likely to have that effect. This vessel could also be employed in Light-house
Service of the Bay, by which considerable expense would be saved in the Marine Depart-
ment.

9. The Shad Fishery at the Head of the Bay is of the greatest importance. As this
is the only valuable fish that freq-ents these waters in numbers sufficient to make their
pursuit an object, the regulation and protection of this fishery deserves careful attention.
The difference of opinion between the net and weir fishers is so ereat, and the assertions
of esch are so conflicting, th-ýt, with my present information, I am unable to arrive at a
satisfactory conclusion. Actual observation alone could justify me in giving a decided
opinion, and this I could not bestow as the fishery season was over at t-e time of my visit
to the principal localities. A full investigation of the ma.tter next season, when the fidh-
eries are in operation, is very desirable in order to enable me to formi a reliable opinion,
and rec mmeud such measures as are best caloulated to protect and perpetuate this source
of Provincial wealth.

10. As the protection of the extreme upper waters of the Miramiehi is of great im-
portance iv order to prevent the speedy depopulation of that river, with a view to put
en immediate stop to the netting and spearing practised by parties trom the St. John
River, I would respectfully recommend that Mr. flugh Miller, of Glassville, be appointed
Warden for the district extending from Lewy's Falls to the head waters of the North and
South Forks, and that he he clothed, ex-otficio, with the power and authority of a Magis-
trate, with instructions to inflict the extreme penalty imposed by Section 2 of the General
Regulations, on all parties who may render themselves liable by persisting in pursuing
their illegal practices.

11. lu view of the abuses which prevail on all the rivera of the Province, and the
limited number of fish that succeed in depositing their ova unmolested, I would respect-
fully recommend that no permission be granted to any person to take spawn, or milt, or
breeding fish from any of them for some years, or until such time as they eau afford to
supply them without serioui injury to the rivera. While the propagation of a valuable
species of fish is worthy of ail encouragement, as it is the direct production of wealrh, still
the Ilivers of this Province cannot at present afford the supply of spawn and milt necessary
for restoring a river. There are many streams in Lower Canada which can supply spawn
and milt to a large extent without bzing injured, and I would respectfully suggest that
applicants be sent to these rivers in preference to the rivera of this Province. I would,
however, suggest that an exception b made in favor of any person who will offer to restock

.Mispeck River at his own expense, and in such case would recommend that he be allowed
to procure the requisite quantity of impregnated eggs from the Upper Salmon River
which flows i- to Enrage Bay, commonly cailed Salisbury Cove; and that such person be
restricted to eight (8) female fish and five (5) male fish, and that these shall not be taken
by the spear, or in any other manner that wili destroy the fish so taken.

12. In view of the great destruction done on the spawning flats in Grand Lake,
Maquapit Lake, French Lake, Oonabog Lake and the other lakes connected with them, I
would respecttuliy recownend that an additional section be added to the General Regula-
tions, making it illegal to fish for gaspereau in these lakes after the 20th day of Mat.

13. With regard to the weirs on Grand Manan, and their effect on the Fisheriesthere
and in the neighiorhood of that islaud, I would speak with some degree of hesitation.
The opinions expressed by those with whom I conversed were contradictory, and in most
ease& were sQ evidently dictated by interest that I was throwa baok upon my own judgment

28
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and I had to rely upon myown opinion. Notwithstanding all I heard to the contrary, I
am clearly convinced that the weirs do great damage to the Fisheries generally by taking
vast quantities of small fish, wholly useless for any purpose except to produce oil, and of
this the very small ones must yield an inconsiderable quantity, wholly incominensurate in
value with the vast destruction of fish, which, if allowed to mature, would be of greatly
increased value, and would be almost certain to be taken at a subsequent season. As
things are now conducted it is clear that the spawning grounds are protected almost
solely for the benefit of the weirs, as these take theia in the largest quantities and of all
sizes, down to two and three inches in length. It may be true, that as now conducted,
since the introduction of theoil pressing business, the weirs are more profitable than they
were when they had to open their gates and allow the small fish to pass out ; but this must
evidently be at the expense of the general interests of the fisheries, because as the supply
of food d'iminishes, so will the line fish, that are attracted by the va3t shoals of young
herrings. Now, the real question would seem to be-are the spawning grounds sufficiently
proifie to keep up the supply in spite of the weirs, so that the line fish May not desert the
locaiity for want of food ? If not, then the weirs must do damage by destroying such vast
quantities of small ones. There can be no doubt, that the continued drain, year after
year, must diminish the supply, and it is simply a question of time, how long the contest
between the powers of the fish to multiply, and the capacity of the weirs to take them, can
be continued. The question is not a complicated one, but to arrive at a fair decision and
suggest a remedy that will protect the fisheries, without needlessly interfering with private
enterprise, requires more information than I could acquire in the short visit I was com-
pelled to make. The matter is one of importance, and deserves careful consideration, as
the protection of the fisheries is closely connected with it.

14. With regard to the applicability of the Fishery Act of Canada to this Province,
I am strongly of opinion that it would be admirably adapted to the protection of our
fisheries; but it would work a radical change in several matters and practices which have
long being the custom in New Brunswick. Its adoption would very materially curtail the
time of legal fishing-in the case of salmon, to an extent that would virtually prevent
their capture at the time when th2y are most abundant. Salmon seldom enter our streains
earlier than the first of June, generally not earlier than the tenth or fifteenth. During
the month of July, after the 3lst of which, taking salmon is prohibited by the Canadian
Act, the great run of salmon enter the Harbour of St. John, and the adoption of the
Canadian Act would seriously curtail the catch in the upper parts of the river. The
Canadian Act also confines the use of nets and other apparatus for taking salmon to the
tidal waters and there eau be no doubt of the wisdom of this, if the protection of the fish
is considered of more importance than their capture after they have become deteriorated
in quality, as they invariably do after a short residence in fresh water. A great change
takes place in their condition consequent upon their preparation for the great function of
procreation, and although they are not unfit for food until after this act has taken place,
still they are so much inferior, as an article of food, that their value is much lessened.

But the custom of using picket-nets on all the rivera of the Province has prevailed
ever since its settiement, and has become so rooted that its abolition will be considered a
great hardship by those who will be affected by its prohibition; still, as the protection of
this fishery is of the utmost importance, it is worthy of grave consideration whether this
measure is not absolutely necessary to the very existence of these fisheries in the harbours
and tidal waters. My own opinion, based upon long observation and a knowledge of the
great decrease in the numbers of fish that now succeed in reaching their spawning grounds,
and the limited number that are allowed to deposit their ova unmolested, is that this
measure, if not now absolutely necessary, will assuredly become so in a very few years, and
this opinion is shared by all who are acquainted with the facts upon which it is based. The
rivera of the New England States have become depopulated by practices which all sensible
men deplore, and we should take measures in time to prevent a similar result in our waters
which, fortunately, are yet frequented by salmon, trout, shad, basa and gaspereau. When
it is considered that the fish taken high up in the streams and rivers are very inferior to
those caught in the tidal waters, and of much less value as food, and that they are about
to perform the functions upoq which the species depends, the question will resolve itself
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into this,-Which is most preferable, that the inhabitants on the upper Waters of our
rivers should forego a custom which has come to be considered a right, or tbat the Pro-
vince shall be deprived of the vast wealth that arises from our fisheries ? In the event of
my opinion being shared by yourself, and if, after mature consideration, it be deemed
advisable to make the Canadian Act applicable to the other parts of the Dominion, there
are one or two points in which special provision will have to be made to fit that law to
these Provinces, but in its main features, the terseness of its sections, the simplicity of its
verbiage, and the clear and perspicuous language in which its provisions are couched,
making it almost impossible to evade them, I consider it admirably adapted to secure the
object of its enactment-the effective Protection of the Fisheries.

25. In view of the general want of information that prevails regarding the state of
our rivers and streams, and the laxity with which the laws, supposed to be necessary for
their protection have been enforced, and in order to show the great necessity which exists
for immediate and vigorous action, I would respectfully suggest that this Report, meagre
and defective as it is, be printed, and 1,000 copies circulated in this Province. This would
I venture to hope, call attention to the matter, and secure the co-operation of the public in
any measures that may be devised for the effective protection of what all are interested in.

16. la conclusion, I would respectfully impress upon your attention the vast impor-
tance of our fisheries, and the absolute necessity of their protection. The lumber of the
Province, which has hitherto been our great staple, is fast decreasing, and its exhaustion
is only a question of time. When this period arrives, the fisheries will be our principal
resource, and fortunately the propagative powers of fish are so great that their increase, if
properly preserved, is bounded only by their supplyof food, and here Providence has been
peculiarly beneficent-the supply of food is so vast in the depths of the ocean that there
can be no fear of a scarcity. Fish are absolute wealth. They have an intrinsic value the
moment they are lifted from the water, and yet their production and growth have cost man
neither time nor labour. No other article of commerce is produced without the expendi-
ture of both. The Bay of Fundy, seouth of our Province, and the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
east of it, produce this wealth to an extent and in a variety surpassed by no other waters
in the world. If our people have not hitherto availed themselves of their great advantages,
it is only because their limited capital has been employed in the other great staple, lumber.
This has ever been, and will always be, fluctuating and uncertain, and must eventually be
exhausted. low important, then, is it to protect our other great staple, which will then
bc our only one. If protected it will exist for all time, or at least until some great opera-
tion of nature changes the features of our coasts. This Report, though only a partial one
will serve to show the condition of some of the most important of our fisheries, and the
need that exists to use immediate and vigorous measures for their preservation, and I
most earnestly commend the whole subject to your serious attention.

All which is respectfully submitted.
ST. JoHN, Nzw BRUNSWICK,

28th October, 1867.

NorE.-Since the first sheet of this report was in type, I have had an interview with
Alex. Gibson, Esq., the enterprising owner of the mills on the Nashwaak River. Mr. G.
stated that his reason for not placing a fish-way in the dam was a conviction that fish had
deserted the river long before he became proprietor of the premises. On being informed
that there is a stroug probability of the river being re-stocked, if a passage is made, he
expressed not only his willingness to provide a pass, but his earnest wish to lend all the
assistance in his power to bring about so desirable a result,
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APPENDIX A.

OTTAWA, 7th December, 1867.
To the Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

Sin,-While engaged in the duty assigned me in New Brunswick, I was repeatedly
urged to call attention to the mode in which the Inspection Law in New Brunswick was
carried out; but considering it foreign to the letter of my instructions I did not think it
right to allude to the matter in my general report.

My attention lias been called to the Inspection Law of Nova Scotia, which has lapsed,
and recalling the numerous applications made to me during my official tour, I immediately
called Mr. Whitcher's attention to the absence of anything of that nature in the Canadian
Law. To my great satisfaction he submitted to my inspection a Bill, prepared by himself,
to neet the same difficulties in Canada. After a most careful examination, I cannot
refrain from again expressing my admiration of the thorough practical knowledge displayed
by that officer, of all matters connected with the Department of the Fisheries. I have
already expressed to you the high opinion I entertain of the general provisions of the Ca-
nadian Fishery Law, and I have no hesitation in saying that it will be very difficult
indeed to improve upon it as a general law for the Dominion, after the introduction of
the words necessary to fit the various clauses to the new order of things, and to the
different latitude of our rivers. This inspection law I find to be just as comprehensive,
and shows a most intimate acquaintance with the evils it is designed to remove.

Mature consideration has convinced me that this subject forms a legitimate branch of
the Fishery Department, and ought to be under its control. I have considered how this
can be doue without exciting any jealousy that might arise among those who contend
lor the freedom of trade, and I find that Mr. Whitcher's admirable foresight lias antici-
pated this. Being a matter affecting trade, and as those engaged in commerce are admit-
tedly the best judges of fitness and qualifications, the Bill proposes to leave to the local
3oards of Trade the examination of the chief officers, which will be a check upon ineffi-
cient appointments, without the special and necessary trade qualifications. Allow me to
call your attention to the matter, and to ask your examination of Mr. Whitcher's Bill. A
moment's consideration will show you its important bearing, and the mode I have suggested
will concentrate the authority of the Department, and keep down the number of paid
officials, which of course is an object of great importance.

With all submission I lay the following remarks on the subject before you, begging
your consideration of the whole matter, and hoping that my views, according as they do
with the more mature experience of Mr. Whitcher, will meet your approbation :-

Next in importance to the Protection of the Coast, flarbour and River Fisheries of
the Dominion, is the character and quality of the fish exported. At present so little atten-
tion is paid to the proper curing and packing of the several kinds of fish, that their com-
mercial value is greatly lessened. The fish caught on our coasts and in our harbours and
nyers are surpassed by noue in the world as an article of food, butin consequence of care-
lessness in curing them, and of fraud in putting them up and branding them for exporta-
tion, both in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia their high character has suffered, and their
former reputation has been lowered.

In New Brunswick there is an Inspection Law, but its wholesome provisions are not
enforced. The Inspectors of Piekled Fish, and the Cullers of Dry Fish, are very remiss
in the striot performance of their duties. They are responsible to no one, and many com-
plaints are constantly made that fish, wholly unfit for food, receive the Inspector's brand.
There was formerly an Inspection Law in Nova Scotia, but mistaken ideas of economy
have allowed it to lapse. At the last Session of the Legislature of that Province, a Peti-
tion, numerously signed by the leading merchants, for a return to the system of official
inspection was rejected.

In consequence of these facts the character of our exported fish has greatly suffered,
and it is much to be desired that steps should be taken to secure a proper inspection in
both Provinces, and thus restore the high charaeter to which our fish are justly entitled.
This measure could not fail to be attended by the best results, and would foster aud
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stimulate the fisheries, by securing their products a ready sale at a higher price than they
now command in the principal foreign markets.

The importance of this inspection will be seen from the Appendix to the Report of
the British Commissioners, in which a number of memorials from leading continental
merchants will be found, insistinog on the continuance of the official brands upon Scotch
herrings. Mr. Alexander Miller, of Leith, in a letter to Geo. Trail, Esq,, M.P., remrks;
" I consider that the abolition of the Fishery Boards, and of the official brands, would be
a great calamity to Scotland, and I trust you will be able to find means of averting sueh a
blow."

I would respectfully suggest that in order to remedy this serions defect in the present
loose mode of inspection, a part of the duty of the Provincial Inspector of Fisheries should
consist in the supervision of all Inspectors of Pickled Fish and Cullers of Dried Fish ;
that they should be made responsible to the Fishery Department, through him, for the
faithful performance of their duties; and that any complaints made against them should
be inimediately and thoroughly investigated, and a report, including the complaint made,
and the result of the investigation, transmitted to the Minister of Marine and Fisheries for
action thereon.

By this means I am of opinion that a fruitful source of complaint will be removed, to
the great advantage of the flshing interests of these Provinces. I believe such a law exists
in Canada, and I am convinced that its enforcement in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia
will lead to the best results.

I also think that the local overseers, in districts where Inspectors of pickled, smoked,
or dried fish were required, might combine the duties of both overseer and inspecter with
advantage as they would, in most cases, be on the spot, would have some knowledge of
the mode in which the fish to be inspected were cured, and would be in a position to judge
of their quality, without the necessity, in every case, of repacking. This, I think, would
secure a much-desired object in an economical manner, and without unnecessarily increas
ing the number of paid officials in connection with the Department.

That a rigid inspection must be secured in some manner, I am convinced, not only
fromi my own observation, but from the numerous requisitions that have been made to me
by men largely engaged in the trade, to call attention to the matter in my report.

The inspection of fish oils might aiso, with advantage, be included in any law that
may be made on this subject. I would respectfully call your attention to the excellent
Bill prepared by Mr. Whitcher, and read in the Canadian Parliament, on the 27th Nýiay,
1864, which I humbly think contains all that is needed on the subject, and which is just
as 'applicable to the Lower Provinces as to Canada. This might be made the basis of a
general law, applicable to the whole Dominion,-as a general law is very desirable.

APPENDIX B.

To the Honorable P. MITCnELL,
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, Ottawa.

SIR,-To shew you the great importance attached by the English Government to the
preservation and management of the Fisheries of Great Britain, which certainly are inferior
in importance to those of the Dominion, I may be excused for calling your attention to
the following extracts from the Civil Service Estimates of Great Britain for the current
year. I may remark that men of the first social standing, and of first class abilities do not
consider the subject beneath their care. Dr. BUCKLAND bas accepted the appointment of
Joint Fishery Inspector for England and Wales, in the place of Mr. EDEN, whose impaired
health forbade further labour in the field of his arduous official duties. Mr. SPENCERL
WALPOLE, son of the present Home Secretary, has accepted the place of Inspetor lately
rendered vacant by the death of Mr. W. J. FENNEL, whose attention to the duties of his
office impaired bis health, and hastened his death. A salary of $4,374 per annum, with
about $600 more for travelling expenses,makes the situation attractive even to the son of a
Cabinet Minister.
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The estimates above referred te embrace the large sum of $112,717 te support the
Fisheries Department The following is a list of the officers, with the scale of salaries :-

England: Two Inspectera at $1,374 each; Secretary te dittn, $1,944; travelling
expenses, $1,458; incidental expenses, $364 ; First Coiimissioner, $2,430 ; Second ditto,
$1,701; Third ditto (in addition to salary as i Commissioner lor Ireland) $1,701;
Secretary to ditto, $486; travelling expenses, $3,888; incidental expenqes, $1,215.

Ireland: Two Commissionars at $3,402, $1,701 respectively ; Secretary te ditto,
$2,430; Clerk to ditto, $486; Messenger te ditto, $252; travelling expenses, $2,430;
incidental expenses, $1,215.

The Scotch estimates provide $2,546 for the Secretary, $1,215 for the General
Inspecter, and salaries varying fron $186 te $874 per annum to twenty-six Inspecting
Officers, with miscellaneous expenses amounting te $26,730 for the year.

There is als a separate Commission to investigate the pollution of rivers. It consiste
of a chief, at a salary of $4.860, and two aids at.83,888 each, with travelling expenses te
the tune of $6,804. Their total funds for the year amount te $37,737.

In addition to these public expenditures, there are varions private associations which
expend some $20,000 yearly ; and as much more is raised fron license fees and other
sources towards protecting fish in the rivera of the United Kingdom.

The " Thames Angling Preservation Society " alone spends thousands of dollars in
persevering endeavours to coax baek into Father Thames the fishy natives which once
inhabited his dirty waters. This plucky scciety .bas spent in piscicultural experiments
and other similar ventures since 1862, a fabulons amount. Not less than 250,000 of the
fry of fishes of different kinds have been placed in the obdurate old stream. Whether
any of these frisky youngsters have ever returned in their adolescent or adult fishbood te
delight the palates of their mundane propagators, does not appear. We hear nothing of
them at the pleasant luncheons which liberal members of this association so regularly
enjoy at the Red 1ion Hotel.

The figures referred to are interesting. They contrast notab'y with the modest sumis
which foot up our Legislative grants te protect and develope the fisheries. Salaries of
four or five thousand dollars downwards, make us ashamed aluiost to think that in Canada
we too have toilsome men, with scant assistance, wearing themselves out at rates of pay
three fourths less than joint Inspectors and duplicate Commissioters receive in Britain,
with a host of efficient aids and voluntary auxiiaries to lighten their task, while in the
Maritime Provinces $400 a year is the maximum salary allowed to Fishery Officers.
There can be no doubt of their great importance, nor of the necessity that existe fur an
immediate and vigorous superintendence of all relating to them. In the new Confedera-
tion it is te be hoped the fisheries will receive an increased share of Legi3lative and
Executive attention.

To show you the interest taken in the subject by the British Government, I will call
your attention te the following List of Parlianentary Inquiries into the subject of the
Salmon Fishery alone. These reports, extending over a period of only 37 years, have cost
not less than £50,000 stg. They have engaged the attenticu of men of intelligence and
experience, and to their labours may be attributed the present improved and flourishing
state of this branch of the Fisheries of Great Britain. The same causes will produce
equally good effects in the Dominion, and fortunately with us the evils complained of have
not yet brought our rivera to the same low state in which those of Scotland and Ireland
were when the Commission of linquiry was issued. Judicious legislation and vigorous
enforcement of the regnlations that may be adopted wili prevent, in the Dominion, the
state of things which is.fast approaching, and which the British Commissioners se much
deplored:-

Report on Salmon Fiaheries of the United Kingdom, printed 30th Marcb, 1825.

Second Report on the same, printed 3rd June, 1825.
Report on Salmon Fisheries of Scotland, printed 30th June, 1836.

Report on Salmon Fisheries of Ireland, printed 1836.

Report #f Select Committee, Salmon Fisheries of Scotland, House of Lords, printed
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Report of Select Committee on Irish Salmon Fisheries, printed 1849.
Report of Committee on Tweed Salmon Fisheries, 1857; Act passed, fixed engines

abolished.
Report of Committee on Tweed Salmon Fisheries, 1859, abolition confirmed.
Report of Committee on Ness and Beauly Salmon Fisheries 1860.
Report of Select Committee, House of Lords, printed 1860.
Report of Commissioners of Salmon Fisheries, England and Wales, printed, 1861.
Report of Committee on Salmon Fisheries, Ireland, 1862.

From the above you will observe the uniformity with wbich the Protection of the
Fisheries was recommended, and their suggestions adopted. To this judicious legislation
may be attributed the great improvement which has followed in every river, without ex-
ception, in which the law was enforced. The increased number of fish taken and the
increased value of the rented fisheries proves that the harbours and rivers may be likeried
to farms, the better they are cultivated the more profitable are the crops, while the more
they are neglected, fences allowed to fall down, and all kinds of encroachments upon their
fields permitted, the sooner they go to ruin. Just so is it with these great and valuable
farms comprised in our harbours and rivers, cultivate (protect) them and they will yield a
rich harvest ; neglect them, suffer poachers to violate all rules for their protection, allow
mill dams to impede the passage of the fish, and spearers to exterminate the farm stock on
the spawning grounds, and the farms must speedily be unremunerative and, ere long,
irretrievably destroyed.

The great marine and fluvial farms possess signal advantages over those on land. The
former require no laborious preparation of the soil, no planting of seed, and anxious care
of the growing crop. They require nothing but harvesting-the crop is planted, reared
and matured by the hand of bounteous Nature; all she requires is the undisturbed fulfil-
ment of her beneficent functions ; unmolested in these, she plants, rears and feeds countless
millions of fish which have an intrinsic value the moment they are captured. We have
these farms to an extent and of a quality unsurpassed in the world,-they have not yet
been properly cultivated, but every description of inventive ingenuity bas been employed
to devastate them.

Respectfully submitted,
W. H. VENNING.
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APPEN DIX.

MR. MILLER'S REPORT.

To the Honorable PETER MITCHELL,
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, Ottawa.

Sra,-In compliance with instructions received from you, I beg leave to lay before
you the following report on the fisheries in the district you have been pleased to assign me,
commencing at the Bestigouche River, and tracing the coast southward to the Miramichi.
In one respect I have been unable to comply fully with the spirit of your instructions,
viz., in arriving at a correct estimate of the value of the different branches of the fisheries.
Taking the Salmon Fishery as an instance, we find large quantities of that fish caught upon
the shores of the Bay Chaleurs and Miramichi are preserved by the hermetically sealed
process, and sent directly to the United States Market, by the Railroad from Shediac to
St. John, and from thence in the steamboats to Boston. Now, in forwarding these fish to
Shediac no record of their shipment appears on the Custom House returns in the different
ports of entry along the northern coast of New Brunswick, and the consequence is, that
any person seeking to arrive at a valuation of that fishery, has to collect his information
from private sources, whieh greatly vary in their estimates of value.

Added to this large quantities of " round" salmon, packed in ice or snow are sent to
Shediac or the Canadian market in almost every steamboat leaving any of the above ports.
As none of these fish are passed through the Custom House, it is impossible to arrive at
any reliable means of ascertaining their value; although their aggregate, during the fishing
season, must amount to a large sum. Other branches of the fish business stand in the same
position, in respect to gaining statisties of the real value of the fisheries along the coast.
But there is also another diffieulty experieuned by persons engaged in collecting statisties
relating to the fisheries. There seems to be a feeling of distrust among fishermen, respect-
ing all parties engaged in making inquiries about the business they are prosecuting.
This feeling in a great measure arises from a desire to avoid opposition, but operates
seriously against persons desirous of acquiring accurate information. I have therefore
been compelled to rely upon the statement of parties who have different interests to serve
in the mode of conducting the fisheries, and who of course were willing to sereen from me
anything connected with them, if it ministered to their interest. The figures that appear
in this report, are, I am convinced, correct in the main. Trusting, however, that any
deficiency that may exist in my report eau be remediel by information from some other
source, I proceed to the Restigouche River, which has three of its principal tributaries
running into New Brunswick, viz:-The Upsalquitch, Quatam-Kedgewick (commonly
called " Tom Kedgewick"), and the Mistouche or Patapedia. All these streams are
favorite spawning grounds for salmon and abound with trout. From the sources of these
branches, until you reach " Morris Rock," a short distance below Long Island, the Resti-
gouche and its tributaries are under the superintendence of Mr. Alexander Chamberlin,
who, acting in concert with Mr. John Mowat, the Warden, upon the Canadian side of the
stream, has been enabled in a great measure to prevent poaching during the present year.
Owing, however, to the extent of territory over which lhe is Warden, it is almost impossi-
ble to protect the fisheries as they should be, from the spear and sweep net. Mr. Cham-
berlin informed me that last season, whilst he was on duty upon the Restigouche, he met
a party of mon from the County of Victoria. The paty had crossed the country by
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portaPe, aud were fully prepared with ail the appliances for taking salmon, being well
provided with sweep nets, speýars, &o. This one instance will illustrate the difficulties
experienOed by wardens in the exercise of their duty ; for how is it possible to convince
the poor settlers of the wrong they are perpetrating in spearing salmon, when they find
the practice encouraged by men holding higb positions in the Province, and who, per-
haps, assisied in framiog the laws, and were the first to engage in their violation. An-
other instance of spearing came under my notice this season, when visiting the Resti-
gouche; a party of English anglers, strangers in the country, actuated with a spirit of
curiosity to witness spLaring, engaged in it one night, with their Indians, only one or two
salmon were taken, and the injury to the fishery was, therefore, of s ight importance; but
whilst the trespass upon the law arose from a simple motive, the result may be highly
injurions to its proper observance in the future, as the moral support of such men in favor
of the stringent law against spearing is altogether lost upon those who have assisted in its
violation and acted under their instructions. Above the head of the tide, upon the Resti-
gouche, I found very few sets of nets for salmon ; in this respect it differs materially from
the streams upon both branches of the Miramichi, which are fished as far as there are
settlers. The reason assigned by the people settled along the river and its branches, for
not fishing as in the Couuty of Northumberland, is that the fish have no chance to reach
them in sufficient quantities to warrant them in the expense of purchasing nets, on account
of being caught among the islands, a short distance above Campbelltown, and I have every
reason to believe that such is the case. The fact that fiva nets only are to be found above
the imlands, where the law permits them to be set is primafacie evidence that the fishery
in that section of the rivcr is non-productive: partieularly when we know, that in the
Miramichi, where the lame law exists, every stream is netted almost to its source for
salmon. There seems to be a general complaint among the settlers, above the islands,
that the river is overnetted in that locality; this complaint coupled with the assurances of
different anglers who visited the various branches of the river during the present season,
who complained of the scarcity of salmon, and ascribed that scarcity te the excessive netting
upon the river, leads me te the conclusion that if the salmon nets between Gerrard'a
Island, and the lower part of Long Island were reduced to a fourth of their present number,
one of the principal sources of injury te the Restigouche salmon fishery would be remedied.

I have endeavoured in a sketch marked A, to furnish you with a slight idea of the
portion of the river alluded te, and show the position of the nets paying taxes in that
district. The islands are in general small, and the entrances between them shallow and
narrow, presenting peculiar temptations to the fisherman to stretch nets from the shore of
one island to another, which I have every reason to believe is not an uncommon occurrence,
and can be accomplished with security from fines, on account of the size of the district
under the supervision of the warden. Were it not for the occasional freshets that will not
allow nets to remain set, on account of floating lumber, I am convinced that but few sal-
mon would find their way up the RestIgouche during the fishing season.

At the head of the tide, a few miles above Campbelltown, stands Gordon's Mill; from
his establishment the saw dust and mill rubbish are carried into the Restigouche. There

is no I fish pass" upon the dam, nor does there seem any necessity for erecting one, as
the testimony of parties, in no way interested in the property, leads me to conclude that
the stream was never visited by salmon, even before the rîilI was erected.

Au American Company under the superintendence of Mr. J. W. Jones, of Boston,
Mass., is located at Campbelltown, which has preserved, during this season, upwards of
86,000 lbs of salmon ir. hermetically sealed cases.

During the presenut summer, such was the abundance of salmon, that all the fish pre-
serving concerns upon the Restigouche were over supplied, and the consequence was, that
there has been more salmon salted than has been for some years past. One family, by the
name of Duncan, has salted over seventy barrels (weighinge 12,000 Ibo) of salmon, after
disposing of an equal quantity to the fishing firms.

Immediately below Campbelltowiî, upon what is called the mill-stream, there is a saw
mill owned by ' r. Doherty of that place. In this mill no provision is made for disposing
of the saw dust, which is swept by the current ino the lestigouche. No fish-way is
required ulon this dama, as no salmon have ever been found in its waters.

Between Campbelltown and Dalhousie, a distanoe of sixteen miles, only three sets sf
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salmon nets are to be found. Between those places the fish are usually to be found upon
the North or Canadian side of the Restigouche, where the bottom is clearer.

Upon the " Point," at Dalhousie, there is a fishing concern, owned by Mr. J. W.
Fraser, of Quebec. In this establishment the round salmon are packed in boxes, contain-
ing snow, and are then dispatched to Quebee and other Canadian markets by the steamers
leaving Dalhousie. On account of the irregularity of on. of the lines of steamers during
the present season, Mr. Fraser has not been as successful in getting his fish to market as
he expected ; he intends, however, to extend his business next season. His establishment
packed during the season 60,000 Ibs. of salmon fresh, besides which, he has, I believe, a
large quantity salted.

In Dalhousie there is another fishing concern, owned by Mr. George Haddow, who is
engaged in preserving salmon in hermetically sealed tin cases. During this season h.
sold his preserved fish to Mr. Jones, at Campbelltown, who sent them with his own to St.
John (via Shediac), from whence they were shipped to the American markets. Mr.
Haddow cased during the season upwards of 33,000 lbs., besides having on hand 66 barrels,
salted, of an aggiegate weight of 13,200 lbs.

Immediately in the town of Dalhousie is an extensive saw-mill and promises, belong-
ing to George Moffatt, Esq. The saw-dust and mill rubbish made ut this mill, are
continually to be seen floating in the harbour opposite the town. Different parties have
assured me, that since this mill has been erected the herring fishery bas been gradually
decreasing along the shore until it has become almost worthless. If it be true, that the
saw dust lodges upon the shores, where the herring resorted in former times to spawn,
there is little reason to doubt that the effect upon the fishery is injurious. From all
quarters I heard serious complaints of the injury done to the anchorage of the harbour, by
the sunken edgings and slabs thrown out of this mill. An Act relating to the Coast and
River Fisheries of New Brunswick, which says: " That no slabs, edgings, or other mill
"rubbish shall be thrown, put, or be allowed te fall into any of the Rivers or Harbours,"
has never, for some reason, been enforced by the present Warden or his predecessor. There
should be immediate action taken to reach cases like this, as the inhabitants of Dalhousie
are universally arrayed against it, and it has become a special source of complaint among
the fishermen.

After ronnding the Bon Ami Rocks, until we reach the County line, separating Res-
tigouche from Gloucester, we find a large number of persons engaged at salmon fishing.

At a distance of ten or twelve miles from Dalhousie, Mr. James Thomson has an
establishment for preserving salmon by the hermetically sealing process. He is said to
have cased upwards of 30,000 ibs. this season.

Along the Restigouche coast, the season for salmon fishing seldom commences earlier
than the first of June, or extends later than the twelfth of July, although the law allows
nets to remain set until the 31st day of that month. The greatest run of salmon is gene-
rally between the fifteenth and the twenty-ninth of June. From information derived from
the fishermen, I feel convinced that each stand of nets between Dalhousie and the County
line at Gloucester will average upwards of £40 this season. When we consider that a set
of nets of 150 fathoms in length will cost only £65, and can be attended by one man, we
can easily observe that few branches of domestic industry afford botter returas than the
salmon fishery.

The first river we meet after leaving Dalhousie, is the Charlo, which pours its waters
into the Bay Chaleur. Across this stream a mill-dam as been erected, which presents
an effectual barrier to the salmon when proceeding to their spawning grounds. During
the freshet last spring the mill was swept away, but the dam still remains, and over it there
sbould be built, as soon as possible, a fishway, to enable the salmon to proceed up the
Stream, as there are but few rivers along the coast where salmon are found in greater
abundance, considering the size of the stream, which, although small, offers excellent sport
to the augler and occasionally affords good prizes to the spearer.

A few miles fùrther along the coast we meet the River Benjamin; on this river, and
almost at its entrance, there is a saw-mill belonging to Wm. Morton. The dam upon this
Stream prevents the salmon fro-n ascending the river, and as the pitch of water at this
place is not high, a fish-way could be built upon it at a small expense. It should be erected
Without delay. The river is a smali and rapid stream and would make a valuable nursery
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for salmon. At the pool below the dam the salmon were collected in great numbers during
the present season, and offered an easy prey to the spear of the Indian and the sweep net
of the white man, both of which were freely used, if the evidence of parties who had no
motive to distort the truth eau bc relied on. The Benjamin, in former years, was con-
sidered a first-class salmon stream, but unless a pass is immediately thrown over the dam,
the fish will be destroyed, as their numbers are rapidly decreasing. All the saw dust and
rubbish made at this mill is carried into the bay.

Jacquet river, the largest and best salmon stream between the Restigouche and
Bathurst harbour, is about fifty miles long, and is a favorite resort of the salmon during
the spawning season. The Jacquet is connected by a small portage with the Upsalquitch,
from whieh marauding parties of Indians and netters frequently cross, sweeping the
pools before them as they proceed up the latter river, and on their downward course upon
the Jacquet. This stream is annually encroached upon, and requires careful wardenship
for a few years, as the pools lie ut short distances from each other. During the spawning
time the salmon are still abundant, although for years past they have been subjected to
the incessant attacks of poachers. The protection of this river merits the attention of
the Government for some years, as there is no doubt that in a short time it would prove
one of the best fish producing streams along the coast, and become valuable as a station
for an glers.

According to the provisions of the present law, no salmon or grilse are allowed " to
be killed, caught or taken" in the Jacquet, above the bridge crossing the river upon the
highway. l any future law the same provision should be introduced. For the effectual
preservation of this stream one man should be stationed upon it from the first of July to
the last of October.

The Jacquet is the last river of any importance to the fisheries along the coast, within
the limits of the County of Restigouche.

There are very few schooners and boats engaged in fishing, owned in Restigouche,
and they are altogether employed in the Carraquette herring fishery. All the herring
cauglt are usually disposed of in the local markets or sold at Carleton, C. E. From
enquiry made at the Custom Ilouse at Dalhousie, I frund that up to the month of
September, there had only been one cargo of herring exported, belonging to the lHon.
A. C. DesBrisay. This shipment consisted of 1,600 barrels Lerring, value, $3,200, and
was invoiced to Boston, U.S.

In a Schedule, marked B. which accompanies this report, will be found the names of
parties owning boats, &c., between Dalhousie and Bathurst. It appears that the herring
fishery has not been prosecuted as largely as in former years. The decline in this branch
of the fisheries, arises principally from the small price they command in the United States
market, where they are usually disposed cf. If a more perfect system of inspection could
be introduced, and a better mode of curing our fish be adopted, I have little doubt that
in a few years the character of' the herriug caught along the north shore would be raised,
and their price proportionally increased in foreigh markets. In former times so plentiful
were the herring along portions of this coast in the spring season, that they were freely
used as manure for the fields; of late years they have not approached the shores in such
numbers.

Between the Rivers Charlo and Jacquet there is a fishing establishment, owned by
some firm in Scotland ; since it went into operation this spring, it bas put up in hermeti-
cally sealed tin cases, upwards of 16,000 lbs. of salmon, besides salting upwards of 1,000
lbs. The business is under the control of Mr. Bain, who is preparing to greatly extend it
next summer.

In general the fishermen along the Restigouche coast are fortunate in obtaining a
large share of salmon, but owing to the demand for them the number of nets are increasing
annually, so that in a few yearait will be found necessary, for the protection of the fishery,
to mark limits between nets, say a quarter of a mile between each stand.

In ail the streams 1 visited in Restigouche I found trout in great abundance, and in
some places nets are set for the purpose of taking them, there being nothing in the present
law to prevent it. I am strongly impressed with the idea that trout should not be allowed
to be taken in nets. The present Canadian fishery law, which is a model of concisenes
aud wisdom, has a provision in it for the protection of the trout from netters. Many of
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the salmon fishermen are possessed with an idea that the increase of salmon would be
proportionally larger, if the trout could be exterminated. There is no doubt that the
salmon ova, during the spawning season, are largely destroyed by trout, nor that they like-
wise prey upon the young salmon or " parrs ;" but I a-m fully persuaded that placing trout
nets in the small streams is more injurious to the salmon fishery than any injuries the
trout may inflict upon it, as the destruction of trout (allowing them to possess the qualities
ascribed to them) does not compensate for the loss of grilse taken in the nets used in
capturing trout.

Lobsters are found at almost every part of the coast, but I have been unable to gain
tidings of an oyster bed from the Restigouche to Carraquette.

During the present season the white porpoise have been very plentiful in the Bay
Chaleur and River Restigouche. It is only eight or nine years ago since they made their
first appearance in those watere. When they first arrived there were cries of lamentation
and woe among the fishermen ; as they supposed the porpoise would bc certain destruction
to the salmon fishery. Quite a different opinion now prevails, and more than one fisher-
man assured me, that in fine weather they seldom catch any salmon until the porpoises
make their appearance in the river or bay, when the salimon seek the shallower water near
the shore. On their first appearance in the Restigouche large numbers of them were shot,
but as the party shooting them seldoni secured the carcase on account of its sinking when
shot, and only floating when decomposition set in, they have been allowed to go unmolested
during the last few years. A Company has been formed in Canada for the purpose of
taking porpoises in the Bay Chaleur during this season, but the fish are now so wary that
althouglh the fishermen are well equipped with nets and other contrivances, they have not
been successful in capturing many.

The following are the names of persons fishing salmon on the New Brunswick side of
the River Restigouche, from the upper sets until reaching below the island alluded to in
this Report. I have numbered the different sets to correspond with the plan A enclosed.

No. Name. Set. Fathoma.

1 Gideon Lefuargie,........ Jamie's Hole.................. 20
2 Phineas Wyres............. Petapedia...,.................. 20
3 John Diamond ......... Wyre's Farm ............... 40
4 Duncan McDonald........ Lancton Island............. 40
5 R. & E. Ferguson......... Pritchard Island.............. 40
6 îRobert Gordon ......,...... ......... .......................... 6 0
7 Thomas Murray........... Murray Farm . :....... ........ 60
8 Thomas Murray .......... Shore Island .................. 40
9 Peter Adams ............... Duff Island .................... 50

10 Robert Duncan ............ Duncan Farm......... ........ 60
Il Robert Gerrard............ Gerrard's Island ............ 4)
12 John Gerrard......,.m....... Farm............130
13 John Gerrard......... ..... Across Channel............ 100
14 Joseph Pratt ............... 'Farm........... 150
15 Robert Duncan............ Middle ground,Glebe lot .. 150
16 John Ferguson............ ,...................... ............ 150
17 iJohn Gordon............... Gordon Island .............. 40
18 Melville Adams............ Tail of Gillie's Island 70
19 Melville Adams............ McGregor's Island.......... 40

Width of River.

240 fest.
280 "
300 "
300"
300 " to Island.
400 " "
600"
350
600
500
450 "
l mile to Canada side.
zf ""

250 feet.
500 "
400 "

A. 1867
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The following are a list of persons who own nets between the Islands, and the County
Line ut Gloucester, in the varions sections -

CAMPELLTOWN TO RIVER CHARLO.

No. Name.. Fathoms.

22 William Gerrard........... . ..................................................... 150
23 Thomas McNash.......................................................................... 150
24 Edward Minnis......................................................................... ................ 50
25 Charles Stewart............................................ ........... ......... 70
26 D . Stewart......... ..................................................................... ...... ................ 70
27 J. Petrie...................................... . .................................. ......... ............. 200
28 Androw Barberie ........................................ ....................... ...................... 155
29 W m. Caldwell................... .............................................................................. 150
30 Chas. Allain, jun ........................................................................................ ..... 150
31 Adam Ferguson ......... ... .. .............................. ............. ................. 150
32 Peter Hamilton......... .......... ....................... . . ..................................... 150
33 ýRobert Conachar.. ......................................... ........... .............. ........................ 140
34 James Thomson ...... ................... .................................................................... 140
35 D. Hogan................ .......... ... , ....................................... ................................. 50
36 Fred. Polier, jun. ............................................................. ............................... 55
38 Fred. Polier, sen ............................................................. 50
39 W. Warren ............................................... .................................................... 50
40 Francis Gereaux ............................................. ................... 50
41 Peter Gereaux................................................................................................ 50
42 Allan mintyr ............................................................... ...................... 150
43 Alex. l amilton....................................... ..... ........... ........ 150
44 Peter Hamilton............................................................................................ 150

RIVER CHARLO TO JACQUET.

45 J. MeMillan ............................................................................. ................ 70
46 Prosper Lowie..................... .......................................................... ......... ........ 70
47 Hugh Blain........... ..... .............................................................. ................... 50
48 Alex. Dickie. .................................................................. ......... ..................... 70
49 Alex. Dickie................................................................................... .............. 50
50 Alfred Ward. . ............................. , .. ..... .............. ...................................... 70
51 D . Dickie........................................................................ ....................... ...... 70
52 James Shea............................................................................. ...................... 70
53 P. & H. Hamilton ................ ....... ........................................................... 70
54 D. Dickie..... ........... .... .... ...................................................................... . 70
55 A. Harvey.. . ......................................................................... 70
56 J. McIntosh................................. ................................................................... 70
57 J. MeMillan............... ............................................ ........ 70

RIVER JACQUET TO COUNTY LINE.

58 J. McMillan .......................... ................................................................... 70
59 P. Doyle ........................................ ................................................... 130
60 S. Lachlan ............................................................ ......... 50
61 J. Miller ........................................................................................ ,........... 70
62 Wm. Doyle............................................................... .......... .... ....... 50
63 J. McDonald.. ................................................................ .......... ,........ 50

During the present season, different parties at Dalhousie, whose names have not appeared
in this report, have shipped large quantities of salmon to Quebea. The îsh are 11sually
packed in ice, and have been sent off in quantities, varying from 500 to 9,000 Ibs. Other
individuals are engaged in the same trade with St. John, so that it is utterly impossible
te arrive at anything approaching a correct estimate of the value of the salmon caught in
Restigouche. The aggregate quantity entered upon the books of the Deputy Treasurer at

6
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Dalhousie, was so trivial, that I deemed it worthless for any practical benefit to allude to it
in this report.

GLOUCESTER.

The County of Gloucester is divided irto two fishing districts, under the supervision
of Wardens, who receive for their services $150 each. The one district extends irom the
county line at Restigouche, embracing the salmon fisheries along the coast. with the inter-
vening rivers, viz:-The Nicadeau. Teteagouche, Little, Middle and Main Nepisiguit,
together with lathurst Harbour. In this district there are several fine streams, which
rcquire the utm>st vigilance on the part of the Warden. In the other district, which takes
in the coast and streans, from the south side of Bathurst Harbour, until the boundary line
at Northumberland is reached, the duties of a Wardeu are maerely nominal, as no salmon
streams are found in it of any importance.

Along the coast, from the County of Restigouche, until you reach Bathurst, the
salmon and codfishing are prosecuted with a good deal of energy, particulbrly the former.
The largest fishing stations for cod, are found at " Elm Tree " and Petite Rche.
Between those places there are upwards of thirty boits engaged in this business, but I
found it axceedingly difficuit to obtain any satisfactory information relative to their catch
during this season. I have. however, been able to obtain the names of the different parties
owning boats whi.h I have filled in the schedule B, accomupanying this report.

Along this coast, at short iatervals froai each other, are to be found small streams,
many of which run inland for a long distance. In almost all those streams trout eau be
found in abundance, but salmon do not now frequent their waters.

At Petite Roche, Messrs. Miller and Smith have an estaHishment where they put up
46,000 lbs. of salmon, in hermetically sealed tin cases, during the fishing season. At
Nadisco point, in the same district, there is another establishment, owned by Rufus C.
Cole, Esq., of Madisco. The salmon preserved in this establishment are put up in tin
cases, hermetically sealed, and weighed 20, 00 lbs.

The following parties are eng ged in the salmon fishery, between the County line of
Restigouche and the north side of Bathurst Harbour:-

No. Names. Length of Nets.

1 Fran is J. Boudre ...... ,..................... ....... ...................................... 100 fathora.
2 .oseph Obie......................................... . ... ........................................... 100 "

3 Nelson Obie ....................... ............................................... . .... . ............. . 60 d
4 Joseph De Qrasse .................. .................................. 2 
5 James Devereaux........ ... .......... ............................ .................. 150 d
6 Usul Boudreau................. .................. ............................. 200 d
7 Xavier Poucette,.......................... ........................................................ 100 d
8 Fabian Doucette .................. ... ....... ....... ...... .. .................. 150 . ..
9 Joseph Fornea ............. ........................................... 100

10 Fabian Forn ea ..................................................................... 200
Il Lawrence Eache.. ............................... .. ....................... . . .... ......... 60
12 Lama De Grassie .. ... ........ .......... 10
13 Mitchell and Charles Fornea.............. ...................... ........ 200
14 Antoine Blaze ......... ..... .......................... ....................... 180
15 Jeannot Commeau .............. .................. ..................... lo
16 Ambrose De Grassie ... ............ ...... ................................... 100
17 Alexis Forneau ......... ................................................ 320
18 Free rie k Commeau ..... ....... .. ............................................................ 150 "

19 Francis Forneau ........................... .. ....................................................... 125
20 Denis Obie .. ................. ..................... .................. ........................ "

21 Francis J. Bondreau......... ...... ..... ......... ........... .... .......... ...................... 125
22 Thomas Bouireau ........ ...................................... ........ 150 "

23 Isaiah and Henry Boudreau .......... ................................... 120 0
24 Alfred Obie ..... , ......... ........................................ ......... 120
25 Louis H . e ........... .. .................................................... ........................ 130
26 Peter Hache ................ ..... ....................... .................... 100 i
27 Robert Armstrong (3 sette) ..................................................... j quo

A. 1867
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From Mr. Armstrong's three stands of nets, situated at Youghall, he took 1,798
salmon, weighing 20,733 lbs.. during the fishing season. Mr. Armstrong also employs a
"trap " for the purpose of taking mackerel and herring, and in which he has taken ninety.
one barrels of mackerel. For the privilege of using this trap he has paid to the Warden
$10. It was not in use during the salmon season ; but the principle of allowing "traps"
or "pounds" at all is wrong, as all sizes of fish are taken indiscriminately, the grilse,
herring, trout and salmon, being sometimes taken at one time.

At the north side of the entrance to the Harbour of Bathurst, is Allston Point,
upon which is erected an establishment owned by Mr. Piper, an American. At this
station the salmon are frozen by chemical agencies, and packed in ice when intended to
be shipped. The process, I believe, is patented by Mr. Piper, in the Province oi New
Brunswick, and has been used with great success for upwards of two years. The owner of
the establishment seems to throw a shroud of mystery over the manipulations connected
with his process, and strangers whose curiosity tempts them to visit it will find their recep-
tion a freezing one. Mr. Piper receives salmon from both sides of the harbour, amd
exported 63,000 lbs to the American market during this season. As his fish are shipped
directly to St. John (via Shediac), where they are placed on board the boat for Boston ;
the Deputy Treasurer of Bathurst had no account of them in his books. The figures above
shown, I gained from a source that can be relied upon.

The first river we meet after rounding the Point in the Harbour of Bathurst, is called
the Teteagouche, which pours its wateis into the harbour, about three miles from the
entrance. It takes its rise in the County of Restigouche. In old times, this stream was
plentifully supplied with salmon, but the sweep net, the spear, and a mill-dam, situate a
few miles from its mouth, had well nigh succeeded in completing their destruction, when
the Honorable John Ferguson, of Bathurst, to whom the mill now belongs, erected a fish
pass that enabi î the salmon to reach their old spawning grounds above the dam. Since
the erection of ibs pass a continual increase of salmon can be observed, but with that
increase the old spirit of pnaching has revived upon the river, and the sweep net and spear
are again doing their work, at in former times, notwithstanding the utmost exertions of
the Warden. Too much credit cannot be given to Mr. Ferguson, by every friend of the
salmon fishery, for the deep interest he has ever manifested in the preservation of this
source of our national wealth, and to him is due the credit of being the first and ouly mill-
owner who has erected a fish-pass within the Counties of Restigouche, Gloucester or
Northumberland, The Teteagouche only allows salmon to ascend about ten miles from its
mouth, at that distance the " Falls " are to be found, which are about 20 feet in height,
which presents an effectual barrier to their future progress,

Middle River, together with its tributary the Little River, discharges into the Harbour
of Bathurst. This stream is sluggish in its course, and has never been a good salmon
river. A few salmon, are to be found up the river, at a distance of twenty miles from its
mouth, engaged in spawning.

Little River is a small branch of the Middle River. This river also contains spawning
grounds, at a distance of ten miles from the harbour, but the number of salmon is com-
paratively small. In it, however, in common with all other rivers along this coast, the
angler can at any time, in the fishing season, count upon having good sport with
trout!

The Main Nepisiguit, according to Charles Lanman, Esq., a well known authority
upon piscatorial matters, is undoubtedly for anglers, the best salmon river in the Province
and is scarcely surpassed by any in the world. Other authors such as Morris and Roose-
velt, bear testimony to the high character being deservedly bestowed, not only on aceoutt
of the splendid facilities it presents to the angler in the pursuit of his favourite sport, but
combining with them the most beautiful natural scenery. The pools lie at easy distances
along the river, and are generally plentifully stocked with trout, grilse and salmon, notwith-
standing the fearful havoc that has been committed upon them by the w7iite and Micmac
Indians. After listening to the stories that are told of the wholesale butcheries committed
among the salmon in former years, it excites our astonishment that the species is not long
ago extinct in its waters. Not only were the settlers along its banks engaged with the
ldians in destroying the salmon upon their spawning grounds, but banded with them
were parties from the north-west branch of the Miramichi, who would make their periodical

A. 1867
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visits to it by the portage between the rivers, for the purpose of sweeping it with nets and
spearing. In these expeditions they were usually successful, and generally returned to
their homes with heavy loads of spoil. Fortunately this state of affairs is now ended, and
the Main Nepisiguit is probably the best protected stream at the present time to be found
in the three northern counties. This change is altogether due to the indefatigable
exertions of the present Warden for the district, Mr. James Hickson, who seems to be
imbued with a fish-preserving spirit that amounts almost to a passion, and the assistance
furnisbed him by the Honorable John Ferguson, of Bathurst, and J. DeWolf Spurr, Esq.,
of St. John, N. B., who have for the past two years placed a man upon the river during
the months of July and August, to act in concert with the Warden for the protection of
the salmon. The best stations for angling, are still in the pissession of the Province, and
the Government of New Brunswick are now in the habit of disposing of their fishiÀg
rights in the stream. The Government claim, below the Pabineau Falls, was sold this
season for $105. It is said to have been purchased for the Honorable David Edward
Price, of Canada. The stations above the Falls were disposed of to James De Wolf Spurr,
Esq., of St. John, the purchase money, I believe, being $50. Formerly the Goverument
(f New Brunswick, in granting lands, sold down to the margin or the water; of late they
have reserved four rods along the sides of the river, from which there is every reason to
'uppose they will eventually derive a large income from sportsmen, besides securing private
protection to the stream. Many excellent fishing stations upon the river are, however, in
the possession of private individuals. During the past season, the Warden has made
two or three seizures of nets, which he found illegally set. After a great deal of labour
in carrying them to Bathurst, they were sold at auction at nominal prices to the owners,
no persons wishing to bid against them. He also lodged complaints before a magistrate
against upwards of a dozen of Indians whom he detected in spearing, but complained that
lie could not get any persons to carry out the warrants against them. Mr. Hlickson like.
wise brought under my notice a new instrument for the destruction of salmon or trout,
which was used upon the Nepisguit, this season, by some of the anglers who were fishing
there. It is made by fastening three or four large mackerel hooks upon a piece of lead
about three inches long, formed in an elliptical shape, its greatest diameter being about

o of an inch. This jigger, attached to the anglers line, is cast among the fish which lie
in dark and motionless masses in the pools, and is then quickly drawn across the stream,
and in an expert hand seldom fails to secure the fish. The Warden assured me that he had
secu it tried by a man who had been employed by the angier wuo be believes introduced
it upon the river, and he rarely failed to grapple a salmon. Should this instrument get a
generali introduction among the Indians and settlers, there is but little duubt that it will
prove more detrimental to the salmon fishery than the spear. It is said to be in general
use among the poachers of Great Britain, by whon it is called the "stroke haul." There
is an Indian Reserve upon the Nepisiguit, which contains 1,000 acres, it is situated about
ýeven miles from Bathurst. Last spring there were upwards of twelve families residing
upon it; finding, however, that they could not spear, as in former years. on account of the
vigilance of the Warden, the greater number of the families moved to the sea-coast. - At
present we believe that not more than four families live upon it.

After leaving Bathurst, the first fishing establishment we meet, is one owned by
Messrs. Miller and Smith, of Bathurst, who have their þremises located at Salmon Beach,
here they preserved 25,000 lbs. of salmon, in hermqfically sealed tin cases th.s season.
The salmon strike along the " beach" in great4xumbers. As a general rale the nets along
this shore present a greater average of length than those found uon the northern side
of the harbour.

At Carron Point, situated about a mile below the entrance of the harbour, the Bass
River, a small stream, empties its waters in the Bay. 1 do not know from what cause
this river received the game it bears, from all Ijeogld leara no bass are now to bc found
along this part of the coast, which is, howevef, the best station for catching herring in
the county with the exception of Carraquette.

The salmon fishery does not extend along this coast beyond New Bandon. The fol-
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lowing list contains the names of the parties engaged in this fishery, together with the
length of the nets in use this season

Names. Fathoms.

. Fabian Hache...............................................150
2 Fabian Hache...................................................... 140
3 Thomas Sith.......... .................................... 162
4 Thomas Smith................................................... 120
5 Robert Donalds.................................................... 130>
S Il homas J. Smith................................................... 200
7 E. Ellis .......... ............................................... 108
8 Robert Miller..................................................... 60
S Robert Miller,................................................ 100

10 Benjamin White.............................................. 15)
Il Henry Buttimer......... ................................ 100
12 Robert Elis ........................................................ 180
13 William Ellis............ ...................................... 150
14 James Morrison................................................... 2'0
15 W illiam Eddy................ ...... ,...... ........................ 200
16 Alexander Morrison .... ........................ ..... ............ 1o
17 Robert Ronalds........................................ .... ....... 180
18 Alexander Morrison................................................. 70

After leaving Yew Ba-don, the next settlement we meet is Grand Ance, which is the
first of the fishing stations along the coast exclusively devoted to the cod and herring
fishery. The season for cndfishing commences in the early part of the month of June, and
is usually terminated in the first fortnight of October. From Grand Ance to Tracadie, the
fishing season is a period of great activity. The boats employed in the fishery are usually
between 24 and 28 feet keel, are built without decks, and rigged schooner fashion, carrying
a mainstil, and fbresail and jib. They are excellent sea boats, and perhaps no improvement
could be made in their construction for the purpo3es they are intended. They are usually
mnanned by two men and a boy. Early each Monday morning, during the fishing season,
tLey leave the shore, and seldom return before Saturday afternoon. The fish taken during
the week are salted down between bulkheads, fitted up in the boats, and the only fish
brought ashore fresh are those caught during the last day before the returu for home.
The usual number of fish caught in a week is between one and two thousand, which repre-
Pent on an average, when cured, from eight to sixteen quintals of fish. During the first
part of the season, the fish taken are inferior to those captured later, being much thinner
and smaller. At Grand Ance the different fishing houses along the coast have branch
establishments where they receive and cure fish. Mr. Alexandre, of Shippegan, having
the largest " room." This season, the codfishery of Grand Ance has not been as successful
as in former years, if I can rely upon the accounts received froni the fishermen. The
herring sold here are principally taken upon the Carraquette Banks. Mackerel are said to
be plentiful along this district, but few are taken except as bait for codfish. There is nO
doubt, however, that large quantities could be procured, if the people possessed the proper
nets for capturing them.

After rounding Cape Mizzinette, from the north, we reach Carraquette Bay, which
is without doubt, the best fishing station upon the coast for herring, boats and schooners
from all quarters come into this bay to catch and purchase herring, and all return with
full fares. At this place can be fonrnd vessels belonging to Restigouche, Richibucto and
the uorthern side of the Bay Chaleur, whieh make annual visits during the fishing season,
as the berring caught upon the " bank" are superior to all others taken upon the coast.
The supply at all times however, seems equal to the demand. The herring, which are
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taken through the night in nets, are brought to the shore in the morning to be cured, and
generally suffer much deterioration when undergoing that process, from the careless
manner in which they are treated, except at the large fishing bouses, wherc every care is
takei to secure them in good condition. If the herring caught here were properly
attended to, there is no doubt but they would command a much higher price than they do
at present. A good and efficient system of inspection is absolutely required at this station,
to restore confidence in the foreign markets, and obtain for the Carraquette herring the
character that they are fairly entitled to receive. Nearly all the. large fishing establish-
ments at this place purchase herring, which they export to different destinations. The
bouse of Charles Robin & Co., shipped to Quebec, Nova Scotia, P. E. Island and the
United States, during the month of August, upwards of 2,300 barrels of herring and
gasperaux, the proportion of the latter being trifiing. The other bouses, likewise, export
herring, which are generally invoiced at $4 per barrel.

The gaspereaux caught in Carraquette are a fine fat fish, well flavoured and far
superior to the same fish when taken in the rivers. From all the information elicited by
my enquiries. I am led to believe that this fish never enters the river pouring into this bay.

Mackerel are not found in great abundance in the Carraquette waters, but reasoning
from the fact that the American fleet, in pursuit of that fish, are often to be seen outside ;
there is every reason to suppose that if the fishermen were conversant with the business,
and able to enter it with good outfits, that Carraquette would be found to be an excellent
station for the mackerel fisbery.

But the business of Carraquette, is essentially the taking of codfish, other branches
of fishing may be entered into by the fishing concerns, but they are looked upon as aide
strekes, which must in no way interfere with the codfishery, which stands pre-eminent.

At Carraquette, the principal establishment is that belonging to Chas. Robin & Co.
lere fish are handled with the greatest care, and every attention that ian can bestow is
lavished upon them. The buildings at this establishment are models of neatness, and
nothing necessary for their proper cure is wanting. Here ponderous piles of codfish of all
classes and grades, the difference between then not being discernible to the eye of a
novice, are ranged in immense warehouses, roomy and well ventilated. Large buildings
are seen, filled with rows of whited casks, containing oil, all neatly labelled with the
address of their future owners, and shewing the number of gallons each cask contains.
Fishing sheds, salt stores, smithies, cooperages, and workshops of every description, are
found upon the premises, forming in all a model establishment, combining every facility to
save labor, with the utmost neatness, compactness and cleanliness. Large quantities of
the fish taken here are sent to Paspebiac, on the Canadian shore of the Bay Chaleur, for
shipment, where the head of the establishment in America is located. The codfish at this
Croom" are divided into six classes, the difference between many of then not being in the
least degree perceptible, even upon minute examination, to those unaccustomed to the
business. For the first class fish they usually pay twenty shillings per quintal. This
quality is generally exported to Oporto or Naples, and consists of the largest and finest
of the fish caught. The second class, which are disposed of in the Brazilian market,
are a smaller fish, but, with the exception of size, in no way inferior to the preceding
qualify. From the very able report laid before the Governor General of British North
America, in 1866, by the Commissioners appointed by the Governments of the varbus
Provinces to enquire into the trade of the West Indies, Mexico and Brazil, we can learn
in what estimation the fish cured in this establishment are held in the Brazilian market.
The Report, page 29, says :-' While the Commissioners were in Rio de Janeiro, two
cargoes of British North American fish arrived at that port, one from Ialifax, the other
from Jersey. They were sold at the very remunerative price of $12.50 per Portuguese
quintal of 128 lbs. English. The fisi of the brand C. R. C., put up by the bouse of Chas.
Robin & Co., always commands the highest price. The superiority of this fish is owing
to the circumstance of its being more carefully selected and packed in better tubs than
the fish of any other house in the trade, generally uniformu in size, and very smail, while
the tubs in which it is packed are made with the greatest care," The other grades are
sent to different parts of the world, the broken fish and most inferior kinds being sent to
the Irish market.

Upon enquiry I learned that no " gurry grounds" have ever been laid out along this
il
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coast, which must have been a source of real injury to the fishery. All experienced fisher-
men declare that a codfish after devouring the offal or other fish, particularly the back
bone, never thrives afterwards, It is true, that many of the fishermen now bring the offal
of the fish they catch ashore, and use it as manure ; but others, through ignorance or stu-
pidity, persist in casting it overboard, and from the number of years they have been per-
mitted to do so with impunity, I am led to believe, that in the future it will require rigorous
measures to compel the proper observance of the law respecting " gurry grounds."

At Carraquette Messrs. Alexandre of Shippegan, have a very large and commodious
" room." All the fish taken by them at this point, are sent to Shippegan for foreign
exportation. The Hon. Robert Young and Brothers, have an esteblishment likewise at this
station, together with two along the coast, and usually dispose of the fish taken by them
to the house of C. Robin & Co.

The oyster beds at Caraquette, which furnishes an excellent oyster, will shortly
require protection to prevent their complete destruction. During the period allowed for
taking them the beds are dragged almost incessantly, and injurious as former seasons have
been that of 1867 is still worse, as this season there will be a greater quantity of oysters
shipped than there has been in any former"year. When Lvisited Carraquette this month,
two large schooners were waiting to receive cargoes, and upwards of 150 boats were
busily engaged in raking oysters for them. I have every reason to believe that up to the
middle of the month of October, 3,000 barrels had been shipped. A few more seasons, such
as the present, will enable the Carraquette oyster fishery to be reckoned among the things
that were. As Carraquette affords better anchorage and shelter for boats along its coast
than either Grand Ance or New Bandon, it will probably always be the ce ntral seat of
the fisheries. No salmon are to be found along its shore,:and the river is never resorted to
by them for the purpose of spawning.

Along the coast, from Carraquette to Shippegan, th. people are engaged in fishirg.
At Shippegan the principal business pursued is the codfishery, although large quantities
of herring are likewise exported. At this place Messrs. Alexandre have their principal
establishment. Mr. Wm. Taylor and Mr. J. Doran are likewise engaged in the same
branch of business. A very large bnsiness is done at this station, but I have been unable
to gather any statistics that represent its actual trade. The fishermen living in Shippegan
and Miscou, either deal directly with the houses at Shippegan, or at stations where men
have been placed to receive their fish.

At " St, Simon's inlet," a spacious basin of water, found after rounding Pocksoudie
Island, there is a small oyster bed, the oysters are, however, inferior in flavor and size to
those taken at Carraquette.

After leaving Shippegan, the first river of any fishing importance we meet is the
Pokemouche, a dull, slow stream,; formerly salmon were to be found in its waters, but
at present if any exist their existence is known only to the Indians. This river formerly
abounded with gaspereaux, but extending nets across a river at narrow points is
calculated to destroy eveni better fishirg streams than the Pokemouche. In former
years Messrs. Alexandre, of Shippegan, had an establishment at this station for curing
gaspereaux, but we believe it is ;ow deserted, on acceount of the quantities taken not
being sufficient to make it renumerative. The law at present regulating the catch of
gaspereaux in the Pokemouche, does not allow the nets to be set at an angle with the
stream, but makes it compulsory that they follow the line of the river ; and no seining is
permitted. Both of these provisions, I would suggest, should be embraced in any future
law, at least until the river is restored to its former state. Some years ago bass were
abundant in this river, but like all other kinds of fish, they are rapidly being destroyed.
A large proportion of the people in Pokemouche have boats and are engaged in the her-
ring and codfishery.

The Tracadie rivers are reached at a short distance from the latter station. The
salmon is still to be found in both rivers, though in small numbers. Trout, however,
continue to be abundant, and large quantities of gaspereaux are still taken.

At Tracadie guliy, John Young, Esq., has an establishment for curing herring and
oodfish. The estabiishment is very compact, and is said to be in a good position for the
prosecution of these fisheries. Large quantities of spring herring are taken along thi.
oat, but mostly used for local consumption.
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Between Tracadie and the county line separating Gloucester from Northumberland,
there is a small river called the " Portage." I was informed that in the autumn of 1866,
two Indians speared upwards of seventy salmon upon the spawning grounds of the stream,
and that some of the settlers have likewise assisted in their destruction with sweep nets.
From the size of the meshes of a net which was said to be used for taking salmon in this
river, and which I noticed upon th- shore, I an convinced that there is a great deal of
illegal fishing in its waters. No other river is to be found until you reach the Tabusintac,
in the County of Northumberland.

NORTH UMBERLAND.

After leaving the line that separates Gloucester froin Northumberland, we arrive at
Point Barreau, on both sides of which Mr. Robert Young, of Tracadie, formerly caught
large quantities of salmon, but from the distance to the preserving establishments at
Portage Island and Burnt Church, the locality has never been thoroughly tried. From
enquiries made at Tracadie, I am convinced that in a short time there will be a line of
nets stretching from the Tracadie to the Tabusintac, as all accounts agree in establishing
the opinion that there is a good salmon fishery along the whole beach.

The Tabusintac is the first river of any importance after leaving the county line. The
eutrance to it is through à gully which opens into a large lagoon into which the river
debouches. From its proximity to the sEa, and from the steepness of its banks, which
permits fishing boats or small schooners to lie along the shore, this gully offers peculiar
advautages for the establishient of a " fishing room." From the mouth of the gully to
the head of the tideway, oysters were formerly taken in great quantities, but of late years,
on account of the beds being nearly destroyed, they have hardly realized the wages of the
men employed. The oysters found in this bed wcre not of a very good flavor, but judging
from the devastation that has been made among themu. there tnust have been some
palates to which they were agreeable. Small quantities of them are still brought into the
local markets, but they are nearly worthless, being taken in the fresh water, near the head
of the tideway. Were this river and lagoon protected from molestation for a few years, I
have no doubt that the beds would be restored to their former state. The parties who now
rake these fresh water oysters, take them to the salt water, where a few weeks submersion
iniparts to them something of a saline flavor, that renders them tolerably palatable. The
lide flows up this river about seventeen miles but no salmon nets are now set in it, the
settiers preferring to sweep the holes further up the river, during the season when the
water is low, in direct violation of the law. Formerly this river was frequented by large
numbers of salmon, but the saie means which have destroyed and still are destroying
other rivers in the county have been practised here to an alarnming extent, and so effectually
that it is now doubtful whether any salmon visit it at all. From enquiries made of the
Indians at Burnt Church, I learned that a few still annually visit it, but not in sufficient
numbers to induce a spearing expedition, although the encampment is not far from the
river.

The Tabusintae is, without doubt, the best river on the north side of New Brunswick
for angling. Incredible quantities of trout of the largest size are taken every season by
the various parties of anglers who annually visit it. One party of thrce caught in a day
and a half no less than three barrels of these fine trout, and could have taken as many
more had they wished. The trout usually weigh from 2 Ibs. to 5 ibs., and furnish
excellent sport. June and July are the best months for angling.

Heretofore there has been no protection for trout, either upon this river or any other
in the Province. The pools are mercilessly swept by nets, when the water is low, and I
have been informed that three or four barrels have frequently been taken by one drag of
the net, and I have every reason to believe that ''sweeping" is practised along the whole
course of the river. If this is continued the trout must soon disappear, although they are
still abundant.

Formerly bass and gaspereaux were caught in this river in large quantities, but of
late jears they have both become scarce, in consequence of the illegal practice I have
described. As these fish ascend the river for the purpose of spawning there can be no
doubt that wita proper protection it will be restored in a few years. I am etroâgly of
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opinion, that as all netting now doue in this river is in direct violation of the law, and as
it bas become so reduced that legal fishing is not remunerative, it should be carefully
protected as a breeding stream and nursery for the main river. There is no doubt that it
can be lensed for angling purposes, and as this mode of fishing when legitimately pursued,
caa have no sensible effict upon the stock of fish in the river, a few years of crreful War-
denship would make it valuable as an augling stream for salmon as well as trout, and an
important tributary to the valuable fisheries of the Bay.

After leaving the Tabusintac, we traverse the Neguac coast, where salmon fishing is
prosecuted to a large extent. The fisi arc generally disposed of to the establishment of
Messrs. Loggic and Anderson, at Burnt Church, or to that of Mr. Farnham Leison, at
Portage lsIand. There are at present but two vessels engaged in cod-fishing from Nequac,
where formerly there were ten or twelve. Portage Island, one of the best salmon fishing
stations upon the river, lies directly opposite Neguac ; upon this Island there are froma 1,5
to 20 sets ot nets striking from the shore directly out to sea. These nets, exclusive of
tails or swings are usualiy from 150 to 250 fathoms in length. In former years this island
was claimed by a few French families, who held it by a sortof pre-emption right, founded
upon somle old " Minute of Council." By these the privileges of fishing was leased to the
different fishernen. A few years ago, however, the Governiment of New Brunswick put
the privilege of fihirig at Portage Island up at auction, when it fell into the hands of
George E. Letson, Esq., who was theu prosecuting a large fishing business at Neguac.
Difficulties arose between the purchaser and the fishermen who formerly occupied the
stations these were likely to result in litigation, but, the matter was compromised by
allowing the fishermen to occupy the old stands. In the latter part of 1864, or early in
1865, a grant of the isiand was made to the Lords Commissioners of Adwiralty, who,
since that time, have been accustomed to lease the island in lots, as shown upon plan C,
which accomupanies this report. The annual rent derived from these leases amounts, at
the present time to $485, which is disposed of in the following manner:-One thi.d of
the sum goes toward the payaient of the stipend of the Presbyterian Clergymen stationed
at Burnt Church and Tobusintac, the remaining two-thirds are divided between the two
schools at Burnt Church. Owing to the fact that the parties fishing upon that island
leased from the Admiraity, the Warden concluded that lie could not exact the usual tax
upon nets. At a short distance from the shores of Portage Island, there are numerous
sandbars running in various directions. Upon these shoals the fishermen stationed upon
the island have been accustoned to place "swing nets." These are fastned at one end
to killocks on the bottom, to which are attached large buoys. These are extended by
ineans of floats on the upper edge and weighs on the lower edge, and one end being free
they swing round the buoys with -the force of the tide. I instituted enquiries for the
purpose of ascertaining the number of those nets, but could gain no reliable information,
as the fishermen on the island understated their number, whilst those above largely
exaggerated it. One thiug, however, is clear, that since their introdu2tion they have
annually increased, and are a source of incessant complaint among those fishing further up
the river. These complaintas are not vithout reason, for from both Portage and Fox
Islands, nets of immense length are stretched directly in the course of salmon entering the
river, and these swing nets, in addition to them, almost ruin the fishing further up.
From the statements of parties upon whose testimony I can rely, I am led to believe that
stations at Oak Point, which for forty years had been uniformly productive, have been
rendered almost worthless since the introduction of swing nets at the islands. This is an
abuse which should come at once under the cognizance of the Department, and I would
strongly recommend that some severe restrictions be embodied in any law that may be
adopted for the protection of the fisheries.

In the spring Portage Island is a good station tor catching herrings, but of late years
this fishery bas not been pursued to such an extent as it might be, in sonsequence of the
small value of the fish in the American market, owing to the careless manner in which
they are cured, and the improper manner in which the Inspector's brand is placed upon
inferior fish. Often from these causes they do not realize the cost of the barrels and salt.
A more rigid enforcement of the Inspection law would remedy this, and this branch of
the fishing business would soon become lucrative.

Lobsters are found here in great abundance and are considered at present almost
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worthless. During the season for salmon fishing large heaps of this valuable shell fish are
to be found along the shore, where they have been thrown by the fishermen after re-
turning from their nets. For many years no one has turned his attention to preserving them
although this business couid be made profitable by any person possessing a small capital.
They can be puïchased in any q',antity at the rate ot 60 cents per hundred. R-cently
M1r. Letson. of Chatham, has put up 25,000 ibs. of Salmon, and abut 8,000 Ibs of Lob-ters
in hermeticaly sealed cans, and there is no limit to tho extent to which this branch ofthe
fishery might be pursued.

Proceeding upwai ds we pass the Burnt Church shore, where great quantities of
salmon are annually caught and disposed of to the establishment of Messrs. Loggie and
Anderson, which is located in the Leighbourhood. This firmn, during the preseut year,
put up 78,000 Ibs,

Burnt Church River is the next stream we meet after passing Tabusintae. It is
small and of no fishing importance, trout are pleutiful in its waters, but are of a size
inferior to those of the latter river. Between this river and Oik Point, a number of ex-
cellent fishing stands are to be f.und, but there is great reason to fear that if the eswing
nets" arouud Portage Island are allowed they will soon be rendered useless. Already
stands that were formerly proJuetive and lucrative have been deserted, and thi3 will be
the general result along the north shore of the Miramichi, to the injury of the many tor the
advantage of the few. In this locality a large oyster bed extends from Oak Point to
Sheldrake Island. These oysters are of good quAJty and command remunerative prices in
Quebec I observed between 40 and 50 boats engaged in raking this bed. and I have no
doubt that there have been sent to the Canadian maiket fromi this bed ajone, during the
season, upwards of 1.000 barrels. As it bas been annually raked for some years, I would
recomnmeid that it be relieved from this incessant drain for a time suflicient to allow it to
recruit.

A short distance above Sheldrake Island, the Bartibogue enters the Miramichi.
This river was formerly a favorite spawning ground for sahuon, bnt the sweep net and
spear, with nets stretched entirely across it have beea so successfully used. that at present
but few fish ascend it There is no iiver on the north side of the Miramichi which
requires more careful supervision than this, and I am convinced that were it guarded as
effectually as it deserves, for two or three years, salmon wou!d be as plentiful as they
formerly were, seeing that it is peculiarly adapted to the habits of this fish, and offers fine
lacilities for spawning. Its contiguity to an Indian encampmcnt, however, will render
this somewhat diflicuit. As a trout stream it is unsurpassed, ani the most likely means of
effectually protecting it will be to lease it for the purpose of angling.

Great quantities of gaspereaux and bass were formerly taken in this river, but this
branch of the fishing has been nearly destroyed by seining. The fishery regulations for
Districts 5, 6, 7, and 8, uider section 5, provide " that no seining b, allowed within the
District comprised between Moody's Point and easterly end of Bartibogue Island, and up
the Bartibogue river, under a penalty of $40 lor each offenc." Since this regulation
came in force, the stream bas b-come an excellent fishing ground for gaspereaux, gill nets
alone being used. At a short distance from Bartitogue, Messrs. Lapman and Blizard have
a fishing establishment where they usually take in about 56.000 Ibs. of salnon during
a season. They prepare a large proportion of their fish for imarket by smoking them.
There is a s:nall mill upon the river, but as the daim is low it offers no serious impediment
to the fish when pioceeding up the stream.

Erom tha Bartibogue, until the North-west Bridge is reached, there are a great many
stands of nets set froi the shore. On many of these the owners have refused to pay their
annual taxes in consequence of the working of the General Regulations under the Fishery
Law, which relates to salmon, viz :-'For every net so used of fifty fathoms in length,
fifty cents, and for every fathom over fifty, one cent." They evade the tax by keeping
their nets one or two feet under the rateable length, while there is no doubt that nany
stands, with 48 fathomns of net, take nearly double the number of salmon during the season
that 160 fathoms take in other positions.

The distance between the County lne of Gloucester and the bridge over the North-
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west, is now under the supervision of Mr. Andrew Grant, Fishery Warden. In his
district there have been collected taxes from the following persons:-

BURNT CHURCH AND NEGUAC.

Robert Loggie.................................. 50 fathoms.
Peter Loggie............................... 50 do
Alex Loggie................................... 600 do in different sets.
John Anderson.............. ................... 250 do
George Loggie.................................. 600 do
W m. Simpson.................................... 70 do
P. Morrison..................................... 200 do
Hugh Ross................ ..................... 180 do
B. Ross........................................ 150 do
Ammon Ross.................................... 180 do

OAK POINT.

John Buoy................................... 250 do
James Davidson, Esq............................ 250 do
Alex. McKinnon................................. 150 do
Duncan Morrison............................. ... 250 do
D. Morrison........................ ......... ..... 250 do
Alex. Buoy..................................... 70 do
R. McDonald.................................... 65 do
Geo. Smith............................. ...... 65 do
J. Ennis....... ................................ 65 do

J. Grant...................................... 70 do
Francis Russell.................................. 65 do
John Grant.................................. 60 do
Wm. Gordon................................... 65 do
John Currie.................................... 65 do
W m. Loggie..................................... 65 do
Wm. Clark................. .................... 65 do

Now when we reflect that there are three establishments, kept continually employed
during the fishing season in putting up salmon for the market, and that the quantity eured
in this district, made an aggregate of 159,000 Ibs., we can easily observethat a great many
fishermen have escaped taxation by curtailing their nets wi'thin the rateable length. The
fishermen of Portage Island. who reap more benefit from the salmon being protected than
any others, have during this season not contributed anything to aid in securing that pro-
tection upon which not only their profit, but the very existence of the salmon depends. ln
any law to be mnrde, all nets should be taxed. No doubt the fairest manner of levying a
tax upon the fishermen for thie protection of the fisheries should be based upoD the actual
catch of their nets, but this cannot be fairly carried out, in consequence of the imposs4i-
bility of getting a fair statement of the numbers taken.

The North-west Bridge is situated but a short distance from the mouth of this brancli
In the regulations that apply to this district, included in Nos. 5. 6, 7 and 8,, there is a
clause that provides : "No net shall be set within four rods of the bridge on either side
of the North-west River, and no seine shall be drawn within 40 rods below, and 20 rods
above the said bridge on either side of the river." I would suggest that the former portion
of the clause whiclh relates to set nets should be continued under any law that m»y be
adepted, -and that the latter be retained if seines are to be permitted at all.

From all I could observe or learn, I am forced to believe that there is no system of
fWhing, at present carried on, more injurions to the fisheries of this country than seining
It is well known that small f1h cannot escape from the seine after being encircled in it.
The lIwger fish in endeavoring to escape drive the smaller fish ashore as the seine is drawu
in. l-fant a seine is practically only a movable weir, which allows nothiag to escape.

There are two or three scining grounds above the bridge, where large quantities of
basu and gaspereaux are annually taken, together with these fish thçsmemnst be a large
nuamber of grilse and trout, wuich are frequently larger than the fish theseines are intended
to take, and which would tot be caught in the ordinary salmon net. From the seines,
therefore, the salmon fishery must suffer to an extent that it now can ill afford. It will
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therefure be a matter of grave consideration whether these seines should not be strictly
prohibited, if they are permitted, weirs might as well be allowed, as the principle is the
saie, and is attended with the same injurious results.

From the bridge, until the head of the tide is reached, the length of the nets in the
different localities is distinctly stated in the District Regulations.

When I visited this locality Mr. Jeremiah O'Sullivan, the Warden, had just made a
few seizures of nets for violation of the law relating to length. The parties who owned
them, not content with the length allowed by law, were in the habit of attaching a tail,
from five to ten fathoms, to the end of their bar net, coursing it witl the line of the river.
Of this the Warden could take no cognizance. Duriug the night, however, they were
accustomed to lift the killock that confined it to its course, and carry the tail on a line with
the bar net, thereby securing an undue advantage over their neighbours above, in violation
of the law. Several cases of this kind were detected while I was in the vicinity. I was
also informed that many parties carried out nets beyond their pickets, Iy s-inking them
two or three feet below the surface. Nets bave been set here for catching grilse, and large
numbers of them have found their way to the fish preserving establishments. The owner
of one of these informed me that great numbers of them had been offered to him during
the season. Many parties had come tohim, who were willing to supply salmon if the
contract would include all the grilse they might bring. Whilst at Red Bank, near the
head of the tide, I was informed by a credible person that he had seen two or three barrels
of salmon a few days before, all of which had heen taken with the spear.

There is an Indian encampment at this place,fron which tan be seen nightly, spearing
parties setting out on their unlawful work. I witnessed one night not fewer than seven
torches in different parts of the river.

Many of the fish caught upon the North West are sold to a fish preserving establish-
ment on the south branch of the Mirimichi. The rest are disposed to Messrs. G. A.
Willard and William S. Brown, the former lias, during the season, put up 20,000 lbs, the
latter about 16,000 lbs. by the hermetically sealing process.

After leaving the tideway, and directing my course up the streamu, I found the most
flagrant and daring violations of the law. At different places I found the stakes reached
altogether across the stream, and those that did not were, for the most part, in direct
violation of Section 1, General Regulations, whieh provides that no net shall extend more
than one third across the main channel. The river at the time of my visit was extremely
low, and the fishermen assigned this as a reason why the nets appeared to be unlawfully
set. They informed me that after a rain I would find they did not exceed the bounds
prescribed by law. Whether this is the case or not I had no opportunity of afterwards
ubserving, but can only say that in future ail nets should be kept within the prescribed
limits at all states of the river. Thore is no doubt that nany nets are set from shore to
shore. Complaints of this nature were more than once made to me, aud I am only surprised
that a single salmon can find its way to the spawning grounds. At several places where the
nets seemed to meet the legal requirements, I found fromn the outside stakes, to the qpposite
side of the shore, stones placed in a row as if to turn the fish in the direction of the net.
The nets legally set are usually to be found upon rapùhs, where there is no channel
distinctly marked, and the parties avail themselves of this fact to generally take up one
third of the river.

For years past, parties fiom the North-west have been accustomed to cross the Portage
to the Nepisiquit, and take large number of salmon and grilse from that river; but from
all I could learn they had not made a visit to it up to the time I was up the North-west.
I heard, however, that the same parties were then up the Little South-west, where they
had nets set, from which river they occasionally made a raid upon the Renoue, a tributary
of the Main South-west. One or two families on this river seem to have acquired a local
reputation for fishing illegally. One of the sets of stakes which I observed across the
stream had been placed there by a member of one of these families, and the fishermen
along the river seemed to throw all the blame of breaking the laws upon them.

I was informed that it was no unusual thing for parties to go upon the spawning
grounds of the small streams that flow into the river, drive the fish into the pools, and then
sweep them out with nets. Only a few seasons.since two spearing parties loaded their canoes
so fuil, that being unable to propel them over the shallows, they out out the belle. of the
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fish and left the rest to rot. I observed signs of spearing throughout the whole course of
the river, and at many bouses saw sl the implements employed in this illegal practice
openly exposed to view. The settlers as well as the Indians seem to consider spearing as
one of their rights, and practice it in defiance of the law, although they agree in declaring
tlhat salmon are ann.ually getting scarcer. Their principal excuse is, that they are not
fairly dealt with, on account of the length of nets permitted at the mouth of the harbor.

This district is altogrether too large for one Warden to protect effectually. Fron the
head of the tide, to the source of the different streams which empty into the North-west,
would fully occupy one man's attention during the fishing season, and close time. At
present it is impossible for the Warden to do anything. If he goes up the river, lie
parties below fish illegally, and so complete are the arrangements between the poachers, that
their companions are notified of his approach, long before he makes his appearance. The
fishermen, allied by common intere't, watch the Warden far more closely than ho can them.

During winter serious injury is donc to the bass fishing upon this river by scooping
them. This fish is brought to iarket of ail sizes, and the consequence is that during late
years they have not been as plentiful as they were formerly. I am, however, forced to admit
that more injury ie dune to the fishery by seines in sumner than by scoop nets in winter.

On the Sevogle, one of the branches of the North-w3st, I found only three nets, all of
which, at the time I was there, seemed to be legaly set. Of one, however, I heard serious
complaints from the fishermen. 0a account of the lowness of the water on the Littie
South-west, I could not proceed far up that stream. From enquiries made at Red Bank,
and other places, I learned that the same system of netting and spearing is pursued as
upon the North-west.

The following list shows the Lames of parties owning nets from the North-west bridge
to the source of the river, including its tributaries. After leaving the head of the tide,
the nets are of different leugtihs and almost ail below the rateable length.

Hy. Vye (3 sets),
A. Towser,
P. McDowland,
John Goodfellow,
Richard Lawlor,
John Chaplain,
Edmnund Hubbard,
George Sutherland,
John McTavish,
Ilugh Currie
Joseph Lawlor,
David Walsh,
Patrick Gilles,
Wm. Mullins,
John Nowlan,
Wm. Burns,
John Howe,
Robert Forsythe,
John Mennis,
T. Taylor,

Wm. Ellison,
,R. Kingston,
J. IRulph,

nWm. Copp,
F. Peabody,
J. Matchett,
J. Ryani
'fhomas Mýullin,
]Peter Hlylaud,

PROM BRIDGE TO HEAD OF TIDE.

J. McIntosh,
Joseph Godfellow,
Thomas Hill,
Patrick Keys,
David Goodfellow,
Thomas Mullins,
J. Chaplain,
Alex. Leech,
John Sinpson,
Thomas Lawlor,
Hugh G!lles,
Wrm. Johnson,
Wm. McAlister,
Joe Joe (Indian),
David Ellison,
Wm. Lcech,
Wm. Mennies,
John Rodgers,
B. MeKinnon.

MAIN KORTH-WEST.

J. Kingston,
R. Mullin,
Wm. McCoomes,
John O'Shea,
Murdoch Sullivan,
James Fitzgerald,
T homas M oGibbon (3 sets),
James Johnson,
J. Matchett,

18
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LITTLE SOUTH-WEST.

J. Estey, R. Holmes,
R. Hill, Wm. Hyland,
J. Blackmore.

SEVOGLE.

J. Estey (2 setts), John Hare.
Upon all these streams there are excellent stations for angling. I would therefore

recommend that the Sevogle be set apart as a nursery river, aud leased for the purpose of
angli g, which prosecuted fairly can never injure the fisheries to any degree. I have
named the Sevogie on account of there bein:r fewer nets on that stream than on any other,
although for spawning purposes it is not equal to some. All these streams will require
more than ordinary watching for a few years to restore themu to anything like their former
state. The fisiermen agree in stating that every year salmon are becoming scarcer, and
nearly all employ the surest possible means to exterminate them altogether. The best
means of restoring the river would be to assimilate our fishery law to that existing at
present in Ontario and Quebec. Until this be done, I am convinced that the decrease of
salmon will yearly become more apparent. At present the best protection the fish receives
results from heavy freshets that sweep timber and rubbish into the streams, so as to pre-
vent fishing entirely, and allow the salmon to proceed to the different branches of the
stream, urged on by the powerful instinct of procreation. I feel confident that this alone
bas done more to prevent the extermination of salmon than anything else.

One of the standing complaints among the fishermen on the North-west, arises from
the fact that the outside fishermen, and in fact most of those who use float nets in fishing
seem privileged from observing section 8 of the General Regulations, which provides for
the weekly close time. From all I could sec and learn, I am convinced that this portion
of the law seems to be carried out along the North-west, and affords one day at least in
the week for the fish to proceed upwards.

[n the General Regulations, section 10, owners of nets are permitted to ]cave the
stakes, upon which their nets have been stretched, remaining in the river for ten days
after the fishing season has ended. My opinion is that the time is altogether too long.
So long as stakes are allowed to stand so long will nets be attached to them. I think that
in any future law 48 hours only should be allowed to withdraw all fixtures.

Mr. Venning having inspected the south-west branch of the Miramichi, I did not
proceed up that stream, although it formed a portion of your letter of instruction to do
so. From the mouth of the north-west branch of the Miramichi, there are on the south
side of the river but few good fishing stations until you rcach Middle Island. Occasionally
seining for grspereaux is prosecuted at Canadian Marsh and Nelson, both places being
well adapted for that purpose. From Middle Island until you arrive at Point Escuminac,
there is an uninterrupted succession of salmon nets. At Black Brook there is an estab-
lishment for preserving fish, owned by A. D. Sheriff, Esq., which annually puts up
20,000 ibs. of salmon. At Point.aux-Car, there is an establishment owned by Alex.
Loudoun, Esq., where large quantities of salmon are smoked, the rest being put up in
cases hermetically sealed. This establishment preserves and smokes upwards of 32,000
lbs., each season. At all the places where salmon can be taken, from Point-aux-Car to
Fox Il-and, there are nets for their capture. A few are set off Bay du Vin Island, but
the greater portion of the fishing is from the mainland. In Bay du Vin there is a large
oyster bed, which has not been much injured by raking on account of the depth of the
water. The oysters taken bere are the best to be found in the Miramnichi, being large and
well flavored.

At Fox Island, Alexander Loudoun, Esq., has a large establishment, where he pre-
served, by the hernetically sealing process , during the season, 48,000 lbs. of salmon.
At a short distance A. D. Sheriff, Esq., has another estaolishment where he cases upwards
of 64,000 lbs. ot salmon annually. On Fox Island some of the salmon nets stretch into
the sea, 300 fathoms froin the shore. This is a great cause of complaint by those fishing,
farther up the river, who declare that the greatest injury to the fishing interests is com-
riitted upon Fox and Portage Islands. I am strongly of the opinion that no net should
be allowed to extend for more 200 fathoms froin the shore. All the nets in this distriot are
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set with killocks, which are not required to be lifted upon Sunday, this provision in the
law gives the fishermen who use killock nets an undue advantage over those stationed
farther up the river. This portion of the law should be altered at once, and the fishermen
who use killocks should be compelled to loop up their nets from Saturdaynight to Monday
morning. There is no doubt that this would entail a little extra trouble upon the fisher-
men, but in justice to parties who use picket nets, as well as in justice to the interests of
the river, some such provision in the law is absolutely necessary. Portage and Fox
Islands offer the best fishing stands in the bay or on the river, and by far the greatest
quantities are taken at these places. The fishermen there may be said to control the river
and to monopolize the fishery. It seems to me that in some way those parties who
derive the greatest benefit from the fisheries of the river, should contribute largely to
their protection. I am decidedly of opinion that the Government should assume their
right to control all fishing stands, and that in any general law adopted for the regulation
of the fishing of the Dominion, provision should be made by leasing these at a fair price,
or perhaps the best mode would be to offer them to public competition, after starting with
a fair upset price. Along the shores of the island, and upon the main land, great quanti-
tics of lobsters can be taken.

The District Regulations in Nos, 5, G. 7 and 8, read thus :-"No net whatever
to be set off any Island, middle ground or shoal in the Bay, Harbour or River Mira-
michi and its branches excepting as hereinafter permitted;" in the exceptions made I
cannot find any clause that applies to Fox or Portage Island, and must therefore conclude
that the fishing upon both islands is carriecd on in direct violation of the present law, so
that in regulating nets at these localities no injustice would be donc to those who have
hitherto been reaping a large harvest by open violation of the present law. At Point
Escuminac there is an establishment for preserving fish, owned by Thomas Fleighcr, Esq.,
who probably preserves 10,000 lbs. of salmon and the sanie quantity of lobsters.
Lobsters, along this shore, can be got in almost any quantity at the cost of 60 ets per
hundred. The rivers upon the south shore of the Miramichi are Napan, Black -md Bay
du Vin Rivers. The former at one time was an excellent salmon stream, and a few fish
still resort to its waters during the spawning season ; it will require many years of careful
guardianship to restore its old reputation as a salmon river. Black river is not now
irequented by salmon, but trout are still abundant. The Bay du Vin River was formerly
considered to be one of the best streams upon the main river for salmon, but a mill-dam
now prevents them from ascending to their old haunts, and few are now to be found in
any part of the river. Great quantities of bass, herrings and gaspereaux, -can be taken
along the coast from Escuminac to Napan bay. From the complaints that I heard when
on the North-west, I was disposed to think that a great deal of illegal fishing could be
discovered in this district, but I am happy to state that with the exception of the length
of the nets upon Fox Island, and the use of "swing " nets upon Portage Island, that the
outside fishing is as fairly conducted as possible, and that no injury to the fishery results
from their mode of prosecuting it.

Their Warden for this district is Mr. Amos Perley, who informed me that there were
twenty sets of nets in his district under 50 fathoms, and that the parties owning then
refused to pay any taxes. The following persons own the nets from Nelson to Escuminae
together with those upon the islands which paid taxes.

ESCUMINAC.
James McLean.......................,...................100 fathoms.
Thomas Flaglor..............................................90 do
Michael Bransfield.......................................... 50 do
R. M eLean.................................................... 50 do
Joseph Lewis........ ........................................ 90 do

FOX ISLAND.,
Robert Noble & Son..............................400 fathos, 2. se.s..
John Noble............................................ 300 do
Peter Loggie........................... ... 150 do
Luther Williston.. ........ ................... 270 do

e. Loggie......................... ........ d
W. & L. Williston..... ..... ................ 600 do different ets.

29
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IIUCKLEBERRY ISLAND.

A lex. M ilts ............................................................ 250 fathoms.
John Mills ........ ........................... 150 do

BAY DU VIN.

Thomas Ryan.................... ............... 75 d
James Taylor ................... ............... 100 do
Thomas Carrol...................................................... 110 do
Alex. Taylor. ............................................. .... 100 do
D . M cLeod ............................................................ 150 do
Luther W illiston...... .......................................... *90 do
W . & L. W illiston .. .............................................. 500 do
John Williston.................................150 do

obert Loggie. ................................. 100 do
NAPAN BAY.

Francis Loggie ................................. 270 do
Ben. Sweezy. .................................. 0 do
George Taylor ............................................. 2 00 do
Alex. M)cDonald.......... 1........................... 1< do...... l 1
Robert Russell.................. .................... 240 do
Finlay McDonald .......................................... '"0 0 do
Jamles Chapman................... ....................... 200 do

0James Loggie .50 do
m rs. e og i ............................... ..................... 100 do
John Swee . ................. ...................................... 100 do

BLACK BROOK.

Geog Murdocl........ ............................. 80 do
Alorge Sweezy................................................... 110 do
FIili Savoynal ....................................... do
J illiam FoCr es ....... .... ... ............................. 58 do
Alex. M anderson...... ......... .................................... 50 do

R E n A. . t K S

lst. Tbere ,houlid bc ouc Inspoot'or of Fisheries fur the Province of New 1Brtnswiec,
to whoni the Wardens upon the different Stations should bc cýipflled to niake Monthly
Reports of ail violations of the Fishery Law, REctu rus of all rnoneys paîd in as taxes, and
of aIl other matters pertaining to their diuties.

The greater portion of the inouey devoted to the protection of the Fisheries should bc
crnployed in engaging tctive Wardens, to serve upon the branches of the different rivers
zIove the head of the tide, wherc the greatest injury is done to the fishing.

In the tide-way, the duties of a Warden are, comparatively speaking, of no impor-
tance, when contrasted with those who aie stationed upon the srnall branches. With the
exception of over-ne-tting amon g the islands in the Ilestigouche, and the use of swing nets
at Portage Island , on the Miramiohi, I feel conivinced that the salnion-fishery in the tide-
iway ot the different rivers has not been injurions to the interests of this portion of Our
national wealth.

2ind. As long as excessive netting is permitted upon the branches of the different
-ivers, so loing, will it be found impossible to proteet the Fisheries effectually. The narrow

Wdth of the streame presents a temptation to the fishermen, not often wit'hstood, te carry
bis net from shiore to shore. It is a question for grave consideration whCther tho t1me has
flot corne for prohibiting ail net fis'hing in the rivers above tidal waters. Fither this Inea-
sure, or some very important restrictions, will event ually becçnie necessary te Save the
rivers from depopulation.

3rd. At present nothing more is required than a strict observauce of the weddy-I clos,
time-to this there should be nu exception ; ail nets and weirs, and engineâ of ail kil4doi
should be oomplled to observe it. 2

2do
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The fishermen employed along the sea-coast and the mouths of the different rivers
invariably use the killock and float nets; and these, according to our present law, are not
compelied to observe the close time on Sundays. By this privilege being granted to these
nets, no frec passage is allowed to the salmon upon that day. This gives the outside fish-
ermen a great advantage over those who fish in the river and set their nets upon stakes.
In any law to be made in future for the protection of salmon, a provision should be made
to compel those w ho use the killock and float net to "-loop up" their bar net opposite every
"tail," or at Ieast in every three fathoms. I know it will be contended that, on account
of the roughness of the sea in many places along the coast, it would be impossible to compel
the observance of any imperative law to loop the nets; but there can be no doubt that, on
every Saturday when the fisherman can visit his nets, lie could likewise loop them.

The present law, wbich permits the owners of stake nets to allow their stakes or
pickets to remain in the river for ten days after the fishing season has ended, shouid be
repealed in all future laws. A great deal of illegal fishing conld be prevented every season
were a heavy fine exacted froin the owners of all stakes not removed within forty-cight
hours after the close season sets in,

4th. Swing nets should, be prohibited. Fortunately, th2y seem to have only a local
adaptation, and are not used, except in one locality. In justice to the fishermen above Port-
age Island on the Miramiehi they should not be allowed, as they are only a worse 1rim of
the drift net, which is not permitted to be used in harbours by the law of New Brunswick.

The same prohibition should likewise extend to seines used in any of the rivers, as nu
fish ean cscape from them, although the mesh of the seine be sufflicently large to aillow
two-thirds o the fish taken to escape through it. The stationary trap is not more inju-
rious to the fishing interest than the use of the seine.

5th. Al nets should start from the shore, and noue should be allowed to be set upon
any middle ground, bar nor shoal, or in the small branches of the river; nor should nets
be allowed to be set upon the " rapids" of the smail streams above the tideway.

6th. No nets, in at:y location, should be allowed to exceed 200 fathoms in length.
7th. The capture of trout, by means of nets, should be prohibited, as large quantities

of grilse are taken with them, greatly to the injury of the salmon fishery.
8th. Wardens should be invested with power to destroy all nets, canuoes or spears, in

the possession of any person found violating the law. Such power would remove a difiulty
complained of by Wardens, that they have frequently to carry nets, &o., a long distance
to the place of sale, where they can find no person willing to bid against the party from
whom they have been seized, and who generally buys them at a nominal figure.

9th. The provision found in the present law of New Brunswick, that compels the
fisherme upon the Pokemouche River to set the net parallel with the line of the stream,
should, until the stream be restored, be a portion of any law that may be introduced.

10th. All fisbing stands should be put up to public competition, starting with a fair
upset price.

A PPENDIX.

To the Honorable P. MITCELL,
Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

Sii,-After due provision is made for the protection of the Inland and Coast Fisheries,
there yet remains much to be done, in order to place this branch of our Naticnal wealth in
its proper position.

It will be observed from my former Report that certain fish are not taken in as large
quantities as they might be. Along the north shore of New Brunswick, almost any quan-
tity of herrings could be captured in the spring season. In former times, such was their
abundan ce, that they were actually used as manure upon the land ; the low price that is now
paid for them in the American market, to which they were formerly exported, bas not been
sufficiently remunerative to lead to any great extension of the Herring Fishery. From
various circumstances that have come under may notice, I arn inclined to think that this
low price does not result from the want of markets; but froi the slovenly way in whieb

2
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our fish have, as a general rule, been handled before leaving our shores. There is no de-
nying that fish have been thrown upon the American market almost unfit for food, from the
careless and reprehensible manner in which they have been cured. Sometimes the barrels
contain huge stones, placed in them to add to their weight, and thus the character of our
fish, which, when taken from the water, are inferior to none in the world, is greatly depre-
ciated, and the trade injured; and this has been done with the brand of a New Brunswick
Inspector placed upon them.

I would respectfully suggest that a more stringent inspection be enforced, both of fish
and fish oil, to which end a Supervisor of Inspectors of cured fish should be appointed,
whose duty would be to see that the Inspection Laws were properly enforced, and that no
fish unfit for the market reeeived the official seal.

This duty could be advantageously combined with that of the Inspector of Fisheries,
at trifling additional cost, and could not fail to be attended by the most beneficial results.

I would also respectfully suggest that, in such districts as required the appointment
of Inspectorsof cured fish, the District Overseers could, with advantage, perform this
duty, and thus the necessity of a large staff of officials in connection with the Department
could be obviated, and a due economy would ba secured.

That some general measure of this nature is absolutely necessary to the developement
of our fishing resources I am convinced, from the numerous complaints that came to my
knowledge during my tour of inspection ; and I consider it my duty to call attention to the
subject, in order that some remedy may be applied to remove the cause of them.

I underatand there is such a law in Canada, and I think its provisions inîght, with
great advantage, be extended to the Lower Provinces.

Hoping that aU defects may be excused, in consideration of the shortness of time
to which I was limited, and regretting the paucity of statistical information, which it was
next to impossible to obtain in so hurried a tour, I respectfully subnit the whole to your
consideration.

I have the honor to be,
Your obedient servant,

P. MILLER.
CHATHAM, October 15, 1867.

A. 1867
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APPENDIX.

MR. JOINSTON'S REPORT.

MARINE AND FISHERIES OFrICE,
Halifax, Nova Sceotia, 19th Feb., 1868.

To the Honorable P. MITC11ELL,
Minister Marine and Fisheries, Ottawa.

SIa,-In compliance with your instructions, I have the honor to submit to you a
hastily prepared report upon the present state of the River Fisheries of this Province. 1
regret that the time at My disposal would not admit of a more extended examination of the
rivers ; but the state of those described will serve to show how. great the necessity is for a
more stringent enforcement of the existing laws, and for the enactment of such additional
ones as are necessary to protect those nurseries of our coast and harbour fisheries.

The deplorable condition to which wany rivers, formerly resorted to hy myriads of
fish, have been reduced is not overstpted. The law in force in this Province, leaving to
the Sessions the appointment of Wardens ot River Fisheries, has been of little practical
value, as these officers, even when appointed, have seldom attempted to carry ou. the
provisions of the statute. Under any circumstances the appointment of Local Overseers
without a Chief Inspector, who can devote the necesssary time and attention to visiting
personally the different localities, seeing that the law is enforced, will not avail much to
the real protection of the river fisheries.

In this Province the importance of protecting fish, which resort to rivers to spawn,
and upon which the coast and harbour fisberies in a great measure depend, is entirely
underrated. In consequence of the ignorance which exists on the subject, most people
look upon any interference with their mills, or with their assumed right of taking the fish
which Providence sends to their doors, in any way and at all times, as arbitrary and
tyrannical. They do not realizeth at obstructions placed in the way of fish resorting to tbeir
spawning grounds, or the destruction of large numbers while there, involves the destruction
of myriads, and tends to the speedy extinction of the species resorting to them. Conse-
queni ly their sympathies are more in favor of the violators of the Fishery Laws, than of
the officers charged with enforcing their provisions.

The fisheries on our coasts are an important branch of Pro-incial industry, which is
yearly increasing in extent and value. These depend almost wholly upon the protection
afforded to the fish in the nurseries in which they are spawned and bred ; and no policy
can be more short-sighted, or more to be deplored, than that which allows these invaluable
resources to be sacrificed to the temporary convenience of the mill-owner, or to the cupidity
and ignorance of the settlers on the banks of our rivers.

Ail through our Province the very names of many of our rivers, in which a salmon is
now rarely seen, are memorials of the consequences of this short-sighted policy, -which
failed to protect them, till the mischief was irretrievable. In many others, the same cause
is rapidly leading to the same end, but it is not yet to late to prevent their entire destruc-
tion by judicious legislation and stringent enforcement of the laws.

Among the causes which have led to this depopulation of our rivera, the chief are
mill-dama without fish-passes, spearing on the spawning grounds, and illegal netting in
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all places where nets eau be set. The following result of an inspection of the rivera
described, will more fully show the extent of these evils.

Liverpool River is a large stream which empties Lake Rosignol, into which flows a
number of smaller streams fed by numerous lakes. It is one of the best nurseries for
migratory fish in the Province, and formerly both it and its tributaries swarmed with
salmon and gaspereaux. but at present these fish are eut off from their old haunts;by several
mili-dams, all withouL fish-passes. A. few of both species stili anbudly come to the foot of
the lower dam, where they soon fall a prey to the spearer. The immediate erection of
passes in these dams, and the strict prohibition of netting and spearing for severai years
would doubtless restore this river to something like its former condition.

Tho owners of these dams are said to be men who, from their position, should be the
conservators instead of the violators of the laws. One is or was a Member of the Legisla-
tive Council, and another a Magistrate and formerly a Member of the House of Assembly.

Port Medway is the longest River in the Province, its head waters being in Annapolis
County. There are numerous dams acrosa it, and although they are without fih-wsys.
the necessity of their being opened to admit the passage of locs uow to be found only on
its upper waters, enables quite a number of salmon and gaspereau stili to ascend it, but
overnetting in the harbour keeps dowa the increase, and moie judicious regulations, as
well as suitable fish-passes in the dams are necessary to restore its former myriads.

Petit Rivière is not as its name would seern to imply, an insignificant stream. It
empties many lakes, but flowing through a flat country, its course is sluggish. It is
obstructed by numerous dams, many of them now useless. Formerly vast grantities of
gaspereau spawned in this river, and salmon ii considerablie numbers frequented its waters.
The few fish whieh now resort toit are netted in the harbour, and nothing wili save it fiom
utter depopulation but immediate passages in the dams, stringent regulations as to netting,
and a due observance of close time in the harbour.

La Have River.-This is a stream of considerable magritude, broken by numerous
rapids and falls. On the main stream are maiy dams without p;sses, and illegal netting is
carried on to a ruinoup extent, consequently salmon are becoming very searce, but shad
and gaspereru still frequent it. Its western branch was formerly resorted to by immense
numbers of salmon, but they are now barred by a mill-dau without a pass. About two
miles from its mouth, on the castera bank, a tribu&ary flows int> it. This is also obstracted
by a useless dam, and is now deserted entirely by salinon, although fo 'm eriy the Iadians
made it their summer retreat in consequence of the abandance of fish that used to frequent
its waters.

Several rivers discharge into Mahone Bay, and all sorts of illegal netting is practised
to capture the fish with which it abounds. P>ag or trap nets of immense length are here
used contrary to law. The first river emptying in it is

MVush-a-Mush River, which formerly was a famous salmon stream, and also swarmed
with gaspereau, is now obstrueted by numerous dams. The lower one has an insufficient
pass, but it is used more as a trap than a passage, for illegal dipping is openly practised st
its entrance. Both salmnon and gasperau are -apidiy disappearing- and immediate action
is necessary to prevsnt its béing soon depopulated.

Martin's River.-Old Indians state that, iariy years ago, this river surp4uaed any
other on this part of the coast as a resort for fish ; salmon and trout in prodigious number*
frequented it, but at present, and for some years past, it has been deserted. A dam at its
mouth offered au impassbale barrier to their ascent, and now nothing is found above it but
diminutive trout, and these in small numbers.

Another stream to the eastward was once a favorite spawning place for gaspereau,
which resorted to it in immense shoals, but this too is completely barred to their ascent
by a dam without a pass.

Gold River is one of the few streams in this Province which is not in some way
9bStructed. On this river the timber has been exhaasted, and no dams now exist in its
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lower reaches. Above the first fails there is one mill, but the dam is passable, and fish
continue to ascend to its head waters. Were it not for over netting at its mouth, and for
all kinds of poaching in its head-waters, this river would be one of the best in the Pro-
vince.

kiddle and Ease Rivers, the two last of any importancs that flow into Mahone Bay,
are now both deserted by migratory fish, and Bubbart's Cove River is in the same cou-
dition.

Jngrahanm River, cmptying into St. Margaret's Bay, was once celebrated for its
salmon, trout, and gaspereau. Near its imouth is a dam, but au apology for a fish-way
allows the fish to pass when th( water is hi!h. Sweeping and spearing is practised in
the immediate mouth of this pass and very few are allowed to escape. Higher up the
river there is another dam beyond which no fish can ascend.

Indian River.-About eight miles from the nouth of this stream, a dam exists, but
owing to the exertions of the Warden, Mr. Mason, employed by the " Fish Preservation
Society," a pass has been made through which salmon can now ascend to the upper waters.
But few gaspereau can pass this dam. Both species are fast diminishing in numbers, and
unless better provision is made for their ascent, there is no hope of their increase.

IVorth East, Little East and Losier's Rivers, ail flowing into St. Nargaret's Bay, are
so entirely obstructed, that they are deserted.

Nine Mile River, is one of the most picturesque streams in our Province. It was
once a splendid salmon stream, and would be again if a passsge for the fish that still fre-
quent its lower part, were provided, through a dam about eight miles from its mouth,
where the most ruthless destruction has been practised for years.

Prospect River, emptying into the bay of the same name, has shared the same fate
from spears and nets, and the fish are fast disappearing.

Sackville River, flowing into Halifax Ilarbour, is a small stream which was once a
most prolific salman nursery, but a dam has been built across it, about six miles froni
its mouth, and year by year the fish have diminished in number. The efforts of the
" Preservation Society " have placed a pass in this dam, and have secured a trusty Warden
so that there is a good prospect that this stream may be restored.

Cow Bay River, flowing into the inlet of that name, was formerly a fine stream for
gapereau, but a dam prevented their ascent, ond although the Society caused the dam to
be eut away some years since, the river has not regained its former state.

Little Salmon River flows from a body of water called Lake Major ; a dam formerly
obstructed and almost ruined it, but a freshet having swept this away, salmon and-gaspereau
again frequent it. The " Society" has placed a Warden on it, and strong hopes are en-
tertained of its being rendered a most prolific nursery.

Big Salmon River is a succession of lakes connected by large streams, which at lht
empty into Laurencetown Rarbour. There are many dams across it, and it is almost de-
serted by fish.

Chezetcook River empties into the harbour of that name. There are no dams across
it, but from the great facilities that exist for netting but few fish reach its upper waters.
Salmon, sea-trout and gaspereau were once plentiful, but are now much reduced in num-
bers.

Port Peswick River is completely obstructed by a dam above the tide way. Immense
quantities of gaspereau formerly ascended it.

Musquadoboit River was, twenty years ago, a splendid salmon stream, but netting and
spearing have reduced the number of fish to a small remuant. A short distance below
this river is a stream connecting with a very large lake, which was formerly the spawning
ground of shoals of gaspereau, but a dam across the stream has barred the ascent for many
years, and I believe both stream and lake are deserted.
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Jeddore and Charles Rivers are both obstructed by dams. There is an ill-constructed
and insufficient pass in the latter. Both these streams formerly abounded in salmon and
gaspereau, and there is nothing to prevent their restoration but neglect to enforce the law.

Tangier and Sheet 'Harbour Rivers present the same sad history. Dams, spears and
nets, have almost ruined what were once fine fish rivers. A few are still caught but there
is no prospect of any increase until the laws are more stringently enforced.

Salmon, Quoddy, Ecum, Sucum and Liscomb Rivers are all either obstructed by dams,
or so illegally netted, that but few fish are now seen in them.

St. Mary's River is one of the largest and finest in the Province, and drains a vast
extent of country, by means of its east and west branches. Formerly it was, perhaps, the
very best River in Nova Scotia for salmon and gaspereau. There is a dam on the main
stream, but the branches are both obstructed. Netting and spearing, and no regard to close
time, have reduced the river to a very low state, and from the manner in which both nets
and spears are now used, it would seem that the object of the inhabitants is to exterminate
the last first as soon as possible. It is much to be desired that measures should be taken
to protect this river.

The state of things above described in the rivers on the southern side of the Province
is a fair picture of those on the northern side, and there is little doubt that the failure of
the coast fisheries, and the consequent destitution of all engaged in them may be attributed
in great measure to the deplorable state of these nurseries which produce the food of our
salt water fishes, and attract them to our shores. We are now suffering the consequences
of past neglect, and so long as the present state of our rivers continues, the consequences
will become more and more serions. Immediate steps are absolutely necessary to remove
the evils which exist on almost every river in our Province, and I would respectfully sub-
mit that among the measures adopted, the following suggestions receive consideration

lst. The immediate placing of fish-ways in all dams which now obstruet the passage
of migratory fish;

2nd. The appointment of paid Wardens properly qualified and sworn in, who shall
have power of summary action to enable them to perform their duty effectually;

3rd. The appointment of an Inspector to whom the Wardens shall be responsible for
the faithful performance of their duty ; to whom they must maake a full report of all their
doings, with such information as will show the state of the district under their guardian-
ship. This officer should be, ex ojficio, a Magistrate, so far as the enforcement of the
Fishery Laws are concerned, and shouid furnish a full yearly Report of the.state of the
river fisheries of the Province.

COAST AND DEEP SEA PISHELIES.

Nova Scotia occupies the first place among the Provinces of the Dominion in the ex-
tent and value of her Sea Fisheries, and her exports far exceed those of all the other Pro-
vinces combined. For the last three years these have am>unted to nearly $3,000,000
annually. These fisheries are pursued along the whole coast line of the Province, on the
nearest banks, and to a great extent in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The banks extending
along the Nova Scotia coast from St. Mary's Bay to the Bay of Fundy, eastward to
Cape Canso and along the co.st of Cape Breton, and which ruans out into the ocean for a
distance varying from five to twenty miles, have a depth of from five to fifty fathome
These banks are the feeding grounds of cod, herring and mackerel. Besides these there
are others at a greater distance from the coast, among which the most important are St.
George's, Le Havre, Sable, Sambro, Canso and St. Pierre Banks.

The vessels engaged in these fisheries vary from 25 to 100 tons, and average about
eight men each. The fishing on these banks for cod commences about the 1st April, and
continues till the middle of June, when the vessels proceed to the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
the Bay of Chaleurs, the coast of Newfoundland and Labrador. The following remarks
of Capt. Fortin, are highly complimentary to the enterprise of our fishermen :-

" Every year the coasts of Canada are visited by from 250 to 350 fishing schooners
from Nova Seotia, and by from 200 to 300 fishicg schooners from the United States from
the spring to the autumn, in well equipped vessels, busily employed taking our finest fish;

4
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and we find them afterwards with those very fish, comp.ting with us in foreign markets,
and almost always successfully."

Herring and mackerel frequent the whole of the Atlantic coast, and the shore fishery
is carried on in boats. In the cod and haddock fishery, whale boats and undecked Oail
boats, manred by two, three or four men, are used, and pursue their labours at various
distances from the shore, often as far out as fifteen miles. In ordinary seasons these shore
fisheries are a most important and valuable portion of Provincial industry, nnd gives em-
ployment to ail the inhabitants residing near the shores.

In the Bay of Fundy these shore fisheries are more or less pursued along the whole
coast, and cod, haddock, hake, pollack, and herrings are taken in largo quantities.

On the shores of the Basin of Minas are three banks or ledges, called from their
distance from the shore, three-mile, five-mile, and nine-mile ledges. On these there are
from 30 to 60 fathomis of water. The best fishirg is in June and July, but often con-
tinues until the end of September.

Annapolis Basin has long been famous for its cod, pollack, hake, haddock and halibut,
and they are taken all the year. In this basin thesmall herrings called I Digby Chickens "
are taken in vast quantities, and when properly cured are much prized. Mackerel, lobsters
and shrimps abound in the basin, and there are extensive beds of scallops and clamson the
flats. The principal fishery of the basin, however, is for herrings, which are taken in
brush weirs, and vast quantities, too small for curing, are pressed for oil, which is worth
about 60 cents per gallon.

It is a question of some importance whether governmental supervision of the sea and
coast fisliferies would be attended by any permanent advantage to this important branch of
our industry. There are some practices which, doubtless, have an injudicious effect upon
these fisheries, and it is much to be desired that they could be prevented, but any restric-
tions wculd be looked upon as a hardsbip by those who are wholly dependent upon this
branch of industry for their subsistence.

With regard to taking fish out of season it would, perhaps, bc almost impossible to
enforce any regulations to prevent this practice, but it is highly desirable that their capture
during the spawning season should be prevented.

lRespecting fishing with the ' bull-tow " or set-lines, upon which innumerable books
are suspended, there seems to be such a conflict of opinions that it is difficult to decide
whether it is injurious or not. The preponderance of evidence would seem ta countenance
the opinion that it ought to be prohibited near shores and islands, say within three marine
miles.

'The practice of throwing over offal or "gurry " on the fishing grounds and near shores
frequented by fish, is, without doubt, highly injurious, and ought by all means to be pro-
hibited if possible.

Defects in curing greatly depreciate the value of our fish, and if this evil can be
reached by an Inspection Law [ think it highly advisble to enforce one, as in addition to
culpable negligence actual fraud is often resorted to, and the high characýer of our fish
wben properly cured is lowered thereby. There have been strong efforts made of late by
our merchants to get a stringent Inspection Law passed, but they have not been successful.
There can be no doubt that a return to the system of official inspection, if properly en-
forced, will effectually remove the evils of fraud and carelessness. In an App'ndix to the
Report of the British Commissioners there are a number of memorials on this subject,
which strongly recommend the continuance of the official brand upon herrings. The fol-
lowing is a fair specimen of these recommendations :-

" The undersigned therefore strongly recommend the Royal Commissioners for the
Sea Fisheries of Great Britain, to leave nothing undone which will speedily and forever
secure the official branding of herrings, and they further give it as their opinion that by
so doing the interests of curers also will be better served than if the branding were
abolished"

When in Halifax, in January last, Mr. Smith, the Secretary of the Department, lad
a conference with several merchants of this port, largely engaged in the export of fiih to
foreign markets. The subject discussed related principally to the advisability of having
some efficient system provided for th. insapection of pickled fral aud upon this point there
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seemed to be but one opinion, and that was, that some arrangement for official compulsory
inspection was necessary to place this branch of trade upon a satisfactory footing.

The law which is contained in the Revised Statutes of this Province may be consi.
dered as nearly a dead letter for all practical purposes. Its provisions, as regards the
quality and classification of.different kinds of fish are thought fully to meet the require-
ments of the trade, and are, I believe, substantially the same as those adopted in the
United States, and proposed to the Assembly of Canada in the year 1865.

The objections to this law are twofold.
1st. That inspection is not made compulsory.

2nd. As to the appointment of Inspectors.

The advautage of a thorough system of inspection in facilitating the purchase and
sale of fish, and giving to this important article a character and standing in foreign markets
are suffieiently obvions; but when the use of the official brand is optional, sometimes
adopted, and at other times neglected, the fish cease to possess that invariable character
which wili ensure general confidence, and tend greatly to enhance their value abroad.
In accordance with this view it has been proposed by some to leave it nptional with parties
selling fish within the Province to have them inspected or not, as may be most convenient;
but to comipel the efficial brand to be placed on ail fish exported out of tbe Province, while
others are strongly of opinion that every barrel of fish packed within the Province, whether
for home consumption or for export trade, should be obliged to undergo official inspection.
In the first instance the merchant assumes the responsibility of the original purchase, and
uses his own judgment as to the quality, and in the other he is guided principally by the
brand.

2. The Nova Scotia law gives to the Sessions of each County the right to appoint
such Inspectors of pickled fish as may be thought necessary ; and this mode, experience
has proved to be inoperative. The system now generally regarded as preferable, and
in fact the only efficient one, is, that ail Inspectors should be appointed and controlled by
the Government. A number of these will be required for the different fishing districts, as
well as some supernumeraries at the principal points, in order to get through ail the work
which a busy season might make necessary within a limited time. At the head of them
should be a Chief Inspector, responsible for alil his Deputies, who should give bonds, with
sufficient sureties, for the proper performance of his and their duties.

As regards the remuneration of these officers, one of the two plans might be adopted:
either let them depend upon the proceeds arising from a certain fixed sale of fees, as bas
been the case in this Provinc2 heretofore, or else have their salaries paid out of the general
revenue; this last seems to be the view of most of the merchants here, though they do not
propose the abolition of fees, as it would be manifestly unfair to ask the Government to
contribute to so large an extent for the exclusive benefit of one branch of trade.

The following brief statement will exhibit what might be the practical working of
this system, and its probable expense.

The number of packages of pickled fish exported out of Nova Scotia during the nine
months ended 30th June, 1867, was 223,134. During the whole year of 1866. they
amounted to 266,139 packages. It is impossible to aseertain from the published Trade
Returns the nature of these packages, but they were, as I am informed, principally bar-
rels; and, for the purposes of this calculation, I will assume that they were all of that des-
cription.

Taking the year 1866, then, as a basis, and charging the fee of eight and one-half
cents, payable for inspection per barrel, according to our present law, and we have-

266,139 barrels, @ 8J cents............................ ...... 822,621.

This fund might be applied towards defraying the expense of the Inspectors and the
Chief, and the surplus might be devoted to the protection of the Pisheries.

From all I can learn, there would be little or no objection to the payment of the fe.
above named, as a careful inspection will raise the value per barrel far beyond the amount
of this small charge.

I presume, under any circumstances, fish coming from othet countries, say from New-
foundland or Prince Edward Island, could be exported without undergoing inspectioi

A. 1867
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here, as they would be sold not as Nova Scotia fish-but fish caught in Nova Scotia vessels
at, say the Labrador, and brought into the Province in bulk, would of course have to be
inspected when packed.

I enclose herewith copy of a Memorial, signed by a large number of our most respeet-
able Halifax Merchants, which was presented to the House of Assembly of this Province
during the Sessions of 1867, praying for the appointment of a Chief Inspector, whose salary
should be paid out of the general revenue. During the same Session, twenty other Me-
morials of a similar character, well signed, from different parts of the Counties of Halifax,
Lunenburg, Guysboro' and Cape Breton, were laid on the Table of the House. These
Memorials were referred to a Committee, and, for the reasons assigned in their Report
(Appendix No. 33, Journal 1867), their prayer was not acceded to.

These documents are valuable however, as shewing how general wasÎthe desire then
for some efficient system of fish inspection.

In conclusion, I feel quite justified in stating that the adoption of some law making
the inspection of pickled fish compulsory, will be hailed as a most important aid to this
very valuable expert trade, by a large majority of the dealers in fish within the Province.

(Copy).
" To the Honorable the Representatives of the People of Nova Scotia in Session assembled.

The Memorial of the undersigned, residents at Halifax, respectfully sheweth:
That your petitioners have for several years experienced increasing difficulty in the

sale of fish, in consequence of the carclessness which prevails in preparing them for
market.

Your petitioners, therefore, pray, that your Honorable House will be pleased to
amend the Act for Inspection of Pickled Fish, by authorizing the Government to appoint
a Chief Inspector for the Province, or for each County, as may bc considered best, and
that the salary of such officer be paid out of the public revenue.

The Act as it now stands, vesting the right of appointing Inspectors in the Sessions
of each County, is found to operate very injuriously on the character of pickled fish. Few,
if any, of the Sessions have appcinted Inspectors for several years, and in consequence, the
law has become inoperative. Great complaints are made in the home and foreign markets,
both as to the weight and quality of the fish ; so much so, that in many cases the fish have
to be re-weighed and re-inspected, which causes a heavy loss to fishermen and merchants.

They therefore hope, that your Honorable House will grant the prayer of their peti-
tion, and make such other amendments to the law as may be deemed best to establish the
character of our fish in foreign markets.

And your petitioners will ever pray."
I have not been able to procure any reliable statistics of the catch of the several kinds

of fish, although it is highly desirable that such information should be obtained, and I
would recommend that in future the attention of all Fishery Officers throughout the Pro-
vince should be directed to this matter, and that they be directed in their reports to state
as nearly as possible, the catch of fish of all kinds in their several districts. By this means
some data will be obtained by which an opinion can be formed of the decline or improve
ment of this important branch of our industry.

I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

H. W. JOHNSTON.
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APPENDIX.

The following Memorandum on-the Inshore Fisheries of Nova Scotia, prepared by
request of His Excellency the Lieutenant Governor, is corroborative of the statements
made in the foregoing Report, and I append it in the hope that it may add weight te the
remarks I have made in the course of its pages:

In drawing up a Memorandnm on the lshore Fisheries of Nova Scotia, the following
points are to be considered:-

lst. The present state of the rivers;
2nd. The causes that have led to this state of affairs;
3rd. How to remedy the existing evils, and prevent the almost total extinction- of

salmon, by encouraging its return to these shores.
In this Memorandum it is of course premised that the value of the salmon is known,

both as an article of domestic food anid for exportation. Now the habits of the salmon
being the same all over the world, one may-by taking the knowledge gained in Great
Britain, of the geographical nature of a country mest suitable for the culture of salmon-
see at a glance by looking at a map o Nova Scotia, what enormous natural advantages she
possesses for the especial culture of this valuable fish; and how nothing but the grosseat
ignorance and wilful neglect could have brought the rivera into tlieir present deplorable
condition.

lst. There are at least thirty rivera (perhap; more) along the south shore of Nova
Scotia, the outlets, many of them, if not all, of large lakes, with estuaries as they touch the
sea; unequalled spawning grounds in their upper waters, that would yield, if properly
preserved, an enormous quantity of salmon, and gaspereau; indeed it is very doubtful if
there is any country or place of similar size so advantageously placed as Nova Seotia, that
could produce the same supply, nature having been so bountiful to her. Out of these thirty
rivera not one has fair play, and in many of them the salmon has been extirpated.

2ndly. The causes which have led to this sad state of thingas, are the stopping of a
free passage up the rivera, by mil dams, the ignorance of the people and a want of
proper means of carrying into effect the laws of the Province made for the protection of
the fisheries.

The first of these causes is the most serious, as a dam across a river, especially near
its mouth, put up by an ignorant person, will efectually DESTaOY it in from two to five
years; while those dams higher up force the fish on the lower spawning grounds, and into
the lakes, where the fry, while small, become a prey to the large trout, and where the eggs
have not one hundredth the chance of coming to maturity as those deposited in the head
waters-to which the salmon's instinct naturally leads him. A strong band should be
brought to bear on this point; for measures in this direction would not intrfere with
local prejudices and customs-would be popular except with the mill owners, whose busi-
ness would suffer so little it scarcely deserves a thought, and it would show and perhaps
convince the people that Government were in earnest in the matter, r.nd so pave the way
to overcoming ignorance, and the better establishment of the laws of the Province.

The second evil, and one difficult to deal witb, for it has been established by custom
and wilful law breaking, is the universal practice of illegal nettiug. Heretofore it has
been impossible to obtain a conviction from any County Magistrate (the laws being that
the nearest Magistrate should d'ecide on any case, as above, in his vicinity), as most of the
Magistrates own the nets themselves, or are mill owners, participating in the profits, as
their dams prevent the fish passing up the rivers, and arJ generally the greatest poachers,
or encouragera of poaching in the neighborhood.

Spearinq is another method by which many salmon are taken, ahd many more injured.
It is confined to localities, and one trusts that when the good sense of the people is turned
to the preservation of so valuable a fish, spearing will be kept down by the people. them-
selves in defence of their rights. It is, however, only a minor evil in comparisou with
the two former ones.

3rdly. As to the best methods of remedying the existing evils. The following
remarks are only suggestive, but something must be done, as the present state of the rivers
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in very bad, and each year's delay only establishes present customs more firmly in the minds
of the people and so renders them harder to eradicate.

Expense sbould not be spared in carrying out first measures, as a few years (4 or 5)
would shew to the people what legislation, properly carried out, will do for them, and laws
habitually broken came into utter contempt, and are worse than none at all.

The first things to be attacked are the weirs or dams, aa without a free passage up a
river no legislation will ensure the contiruance of salmon.

A Fis:ery Inspector, or two, one for the east, the other for the western section of the
Province. would, in one season, make themselves thoroughly acquainted with the rivers on
the south shore, and gain a practicai knowledge of their capabilities for rearing salmon and
the obstructions at present in existence.

Their report would at least be something to act vpon, and by obtaining models or
descriptions of the latest improvements from FDgland of fish ladders and fish passes, an
important change might be soon effected by their application ; and the rivers free from
obstacles from their mouth to their source be once more the haunt of the salmon.

A law to the effect that no mill dam or weir is to be erected hereafter without the
knowledge and cognizance of the Fishery Inspector, so as to ensure a proper pass up the
river, would exercise an excellent influence. As the more you do to couvinco the people
you are in earnest as regards the preservation of the saimon the better, and steady legisla-
tion advancing bit by bit, is far better in a matter like these inshore fisheries than all the
spasmodic efforts which have hitherto taken place.

Jllegal netting is the second great evil. The existing law is good, as it confines the
net to a certain length; the mesh to a certain size; and in the tideway lays down certain
rules to guide the relative distance of one net from another; as also the length of the net
in relation to the width of the river or estuary. These conditions are never observed.
Every man tries to outdo his neighbor by having a longer net, and every net lias an
illegal end, formed by turning the end of the net back at an angle of 60°, and then back again
at an angle of 900; the trap,if one may so call it being kept open by a stick, fish worki n
their way along shore come to the net, run along it until they enter the trap, where they
seldon get out. Some nets have a double trap, one each way.

Tbis will be a difficult measure to deal with. You cannot count upon local support,
as every fisherman along the shore practises it, and the only remedy would be to do away
with the trap by law and see that it was carried cut.

No fixed engine (the technical term for ail stationary nets, &c.) should be allowed a
bag or trap at the end, or anything by which fish could be taken otherwise than by the gills
iq the meshes of the net. This would serve as a check on illegal meehes, as they now use
herring and old mackerel nets, which, for the smalluess of the mesh, would be utterly
useless.

These illegal nets have found their way into sone of the rivers and do great harm, as
not a salmon can get up the river, and only that the fence months end on the 15th August,
ana that there is a large run of fish up the river after that date, there would not be a
salmon left in the country.

As before remarked, it is useless to deal locally with this evil, as you cannot obtain
convictions. The appointment of a Stipendiary Magistrate holding District Courts might
preserve the power of the law, now utterly disregarded ; and this woild be expedient from
another point of view, and there is a strong feeling of hostility springing up between the
country people and those livipg on the shores ; the forming affirming that as they preserve
the fish in the breeding time, while in the rivera, they have an equal right to part of then.

During the past four or fiveyears a Society has been organized in ialifax for the pro-
tection of game and fish, and its efforts deserve record, from the fact that this last year
salmon were more plentiful bttween Chester, on the western coast, and Musquadoboit, on
the e& tern side, than they have been for years; and this may be mainly attributed to the
fforts ot the Society, who have done much by-app<,inting Fishing Wardens, removing ob-

Itiuction6 in rivers, and checking, with their limited means, illegal netting and poaehing.
This is suugestive of what can be doue, and the Society also experienced no difficulty

in finding men aux ous to help their cau-e; even to the extent of incurring odium in their
own neighborhood by their acceptance of the post of Fishery Wardens.

An .Inspector of Fisheries, a Stipendiary Magistrate, and a firm but judiciou oauying
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out of the law, are the three things needful; and it is impossible to calculate tho value
which these fisheries may not arrive at, with a market-to be the United States-close at
hand. This summer a speculation was made by a leading merchant of this city, by sending
300 salmon (fresh) to Demarara in a vessel loaded with ice; and, justly, one eau imagine
a large trade springing up of a similar nature with the Southern ports of the United States
even as far as New Orleans.

It is impossible to close this paper without expressing a hope that, under the Central
Government, a new era of things may be inaugurated, and that waste, ignorance and wil-
fulness, may give way to preservation, and the observance of law. And whatever is doue,
the quicker the better. So that by next spring or summer, a free passage up the rivera
enforeed.

The above remarks are necessarily confined, as the subject is an extensive one. Its
object will be secured, however, if any information is, through these pages, afforded to the
authorities, both as to the present state of the rivers, and as to some of the means for res-
toring them to a proper state.

Mention has been made of the rivers on the south shore only, but these remarks apply
to the whole Province, as salmon frequent every river; and everywhere ii the same sad
answer : " Oh, yes, we had plenty of fish ten or fifteen years ago, but the mill-dams have
driven them all away 1"
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APP E ND I X.

SPECIAL REPORT
ON TIIE

DISTRESS AMONG THE NOVA SCOTIA FISHERMEN.

MARINE AND FISHIERIES OFICE,
Ialifax, Nova Scotia, 19th February, 1868.

The Honorable PETER MITCHELL,
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, Ottawa.

SI,-In accordance with a telegram received from Mr. Whitcher, requesting me to
report upon the nature, causes and extent of the failure of the inshore fisheries of this
Province during the last year, I beg to submit the following brief statement of the facts
and circumstances which I have been able to collect bearing upon this subject :-

The inshore fishery is carried on to a greater or less extent along the entire coast of
Nova Scotia, but especially on that portion commencing at the La Have River, in the
County of Lunenburg, stretching east to Cape Canso, and northerly up throngh the Strait
of Canso, into George's Bay, and alorg the southern and western coasts of Cape Breton.
This fishery is generally pursued with nets, and a very large population depend for their
living almost entirely upon its proceeds.

Along the western coasts the population do not rely so much on the shore fishery,
the land being generally more suitable for cultivation, and the fishermen, more frequently
than to the eastward, engage in the deep sea fishery on the Banks.

For many years the inshore fishery bas been pursued with varying success, During
scme years the catch of herring, mackerel, cod, &c., has been such as to place the fisher-
men in comparatively easy circumstances after a few months' work, while in others a
scanty supply bas reduced them almost to poverty. From the sterile nature of the soil
along a great part of the coast, the fishermen rely but little upon agricultural pursuits for
a livelihood, in fact their principal support for the year is drawn from a few months'labor.
Such a system as this can be productive of only evil results, nine months of comparative
idleness and only seme three nonths' work during every year can scarcely conduce to the
formation of habits of thrift and industry, and so the general result, as proved by expe-
rience, seems to be that no matter how bountiful the harvest gleaned from the sea may be
this year, if the next should be unproductive, but a scanty supply has been laid by for its
necessities.

Not many years since the shore fishery was abundant and lucrative, seldom decreasing
o greatly as to cause much actual want, but with late years this branch of industry bas
fallen off to au alarming extent, and a failing fishery around the shores seems to excite no
surprise. The causes of this failure (.which during the last season bas been almost total),
can only be theoretically stated, but the observation of experienced persons indicate
several reasons of considerable importance in producing this unfortunate result.

The mackerel net fishery is chiefly pursued along the shores of Guysboro, Antigonish,
Halifax and Lunenburg Counties and the shores of Cape Breton. Formerly the fish, early
in the month of September, commenced moving slowly from their feeding grounds in the
Gulf, in a southerly direction, skirting the shores I have named, and occupying some six

1l
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or eight weeks between their appearance and final departure from any particular bay or
cove along the coast, thus affording the fishermen ample time to secure an abundant catch;
Dow, however, they seldom make their appearance until later in the season, and then are
hurrying southward to their winter haunts, remaining but a short time along the shores,
and if the weather shculd be stormy the nets are frequently lost, and the great proportion
of the fish pass by uncaught.

Persons living along the shore generally attribute this delay of the fish to the presence
in the Gulf of the large fleet of upwards of a thousand sail of fiahing vessels; from each
of these is thrown over quantities of choice bait, attracted by lwhich the mackerel delay
their progress southward for probably a month or more later than their usual time. thus
bringing them on our shores in November, a month noted for violent gales and stormy
weather, when their capture becomes much more hazardous and difficult.

The prevalence of high winds fron the northward has, without doubt, a tendency to
drive the fish far out into deep water, beyond the limits of the net fishormen, and, as I am
informed, these winds were very frequent during the time last year when the mackerel
should have made their autumu visit.

Another and very important reason for the gradual failure of the fishery may be
found in the diminishing supply of bait afforded by our rivers and streams, the sad havoc
caused among the gaspereau and other fish which formerly resorted in such vast quantities
to our shores, by the erection of mill-dams across so many of ùur best rivers, without
sufficient fish passages, has already been brought fully under your notice in previous
reports on the subject of river fisberies ; there can however be no doubt that for this reason
our coasts now cease to afford, so greatly as they used, the necessary attraction in the way
of bait to induce the mackerel to remain long around our coves and harbours, and thus by
the destruction of our river fisheries a double injury of no ordinary magnitude is inflicted.

With regard to the cod fishery I find a general impression among the fishermen that
the set lino or bultow system of fishing is fraught with the most disastrous consequences,
as by this means the mother fish are caught while lying on the bottom in the breeding
season full of spawn, and the actual destruction is by no means represented by the number
of fish taken.

The failure of the inshore fisheries last autumn appears to have been nearly a total
one, -while the deep sea fishery did not yield nearly so large a return as usuil. As I
before mentioned in the western parts of the Province, including Queen's, Shelburne,
Yarmouth and Digby Counties, the inhabitants of the shore do not rely entirely upon this
shore net fishing for a livelihood, they are generally in possession of small vessels in which
they pursue the bank fishing: but even here I learn there is very considerable suffering
which is not restricted to the fishing population but extends to small farmers and laboring
mon, and is the result of a failing crop lastyear, and the want of sufficient employment.

Along the shores of Halifax and Lunenbarg Counties, few if any mackerel were taken
last fall. The following extracts from a letter addressed to me by a gentleman residing
at Cape Canso, who is largely engaged in fishing operations, will give some idea of the
extent of the failure in Guysboro County :

"The deficiency of catch of fall mackerel, in Chedabucto Bay, during the fall of 1867,
cannot be less than 15,000 barrels, which at a low average price of ten dollars per barrel
amounts to $150,000 ; of herrings the short catch will be not less in quantity, and if I
were to say one-half more it would be perhaps nearer the mark; but taking the first figure
as a deficiency of a catch from Cape Canso, iucluding Chedabueto Bay, west to Beaver
Light, a distance of sixty miles (west of that I have no reliable information), and placing
them at the low price of three dollars per barrel, we have from these two kinds of fish
alone the sum of $195,000 that our eastern shore fishermen (leaving entirely out the
east and west coasts of Cape Breton,) are short producing for 1867. Now, add to this
the almost entire failure of some other kinds of fish, not so generally known abroad but of
much»value at home, dog fish in particular, of which in 1867 there was a total failure, no
oné boat producing 64 worth against $40 as au average for many years past, which with
a large failing off in cod, haddock, spring and summer mackerel and others of less note,
we haie, at the smallest possible computation, a further deficiency of $50,000, making in
all an aggregate $245;000 t4 be borne by this class of men, and the parties who supply
them-in-the shape ofiebtw unpaid onthemneside,and privatioan d deuial of the oommme
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necessaries of life, such as bread, molasses, tea, coffee, meat, and the common kinds of
clothing on the other aide."

Whatever aid is now given in the way of purchasing provisions, &c., can only be of a
temporary character, and except some radical change occurs in the mode of lite of these
men it is by no means improbable that destitution to a greater or less extent will recur
every few years, when from any cause an insufficient catch may take place. It is exceed-
ingly difficult to suggest any means for the permanent remedy of this unfortuiate state of
affairs. The class of men who are maintained by the shore fisheries, are, as a general rule,
very poor, and many of them largely indebted to the merchants who supply them. The
land on which they live is, in the nmajority of instances, rocky and sterile, and incapable
of cultivation beyond the raising of a few vegetables and a supply of hay for their scanty
stock; then, as I have before remarked, the principal means of their support is the result
of a few months' labour, and during the winter months they are mostly unemployed, and
thus a great portion of the year is rendered entirely unproductive ; this would not be the
cause of such evil resuits if the produce of these few months of labour was as certain and
as great as it formerly was, but with the present frequent short catches and the want of
other remunerative employment, distress and want to a greater or less extent seem alnost
inevitable.

The conclusion from these faets seems forced upon us, that the inshore net fishery,
per se, is quite insufficient to provide for the necessities of those engaged in it, and the
question then arises:-Is this to be entirely abandoned as an industrial pursuit, and if not,
under what circumstances can it be profitably pursued ?

The shore fisheries of this Province will be a remunerative field of industry when
they can be combined with the deep sea fishery on the banks, and when employment of
some nature or other can be provided during the winter months.

The great obstacle at present to our shore fishermen engaging in the bank fisheries is
the want of capital to purchase suitable vessels and to provide a sufficient outfit-they live
from hand to mouth, and are seldom in a position to lay by anything-under these circum-
stances the purchase and equipment of vessels is a matter of impossibility. I would re-
spectfully suggest in this connection whether, in case the Government intend taking any
step in this matter, it would not be of great advantage as a means of permanent relief to
furnish proper vessels to certain numbers of fishermen at different parts of the coast, at
the smallest cost price, and to extend the period of payments over a series of years, and in
this way bring the purchase within the probable means of the fishermen. It iight be
objected that this course would involve a large outlay in the first instance, and that great
difliculty and frequent jealousy would arise in the selection of localities and persons. This
might, however, be obviated by a gradual introduction of the system, a few vessels in one
year and a few the next, until the payments for the first coming in would prevent further
advances, while the vessel being purchased by carpanies of fishermen, while it made the
individual payments easier, would tend to keep down any feeling of jealousy.

Another plan might be the adoption of the system of bcunties. This subject is alread†
so familiar to you that I need only mention it-the following extract from a letter received
from Mr. Hart, a gentleman engaged in fishing operations at Port Mulgrave, Strait of
Canso, bears upon this subject:-

" Believing, as I do, that the net mackerel fishery has become so epensive and so
uncertain as to be yearly a losing concern to those engaged in it, and that assistance would
but prolong that evil, while I look upon the line mackerel fishery in vessels as a mine of
wealth capable of any expansion under favorable circumstances, I look to the encouragement
of the latter branch as the only sure method by which to afford a permanent remedy to
both branches, as it will undoubtedly absorb the former class as it expands.

"The disadvantages to Nova Scotia owners, however, are just now so great that a very
short continuance of them will sweep the fleet from the waters, principal among which are
bait, American duty, and last and greatest, men.

" The pogie, the only real maekerel bait, is not caught east of Portland and must'all
be imported for our fleet, the increased cost of which, added to the American duty the
fisherman has to pay on his share of fish, besides charges of transportation, place him in the
position that if he catches during the season to hie own share 40 barrels cf mackerel in
one vessel, he has not made as good a season by about $100 gold au if ho had been in au
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American bottom. This to a labouring man is a large sum and represents one quarter of
bis yearly income from all sources, to a crew of 14 men it would be 61,400, add owner's
share, $1,400 more, and we have $2,800 less proceeds than in American bottoms.

"IL follows that the American owners have the first pick of the Nova Scotia fishermen
to man their fleet, while to us is left the lame and lazy; anything then that will tend to
place the men who man our fleet on a fair fo3ting with those who man the American fleet,
will be striking at the root of the evil, and will check the process yearly going on, which
is culling our smart and intelligent fishermeu into a foreign fleet and navy, and furnish
lucrative employment to a large and worthy class of men now dragging out a miserable
existence, mending old nets in every creek on our coast."

The abrogation of the Reciprocity Treaty, and the imposition of a beavy duty on
Nova Scotia fish entering United States markets, have discouraged many of our merchants
from fitting out so large a number of vessels for the fisheries, and has in the case of several
firms, of which I have personal knowledge, caused a very large decrease in the number
they had actually enployed.

How far a system of bounties would have the effect of altering the present state of
affairs, would, I presume, depend largely upon the amount granted being sufficient to
counteract the effect of the duty exacted in the States. The discussion of this topie would
however, open up subjects into which it is not my province to enter.

If vessels could not be provided with which the shore fishermen can pursie the deep
sea fisheries during the winter months, possibly some employment might be found to
occupy this long period of their leisure. Net iaaking or mending at present engages a
portion of their time, but this is only for their own requirements and not for market. The
merchant can import nets cheaper than they can be mAde by the fisherman, and so there
is no encouragement f.,r this branch of industry. The followingextract from a letter from
the Rev. Mr. Ambrose, of St. Margaret's Bay, in writing to me under date 20th January,
while it exhibits the destitution among the shore fishermen in bis vicinity touches also
upon the subject of net-making as a remunerative employment for the winter :-

"Line fish, i. e. those taken with the hook, were scarce last season, but the net and
seine fishing exhibited an almost entire failure; our fishermen, in debt for their spring
supplies, had thus no opportunity of discharging their liabilities, and in consequence were,
many of them, refused supplies of provisions and clothing by their merchants in the
autuma, these sold their few fall fish for a barrel or two of flour, but were unable to
purchase winter clothing. The barley and potato crop having failed, this short supply
of provisions is now consumed, and several families have eaten their seed potatoed, turnips
and grain, and are now utterly destitute and not half clad, many living in barren, rocky
places, travel long distances to carry their fuel on their shoulders. I have, since New
Year's day, been striving to suppor t some of them, and it is pitiful to discover every day
fresh instances of whole families, with helpless children, living on one scant meal perbaps
in the twenty-four hours, and to see the sick, as I did last Tuesday, near Dover, without
provision of any kind but boiled salt codfish. I know several fami ies who have had no
bread of any kind, and not even potatoes for many days, and this state of things will
largely increase with the next month, and yet but little complaint is made by these suffer-
ing people, but earnest entreaties for employment come to me from every side. Knowing
that the amount likely to be raised in Halifax would not be sufficient for the destitute
along the whole shore, I advertised, asking for net-twine from the merchants more than a
month ago, so that these people, old and young, might at once engage in the manufacture
of fishing nets, in wtich they are very skilful, for I dreaded for them the demoralization
of begging, and they thermselvcs were most unwilling to ask for what they called ' charity
flour.' The merchants would lose about 35 per cwt. on this mode of manufacturing nets
compared with the price at which they can be imported from Great Britain ; but this loss
the Central Aid Committee in Halifax expressed themselves ieady to make up to the
merchants ; one cwt. of twine at 25 ets. per lb. for netting would yield to these poor people
$25, and furnish the country with a much better description of net than the imported one.
But time bas slipped away, starvation bas come, no netting bas been provided, and now if
the people are to be relieved, as they have already been at Prospect and elsewhere, it
moust be doue at a far less economical rate than that pointed out by me. Almost every
day for the last month I have had fishermen to see me, aIl the way from Shad Bay, round
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the outside coast and St. Margaret's Bay, as far as Birchy Head in Luneuburg County,
seeking twine to net, but I had none to give. If the twine had been sent in time, $5
from the Central Aid Committee would thus have provided $25 worth of the necessaries
of life to the work.people. Those who lived farther up the bay, where wood can be Lad,
could support tbemselves by sending juniper fence posts and pickets like those around
Hon. Dr. Tupper's place in Halifax, if a market had been obtained for them as I requested.

"The great want here is remunerative employment during the winter. The fish strike
in at certain times between May and November, and these times do not amount to more
than three months all put together. No man can be expected to support a family twelve
months en the earnings of three, and it would not be a desirable mode of living, in a moral
point of view, if he could. Poverty and a want of thrifty habits will therefore be the
rule among our shore fishermen, until steady winter employment be found for them. If
nets, like other manufactured goods paid a duty of 15 per cent., whilst twine, rope and
other fittings were allowed to come in duty free, the manpfacture of nets would at once
formi a source of remunerative winter employment for our fishermen and their families."

In conclusion, I beg to append copy of a Report of a Committee of the Local Legisla-
ture, on the subject of the distressed fisbermen of the Province, with a statement of the
tunds available for their relief, and the manner in which they have been distributed among
the several counties where destitution is known to exist.

I have honor to be, Sir,
Your most obedient servant,

H. W. JOHNSTON.

FISHERMEN'S RELIEF.
The Committei appointed by the House of Assembly of Nova Scotia, on the subject

of the distressed fishermen of that Province, beg leave to report as follows: -
1. That they have had a conference with the Committee of Halifax citizens, appointed

for a.like purpose, and it bas been mutually agreed that out of the present available funds
of seventeen thousand dollars, or thereabouts, they shall receive as the fair proportion for
the County of Halifax, the sum of Four Thousand Dollars; and that of future contribu-
tions one-fifth shall be paid over to the said Committee.

2. The Committee recommend that the sum of five thousand dollars should be appro-
priated out of the General Funds of this Province for general distribution.

3. The Committee, after careful examination and enquiry, are satisfied that there
exists, at the present time, among the fishing population of the Counties of Digby, Yar-
mouth, Shelburne, Queens, Lunenburg, Halifax, Guysborough, Antigonish, Richmond,
Inverness, Victoria and Cape Breton, great and wide spread distress and destitution.

4. Your Committee are also satisfied that this distress will rather increase than dimin-
ish, from the present date tilI the first day of June next; and that, unless extensive and
permanent arrangements be made, many may perish from starvation.

5, The Committee are, therefore, of opinion that there is an urgent necessity, not
only for relief from the Provincial Authorities, but for a loud call upon the charity and
generosity of the citizens of this and the neighboring Provinces.

6. The Committee recommend that a suitable Board be appointed byïthe Government
iaeach of the above counties to take charge of, and distribute, the relief so provided.

7. The Committee have thus partially reported, and beg leave to recommend that
1
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f.ve hundred copies of this Report be published for general distribution; and that the sub-
stance of this Report be forwarded by telegraph for publication in this and the neigh-
boring Provinces.

All which is respectfully submitted.
JOHN K. RYERSON,
H. BLANCHARD,
M. B. DES3RISAY,
J. A. KinK,
URBAIN DOUoETT,
SAMVEL FREEMAN,
JOSIAU HOopER,
ALONZO WHITE,
JOHN ROSS.

COMMITTEE iROOM,
Halifax, February 14th, 1868.

THE DISTRESSED FISHERMEN.

The Committee of the Ilouse of Assembly on this subject had a conference with a
Committee of the Citizens in the City Council Chamber on Friday forenoon, and in the
afternoon they reported to the House that the sum at present available for relief was seven-
teen thousand dollars. They recommend that four thousand dollars be placed in the hands
of the Committee of Citizens for distribution in Halifax County, and that one-fifth of all
future contributions be placed in the hands of the same committec-the balance to be expend-
ed in the Counties of Digby, Yarmouth, Shelburne. Queens, Lunenburg, Guysborough, An-
tigonish, Richmond, Inverness, Cape Breton and Victoria, by Boards to bc appointed by
the Government. The Committee also recommended that the sum of five thousand dollars
be granted out of the general funds of the Province for the relief of the prevalent distress.
This report was adopted. On Saturday the Committee made a second report relative to
the division of the amount.

There is now available the oum of... ................................. $17,000
And the Provincial grant................................................... 5,000

Making a total of........................... ......... $22,000
Of this there is payable to the Halifax Committee, per first

report................................... $4,000
And one-fifth of Provincial grant................................ 1,000

5,000

Leaving a general fund of....... ................... $17,000
Which the Committee recommend to be divided in the following manner-the amounts to
be handed to the various Country Boardas as soon as possible, and accounted for to the
Government:-

Digby ........................................... $1,900
Yarmouth ............. ....................................... .2,000
Shelbnrne ....... .................................. 1,500
Queens............ . ...... .......................... 1,200
Lunenburg........................ ........ 1,800
Guysborough............................................ 1,750
Antigonish............ .. .......................................... ........... 650
Richmond.............................. 1,700
Cape Breton..........i......,.......... ..................... 1,400
Victoria.................................. ....... 1,400
Invere...... ................................ 1,700

$17,000
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RETUIRN
To an Addreus of the HousE oF CoMMoWs, dated 16th December, 1867; For

Statements of Affairs between the Government and the Bank of Montreal,

from the lst August, 1866, to the lst December, 1867.

By Command.

IIECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, llth March, 1868.
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AMOUNT at credit of the Government of Canada, &c., at the Bank of Montreal,
from all sources except Provincial Notes, on the lst of each month, from the
lst August, 1866, to the lst December, 1867, inclusive, and the Average
Balances durin- each of the said months.

1866. CANADA.

August................ .... ,067 31
September .................. 1,082,549 69
October ........................ 1,015,051 90
November .................... 1,042,020 6à
December .................... 171,451 61

1867.
January ..... ............... 1,025,187 93
February ....................... Z87,474 69
March....................... 436,745 28
Aprit ........................... . 1,382,271 03
M ay .................. ........ 1,644,183 1
June ..... ....................... 1,131,415 56
July ... ........................ 668,651 68
August ........................ 550,679 40
September ......... ......... 971,504 89

October ........................ 1,864, 3 OS
November ....... ........... 1,754,954 74
Docember ................. . 2,460,130 SI

NoVA ECOTIA. Niw BRUNiiSWIcK.

$ etg. { $ ets.

................. ............

commen cemnent.
376,999 93 I 264,707 55
250,653 07 j 270,751 52
367,614 82 358,912 76

Average Balances.

$ ets.
990,000 00

1,500,000 00
1,000,000 00

500,000 00
900,000 00

600,000 00
360,000 00
900,000 00

1,500,000 00
1,040,000 60
1,100,000 00

430,000 00
730,000 00

1,630,000 00

2,270,000 00
2,750,000 00

T. D. HARINGTON, . B. a.

ExcuIINaE purchased of Bank of Montreal, between the lst August, 1866, and
the lst December, 1867, with dates, terms and rates.

Date. Terms. Rates.

1866.
August 24..................... Sight.................. 11 percent.............
September 3...... ............. 60 days' sight.......... si

13 ... ................ e d 6d
e 1 ........................

S................... " ................ ...................

November 2............... ...... ........... .4 9 ............. ....... 6 day é ,i .......... 10 ......
Io2...................4II

28 9.... ........ ........ 60 dt..................12

December ................ 6 dy 66h...........I14.............. ih ................. 12................ ...

February 2............ t . .... 
d 6..................

March 21................... d ...... 10 .

April 25... ............... d ...... 1
May 7......................... I. .
June 4 llj

44 52. ......................... " ...... 12 4

9 .......... ig....... ..... 5 daya' sight.............i
14................... 60 da igt........ loi...
27 ........................ " " . . li .................

July .......................... Sight ....................... .
Agt 21......................... . "...............12 d

22 ........... .. I
October 28 ............... ............. 

Amount.

I S. d.
8,000 o 0

100,000 0 0
100,00G0 0

00,000 'b 0
60,000 0 o
40,000 0 0
50,000 0 0
50,000 0 0

985 ù S
50,000 0 0
50,000 ()
12,200 0 0

230.000 0 4)
70,000 0 0

18,304 14 Il
613 16 1

2,746 8 0
3,001 13 11

557 13 4
100 13 5
344 Il 8

100,000 0 0
250,000 0 O

7,881 12 0
10,000 0 0

97 10 0
4,218 6 7

48 15 0

T. D. HARINGTON, D. B. G.
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STATEMENT of the Provincial Note Account, Receiver 'General's Issue Account,
and the Receiver General's Specie Reserve Account with the Bank of
Montreal on the lst day of each month, from August, 1866, to December,
1867, inclusive, pursuant to the Address of the House of Commons to His
Excellency the Governor General, bearing date the 19th December, 1867.

Amount of Amount of

Date. Note:; in Notes on

circulation. hand.

1866. $ ets. $ cts.

August 1st.............. nil. nil.
September lst.........
October lst ............ "
November lt ......... 2,163,000 00 777,000 00
December lot.......... 7,451,000 00 3,245,000 00

1867.

January 1st............
February lst ........
March Ist............
April Ist ..............
May lst .................
June lst......,. ........
July 1st ........... ,.
August Ist .............
September 1st...
October Ist ......
November ist ...
December lst.... ....

2,936,000 00
3,117,000 00
3,085,700 00
3,033,700 00
3,099,700 00
3,193,700 00
3,113,700 00
3,444,693 00
3,268,693 00
3,385,693 00
3,979,693 00>
3,888,242 O0

5,752,000
6,377,000
6,085,000
5,659,000
5.365,000
5,159,000
5,21e,000
4,861,000
4,962,000
4,810,000
4,573,000
5,030,000

20 per cent.

Specie Reserve

on Notes in

circulation.

ets.

ni.

432,600 0GO
490,200 00O

587,200
623.400
617,140
606,740
619,940
638,740
622,740
088,938
653,738
677,138
795,938
777,648

Issue Account.

To credit To debit
of Receiver of Receiver

General. General.

$ots. $ ets.

nil. mil.

1,730,400 00
423,300 00

411,300 00
.............. 1.......
.....................
,....................

.. ..... ... ... ..
198,400 00
134,400 00
399,195 Do
258,395 00
351,995 00
827,195 00
754,034 00

93,900 00
118,940 00
160,540 00
107,740 00

MEuo.-The above are the figures as they stood on the Wednesday before the lst of mach month. The
Bank of Montreal furnishos weekly returns every Wednesday.

T. D. HARINGTON, D. R. G.

STATEMENT of the Amount paid or payable by the Government to the Bank of
Montreal for the Surrender of its Circulation, and the Amount paid as Cost
of issued or unissued Notes of Bank, and the Amount paid or due as Com-
mission upon Provincial Notes in Circulation, from lst August, 1866, to lst
December, 1867.

Compensation paid for surrender of Circulation for 12 months ended 2nd Ootober, 1867, Kt
5 per cent per annum. (Paid every six months) .......................................... $ 100,355 90

Cost of Issued ' Legal Tender Notes" and Express charges........................................$ 15,960_81

Commission paid upon Provincial Notes in Circulation, during the year ended 2nd october,
1867. (Paid every three months).....................................................................$ 29,846 60

T. D. HARINGTON, D. R. G.

A. 1868
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RETURN of total Amount of Provincial notes placed in possession of the Bank of
Montreal, and the Amount of Provincial Debentures exchanged by the Bank
for Provincial Notes, from 1st August, 1866, to lst December, 1867.

Temporary Legal Tender Notes..................$3,000,000. (29 and 30 Vict., caps. 10, 5, 15.)

Provincial Notes .................................................. $3,410,000. (These Notes were not sent at once, but as
received from the engravers.)

No Debentures exchanged by the Bank for Provincial Notes.

RETiRN of Amount of Debentures, and where lodged, to provide Funds for the
redemption of Provincial notes, from lst August, 1866, to lst December, 1867.

Amount.-$3,000,000, lodged with the Receiver General.

T. D. HARINGTON, D. . G.

RETURN of all Expenses or Charges in preparing " Provincial Notes," and of the
Amount of remuneration paid or due to Commissioners under Provincial Note
Act, and all charges to the Government for Signing, Stamping, or Marking
Notes of Bank of Montreal to identify them as Provincial Notes, from lst
August, 1866, to 1st December, 1867.

Amount paid for Engraving, &c ..................... .. ...................................... S 99,010 96
do Bank of Montréal, Express Charges, &c................. ................. 975 20
do do for Initialing " Legal Tender Notes," &0 .......................... 30 0 00
de do for Countersigning Provincial Notes," &e ...... ,................. 914 25

Amount paid Conmmissioners, to 3rd August, 1867.-18 months,-6 at $400 each....................$ 1,800 00
do do 3 do to 3rd November, 1867, do., ... 600 00

Total..... ...... ...... ....... ......................... ........................ $ 2,400 00

T. D. HARINGTON, D. R. G.

[No. 1412.]
OTTAWA, 9th March, 1868.

Si,-I have the honor, b7 direction of the Receiver Ceneral, to enclose you Return
to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 16th December last, applying for State-
ments relating to the Provincial Note Act, and Balances, &c., and Exchange Transactions
with the Bank of Montreal. This Address was received on the 17th December, and
the Legislature was adjourned en the 21st of that month. There was consequently no
time to prepare the Return before the adjournment. I return the Address, and have the
honor to be,

Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

T. D. HARINGION,
D. R. G.

The Honorable H. L. LzqaN vIN,
Secretary of State, &c.,

Ottawa.

31 Victoria., A. 1868
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RETURN
To an Address of the HOUSE OF COMMONS, dated 9th December, 1867; For a

Statement of Sums paid and Sums still due to Township Municipalities in

Lower Canada, as Seigniorial Indemnity.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
&erétary of Btat.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, lth March, 1868.

A. 1868:31 Victoria.
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STATEMENT No. 57 (page 87, part 2) of the Public Accounts for 1866, and
Statement No. 57 (page 83, part 2) of the Public Accounts for 1867, shew in
detail the sums paid to the several Township Municipalities inLower Canada,
in compensation for Seigniorial Indemnity up to the 30th June, 186Y.

The Statement last mentioned also shews the sums due to such Municipalities on
the 30th June, 1867; and the following is a list of the Payments made on
account thereof, between the lst July and the 31st December, 1867, viz:-

MPUNICIPALITIES.

St. Barnab6.. ...................
Hinchinbrooke.............................
Dadswell .. ................... ......
Aylmer Village ......... ........... ........
Huil....... ............................... ........
Lochaber .........................................
Buckingham ...................

do Village...... ........
Masham ............. .......................
Wakefield... .................. ................
Eardley ......................................
Templeton................................
Ripon and Hartwell .............
Aylwin.........................
Lowe.. ........ .................. ...........
Portland .........................................
Wright............................. ..............
Bouchette.................,..... .................
Ilincks ............................................
Cameron .................... ,.....
Northfield ......................... .............
Weedon ..........................................

Carried forward........

$ ets.

280 62
260 25
370 87
158 00
371 00
209 00
240 00
117 00
176 00

92 00
100 00
264 00

89 00
34 00
si 00
42 00
36 00
40 00
26 00
23 00
20 00

486 00

$3,515 74

Amount
MUNICIPALITIES.

paid.

$ets.
Broughtforward.............. 3,515 74

Huddersfield, Cawood, Aberford, Clap-
ham, Stanhope, and Pontefract ........ 1,315 00

larrington ................................ 193 75
Percé ................................ . 889 00
Godmanchester............................ . 73 62
Hunterstown.................................... 211 00
Chenier............... .......... ......... .... 652 50
Hemmingford ..................... ............ 912 87
Matane ......................................... 159 83
Escoumains............... ...................... 553 25
Hébertville .,.................................... 545 25
Roberval ..................................... . 314 00
Tadousac,...................................... 197 62
Dunham............... .............. 2,409 42

Do Village ....................... ........ 176 88
St. Armand, East,............................ 963 90
Frelighsburgh ........ ,. ............ ......... 160 13
Ste. Gertrude ..... ............................. 124 00
W arwik ......................................... 414 67

Do Village ............................. 170 64

Total......... ................... $13,953 07

JOHN SIMPSON,
As8istant dcitor.

A. 1868
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RETURN
To an Address of the HousE oF COMMONS, dated 18th May, 1868; For a

Statement in detail of the Sums appropriated for the current quarter and

year, separately, to the several Emigration Agents at Quebec, Montreal,
Toronto, Kingston, and Hamilton, for Emigration purposes.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LLANGEVIN,
8scretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, 14th May, 1868.

[In accordance with the recommendation of the Jint Committee on Frinting, the above
Return is not printed.]

19
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RETURN
To an Address of the HousE oF COMMONS, dated 9th DeCember, 1867;

for Correspondence with the American Bank Note Company, or any other,

relating to the engraving of Goverument Notes.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
iSecretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OP THE SECRETARY OF STAT.r,
Ottawa, lth March, 1869.

AUDIT OFFICE, December 19, 1867.
SIr,-I have the honor to enclose Copies of Documents asked for by an Address from

the House of Commons, of December 9th:-
(1). Letter from J. E. Gavit, Esq., President of the American Bank Note Company,

embodying an agreement made verbally with him at New York by the Auditor.
('2). Letter from the same explaining part of the previous letter.

The rest of the correspondence with the American B&nk Note Company only
relates to orders, from time to time, given in stamps, notes, &c., and has no rela-
tion to the terms of the agreement.

(3). Tender of the British Anerican Bank; Note Company.
(4). Report of the Board of Customs, Excise tnd Stamps thereon.
(5). Order in Council passed on tho above report.
(6). Report of the Board of Customs, Excise and Stamps upon the tenders of the

Company and schedule of priees attached, and Order in Council passed thereon.
(7). Report uf the Board of Castoms, Excise and Stamps upon the proposed contract

wifh the Company.
(8). Letter from the President of the British American Bank Note Company, asking

for an extension of the proposed contract.
I have the honor to be,

Your obedient servant,
JOHN LANOToN,

The Hon. H. L. Langevin, Auditor.
Secretary of State.

AMERIcAN BANK NOTE COMPANT,
New York, August 25th, 1866.

DEAu SIR,-Referring to your proposals to this Company, under date of 2lst inDt., in
reference to the plates already engraved for the proposed issue of Provincial notes, and in
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accordance with the verbal arrangement made subsequently by yourself as the rcpresenta-
tive of the Government of Canada and myself on the part of this Company, I beg to sub-
mit, for the official approval of your Government, a detailed statement of the said arrange-
ment, and wbich I beg of you to have ratified as early as possible in order that the work
shall be furnished without delay.

It is agreed on the part of this Company that the plates shall -b prepared for the use
of the proposed issue of Provincial notes, viz., 8,000,000, and whatever further zmount
that may be required, and shall be furnished to the Government of Canada at the rate of
$600 for each face-plate and $250 for each back-plate, and to be re-touched for one-half
the original cost. The number of impressions to be printed from each of the plates before
re-touching te be 25,000 and after re-touching 20,000 after which the said plates are to be
cancelled by this Company or its representative, and (quoting from.your proposals) " The
plates will always be in custody of an officer of Government," and it is " pledged on be-
half of the Canadian Government that no use shall be made of the plates excepting to take
off impressions, and that any additional copies of the plates which may be required for this
issue beyond those now to be furnished, shall be furnished by the American Bank Note
Company."

The terms of payment to be $600 and $250 respectively in gold, subject to a dedue-
tien of one-half the current rate of exchange. The plates prepared for fractional cur-
rency for the Government of Canada, to be paid for by the Government, and to be subject
to the same conditions if used, as heretofore enumerated, or to be cancelled if not required
for future use.

It is further understood and agreed, in accordance with our mutual arrangement,
that all plates heretofore engraved by this Company for the use of the Government of
Canada, are te remain in the possession of this Company. and all work required from the
same is to be executed by this Company, until the proposed Confederation of the Provinces
shall take place, at which time all of said plates are to be cancelled.

Awaiting the official sanction of your Goverinent.
I am, Sir,

Yours very respectfully,
(Signed,) JOHN E. GAVIT,

John Langton, Esq., Vice-President.
Auditor, &c.,

Ottawa, Canada,

AMERICAN BANK NOTE COMPANY,
New York, September let, 1866.

SIR,-I beg te acknowledge the receipt of your favor of the 29th ult., ratifying the
agreement entered into between Mr. Langton and this Company, the terms of which were
embodied in my letter of August 25th.

In order to remove any ambiguity in the clauses referred to in your Letter, I quote
from the written proposal submitted by Mr. Langton under date of Aug. 2 lst, and accepted
by this Company, viz.: "I propose, therefore, that the American Bank Note Company
shall make such alterations in the existing plates, as shall adapt them to the present
scheme, and that they shall prepare a sufficient number of plates to strike off the con-
templated issue of eight millions of dollars." The last clause in my letter of August
25th should have excepted the plates now being prepared for your Government; it was
clearly understood that they were not to be included in the agreement guaranteeing to this
Company the printing from all plates heretofore engraved by the Compny for the Pro-
vince of Canada.

I am, Sir,
Very respectfully,

Your obedient servant,
(Signed,) JOHN E. GAVIT,

Hon. W. P. Howland, Vice-Preuident.
Acting Minister of Finance,

Ottawa, Canada.
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF CUSTOMS, EXCISE AND STAMPS.

OTTAWA, August 10th, 1866.
The amalgamated Companies, under the name of the British American Bank Note

Company, have put in a tender for Government work, which is herewith submitted.
This tender differs in many material respects from those previously made by Messrs.

Matthews & Smillie, and Messrs. Burland & L'Africain.
They now tender to do all Government work at the rates heretofore charged, or so

low as the price of material and compensation of artistic skill can justify. Even putting
out of the question the vagueness of the last words, which really amount to no price at all
bcing fixed. The original tender of Messrs. Matthews & Smillie proposed to do all work
at 20 per cent. below the prices of the American Bank Note Company, and that of Messrs.
Burland and L'African proposed 25 per cent. below those prices. Even if the tender
were satisfactory otherwise in respect to price, the Board is of opinion that a comparison
with the rates of the Americau Bank Note Company would be an inconvenient way of'
fixing this important element in the contract.

The Board bas therefore called upon the Company to submit a detailed schedule of
prices, at which they are willing to execute the work.

2. The tender of Messrs. Matthews & Smillie contained another important provision,
which is altogether omitted in the present tender, viz. :-that they guaranteed each plate
to strike off 25,000 impressions before re-touching, and 15,000 afterwards. As the cost
of plates is from $100 to $500, according to style of execution, some such provision is
desirable.

8. The present tender seems to stipulate that the Government should provide a build-
ing at Ottawa free of cost, which was not asked for in the previous tenders.

4. This tender, as well as both the former ones, stipulate that the machinery shall be
admitted duty free. This proposition seems a fair one.

The present tender, however, as well as the former one of Messrs. Burland & L'Afri-
cain, stipulates also for the free admission of materials. As the Company proposes to do
business for the Banks and others, the Board does not think that this exemption should
extend to the paper and materials.

Uatil some modification is made in the terms oflered, the Board is not prepared to
recommend that the Government should enter into a contract with the Company, but as
the necessity for preparation being made for performing Government work is very pressing,
and if any contract is made in Canada, it would be very desirable that it should include
the work now to be undertaken ; the Board would recommend that the Government should
make a proposition upon which they will enter into a contract, viz.:-

First.-The Company shall execute all Government work in Canada, either at Mon-
treal or at Ottawa, as the Government may determine, employing a staff of skillful artists
in all their various branches.

Second.-The work shall be under the supervision of such Government Officer or
Ofdicers, as may from time to time be appointed for that purpose.

Third.-The Government shall have the right to reserve to itself the exclusive use
of any die upon paying for it.

Fourth.-The work shall be in every respect fully equal to that heretofore supplied
fron other sources, and charged for upon a schedule of prices to be agreed upon, the
basis of which shall be that the total cost of the work shall not exceed that heretofore
charged, or the present current rates of the American Bank Note Company.

Fifth.--The Company shall guarantee that cach plate shall give 25,000 impressions
before re touching, and 15,000 afterwards, excepting where the patent green is used, when
the number of impressions guaranteed shall only be 10,000.

Sixth.-The Government shall have the right to use, for cancelling stamps and for
all other purposes required, the patent colors, for which Messrs. Burland, L'Africain &
Co., have the exclusive right.

Seventh.-The Company shall introduce, from time to time, any improvements in the
arts of engraving and printing which experience may shew to be of value.

Eighth.-The Government will admit ail necessary machinery duty free.
8
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Ninth.-The contract to be for- years, and the schedule of prices to be subject to
revision from time to time.

R. S. M. BOUCHETTE,
Chairman.

The undersigned humbly submits the within Report to the favorable consideration of
the Council.

A. P. BELLEAU,
lOth August, 1866. ?. G.

Copy of a Report of a Committee oj the Honorable the Executive Council approved by
uis Excellen'y the Governor General in Council on the 16th August, 1866.

On a Report from the Board of Customs, Excise and Stamps, dated 10th August,
1866, submitting a " tender" from the amalgamated Companies, under the name of the
British American Bank Note Company, for the engraving and printing of Notes, Deben-
tures, Postage and other Stamps for a period of ten years,-the Board reports that this
tender differs in many material respects from those previously made by Messrs. Matthews
& Smillie and Messrs. Burland & L'Africain.

1. That they now tender to do all the Government work at the rates heretofore
charged, or as low as the price of material and compensation of artistie skill will justify.
That even putting out of the question the vagueness of the last words, which really
amount to no price at all being fixed, the original tender of Messrs. Matthews & Smillie
proposed to do all the work at twenty per cent. below the prices of the American Bank
Note Company, and that Messrs. Burland & L'Africain proposed twenty-five per cent. be-
low those prices.

That even if the tenders were satisfactory otherwise in respect to price, the Board is
of opinion that a comparison with the rates of the American Bank Note Company would
be an inconvenient way of fixing this important element in the contract.

The Board has therefore called upon the Company to submit a detailed schedule of
prices at which they are willing to execute the work.

2. That the tender of Messrs. Matthews & Smillie contained another important pro-
vision, which is altgether omitted on the present tender, viz.: That they guarantee each
plate to strike of 25,000 impressions before re-touching and 15,000 afterwards.

That as the cost of plates is from 100 to $500, according to style of execution, some
such provision is desirable.

3. That the present tender seems to stipulate that the Government should provide a
building at Ottawa, free of cost, which was not asked for in the previous tenders.

4. That this tender as well as both the former ones stipulates that the machinery
shall be admitted free of duty. This proposition, the Board states, seems a fair one. That
the present tender, however, as well as the former one of à*iessrs. Burland & L'Africain,
stipulates also for the free admission of materials.

That as the Company proposes to do business for the Banks and others, the Board
does not think that this exemption should extend to paper and materials.

That until some modification is inade in the terms ofered, the Board is not prepared
to recommeud that the Government should enter into a contract with the Company, but
as the necessity for preparations being made for perfcrming Government work is very
pressing, and as, if any contract is made in Canada, it would be very desirable, that it
should include the work now to be undertaken, the Board recommends that the Government
should make a proposition upon whieh they will enter into a contract, viz.:-

Firsi.-That the Company shall execute alil Government work in Canada, at Ottawa,
employing a staff of skilful artists in all their various branches.

Second.-The work shall be under the supervision of such Government Officer or
Officers, as may from time to time be appointed for that purpose.

Third.-The Government shall have the right to reserve to itaelf the exclusive use
of any die or plate upon paying for it.

Fourth.-The workshall be in every.respect fully equal to that heretofore supplied from
4
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other sources, and charged for upon a schedule of prices to be agreed upon, the buis of
which shall be, that the total cost of the work shall not exceed that heretofore charged by
or the present current rates of the A merican Bank Note Company.

Fifth.-The Company shall guarantee that each plate shall give 25,000 impressions
before re-touching, and 15,000 afterwards, except where the patentgreen is used, when the
number of impressions guaranteed shall only be 10,000.

Sixth.-The Government shall have the right to use, for cancelling Stamps and for
all other purposes required, the patent colours, for which Mesmrs. Burland, L'Africain &
Co., have the exclusive right.

Seventh.-The Company shall introduce, from time to time, any improvements in the
art of engraving and printing, which experience may shew to be of value.

Eighth.-The Government will admit all necessary machinery duty free.
Ninth.-The contract to be terminated at the option of either party, by giving the

other six months' notice.
Tenth.-The dies and plates shall be in the possession and under control of the

Government, and when used shall bc under supervision of a Government officer, who shall
keep a record of all work done.

The Committee, on the recommendation of the Hon. the' Receiver General, advise
that a proposition to the foregoing effect be made to the Company, and, if accepted, that a
contract be entered into with the applicants as above mentioned.

Certified.
W. H. LEE.

C. E. C.

OTTÂWA, August 7th, 1866.
The undersigned having amalgamated their respective interests in compliance with the

expressed wishes of the Government, and made application for " Letters Patent" of incor-
poration, under the name and style of the British American Bank Note Company, for the
purpose set forth in the advertisement of application,-

Beg respectfully to submit proposals for the execution of all work arising out of the
engraving and printing of Notes, Debentures, Postage, Excise, B&f, Law and other Stamps,
for the term of ten years from the date of contract.

First.-They are prepared toexecute ail Goverument work in Canada, either in Mont-
real or at Ottawa as the Government may determine, employing a staff of skilfal artists in
all its various branches.

Second.-If desirable the work may be under the supervision of such Government
Ofcer or Officers, as may from time to time be appointed for that purpose.

Tàird.-Whenever it in desired dies of vignettes, or lathe work, may be reserved for
the exclusive use of the Government, subject to any extra cost which may be incurred in
production.

Iourth.-The work done to be fully equal in every respect, to anything heretofore
supplied to the Government and at rates corresponding to those heretofore charged or as
low as the price of material or cómpensation of artistic skill will justify.

Fifth.-To that end they propose to use on Debentures und other work of a like
kind, as also for cancelling Postage and other stamps, the patent colours, for the use of
which in Canada and the other British North American Provinces, Messrs. Burland,
L'Africain & Co. have the exclusive riglit r4served by Letters Patent, this being the only
absolute protection against counterfeiting and altering Notes, Postage Stamp:, Debentures
and other Documents.

We also guarantee to introduce from time to time any improvement in the arts of en-
graving and printing, which experience may hereafter develope.

Sixth.-Should the Government require the work to be doue in Ottawa, the under-
signed would propose that a suitable building, free of cost be providel by the Government,
and farnished with the necessary safeguards for the due execuao and protectiom of the
sme.
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Seventh.-As this project is entirely new and hazardous in Canada, and the enter-
prise a very expensive one, it is respectfully requested that the machinery, paper, and
material of all descriptions used in the business may be admitted free of duty.

W. C. SMILLIE,
For self and associates.

B. CHAMBERLIN,
For self and associates.

SCHEDULE of prices to accompany proposal to execute the Government work by
the British American Bank Note Company.

ENGRAVING. $ ets.

1 Plate...... 4 BankNotes.............. ............ ................. 500 00
1 " .... 4 Combination back, with title or denominatien only...... ............. 150 00
1 " .... 4 do with both title and denomination.................. 200 00

1 Bank Note, or single block plate......... ......... 150 00
1 Denominational Tint Plate for printing on face of 4 Notes, not less than... 100 00
1 Stamp Plate, Law, Single plate............... ...................... 300 O
1 " Bill, g ........... .... 250 60
1 " Postage, " ............... 100 00

Bond or Loan Certificate, of ordinary size and quantity of work, without
coupons................... .... ....................... 400 00

Every 20 coupons, in addition to Bon Plate............................. 100 00
And less numbers in proportion.

Comptrollers' or Auditors' dies..................................... 100 O0
All original vignettes, dies or lathe work charged according to size and

quality of work.

Plate...... 4 Bank Notes, per 1000 impressions............. . ............ 25 00
" ... 2 Or 1 "l "i " . . .. . .. . . . . . .. ...... 15 Of)

4 Combination backs, per 1000 impressions.......... 20 0
2....... Or " ". ..... ........ 15 00

Denomination or Tint Plate on face of 4 Notes, per 1000 impressions. ..... 20 00
" " " of 2 or 1 Notes, per 10)0 impressions.. 15 00

Typographical Red Denomination on 4 Notes, per 1000 impressions....... 12 50
" " " on 2 or 1 Notes, per 1000 impressions. 10 00

Postage Stamps, per 1000 Stamps ................. ................. 0 25
Other Stamps, per 1 000' impressions........... .................... 50 00
Bond or Loan Certificates, ordinary size, no coupons, per 1000 impressions 40 00
Every 20 Coupons, or less number in proportion, in addition to priee of

printing the Bond................ ................................. 10 00
Numbering Bank Notes, 4 numbers on a sheet, per 1000 sheets. 1 numberi

on each Note................................. ................ 5 00
Numbering Bank Notes, 4 numbers on a sheet, per 1000 sheets, 2 numbers

on each Note.......................... ..... .................... 10 00
Bank Note paper, per 100o sheets of Id lbo. weight..................... 22 50

Bond and all other paper according to size and quality. I

(Copy, No. 944.)

OTTAwA, 17th August, 18Q6.
GENTLEMEN,-1 aM directed by the Honorable the Receiver General of Canada to

submit the following Proposition to you, on the part of the Provincial Government, upon
which they will enter into a contract far the engraving and printing of Notes, Debentures
Postage and other Stamps, with your Company.
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lst. The Company shall exeute all Government work in Canada, at Ottawa, employ-
ing a staff of skilful artists in aIl their various branches.

2nd. The work shall be under thelsupervision of such Government Officer or Officers
as may from time to time be appointed for that purpose.

3rd. The Government shall have the right to reserve to itself the exclusive use of any
die or plate upon paying for it.

4th. The work shall be in every respect fully equal to that heretofore supplied from
other sources and charged for upon a schedule of prices to be agreed upon, the basin of
which shall be that the total cost of the workJshall not exceed that heretofore charged by
or the present current rates of the American Bank Note Company.

.5th. The Company shall guarantee that each plate shall give 25,000 (twenty-five
thousand) impressions, before re-touching and 15,000 (fifteen thousand) afterwards, ex-
cepting where the patent green is used, when the number of impressions guaranteed shall
only be 10,000 (ten thousand).

6th. The Government shall have tho right to use for cancelling Stamps and for all
other purposes required, the patent colours for which Messrs. Burland, L'Africain & Co.,
have the exclusive right.

7th. The Company shall introduce from time to time any improvements in the arts
of engraving and printing which experience may show to be of value.

8th. The Government will admit all necessary machinery duty free.
9th, The Contract to be terminable at the option of either party by giving the other

six month's notice.
10th. The dies and plates to be in the possession and under control of the Govern-

ment, and when used, to be under supervision of a Government Officer, who shall keep a
record of all work done.

I am also directed to request you to state, for the information of the Government, if
your Company accepts the foregoing proposition, and is prepared to execute the contract,
and commence the work required.

I have the honor to be,
Gentlemen,

Your obedient Servant,
(Signed), T. DouGLAs HARINGoN,

The British American Deputy Receiver General
Bank Note Company &c., &c., Ottawa.

OTTAWA, August 17th, 1866.
The Honorable Receiver General, Canada,

Sia.-We have the honor:to acknowledge the receipt of yours of this day's date, ae-
companying a proposition conveying terms of contract to be entered into with tho British
Amwerican Bank Note Company for the engraving and printing of Notes, Bondu, Stamps,

., for the Government, and do hereby tender our acceptance of the same, and the Com-
pany is prepared at once to commence work.

We have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient Servants,

(Signed), W. C. SMrwu.
B. CrunMarawN.

ConP of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Executive Council, approved by
Ris Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 22nd October, 1866.

On the recommendation of the Honorable the Minister of Finance, the Committee
advised that the annexcd Minute of the Board of Oustoma, Excise, and Stamps, propohiag

A. 1868
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that a contract be entered into with the British American Bank Note Company, according to
the terms therein set forth, and recommending and deflning certain rules and regulations
to be establisbed for the superintendence, custody and disposition, of Provincial Notes,
Debentures and Stamps, be sanctioned and adopted, and that a contract be entered into
accordingly.

Certified.
W. H. LEE,

The Chairman, C. E. C.
Board of Customs, Excise and Stamps.

MINUTE of the Board of Oustoms, Excise and Stamps upon the Superintendence of the
Execution of Provincial Notes, Stamps, &c.

An Order in C'ouncil having been passed, August 16, off ring certain terms to the Bri-
tish American Bank Note Company upon which Government was prepared to enter into a
contract for the cxecution of Government work, in the preparation of Debentures, Notes,
Stamps, &c., and the offer of the Government having been accepted by the Company, in a
letter, dated August 17th, it appears advisable that a contract should be prepared and ex-
ecuted in accordance with the Order in Council.

A schedule of the prices at which the work is to be charged for, forms a part of the
proposal of Government, and sbould be embodied in the contract. The exact rate was not
settled by the Order in Council, but the Board is of opinion that the prices named in the
schedule, submitted on behalf of the Company, to the Receiver General, by Mr. Smillie,
are fair prices and are sot higher than the current rates of the American Bank Note Com-
pavy, and would recommend that they be adopted as the schedule of prices in the contract.

It will aiso be necessary that rules should be laid down, for the pr-per superintend-
ence of the work to be executed by the Company, and the Board submits the following :-

1. Ail the Government work shall be executed by the Company under the supervision
of the Board of Customs, Excise and Stamps.

2. An Officer shall be appointed, who, subject to such instructions as he may receive
from the Board, to be assented to by the Minister of Finance, shall be charged with the
supervision of the work executed by the Company.

3. The Receiver General shall have the custody of ail dies and plates used for Gov-
ernment work, when they are not in the hands of the Company for the preparation of plates
or for the striking off of impressions, and he shall also have the custody of ail impressions
which have been completed.

4. When any dies are required for the preparation of plates or any plates for striking
off impressions, the Receiver General shall deliver them, on an Order from the Board of
Customs, Excise and Stamps, taking a receipt in a book to be kept for that purpose, and
when such dies or plates are given or returned to him, he shall sign a receipt in a similar
book to be kept by the Board of Customs, Excise and Stamps.

5. When impressions from any Goverument plates have been completed, they shall
be delivered by the Board of Customs, Excise and Stamps to the Receiver General, who
shall give a receipt for them.

6. Ail dies and plates when received from the Receiver General, shall be kept in a
fire-proof vault, on the premises of the Company under the double lock of the Company
and the Board, and it shall be the duty of the Officer of the Board, to be in attendance at
the. proper hours to deliver such dies, plates or impressions to the Company, for the ajose-
cution of their work, and for restoring the plates, impressions, &c., to the vault.

7. The Secretary of the Board shall keep a Register of the number and denomina-
tions of ail impressions completed by the Company and ready for delivery, which shall be
!erißed by his initials, and also by those of an OQficer of the Company, and it shall be the
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duty of such officer of the Board to deliver such impressions when completed, and all dies
or plates no longer required for daily use by the Company, to the Receiver General, taking
a receipt therefor.

8. When forms of Debentures and Provincial Notes shall have been delivered to the
Receiver Gene.ral by the Board of Customs, Excise and Stamps, the Board shall be no
longer responsible for them, but all Stamps shall be held by the Receiver General, subject
to the requisitions of the Board. The Receiver Gencral shall cause a Stamp Register or
Registers ro be kept, in which shqll be entered the numbers and denominations of Stamps
delivered to him, and the date of delivery, and there shall also be entered therein the
numbers and denominations issued by hini on the requisition of the Board, with the date of
the issue, the person to whom issued, and the number of the requisition of the Board. Similar
Registers shall also be kept by the Board, in which shall be entered the numbers and
denominations delivered to the Receiver General, and those for the issue of which requisi-
tions have been made. A return shall be made monthly from the Receiver General's
Department to the Board, of the number and denominations of Stamps in his custody, and
when it shall be necessary to cancel any Stamps in his custody, they shall be counted and
destroyed in the presence of au officer of the Board and an officer of the Receiver Gen-
eral's Department, and a minute shall be made thereof, signed by such officers, in the
Stamp Registers of the Board and of the Receiver General.

It would be desirable that the officer of the Board, when appointed, should visit New
York and Washington, to make himself acquainted with all the checks and safeguards in
use there for similar work.

(Signed,) R. S. M. BOUCHETTE,
Chairman.

Cor'r of a Report of a Comnmittee of the Bonorable the Executive Council, c'proved by
lis Excellency the Adminùtrator of the Government in Council on the 20th Decem-
ber, 1866.
The Committee have had before them a Memorandum, from the Honorable the acting

Minister of Finance, recommending-upon a report of the Board of Customs, Excise and
Stamps, respecting the superintendence, on behalf of the G overnment, over the work to
be executed by the British Americau Bank Note Company-that a contract be immediately
prepared to be executed by the Company, in accordance with the terms laid down in the
Orders in Couneil of 16th August and 22nd October, 1866, and that such contract shall
clearly specify that the Company shall adopt such regulations, for the proper checking of
the work, as shall be approved of by the Minister of Finance, and shall make such arrange-
ments in the building as shall, in the judgment of the said Minister of Finance, be neces-
sary for the safety of the Goverument property and of the works in progress; and, fur-
ther recommending that trimming and separating machines be procured by Government,
the cost thereof not to exceed one thousand dollars.

The Committee submit the above recommendations for Your Excellency's approval.

Certified.
W. B. LEE,

To tho Chairman C. E. C.
of Customs, Excise and Stamps.

(Copy.)
BrITIsB AMERIcAN BANK NOTE COMPANT.

Ottawa, January 23rd, 1867.
DEAR Sie,-As you are aware, our proposition and expeetation from the first bas

been, that our contract with the Goverament should be for a period of ten years, we deem
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it proper and fitting through your Board to bring the subject before it at this time, hav-
ingbeen informed that the formal contract is now in course of preparation.

May we beg, therefore, through you, as best acquainted with the history of our
struggle, that that paper be so framed, as to do our efforts justice in this regard.

The large and unavoidable expenses in laying the foundation of a business entirely
new in the country makes it especially needful that the ground on which we build should
be beyond'the possibility of disturbance within a shorter term.

Trusting that our application will be submitted to Her Majesty's Provincial Govern-
ment, with your favorable report,

I have the honor to be,
Dear Sir,

Your obedient Servant,
W. C. SMILLIE,

R. S. M. Bouchette, Esqr., President.
Chairman, Board of Customs, Excise and Stamps.

A. 1868
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RETURN
To an Address of the SENATE, dated l2th May, 1868 ; For a Statement ghewing

the Debts of the Provinces of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick to the

Dominion, at the most recent date.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,
Ottawa, 15th May, 1868.

[In accordance with he recommendation of the Joint Committee on Printing, the abov
Return i not printed.]

Sessional Papers (No. 48.) A. 18683 1 Victoria.
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R ET UJ RN
To an Address of the House of Commons, dated 16th December, 1867; For

Statement of number of Employés in Post Oflice at Montreal; their salaries,
origin, and the vacancies therein, within five years.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECILETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, 12th March, 1868.

(n accordanue with the recommendation of the int Com»illee on Prùatng, the aôov.
Return is notprinted).
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PETURNR
TIo an Address of the HOusE OF COMMONs, dated 15th, November 1867; For

Copies of all documents in relation to the Extradition of Lamirande.

By Command

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,

Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, 11th March, 1868.

PROVINCE OF CANADA, To the Right Honorable Charles Stanley, Viscount Monck
District of Montreal. Baron Monck of Ballytramnimon, in the County of Wexford,

Governor General of British North America, &c., &o., and Captain General and
Governor in Chief in and over the Provinces of Canada, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
and the Island of Prince Edward, and Vice Admirai of the sanie, &c., &c.
The Petition of Félix Gastier, arrested under the name of Ernest S. Lamirande, now

detained in the common jail of the distiret ot Montreal, respectfully represents :
That on Wednesday, the first August instant, your petitioner was arrested at Laprairie

by the Police of Montreal, without any written warrant, at the request, it is said, of some
representatives of the French Government, and, as the Petitioner has been informed, upon
the charge of embezzling money belonging to the Bank of France where the said pretended
Lamirande was cashier, and the Petitioner also understands that the said representatives of
the French Government are about to apply for a writ of Extradition, in order to have him,
the, Petitioner, sent back to France.

That as the offence styled " embezzlement" with whieh the said Petitioner is charged
is not mentioned in the treaty .betwèen England and France, if any such treaty is stil in
force, and does yet exist between the two countries, and as therefore it is impossible for
them to obtain his extradition, they have resolved upon employieg subornation, force and
violence, unlawfully and without any right, to kidnap the Petitioner, and without any
authority to send him to the United States or France. The Petitioner has come to that
conclusion from the fact that the Police Oflicers who arrested the Petitioner have been
offered several thousand dollars, if they would kidnap him and bring him to the United
States, which the said Police Officers, in the full sense of their duty, sternly refused to do;
and also from the fact that the parties directing the prosecution against the Pestioner
have boasted that they would have the Petitioner anyhow, whether lawfully or unlawfully,
that they were bound to have him, and that they would have him, no matter by what
means.

A. 1868
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Upon such a state of facts, the Petitioner, knowing how jealous Your Excellency is of
the honor of England, here appeals to Your Excellency in order that in this case, due pre-
cautions be ordered to be taken, so that no unlawful aet be committed, and that the law
be stricly observed and impartially administered.

And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
For the Petitioner,

Montreal, August 3rd, 1866. DOUTRE & DOUTRE,
Attorneys.

1-ROVINCE OF CANADA, To Hfis Excellency the Right Honorable Charles Stanley,
District of Montreal f Viscount 3Monck, Governor General of British North America,

and Captain General and Governor in Chief of the Provinces of Canada, New Bruns-
wick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, &e., &c.
The petition of Ernest Sureau Lamirande, at present confined in the Common Jail of

the District of Montreal, respectfully sheweth !
That your Petitioner has been confined in the said jail since the 1st instant, in virtue

of an order issued under the signature of Wm. H. Bréhaut, Esq ., Police Magistrate, in
which order it is stated that the said Wm. -. Bréhaut, Esq., issued the said order to con-
form-to a warrant issued under the signature of Your Excellency, from whom it would
appear that the extradition of your Petitioner has been solicited by some person claiming
to act in the name of the Government of the Emperor of the French, upon the pretext
of your Petitioner's having committed in France the crime of forgery.

That among other reasons, the enumeration whereof would be superfluous here, your
Petitioner cannot be surrendered :

1. Because the Treaty signed at London on the 18th February, 1843, between England
and France, had ceased to exist from and after the fourth day of June last, long before the
arrest of your Petitioner, in view of the fact that in conformity with a provision of the
said Treaty, the French Government signified to the English Government its desire to put
an end to it six months before the fourth day of June last.

2. Because it was proved before the said Wm. H. Bréhaut, Esq., that the only person
who solicited and demanded the extradition of the Prisoner was M. Abel Frédéric Gautier,
Consul General of France, residing at Qaebec, who, from his own avowal, does not hold
any positon as, and does not exercis-e any of the functions of a diplomatie agent of the
French Government, and because, according to the said Treaty, the extradition of the
Petitioner could not be demanded by any person other than a diplomatie agent of the Gov-
ernment of the Emperor of the French.

3. Because, according to section 3 of the law passed by the Imperial Parliament (6
and 7 Victoria, ch. 75) to organize the execution of the said Treaty, no Justice of the
Peace or Magistrate could, notwithstanding the issue of His Excellency's warrant, order
appprehension of your petitioner, unless proof were adduced before him, under oath, that
the party proceeding for the extradition of your Petitioner, was the bearer of a warrant
of arrest or other judicial document equivalent thereto, issued by a judge or by competent
authority in France, authenticated in such way that such warrant of arrest or equivalent
document would justify the arrest of the Petitioner, if he were in France, and because
your Petitioner was apprehended and is still detained, without ariy such warrant of ar-
rest or other equivalent jadicial document having ever been in the possession of the party
requiring the said extradition.

4. That by the same law (6 and 7 Vie., c. 75.) it is further stipulated that to allow
of the ordering of the extradition, the crime whereof your Petitioner is accused must be
clearly defined in a warrant of arrest, or other equivalent judicial document issued in
France, and because no such warrant of arrest having been submitted to the said Wm. H.
Bréhaut, Esq., the latter could not judge of the nature of the offence of whieh the prisoner
is accused.

5,1 Because it is enacted by the same law, that to justify the Justice of the Peace, or
Magistrate in committing your Petitioner, sufficient proof shall be adduced before him to
justify the apprehension and commital of your Petitioner, if he had committed the crime
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of which he is accused within the limits of the Dominions Of Her Majesty the Sovereign
of Great Britain, and besides the ordinary method of proof resulting from the depositions
of witnesses baving personal cognizance of the facts, the said law admits as proof deposi-
tions made in France, and certified by the judge by whom shall be issued the French
warrant for the arrest of the accused. And your Petitioner maintains that no witness

having personal knowledge of the facts was heard before the said Wm. H. Bréhaut, and
that no deposition, sworn to and certified as required by the said law, was submitted to
the said W. R. Bréhaut, Esq.

6. Because, granting that the procedure and the formalities required by the said law
had been followed and complied with, which your Petitioner denies, the facts irregularly
brought forward before the sail Wm. H. Bréhaut could not maintain the accusation of
forgery, either according to the laws of France, or according to those of Great Britain, or
according to those of Canada.

7. Because those who solicit the extradition of your Petitioner, not being able fairly
to make use of the aforesaid treaty to convey your Petioner back to France, in consequence
of its not covering the offence which your Petitioner would have committed if the faets
set forth in the accusation were true, they endeavor to make improper and unfair use of the
said treaty by giving or striving to give to the facts brought against your Petitioner the
character of forgery, whereas the whole of the said facts could amount to no more than the
offense designated in this country by the term embezzlement.

8. Because attempts thus to abuse international agreements, and especially the treaty
in question have invariably been condemned and baffled by the highest judicial authorities
of Great Britain, as is shown by a decision recently rendered in England, by His Honor
Chief Justice Cockburn, assisted by two other justices of the Court, in re Windsor (10
Part 11, Cox, Criminal Cases, p. 118).

9. Because. notwithstanding all that is hereinbefore set forth, your Petitioner has
reason to believe that not only will the committal of your Petitioner be arbitrarily ordered in
violation of the law, but that attempts will bc made to surprise Your Excellency's con-
science and good faith in order to obtain an order of extradition with such precipitation
that your petitioner would be deprived of the opportunity of submitting his case for the
consideration of a Superior Court, by means of a writ of habeas corpus.

Wherefore your Petitioner prays Your Excellency to take the foregoing facts into your
serious consideration in case the warrant of committal should be signified to Your Excel-
lency, with the view of obtaining from Your Excellency the order to surrender your Peti-
tioner to the French Government; and in such case your Petitioner prays that Your Ex-
cellency may be pleased to give time and opportunity for the submitting of the facts and
the law of his case to a Court or Judge competent to decide the suit in a satisfactory man-
ner, in support of both the dignity of the Government ot Her Maiesty the Queen of Great
Britain and of this Colony, and of the interests of your Petitioner.

And your Petioner will ever pray.
DOUTRE & DAoUST,

Montreal, 15th August, 1866. Advocates of the Petitioner.

QUEBEC, 18th July, 1866.
SIR.-I have the honor to enclose to you herewith an affidavit made before Mr. Jus-

tice Tesebereau, one of the Judges of the Superior Court, at Quebec, by Mr. Edme Justin
Mélin, Inspecteur Principal de Police at Paris, with the view of obtaining the apprehension
and subsequent extradition of one Earnest Sureau Lamirande, Cashier of the Branch of the
Bank of France, at Poitiers, Department of Haute Vienne, in the French Empire, who
has been guilty not only of a theft of seven hundred thousand francs to the prejudice of
that branch of the Bank of France at Poitiers, but also of the crime of forgery in writing,
by falsifying his books and his balance sheet, and thus causing to appear as present in his
safe the stolen sum of seven hundred thousand francs, a crime included in the provisions
of the extr.Adition treaty entered into between France and England, in February, 1843, a
portion whereof I here transcribe:

"B'y a convention between Uer Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland and
the then Sovereign of France, signed at London on the 13th of February, 1818; thé

3
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ratifications whereof were exchanged at London, on the 18th day of March, in the same
year, it was agreed that the high contracting parties should, on requisition made in their
name througlh the medium of their respective agents, deliver up to justice persons who
being accused of the crimes of murder, forgery or fraudulent bankruptey committed within
the jurisdiction of the requiring party, should seek an asylum or should be found within
the territories of the other."

" In order to carry the convention into effect, the British Parliament, on the 23nd of
August, 1843, passed the Act 6 and 7 Victoria, c. 75, in which after reciting the conven-
tion, it is enacted that in case requisition be made pursuant to the convention to deliver
up to justice any person who, being accused of having committed, after the ratification oî
the convention, any of the above crimes, within the territories and jurisdiction of His
Majesty the Emperor of the French, shall be found within the dominions of Her Majesty,
it shall be lawful for one of ler Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State, or in Ireland for
the Chief Secretary of the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, and in any of Her Majesty's
Colonies or Possessions abroad for the Officer administering the Government of any such
Colony or Possessions, by warrant under his hand and seal, to signify that such requisition
bas been so made, and to require all Justices of the Peace and other Magistrates and
Officers of Justice, within their several jurisdictions, to govern themselves accordingly and
to aid in apprehending the persons se accused, and committing such persons te gaol for the
purpose of being delivered up to Justice according to the provisions of the said con-
vention."

" It shall be lawful for one of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State, or in
Ireland, for the Chief Secretary of the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, and in any of Her
Majesty's Colonies or Possessions abroad, for the Offlcer administering the Government of
any such Colony or Possession, by warrant, &c., to deliver up offenders to the authorities of
France."

I therefore take the liberty, Sir, of requesting you to be pleased to apply to Ris Ex-
celleney the Governor General, in virtue of the powers conferred upon him by the aforesaid
convention, for the necessary warrant for the apprehension and subsequent extradition of
the before-mentioned Ernest Sureau Lamirande.

I shall be obliged if you will cause the warrant to be sent to me at the earliest pos-
sible period.

I consider it expedient to enclose herewith the warrant of arrest issued by the civil
tribunal of Poitiers, and duly legalized by Her Britannic Majesty's Consul at Paris. I
have to request that you will be pl'ased to return me this document with the Governor
General's warrant.

I take this opportunity, Sir, of tendering to youthe absurance of my most distinguished
consideration.

FRED. GAUTIER,
The Honorable William McDougall, Consul General of France.

Provincial Secretary, Ottawa.

PROVINCE OF CANADA.

By His Excellency, &c.
To all and singular the Justices of the Peace, and other Magistrates and Officers of Justice

within their several juriscictions in the Province of Canada.
GREETING:

Whereas one Ernest Sureau Lamirande, late of Poitiers, in the French Empire, stands
accused of the crime of forgery, by having, in bis capacity of Cashier of the Branch of the
Bank of France at Poitiers, made false entries in the books of the said Bank, and thereby
defrauded the said Bank of the sum of seven hundred thousand francs; and whereas a
requisition bas been made to me by the Consul General of France in the Provin.es of
British North America, pursuant te the terms of a convention, between Her Majesty the
Queen of the United Kingdom of qreat Britain and Ireland, and His Majesty the King of
France, signed at London on the thirteenth day of February, in the year of Our Lord one
thousand eigbt hundred and forty-three, to issue my warrant for the apprehension of the
said Ernest Sureau Lamirande ; Now know ve that I, Charles Stanleyl Yisðôùt Moü6k,

A. 1368
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being Governor General of the said Province of Canada, under the authority in me vested
by the provisions of the Statute passed by the Legislature of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland, in the Session thereof held in the sixth and seventh years of
Her Majesty's reign, intituled, " An Act for giving effect to a convention between Her
Majesty and the King of the French for the apprehension of certain offenders," do by this
my warrant require you, and each of you, the Justices of the Peace, and Magistrates and
Officers of Justice within your several jurisdictions in the said Province of Canada, to
aid in apprehending the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande so accused, and committing him to
any one of the gaols within the said Province of Canada, for the purpose of being delivered
up to justice, according to the provisions of the said convention. Given, &0.

This is my draft.
GEo. ET. CARTIER,

Ottawa, July 26th, 1866. Attorney General, L. C.

OTTAWA, 1st August, 1866.

SIR,-I have the honor to inclose to you a warrant for the apprehension and extradi-
tion of the individual named Ernest Sureau Lamirande, accused of forgery, as requested
by you in your letter of the 18th July last.

I have the honor to bc, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

E. PARENT.
M. Fréd. Gautier,

Consul General of France,
Quebec.

OTTAWA, 3rd August, 1866.

Sz,-In transmitting to you the warrant of extradition in the case of the individual
named Ernest Sureau Lamirande, the warrant of arrest issued by the civil tribunal of
Poitiers was inadvertently not returned to you, as requested by your letter of the 18th
ultimo. I now supply the omission.

I have, &c.,
M. Fréd. Gautier, E. PARENT.

Consul General of France,
Quebec.

By Telegraph from Montreal, OTTAWA, 6th Aug., 1866.
To Etienne Parent, Prov. Sec's. Ofice.

Lamirande is being extended (sic) in Court here, pray send to Mr. Ramsay the papers
I sent you with my request for warrant per return of mail.

F. GAUTIER.

OTTAWA, 6th August, 1866.
SI,-In compliance with a telegraphic despatch from Mr. Gautier, Consul General

of France, 1 enclose the only paper sent with his application for the extradition of Lami-
rande which bas not yet been returned to him. The mandat d'arrêt issued at Poitiers was
sent to him at Quebec on the 3rd, and our Warrant of Extradition on the first instant.

Be pleased to return the enclosed deposition or a certified copy thereof, when the case
is dis-poeed of. 

I have, &c.,
E. PARENT.

T. K. Ramsay, Esquire,
Advocate, Montreal.
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MONTREAL, 7th August, 1866.

Sin,-I have to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 6th, enclosing me, at the
request of Mr. Gautier, Consul General of France, the affidavit of Mr. Melin in the matter
of Sureau Lamirande, whose extradition is required on the part of the French G-overn-
ment.

The affidavit will be returned, so soon as the proceedings are successfully terminated.
I have the honor to be, Sir,

Your most obedient servant,
To E. Parent, Esquire, T. K. IIAMSAY.

Asst. Prov. Sec'y., Ottawa.

POLICE OFFICE,
Montreal, 22nd August, 1866.

SIR,-I have the honor to transmit herewith the depositions and other documents in
the case of Ernest Sureau Lamirande for Extradition.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

The Honorable W. Hl. BREHAUT, P. M.
The Provincial Secretary,

Ottawa.

REGINA,
vs.

Ernest Sureau Lamirande.

1. Information and complaint of Edme Justin Melin, at Montreal, 6th August, 1866.
2. Deposition of Louis Léonce Coudert, at Montreal, 7th August, 1866.
3. Deposition of Frederic R. Coudert, at Montreal, 14th Angust, 1866.
4. Document marked B-Translation, Arrêt de Renvoi, at Poitiers, 29th May, 1860.
5. Deposition of Edme Justin Melin, at Montreal, 14th August, 1866.
6. Document marked C-Deposition of Henri Marie du Bois de Jancigny, dated at

Poitiers, 2nd April, 1866.
7. Deposition of Abel Frederie Gautier, at Montreal, 14th August, 1866.
8. Document marked D-Procès Verbal de Saisie, by Jolly, Juge d'Instruction, at

Poitiers, 26th April, 1866.
9. Voluntary Statement of Ernest Sureau Lamirande, at Montreal, 15th August,

1866.
10. Document offering Reward of $2,000 (no date.)
11. Deposition of Charles L. Spilthorn, at,.Montreal, 20th and 21st August, 1866.
12. Deposition of Emile B. Morel, at Montreal, 22nd August, 1866.
13. Copy of Warrant of Commitment of Ernest Sureau Lamirande at Montreal, 22nd

August, 1866.

P.aoVINCE 0F CANADA, POLICE OFFICF.
District of Montreal, The information and complaint of Edme Justin Melin,

City of Montreal. Inspecteur principal depolice, of the City of Paris,in the French
Empire, now in the City of Montreal, in the District of Montreal, taken under oath, this
sixth day cf August, in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six,
by the undersigned, William H. Bréhaut, Esquire, Police Magistrate in and for-the Dis-
trict of Montreal, which complainant saith.:

On the seventeenth day of March last I was directed by the Prefect of Police of the
City of Paris aforesaid to seek out and apprehend an individuih1 named Ernest Sureau
Lamirande, Cashier of the Branch of the Bank of France at Poitiers in the French Em-

6
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pire, who was liable to arrest under a warrant of arrest issued by the Juge d'Instruction at
Poitiers aforesaid, on the charge of embezzlement jof funds to the prejudice of the Bank
of France to the amount of seven hundred thousand francs. My information acquainted
me with the fact that the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande had left France to go to England.
I followed him thither, and found traces of him at London and at Liverpool, where he had
embarked under the name of Thibault on board the steamship "Moravian" bound for
Portland, in the State of Maine, one of the United States of America. I at once embarked
for the United States, and arrived in New York on the second day of April last. After
having sought for him at New York, he was found at tire Metropolitan Ilotel, and appre-
hended on the ninth of the said month of April. After his apprehension at New York as
aforesaid, an indictment (arrêt de renvoi) was despatched by the Procureur 1mpérial at
Poitiers to the Consul General of France at New York, accusing him, in addition to the
embezzlement of funds, of falsification òf writing, and of forgery of commercial documents
by his false balance sheet, and by false entries in the books of the said Branch, thereby
defrauding the said Bank of France to the extent of seven hundred thousand francs. The
said indietment was issued after complete instruction made by the Juge d'instruction at
Poitiers. During his detention at New York I paid him numerous visits, and ho became
very talkative to me. He several times voluntarily acknowledged and confessed, without
either promise or threats in my presence, that lie had embezzled funds to the amount
aforesaid, and he even often told me the means lie adopted to get the money out of the
Bank. After the arrival of the indictment at New York, I notified him of it, telling him
that he was further accused of forgery of commercial documents by his balance sheet, and
lie answered me, "It is true, I know it well." le lias several times since made the same
admission to me, and all his admissions to me respecting the offences of which lie was ac-
cused were spontaneous and voluntary on bis part, and without any promise or threat on
my part to obtain them. While the suit for bis extradition was in process at New York,
the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande escaped. He has since been arrested in the Province
of Canada. I have scen him in the common gaol of the District of Montreal; I perfectly
recognized him as being the said Lamirande, and I have no doubt whatever as to his
identity. He even had on the same clothes that he wore on the day of his escape. The
said Ernest Sureau Lamirande is now a prisoner at the Police Office of the said City of
Montreal, where I make this deposition. At New York the said Lamirande took the
name of Dyhers, from Belgium, but after his apprehension and at my second visit he
acknowledged that lie was indeed Lamirande. I was then accompanying the Consul Gen-
eral Gauldrée Boileau.

I therefore demand justice and have signed after reading.
(Signed,) E. J. MÉLIN.

Sworn before me, at Montreal,
this 6th August, 1866. 1

(Signed,) W. H. Bréhaut, P. M.

The foregoing deposition having been read in the presence of the prisoner Ernest
Sureau Lamirande, he was asked whether he wished to put any questions to the deponent,
and he replied that he wished to put to the witness the foilowing questions by his Counsel,
Mr. Doutre.

Question.-Besides the calling which you have ascribed to yourself, do you not also
hold that of spy of the secret police, that is to say,-of paid spy? (Mr. Ramsay, on be-
half of the Crown, objected to the question. Objection sustained.)

Question.-According to the French law, is it not the case that the paid spy in the
service of the secret police, or in other words the accuser pecuniarily recompensed by law
cannot be a witness in cases in which he acts in that capacity?

(Same objection. Objection sustained.)
Question.-Is it not true that by Article 322 of the Code of Criminal Instruction of

France, paragraph 6, the depositions of accusers, whose accusation is pecuniarily reom-
pensed by law, cannot be received ?

(Same objection. Objection sustained.)
7
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Question.-By whom were you employed to follow the traces of the prisoner ? Ans.
By the Prefect of Police.

Question.-What salary do you receive for the duties which you perform at present
in America, and especially in Canada? Ans. My fixed salary is the same as if I was at
Paris. I have in the United States a credit opened with a banker; I expend what I re-
quire, and at my return to France I shall render an account of my expenses to the prefec-
ture, as is always done.

Question.-What difference will there be in your emoluments if you succeed or do not
succeed in taking the prisoner back to France ? Ans. None.

Question.-Where was the prisoner in New York when you paid him the visits men-
tioned in your examination in chief? Ans. lu the Ludlow Jail.

Question.-Was the prisoner aware at the time in what capacity you were acting in
New York? Ans. Yes.

Question.-Had you ever known the prisoner before going to New York in search of
him ? Ans. No.

Question.-Is it not truc that the prisoner has objected, and at present objects to your
evidence ?

(Objected to on behalf of the Crown. Objection sustained.)
Question.-Is there any person now here holding a warrant of arrest issued by any

Court or Tribunal in France ?
(Same objection. Objection sustained.)
Question.-Had you at New York in your possession, or had any other person, in the

interest of the French Government, in his possession, a warrant of arrest or other equiva-
lent judicial document issued by a Judge, or by competent authority in France, and if so
state of what offence the prisoner was accused ? Ans. I was the bearer of a telegraphic
despatch from the Procureur Impérial, at Poitiers, to the Prefect of Police at Paris, which
is equivalent to a warrant of arrest, but I was besides the bearer of a warrant of arrest
issued by M. Jolly, Jqe d'Instruction at Poitiers, where Lamirande was accused of em-
bezzlement of funds to the prejudice of the Bank of France. Only that accusation
appeared on the warrant which I held. Subsequently an indictment (arrêt de renvoi)
arrived by which Lamirande was accused of forgery.

Question.-What has become of those documents ? Ans. Those documents remained
in the United States.

Question.-During the visits which you paid to Lamirande at New York, did you tell
him that his father and his brother had been arrested in consequence of the matters of
which Lamirande was accused, and for which he had been arrested at New York? Ans.
I told him that I had learned that his father and his brother had been arrested.

Question.-What truth was there in what you told him in relation to his father and
bis brother? Ans. I had been told it on leaving France, but I did not vouch for it in
epeaking to Lamirande. I have since heard that the brother only was arrested.

Question.-When did you learn that the brother had not been arrested? Ans. I
have never learned that the brother was not arrested.

Question.-Do you state that nothing destroyed your belief that the father had been
arrested ? Ans. Nothing destroyed my belief.

Question.-From what you know through your correspondence with Poitiers, or any
other part of France, do you meanu to say that nothing affected the information of which
you speak above as having been communicated to you before your departure fron France,
in relation to the apprehension of the father and the brother of Lamirande? Ans. I was
never oflicially informed of the arrest or of the release.

Question.-Did you not subsequently say to Lamirande that neither his father nor
his brother had been arrested? Ans. No.

Question .- Were you ever the holder of a warrant of arrest issued under the authority
of the Procureur Impérial of Poitiers, or have you seen such a warrant? Ans. I have not
had any documents other than those which I have mentioned above.

Question.-How long before the date at which you say that LamirandIe escaped, did
>you receive the indictment ? Ans. I do not know.

Question.-When do you assert that the prisoner ecoaped from New York? Ans. I
think that it was on the third of July.
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Question.-What knowledge have you of the process (instruction) which preceded
the issue of the indictment ? Ans. None.

Question.-In the course of the visits which you paid to Lamirande at New York,
did you speak to him of what the Consul would do for him if he returned to France. Ans.
The Consul General, on the occasion when we first went together to see Lamirande, and
when he was recognized as being indeed Lamirande, told him that if he would retura
voluntarily to France, he would write to his judges to interest them in his behalf, and he
gave his word of hdnor that he would go. I myself often spoke to him to the same effect,
and I advised him to return to France. I told him that if he returned voluntarily as he
promised, the Consul General would write what he had said h3 would, and that I iu my
oral evidence at Poitiers, before the Court of Assize, would be favorable to him. These
conversations took place, ten, twelve, fifteen or twenty times. The day following, or pos-
sibly the very day of his arrest, conversations of the nature which I have just described
took place between Lamirande and myself. At a certain period after the suit for extra-
dition had commenced I continued to see Lamirande, and one day he said to me: " I eau
no longer speak with you about my affair, let us talk of something else," and accordingly we
talked of other matters. During that suit I one day entirely ceased to visit him. I no
longer saw him, except at Court, where I had no conversation with him.

Question.-How long before his escape did you cease to visit him ? Ans. I cannot
say.

Question.-Could there have been a month as well as a week between the time when
you ceased to visit him and the time of his escape ? Ans. I cannot say ; it may have been
a fortnight, or it may have been a week; I cannot state exactly.

Question.-When you had ceased to visit him, had the qvstion ever been raised as to
his being accused of forgery, and how ? Ans. Yes, I had toid him in prison, that he had
been accused of forgery through his balance sheet, as stated in the indictment, and he
coincided with it, and even endeavored to give an explanation as to the interpretation of
the word forgery (faux).

Question.-Be good enough to statb as exactly as possible what Lamirande said to you
in relation to the balance sheet ? Ans. There was no discussion between us in relation to
his balance sheet. I said to him, " You are accused of the forgery of commercial docu-
ments." " In what way of forgery ?" replied ho. I then said to him : " By your faise
balance sheet, which you signed on the day of your departure. He then said to me,
" that is not a forgery in the eye of the law." This is the substance of the conversation
that I had with Lamirande.

Question.-Did you tell him in what respect it was maintained that his balance sheet
was false and untrue ? Ans. In bearing upon the face of it that there was in the safe of
the bank a sum of seven hundred thousand francs which he carried off with him. This is
what was told me about it, and what I repeated to Lamirande. I did not sec his balance
sheet.

Question.-Did that conversation take place before or after the arrival of the indict-
ment ? Ans. The question was probably raised before, but it certainly was afterwards. I
had received letters giving me the information, that is to say, of his being accused of
forgery.

Question. -Did not the Consul General of France at New York say to Lamirande in
your presence that there was no geeusation of forgery against him, and that no punish-
ment except that of imprisoument could be inflicted upon him? Ans. When I saw Lam-
irande with the Consul General, it was on the day after his apprehension, and it was evi-
dent that we were not aware that an accusation of forgery against lim existed; therefore
no mention could be made of it, and I do not recollect that the Consul General spoke of
imprisonment.

Question.-Do you know whether in the statement made by Lamirande's director, of
the matters of which Lamirande is accused, the question of aceusing the latter of forgery
is raised. Ans. I have not read the document, nor havd I heard it read.

Question.-From what Lamirande told you, would his balance sheet have been true
and exact, if Lamirande had notcarried off seven hundred thousand francs? Ans. I can-
not answer that question, but if the seven hundred thousand francs had remained where
they were, he would not have rua away, and we should not have run after him.
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Question.-From what Lamirande told you what ought the balance sheet to have
contained in order not to be false and untrue ? Ans. The question was never raised be-
tween us.

Question.-Of what commercial documents were you talking to Lamirande when you
told him that he was accused of forgery ? Ans. I told him he was accused of forgery in
that he had falsified lis writings and made up a false balance sheet.

Question.-In what respect did you tell him he had falsified his writings ? Ans.
I simply told him that he had falsified lis writings without telling him in what respect he
had falsified them, because I received no further information.

Question.-What did Lamirande say to that ? Ans. I should find it very difficult to
say ; I do not remember.

Question.-Did Lamirande ever acknowledge before you anything other than what
resulted from the fact of the sum ofseven hundred thousand francs which he had abstracted,
being entered upon bis balance sheet as being in the safe of the Bank, and which was not
there, he having abstracted it ? Ans. When I told him he was accused of forgery he coin-
cided with that view.

Question.-What did he acknowledge? Ans. When I said to him that he was
accused of forgery through his balance sheet, ho answered, " I know it well."

Question.-In what respect did his balance sheet shew him to be guilty of forgery,
according to what you told him ? Ans. I do not know. I knew but one thing, the ac-
cusation against him, and I gave him information of it.

Ouestion.-From the information which you had received and which you had com-
municated to Lamirande, was there question of any other matters besides the abstraction
of the sum of seven hundred thousand francs of which you have spoken ? Ans. Yes,
there was the qupstion as to the accusation of forgery.

Question.-Did the accusation of forgery refer to that sum of money ? Ans. It is a
separate crime.

Question.-Has the sum of money in question any reference more or less direct to that
accusation ? Ans. So far as I see, one results from the other.

Question.-From the information by which you have been guided throughout this
affair, would the balance sheet put in by Lamirande at the time of his departure be false
if the sum of seven hundred thousand francs was replaced in the safe of thelBank at
Poitiers ?

(Objected to on behalf of the Crown. Objection overruled.)
Ans. Though the money were replaced in the safe, the forgery would still exist net-

withstanding.
Question.-Of what then does the forgery- consist ? Ans. In my view, and according

to the information which I had received, it consisted of causing to appear on his balance
sheet, which he signed, and which is an official document, a sum as being present in the
safe, and in the vaults which was not there present.

Question.-Is that what Lamirande acknowledged before you, or was it something else ?
Ans. In my view Lamirande acknowledged having committed forgery.

Question.-Was there anything said between Lamirande and you wlien you spoke of
forgery, about anything else than causing to appear on his balance sheet a sum as being
present in the safe and in the vaults which was not then present? Ans. fes, we con-
versed about the registers also.

Question.-What was said'about the registers ? Ans. I told him that he was accused
of falsification of writings in addition to his balance sheet.

Question.-What writings were in question? Ans. I was never furnished with de-
tails. I knew but of the accusation.

Question.-What was said between Lamirande and you in relation to those writings?
Ans. I shall but repeat the same thing: we spoke only of the accusation. I could not
give him details, I know noue. He acknowledged it.

By consent, this case is continued until to-morrow at eleven o'clock in the forenoon,
for the further cross-examination of the witness by the prisoner.

(Signed,) WM. I. BEEHuUT, P. M.
MoUtx'uI Gth August, 1866.
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On the seventh day of August in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, the above named and described deponent again appeared before the under-
signed, William Il. Bréhaut, Esq., Police Magistrate, in and for the District of Montreal,
and being again sworn in the presence of the prisoner, Ernest Sureau Lamirande, the cross-
examination of the said deponsnt was continued as follows:

Question.-When you spoke of the falsification of writings to Lamirande, was it ques-
tion of writings connected with the sum of money which was missing from the safe of the
Bank after bis departure ? Ans. I am of opinion that that was what was in question.

Question.-According to the information which you communicated to Lamirande
after having received it yourself was the register kept by Lamirande stated to contain the
same irregularity as lis balance sheet, or something different ? Ans. I have already stated
that I had no details as to the manner in which Lamirande proceeded, that I had only
been told a falsification of writings and forgery of commercial documents by bis balance
sheet.

Question.-Did you ever say to Lamirande that he was accused of alteration of writings
or of figures, either in the registers or in bis balance sheet ? Ans. As I understand it,
alteration and falsification mean the same thing. I may have used both words in my con-
versation with him,

Question.-Be good enough to state precisely what Lamirande acknowledged before
you and the terms that he made use of in so doing ? Ans. When I said to Lamirande
that he was accused, in addition to the embezzlement of funds, of forgery of commercial
documents, he replied : " It is truc, I know it well."

Question.-To wbat did Lamirande's words, " It is truc, I know it well," %pply ?
Ans. For my part I am morally convinced that the meaning of that reply was that he
acknowledged himself to be guilty of the deed.

Question.-State in what terms Lamirande discussed with you the nature of the
oifence which might be the result of the facts of which he was accused ? Ans. Lamirande
maintained that the forgery of which he was accused was not that described by the law assuch.

Question.-Of what arguments did lie make use to disprove the nature of forgery as
applied to bis acts ? Ans. I do not think we discussed the point. [ only remember that
Lamirande maintained that the forgery of which he was accused was not that laid down as
such by the law.

Question.-What reasons did he give for stating that bis acts did not constitute forgery
as laid down by the law ? Ans. I think, but I cannot state positively, that Lamirande
maintained that forgery was a false signature, whereas bis was a true one.

Question.-Have you, either at New York or at Montreal, had consultation with those
who were conducting the prosecution, as to the nature of the accusation which was to be
preferred against Lamirande ? Ans. At New York, yes ; but at Montreal, ni. But at
New York the question of forgery was never spoken of, because embezzlement was included
in the treaty; aithough the indictment which was placed in the possession of Mr. Judge
Commissioner Betts contains that accusation.

Question.-Have you, in Montreal, held any conversations in which the reasons were
explained to you why the accusation was not the sane here as at New York ? Ans. It
was useless to explain it to me; I knew it. At London, in England, where I have often
been on extradition business, I became acquainted with the treaty existing between France
and that Power and her Colonies. The whole Lamirande business was discussed between
the advocates f or the prosecution aùd myself ; we read the treaty existing between England
and France, and I had no need to have it explained to me for I knew it well beforehand.

Question.-Was there any discussion betweenyou as to the means to be adopted to
give the facts the color of a forgery ? Ans. No.

Question.-Did not the advocates for the prosecution tell you that there was no way
in this country of basing an accusation of forgery, on the facts of which Lamirande was
accused ? Ans. Before seeing the Montreal advocates I went to Quebea, where, without
any one's advice, I reade an affidavit accusing Lamirande of forgery, consequently, I knew
what was to be done before secing the Montreal advocates. The advocates for the prose-
cution at Montreal did not tell me that chere was no way in this country of basing an accu-
sation of forgery, on the facts of which Lamirande was accused.

Question.-Why wae not the accusation of forgery adduced in New York, sinee the
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indictment contained it ? Ans. Probably because the accu:;ation of embezzlement of money
was sufficient.

Question.-Was not the accusation of forgery abandoned at NewYork'upon the advice
of Counsel who declared it to be incompatible with tha faets, and was not that declared by
Commissioner Betts ? Ans. I never heard a-aything said about that.

Question.-Give the substance of what you declared in the affidavit which you say you
made at Quebec ? Ans. In the affidavit I stated that Lamirande, a fugitive from French
justice and from American justice, had, according to the information of which I was in posses-
sion, taken refuge on Canadian soil; that in France he was accused of the embezzlement of
a sum of 700,0, francs to the prejudice of the Bank of France at Poitiers ; that farther-
more, he was accused of falsification of writings and of forgery of commercial documents
by his balance sheet.

Question.-If the sum of seven hundred thousand francs had been carried off from the
Bank of Poitiers by any other person than Lamirande, did any other circumstances exist
which would have justified you in declaring that his balance sheet was false? Ans. Yes,
the indictment inculpated him.

Question.-Was there anything in Lamirande's conduct which might have led you to
doubt the correctness of his balance sheet, if the money had been taken by another person ?
Ans. I do not know that there was.

Question.-From your knowledge of the Treaty between 1 rance and England are you
able to state what was its intended duration, and how it could be abrogated ? Ans. In
consequence of some circumstances with which I am nct acquainted, the Imperial Govern-
ment notified that of En gland that the Treaty would terminate on the first of June, eighteen
hundred and sixty-six ; but the English Government requested that it might continue in
operation until a new Treaty could be concluded.

Qnestion.-According to French Law which is the heaviest form of crime; the em-
bezzlement of rroney or forgery; and which of them involves the severest punishment?
Ans. Forgery beyond doubt.

Qluestion.-In your conversation with Lamirande, which did he acknowledge to be
f alse-his balance sheet, or tbe cash? Ans. I think he acknowledged that both the entries
were false-and his balance sheet also.

The prisoner declares by lis Counsel, Mr. Doutre, that he has no more questions to
put to the witness.

Mr. Pominville for the prosecution, re- examines the witness by putting the following
question:-

Question.-In the cross-examination, which you have undergone on the part of the
prisoner, you spoke of a conversation which the Consul-General had with the prisoner, in
which he stated that if he (the prisoner) returned to France of his free will, he would write
to the Judges in bis behalf, and that prisoner gave bis word of honor that he would set
out. Have the goodness to state what conversation between the Consul-General and the
prisoner led the former to speak in that manner ? Ans. When we arrived at the prison
at Ludlow,-I, the Consul-General, and Mr. Béranger the Vice-Consul-we were conducted
into a small room, to which the individual in question was also brought. The Consul-
General thus addressed him, " Are jou Lamirande ?" " Yes, air." " You were the Cashier
at Poitiers ?" " Yes, sir, and I am fully aware of my position ; my intention is not to resist
the laws of my country." The Consul-General then said to him, " This is not an official
visit whiehjl am now making ; it is a friendly one ; as Consul General I feel bound tocare
for all my iellow-countrymen, and as you do not intend to offer any resistance, write me a
few words, placing yourself at my disposal; I shall then write to your Judges to enlist
their feelings in your favor, for as far as I can learn from Mr. ! lelin, your family is res-
pectable and respected."

The Counsel for the prosecution declares that he has ne other questions to ask in re-
examination, the examination is therefore closed and the witness has signed.

(Signed,) E. J. MELIN.

(True Copy)
W. a. Batasur, P.M.

Taken and acknowledged before me at Montreal, the W
seventh of August, eighteen hundred and sixty-six.

(Signed,) W. H. Bréhaut, P;M
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PROVINCE OF CANADA,
District of Montreal. POICE OFFICE.

The deposition of Louis Léonce Coudert, Esquire, Advocate, of the City of New York,
in the State of New York, one of the United States of America, at present in the City of
Montreal in the District of Montreal, taken under oath this seventh day of August, in the
year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, in the Police Office, in the
Court House, in the City of Montreal, in the District of Montreal aforesaid, by the under-
signed, William H. Bréhaut, Esquire, Police Magistrate in and for the District of Mon-
treal, in presence of Ernest Sureau Lamirande, late of Poitiers, in the Empire of France,
who now stands accused, b7 complaint under oath before me, under the provisions of the
treaty between Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ire-
land, and Ris Majesty the King of the French, and of the Statutes made and provided
therefor, of having committed at Poitiers, in the Empire of France, the crime mentioned
and predicated by the said Treaty between Her Majesty the Queen and the said King of
the French; that is to say,

That the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande did commit the crime of forgery by having
in his capacity as Cashier of the Branch of the Bank of France, at Poitiers, made false
entries in the books of the said Bank, and by so doing defrauded the said Bank of the sum
of seven hundred thousand francs.

The deponent, Louis Léonce Coudert, deposeth and saith as follows
I have been acquainted with the prisoner for several months past. I caused him to

be arrested first as Sureau Lamirande, although ho had passed first under the name of
Thibault, and afterwards under that of Dyliers. I commenced proceedings against him
under the Treaty and brought him before Commissioner Betts, under a warrant issued by
the President of the United States, on the requisition of the French Government. On
the day of his appearance before Mr. Betts, in answer to the preliuinary interrogatories, le,
or rather his advocate for him, and in his presence, declared that his name was Sureau La-
mirande, his age, I believe, either forty or forty-two years ; I am not exactly certain of his
age. 1 instituted aiso a civil action against him under the name of Sureau Lamirande.
His first name was Ernest, and he had perhaps others. The object of the civil action was
to recover the sum embezzled to the amount of two hundred thousand dollars. He was
sworn personally by the name of Sureau Lamirande, and in obedience to that summons he
appeared by his advocate, and entered a plea in defence ; the whole before a court of com-
petent jurisdiction, and in the cause he was condemned, after hearing, to pay two hundred
thousand dollars, as being truly Sureau Lamirande. I saw him also several times person-
ally; the first time on the ninth day of April, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six,
being the day of his arrest, first at the Metropolitan Hotel. There I did not speak to him,
but afterwards in Ludlow street Gaol, in the City of New York, on which occasion he re-
peatedly acknowledged to me his identity. fie several times promised that he would vol-
untarily return to France, and entreated me not to enter an action to procure his extra-
dition; saying, the Bank has lost enough by me without my causing a further loss. The
first time of my speaking to him was on the day of his arrest. I had traced him person-
ally myself from Portland to New York. At first be told me that he did not kuow what
I was talking about, but while talking with him I mentioned what either the Consul Gen-
eral or Mr. Melin had told me-that his father was arrested. He made&answer that it was
not true, that it could not be, that he had remained at New York longer than he intended,
with the hope of seeing some French newspapers from which ho might learn the particu-
lars of the affair and discover whether they had found his family. ' hat appeared to sheck
him extremely. He even shed tears, and at last acknowledged to me that he was really the
person whom I was in scarch of, that is to say, Sureau Lamirande, cashier of the Bank of
France, at Poitiers. I told him also that I had found at Quebec, a Mr. Valin to whom he
had delivered six thousand francs of the stolen money, and that the said Mr. Valin was
exceedingly vexed at being in possession of those funds. He told me that Mr. Valin was
not aware where the money came from, that he only was the guilty man. I have to add
that I caused to be seized also in New York, in the course of the civil suit and in virtue
of the judgment given against him, in favor of the Bank of France, about one hundred and
thirty-five thousand francs. I think that is the exact sum. Moreover, I often saw him
when he came into court, and his identity was never called in question. He asknowledged
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at least a hundred times that he was the accused party in the Bank of Poitiers affair.
The investigation during the suit for the cxtradition of the prisoner lasted nearly three
months, and he appeared before the court sometimes once, soinetimes twice and even three
times in the week. It was at our office, that is to say, that of my brothers and myself, under
the firm of Coudert Brothers, who conducted the suit before the court, in virtue of orders
given by the Consul General of France at New York, besides which I hold a special Power
of Attorney from the Bank of France in my own name. The prisoner was assisted by several
advocates of New York. During the progress of the Civil suit, in which lie was defended by
advocates of New York, we received two copies of documents, served on us by the advo-
cates of the prisoner in the course of the defence. Those copies were signed " Lamirande."
I make oath that the prisoner now here before me is the person named Sureau Lamirande,
against whom I instituted a suit in New York, and who, during the investigation made
at New York for his extradition, pleaded adversely. Since I saw him at New York, he
bas eut oil his mustachios and part of his beard; but if he will open his mouth it will be
found that he has one tooth wanting on the left side of the upper jaw, which tooth is de-
cayed and partly broken. le disappeared from New York and I have seen him again here
at Montrea!. When he escaped from New York he was in custody of the United States
Marshal, but in the immediate charge of Mr. Deputy Marshal Greene. Immediately after
the escape of the prisoner we, that is the bouse of Coudert Brothers, had a certain number
of hand bills printed, one of which is now produced and marked with the letter A. The
extradition of the prisoner, was demanded at New York on the strength of a first document
which made no mention, I think, of any thing but embezzlement of money. That docu-
ment was sent before the instruction in France was completed. When the instruction was
completed, depositions and an indictment were transmitted to us, which charged him with
embezzlement and forgery. At the time when the latter documents were transmitted to us
the first steps for the procuring of the extradition of the prisoner were aiready taken on the
ground of embezzlement of funds. Under the treaty with the United States we were as
well entitled to demand his extradition for embezzlement as forgery, and it was perfectly
futile to change the proceeding already commenced on the ground of embezzlement. And
further the Deponent saith net, and the above being first read, has signed.

(Signed,) Louis LÉONcE COUDERT.
Sworn before me, at Montreal, the seventh day of

August, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six.
(Signed,) W. H. Bréhaut, P.M.

The foregoing deposition having been made and read in presence of the prisoner,
Ernest Sureau Lamirande, he was asked whether he desired to put any questions to the
witness, and he answered that he desired to put to him the following questions by his
Counsel, Mr. Doutre.

Question.-Was it by your instruction and under your direction that the arrest of the
prisoner was effected in Canada.

Mr. Ramsay objects to the question on behalf of the Crown, inasmuch as it has no
reference to the preliminary examination, the arrest of the prisoner having been ordered
by a warrant under the hand of His Excellency the Governor General.

(Objection sustained.)
Question.-How long a time elapsed between the commencement of the proceedings

for extradition at New York, and the arrival of the individual above mentioned from France ?
Ans. I cannot tell you. J do not recollect. The affair went on slowly after the formal
institution of the proceedings to obtain extradition, because Lamirande entreated that it
might not be hurried on, stating that he would return to France of his own accord. The
indictment reached us between two and four weeks before the escape of the prisoner.

Question.-Was the addition of the charge of forgery to that of embezzlement in the
indictment made in consequence of suggestions fron you, or from those persons with whom
yon acted at New York to the French authorities ? Ans. By no means.

Question.-Did you take part at Montreal in the consultations relative to the manner
of claiming the extradition of the prisoner in Canada ?
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(Objected to on behalf of the Crown. Objection sustained.)
Question-What did the several documents reccived from France at New York rela.

tive te the claim of extradition consist of? Ans. As nearly as I can recollect, they were,
a warrant of arrest, depositions, and an indictment, in the way of documents.

Question-What became of all those documents? Ans. I believe they Çrere all
deposited in the hands of Mr. Betts, the Commissioner, before whom the proceedings to
procure the extradition of the prisoner took place. The first document was the warrant of
arrest. I think that hitherto we have called this an order of arrest. This was the docu-
ment in which the prisoner was charged with embezzlement. Next was the enquête or
instruction. As the depositions taken in the course of the inquiry (instruction) proved
an embezzlement of money and an act of forgery, the document founded on them, that is
to say, the indictment, alleges him to be guilty of both crimes. I think we received these
documents in the following order : first, the warrant of arrest, next the depositions, and
afterwards the indictment, The arrêt de renvoi corresponds nearly with the indictment in
this country.

Question-Among those depositions was there one made by the Director or Principal
Officer of the Branch of the Bank of France at Poitiers, Mr. Adolphe Bailly ? Ans.
Personally, I was not charged with the management of the process instituted against Mr.
Lamirande. I think, however, that there was a deposition made by a Mr. Bailly, but I
do not know what was his official quality.

Question.-Can you explain why the prisoner is charged here with forgery only ?
Ans. Because no other charge was necessary to procure his extradition.

Question.-Has the identity of the prisoner as Ernest Sureau Lamirande, charged
with embezzlement or forgery on the Bank of France in its branch at Poitiers, ever been
affirmed by any person who knew him in France, except himself ? Ans. No, we con-
cluded that he must know himself, and the description which we received from France
perfectly agreed with his appearance.

Question.-Whether was the description in words or photograph ? Ans. Both.
The prisoner declaring that he had no more questions to put to the witness, the

examination was closed, and the deponent has signed.
(Signed.) Louis LÉoNCE COUDERT.

Taken and acknowledged before me, at Montreal, this seventh
day of August, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six. j

(Signed,) W. H. Bréhaut, P. M.
A true Copy.

W. H. Bréhaut, P. M.

PROVINCE OF CANADA, POLICE OFFICE.
District of Iontreal. j The :deposition of Frédéric R. Coudert, Esquire, Advocate,

of the City of New York, in the State of New York, one of the United States of America,
now piesent in the City of Montreal, in the District of Montreal, taken under oath this
fourteenth day of August, in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-
six, at the Office of Police, in thp Court House, in the City of Montreal, in the District
of Montreal aforesaid, by the undersigned, William H. Brehaut, Esquire, Police Magie-
trate in and for the District of Montreal, in presence of Ernest Sureau Lamirande, late of
Poitiers, in the Empire of France, who now stands charged before me on a complaint
brought before me under oath in virtue of the provisions of the treaty between Her Ma-
jesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and His Majesty
the King of the French, and of the Statutes made and provided therefor, of having com-
mitted at Poitiers, in the Empire of France, the crime hereinafter mentioned, the same
being specified and predicated by the said Treaty between Her Majesty the Queen and
the said King of the French: that is to say, that he, the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande
did commit the crime of forgery, having in his capacity of Cashier of the Branch of the
Bank of France at Poitiers made false entries in the books of the said Bank, and thereby
defrauded the said Bank of the sum of seven hundred thousand francs.

The deponent, Frédéric R. Coudert, deposeth and saith as follows:
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I am an advocate practising at New York since one thousand eight hundred and fifty-
two, I was employed as counsel in the proceedings instituted against the prisoner Lami-
rande at New York. The prisoner, M. Lamiraude, was arrested and brought before the
Court presided over by Mr. Commissioner Betts. We had a great many sessions, in which
the firm and partnership of Condert Brothers represented the French Government, and
several advocates, (among them Mr. Spilthorne here present,) represented the prisoner
Lamirande. These sessions contiaued till the third of July last. At that last session or
meeting, or at the one next preceding it, I cannot affirm which, Mr. Spilthorne prayed
leave of the Commissioner to carry away with him a document written in the French lan-
guage, which came from France, and which we term the arrêt de renvoi (Indictment.)
This document had been proved by us to be authentic, and admitted t> be so by the Judge
Commissioner. We had also proved in like manner a translation of the same document
into the English language, made in my office, and the correctiess of which I am able to
certify. This translation had been also received by the Judge, and marked by him with
his initials; it is now in my possession. When Mr. Spilthorne prayed leave to carry away
this document with him, he said that he would bring it back at the following session. I
made no objection to the granting of this request of Mr. Spilthorne's, but my brother,
who was associated with me in the management of the proceedings made the remark that
he would not entrust a document of such value to Mr. Spilthorne, that probably I should
never see it (the document) again. Since that day, I have never set my eyes on that document
again, although I have made search for it among alL Mr. Betts' papers. Not finding it, I
went to Mr. Spilthorne's office. I reminded him that he had carried away the document
in question. le acknowledged that he hdd taken it, but declared that ho did not know
whether he had returned it or not. That in order to satisfy his mind respecting it, he
must look for it among his papers, which were at his dwelling house, and le swore to me
that if he could find the paper in question, I should have it at my office the following
day (Wednesday) at nine o'clock. I told Mr. Spilthorne that the case was one of urgent
importance; and that he would render me a personal service if he would go at once to
his house, that I would pay for a carriage in order that he might lose the less time, but I
could not get him to do that. Next morning, about ten o'clock, as I had received no coca-
munication from Mr. Spilthorne I sent one of my clerks to him, with a letter requesting
that he would send me the indictment. He returned me no answer, and I have never set
eyes on the paper since. I do not know that there is a French copy of the document,
and I do not believe that there is one.

Question.-Have you in your possession the English translation of the Indictment
which was made use of before Mr. Commissioner Betts, at New York ? Ans. Yes Sir, I
have that document. Here it is.

Mr. Ramsay, representing the Crown, moved that that document should be received
and fyled by the Court. Mr. Doutre, Counsel for the prisoner, objected to the motion and
to the production of the document, inasmuch as it possessed none of the characters re-
quired by the Statute 6 and 7 Vie., c. 75, section 3.

The Court overruled the objection, and the document was fyled and marked with the
letter B.

The deponent continued as follows
The translation is one compared by myself with the paper proved in evidence before

Mr. Betts, which translation has been submitted to the opposite parties, and again3t which
I neverlheard a word of objection.

Further, the deponent saith not and this deposition being first read, declares that it
contains the truth, in which he persists and hath sig.ned.

(Signed,) F. R. COUDEnT.
Sworn before me, at Montreal, this

fourteenth day of August, one thou-
eand eight hundred and sixty-six.

(Signed,) W. H. Bréhaut, P. M.
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The foregoing deposition having been made and read in presence of the prisoner,
Ernest Sureau Lamirande, he is asked whether he has any questions to put to the witness,
and he makes answer that he desires to put the following questions by his counsel, Mr.
Doutre.

Question.-Was it under the indictment which you have been talking of that the
prisoner was arrested in the United States ? Ans. No.

Question.-Hlow, and for what reason, was that indictment brought forward in the
proceedings instituted at New York ? Ans. As a proof in confirmation ofthe charge offered
on the part of the prosecuting party.

Question.-For what crime was the prisoner arrested in the United States ? Ans.
For what we term the crime of embezzlement.

Qiuastion.-When the prisoner was arrested was the party who arrested him provided
with a warrant from the French authorities ? Ans. I believe he was ; cither then or a
short time afterwards ive were furnished with one ; we made no use of it in causing him to
be arrested.

Question.-What has become of the warrant under which the prisoner was in custody
at New York with a view to his extradition ? And why is that document not in the han ds
of the parties who are proscuting the extradition of the prisoner ? Ans. The only war-
rant in virtue of which the prisoner was arrested is that of Mr. Commissioner Betts, which
is of course in his office, I presume. If you mean the warrart signed by M. Jolly, the
Juge d'Instruction, immediately after the flight of M. Lamirande, and before any charge
was produced against him, I think that document is in the hands of Messrs. Pominville
and Bétournay.

Question.-With what crime is the prisoner charged in the warrant issued in France
and which is in the hands of Messrs. Pominville and Bétournay ?

Question objected to by Mr. Bétournay, on behalfof the prosecution, and the objection
sustained.

Question.-Did Mr. Commissioner Betts hold ary sitting on the accusation brought
against the prisoner at New York, after the indictment which you say has disappeared had
been entrusted to Mr. Spilthorne ? Ans. I do not think he did. As I stated before, that
document was entrusted to Mr. Spilthorne at the last sitting, or the last but one, my
impression is that it was at the last, that being the case there was no other sitting he!d.

Question.-Who is the custodian or legal keeper of the papers of which that document
forms a part ? Ans. Mr. Commissioner Betts.

Question.-Are you aware that Mr. Commissioner Betts ever required Mr. Spilthorne
to restore that document to the scroll of papers appertaining to the case ? Ans. No, I am
not aware of that; but I hold an authority from Mr. Bette to take depositions in the case.
It is a written authority. I received it by telegraph, and it was sent by letter to Mr.
Osborne, one of his colleagues, who communicated it to me as he took it from his waste
paper basket, and who threw it back into the same place after having shewn it to me. I
also received a telegram to the same effect. Mr. Osborne had previously permitted me to
examine the documents in order that I might take what I wanted, and Mr. Betts himself
had allowed my clerk, some days before, to take such documents as I desired to have.

Question.-Did the disappearance of the indictment lead to any, f reh proceeding on
your part ? Ans. It did. I consulted the District Attorney, who told me that I ougit
to enter a complaint. This was dn Friday morning. As I was reluctant to enter a con-
plaint against a professional brother, I sent a clerk to Mr. Spilthorne about three o'clock,
the time at which they told me he would be found at home. He was not there, and I
learned for the first time that he was about to start for Canada. I then proceeded to Mr.
Commissioner Osborne's and signed un affidavit. He signed a wairant for the arrest of
Mr. Spilthorne, placed it in the hands of the Marshal, but the Marshal could not find him.

Quesion.-Will you recite the substance of the affidavit ? Ans. It contained the
facte as I have stated them to you, with this addition ! That, in my opinion, Mr. Spil-
thorne was keeping that document with intent to steal it, or to make away with it, in order
that we might not have the benefit of it in Canada; that is, as nearly as possible, what I
declared in my deposition.

Question.-What is the designation of the offence for which Mr. Osborne issued bis
warrant against Mr. Spilthorne ? Ans. I refuse to answer that question, as I do not know
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that I could give the exact designation to.the offence as the District-Attorney would give
it.

The Court sustains the witness in his refusal to give any other answer but this.
Question.-For what purpose did Mr. Spilthorne pray leave to carry away that docu-

ment with him ? Ans. Naturally, I cannot positively affirm what his purpose was ; he
alleged that he was desirous of comparing it with my translation.

Question.-How long before that time had that translation been made ? Ans. I can-
not tell you ; perhaps eight days, perhaps fifteen days.

Question.-Is the document which you produce, materially or in substance the same
as that which Mr. Spilthorne wished to compare with the indictment ? Ans. I cannot
positively tell you that.

Question.-Was the document which you say remained in the hands of Mr. Spilthorne
an original document, or a copy ? Ans. The document delivered to Mr. Spilthorne was a
certified copy, but certified so as to serve as an original before the tribunal of France, as
the witnesses affirm therein.

Question.-Did you exhibit to Mr. Spilthorne any written authority from Mr. Com-
missioner Betts delivered to you by him to take possession of the said indictment ? Ans.
As Mr. Spilthorne solemnly promised (swore) that he would restore it to me, and did not
talk to me about authority from Mr. Betts, sO neither did I talk to him about any authority.

Question.-Is the tribunal presided over by Mr. Betts a Court of Record ? Ans.
For certain purposes it is similar to a Court of Record ; for instance, with respect to the
embezzlement or abstraction of a document, by the law of Congress ; nevertheless, it has
not technically speaking a Clerk.

Question.-Are you one of those who directed the proceedings, to obtain the extradi-
tion of the prisoner at New York ? Ans. They were altogether directed by my office, that
of myself and brothers.

Question.-Was the extradition of the prisoner demanded in the United States on a
charge of forgery ?

Question objected to by the Counsel for the prosecution, and the objection sustained
by the Court.

Question.-What has become of the documents produced in the United States, and
which accompanied the said indictment ? An,. Part of them are in the hands of Mr.
Commissioner Betts, part in those of Messrs. Pominville & Bétournay, and I do not know
where the indictment is.

Question.-Were there among those documents any depositions taken in France, and
amnong them the deposition of the Director of the Branch of the Bank of France at Poitiers ?

Question objected to by Counsel for prosecution and objection sustained by the Court.
Ouestion.-What part of those documents remained in the hands of Mr. Commissioner

Betts ?
Same objection ; objection sustained.
Queation.-Is there to your knowledge in existence any deposition (what is termed

here in Canada and in the United States, an affidavit) charging the prisoner with forgery ?
The same objection made by the Counsel for the prosecution, inasmuch as the question

is too general and ought to be limited in its bearing to the prosecution of the prisoner in
Canada. Objection overruled.

Ans. There were depositions in existence, and I presume they still are in existence.
I have seen one or more depositions in which it was stated that Mr. Lamiraude had pre-
pared-false balance-sheets, and had committed forgeries in commercial documents to con-
ceal his robberies- I recollect even that one witness deposed that he had examined the
cash box and compared the cash it contained with the balance sheet, and that by the use
of ciphers the latter was made to conceal a deficit of several hundred thousand francs, and
that according to the evidence of that witness or of some othér, Mr. Lamirande must have
been long in the habit of making false balance sheets, I think every day, but at least very
frequently.

Questio.-Have you ever seen any of these balance sheets or documents charged as
forgeries ? Ans. No, sir, but I have seen a procès-verbal stating, I think, that snch a
document had been secured.

Question.-Was the document mentioned in the procès-verbal alleged to be false ?
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Ans. I do not know. If I recolleet aright, that document had been secured in the begin-
ning, either immedigtely after the flight of Mr. Lamirande or after the examination of the
books.

Question.-Was that document sent to America ? Ans. No, I never saw the docu-
ment. Neither were the books sent to America.

Question.-Were fac-similes or copies of the documents alleged to be forged, sent to
America? Ans. Not to my knowledge, but I believe that the substance of the documents
is contained in the indictient, of which I have this day produced a faithful translation.

Question.-Do you know who represents the French Government in the demand now
made here in Canada, for the extradition of the prisoner ? Ans. I presume it is the Con-
sul General.

The prisoner declares that ie bas no more questions to put to the witness, and the
examination is closed, and this deposition being read, the deponent hath signed.

(Signed,) F. R. COUDERT.
Taken and acknowledged before me, at Montreal,

this fourteenth of August, one thousand
eight hundred and sixty-six.

(Signed,) W. H. Bréhaut, P. M.
A truc copy.

W. H. Bréhaut, P. M.

B.

NAPOLEON, by the Grace of God and the will of the People, Emperor of the French, to all
to whtom these presents shall come.

GREETING:
(May 29, 1866.)

Sureau Delamirande, alias Laniirande, Ernest Charles Constant, accused of thefts,
qualfiés breaches of trust, qualijfés forgeries in commercial or banking accounts, and of
having made use of forged documents (pièces).

The Imperial Court of Poitiers bas, in the Chambre des Mises en Accusation, rendered
the following decree:-

Assizes of the Department of the Vienne.

After hearing the report made to-day, in the name of the Procureur Général (District
Attorney), by Mr. Duverger, his substitute, of the criminal proceedings instituted before
the Tribunal of the District of Poitiers (Vienne), against Sureau Delamirande, alias
Lamirande, Ernest Charles Constant, former cashier of the Branch of the Bank of France
in Poitiers, 42 years of age, born on the 29th October, 1823, at Corra (Vienna), residing
latterly at Poitiers, and who bas since absconded, charged with theftà, qualifiés breaches
of trust, qualifiés forgeries in commercial or banking accounts, and of having made use of
forged documents.

Having seen all the papers and proceedings in the case, having seen also the réquisi-
toire (requisition) of the Procureur Général, under date of this day, written and signed
by Mr. Daverger, his substitute, and which reads as follows:-

Having seen the articles 379, 386, 408, 147, 148 and 161, of the penal code and
the article 217, and those following of the Code d'Instruction Criminelle.

Whereas, from the judicial examination of the charges and evidence of guilty result,
there appear sufficient grounds to arraign the accused on his trial for the offences which
are charged to him, and which being qualified crimes are punished with afllictive and
ignominious penalties by the aforequoted article of the penal code.

Whereas, in fact, on the twelfth of March, 1866, Sureau Delamirande, who was only
known under the name of Lamirande, which he always used to sign, Cashier at the Branch
of the Bank of.France at Poitiers, since the month of August, one thousand eight hundred
and fifty eight, has absconded, carrying with him the key of the upper compartment of the
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safe for daily use, of which he was the only accountant, and of which he had the handling
in bis aforesaid capacity, in which compartment were contained a large amount of funds
and bills of the Bank of France, and that the examination of that safe has shown that pre-
vious to his departure, Sureau Delamirande embezzled from said safe, and appropriated to
bis own use four hundred and eighty-five thousand two hundred and seventy-one francs,
sixty-four centimes in specie and bank bills, belonging to the Bank of France.

Whereas, in order to ascertain the whole amount of the embezzlement or subtraction
of which the cashier had been guilty, there had been instituted an immediate and minute
examination of all the valuables, which should have been in the reserve of the Bank, which
is called vault or cellar, and in which is deposited the specie which is taken from the safe
for daily use in proportion as the latter contains too much of it, but which is no longer at
the personal and exclusive disposition of the cashier, for one can only enter that vault or
cellar by means of two different keys, one of which is in the hands of the Director; and
tbat it has been established, according to the accounts, that there was there a deficiency
of two hundred and nineteen thousand four francs and thirty centimes, either by the
impairing of a large number of bags of gold and silver, practised by the cashier, or by the
subtraction of gold bags, which it was easy for the latter to abstract in the cellar or vault,
where he was superintending the deposits and the shipments of funds, when ho was alone,
by taking advantage of the absence of the Director and the employés of the bank, who had
charge of the transfer of the bags.

Whereas, it is then proven that Sureau Delamirande bas embezzled or fraudulently
abstracted to the prejudice of the Bank of France, while he was the paid Cashier thereof,
a total amount of seven hundred and four thousand two hundred and seventy-five francs,
ninety-four centimes.

Whereas, Sureau Delamirande, in bis capacity of Cashier, had to furnish the Director
of the Bank, every evening, with a statement (bordereau de situation) signed by him, and
in which he certified the state of the several safes of the Bank, indicating by their several
values the sums contained in each of them, that is to say, in the safe for daily use, in a
second safe called auxiliary safe and in the vault. That ie bas made that bordereau or
daily balance sheet on the twelfth of March, 1866, a few hours previous to his departure,
that thus, by handing on that said day, to the Director of the Batk a balance sheet cer-
tified true and signed by him, attesting that the totality of the cash of the Bank of Poitiers
amounted to eleven millions, four hundred and forty-three thousand, five hundred and sixty-
six francs, eighty-four centimes, while in reality the cash was lessened by the amounts em-
bezzled or abstracted by him, he has been guilty of forgery in commercial or banking
accounts, by fraudulently altering in the said balance sheet the declarations and facts which
it was to contain and establish, and has besides knowingly made use of said forged state-
ment by handing it to the Director, all in order to conceat the fraudulent subtractions and
the embezzlement he had perpetrated.

Whereas, the said thefts and embezzlement commenced at a period long prior to the
12th March, 1866, Sureau Lamirande, in order to conceal them has constantly since then
up to this last date of the 12th March, inserted in the daily balance sheets, made up and
handed by him to thU Director, the false declaration, that there was in cash a superior
amount to that which was really there,which multiplies the forgeries which he has perpetrated.

The Procureur Général requests that it please the Court to declare that there is rea-
son to arra*gn said Sureau Delamirande, afias Lamirande, Ernest Charles Constant, 42
years of age, former Cashier of the Branch of the Bank of France in Poitiers.

1. For having within ten jears, at Poitiers, fraudulently abstracted sundry amounts
of specie in gold or silver, in the vaulte or cellar of the Branch of the Bank of France, and
at the prejudice of that establishment.

For baving perpetrated these fraudulent subtractions with th circumstance that he
was the hired (salñié) Cashier, or -hired emplofee (homme de service à gages) OfAhat
said Bank of France.

2. For having at Poitiers, within ten years, and namely on the 12th of March, 1866,
embezzled cr made away with, to th- prejudice of the Bank of France, who -was the ewner
thereof, funds and bills placed in-thesafô fo daily use of the Branch of Poitiers, whish
had only been handed over-awd eitreted to him in trust, or by way of mandate, upon don,
dition to return or- aoeount for tbtqeor Itouee -or ý emptoy them as te should- Wdirleted
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For baving perpetrated the embezzlement here above specified, under the circum-
cumstance that he was the Cashier or hired Clerk of the said Bank of France.

3. With having at Poitiers, on the 12th of March, 1866, fraudulently inserted on the
balance sheet signed by him, which it was his duty to establish and te certify every day
in his capacity of Cashier of the Branch of the Bank of France, in order to state the cash
account of said Branch, the false declarations that the cash account on said day, amounted
to eleven millions four hundred and forty-thrce thousand, five hundred and fifty-six francs,
and eighty-four centimes, while it was in reality inferior to that amount, by all the sums
abstracted or embraced by him, and having thus fraudulently altered the declarations and
facts which this balance sheet was to contain -nd establish,

4. For having on the same day and at the same place made use of that forged docu-
ment, knowing it to be a forgery when handing it over to the Director of the Bank of
France in Poitiers, to establish the situation of the cash account of that establishment on
the 12th of March, 1866.

5. For having at Poitiers, within ten years and previously to the 12th day of March,
1866, fraudulently inserted in several balance sheets signed by him, which. it was his duty
to establish and to certify every day in bis capacity of Cashier of the Branch of the Bank
of France, in order to state the cash account of said Branch, the false declaration that the
cash account amounted to a sum superior to that which really existed, which was inferior
to the figure indicated, by all the sums extracted or embezzled by him, and baving thus
fraudulently falsified the declarations and fact which those balance sheets were to contain
and to establish.

6. For having at the same period and at the same place made use of those forged
documents, knowing that they were forged, when handing them over to the director of the
branch of the Bank of France, in Poitiers, in order to establish the balance sheet of that
establishment on the days indicated.

Said documents and réquisitoire having been read by the Court in the presence of the
substitute of the Pocureur Géneral and of the clerk, have been left on the desk.

The substitut. of the Procureur Géneral and the clerk having withdrawn.
The Court having deliberated thereon without leaving the court room, and without

communicating with any une.
Whereas the acts in question are provided for and qualified crimes by the Articles

379, 386, 408, 147, 148, and 164 of the Code Penal, and that from the proceedings result
charges and indications of culpability suflicient to cause the accused to be arraigned and
sent before the assizes.

Adopting, moreover, the facts and motives enumerated in the requisitoire of the Pro-
cureur Cénéral hereabove transcribed.

Declares that there is cause to arraign Ernest Charles Constant Sureau Delamirande,
alias Lamirande.

1. For having, within ten years, at Poitiers, fraudulently abstracted sundry amounta
of specie in gold or silver, in the vault or cellar of the branch of the Bank of France, and
to the prejudice of that establishment;

For having perpetrated those fraudulent substractions with the circumstance that he
was the hired (salarié) cashier or hired employee (homme de service à gages) of the said
Bank of France.

2. For having at Poitiers, within ten years and namely on the 12th of March, 1866,
embezzled or made away with, to the prejudice of the Bank of France, who was the owner
thereof, funds and bills placed in the safe for daily use of the branch of Poitiers, which
bad only been handed over and intrusted to him in trust or by way of mandate, upon con-
dition to return or account for them, or to use or employ them as he should be directed.

For having perpetrated the embezzlement herebefore specified under circumstance
that he was the cashier or hired clerk of the said Bank of France.

3. With having at Poitiers, on the 12th of March, 1866, fraudulently inserted on the
balance sheet signed by him, which it was his duty to establish and te certify every day in
his capacity of cashier of the brauch of the Bank of France, in order to state the cash ac-
count of said branch, the false declarations that the cash account on said day amoiunted to
eleven millions four hundred and forty-three thousand five hundred and fifty-six francs
eighty-f'our cotiures, whiue it was in reality inferior te that amount, by al the sums ab-
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stracted or embezzled by him, and having thus fraudulently altered the declarations and
facts which this balance sheet was to contain and establish.

4. For having on the same day and at the same place made use of that forged docu-
ment, knowing it to be a forgery when handing it over to the Director of the Branch of
the Bank of Franee in Poitiers, to establish the situation of the cash account of that es-
tablishment on the 12th of March, 1866.

5. For having at Poitiers, within ten years and previously to the 12th of March, 1866,
fraudulently inserted in several balance sheets signed by him, which it was his duty to
establish and to certify every day, in his capacity of Cashier of the branch of the Bank of
France, in order to state the cash account of said branch, the false declarations that the
cash account amounted to a sum superior to that which really existed, which was inferior
to the figure indicated, by all the sums abstracted or embezzled by him and having thus
fraudulently falsified the declarations and facts, which those balance sheets were to contain
and to establish.

6. For having at the same period and at the same place, made use of those forged
documents, knowing that they were forged when handing them over to the Director of the
Branch of the Bank of France in Poitiers, in order to establish the balance sheet of that
establishment on the days indicated.

In consequence, sends said Ernest Charles Constant Sureau Delamirande alias Lami-
rande before the Court of Assizes of the Vienne, at Poitiers, in order to be tried according
to the law.

With a view to which the Procureur Général will draw up the arraignment against

The Court orders,[moreover, that all constables, (huissiers) or officers of the public
force shall arrest Sureau Delamirande, alias Lamirande, Ernest Charles Constant, formerly
cashier of the branch of the Bank of France in Poitiers, forty-two years of age, born on
the 29th of October, 1823, at Corray (Vienne) residing latterly at Poitiers (and who has
since absconded) to be directly brought to the Jail established near the Court of Assizes
of the Vienne, in Poitiers, and entered in the jail book of the said jail, as accused of the
Acts enumerated in part of the present decree, and constituting the crimes provided for
and punished by the articles 379, 386, 408, 147, 148, 164 of the Code Pénal.

Thus adjudicated at the Imperial Court (Chambre des Mises en Accusation), at Poi-
tiers, the 29th day of May 1866, by Messrs. Bonnet, knight of the Imperial order of the
legion of honor, President Gaillard, knight of the Imperial order of the legion of honor,
Aubain, Parrault, Barbier, (this latter called in to complete the required number,) coun-
selloÉs (conseillers), who have all signed the present deeree as well as Mr. E. Marrot, chief
clerk.

We summon and order all constables who will be so requested to execute the said
decree, to all our Procureurs Généraux, and to our Procureurs near the tribunals of first
instance to stand by it, to all the commanders and officers of the'public force to give their
help when they will be legally required to do &o.

A correct and authentie copy delivered to the Procureur Général who has demanded
it.

[L.S.] The Chief Clerk,
Imperial Court of Poitiers. E. MARoRT.

Examined by us, Jean Baptiste Fortuné Fortoul, Knight of the Imperial order of the
logion of honor, firat president of the Imperial Court of Poitiers for legalization of the
signature of Mr. E. Marrot, chief clerk of the said Court.
2 Poitiers, May 31, 1866.

[L.S.] FORTOUL.
Impeial Court of Poitiers,

lirst <residencs.

Examined by us, Yresident of the Chambre des mises en accusation of the Imperial
Court of Poitiers.

Poitiers, May 31, 1866.
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Imperial Court of Poitiers.

Examined by us, Jean Fortuné Fortoul, Knight of the Imperial order of the legion
of honor, first President of the Imperial:Court of Poitiers, for legalization of the signature
of Mr. Bonnet, President de Chambre in said Court.

Poitiers, May 81, 1866.
[L.S.]

Imperial Court, First Presidence,
Poitiers.

Transmitted the present arraignment to His Excellency the Keeper of the Seals,
Minister of Justice and of Worship, by us, Procureur Général, near the Imperial Court of
Poitiers.

Poitiers, May 31, 1866. The Procureur Général,
[L.S.] DAMAY.

Imperial Court of Poitiers,
Procureur Général.

Seen for the authentication of the above signature of Messrs. Bounet, Fortoul and
Damay.

Paris, June 2nd, 1866.

By delegation of the Keeper of the Seals, Minister of Justice and Worship.
[L.S.] The chief clerk,

Keeper of the Seals, Minister CH. MAUJRAT-LARoOHE
of Justice and Worship.

The Minister of Foreign Affairs certifies as genuine the signature of Mr. Maurat-
Laroche.

Paris, June 2nd, 1866.
[L.S.]

Seal of Foreign Office

By authorization of the Minister, for the Sub-Director Chief of the Chancellor's
office.

DUBOIS.

Examined at the Legation of the United States of America at Paris, -June 4, 1866.
The signature of Mr. Dubois duly legalized.

JOHN IIAT.
[L.S] Secretary of Legation.

Legation of the United States
of America in Franee

A true copy,
W. I. Brehaut, P.M.

PRoVINoE OF CANADA,
District of Montreal. POrIcE OFFICE.

The deposition of Edme Justin Melin, Inspecteur Principal de Police of the Qity of
Paris, in the Empire of France, now resident in the City of Montreal, in the District of
Montreal, taken under oath this fourteenth day of Angust, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, at the Police Office in the Court House, in the
City of Montreal aforesaid, by the undersigned, William I. Bréhaut, Esquire, Police
Magistrate in and for the'District of Montreal, in the presence of Ernest Sureau Lami-
rande, late of Poitiers, in the Empire of France, who is charged before me in a complaint
brought before me under oath, in virtue of the provisions of a treaty between Her Majesty
the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and Bis Majesty the
King of the French, and of the Statutes made and provided for tlat effect, of having com.
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mitted at Poitiers, in the Empire of France, the crime following, mentioned and predicated
in the said treaty between Her Majesty the Queen and the said King of the French; that
is to say: That he the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande did commit the crime of forgery by
having, in his capacity as cashier of the Branch of the Bank of France at Poitiers, made
false entries in the books of the said Bank, and thereby defrauded the said Bank of the
sum of seven hundred thousand francs. The deponent, Edme Justin Melin, doth depose
and say as follows:-

I produce the deposition of Henri Marie du Bois de Jansigny, Inspector of the Bank
of France, residing at Paris, in the Empire of France, taken at the tribunal of Poitiers, in
the office of the Juge d' Instruction on the second day of April, one thonsand eight hun-
dred and sixty-six. This deposition is marked with the letter C.

I know the signature of Monsieur Dubois, Principal Officer of the Court of Chancery,
that of Monsieur Baroche, Minister of Justice in France; that of M. Drouyn de l'Huys,
Minister for Foreign Affairs in France. The signatures affixed to the documents produced
as aforesaid are certainly the signatures of the said Dubois, Baroche and Drouyn de l'Huys.
I am familiar with the signature of Mr. Dubois, as I have often seen him write in My
presence. I make oath that the signature affixed to the document is his. As to the others,
I never saw them write their names, but I have often had in my hands documents and
official writings signed by them.

And fnrther the deponent saith not, and the foregoing being read to him hath signed.
(Signed,) E. J. MELIN.

Sworn before me at Montreal, this four-
teenth day of August, one thousand
eight hundred and sixty-six.

(Signed,) W. H. BREHAUT, P.M.

The foregoing deposition having been made and read in the presence of the prisoner,
Ernest Sureau Lamirande, he was asked whether he had any question to put to the witness,
and he made answer, by his Counsel, Mr. Doutre, that he had none,

(Signed,) W. H. BREHAUT, P.M.
Montreal, 14th August 1866.

A true Copy.
W. H. Brehaut, P. M.

C.

TRIBUNAL 0r POITIERS, The second day of April, one thousand eight
Office of the Juge d' Instruction. hundred and sixty-six.

Before me, Alexandre Henri Jolly, Juge d'Instruction of the arrondissement of
Poitiers, Department of Vienne, in my office at the Palais de Justice of Poitiers, assisted by
Gustave Poncin, sworn Clerk.

Appeared, at my invitation, the w*tness hereinafter named, to whom I communicated
the facts in relation to which he was called upon to testify.

The said witness having been introduced, out of the presence of the accused, and hav-
ing been sworn to tell the whole truth and nothing but the truth, and required by me to
state his name, age, profession and place of residence, whether he was a servant, relative
or :connection of the accused and in what degree, made answer and deposed as' follows:-

DuBois de Jancigny, Henri Marie, aged 31 years, Inspector of the Bank of France,
eiding at Paris.

i was sent by the Governor of the Bank of France to enquire into the facts notified
,by the Director of the Poitiers Branch, in his despatches of the evening of the 13th March.
These despatches notified the Bank Managers of the flight of Lamirande, cashier of, the
said Branch and of a deficit in specie of the value at the first moment of 190,000 francs.
I reached Poitiers on Wednesday 14th March, at 5 P.MR., and at once went to the offices
of the Branch Bank, where Mr. Bailly, the Director, Mr. DeGretry, one of the Inspectors,
and several of the administrateurs were completing the examination of the specie safe and
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auxiliary cash, commenced the evening before. Al attention was at that moment centred
on the current cash, from which the Cashier drew at will for the requirements of the
business, and the only division of which he has entire control, inasmuch as the Director
has no key for that division.

Besides the outer doors which protect it, the iron safe is divided into three compart-
ments. one above the other, and each closed by a little shutter also of iron, and furnished
with a special lock. Thus you have the principal keys, namely, those of the outer doors,
and three different keys for each of the outer compartments.

Now Lamirande, when starting, had taken care to leave with Mr. Queyriaux, book-keeper
of the Branch, the keys required to open two of these compartments; the middle ono
containing a supply of notesof all denominations and specie (sufficient to meet the needs
of the business, and the lower one used for keeping securities upon which advances had
been made, a-d commercial paper constituting the portfolio of the Branch. But the most
essential key, that of the upper compartment containing the bulk of the notes and 17 bags
of gold of 20,000 francs each, had not been found. This was certainly a very serious point
as matters then stood, and gave rise to painful surmises in the minds ofall. Fearsincreased
as the extent of the specie deficit became known. For my own part, from the moment
when I arrived and found that Lamirande had been forty-eight hours gone and that he had
taken the precaution to leave all the keys except that of the very compartment containing
the reserve notes amounting as they should to little shore of 500,000 francs, I was convinced
that the reserve had disappeared, and that Lamirande had taken all he could.

I had the door of the compartment forced open before the Director and the majority
of the administrateurs, and we found that in truth all had disappeared save 40,000 francs,
in notes of 100 francs, and the 17 bags of gold of 20,000 francs which appeared to be
intact.

Thereupon resuming the work commenced by the Director, assisted by the Ministers
of his Council, I engaged in an examination of the specie safe; the auxiliary cash and the
current cash. The examination was minutely conducted by me in presence of the Director
and with the assistance of the porters who weighed before my eyes all the gold and silver
specie contained in the safe, as well in the auxiliary as in the current cash. I, myself,
counted all the notes.

The balance sheet of the evening of the 12th March, the last Lamirande made and which
is signed by him, could no longer tally with the cash in hand at the moment of my arrival
on the evening of the 14th, inasmnch as notes and specie had been paid out and received
during the days of the 13th and 14th. In order to ascertain rationally and with certainty
the amount of the deficit, I wrs therefore compelled to take account of the business done
on those two days, and found that, on the evening of the 14th the safes should have con-
tained eleven millions two hundred and sixty-one thousand five hundred and thirty-three
francs nine centimes, whereas in reality the sums I had fou nd in notes, gold, silver and
copper, the whole belonging to the Bank of France, amounted only to ton millions five hun
dred and fifty-seven thousand two hundred and fifty-seven francs and fifteen centimes,
which constituted a total deficit of seven hundred and four thousand two hundred and
seventy-five francs ninety-four centimes; namely, 219,004 francs, 30 centimes, missing in
specie in the safe, and 485,271 francs, 64 centimes, missing in the current cash, the latter
sum abmost all in notes.

Question.-The questions about to be put to you are certainly not caused by any sus-
picion attaching to the Director; Mr. Queyriaux, the chief accountant, aiso enjoys an
noblemished reputation ; but you have just said what is easily understood, that you were not
able to make out the state of the cash except as it was the moment ofyour-arrival; now during
the days of the13th and 14th, Mr. Queyriaux nixed the funds ho receited with the funda
he took from the deficient cash of the Cashier Lamirande: moreover, the two ke'ys of the
safe appear to have been from the evening of the 13th until the 14th at 4 o'clock, in the
same hands, contrary to the rales; if the accused were present could he not throw back
upou others a portion of the responsibility now laid upon him, and could you furnish us
with the means of meeting that line of defence ?

Answer.-The plea would have no value whatsoever in my opinion. I admit that,
atrictly speaking, it is possible to say that, on the morning of the 13th, Mr. Queyriaux
aailing himself of the funds placed at his disposal by delegation of the Cashier, may have
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abstracted from the said funds some notes of one hundrad and fifty francs, inasmuch as it
washe alone who checked that portion of the current cash whieh Lamirande left him.
But I meet this suspicion first, by Mr. Queyriaux's well-known honorable character, and
next by the fact ot the danger to which he would have exposed himself by diverting any
of the cash. The Cashier had announced his return to make up his cash, and every one
expected it. It was not until after four o'clock, that is to say, when business had ceased,
that the conviction gained ground that Lamirande had fled.

Moreover, the essential thing in such cases is to have an exact starting point to serve
as the basis of all operations, whatever may be their importance or their duration. 1 can-
not assure you that Mr. Queyriaux counted all the notes and all this specie on the morning
of the 13th, inasmuch as I was not there, but I can state that the officer handed me a state-
ment, dated on the morning of the 13th, with details of the different denominations of
notes, and shewing also the number of bags of gold and silver, as well as the gold and
silver change in rouleaux and loose. Therefore, in my opinion, the examination of the
moneys left at Mr. Queyriaux's disposal was made by him, if not rigorously, at least on a very
close approximation, and while it may be true that the funds used in the operations of the
13th and 14th were drawn from or paid into a deficient cash, it is wrong to fancy that there
could have been any dificulty or confusion whatsoever in the handling of the funds, inas-
much as the payments and receipts are set forth in the most concise and the clearest man-
ner in authentic entries.

As regards the keys, the objection seems to me to be no better founded. 1 ascer-
tained what occurred with reference to the duplicate key which opens the auxiliary cash
and the safe, and I found by the evidence of Mr. Bailly, of Mr. Queyriaux, and of the por
ters of the Branch, that on Tuesday evening the key of the door leading to the auxiliary
cash and to the safe had been locked up by Mr. Bailly, in the lower compartments of the
current cash of which Mr. Queyriaux, Cashier ad interim, had taken the key, and that
Mr. Bailly the holder of the other key which opens the auxilliary cash and the safe, had
moreover shut the outer doors which cover all the compartments of the current cash and
had kept the second key.

In this way, Mr. Queyriaux had one of the keys of the three divisions of the cash and
Mr. Bailly the others. The rule had therefore been strictly observed.

Question.-You know that more than 400 bags of 1000 francs were found tampered
with in the safe. Pieces of silver had also been substituted in the sacks of gold ; state
your opinion as to the manner in whieh the change was effected.

Answer.-It is impossible for me to admit that the alterations in the money bags
were effected in the safe. It was necessary to have the bags a long time at one's disposal
in order to empty them partially and clip them, and Lamirande was never left long enough
alone in the safe to perform that operation. All the frauds must have been perpetrated in
the cash-room, where Lamirande breakfasted every day. He had then full time to prepare
his bags, as the book-keeper went out to breakfast at the same hour, and the porters never
returned before one P.M.

The Director's office is separated from the cash-room by two large- apartments, he
could therefore hear the Director coming and hide.

He was also warned by the noise of footsteps, and of the entrance door which it was
necessary to open when any one went to his cash-room to pay or receive. There was there-
fore nothing to prevent him from making these substitutions in his cash-room.

I believe, moreover, that it was easy for him to have the bags so tampered with re-
moved to the safe or to the auxiliary cash. He often helped in carrying the bags, which
was the exclusive duty of the porters. It was also in his power while transa::ting business
in the safe, to put in his pocket a bag prepared beforehand, and containing silver coin,
and substitute it in the safe for an untouched bag containing 10,000 francs in gold. I
convinced myself of the possibility of this by going down into the safe with a bag in my
pooket and going back with another containing 10,000 francs in gold.

As regards the date of the embezzlements to which you call my attention, I believe
that the embezzlements of silver are far anterior to those of the gold. Thus the altered
baga were in the'sacks which had not been used for several years for the transmission of
funds. The cloth was rotten, and it was impossible to open them and make them up
again. Probably the bags of gold were tampered with by him only when he found it w8
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no longer possible to tamper with the silver. The bags of silver were the first tampered
with, and probably four years ago. It is not nearly so long since the bags of gold were first
tampered with.

Question.-Were the books kept by Lamirande regular and up to date ? Ans. There
was great disorder in all his accounts, I mean in an administrative sense, for the irregu-
larities are only of a formal chargeter. Lamirande should have kept a book intituled,
" Journal de Caisse," of which the pages are numbered and signed, and which should be
checked every evening, or at lates on the following morning. Cashiers usually keep a
blotter, which is simply a provisional cash book, and which they afterwards copy into the
Journal, in order that the latter may be more neat. Now it was Lamirande's duty to make
this copy every evening, and he had not done it since the month of October last, the date
of the inspector's visit. What I have stated shews that the misappropriations of which
Lamirande is accused cover a period of three or four years. He must each day, during
these three or four years have furnished a false statement, each statement being attested by
his signature, which seems to constitute so many forgeries in bank entries.

The above having been read, witness persisteth therein, and hath signed with us and
the clerk.

The present copy transcribed on eight pages, and certified exact by us, the under-
signed, Juge d'Instruction of the Arrondissement de Poitiers.

Poitiers, 27th April, 1866.
(Signed,) JOLLY.

[SeaU.
Examined for the legalization of the signature of M. Jolly, above.
Paris, 30th April, 1866.

[Seal.]
By delegation of the Keeper of the Seals, Minister of Justice, and Worship.

Le Chef de Bureau,
(Signed,) CU. MAURAT-LABocaE.

The Minister of Foreign Affairs certifies as genuine the signature of M. Ch. Maurat-
Laroche.

Paris, 30th April, 1866.
[Seal.]

By authority of the Minister for the Sous-Directeur, Chef de la Chancellerie.

[Seal.] 
(Signed,) Dunos.

Examined at the United States Legation at Paris, 1st May, 1866.
Good for the legalization of the signature M. Dubois hereunto.

(Signed,) JOHN HAY,
Secretary of Legation.

[Seal.]
We, Keeper of the Seals, Minister Secretary of State, of Justice and Worship, oertify

to be true the signature of M. Jolly, Judge d'Instruction of the Tribunal of Poitiers, the
said judge being empowered, under the laws of the Empire, to receive depositions and
administer oaths to deponents.

Paris, 26th June, 1866.
(Signed,) V. BARoOHE.

[Seal.]
We, Minister, Secretary of State, Department of Foreign Affairs of France, certify as

genuine the signature of Monsieur Baroche, Minister, Secretary of State, at the Depart-
ment of Justice and Worship of France.

Paris, 28th June, 1866.

The Minister, Secretary of State, Department of Foreign Affairs of France.
(Signed,) Daour N DE L'HUTs.
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LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Paris, Empire of France, 29th June, 1866.

I, John Bigelow, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the United
States to the Empire of France, do hereby certify that the foregoing deposition is legally
and properly authenticated, so as to entitle it to be received as evidence by the tribunals of
this country, as prescribed by the Act of Congress, approved June 22, 1860.

[Seal.] (Signed,) JOHN BIGELow.
True Copy

W. H. Brehaut, P. M.

PROVINCE OF CANADA,
District of Montual. POLICE OFFICE.

The Deposition of Abel Frederie Gautier, Consul General of France for the British
Provinces of North America, residing at the City of Quebec, in the District of Quebec,
taken under oath thik 14th August, 1866, at the Police Office in the Court House
in the City of Montreal, in the District of Montreal aforesaid, by the undersigned,
William H. Brehaut, Esquire, Police Mdagistrate in and for the District of Morntreal,
in presence of Ernest Sureau Lamirande, late of Poitiers, in the French Empire, who now
stands accused before me upon a complaint made before me under oath, under the pro-
visions of the treaty between Ber Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland, and His llajesty the King of the French, and of the Statutes in such
case made and provided, of having committed at Poitiers, in the French Empire, the
following crime, mentioned and provided for by the said treaty betwten Her Majesty the
Queen and the said King of the French, namely:-

That the said E. S. Lamirande did commit the crime of forgery, in that, in his capacity
as Cashier of the Branch of the Bank of France at Poitiers, he did make false entries in
the books of the said Bank, and by that means defrauded the said Bank of the sum of
seven hundred thousand francs.

The deponent, Abel Frederic Gautier, deposeth and saith:
I am the sole agent of the French Government in the five British Provinces of North

America. Having examined the document marked C, I declare that the signature of Drouyn
de L'Huys is that of the Minister of Foreign Affairs of France, head of the department
with which I am connected. Judicial documbnts generally are not signed by the Minister
himself, it is an exception, and in order to give it additional importance, that the Minister
of Foreign Affairs has signed this document.

The signature of Mr. Dubois is also quite familiar to me, and ail our foreign agente are
instructed to legalize it. I know the signature of Mr. Bigelow, Minister of the United
States in France. I now produce a document marked D, at the foot of which is affixed the
signature of MIr. Dubois. I acknowledge it to be perfectly authentic, and I am prepared
to certify to the signature of Mr. Drouyn de L'Huys and to that of Mr. Dubois, officially,
and to affix my seal thereto. The foregoing relates to the two documents produced.

And further deponent saith not and bath signed, the foregoing deposition having been
previously read to him.

(Signed,) FILE. GAUmIa.
Sworn before me, at Montreal,

this 14th August, 1866.
(Signed,) W. H. Brehaut, P. M.

The foregoing deposition having been made and read in the presence of the prisoner,
Ernest Sureau Lamirande, he was -asked whether he 'had any questions to pan t the
witness ? And he made answer that he desired to put to hitbethe fillwiüg questtikià by
his Counsel, Mr. Doutre:-

Question.-Where and how are the funotions yon discharge in Csnada defied ? Ans.
They are defined by indidà àof dispatches, instructions and cirelitrî traúnùimtwd to me
by my Departiént.
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Question.-What difference is there between the functions of a Consul General .nd
those of a diplomatie Agent? Ans. Diplomatie agents are charged with the political
relations between two countrices. It is they who conclude and sigu treaties, and, as I have
just ýaid, everything connected with the political relations of the country where they reside
with France. Consuls General have nothing to do with such questions, their duty is
merely to keep their Government advised of the state of affairs in the country where they
reside, and to lend the aid of their official position to French interests.

Question.-After what you have stated do you consider that you are here a diplomatie
agent of the French Government ? Ans. No, and I have never assumed that title.

Question.-Do you know at whose instance the Goverpor General issued the warrant
in the hands of the Police Magistrate before whom we are proceeding at this moment ?
Ans. At mine.

Question.-Was the extradition of the prisoner demanded of His Excellency the
Governor General by any representative of the French Government other than yourself?
Ans. No, not to my knawledge.

Question.-How did «His Excellency's warrant reach W. H. Brehaut, Esq., Police
Magistrate, before whom we are proceeding ? Ans. The warrant was addressed to me to
Quebec by the Provincial Secretary. I received it on the 3rd August, and as I had then
learned the arrest of the prisoner I brought it to Montreal myself and gave it to Mr. Pom-
inville to use it as he might think proper. The warrant now shewn me is precisely that
which was sent to me by the Provincial Secretary.

Question.--Have you ever seen Mr. Drouyn de L'Huys, Minister of Foreign Affaire
in France, Mr. Dubois, Chef du Bureau de Chancellerie, referred to in your examination in
chief, and Mr. Bigelow, Minister of the United States in France, sign their names ?

Ans. No, but I eau produce twenty despatches sent to me personally by Mr. Drouyn
de L'Huys ; M. Dubois' signature has been officially transmitted to me so that I can certify
to it under any circumstances.

The prisoner declared that he had no further questions toput to deponent, whereupon
the examination was closed, and the foregoing having been read, deponent hath bigned.

Taken and acknowledged before (Signed,ý FRED. GAUTIER.

me, this 4th April, 1866.
(Sigucd,) W. H. Brehaut, P. M.

(A True Copy.)
W. H. Brehaut, P. M.

D

PROCES VERBAL oF SEIZURE OF " PIECE DE CONVICTION."

The 29th Marh, ohe thousand eight hundred and sixtysix.
1, Alexandre Hlenri Jolly, Juge d'Instruction of the arrondigenent of Poitiers, assisted

by '. Gustave Poncin, my Clerk.
In view of tbe proceedings had against Lamirande, accused of embezzlement to the pre-

judice of the Poitiers Branch of the Bank of France.
Whereas it appears from the Instruction that the accused, in his capacity of cashier,

signed each day at 4 o'clock, sometimes at 5 o'clock, after the close of the operations of the
Bra nch, a statement of the situation of the cash ;

Thit on the 12th March, 1866, he signed a statement from whieh it appeared that
the safe contained eight hundred and fifty bags of silver of 1,000 francs each, and thirty-
six*bags of gold of 10,000 francs eaeh; that the auxiliary cash contained, ia notes, and
specie, eight millions eight hundred and ten thousand and eleven francs, and that the cur-
rent cash contained in bille 832,300 francs, and in specie 503,709 francs, 54 eentinres;

Wheiéas abstractions were for a long time committed in the safe and previous to the
preparation of the statement, of which an analysis has just been given, in the current cash,
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and whereas the accused did as a consequence in his capacity as Cashier, alter the'accounts
of the Bank, or afflirm, by lis signature a falsified statement, and it is in consequenceimport-
ant to seize the statement in question as documentary evidence. We proceeded as bas
been stated, to the Branch of the Bank of France, and we rcceived from the hands of Mr.
Bailly, Director, the statement spoken of, which was signed, ne varietur, by him and by
our Clerk.

We declared the said document seized, to be deposited in the office of the Tribunal,
and serve ce que de droit.

And the foregoing having been read, we have signed with the Director and our Clerk
as follows : Bailly ; Jolly, Juge de Instruction ; Poncin, Clerk.

The copy is certified in conformity with the original by the undersigned Juge d'In-
struction.

The present copy, transcribed on one page and a half, is certified exact by the under-
signed, Juge d'Instruction of the arrondissement of Poitiers.

Poitiers, 26th April, 1866.
[Seal.] (Signed,) JOLLY.

Seen for legalization of the signature of Mr. Jolly, herein attached.
Paris 30th April, 1866.
By delegation of the Keeper of the Seals, Minister of Justice and Worship.

[Seal.] Le Chef de Bureau,
(Signed,) CH. MAURAT-LAROCHE.

The Minister of Foreign Affairs certifies as to the signature, Ch. Maurat-Laroche.
Paris, 30th April, 1866.

[Seal.]
By authorization of the Minister, for the Sous-Directeur, Chef de la Chancellerie.

(Signed,) DUBOIS.

Scen at the Legation of the United States of America at Paris, lst May, 1866. Good
for the legalization of the signature of Mr. Dubois herein.

(Signed,) JOHN BAY)
[Seal.] Secretary of Legation.
A true copy,

W. H. Bréhaut, P. M.

PROVINCE Or CANADA,
.District of Montreal,

City of Montreal. 1 PoLIcE OrricE.

Ernest Sureau Lamirande, heretofore of Poitiers, in the French Empire, now in the
City of Montreal, in the said District, was aceused this day before the undersigned, W. H.
Bréhaut, Esquire, Police Magistrate in and for the District of Montreal, the fifteenth day
of August, in the year of Our Lord 1866, of having, the said E. S. Lamirande, on the
12th day of March last, at Poitiers, in the French Empire, committed the crime of forgery,
in that he in bis capacity as cashier of the Branch of the Bank of France atfPoitiers, made
false entries in the books of the said Bank, and by that means defrauded the said Bank of
the sum of 700,000 francs in contravention of the law, and the said accusation having been
read to the said E. S. Lamirande, and the witnesses in the matter, Edme Justin Melin,
Louis Léonce Coudert, Frédericß. Coudert and Abel Frederic Gautier having been inter-
rogated separately in his presence, I addressed the said E. S. Lamirande as follows:-
"Having heard the evidence, do you desire to say anything in reply to the accusation E
You are not obligcd to answer to it unless you are quite willing; but everything you
say will be put in writing, and may be used as evidence againstyou on your trial." There-
upon the said E. B. Lamirande spoke as follows: ' My Counsel bave advised me to say
nothig."

31 Victoria. A. 1868
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And further the said accused saith not and bath signed, the foregoing having been
read in his presence.

(Signed,) E. S. LAMIANDE.
Taken before me at the City of Montreal, F

the day and year hereinabove named. j
(Signed,) W. H. BRÉHAuT, P. M.

A true copy,
W. H. Bréhaut, P. M.

$2,000 REWARD

Will ba paid for the re-arrest of one Ernest Sureau Lamirande, who escaped from the ous-
tudy of a Deputy Marshal of the United States, on the 3rd of July, instant.

ie is of a dark bilious complexion, about five feet six inches high, alight built, very
dark eyes, black hair, slightly touched with gray; had one tooth decayed and partly broken
on the left side of the upper jaw; wore a full beard at the time of his escape, and was
dressed in black ; speaks no English.

Apply te Coudert Brothers, No. 49, Wall Street, New York.
A true copy,

W. IL Bréhaut, P. M.

PROVINCE OF CANADA, Defence.
District of Montreal. 1 POLIE OFFICE.

The Deposition of Charles L. Spilthorne, Esquire, Advocate, of the City of New
York, in the State of New York, one of the United States of America, now in the City of
Montreal, in the District of Montreal, taken under oath this 20th day of August, A. D.,
1866, at the Police Office, in Court House, in the City of Montreal aforesaid, by the
undersigned, William H. Brehaut, Esquire, Police Magistrate, in and for the district of
Montreal, in presence of Ernest Sureau Lamirande, late of Poitiers, in the French Empire,
who is now accused before me on an information laid before me on oath, in virtue of the
provisions of the Convention made between Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and
Ireland, and His Majesty the King of the French, and of the Statutes in such case made
and provided, of having committed at Poitiers, in the French Empire, the following crime,
mentioned and provided for in the said Convention between 1er Majesty the Queen and
the said King of the French, namely:-

That the said Ernest S. Lamirande did commit the crime of forgery, in that in his
capacity of Cashier of the Branch Bank of France, at Poitiers, he made false entries in the
books of the said Bank, and by that means defrauded the said Bank of the sum of seven
hundred thousand francs.

Deponent, Charles Spilthorne, deposeth and saith as follows:-
I was employed as one of the advocates of the prisoner at New York, when his extra-

dition was there demanded, from the commencement of prooeedings for his extradition in
April last, until the date of his departure from New York, which I understood to be the
3rd July last. The document produced, marked B, being shewn to me, I cannot well say
whether I saw that document in New York, amongst tbe papers produced before Commis-
sioner Betts, before whom proceedings for the extradition of the prisoner were being had.

Question.-Have you seen the document of which the paper marked B purports to be
a translation ? Ans- I saw a document on the table near which Mr. Betts the Commis-
sioner sat, relating to the matter, which it was pretended was a copy sent from Poitiers in
France, of a pretended writ, from the Board of Indictment of Poitiers. The document was
'written in French. It was, I think, then called l'Acte I' Acusation, indictment in English.
So far as I can remember it must have been an indictment (arrêt de renvoi). It is yery
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difficult to say whether it was the same document which has been designated arret de
renvoi before this Court, and of which it has been pretended that the document B was a
translation. There was but one document of this kind produced before Commissioner
Betts at New York, and that must be the one of which it has been pretended that docu-
ment B was a translation.

Question.-Was that indictment-that in the French language-admitted at New
York by the Commissioner, as authentic conformably to the French law or to the Extradi-
tion Treaty ?

(Objected to on part of the Crown. Objection sustained.)
Question.-State what you know of document B, and of the document of which it

purports to be a translation?
Answer.-It had been announced that there were to be communicated to Mr. Betts, to

be produced before Mr. Betts' Court, a certain numb9r of documents, amongst which was
said to be this pretended indictment, of which translations were said to have been made,
these documents were marked by Mr. Betts, ne varietur, for I must explain, that although
a judge marks a document, it is not a proof of its reception, and it is in fact the habit in
New York to have them marked before they are offered in evidence. There wae a pretended
translation of the said indictment, in which translation were several blanks, and it was re-
iiiarked that that translation could not be received, inasmuch as it was not intelligible.
The prisoner's Counsel then objected to the admission of these documents on the part of
Commissioner Betts, and thereupon it was decided by the Commissioner that the document
should remain in the Court, saving any subsequent objection, for verification. We then
asked for delay, and as the prosecution were anxious to push on the proceedings, Mr. Betts
offered to let me take the pretended indictment and let me examine it well so as to com-
pare it with the translation. I do not very well remember whether I took the document
with me or not. At the next hearing Mr. Lamirande had left; nothing more was then
said, but none of the documents there produced, the pretended indictment and the pre-
tended translation included, were definitively admitted or received as duly authenticated
evidence by Mr. Betts. Mr. Betts had already previously rejected the copy of the deposi-
tion of the Director of the Bank of Poitiers as not being duly authenticated, and the
indictinent as well as the other documents produced, were authenticated exactly as the
document which had been rejected. Thus the copy of the indictment received from France
as well as the pretended translation were not admitted as evidence, the translation was
declared by the defence incorrect, owing to the blanks found in it, and other terms which
appeared to be incorrect. Speaking of the blanks, Mr. Coudert then said he had left the
blanks because he had been unable to translate the French terms. No expert was ex-
amined for the verification of the translation, as is usually done in New York. As Lami-
rande was gone, and the affair postponed by Mr. Betts until the 2nd of September follow-
ing, in the event of his being re-taken, I did not take any further steps in the prisoner's
case until I came here. Ten or twelve days ago Mr. Coudert came to my office; he told
ne he had been to Mr. Betts' office to see if he could not find the pretended indictment

which he had sought for in his own papers, and that he had not found it ; that he came
to see if it were not in my fyles. I told him I was on the point of removing, and that I
had put my papers into trunks at home, where Lamirande's papers were. I told him I
did not well know whether I had had the document, but that my impression was that I
no longer had it in any case, because it seemed to me I had seen it at the Court at the
last hearing. Mr. Coudert asked me to go at once to my house to sec. I could not do so,
as I had several clients come to consult me, who were hurried. I said that I would see,
that Iw.ould examine my papers and I would tell him the result on the following day,'and
that if I found the document and could hand it over to him I would do so. I added that
he, w.ald do well to go to the house of Mr. Betts himself, who was in the country, who
had already several times taken the papers with him to his house, and that if I did not

ad it it muat be there. Mr. Coudert answered me that he had no time, and that he was
eenvinced I should find I. I made search everywhere and did not find the document. -n
the following day I went to see off a Judge of the Superior Court who was going to Eng-

1aed, and I sent word to Mr. Coudert by one of the clerks that I had not found the
decument, that I would make a further search, and that I would hand it to Mr. Betts, to
whom alone I could give it, for Mr. Coudert had no authority, and had shewn me none
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-for obtaining the document in case I should find it. I should have been wanting in every
duty in handing it over to him. I went of my own motion to Mr. Betts' Court to see if
le were there, and to ask him if he had the.document,land in case I found it what I
should do with it. He was not there, it was said that he was in the country and weuld
not be back before Septembet next. Mr. Coudert manifested the intention of bringing
the document here to Montreal, and of thus taking it from the Court to which it belonged,
and should I have rendered myself, in case I had it, an accomplice in crime, by handing
over for that purpose the document to Mr. Coudert. I could give it up to -o one but
Mr. Betts, if it had been in my possession.

Question.-Do you know French law in general, and specially in so far as regards the
mode of authenticating documents in France ?

Objected to by the Crown. Objection overruled.
Answer.-Yes. I an a Frenchman by birth, I made part ofi my course of law in

Paris. 1 have acted in many cases in France. I was admitted to the bar in Belgiumn,
where I practised for over twenty years as an Advocate. With some few exceptions, the
Frcnch and Belgian codes are the srne.

Question.-Is the document marked B so authenticated as to justify the arrest of the
delinquent therein named in France, on the same accusation ? Ans. In France delin-
quents are arrested solely on the originals. If the originals are wanting, there is a clause
in the code of criminal indictment which provides lor the case. These provisions are
contained in articles 521, 522, 523 and 524. Article 521 contains the following provi-
sions : " Whenever, by the effects of a fire, of an inundation, or of any other extraordinary

cause, the originals of writs issued in criminal or correctional matters and not yet
executed, or in processes as yet undecided, shall have been removed, carried off or lost,
and it shall not have been possible to recover them, the inatter shall be proceeded with
as follows :

'ý Artick5 522.-If a duplicate or authentic copy of the writ exist, it shall be deemed
an original, and in consequence placed in the place set apart for the deposit and conser-
vation of writs. To that end any publie officer, or any individual being the depositary

"of a duplicate or authentic copy of such writ is bound under pain of arre8t to return the
same into the Court whence it issued, on being ordered so to do by the President of the
said Court. Such order shall serve him as a discharge as to parties having interest in
the document. The depositary of such duplicate or authentie copy of the original des-
troyed, removed or lost, shall be entitled, on returning the same into the place of publie
deposit, to receive a duplicate thereof without cost.

" Article 523.-When in any criminal matter there shall no longer exist a duplicate
or authentic copy of the writ, if the decision of the jury still exist in the original or an
authentic copy, after a declaration to that effect, the Court shal proceed to a new judg-
ment.

" Article 524.-When the declaration of the jury cannot be presented, or when the
case shall have been judged without a jury, and no other, in writing, exists, the Instrue-

" tion shall be re-commenced from the point at which the documents shall be found to be
wanting as to the originals, duplicates and authentic copies."

Question.-How must the depositions of witnesses be signed in order to possess any
value in France ?

Objected to by Crown. Objection overruled.
Answer.-Under Articles 75 and 76 of the Code of Criminal Instruction, the following

formalities are requisite :-" Article 75.-Witnesses shall make oath to tell the whole
"truth and nothing but the truth. The Judge of Instruction shall ask them their names,
"surnames, age, condition, profession, residence ; whether they are servants, relations, or

connexions of the parties, and mention shall be made of the questions asked and of the
"answers of the witnesses.

" Article 76.-The depositions shall be signed by the judge, by the Clerk, and by the
witness, after the same shall have been read, and the witness shall have declared that he
persists therein. If the witness is unwilling or unable to sign, mention shall be made

"thereof. Every page of the scroll of information shall be signed by the Judge and by
" the Clerk."

Article 74 of the same code enacts as follows: "They (meaning the witneneo) before
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"being heard, shall present the summons served on or delivered to them to deliver their
" testimony, and mention shall be made thereof in tbeprccès-verbal." I ought to add that
the witnesses here meant are those heard before the Judge of Instruction.

Question.-According to your knowledge of French law, could a bailiff or other officer
of the executive power arrest a delinquent in France, in virtue of a document such as that
marked B.

Objected to by the Crown Prosecutor, and his objection sustained.
Question.-Will you cite the text of article 147 of the Penal Code of France men-

tioned in the document B ?. Ans. Article 147 of the Penal Code of France says :" All
4 other persons who shall have committed forgery in authentic or publie documents in
" writing, or in commercial or Bank transactions, either by counterfeiting or altering
" writings or signatures, by fabrication of agreements, provisions, obligations, or discharges
" therefrom, or by the insertion thereof after execution of such Acts, or by the addition or
" alteration of clauses, declarations, or matters of fact, intended to be admitted and recorded
e in such Acts, shall be punisbed by bard labor for a term."

Article 148.-In all the cases mentioned in this paragraph, the person who makes
use of forged documents shall be punished by hard labor for a time.

Question.-Do articles 379, 386, 408, and 164 of the Penal Code of France relate to
the crime of forgery ? Ans. No, Article 379 relates to theft ; article 386 also relates to
theft, with agg-avating circumstances. Article 408 relates to embezzlement, article 164
relates to an accessory punishment for the crime of forgery.

Question.-According to your knowledge of French law, does the crime of forgery
result from the facts recorded as follows in the document B. page 73, " With having at
" Poitiers, on the 12th of March, 1866, fraudulently inserted on the balance sheet signed
"by him, whieh it was his duty to establish and to certify every day in his capacity of
"Cashier of the Branch of the Bank of France, in order to state the cash account of said
"Branch the false declaration that the cash account on said day amounted to eleven mil-
"lions, four hundred and forty thousand, five hundred and fifty-six francs, eighty-four cen-

times, while it was in reality inferior to that amount by all the sums abstracted or em-
" bezzled by him, and thus fraudulently altered the declaration and facts which this balance

sheet was to contain and establish ?"
Question.-Jlave you had with Mr. Edme Justin Melin, Agent of Police, who made

a deposition in this matter, any conversation relative to the conversations held by him with
the prisoner at iNew York on the subject of the charge of forgery brought against the
prisoner ? If you have, repeat what ho said to you ? Ans. Ye3, I had, this is what I
know relative to that. Mr. Melin, I myself, and Mr. Betts were together at Delmonico's,
I remarked to Mr. Melin that the prisoner had donc wrong in leaving England, as
being there he could not have been delivered up for any crime but murder, forgery, and
fradulently bankruptcy, and that certainly ho could not be charged with any of those.
Mr. Melin said that in fact none of these charges could exist against the prisoner,
but that he would have found a way to get Mr. Lamiraude in England, that he
knew his trade pretty well, that he was a man-catcher, that he would follow hij game
by all kinds of means, and that he would bring it to the spit (qu'il le mangerait)
meaning by that, that he would get his reward. Mr. Lamirande loudly protested that
he had never committed an act of forgery. Wheu the charge of forgery was first
broached in Court before Mr. Betts, Mr. Lamirande protested in the most energetic
manner that it was infamous, that ho had never committed forgery, and that it could never
be proved against him. Thid he said in the presence of Mr. Melin and many others.
When the pretended indictment was produced. Mr. Lamirande loudly declared that ho
could not believe his eyes, and I for my part added, that I did not think there existed in
France magistrates capable of finding an act of forgery in the whole affair, quite the con-
trary, unless the intention was to play in this Lamirande business the same trick whieh
was played nine years before in the matter of Carpenter, Grelet, Parrot and o,thers, in
which I was counsel, and Mr. Betts, Commissioner, in which not being able to obtain
extradition on the charge of burglary, the prisoners had been charged with forgery in
order to obtain their extradition with greater certainty, whereupon the extradition of Grelet
had been secured, though ho had never been either accused or convicted of forgery in
France, but convicted of a breach of confidence, which was no ground of extradition. I.M
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requested Mr. Betts to pay particular attention to this point, if this charge was brought
before him, the more especially, I said to Mr. Betts, as the charge of embezzlement on
theground of which the extradition of Mr. Lamirande was demanded, was in the eyes of
American law, no ground of extradition of a person in Mr. Lamirande'$ position. There-
upon Mr. Coudert, who has made a deposition here, and who was the principal counsel in
the management of the affair, declared that he understood my meaning, and that it was by
no means his intention to claim the extradition of Mr. Lamirande on the charge of forgery,
and even that he expressly renounced such a plea. It was understood that no mention
should be made of forgery. Mr. Melin was present and heard the protest of M. Lamir-
ande. An ex-attorney of the French King was present, and gave his evidence in the
affair on the part of the defence, and declared that he could not understand how such a
decision could have been come to by French magistrates in se clear a case, in which for-
gery was impossible. Mr. Melin himself said, like the good fellow he is, that it was absurd,
that there was no forgery in the business.

Question.-Are you aware that after the copy of the indictment of which the paper B
is assumed to be a translation, arrived at New York, Mr. Melin had any conversation in
the prison with the prisoner, and do you know that the prisoner mgy have had such conver-
sation withi Mr. Melin on the subject of forgery, after the conversation which you have
just repeated ? Ans. As to the possibility I can say nothing, but as to the moral meaning
of what passed I can explain. When proceedings were commenced before Mr. Betts in the
month of April, there was no question of an indictment for forgery, nor of forgery at all;
no one had uttered a word about it. So far frcm it that in the deposition of the Director of
the Bank at Poitiers (who was with Mr. Lamirande at Mr. Betts' with a warrant ascribed
to Jolly, Judge of Instruction at Poitiers, as also in a complaint entered before the Procu-
reur Imperial at Poitiers, and in a complaint of the French Consul General at New York,
all lodged with Mr. Retts for the arrest of Mr. Lamirande, it was expressly declared that
though the Bank might be defrauded by the alteration of writing, such was net the case
with Lamirande. In the warrant issued by the said Judge of Instruction, as also in the
complaint entered before the Procureur Imperial, not a word was said about forgery, but
the arrest of Mr. Lamirande was ordered on the mere charge of embezzlement of money,
citing articles 379 and 408 of the Penal Code of France which relates only to theft and
embezzlement of money. Up te that time nothing had been said to Mr. Lamirande about
forgery, for nobody had any knowledge of it. I mean till the time when Mr. Lamirande
first appeared before Mr. Commissioner Betts. I and the other legal advisers of Mr. Lam-
irande then prohibited him from receiving Mr. Melin any more, or speaking to him in
private. Mr. Melin himself has declared that Mr. Lamirande refused te receive him again,
and our refusal was founded on the fact that Mr. Melin by promises and insinuations had
endeavored to draw from Mr. Lamirande admissions unfavorable to his position. Mr.
Melin himself admitted to me that he had told Lamirande that if he would confess every-
thing and go back (to France) he would be punished more lightly ; that his father and his
relations were in prisou in Poitiers; but Mr. Melin added, that he said this out cf kind-
ness towards the prisoner.

The deponent saith nothing further for the present. His deposition is discontinued
till to-morrow at eleven o'clock forenoon, and foregoing being read hath signed.

(Signed,) C. L. SPILTHORN.

Sworn, taken and acknowledged before me at
Montreal, this twentieth day of August,
one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six.

(Signed,) W. H. BREHAUT, P. M.

On this day, being the twenty-first of August in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and sixty-six, again appeared the above named deponent, before the under-
signed, W. H. Brehaut, Esquire, Police Magistrate in and for the District of Montreal,
and being sworn in presence of the prisoner, Ernest Sureau Lamirande, his deposition was
resumed and continued as follows:-

I declare, moreover, as I have before stated and now depose, that it is not true that 1
have sworn and told the witness Coudert that I would restore the document termed the
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indictment if I found it. I never make use of such expressions. This is what I said to
him and this only,; namely, what I deposed yesterday. Neither is it truc, as the same
person, Mr. Coudert deposed, that I asked Mr. Betts for the said document to carry it
away with me, and if I did take it away with me, which I do not remember very exactly to
have donc, it was Mr. Betts himself, who delivered it to me voluntarily. So far was I from
asking for it or taking it away that in order to verify the pretended translation, offered by
Mr. Coudert, Mr. Clinton and myself prayed that the matter migbt be postponed in order
to verify the said translation as also the other translations offered with the documents
which it was alleged had come from France, including the pretended indictment in Mr.
Bett's office, and it was on that occasion and for that reason that on Mr. Coudert's urging
the prosecution of the affair in order not to lose any time, Mr. Betts, unasked, offered me
the document to take it home with me, and neither is it true, as Mr. Coudert has alleged
in this place, that either lie or his brother made the least objection, and I said tbat I would
even prefer a great deal to verify the documents in Mr. Bett's office.

Question.-In the case of a charge of forgery in France, is it necessary, in order to
sustain it, that the document alleged to be forged should be produced ?

Objected to on behalf of the Crown and the objection sustained.
Question.-Did Mr. Melin yesterday, after the conclusion of the deposition he had

heard you make, speak to you concerning it, and if he did, please to repeat what lie said ?
Objected to on the part of the Crown, and the objection sustained.
Question.-Did Mr. Melin, yesterday, after the close of your deposition, tell you that

you had exactly repeated the conversations you had had with him in New York?
Objected on the part of the Crown, and the objection sustained.
The Counsel for the prisoner declared that lie had no more questions to put to the

witness produced by him; the said deposition was read to the deponent, who affirms itts
truth and hath signed.

(Signed,) C. L. SPILTHORN.

Sworn, taken and acknowledged before me, at
Montreal, this twenty-first day of August,
one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six.

(Signed,) W. H. BREHAUT, P. M.
The preceding deposition having been read in presence of the prisoner, Ernest Sureau

Lamirande, Mr. Pominville, counsel for the prosecution, declares that ho is desirous of
putting to the witness the following questions in cross-examination:

Question.-Did you act in defence of the accused party, Mr. Lamirande, at 1;ew York,
during the whole continuance of the proceedings for his extradition ? Ans. Yes.

Question.-Who were acting jointly with you in the defence of the accused party?
Ans. Mr. Clinton and Mr. Stalnecht.

Question.-In bow long a time, after the arrest of Mr. Lamirande, were you retained
to defend him ? Ans. From the time of his arrest to the time of his departure, and even
on the fifth of July, as I went to the Court, and ho was not present. I now recolleet that
some time previous to his arrest, as a step to his extradition, I had been consulted by him.
Lamirande had been arrested on a charge of alleged embezzlement of money, at first in the
name of a banker of Paris, from whom it was charged that ho lad taken the noney,
and afterwards they proceeded on the same charge in the name of the Bank of France,
from which it was alleged that he had enbezzled the same moneys. The brothers Coudert
were the Counsel on behalf of the Bank of France, and I had been consulted by Lamirande
in the case. This was in the civil proceeding.

Question.-By the answer which you have just given, are we to understand that the
accusedLamirande was arrested twice ? Ans. The accused party, Lamirande, was arrested
first, civilly, and subsequently, if I recollect aright, twice. That is to say, he had been
arrested in the first instance, and while in prison he received notice that he was arrested
again, a second time. I cannot say exactly whether ho was arrested twice by civil pro-
cees, but very certainly ho was so arrested once, and it was while ho was thus incarcerated
by civil process, that an order of arrest was issued against him, with a view to his extra-
dition, on the ground of embezzlement of money from the Bank of France.

Question.-Then it was in the matter of the warrant issued against him for embezzle-
86
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ment of money, and in the prbeess for the extradition of the accused that you acted as
Counsel in bis defence? Ans. I acted as his Counsel both in the civil process, and also in
the proceeding for bis extradition.

Question.-Tell us in how long time after the arrest of Lamirande you saw him lor
the first time ? Ans. He had been under arrest by civil process for some time, when I
saw him, and was consulted by him for the first time. Perhaps eight, ten, or fifteen days
after [bis arrest], perhaps more, perhaps less, I cannot exactly say.

Question.-Is it not true that tbe demand for the extradition of the accused Lami-
rande, at New York, was founded on the embezzlement of moneys of the Bank of Poitiers,
and on the crime of embezzlement, and on that only ? Ans. I know of no other [ground
of a] demand for extradition against Mr. Lamirande, than that of embezzlement, and I eau-
not term here, not-having done it at New York, the alleged embezzlement, in the French
language, a crime either in France or in the United States, but simply an offeLce in the
case of Lamirande.

Queston.-Bow long did the proceedings for the extradition of the accused, Lami-
rande, continue before Mr. Commissioner Betts? Ans. I cannot exactly state the day of
the month of April that the proceedings commenced, but it was in the mionth of April, and
they continued to the fifth of July, after the escape of the accused.

Questio.-During the course of the enquiry (instruction) in the proceedings for the
extradition of the accused, Lamirande, it is not true that a certain number of documents
were exhibited before Mr. Commissioner Betts, on which he (the Commissioner) wrote bis
initiais ? Ans. I think there were.

Question.-Observe the document B here produced in this niatter and say whether
you find written upon it the initiais of the said Mr. Commissioner Betts. Aus. I sec E.A.
and B., I cannot certainly make oath that they are the icitials of Mr. Betts, but I bave
my doubts whether they are or not, as it scems to me according to the initiais which I
bave seen of Mr. Betts, (but I have not seen them often) they were more plainly and
firmly written, I can give no certain information coucerning themu.

Question.-Can you make oath that the initials on document B are not the initiais of
Mr. ('ommissioner Betts ? Ans. I eau say nothing about it.

Question.-When that document was produced before Mr. Commissioner Betts, did
Messrs. Clinton and Stalnecht make any abjection ? Ans. I do not reminember that that
document wag ever produced before Mr. Commissioner Betts, for I never read it or saw it
there myself, but I do know that when pretended translations of the document were pro-
duced, which Coudert has here termed the indietment, these translations contained blanks
as I before said in my first examination, and that Mr. Clinton and I opposed and ojected
to the admission of them ; both of the pretended documents which came from France and
of the said translation of the same. As to Mr. Stalnecht, 1 think ho was not in Court, as
he did not go there always.

Question.-Do you know the difference between an indictment (arrêt de renvoi) and
an act of accusation ? Ans. Yes; the Indictment is rendered by the Chambre of the mises
en accusation. after the instruction and investigation of the charge brought against the
accused. Wheu the accused party is present, the Court is generally more circumspect and
enters more into details than when he is absent, and when he is absent the enquiry is
generally slighter. The act of accusation is a writing made after the indictment which
the Attorney General is directed to draw up, and it is upon this act of accusation which is
signified (communicated) to the accused party and which is read in the Court of Assizes
before the Jury, that the criminal proceeding against the accused party ik founded.

Question.-Does not the Indictment contain all the charges laid against the accused?
Ans. Generally, nevertheless, if other facts come out before the Court of Assizes besides
those contained in the Indictment, the Court of Assizes often assumes the right to take
cognizance of them.

Question.-Is it not true that at New York during the instruction (investigation) for
the extradition of the accused, Lamirande, some French Advocates were consulted, on be-
half both of the prosecution and of the defence relative to the legalization of documents
which had come from France and wbich were exhibited in the proceedings ? Ans. Yes.

Question.-Is it not the case that despite the opinions expressed by the Defender of
the accused Lamirande, the French Advocate who appeared on the part of the defence
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declared that the documents produced were sufficiently legalized ? Ans. If I remember
correctly, be declared the contrary-that they were not so.

Quesion.-Can you swear that that French Advocate examined on behalf of the
defence, declared that those documents were not sufficiently legalized to be admitted before
the French tribunals ? Ans. To the best of my recollection ho said, that for a legalization
to be valid it should contain what M. Merlin sets'forth in the Répertoire de Jurisprudence;
and as they did not contain those requisites, he stated that they were not sufficient as
legalization.

Question.--Was the French Advocate consulted on behalf of the prosecution of the
same opinion as he of whom you have just spoken ? Ans. I do not recollect-very exactly
what he said, but from what I do remember of what he said, being cross-examined, he
stated that in France no action could be taken except upon original documents which thon
did not require to be legalized in their jurisdietion. I should add that his 1eplies were
very contradictory, and that Mr. Clinton in pleading, even declared him to have committed
perjury. He was a man who did not act as an Advocate, and there were great doubts as
to his claims to the designation of Advocate.

Question.-State, under the oath which you have taken, whether it is not true that
Mr. Catois, the French Advocate, consulted on the part of the defence, admitted before
Mr. Commissioner Betts, in Court, that there were cases in which depositions, legalized in
the same way as those produced were received in France ?

Objected to on behalif of the defence. Objection overruled.
Answer.-I do not exactly recollect whether he was questioned on that point, but I

know well that he said that in criminal cases in France, only original documents could be
received, and if they were destroyed or lost, that copies could be admitted only as pre
scribed by the code of criminal instruction.

Question.-IIow long before the escape of the accused Lamirande from New York,
was the indictinent produced before Commissioner Betts ? Ans. To the best of My recol-
lection, on the Thursday or Wednesday previous.

Question.-Before the production of that indictment before Commissioner Betts, had
the question of the accusation of forgery against the accused, Lamirande, been raised ?
Ans. No, not to my knowledge at the hearing.

Question.-How long after the production of that indictment before Commissioner
Betts, did you have it in your possession ? Ans. I do not remember if I took it with me
or not; If I had it with me is was at one of the last hearings of the case.

Question.-Was there any correspondence exchanged between Mr. Coudert and your-
self in relation to that indictment ? Ans-Mr. Coudert wrote me a note the next day, or
the'next day but one after he came to me to ask for the said document.

Question.-Are you aware that a warrant was issued against you at New York, in
relation to the said document, the indictment which has been in question in this affair ?
Ans. I know nothing about it; Mr. Coudert deposed so here.

Question.-As advocate of the accused, Lamirande, you maintained at New York, did
you not, that ho could not be surrendered ? Ans. Yes, and I maintain it still.

Question.-Was it not you who gave instructions and furnished information to the
defender here of the accused, Lamirande, in relation to the application for his extradition ?
Ans. Yes, I furnished some.

The advocate for the prosecution declares that ho has-no further questions to put to
the witness, this examination is closed, and afler reading the deponent hath signed.

C. L. êPILTHORN.
Taken and acknowledged before me, at Montreal,

this twenty-first day of August, one thousand
cight hundred and sixty-six.

W. H. Bréhaut, P.M.

A true copy, W. H. BREHAUT, P. M.
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PROVINCE OFP CANADA,
District of Montreal. POLICE OFFICE.

Defence.
The deposition of Emile B .Morel, Esquire, Advocate, of the City of New York, in

the State of New York, one of tle United States of America, now in the City of Montreal,
in the District of Montreal, taken under oath on the twenty-second day of August, in the
ycar of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, at the Police Office, in the
Court House, in the City of Montreal, in the District of Montreal, aforesaid, by the under-
signed, William H. Bréhaut, Esquire, Police Magistrate, in and for the District of Montreal,
in the presence of Ernest Sureau Lamirande, late of Poitiers, in the Empire of France,
who now stands accused by complaint under oath before me, under the provisions of the
treaty between Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ire-
land, and His Majesty the King of the French, and of the Statutes made and provided
therefor, of having committed at Poitiers, in the Empire of France, the crime mentioned
and predicated by the said tregty between Her Majesty the Queen and the said King of
the French, that is to say:

That the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande did commit the crime of forgery by having,
in bis capacity as Cashier of the Branch of the Bank of France at Poitiers, made false
entries in the said books of the said Bank, and by so doing defraudced the said Bank of the
sum of seven hundred thousand francs.

The deponent Emile B. Morel deposeth and saith as follows
Question.-Were you in any way connected with the prosecution instituted at New

York for the extradition of the prisoner, in April, May and June last.? Ans. I was Mr.
Lamirande's private advocate at New York, but I did not appear in name as one of bis
defenders before Commissioner Betts. He consulted me about his extradition affair and
about others affairs generally, I was present at nearly all the sittings which were held before
Commissioner Betts, especially I was present at one sitting. I do not remember if it was
the last sitting, or the last but one, before the flight of Lamirande, and at that sitting Mr.
Coudert, the Advocate for the prosecution produced a deed, or a pretended copy of a pre-
tended indictment (arrêt de renvoi) together with a pretended translation of the said copy.
The defenders of the accused opposed the reception of these documents : first, because the
pretended copy of the pretended indictment was not duly legalized; and second, they
opposed the reception of the translation because it contained many blanks and was other-
wise incorrect and unintelligible. Mr. Betts decided that he would not definitely admit
the documents, that he reserved his judgment in that respect. The Counsel for the accused
asked for time to examine the said documents and to compare the translation made by Mr.
Coudert. Mr. Betts then replied that, as he was desirous not further to prolong the affair
by postponements, lie requested Mr. Spilthorn to take the document with him, and
that in that way the documents could be examined between that time and the follow-
ing sitting. I did not observe, whether Mr. Spilthorn carried away the document or
whether he did not. When that pretended indictment assuming to accuse Mr. Lamirande
of forgery was produced a universal cry arose on all sides at the absurdity of such au
accusation.

Question.-Will you state whether the document produced before Mr. Betts as a
translation of the pretended indiotment was the saime as the document B produced here,
and if it was the sane whether it was then in the condition in which you find the document
B now to be? Ans. I state that I clearly heard Mr. Clinton declare that there were many
words untranslated and left blank in the said translation made by Mr, Coudert, with which
assertion Mr. Coudert coincided and attributed the circumstance to the impossibility of his
translating those words because he did not understand them exactly, and because he could
not appreciate their exact value. But with regard to the dccument B 1 cannot assert that
I have seen it; consequently, I know not whether it is the same or not. I cannot state
positively whether there was a sitting after that at which Mr. Spilthorn was required to
take away the translation in order to compare it, but I think there was not. I know that
there was a meeting, but there was no sitting in censequence of the illness of one of the
advocates. I etate nothing positively in this respect.

Question.-Has Mr. Edme Justin Melin expressed, in your presence, what he knew
or what he thought of the aocusation of forgery, either at New York or here ? Ans. Mr.
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Melin, like every one else, saw the absurdity of such an accusation; he said that extradi-
tion for forgery could not be had ; that there was no forgery there. Here, at Montreal, on
several occasions, he has acknowledged before other persons that all that Mr. Spilthorn
had said here was true, and that ie hlad never intended to state in his evidence that Mr.
Lamirande had acknowledged himself to be guilty of forgery, that he had only acknow-
ledged himself that he bad been accused of forgery.

Question.-Was Mr. Melin a witnes3 at New York? Ans. Not that I remember. I
do not consider as evidence any affidavits that he may have made, and I do not know
whether he did make any. I speak only of oral evidence.

Question.-Was the prisoner accused of forgery at New York, either in the proceed-
ings for bis extradition or in the depositions which served as the basis of those proceedings ?
Ans. Before the production of the pretended copy of the pretended indictment, nothing
had ever been said about forgery. I have read several depositions, or pretended depositions
which were deposited in court, and among others, the deposition of Mr. Bailly, one of the
directors, I believe, of the Branch Bank at Poitiers, in which deposition Mr. Bailly stated
that embezzlement of money could be effected by means of forgery or alteration id the
books, and that such was not the case with regard to Mr. Lamirande. I nowhere saw any-
thing mentioned about false balance-sbeets or even, I think, false entries. It is to be
distinctly understood that I speak of the documents fyled at the court in New York, before
the production of the pretended copy of the pretended indictment, for I should not wish it to
be said*that I contradicted myself. When the pretended copy of the pretended indictment
was produced before Commissiener Betts, the prisoner exclaimed aloud that he did not
acknowledge himself guilty of forgery, that there was no forgery, and the Messrs. Cou-
dert themselves agreed that there was no ground for a charge of forgery, and abandoned
all prosecution in that respect.

Question.-Are you sufficiently acquainted with the conditions of the extradition
treaties between France and the United States to say whether forgery is one of the crimes
for which extradition can be demanded between those two Powers respectively?

Objected to on behalf of the Crown. Objection over-ruled.
Answer.-Yes, forgery is one of the crimes enumerated in those treaties.
The Counsel for the prisoner declares that he has no further questions to put to the

witness produced, and the deponent, after reading, declares that his deposition contains the
truth, persists therein, and bath signed.

EMILE 13. MOREL.
Sworn, taken and acknowledged before me at

Montreal, this twenty-second day of August,
èigbteen hundred and sixty-six.

W. H. Bréhant, P.M.

The foregoing deposition baving been made and'read in the presence of the prisoner,
Ernest Sureau Lamirande, Mr. Pominville, counsel for the prosecution, declared bis desire
to put the following questions, in rebuttal.

Question.-How long have you been an advocate ? Ans. Since 1860.
Question.-Since Lamirande's arrest have you not been lis adviser, and is it not you

wbo have furnished the advocate who is defending him witli all information in relation to
this affair ? Ans. I an one of Lamirande's counsel here. We have held consultations
with Mr. Doutre in relation to his case.

Question.- Is Mr. Spilthora, a witness also examined for the defence, also counsel for
the accused ? A ns. I do not know how far Mr. Spilthorn considers himself counsel for the
accused.

Question.-What degrec of relationship is there between Mr. Spilthorn and you?
Ans. Mr. Spilthorn is my uncle; I studied law under him, we practice in the same office.

Question..-Am I to understand that you are in partnership with Mr. Spilthorn.
SLns. Yes, and no.

Question.-In your examination in chief you state that you acted as Lamirande's
special advocate ; tell us what you mean by that ? Ans. It means that Mr. Lamirande
consulted me on his affairs in general apart from the other advocates.
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Qiuestion.-How long was it after Lamirande's arrest in New York, that you saw him
for the first time ? Ans. I do not know whether it was two weeks or three, but I am not
prepared to answer with certainty.

Question.-At what time were proceedings commenced at New York for the extradi-
tion of Lamirande ? Ans. I think it was in the course of the month of May. Extradition
was demanded for the crime of embezzlement, there was then no question whatever of a
charge of forgery, that I know of. The proceeding for the extradition of the accused con-
tinued up to the flight of the prisoner. I heafd it stated that ho had fled on the 3rd July.
Proceedings for the extradition of the prisoner were then drawing to a close.

Question.-How long before the fligit of the prisoner was the indictment produced
before Commissioner Betts ? Ans. I state that I was not altogether certain, but that I
thought it was at the last or second last sitting.

Q'uestion.-Did you read the indictment produced before Commissioner Betts. Ans.
I do lot remember having read it.

Qutestio.-Did you read the translation which was made ofit ? Ans. I do not re-
inember.

Question.-Did you sec the initials of Commissioner Betts on the documents and
papers laid before him in the Lamirande afair ? Ans. I do not remember.

Question.-Were the objections made by the advocates of the accused, with reference
to the documents produced, set forth in writing ? Ans. I think so, for it is habitually
dotie.

Question.-Does Mr. Clinton, one of the advocates of the accused, speak French ?
Ans. I do not know.

Question.-Did you see in Mr. Spilthorn's office or in your own, the indictment of
which you have already spoken ? Ans. No.

Question.-Is it not truc that, when you say in your examination in chief, " A uni-
versal cry was heard on all sides as to the absurdity of the charge of forgery," you mean
to speak only of the advocates of the accused ? Ans. I mean to speak also of Mr. Catois,
a highly distinguished advocate from France, who said he did not understand how French
Magistrates could prostitute themsolves to so infamous an act as thus unduly to accuse an
individual of forgery, knowing that there was no forgery possible under the French laws.
I said that all, except those interested in the prosecution, found the thing incredible and
absurd.

Question.-Was not this Mr. Catois one of the advocates consulted by the defence?
Ans. No, lie was not, for on the contrary I ahways heard Mr. Catois say that he did
not come forward to approve the faults the prisoner might have committed, but simply to
depose before and informu the judge of what the statutes, law and justice were in France,
that he knew it better than any person in New York, for matters of this kind, because he
himself had been Procureur de Roi in France for many years.

Question.-How mnany persons were present in court when the indictment was pro-
duced ? Ans. I did not count them.

Question.-Apart from the advocates for the prosecution and the defence, yourself
incluaed, were there more than five persons ? Ans. I know there were several persons,
but I cannot answer otherwise with certainty.

Question.-Were there more than six persons ? Ans. I know nothing of it.
Question-Were there more than three ? Ans. I do not remember, or rather I know

nothing of it, but think there were.
Qnestion.-Is it not true that the person named Melin, of whom you speak in your

examination in chief, always told you that he did not accuse Lamirande, that he was
accnsed in the French Courts, and that in consequence he'beieved the charge to be well
founded, and did he not add also that the answer Lamirande made to him concerning the
forgery, indicated implicitiy that 'he admitted himself guilty ? Ans. No, if I remomber
aright he always told me the contrary. le told me he could not accuse Lamirande of
having admitt2d himself guilty of forgery inasmuch as he had never acknowledged him-
self guilty; that is what ho told me.

Question .- When did he tell you that ? Ans. le said it to me yesterday again, at
the door of the Court, and I heard him say it at different times beuides, even here and
elsewhere, where we reside at the Jacques (artier Hotel.
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Question.-Who invited Mr. Melin te the Jacques Cartier Hotel and why was lie
invited to go there ? Ans. I do not remember whether he came there of his own notion
or whether he was invited there. I am not sure.

Question.-State the exact words used by Mr. Molin, when he spoke to you of the
charge of forgery brought against the accused. Ans. I think I recollect that he used the
terme, or very much the terms already mentioned by me. I cannot give exactly word for
word the expressions he used.

Question.-On the oath you have taken, is it not truethat Mr. Melin said to you, on
the occasion in question, that when he had spoken to Lamirande about the indictment
charging him with forgery, Lamirande answered " Yes it is true, I know it." Ans. I do
not remember. I am morally certain of the contrary.

Question.-Is it not true that Melin told you that for himself personaliy he could not
accuse Lamirande of forgery, but that Lamirande's answer in opeaking to him of that crime,
"I know it well," indicated implicitly, in Melin's judgment, that Lamirande admitted his
guilt ? Ans. I do not remember that Melin ever told me- that.

Question.-On the oath you have taken, give the expressions used by Melin, when he
spoke to you of the forgery matter? Ans. I have already said I cannot state word for
word the expressions he used, but I can say that the expressions he used and the tenor of
the expressions he used, and which he did almost literally, if not literally use, were these :
" I cannot accuse Lamirande of having admitted his guilt to me, inasmuch as he never to
me admitted himself to be guilty of forgery."

Questione.-Was Melin under oath when he spoke thus to you ? Ans. I should like
the learned advocate te explain what he means by being under oath ?

Question.-Do you know whether you are under oath, and that you have given your
deposition under oath ? Ans. Yes, I know that, (&c., as in ques.)

Question.-Did you assist or participate in the escape of Lamirande from New York ?
Ans. I refuse to answer that question because it is improper, impertinent, indecent, filthy,
and unworthy of an advocate; and if I had more epithets at my command, I would pre-
sent them in my answer.

The counsel for the prosecution, Mr. Pominville, declared that he has no further
question to put to witness, and this examination is closed, and the foregoing haying been
read, deponent hath signed.

(Signed,) EMILE B. MoREL.
Taken and certified before me at Montreal, }

this 22nd day of August, 1866. j
(Signed,) W. H. Brehaut, P. M.

A true copy,
W. M. Brehaut, P. M.

PaovINcE 0F? CANADA, POLICE OFFICE.
District of .Montreal. To ail or any of the Constables or other Peace Officers in

City of Montreal. the said District of Montreal, and to the Keeper of the Common
Gaol at the said City of Montreal, in the said District of Montreal.

Whereas Ernest Sureau Lamirande, late of Poitiers in the French Empire, now pre-
sent in the said City of Montreal, in the District of Montreal aforesaid, was this day
charged before me, William H. Brehaut, Esquire, Police Magistrate in and for the District
of Montreal, on the'oath of Edme Justin Melin and others, with the crime of forgery, by
having, in his capacity of Cashier of the Branch of the Bank of France at PGitiers, on the
12th day of March, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six made false entries in the
books of the said Bank, and thereby defrauded the said Bank of the sum of seven hundred
thousand francs.

And whereas a requisition has been made to lis Excellency the Governor General of
this Province by the Consul General of France in the Provinces of British North Americ,
pursuant to the terms of the convention between ler Majesty the Queen of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and lis Majesty the King of the French, signed
at London, on the thirteenth day of February, in the year of Our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and forty-threc, ani the acts of the Parliament of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland pased teogive efect to the said convention, to issue his warrant
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for the apprehension of the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande, accused of having committed
the crime aforesaid after the ratification of the said convention.

And whereas, in compliance with the said requisition His Exellency the Governor
General has by warrant under his hand and seal, bearing date at Ottawa, in the said Pro-
vince, the twenty-sixth day of July in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, required each and every the Justices of the Peace and other Magistrates and
Officers of Justice, within their several jurisdictions in the said Province of Canada, to aid
in apprehending and c-ommitting him, the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande, to any one of the
gaols within the said Province of Canada, for the purpose of being delivered up to justice,
according to the provisions of the said Convention and the Acts to give effect thereto.

And whereas it appears to the said Police Magistrate that the acts charged against the
supposed offender are clearly set forth in a warrant of arrest, or other equivalent judicial
document, issued by a competent magistrate in France. And whereas divers persons have
bean examined upon oath before me touching the truth of the said charge, and whereas
a copy of a deposition taken in France touching the said charge, duly authenticated has
been produced and fyled before me; And whereas such evidence would be according te
the laws of Canada sufficient to justify the apprehension and committal of the said Ernest
Sureau Lamirande, if the offence of which he is accused had been committed in Canada;
and whereas the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande by himself and his Counsel bas had full
opportunity to cross-examine the said witnesses and to adduce such evidence as he deemed
advisable in bis own defence; and whereas the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande bas not
shewn any good cause why he should not be committed for extradition according to the
requirements of the said Convention and the laws passed to give effect thereto.

These are therefore to command you, the said Constables or Peace Officers, or any of
you, to take the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande, and him safely convey to the common
gaol at the City of Montreal aforesaid, and there deliver him to the keeper thereof-toge-
ther with this precept, and I do hereby command you, the said keeper of the said Common
Gaol to receive the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande into your custody in the said Common
Gaol, and there safely to kcep him until he is delivered pursuant to the requisition afore-
said, or by process of Law.

Given under my hand and seal this twenty-second day of August in the year of Our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, at the said City of Montreal, in the Dis-
trict aforesaid.

(Signed,) W. H. BREaHAUT, P. M.
True copy.

Louis Payette,
Gaoler.

MONTREAL TELEGRAPH COMPANY,
Ottawa, l12th Oct., 1866.

By telegraph from Montreal.
To Geo. Futvoye. Esq.

Send by mail to-day, if possible, to Schiller, all documents transmitted by Brehaut in
Lamirande Case. Send them by mail to-morrow if you cannot send them to-day. Answer.

G. E. CARTIER.

To C. E. Schiller, Esq. 13th October, 1866.

Don't allow the papers in Lamirande's case to go out of your bands, and send them
back as soon as donc with.

By order of the Secretary.
(Sigued,) E. PARENT.

CRowN LAW DEPARTMENT,
Quebec, 23rd August, 1866

Ia re The undersigned is of opinilon that Ernest Sureau Lami-
Ernest Sureau Lamirande. 1 rande having been arrested in accordance with the Warrant

issued at Ottawa, on the 26th July Iat, by His Excellency the Governor Geueral, and
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having been since committed to the Common Jail at the City of Montreal, by Mr. Bréhaut,
Police Magistrate, to be there kept until he is delivered, pursuant to the requisition made
to His Excellency by the Consul General of France in the Provinces of 'British North
.America, or by process of law, the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande be delivered to such
person or persons as may be authorized, in the name and on behalf of the French Empire,
to receive the same, and that the necessary warrant do issue accordingly.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Sol. Gen. L. C.

Ottawa, 23rd August, 1866.
T. Bouthillier, Esq., Sheriff, Montreal.

SIR,-I have the honor to transmit to you, herewith, an Instrument to deliver to such
person or persons as may be authorized by the French Empire to receive the body of
Ernest Sureau Lamirande, now detained in the Jail under your charge.

I have, &c.,
E. PARENT.

(Recorded, 23rd -August, 1866.)

Province of .M ONCK.
Canada. 1

VICTORIA, by the Grace Of GoD, Of the United Kingdom of Great Brai& and Ireland,
QU EEN, Defender of the Faith, &c., &c., &c.

Gzo. H. LANE, HEREAS Ernest Sureau Lamirande, late of Poitiers, in the
Dep. Prov. Regr. W French Empire, laborer, is now detained in the common gaol of
Our said District of Montreal, upon and by reason of a certain charge, on oath to wit, on a
-charge of having, on the Twelfth day of March last, at Poitiers aforesaid, committed the
crime of forgery by having, in his capacity of cashier of the Branch of the Bank of France
at Poitiers aforesaid, made false entries in the books of the said Bank, and thereby de-
frauded the said Bank of the sum of seven hundred thousand francs. And whereas the
said Ernest Sureau Lamirande, not being one of our subjects, but being an alien has, since
the commission of the said crime, come into this Province, from the said French Empire,
and the said crime of which he is accused, having been committed in the said French
Empire, it is fit and expedient that the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande may be made
amenable to the laws of the French Empire for the crime aforesaid. We therefore com-
mand you that the body of the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande, under your custody as
aforesaid, you deliver to such person or persons as may be authorized. in the name and on
behalf of the French Empire, te receive the same. Provided always that the said Ernest
Sureau Lamirande be detained under your custody aforesaid, for no cause, matter or thing
other than the crime aforesaid, and this you are not to omit at your peril.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, We have caused these Our Letters to be made Patent,
and the Great Seal of Our said Province to be hereunto affixed; WIT-
NESS, Our Right Trusty and Well-Beloved Cousin the Right Honorable
CHARLES STANLEY, Viscount MONCK, Baron MONCK of Ballytrammon,
in the County of Wexford, Governor General of British North America,
and Captain General and Governor in Chief in and over Our Provinces
of Canada, Nova Seotia, New Brunswick and the Island of Prince
Edward, and Vice-Admiral of the same, &c., &c., &c. At Ottawa, this
Twenty-third day of August, in the year of Our Lord, one 'thousand
eight hundred and sizty-six, and in the Thirtieth year of Our Reiga.

By command.
WM. MoDoVGALL, Secretary.
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GOVERNOR GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Ottawa, Nov. 28, 1867.

Sia,-I have the honor to return herewith the Address
Lord Carnarvon to Lord Monck, of the House of Commons asking for papers in the Lamirande

No. 113, 30th Nov. 1866. case, referred to me by you on the 16th instant, and to enclosa
Sir J. Michel to Lord Carnarvoi'copies of two Despatches on this subject. I am directed te

No. 10, 15th Dec. 1866. inform yon that the rest of the Corrospondenua between the
Governor General and Her Majesty-s Govarnment, asked for in this Address, will be found
in print in the Library of Parliament.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obdt. servant,

H. COTTON,
E. Parent, Esquire, For the Governor's Secretary.

Under Secretary of State.

Lord Carnarvoi to Lord .Monck.
(Canada, No. 113.) DOWNING STREET,

30th November, 1866.
My Lon,--I have the honor to transmit to your Lordship for your information, a

23rd Nov. 1S66. copy of a Despateh addressed by ler Majestys Ambassador at Paris to Lord
Stanley, stating that the trial of M. Lamirande is fixed for the 2rd Decem-

ber, aad containing some particulars as to the nature of the offences with which ho is charged.
I have, &c.,

(SigneCd,) CAIINARVON.
Governor the Right Honorable Viseount Monek,

&c., &c., &c.

Lord Cowley to Lord Stanley.
(Copy, No. 401) PAIs, November 23. 1866.

My LoR,-The trial of Lamirande is fixed for Monday the 3rd of December, your
Lordship may like to know more precisely of what ho is accused.

Lamirande was Cashier to the Branch Bank of France, established at Poitiers. As such
he had considerable sums to receive and to pay, and, conseqaently, a deposit of a large
amount was continually in his hands. The gold is tied up in bags containing a certain
number of Napoleons, whieh are liable to be visited from time to time by the Inspectors,
who open them ani sec that their contents are correct, but these Inspectors generally con-
tent themselves by opening one or two bags, and by weighing some of the others. Lami-
rande seems to have been in the habit of taking a few Napoleons at a time from some of
thesebags, which he took care should never come into circulation, giving them the proper
weight by the addition of lead, and placing them where there would be the least chance of
their being opened. His books at the same time were kept as if the proper amount of
money was in his hands. Something having occurred to excite suspicion, Lamirande de-
termined to abscond, taking with him a large sum of money in addition to those already
stolen.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) CowLEY.

The Lord Stanley, &c., &c., &c.

Sir J. Michel to Lord Carnarvon.

(No. 10.) MONTREAL, December 15, 1S66.
MY LOnD,--I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Lordship's Despatch,

No. 113, Of the 30th November, enelosing a copy of a note from Her Majesty's Ambas-
sador at Paris to Lord Stanley, in which some particulars are given respecting the charges
on which Lamirande was to be tried on the 3rd instant.

I have &c.,
(8ipued.) je Migga
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE GOVERNOR GENERAL CF CANADA,
RESPECTING THE EXTRADITION OF M. LAMIRANDE.

Prescnted to both Bouses of 1arliament, by comrmand of Ber Majesty, .March, 1867.

SCIIEDULE.

PESPAToRES FROM THE GOVERNOR GENERAL.

Nu. INo. Date. BUBJECT.

1 155 Oct. 6, 1866. Transmitting Address to Her Majesty from certain inhabitants of the City of Mon-
treal, praying that a prisoner named Lamirande, lately delivered to the French
Government, under the Extradition Treaty, may be returned to Montreal to
bave his case investigated there before the Court 'of Queen's Bonch, on writ of
habeas corpus.

2 164 " 18, Furnishing the Report on this case, as called for by Lord Carnarvon's Despatch, No.
61, of the 22nd September, 1866.

8173 " 25, 4 Inclosing three extracts frQm the "Montreal Heraid," containing reports of what
took place in the Court of Queen's Bench respecting the necessity for notice in
applications for the writ of habeas corpus.

4 174 " Inclosing correspondence with Mr. Doutre, the Counsel for Lamirande.
5 175 " 25, " 1nclosing a farther lettor from Mr. Doutre with copies of documents.
6 182 " 31, " Iuclosing copy of Aflidavit of M. Melin.
7 193 Nov.10 " Transmitting letter fron Mr. Ramsay, the Crown Prosecntor, to Mr. Godley.
8 4 Jan. 3, 1867. Acknowledging Lord Carrarvon's despatch announeing that Lamirande had been

tried in France and sentenced to ten years reclusion.

DESPATCHES FROM THE SECRETARY OF STATE.

1 61 Sep. 22, 1866. Transmitting copy of a despatch from fier Majesty's Ambassador at Paris, accom-
panied by a letter from M. Lamirande, complaining of his extradition, and

2 calling for a report on the case.
2 j 67 " 27, " Stating that Her Majesty's Ambassador at Paris had been instructed to address a

representation to the French Government on the sabject.
3 841 Oct. 27, Acknowledging Lord Monck's despatch (No. 155) of the 6th October, 1866, explain-

ing the circumstances under which Lamirande was delivered by the Canadian
authorities to the French Police.

4 110 Nov.24, " Views of Her Majesty's Government respecting the course which had been adopted
by the Canadian authorities in this case.

à 1141Dec. 14, " Announeing that Lamirande had been tried in France and found guilty of forgery,

=(ur,) and sentenced to ton years' roclusion, and that from this decision he ha 1
appealed to the Court of Cassation.

N.B.-Such Documents referred to in the above Schedule, as are wanting will be
found amongst the papers supplied by Mr. Brohaut, the Police Magistrate, above.

DESPATCHES FROM THE GOYERNOR GENERAL.

N. I.-Copy of a Despatchfromn Viscount Monclk to the Riglt Honorable the Earl of
Carnarvon.

(No. 155.--Received, October 24th, 1866.)
(Answered, No. 84, October 27th, 1866.)

Q UEBEC, October 6, 1866.
MY LORD,-I have the honor to transmit, for presentation to Her Majesty, an AddresS

from certain inhabitants of the City of Montreal, praying that a certain prisoner named
Lamirande, lately delivered under my warrant of Extradition to the authorities of the
French Goverument, may be returned to Montreal in order that his case may be investiga-
ted there before the Court of Queen's Bench, on writ of habeas corpus.

I have the honor to transmit also affidavits from Joseph Doutre, Esquire, Q. o., and
0. L. Spilthorn Esquire, Advocate, Counsel for liamirande, and the judgment of Mr.
Justice Drummond, of the Queen's Beach, on application for a Writ of habeas corpus.

With respect to the statement of the facto of the case contained in these affidavits, as
far as they came within my personal knowledge, I believe it to be accurate.
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It is true that I stated to Mr. Spilthorn, when he presented a petition to me on the
subject at Ottawa, that time should be afforded to the prisoner to apply for a Writ of
habeas corpus, and thatsufficient time, not only to apply for, but to obtain the writ was
allowed, is apparent from the judgment of Mr. Justice Drummond, who says, speaking of
the proceedings before him on the 24th, " I would have issued the writ before adjourn-
''ing the Court had the Counsel for the prisoner insisted upon it."

But while, on the one hand, suflicient time should be allowed to a prisoner to avail
himself of any advantages which our laws allow him, I think on the other hand a friendly
power with which a Treaty of Extradition exists, should have good grounds of compaint
if unnecessary delays were interposed by the Executive in carrying those Treaty obliga-
tions into effect.

In this case the prisoner was committed by the Magistrate on the 22nd August.
Late in the forenoon of the 24th August, the Solicitor General for Lower Canada,

Mr. Langevin, came to my residence, near Quebee, with the Warrant of Extradition, and
gave me hie opinion in writing that, in point of law, the case was one for extradition.

In justice to the Solicitor General, I must here correct an error into which Mr. Doutre
has fallen, in relating my statement of the verbal advice tendered to me by Mr. Langevin,
with respect to the effect of my warrant on an application for a writ of habeas corpus.

I am made to say, that I executed the warrant I on the express understanding that
"it would in no way interfere with the proceedings adopted, or to be adopted by the
"prisoner, for obtaining a writ of habeas corpus."

What I did ask Mr. Langevin was, whether the execution of my warrant would
interfere with the writ of habeas corpus, if the prisoner's counsel had obtained it in the
period (forty-eight hours as it appeared from the dates) which had then elapsed since the
committal. To this, Mr. Langevin replied in the negative, and I believe his answer was
quite right in point of law.

I may state that the practice which I have always followed in cases of extradition, of
which we have a great number, on the application of the Government of the United
States is, in cases in which no question of policy arise and which merely involve points of
law, to guide myself by the advice of the Law Officers of the Crown.

This appeared to me such a case; and, as the Solicitor Gencral advised me that in
point of law it was right the prisoner should be surrendered, and I was under the impres-
sion, from the dates, that forty-eight hours had elapsed between the committal of the pris-
oner and the signing of my warrant, which appeared to be ample time for obtaining the
writ of habeas corpus, I executed it.

It is true that on first hearing that the prisoner had been removed under my warrant,
and before I was fully informed of the whole tacts of the case, I did express my regret
that he had been deprived of an advantage by my act, and I said that I would do what I
conld to enable him to bring his case before another tribunal.

I accordingly ent a message to your Lordship by Atlantic Telegraph*, briefly inform-
ing you of the facto of the case, and stating that, should an application be made for a writ
of habeas corpus in England, I wished that if possible my warrant should not be a bar to it.

I am bound to say, that on a calm review of the whole facts, it appears to me that the
miscarriage in the case is'due to the want of diligence on the prisoner's part in suing out
the writ of habeas corpus, for which full time was allowed ; which writ, if it had been is.
sued, would have suspended the execution of my warrant until the Court of Queen's Bench
had had an opportunity of delivering its judgment on the merits of the case.

It may be right to state, by way of explanation, that though- my warrant of extradi-
tion bears date the 23rd of August, the day upon which it was sealed at Ottawa, I did
not, in fact, aigu it is as I have stated, until the 24th. The discrepancy arose from the

*The following is a copy of the Telegram sent by Lord Monck to Lord Carnarvon --
Telegram. QuEraC, August 30, 1866.

" Prisoner nmamed Lamirande, delivered to French- Government under my Warrant, went in
" 'Damascus' on 25th. Owing to delay in obtaining habeas corpus he was removed before it issued.
"Application will be made to English Courts by Mackenzie & Co. I wish my warrant not to be au
"obstacle. Do not reply.

" Loan MoUca."

3 1 Victoria. A. 1868
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fact that the officer who has the custodyeof my seal was at Ottawa whereas I was at Quebec.
I have, &c.,

(Signed,) M4ONCK.
The Right Honorable the Earl of Carnarvon,

&c., &c., &c.

(Inclosure 1 in No. 1.)
Mr. Doutre to the Earl of Carnarvon.

MONTREAL, October 4, 186G.
MY LORD,-I have the honor to enclose a petition to Her Majesty from citizens of

Canada, and especially from Montreal, concerning what is described as the fraudulent
removal of E. S. Lamirande from the jurisdiction of the Court of Queen's Bench at Mon-
treal, and praying ler Majesty te use Her authority for restoring the said Lamirande to
the jurisdiction of the said Court. Your Lordship will oblige by laying ià before Her
Majesty, and inform the signers through me of the result. Messrs. Mackenzie, Treherne
and Trinden, Solicitors of London, may be applied to for further information if required.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) JOSEPH DOUTRE, Q. C.

To Lord Carnarvon,
Secretary of State for the Colonies, London.

(Inclosure 2 in No. 1)
PROVINCE OF CANADA, To Her Most Gracious Majesty Victoria, by the Grace
District of Montreal, of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland, Queen, Defender of the Faith.
The Petition of the uudersigned humble subjects of Your Majesty, most respectfully

represents, that from facts of publie notoriety, in this part of the Province of Canada, it is
manifest that Ernest Sureau Lamirande, claimed by France under the Extradition Treaty
of February, 1843, on a charge of forgery, was fraudulently removed during the night of
the 24th-25th August last, from the jurisdiction of the Judges of the Court of Queen's
Bench, sitting at Montreal, while proceedings were pending for his release, in- virtue of
Your Majesty's writ of habeas corpus; such removal being resorted to in order to prevent
the said E. S. Lamirande from obtaining the benefit of the said writ.

That previous to the said E. S. Lamirande being thus removed from the jurisdiction
of the said Court, the Hon. L. T. Drummond, one Of the Judges thereof, before whom the
proceedings for habeas corpus were pending for his release, intimated to the Counsel en-
gaged on behalf of the Crown, the private prosecutor, and the prisoner, that he was of
opinion that there was no cause or law to authorize the extradition of the said Lamirande,
and adjourned the case till the next morning, for the purpose of ordering the issue of the
writ of habeas corpus and the consequent release of the prisoner.

That on the morning of the 25th August the said writ of habeas corpus was ordered
to issue and issued accordingly, but the return thereto was that the prisoner had been
delivered over to the Agent of the French Government in the course of the previous night.

That by such fraudulent removal, the said Court has been set at defiance, to the evil
example and scandal of Your Majesty's dutiful subjects.

Wherefore, your Petitioners most respectfully pray that Your Majesty be pleased to
use your authority for restoring the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande to the jurisdiction of
the Court of Queen's Bench, sitting at Montreal, so that the said Lamirande be there
deait with according to law, and in a manner worthy of Your Majesty's Crown and dignity.

And your Pettioners will ever pray.'
(Signed,) C. S. CHERRIER, Q. C.

Montreal, September 22, 1866. (and 72 others.)
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(Inclosure 3 in No. 1.)
PRoVINCE OF CANADA, In the Petition of C. S. Cherrier, Q. C., and others,

District of Montreal, (L. S. f relative to the extradition of Ernest Sureau Lamirande.
Joseph Doutre, of the City of Montreal, Esquire, Queen's Counsel, being duly sworu,

doth depose and say :
That the deponent is practising before all fier Majesty's Courts in this part of Canada,

constituting heretofore the Province of Lower Canada, as Attorney, Advocate, Proctor,
Solicitor and Barrister, since the year 1847, and has been commissioned as one of Her
Majesty's Counsel.

That on the evening of the 1st day of August last, the deponent's services were retained
on behalf of Ernest Sureau Lamirande, formerly a French subject, arrested the same day
in pursuance of a warrant issued under the signature of His Excel!ency the Governor Gen-
erai of Canada, on a charge qualified as follows in the said warrant:

Whereas, one Ernest Sureau Lamirande, late of Poitiers, iu the French Empire, stands
accused of the crime of forgery, by having, in his capacity of Cashier of the Branch of the
Bank of France at Poitiers, made false entries in the books of the said Bank, and thereby
defrauded the said Bank of the, sum of 700,000 francs, &c.

That from the beginning of the proceedings tending to the extradition of the prisoner,
the deponent anticipated that the said prisoner would be arbitarily and illegally dealt with
by the Magistrate and the Officers prosecuting his extradition, and the deponent felt bound
to take unusual precautions to protect the prisoner ; that this expectation on the part of
the deponent was grounded on the following facts :-

The Ordinary Judical Officer before whom these proceedings should have taken place,
having obtained a leave of absence, a temporary Magistrate of Police had been appointed
to fill the vacancy ; the Magistrate so temporarily appointed, William Il. Brehaut, Esquire,
had been already dismissed from office as Clerk of the Crown for malversation, and had been
re-appointed to a public office withont having ever attempted to remove the causes of his
dismissal, and he owed his re-appointment to the exclusive political influence of the actual
Attorney General for Canada East ; the Advocate representing the Attorney General East
in the presecution of crime on behalf of the Crown, T. K. liamsay, Esquire, had also been
dismissed from offic for insubordination towards his superior officers, the political adver-
saries of the actual Attorney General; he also had been re-appointed to a public office
through tie exclusive political influence of the said Attorney General, and his zealous
advocacy of the extradition of the prisoner was such, that the private prosecution often left
the entire matter in his hands. The Deputy Clerk of the Crown, C. E. Schiller, whose
participation in the proceedings complained of shall hereafter be shown, had also been dis-
missed from the same office for malversation, and had also been re-appcinted, without hav-
ing ever attempted to remove the causes of his dismissal, and through the exclusive political
influence of the said Attorney General. The private prosecutor, the Bank of France, had
selected for their Counsel Messrs. Pominville and Bétournay, the partners in business of
the said Attorney General, the latter and his partners practising in Montreal, under the
name and firm of Cartier, Pominville and Bétournay.

That the parties engaged in prosecuting the extradition of the prisoner, revealed so
manifestily their determination to carry away the prisoner, that nothing short of the fair
and impartial dealings of His Excelfency the Governor General could prevent them from
aceomplishing their object.

That since many years a rule of practice has obtained in this district, in matters of
habeas corpus, requiring a notice of twenty-four hours t3 be given to the Attorney repre-
senting the Attorney General before presenting the petition for obtaining the writ.

That the arbitrary manner in which the proeeedings were carried on against the pri-
soner, induced the deponent to suspect, that whenever the prisoner would be committed
for extradition, this delay of twenty-four hours would be employed by the private prosecu-
tor in obtaining the warrant of extradition fron his Excellency the Governor Geneal,
and in executing such warrant with sufficient despateh to outrun the proceedings on
habeas corpus, and thus frustrate the prisoner from the benefit thereof.

That on the 15th of August lat, after the close of the investigation on the part ofthe
private prosecutor, and before entering on the defence of the prisoner, the deponent ad-
dressed to fis Excellency the Governor General, in the name of the prisoner, a petition in
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which he exposed that none of the provisions of the Treaty and of the Statute 6 and 7 Vic.,
cap. 75, had been complied with, and that even if they had, the facts charged on the prisoner
did not constitute the crime of forgery ; that notwithstanding the illegality of the detention
of the prisoner, he had reason to suspect that he would be committed, and that an attempt
would be made to surprise the good faith and sense of justice of His Excellency, in order
to obtain from His Excellency a warrant of extradition, before the prisoner could submit
his case to'a higher tribunal under a writ of habeas corpus, and finally praying His Excel-
lency not toygive an order for the surrender of the prisoner without allowing him the
necessary time to submit his case under a writ of habeas corpus ; and not to leave any room
to accidents, the deponent requested Charles L. Spilthorne, Esquire, to proceed to Ottawa
and present the petition personally to His Excellency, and bring back an answer ; that on
his return to Montreal the said C. L. Spilthorne reported to the deponent that hc had
received both from His Excellency the Governor General, and from the Attorney General
a formal promise, that ample time would be allowed to the prisoner to apply for a writ of
habeos corpus.

That on the 22nd day of August last, the proceedings before the Police Magistrate
were brought to a close, and a decision rendered at balf-past seven in the evening, com-
mitting the prisoner for extradition ; that on the late hour at which the above decision of
the Police Magistrate was rendered, it was impossible to give a legal notice to the Crown
Prosecutor for the next night ; that on the next morning, the 23rd day of August, the
deponent daused to be served ýon the Crown Prosecutor, a copy of the petition of the
prisoner for a writ of habeas corpus, with a notice, that such petition would be presented
in Chambers, to any of the Judges of the Court of Queen's Bench, then present on the
following day, 24th August, twenty-fourihonrslafter such service. That at the appointed
hour on the latter day, the said petition was presented te the Honorable L. T. Drummond,
one of the Judges of the said Court of Queen's Bench, in the presence of the said T. K
Ramsay, Esq., Crown Prosecutor, who argued as a preliminary point, that as the Crown
was not the only party interested, the twenty-four heurs notice was insufficient, and
requested longer delay to answer the petition ; that on this demand the deponent answered,
that although the notice was that required by the practice lof the Court, he had no objec-
tion to grant even three or four days' delay for arguing the case, provided that the writ
should immediately issue, and that the prisoner be, by that means, placed under the
exclusive control of the Court ; the deponent adding, that although he could not substan-
tiate his apprehensions, and those of the prisoner, by affidavits, he had strong suspicions
that by some means or other the prisoner would not be dealt with fairly and according to
law ; that on the mention of these apprehensions and suspicions, the Crown Prosecutor
replied that it was ai calumuy against the institutions of the country, to suppose that the
prisoner could be exposed to any unfair treatment ; that the Honorable Judge having
decided that the notice was sufficient, the case was argued by deponent on behalf of the
prisoner, by the said T. K. Ramsay, on behali of the Crown, and by F. P. Pominville for
the private prosecutor ; Mr. Ramsay arguing the points of law, and Mr. Pominville the
iacts of the case ; that the deponent, having been prevented from entering in the facts,
by the said Judge, for the reason that the mind of the said Judge was, as he expressed,
sufficiently made up on the points of law. Mr. Pominville was also interrupted for the
same cause, the Honorable Judge clearly expressing his opinion that he thought there was
no cause for the extradition of the prisoner, and adding that, as the questions raised were
important, on account of their international character, he would take until the next morn-
ing for preparing his judgment, and consequently adjourned the case to the next day.

That on the evening of the same day, 24th August, between half-past 8 and 9 o'clock,
the deponent was called upon by parties, who informed him that they had credible information
that the prisoner was to be carried away within a short time the same night ; that deponent
answered, that the prisoner could not be taken away upon any authorityother than that of
the Governor General, who had promised to allow the prisoner the necessary time for
obtaining a writ of habeas corpus, adding that if he was takçn away, it must be with the
forged signature of the Governur General; that he (the deponent) had no means to protect
his client against forgeries; that although disbelieving such information, the deponent
immediately repaired to the residence of the said Judge, Io lay it before him, which he
did, by an affidavit, stating the facts ; that on this information of the deponent the said
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Judge accompanied the deponent te the Grand Trunk Railway Station where a Train was
te leave at ten minutes after ten o'clock the same night for Quebee, with the object of
commanding any person that inight be engaged in taking away the prisoner, to desist from
doing se, as the prisoner was then under hie jurisdiction; that the presence at the Railway
Station of the French Detective Melin, the High Constable Bissonette, and of Sipling, a
Montreal Constable, giving some substance to the information conveyed te the deponent;
the said Judge, after stating to the High Constable that he had information under oath,
of a threatened attempt te take away the prisoner, started for the gaol, where he left a
written order commanding the gaoler not to deliver the prisoner on the authority of whom-
soever, as he was then under the jurisdiction of the said Judge; that the deponent, con-
ceiving that bis mission as an interpreter of the law did not impose upon him the duty of
resorting to other means of defence, he left the matter in this state until the next morning;
that on the 25th August, the writ of habeas corpus was ordered to issue, and accordingly
issued, and the gaoler's return to it was that the prisoner had been delivered over te au
.Agent of the French Government during the previous night, on the warrant of the Deputy
Sherif, founded on the warrant of the Governor General, dated the 23rd day of the same
month; that on this Return the Honorable Judge called upon the Deputy Sheriff te give
an account of lis conduct, in the presence of the deponent; that the Denuty Sheriff then
stated, that he had given bis warrant on the demand of Mr. Bétournay, one of the Attorney
General's partners in business, and in official ignorance of the proceedings for habeas corpus;
that the Deputy Sheriff having received orders te produce the Governor General's warrant,
it appeared that the said warrant was in the hand writing of the above named C. E.
Schiller, Deputy Clerk of the Crown,who being asked how it happened that that document
was in bis band writing, answered that some time before the decision of the Police Magis-
trate, he had received from the Crown Prosecutor, the said T. K. Ramsay, a draft of the
said warrant, with a request te him, Schiller, te write it. on parchment and have it ready
for use, when need be ; that, in th. presence of the said C. E. Schiller, the gaoler was
asked by the said Judge when and where he had received the warrant of the Deputy
Sheriff, and he answered that he had received it during the night of the 24th August, at
the residence of the Deputy Sheriff, where he had gone for some other pressing business
connected with bis official duties (which was truc), and where he had seen, occupied with
the obtaining of a warrant for taking away Lamirande, the said Mr. Bétournay, C. E.
Schiller, High Constable Bissonette, French Detective Melin, and Constable Sipling; that
the deponent desiring te exhaust all means of preventing the illegal surrender of the
prisoner called upon the Governor General at Quebec, on the 29th of August, accompanied
by C. L. Spilthorn, Esq., who had presented the petition above referred to, of the prisoner,
at Ottawa, on the 17th August, and had obtained the promise also above referred te, from
His Excellency and the Attorney General; that in that interview His Excellency fully
acknowledged that he had made that promise; that the deponent and the said C. L.
Spilthorn, having written a joint report of that interview with the Governor General, and
that report being communicated te the Governor General, His Excellency, by a letter
addressed te the deponent by hie Secretary, Denis Godley, Esquire, under date of the
12th of September, instant, acknowledged in the following terms the correctness of its
contents :-

" I have the honor to inform yeu that I have laid the paper whici yeu enelosed te
me in your letter of the 11th instant, before the Governor General, and I am te acquaint
you that it is therein correctly stated His Excellency told Mr. Spilthorn that ample time
would be allowed te Lamirande te obtain a writ of habsas corpus, before the execution of
the warrant for bis extradition." That in this interview Ris Excellency explained that
when he had signed the warrant of extradition, he had donc se at the request of Solicitor
General Langevin, under the express understanding that it would in ne way interfere with
the proceedings adopted, or te be adopted, by the prisoner for obtaining a writ of habeas
corpus, that having been deceived in the execution of that understanding, he felt more
grieved than any one for having Leen instrumental in committing a grave wrong towards
the prisoner, and he would do anything practicable to redress that wrong; that it was then
and there understood that His Excellency would telegraph thròugh the cable te the Hon-
orable the Secretary of State for the Colonies te support in the measure of bis powers the
proceedings which would be adopted by the Counsellors to whom the depouent was to
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telegraph for obtaining a writ of habeas corpus in England, and for that object His Excel-
lency requested the deponent to communicate to him the names of the Counsellors the
deponent intended to employ in London; that the deponent having returned to Montreal
on the night of the 29th of August, ho tolegraphed on the 30th to His Excellency that he
would entrust Messrs. Mackenzie, Treherne, and Trinden, Solicitors, of London, with the
duty of applying for a writ of habeas corpus; and the same day tie depouent telegraplhed
through the Atlantic Cable to that legal firm in the following ternis :-" Sec Lord Carnar-
von. E. S. Lamirande, kidnapped by E. Justin Melin and Joseph Sipling, on Steani Ship
Damascus, S. Watts, captain, due Londonderry, 3rd Septeniber. Use haleas corpus."
That from the conversations of the deponent with His Excellency, the deponent was led to
believe that the promised telegran of His E xcellency would make up for the insufficincey
of information conveyed by the telegram of the deponent, which impression was conirmed
by a letter of the Secretary of the Governor General, addressed to the deponent under
date the 10th September lasi, in following terms:-" In reply to your req~uest that the
telegram of the Governor General to the Secretary of State for the Colonies should bc
communicated to you, I am to acquaint you that His Excellency in his message to Lord
Carnarvon, expressed his desire that his warrant for Lamirande's extradition should not
be any obstable to the prisoner's obtaining a writ of habeas copus in England, as Bis
Excellency understood that an application for that purpose would bc made in the English
Courts."

That on the 25th August last, judgment was rendered, ordering the issuing of the
writ of habeas corpus; that in return thereto the gaoler stated, that during the night of
the 24th and 25th August, he had delivered over the prisoner to E. J. Melin, agent of the
French Government, on the warrant of the Deputy Sheriff, founded on the warrant of the
Governor General, that on this return the Judge seeing that an order for the discharge of
the prisoner would be of Do avail, adjourned to another day the recordingof his judgment,
which was afterwards recorded in the terms of the accompanying record.

And further deponent saith not, and -bath signed.
(Signed,) JOSEPH DOUTRE.

Sworn and acknowledged before me, at Montreal, the 4th October, 1866.
(Signed,) CHARLES MONDELET, Jun.

Charles L. Spilthorn, of the City of New York, Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law, being
duly sworn, doth depose and say, that having taken communication of the foregoing affida-
vit, he may and do declare that all and every the facts therein contained are personally
known to him, and are true, and ath signed.

(Signed,) C. L. SPILJTHORN.
Sworn and acknowledged before nme, this 4th day of October, 1860.

(Signed,) CHARLEs NONDELET, Jun.

(Inclosure 4 in No. 1.)
PROVINCE OF CANADA,

District of Montreal. 1 (L. S.) In the matter of Ernest Sureau Lamirande.
Charles L. Spilthorn, of the City of New York, Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law,

being duly sworn on the Holy Evangelists, doth depose and say as follows:-
I have assisted at the examination and trial of the said Lamirande, at Montreal, before

the Police Magistrate Bréhaut, and am well acquainted with the case. On the i5th of
August, 1866, I was solicited by Joseph Doutre, Esquire, Counsel for Lamirande, to go to
Ottawa, in order to present personally to Ris Excellency the Governor General, a petition
which Mr. Doutre had hastily prepared in the name and in the interest of Lamirande;
in that petition it was exposed to His Excellency that there was no ground to extradite
Lamirande; that none of the formalities provided by law had been fulfilled, and that even
if they were, there was not in the whole matter the shadow of the crime for which his
extradition was demanded; that,.notwithstanding all this, there was reason to suspect that
some attempt would be made to surprise the good faith and sense of justice of Ris Excel-
lency, in order to obtain from him a warrant of extradition, without giving time to the
prisoner to apply to the regular tribanals of the country, and submit bis case for exam-
ination; the petition conciluded by praying His Excellency not to warrant the surren-
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der of the prisoner in haste, and to give him time to bave his case carefully considered by
the legal authority.

Having been one of the Counsel of Lamirande in New York, and sceingthat the ground
of his extradition was a manifest false pretence,-I could not decline to act as Mr. Doutre
requested me to do, and I started the evening of the same day for Ottawa. After reaching
this place, I presented, on the 16th of August, the petition of Lamirande to the Governor
General, through Denis Godley, Esq., Private Secretary of His Excellenoy; on the same
day, in the afternoon, Mr. Godley inforrued me that the petition had been referred to the
Honorable the Attorney General Cartier.

On the 17th I was received by His Excellency, who told me spontancously that he
knew the object of my visit, that lie had scen and read the petition of Lamirande, and
that there was no occasion to entertain any fear, that nothing would be done hurriedly nor
without the fullest consideration ; that Lamirande would be allowed all the time required
for applying by habeas corpus, or other legal meuas to al competent Courts of ler
Majesty ; then a genera! conversation followed about the facts of the case. I explained to
His Excellency the case of Windsor, decided in London, in the spring of 1865, when the
same question was docided by the highest and most distinguished Judges of England by
whieh decision it was established that, admitting all the facts alleged in the case of
LaInirande, there was no ground for extradition. I mentioncd that when this case had
been cited before the Police Magistrate, the Crown Prosecutor had laughed at the decision
of those English Judges, as being no authority. lis Excellency expressed the high
respect he entertained for the opinion of the Judges of the Court of Queen's Bench, which
besides being the highest Court, was presided over by the most eminent and learned
Judges of' England. After repeating the assurance that the prisoner would be allowed the
mîost amnpl tiaie and opportunity of having bis case fully examined by ail competent
Courts, not excluding the Courts of England, as I had allud-d to the possibility of resort-
ing to thei. lis Excellency advised me to see the Honorable Attorney General Mr.
Cartier, and ordered one of bis officers to introduce me to him. After some conversation
about the case and other matters, Mr. Cartier told me that there would and could be no
precipitation in the decision of the Governor; that all the papers must be submitted to
the Executive and personally to the Governor, afler the commitment, if there were any;
that these proceedings would necetsarily take several days, and that His Excellency would
not decide except after mature deliberation and according to his own judgment.

le added that he did not see any occasion for hurrying the matter; that we should
have all the time required for habeas corpus, and finally that I might have the fullest
confidence in the word of the Governor General, whoso promise I had communicated to
him. We then parted in the most friendly way.

On the 22nd of August, the argument being closed before the Police Magistrate at
5 o'clock, P.M., he rendered hisjudgment at half-past 11, notwithstanding the prayer of
Mr. Doutre to postpon it to the following day for better consideration. [lis Excellency
was then passing through Montreal from Ottawa to Quebec, and it was rumoured that he
would stop an hour at Montreal. Everything was so much hurried up that this circum-
stance looked very suspicions to the prisoner, as he communicated to his Counsel. As
soon as possible an application was made for a writ of habeas corpus.

I was present in Chambers, Court of Queen's Bench, on the 24th of August, when
Mr. Ramsay, the Crown Prosecutor, complained of the short notice of twenty-four hours
he had received of the petition for habeas corpus. Although the Judge decided that the
notice was suflicient, Mr. Doutre offered to allow two or three days to answer it, provided
the writ should issue immediately so as to place the prisoner more expressly under the ex-
clusive control of the Honorable Judge and Court. Mr. Ramsay having declined to ac-
cept that offer, Mr. Doutre, after some argument of the case, stated that he felt bound to
make himself the echo of his client's mind, and to express the deep apprehension of fouI
play under which he laboured. IMr. Ramsay protested against such insinuations and, as
he said, calumniations of the institutions of the country, the Governor Genaral being the
only person under whose warrant the prisoner could be extradited, and he was fully pro.
tected against any illegal processes. Uis Honor the Judge said that the question being
of high importance, and the prisoner being from this moment under the control of
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the Court, lie would take to the next day to mature bis judgment. The Counsel for the
French Government was also present and heard on their behalf.

On the same niglit, 24th of August, at about half-past 8, I was at Mr. Doutre's bouse,
wlien he told me that persons who wished nôt to beseen at that moment had assured him that
Lamirande was to be spirited away that night. We could Dot believe it; notwithstanding
Mr. Doutre weut to the house of the Judge to consult him, and I went to the Bonaventure
Station, where ail trains ]eave. At about half-past 9 Mr. Doutre, in company of the Judge,
Mr. Drummond, before whom the application for habeas corpus was made, came there
also. Then the Judge meeting ligh Constable Bissonnette, told him that an affidavit
had been made bufore him te the effect that some attempt was to be made during the night
to remove the prisoner Lamirande from hisjurisdiction.

Mr. Bissonnette answered that lie knew nothing thereof, and had received no order
to that effect.

Mr. Justice Druminud then told Mr. Bissonnette that lie gave him notice therceof, and
that if any such thing should happen he would hold him responsible. Immediately after
this Mr. Bissonnette and the French detective Melin, who was in Bissonnette's company,
disappeared, when Judge Drumnond said that having sufficient evidence that there was
something on foot, lie would go to the gaol.

A few minutes after, the Quebec train being in motion, Mr. Doutre advised me to go
down to Quebec, and do as circumîstanecs would require. I did so; but the train stopped
at Point St. Charles and we were all detained there until 1 o'clock A. M. During that
interval I walked up and down, and saw that the train was divided into two parts, some three
or four cars having been left soine distance behind. About one or two minutes before the final
departure of the train the two parts were coupled together. Having more than suspicions about
what was going on, I tried to look into those cars. One of themn was a baggage car having
a kind of balcony passage. Seeing light in that car, I went into the passage and saw La-
mirande through the window. The door was locked. Around Lamirande I saw High Con-
stable Bissonnette, the French detective Melin, and one or two others I did not know. I
called Lamirande by bis name, and lie made a move towards me but was immediately
brought down by force, and the light inside was blown out. I did not see him any more
before reaching Point Levi, near Quebec, on the morning of the 25th of August. On the
way down I prepared two telegrams, one addressed to the Governor General, the other to
Lawyers of Quebec. I applied to five stations to bave my telegrais sent to thoir destina-
tion. In two of them I found no operator; in two others I was told that they were
not in working order; and in the last objection was made to my telegrans because they
were written in pencil. We arrived at Point Levi about ten o'clock. I met Lamirande at the
ferrybQat. I asked bis guardians under what authority they were conveying him. They
answered at first that they had no account to give, but at last they said that they had the
Governor's warrant. I reminded Bissonnette of what had been told him by Mr. Justice
Drummond in my presence. He ans cred that when lie had the Governor's warrant lie
laughed Judges' orders. Bissonnette's assistants were saying the saine; this all amidst
threats of violence and arrest against me if I said anything more. Ail the while the ferry
boat was directed towards the Steamer Damascus, laying at the Quebec Wharf, and waiting
for the ferry under steam. Lamirande was immediately transferred on the steamer whieh
left a few minutes afterwards. My mission was then at an end. I could not do anythiug
more for Lamirande, and I returned. When I came back to Montreal the Judge had

given bis decision, allowed the writ of habeas co2pus and pronounced his opinion for dis-
charging the prisoner.

The other facts connected with this affair being related in an affidavit of Joseph
Doutre, Esquire, are omitted in the present deposition te avoid repetition. And further
deponent says not, and bis deposition being read te him, he declares it contains the truth,
and has signed.

(Signed,) C. S. SPILTHORN.
Sworn and acknowledged before me at Montreal, this 4th day of October, 1866.

(Signed,) CHARLES MONDELET, Jgn.
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(Inolosure 5 in No. 1.)
PROVINCE OF CANADA, -In Chambers.--Taesday, August 28, 1866.

District of Montreal, (L. S.)
Before the Honorable Mr. Justice Drumrmond. In the matter of Ernest Sureau

Lamirande, for a writ of habeas corpus.
The Honorable Mr. Justice Drummond pronounced the following judgment:--
On the 26th July last, a document under the signature of His Excellency the Gov-

ernor General, purporting to be a warrant for the extradition of the petitioner, issued under
the authority vested in His Excellency by the provisions of the Statute passed by the
Legislature of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, in the sixth and seventh
years of Her Majesty's Reign, intituled, " An Act to give effect to a Convention between
fHer Majesty and the King of the French, for the apprehension of certain offenders,"
setting fbrth that the said petitioner stood accused of the crime of " forgery," for having
in his capacity of Cashier of the Branch of the Bank of France, at Poitiers, made false
entries in the books of the said Bank, and thereby defrauded the said Bank of the sum of
seven hundred thousand francs ;" that a requisition had been made to His Excellency by
the Consul General of France in the Provinces of British North America, to issue his war-
rant for the apprehension of the said petitioner, and requiring all Justices of the Peace
and other Magistrates and Officers of Justice within their several jurisdictions to aid in
apprehending the petitioner and committing him to gaol.

Under this document the prisoner was arrested, and after examination before William
H. Bréhaut, Esq., Police Magistrate and Justice of the Peace, was fully committed to the
common gaol of this district on the 22nd day of the current month of August.

On the following day, between the hours of 11 and 12 o'clock in the forenoon, notice
was given in due form by the prisoner's Counsel to the Counsel charged with the criminal
prosecutions in this district, that he (the said Counsel for the prisoner) would present a
petition to any one of the Judges of the Court of Queen's Bench, who might be present in
Chambers at 1 o'clock in the afternoon of the following day (the 24th), praying for a writ
of habeas eorpus and the discharge of the prisoner.

At the time appointed this petition was submitted to me.
Mr. J. Doutre appeared for the petitioner, Mr. T. K. Ramsay for the Crown, and Mr.

Pominville for the private prosecutor.
A preliminary objection, raised on the ground of insufficient notice, was overruled.
Mr. Doutre then set forth his client's case in a manner so lucid that I soon convinced

myself, after perusing the statute cited in the warrant of extradition, that the warrant
itself, the pretended warrant of arrest alleged to have been issued in France, (arrêt de
renvoi), and all the proceedings taken with a view tb obtain the extradition of the peti-
tioner, were unauthorized by the above cited Statute, illegal, null atd void, and that the
petitioner was therefore entitled to his discharge from imprisonment.

But as Mr. Pominville, whom I supposed to be acting as Counsel for the Bank of
France, wished to be heard, I adjourned the discussion of the case until the following
morning.

I would have issued the writ before adjourning had the Counsel for the prisoner
insisted upon it; but that gentleman, was, no doubt, lulled into a sense of false security by
the indignation displayed by the Counsel for the Crown, when Mr. Doutre signified to me
his apprehension that a coup de main was in contemplation to carry off the petitioner be
fore his case had been decided.

On the followiug morning, Saturday the 25th of this month, I ordered the issuing of
a writ of habeas copus to bring the petitioner before me with a view to his immediate
discharge.

My decision to discharge him was founded upon the reasons following:-
1. Provided by the lst section of the Act of the British Parliament, to give effect to

a convention between Her Majesty and the King of the French for the apprehension of
certain offenders, (6 and 7 Vie., cap. 75,) that every requisition to deliver up to Justice
any fugitive accused of any of the crimes enumerated in the said Act, shall be made by an
Ambassador of the Government of France, or by an accredited Diplomatie Agent, whereas
the requisition mad to deliver up the petitioner to Justice, has been made by Abel
Frederie Gauthier, Consul General of France in the Provinces of British North America,
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who is neither an Ambassador of the Government of France, nor an accredited Diplomatie
Agent of that Government, according to hi& own avowal upon oath.

2. Because by the 3rd section of the said Statute it is provided that no Justice of the
Peace or any other person shall issue bis warrant for any such supposed offender, until it
shall have been proved to him upon oath or uffidavit, that the person applying for such
warrant is the bearer of a warrant of arrest, or other equivalent judicial document, issued
by a Judge or competent Magistrate in France authenticated in such manner as would
justify the arrest of the supposed offender in France upon the same charge, or unless it
shall appear to him that the act charged against the supposed offender, is clearly set forth
in such warrant of arrest or other judicial document; whereas, the Justice of the Peace
who issued bis warrant against the petitioner, issued the same without having any such
proof before him, the only document produced before him, as well as before me, in lieu, of
such warrant of arrest or equivalent judicial document, being a paper-writing, alleged to
be a translation into English of a French document, made by sone unknown or unauthori-
zed person, in the office of Counsel for the prosecutor at New York, and bearing no authen-
ticity whatever.

3. Because, supposing the said document, purporting to be a translation of an ac!e
d'accusation or indictment, accompanied by a pretended warrant for arrest, and designated
as an arrêt de renvoi to be authentic, it does not contain the designation of any crime
comprised in the number of the various crimes for or by reason of the alleged commission
of which any fugitive can be extradited under the said Statute.

4. Because, by the lst section of the said Act, it is provided that no Justice of the
Peace shall commit any person accused of any of the crimes mentioned, in the said Act
to wit: murder, attempt to commit murder, forgery, and fraudulent bankruptcy,) unless
upon such evidence as according to the laws of thatpart of Her Majesty's Dominions in
which the supposed offender shall be found, would justify the apprehension and committal
for trial of the person so accused, if the crime of which lie shall be accused had bcen there
committed.

Whetreas, the evidence produced against the petitioner, upon the accusation of forgery
brought against him before the committing Magistrate, would not have justified him in
apprehending or committing the petitioner for the crime of forgery, had the acts charged
against him been committed in that part of Her Majesty's Dominions where the petitioner
was found, to wit: in Lower Canada.

5. Because, the said warrant for the extradition of the prisoner, as well as the war-
rant fer bis apprehension, does not charge him with the commission of any one of the
crimes for which a warrant of extradition can be issued under this Statute, inasmuch, as
in both of the said warrants the alleged offence is charged against the petitioner as " for-
gery, by having i- the capacity of Cashier of the Branch of the Bank of France at Poitiers,
made lalse entries in the booLks of the bank, and thereby defrauding the said Bank of the
sum of 700,000 francs.

Whereas, the said offence, as thus designated, does not constitute the crime of for-
gery according to the laws of England and Lower CGanada, for to use the words of Judge
Blackburn, when he pronounced judgment concurrently with C. J. Cockburn and Judge
Shee, in a case analogous to this, ex parte Charles Windsor, Court of Queen's Bench, May,
1865, " forgery is the false making of an instrument purporting to be that which itis not;
it is net the making of an instrument purporting to be that which it is; it is not mak-
ing of an instrument which purports to be what it really is, but which contains false state-
ments. Telling a lie docs not become a forgery because it is reduced to writing."

The Gaoler's return to this writ of habeas corpus was, that he had delivered over the
prisoner to Edme Justin Melin, Inspecteur Principal de Police de Paris, on the night of
the 24th instant, at 12 o'clock, by virtue of an order signed by W. H. Sanborn, Deputy
Sheriff, grounded upon an instrument signed by lis Excellency the Governor General.

It appears that the petitioner thus delivered up to this French Policeman, is now on
his way to France, although bis extradition was ilegally demanded, although he was ac-
.eused of no crime under which he could have been legally extradited, and, although, as f
am credibly informed, liis Excellency the Governor General had promised, aa he was bound
in honor and justice to grant, the petitioner an opportunity of having his case decided by
the first tribunal of the land, before ordering bis extradition.
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It is evident that His Excellency has been taken by surprise, for the document signed
by him is a false record, purporting to having been signed on the 23rd instant, at Obtawa,
while His Excellency was at Quebee, and falsely certified to have been recorded ut Ottawa,
belore it had been signed by the Governor General.

In so !ar as th- petitioner is concerned, I have no further order te make, for he whom
I was called upon to bring before me, is now probably on the high seas, swept away by one
the most audacious and hitherto successfui attempts to frustrate the ends of justice which
has yet been heard of in Canada.

The only action whic' I can take, in so far as he is concerned, is te order a copy of
this Judgieut to be transmitted by the Clerk of the Crown to the Governor Gerieral, for
the adoption of such measures as His Excellency may be advised to take te maintain that re-
spect which is due to the Courts of Canada, and to the laws of England.

As to the public oflicers who have been coinected with this matter, if any procecd-
ings arc te be adopted a<ainst them, they will be informed therceof on Mouday, the 24th
day of Septemnter next, in the Court of Queen's Bench, holding criminal jurisdiction, to
which day I adjourn this case for further consideration.

We, the Honorable Louis Antoine Dessaulles and William Ermatinger, Esquire,
Clerk of the Crown for the District of Montreal, do hereby certifiy, that the foregoing is a
Copy of the Judgment rendered by the Honorable Lewis Thomas Drummond, one of the
Justices of the Court of Queen's Bench for Lower Canada, at Montreal, on the 28th day of
August, 186(, upon the petition of the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande for a writ of habeas
corps.

(Signed,) DESSAULLES AND PIRMATINGEt,
Clerk of the Crown, District of Montreal.

Crown Office, Montreal, October 4th, 1S66.

No. 2. Copy of a Despatch from Viscount .Monck te the Right Honorable the Tarl of
Carnarvon.

(No. 164.-Received November 1, 1866.)
My LoR.-I have the honor te acknowledge the receipt of your Lordship's Despatch,

No 61, of September 22, transmitting a copy of a Despatch from Her Majesty's Ambas-
sador at Paris te the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, accompanied by a letter from
a French subject namned Lamirande, complaining of his having been given up te the
French Government under the Extradition Treaty, and more especially of the manner in
which he was removed from Canada, while his:case was still under consideration of a Judge
of the Court of Queen's Bench.

I have also the honor te acknowledge the receipt of your Despatch, No. 67, of
September 27, in which you inform me that 11er Majesty's Ambassador had been in-
structed to request a delay in the legal proceedings against Lamirande until authentic in-
formation about the case had been received from Canada.

I had hoped te been able, in conformity with your Lordship's instructions, to have
sent my report of this case by last week's mail; but owing te the fact that the ship which
brought your first Despatch was delayed much beyond the usual time of arrival, I found
it impossible te get all the information ready in time.

I have now the honor to transmit the several documents .connected with the extra-
dition of Lamirande;* and also beg leave te refer Your Lordship to my Despatch on this
subject, No. 155, of the 6th instant, and the papers enclosed in it.

This case seems te divide itself naturally into three heads:-
ist. The legal grounds which exist for the extradition of the prisoner.
2nd. The manner of his extradition.
3rd. The conduct of the different persons connected with the Government who took

any part in the proceedings.
I shall endeavor to express to your Lordship my views on the subject in this order.
The first and most important question to be resolved is, whether this prisoner bas

*The Attorney General for Lower Canada to Lord Monck, October 17, 1866; T. K. Ramssy, Egq.,
to the Hon. Attorney General for Lower Canada: Depositions.
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committed any act for which bis surrender could be demanded under the Extradition
Treaty with France.

The crime alleged against him is that of " forgery," by having in the capacity of
Cashier of the Branch of the Bank of France at Poitiers, made false entries in:the books
of the Bank, and thereby defrauded the said Bank of the sum of 700,000 francs.

In the French version of the Treaty the word used in treating of crimes of this
description is faux, which, in the English version,-I presume for want of an equivalent
English word,-is rendered by the word " forgery."

Now, I believe it is true that, according to the English law, the falsification of entries
in a banker's book does not constitute the crime of I forgery."

But it is equally true that, under this Treaty, prisoners may be surrendered to the
French authorities for acts which are not cognizable by the criminal law of England.

It is only necessary to state, in order to prove this, that "fraudulent bankruptcy," is
one of the acts for which a prisoner may be surrendered, and that this act is notoriously
not punishable criminally in England.

In order, therefore, to ascertain whether this prisoner has committed an offence for
which ho might legally be surrendered under the Treaty it is necessary to discover what
meaning the French criminal law attaches to the word faux.

On referring to:-
" Les Codes Français collationnés sur le Textes Officiels, par Loius Tripier, Seizième

édition, Paris, 1865; Code Pénal, livre iii, chapitre 3; Crimes et Délits contre la Paix
Publique, section première du Faux."

I find that the word faux ineludes a great variety of acts which, I presume, would
not be " forgery" under British law.

Section 3 of this chapter is headed "Des faux en écriture publique ou authentique
et de Commerce ou de Banque."

Article 3 of this section, page 853, reads as follows:-
" Seront punies de travaux forcés à temps toutes autres personnes qui auront commis

un faux en écriture authentique et publique ou en écriture de commerce ou de banque.
"Soit par contrefaçon or altération d'écriture ou de signatures.
"Soit par fabrication de conventions, dispositions, obligations ou décharges, ou par

leur insertion après coup dans les actes."
From this, I think it is apparent that the act for which the extradition of the prisoner

was demanded is a crime by the laws of France, and is included under the general desig-
nation faux, used in the French version of the Treaty.

These considerations appear to me to dispose ot the question as to whether the pri-
soner has committed any act for which his extradition could be demanded under the
Treaty with France.

The next point of dispute in the case is ns to the autherity of the French official who
made the demand for the extradition of the prisoner, namely the Consul General of France
in British North America. I confess that when the subj ect came before me for my decision,
my own opinion concurred in that of the Law Officers of the Crown in Canada, that the
Consul General who resided amongst us as the recognized Agent of the French Foreign
Office, was clothed with sufficient powers to put the Treaty and Statue in operation.

The only other question, as it appears to me, connected with this branch of the case,
refers to the legal do.cuments which the Statute requires to be given in evidence before
the Magistrate on the preliminary investigation.

The objection to the extradition of the prisoner in this respect, seems to rest principally
on the non-production of a legal document from the French Court, called an " arét de
renvoi."

In order to explain the bearing of this objection, it is necessary to state that this
prisoner originally escaped from France to New York, where an application was made
'for his extradition under the provisions of the Treaty between France and the United
States of America.

On the investigation of this application before the MNagistrate at New York, Lamirande
was represented by Mr. Spilthorn, who was aiso one of bis counsel at Montreal.

The arrêt de renvoi alluded to, was produced in due form before the Court at New
York, and it was proved at the investigation at Montreal, on the oath of Mr. J. R. Coudert, an
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advocate residing at New York, that the document was abstracted by Mr. Spilthorn, and
that the prosecutors have never since been able to recover possession of it.

Lamirande effected his escape from jail at New York before judgment was given there
on the application for his extradition, came to Canada, and the application for his extradi-
tion was made here.

On the proof of the facts which I have above detailed, to account for the absence of
the " arrêt de renvoi" at the trial at Montreal, the magistrate admitted secondary evidence
of its contents to be given.

I was advised thatit was competent for him to do so, and I think Your Lordship will
agree with me that, assuming that this advice was sound in law, the case was not one in
which I was called on to depart from the strict letter of the law in favor of the prisoner.

I think I have now given Your Lordship the impression produced on my mind by
the consideration of all the points raised as to the grounds which existed for the surrender
of Lamirande.

You will find them dealt with elaborately and in a more technical form in the accom-
panying reports from the Attorney Generjl and Mr. Ramsay, the counsel who represented
the Attorney General in the investigation at Montreal.

I now come to the consideration of the manner in which this prisoner was taken out
of the jurisdiction of the Canadian Courts.

By the 6th and 7th Vie., chap. 75 (the Statute passed for giving effect to the Extra-
dition Treaty with France), the public functionaries named in the Act, amongst them,
in Colonies, the Governor, are required, on being notified that a person who is aceused of
having committed within French Territory any of the crimes enumerated in the statute,
to issue their warrant for his apprehension.

This was done by me in the case of Lamirande.
The next step required by the Statute is the examination of the charge on oath

before a Justice of the Peace.
The proceediug also took place, and on the 22nd August the prisoner was duly com-

mitted by the justice " to jail, there to remain until delivered, pursuant to such requisition."
In the meantime, and while the investigation before the Justice of the Peace was

proceeding, I think about the 16th or 17th of August, a petition was presented to me,
stating that apprehensions were entertained that this prisoner would be carried out of the
jurisdiction of the Canadian Courts, without having time allowed him to make an applica-
tion for a writ of habeas corpus. , On that occasion I saw Mr. Spilthorn, one of the Coun-
sel for the prisoner, and I told him that time for making such an application should be
allowed.

On the 22nd August I left Ottawa for Quebec, arriving there on the morning of the
23rd.

Late in the forenoon of the 24th, Mr. Langevin Solicitor General for Lower Canada,
called upon me with the warrant of extradition (bearing date the 23rd, on which day it
was sealed at Ottawa, where the officei who bas charge of my seal resides), and gave me
lis opinion in writing that, in point of law, the case came within the provisions of the
Extradition Treaty, and that the warrant should issue.

Seeing that the case involved no question of public policy, and was one the decision
of which rested on legal points, I determined to act on the opinion of the Solicitor
General.

I then looked at the date of the committal (the 22nd), and as two days appeared to
have elapsed since the prisoner had been committed to jail, it seemed te me that ample
time had been allowed to enable him to obtain a writ of habeas corpus.

I then asked the Solicitor General whether, supposing a writ of habeas corpus had
been sued out, the signing of the Warrant of Extradition would prevent the prisoner from
obtaining the benefit of it. To this Mr. Langevin replied that it would not.

Having satisfied myself on these points, I signed the warrant of extradition, which I
am informed was sent to Montreal by the ordinary train front Quebee, and arrived there
late in the evening of the same day.

It is scarcely necessary for me to add that when I signed the warrant of extradition I
was not aware, and I am assured by him that neither was the Solicitor General, that any
application had been made for a writ of haeas corpus on behalf of the prisoner.
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These are the facts as far as they came within my own knowledge; and it appears to
me, that the sole question is, whether the time allowed the prisoner between his committal
on the 22nd, and the execution of the warrant late in the evening of the 24th, was or
was not suflicient to enable him to obtain a writ of habeas corpus, in order to have the
legal points in his favor considered and decided by a competent tribunal.

This matter appears to me to be at once set at rest by the statement of Mr. Justice
Drummond, namely, that the case was brought before him on the 24th, and that "lhe would
have issued the writ before adjourning had the counsel for the prisoner insisted upon it."

Had the Judge adopted this course, the prisoner would have been, according to the
opinion given to me by the Solicitor General, taken into the custody of the Court, and if
the Judge so decided, would have been discharged before warrant for extradition could
bave been executed.

Unfortunately the Judge did not act in this manner, which I believe I an justified in
iaying is the ondinary practice in cases of application for a writ of habeas corpus, and in
consequence the warrant of extradition was executed, and the prisoner was sent out of the
P>rovince.

Mr. Justice Drummond is represented as having gone in person to the prison and for-
bidden the gaoler to deliver up the prisoner to any authority whatever, but it is scarcely
necessary to say that the proceedings which the Judge adopted in this'espect, instead of,
as lie miight have doue, immediately issuing the writ of habeas corpus, were entirely extra-
judicial and irregular, and that no public official would have been jusiified in disobeying,
in conformity with directions so given, the requirements ofa duly executed and authenti-
cated warrant.

Should your Lordship think that I signed the warrant of extradition with so much
haste that sufficient time was not allowed to the prisoner to obtain the writ of habeas corpus,
I feel that in this view of the case I am chargeable with the responsibility of the miscar-
riage which has occurred.

The third branch of the subject remains to be considered, namely the conduct of those
who took part in these proceedings.

These persons.are myself, the Attorney and Solicitor General for Lower Canada;
Mr. Bréhaut, the committing Magistrate ; Mr. Ramsay, the gentleman who represented
the Attorney Gencral at the investigation ut Montreal; and Mr. Schillier, Deputy Clerk of
the Crown.

With regard to myself, I have laid before your Lordship without reserve every step
which I took in the transaction.

I have observed an apparent desire on the part of almost all those who have discussed
this sùbject, to protect me from blame at the expense of the Law Officers of the Crown,
by the assertion that I was made the victim of a deception, and that I was surprised into
putting my signature to the warrant of extradition.

The narritive which I have given to your Lorship shows that I am neither able or
willing to accept any such protection.

I signed the warrant with the full knowledge of wbat I was doing, and in the opinion
that, assuming the prisoner to use ordinary diligence in the assertion of his legal rights,
he had been allowed sufficient time for that purpose.

The part whieh Mr. Cartier, -the Attorney General, took personally in the matter was
very slight. During the greater part of the time oecupied in the preliminary investiga-
tion before the Magistrate, he was at Ottawa.

lie was, I believe, at Montreal when the prisoner was committed, but I do not think
it is alleged that lie took any part in the proceedings. When the warrant of extradition
was signed, and the prisoner was removed, the Attorney General was at the sea side more
than 300 miles from Montreal.

The interference of Mr. Langevin, the Solicitor General, with the proceedings in the
case, was confined to the two legal opinions which Le gave me. The one in writing on the
whole facts of the case, that the prisoner ought to be surrendered; the other verbally, tht
the signing of the warrant of extradition would-not interfere with the operation of the writ
of habeas corpus if the writ had been issued before the execution of the warrant by the
extradition of the prisoner,
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I have not heard any insinuation against the conduct of Mr. Bréhaut in the matt er
nor do I believe it is impugned.

Mr. Ramsay's connection with the case is detailed at length in his own report, and I
cannot sec that he bas laid himself cpen to any charge.

Your Lordship will observe that he explains the statement in Mr. Justice Drummond's
observations, by saying that his indignation was excited, and expressed at the application
by Mr. Doutre of.the term " kidnapping" to the regular execution of a valid legal warrant,
and that he pointedly told both the Judge and the Counsel for the prisoner, that the
Governor's Warrant of Extradition was the only ineaus by which Lamirande could be
removed.

I do not understand that the conduct of Mr. Schiller, the Deputy Clerk of the Crown,
has been impugned.

[ have thus endeavoured to lay before Your Lordship, with as much elearness and
conciseness as I eaa command, an account of the facts of this case.

I have to express my regret that any prisoner should appear te have been removed
f'rom the Province, the affairs of which I have the honor to administer, without having
sceured the benefit of every privilege which our law could afford him.

I must, however, call Your Lordship's attention to the fact, that not one step bas been
taken in this case which, assuming the legal ground for extradition to exist, is not in strict
confor.mity with the law.

Before Your Lordship shall decide on the merits of the share which I have had per-
sonally in this transaction, I desire to bring before your notice some general considerations
atecting the duties which my position casts upon me in reference to such cases.

I assume that Extradition Trcaties arc based on the principle that all nien have a
common interest in the suppressioni of the crimes which arc made the subjects of these
international contracts.

This being assumed, it follows, in my opinion, that persons accused of crimes under
Treaties of Extradition are entitled to no favor or indulgence at the bands of public officers
entrusted witlh the execution of the law.

They are entitled to every right which the provisions of our law, strictly administered,
allows them, but to nothing more.

Some stress has been laid on what is called my " promise" to the prisoner's Counsel,
when he saw me at Ottawa,,that time should be allowed him for making his application for
a writ of habeas corpus.

The " promise" alluded to consisted mercly of a declaration that time was always
allowed fcr such a purpose, and that his case would not be treated differently from that of
other prisoners in similar circumstances.

lad I made the prisoner's Counsel a promise that any unusual favor should be shown
to him, or that the ordinary routine should in his case be changed, I should, according to
my ideas, have violated my publie duty.

I also wish to call Your Lordship's attention to the nature of the writ of habeas corpus,
and the mode in which that writ is brought to bear on the execution of the laws.

The issue of the writ of habeas corpus is not a step in the ordiaary routine of the
administration of justice.

The right to obtain this writ is an extraordinary power, conferrel by Statutq on a
prisoner, by means of which lie can arrest the usual course of the administration of the
law, and test the validity of the proceedings adopted against him.

But until the writ is issued, and the ordinary course of the law theroby suspended,
the machinte of legal administration continues to move on, and if a prisoner neglects to
avail himself with proper diligence of the privileges which the Statute confers upon him,
he bas no right to complain if his interests suffer.

I have cndeavoured to show that in this case sufficient time was allowed by me to this
prisoner to assert his legal rights.

If I had allowed him more than this, I think I should not have performed my duty,
and the prisoner having neglected to take advantage of the opportunity offered him, can-
not, I think, reasonably charge me.with blame for the results of the supineness of himself
or his counsel.

If tbese rsiults were produced by the improper conduct of any peroe repreenting
61,
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the Crown in the transaction, such persons should be held strictly'responsible for their
acts, but I am unable to see that this has been the case, and assuming, with Mr. Justice
Drummond, that sufficient time was allowed to the prisoner to obtain the writ of habeas
corpus, I think the conclusion is inevitable, that the blame for what has happened rests
with those, who, having charge of the prisoner's interests, neglectel to avail themselves of
the opportunity afforded them.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) MoNcKî.

The Right Rou. tie Earl of Carnarvon,
&e., &c., &c.

(Inclosure 1 in No. 2.)
eport of the Attorney General.

To His Excellency the Right Honorable Viscount MONcK, Governor General of Canada,
&c., &c., &c.

MAY IT PLEASE YouR EXCELLENCY,-

In obedience to the request contained in the letter of Denis Godley, Esq., your Lord-
ship's Secretary, I have the honor to lay before Your Excellency, a copy of all the pro-
ceedings which took place before the Police Magistrate, by whom Ernest Sureau Lami-
rande was committed, and the report of T. K. Ramsay, Esq., and at the same time to
report te Your Excellency, that I have carefully examined all those proceedings, and have
no hesitation in saying that under the evidence adduced before that Magistrate, the com-
mitment was properly ordered.

I fully concur in the report made by the Honorable H. L. Langevin, Solicitor General
for Lower Canada, advising Your Excellency that the warrant of extradition ought te issue.

I have further to remark that I have carefully perused the report of Mr. Ramsay, and
that I fully agree with him in the legal arguments used by him, and the legal position
taken by him, in support of the Police Magistrate's decision, and in support of the pro-
priety and necessity of the issue of a warrant of extradition in the case.

Without entering into any of the different arguments stated by Mr. Ramsay, the
principal question to be solved is,fwhat law should apply to determine the criminality of the
offence committed by Lamirande; whether it should be the criminal law of England and
Canada, nearly alike, or the law of France. I consider that the offence of which Lami-
rande was accused came withiu the Treaty, for although net strictly forgery, according to
the criminal law of England and Canada, yet the evidence was sufficient to establish the
commission of one of the offences mentioned in the Treaty, viz., the " crime de faux," or
forgery, as determined by the laws of France. As there existe considerable difference be-
tween forgery, " crime de faux" in France, and forgery according te the laws of England
and this country, I am of opinion that the determining the offence according to the laws
of the former country, with which the Treaty was made, was correct, the laws of France
being taken te establish the crime. The contrary would, in my opinion, render the Treaty
a dead letter.

With regard te any supposed irregularity in the documents produced as evidence
against Lamirande, I nay mention that the arrêt de renvoi stated te have been wanting,
and- the absence of which is accounted for in Mr. Ramsay's Report, by the fact of its
having been abstracted in New York by Lamirande's Counsel, was replaced by the next
best evidence which could be produced, and which I consider to be in such case strictly
legal, an authentic translation, properly certified and duly proved, bearing the initials of
the Commissioners in the United States, with whom it was filed, and by whom it wu used.
I therefore consider that the objection made to such copy being received as evidence, is of
no avail.

As to the other objections, they are amply answered by Mr. Ramsay.
With regard te the writ of habeas corpus, it could net be directed against the Gov-

ernor's warrant, but against the commitment of the Magistrate who investigated the case;
and as there was a delay of more than fifty hours between the commitment which took
place on Wednesday, the 22nd August last, and the surrender of the prisoner, late
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on Friday night following, ample time and opportunity were afforded to obtain the
writ of habeas corpus. Thus the prisoner was by no means deprived of the privileges
attached to the obtaining of that writ. The proceedingi in matters of habeas corpus must
be prompt and summary. By the 4th section of chapter 95 of the Consolidated Statutes
of Lower Cana'da (24th GJTeo. III., cap. 1, sec. 3), the writ of habeas corpus must be granted
at once and without any delay by the Judge to whom the request for its issue is made ;
and the Judge is, within forty-eight hours (two days), after the party is brought before
him, bound to gi-ve his decision whether the prisoner has to be discharged or not. The
.prisoner had thus more time to claim and procure the issue of the writ than is given by
law to the Judge to decide on the merits of the case. Besides which, the investigation
has already occupied a period of more than three weeks, thus affording every opportunity
for making preparation for the adoption of any course which the prisoner's counsel might
have contemplated.

I respectfully call the attention of Your Excellency to the statement of Mr. Ramsay,
that on Friday, the 24th August, Mr. Justice Drummond adjourned the case, of his own
motion, and that the adjournment was solicited neither by Mr. Ramsdty, nor by the coun-
sel acting on behalf of the French Government; and that Judge Drummond has stated
that if the counsel of the prisoner had moved for the issue of the writ on that day, he
would have granted it. Thus, ifany blame exists for the non-issuing of the writ, it attaches
either to the Judge, if he thought it correct to issue the writ, or to the prisoner's counsel
who did not move for its issue.

As the departure of the steamship on the following Saturday afforded the readiest.
way of conveying the prisoner out of Her Majesty's dominions, it became necessary to use
great diligence after the commitment to have the warrant of extradition executed in time
to enable the officer who was to take charge of the prisoner to avail himself of that convey-
ance. These facts being known to the prisoner's counsel, it was his duty also to have usCd
diligence in any proceedings to be taken by him, which diligence does not appear to have
been used.

Your Excellency's warrant once issued, there were no means of retarding its opera-
tien, and in its immediate execation the Sheriff, or his deputy, appears to have doue no
more than his duty.

Moreover, I consider that if the prisoner had been liberated under any writ of habeas
corpus, for the reasons given in Mr. Justice Drummond's extra-judicial opinion alluded to
in Mr. Ramsay's report, a failure of justice would have taken place, and that the French
Government would have been in a position rightly to complain that the Treaty had net
been carried out in this case.

(Signed,) GEoRGE E. CARTIER,
Attorney General for Lower Canada.

Ottawa, October 17, 1866.

(Inclosure 2 in No. 2.)
Mr. Ramsay to the Attorney Gencral.

COURT H1OUSE, MONTREAL,
October 15, 1866.

SmI,-I have the honor to re-inclose you Mr. Godley's letter and the extract from Mr.
Justice Drummond's judgment in the case of Lamirande which accompanied that letter.

la order that you may be enabled to convey tolHis Excellency complete information as
to the position I assumed, I shall trouble you with a narrative of my whole connection
with the matter.

On Friday, the 3rd of August last, I was informed of the arrest of Lamirande under
a demand for extradition by the French Government for the crime of forgery. As I was
,aware of the anxiety created in England by the notice given to Her Maijesty's Government
of the intention of the Freneh Government to put an end to the Extradition Treaty, owing
te the failure on the part of the English authorities to give it effect, and also of the steps
taken-in England te induce France to abandon this resolve, although I had no special
instructions from you in the matter, I thought it my duty to notify the Magistrate of My
intention to watch the proceedings on the part of the Crown. Some little time after, I
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met Mr. Pominville, who informed me that he was retained on the part of the French
Government, and he introduced me to Mr. Coudert, who had conducted the proceedings
o0 the part of the French Government in the United States, where Lamirande had been
arrested previously, and from which he had escaped. We had some conversation as to
the accusation, and to the sort of proof that I should consider necessary to enable me to
take conclusions for the extradition of the prisoner. On the 6th, the inquiry began before
the Magistrate and was continued till the 15th, when the prosecution was closed. During
the taLing of the evidence I took little or no interest in the matter, and, indeed, was rarely
present, as I did not conceive the Crown had anything to do with the means the private,
prosecutor took to make out his case. When, however, the case for the prosecution was
closed, and the Counsel for the prisoner moved for his discharge, I opposed his application
and maintained that a case within the Treaty had been made out. After a long argument
the Police Magistrate refused to discharge the prisoner, and his Counsel then prayed to
bc allowed to adduce evidence for the defence. Although it is partly discretionary with
the Magistrate to hear evidence or not for the defence, aid that the ordinary practice here
is to decline to admit it, I at once assented to the delay being accorded, and said that I
considered extradition cases to be so exceptional in their character that evidence for the
defence, when offered, should never be refused. The Magistrate then adjourned the case
te the 20th. On the 20th, the prisoner was again brougbt up for examination, and the
evidence suggested on his part was terminated on Wcdnesday, the 22nd, at what time I do
not know, as I was net present when the evidence was closed. The iMagistrate then heard
the parties by their Counsel, but I took no part in hearing as I had been heard on the
15th, and as I did not consider the new evidence had in' any way altered the position of
the case. After the argument, for which I did not remain, the Magistrate adjourned for
an hour or an hour and a half to prepare his judgment. On his return he fully coiumitted
the prisoner for extradition.

Immediately, on the termination of inquiry before the Magistrate, I believe the
private prosecutor made preparations to obtain the Governor's warrant, authorizing the
extradition. And here it is necessary to say a few words. An erroaneous oninion bas
taken largely possession of the publie mind, that the prisoner to be extradited has a right
to some sort of an appeal, and that the Governor General is to supervise the decision of the
committing Magistrate. It is impossible to conceive a greater blunder. The action of
the Governor General is notjudicial, but exceutive. The reason he is called upon to do
the last act of extradition is not that lie may decide whether the evidence is suflicient, or
whether the Magistrate has given a good or a bad judgment, but because the Act of
Parlianent may bc terminated by the rupture of the Treaty, of which a Court of Justice
might net have cognizance, and of which the Governor must necessarily have the carliest
information, as for instance, in the case of war, which breaks all Treaties. Again, the
examination of the commitment under a writ of habeas corpus, is not in the nature of an
appeal ; it is not a necessary incident to extradition, and therefore there was no call upon
the prosecution, or on the Executive to give any delay at all for a proeceding which might
or which might not be taken, and which is not contemplated in the Act giving effect to
the Treaty.

On the mornibg of the 23rd, I got notice from Mr. Doutre that he would apply for a
writ of lhabeas corpus on the 24th, at 1 p. m I went to Chambers, and met both Mr.
Justice Drummond and Mr. Jnstice Mondelet. As the latter had already had cognizance
of the affair, and as he had informed me, one day I met him in a railway train, that he was
going into towu on purpose to be ready to hear any application that might be made in the
Lamirande case, I told him that a writ was then to be demanded. With a slight air of
embarrassment, they both told me that Mr. Justice Druminond would take the case ; some
little time atter Mr. Doutre came in and made his appilcation, to which I interposed an
objection that the notice was short, stating my reason for making the objection, that as I
did not represent the French Government - could not waive any right. Mr. Justice
Drummand then interrupted me very rudely, saying that ho would not pass the whole
afternoon with such quibbling. From that moment I began to suspect that the liberation
of Lamirande was a 1oregone conclusion, and that Mr. Justice Drummond's appearance in
Chambers that day-a most unusual circumstance, for I had not seen him there once dur-
ing the vacation-was not unpremeditated, and I soon beeame convinced that a pertion of
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that plan was to compel me to silence. Shortly afterwards some allusion being male to a
fåct in the record, Mr. Doutre asked if the papers had been sent up. I asked him if ho
had given notice to the Magistrate, to which he answered he had not. This, again, called
forth some expression of irritability from the Judge, who declared ho would not be trified
with, and he sent for the Deputy Clerk of the Crown. On the arrival of the Clerk ho
stated that the record had not yet been sent to the Crown Office by the Magistrate, and
that the Magistrate was not thcn there, but that he should be sent for. It is only due to
the Deputy Clerk of the Crown to say, that however intemperately given, the directions of
the Judge were carried ont with the utmost celerity, and in less than an hour the papers
were procured from the Magistrate and brought into Chambers ; and here, it may be as
well to state, that we have an express enactment declaring that the Mrgistrate must have
notice to send up his papers, and, furthermore, before the issue of the writ the Judge had
no authority over the record at all.

But our Statute, copied from the old Statute of Charles, on an application for a writ
of habeas corpus, the Judge in vacation, under a penalty of £500 in case of contravention,
is obliged to issue the writ "upon view of the copy of the warrant of commitment," un-
less first, the commitment be for treason or felony plainly expressed in the warrant; or
secondly, that the prisoner be in execution. The prisoner Lamirande was in neither cate-
gory, and it was, therefore, the imperative duty of the Judge to issue his order for the
writ forthwith. lad he acted as the law directs, all the difficulties which ensued would
have been avoided ; and the Sheriff refusing to deliver up Lamirande on the demand of
the French officer, would have been within the reservation contained in His Excellency's
warrant, and the responsibility of surrendering or discharging Lamirande would then have
been with the Judge, upon whom it ought to rest, and not on the officers of the Executive.
To relieve the Judge of the imputation of irregularity a miserable quibble has been
advanced. It has been said the writ of habeas corpus is a writ of right, but not of course.
Now what do those words signify ? Simply this, that there are two exceptions, those I
have enumerated, wherein he is not obliged to issue the writ on view of the copy of the
warrant of commitment, to neither of which, however, did the case in point belong.
Having made the mistake af taking the argument on the petition, the prisoner remained
during the whole time it lasted subject to being extradited by a warrant from the Gover-
nor; which, being directed to the Sheriff, would be acted on by him, perhaps even in igno-
rance of the petition for a writ; but whether ignorant of the fact or not, he would at all
events have no legal excuse for delaying obedience to the writ. It will, doubtless, be in
your recollection that one of the most serious charges against the Chief of Police, Mr.
Lamothe, after the erlargement of the St. Alban's raidcrs by the Judge of Sessions, was
his delaying only-half-an-hour to execute a warrant issued for their re-arrest by a Judge
of the Superior Court acting in his capacity of a Justice of the Peace, in order that he,
Mr. Lamothe, should have time to inquire as to the legality of the re-arrest. Can it, thon
be pretended that the Sheriff, even if he did know that an appliCation for a habeas corpus
was pending, could have refused obedienee to the Governor's warrant till the decision was
come to ? Such a doctrine would lead to the most extraordinary results, and to the de-
struction of aIl executive subordination. Besides, if a notice of an application for a writ
ot habeas corpus could thus paralyze the action. of the Executive, it would be competent
for a prisoner, committed for extradition, by repeated applications, to defer the evil day as
long as ho chose.

But to return to the narrative, after the papers came up, Mr. Justice Drummond
announced his intention of sitting as late as might be necessary for the hearing, and Mr.
Doutre entered at great length into the case. When he had spoken for nearly an hour
Mr. Drummond asked me to answer what Mr. Doutre had said, for from what ho had
heard ho said ho felt disposed to discharge the prisoner. I then replied, speaking only to
the law of the case, and not occupying twenty minutes, but maintaining that the case Yes
within the Treaty. When I had finished I mentioned that Mr. Pominville, on the part of
the French Government, had something to say as to the facts. So soon as Mr. Pomin.-
ville rose, Mr. Drummond said that ho would adjourn the case to the next day. After the
extradition it was stated boldly in one of the newspapers that Mr. Pominville had a*ked
for an adjournment. This is totally incorrect. It was the Judge who, of his movemeit,
brdered it (see the extract of lis judgment, inclosed by Mr. Godley, wheré he gays; "I
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adjourn, &o."); and after the announcement that the Judge would sit late, this took us
not a little by surprise for it was hardly 5 o'clock, and I had made arrangements with
the Deputy Clerk of the Crown, Mr. Schiller, that ho should not go so long as the Judge
sat, in order that no delay should occur in issuing the writ if ordered. Withiu half-an-
hour after the adjournment, I left the Court Rouse, and heard nothing of the proceedings
till next morning about ten, when I beard that Lamirande had been removed during the
night under a warrant from the Governor General. i was just going to write to the Judge
to tell him that this put an end to the case, when I got a message from him to say he
wanted to see me. I found himn laboring under quite as niuch irritability as on the day
before, and as ho seemed desirous of finding fault with some one, and at a loss to know
with whom he ought to find fault, I thought it right to tell him that had I been asked by
the Sheriff, the night before, whether Lamiande ought to be given up, there being no
other cause of detainer in the Sheriff's bands, I should have told him to obey the Gover-
nor's warrant immediatelv. I added, however, that i had not had an opportunity of giving
this advice. as I had never seen the Sheriff or his deputy on the subject. It is perhaps,
however, right for me to state here, that the Sheriff was not at all likely to ask my advice,
for in a similar case in June I had telegraphed in, for the guidance of the Sheriff, to say
that the Governor's warrant must be obeyed according to its tenor, at all hazards, and therQ
is but one exception to the Governor's warrant, namely, that the prisoner be not detained
"for any other cause, matter or thing." This answer seemed at the time to satisfy Mr.
Drummond, and a few minutes after he even came to my Chambers, w-ithout there being
anything in his manner indicative of violent feeling. It was therefore, a new surprise for
me, when on the return of the habeas corpus, whieb, be it observed, he issued after he was
well aware of the removal of the prisoner, ho indulged in a most unmeasured attack on the
offiter of justice who had conducted the prosecution.

As a report of this attack got into the newspapers, I thought it my duty to reply ina
letter addressed to the " Montreal Gazette," a copy of which is appended, marked " A," so
that these most injurions and libellous accusations should not go abroad uncontradicted.

On the 27th, Mr Justice Drummond, having determined to give a judgment in the
case, although there was no prisoner, and no order could be made, actually took possession
of the Court of Appeals, where he has only a right to sit as one of five Judges, and there,
before a great concourse of people, read a judgment, and made observations, which I am
informed, for I had declined to be present, were correctly reported in the erald of the
29th. It is from this report, the extract inclosed in Mr. Godley's letter is taken. I was
not present when the words mentioned in the inclosed extract were used; but, so soon as
I sawthe report, i replied to the renewed attack by a letter in the Gazette, "B," and in that
letter is to be found my answer to the portion of the Judge's i emarks, advcrted to by Mr.
Godley. The indignation I expressed was at the use of the word " kidnap " by Mr. Doutre,
and I at once told him that it was idle to talk of kidnapping, for that the prisoner could
only be removed by one process, that is on the warrant of the Governor General.

Had the distinctions thus established before the extradition, been observed afterwards,
muchlfoolish declamation would bave been avoided, and much ill-feeling prevented.

.o affirm that a man removed by process ot law is kidnapped is nonsense; and to
affirm that Lamirande was kidnapped is to beg the question.

Having recapitulated the main facts of the case in order to give you a full idea of the
position I took, it only remains for me to refer to the legal considerations which induced
me to regard the case as coming within the Treaty.

The only question that gave rise to any solicitude pn my part was the question whether
the offence not being forgery by our law, Lamirande could be extradited for forgery by
the law of France, and, if so, whether we ehould take the law of France, as stated 'in the
arrêt de renvoi and the French affidavit, or obUge the prosecution to make further proof
of the constituents of forgery by the law of France. It would probably have been agree-
able to the prosecution had I adopted the view that the offence charged was forgery by
our law, or even had I left my opinion as to thq nature of the offense doubtful; indéed, one
of them, Mr. W. Coudert, battled long and earnestly to bring me to the CoPelusion that'i
was, but I unhesitatingly stated my oinion, on the 15th, when the case fer the Crowa was
closed, that forgery by tþe law ofr g nd, had not been brought home to the prisoner,
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nud that the question to be decided was whether he could be extradited on the proof of
forgery according to the law of France.

The issue was thus narrowed down to a very small point, and, as I have said, there
was no equivocation as to the view of the case taken by me. It is true much time was
wasted in the discussion of whether the demnand by the French Consul was legal, and as to
whether the evidence was sufficient to maintain the accusation. It was also pretended that
the French detective ought to be actually in possession of a Frencb warrant of arrest.

The whole of this part of the discussion appearedto me idle 'ii. the extreme. It is
not necessary to be a lawyer to know that the authority of the French Consul to demand
the extradition was an executive, and not a judicial question, and, one in which the prisoner
could not have any legitimate interest. It is a stipulation in favor of the power from
which the extradition is souglit, and not in favor of the prisoner.

Again, as to the evidence of the falsification, nothing could be more complete, and it
was not even seriously denied. As I found myself ùnder the necessity of answering pub-
licly, on the first of September, Mr. Justice Drummond's extra-judicial opinions expressea
on the 29th in the Court of Appeals, I shall now repeat the argument I then used. Before
doing so, however, there is one point to which I have not there adverted; and it is whether
the prosecution was bound to prove the foreign law by testimony. I think not, and that
it is not competent for the Judge here to go behind the French warrant. But, at any
rate, this was not insisted upon seriously at the time, and, besides, it is not strictly true
that there is no evidence of the French law, for the French deposition on which the pro-
ceedings in France were based, after setting up the facts, calls it forgery.

Mr. Justice Drummond said -
" My decision to discharge him was founded on the reasons following:-
"First. because it is provided by the first section of the Act of the British Parliament

to give effect to a convention between Her Majesty and the King of the French, for the
apprehension of certain offenders (6 and 7 Vic., cap. 75 ; that every requisition to deliver
up to justice any fugitive accused of any of the crimes enumerated in the said Act, shall
be made by au Ambassador of the Government of France, or by an accredited Diplo-
matie Agent, whereas, the requisition made to deliver up the petitioner to justice
has been made by Abel Frederic Gautier, Consul General of France in the Provinces of
British North Anerica, who is neither an Ambassador of the Government of France nor
an accredited Diplomatie Agent of that Government, according to his own avowal upon
oath."

In the first place, it is evident that, if the requisition must be made by an Ambassa-
dor, and it must be this the Judgd means, it renders the Treaty inapplicable in all the
Colonies. In the next place, the Statute does not use the term employed by the Judge.
It is not said a requisition " shall be made." In the Statute there is nothing imperative;
the form is purely directory. It says :-" That, in case requisition be duly made, pursu-
ant to he, said Cnvention, in the name of His Majesty the King of the French by his
Ambassador or other accredited Diplomatie Agents, &e., it shall be lawful," &c.

Now, every one knows that, in the interpretation of Statutes, there is a wide differ-
ence between what is directory and what is imperative (2 Devarris, page 713); and it is
often a question of great nicety to decide whether a particular clause is the one or the
other. But technically, th( tupestion stands thus; On the part of the prisoner it was pre-
tended that the requisition by an Ambassador was a condition precedent imperatively fixed
by Statute, without which the Governor's warrant was a nullity.

On the part of the prosecution it was maintained that the words were purely direct-
ory; that the necessity of a requisition was established in favor of the power called upon to
extradite, and that consequently it was for the Executive of that power to decide whether
a sufficient requisition had been made, and that it was in no way competent for the Court
to go behind the Governor's warrant, directing all Justices to aid in the apprehension of
the prisoner.

It was further mentioned, that this interpretation was not only agreeable to thegen-
eral objects of the Statute, and conformable to the principle of interpretation, already laid
down, but that it also appeared, by other words in the Statute, which goes on to say that,
this requisition being made, the Governor is authorized 4 by warrant under his hand and
seal to signify that such requisition has been so made, and to require all Justices, kc."
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Besides, if this question were not to be settled by the signification of the Governor, how is
it to be established in any case that the requisition was made by a " Diplomatie Agent."
The warrant cannot contain the proof otherwise than by the declaration it contains; will it,
then, be pretended that, hein.g denied on the part of the prisoner, the Ambassador or other
Diplomatie Agent will be obliged to file his credentials ? Mr. Drummond's holding im-
plies so much. But who ever heard Df the credentials of a Diplomatic Agent being judged
of by any one but the Executive with which he has been put in relation ? Does not the
very expression " accredited Diplomatie Agent" used in the Statute, exclude all doubt ?
It is necessary to ask, by whom is credit to be given ? It therefore would appear, that Mr.
Justice Drummond's first point is a blunder, and that " a poor Magistrate who never pre-
tended to the law," may be nearer right than h.

The Judge goes on to say:-
"Secondly. Because by the 3rd section of the said Statute it is provided thatno Justice

of the Peace, or any person, shall issue his warrant for any such supposed offender, until
it shall have been proved to him upon oath or affidavit, that the person applying for such
warrant is the bearer of a warrant of arrest, or other equivalent judicial document, issued
by a Judge or other competent Magistrate in France, authenticated in such manner as
would justify the arrest of the supposed offender in France upon the same charge ; or, un-
less it shall appear to him that the act charged against the supposed offender is clearly set
forth in such warrant of arrest or other judicial document; whereas, the Justice of the
Peace who issuad his warrant against the petitioner issued the same without having any
such proof; the only document produced before him, as well as before me, in lieu of such
warrant of arrest or equivalent judicial document, being a paper-writing, alleged to be a
translation into English of a French document, made by some unknown and unauthorized
person in the office of counsel for the prosecutor, and bearing no authority whatever."

The law and the Judge's commentary are so mixed up, that for a proper understand-
ing of the question, it is necessary to reproduce the terms of the Statute, which are as
follows:-

"I Provided always, that no Justice of the Peace or other person shall issue his war-
rant for the apprehension of any such supposed offender until it shall have been proved to
him, upon oath or by affidavit, that the party applying for such warrant is the bearer of a
warrant of arrest, or other equivalent judicial document issued by a Judge or competent
Magistrate in France, authenticated in such manner as would justify the arrest of the sup-
posed offender in France upon the same charge; or unless it shall appear to him that the
acts charged against the supposed ofender, are clearly set forth in such warrant of arrest,
or other equivalent judicial document."

Now, the Judge's interpretation, following Mr. Doutre, is that there must be an affi-
davit or deposition by the bearer of a warrant of arrest, declaring that ho has this French
warrant or other equivalentjudicial document, but to say this is to ignore the alternative
italieized above; the critical reading of the Statute being, that this Magistrate shall not
proceed to apprehend, even on the reception of the Governor's first warrant, either until
it is established by oath or deposition that the person applying is the bearer of a French
warrant, or other equivalent document; or anless it shall appear to the Magistrate that
such warrant exists. This, too, is consonant with common sense, which Mr. Justice
Drummond's reading is not. Had the Magistrate not the alternative of acting without
the actual presence of the French warrant, the prisoner'would infallibly escape even when
he could not find an enthusaistie Attorney to purloin it ; for all he would have to do
would be to keep out of the place where this dangerous document was, and as but one
person could be the " bearer" of it, so only one person could be effectually employed in
the pursuit.

Ii is easy to understand why rogues and their counsel should maintain such a strained
interpretation of a Statute, but it is inconceivable that a Judge should be found to adopt
it. The translation of the arrêt de renvoi was never filed by the prosecution as a substi-
tute for a warrant, because the prosecution never admitted that such warrant was required ;
but in the absence of the original, which had been made away with by the prisoner's
connsal in New York, it was produced to justify the Magistrate in committing him. The
arret de renvoi being an indictment, as we should say, it presumes a warrant of arrest, or
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other j udicial document, and therefore, under the express words of the S tatute, j ustified
the Police Magistrate in acting.

Mr. Drummond continues:
"3rd. Because, supposing the said document purporting to be a translation, an acte

d'accusation or indictment, accompanied by a pretended warrant of arrest, and designated
as arrêt de renvoi, to be authentic, it does not contain the designation of any crime com-
prisoed in the number of the varions crimes for or by reason of the alleged commission of
which any fugitive can be extradited under the Statute.

" 4th. Because, by the first section of the said Act it is provided that no Justice of
the Peace shall commit any person accused of any of the crimes mentioned in the said Act,
(to wit, murder, attempt to commit murder, forgery, or fraudulent bankruptcy), unless
upon such evidence as, according to the laws of that part of Her Majesty's Dominions in
which the supposed offender shall be found, would justify the apprehension and committal
for trial of the person so accused, if the crime of which he shall be accused had been then
committed. Whereas, the evidence produced against the petitioner upon the accusation
of forgery brought against him lIefore the committing Magistrate, would not have justified
him in apprehending or committing the petitioner for the crime of forgery, had the acts
charged against him been committed in that part of Her Majesty's Dominions where the
petitioner was found, to wit, in Lower Canada.

"5th. Because the said warrant for the extradition of the petitioner, as well as the
warrant for his apprehension, does not charga him with the commission of any one of the
crimes for which a warrant of extradition can be issued under the Statute, inasmuch as
in both of the said warrants the alleged offence is charged against th% petitioner as " for-
gery," by having, in the capacity of cashier of the Branch of the Bank of France at Poi-
tiers, made false entries in the books of the Bank, and thereby defrauded the said Bank of
the sum of 700,000 francs; whereas the said offence, as thus designated, does not constitute
the crime of forgery according to the laws of England and Lower Canada, for, to use the
words of Judge Blackburn when he pronounced judgment concurrently with Chief Justice
Cockburn and Judge Shee in a case analogous to this (Ex parte Charlotte Windsor, Court
of Queen's Bench, May, 1865), 'Forgery is the false making of an instrument purporting
to be that which it is not ; it is not the making of an instrument purporting to be that
which it is; it is not the making of an instrument which purports to be what it really is,
but which contains false statements. Telling a lie does not become a forgery because it is
reduced to writing."'

Those three paragraphs really contain the great question of this case. In enumerating
the offences for which an accused person may be extradited, must we look for the consti-
tuents of the offence to the law of the country violated, or to that in which the extradition
is demanded ? Much is to be said on both sides of this question ; and there can be no
doubt that in dealing with the American Treaty, and particularly so long as slavery existed
in that country, it was necessaay for the great common law felonies, such as gnurder and
manslaughter, to look to the commonllaw of England as a guide. And of this the Ameri.
cana could not, and cannot complain, for they take their common law from us; and there-
fore, in using an English common law term, they must be supposed to use it with the
common law signification. This was the view taken in the Anderson case, and rightly.
We would not tolerate that the people of a Southern State of the Union should couvert
manslaughter into murder by the existence of a system condemned, long previons to the
Treaty, by the public morality of the Empire. About the intention too of this law, giving
effect to the American Treaty, there was no doubt. It had been fully discussed in Parlia.
ment, when the bill was passed, and distinctly admitted on all hands that, in a case such
as]Anderson's, the fugitive would not be delivered up.

With regard to the French Treaty the question is totally diffierent. There is no com-
mon ongin for the two laws; and, consequently, whenthe term does not express the same
offence in both countries, there is no reason for making the definition according to the
law of the one rather than of the other. But, in addition to this, it in perfectly clear that
in the English Statute the law of France was not ignored, but to make this apparent to
the general reader, we must proceed to details. The crimes enumerated, for which
extraditions may be sought, may be divided into thrce categories for the purpose of this
examination:
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1. Murder, for which the equivalent is distinctly set up in the Statute; it compre-
hends the terms, " assassination, parricide, infanticide, and poisoning."

2. Fraudulent bankruptcy, which bas no equivalent in the criminal law of England
at ail.

3. Forgery, which has not at all the same signification in France and in England.
Now, if it be true that, with the exception of murder (the meaning of which is thus

absolutely defned), the law of England was alone con templated, the mention of fraudulent
bankruptcy was a mere farce. It must, however, be said, in support of Mr. Justice Drum-
mond's opinion, that even this view has been held ; and a Solicitor-General in Lower
Canada formerly gave it as bis opinion that we should not extradite in cases of fraudulent
bankruptey, their being no such crime known to our laws ; and we believe that this opinion
was acted upon in several instances. On the other hand, it must be said that, the latest
case in England, under the Treaty, is for the extradition of a fraudulent bankrupt. (Ex
parte Widemann, in the Weekly Notes of the 30th June, of this year). It is thus plain,
that in England, it is not settled that the ofence must be one under the laws of England.

The same argument will apply to fergery; if net to the same degree, at all events, to
a very great extent. Forgery in France and forgery in England aie perfectly different,
and this is very natural. A mere misdemeanor at common law, forgery, bas been so altered
that now almost every forgery is a felony, and many things which were not crimes are now
forgeries. The same thing bas taken place in France, so that te refuse to give up a man
accused of a particular kind of forgery, because it was net common to both laws, would be
almost to annul the Treaty in so far as regards that offence. But it is said that the
Statute is imperative; they rely on this passage : " Upon such evidence as, according te
the laws of that part of Her Majesty's Dominions, would justify the apprehension and
committal for trial of the person so accused if the crime of which he or she shall be se
accused had been committed, it shall be lawful for such Justice of the Peace, or other
person having power to commit as aforesaid, to issue bis warrant for the apprehension of
such person, and also to commit the persqn so aecused to gaol, there to remain until deliv-
cred, pursuant to such requisition as aforesaid.'"

Now this clause does net bear out the pretension, and if it did, it would be applicable
to fradulent bankruptcy as well as to forgery, and Mr. Dunbar Ross' opinion, when Solici-
tor General, would be correct.

But this, we sec by the Widemann case, is net the view now taken in England.
To make Mr. Justice Drummoud's dictum agree with the Widemann case, we should

require to make a distinction not to te found in the law, which it should be unnecessary
to renuind " a Judge who has read the law," it is against all principle. " Ubi lex non dis-
tinguil, nec nos debemus distinguere." But do the words cited bear out Mr. Drummond's
reading. We maintain they do net. Their only meaning is this: That there must be
sufficient evidence to justify the Magistrate in committing, had the offence been an offence
here and beer. committed here. In other words, it is a caution to the Magistrate to deal
with the case as lie would with any other ýpreliminary examination for an alleged crime
here. How it could have got abroad that he as any other duty than that one, almost
purely ministerial, which he performs daily in dealing with those accused of crime here,
we cannot imagine, unless it be explained by the jealousy that exists on the subject of
extradition in England, as Lord Clarendon said in the House ot Lords, when the bill was
recently introduced to give greater effect to the French Treaty.

Another of the points made was that we had net the arrêt de renvoi.
I have already shown that it was net necessary for us to have it; but even if it had

been necessary to produce it before the committing Magistrate in ordinary cases, it certanly
would not have been so in this case. It is in evidence that the arret de renvoi had been
made away with by Mr. Spilthorn, the prisoner's Counsel at New York (he does not
venture to deny the taking), and that being proved, it was competent for us to give the
next best evidence at our disposal which undoubtedly was the translated copy of the airt
de renvoi prepared for the United States Commissioner, and initialed by him as one of the
documents of his record.

But the real question now is, not whether the law as laid down by the Police Magis-
trate judicially, or that expressed by the Judge extra-judicially is correct. The only
person legally seized of the question, and who could give a judgmint, decided fer the eX*
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tradition, and it therefore only remains to enquire whether that decision was carried out in
a lawful manner or not. I arn quite ready to admit, with the most violent of the papers
bere, that the act was one which if not legal was kidnapping, but I think it has been made
sufficiently clear that the act of the Sheriff in giving him up was not ouly justifiable, but
the only course he could lawfully pursue.

The absurdity of the pretension that notice of an application for a writ of habeas cir-
pus served upon me, was to have the saine effect as a writ served upon the gaoler, is too
transparent to deserve domment. But it has been said there was inde,'ent haste, and that
the Governor General had promised time to apply for a writ of habeas corpus, as M)1r.
Doutre somewhat untechnically calls it, time to bring the case before higher tri bunals. As
for matter of haste, it is expressly injoined in the statute giving effect to the Treaty (6 and
7 Vie., Cap. 75, sec. 4,) that the prisoner is to be removed out of H1er Mujesty's dominions
in the readiest way. Now the readiest way and the only way of sending Lamirande out
of Canada was by the Tiver, and as the steamer was to sail on the mor':ing oL Saturday,
the 25th, it was obviously incumbent on those representing the French authorities to lose
no time in procuring the Governor's warrant, so as to take advantage of that mode of con-
voyance. The escape of Lamirande from custody in the United States, the day before the
Commissioner was to pronounce judgment upon bis case, and the presence here of his
Counsel, Mr. Spilthorn, whose extraordinary proceedings relative to the arrêt de renvoi at
New York have already been remarked, were additional reasons-for inducing the agents of
the French Governmnent not to allow tirne for further machinations. As to the alleged
promise of the Governor General, I have, of course, nothing to say but this, that even if
made in the terms Mr. Doutre alleges, it was fully rcdeemed, for ample tine was given to
get out the writ, and if its issue was delayed till Tuesday, the fault must be between Mr.
Doutre and the judge, the latter of whom does not hesitate to state that il Mr. Doutre had
insisted, he would have issued the writ on the 24th, Friday.

To this Mr. Doutre may fairly reply, that if he had a right to the writ before the
argument it was unnecessary for him to insist, his application should have been enough.

I do not care to take up your time in offering any apology for the part I have taken
in this affair, for I feel that my acts speak for themselves; but I may be permitted to say
a word on one piece of criticism by the Judge. le said it was uIy " duty to inform the
Governor that a writ of habeas corpus was demanded." But why more in this case than
any other, or am I in all cases of Extradition to keep the Governor advised by telegraph
of each step of the procedure ? Besides, if Mr. Doutre's story be truc, the case in ques-
tion is the very last in which an exceptional proceeding on my part was required, for it
would appear, that so far back as the 3rd of August, Mesars. Doutre and Poutre had ap.
pealed to the Governor General to protect their client, whom they then called " Felix Gas-
tier," and later, on the 15th, we find M. M. Doutre and iaoust again infdrming the Gover-
nor General, that it is their intention "to appeal to higher tribunals" in favor of their
client, whose name then turned out to be Ernest Sureau Lamirande, the well known fugi.
tive from Poitiers. Instead of attempting to fix on the Governor General the imputation
of not having kept his word, Mr. Doutre would do well to explaiu how it came to pass that
Doutre and Doutre should petition on the 3rd of August for Felix Gastier, and that Dou-
tre and Daoust should petition for the same man, under the name of Ernest Sureau Lami-
rande on the 15th.

I have, &.,
(Signed,) T. K. RAmsAY,

Advocate prosecuting for the Crown, District of Montreal.
To the Hon. George Et. Cartier, Attorney General,

Lower Canada, Ottawa.

(A.)
To the Editor of the Montreal Gazette.

SI,-The Berali of this morning contains two columus of the report of a pretended
jidicial proceeding in the Lamirande case, accompanied by a characteristie attack on the
Attorney General. It is very plain that the declamatioa of . r. Justice .Drummond and
Mr. Doutre, à propos of nothing (for there was no case, and neither of them ventured to
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move for or take any rule or other proceeding,) was simply intended to give Mr. Cartier's
oremies a pretext for abusing him; so impossible is it, without rectitude of purpose and
complete sobriety to overcome the recolleotions of political defeat. But my object is not
to review or attempt to answer the contradictions and absurdities of these tirades. I feel
perfectly satisfied, that nothing I ean say or write, will ever prevent Mr. Justice Drum-
mond froni at all times preferring effect to truth, and therefore my explaining to him that
to call the giving up of a priscner on a warrant of the Governor, kidnapping, is pimply a
naked falsehood, would be a pure waste of time. I should therefore, briefly state, how and
why Lamirande was given up, and from that it will at once be obvious, that the outcry of
Mr. Drummond and Mr. Doutre is simply beside the question.

We have a Treaty with France, enforced by an imperial Statute, by which we agree
to give up persons accused of certain offences therein enumerated. The procedure is this:
The French Government claims the extradition of the accused, and the Governor (in the
Colonies) issues bis warrant, charging all Justices and officers of Justine to aid in the
capture of the fugitive. On his apprehension he is brought before a Magistrate, who
deals with the charge, or who oughtïto deal with it, precisely as if the offence had been
committed here, this being done, the prisoner is either fully committed, or he is discharged.
If committed, the papers are forwarded to the Government, and the Governor issues his war-
rant for the extradition of the prisoner, who is at once delivered up, provided there be no
other cause (i. e. criminal cause) for bis detention. It is an error to suppose that there
is any right of appeal from the decision of the Governor; but if application is inade in
proper time a writ of habeas corpus may be procured, which would have the effect of
bringing the prisoner before the Court or Judge to examine into the cause of his deten-
tion. In Lamirande's case no such writ was either granted or issued, and therefore it is
positively untrue that the prisoner was in the hands of the Court or Jpdge, as Mr. Drum-
moud said. • Without this writ there was no power known to the law to stop the execu-
tion of the Governor's warrant, and this I at once explained to Mr. Justice Drummond,
in Chambers, on Saturday morning, when ho first spoke to nie on the subject. I then
told hin that had the Sheriff consulted me, which he did not, I should have advised him
to obey the warrant without a moment's loss of time. So unanswerable was this, that Mr.
Drummond, shifting his ground, said he had put in a commitment before the removal of
the prisoner; but I afterwards found that what he was pleased to call a commitment was
no commitment at al], but an order not to deliver Lamirande un on any warrant whatever.
What renders this proceeding doubly ludicrous is, that Mr. Justice Drumnond was the
person most terriblykevere upon Mr. Justice Mondelet, for his order in the Blossom case ;
yetwhen Mr. Mondelet gave that order he was sitting at the Court of Queen's Bench,
whereas, when M1r. Drunimond gave his he was prowling about the town at night without
any official character whatever, but that of a Justice of the Peace. On Saturday after-
noon Mr. Justice Drummond again shifted bis ground, and he was pleased to tell me that
it was my duty to infterfere in some way or another, and prevent the Governor's warrant
taking effect. For Mr. Justice Drummnond's information, lot me say that when I seek a
guide as to duty I shall endeavour to select some one more immaculate than him; but, in
so far as regards the present case, I may add that I was very unlikely to commit au
illegality to prevent the extradition, inasmuch as I highly approved of it.

And now, one word as to the prisoner. Lamirande was cashier of the Bank of France,
at Poitiers, and he there robbed his employers of 700,000 francs (28,0001. sterling),
falsified books and entries (forged as the French Court calls it), nnd fled to the United
States. Being arrested there and about to be extradited, he nanaged to drug hi& guard
and escaped to Canada, while his lawyer stole the arrêt de renvoi, or French indictment,
which formed part of the record before the Commissioner. And this is the person for
whom Mr. Justice Drummond felt so lively a personal interest as to induce him to aban-
don the retirement of his home and endure the fatigues of sitting in Chambers, for, I
believe, almost the first time since the beginning of vacation.

While talking of conspiracy it would be, however, iuteresting to learn from I1r.
Drummond, at whose invitation he undertook to adjudicate in Lamirande's case? lThe
effort was not unpremeditated, for the interesting fact was duly heralded on Friday moraing.

Your obedient servant,
Montreal, August 97Lh 186.i (sigued,)
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(B.)
To the Editor of the ".Montreal Oazette.i;

SIa,-In this morning's issue of the Ilerald," I find the following sentence
" That lie (the Judge) did not do sa (issue the writ of habeas corpus ut once), there-

fore, was plainly due to a representation by the advocates for the prosecution, one of them
representing the Attorney General, which if not false in word was false in intention, and
had all the effect of falsehood upon the Court, whom these gentlemen were bound to assist
instead of deceive."

It is of course of very little importance to me what glos3 it may be convenient for the
editors of the " Herald" to give to a very simple transaction; but it is, perhaps, as well
the public should know that Mr. Kirby, one of the editors of the " Herald," was present
in Chambers on Saturday afternoin, when Mr. Justice Drummond made the utterly
unfounded.statement that anything was said by nie to give Mr. Doutre to understand that
the prisoner would not be given up on the arrival of the Governor's Warrant. I then
immediately rose 1and contradicted Mr. Justice Drummond's statement in the Most pointed
manner, and, moreover, I repeated the conversation which took place, which was to this
effect, and as nearly as I recollect in these words :-I said, "it was idle to talk of kid-
napping (the expression used by Mr. Doutre), for the prisoner could only be removed by
one process, that is, on the warrant of the Governor General." I thus pointed out speciallT
to the ludge und Mr. Doutre, the single peril to which the prisoner was exposed, and Mr.
Drummond did not venture in my prcsence to coutradict my statement of the facts. It is,
therefore, gross bad faith on his part, and on that of the writer in the "l Herald," to renew
an accusation which the Judge could not stand to the head of when first made and denied.
The fact is, Mr. Justice Drummond and Mr. Doutre are anxious to throw on my shoulders
the responsibility of their own blunder. They had the meaus, or at least the Judge had,
te stop the extradition without the interference of any one, and now he is furious because
the gaoler, or I, or some one else did not rush in to accept no end of responsibility to
cover over his laches. In one place Mr. Justice Drummond suggests that " the gaoler
might have waited till morniug ;" in another, " that it was my duty to inform the Gover-
nor that a writ of habeas corpus was demanded !!" and after all this bombast, even after
the delivery of the judgment, which ordered nothing, this is all that can be said.-Sorne-
body might have done for Ir. Drummond what lie ought to have done for himself.

It is not my intention at present to dwell on the extra-judicial opinions expressed
by Mr. Justice Drummond yesterday. With the public they will probably be differently
estimated; but he is reported to have made one statement which I cannot pass over in
sileice. Ife says, " in fact, some persons engaged in the prosecution of this man for for-
gery have themselres been instrumental in a falsification of one of the most solemn documents
that can be issued by the Governor General." In auswer to tlis I must state, without
the least reserve, that this is the most audacious calumny I ever heard of in my life, for
it impugus the authenticity of the Governor's signature, and of the Great Seal of the
Province. No man knows better than Mr. Drunimond that when the Governor is absent
from the Seat of Government, oflicial docuneuts are recorded, sealed and dated at the Seat
of Government, and forwarded to him for his signature. This was the practice when Mr.
Drummond was Attorney General, and one which was f>liowed during the absence of the
Governor last winter when the Goverument was administered by Sir John Michel, who
lived at Montreal.

In leaving this discussion to the arbitrament of the public, I shall permit myself to
prophecy that no further proccedings of any kind will be taken in this matter, and for thia
very good reason that there is no room for any. Had there been anything wrong that
could be taken hold of, will any one believe that Mr. Justice Drummond would have
vacillated se many days between declarations of its not being for him to take the initiative,
and threats of terrible measures for the 24th.

Your ebedient servant.

Montreal, August 29th, 1866. (Signed,) T. K. ILAMsAY.



(Inclosure 3 in No. 2.)
Mr. Brehaut to the Bonorable the Provincial Secretary.

POLICE OFFICE, MONTREAL,
August 22, 1866.

Si,-I have the honor to transmit herewith, the depositions and other documents in
the case of Ernest Sureau Lamirande, for extradition.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) W. H. BREHAUT,

Police Magistrate.
The Honorable the Provincial Secretary,

Ottawa.

Special Sessions of the Peace.
(Translation.)

efore William H. Bréhaut, Esquire, Police Magistrate;
In the case of Ernest S. Lamirande, for extradition.
The prosecution having deelared that it has no other evidence than that contained in

the record, the prisoner reserving the right of adducing evidence if the present application
is not granted, demands his release, as there is nothing to justify his further detention.

(Signed,) JOSEPH DoUTRE
Advocate for the prisoner.

Montreal, 15th August, 1866.

(No. 3.)-Copy of a Despatch from Viscount Monck to the Right lionorable the Earl of
Carnarvon.

QUEBEC, October, 25, 1866.
(No. 173.-Received, November 7, 1866.)

My LoR&D,-Referring to my despatches, No. 155, of the 6th October, and
No. 164, of the 18th October, I have the honor to transmit for your Lordship's
information, three extracts from the Montreal Rerald of September 25th, October
18tb, and October 22nd, containing reports of what took place on those days in the
Court of Queen's Bench at Montreal, respecting the necessity for notice in application for
the writ of habeas corpus.

I have, Ue,
(Signed), MONCK.

The Right Honorable the Earl of Carnarvon,
&c., &c., &c.

(Inclosure in No. 3.)
(Fxtractsfrom the Montreal Herald.)

(The Lamirande Case-Court of Queen's Bench.)
This morning (September 25), before the Judge (Mr. Justice Drummond) took his

seat, the Court was crowded with professional men and others, attracted by the expectation
of, lively discussion respecting the Lamirande case.

Mr. Doutre, Q. 0., said there was a reference in the charge to the Grand Jury in the
Lamirande case. All the difficulty in this case had arisen from the practice of requiring
twenty-four hours' notice in an application for writ of habeas corpus. In order to show
the working of that rule and the necessity for its abrogation, he would communicate to the
Court documents which would make it manifest that as long as that rule existed there was
no human means of protecting the liberty of a person claimed under Extradition Treaties.
While the proceedinge were going on before the Police Magistrate, it was easily seen that,
law or no law, Lamirande would be committed for extradition. In these circumstances
aud in view of the present rule, it was feit that there would be a surprise attempted, and,
to guard against this, a petition was presented to Ris Excellency pointing out the facts of
the case, and an acknowledgment was received stating that the petition had been referred
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to the Attorney-General East's Department. To confine himself to written doouments and
not referring to what took place at Ottawa, lie would read the following report :-

" On the 29th August, 1866, the undersigned, Joseph Doutre, Q. C., and C. L.
Spilthorn, Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law, had the honor of meeting His Excellency the
Governor General of Canada, &c., at Quebec, in relation to the extradition of Ernest
Sureau Lamirande, claimed by France as a fugitive criminal.

" In that interview, Ris Excellency acknowledged that Mr. Spilthorn, one of the
undersigned, having presented a petition from the said Lamirande to Ris Excelleney about
the 17th of August, 1866, in Ottawa, praying His Excellency that in case lie (Lamirande)
should be committed for extradition by the Police Magistrate then investigating the
matter, lie (Lamirande) should be allowed the necessary time to submit his case to higher
tribunals for examination under a writ of habeas corpus. His Excellency had then and
there told Mr. Spilthorn that ample time would be allowed to Lamirande for the purpose
of submitting his case, as mpationed in the said petition."

(Signed,) "JostPH DOUTRE.
"C. L. SPILTHoN.

Montreal, September 11, 1866."
To this the following acknowledgment was received

QUEEEO, 12th September, 1866.
"SiR,-I have the honor to inform you that I have laid the paper which you inelosed

to me in your letter of the 11th instant before the Governor General, and I am to acquaint
you that it is therein correctly stated that Ris Excellency told Mr. Spilthorn. that ample
time would be allowed to Lamirande to obtain a writ of habeas corpus before the execution
of the warrant for bis extradition."

(Signed,) DENIs GODLEY,
Governor's Seoratary."

Ris Honor said he had seen this official acknowledgment before bringing it as a fact
before the Grand Jury.

Mr. Doutre said lie presumed the reference in the charge was founded on that
document. It was, however, matter of notoriety that notwithstanding alt these precautions
Lamirande was carried off. The facts conneoted with this case would have to come before
this or some other tribunal. He had asked His Excelleney's permission to lay tha whole
of the documents before the public, so that it might be seen what influence had been
brought to bear to induce His Excellency to aigu the warrant on the morning after the
decision had been come to by the Police Magistrate. His Excellency, however, had him.
self expressed a desire that they should not be published, so that lie felt relieved fron
,the necessity of explaining how the warrant of extradition had been signed so hurriqdly,
niotwithstanding the solemn promise of the G overnor General. In the case of persons remain.
ng in gaol no prejudice could arise from the twenty-four hour's rule but in this oaset wa#

-very different. He had prepared a petition to abrogate this rule, which was in substance
that the case of Lamirande, forming part of the record of this Court, had shown that the
notice of twenty-four hours for a writ of habeas corpus had been subversive of the effects
of that writ in matters of extradition, and prayed that the rule should be abrogated for
the future in cases of this kind.

Mr. Ramsay said that notice ought to be given before anything be done o that the
Attorney General might take cognizance of it. It was a petition proposing a change of
the whole practice of the Court, which had existed for years. It proposed to shorten the
time which existed even in England, and the time here is not twenty-four hours, but one
day. It would be better that the practice of giving no notice be adopted, and let the writ
issue at once on application.

His Honor said that this was an error, and that a very serions mistake was oommitted
on this point. The writ of habeas corpus was a writ of right, but did not issue as a matter
of course. Most unjustifiable attacks had been made upon a Judge of this Court because
he lad not issued a writ of habeas corpus. The Judges took the law from the books, and
lot from scribblers in the newspapers. The opinion of Chief Justice Wilmot was worth

neore than that of men who had pronounced an opinion without having seriously studied
tre question. Of coiree the change would, not be made without due consideration. Thelie
*kg mÙoh to b nid On both sides, but care ought to be taken that no opportueitj shoui
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1,e afforded of entrapping and carrying off men under a plea of a legal difficulty. The
petition would be considered, but Le did not contemplate that there would bo any change
in the ruie, except after due consideration by all the Judges of the Court.

From the " Montreal Lieralt," of October 18, 1866.
Presiding :-Mr. Justice Drummond. Practice in Babeas Corpus.
His Honor said that, seeing Mr. Doutre in Court, Le wished to inform him that

they ail appeared to have been under a mistake regarding this matter, the petition stating
that there was a rule of practice which he wished altered. There was, Le found, Po rule
of practice in issuing these writs. After consultation with his colleagues, ie would now
say, that wbile there was no rule, yet that the Judges would lollow thecourse hitherto
pursued unless wbere a case was shown requiring baste, in which case the writ would at
once issue, due notice being given to the Attorney General as usual before any decision
would be given.

Mr. Doutre said he had stated there was a practice which had the force of a rule. le
would wish to be heard before any decision on the petition was given.

Mr. Ramsay said, we do not care about notice before the issue of the writ. He had
alwayi advocated the issuing of the writ immediate. There was a financial reason for the
Crown desiring this.

Court of Queen's Bench, September Tern.
Present ;-Their Honours Justices Drummond, Badgley, and Mondelet.

October 20, 1866.
Practice in Babeas Corpus.

Mr. Doutre. Q. C., applied to have a decision rendered on bis petition to change the
rule of proceeding in application for a writ of habeas corpus.

Their Honours severally stated that no rule existed on the subject, further than that
the writ might issue at once or notice be previously given, in the discretion of the Judge
before whom affidavits were laid. The practice of giving notice to the Crown had always
been in existence, but whether the notice should be given before or after the issuing of
the writ was, in all cases, matter for consideration. Each case must be judged by its merits.
Mr. Doutre would therefore take nothing by his motion.

No. 4.- Copy of a Despatch from Viscount -Monck to hie Right Honorable the Earl of
Carnarvon.

Qumnc, October 25, 1866.
(No. 174.-Received, November 7, 1866.)

My LoRD,-I have the honor to transmit to Your Lordship a copy of a letter which
I have received from Mr. Doutre, who was counsel for Lamirande in the legal proceedings
tbat bave lately taken place, together with a copy of the reply which I caused to be re,
turned to it. Al the documents in Lamirande's case are easily accessible to Mr. Doutre,
except the opinions and reports of the Law oflicers of the Crown ; and in decliining to
communicate to him those opinions and reports, I believe that I have followed the invari,
able practice under similar circumstances, both in England and Canada.

- I have, &c.,
(Signed,) MONCK.

To the Right Hon. the Earl of Carnarvon,
&o., &o., &c.

(Inclosure 1 in No. 4.)
JMr. Doutre to Viscount Monck.

MONTREAL, October 24, 1866.7
Miy Loa,-Sinee my letter of the 22nd instant, I have received through my agents

in London an pfficial notice of the request made to Your Excellency by the Secretary of
State fQr the Colonies, clagerning the Lamirnde extradition caseý The absence of may
*lient imposesApon me the duty 4f adopting. masures ef protection botti in England am

le
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France; and I feel that I am quite inadequate to the discharge of that duty if I do not
procure copies of the official documents which are sent or about to be sent to the Secretary
of State for the Colonies. It would be obvious to Your Excellency that I have no idea of
asking copies of any remarks, reports or communications from Your Excellency to the
Secretary of State ; but I humbly submit that it would be an act of justice to my client to
let me have copies of the other documents sent to England, in compliance with the request
-of the Secretary of State for the Colonies.

I have, &c,
(Signed,) J. DOUTRE.

j.o His Excellency
the Governor General of Canada, Quebee.

(Inclosure 2 in No. 4.)
.Mr. Codley to .Mr. Doutre.

QUEBEC, October 25, 1866.
S1n,-I am directed by the Governor General to acknowledge the receipt of your

letter of yesterday's date, and in reply I am to inform you that Ris Excellency is quite
prepared to forward to the Secretary of State for the Colonies any statement which you
moy desire to place before him.

The documents in the case of Lanirande, which are records of the court, can be
obtained by you without any intervention, but the Governor General must decline to give
copies of any opinion given to His Excellency, or reports made by the Law Officers of the
Crown.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) DENIs GODLEY.

J. Doutre, Esq., Q. C., Montreal.

(No. 5.)
Copy of a Despatchfrom Viscount onck to the 1ight Ilonorable the Eurl of Carnarvon.

(No. 175-Received, November 7, 1866.)
QUEBEC, October 25, 1866.

My Lon,-I have the honor to transmit herewith, at the request of Mr. Doutre,
a letter which he has addressed to Your Lordship, mentioning the documents which lie
believes are necessary to be laid before you, in order to enable you to form a correct
opinion on the whole of Lamirande's case. Al the papers marked in Mr. Doutre's letter
with an asterisk, have already been sent to Your Lordship in triplicate, and I now enclose,
also in triplicate, copies of the other documents to which Mr. Doutre refers. The affidavits
alluded to in the French Consul General's application for Lamirande's extradition, which
application is termed by Mr. Doutre a Requistion from the French Government, and
marked 1 in his letter, will be sent to Your Lordship by the next mail.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) MONÇOK.

The Right Honorable the Earl of Carnarvon,

(Irclosure in No. 5.)
.Mr. Doutre to the Earl of Carnarvon.

MONTREAL, October 22nd, 1866.
My Loi»,-Baving heard that our Colonial authorities have been requested to trans-

mit to the Colonial Office in England copies of papers connected with the Lamirande ex-
tradition case, I beg leave to inform Your Lordship that the record of the case to be com-
plete, should include the following documents :

1. Requisition from the French Government to His Excellency the Governer Generali
for ,the extradition of Lamirande.

Wrat of His Exoellency, dated 26th July, 1866.
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3. Warrant rof Police Magistrate, William H. Bréhaut, Esq., in obedience to the
Governor General's werrant.

4. Petition of Felix Gastier, arrested under the name of Ernest Sureau Lamirande,
to His Excellency the Governor General, dated 3rd August, 1866.

5. Letter of Denis Godley, Esq., under date 4th August, 1866, acknowledging the
receipt of Petition No. 4 above.

6. *Complaint of E. J. Melin, before Policeu Magistrate.
7. *Deposition aid cross-examination of the saie Melin before the saie.
8. *Deposition and cross-examination of Abel F. Gautier before the sane.
9. *Deposition and cross-examination of Fredéric Coudert before the sane.

10. *Deposition and cross-examination of Louis Léonce Coudert before the same.
11. *Deposition of Dubois de Jancigny, made in France.
12. *Translation of a pretended arrêt de renvoi issued out.
l3. *Procès verbal de saisse de pièce à conviction, made in France.
14. '*Petition of E. S. Lamifande, to His Excellency the Governor eGeneral, dated

15th August, 1866.
15. *Letter of H. Cotton, Esq., from the Governor General's Secretary's Office,

acknowledging the receipt ôf Petition No. 14 above.
46. Deposition and cross-examination of C. L. Spilthora, before the said Police Ma-

gistrate.
17. Deposition and cross-examination of E. B. Morel, before the sane.
18. Voluntary examination of the prisoner.
19. Demande d'élargissement I of release" by prisoner, 15th August, 1866.
20. Commitment of E. S. Lamirande for extradition, by Police Magistrate, dated 22nd

August, 1866.
21. Petition of E. S. Lamirande for habeas corpus, dated 23rd August, 1866, with

notice to T. K. Ramsay, Esq., of presentation, on the 24th August, 1866.
22. Writ of habeas corpus, and return of the gaoler, dated 25th August, 1866.
23. Warrant of Extradition of His Excellency the Governor General, dated 23rd

August, 1866.
24. Ailidavit of J. Doutre, before Judge Drummond, 24th August, 1866.
25. Order left at the Montreal Gaol by the Honorable L. T. Drummond, one of the

Judges of the Court of Queen's Bench, the 24th August, 1869.
26. Warrant of surrender by Deputy Sheriff Sanborn, to the goaler, founded on His

Excelleney's warrant of 23rd August, 1866, dated 24th August, 1866.
g7. Judgment of the Honorable L. T. Drummond, Judge of the Court of Queen's

Bench, on the above Petition for habeas corpus.
28. Telegram from J. Doutre to lis Excellency, fron Montreal to Quebec, dated

30th August, 1866.
29. Second telegram froml the same to the same, 30th August, 1866.
30. Third telegram from the same to the same, 30th August, 1866.
31. Telegram from Denis Godley, Esq., to J. Doutre, from Quebec to Montreal, 30th

August, 1866.,
32. Joint Report of Messrs. J. Doutre and C. L. Spilthorn, of their interviews with

His Excellency on the 29th August, 1866, said Report dated 30th August, 1866, and sent
in duplicate to His Excellency on the 8th September, 1866, with a letter of the last date
from J. Doutre to D.,Godley, Esq.

33. Letter from D. Godley, Esq., acknowledging receipt of said report and letter,
No. 32 above.

34. Second report of Messrs. J, Doutre and C. L. Spilthorn, of their interviews with
His Exeellency, dated 1lth September, 1866, sent in duplicate to His Excellency, with
lettter from J. Doutre to D. Godliy, dated 1lth September, 1866.

35. Letter from D. Godley to J. Doutre. acknowledging receipt of report and letter4
No. 34 above.

36. Letter from J. Doutre to D. Godley, of the 13th September, 1866.
37. Charge of L. T. Drummond, Judge of the Court of Queen's Beneh, at theopèn-

bin f tlh 8eýteinber teim of the (iart of Queen's Bench (Crown Bide), to the Grand Jary
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38. Presentment of the Grand Jury to the same Court, on the 10th October, 1866,
with papers accompanying said presentment.

39. Motion of E. S. Lamirande by J. Doutre his Counsel, to obtain copies of papers
accompanying said presentment, with affidavit of J. Doutre, in support of that motion.

I do not mention in the above list the petition of G. S. Cherrier, Esq., and otherg, to
Her Majesty, and the papers accompanying it, as I suppose they have reached Your Lord-
ship in due time.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) JosErp DOUTRE.

Lord Carnarvon,
Secretary of State for the Colonies, London.

N.B.-Such documents referred to in the above Schedule, as are wanting, will be
found amongst the papers supplied by Mr. Brehaut, the Police Magistrate, as above.

No. 3.-Warrant of Police Magistrate
PROVINCE OF CANADA. POLICE OFFICE.

District of Montreal. To all or any of the Constables or other Peace Officers in
City of Montreal. District of Montreal.

WHEREAS, Ernest Sureau Lamirande, late of Poitiers, in the French Empire, now
present in the City of Montreal, hath this day been charged upon oath before the under-
signed, William H. Brehaut, Esq., Police Magistrate in and for the District of Montreal,
with the crime of forgery, by having, in his capacity of Cashier of the Branch of the
Bank of France, at Poitiers, made false entries in the books of the said bank, and thereby
defrauded the said bank of the sum of 700,000 francs; and whereas a requisition has bea
made to His Excellency the Governor Gencral of this Province, by the Consul General of
France in the Provinces of British North America, pursuant to the terms of the Conven-
tion between Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ire-
land, and His Majesty the King of the French, signed at London, on the 13th day of
February, in the year of Our Lord 1843, and the Acts of the Parliament of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, passed to give effect to the said Convention, to
issue his warrant for the apprehension of the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande, accused of
having committed the crime aforesaid after the ratification of the said Convention; and
whereas, in compliance with the said requisition, His Excellency the Governor General
has, by warrant under his hand and seal, bearing date at Ottawa, in the said Province,
the 26th day of July, in the year of Our Lord, 1866, required each and every the Justices
of the Peace, and other Magistrates and officers of Justice within their several Jurisdie-
tions in the said Province of Canada, to aid in apprehending and committing him, the said
Ernest Sureau Lamirande, to any one of the gaols within the said Province of Canada, for
the purpose of being delivered up to Justice, according to the provisions of the said Con-
vention and the Acts to give effect thereto.

These are therefore to command you, in Her Majesty's name, forthwith to apprehend
the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande, and to bring him before me, or some other of Her
Majesty's Justices of the Peace in and for the said district, to answer unto the said charge,
and to be dealt with according to law.

Given under my hand and seal at the said Police Office, in Montreal, in the said dis-
trict, this 6th day of August, in the year of Our Lord, 1866.

(Signed,) W. H. BREHAUT,
Police Magistrate.

1, the undersigned Nazaire Caron, Constable, duly appointed in and for the district
of Montreal, do'hereby return, under my oath of office, that on the 7th day of August,
1866, in obedience to the within warrant to me delivered, I did, at the City of Montreal,
in the District of Montreal, apprehend the withîn named Ernest Sureau Lamirande, and
brought him before William Henry Brehaut, Esq., Police Magistrate in and for the Dis-
trict of Montreal,'from whence lie was committed to gaol for further examination.

(Signed,) N. CARON,
Montreal, August 7, 1866. Constable.
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No. 5-ir. Godley to Mr: Doutre.

OTTAWA, Augast 4, 1866.
Sn,-I am directed by the Governor General to acknowledge the receipt of the

petition, dated the 3rd of August, of Félix Gastier, arrested under the name of Lamirande,
and now detained in the gaol of the District of Montreal.

I have &c.,
(Signed,) DENIS GODLEY,

Joseph Doutre, Esq., Governor's Secretary.
&c., &c., &c., Montreal

(Nos. 6 to 13, inclusive, will be found printed as inclosures to Lord Monck's Despatch No.
164 of the 18th of October.)

No. 16.-Mr. H. Cotton, to Messrs. Doutre and Daoust

GOVERNOR GENERAL'S SECRETARY'S OFFICE
Ottawa, August 17 1866.

SiR,-I am directed by His Excellency the Governor General to acknowledge the
receipt of the Petition of Ernest Sureau Lamirande, 15th August, and to inform you that
it has been transferred to the Attorney General for Lower Canada.

(Signed,) H. COTTON.
For the Governor's Secretary.

Messrs. Doutre and Daoust,
Montreal.

(Nos.' 16 to 19, inclusive will be found printed as inclosures to Lord Monck's Despatch No.
164, oj the 18th October, 1866.)

(Translation.)
No. 21.-Petition oj E. S. Lanirande, for Jlabeas Corpus.

PRovIcE OF CANADA, i To the Honorable the Justices of the Court of :Queen's Bench
District of Montreal. f sitting in the District of Montreal.

The petition of Ernest Sureau Lamirande, now a prisoner in the Common Gaol of
the District of Montreal, respectfully sheweth:

That your petitioner is now a prisoner in the Common Gaol of this District, under
and by virtue of the order of William H. Brehaut, Esquire, Police Magistrate, a copy of
which order is hereto attached, and by which it appears that your petitioner is detained
upon the application which h.s been made for his extradition, upon the pretext of your
petitioner's having committed in France the crime of forgery.

That the detention of your petitiioner is illegal and arbitrary for the following resons
among others:-

1. Because the treaty entered into on the 13th February, 1843, between the Govern-
ments of France and England, and put in force by the Imperial Act, 6 and 7 Victoria,
chapter 75, ceased to exist on the 4th June last, in consequence of the signification to the
English Government by the French Government, of its desire to put an end to the same,
more than six months before the said day (4th June last) as provided in the said treaty.

2. Because it is proved that the extradition of the petitioner has not been demanded
by any diplomatic agent of the French Government.

3. Because the magistrate who ordered the apprehension and committal of your peti-
tioner did not receive any proof that those who were proceeding for the extradition of the
petitioner are holders of warrant of arrest, or other equivalent judicial document, issued
by a judge or competent authority in France.

4. Because, granting that those who are proceeding for the extradition of the prisoner
petitioning are holders of such a warrant of arrest or equivalent document, such warrant
or document is not authenticated in manner to justify the arrest of the petitioner if he
were in France.
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b. Because, granting thatsuch warrant or order of arrest had been pioved to be in
the possession of those who are procecding for the extradition of the prisoner, ani that it
was authenticated in manner to justify the arrest of the petitioner in France, the commit-
tal of the prisoner with a view to his extradition cannot be legally ordered, unless there
be adduced befere the Magistrate or Justice of the Peace ordering such committal, suffi-
cient proof to justify the apprehension and committal or imprisonment of the petitioner,
to undergo his trial, if the crime of which he is accused had becn committed 'in Canada;
and because no such proof has been adduced.

6. Because, in the absence of the evidence of witnesses having personal knowledge of
the facts, the said law (6 and 7 Victoria, chap. 75) authorises the receiving in evidence
of depositions or copies of depositions taken in France, if they are proved to be truc copies
by the person producing them, and because there was produced no witness having personal
knowledge of the facts of which the petitioner is accused, nor any deposition certified by
the judge who issued such warrant, if such warrant exists, which the petitioner denies,
nor certified, nor proved to be a true copy by the person producing such deposition.

7. Because, granti, that the extradition of your petitioner had been demanded by a
diplomatie agent, and that ail formalities of law had been complied with, which your
petitioner denies, the facts charged against your petitioner would not constitute and caunot
constitute the offence or crime ot forgery, and because those facts were only designated
as forgery in order to obtain, under fictitious pretexts, the extradition of the petitioner,
the law of France, of England, and of Canada in no way defining such facts as constituting
forgery.

Wherefore your petitioner prays that it may please your Honors, or some one of your
Honors, to order that under the authority of your Honors, or some one of your Hlonors, a
writ of habeas corpus may be issued, instructing the gaoler of the common gaol of this
district to produce before you the body of your petitioner, to the end that he may be re-
leased and set at liberty.

And in so doing you will do jjistice.
(Signed, JOSEPH DOUTRE,

Montreal, 23rd August, 1866. Advocate for the petitioner.

To T. K. Ramsay, Esq., representing the Attorney General.

Sia,-You are notified that the foregoing petition will be presented in Chambers to
such Judges of the Court of Qaxeen's Bcnch as may be then and there present, on the 24th
day of August instant, at one o'clock in the afternoon, at the Court House at Montreal.

(Signed,) JOSEPH DOUTTRE,
Advocate for the petitioner.

Montreal, 23rd'August, 1866.
Let Her Majesty's Most Gracious Writ of habeas corpus issue, returnable immedi-

ately at the Judge's Chambers before me.
(îigned,) LEwis T. DRUMMOND,

J. Q. B.
Judge's Chambers,

Montreal, August 25, 1866.
I, the undersigned, one of the sworn Bailiffs of Her Majesty's Court of Queen's

Bench for Lower Canada, appointed and acting in and for the District of Montreal, do
hereby, under my oath of office, certify and return that I did, on the 23rd day of August,
1866, between the hours of Il and 12 of the dlock in the forenoon, serve the within original
requete and avis on T. K. Ramsay, Esquire, représentant le Procureur Général, by speaking
to and Ieaving true and eertified copies thereof with Alfred de Beaumont, Esquire, Deputy
Clerk of the Crown, at the Office of the Clerk of the Crown, in the Court louse of the
City of Montreal, where the said T. K. Ramsay, Esquiire, keeps his office for the purpose
of the object of the said reguéle.

Montreal, 23rd August, 1866.
(Signed,) JOHN HOoLAHN,

Bailiff, Queen's Bench.
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No,
PROVINCE OF CANADA, 1V

District of Montreal.
T

(Ssal of Court of Queen's; Bencb,
Lower Canada.)

By virtue of chapter 95, of the
Consolidated Statutes for Lower
Canada: and per .tatutum triceuimo
primo Caroli Seeundi Regie.

(Signed,)

i Laws T. DavâMONn,

J. Q. n.,
(Lao Stamp.)

22.- Writ of -Habeas Corpus.
ictoria, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland, Queen, Defender of the Faith.
o the Keeper of our Common Gao], for the District of
Montreal, or to his Deputy or Deputies, and to each of
them.

GREETING:

We command you that you have, before the Honorable
Lewis Thomas Drumnind, one of the Justices of our Court
of Queen's Bench for Lower Canada, at lis Chambers in
the Court House, in our City of Montreal, immediately
after the receipt of this writ, the body of Ernest Sureau
Lamirande, being committed and detained in our prison,
under your custody (as it is said), together with the day
and cause of the taking and detaining of the said Ernest

Sureau Lamirande, by whatever name the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande be called in the
me, to undergo and receive all and singular, such things as our said Justice shall then
and there consider of him in that behalf, and that you have then and there this writ.

In witness whereof we have caused the seal of our Court of Queen's Bench for Lower
Canada to be hereunto affixed at our City of Montreal, this 25th day of August, in the
thirtieth year of our Reign.

(Signed, C. E. SCHILLER,
D. E., Clerk of the Crown.

The Return to the within writ appears by the Schedule hereunto annexed.
Montreal Gaol, this 25th day of August, 1866.

(Signed,) LoUIs PAYETTE,
Gaoler.

PROVINCE Or CANADA, Honorable Lewis T. Drummond, one of Her Majesty's Judges
District of .Montreal. cf the Court of Queen's Bench.

In answer to the Writ of Her Majesty the Queen, of this 25th day of August, com-
manding me to bring before your honor the body of Ernest Sureau Lamirande;

I beg to state that the above named prisoner was by me delivered over to Edme Justin
Melin, inspecteur Principal de Police of Paris, last night, at twelve o'clock, by virtue of
an'order signed by M. H. Sanborn, Deputy Sherif, grounded on an instrument by His
Excellency the Governor General, which order is in the words following, viz -

94 To Louis Payette, Gaoler of the Common Gaol of the District of Montreal
GREETING 1-

By virtue of an instrument granted by His Excellency the Governor General, do
deliver Ernest Sureau Lamirande, now confined in the said Common Gaol, to sucb person
or persons as may be authorized in the name and on the behalf of the French Empire, to
receive the same, and addressed to the Sheriff of the said District of Montreal, un-der date
of the 23rd of August instant, You are hereby commanded and required to deliver the
said Ernest Sureau Lamirande to Edme Justin Melin, Inspecteur Principal de Police of
Paris, as being so authorized to receive the same, taking bis receipt.

" Provided always, that the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande be detained for no other
cause, matter or thing than the crime of forgery committed by hirm at Poitiers, in the said
French Empire, as specified in the said instrument.

" Hereof fail not at your peril.
"Given at Montreal, this 24th day of August, in the year of Our Lord, 1866.

"(Signed,) T. BOUTHILLIER,
Sheriff.

" do M. H. SANBORN,
Deputy Sheriff."

(digned,) Loms PAYETTE,
Gaoler.
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(Translation.)
No. 24.-Affidavit of Mr. Doutre.

In the matter of Ernest Sureau Lamirande, committed for extradition.
PROVINCE OF CANADA, Joseph Doutre, Esquire, Advocate and Queen's Counsel, being
District of Montreal, sworn, deposeth and saith: That in the course of the present

evening, about half-past eight o'clock, two persons came to the deponent and informed him
that facts, whieh they considered as certain, and consisting of preparations for the depar-
ture of Justin Edme E. Melin, officer of the police of Paris, and of declarations on the
part of the latter, had convinced them that the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande was to be
taken this same evening, by the said J. E. Melin, by the Grand Trunk Railway to Quebec,
and thence on board the steamer to sail to-morrow for Europe; that the release of the said
prisoner bas already been applied for to the Honorable Justices of the Court of Queen'a
Bench on various grounds, setting forth the illegality of the committal of the said prisoner,
and that such application is pending before the Honorable L. T. Drummond, one of the
said Honorable Justices; that if the said prisoner is removed at this time from the cus-
tody of the gaoler of the Montreal gaol, the deponent is convinced that it is being doue by
means of an illegal proceeding, and with the view of preventing justice being done the said
prisoner. Wherefore the deponent requests the intervention of the judicial authorities to
prevent the removal of the said prisoner out of the jurisdiction of the justices having
cognizance of the affair; and hath signed, after reading.

(Signed,') JosEra DOUTrE.
Sworn before me at Montreal, this 24th August, 186-6.

(Signed,) LEwis T. DRUMMOND, J. Q. B.

No. 25.- Order of Judge Drummond.
To the Gaoler of the City of Montreal:

I hereby require and order you to give no obedience to any warrant or order which
may be given to you by any Justice of the Peace, or any other authority, to deliver up or
release from custody the-prisoner Ernest Sureau Lamirande, until I shall have given my
decision upon the demand for a writ of habeas corpus now pending before me in relation to
the above named prisoner.

Montreal, August 24th, 1866.
(Signed,) LEwis T. DRUMMoND,

J. Q. P.

No. 26.- Warrant of Surrender l>y the Deputy Sherf.
To Louis Payette, Gaoler of the Common Gaol of the District of Montreal,

By virtue of an instrument granted by His Excellency the Governor General to deliver
Ernest Sureau Lamirande, now confined in the said common gaol, to such persou or per-
sons as may be authorized in the name and on the behalf of the French Empire to receive
the same, and addressed to the Sheriff of the said District of Montreal, under date of tb
23rd day of August, instant.

You are hereby commanded and required to deliver the said Ernest Sureau Lami-
rande to Edme Justin Melin, Inspecteur Principal de Police of Paris, as being 1eo an-
thorized to receive the same, taking his receipt, provided always that the said Ernest
Sureau Lamirande be detained for no other cause, matter, or thing, than the crime of for-
gery committed by him at Poitiers, in the said French Empire, as specified in the said
instrument; hereof fail not at your peril.

Given at Montreal, this 24th day of August, in the year of our Lord, 1866.
(Signed,) T. BoVTmLLIE,

Sheriff.
M. H. SANEoRN,

Depuity Sherif
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No. 27.-Judgment of Judge Drummond.

PROVINCE oF CANADA, In Chambers,-Friday, August 24, 1866; before the Honorable
District of Iiontreal. § Mr. Justice Drummond.

In the matter of Ernest Sureau Lamirando, for a writ of habeas corpus,-
Mr: Doutre, on behalf of Ernest Sureau Lamirande presents a petition for Her Ma-

jesty's most gracious writ of habeas corpus, and is heard.
Mr. Ramsay on behalf of the Crown is heard.
This case is adjourned until the hour of eleven in the forenoon, to-morrow.

SATURDAY, August 25, 1866.
Before the Hon. Mr. Justice Drummond, in the matter of Ernest Sureau Lamirande.
On motion of Mr. Doutre, writ of habeas corpus issued, returnable in Chambers imi-

mediately.
At 3 o'clock P. M., Mr. Payette, the Gaoler, makes his return, which is received and

filed.
Mr. Schiller, Deputy Clerk of the Crown, reads the writ of habeas corpus and return,

likewise an order given to the keeper of the Common Gaol by the ilonorable Mr. Justice
Drummond, before the warrant of the Sheriff founded upon the last warrant of extradition
had be6n servcd upon him, and before any knowledge thereof had 'been given to the
Judge.

This case stands until Monday at the hour of eleven in the forenoon.

MONDAY, August 27, 1866.
Before the Hon. Mr. Justice Drummond, in the matter of Ernest Sureau Lamirando.
This case stands adjourned until the hour of eleven in the forenoon to-morrow.

TUESDAY, August 28, 1866.
Before the Hon. Mr. Justice Drummond, in the matter of Ernest Sureau Lamirande.
The Honorable Mr. Justice Drummond pronounced the following Judgment:-
On the 26th July last, a document under the signature of Bis Excellency the Governor

General, purporting to be a warrant for the extradition of the petitioner, issued under the
authority vested in His Excellency by the provisions of the Statute passed by the Legisla-
ture of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and freland, in the sixth and seventh years
of Ber Majesty's reign, intituled, "An Act to give effect to a Convention between ler
Majesty and the King of the French, for the apprehension of certain offenders," setting
forth that the said petitioner stood accused of a crime of " forgery, by having, in his
capacity of Cashier of the Branch of the Bank of France at Poitiers, made false entries in
the books of the said bank, and thereby defrauded the said bank of 700,000 francs;" that.a
requisition had been made to Bis Excellency by the Consul General of France in the
Provinces of British North America, to issue his warrant for the apprehension of the said
petitioner, and requiring all Justices of the Peace and other Magistrates and Officers of
Justice within their severa! jurisdictions, to aid in apprehendiug the petitioner, and com-
mitting him to Gaol.

Under this document the prisoner was arrested, and after examination before William
H. Bréhaut, Esq., Police Magistrate and Justice of the Peace, was fully committed to the
Common Gaol of the District on the 22nd day of the current month of August.

On the following day, between the hours of Il and 12 o'clock in the forenoon, notice
was given in due form by the prisoner's Counsel to the Counsel charged with the criminal
prosecutions in the district. that he (the said Counsel for the prisoner) would present a
petition to auy one of the Judges of the Court of Queen's Bench who might be present in
Chambers at 1 o'clock in the afternoon of the following day (the 24th), praying for a writ
of habeas corpus and the discharge of the prisoner.

At the time appointed this petition was submitted to me.
Mr. J. Doutre appeared for the petitioner, Mr. T. K. Ramsay for the Crown, and Mr.

Pominville for the private prosecutor.
A preliminary objection, raised on the ground of insufficient notice, was overruled.
Mr. Doutre then set forth his client's case in a manner so lucid, that I soon convince4
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myself, after perusing the statute cited in warrant of extradition that the warrant itself,
the pretended warrant of arrest alleged to have been issued in France, arrêt de renvoi, and
all the proceedings taken with a view to obtain the extradition of the petitioner, were un-
authorized by the above cited statute, illegal, null and void, and that the petitioner was
therefore entitled to bis discharge from imprisonment. But as Mr. Pominville, whom I
supposed to be acting as Counsel for the Bank of France, wished to be heard, I adjourned
the discussion of the case until the following morning. I would have issued the writ before
adjourning had the Counsel for the prisoner insisted upon it. But that gentleman was,
no doubt, lulled into a sense of false security by the indignation displayed by the Counsel
for the Crown, when Mr. Doutre signified to me his apprehension that a coup de main was
in contemplation to carry off the petitioner before his case had been decided.

On the following morning (Saturday, the 25th of this month), I ordered the issuing
of a writ of habeas corpus to bring the petitioner before me, with a view to his immediate
diseharge.

My decision to discharge him was founded upon the reasons following:-
lst. Because it is provided by the first sectionl of the Act of the British Parliament,

to give effect to a Convention between lier Majesty and the King of the French, for the
apprehension of certain offenders (6 and 7 Vie., cap. 75), that every requisition to deliver
up to justice any fugitive accused of any of the crimes enumerated in the said Act, shall
be made by an Ambassador of the Government of France, or by an accredited diplomatie
agent ; whereas the requisition made to deliver up the petitioner to justice has been made
by Abel Frederie Gautier, Consul General of France in the Provinces of British North
America, who is neither an Ambassador of the Government of France, nor an accredited
diplomatie agent of that Government, according to bis own avowal upon oath.

2nd. Because, by the third section of the said statute, it is provided that no Justice
of the Peace or any other person, shall issue his warrant, for any such supposed offender
until it shall have been pioved to him, upon oath or affidavit, that the person applying for
such warrant is the bearer of a warrant of arrest or equivalent judicial document, issued
by a Judge or competent Magistrate in France, authenticated in such manner as would
justify the arrest of a supposed offender in France upon the rame charge, or unless it
shail appear to him that the act charged against the supposed offender is clearly set forth
in such warrant of arrest or other judicial document; whereas, the Justice of the Peace who
issued bis warrant against the petitioner, issued the same without having any such proof
before him, the only document produced before him, as well as before me, in lieu of such
warrant of arrest or equivalent judicial document, being a paper-writing alleged to be a
translation into English of a French document made by some unknown and unauthorized
person in the office of Consul for the prosecutor at New York, and bearing no authenticity
whatever.

3rd. Because, supposing the said document purporting to be a translation of au acte
d'accusation or indictment, accompanied by a pretended warrant for arrest, and designated
as an arrêt de renvoi, to be authentie, it does not contain the designation of any crime
comprised in the number of the various crimes for or by reason of the alleged commission
of which any fugitive eau be extradited under the said statute.

4th. Because, by the first section of the said Act, it is provided that no Justice of the
Peace shall commit uny person accused of any of the crimes mentioned in the said Act,
to wit, murder, attempt to commit murder, forgery, and fraudulent bankruptcy, unless upon
such evidence, as according to the laws of that part of H1er Majesty's dominions in iwhich
the supposed offender shall be found, would justify the apprehension aid committal for
trial of the person so accused, if the crime of which be shall be accused had been there
committed. Whereas, the evidence produced against the petitioner upon the accusation
of forgery brought against him before the committing magistrate would not have justified
him in apprehending or committing the petitioner for the crime of forgery, had the acts
charged against him been committed in that part of Her Majesty's dominions *here the
petitioner was found, to wit, in Lower Canada.

5th. Because the said warrant for the extradition of the petitioner, as well as the
warrant for his apprehension, does not charge him with the commission of any one of the
crimes for which a warrant of extradition eau ba issued under theStatute, inasmuch as in
both of the said warranta the alleged offence is charged against the petitioner as " forgery
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by having, in the capacity of cashier of the Branch of the Bank of France at Poitiers, made
false entries in the books of the bank, and thereby defrauded the said bank of the sum of
700,000 francs."

Whereas the said offence as thus designated does not constitute the crime of forgery
according to the laws of England and Lower Canada, for, to use the words of Judge Black-
burn when he pronounced judgment concurrently with Chief Justice Cockburn and Judge
Shee in a case analogous to this (ex parte Charles Windsor, Court of Queen's Bench,
May 1865.)-" Forgery is the false mauing of an instrument purporting to be that which
is not, it is not the making of an instrument purporting to be that which it is; it is not
the making of an instrument which purports to be what it really is, but which contains
false statcments. Telling a lie does not become a forgery because it is rcauced to writing."

The gaoler's return to this writ of habeas corpus was, that he had delivered over the
prisoner to Edme Justin Melin, Inspecteur Principal de Police de Paris, on the night of
the 94th instant, at 12 o'clock, by virtue of an order signed by M. H. Sauboru, Deputy
Sheriff, grounded upon an instrumant signed by His Excellency the Governor General.

It appears that the petitioner thus delivered up to this French Policeman is now on
bis way to France, although his extradition was illegally demanded, although lie was ac-
cused of no crime under which he could have been legally extradited, and although as
I am credibly informed, His Excellency the Governor General had promised, as he was
bound in honor and justice, to grant the petitioner an opportunity of having his case de-
cidcd by the first tribunal of the land before ordering bis extradition.

It is evident that His Excellency bas been taken by surprise, for the document signed
by him is a false record, purporting to having been signed on the 23rd instant at Ottawa,
while Ilis Excellency was at Quebec, and falsely certified to have been recorded at Ottawa
before it had been signed by the Governor General.

In so far as the petitioner is concerned I have no further order to make, for he whom
I was called upon to bring before me is now probably on the high seas, swept away by one
of the most audacious and hitherto successful attempts to frustrate the ends of justice
which bas yet been heard of in Canada.

The only action I eau take, in so far as he is concerned, is to order a copy of this
Judgment to be transmitted by the Clerk of the Crown to the Governor General for the
adoption of such measures as lis Excellency may be advised to take to maintain that res-
pect which is due to the Courts of Canada, and the laws of England.

As to the public officers who have been connected with this mnatter, if any proccedings
are to be adopted against them they will be informed thereof on Monday the 24th day of
September next, in the Court of Queen's Bench, holding criminal juriediction, to which
day I adjourn this case for further consideration.

ho. 28.-Telegramfrom Mr. Doutre to Bis Excellency the Governor General.
MONTREAL, August, 30, 1866.

Mr. Doutre bas the honor to submit the name of the Solicitor he intends intrusting
with the case of Lamirande in London :-Mackenzie, Treherne & Trinden, 77, Gresham
House, Old Broad Street.

(Signed,) JOSEPH DOUTRE.

No. 29.-Telegram from ir. Doutre to His Excellency the Governor General.

MONTREAL, August 30, 1806.
Mr. Doutre bas the honor to ask Your Excellency if it would please Your Excellency

to cause the following telegram to be sent at public expense through the Atlantic Cabl,
and favour Mr. Doutre with an answer.

"Mackenzie, Treherne & Trinden, Solicitors, London.
" MONTREAL, August 30, 1866.

" Ernest Sureau Lamirande, kept by E. Justin Melin and Joseph Sipling on steamship
Damascus, Somers Watts, Master, due Londonderry, 3rd September. Stop him by haZeus
corpus; have bis rendition suspended as illegal; papers mailed ; 1, perhaps, going."

(Signed,) JOSEPH DOUTluE."
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No. 30.-Telegram from Àlir. Doutre to Ei Excellency the Governor General.
" MONTREAL, August 30, 1866.

C Mr. Doutre has the honor to ask Your Excellency to have the following words added
at the end of his telegram to Mackenzie & Co., in case it should be transmitted as asked
by previous telegram :

"Sec Lord Carnarvon.
"(Signed,) JOsEPH DoUTRE."

No. 31.-Telegram from Mr. Godley to Mr. Doutre.
QIEBEC, August 30, 1866.

Sir,-Lord Monck cannot send Message at public expense. He has already notified
the Colonial Secretary by telegraph.

(Signed), DENIS GODLEY.

(No. 32.-Kr. Doutre to Mr. Godley.)
MONTREAL, September, 8, 1866.

Sir.-Enclosed you will find the joint report of Messrs. Doutre and Spilthorn, of
their interviews with Ris Excellency on the 23rd August last, at Quebec. You will
oblige by submitting it to His Excellency for remarks, if necessary. I intend sending a
duplicate of that report to England, and to publish it in Canada, as some newspapers
persist in qualifying as a fabrication the report made by Mr. Spilthorn of His Excellency's
promise in Ottawa of allowing to Lamirande the time necessary for applying to higher
tribunals. Considering that Lamirande might suffer from the doubts expressed by some
newspapers about that promise, you will please submit to Ris Excellency that I cannot, for
the sake of minor considerations, let my client suffer from my silence.

I intend sending that report to England on Wednesday next. If I do not receive any
observations upon it before then, I will considor that there are none to expect.

If there was no objection to communicate to me the telegram of His Excellency to
the Colonial Secretary, in relation to Lamirande, I would be exceedingly obliged for it.

I have, &a.,
(Signed,) JOSEPH DOUTRE.

Denis Godley, Esq.,
&c.,- &c., &c., Quebee.

joint Report from Messrs. J. Doutre, Q.C., and C. L. Spilthorn, Attorney and Counsellor-
at-Law, of their interviews with His Excellency the Governor General of Canada on
the 2 9th of August, 1866, is Quebec.

MONTREAL, August 30, 1866.
The 29th of August, 1866, being a stormy day, and there being no probability that

[lis Excellency would come to his office in town, where Messrs. Doutre and Spilthorn had
enquired for him in the morning, Messrs. Doutre and Spilthorn started for Spencer Wood,
where they were received by His Excellency about 12 o'clock.

On meeting them, His Excellency said that ho understood the object of their visit,
that no man had felt more aggrieved than himself at the wrong he had been instrumental
in infliting upon Lamirande.

Mr. Doutre then observed, that if the warrant of Hi Excellency surrendering Lami-
rande to France, had been the result of deliberation on the part of Ris Excellency, there
would have been an immediate end to the interview, as their object in coming from Mon-
treal was neither to blame His Excellency nor to discuss his action in the matter. But in
such case he, Mr. Doutre, would be in the painful necessity of doubting the word of Mr.
Spilthorn, when he reported that His Excellency lad given him the verbal promise of
allowing to Lamirande the time required for submitting his case on habeas corpus to higher
tribunais.

His Excellency there interrupted, to say that Mr. Spilthorn had correctly reported the
result of their interview in Ottawa, and that Ris Excellency had really promised to act as
required in the petition of Lamirande.
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" 'hen," continued Mr. Doutre, " I will feel at liberty to state the scrics of facts which
have induced me and my companion to disturb Your Excellency in his private residence.
We have come from Montreal to see if there would be any means of redressing the effects
of the execution of Your Excellency's warrant, which had brought a deplor'able conflict be-
tween the executive and judicial powers of the State.

" I saw that too late, unfortunately," said His Excellency, " to prevent that conflict,
but it was far from being premeditated on my part. I will tell you, frankly, how the
thing happened. Although the matter rested almost entirely with me, you understand
that I would not undertake to decide upon a matter of law without acting under the advice
of my constitutional legal advisers. On the 23rd day of this month, Mr. Solicitor General
Langevin brought me that warrant to have it signed.

I told Mr. Langevin that I had promised the Attorney of the prisoner ample time to
submit his case under a writ of habeas corpus, that if the warrant tendered for my signature
should have the effect of interfering in the least with the application for habeas corpus, I
would certainly not sign it. Mr. Langevin told me that the warrant would not interfere
with or prejudice the proceedings adopted or to be adopted by the prisoner, that the
warrant was only intended to be used when the application for habeas corpus would be
disposed of, and in case it would not be granted. I have not seen Mr. Langevin since,
but I must hear what he has to say. He is responsible to me for his advice, and he must
explain how he has brought me into this painful and false position. If it would not in-
convenience you, meet me at my ofice at 2 o'clock. I will be pleased to see you. In the
meantime, if you can suggest any practical means of redressing the wrong I have been in-
strumental in inflicting upon the man, I will be very much obliged to you."

When Mr. Doutre related how it had been ascertained that the Attorney Goneral's
partners in business had been connected with the execution of the plan which had resulted
in the taking away of Lamirande, pen ding the demand of release under habeas corpus,
the participation of the Deputy Clerk of the Crown and of the Crown Prosecuter in the
execution of the plan, every one of them knowing the existence of the proceedings for
habeas corpus, the preparation of a draft of His Excellency's warrant by the Crown
Prosecutor, and the copying of it on parchment by the Deputy Clerk of the Crown, even
before the decision of the Police Magistrate had been rendered, the receiving of the fees
from the prisoner on the petition for a writ of habeas corpus by the same Deputy Clerk of
the Crown, the presence of the same Deputy Clerk of the Crown, and of the Crown
Prosecutor at the presentation of the petition on the 24th August; the participation of
both of them in the proceedings for habeas corpus, and after all this the visit of the same
Deputy Clerk of the Crown at the residence of the Deputy Sheriff during the night of the
24th' and 25th of August, with the Attorney Gencral's partuer, the High Constable, and
French Detective Melin, to obtain an order grounded on His Excellency's warrant ; the
whole showing that all and every one of them had conspired together to bring Ris Excel
lency in disrepute, by treacherously causing His Excellency to commit a breach of his
royal promise, and to set at defiance the authority of the Court of which they, the Deputy
Clerk of the Crown, the Crown Prosecutor, and the High Constable were servants in their res-
pective sphere of action. Mr. Doutre observed, moreover, that knowing the antecedents of
three of the parties concerned in this disgraceful transaction, knowing that the Police Magis-
trate and the Deputy Clerk of the Crown had already been dismissed from office for malversa-
tion in and breach of public trust, and that the Crown Prosecutor had also been dismissed from
office for disobedience and insolence to his superior officers, knowing that the same parties
had been re-instated in office without having in any way removed the causes of their
respective dismissal, and exclusively through the influence of the Attorney General; he
knew from the first, that each and all of them would be subservient tools in the hands of
the Attorney Gencral's partners, and from the beginning he anticipated that nothing short
of the fair dealings of His Excellency could protect his client from all kinds of attemnpt to
evade law and justice on the part of the Attorney General's partuers, aided and abetted by
those officials. The resuit has proved that these anticipations did not yet reach the full
height of the conspirators' knavery, since the high and regal position of His Excellency
did not stop them in their nefarious designs. This will not be the last His Excellency
would hear from the doings of the same parties. A few weeks ago the same Crown
Prosccutors had abused His Excellency's warrant in another case of extradition. A man
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of the name of Merrit having been committed for extradition, the nullity of his commit-
ment was raised under a writ of habeas corpus, while His Excellency's warrant was asked
for upon this same commitment. When His Excellency's warrant arrived at Montreal the
commitment was quashed, and the release of the prisoner ordered; but another commit-
ment was secretly obtained, and upon this second commitment His Excellency's warrant,
which must have been anterior in date, was used to extradite the prisoner.

Il Having thus shown to Your Excellency," continued Mr. Doutre, "how justice is
administered in Montreal, I will now state-to Your Excellency the practical object of our
visit. We intend telegraphing to London, through the cable, to some Solicitors to take
prcceedings to suspend the rendition of Lamirande, if he is landed in England. But
there our agents will have to fight against Your Excellency's warrant without any paper to
show why that warrant should not be fully executed. Since Your Excellency lias been
deceived, we would humbly submit that Your Excellency should help us in preventing
that violation of the law. As to the form under which Your Excellency might help us,
we would leave Your Excellency to decide."

Then His Excellency told us that he would be wiling to telegraph immediately to
Lord Carnarvon, the Secretary for the Colonies, informing him of the illegality of Lami-
rande's extradition, and praying him to give to our solicitors all help in bis power.

This closed the first interview. In the afternoon we met His Excellency at his office
in town, when lie told us that he was ready to telegraph, and that he was only waiting for
the names of our solicitors in London. As we had not yet determined whom we would
intrust with the case, it was agreed that we should send their names by telegraph from
Montreal the next morning.

His Excellency then told us that he had seen Mr. Solicitor General Langevin, and
that in justice to him he desired to communicate to us the explanatiôn he had given of
his conduet. " Mr. Solicitor General Langevin says," continued His Excellency, " that
when I asked him if my warrant would interfere with the proceedings on habeas corpus,"
he understood to me.ask him " if a writ of habeas corpus had been issued," and that lie
answered, "no."

"Mr. Langevin," remarked Mr. Doutre, " knew then what was going on, and what
lie was doing himself, and whether bis explanation is true, or plausible, or not, it does not
alter the case as to the animus of bis advice to Your Excellency, but we have nothing to
do with that."

As we were about leaving, Mr.lDoutre observed, that as His Excellency then stood
before the public, as having acted in violation of bis promise to Mr. Spilthorn, he would
feel bound to explain the matter in a publie way, in justiae to His Excellency.

"If you intend to do that, for my own sike," said His Excallency, " I would rather
like that you should abstain from doing it." And His Excellency gave bis motives for
avoiding being niixed up in newspaper controversy.

Mr. Doutre replied, that His Excellency's desire would be complied with, as long as
the interest of bis client should not suffer from bis silence, and we parted.

(Signed,) JoSEPH DOUTRE.
" C. L. SPILTHOR.N.

No. 33.-Mr. Godley to Mr. Doutre.
QUEBEo, September 10, 1866.

S1,-I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 8th instant, enclosing a
"Joint Report from Messrs. J. Doutre, Q. C., and C. L. Spilthorn, attorneys-at-law, of
their interviews with His Excellency the Governor General of Canada, en the 29th .of
August, 1866, at Quebec."

I have laid this document before the Governor General, and I am directed by His
Excellency to inform you, that though-he cannot restrain you from publishing anything
that you please, he entirely denies the accuracy of the report of the language which in
your statement he is made to use, and alsn disavows the construction which is put ixpon
bis conversation, as affecting bis relations with the officers of the Crown.

In reply to your request that the telegram of the Governor General to the Secretary
of State for the Colonies ehould be communicated to you, I am to acquaint you that His
Excellency, in bis message to Lord Carnarvon, expressed his desire that his warrant for
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Lamirande's extradition should not be any obstacle to the prisoner's obtaining a writ of
habeas corpus in Eugland, as Ris Excellency understood that an application for that pur.
pose would be made in the English Courts.*

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) DENIS GODLEY,

J. Doutre, Esq., Q.C., Governor's Secretary.
&c., &c., &c., Montreal, L. C.

No. 3A.-.Mr. Doutre to Mr. Godley.
MONTREAL, September 11, 1866.

SIR,-I have thehonor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of yesterday, in which
'you inform me that Ris Excellency the Governor General "entirely denies the accurracy
of the report of the language which in our (Mr. Spilthorn and myself) statement he is
made to use, and he also disavows the construction which is put upon his conversation
as affecting his relations with the Officers of the Crown."

You will please express to Ris Excellency my regret that any portion of that report
should be the object of either denial or disapprobation on the part of Ris Excellency, as
we have taken great care to faithfully report the conversations we had the honor to have
with Ris Excellency. Our object in laying down the details of those conversations, was
to make a conmplete record of the facts relative to Lamirande's extradition. But as I
never desired to serve any other object than tie interest of my client in asking an inter-
view with Ris Excellency, you will please state to Ris Excellency that I would very will-
ingly forego any intention of making publie from these conversations anything else but
what is useful to Lamirande. The thing most useful to him was the acknowledgement on
the part of Ris Excellency, that Ris Excellency had promised to Mr. Spilthora at Ottawa
that Lamirande would be allowed all the recessary time to submit his case for examination
to higher tribunals, under a writ of habeas corpus. I hope there cannot be any difference
between Bis Excellency on the one part, and Mr. Spilthorn and myself on the other,
about that fact.

I beg therefore to submit to Ris Excellency the enclosed report of Mr. Spilthorn and
myself, under date of this day. and I hope that by acknowledging the accuracy of the
only fact stated in it, Ris Excellency will give to Mr. Spilthorn and myself the satisfac-
tion of remaining with no other recollection but that of His Exccllency's kindness towards
us in our meetings at Quebec.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) JOSEPH DOUTRE.

Denis Godley, Esq.,
Secretary to Ris Excellency

the Governor General.

On the 29th of August, 1866, the undersigned, Joseph Doutre, Q. C., and C. L.
Spilthorn, Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law, had the honor of meeting His Excellency the
Governor General of Canada, &c., at Quebec, in relation to the extradition of Ernest S.
Lamirande, claimed by France as a fugitive criminal.

In that interview His Excellency acknowleiged that Mr. Spilthorn, one of the under-
signed, having presented a petition from the said Lamirande to His Excellency, about the
17th of August, 1866, in Ottawa, praying Ris Excellency that in case he, (Lamirande)
should be committed for extradition by the Police Magistrate then investigating the mat-
ter, he (Lamirande) should be allowed the necessary time to submit his case to higher
tribunals for examination, under a writ of habeas corpus, Ris Excellency had then and
there told Mr. Spilthorn that ample time would be allowed to Lamirande for the purpose
of submitting his case as mentioned in the said petition.

(Signed,) JOSEPH DOUTRK,
C. L. SPILTIORN.*

Montreal, September 11, 1866.

* The telegram referred to wißl be found printed under No. 1--Despatches from the Governo
General.
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No. 35.-Mr. Godley to Mr. Doutre.
GOVERNOR'S SEORETARY'S OFFICE,

Quebec, September 12th, 1866.
SIR,-I have the honor to inform you that I have laid the paper which you inclosed

to me in your letter of the 1lth idstaht before the Governor General, and I am t- acquaint
you that it is therein correctly stated that His Excellency told Mr. Spilthorn that ample
time would be allowed Lamirande to obtain a writ of habeas corpus before the execution
of the warrant for his extradition.

I am further to apprise you that the Governor General expressly declines to sanction
any publication of language held by him in reference to the matter, and that any such pub-
lication must be understood to be made without his consent.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) iDENIs GODLEY,

Governor's Secretary.
J. Doutre, Q. C., Montreal.

No. 36.-Mr. Doutre to Mr. Godley.

MONTREAL, September 13th, 1866.

SIa,--I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 12th instant,
in which you inform me that you have laid the paper inclosed in my letter of the 11th
instant before the Guvernor General, and that it is therein correctly stated that His Ex-
cellency told Mr. Spilthorn that ample time would be allowed to Lamirande to obtain a
writ of habeas corpus before the execution of the warrant for his extradition, and that the
Governor General expressly declines to sanction any publication of language held by him
in reference to the matter, and that any such publication must be understood to be made
without his consent.

In reference to this latter part, I beg leave to remind what I have said in my letter
of the 11th instant, and, to avoid misunderstanding on this matter, you will please inform
His Excellency that I do not intend publishing any thing in which His Excellency might
feél some interest, but the paper inclosed in my letter of the 1lth instant, and the first
portion of your letter of the 12th instant, relative thereto.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) JOSEPH DOUTRE.

Denis Godley, Esq.,
Governor's Secretary,

Quebec.

No. 37.-Charge addressed to the Grand Jury by the Bon. Lewis Thomas Drummond,
one of the Justices of the said Court, at the opening of the term at Montreal, on the
2Ath day of September, 1866.

DistrICE of Mnt-eal. ' Court of Queen's Bench, Crown Side, September Term, 1866.

GENTLEMEN OF TUE GRAND JURY:
We must all feel a deep interest in maintaining the purity and efficiency of an institu.

tion such as the Grand Jury, which has been established fur the twofold purpose of
denouncing and bringing to justice all those who violate the law, and of protecting from
false accusation all those who respect it.

The usefulness of this great and time honored institution (imperfect as it is in some
respects, like all human devices) cannot be preserved, its abuse cannot be prevented, unless
the men who are summoned to carry it into operation have imbibed a clear conception of
their duties, their powers, and their immunities.

To define to you, therefore, these three subjects, to condense them in the most preeise
and practical manner I ca, after a rigorous analysis of the law and the best authorities
relating to them, seems to be my first and paramount duty on this as on all other similar
occasions.
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POWERS AND DUTIES.

Your powers and duties, gentlemen of the Grand Jury, may be defined in the follow-
ing manner:-

Yon have power, and it is your duty, to inquire into all public offences committed or
triable in this District, and to report them to this Court, either by indictment or present-
ment.

After such inquiry upon an indictment, if you *(at least twelve of you,) believe the
person accused gutlty of the offence therein charged against him, you should return the
indictment into Court, after your foreman has caused to be written on the back thereof
the words " true bill " or " a truc bill," and placed his signature below these words.

If you believe the accusation to be unfounded, or not 'sufficiently proved to justify a
public trial, you should return the indictment into Court as " no bill," or " ignoramus "

The latter form has, however, become well nigh obsolete, at least in Lower Canada.

INDICTMENT AND PRESENTMENT.

An "indictment " is an accusation in writing submitted to, and after due enquiry,
presented by the Grand Jury to a competent Court charging a person with a public offence.
A " presentment " is an informa] statement in writing, by the Grand Jury, apprising the
Court that a public offence had been committed within the district, and that there is a
reasonable ground for believing that a particular individual named or described has com-
aitted it.

Although the Grand Juries have undoubtedly the right to make any such presentment,
and although it is the duty of any Grand Juror cognizant of every offence not brought up
by indictment, to inform bis brother jurors thereof, yet the practice usually followed in
Lower Canada is to instruct the Crown Prosecutor, or in his absence the Clerk of the
Crown, to proceed in the ordinary course. If, however, you deem it proper to make any
such presentment, you should annex notes of the evidence taken in support of it, signed
bp your foreman, and you should Dot announce, in open Court, the name of the person
accused ; while the Court, if in its discretion it should order further proceedings, would
be bound to prevent publicity being given to the particulars of such a presentient until
an arrest had been effected.

CERTAIN CASES EXCEPTED.

Under a recent Statute you are forbidden to enquire into any bill of indictment for
perjury, subornation of perjury, conspiracy, obtaining moneyunder false pretences, or for
keeping a gambling house or disorderly bouse, or for any indecent assault, unless the pro-
secutor bas been bound by recognizance to appear to answer such indictments, or unless
such indictment be preferred by the direction or with the consent in writing of a Judge
of the Court of Queen's Beach, or of the Superior Court, or of the Attorney General or
Solicitor General of Lower Canada.

PROOF REQUIRED.

No indictment should be returned as " a true bill," and no presentment should be
made without the concurrence of at least twelve jurors. No indictment should be returned
into Court as " no bill " until all the witnesses named in it have been heard, if present or
accessible; but you are not obliged to hear all such witnesses, if you are fully convinced
by the evidence of one or more that the accused should be put upon bis trial. The safer
course, however, is to examine them all. In the investigation of any charge, either upmn
an indictment, or for the purpose of a presentment, you can receive no evidence other than
such as is given by witnesses produced and sworn before you, or furnished by confession
made upon voluntary examination before a magistrate, or by other legal documentarytvi-
dence.

No affidavits or depositions should be received by you in evidence, except such as
contain dying declarations in cases of alleged murder or manslaughter. Even these should
not be read as evidence before you withont previous consultation with the Counsel for the
Crown, or in his absence with the Clerk of the Crown, or by permission of the Court.
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You can receive none but legal and the best evidence the case will admit of, to the
exclusion of " hearsay," or secondary evidence.

You are not bound to hear evidence for the defence, but it is your duty to weigh all
the evidence submitted to you, and when you have reason to believe that other evidence
within your reach may alter the character of the charge or explain it away, you should
order such evidence to be produced.

You should return " a truc bill" against no man, unless upon such evidence as in
the aggregate would, in your judgment, if unexplained or uncontradicted, warrant a con-
viction upon trial lby a Petit Jury; but in cases where you entertain any reasonable doubt,
the protection you owe to the community would seem to require that you should allow that
balance to incline against the accused which a Petit Jury, after a full investigation of the
facts, if in the same frame of mind, would reverse in bis favor.

An indictment for murder, where the slaying is proved against the accused, may be
returned as a " truc bill" for manslaughter, if you are fully convinced that the death
involved no malice aforethought, either direct or implied ; but the safer course, in the
interest of the public, is to return a true bill for murder, leaving it to the Petit Jury under
the direction of the Court, to discriminate between these two species of homicide.

DUTIES APART FRO3f INQUIRY INTO PUBLIC OFFENCES.

In addition to the duties incumbent upon you in direct relation to public offences, you
are also bound to enquire into the condition and management of the public prisons, and
into the cause of detention of every person imprisoned on any charge and not indicted.

ASSISTANCE DUE.

In order to enable you to perfori those high functions with efficiency, you are en-
titled to (at ail reasonable times) the advice of the Court, or of the Counsel represeutiig
the Crow:, or in his absence, of the Clerk of the Crown, and to obtain the assistance of
the latter (or of any other person deputed by him,) in the marshalling and examination of
witnesses before you; but no other person apart fromthe witness actually under examina-
tion should be allowed to appear in the Grand Jury Room while you are engaged in the
performance of your duties, except the private prosecutor, in cases not conducted by coun-
sel, and you must allow no person whomsoever tu be present in your roomn while you are
expressing your opinions or giving your votes upon any matter before you.

You are also entitled to free access, at all reasonable times, to the public prison, and
to an examinatiou, without charge, of all publie records connected with the performance
of your duties as Grand Jurors.

IMMUNITIES.

Your immunities consist principally in the protection with which the law surrounds
you against all responsibility, all liability of being questioned or called to account in any
way for anything you may say, or any vote you may give in the Grand Jury Room, relative
to a matter legally pending before you, except in the improbable event of a Grand Juror
committing perjury in making an accusation or giving testimony to hie fellow jurors.

SECRECY.

I need not allude to the secrecy you are bound to observe as to all proceedings, for you
have pledgpd yourselves by the oath*you have taken te keep the secrets of your fellow-
jurors as well as your own, and that solemn pledge is binding on you, not only while you
are fulfilling·your duties as Grand Jurors, but for all time thereafter.

Having set forth the rules by which you are to be guided in your deliberations, I
cone J, the consideration of the calendar of offences, which it will be your duty to inves-
tigate; it is, I regret to say, a heavy one, comprising some accusations of a most heinous
naracter.

The instructions given to you above will, I trust, assist you in your enquiry, and you
imay rely upon the determination of the Court to award adequate punishment to all who
shall be found guilty of the violations of the law.

But, apart from these vulgar crimes, I deem it my duty to call your attention to a
startling violation of law, committed by several persons connected with the administration
of justice. I allude to the case of E. b. Lamirande. who, while hie petition for a writ of
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habeas corpus was under consideration before one of the Judges of the Court, and after
His Excellency the Governor G encral had assured him, through his counsel, that he would
have ample time to obtain a decision upon his case by this Court before any warrant of
extradition should issue, was forcibly and illegally'carried off beyond its jurisdiction.

A crime of this character. involving a flagrant contempt of the judiciary of our coun-
try-an insult to our gracious Sovereign in the person of her representative, our good and
noble Governor General-and a violation of the writ of habeas corpus, the foundation of
ail our liberties as British subjects, demands of you, as the Grand Inquest of this District,
a strict and earnest investigation.

You may now retire to your Chambers, where, I have no doubt, you will perform the
arduous labors whieh await you, with full satisfaction to your own conscience, and to the
country you represent.

No. 38.-Presentment of the Grand Jury.

PROVINCE OF CANADA, 1 Court of Queen's Bench. Crown side, September Term, 1866,
District of .Montreal. J May it please the Court.

Having terminated the business submitted to us, before seeking our discharge at the
hands of the Court, we beg leave to offer our sincere thanks to his honor the presiding
Judge, for the interesting and careful charge he was pleased to deliver to us on the first
day of the present term. By the luminous instructions given to us with regard, not only
to our rights and duties, but also as to our immunities and obligations, we have been much
aided in the long and sometimes difficult investigations in which we have been engaged,
and we trust that with the help so given we may have been enabled to discharge our duties
with advantage to the country as well as with comparative case to ourselves. We cannot
however fail to express our regret that the work thrown upon us has been so heavy, and
it is impossible to conceal the lact that crime, and that of the most serious description,
increases almost in proportion to the material prosperity of this community. In particular,
the jurors have seen, with some concern, the alarming increase of the crime of larceny,
whieh is in some measure owing to the facility with which the plunder is disposed of.
Much praise, however, is due to the detectives Cullen and Bouchard, for their zeal and
ingenuity in finding out the haunts of these depredators and bringing them to justice.
On the other hand, it is to he regretted that certain county magistrates send up for trial,
at a vast expeuse to the country, cases too insignificant for the consideration of this Court.
In a word, we have endeavored, and we hope successfully, to keep up to the rule laid down
in our oath, to present no one from malice, hatred, reward, or hope of reward, and to leave
no one unpresented from fear, favor, or affection.

The Jurors visited the Common Gaol, and find that so far as the accommodation goes,
everything is in perfect order; but the Grand Jury think it right to draw attention to the
following facts -

Five and twenty years ago the Gaol was constructed to hold 250 prisoners, and on the
6th of October there were 440 inmates, male and female, besides children.

On the 9th instant, when the Grand Jurors went there, the actual number was:-
females, 209; males, 206, making a total of 415; of whom there were,.of female lunatics,
11, males, 4; leaving a balance of criminals, 400.

The Grand Jurors also find that in the year 1845 there were 1,313 commitments; in
1865 the commitments amounted to the enormous nunlber of 4,424, while the increase in
the number of turnkeys has been only two, one man and one woman.

In order to supply room for this increased number of prisoners, the debtors' prison has
ben taken up, so that we find two debtors' eccupying the convict's ward; and a woman
sentenced to a fine for selling liquor without license, which she cannot pay, obliged to keep
company with the most abandoned women and idiots.

This seems to be a hard measure of justice.
But want of space, which thus prevents any proper classification, 's not the only fTult

of the Gaol; it is also very insecure. During the last year there have been seven escapes,
one being that of a youth who was twice convicted of larceny on his own confession, during
this term.

The Grand Jurors feel that their duty world be only half done, 41d they fail to offer
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any practical suggestions to improve the prison. They therefore beg leave to present that
in their opinion there should be constructed forthwith a house of correction for the incar-
ceration of all those convicted before tie Judge of Sessions out of Sessions, and before
the Recorder ; and that to render the Gaol more secure, the enclosure-wall should be
raised at least four feet, and be furnished with a round stone coping. They also consider
that the number of turnkeys and of the armed guard should be increased, and that a house
for the gaoler should b constructed in the yard, apart from the prison ; with these changes
and the addition of a house of correction, the Grand Jury believe the present Gaol may
be made to meet the iequirements of the district for many years to come.

Among the prisoners now confined in the Montreal Gaol, are a certain number of
those taken during the Fenian raid in June last. The Jurors hope that no unnecessary
delay will occur in bringing these persons to trial.

The Jurors have learnt with regret that the Corporation of Montreal persiste in
licensing houses which have been made the subjects of complaint by the police, and this
in violation of a bye-law of the City Council.

In conelusion, the Jurors desire to express the satisfaction they feel that the excite-
ment consequent upon the invasion of our Provinces in the month of June last, by bands
of wicked and lawless men, citizens of a neighboring country, between whose Government
and ours no cause of disagreement existed, have now happily subsided. The good faith of
the American Government in maintaining international obligations, together with our own
watchfulness and due preparation against any attenpt at a repetition of such unholy
designs, it is to be hoped, will in future allow the inhabitants of this country to pursue
their usual avocations in peace.
% The Court drew the attention of the Grand Jurors to the extradition of Ernest Sureau

Lamirande. They now submit the affidavit of Joseplh Doutre, Esq., Q. C., also their
answers to a circular letter containing interrogatories for the consideration of the Court

The whole respectfujly submitted.
(Signed,) J. W. DoRwIN,

Grand Jury Room, Foreman.
Montreal, October 1Oth, 1866.

No. 39.-Motion for Copies of Papers by M r. Doutre.

PROVINCE OF CANADA, In the Court of Queen's Benzh; Crown side. Ex parte, Ernest
District of Montreal. S Sureau Lamirande, for Writ of Rabeas Corpus.

Motion on the part of the petitioner, that for reasons mentioned in the affidavit now
filed, and on payment of the usual fees, he be allowed to have a copy of the papers filed
by the Grand Jury of this district, with their presentment, and of the consultation asked
by the said Grand Jury, from the Honorable Judge presiding over this Court, upon which
consultation the said Honorable Judge gave the answers filed of record in this matter.

(Signed,) JosEPH DOUTRE,
Attorney for the Petitioner.

Montreal, October 12th, 1866.

PROVINCE OF CANADA, ) In the Court of Queen's Bench; Crown side. Ex parte, Ernest
District ef Montreal. § Sureau Lamirande, for Habeas Corpus.

Joseph Doutre, of the City of Mrontreal, Queen's Counsel, being duly sworn, doth
depose and say:-

That on the first day of October, instant, the deponent has been summoned to be and
appear on the 2nd day of the said present month, before the Grand Jury then sitting in
the district for the present term of this Court, the deponent being given to understand
that he was so summoned to be examined in relation to the circunistances under which the
said Ernest Sureau Lamirande had been removed from the jurisdiction of the Judges of
this Court, while his application was pending for his diseharge under a writ of habeas
corpus; that the examination of the deponent was postponed from day to da3 until the
afternoon of the 9th day of this month, when he was requested to attend before the said
'Grand Jury; that when the deponent was examined, the Crown Prosecutor, T. K. Ramsay,
!Aq., Advocate, was present in the Grand Jury Room, under the pretence, as expressed
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by himself, of marshalling the evidence, to be taken by the said Grand Jury on the subjec
above mentioned.

That the said T. K. Ramsay did in effect take down in writing the evidence given by
the deponent, frequently interrupting the deponent, and discussing the relevancy of the evi-
dence then taken down; that after the deponent had terminated what lie considered to be the
facts inquired into by the Grand Jury, the said T. K. Ramsay expressed the desire of cross-
examining the deponent; that the deponent then expressed to the Jury that as long as the
facts of the case were unknown to them, they might see no objection in the presence of the
said T. K. Ramsay, in their room; that since the deponent had related the lacts then written
down, it was and should be manifest to them that the said T. K. Ramsay had been one of the
prompters and accomplices in the conspiracy which had resulted in the fraudulent removal of
the said Ernest Sureau Lamirande ; and that if the said T. K. Ramsay was allowed not only to
marshall the evidence, but also to control it, as lie had attempted to do since the beginning
of the deponent's deposition, any person accused of ordinary crimes could claim with as
much right as the said T. K. Ramsay the privilege of marshalling and controlling the
evidence produced against him ; that the said T. K. Ramsay then persisting in remaining
in the Grand Jury Room, and taking part in their inquest, the Grand Jury requested both
the deponent and the said T. K. Ramsay, to withdraw ; and shortly after the Grand Jury
came in Court and transmitted to the Honorable Judge then sitting, a priper, which was
presumed by the deponent to be a consultation with the Honorable Judge, by the character
of the answer given in open Court by the Honorable Judgc; that after the receipt of that
answer, the deponent was again called before the Grand Jury, there he fourrd the said T.
K. Ramsay, still taking down the evidence given by the deponent, and directing the
proceedings of the Grand Jury as heretofore ; that in the opinion ef the deponent. founded
on the above facts, the proceedings of the Grand Jury were brought to an abrupt dùd
unexpected termination by the persistence of the said T. K. Ramsay, in controlling the
proceedings of the Grand Jury; that the petitioner, Lamirande, has adopted proceedings
in England, and petitioned Her Majesty, in order to obtain Her protection against the
consequences of the conspiracy which has resulted in the removal of the petitioner from
the jurisdiction of Judges of this Court; and that the petitioner, in order to show to Her
Majesty how justice is administered in this district, and the participation of the Crown
Prosecutor in defeating the ends of justice, is entitled to have copies of the papers
mentioned in the accompanying motion, and hath signed.

(Signed), JoSEP DOUTRE.
Sworn and acknowledged before the Court, on the 12th day of October, 1866.

(Signed,) DESSAULLES & ERMANTINGEI,
Clerk of the Crown.

No. 6.- Copy of a Despateh from Viscount -Monck to the Right HJnorable the Earl of
Carnarvon.

(No. 182.-Received November 14, 1866.)
(Answered, No. 110, November 24, 1866.)

QUEBEC, October, 31, 1866.
My LORD.-With reference to my despatch, No. 175, of the 25th October,'I have

now the honor to transmit to Your Lordship copies of the affidavit therein alluded to.
I have, &c.,

(Signcd,) MONCK.
The Rlight Hon. the

Earl of Carnarvon,
&c., &c., &c.

[Translation.]
(Inclosure in No. 6.)

A#ldavit of Edme Justin I clin.
In the City of Quebec, Province of Canada, District of Quebec,-Edme Justin, Melin,

ln.epecteur Principal de Police, of Paris, France, being duly swora on the Holy Evan-
gelists, deposeth and saith: That on the lith day of March last, the safe of the Branch
of the Bank of France at Poitiers, in that part of the French Empire called Haute-Vienne,
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was robbed of a sum of 700,000 francs, and that the robbery was effected and committed
by Charles Ernest Sureau de Lamirande dit Lamirande, Cashier of the said Branch of the
said Bank of France at Poitiers, Haute-Vienne aforesaid.

That at or about the bame time the said Charles Ernest Sureau de Lamirande dit
Lamirande escaped from the territory of the French Empire and proceeded to the City of
New York, in the State of New York, one of the States of the Republie of the United
States of America.

That on or about the 9th day of April last, the said Lamirande was arrested in the
said City of New York, and that while proceedings for lis extradition were in progress, ho
succeeded, on the 3rd day of July instant, in escaping from the aforesaid city and from the
judicial aitharities of the United States of America. That from information which is in
his possession, ho has every reason to believe tàat the said Charles Ernest Sureau Lami-
rande dit Lamirande has fled to Canada and is still concealed in some part of that Province.

That, moreover, the said Charles Ernest Sureau de Lamirande dit Lamirande did
fraudulently falsify the books of the said Branch of the said Bank of France at Poitiers,
Haute-Vienne aforesaid, by causing to appear therein as being in the safe of the said Bank
such sum of 700,000 francs aforesaid, which lie had appropriated, and that he was further
guilty of forgery in altering and falsifying bis balance sheet (bordereau dc situation), and
that he therefore comes within the provisions of the existing treaty between England and
France for the extradition of criminals.

This deposition being read, the deponent persists therein, stating that it contains the
truth, and hath signed.

(Signed,) E. J. MELIN.
Sworn before me at Quebec, this 18th

day of July, in the year 1866.
(Signed,) J. T. TAscHEREAU,

J. S. C.

No. 7.-Copy of a Despatclh from Viscount Monck to the Right Honorable the Earl of
Carnarvon.

(No. 193.-Received Nov. 26th, 1866.
QUEBEC, November 10th, 1866.

My LoRD,-With reference to previous correspondence respecting the case of Lami-
rande, I have the honor to transmit herewith, for your Lordship's information, three
copies of a letter and of its inclosures, from Mr. Ramsay, Crown Prosecutor, at Montreal.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) MONCK.

Right Hon. Earl of Carnarvon,
&c., &c., &c.

(Inclosure 1 in No. 7.)
Mr. Ramsay to Mr. Godley.

MONTREAL, November 3, 1866.
SI,--At the request of the Attorney General for Lower Canada, I have the honor

to inclose you three copies of a paper filed by me at the request of Mr. Justice Drummond,
containing certain admissions on his part which had been previously made by him in open
Codrt, in case Ris Excellency the Governor General should think it right to forward them
to England. The value of these admissions'is that by my disculpation by the Judge, the
alleged conspiracy falis to the ground, for without conspirators there cannot be conspiracy.
Now, previously, Mr. Justice Drummond had openly disculpated the Deputy Sheriff, Mr.
Schiller, and the gaoler, and privately ho had donc as much for Messrs. Pominville and
Bétourney, who were the only other persons actually employed in the extradition of Lami-
rande.

I have, &C.,
(Signed,) T. K. RAmsAY.

D. Godley, Esq.,
&c., &c., &o., Quebec.
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(Inclosure 2 in No. 7.')

PROVINCE OF CANADA, Court of Queen's Bench, Crown side, September Term, 1866.
Ditrict of Montreal. The Queen vs. Thomas Kennedy Ramsay.-On rule to show

cause.
In consideration of the declaration made this morning in open Court by Mr. Justice

Drummond, to the effect that in his remarks, with relation to the extradition of Ernest
Sureau Lamirande, in Chambers, on Saturday, the 25th day of August last, and on Monday,
the 27th day of August last, he did not say nor did he intend to insinuate that the said
Thomas Kennedy Ramsay was the party guilty of any conspiracy in the said affair, nor in
the falsification of a public document alluded to in the said Judge's remarks, .nor of any
act of a nature to compromise his charactpr, individually or personally. The said Thomas
Kennedy Ramsay withdraws whatever may be personally offensive to Mr. Justice Drum-
mond, in two certain letters, published in the " Montreal Gazette," on the 28th and 30th
days of August last, and bearing the signature of him, the said Thomas Kennedy Ramsay,
the said letters having been only written in answer to the remarks of the said Judge, as
reported in the "Berald" of the 27th and 29th days of August last; and the said Thomas
Kennedy Ramsay further regrets that he should have been induced by such reports to
misinterpret the words as also the intentions of the learned Judge.

(Signed,) T. K. RIAMSAY.
Montreal, November 2, 1866.

No. 8.-Copy of a Despatch from Lieutenant General Sir J. ,ichel to the Right Hon.
thte Earl of Carnarvon.

MONTREAL, January 3, 1867.
(No. 4-Received January 25, 1867.)

My LoRD,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Lordship's despatch,
No. 114, of the 14th December, informing me that the Frenchman, Lamirande, had been
tried in France and found guilty of forgery (Faux), and sentenced to ten years' reclusion.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) J. MICHEL.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Carnarvon,
&c, &c., &c.

DESPATCHES FROM THE SECRETARY OF STATE.

No. 1.-Copy of a Despatch from the Right Hon. the Earl of Carnarvon to Viscount
Monck.

No. 61.
DOWNING STREET, September 22, 1866.

My LoRD,-I have the honor to transmit to you the enclosed copy of a despatch from
Her Majesty's Ambassador at Paris, to the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, accom-
panied by a letter from a French subject, named Lamirande, complaining of his having
been given up to the French Government under the Extradition Treaty, and more especially
of the manner in which he was removed from Canada whilst his case was still under the
consideration of a Judge of the Court of Queen's Bench in the Province.

1 received from you a telegram, stating that Lamirande had been delivered up under
your warrant, and that he had sailed in the Damascus, owing to delay in obtaining a
habeas corpus, but the telegram contained no further particulars.

The statement made by Lamirande in his present letter, and the accounts which have
appeared in the public journals, give an account of the case, which demands full enquiry
and explanations. I have, therefore, to request that Your Lordship will transmit to me, if
you have not done so already, a èomplete report of tl e case. This r2port will shew un der
what circumstance and upon what advice Your Lordship's warrant was issued, and also
how it happened that Lamirande was withdrawn after his case was îpartly heard before
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a Judge of the Supreme Court, and whether any Officers of Justice or versons in tL..
service of your Government had any share in that proceeding, and, if ou, wnat stepe have
been taken in consequence.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) U-àARvO&.

Viscount Monck,
&c., &c., &c.

(Inclosure 1 in No. 1.)

Earl Cowley to Lord Stanley.

(No. 249.) PARIS, September 14, 1866.
MY LoRD,-Maitre Lachaud, one of the most eminent members of the French Bar,

addressed me a letter, of which I have the honor to enclose a copy, transmitting a letter
from a Frenohman named Lamirande, who appears to have been given up by the Govern-
ment of Canada to the French Government, under the Extradition Treaty of 1842.

As Lamirande requests that his letter may be laid before Her Majesty's Government,
I enclose it herewith.

I have, &c.,
(Signed, COWLEY.

Lord Stanley,
&c., &c., &c.

(Inclosure 2 in No. 1.)
M. Lachaud to Lord Cowley.)

[Translation.] PARIS, September 12, 1866.
My LoRD,-I have tbe honor to transmit to Your Excellency a letter which Mr.

Lamirande, formerly Cashier of the Bank of France at Poitiers, has sent to me for commu-
nication to you.

I have not seen Lamirande and I can therefore add nothing to the protesta which Le
raises, but if the facts advanced by him are truc they have an importance which will
doubtless strike Your Excellency, and I confine myself to drawing your kind attention to
this letter.

I am, &c.,
(Signed,) A. LAcHIUD,

arl Cowley, & &cAvocat de la Cour Impériale.

(Inclosure 3 in No. 1.)
M. Lamirande ta Earl Cowley.

PRISON OF TEI POLICE PREFECTURE,
[Translation.] PARis, September 11, 1866.

EXCELLENY,-I have been carried off from the Prison of Montreal, where I had been
conimitted on an unjust sentence to await my Extradition, under such cireuastances that
in m-king thetu knowa to yr Government, I think it will perceive therein a violation of
the English Law, and of the Treaty of Extradition between France and England, and that
it will be able to authorise you to reclaim me from the (mperor's Government.

The sentence which had committed me for the purpose of Extradition was appeaied
against, and the case, already brought on and argued before a Judge of a higher rank than
the first one, was to be concluded the next day at 11 o'clock in the morning, by the decis-
1on of this Magistrate, when the following facts occurred

At 11 o'cloek at night, after having been present at the pretended departure of the
Montreal train for Q îebec, the Magistrate in question came to asure himse!f ,hat I was
safe in prison. Between 1 and 2 o'clock in the morning I received an order from the
Guvernor of the Prison to get up and depart. The French Polioe Officer, who was sent in
pursuit of me, took possession of mAe with the assistance of sevorl other persans, by força,
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and without being able to show me the order by virtue of which they were carrying me off,
I was placed in a carriage and taken to a Station of the Montreal and Quebec Railway (I
think the St. Charles Station) and not to the Montreal terminus. For making a false
start, in order to deueive the publie and my counsel as well as the Judge, who was to
deliver judgment the following morning at Il o'clock, and the authorities themselves, the
train was started at its usual time, 10 o'clock, and was stopped for three or four hours at
the above mentioned station. I was shut up in custody of three men in a compartmaent
reserved for the use of the servants of the Company.

I saw Mr. Spilthorn, one of my New York counsel, pass by, probably the only person
who had succeeded in discovering my abduction. I wished to speuk to him; I was pre-
vented by force. On arriving at Quebec I was put on board the " Damascus," the depar-
turc of which had been delayed, and where the Counsel of whom I have just spoken, asked
by virtue of what order I was thus carried off; the persons who surrounded me replied
that they had no explanation to give him; that they were executing their orders, and had
no papers to show. He retired, protesting against this incredible abuse of power.

On ar-iving at'Liverpool, where there was no Magistrate competent to take cogoizance
of my case, I was taken to London, where I was told such a Magistrate would be found.

There I was taken by night to an hotel, situated in a street the name of which I do
not know, nor yet that of the hotel. Three persons came there; I was told they were
lawyers engaged by a despatch from Mr. Doutre, my counsel at Montreal. After a conver
sation, at which I was not present, between these gentleman and a Canadian who accom-
panied me from Montreal with the French Police officer, these three gentlemen retired
without my being able to obtain any communication with them.

At six o'clock in the morning I was taken from the Ilotel, and conducted by railway
to Dover, from which place I was embarked for France.

When I tell your Excellency that the sentence of the first Judge makes me answer-
able for the crime of forgery, which I do not consider I have committed, either according
to French or English laws; that in the proceedings taken against me at New York, this
count in the indictment was even abandoned, that the Crown counsel at Montreal himself
acknowledged that I had not committed this crime; that besides I do not at ail demand
to be given up to England to be set at liberty there, but only in order that the proceedings
interrupted by force at Montreal may go on, or that I am ready, if it is preferred, to sub-
mit the case to the High Court of England, or it matters not to what other jurisdiction, it
appears to me that the Queen's Government may be impressed by these reasons, and may
request you to reclaim me from the Government of the Emperor.

I beg Your Excellency to be pleased to transmit my letter to the English Govern-
ment, and to acknowledge its receipt.

I have &c.,
(Signed,) E. S. LAMIRANDE.

P.S.-The document which those persons who carried me off did not possess, was, I
think, that which is required by the treaty, in virtue of which I could have been legally
arrested in France, on the charge of the crime for which my extradition was demanded.

I have just now heard that I am about to be transferred to the Poitiers prison (De-
partment of Vienne,) where I beg Your Excellency to acquaint me with the result of my
complaints.

My name and surnames are Sureau Lamirande, Charles Constant Ernest.

No. 2 .- Copy of a Despatch from the Right ion. the Earl of Cornarvon tu Viscount
Monck.

(No. 67.) DOWNING STREET, September 27, 1866.

My LORD,-With reference to my Despatch, No. 61, of the 22nd instant, calling for
a report on the case of Lamirande, I have the honor to inform Your Lordship that the
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs has instructed Her Majesty's A mbassador at
Pari§ to address a repreppta oip ‡ thp French Government with a view of delaying
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any further judicial proceedings against the prisoner until Hcr Majesty's Government are
in possession of more authentic information in regard to this case.

I have, &c.,

Viscount Monek, (Signed,) CARNARVON.

&c., &c., &c.

No. 3.-Copy of a Despatchjrom the Right HIcn. the Earl of Carnarvon to Vùcount
Alfonek.

(iNo. 84.)
DOWNING STREET, October 27, 1866.

My Lon1>,-I have the honor to acknowledge Your Lordship's Despatch, No. 155,
of the 6th instant, explaining the circumstances under which a prisoner, named Lamirande,
was delivered by the Canadian Authorities to the French police, while his case was
under the hearing of the Court of Queen's Bench at Montreal, and before the wtit of
habeas corpus was issued. I will only now say that I have read with great concern the
history of this transaction, which is engaging the anxious consideration of Her Majesty's
Government.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) CARNARVON.

Viscount Monck,
&c., &c., &c.

No. 4 .- Copy of a Despatch from te 1,ight Hon. the Earl of Carnarvon to Viscoun
Nlonck.

(No 110.)
DOWNING STREET, November 24, 1866.

INY LoR,-Her Majesty's Gover[nment have had under their consideration your
Despatches, No. 155, October 6; No. 164, October 18; No. 173, October 25; No. 174,
October 25 ; No. 175, October 25, and No. 182, October 31, 1866, respecting the case of
E. S. Lamirande, recently surrendered to the French authorities.

This person was apprehended on a charge of forgery committed in France, under a
warrant issued by you on requisition of the French Consul General. He was brought
duly before a Magistrate, and on the 22nd of August committed by him to gaol with a
view to his surrender. But some days before that date you were informed that the prisoner
intended to apply for a writ of habeas corpus, as he was clearly entitled to do, and you
promised that time for making such an application should be allowed.

On the 24th of August you signed a warrant* authorizing the prisoner's surrender.
This tstep you took on the advice of your Solicitor General, and you state that when you
took it neither you nor he were aware that any application had been made for a writ of
habeas corpus.

You did not take any steps to ascertain this point; but as two days appeared to have
elapsed since the committal of the prisoner to Gaol, you considered that ample time had
been allowed to enable hin to obtain that writ.

The application in fact was made and argued before the Court of Queen's Bench at
Montreal, on the very day on whieh you signed your warrant at Quebee. The Judge had
reserved his decision till the following day. Meanwhile, the warrant, once signed by you
had become available by those who were interested in its immediate execution. On the
evening on the 24th it was presented to the prison authorities at Montreal, who, of course
were bound to obey it. Under its authority Lamirande was delivered over, and at once
sent off to France.

The next morning the Court declared him entitled to his release.
Various questions have been raised with reference to this surrender, which it is ne-

ces3ary to observe, purported to be made under authority of the Imperial Act 6 and 7
Vie., cap. 75. For the purposes of that Act (which in this respect is differently framed
from a similar Act of the same year, relating to the United States), I am advised that the
rTquisition for Jamirapdes delivçry ought to have beep mode 9qt by the ConsU, but by a
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" Diplomatie Agent," in the strict sense of that phrases and that the facto alleged against
him did not constitute the crime of forgery, according to the English law, on the plea
of which his surrender was claimed.

These, however, are matters on which I am not surprised that you should have guided
yourself by the advice which you received from your Solicitor General. I eau only regret
that his opinion, on the faith of which your warrant was signed, should have so materially
differed from that adopted by the Court of Queen's Bench in Canada, and by Her Majesty's
Law Officers in this country.

The proceeding by which the French autherities were enabled to obtain possession of
the person of Lamirande, requires, I am sorry te say, more serious notice from me.

You appear to consider that, having reference to the nature of the offences charged
against this person, to the geneial duty of contributing by all proper means to the execution
of substantial justice, and to the written and unwritten obligations which subsist between
England and France-two civilized and friendly nations-it was your duty to allow to the
prisoner little more than the smallest possible time within which it was practicable for him
to obtain a decision on his application for the writ of habeas corpus. I by no means
undervalue the considerations by which your judgment was influenced. I need hardly say
that I give you entire credit for being exclusively actuated by them. But I am obliged
to add, that I wholly dissent from the conclusion at which you arrived. Being fully
informed of the prisoner's intention to apply to the Supreme Court, it was your duty not
to regulate your conduct by conjectures which any accident might disturb, and which the
time required by the Jndge for deliberation did in fact disturb ; but to take care that the
authority which you hold froim Her Majesty was not directly or indirectly abused to
frustrate the administration of justice in a matter which had been brought by legitimate
means under the cognizance of a court of law, and was being effectively prosecuted by the
parties interested. Yon observe that the prisoner has no right to take advantage of his
own negligence in obtaining the writ of habeas corpus, which would bave afforded him the
necessary protection; but I think that you here assume a negligence on his part which, as
far as the papers before me enable me to judge, has had no existence. For some days you
had had reason to anticipate that Lamirande's person would be brought under the protec-
tion of the Queen's Bench, and before you authorized his surrender to the French authori-
ties it would have been only a proper exercise of your discretion to ascertain whether he
was or was not under that protection. The omission to take this precaution bas led to a
most janfortunate abuse of your authority.

The probable, or even if it were so, the undoubted guilt of the prisoner cannot affect
the qiqestion. A great scandal has taken place, and an insult has been passed upon the
dignity of the law and the regular administration of justice in the Canadian Courts. It
is true, as you say, that a person charged with the offences, and arrested under the circum-
stances of this case, deserves no special favor or indulgence at the hands of the authorities
but he has a right to the protection which every accused person can claim under the
humane principles of the English law, and any abridgment of that protection tends to
shake the confidence of society in the execution of justice, and inflicts a wrong upon the
individual. In this case, I am obliged, therefora, with whatever reluctance, to express my
decided disapproval of the course which Your Lordship was induced to adopt.

With the conduct of those Canadian Officers who have taken part in this transaction
I am les immediately concerned. As fromi the course which circumstances have taken in
this case there is no question of any demand made by a Foreign Power upon Great Britain,
and no question of Imperial duty arises, it appears to me a matter which may properly be
considered as falling within the province of Canadian administration. The Subordinate
Officers who have had a share in the surreptitious withdrawal of Lamirande are responsible
te their Superiors, and their Superiors to the Parliament, the constitutencies, and the pub.
lie opinion of Canada. Whilst I think that the further investigation into this matter pro-
perly belongs to the Provincial Authorities, I feel that I should not be discharging my
duty if, after taking the best opinion at my command, I did not inform you that the ex-
planations hitherto afforded by your Solicitor General of bis conduct in obtaining the war-
rant whilst the case was actually under the hearing of the Judge, would not have been
deemed satisfactory by Her Majesty's Government.

I a pet oblige4 po express pa further opinion on this part 9f h pbjept oçyopd1021 0et yp
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what is implied in the observations which I have addressed to yourself. I shall have per-
formed my duty as the servant of the Queen in communicating to Your Lordship, to whom
Her Majesty's authority is delegated in one of the most important of Her Colonies, the
judgment of Her Advisers respecting the course which you have adopted in this case, and
the principles by which, in any future question of a similar kind, they desire you to be
guided.

T have, &c.,

Viscount Monck, (Signed.) CARNARVON.

&c., &c., &C.,

No. 5.--Copy of a Despatch from the Right Hon. the Earl of Garnarvon to Viscount
No nck.

No. 114.
DOWNING STREET, December 14, 1866.

My LoRD,-I have been officially informed that the Frecchman, Lamirande, has
been tried in France, and that he had been found guilty of Forgery (fanx). Ie has been
sentenced to ten years' reclusion, and from this decision he has appealed to the Court of
Cassation, where the whole question will be considered.

I have not yet received a full report of the proceedings on the recent trial.
I am informed that the punishment of reclusion is more severe than that of imprison-

ment, and it carries with it the penalty of the loss of all civil rights.
I have, &c.,

(Signed,) CARNARVON.
Viscount Monck,

&C,&c.1 &o. ,
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(No. 1.4)
Earl Cowley to Lord Stanley.

PARIs, September 14th, 1866.
Mr LORD,--Maitre Lachaud, one of the most eminent members of the French Bar,

bas addressed me a letter, of which I have the honor to enclose a copy, transmitting a
letter from a Frenchman named Lamirande, who appears to have been given up by the
Government of Canada to the French Government, under the Extradition Treaty of 1843.
As Lamirande requests that his letter may be laid before Her Majesty's Government, I
enclose it herewith.

I have, &.,
(Signed,) COWLEY.

(Inclosure 1 in No. 1.)
M. Lachaud to Barl Cowley.

(Translation. PaRIS, September 12, 1866.
My LoRD,-I have the honor to transmit to Your Excellency a letter which M.

Lamirande, formerly Cashier of the Bank of France at Poitiers, has sent to me for com-
munication to you.

I have not seen Lamirande, and I can therefore add nothing to the protests which he
raises; but if the facts advanced by him are true, they have an importance which will
doubtless strike Your Excellency, and I confine myself by drawing your kind attention to
this letter.

I am, &c.,
(Signed,) A. LACAUD,

Avocat de la Cour Impériale.

(Inclosure 2 in No. 1.)
M. Lamirande to Earl Cowley.

PRISON OF THE POLICE PREFECTURE,
(Translation.) PAnis, September 11, 1866.-

EXCELLENCY,-I have been carried off from the Prison at Montreal, where I had
been comnitted on an unjust sentence to await my extradition, under such circumstances
that in making them known to your Government I think it will perceive therein a viola-
ation of the English Law, and of the.Treaty of Extradition between France and England,
and that it will be able to authorize you to reclaim me from the Emperor's Government.

The sentence which had cammitted me for the purpose of extradition was appealed
against, and the case, already brought on and argued bý lore a Judgc of higher rank than
the first one, was to be concluded the next da'y at Il o'clock in the morning by the de-
cision of this Magistrate when the following facts occurred:

At Il o'clock at night, after having been present at the pretended departure of the
Montreal train for Quebec, the Magistrate in question came to assure himself that I was
safe in prison. Between one and two o'clock in the morning, I received an order from the
Governor of the Prison to get up and depart. The French Police Ofilcer, who was sent in
pursuit of me, took possession of me, with the assistance of several other persons, by force,
and without being able to shew me the order by virtue of which they were carrying me off.
I was placed in a carnage and taken to a station of the Montreal and Quebec Railway (I
think the St. Charles Station), and not to the Montreal terminus. For making a false
start, in order to deceive the publib and my counsel, as well as the Judge who was to
deliver judgment the following morning at Il o'clock, and the authorities themselves, the
train was started at its usual time, 10 o'clock, and was stopped for three er four hours at
the above mentioned-station. I was shut up in custody of three men in a compartment
reserved for the use of the servants of the company' I saw Mr. Spilthorn, one of my New
York counsel, pass by, probably the only person who Lad succeeded in discovering my ab-
duction. I wished to speak to him. I was prevented by force. On arriving at Quebec
I was put on board the " Damascus," the departure of which had been delayed, and
where the counsel of whom I have just spoken, asked by virtue of what order I was thns
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carried off, the persons who surrounded me replied, that they had no explanation to give
him, that they were executing their orders, and had no papers to show. Ho retired, pro-
testing against this incredible abuse of power.

On arriving at Liverpool where there was no Magistrate competent to take cognizance
of my case, I was taken to London, where I was told such a Magistrate would be found.
There I was taken by night to an hotel, situated in a street the name of which I do not
know, :or yet that of the hotel. Three persons came there; I was told they were lawyers
engaged by a despatch from Mr. Doutre, my counsel at Montreal. After a conversation,
at which I was not present, between these gentlemen and a Canadian who accompanied me
from Montreal with the French Police Officer, these three gentlemen retired without my
being able to hold any communication with them.

At 6 o'clock in the morning I was taken from the hotel and conducted by railway to
Dover, from which place I was embarked for France.

When I tell Your Excellency that the sentence of the first Jadge makes me answer-
able for the crime of forgery, which I do not consider I have committed, either according
to French or English laws ; tLhat in the proceedings taken against me at New York this
count in the indictment was even abandoned; that the Crown Counsel at Moutreal himself
acknowledged that I had not committed this crime; that besides I do not at all demand
to be given up to England to be set at liberty there, but only in order that the proceedings
interrupted by force at Montreal may go on, or that I am ready, if it is preferred, to sub-
mit the case to the High Court of Englaad, or it matters not to what other jurisdiction.
It appears to me that the Queen's Government may be impressed by these weighty reasons,
and may request you to reclaim me from the Government of the Emperor.

I beg Your Excellency to be pleased to transmit my letter to the English Goverament,
and to acknowledge its receipt.

I have, &c ,
(Signed,) E. S. LAMIRANDE,

P.S.-The document which those persons who carried me off did not possess, was, I
think, that which is required by the Treaty, in virtue of which I could have been legally
arrested in France on the charge of the crime for which my extradition was demanded.

I have just now heard that I am about to be transferred to the Poitiers Prison (De-
partment of Vienne), where I beg your Excellency to acquaint me with the result of my
complaints. My name and surnames are Sureau Lamirande, Charles Constant Ernest.

(No. 2.)

Lord Stanley to Earl Cowley.

FoREIGN OricE, September 26, 1806.

My LOaL,-I have referred to ler Majesty's Secretary of State for the Colonial
Department, Your Excelleney's despatch of the 14th instant, together with the letter
therein enclosed from M. E. S. Lamirande, protesting against his arrest and surrender to
the French police authorities at Montreal, as being unwarranted by the terms of the Ex-
tradition Convention between this country and France.

I learn from the Colonial Office, in reply, that they are not as yet in possession of any
official report from Canada of the facts of this case, and that the Governor General of that
Province has accordingly been requested to send home a complete report upon it.

As, however, the circumstances attending Lamirande's Extradition, if correctly stated
in his protest to Your Excellency, afford ground for questioning the legality of bis extra-
dition, I have to instruct Your Excellency to address a representation to the Frenclk Gov-
ernment on this subject, with the view of delaying any further judicial proceedings
against the prisoner until Her Majesty's Government are in possession of more authentie
information.

I am, &c.,
(Signed,) STANLEY.
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(No. 8.)
Earl Cowley to Lord Stanley (Received September 28).

PARIs, September 27, 1866.
MY LoRD,-I have had the honor to receive Your Lordship's despateh of yesterday's

date, on the subject of the arrest and extradition from Canada of M. E. S. Lamirande,
under the provisions of the Treaty of 1843, and I enclose a copy of the note which I have
addressed to M. de Lavalette in consequence of Your Lordship's instructions.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) COWLEY.

(Inclosure in No. 3.)
Earl Cowley to M. de Lavalette.

(Extract.) PAuis, September 27, 1866.
About a fortnight ago I received a letter from M. E. S. Lamirande, who has lately

been brought from Canada, under the provisions of the Extradition Treaty of 1843, pro-
testing against his arrest and surrender to the French police authorities at Montreal, as
being unwarranted by the terms of the said Treaty, and requesting me to bring his protest
to the notice of Her Majesty's Government.

Although no official information on this subject has as yet reached Her Majesty's
Government there is grave reason to doubt the legality of Lamirande's extradition, and I
am instructed by Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to request
Your Excellency to, move the proper authority to delay further proceedings against Lami-
rande until Ber Majesty's Government shall be in possession of more authentie information
on which to found a further communication b Your Fxcellency.

(No. 4.)
Eari Cowley to Lord Stanley (Received, September 28.)

PARis, September 27, 1866.
MY Lou,-I beg leave to call your Lordship's attention to the enclused extract from

yesterday's evening edition of the " Moniteur," respecting the arrest and extradition of
Lamirande, whose case was brought before your Lordship in my despatch of the 14th
instant.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) COWLEY.

Inclosure in No. 4.
Extract from the ".Moniteur" of September 26, 1866.

(Translation.)
The newspapers of Canada have begun a somewhat lively discussion respecting the

extradition of a fraudulent cashier of the Bank of France, who had escaped to that country.
It is well known that all the forms prescribed by law have been observed in this matter.
After an inquiry and decision by a competent Judge, the order to surreuder the prisoner
was regularly issued by the Governor General of the British Provinces. The excitement
produced about this case, and whieh attaches to points of procedure raised inopportunely
by the prisoner's lawyers, would appear to originate in a chain of considerations foreign to
the question itself.

The essential points of the case have been stated with authority in a letter addressed
to the principal papers in Canada, by the lawyer who represented the British Crown before
the tribunal of Montreal.

(No. 5.)
Earl Cowley to Lord Stanley (Received, October 10.)

PARis, October 9, 1866.
MY Loan,-I have the honor to transmit, herewith, copy of a note which I bave

recived from M. de Moustier on the subject of the extradition from Canada of M. E. S.
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Lamirande, in reply to the one which I addressed on the 27th ultimo, to M. de Lavalette
a copy of which was inelosed in my despatch of the same date.

M. de Moustier states that the case bas been carefully examined by the Minister of
Justice, who considers that there exists no irregularity which could invalidate the extradi-
tion of Lamirande, and that it would therefore be desirable that Her Majesty's Govern-
ment should, before coming to any decision upon the subject, communicate to the French
Government the facts complained of.

M. Baroche adds, further, that the trial of Lamirande must take place in due course,
but that no measure has been taken to hasten it.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) COWLEY.

(Inclo.3ure in No. 5.)

J!. de Moustier to Earl Cowley.
(Translation.)

PARiS, October 8, 1860.

M. L'AMIBASSAEUR,-Your Excellency, in pronouncing, on the 27th of September
last, to the Marquis de Lavalette, that one Lamirande protested against bis extradition from
Canada, requested that the proceedings instituted against the accused might be delayed
until the Government of Her Majesty were in possession of such information as would
enable thein to address a further communication to the Government of the Emperor.

The Minister of Justice, to vhom the Marquis de Lavalette hastened to communicate
the vish expressed by your Excellency, has carefully examined the different bearings of
the case, and does not think that there is any irregularity of a nature to invalidate the
extradition of the accused.

la this state of things it would be desirable that the Government of Her Britannie
Majesty should, before coming to any decision, communicate to us the alleged grievances
which, upon frank explanations•, will doubtless disappear. M. Baroche, adds, however, that
no step has been taken to hasten Lamirande's trial. But Your Excellency knows too well
that it is the duty of the judicial authority to conform to the rules which are laid down
for its observance, without any arbitrary modification thereof, not to understand that the
time is drawing near when it will become necessary to allow the law to take its course.

I likewise call to Your Excellency's attention what an anomalous course to be able to
defer to bring again in question proceedings of whieh the result could the less b- contested,
as they relate to a man who lies under a charge so publie that it is in some measure a case
flagrante delicto.

Accept, &o.,
(Signed,) MOUSTIER.

(No. 6.)

Lord Stanley to Earl Cowley.

FOREIGN OFFICE, October 25, 1866.

My LORD,-Her Majesty's Government are desirous of knowing, as soon as possible,
whether the French Government propose that Lamirande should be brought to trial, and
when.

Lord Carnarvon has not received from Lord Monck the particulars of the case, which
he has been called upon to supply; and it is, therefore, only upon very meagre information
that I am able to consult the Law Officers as to the propriety of'making any formal com-
munication to the French Government.

It is under these circumstances very desirable that as muth delay as possible should
take place in bringing the case on for trial.

I am, &c.,
(Signed,) 6T"Lzy.
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(No. 7.)
Earl Cowley to Lord Stanley, (Received November 9Y.

P>ARIs, November 8, 1866.
My Lon,-With reference to Your Lordship's despatch to me, of the 25th ultimo.,

and to my telegram of 2.25 A. M. yesterday morning, relative to the date to be fixed for
the trial of Lamirande, I have the honor to enclose herewith copy of a note which I have
received from M. de Moustier, in which Ris Excelleney informs me that the Assizes, at
which his trial wili take place, commence upon the 26th of this month.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) COWLEY.

(Inclosure in No. 7.)

A. de Xoustier to Earl Cowley.
(Translation.)

PARIs, November 6, 1866.
M. L'AMBAssADEu,-In your letter of the 28th of October last, Your Excellency

expressed to me a wish of ler Majesty's Government to be informed of the date when
the trial of Lamirande was to take place.

The Minister of Justice acquaints me that the Session of the Vienne Assizes, before
which the case of the accused is to be brought, will open on the 26th of this month.

Accept, &c.,
(Signed,) MousTIa.

(No. 8.)

Lurd Stanley to Earl Cowley.

FOREIGN OFricz, November 10, 1866.
My Lon,-It has not been in my power before to-day to furnish Your Excellency

with instructions respecting the case of M. Lamirande's forcible extradition from Canada.
The papers successively received from the Colonial Office on the subject are so voluminous
that even now the Law Officers of the Crown, to whom they have necessarily been referred,
have not been able to consider them so fully as to admit of their forming a decided opinion
on the conduct of the Colonial authorities in the transaction.

But, as regards the question as it affects M. Lamirande personally, I am advised that
although Her Majesty's Government could not demand, or claim as of right, that he should
be remitted to Canada in order that the question of his liability to extradition might be
there legally decided, yet the circumstances of the case are so peculiar that Her Majesty's
Government may fairly make a friendly representation to the French Government on hi$
behalf.

I have accordingly to instruct Your Excellency to say to M. de Moustier, that Her
Majesty's Government have ascertained that the warrant for M. Lamirande's extradition
was issued by the Governor General of Canada in ignorance that the prisoner had applied
ta the proper tribunal to order his discharge, on the ground that the case was not withim
the provisions òf the Treaty. It appears, that while this point was actually under discussion
before the Judge, who adjourned the case to the following morning, the warrant was ob-
tained from the Gevernor General, who was wholly uninformed of these facts and who would
not have issued the warrant if he had been aware of them.

Your Excellency will further say that, in the opinion of the Judge before whom the
matter was pending, the case did not come within the provisions of the Treaty, and that
the prisoner ought not to be delivered up; and, moreover, that the prisoner was carried
away under the warrant of the Governor General notwithstanding the personal protest of
the Judge. fier Majesty's Government are advised that there is good reason to believe
that the opinion of the Judge was well-founded in Law, and that the prisoDer ought Ot
to' bve been surrendered.

Yo#r Excellency, wle çarefully abstaining from making any çlaim or demand as Of
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right; will say that, under these circumstances, Her Majesty's Government hope that the
French Government will consent to the prisoner being replaced in that position from which
he was improperly removed.

I am, &c.,
(Signed,) STANLET.

(No. 9.)
Barl Cowley to Lord Stanley (Reccived November 14.)

PARIS, November 13, 1866.
(Extract.)

I saw M. de Moustier yesterday afternoon, on the subjeet of Your Lordship's despatch
of the 10th instant, relating to the case of Lamirande.

While carefully abstaining, in pursuance of Your Lordship's instructions, from making
any demand or claim, as of right, that Lamirande should be remitted to Canada, I also
avoided committing Her Majesty's Government to the expression of any opinien that such
right did not exist; because should the French Government be found willing to meet the
wishes of Her Majesty's Government by the surrender of Lamirande, it migbt become
necessary, in order to justify that surrender, that some claim, as of right should be put
forwazd by Her Majesty's Government.

I confined myself, therefore, to stating to M. de Moustier the circumstances attending
Lamirande's arrest and extradition, and the doubts which prevailed in the mind of fier
Majesty's Government of the legality of those proceedings; and I asked whether the
French Government would not be disposed to meet the wishes of Her Majesty's Government,
whieh I was desired to express, that Lamirande in consequence of these doubts, should
be replaced in the position froin which he had been improperly removed.

M. de Moustier did not give me much encouragement te hope that my appeal would
be favorably listened to. His Excellency said that he did not sec, Lamirande being now
in the hands of justice, by what process he could be delivered froin them except by a trial.

His Excellency added that, although no blame could in any way attach to the French
Government in these transactions, he was personally most anxious to meet the wishes of
Her Majesty's Government. He might add that such was also the Emperor's desire. But
he must confess he did not see his way to it. If, however, I would give him a written
statement of the position of ler Majesty's Government in this matter, lie would see the
Minister of Justice upon the subject, and bring it before the Council of Ministers at its
next meeting. He would also cause enquiries to bc made whether any similar case had
ever occurred before, that is, whether any Government with which France had an Extra-
dition Treaty, had ever recoveed an individual surrendered illegally, and if so, what had
been the course followed.

I gave M. de Moustier a statement compiled from the third and fourth paragrapha of
Your Lordship's despatoh alluded to above.

(No. 10.)
Lord Stanley to Earl Cowley.

FOREIGN OFFICE, November 15, 1866.
MY LoxD,-I have received your despatch of the 13th instant, reporting a conversa-

tion with M. de Moustier, respecting the case of M. Lamirande, and I have to acquaint
you that ler Majesty's Government entirely approve the language which you held on
that occasion.

It appears from what M. de Moustier said to Your Excellency, that the French
Government are not disposed to replace M. Lamirande in the saie position in which he
was before he was made over to the French Police Officer in Canada; doubting, on
the one hand, their power to do so; as the law stands, and hesitating, on the other, as to
the effect which their being so might have on public opinion in France.

The case in, indeed, beset with dieanlty. It is quite clear, at least in the opinion of
the Jugde in Canada, before wIom the case was pending, and which is adopted and con-
firmed by the Law Offiors of the Crown in England, who have now had the opporsunity
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of examining all the documents connected with the transaction, that the charge on -which
M. Lamirande was given up did not come within the provisions of the Treaty, and that he
therefore ought not to have been surrendered.

The French Government appear to hold that, having got the prisoner into their
possession, certainly, as they say, without any blame attaching to them in regard to the
manner in which they did so, they cannot let him go without a trial. But your Excellency
may point out to M. de Moustier, that however free from blame the French Government
itself may be, the French authority in Canada, who set the matter in motion eau hardly
stand acquitted of having done so without warrant, and, in fact, in excess of the Treaty
engagements betweon England and France. For the stipulation óf the 1st Article of the
Treaty of 1843, expressly provides, that requisitions for extradition shall be made through
the medium of a Diplomatie Agent, which a Consul is not, and therefore the application of
the Frénch Consul to the Governor General in Canada, was one wholly unauthorized by
treaty, should never have been made by the Consul, and should never have been listened
to by the Governor General.

Lord Monck, apparently not adverting to the special terms of the French Treaty, and
being donbtless anxious to meet the requisition of the French Consul, authorized the
apprehension of M. Lamirande; but His Excellency may probably have been led to aecede
to the requisition of the French Consul without strictly scrutinizing the authority under
which it was made, by imagining that the terms of the treaty between England and France
on this point were identical with those of the treaty between England and the United
States, with which, from the proximity of the two countries, he was more familiar.

But the two treaties are widely different in this respect. The former expressly
requires the intervention of a "Diplomatie Agent," the latter stipulates in more general
terms than the requisitions of extradition may be made by the " Ministers, Officers, or
authorities" of the contracting parties.

Accordingly, the French Government may fairly be asked, in dealing with this ques-
tion, as regards M. Lamirande, to consider that their own Consul has been party to the
error which in its results has placed that party in the hands of French justice.

Her Majesty's Government, however, would not think it right, while requesting the
French Government to redress the wrong which from mutual misapprehension of their
respective authorities bas unquestionably been done to M. Lamirande, to conceal from
them what, however, they doubtless must be fully aware of, that the effect of the prisoner
being remitted to Canada would most likely be that he would obtain his release, and the
same result would probably attend an application to the Courts of England in in the event of
his being brought to this country on his way te Canada, inasmuch as a writ of habeas
corpus might be obtained from the Courts or from a Judge in England, with a view to bis
discharge from custody.

It would seem, therefore, superfluous to attempt to send him to Canada, which could
hardly be effected without his passing through this country.

The circumstances of the case, however, are so peculiar that it is well deserving of
the attention of the French Government whether the difficulties with which it was sur-
rounded may not be indirectiy obviated.

The French Government may not be disposed to send the prisoner back to Canada
with the certainty of bis being set free, not by any act of grace on their part exercised
there, but by the ordinary process of law. They might be as little disposed to send him
to this country, and then apply in the usual manner through the Freneh Embassy for bis
extradition, with the knowledge that the legal authorities here consider the case not to
come within the provisions of the Extradition Treaty. But it may be possible for the
French Government, by theirýown action, to place the prisoner practically in the same posi-
tion in which he would have stood if the legal proceedings in Canada had not been s0
strangely interrupted. In that case M. Lamirande would indeed have been set free, but
he would not have been acquitted of the crime laid to his charge. He must have remained
an exile from bis country, and the French Government will probably not contend that
such wauld be no real punishment, although it would not bd the precise punishment
which the law would have awarded to him if he had been tried in France.

Could not the French Government, looking to all the circumstances of the case, waive
a formal trial on the condition that M. Lamirande forthwith quits France never to retura,
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leaving the prosecution to stand over as a gnarantee for his observance of the oonditions,
or for his submitting to a trial if he disregarded it ?

It appears to Her Majesty's Government that by some course of this kind the French
Government might set at rest the question between the two Governmenta arising out of
the eue; and Your Excellency wilt accordingly suggest it for their consideration. The ends
of justice, so far as the punishment of the criminal is concerned (supposing him to ho
suh), wonld at all events be partially satisfied by its adoption ; while the error, for so it
must be considered both of the Birtish Colonial authorities and of the French Consular
authority would have been redressed, and the position of the -prisoner left as it would have
beo if no such error had been committed.

I am, &c.,
(Signed,) STANLEY.

(No. 11.)
Lord Stanley to Earl Cowley.

(Extract.) FOREIGN OFFICE, November 15, 1866.
With reference to my despatch of the 10th instant, to your despatch of the 13th, and

to my despatch of this day, and also my despatch of the 13th instant and to your tele.
gram and my reply of yesterday, I have to state to Your Excellency that Her Majesty's
Goverament approve of your having refrained, in conversation with M. de Moustier, from
disclaiming any right to demand the surrender of M. Lamirande; but the opinion of the
Law Officers of the Crown is so decided on that point that I must again caution you, with-
out further instructions, not to advance any such claim.

Lord Stanley to Earl Cowley.
FOREIGN OFPcE, November 15,1866.

My LOED,-I should have wished to furnish Your Excellency with a copy of the
' Mandat d' Arrêt" on which the extradition of M. Lamirande was demanded by the

French Consul General in Canada, but as the document does not appear to have been sent
home by the Governor General, it is probable that it was returned to the Consul General
according to his request, stated in the enclosed copy of hie letter to the Provincial
Secretary.

The crime, however, with which M. Lamirande stood charged, is described by the
Consul General in the same letter in the following terms:-

"Lequel," (Ernest Sureau Lamirande) s'est rendu coupable non seulement d'un vol de
700,000 francs au préjudice de cette succursale de la Banque de France à Poitiers, mais
aussi du crime de faux en é criture en falsîfiant ses livres et son bordereau de situation, et
faisant ainsi figurir comme présente dans la caisse la somme volée de 700,000 francs, crime
prévu par les dispositions du Traite d' Extradition conclu entre la France et l'Angleterre
en Février 1843, dont je transcris ici une partie."

To the same effect, Melin, the French police officer charged with the execution of
the warrant, deposes, on the 18th of July:-

" Que de plus le dit Charles Sureau de Lamirande dit Lamirande, a falsiié fraudu.
leusement gles livres de comptabilité de la dite succursale de la dite Banque de France c
Poitiers, Raute-Vienne susdit, en y faisant figurer comme prîsente dans la caisse de la
banque cette somme de 700,000 francs susdits qu'il sétait appropriée, et qu'il s'est aussi ren
du coupable d'un faux en chargeant etfalsifiant son bordereau de tituation, et qu'ainsi il
tembe sous les despositions du Traité existant entre l'Angleterre et la Frane pour l'eâtra-
dition des criminels."

I amn, &c.,
(Signed,) Sinarz.

(lelosure in No. 12.)
M. Gauthier o Mr. McDougall.

(Translation.)
Quizie, July 18, 1866.

Bz,-I have the honor t* ediolose to you, herewith, an afidavit made before Judge
M il
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Taschereau, of the Superior Court of Quebee, by Edme Justin Melin, Chief Inspector of
Police at Paris, with the object of obtaining the arrest and subsequent extradition of one
Ernest Sureau Lamirande, Cashier of the Branch of the Bank of France at Poitiers, in the
Department of Haute Vienne in the French Empire, who has been guilty not only of a
rübbery of 700,000 francs, to the loss of that Brandh of the Bank of France at Poitiers,
but also of the crime of forgery, in having falsified his books and his bank return, and in
having thus represented the stolen sum of 700,000 francs as still included in his cash, a
ôrime within the purview of the stipulations of the Extradition Treaty concluded betwea
Prince and England in February, 1843, from which I here transcribe an extract:-

IBy a Convention between Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, and
the then Sovereigu of France, signed at London on the 13th February, 1843, the ratifica-
tions whereof were exchanged at London on the 18th day of March in the same year, it
was agreed that the high contracting parties should, on requisition made in their name
through the medium of their respective agents, deliver up to justice persons who being
accused of the crimes of murder, forgery or fraudulent bankruptcy, committed within the
jurisdiction of the requiring party, should seek an asylum or should be found within the
territories of the other.

" In order to carry the Convention into effect, the British Parliament, on the 22nd
August, 1843, passed the Act, 6 and 7 Vic., Cap. 75, in which, after reciting the Conven-
ton, it is enacted that in case requisition be made pursuant to the Convention to deliver
up to justice any person who being accused of having committed, after the ratification of
the Convention, any of the above crimes within the territories and juriediction of His
Majesty the Emperor of the French, shall be found within thedominions of Her Majesty,
it shall be lawful for one of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State, or in Ireland for
the Chief Secretary of the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, and in any of Her Majesty's Colonies
or Possessions abroad, for the officer administering the Government of any such Colony or
Possession, by warrant under his hand and seal, to signify that such requisition has been so
niade, and to require all Justices of the Peace and other Magistrates and Officers of Justice
uthin their several jurisdietions to govern themselves accordingly, and to aid in appre-
hènding the persons so aecused, and committing such persons to gaol for the purpose o1
being delivered up to justice according to the provisions of the said Convention.

" It shall be lawful for one of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State, or in Ireland
for the Chief Secretary of the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, and in any of Her Majesty's
Colonies or Possessions abroad for the officer administering the Government of any such
Colony or Possession, by warrant, to deliver up offenders to the Authorities of France."

1 therefore take the liberty, Mr. Secretary, to beg that you will be so good as to
request His Excellency the Governor General, in virtue of the powers conferred on him by
tho above mentioned Convention, to issue the necessary warrant for the arrest and subs-
quen, extradition of the above mentioned Ernest Sureau Lamirande.

I shal be obliged by your sending me the warrant as soon as possible.
I think it well to enclose herewith the warrant issued by the Civil Tribunal at Poitiers

and duly legalized by Her Britannia Majesty's Consul at Paris. Be good enough, I beg, to
retura me this document, together with the Governor General's warrant.

I avail, &c.,
(Signed,) FRED. GAUTHIER,

Frnchm Consul <ssera.

(No. 13.)
Lord Stanley to Earl Cowley.

FOREIGN OVrIE, November 16, 1866.
Mi LoRD,-I thought it desirable that the Law Officers should be apprised of the

language held to you by M. de Moustier in the Lamirande case, as reported in your despatch
of the I3th instant; and I have now to acquaint Your Excellency that the Law Offioce
consider that it is impossible to deny the force of M. Moustier's reasoning.

It muet indeed be admitted that if the situatioù were reversed, and the restoration of
a French subject, given up under the Extradition Treaty, about to undergo trial before

SEnglish Tribual were demanded or regnested by the KreP h of the English Goverm-
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ment, the latter would be constrained to reply that the Executive Government had no power
to remove a prisoner from the judicial authority to which he had been submitted, or in aay
way to stop the course of justice with respect to him, by whatever error on the part of the
French Government he might originally have been placed within the jurisdiction of the
Court.

Her Majesty's Government, looking at the question in this light, could not conuider
the refusal of the French Government to give up Lamirande as affording any ground what-
ever of offence to this country.

Your Excellency will understand that I make this communication for your private
information only.

I amn, &c.,
(Signed,) STANLEY.

(No. 14.)
Lord Stanley to Earl Cowley.

FOREIGN OFFICE, November 16, 1866.
Mr LoaD,-Thinking it desirable that Your Excellency should be informed as te

what is considered in this country a legal definition of the crime of forgery, I have aske4
the Law Officers to supply me with it, and also to state the bearing of that definitionon the
words as used in the Extradition Treaty with France, and on the statements of the Frendh
Consul General in Canada and of the French Police Officer Melin, of which I sent you
copies in my despatch of yesterday, setting forth the crimes of which Lamirande was
nccused.

I have now to acquaint Your Excellency that I am advised that forgery, by the eomb
mon law of England, may be defined to be the fraudulently -eounterfeiting any .writte.
document in whole or in part, or altering or adding to it, or making it falsely to appear to
be the genuine writing or instrument of some other person, with intent to defraud or- pr-
judice another; and that by one of the Statutes for consolidating the Criminal Law, naiely,,
the 24th and 25th Vic., Cap 98, a variety of cognate acts are defined and classed understhe
general head of forgery ; and by various special statutes the counterfeiting or falsification
of varions public acts and other documents is also declared to be forgery.

The term " forgery " in the statute for giving effect to the Extradition Treaty with
France would, I am advised, include all the above cases.

But a mere false statement in writing, which does not purport to be the writing of
another person, is not forgery; for instance, if a man fraudulently signs the name A. e,
without authority to a bill of exchange it is forgery, but if he fraudulently aigus the bil
in his own name, " per procuration of A. B.," having no guthority, it is only a false .state-
ment and a fraud, but not a f6rgery. So, if a person makes a false entry in a banke'a
pass-book, as if it were, and purporting to be the barker's entry, with a view to defrad,
it is forgery; but if he makes a false entry in his own book, and purporting te be his own
entry with the like intent, it is a fraud, but is not a forgery.

According to the opinion of the Court of Queen's Bench, a forgery, to come within
the French Extradition Treaty and Statute, must be what would be considered forgery
according to the law of England as well as of France; but I am informed that this opinion
is rather questionable.

But as regards the question now at issue; it would appear that the statements uadq
in the letter of the French Consul General and in the deposition of the French police oflcer,
that Lamirande was not charged with or guilty of forgery, or counterfeiting .the entry et
any other person ; but that he was charged with embezzlement and with making fraudalnA
and falue entries in his own books, which would not be forgery according to the 4aw of
England, within the meaning of the Extradition Statute.

I am, &c.,
(Signed,) STANLEim

(No. 154)
Lord Stanley to Lar Cowley.

Pazura Orna, November », 1ß,
bIt LUa.-I have thoight it deairable to obtain the opinion of the Law Offioeru on
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the question whether the charge made against Lamirande by the French Consul General
in Canada, being that of falsifying the books and bordereau, if these books are the ledgers
of the Bank of France intrusted to his keeping and not M. Lamirande's private accounts,
would that bring him within the accusation of forgery, and I have to state to Your Ex.
cellency that I am informed that this would not be forgery according to the laws of
England.

I am, &o.,
(Signed,) STANLET.

(No. 16.)
EIarl Cowley to Lord Stanley (IReceived, November 21).

PARis, November 20, 1866.
Mr LoRD,-I had the honor to receive on the 16th instant your Lordship's des-

patches of the previous day, and on the 18th instant your despatches of the 16th, all re-
Iating to the case of Lamirande.

In execution of your Lordship's several instructions, I wrote a letter to M. deMoustier
on the 18th, inclosing a memorandum of the points on which exception could, in the opin.
ion of Her Majesty's Government, be taken with reference to the legality of Lamirande's
arrest, and I told His Excellency that I was ready to wait upon him to discuss theme mat-
ters with him whenever it would suit him to receive me.

A copy of this memorandum is enclosed for your Lordship's information.
His Excellency appointed this afternoon to see me, and I give your Lordship the

result of pur interview.
M. deMoustier said, that since we had last met he had examined thorougbly with the

Minister of Justice the question of the possibility of surrendering Lamirande, now that h.
was in the hands of justice, and that he could authorize me to inform Her Majesty's Gov-
ernment that it had been decided that, inasmuch as Lamirande had been placed in his pre-
sent position by the administrative act of the Minister for Foreign Affairs, that Minister
could recover him from the hands of justice, provided that he was satisfied of the right of
Her Majesty's Government to claim his surrender, and that this recovery might be made
now or even after Lamirande's trial, and, if found guilty, after his conviction.

The question then, which he had to consider, was, how far Her Majesty's Govern-
ment bad right on their side, and for this purpose he must decide on the two points raised
in my memorandum, and he really had not had suflicient time to examine them ; there cer-
tainly would not be time to discuss them thoroughly with Her Majesty's Government before
the day fixed for Lamirande's trial, the trial, therefore, nust proceed. In the meantime
the discussion between the two Governments might go on, and he could assure me most
positively that he had no other wish than to examine with the utmost impartiality all
the bearings of the case, and should Her Majesty's Government satisfy him that the
provisions of the treaty of 1843 had not been complied with, no Bifficulty whatever
would be made in surrendering Lamirande, even should le have been convicted in the
meantime.

Referring again to the points raised in my memorandum, M. de Moustier observed
that as at present advised, he must take exception to the doctrine contained in the first
point, that the French Consul General in Canada was not competent to make the demand
for Lamirande's extradition. If this were the case, His Excellency said, if this doctrine
were to hold good, the treaty would become inoperative in all lier Majesty's Colonies.
Moreover, according to French custom, consular agents holding under no diplomatie
authority, as was the case in Her Majesty's colonies, were always considered to possess the
diplomatic character necessary to enable them to exercise such diplomatic functions as the
welfarg of French subjects required.

As to the other question whether the crime of which Lamirande was accused amount-
ed to forgery or not, he really was not in a position ut this moment to discuss it with me.
If he was to trust to those who were more conversant with the subject, he must suppose
that there was good reason to believe that it would be shown that Lamirande's acts
amounted to forgery according to British law.

I replied that Her Majesty's Government would receive with great satisfaction the
Murance which M. de Moustier h*d given me of hi@ desire tg examine this matter with
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impartiality, and to surrender Lamirande should it be seen that his extradition has been
irregularly obtained. I needed hardly to assure him, on the part of Her àlajesty's Gov-
ernment, that there was no desire to shield a man accused as was Lamirande; but they
were guardians of a Treaty which had been sanctioned by Parliament, and were bound to
bring any infractions of it to the notice of the French Government. As yet I had been
instructed to do no more. The communication which had passed between the two Govern-
ments might be considered to have amounted to an exchange of opinions only, and I would
lose no time in informing Your Lordship of the intentions of the Imperial Government,
and of asking for further instructions.

*M. de Moustier rejoined that such was the light in which he wished the discussion
should be continued, and that it should not be made a question between Government and
Government.

I thèn said that with regard to Lamirande's trial Her Majesty's Government had
hoped that it might have been dispensed with, and that Lamirande might, perhaps, have
been set at liberty without being lormally surrendered to the British Government, under
the condition of quitting France forever. M. de Moustier replied that such a course would
be impossible; the trial could not be avoided. He was moreover, of opinion that the facts
which must be elicited at the trial, and which were now imperfectly known,' would throw
light upon the whole subject, and would enable the two Governments to mature their
judgments.

It seemed to me that, under the instructions which I have received from Your Lord-
ship, I could not with propriety press the matter further, and I let it drop.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) CowaLY.

(Irclosure in No. 16.)
(Memorandum.)

Hier Majesty's Government are desirous of submitting the following observations for
the consideration of the Imperiai Government:-

Her Majesty's Government, while freely admitting that no responsibility attaches to
the Imperial Government in the proceedings which have lad to the present dilemma cannot
but hold the opinion that the French authority in Canada, who set the matter in motion,
can hardly stand acquitted of having done so without warrant, and, in fact, in excess of
the Treaty engagements between England and France.

For the stipulation of the lst Article of the Treaty of 1843 expressly provides, that
requisitions for extradition shall be made through the medium of a Diplomatic Agent-
which a Consul is not-and therefore the application of the French Consul General at
Quebec to the Governor General in Canada was one wholly unauthorized by treaty, and
should never have been made by the Consul General.

No doubt the application of the Consul General should never have been listened to by
the Governor General of Canada, and Her Majesty's Government do not seek to exonerate
the Canadian Authorities from the responsibility whieh belongs to them ; but Her Majes-
ty's Government submit that the Imperial Govern ment may fairly be asked, in dealing with
this question, to consider that their own Consul General has been party to the error which,
in ita results, have brought Lamirande. within the jurisdiction of the French Tribunals.

Again, the crime of which Lamirande is accused is thus described in the letter of the
Consul General to the Provincia 1Secretary at'Quebec: "Lequel" (speaking of Lamirande)
Ss'est rendu coupable non seulement d'un vol de 700,000 francs au préjudice de la succur-
@ale de la Banque de France d Poitiers, mais aussi du crime de faux en écriture en falsi-
.flant ses livres et son bordereau de situation, et faisant ainsi figurer comme présente dans
sa caisse la somme volée de 700,000 francs, crime prévu par les dispositions du Traité
d'.txtradition conclu entre la France et l'Angleterre, en Fèvrier, 1843."

It would appear then, by this letter, that the offence by which Lamirande is charged
la one of embezzement, and making false entries in his books, and it is supposed that the
Consul General assumes that these offences come within the legal meaning of the term

forger" the only grime 4pentioned in the Treaty of 1843, at #ll applicable tg the preeta
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It may be as well to state here the definition of "forgery," according te tho Common
Law of England.

Forgery, by the Common Law of England, may be defined te be the fraudulently
counterfeiting any written document, in whole or in part, or altering or adding to it, or
making it falsely te appear to be genuine writing, or the statement of some other person,
with intent to defraud or prejudice another.

By one of the Statutes for Consolidating the Criminal Law, a variety of cognate acts
are defined and classed under the head of forgery, and by various special statutes the coun-
terfeiting or falsification of various public acts and other documents is also declared te be
forgery. But a mere false statement in writing, which does not purport to be the writing
of another person, is net forgery.

As regards the question at issue, it does not appear Lamirande is charged with coun-
terfeiting the entry of any other person, which would be forgery, but that he is charged,
as has been stated above, with embezzlement, and with making fraudulent entries into his
own books, which would not be forgery according to the law of England.

(No. 17.)
Earl Cowley to Lord Stanley (Received, November 24.)

PARIS, November 23, 1866.
My LoD,-The trial of Lamirande is fixed for Monday, the 3rd December.
Your Lordship may like te know more precisely of what he is accused.
Lamirande was Cashier to the Branch of the Bank of Frnce, established at Poitiers,

As such he had considerable sums to receive and te pay, and consequently a deposit of a
large amount was continually in his hands. The gold is tied up in bags containing a
certain number of Napoleons, which are liable te be visited from time te time by inspectors,
who open them and sec that their contents are correct; but these inspectors generally
content themselves by opening one or two bags, and by weighing some of the others.
Lamirande seems to have been in the habit of taking a few Napoleons at a time from some
of these bags, which he took care should never come into circulation, giving them the
proper weight by the addition of lead, and placing them where there would be the least
chance of their being opened. His books at the same time were kept as if the proper
amount of money was in bis hands. Somethin' having occurred to excite suspicion,
Lamirande deterniined to abscond, taking with him a large sum of money in addition to
thbse already stolen.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) COwLE.

(No. 18.)
Lord Stanley to Earl Cowley.

FOREIGN OFFICE, November 28, 1866.
MY LORD,-As in any discussion with the French Government, which may hereafter

take place on the subject of M. Lamirande's case, much may turn on the precise nature of
the charge against him, and of the evidence that may be adduced in support of it, I think
it desirable that Your Excellency sbould employ some competent person te watch the trial
and to report fully upon it; taking care, however, in doing se, net to appear to manifest
any doubt as te the propriety of the manner in which the proceedings are conducted.

I am, &c.,
(Signed,) STANLEY.

(No. 19.)
Eart Cowley to Lord Stanley (Received, December 3).

PARIs, December 2, 1866.
My Lon,-In compHiance with the instructions contained in your Lordship's des-

patq4 of the 28th ultimo, I have desired M..Treite to proveed to Pqitiers to be preset s
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the trial of Lamirande, and to report to me full particulars for your Lordship's future
information.

I have cautioned M. Treite not to express any opinion upon the proceedings at the
trial.

I have, &c.
(Signed,) CoWLEY.

(No. 20.)
Lord Stanley to Earl Cowley.

Fo0EIoN Ovrioz, December 4, 1866.
My LORD,-Her Majesty's Government have had under their consideration your

Excellency's despatch of the 20th ultimo, enclosing a copy of a memorandum which you
had communicated to the French Government, founded upon the instructions and observa-
tions contained in my despatches in regard to the pending trial of M. Lamirande, and the
question of his surrender to the British Government.

Her Majesty's Government are glad to receive the assurance of the French Govern-
ment, as reported in your Excellency's despatch, that the trial and its results, if such re-
sult should bc a conviction, will not bar the surrenduer of M. Lamirande.

Her Majesty's Government will await though not without anxiety, the decision of
the French Government on the representations made to them ; and, in the meanwhile, they
are quite content that the discussion on the subject should be carried on in the confiden.
tial form in which they have hitherto been conducted.

In conclusion, I have to express to your Excellency my approval of your language to
Ml. de Moustier, as reported in your despatch above referred to.

I am, &c.,
(Signed,) STANLEY.

(No. 21.)
Larl Cowley tv Lord Stanley (Received December 7).

PARIs, December 6, 1866.
My LORD,-M. Treite returned to Paris this morning from attending the trial of

Lamnirande. I had the honor to inform your Lordship by telegraph that Lamirande had
been found guilty of forgery (faux), and sentenced to ten years' reclusion. He has
appealed in Cassation, and the whole question will be gone into before that Court.

M. Treite will furnish me with a full report of the proceedings on the trial, but it
cannot be ready for a few days. I reserve all remarks until I have sent it to your Lord-
ship.

I will observe only that, the punishment of reclusion is more severe than imprison-
ment, and carries with it the penalty of the loss of civil rights.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) COWLET.,

(No. 22.)
Lord Stanley to Larl Cowley.

FOREIGN Omrncu, December 7, 1866.
MY LoaD,-It is stated in a daily paper that a few weeks since a criminal, whose

capture or surrender had been improperly obtained in Switgerland, was, after conviction
and sentence in France, eut back to Switzerland by order of the Imperial Government,
on the ground ôf the antecedent irregularity.

I have to instruet your Excellency to make immediate enquiry into this matter, and
if tle statement is correct, jou will not fail to cail M. de Moustier's attention to it, as
furnishing a strong precedent for giving up M. Lamirande.

I am, &O.,
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(No. 23.)
(Earl Cowley to Lord Stanley (Received, December 14.)

(Extract.) PARIs, December 11, 1866.
I have the honor to enclose, herewith, copy of a letter from M. Treite, transmitting a

compte-rendu of the trial of Lamirande, and containing observations upon the proceedings
This letter does not throw much light upon the matter.

The case is certainly a curious one. Lamnirande was arraigned in the acte d'accusa-
tion for having stolen 700,000 francs from the Bank of France of which he was the
Cashier at Poitiers, and having concealed this robbery by means of false accounts render.
ed to his superiors. At the trial the charge of theft was abandoned, and Lamirande
was tried on the charge of "faux." Probably this was done with a view of bringing the
crime within the meaning of the Extradition Treaty of 1813.

Your Lordship will observe that the court declared itself incompetent to decide the
question whether the extradition of Lamirande was accomplished according to the stipula-
tions of that Treaty. The legality of this decision will be disputed before the Court of
Cassation.

(Inclosure 1 in No. 23.)
M. Treite to Earl Cowley.

(Translation.) PARis, November 17, 1868.
My LonD,-Agreeably with the desire expressed to me by Your Excellency, I have

made very careful research in works of reference and writers, in order to ascertain if I
could find there any mention of a case where a Government, after the surrender of a crim-
inal, had demanded his rendition because the legal formalties had not been observed in
the arrest or extradition.

I have found no trace of such a case, and I do not think there is one, for such a claim
would be contrary to the rules which are observed in regard to the independence of
different States.

In fact, the State to which a criminal has been surrendered cannot be competent to
appreciate the legal procedure of a foreign code, and assuredly cannot subordinate its own
criminal jurisdiction to-the observance of legal forms in another country.

Extradition is an act between Governments ; that which has surrendered a' criminal
without regard to the precautionary forms of law ieurs a responsibility, or indeed caste
itupon those ot its agents who have broken the law, and even punishes them for it; but it
has no claim whatever to make on this account to the Government to whom the criminal
has been surrendered, unless the extradition has been brought about by falsehood and
fraudulent manouvres.

This latter Government exercises it rights of sovereignty by retaining the criminal
who has infringed the law of the land.

Moreover, as soon as the convict has returned into the territory, he belongs no longer
to the Government but to the judicial power, whose action is independent of the executive.
The executive power has not the right of suspending the course of justice with reference
to the individual prosecuted; it can only grant pardon after conviction, for the right
of pardoning an individual before trial is denied to the Prince.

On applying these principles to the case of Lamirande, which I only know through
the newspaper reports, I think that the English Government is not in a position to demand
the restor ation of this man.

ý The French Government would most certainly refuse it, for without violating the
right of the judicial power, it cannot -even dispose of an accused person who belongs to
justice alone.

Having seen no official document, I am ignorant of the complications which may lurk
in the case of Lamirande, but I hasten to inform Your Excellency that Lamirande will
shortly appear before the Court of Poitiers.

Before the Court of Assize, the Counsel for the defence will probably bring forward
some circumstances and raise sono difficulties relative to the arrest and xtradition of th*
th accused.
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The English Government might be interested in learning and forming a judgment on
thegse points. Would it not be advisable to have a lawyer present at the trial, instructed
to watch the proceedings and to examine their phases and legal bearitg ? This is an idea
which I have taken the liberty of submitting to Your Ex-ellency, bsgging you to
accept, &c.

(Signed,) TamITE.

(Translation.) PAtis, December 10, 1866.
My LoRD,-Agreeably with the desire expressed by Your Excellency, I went to

Poitiers, to attend the trial of Lamirande, who has been brought back frem Canada and
given up to the French Government.

These proceedings, it was generally said, would present most interesting discussions in
regard to the international right of extradition.

Indeed, the defenders of the accused had prepared quite a system of attack upon the
extradition of Lamirande, both as regards the facts and the law of the case.

They had to show that the circumstances attending this extradition constituted acts of
deceit, of fraud, of violence, and of outrages upon the English laws. They were ahove
all to argue on the public declaration of Mr. Drummond, Judge of the Court of Queen's
Bench, who had, on the 25th of August, 1866, declared the extradition to be illegal; in
short, it was to be pleaded that Lamirande had been stolen from the English Government.
The expression, moreover, was made use of in Court,-Your Excellency wil find it in the
report of the proceeding which I have the honor to enclose herewith. Public attention
was also much excited, but it has been altogether disappointed.

In fact the Avocat Général, in virtue of instructions without doubt emanating from
the Ministry of Justice, opposed the admission of the motions submitted by the defenders
on the question of extradition. These motions are very explicit, the Avocat Général
maintained that the question of extradition could not be discussed before the judicial
authority, since the éxecutive authority had declared that the extradition was legal and
regular; that extradition is the business of a Prince in his international relations ; relations
which cannot in any case fall within the cognizance of thejudicial authority, etc., etc.

In spite of the efforts of the defence, the view upheld by the Avocat Général has
been ratified by a decision of the Court of Assize. This decision appears to me to be well
founded in law. His view is, besides, in agreement with the legal opinion which I had
the honor to submit to Your Excellency on the 17th of November last, respecting the ex-
tradition of Lamiranda.

It must, however, be said that the principles laid down by the Lamirande decision
(by which name it always will be known) are not unanimously accepted in jurisprudence
and in the tenets of writers. But the Court of Cassation is about to be called upon to lay
down a definite rule on this matter, which is so obscure, since Lamirande, it is said, has
appealed to the Court of Cassation, as bas been announced.

T,bus the appearance of Lamirande in a court of justice has not advanced the question
of extradition between the English and French Governments, with the exception that the
jury has declared Lamirande guilty of forgery agreeably to the heads of accusation tran-
scribed in the indictment in Nos. 3, 4, 5 and 6, and which I have reported in manuscript,
the newspapers not having reproduced them.

We must bow to the verdict of the jury although there may be a difference of
opinion on the question whether the fIlse statemects made by Lamirande legally consti-
tuted the French crime of falsification (faux,) and especially the English crime of falsi-
fication called "forgery."

On reading the discussions, Your Excellency will see that the President of the Court
of Assize asked the accused whether, although theft and abuse of confidence might not be
within the scope of the Extradition Treaty of 1843, he would consent to be tried on these
two charges. The accused probably hoped for an acquittal on the'charge of forgery; he
refused to stand his trial on the two other charges, and the prosecution only relied on the
crime of forgery.

In my opinion, the question of the President had a political bearing, for if the accused
had consented to be tried on the counts of theft and abuse of confidence, ho would have
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renounced ipso facto his advantage arising from the Extradition Treaty, as the Avocat
Général pointed out. The dispute would naturally have fallen to the ground, for the. Eng-
lish Government could no longer ha've to occupy itself with the reclamation of an indi-
vidual who had renounced the advantage arising from the British law.

The declaration of Judge Drummond not having been read at the trial, could not be
published by the French newspapers. Such a publication might have exposed them to a
prosecution for inaccuracy in a report of judicial proceedings. Foreign papers have pub-
lished extracts from this decla-ation. On the first page of the Report, Your Excellency
will find an analysis of that declaration printed in a Belgian paper.

Accept, &c.,
(Signed,) - TREITE.

Inclosure 2 in No. 23.
(Translation.')

REPORT OF THE TRIAL OF M. LAMIRANDE.

Analysis of the Declaration of Judge Drummond, published )y a Belgian paper.

This document not having been read during the sittings of the Lamirande trial, has
not been published by the French papers. By printing it they would have rendered
themselves liable to prosecution for inacepracy in the judicial reports.

" We will here recall that somewhat strange document af Judge Drummond of Mont-
real, which, in fact, sums up the whole question of the extradition.

" Indeed, in France we should be at a loss to give a name to this document, which
corresponds neither in form nor in substance with our idea of a judicial sentence.

" In the first place, the Honorable Canadiaa Judge acknowledges that he has no
further orders to give, it being impossible to bring before him the accused,,or rather the
petitioner, as he calls him in deferential language, he being on the high seas, carried off
by one of the most audacious and, up to this time, happy enterprises against justice which
have even been heard of in Canada.

"Notwithstanding this somewhat candid declaration, the Honorable Judge Drum-
mond launches forth into a long dissertation better suited to pleadings or polemies than to
the impartiality of a judicial document.

" What results from this harangue is the rather impassioned opinion of the Judge,
maintaining that the extradition would never have been granted by him if the case had
remained intact, and that for several reasons, which he enumerates very concisely, viz:-

"1. That the French Consul General at Montreal was not qualified to demand the
Extradition not being an accredited Diplomatie Agent, as required by the Treaty of 1843.

t2. Because the original instrument of indictment against the accused was not
authenticated; that in lieu of the original and ragular document only a copy thereof,
translated by some unknown individual, was produced (it is known that at New York the
warrant was abstracted from the rest of the papers by one ot Lamiraude's advocates, to
whom this document had to be communicated).

". Because the act imputed to the accused, Lamirande, does not contain the imputa-
tion of any of the acts characterized as crimes by the English laws, and which would
authorize bis extradition according to terms of the Treaty.

"lu fact, in England, the crime of forgery ouly consists in the deceitful fabrication
of a document intended to be what it is not, not in the fabrication of a document intended
to be what it is; in other and clearer terms, a lie in writing is not a forgery.

" Then Judge Drummond recollects that he orderci the petitioner (Lamirande) to be
brought before him, and adds:-

4 ' The answer of the keeper of the prison to my writ of habeas corpus, was that he
had handed over the prisoner to Edme Justin Melin, Inspector of Police at Paris, on
the night of the 24tk instant, at midnight, by virtue of an order signed by the Deputy
Sherif, upon a document signed by the Governor GCeneral.

«'It appears he continues, that the petitioner, thus delivered to a French Agent of
Police, is now on' is way to France, although bis extradition was illegaily demanded,
aithough he was accused of noue of the crimes for which ho could have been legally
delivered up, and notwithstanding that I was positively informed that His Exceliency the
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Governor General had promised, as lie was bound to do in honor and justice, to give the
petitioner an opportunity of having his petition decided by the first tribunal of the land
before ordering bis extradition.'

" After these imputations levelled by a magistrate against the Governor of the
country, one can understand the polemical violence of the American press. It is true that
the Canadian magistrate adds, that if there is a false date in the Governor General's war-
rant, lie sees therein a proof that the good faith of the Governor has been abused."

REPORT Of the Trial of Lamirande, taken from the " Gazette des Tribunaix" and the
Journal " Le Droit."

COURT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE.-ASIZEâ OF VIENNE.

(Specially drawn upfor the Gazette des Tribunaux.)
Under the Presidency of M. Aubugeois de la Ville du Bost, Judge of the Imperial

Court of Poitiers.
Sitting of December 3.

In re Lamirande,-Fraudulent Abstraction,-Embezzlement of 700,000 francs from
the Branch Bank of France at Poitiers,-Forgery in the Bank accounts.

The name of Lamirande has for some months acquired such a notoriety that it is
sufficient to mention it to recall all the facts with which it is connected. Cashier of the
Branch Bank of France at Poitiers, he disappears, leaving a considerable deficit in his cash.
He flies-he crosses the seas: lie first takes refuge in England; then in America. French
police agents follow on his track, have him arrested ; but before he is delivered up to them
disputes arise between the different authorities of America, England and France upon the
question of extradition, and it is only lately that they have been settled, and that Lami-
rande has been handed over to the justice of bis country. Such is the summary, much
abridged, of the long preliminaries of this serious affair, but which it appears to us ought
to be sufficient, that it is coming to trial, to bring it to the notice of the public.

A large concourse of people thronged the approaches of the Palace of Justice in the
hope of being present during this important trial. It could not be otherwise in the town
where the accused has been so long known, and where, whilst lie acquired a position of
confidence, lie was enabled to gain the esteem of a large number of its inhabitants.

The Magistrate's Bench was occupied by M. Gast, first Advocate General. The
Procureur Général Damay was present.

Maître Lachaud was charged with the defence of Lamirande, who had also as counsel,
M. Lepetit, formerly senior advocate of the bar of Poitiers.

Upon the accused being introduced into Court, a quick movement of curiosity was
apparent on all sides; all heads were raised ; all eyes were directed towards him, and a
long period elapsed before the first burst of public curiosity subsided.

Lamirande, whose carriage and demeanor announced him to be a man of superior breed-
ing, is of middle height, lie has brown hair, a high forehead, a pale complexion ; his regular
features announce shrewdness and vivacity. Those of the inhabitants of Poitiers who
kncw him, say that they can hardly recognize him, lie is so changed and emaciated : never-
theless, he is not depressed and lie seems not to have lost any of his energy.

After the jury had taken their places, and the identity of the prisoner had been
proved, the warrant of arrest and the act of indictment were read by the clerk of the
Court; this last document is couched In these terms:-

" On Monday, March 12, 1866, M. Bailly, Director of the Branch Bank of France,
at Poitiers, informed Lamirande, Cashier of the same establishment, that a million in gold
would have to be immediately forwarded to the Branch at Angouléme, and that the day
after, Tuesday, 500,000 francs in silver would have to be sent to the same place. Lami-
rande made, during the day, the necessary preparations for the despatch of a million in
gold. In the evening he clandestinely left hie post, took the railway,. and reached the
frontier. Before starting le had left a letter addressed to the Director, M. Bailly, in
which lie stated that lie wasunexpectedly obliged to go to Chatellerault; that he had lefs
his keys with M. Quérieux, Chief Accountant, and that he would retura soon enough to
nake up his cash account. At the same time lie had written to M. Quérieux, that being
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obliged to leave for Châtellerault, he begged him to act as cashier on the morrow, and to
superintend the despatch of the money by the attendants of the Bank ; he added that he
would arrive in time to draw up the daily report. This letter was taken by a messenger
to M. Quérieux, with the keys which opened the lower compartments of the current cash

(caisse courante). Lamirande's sudden departure could not at first appear suspicious for
he had taken the precaution of telling several people the falsehood that his nephew was
very ill at Châtellerault, and that the state of the child caused him great anxiety. On
the 13th of March, the employés of the bank prceeded to remove the 500,000 francs
which bad to be sent to Angou'eme. Saeks were ready ; they were filled to the number of
50, by taking from the cellars 500 bags or 1,000 francs each, and the 50 sacks, which
ought each to have weighed 50 kilogrammes, were placed upon a truck, accompanied by a
clerk and an attendant, and taken to the Bureau des Messageries. There they were weigh-
ed, and it was immediately fLund out that most of thcm were under weight, showing a
deficit of about 2,000 francs per sack. The director was informed of this, he immediately
had the whole taken back to the bank, opened the sacks, took out the money bags and
counted them, 310 of then were found to be uniformly deficient of 200 francs, within
about a five-frano piece.

One of the Inspectors (censeurs), M. Grétry, and one of the Managers, M. Pavie,
were informed of this ; they went down into the cellar, from which the deficient bags had
been taken and discovered that the same difference existed in a great many more bags of
money. They discovered, besides, that many bags which ought to have held each 10,000
francs in gold of 20-franc pieces, only contained in the same bulk 2-franc 50 centime
pieces. l a word, it was proved by the examination which took place on the 13th of
March and the following days, that the sums abstracted from the cellar amounted to 219,-
000 francs.

" Lamirande had not, however, sent to Mr. Quérieux the key which opened the upper
compartment of the current cash; now this compartment ought to have contained a very
considerable sum, whether in notes or in gold. A workman, sent for from Paris, arrived
the next day, together with a Bank Inspector, and opened the compartment. All the 1000
franc notes had disappeared ; there only reuàained 400 notes of 100 francs, of which the
bundle had no doubt appeared too bulky to be carried off. It was, moreover, found out
that there were two bags apparently filled with gold and labelled 20,000 francs, but it,
was at once perceived that the rouleaux of gold pieces had been replaced, at the bottom
of the bage, by paper rolls of 2-franc 50-centime pieces, wrapped first in white and then
in blue paper, so as to equalize the weight to within about a centigramme with that of' a
sum of 20,000 francs in gold. An exact and minute investigation proved that the embezzle-
ments effected from the cash amounted te the sum of 485,000 francs.

" Hence, from the cellar and from the cash-box, in specie or in notes, a sum total of
704,000 francs had been abstracted to the loss of the bank.

"e In face of these discoveries no doubt was possible ; the flight of the cashier was the
proef of his guilt.

It was, moreover, manifest thatthe cashier alone could have perpetrated this immense
spoliation. In the first place Lamirande had the exclusive management of the current
cash, which had been exhausted in the course of the day of March 12; Secondly, lW alone
could have effected either the abstraction from a great number of bags of silver or the
removal of the bags of gold. It was easy for him to abstract them whilst alone in the
cellar, where he superintended the depositing and the despatching of moneys, by taking
advantage of the absence of the director and the employés charged with the conveyance of
the bags.

"Lamirande's flight was suddenly precipitated by the unexpected order to send
500,000 francs to Angoulme, for it became clear to him that the despatch of so considera-
ble a suin, trenching upon the reserves of silver deposited in the cellar, would necessarily
inelude the deficient bags, and lead to the discovery of the fraud.

" Lamirande is not a4swerable to Justice for the enormous abstractions of whieh he
is guilty alone. His duties as Cashier require hLim to remit daily to the Board a return in
which he certified te the state of the diffcrent coffers of the Bank, by showing, aceoording
to their value, the sums and effects that were there deposited. He has committed a daily
series of forgeries by announcing each day in his return a state of affairs which had ceased
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to be correct, owing to bis own embezzlement. The very day of lis departure 'he still
transmitted to bis director a return of the state of the Bank, certified and signed by him-
self, in which he falsely attested that the sum total in the coffers of the Bank anvounted to
the sum of 13,443,000 francs, whilst in reality, through his abstractions, the amount in
hand was diminished by the 704,000 francs, of which he had possessed himself.

" Lamirande bas comtnitted forgeries in banking accounts (faux en écriture de banque),
and he bas knowingly made use of false papers by remitting returns which concealed the
fraudulent abstractions and embezzlements of which he is guilty.

"Consequently Lamirande is accused":-
"1. Of having, at Poitiers, within less than ten years, fraudulently abstracted divers

sums in gold or silver coin from the safe or cellar of the Branch Bank of France, to the
loss of that establishment.

" Of having committed these fraudulent abstractions, under this circumstance, that he
was then the salariec cashier, or servant at wages, of the said Bank of France.

"2. Of having, at Poitiers, within less than ten years, and especially on the 12th of
March, 1866, embezzled or made away with, to the prejudice of the Bank of France, the
prcprietors thereof, funds and notes placed in the current cash of the Branch at Poitiers,
which hýd only been remitted and confided to him for purposes of deposit and demand, on
the understanding of bis returning, or produciDg, or making, some appointed employment'
or use of them. Of baving committed the above specified embezzlements, under this
circumstance, that he was then cashier or paid clerk of the said Bank of France.

" . Of having, at Poitiers, on March 12, 1866, in the return sigued by him, which it
was bis duty to draw up and certify each day as Cashier of the Branch 3ank of France,
for the purpose of showing the amount in hand at the said branch, fraudulently inserted
the false declaration that the amount in band consisted that day of 11,443,556 francs and
84 centimes, whilst in reality it was less by all the sums abstracted or embezzled by him,
aud of having thus fraudulently changed the declaration and facts which it was the objeet
of this report to receive and verify.

" 4. Of having the same day, at the same place, made use of this fictitious paper,
knowing that it was fictitious, by remitting it to the Director of the Branch Bank of France
at Poitiers, in order to show the state of the cash at that establishment, on the 12th of
March, 1866.

" 5. Of having, at Poitiers, within less than ten jears, and anterior to the 12th of
March, 1866, in several returns signed by him, which it was lis duty to draw up and
certify each day as Cashier of the Branch Bank of France, in order to show the cash in
hand at the said branch, fraudulently inserted the false declaration that the cash in band
amounted to a sum larger than that which existed in reality; which amount was less than
the figures recorded by all the sums abstracted or embezzled by him, and of having thus
fraudulently changed the declarations and facts which it was the object of this report to
receive and verify.

"6. Of having, at the same period, and at the same place, made use of these fictitious
papers, knowing that they were fictitious, by remitting them to the Director of the Branch
Bank of France at Poitiers, in order to establish the state of the cash at that establishment
on the days indicated.

"Given at the bar of the Imperial Court of Poitiers, the 23rd of September, 1866.
(Signed,) "CAMOIN DE VENCE,

" Avocat Général."

During the reading of the indictment, which was listened to by the audience in the
most profound silence, the accused appeared to be deeply moved; he almost always kept
bis head down, resting on bis band, frequently passing his handkerchief over his eyes and
forehead.

It ought to be stated that on the jury being empanelled, Maître Lachaud, in the nume
of Lamirande, requested that note might be taken, so that his presence, and that of the
accused at this empanelling, should not in any way prejudice the motions in exception
(conclusions exceptionelles) which he might choose to submit before entering upon the actual
proceedings. Note was taken of this reservation, and the President ordered that it should
be mentioned in the minutes of proceedings.
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The President then recapitulated to the prisoner the different heads of accusation
brought against him, to the number of six, fraudulent abstractions and forgeries. The
Prisoner made no observation.

Maître Bourbeau, Advocate, came forward, attended by Maître Pinchol, Attorney, and
read motions to the efiect that the Bank of France should be allowed to appear as prosecu-
tor, and that record should be made of their reservations to fix, during the course of the
debate., such damages as they should think fit.

The President-It is for the first Advocate General to speak.
MaUre Lachaud-1 ardon me, M. le Président, i request permission to speak in order

to submit the following motions
Seeing, that it is establisbed as a principle, that Courts of Assize are competent to

judge whether the extradition of accused persons has been conducted in a regular manner,
or whether, on the contrary, it has been the result of fraud or of violence ; that this principle
has been recognized by the Court of Cassation, especially in its Decree of the 9th of May,
1845;

lu point:-
Seeing, that Lamirande, Cashier of the Branch Bank of France at Poitiers, sent by

order of the Court of Indictment, before the Court of Assize of Vienne, on several accusa-
tions, took refuge in Canada (an English possession);

That a demand for his extradition had been made by virtue of the Treaty concluded
between Great Britain and France, on the 18th-2ist of March, 1843.

That this Treaty, which indieates the forms necessary to be observed in the two coun-
tries in cases of extradition, roads textually, Article 1, Section 2, in so far as conceras Great
Britain :-

Consequently, on the part of the British Goverument, the surrender shall be made
only on the report of a Judge or Magistrate duly authorized to take cognizance of the acts
charged against the fugitive in the warrant of arrest or other judicial document likewise
issued by a Judge or competent Magistrate, in France, and likewise clearly setting forth
the acts;

Seeing,' that it results that in order that the English Government may grant the extra-
tradition, it is necessary before all that a competent Judge should have declared its legal-
ity, that consequently it is not only an administrative but also a judicial decision;

Seeing, that Lamirande having, in the first instance, been brought before Mr. Bréhaut,
Justice of the Peace, the latter adjudged the surrender, but that almost immediately that
decision was attacked before the Superior Judge of Queen's Bench, Mr. Drummond, and
that from that time a regular appeal was lodged against the decision;

Seeing, that Judge Drummond heard the case on the 24th of August, 1866, that all
parties appeared through their respective representatives, that the demaud for extradition
was suppoPted, opposed and discussed;

That at that stage, after a long sittîng, and when the trial had been accepted by alil,
on the equest of M. Pominville, Counsel for the Bank of France, who was desirous ot
making some further observations, Judge Drummond, when about to give judgment, in
consideration of the lateness of the hour (7 o'clock in the evening), postponed the remain-
der of the hearing and his decision. till the next day, the 25th;

Seeing, that during the evening of the 24th of August, before the decision of the
Judge, who alone was qualified to give a definitive decision, police a'gents dragged Lami-
rande forcibly from prison, that he was brought to France, and notwithstanding his pro-
tests, handed over to the French police;

Seeing, that all these facts cannot be contested, that they are proved by the judgment
delivered by Mr. Drummond on the 28th of August, 1866;

That it results moreover, from this decision, that Mr. Drummond has declared that
there were no grounds for an extradition, for several reasons given in his judgment, and
foundedeither on the form of the demand, or on the main issue, in that the acts cited con-
stituted noue of the crimes for which extradition should be granted;

Seeing, that at present the Court of Assize is called upon to judge whether the ex-
tradition of Lamirande eau be deelared legal;

That it is evident it could not be so, since the Judge before whom the case had been
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duly brought by all parties, and whose duty it was to decideedefinitively upon it, has de-
elared that there was no reason for granting it;

That an act of violence, for which England cannot fail to call her agents to account,
ought not to prevail over a judicial decision, and thus make force and subornation superior
to right.

That whatever may be the faults and the crimes of which Lamirande is accused, they
can form no reason for violating the most ordinary rules of justice; that the aim of Inter-
national Treaties of Extradition is not to give advantage to accused persons, but above all,
to respond to the highest interests of the reciprocal relations and liberty of nations;

Seeing, ithat it is in vain to object that Lamirande wéas handed over to the French
Agents of Police by virtue of an order signed on the 23rd of August, 1866, by the Gor-
ernor of Canada; that it results from the sentence delivered by Mr. Drummond, that
the date borne by this order is not the real one; that it was given after the 23rd of August;
that the Governor's signature could only have been obtained by underhand means;

Seeing, moreover, that the very terms of the Treaty of 1843 do not permit the Gov-
ernor General to deliver up an accused person for extradition before the judicial decision
had been pronounced by the proper Judge ; that on the 24th of August the case came before
Judge Drummond; that the British Government, represented by Mr. Ramsay, Queen's
Counsel; the Bank of France, represented by Mr. Pominville, Advocate ; Lamirande him-
self represented by Mr. Doutre, Advocate, were heard, and that they argued the question
of the legality of the extradition before that Magistrate;

That from that moment until after the decision of Judge Drummond, it was impossible
to dispose of Lamirande without violating at once both law and justice;

That it may please the Court, for these reasons and for others which it may think fit
to add, to pronounce the extradition null;

And, quite collaterally, seeing that-to suppose an impossibility-the Court should
declare itself incompetent to pronounce the extradition null by reason of the diplomatie
character of that act, it cannot ignore the fact that the cireumastances attending this extra-
dition may be of a nature to render it null; that it would then have to be submitted to
the attentive examination of the two Governments of France and Great Britain, and in
that case to grant a postponeient until it shall have been decided, with all reservations, by
those to whom it shall belong.

After the reading of these motions, M. Gast, the Avocat Genéral, immediately asked
for permission to speac in order to oppose them:-

Gentlemen, he said, against those motions, we have to bring some interlocutory
motions. We come forward to ask the Court not to allow them to be argued. These
motions do not take us by surprise. From his first examination the accuscd asserted that
he could not be tried in France.

The prisoner's honorable counsel had informed us of these motions, which are like
pleadings, and the object of which is that the Court should declare itself compctent to judge
of the legality of the extradition, and collaterally grant a postponement.

In order to discuss the competency of this Court in this respect, we will examine the
laws relating to extradition, the power of the judicial authority, the rights of the individual
delivered up, and the privileges of the French Government.

Penal laws are exclusively territorial, this principal is incontestable. Beyond the
frontiers of each state penal laws are paralyzed, and this is the principle behind which
fugitive criminals shelter themselves: consequently, these criminals cannot criticise the
force of the measures which have been applied to them beyond the limits of our territory.

How could French Magistrates judge of the legality of these acts ? They could not
do it either from the point of view of French law, nor in judging of foreigu laws.

There is another reason still more conclusive, which disposes of the question of com-
petency. The measures taken abroad were at the request of the French Goverument; and
moreover, culpable acts committed abroad are quite indifferent to us, and they are quite
beside our judgment.

Lamirande was so well aware of the indietment upon which the warrant for his arrest
was founded, that bis American advocate bas been accused of having stolen that document,
and he made no protest when the warrant was served on him.
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The Avocat Général asked to what rule of law could recourse be had to support the
claim to have Lamirande reconducted to the frontier.

Now we have to ask what are the rights of the individual delivered up ? Has lie a
right to say that in hie person have been violated the conventions concluded between
France and England ? The motions pretend that he has; but was he a party to these
conventions? One or the other of these Governments eau alone vindicate these rights.
As for the individual person given up, from the moment he again sets foot in his country
lie becomes simply an accused man who has to be tried.

The Avocat Général quoted in his support Dalloz ("Traité International," page 184);
"' Decree of the Court of Cassation," 1852 (Morin, page 502).

But if acts committed abroad are matters of indifference to French justice, it is other-
wise with the foreign Government. If in the extradition there has been fraud or violation
of territory, even a casus belli may be the re3ult.

Let us suppose that a foreign Government had cause to complain of such a grievance,
to whom would it apply for redress? To a Court of Assize ? Simply to ask the question
is to answer it. The foreign Government will come direct to the French Governient to
ask for redress; and take notice that this is the only Plaintiff which eau be recognized
th-ough the medium of his Diplomatie Agents, extradition having no kind of right.

You assert that the Treaty has been violated ; but for that you must have the Treaty
interpreted. Can the Tribunals do so ?

lere is what I read in Dalloz " Traité International," No. 152:-" The interpretation
of Diplomatie Treaties is beyond the competency of Tribunals, whether judicial or admin-
istrative," &c.

Wc have now to ask ourselves what the French Government will do if a claim of this
nature is preferred. If it finds that there is foundation for the grievances it will go before
the Courts, and say through His Excellency the keeper of the seals, "I withdraw that
man from your jurisdiction by right of the law of nations, which is superior to the right of
individuals."

In fact, the Emperor, possessing the right of making Treaties with foreign nations,
has the right of doing all that is necessary for the execution of those Treaties.

Moreover, when the French Government has obtained a surrender, it can go and say
to the Jury, I You will only try the accused on the charge of forgery, because we have
obtained his surrender on that charge."

In presence of the intervention alone justice will refrain.
But if, instead of holding this language, Government is silent; if these grievanees

appear to it without foundation, justice will take its course, recognizing but the legalrules
of positive right. Possible consequences have no influence on justice. We place this
perhaps rather bold opinion under the ægis of doctrine and jurisprudence.

An individual was prosecuted for forgery and the abduction of a girl under age (1845).
le was delivered up froi Tuscany only for the crime of forgery. The law Court of Bes-
ançon decided that there was no case of forgery, but, on the other hand, that there were
very grave suspicions of the abduction of a minor.

The Court ordered that the individual should be arrested only for abduction, and that
he should only be j udged by default. The Procureur Général filed an appeal against this
decision, which was reversed in the Court of Cassation in the following terms:-

(Decree, Court of Cassation, 1845.)
The Avocat Général read the Decrec and Dalloz's observations:-
" The iudictment may be in violation of the Treaty, but the law takes its course; those

are questions to be discussed between Government and Goveranent."
This dpctrine, a little toc absolute perhaps, is contested by two decisions which I am

going to read to you; and from whieh it follows that if an extradition has taken place
without the intervention of either of the two Governments, the law Courts would have the
xight of asking whether the Government recognized that proceeding and considered it
regular. That, Gentlemen, is the only reservation to be made. That, according to our
opinion, is the doctrine which results from the only two decisions which can be brought
against us. You shall judge fcr yourselves.

The Advocate General then read an account of the Dermenon trial (Dalloz ie Traité
International," page 597).
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Do you not see in those facts a confirmation of the doctriñe which we just now
explained to you. In that case the Governiment had certainly nothing whatever to do
with the extradition of the accused, and it ws on that account that the Law Courts
appealed to the Government and asked if whether it recognized the measures which had
been taken.

The Avocat Général quoted a Decree of the Court of Assize of Ariège of the 17th
February, 1845 (Laugé case).

.M. Laclaud-That is the decree which I refer to in my motions ; it is of the 9th of
May, 1845.

The Avocat-Général, after having read that decrce, drew from it the same resulits as
he did from the preceding document. The Sieur Langé, ex.officiating priest, prosecuted
for attempted rape, fied for refuge into the Val d'Andorre ; he had been arrestod by a
French Justice of the Peace, under the authority of the Syndic of the Republic of Andorre.
The Cour Royale ordered a postponement to find out whether the arrest was recognized
by the Government, which had taken no part in it. The Court of Cassation, in considera-
tion of the suzerain rights of France over the small neutral territory of Andorre, decided
that the arrest was legal.

That point settled, if, instead of remaining inactive, Government was to say to you
we have obtained the extradition of that man and assume the responsibility thereof, the
law must take its course and is not to ask whether the extradition proceedings were in con-
formity with Treaties, and it cannot even allow any debate ca that subject, whleh is not
within its province.

We have not received any instructions to follow the Counsel for the defonce in regard
to those numerous facts which they have enumerated to us to our great surprise, and which
we should doubtlers have no difficulty in answering if such were our business. But for us
there is something that overrides all, a prerogative of the Government with which it is not
for us to meddle.

The first Avocat-Général read several official documents, proving that the French
Government took an active and immediate part in obtaining the extradition of Lamirande,
and, amongst others, a letter from His Excellency the Keeper of the Seals.

In that letter, said the Avocat.Général, the part cominunicating the facts is purely
voluntary ai far as the law is concerned; but what must be considered above all is the
Government act claiming for tie French Government the responsibility of the extradition
as against foreign governments.

We should have finished if we were not bound, on account of tiat letter, to remind
you that the Keeper of the Seals. has declared that Lamnirande should only be tried on the
charge of forgery, unless he accept of his own free will the decision of the Jury on the
charges of breach of trust and theft.

This would seem to put us in contradiction with ourselves, since we main tained that
the person surrendered in extradition could have no rights whatever to appeal to. That
is a form of respect towards the foreign government which only allowed the extradition of
the accused on this charge of forgery, but the consent of the accused may do away with
that prohibition, founded on respect for international rights.

The Advocate-General quoted the decrees of 1851 (Virmaure decree; of 1852 (Dar-
reau decree), and of 1865 (-- decree; decrees which decide that measures of extra.
dition are beyond all control of judicial authorities.

The motions are therefore not admssible, and it is for the Court te delare its incom-
petency, and to order that no further proceedings be taken thereon.

The President-Maitre Lachaud, it is for you to speak.
.Mattre Lachaud.-Gentlemen of the Court, tEe motions which I have drawn up are

not the work of Lamirande, they are the workjof his Counsel. His Coitnsel decided" to
submit them to you, because they thought that though the defendant may be unworthy,
though his crime may be odious, yet that behind him there is the law. Now, when the
law is scandalously divided, I have the right to complain and I do complain. The man
whom I do come here to defend bas been stolen from England.

The Preaident.-Mattre Lachaud, I cannot let the word pass. You are arguing nuo
for jury, but for the Çourt, and ppon the question of competency only. Please to reoulleet
t2s.
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M. Lachaud.-I have not forgotten it, M. le Président. I said that this man had
been stolen from England, because I have there a document which proves it, a decision of
an English Judge, when I will not read out of deference to the Court, but which never-
theless exists, and proves to me, as it will do to all, when it becomes known, the truth of
what I have advanced. I shall say no more on this point, and I hasten to answer the
Avocat Générai.

The Counsel for the defence then read various Decrees of Cassation, which, refuting
those pointed out by the Avocat Général, lay down the principle, he said, that the accused
always has the right of taking exceptions before the Court of Assize. Those decrees,
added the Counsel, are corroborated by the opinion of M. Faustin Hélie, who thinks that
the exceptions may have regard either to the legality of the Act of Exiradition, or to the
restrictive conditions of the Treaty which binds the two Governments. M. Faustin Ilélie
maintained that in this matter the Court of Assize has a discretionary :ower; he acknow-
ledges completely my right of objection. Only, as he foresees, that there may possibly be
grounds for diplomatie discussion, he says that in certain cases it may be necessary to
suspend the proceedings. And since M. Faustin Hélie never touches on a subjectwithout
cxhausting it, he adds, that in granting the right of objection, the exception taken must be
important, and of such a nature as to suspend judgment on the main points.

I am afraid that Lamirande is only looked upon as the criminal, as a man who inspires
little sympathy. What has the individual to do with the question? Forget the man ; in-
stead of a' crime of cupidity, to-morrow you may have to try a crime of passion, and the
position of the Avocat-Général can no longer be maintained. What would it be then if a
political trial were in question.

I do not wish to press my argument any further ; but do not forget, gentlemen, that
in this matter everything is important ; a neighboring people, a great people, are at this
moment weighing our words ; they should not find them falling short of that respect with
which they are accustomed to surround those two great bases of society, the liberty of all,
and the law for all. I persist in my motions.

Matre Bourbeau, Advocate for the prosecution, declares that he took the side of the
Law Oflicers, and rejects the motion with regard to annulling the extradition, and with
regard to the adjournment of the trial.

Matre Lepetit, one of the Counsel for the Defence, replied, and in a warm and
animated argument grounded on the opinion of M I. Dalboz, and Faustin Hélie, and on
the doctrine of the Decree of the Court of Cassation of 1845, maintained that the Court of
Assize is competent to entertain the exception as regards the nullity of the extradition,
nuo in the sense that the law would have the right to critscise diplomatie acts, but in the
sense that it may inquire whether the forms laid down by international conventions have
been observed, in other words, whether the law has been imposed upon.

The Court retired into the Council Chamber, to deliberate on the point.
At half-past three the sitting was resumed
The President pronounced the decision, couched in the following terns:-
" Seeing, that by a Decree of the Imperial Coirt of Poitiers, Chamber of Indictments,

dated the 29th May, 1866, the Sieur Sureau, called Lamirande, bas been sent before the
Vienne Court of Assize, under the triple accusation of aggravated theft, aggravated breach
of trust, and forgery in commercial or in banking accounts;

" Seeing, that in consequence of the said deeree, an indictment has been drawn up by
the Procureur Général, dated September 23, 1866;

'- Seeing, that these two documents have been communicated [to the accused by the
summons of the 24th of September, and that on the 24th of the same month the said ac-
cused was examined by the President of Assize, in conformity with the articles 293, 294,
295 and 296 of the Code of Criminal Procadure;

% ISeeing, that from that time the case was in a proper form to be tried and has been
regularly set down fo. trial at this session ;

"Seeibg, nevertheless, that the counsel for the defence of Lamirande have, by the
motions submitted at ths sitting, dema,ded of the Court tg pronounce the extradition of
the accused invalid, and quite collaterally to put off the trial of the case until a decision
be come to by competent authority as to the validity of that extradition;

(Seing, that in the matter of fact i f4llows from the doeumenta in the çase, q4
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especially from the Ministerial despatch of the 25th NQvember, 1866, that on the demand
of the French Government, Lamirande, put under arrest on an indictment comprising
charges of forgery in commercial or in banking accounts, was placed by the Govara ment
of Canada, where lie had fled for refuge, at the disposal of the French authorities;

Seeing, that immediately after the extradition had taken place, the Imperial Govern-
ment itself delivered the accused into the hands of justice. in order that he might answer
before a competent tribunal for the crimes of forgery in commercial or in banking ac..
counts, the crimes upon which the demand for his extradition were founded;

" Seeing, that in the matter of law, Tfreaties of Extradition are high administrative
acts, agreed upon between two Powers in the general interest of morality and social sçcurity;
that the forms and conditions thereof are regulated, not for the advantage of. persons ac-
cused, who cannot, by taking refuge abroad, obtain imepunity for themselves from the law
of their own country, but by the consideration of the international requirements or of the
mutual observances of the Governments ;

" Seeing that the fundamental principle of the separation of authorities is opposed to
the possibility of the French courts of law interfering in regard to the interpretation and
the application of the Acts of the Government which gives up the accused to their juris-
diction.

I Seeing that by the very fact of delivering an accused person into the hands of his
natural judges, the Imperial Government confirms the regularity of his extradition, and
cannot be the subject of any appeal;

"For these reasons, the Court rejects the motions, both principal and collateral, drawn
up by Lamirande's counsel and decrees that the trial be proceeded with."

The President-Prisoner, you have heard what has been said. You need only answer
as to the facts relating to the forgeries. Are you willing to answer to all the other charges
recorded in the indictment ?

Lamirande -I am ready to answer as to all the facts.
M. Lachaud-I cannot allow my client to commit limself on that ground. I main-

tain that the letter of the Keeper of the Seals could only cause Lamirande to be sent be-
fore the assizes for the crime of forgery. No one can have the right, the Keeper of the
Seals no more than anybody else, to violate the law.

The President-It is for that reason that I consulted Lamirande, leaving him his full
liberty of action.

. Lachaud-I persist in my protest, M. le President, and, if necessary, I will
make some very precise motions in order to define it clearly. Lamirande does not under-
stand the consequences of his acquiescence; it is the business of his Counsel to make him
understand them. I ask only for a delay of five or six minutes in order to draw up my
motions.

M. Lepetit-I entircly concur in and adopt the observations of MaUtre Lachaud, and
I unite with him in asking for time to write out our motions.

After being suspended for a few minutes, the sitting was resumed.
The President-Prisoner Lamirande, I repeat what I have already asked you, do you

consent to be tried on all the charges brought against you ?
Lamirande-I have neither to consent nor not to consent.
M. Lachaud-Here are the motions which I submit in Lamirande's name:-

"Seeing that Lamirande has been remitted to the Vienne Court of Assize for trial on the
triple charge of embezzlement, of aggravated theft, and of forgery in commercial or in
banking accounts;

" That the Decree has been communicated to him, and that lie appears before the
jury on that triple charge;

"Seeing, that it cannot be in the power of any oue to divide or to suppress a part of
these several counts of indictment;

" That Lamirande has not cither to consent or not to consent to be tried for the
crimes brought against him of breach of trust and aggravated theft, but that it concerns
him that the jury should be called on to settle the whole charge;

"That ifit is true as has just been laid down by the Court, that Treaties of Extradi-
tion can never be interpreted by Courts of Law; it is inadmissible that there should be,
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on their account, the power of modifying a charge before the Court of Law, where the
case has been regularly brought;

"Seeing, that the letter of the Keeper of the Seals contains only the instructions
given to the Attorney General, and could not in any way impede the carrying out of a de-
cree of the Chamber of Indictments;

" For these reasons, that it be ruled that all the counts of the indictment be submitted
to the jury.

Maître Lachaud, after having read thesemotions, asked leave to urge them.
The President-The Avocat Général, perhaps, has also some requisitions to make ?
The First Avocat Général-In fact we require that the Court may be pleased to

separate the facts relating to the fraudulent abstractions, and to the embezzlements, and
to order that Lamirande shall only be tried on the facts relating to the forgeries.

After Maître Lachaud had argued his motions, and the first Advocate General had
maintained his requisitions, the court deliberated again and passed a second decree which
rejected the motions of the defence, and decided in favor of the requisitions of the Law
Officers.

The li resident-Here, gentlemen of the jury, your part begins; hitherto you had
nothing to do with the various points which have arisen during the discussions ; they were
within the exclusive cognizance of the Court. Now, gentlemen, it is for you to decide
on the rest of the argument, bearing in mind that in conformity with the decree which the
Court has just passed, you have but to consider and determine exclusively, the charges
relating to the crime of forgery in commercial or in banking accounts; all the other
charges having been set aside by the decree.

It is the Law Officers' turn to speak :-
The First Avocat Généra!: Gentlemen of the Jury-The importance of this matter,

and the circumstances no less important which are connected with it, make it necessary for
me to address you in order to explain how the case stands.

Lamirande had been sent before you to answer six distinct counts of indictment; but
as the President bas just explained to you, and that in conformity with the decree just
passed by the Court, you will only have to take cognizance of charges relating to the
forgeries. You understand, nevertheless, though you may not be called upon to decide on
the whole of the original charges cf the indictment, that I must give you a complete state-
ment of the facts.

The Avocat Général, after having explained that the Branch of the Bank of France
at Poitiers, was founded in 1858, and that from that time Lamirande was appointed cash-
keeper, reproduced, with remarks thereon, the facts alleged in the indictment. He gave
some details respecting the way in which the current cash account was kept ; he described
the cellar where the silver specie was locked up, the bags which contained this specie in
sums of 1,000 francs, their size and shape, as well as those of the sacks in which they were
stored when a large remittance of silver had to be made.

The Counsel for the prosecution explained afterwards how Lamirande was able to
purloin considerable amounts of silver as well as of gold specie. le maintained that the
purloining could only have been effected by Lamirande in his own office, where he often
found himself alone and without control. In fact, that he could not have purloined any
of the silver specie after it had been taken down into the cellar in bags of 1,000 francs, as
he never went alone into the cellar; there were three keys to open it, and three employés
of the Bank wereonecessary to cffect the opening. It was, then, in his own office that
Lamirande abstracted 200 francs out of each 1,000 francs bag, taking'care to reduce the
size of the bags ; afterwards, when these bags had been taken down into the cellar, and the
doors were shut, it became impossible to guess by whose bands the fraud had been com-
mitted. Lamirande acted with great skill in thus conducting his operations; he made it
impossible for the Bank to discover the guilty party; and if he had not discovered him-
self by his flight, no one knows who might have been suspected in regard to the silver
specie locked up in the cellar.

With regard to the gold specie, said the Avocat Général, it is known that he replaoed
by paper the weight of the coin which he abstracted. The Avocat Général finisbed by
recalling to mind that it was to conceal these defalcations, bcth in silver and gold, the
total of which amounted to more than 700,000 francs, that he committed all the forgeries
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which the indictment imputed to him.
After calling over the witnesses, to the number of nine, the sitting was adjourned to

the next day.
Sitting of 4th December.

Yesterday's sitting, which was entirely occupied by points affecting questions of law,
could but little interest the audience; nevertheless the publie excitement had not subsided,
and the crowd to-day, desirous of securing places in the Hall of the Assizes-a rather small
one-was not less considerable. The first row of seats in the gallery, over the principal
entrance, reserved exclusively for the use of ladies was quite full. Reserved places on the
right, on the left, and behind the seats of the Court, were occupied by magistrates, public
funetionaries, and officers of rank.

Proceedings were commenced by calling over the names of the witnesses nine in
number, who were conducted to the room set apart from them.

EXAMINATION OF THE ACCUSED.
The President.-At what date were you appointed Cashier of the Branch Bank at

Poitiers ?
Lamirande.-Eighteen months before the creation of that branch, which was estab-

lished in August, 1858.
Question.-Tell us in what your functions consisted ?-Ans. To receive into and to

pay out of what is called the current cash ; the surplus of the current cash went to the
auxiliary chest, and thence to the cellars.

Question.-You were not the only person who held the keys of the cellars and-the
-uiiliary chest ?-Ans. No. I had one of the keys, the director had the other.

Question.-When did you begin to abstract funds from the safes (the cellar).-Ans.
T think it was at the beginning of 1862.

Question.-There were also defalcations in the current cash ; when did you begin
them ?-Ans. On the 12th of March, 1865, and I have carried them on since; but I was
always hoping to substitute for the bags of gold of the current cash, bags of silver, which
I should have had taken to the cellar.

Question.-But to substitute is not to restore ?-Ans. I know that, I had no hope of
restoring, but I wished to delay as mach as possible the moment when I could be found
out, and that is why I was always endeavouring to cover the deficit in the current cash,
which might be checked any day, whilst so long as the deficit only existed in the specie
deposited in the cellar I could hope that my deception might last for ever.

Question.-It has been remarked that the bags in the celler which had been tampered
with were placed under the others ; that is quite certain, for bags were found with
the stuff rotted, which leads to the supposition that they had been there a long time ?-
Ans. I did not take that precaution ; the rotton bags may have become so in a short time
on account of the temperature of the cellar.

Question.-In short you acknowledge that for the past three years, or three years and
a half, you used to take from the reserves in the safe; and that since March, 1865, you
have also embezzled from the current cash ?-Ans. I acknowledge it.

Question.-With regard to the rouleaux of gold, you went to work in this manner:
you opened a rouleaux, you took out several pieces of gold, and you replaced the weight of
those pieces by paper in such a way that if these rouleaux had been weighed without being
opened, the weight would have been found correct within about a centigramme. That
shows long practice. How much time did you require to tamper in this way with a bag of
gold eontaining 20,000 francs ?-Ans. About ten minutes.

Question.-That appears impossible, you must surely have devoted more time to it ?-
Ans. If I took more than ten minutes, I did not take a quarter of au hour.

Question.-What number of bank notes did you abstract from the cash in use ?-Ans.
I do not clearly remember whether it was 465,000 or 485,000 francs.

Question.-I am about to ask you a very important question, which I beg you to
answer frankly. What have you doue with the sums of money you carried off with you ?-
Ans. I spent them first of all in travelling. I bought some clothes. Iu England I gave
an interpreter 7,000 francs. Then I had travelling expenses amounting to 3,000 or 4,000
france. I spent a great deal in Londor, passing whole nighte without sleep, nine nights
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running. It is impo.sible f£r v, to say how much money I spent during that period.
On my passage from England to America I lent 6,000 francs to a Canadian who was going
home. This sum he has restored to the Bank.

Ihe President.-Let us not speak of what bas been restored. What have you doue
with the remainder of the 465,000 or 485,000 francs you took with you on your departure ?
-Ans. I gave 191,000 francs to my lawyers in New York.

!. Lachaud.-Those fellows are not lawyers.
The Prpsident.-New York lawyers.
M. Lachaud.-They do not deserve the name. They are accomplices in the robbery.
The President.-What bas become of those 191,000 francs ?-Ans. They were to

keep 135,000 francs as a reserve for me, in case I had put in the plea of Extradition, or to
return them. to me. They have returned 25,000 francs, and the rest has remained in their
hands.

Question.-What have you done with the remainder of the sums carried off ?-Ans.
I spent 10,000 francs amongst women. I squandered; I gambled ; I paid heavy debts.

Question.-Who robbed you ?-Ans. I cannot say. The thieves could not be got at
without affecting innocent persons.

Question.-Why gamble, since you had large sums of money at your disposal ?-Ans.
It was known that I was not rich. I had large expenses. I gambled in order to induce
the belief that I was winning a great deal, an: that I found in my gains at play the means
of meeting n'y expenses.

* Question.-You said that you paid your debts, and yet that they are far from being
got rid off ?-Ans. That is true; but if there still remain debts amounting to about 30,000
francs, I have paid away on this account sums of much greater amount.

Question.-IDo you acknowledge that for nearly three years, with the object of con-
eealing your defalcations, you have falsified the bank returns.-Ans. The returns are not
incorrect. These returns would rather serve to ruin me than to disguise the truth.

Question.-I know that ; but it is not the question I put to you. I ask you whether,
on inspection of those returns, the cash deficit could be suspected ?-Ans. Certainly not.
But the state of affairs shown in my returns would be cor-ect were nothing missing from
the coffers. My crime commenced with the defalcations, but not when I drew out my
returns.

Question.--But which, nevertheless, served to conceal your embezzlements ?-Ans.
That is not my opinion. I add that, in making up these returus, I do not consider that I
committed forgery either in commercial or in banking accounts.

Fresident.-That is a question of law which you must leave to your Counsel. Call a
witness.

M. Lachaud.--I insist, M. le Président; it is my duty to insist. What I have to
say is very important.

President.-Your client has been examined on a point to which he would not reply.
We canrot allow his advocate to reply for him.

M. Lachaud.--I do not wish to undertake to reply for him. What I have to say
can do no harm to him or any one else. I have here 110,200 francs (M. Lachaud placed
before him a packet in a paper envelope.) I wish to give them up. I do give them up,
and until they can reach their destination by way of restitution, I place them in the hands
of M. Bourbeau, counsel for the prosecution. (Applause in the body of the hall.)

M. Bourbeau.-I am not empowered to receive them. They had better be placed
in hands of the Director of the Bank, who will give a receipt for them.

M. Lachaud.-There is no need of a receipt. (The Director of the Bank opened
the parcel and took charge of the bank notes inclosed in it.)

The President to Lamirande.-There is still missing about 120,000 francs. What
have you donc with that sum.

Lamnirande.-I can only give the same answer as before; I cannot say,
M. Lachaud.-I shouldadd a few words in explanation of this restitution of 110,200

francs. A hint was given us, to M. Lepetit and to myself. We followed up the tracks
of the robbery. Every place was searched, even the house-tops. We asked Lamirande if
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he would give the name of the woman to whom he had intrusted this sum. " No, no,"
said he, I would die first. That person has herself been robbed, and I will not have her
compromised."

We then devoted ourselves to this object, and we recovered the 110,200 francs which
I have just given up. I must add that Lamirande never had this sui in his possession
and that if he asked us for it, we should not have given it to him. (Sensation in Court).

The President.-Call a witness.

IXAMINATION OP WITNESSE8.

The first witness examined was M. Dubois de Jancigny, Inspector of the Bank of
France, the same who accompanied the workman who was sont to Poitiers for the purpose
of opening the upper compartment of the current cash, the key of which Lamirande had
carried off.

This witness confirmed all the details given in the indietment as to the verification of
the deficit discovered after the departure of Lamirande.

The President-Is it obligatory on the Cashier to furnish a daily ieturn showing the
state of the cash ?

Witness-Nothing is more obligatory ; it is by these Branci Returns that thc Bank
of France fixes the rate of discount. The duplicate of this Retura is entered in a book
kept at the Branch Bank.

Maître Lachaud-Are the instructions of the Bank the same tor all the Branches as
far as relates to making a duplicate of the daily Return?

Witness-I think they have been the same for the last three or ibur years ; formerly
copying the Return into a bound book was not obligatory, althougli it was required by the
Directors in several Branches.

The President to the WVitness.-It is shown by the confessions of Lamirande that your
anticipations were well-founded, inasmuch as the first embezzlements go back for more than
three years. Now tell us whether he could have effected these embezzlements without
rendering false accounts ?

'Witness.-It was thc necessary consequence of the embezzlemnents; without the fIalsi-
flied Returns it would soon ha-e been discovered that there was something amiss in the
cash ; there would have been an examination, the fraud would have been discovered, and
Lamirande would have been arrested.

Question-Lamirande pretends that the daily Leturns, far from facilitating his cm-
bezzlements, made discoveries more easy, foir, he adds, by comparing the Returns with the
state of the cash, an account might have been taken-simply weighing the money would
have been sufficient.-Ans. This argument would be valid if suspicion had beeneentertain-
ed ; but the Returns, by concealing the deficit, could not but aid the deception.

Question-Lamirande acknowledges the embezzlement; his reason is apparent; le is
not prosecuted upon those counts, but he denies the forgery for which he is prosecuted--
his tactics are understood-Ans. In my opinion the two facts, that of embezzlement and
that of forgery, cannot be separated; the one came to the assistance of the other.

Question--Explain the nature of the responsibility of the Cashier, both as regards
the current cash and as regards the money in reserve ?-Ans. With regard to the current
cash which is in the Cashier's office, the responsibility falls personally and solely upon
him. It is not the saine as regards the funds in reserve (in the cellar or the safe); here
the responsibility is divided between two persons, the Director of the Branch, who has
oue key, and the Cashier, who has another.

Qaestion- -Is it not in consequence of that divided responsibility that the late Direc-
tor, M. Bailly, has been replaced ?-Ans. Yes, M. le Président

M. Bailly, who has been for fifty-two years a landowner at.Angers, late Director of
the Branch Bank of Poitiers, was called to the bar.

The President-Tell us what you know.
M. Bail/y-Gentlemen of the jury, on the lth of March last I received an order

from the Bank of France to despatch to the Angoulême Braneh, first 1,000,000 and then
500O0 francs. The saine day I gave directions to Lamirande, my cashier, to despatoh
on the next day, the 12th, the 1,000,000 francs, and to make preparation for the despatch
Of the 500,000 francs o4 the 13th of March. ' The issue of these orders brings us to the
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13th of March, on the morning of which day I received a letter from M. Lamirande, in,
forming me that he had been snddenly obliged to go to Châtellerault, leaving to M. Quegriaux,
chief accountant, bis keys, and the duty of despatching the 500,000 francs to Angoulême.

Here the witness entered into the details given in the indictment, of the discovery of
the frauds perpetrated in the bags of silver destined for Angoulême, and, at a latter period,
in the bags of gold. In the bags of silver 200 francs were uniformly missing per bag; in
the bags of gold, the weight of the abstracted coin was replaced by an equal weight of
silver coin and paper. These frauds could never have been committed either in the cellar
or in the safe : it must necessarily have been in bis office that this operation was performed
and where the bags were thus altered, but weighing their proper weight; the attendants
carried thein lato the cellar or into the safe, and the doors once closed Lamirande was out
of danger, for from that moment the responsibility was divided between him and me. I
never intrusted my keys of the reserve to Lamirande, in whom, however, I had the greatest
confidence.

The President-The cashier then was personally responsible for bis current cash: and
as regards the reserres you shared the responsibility with him ?

The Witness-Yes, M. le Président, this is the case in all the Branch Banks. I was
myself for long while cashier in a branch, and was responsible for my current cash.

Question-How is it that Lamirande was able to continue bis embezzlement for more
than three years, which is proved in the first instance by bis confessions, and secondly by
a certain number of the bags found in the cellar being so old ?-Anx. The cashier has the
superintendence of the movement of all funds. When we went down to the reserves he it
was who pointed out the divisions from which the bags to be sent away were to be taken.
It is quite natural that lie should take care not to point out for removal the bags which
had been tampered with. To have interfered with bis directions suspicions must have
been entertained of him.

T/he President-Prisoner, what have you to say on this deposition ?
Lamirande-Nothing, M. le Président; except to express to M. Bailly my profound

regret for the consequences which have been entailed upon him by my conduct.
Question.-These regrets have come very late. When, on the 13th of March, you had

so well prepared for your flight you did not think of the responsibility which would fall
upon him by your carrying off more than 400,000 franes froni your cash ?-Ans. I did not
prepare for my ilight, I yielded through necessity; I had the choice of suicide or flight.

Question.-But not with 400,000 francs ?-Ans. I might have taken 5,000,000.
(Sensation.)

1 Question.-So your discretion is to be praised then ?-A4nsç. I do not look for praie,
but I wiÉ to state that in the dire necessity in which I found myself I could not leave
with empty bands; but that if I had been a thief, I should have taken all that I could lay
hands on.

M. Bailly 'gave evidence in confirmation that the falsified returns of the state of
the cash delivered to him each day by Lamirande, could not but lull him to confidence,
and aid in the continuance of the embezzlement.

X. de Grétry Treasurer and Paymaster General at Poïtiers-1 have been Receiver
at Vienne since 1865, and Inspector (" censeur") of the Branch Bank of Poitiers, it is in
this latter character that I have had occasion to have some relations with Lamirande. I
do not know him personally, nor am I aware of his antecedents.

On the 13th of March last, I was sent for to the bank by the director. There I was
informed that, owing to the despatch of 500,000 francs in silver to Angoulême, it had been
discovered that a great number of bags did not contain the sums which thêy ought te have
held, and that the cashier, Lamirande, had written in the morning to the director to say
that he had left suddenly for Chatellerault, and had left the keys of the cash with MI.
Quegriaux, Chief Accountant; at the same time begging him to undertake the despatch
of the à00,000 francs to Angoulême. I at once got M. Bailly to go and make a declaration
before the Procureur Imperial, where I accompanied him. An express was also sent to
the Bank requesting thcm to send an inspector and a workman to open the upper compart-
ment of the current cash, the key of which Lamirande had carried off

The remainder of this witness's deposition onIy refçrs to what is already known.
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M. Lambert, manager (" administrateur") of the Branch ut Poitiers, formerly a
magistrate, was called to the bar.

The President-Several witnesses have already deposed to the facts of which you are
called to make your declaration. We request you to sum it up in as few words as possible.

M. Lambert, in fact only confirmed what had been said by the previous witnesses, as
well upon the working of the accounts of the Branch, and the removing of funds, as upon
the responsibility incumbent on the cashier, and the circumstances which led to the dis-
covery of the frauds.

The Presùent-Iave you been long manager of the Branch ?
The Witness-Since its formation, M. le Président.
The President-Have you sometimes verified the cash ?
The Witness-Never, M. le Président, except on the 13th of March, when I was

called upon to do so after the ffight of Lamirande.
Question.-What are the duties of the manager ?-Ans. Solely ta assure himself of

the solvency of persons who present bills for discount.
M. Quegriaux, late chief accountant of the Branch, banker at Poitiers, was called.
The President-You are called before us, sir, to give us some information on the

management of the accounts of the Branch.
M. Quegriaux, after having referred to the facts which preceded and followed the

flight of Lamirande, added :-With regard to the accounts this was the arrangement: M.
Lamirande, as casher, gave me tic papers. I entered the accounts in imy books, and in
the evening I checked the balance of my account by that of his cash-book. It was neces-
sary that the two balances should agree, and they always did so.

The President-But in order that Lamirande's balance should correspond with yours,
it must necessarily have been false.

M. Quegriaux.-Doubtless; but I was not aware of the falsity.
Question.-Iow did Lamirande conduct himselt at Poitiers.-Ans. I was perfectly

ignorant on the subject. It is only since his flight that I have become aware that he
spent a great deal of money.

Question.-It is said from 60,000 to 80,000 francs a year.-Ans. That is what I have
heard said; but only since his disappearance.

Question.-And of what nature was his expenditure ?-Àns. I have been told that he
gambled away a great deal.

Question.-Sixty thousand francs, it is stated, at one time, either at Angoulême or at
Angers?

Lamirande.-I have never been at Angers; and nowhere, not even at Angouléme,
did I ever lose 60,000 francs.

J. Lachaud.-It matters little. What is certain is, that you have played and lost a
great deal.

Lamirande.-I own it.
M. Maréchal, a clerk at the Branch Bank, who had to go to the railway with the

500,000 francs despatched to Angoulême, and who, on weighing the bags, found ont that
from 55,000 to 60,000 francs must be missing, confirmed these facts.

M. Sarrault, attendant in the cash department of the Branch Bank, and Barry, th e
doorkeeper, likewise went with the 500,000 francs. Both confirmed the facts stated by
the clerk, Maréchal. Sarrault, who, besides being an attendant in the cash department
was at the same time Lamirande's private servant, added that the day after Lamirande's
flight, on going into his room, he remarked that papers had been burnt in the grate.

The President. -Lamirande, what papers were those ?
Lamirande.-I had destroyed acknowledgments for money which I had lent.
Tie President.-I do not understand; what I burnt acknowledgments for money lent ?
Lamirande.-I was completely bewildered.
The President.-Not so completely; all the preparations you made for your fIlight

prove the contrary.
Lamirand.-I declare that I was bewildered; the whole of my conduct after my

flight leaves no doubt of it.
Maître Bourbeau, counsel for the Bank of France, was called on t speak for th

prosecution.
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M Bourbeau-I appear before you on the part of the Bank of France, to defend
great interests, interests moral and material, for which, as regards the latter, some repara-
tion bas been commenced.

- The story of Lamirande is a sad one. You are not called upon to punish in him a mere
déviation, a moment of forgetfulnees, but a long series of misdeeds; a perseverance in evil
which might be called incorrigible; no remorse, no twinges of conscience, ever hinidered
him ; in three years he has squandered 219,000 francs, and that by means of daily trieks.
Ilow does he explain them ? By hie passion for play. Gambling is not an excuse, it can
be but an explanation. A day arrives when he can no longer continue his embezzlements,
and he takes flight, without considering that he leaves behind him two disconsolate families,
his own and that of hie unhappy director. H1e departs ; it is not to his owa famîily that he
goes to bid farewell, but to two women of that town, upon whom he rains down Danae's
golden shower. Let us for a moment follow him; he leaves Poitiers; he goes first to
England, then to English America-to Canada. There ho becomes the subject of a de-
mand for extradition on the part of the French Government. An incident happens.

The President-Do not touch upon the question of extradition. You are aware of
the decisions passed by the Court yesterday.

M. Bourbeau-I only wished to say two words.
The President-Not even two words, Maitre Bourbeau. Be good enough to paso that

over.
M. Bourbeau.-Well, let us say nothing about the extradition, let us also be silent

on the subject of tho robberies, fraudulent abstractions, and embezzlements, and since
henceforth he eau only be prosecuted for forgeries in commercial or in banking accounts
let us discuss the question of forgery. Can there be a doubt as regards this crime' after
the explanations which have resulted from these discussions ? We do not hesitate to de-
clare that, as far as we are concerned, there cannot be the shadow of a doubt. He made false
returns of the state of hie cash; that is proved and ho confesses it. With what object ?
With the sole intent of seeking protection from the consequences of his embezzlements by
falsifying his accounts. When, therefore, he showed, by hie accounts, the existence of Bo
many bags of 1,000 francs, whilst a great number of these bags only contained 800 francs
each, did he not commit forgery ? See him in his office, whether abstracting 200 francs
from bags of 1,000 francs each, or transforming rouleaux of gold into rouleaux of silver,
and having these effects taken to the cellar; thereis the robbery, there is the embezzlement.
But afterwards, what does he do? He takes hie pen, and enters in his cash-book and his
returns sums which exist no longer, since ho has embezzled them. And shall not that be
called forgery, and why?

Is not the Bank of France a commercial Company ? Does it not trade in the value
of gold and silver ? Was not Lamirande the clerk of the comfnercial Company ? To all
these questions the answers can only be in the affirmative. No, it cannot be said that for
three years a cashier eau have written a false account of a deficient balanqe on hand, and
yet not be a forger.

Sec what were the consequences of these forgeries. By the aid of these forgeries
he was enabled to pass from the current cash, of which he had the sole responsibility, to
the cash in reserve, the responsibility of which was divided between him and the director,
a sum of more than 200,000 francs, and this is how the upright director, M. Bailly, reste
4iorally responsible tor that sum, which he never received.

Entering upon the question of law, the advocate quoted a decree of the Court of
Cassation of 1841, which declares that false entries made by a clerk in commercial books
constitutes a forgery in commercial accounts. The case cited relates to a clerk who en-
tered as sold, in hie master's books, goods which he had stolen.

The Court of Cassation ruled that that constituted forgery, inasmuch as the false en-
tries concealed the truth, and moreover, were calculated to mislead the merchant as to the
true state of hie affaire. In this case, as welil as in the one which we are discussing, for-
gery is a means of concealing robbery, either comimitted or about to be committed.

Gentlemen, I have ended my address, and I have demonstrated the injury which may
be caused by false accounts in commercial business. Larnirande was a thief. He was
necessarily obliged to become a forger. By these forgeries he las been the cause of a
triple injury to the bank. First, an injury in regard to money, then a second injury in
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leaving it ignorant of the true state of the Poitiers branch-ignoranee which hindered it
from apportioning its funds where they could be of service; and, lastly a third injury, that
caused a superior officer of the bank, the upright M. Bailly, who, even after the loss of
his confidential employment, rests under the stroke of the moral responsibility of part of
the misdeeds of his faithless cashier.

I have accomplished my task. The proverbial honesty of fair Poitiers has experienced
a cruel blow. For three years an individual has labored secretly to inflict upon it this
cruel injury; but as is invariably the case, justice, supported by public opinion, bas dis-
covered the criminwl, and to-day he is handed over to you. Gentlemen, you will do hini
justice, for I know that your decision will be guided by the conscience of the judge and
the indignation of the citizens.

The sitting was postponed till the next day at half-past seven.

Sitting of December 5.

The sitting commenced at Il o'clock, amid the excitement caused by the incident
which led to the restitution of the sum of 110,200 francs.

M. le Premier Avocat- General Gast, commenced and expressed himself as follows
Rarely in a criminal case has the day of trial been more anxiously desired, more im-

patiently looked for than in this one which is now submitted to your judgment. It is not
that this case involves one of those atrocious crimes which spread consternation and terror
through society; yet, without possessing this fearful importance, this case has the sad
privilege of having raised public indignation to the highest point. Let us state, at once,
that this indignation does honor to the human heart. It is, in truth, one of those spec-
tactles that are revolting to the feelings of our nature. Public opinion has been outraged
by Lamirande's crimes, at an age when the powers of his mind had reached their full
maturity. Lamirande was placed in a confidential position which intrusted immense riches
to his care. The severity of the precaUtions as well as the sentiments of honor and
delicacy which he had imbibed in his respectable family, seemed to be a guarantee for the
fidelity of his conduct.

What bas happened ? Lamirande found himself one day hesitating between the de-
sire of yielding to his ignoble instincts and the duty of respecting the treasures intrusted
to his care. It so fell out that avarice prevailed over duty. Lamirande crossed the abyss
that lay open before him, and after having laid a guilty hand upon the treasures of which
he was the guardian, he became a forger.

Once engaged in this criminal course the accused persisted in it up to the time when
his crimes were discovered, and Lamirande crowned them ail by one yet more heinous.

He wished to assure himself of a rich indepondence abroad, in order to continue the
debaucheries to which he was accustomed. But the Government felt that it was indis-
pensable to sec the extradition of Lamirande. Ah ! If to cross the frontier were sufficient,
the greatest criminals might count on social impunity. Hence the principle of extradition
is daily gaining ground. Our most eminent statesman has said " Extradition is a reciprocal
guarantee against the ubiquity of evil."

You are, however, aware of the scandai which has arisen in the foreign country where
he took refuge. You know how Lamirande, by means of the gold which he had stolen
from the Bank of France, was enabled to bire a whole host of instruments who set about
quibbling over the conditions of the Treaty. lHaving taking refuge in Canada, he was at
length delivered up to France, and now Lamirande awaits the just chastisement which he
lias ineurred. We do not ask for vengeance, but for justice.

You are aware that Lamirande eau only ho tried by you for the crime of forgery.
You have been told that this criminal has been suddenly touched by the spirit of repen-
tance. You are promised that if he is acquitted upon the charge of forgery he will come
and offer himself up as a holocaust on the other heads of accusation, Let us suppose that
this is not a forensic stratagem ; let us suppose that he may be willing to be-tried hereafter
for the crimes of robbery and abuse of confidence, that would be no reason for acquitting
him upon the question of forgery. In fact, in our eyes, the crime of forgery is clearly
proved.

What! there is no crime of forgery in this case? Hlere is a cashier who every day
abstracts money from his cash-who daily certifies to his chief, in his accounts, that ail is
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correct, the accused was carrying on criminal operations in his cash without reproducing
them in his accounts. The accounts are and 'ought to be a photograph of the cash. ~ This
i dictated by common sense.

During yesterday's sittings you heard a magisterial demonstration of the existence of
the forgery. There is, first of all, a consideration which is of serious importance. A
criminal proceduie, previously to its coming before the assizes, has to undergo a double
test: first, the preliminary examination ; then, if the deed amounts to a crime, t'el proce-
dure is submitted to the Imperial Court, the Chamber of Indictment. This course bas
been followed in Lamirande's case.

After having passed in review all the different phases of the procedure, M. le Avocat
Général examined into the character of the forgery as regards the law, and applied its
principles to the facts of the case. He then drew attention to the enormous injury occa-
sioned to the Bank of France.

Lamirande bas precipitated his father into the depths of despair; he has dishonored
his name. Bnt chatisement was not long in overtaking him. He received reproof even
from that shameless creature whom he kept, who was living by prostitution, and who, on
learning his arrest, said, " That man has no heart; I thought he loved his father and
mother: le loves no one."

-Never has a prisoner appeared before a jury with such an accumlation of crimes.
He has accomplished these crimes with unrivalled intrepidity and assurance. luis coolness
never abandoned him, and everything shows the premeditation of the accused.

What was lis motive of action ? His motive was the most vile: a thirst for the basest
enjoyments, the most ignoble lusts, not to mention the pleasures of the chase, the excite-
ment of the gaming-table was necessary to him; he required the refinements of the most

-shameless luxury. This finished debauchee must needs have two expensively kept
mistresses.

Expatiating on the circumstances attending the restitution of the 110,200 francs, M.
le Avocat Général said that it was meant for theatrical effect. That restitution was the
act of a thief, who, finding he is pursued, abandcns a portion of his booty in order to
save the rest. Lamirande would fain contrive to reap the benefit of extenuating circum-
stances, but the accused is unworthy of it, and the jury will show him no pity. The crimes
of the accused have resounded everywhere; the penalty should fall on him in all its weight.
You will assure to society, to public conscience, the reparation which is their due.

M. Lachaud, Lamirande's Counsel, expressed himself as follows:-
We, on the side of the defence, have ever recognized the gravity of this case. A

oaghier who forgets his duty, and who betrays the confidence reposed in him,-nothing is
more serions. We should not deserve to be French advocates if we did not agree with
those who administer the laws on all that touches honor, probity, and loyalty. But in
order that Justice may be impartial, she must take everything into consideration ; she
must weigh everything with the greatest care. Justice is the most important thing in the
world, for it belongs to God. But, after having acknowledged the enormity of the crime,
you must take account of the accused, of bis life, bis weakness, his unheard-of sufferings.
Unless you will take all this into account, it will be not justice but vengeance, which M.
l'Avocat Général desires no more than I do.

The wretched man whom I defend is 42 years of age. Of his family I will say noth-
ing. Who is there here who does not know that everybody pities, esteems and love,; his
venerable father, whom God has allowed to live too long, since he witnesses the dishonor
of his name?

I will not speak to you of his pions mother, nor of his brother-a most worthy man.
The wretched Lrmirande stands before you under the weight of a terrible accusrtion. Let
him accept this new indignity, and let it be to him the most ineffaceable of misfortunes.

When the storm lowered over his unhappy family, people were considerate towards
them; I mentiop the fact as an honor to the country. Alas ! Lamirande knew not how
to be a son worthy of those good people. His youth was-marked by deviations, by follies,

by prodigality; and when, in 1858, he was made a cashier, he owned more than 50,000
ftancs. The wish to benefit this young man led, perhaps, to the commission of an impru-
dence.
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The cashier should be a man of unassumuing habits, of frugal life. He is the most
perfect representative-he ought to be so-of accuracy and modesty.

That man who will see open before him the treasures of the Bank of France; he will
struggle for a long time; when lie shall succumb you will call him a criminal. Oh, these
treasures ought not to have been intrusted to him.

Up to 1862, Lamirande's conduct had been irreproachable. Ris small debts increased.
He did not, indeed, indulge in the luxury but in the disgrace of two mistresses. One of
them I pity; of another I do not speak, and for her I leave to M. l'Avocat Général the
right of eipressing all his contempt at his Case.

One day, when le was harassed on all sides in the midst of his engagements,;there was
a deficit; lie was short of 5,000 francs. That is not much in accounts such as those of the
Bank of France. Distressed, and not daring to impose a new sacrifice on his family, he
committed a theft; the abyss was opened. When the first step in his path has been taken,
wickedness strides on, evil urges us forward, we become its slave. That is what happened
to the wretched man. After having provided for the deficit, Le paid his debts; Le gam-
bled, Le reckoned on good luck, lie lost, and after having lost 100,000 francs, from fault
to fault, from fall to fall, he at last took flight, as you know.

This terrible affair will servo as a great example for all cashiers. The fact of the case
shows that Lamirande's precautions were ridiculous. He eut open the bags, he replaced
gold by silver, but examination was possible; he was at the mercy of the first sericus
inspection.

You recall to mind Lamirande's flight; going in his uneasy conscience to seek a refuge
in Canada, betrayed on all sides. Ilis sufferings were so severe, that I ask myself whether
it be not preferable to stand at the bar f infamy. When lie was taken into custody in
Canada, how much, think you, had lie left ? Eighteen francs; he who carried off half a
million. And when he wrote to those men, whom I certainly shall not call lawyers, for a
small sum, he received no answer.

These are the miseries which he has experienced. When Le came back to France in
rags, the Police Agent was forced to lend him clothes, ta enable him to embark on the boat
which brought him into France. Alas! what a lesson!

I might speak of yesterday's incident. We might ask ourselves, my colleague and I,
how we have been benefited by the restitution made in court yesterday; if the counsel for
the defence were not men of upright character (for which we thank nobody); there might
be danger in acting as is right. No, no, M. l'Avocat General, we did not want to produce
a theatrical effect. The money was handed into the court because we did not think it
proper to give it up sooner. If we restored that money, it was because we, and not Lami.
rande, recovered it.

Let me say to my colleagues at the bar, that which we have done with heart and
honor, you would have done likewise, but many sleepless nights you would have passed in
consequence. These are the facts. I, gentlemen, am proud of them, and my colleague,
Lepetit, is as proud of them as I am.

We in France are not Yankee lawyers. Three heads cf accusation have been laid to
the charge of Lamirande. Theft, embezzlement and forgery.

The counsel, after having laid aside the two first heads, examined the legal character
of forgery.

Article 147 punishes (why should I not say so ? There is nothing that I am aware of
to prevent it.) Article 147 of the Penal Code punishes the crime of forgery with penal
servitude for a term. But where do you find perversion of the truth. The cash book is
correct, the returns include the amount of capital in all the coffers of the Bank. Now you
are aware that there were three divisions of the cash. The Accountant's documents alone
served to make out the return. As to the cashier's accounts they were right. But where is
the obligation, the discharge. Show me the engagement in favor or against any one. They
have told you that there was therein a complete discharge, imposing the responsibility
Upon one who ought not to have borne it. This pretended discharge, of which you have
been told, cannot then impede you. But where then is the injury? I appeal to Maître
Bourbeau, who is my colleague, and with whom I can allow myself greater latitude than
with the Avocat Général.

It is because there may be a moral injury that it can be said that there is a real
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injury, as the law understands it. Oh ! but it said, you have imposed on the Bank. I
answer that the Bank is not the less rich for a million more or less, so long as its tredit is
not affected. Yes, I have imposed on the Bank, I have imposed on it by robbing, but not
by forgery.

The Bank of France has current accounts. If the current account is not correct,
there may bc a wrong, a perversion of truth. That is a forgery. But to have perverted
truth, and to have caused a moral injury, is not sufficient. The lie in writing is not suffi-
cient. That may be a swindle, it may be a fraudulent scheme. Well, the cashier's book,
my own book, haï not been falsified.

What you attack are the internal accounts of the Bank. But the unhappy man
there, however guilty he may be in your eyes in a moral point of view, is nevertheless not
a forger.

Above all, the jury are bound by their oath, if forgery has been committed that man
must be judged guilty of forgery. Be assured I do not ask impunity for that man. He
will not get off; ho does net wish, and I do not want it.

Here is the declaration which I have been commissioaed to read to you, in the name
of Lamirande, and I pass my word for him:-

" I, the undersigned, Sureau Lamirande (Ernest Charles Constant,) solemnly declare
that, if the verdict of the jury, who have to determine on the crime of which I am accused,
and which I protest I never intended to commit, is in the negative, I do not intend to
avail myself in any way of the privilege of the Treaty of Extradition with England ; that,
on the contrary, I ask in that case to b tried by the Court of Assize of Vienne, for the
acts of embezzlement and theft which are laid to my charge by order of the Court of In-
dictment.

" I am therefore prepared to surrender myself as a prisoner, and I request my Counsel
to place this declaration in the hand of the Attorney General.

(Signed,) "LAMIRANDE."

Ah! M. l'Avocat Général, did you not understand how I was situated in this matter.
We did not wish to shelter ourselves behind Treaties of Extradition. Away! away! We
do not have recourse to such means. We wear the long robe as well as magistrates. The
colour is of no consequence; conscience is everything.

In three months Lamirande will be here, and you will try him,-you or others. I
wish him to have the benefit of his courage; I wish him, after the verdict of the jury, to
be free before the law, but to be a prisoner before justice, and by his own free wili. We
advocates appreciate above all things compassion. The advocate for an accused man
sustains and raises him; he speaks to him of remorse, of God, and of atonement.

We are physicians of the mind, happy and proud to be so. That man will be ac-
quitted, but justice will be donc in three months.

I have pleaded my cause according to the view I have taken of it; I have spoken the
truth. In three months we will not say that the law is for us, but that it is against us; no
doubt we shall endeavour, in a certain measure, to soften the hearts of the jury towards so
much suffering.

Alas, for the unhappy man! If you only knew what he has suffèred. Yes, before
taking his place on that bench, he found yesterday in his prison these three letters, which
I wish to read to you. Whilst reading these lines f was deeply moved, and you will share
my emotion.

Here is, first, the letter of Lamirande's pious mother:-

"DEAREST UNHAPPY CHILD,-I did not wait for your cry of lamentation before
forgiving your crime. I feel an intense compassion for you in thinking of the lot which
you have prepared for yourself, and the sufferings which you have þrought upon yourself.

"I fervently pray Heaven that your judges may be indulgent, and that God may
forgive you as your mother forgives yeu.

(Signed.) "A. S. LAMIRANDE."

Here is the old man's letter to his son :-
"I know that the hour of repentence would precede the hour of justice; and, unhappy
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child, I forgave you from the day in which you acknowledged your error. I have suffered
in a deeper degree than you, the miseries which are the inevitable consequences of your
shame, and of your Ilight. I shall suffer still from the terrible penalties which will be
inflicted on you. I shall not complain if you can support your suffering with dignity, and
continue in your repentance.

"I need not tell you that we all pray that your Judge may be indulgent, and give you
credit for an honorable life till the day in which you failed in honor and probity.

"Repent and God will aid you.
" our unhappy father,

(Signed,) "S. LAMIRANDE."

Lastly, Lamirande's brother wrote as follows.-
MY POOR BROTHER,-Your past sufferings, your present sufferings, infinitely sharper,

fill us with compassion for you; but it is not on their account that we forgive you. It is
on account of your repentance which we think sincere and complete. Tkere is your refuge ;
there alone can you recover peace with yourself. It is only by repentance that hereafter,
by dint of courage, patience and denial, you ean regain self-respect. We will support you
with all our might in the accomplishment of that work which is impossible at present, but
will not always be so. Have courage, then ; our love will not fail you, if you will be firm
enough to be worthy of it. It will aid you in regaining our esteemn.

(Signed,) "LAMIRtANDE.
"P.S.-Mathilde joins in the sentiments which I express."
I will add nothing to these letters. Lamirande is dead as regards the world. la threc

months' time he will be condemned by the Court of Assize ; but if men are severe, God
will be compassionate to him. A future of love exists in those letters which I return to
him. His parents will still live to forgive and love. There stands the case. The hour
approaches; it is nigh at hand ; but do not without necessity violate the law. I reckon
upon you, gentlemen, because you are men of feeling and of consicence, and because you
will not strike till it is necessary to do so.

This sitting was suspended till a quarter past 2 o'clock.
After the replies of the Avocat Général and of Maître Lepetit, the President summed

up the arguments; the Jury then retired to deliberate. At the end of tliree quarters of
an hour they brought in a verdict of guilty upon the ehargeof forgery and of the employ-
ment of falsified papers. They acknowledged that there were extenuating circumstances
in favor of the acCused.

The Court, after deliberation, condemned Sureau de Lamirande to ten years' imprison-
ment (reclusion).

Lamirande appearedjoverwhelmed.

(No. 24.)
Earl Cowley to Lord Stanley (Received, December 15).

PARIS, December 13th, 1866.
MY LORD,-In compliance with the instructions contained in Your Lordship's des-

pateh of the 7th instant, to inquire into the correctness of the statement of a daily paper
that, a few weeks since, a criminal whose capture or surrender had been improperly obtain-
ed in France was, after a conviction and sentence in France, sent back to Switzerland by
order of the Imperial Government; I desired M. Treite to make enquiries, and I now
inclose copy of a letter which I have received from that gentleman, from which Your
Lordship will perceive that he has not been able to find any trace of such a case having
Occurred recently.

M. Treite considers that the newspaper refers to the case of Dermenon, in 1840, of
which he gives a summary, and which turned less on the irregularity of the extradition
than on the principle that an accused person eau only be tried on the charges upon which
the extradition had been granted.

M. Treite also states that the only point in this precedent which bas any bearing on
Lamirande's case is, that it follows from it that, when the Executive declares an extradi-
tion not to have been made according to law, it eau waive, and give up the individual.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) CowLY.
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(Inclosure in No. 24.)

(Translation.) .M. Treite to Earl Cowley.

PAnIS, December 11, 1866.

M' LoRD,-Your Excellency has been pleased to communicate with me respecting a
criminal whom, according to a certain newspaper, the French Government had, a few weeks
ago, s2nt back to Switzeriand on account of the irregularity of the extradition, a fact which
would constitute a precedent for the restitution of Lamirande.

I hasten to inform your Excellency, in reply, that, notwithstanding my researches, I
have not been able to trace any such case of a recent date; and unless, indeed, it has been
deeply buried in the secret recesses of the Chancery, I do not think that such a case exists.

There must have been a misapprehension in the newspaper assertion. The precedent
to which allusion has been made, evidently relates to the case of one Dermenon, tried in
1840, and in which it was less the irregularity of the extradition that was in question, than
the principle that the accused can only be tried for the reasons or charges on account of
which the extradition had been effected. This is the case: A criminal named Dermenon
had taken refuge in Switzerland. He had been indicted for fraudulent bankruptcy before
the Court of Assize of the Department of Côte d'Or, at Dijon. The commitment of the
Court of Assize provided that Dermenon should be eventually arraigned before the Tri-
bunal of Correctional Police for the misdemeanor of simple bankruptcy and breach of trust,
if he were acquitted on the charge of fraudulent bankruptcy. The extradition of Der-
menon was demanded on account of the latter charge, and was granted by the Canton of
Geneva, but the jury acquitted Dermenon.

The Procureur Général of the Dijon Court then inquired of the Minister of Justice
whether Dermenon should be tried for the misdemeanors of simple bankruptcy and breach
of trust. The Minister replied, that as the accused had only been surrendered on the
charge of forgery, he could not be put upon his trial for other reasons, and that he must
be reconducted to the frontier. But the Canton of Geneva refused to receive him, and
Dermenon was brought back to Dijon, where he was taken before the Tribunal of Cor-
rectional Police, on the charge of breach of trust and simple bankruptcy. The accused
alleged his status as a refugee; the enforeed irregularity of his presence in France, &c.
The Police Tribunal allowed Dermenon's objections, and ordered him to be taken back to
the frontier. But the Procureur Général appealed against this decision, and the Court,
revising the judgment of the Tribunal of the first instance, decided, by a decree of August
14th, 1840, that the case should be tried, on the ground that " if Frenchmen prosecuted
in France for crimes and misdemeanors, are protected by the invioiability of a foreign ter-
ritory, they cannot avail themselves of the inviolability when the foreign country rejects
them.'

Dermenon appealed to the Court of Cassation against this decision, and the Supreme
Court, by a Decree of the 4th of September, 1840, quashed the sentence of the Court of
Dijon, because it ought to have suspended the proceedings, considering that the question
was, whether the refusai of Geneva to receive the accused, amounted to a regular extradi-
tion, and that Government alone was competent to decide the point.

The Executive Power, in fact, decided that Dermenon could not be tried on account
of the irregularity of his extradition, and ordered him back to the frontier.

As you will perceive, the principal doctrine which results from these facts is, that the
French Government would not allow Dermenon to be tried on charges other than those on
account of which his extradition had been demanded and obtained.

The French Government has always observed this principle, of which there are
numerous instances, amonget which may be cited that of an individual, who, in 1815, had
been condemned for crime through contempt of court. The same individual was subse-
quently arrested for complicity in the attempt to assassinate the Duke of Wellington. The
Government procured his extradition on this charge, but he was acquitted by the jury, and
was able to go abroad again.

Bat, in the second place, it results from the Dermenon case that the French Govern-
ment would not consider as regular an extradition founded merely on the refusai of a for-
eigu Qovernment to receive au acused person who already had previously found a refuge
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in its territory. It further results, that when the executive power finds that an extradi-
tion is not according to law, they can deeline to take advantage of it, and give up the per-
son surrendered. This is the sole point in which the Dermenon precedent affects the case
of Lamirande.

It was to this Dermenon decision that the Avocat Général made allusion during the
Lamirande proceedings, when he urged that the judicial authority was altogether incom-
petent to decide upon the facts of extradition, with the single exception of a case in which
the extradition had been effected without intervention of the executive power, and then
the Judge ought to suspend the proceedings until such time as the Government had pro-
nounced a decision on the regularity of the extradition.

Besides, this is the principle enunciated in the famous Chancery Circular of April
5, 1841, which brings clearly out all the points of extradition practice in France.

Thus, if any doubt arises respecting the legality of the extradition, the judicial
authority will grant a delay, and in order to preserve intact the distinction between the
judicial and executive powers, will await the decision of the latter authority, which alone
can interpret international treaties. There was no occasion in the Lamirande proceedings
to grant a delay, for the Government bad decided that the extradition was regular and
had sent the person surrendered for triLl.

These doctrines are generally adopted by French publicists, but the dispute arising
from the extradition of Lamirande is also generally regretted.

If it be true that this prisoner, regularly surrendered by the proper authority, was so
surrendered in a manner not wîthin the provisions of the English law, and under unusual
circumstances the French Government ought not to take advantage of that extradition.

This would be the only means of preparing the way for a good treaty, which is indis-
pensably necessary for both sides of the ehannel.

Accept, &c.
(Signed,) TREITE,
Avocat de la Cour Impériale.

(No. 25.)
Earl Cowley to Lord Stanley (Received, December 20).

PARIe, December 19, 1866.
My LoRo,-In taking leave of M. de Moustier this afternoon, I recommended to his

attention the last communication which I had made to hima on the subject of Lamirande's
extradition.

Ris Excellency replied that the French Goverament could do nothing more; that if
Her Majesty's Government had any claim to make upon the Imperial Government in con-
sequence of the infraction of the Extradition Treaty, it should be put forward officially,
and supported by proofs. The Imperial Government would be quite ready to consider a
demand of the kind and to examine it upon its merits; and he could assure me that if
Her Majesty's Government could make out a case, Lamirande shoulid be surrendered to
them.

I observed that it would be, in my opinion, preferable to make this question the sub-
jeet of a confidential, rather than of an official inquiry. M. de Moustier rejoined that
under any circumstances, it must partake of an official character.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) CowLrr.

(No. 26.)
Lord Stanley to Admiral farris.

FOREIGN OFFICE, December 2Ù, 1866.
iS,-In the second leading article of the "I Daily News" of the 7th instant, it is

stated, '' It is only a few weeks since that a criminal, whose capture or surrender had been
improperly obtained in Switzerland, was, after conviction and sentence in France, sont
back to Switzerland, by order of the Imperial Government, on the ground of the ante-
codent i a ."
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I have referred to H1er Majesty's Ambassador at Paris on this subject, but I have not
been able to obtain any information of a case answering the above description, and of so
recent a date as is stated in the " Daily News."

I have therefore to instruct you to furnish me with any particulars of which you are
in possession, in explanation of the statement above referred to.

I am, &c.,
(Signed,) STANLEY.

(No. 27.)
Admiral Barris to Lord Stanley, (Received, December 30).

BERNE, December 28, 1866.
My LoRD,-In accordance with the instructions contained to your Lordship's des-

patch, dated the 20th instant, I have obtained the details of a case, doubtless the one
alluded to in an article of the " Daily News" of the 7th instant, in which it is stated that
" a criminal, whose capture and surreader had been improperly obtained in Switzerland,
was, after conviction and sentence in France, sent back to Switzerland, on the ground of
the antecedent irregularity.

The following are the correct details supplied to me by the Swiss Government:-
On the 25th of last June the French Ambassador demanded the extradition of two

Frenchmen, André Balmot and Ferdinand Courtis, commercial travellers, arrested at
Geneva on charges of " crime de faux et usage de pièces fausses," in accordance with the
terms of the existing Treaty of Extradition between France and Switzerland.

The Federal Council acceded to the request, and the prisoners were handed over to
the French authorities on the 5th of July. On examination before the Judge d'Instruction
at Lyons it was found that the original charges could not be sustained; nevertheless, they
were remanded to prison and summoned before the Tribunal Correctional at Lyons on a
charge of "Abus de confiance et excroquerie." This being in legal classification a
" delit" and not a " crime," is not included in terms of the Extradition Treaty; conse-
quenly the prisoner's counsel protested, and would not allow them to plead. They were with-
drawn from the bar, but the trial proceeded and they were condemned " en contumace."

They appealed through their counsel to the Swiss Government, who instructed their
Envoy at Paris, M. Kern, to make a reclamation on the subject.

In a note, dated the 31st August, M. Kern informs the Federal Council that previous
to applying. to the French Minister of Foreign Affairs he had made inquiries of the Minis-
ter of Justice, who infcrmed 1im that instructions had already been issued, on the 23rd of
August, to the authorities at Lyons to convey the two prisoners to the Swiss frontier and
release them.

The Minister of Justice further told M. Kern, that incorrect statements had been
published in a pamphlet in London, respecting this case, which would be refuted in the
" Moniteur."

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) E. A. J. HAaRis.

(No. 28.)
Lord Stanley to Mr. Fane.

IFOREIGN OFFICE, January 9th, 1867.
My LoRD,-Her Majcsty's Government have been awaiting with some anxiety the

observations which, as reported by Lord Cowley, in his despatch of the 20th of November,
M. de Moustier proposed to offer on the communication made to His Excellency by Lord
Cowley, on the 16th of that month, respecting the case of M. Lamirande.

M. de Moustier, in the conversation recorded in that despatch, showed a disposition
to demur to the view taken by Her Majesty's Government in regard to demands for extra-
dition not being properly made by a Consular officer, and spoke of being unable then to
diseuse the question, whether the crime of whieh M. Lamirande was accused was or was
not forgery.

Since that conversation M. Lamirande bas been tried and convicted, and is undertood
to have appealed against the decision of the Court; but little more has ben elicited from
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the French Government than an expression of readiness to meet any official demand which
miglht be addressed to it with a view to effect the release of M. Lamirande.

Although the Law Officers of the Crown, at an earlier stage of the discussion,
expressed their opinion, as stated in my despatch to Lord Cowley of the 10th of November,
that Her Majesty's Government could. not demand, as of right, the surrender of M.
Lamirande, I have, nevertheless, submitted the question to them again, on the strength
of what passed between Lord Cowley and the French Minister, as reported in His
Excellency's despatches of November 13 and 20, and of the 19th of December.

I have also placed before them the case of surrender of a prisoner many years since,
on account of defect in regard to his extradition, as well as the still more recent case
which occurred last summer, to which Admiral Harris refers in his despatch of the 28th of
December, in order that they might consider whether such cases afforded any grounds on
which a demand for the release of M. Lamirande could be supported.

I have not yet received the opinion of the Law Officers on these later references, and
1 am still expecting from you the particulars respecting the Swiss case of last year, into
which you have directed M. Treite to inquire.

In the meanwhile, however, I should wish you to remind M. de Moustier, of his con-
versation with Lord Cowley, of November 20, and inquire whether His Excellency ha$ so
fully informed himself on the points then brought to his notice as to enable him to explain
the views of the French Government.

Her Majesty's Government are very anxious that any communications between the
French Government and themselves on this question should be brought to a close, favor-
able, they trust, to M. Lamirande's release, before the meeting of Parliament, when the
case is sure to be publicly discussed, both as regards the proceedings of the Colonial
Government in surrendering the prisoner, and the retention of him in custody by that of
France.

The latter point is the only oe to be considered internationally, but the bearings of
it on the general question of extradition are very important, and Her Majesty's Govern-
ment much fear least, even though the retention of the prisoner in France may be strictly
legal, and not susceptible of any complaint being made on the ground of disregard of
international obligations, or even courtesies, the possibility of such a state of things
resulting from a Treaty of Extradition may influence Parliament not only to refuse to
renew the Act of last Session, but even to require the Government to put an end, at all
events, to the Treaty of 1843, if not to all Extradition Treaties whatever.

Such a course will be frauglt with much injury to the commercial interests of both
countries, and it is in the hope that the necessity for taking it may not arise; that without
waiting for the opinions of the Law Officers, as to making a formal demand, I have to
instruct you again to see M. de Moustier on the subject, and in the same confidential form
in which the question has hitherto been treated, endeavor to persuade him to recommend
that M. Lamirande should be set at liberty.

I should wish to be informed, as soon as possible, in what state M. Lamirande's
appeal now is, and when it may be expected to be decided.

I am, &c.,
(Signed,) STANLEY.

(No. 29.)

Ar. Fane to Lord Stanley (Received, January 12.)
PARIS, January, 11, 1867.

Mi Lonn,-With reference to my despatch of the 4th instant, I have the honor to
inclose, herewith, copy of a Report addressed to me by M. Treite ou the Franco-Swiss extra-
dition case referred to in your Lordship's despateh cf the 31st ultimo, and on its bearings
on the ease of M. Lamirande.

I h a e now directed M. Treite to inquire into the exact state in which M. Lamirande's
appeal is, and when a decision upon it may be expected, and to furnieh me immediately with
a report embodying the result of his inquiries.

I expect to have un epportunity to-morrow of bringing the case of M. Lamirande once
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more before the Marquis de Moustier, in obedience to the instructions conveyed to me in
your Lordship's despatcb of the 9th instant.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) JULIAN FANE.

(Inclosure in No. 29.)
(Translation.) M. Treite to kr. Fane.

PAnis, January 11, 1867.
M. LE MINISTRE,-You have been pleased to direct me to make inquiry into a case

of Extradition between France and Switzerland, a case which had probably occurred during
the year 1866, and which might form a precedent for that of Lamirande.

The case had remained buried among the papers of the, Chanceries belonging to the
two countries, but, thanks to the introduction you gave me, the Minister of the Hlelvetic
Confederation bas made me conversant with the whole affair, -and here it is.

In June, 1866, two Frenchmen, André Balmont and Ferdinand Courtis, who had fled
fo Switzerland, were arrested in the Canton of Geneva and given up on the demand of the
French Ambassador at Berne.

These two individuals were accused of forgery and of uttering forged papers, crimes
within the purview of the Extradition Treaty. The prisoners Balmont and Courtis were
arrainged bcfore the Court of Assize of the Rhone, sitting at Lyons. They were aoquitted
by the Jury on the charge of forgery.

The Procureur Général wished to try them before the Tribunal of Correctional Police
for swindling and breach of trust, two charges of misdeweanor of which they were likewise
aecused.

But they opposed the attempt of the Procureur Général, and invoked the aid of both
of the Swiss Federal authorities and of the Ministry of Justice. Having refused to appear
before the Tribunal of Correctional Police, they were condemned through default or through
contempt of Court. The Federal Council wrote, on the 24th of August, to the Swiss Min-
ister at Paris, desiring him to remind the French Government that as the Extradition only
referred to the crime of forgery, it was not competent to try Balmont and Courtis for other
offences, unless indeed the accused gave their consent.

The Swiss Minister, before applying officially to the Minister for Foreign Affaira,
made some -unofficial inquiries at the Ministry, of Justice, and he was told in reply that on
the 23rd of August, even before the letter ot the Federal Council was written, the Minister
of Justice had of his own accord ordered the Procureur Général of Lyons to cause Balmont
and Courtis to be reconducted to the frontier.

The Swiss Minister had, therefore, no further demand to make, and on the 81t of
August he returned the documents to his Government.

Thus, in this case, there was no diplomatie intervention, and the " Daily News" was
mistaken in mentioning this case as a precedent for that of Lamirande. Besides, the
Minister of Justice, in causing proprio motu the two accused persons to be recondueted to
the frontier, only conformed to the constant rule of law of which i have already in my
preceding communication cited examples, and which is thus laid down in a Ministerial
Circular of September 5, 1841:-

"It results from the principle that extradition cannot be granted for a misdemeanor
-(delit)-that if an individual who has committed an act which is criminal in France is
given up to the French Government to be tried for this act, and if at the same time he is
accused of a misdemeanor, he must not be tried for that misdemeanor.

" The application of the principle is susceptible of some difficulties. It is clear that,
if the misdemeanor stands alone, it will be easy to try the individual surrendered for the
crime only.

" But in certain cases the misdemeanor is connected ; besides, it òften becomes, by
reason of its connection, an aggravating circumstance. When these difficulties arise you
will refer them to me, and I will let you know, together with my opinion, the precedent of
my Department."

Such is the language held by the Minister of Justice to the Procureur Généraux;
the acused persons cau onli be ried for the crimes that are provided for by Egtradi'
tion Treaties.
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This circular is very important. It sums up the whole practice, in matters of extra-
dition, as it has ever been followed by the French Government.

I have found it impossible to get a copy; but, as it is very long, I am going te have
it reprinted, and shall have the honor of sending you a copy, as well as one to the Swiss
Minister, according to his request.

I think, then, that I am not rash, in persisting in the opinion which I gave on the
10th of December last, namely, that there is no precedent applicable to the case of Lami-
rande.

Accept, &c.,
(Signed,) TREITE.

(No. 30.)
Lord Stanley to Mr. Fane.

FOREIGN OFICE, January, 12, 1867.
Srn,-Her Majesty's Goverument bave given their best consideration to and have

consulted the Law Officers of the Crown on Lord Cowley's report, contained in his des-
patch of the 19th December, of his conversation with M. de Moustier respecting the
case of M. Lamirande, and they gather from it that unless a formal application for the
surrender of M. Lamirande is made to the French Government, that object will probably
not be effected.

Her Majesty's Government would have much preferred that the question should have
been set at rest, as it has hitherto been discussed, by informal rather than official repre-
sentation on their part; but as the French Government seem to consider the latter course
preferable, I can no longer hesitate to say that although even now Ber Majesty's Govern-
ment are advised that they cannot demand the surrender of M. Lamirande as a matter of
right, yet it is their desire that you should at once make an officiai request for his sur-
render.

Yeu will observe that Ber Majesty's Government contend that the extradition of M.
Lamirande was unauthorized by the Treaty of 1843, and by the Statute giving effect to
that Treaty, on two grounds.

Firat, that the demand made for his extradition was not made through the interven-
tion of such a Diplomatie Agent as is contemplated by the Treaty, and the British Statute
confirming it, and,

Secondly, that the offence charged against M. Lamirande was not the offence of
" faux" or forgery contemplated by the Treaty.

As regarda the first point, M. de Moustier, in his conversation with Lord Cowley,
reported by the latter in his despatch of the 20th of November, seemed disposed to con-
tend that the French Consul General was, under the circumstances, an accredited Diplo-
matic Agent, within the meaning of the Treaty and Statute.

The Governor General of Canada, by appearing to treat the French Consul Qeneral
as an authorized Agent, within the meaning of the Act, certainly made himself a party to
such a construction.

It is to be observed, however, that the British Statute reproduces the term "Diplo-
matie Agents," which alone appears in the Treaty, and limits to persons so qualified the
uight to demand extradition under the French Treaty. If a more comprehensive signifi-
cance had then been considered to be attached to that term, there was no reason why it
should not have been set forth in the Statute, in the same manner as the Statute passed
on the self-same day, namely, the 22nd of August, 1843, for giving effect to the Extra-
dition Article of the Treaty with the United States of the previous year. No mention was
made of the speeifi'c chara~ter of the officer who should make the demand for extradition,
but only that the requisition should be "made by the authority of the United States,"
the Treaty specifying in general terms, " Ministers, officers, or authorities," as the channels
through which requisitions should be made, and not, as in the case of the Treaty with
France, defining these authorities as Diplomatie Agents. In the absence, therefore, of a
more comprehensive term than that of "Diplomatic Agent" in the British Statute, it is
impossible for ler Majesty's Government to accede to M. de Moustier's view that for the
Purposes of demands of extradition & Çogasular Agent caa be reçoenized a a _Diplergatic
Agent, undez the Treaty of 1843.
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The Act of Congress of 1848, giving effect generally to Treaties of Extradition con.
cluded or to be concluded with foreign Powers by the United States, merely specifies that
reqisition shall be made by the "proper authorities" of the foreign governments, and
that term would seem sufficiently large to include others than Diplomatie Agents alone as
the miedium of requisition. But the British Statute admits of no such comprehensive
construction.

As regards the second point arising in the case, fer Majesty's Government consider
that the crime with which M. Lamirande is charged does not amount to forgery according
to British law, and therefore does not so according to the mind of the British negotiator
of the Treaty, or the intention of the British Legislature when giving effect to it.

The French Government are understood to hold that the crime comes within the term
"faux," employed in the French version of the Treaty, as the equivalent of the term

lorgery" employed in the English version. Each government may be right in their re-
spective contentions, as to the import of terms used in the several languages, but when
so material a difference exists between the two parties to a Treaty, it may not be unrea-
sonable in the party who will suffer by an adverse construction to press the other party
not to insist on its own.

But even admitting, with the French Government (which, however, Her Majesty's
Government are by no meanus prepared to do), that under the exceptional circumstances
the requisition of a consular agent for the surrender of a prisoner, under the Extradition
Treaty may be accepted in lieu of that of a diplomatie agent, Her Majesty's Government
must observe that no such exceptional circumstances eau be pleaded in the case of M.
Lamirande.

His crime, whatever it may be, was not committed in a French colony, nor was the
warrant for his apprehension issued by a French colonial magistrate, and conveyed direct
to Canada, without passing through France; but the crime was committed in France, the
warrant was issued by a magistrate in France, and it was probably conveyed by the person
who was the bearer of it through England, or at all events might have been so conveyed
without inconvenience or sensible delay. There was therefore no necessity for disregard-
ing, in this case, the usual practice of applying to Her Majesty's Government for the ex-
tradition of M. Lamirande, under that warrant, through the French Diplomatie Agent in
England.

On all these grounds, therefore, Her Majesty's G overnment trust that the French
Government will be disposed to view with favor the application whiel I have now to in-
struct you officially to make to them for the surrender of M. Lamirande.

I am, &c.,
(Signed,) STANLEY.

(No. 31.)

Mr. Fane to Lord Stanley (Received, January 14.)
(Extract.) PAurs, January 13, 1867.

1 had a long conversation yesterday with the Marquis de Moustier, on the subject of
thc extradition of M. Lamirande.

The result of that conversation was a declaration on the part of His Excellency of the
sincere desire of the Emperor, and of the Imperial Government, te do strict justice in this
case, and to prevent its becoming the subject of unpleasant controversey between the two
Governments.

The views of Her Majesty's Government, M. de Moustier said, had hitherto been sub-
mitted to the Imperial Government in too vague a form to admit of a specifie reply being
given to them.

If these views, together with any application which might be founded on them, were
formally submitted in writing to the Imperial Government, they should be considered
with every desire to sastify scrupulously the ends of justice.

His Excellency added, however, that if the release of M. Lamirande should be
demanded as a matter of favor, it would be impossible for the Imperial Government, in
view of their responsibility to the law, and to public opinion, to accede te it.
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But if it was based on claims of right and justice, these claims would be examined
with every desire to satisfy them if they should prove to be legally admissible.

I reeeived this morning your Lordship's despatch of yesterday's date, instructing me
to make an official application for the release of M. Lamirande to the Imperial Govern-
ment. I have accordingly drawn up a draft of note to M. de Moustier, copy of which I
have thehonor to inclose.

I shall keep my note to M. de Moustier in my possession till to-morrow evening, in
order that your Lordship, should you desire any alteration to be made in it, may instruct
me to that effect by the telegraph.

(Inclosure in No. 31.)
Draft of Note from Mr. Fane to M. de Moustier.

PARIs, January, 1867.
M. LE MINIsTRE,-Your Excellency, in conversttion with Earl Cowley and with

myself, on the subject of the extradition of M. Lamirande, hua expressed a desire that the
views of Her Majesty's Government upon this case, and any application which may be
founded upon these views, should be formally addressed to the Imperial Government, in a
written statement.

In accordance with that desire, and in obedience to the instructions of Her Majesty's
Government, I have now the honor of submitting such a statement to Your Excellency.

Her Majesty's Government contend that the extradition of M. Lamirande was un-
authorized by the Treaty of 1843, and by the Statute giving effect to that Treaty, on two
grounds.

First, that the demand made for his extradition was not made through the interven-
tion of such a Diplomatie Agent as is contemplated by the Treaty and the British Statute
confirming it; and,

Secondly, that the offence charged against Lamirande was not the offence of "faux"
or forgery, contemplated by the Treaty.

As regards the first point, Your Excellency, in your conversation with Lord Cowley,
seemed disposed to contend that the French Consul General was, under the circumstances,
an accredited Diplomatie Agent within the meaning of the Treaty and Statute.

h is to be observed, however, that the British Statute reproduces the term "IDiploma-
tie Agents," which alone appears in the Treaty, and limits to persons so qualified the
right to demand extradition under the French Treaty.

If a more comprehensive significance had then been considered to be attached to that
term, there was no reason why it should not have been set forth in the Statute, in the same
manner as in the Statute passed on the self-same day, viz., the 22nd of August, 1843, for
giving effect to the Extradition Article of the Treaty with the United States of the previ-
ous year. No mention was made in that Statute of the specific character of the officer
who should make the demand for extradition, but only that the requisition should be
"made by the authority of the United States;" the Treaty specifying in general terms,
"Ministers, officers, or authorities," as the ohannels through which requisitions should be
made, and not, as in the case of the Treaty with France, defining those authoritiés as
Diplomatie Agents.

In the absence therefore of a more comprehensive term than that of " Diplomatie
Agents" in the British Statutes, it is impossible for Her Majesty's Government to- accede
to Your Excellency's view that, for the purposes of demands of extradition, a Consular
Agent eau be recognized as a Diplomatie Agent under the Treaty of 1843.

The Act of Congresa of 1848 giving effect generally to Treaties of Extradition con-
cluded, or to be concluded, with Foreign Powers by the United States, merely specifies
that requisitions shall be made by the " proper authorities" of the Foreigu Governments,
and that term would seem sufficiently large to include other than Diplomatie Agents,
although the Treaty between France and the United States specifies Diplomatic Agents
alone as the medium of requisition. But the British Statute admits of no ouch compre-
hensive constructioa.

As regards the second point arising in the case, Her Majesty's Government consider
thlat the crime with which M. Lamirande is charged does not amount to forgery aocording
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to British Law, and therefore does not do so according to the mind of the British negotia.
tor of the Treaty, or the intention of the British Legislature when giving effect to it.

The French Government are understood to hold that the crime was within the term
faux, employed in the French version of the Treaty as the equivalent of the term forgery
employed in the English version.

Each Government may be right in their respective contentions as to the import of terms
used in the several languages, but when so material a differenee exists between the two
parties to a Treaty, it may not be unreasonable in the party who will suffer by an adverse
construction, to press the other party not to insist on its own.

But even admitting with the French Government (which, however, Her Majesty's
Government are by no means prepared to do,) that under exceptional circumstances the
requisition of a Consular Agent for the surrender of a prisoner under the Extradition
Treaty may be accepted in lieu of that of a Diplomatic Agent, Her Majesty's Government
must observe that no such exceptional circumstance cau be pleaded in the case of M. La-
mirande. His crime, whatever it may be, was not committed in a French colony, nor was
the warrant for his apprehension issued by a French Colonial Magistrate and conveyed
direct to Canada without passing through France; but the crime was committed in France,
the warrant was issued by a Magistrate in France, and it was probably conveyed by the
person who was the bearer of it through England, or at all events, might have been so con-
veyed without any inconvenience or sensible delay. There was, therefore, no necessity for
disregarding, in this case, the usual practice of applying to Her Majesty's Government for
the Extradition of M. Lamirande under that warrant through the French Diplomatie Agent
in England.

On all these grounds, therefore, Her Majesty's Government trust that the French
Government will be disposed to accede to the application which I have now the honor of
addressing to Your Excellency for the surrender of M. Lamirande.

I avail, &c;,
(Signed,) JULIAN FANE.

(No. 32.)
Lord Stanley to Mr. Fane.

FOREIGN OFFICE, January 14, 1867.
I have to acquaint you, in reply to your despateh of the 13th instant, that I approve

of the note which you propose to address to M. de Moustier respeoting the ese of M.
Lamirande.

I amn, &e.,
(Signed,) STANLET.

Mr. Fane to Lord Stanley (Received, January, 16).
(Extract.) PARIS, Jannary 14, 1867.

I had the honor of receiving, this afternoon, Your Lordship's Telegram, informing me
that the draft of note which I proposed to address to the French Government, upon te
case of M. Lamirande, was approved ; and I accordingly sent my communication to the
Marquis de Moustier without delay.

Your Lordship will perhaps be good enough to direct that the date "14th of Jan-
uary," shall be attached to it. It will then be identical with the note which I have ad-
dressed to the Marquis de Moustier.

(No. 34.)
Mr. Fane to Lord Stanley ( Received, Jnuarv 16).

PAari, January 15, 1867.
MY LOeRD,-With reference to my despatch of the 11th instant, stating that I had

requested M. Treite to inquire into the exact state in which M. Lamirande's appeai i, I
have the honor to inclose, herewith, a copy of a report which I have just reoeived foR
that gentleman.

I have, &e.,
(Signed,) JUX FAX&
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(Inclosure in No. 34.)

(Translation.) M. Treite to Mr. Fane.
M. LE M[NIsTRE,-I went yesterday to the ofhee of the Procureur-Général at the

Court of Cassation, to leara whether Lamirande has appealed against the sentence which
bas condemnel him to ten years of solitary confinement ("réclusion"). The reply having
been in the negative, I am enabled, on my return, to give a definite answer to the question
which you have been pleased to put to me, and to tell you that the conviction oT Lami-
rande is definitive, and that it is no longer susceptible of any recourse to law.

The convict has, then, acquiesced in the degrading penalty inflicted on him. He
might have been cordemned to twenty years' penal servitude (" travaux forcés") which
is the penalty for forgery; but the jury having given Lamirande the benefit of a declara-
tion of extenuating circumstances, the Court was obliged to go a step lower in the scale of
penalties, and to pronounce sentence of solitary confinement only, of which the maximum
is ton jears.

It is no one's business to fathom the motives which have determined Lamirande not
to appeal, but it May, however, be presumed that he thought of the future. In fact, if
through some informality, or even through a false description of the culpable acts impro-
perly defined as forgery, as the defenders of the accused have pleaded and maintained, the
sentence had been quashed and the accused sent before another jury, he might perhaps not
bave been able to obtain a second time a declaration of extenuating circumstances, and in
this case lie would have been condemned to hard labour and sent to Cayenne. Thus it is
generally said that Ltmirande was very well treated by the jury of a country where his
family occupied an honorable position.

As to the definition of crimes of forgery given to the acts imputed to Lamirande,
they do not appear to fall within what the law of England calls forgery, which always sup-
poses a material act, a palpable and physical alteration. But the Procureur-Général bas
maintained (and the jury have taken the same view) that these acts constitute the crime
of forgery according to the penal law of France.

ln fact, in France there are two distinct kinds of forgery, the material and the moral
(intellectuel).

Material forgery results froi a falsification or alteration, proved and physically de-
monstrated.

Moral forgery only results from the alteration or falsification of the substance or the
contents of a document not materially falsified; for example, drawing agreements different
from those settled by the contracting parties, or declaring as truc things which are false.

This distinction in the crime of forgery is founded upon this axiom: "Falsitas est
fraudulosa veritatis mutatio et in alterius praejudicium facta."

This definition, admitted by the French criminal lawyers, bas passed into jurisprxý-
dence. The Court of Cassation bas itself defined forg6ry: " Alteration of the truth with
a criminal intention which bas prejudiced or could have prejudiced another"-(Decree of
July 17, 1835).

If Lamirande had appealed, the Court of Cassation would probably have applied this
maxim of law to him, and would have rejected his appeal.

Be good enough to excuse me for entering into all these details; I have only given
them in order to enable you to form an opinion on the verdict of the jury, who, notwith-
standing the absence of an actual alteration in the Bank accounts, did not the less declare
Lamirande guilty of forgery.

Allow me to add a few mere words. I have heard it said that England might be
justified in reclaiming the person of Lamirande, on the ground that the acts imputed to
the accused,-and for which lie was surrendered, did not come within the terms of the
Treaty of 1843; that the crimes provided for in the Treaty ought to have the same char-
acter in the two countries; and, that Lamirande, according the law of England, was not
gnilty of the crime of forgery, but only of the crime of theft, since he bas not actually
altered the Bank accounts.

The argument, if produced, bas no chance of being admitted. It would be replied
that Treaties must be interpreted according to the common intention of the contracting
parties. If, at the time of drawing up the Treaty an interpretation had to be made, ingland
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would bave answered, that she understood that ber subjects accused of forgery should be
delivered up, although the law of France does not punish, and does not consider as forgery
several alterations and material falsifications committed in passports, march-routes, and
certificates of exoncration from military service. England would only have looked at the
character of the crime according to the law ef England, and she would have replied that
she was prepared to surrender French subjects regularly accused of the crime of forgery
such as the law of France defines and punishes as forgery, without distinguishing between
material and intellectual forgery, admitted by the penal theory in France, a distinction
which is a matter for internal legislation, beyond the competence of foreign Governments.

France will maintain that, in spite of the abnormal circumstances which have accom-
panied the extradition of Lamirande, she has nothing to do with acts and laws which are

beyond lier competence, and that the accused, from the moment that he was regularly ac-
cused of the crime of forgery, ought to have been surrendered to lier, and bas been justly
surrendered Treaties of Extradition are not made in the interest of criminals, but against
evil-doers. These cannot appeal to them ; the co-contracting Governments alone are quali-
fied to interpret them, and to prevent their violation, the one by the other respectively.
The French Government has violated neither the law of France nor that of England. If
Lamirande had been acquitted by the jury on the charge of forgery, it would have caused
him to be reconducted to the frontier, without trying him for theft and abuse of confidence.

I have thought it my duty to submit these considerations to you, which are current
in France.

I doubt whether a demand, founded on the violation of the law of England by English
functionaries, would be entertained.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) T.EITE.

(No. 35.)
Mr. Mackenzie to Lord Stanley (Received, January 33).

77, GRESHAM HOUSE, OLD BROAD STREET,
January 29, 1867.

My LORD,-I am sorry again to trouble your Lordshp on this case, but having sent
out to our correspondents and clients at Montreal, the particulars of the trial in France,
and with all the facts connected therewith, up to the 8th December, I have just received
a reply to that communication, and am urgently requested to draw your Lordship's atten-
tiqn to the facts set out in the extract from his letter, which I now inclose.

My attention has been drawn to a paragraph in the Standard of Saturday last, to
the effect that the Gazette des Tribunaux says, "it is asserted that the English Govern-
ment has made an application for the surrender of Lamirande." Will your Lordship be
kind enough to state whether there is any fouadation for this paragraph, and how the
matter stands at present.

I have again to urge upon your Lordship the great importance of our Ambassador
making a further application to the French authorities for M. Lamirande's release.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) J. H. MACKENZIE.

(Inclosure in No. 35.)
Extractfrom a Letter of JMr. Doutre, dated December 28, 1866.

I hope you have already taken steps for drawing the attention of your Government to
the fact, that Lamirande las been tried for facts different from those for which lie was
extradited. The trial bas not brought out the shadow of the facts for which extradition
was asked. It ias never even been attempted to make out that Lamirande had ever made
false entries in the books of the Bank, of France. The British Government have as much
right to ask his release as if he had been tried for embezzlement or robbery. - The trial
raises a totally new issue between the two Governments, and the question on which Lord
Stanley has abandoned the demand of restoration has in no way prejudiced the ground o0
which the prisoner may now be claimed.
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The doctrine laid down by the Attorney General, before the Assizes at Poitiers, viz.:
That the Court must try the prisoner whom it finds before it, no matter how he bas been
brought there, -that doctrine is the direct negative of the position taken by the Lord
Chancellor before the House of Lords on the 19th July last, when he said, I It bas been
supposed that the French Government are extremely desirous of continuing the Extradi-
tion Treaty for political purposes, because they may, by making criminal charges against
particular individuals, get possession of such persons, and then try them in Fraace for
political offences. There could not be a more mistaken notion, than that any snob law
prevails in France. On the contrary, there is a strict law under which no person delivered
up, in consequence of an Extradition Treaty, can be tried for any offence other than that
in respect of which he was so delivered up. If acquitted, although he may be charged
with twenty other offences, he is allowed to leave France, and t' return to the country
whence he was sent."

This last doctrine bas been pestively denied by the Attorney Geieral, though it is
true the Court limited the trial to the charge of ".faux." But it turns out to be upon
facts not mentioned at all in the demand of the French Consul General, in the warrant
originating the prosecution, or in the warrant of extradition. It seeins, then, that there
is a clear case for the intervention of the British Government.

(No. 36.)
ir. Egerton to Mr. Mackenzie.

FOREIGN OFFICE, January 31, 1867.
SIR,-I am directed by Lord Stanley to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the

29th instant, and its enclosure, with reference to the case of M. Lamirande; and I am to
state to you in reply, that this matter is still under the consideration of Her Majesty's
Government, and that, in its present stage, they cannot give you auy more detailed reply
to your communication.

I am, &c.,
(Signed,) E. C. EGERTON.

(No. 37.)
1fr. Fane to Lord iSanley (Received, February 2).

PARis, February 1, 1867.
My LOnD,-I have the honor to inclose copy of an article from the Gazette des

Tribunaux, on the case of M Lamirande.
I have, &e.,

(Signed,) JU.IAN FANE.

(Inclosure in No. 37.)
(Translation.) Extract from the Gazette des Tribunaux.

EXTRADITION oF LAMIRANDE.-We have announced, as a rumour which bas been
generally spread about for some days past, that the English Government was about ta claim
from France the restoration of Lamirande, whose extradition had been decreed by the
judicial authority of Canada.

The news is true. The Ministry of Justice has the English claim before it. And if
we believe what has transpired respecting this matter, the English Government, alleging
that the extradition was not regularly granted, urges two reasons in support of their
demand.

The first is, that according to the Treaty of 1843, between France and England, ex-
tradition can only be granted upon the demand of a diplomatie agent. Now, the demand
for Lamirande's extradition was made by the French Consul General in Canada. Consuls
are commercial and not diplomatie agents. According to the English Government, the
demand for Lamirande's extradition should not have been received, on account of the
character of the agent transmitting it.
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The second reason put forward by England to show the irregularity of Lamirande's
extradition is that the acts laid to his charge, even if constituting the crime of forgery
according to the French law, do not amount to the same crime in English law, and that by
the terms of the Treaty of 1843, England has only bound herself to surrender persons
accused of what, according to English law, would amount to one of the crimes enumerated
in the Treaty. Now, English law only recognises as forgery an actual alteration in any-
thing written. In contradistinction to Article 47 of our Penal Code, it does not consider
the fabrication of agreements, directins, bonds or acquittances to constitute the crime of
forgery. So that in England Lamirande would not have been considered guilty of
forgery. The conclusion drawn therefrom by the English Government is, that the extra-
dition ought not to have been granted, and they demand the rendition of Lamirande.

If it be true that in claiming the restoration of Lamirande, England wishes to recur
to the question of an extradition voluntarily and freely grarted by herself, it seems to us
hardly creditable that she can found lier demand on the two reasons on which it is pre-
tended she relies, for they repose on no solid basis, and could not resist a serious examina-
tion.

The surrender of an accused person, when claimed by a foreign power, is an act of
sovereignty. This act of sovereignty eau be carried out by a Government without having
previously concluded a special treaty with the power claiming the culprit. Although we
might have no treaty of extradition with England, yet, were French criminals to seek
refuge in the United Kingdom, we could ask for their extradition, and England could
give them to us for trial in France; for the right of granting extradition belongs to each
Government by virtue of its sovereignty. It is not extradition treaties which confer upon
the power of the country where the culprits have taken refuge the right of surrendering
them to their own Government. The only object of these treaties is to facilitate the rela-
tions of the contracting powers, and to record that they reciprocally bind themselves to use
towards each other, in certain cases and in a certain manner, the right which belongs to
them of granting extraditions.

But because a Government shall have entered into an arrangement with another
Power to surrender criminals accused of such or Quch crimes when claimed in such or such
manner, by diplomatic means for instance, it does not follow that this Government is un-
able, should it think proper, to consent to the extradition of a person accused of a crime
not provided for in the Treaty, even if the application be made in a manner other than
that stipulated.

England had, therefore, full power to surrender Lamirande even for a crime not re-
cognized as such by the English law, and even although the demand for extradition was
presented by some one not a Diplomatie Agent, When, therefore, in the exercise of lier
right she has granted an extradition, whether in a case provided for by a Treaty, or
whether in case beyond the provisions of Treaty, it is allowable for lier to recall the ac-
complished fact, and modifiy the act of sovereignty emanating from herself, by which she
bas effected the extradition ? What is still more singular in the British Government's
demand for the rendition of Lamirande is, that that demand would involve the contradic-
tion of those principles on which they rely, and of other principles appealed to previously
by one part of the Members of the English Parlianent, and even hy some publicists of our
own country.

By their demand the English Government wishes to recall an act wbich emanated
from themselves or from their agents; they wish to revise this act on the plea that those
who ordered it committed a legal error. This is for the Royal power, the highest repre-
sentation of the administrative power, to declare that its inferior agents have been deceived,
that they have taken wrong proceedings, and to wish to substitute a decision different to
that which had at first been taken.

If the English Diplomatic Agents, acting in the name of the Queen, demanded an in-
dividual, surrendered by their Government to a foreign Power. affirming that the Queen
and her Cabinet, i. e., Executive Power of England, regard his extradition as having
been improperly granted, and that they have resolved to caneel it, it is because that for the
English Government itself the fact of granting, refusing, or canoelling an extradition, le an
act of sovereignty.

This is not precisely the same doctrine as that hitherto maintained by the English
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and by the enthusiastic administrators of. the constitution and laws of Great Britain. It
was said that among our neighbors extradition was a judicial act, and not an administra-
tive measure. In demanding Lamirande, the English Government would give the final
blow to this doctrine; for if Lamirande had been given up in virtue of a judicial decision,
how can the administrative power arrogate to itself the right to judge, appreciate and revise
that judicial decision, which has acquired the authority of a matter adjudged ?

Again, if the English Government believes that, in the countries under its rule, ex.
tradition is a judicial act, there is no explanation for the talked of demand.

For, it is to be noticed, according to what is said of this demand, that no question is
raised on these points advanced before the French tribunal in the interest of Lamirande.
Thus, the Euglish Government does not complain of a judicial decision which was not
definitive, having been executed in spite of an appeal, or the right of appeal, by Lami-
rande. We could understand, to a certain point, the executive power of a country which
gives executive force to the decisions of justice, complaining of the execution of a decision
to which it has not given this executive force; or that the executive force, which can
only emanate from itself, has been erroneously given to the sentence of a judge. We
may reply to a demand placed on these pleas, that it was the business of the Government
which makes the demand to watch the execution of the acts of the tribunals or of the
administrative agents in its territory, but that, the acts once carried out can no longer be
revised, since the persons to whom they apply are no longer within its jurisdiction. But,
we repeat, in this case the demand might be intelligible to a certain point; whereas in
the demand, as it is at present framed, England avows that she has no formai objection to
make against the decision of the Judge who ordered the extradition-she only pretends
that the Judge has given a wrong decision, that lie ought not to have entertained the
demand.

What becomes then of that grand principle of the authority of an adjudged matter,
which is acknowledged, proclaimed and respected by ali governments ?

Does the Cabinet of London wish to pretend that the extradition of Lamirande has
been granted in contempt of English law; that in the country under the sway of the
English Crown extraditionq can only be granted in cases provided for by law; that the
law which regulates this matter of extradition with respect to France is the Bill which
approved the Treaty of 1843, and that this Bill does Dot permit the granting an extradi-
tion on the demand of a consul for a crime which the English law does not recognize as a
forgery ?

To this it is easy to answer, that foreign powers who demand and obtain the extradi-
tion of criminals who have taken refuge in England, are not obliged to trouble themselves
with the question whether the English authorities who decided on the extraditions have
observed, or not, the special laws of their country:

The English Minister cannot, indeed, maintain that there has been a violation of the
principles of international law, for Lamirande has not been taken by violence or fraud from
British soil.

We can understand a diplomatie demand with reference to an act which has been done
against the will or in contempt of the rights of the power making the demand. But there
is hardly any explanation for a demand by a goverument with reference to an act that
emanates from itself. If the extradition of Lamirande ought not to have taken place,
aeeording to English law, its consent ought not to have been given. But extradition once
çffected, it çannot possibly be retracted.

French justice has now pronounced sentence. It has condemned Lamirande for the
crime of forgery. If, after the decision of the French jury, it should be necessary to
restore Lamirande to liberty, to send him back to England, there to enjoy with impunity
the fruits of his misdeeds, this would be a public scandal. It is only with great reluctance
that the French Government can entertain the demand of England. Happily there exists
in the treaties no stipulation which obliges France to restore Lamirande.

But if, through some impossibility, France found herself forced to make this restitu-
tion, this would be the most manifest condemnation of the Treaty of 1843.

Up to the present time this treaty had remained a dead letter. The French Govern-
1nent had not been able to obtain any extraditions from England.

Here, however, an extradition, has been granted, ou account of a crime that had
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strongly excited public opinion. The culprit surrendered to French justice has been cou.
demned by a jury of bis country, and now we must restore him to England, in order to
hinder him from undergoing bis penalty!

This treaty of 1843, between England and France, which has been denounced by our
Government, and which has since only been provisionally prolonged, six months at a time,
ought to be definitively adjudged. Even while appealing to it in cases which were ex-
pressly provided for in it, France, previous to 1866, was not able to obtain the extradition
of accused persons who had taken refuge in England. Matters of fact have always hindred
the demands for extradition of persons who had taken refuge in British possessions, on
account of strict legal technicality, derived from the fact that the Treaty only mentioned
accused and not condemned persons. So that, whether from considerations of fact,
or from considerations of law, accused and condemned were able to find impunity in Eng
land.

In this instance, were the demand admitted, it would be necessary that the operation
of justice should be stopped again on a fresh ground, for the result would be impunity for
accused persons delivered up by England, and condemned after their extradition by our
tribunals.

Would there not, then, be occasion to acknowledge that the Treaty of 1843, bas been
tried long enough for the dignity of France ?

(Signed,) CI. DUVERDY.

(No. 38.)

Air. Pane to Lord Stanley (Received, Fe>ruary 27).

(Extract.) PARIS, February 25, 1867.
The brother of M. Lamirande called upon me this day, for the purpose of placing in

my hands two letters addressed to Earl Cowley, copies of which I have the honor to in-
close. The one is from M. Lamirande himself, withdrawing the application made by him
to Earl Cowley, in September last, that Her Majesty's Government would demand his
surrender by the French Government; the other, which is signed by the father and
brother of M. Lamirande, transmits his letter and approves its contents.

M. Lamirande's brother, in delivering these letters to me, gave expression to the strong
desire entertained by his family to put a term to the unhappy notoriety which attached to
their name, by causing all further action in lis brother's case to be abandoned.

I told him that I would acquaint your Lordship with the contents of the letters he
had placed in my bands.

(Inclosure 1 in No. 38.)

NM. G. O. and C. S. Lamirande to Earl Cowley.

(Translation.) CHATELLERAULT, February, 1867.

M. L'AMBASSADEU,-I have the honor to transmit to you herewith a letter from
my son, Ernest Lamirande, in which he withdraws the request which he had addressed, in
September last, to your Excellency, with the object of bis surrender being claimed by the
Government of Great Britain.

I am desirous myself of addressing this declaration to Your Excellency, in which my
family and I record with satisfaction the desire of my unhappy' son to spare us the con-
tinuation of painful emotions by putting an end to the disgraceful notoriety of which Our
name bas been the subject.

Moreover, we should with sorrow have seen him separate himself from us whose influ-
ence over him cannot be otherwise than salutary. We should have feared that, restored
to liberty, he would, perhaps, have turned it to account in such a manner as would have
shut out all hope for the future of bis reinstatement in bis former position.

It is then with our concurrence that he recalls bis request, and that lie, moreofef,
freely and quite spontaneously (I am glad to do him this justice) gives up the advantageS
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of bis restoration to liberty which the Government of. Great Britain might have succeeded
in obtaining from the French Government.

My youngest son, who signs this letter with me, fully joins in the sentiments which
it expresses.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) C. G. LAMIRANDE.

C. S. LAMIRANDE.

(Inclosure 2 in No. 38.)
-!. E. S. Lamirande to Earl Cowley.

(Translation.) FONTEVRAJLT, February 19, 1867.
M. L'AMBASSADEUR,-On my ariival from Canada, in the month of September last,

I had the honor of addressing to your Excellency, from Paris, a request, with the view of
inducing the Governiment of Great Britain to claim my surrender from the French Govern-
ment, and have me set at liberty.

Having decided to submýt in every way to the judicial decision of my country, I now
formally withdraw my request, and beg you to have the goodness to consider it as null and
void.

This determination, which I have formed after mature reflection, is dictated to me
by repentance for my crime, and still more by affection for my family, whose interests bids
me put an end to the unhappy notoriety to which I have too long subjected their name.

Have the goodness, M. l'Ambassadeur, to transmit the present declaration to Her
Britannic Majesty's Government.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) E. S. LAMIRANDE.

(No. 39.)
Mr. Fane to Lord Stanley (Received, Marck 4).

PARIs, March 3, 1866.
My LoRD,-I have the honor to forward herewith to your Lordship, copy of a des-

patch and its inclosures, which I received last night from the Marquis de Moustier, in
reply to the note I addressed to His Excellency on the 14th of January last, conveying an
application on the part of Her Majesty's Government for the surrender of M. Lamirande.

M. de Moustier commences bis despatch by recording a formal declaration made by
M. Lamirande to the Inperial Government, that he voluntarily renouuces alil claim to his
surrender, and that he wishes to remain in France to undergo the punishment awarded to
him. His Excellency transmits to me the written declarations which establish this fact,
and states that Her Majesty's Government will probably consider that these documents
should put an end to the discussion of which M. Lamirande is the object.

M. de Moustier is, however, of opinion that it may be useful to examine the judicial
questions raised by Her Majesty's Government, and he proceeds accordingly to a categori-
cal consideration of them. The conclusions at whic.h His Excellency arrives may be thus
summarily stated :-

1. That the omis'ion to demand the extradition through a Diplomatie Agent, even if
such a course were invariably followed, cannot ba invoked, after the fact, to annul the
extradition. That such demands are in certain cases made by Great Britain herself
through other than a Diplomatie Agent.

2. That, if the crime for which Lamirande was surrendered does not constitute
"forgery," according to the English law, the doctrine affirming this proposition has not
yet been established.

3. That the decision of Judge Bréhaut argues the regular application of the Treaty,
and that no argument can be sustained on the pretended right of appeal from bis judgment.

4. That Lamirande, before the Court of Assize of La Vienne, accepted in principle
the juriadiction of bis country.

-Bis Excellency concludes by expressing the hope of the Emperor's Government, that
Ber Mrjesty's Government will appreciate the considerations embodied in bis despatoh,
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and will acknowledge that they are just in principle; since, in point of fact, Lamirande
having formally declined to take advantage of the results that would accrue from his
surrender, the question no longer possesses any but a theoretical interest.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) JULIAN FANE.

(Inclosure 1 in No. 39.)
M. de Moustier to M. Fane.

(Translation.) PARIS, March 1, 1867.
S1i,-You did me the honor of writing to me on the 13th of January last, to request,

in the name of the Government of the Queen, the surrender of the condemned prisoner
Lamirande, as having been unduly given up to French justice.

When I was on the point of answering that communication, the Minister of Justice
informed me that Lamirande had just written of his own accord to the Procureur-Général
of Poitiers, to declare that he renounced all claim to his surrender. Since then lie wrote
to M. Broche to renew that declaration in terms still more explicit; and I learn that his
brother recently called at the Embassy in order to ratify and explain to you the purport
of the convicted prisoner's declarations, of which he was the bearer. There eau be no
doubt, therefore, as to the formal wish of Lamirande to remain in France to undergo his
sentence, and the British Government wili probably consider that the documents which
establish that intention should put an end to the discussion of which he is the object.

Nevertheless I do not believe it useless to examine the legal questions raised by your
communication.

The demand of the Queen's Government issued on two grounds:-
First, That the application for Lamirande's extradition was not made through the

intervention of a Diplomatie Agent, such as is required by the Treaty, and by the British
Statute giving effect to the Treaty.

Secandly, That the crime for which Lamirande was given up did not constitute the
crime of forgery ("faux,") contemplated by the Treaty.

In regard to the first point, we allow willingly that the text of the Treaty only men-
tions Diplomatie Agents; but ought it to be interpreted in a sense absolutely excluding
the competency of agents placed in a similar position to that of the French Consul General
at Quebec ? If such an interpretation should prevail, it could only reveal a new and
lamentable omission in the Treaty of 1843; and in regard to this I must first call to uind
tbat in point of fact, in the present instance, the persons charged with the pursuit of
Lamirande, who were the bearers of the warrant issued against him, could not have re-
quested, on their way through England, as your letter supposes, the intervention of the
French Ambassador in London, inasmuch as that time the accused had fled, net to British
territory but to the United States. The same persons afterwards, like the fugitive, went
over direct from Federal soil into Canada, and it was the prompt requisition alone, address-
cd by our Consul General to the Governor of that Colony, which could have made the
extradition possible.

That incident, on the contrary, shows how indispensable, in cases of urgency, the
action of Consular Agents may be, and at the same time the necessity of an interpretation
breathing, above all things, that spirit of practical conciliation which should preside over
the execution of international acts.

Besides, an extradition granted without a requ2st made through a diplomatie channel
has nothing in itself opposed to the practice followed under certain circumstances by Great
Britain either towards France or other countries.

To this day extradition is carried out in French and English Colonies on the simple
request of the Governor, without recourse having been made to a diplomatie channel, and
withont the British G-overnment ever having protested against that way of proceeding.

Reeently, in 1863, England entered into an agreement with Italy respecting Malta,
whereby applications for extradition could be made by Consular Agents.

Lastly, the clause of the Anglo-American Treaty of 1842, which refers te extraditionb
between the two countries, leaves it te be supposed, as you allow, that the power of re-
questing the surrender of criminalq is by no means limited to Diplomatio Ageuta, peopetiY
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so called. Your letter, it is true, invokes especially in support of the opinion which would
exclude the intervention of French Consuls, the terms of the statute passed on the 22nd
of August, 1843, for carrying into effect the Anglo-American Treaty-terms more com-
prehensive than those of the statute passed the same date to give force of law to the Anglo-
French Treaty; and you deduce from the discrepancies of text which result from this
comparison that the intention of the negotiators of the two Treaties must have been, in the
one case, to admit the intervention of Consuls, and in the other to shut t'hem O.ut.

In our opinion the discrepancies in the text which exist between the two statutes and
the two Treaties are explained by reasons of an opposite nature, but of which neither ad-
mits of the supposition that the contracting parties intend to admit Consuls in the one case
and to exclude them in the other.

In fact, the Anglo-American Treaty is anterior by eight months to the Anglo-French
Treaty, and if the two statutes, although of the same date, differ in their wording, it is
doubtless because it was intended to frame each in harmony with the terms of the Treaty
to which it refera. As regards the discrepancies of text which exist between the Treaties
themselves, the article of the Anglo-American Treaty does not figure in a special Extra-
dition Convention. This article, casually introduced into a Boundary Treaty with Canada,
concluded at Washington, designates, in fact, generally, the authorities of each country
who can properly demand extradition, whilst all the specifie Treaties on this subject, con-
cluded by England with other Powers, France, Russia, and Denmark, use the expression
"Diplomatie Agents." But this form of expression can have but one meaning ; for what
reason could be invoked to justify the admission of the Consuls of the United States
whilst those of other Powers were excluded ?

But even if we suppose that the Treaty of 1843, by the use of the words " Diplomatie
Agents," intended to lay down an invariable rule, it would not follow, after the accused
has beeu handed over, and above all after foreign justice had pronouuced its decision, that
the extradition should be annulled on account of that irregularity.

Whilst placing ourselves with the Government of the Queen, upon the ground of
strict right, we may be allowed to observe that, generally, in matters of legal procedure,
formalities are only a source of invalidity, in so far as the law has formerly declared them
to be so, or when the irregularity in question attacks a general legal principle recognized
in the country. Now, in the first place, the Treaty contains nothing upon the consequences
entailed by the non-observance of the diplomatie channel; and, in the second place, this
same non-observance is sanctioned by England towards the United States, in a general
manner towards Italy for Malta, and, lastly, towards France herself, in the relations
between the French and English Colonies.

The Government of the Queen alleges, in the second place, that the acts imputed to
Lamirande would not constitute the crime of "faux," or forgery, as contemplated by the
Treaty, inasmuch as there is no forgery according to the law of England.

We have no intention of affirming a priori that the forgeries committed by Lami.
rande are foreseen and punished by English legislation; but we are justified in taking into
our consideration that the Government of the Queen brings to the support of its position
no reference nor any official opinion originated by or emanating from a judicial authority,
whilst, on the contrary, in our opinion the decision of Judge Bréhaut is a settled faot,
creating a grave and serious presumption in favor of the legitimaey of the extradition.

Moreover, in adhering to the literal meaning of the Treaty of 1813, Lamirande's
extradition appears to us perfectly regular.

What, in fact, does the Treaty say ? That the extradition shall be carried out on the
part of England, "on the report of a Judge or Magistrate duly authorized to take cogni-
"zance of the acta charged against the fugutive in the warrant of arrest."

This repozt has been made by Judge Brehaut, and it is upon this report thpt the
Governor of Canada has handed over the accused. We were therefore within the term of
the Treaty; it is true, that it is urged that there existed an appeal to a superior Judge.
But, strictly, acco ding to the letter of the Treaty, we are justified in maintaining that
this right of appeal does not exist; and, indeei, if this right does exist, is it requisite for
the Goverument, which claims an accused person from England, to pursue him through an
the judicial ateps authorized by the forma of English law ?
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This result, doubtless, is not to be feared when it is a question of a criminal destitute
of resources.

But Lamirande is the proof that a thousand ways of procedure are open to him who
has found, by his crime itself, the elements of riches necessary to meet his expenses, se
that at last by a complete subversion of justice the chances of extradition will some time be
in an inverse ratio to the magnitude of the crime.

At Ill events, to return to the actual case, the antagonistie opinion of Judge Drum-
mond cannot be alleged in opposition to that of Judge Bréhaut, since that opinion, given
too late, in the absence of the parties, wanting, moreover in impartiality, if ail the reports
publisbed on that occasion are to be believed, cannot have the force of a decision by a
Court of Appeal.

Having before us the matter adjudged, the opinion of the lawyers who have been
called to consider the question could alone determine us on the point of law, the point of
fact never having been the subject of adverse examination. It is of greater importance
for us to be able to discover whether the falsifications, which in France entail a criminal
punishment, and which the Court of Assize of Vienne has chastised by ten years of con-
finement, does not constitute the crime of forgery according to the English law.

An English Colonial authority thonght himself sufficiently justified by the requisition
of our Consul General in delivering a warrant to the proper judge. The latter gave a de-
cision which was executed by the same administrative authority before the appearance cf
any contrary decision of another tribunal, whose tardy proceedings have no légal value.

The person thus given up remained seven days in au English vessel and tlhree more
days on English soil, between Liverpool and London, escorted by English agents. Lastly,
it is certain that Members of the English Cabinet were questioned by means of telegraphie
despatehes, and had to answer the objections of the officials who took upon themselves te
act for Lamirande.

Such are the antecedents, after which the restitution of the person thus given up is
claimed, under the pretext of errors committed by the Governor General of Canada or by
the Judge who gave the decision.

There is, moreover, oceasion to remark, that Lamirande, who has confessed his theft
and forgery, has not even appealed against the sentence inflicted on him. Finally, Lami-
rande has accepted the trial on the charge of forgery, as appears from a formal declarat*on
on his part, publily given in the session of the Court of Assize.

You will find annexed a copy of this document. It proves that according to the
statement of his Counsel, dated December 3, Lamirande accepted on the 4th, the trial on
the charge of forgery, and, even in the case of acquittal, upon that of theft; so that his
acquiescence would have obliged us to keep him, had he been acquitted, and to try him on
those charges which respect for the Treaties prevented us from submitting to the jury
from the opening of the session.

To recapitulate: The omission to make the demand through a diplomatie channel,
even were it an invariable rule, could not be urged post facto to annul the extradition.

The contrary rule is, moreover, practised in certain cases by Great Britain. If the
forgery for which Lamirande has been surrendered is not forgery according to English
law, it is a doctrine which remains to be established.

This is, on the contrary, a decision in favor of the regular application of the Treaty,
and we cannot argue on the pretended judgment of appeal. Lamirande has accepted, in
principle, the jurisdiction of bis country before the Court of Assize at Vienne.

The Government of the Emperor has, therefore, reason to hope that the English
Cabinet will appreciate these various arguments, and will acknowledge them as justified in
principle ; for, in fact, Lamirande having formally given up his claim to the benefit of
surrender, the question las no longer any but a theoretical interest.

I have the honor to transmit to you, herewith, a certified copy of the letter addressed
on February 10th, by Lamirande, to the Procureur Général of Poitiers, as well as hs
second letter cf the 19th to the Keeper of the Seals, and another from his father of the
20th.

(Signed,) MoUSTnn.
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(Inclosure 2 in No. 39.)
(Translation.) Declaration of M. E. S. Lamirande.

I, the undersigned, Sureau Lamirande (Ernest Charles Constant), declare solemnly
that, if the verdict of the jury, who are ta decide on the forgery which is imputed to me,
and which I protest never having intended to commit, is in the negative, I do not intend
in any way to profit by the benefit of the Extradition Treaty with England; that I demand,
on the con trary, under this lhypothesis, ta be judged by the Court of Assize of Vienne, for
the acts of embezzlement and of theft which have been brought against me by the decree
of the Chamber of Indietment.

I am then ready ta constitute myself a prisoner, and I beg my Counsel to place this
declaration in the hands of M. le Procureur Général.

POITIERS, December 4, 1866. (Signed,) E. S. LAMIRANDE.

(Inclosure 3 in No. 39.)
M. E. S. Lamirande to M. Damay.

(Translation.) FONTEVRAULT, February 10, 1867.
M. LE PROCUREUR GENERAL,-I have juFt learned that the English Government

have addressed a demand to the French Governmeut for the surrender of my persan.
Being desirous of avoiding the continuance of a publicity, -ainful ta my family, and quite
decided ta expiate my crime, by submitting to the penalty which has been inflicted on me
by the justice of my country, I declare that I formally renounce, from to-day, benefit from
that surrender, if it should take place.

I now beg you ta have the goodness ta transmit the present declaration ta His Ex-
cellency the Keeper of the Seals.

(Signed,) E. S. LAMIRANDE.

(Inclosure 4 in No. 39.)
M. E. S. Lamirande to the Reeper of the Seals, Minister of Justice.

(Translation.) FONTEVRAULT,'February 19, 1867.

M. LE MINIsTRE,-I have the honor ta inform you that I renounce, beforehand, and
in the most formal manner, the liberty which the.demand, framed by the English Govern-
ment for the surrender of my persan, if it were successful, might restore ta me.

The motives of my renunciation are the interest in my family, for whom I wish tô
avoid the continuance of a publicity very painful ta them, and the sincere and complete
repentance by which I wish ta try and expiate my crime.

Thià deteimination nimy part is perfectly free and deliberate.
It is, then, by my own deed, independently of any influence, that I declare my sub-

mission ta the decisions of French justice, and acceptance, without reserve and without
arrière pensee, of all its consequences.

(Signed,) E. S. LAMIRANDE.

(Inclosure 5 in No. 39.)

MM. C. G. and C. S. Lamirande to the Keeper of the Seals, Minister of Justice.

(Translation.) CHATELLERAULT, February 20, 1867.
M. LE MINIsTRE,-I have the honor ta address ta you the enclosed letter from my

son, Ernest Lamirande, by which he gives up, in anticipation, all claim ta the benefits of
the demand by the English Government for the surrender of his persan.

If anything could repair the harm which this unhappy son has doue to me as well as
ta my family, it would be his repentance.

Therefore we regard with satisfaction this determination, which I hasten ta transmit
ta your Excellency.

It will have a result ta which we attach great value-that of putting a stop at least
ta the reports which have been circulated in conneetion with our name.
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In addition, it indicates a return to proper feeling, since it possesses the merit of
being spontaneous, and of being inspired by interest ini his family and by a sincere desire
for expiation.

I venture to hope, M. le Ministre, that the repentance of which my unhappy son now
gives a proof will create for him, at nome future time, a claim on the indulgence of His
Majesty the Emperor.

My youngest son, who signs this letter with me, shares all the sentiments which are
expressed therein.

(Signed,) C. G. LAMIRANDE, ex-Magistrate.
"C C. S. LAMIRANDE.

(No. 40.)

Lord Stanley to Earl Cowley.
FOREIGN OFFICE, March 20, 1867.

My LORD,-Mr. Fane transmitted to me in his dispatch of the 25th of February,
two letters from M. Lamirande and from his family, withdrawing the application that the
former had made, in his letter of the 1lth of September last, for the interference of Her
Majesty's Government to obtain his release as having been unduly given up to the French
Government, under the Extradition Treaty of the 13th of February, 1843.

Mr. Fane further transmitted to me, in his dispatch of the 3rd instant, the answer of
the French Government to the application, which, by my instruction of the 12th of
January last, he was instructed to make for the surrender of M. Lamirande.

Whatever exception fer Majesty's Government might, under other circumstances,
have felt disposed to take to the statements made by M. de Moustier in this answer, with
the view of controverting the grounds on which they rested their application, the request
now made by M. Lamirande himself, and by bis family, that the application should be
withdrawn, would render it a matter of great difficulty on the part of Mer Majesty's
Government to pursue a controversy on the subject with the Government of the Emperor,
since the person on whose behalf the controversy was commenced urgently entreats that it
should be abandoned.

At the same time, however, Her Majesty's Government must guard themselves from
appearing to acquiesce in the doctrine and principles on which the French Government
justify their refusal to set M. Lamirande at liberty; and I have accordingly to instruct
your Excellency, in acquainting M. de Moustier that Her Majesty's Government no longer
inkist upon their application for his release, to add, that their abstaining from doing so
imust not be construed into an admission on their part that there were not sufficient grounds
for insisting upon it.

I am, &c.,
(Signed,) STANIJEr.
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RETURN
To an Address of the HOusE OF COMMONS, dated 17th March, 1868; For a

copy of the Correspondence regarding the abduction of Allan Macdonald from

the Township of Moore, by United States Officials.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, 18th April, 1868.

[l acordance with the resommenJation of the Joint Committe on Printing, certain
portions of the above Return are printed for distribution only.)
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SUPPLEMENTARY RETURN
To an Address of the HOusE oF COMMONS, dated 17th March, 186'8; For a

Copy of the Correspondence regarding the abduction of Allan Macdonald

from the Township of Moore, by United States officials.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
îSecretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETART OF STATE,

Ottawa, 11th May, 1868.

[h abcodatt w& &-- ruommendation of the J:int committee on fr4 itrg, &ï Abbo
Rcturn is not printed.]
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RETURN
To an Address of the HousE OF COMMoNs, dated 25th November, 1867;

for Information respecting proposed Canal between Lake Ontario and Bay

of Quinté.
By command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN.

Secretary of State.
DEPARTMENT OY THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, lth March, 1868.

OTTA&wA, l8th December, 1867.
The Secretary of Public Works.

Sru,-Agreeably to instructions conveyed in letter No. 60,311 (and enclosed), relative
to a Survey of the neck of land lying between Lake Ontario and the head of the Bay of
Quinté, " for the purpose of ascertaining the cost and feasibility" of constructing a navi-
gable Canal to conneet these waters; I have the honor to submit the following Report:-

This project seems to have been entertained at an early period in the history of the
Province, as an Address in the Journals of the Legislative Assembly of Upper Canada, for
1837, refers to its having been suggested by Lieut-Governor Hunter, as far back as the
year 1800, and in the original survey of the Township of Murray, in the Newcastle
District, about 3,000 acres of )and were set apart for that purpose. These lands were,
however, for the most part, subsequently disposed of to settlers.

In 1825, the Commissioners of Internal Navigation set forth the advantages to be
derived from this line of communication, as consisting principally on the avoidance of the
dangerous navigation of the vicinity of Long Point, Lake Ontario, during periods of
stormy weather.

' he route they proposed was between Presqu'ile Ilarbour and the Bey of Quinté a dis-
tance of upwards of 5 miles. The Canal to be 30 feet wide at bottom, 9 feet deep-estima-
ted by them to cost £18,615 Ils. 5d. sterling.

in 1833, N. H. Baird, Esq., C.E., reportcd on the Murray Canal, and strongly re-
commended that a connection should be made with Weller's Bay, instead of Presqu'ile
Ilarbour. This he stated would reduce its length to 2î miles.

The Canal to have 100 feet width at bottom, 8 feer draught of water, with a wooden
regulating lock placed near the centre of the route. A channel to be eut through Weller's
beach to form i passage into Lake Ontario. The cost of these works was estimated at
£42,845 12s. 6d. sterling

lie further stated, that a Canal could afterwards be made, if desired, from Weller's
Bay to Presqu'ile Harbour, a distauce of 2j miles.

A separate estimate was also given of the cost of a lino from the Bay of Quinté to
Presqu'ile Harbour direct. This was set down at £78,000 stg.

In 1840, Lieut. Col. Philipotts, R. E., estimated Mr. Baird's route into Weller's Bay
(if deepened to 10 feet water), at £50,000 stg., and if a similar draught wére adopted for'
the route into Prcsqu'ile Harbour direct, he estimated its costs at £90,000 stg.

Ia 1846, Mr. Lyons made a Survey for the Murray Canal from the mouth of Dead
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Creek on the Bay of Quinté to Weese's Creek at Presqu'ile Habour, a distance of nearly
5 miles. The Canal which he proposed was to have 100 feet width at bottom, 10 feet
depth of water, with aide slopes of 2 to 1, and was estimated to cost £126,861 6s. lOd.,
without taking into consideration any outlay for land damages or superintendence. No
regulating lock appears by him to have been considered necessary.

Since 1864, various applications and memorials have been presented to the Govern-
ment on the subject of the Murray Canal, and during the Session of 1866, a Special Com-
mittee of the Legislative Assembly had this subject under consideration, and recommeuded
that a Survey of the isthmus should be made. This having been authorised, the duty was
(as intimated in your letter No. 60,543) intrusted to Mr. J. H. Rowan, who, in July last,
handed to me the following documents, viz.:-

Plan marked No. 1.-Shewing Presqu'ile Harbour, Weller's Bay, and the head of the
Bay of Quinté with several routes surveyed, soundings taken, &c.

No. 2.-Profiles of the routes shewing the classes of material to be removed on each.
No. 3.-Plan shewing a portion Of the Bay of Quinté at Nigger Island, 9 miles above

Belleville.
No. 4.-Plan shewing a portion of the Bay of Quinté at Telegraph Island, 4 miles

above Mill Point.
No. 5.-Mr. Rowan's Report upon his Survey.

In order to lay the subject clearly before the Department, it is considered necessary to
give a brief description of the leading geographical features of that section of the Province
which forms the north-east part of the shore of Lake Ontario.

On reference to the map, it will be seen, that the County of Prince Edward Island is
a peninsula of a very irregular shape, containing an area of about 360 square miles. On
its southern or lake boundary, it is indented by many deep bays, and has numerons large
pools along shore. Near the centre of the peniasula Point Peter (or Long Point) stands
out prominently for a considerable distance into the lake; and towards its south-east end
there is another salient point (Point Traverse), off which is a group of Islands called I The
Ducks." These islauds extend across towards Saclkett's Harbour, and render the naviga-
tion of this portion of the lake somewhat hazardous duiing the boisterous weather of the
fall of the year.

The northern boundary of this County is formed by the Bay of Quinté, a long crooked
arm of-the lake, which stretches for about 50 miles in a general westerly direction, from
what is termed the " Upper Gap" (23 miles from the City of Kingston), to its head
about 21 miles above the Village of Trenton, near which point its waters are only 1¾ mile
distant (via the " Carrying Place" road), from those of Weller's Bay on Lake Ontario.

The Trent, a river of considerabte magnitude, which drains a large area of country,
discharges into the Bay near its upper end. It also receives the waters of the Moira, Sal-
mon and Napanee rivers. On these are respectively situated the Village of Trenton,
the large Town of Belleville, and the Villages of Shannonville and Napanee.

In descending from Trenton the channel has an easterly direction for a distance of about
33 miles to Mill Point where it turns sharply to the south, and continues in that course to
the foot of what is called the Long Reach. Thence it resumes an easterly direction.

The water-way is at some parts narrow, alternating with expanses of considerable ex-
tent, but the greater portion of the Bay is from its inland position, sheltered from winds,
and forms a comparatively safe line of navigation during the storïaiest seasons.

The level of the Bay fluctuates, but so far as ascertained it appears that at the shal-
lowest parts, below the mouth of the Trent, there is a channel of 11 feet at extreme low
water.

WELLER's BAT.

The sheet of water known by this name is situated inside of a deep indent or bay of
Lake Ontario, off which is the entrance inito Presqu'ile Harbour. It was fermeriy separ-
ated from the Lake by a continuons range of narrow sand banks, thiough which there was
only a small outlet for a creek. About twelve years ago the upper part of a large portion Of
the North-west end of this dividing ridge was washed off and an opening made betweenl
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Lake Ontario and Weller's Bay. This opening is now fully î of a mile in width, but for
the greater part of the distance it is shoal. About its centre there was, however, found to
exist (in October last), a channel of fully 300 feet in width, and 14 feet in depth.

In 1857 this opening is represented to have been 100 rods wide, with a channel 150
feet wide and 14 feet in depth, and in 1861 the channel appears to have been about 200
feet in width, and a depth of fully 14 feet.

it will thus be seen that from the time when the opening was first made, the channel
has continued to increase in width.

Front what could be ascertained as to the original line of the beach and ridge, it
appears that the action of the Lake has been such as to carry the sand, of which it is
composed, fron its original position and deposit it in such a manner as to increase the
width of the batik without materially encroaching upon the area ol the Bay.

The fact that the sand has not no far been deposited to any eXitent in the bay is evi-
dent, from the ma:erial in the bottom consisting of clay with ot stratuni, of sand over it.

The area of Weller's Bay proper is about 2½ square miles, one-half of which has a
depth, at ordinary water level, of from 14 to 30 feet, shoalirg gradually towards the shore.
It is connected with what may be termed Consecon Bay, by a narrow channel, with about
9 feet water, between Pine Point and Bald Head. The latter is a spit of sand projecting
northwards from Weller's beach, and cuts off communication between the two Bays, except
by the entrance above mentioned.

Consecon Bay is larger than Weller's Bay, and schooners entering the channel at
Pine Point have ample depth of water to the Whirf at Consecon Village. The dividing
ridge between this Bay and the Lake is comparatively narrow, and was some years ago
broken through in two places. It is stated that at onc tinie there was about 2 feet depth
of water in one of these openiogs, but they were subsequently filled up by the action of
the Lake, so that now no channel, even for boats, is found there at ordinary low water.

PRESQU'ILE HIARBOUR.

Thi3 harbour is formed by a ridge of ]and extending in a South-easterly direction
from the main shore, for a distance of over 3 miles, and embracing an irregularly shaped
area of water surface of about 4 square miles. On the Eastern extremity of the ridge the
principal light is situated, and between this and the main land there is an opening of about
a mile in width, on the north-east side of which is the channel into the Harbour.

The ridge is principally of sand, but the point upon which the main light stands
(Presqu'ile Point) is a rocky formation with but a slight inclination towards the Lake,
and forming a flat beach for about 500 yards outwards.

East and north from the light-house is an extensive shoal called the " Middle
Ground," which bars the direct entrance to the Harbour for vessels of a large class, and
causes the channel at this place to be all but on the north side.

About 1 of a mile inside the main light, at what may be termed the neck of the Har-
bour, is Salt Point Light, which is erected on a bar of a shingle thrown up by the action of
the lake, and extending outwards about a i cf a mile from the shore of Presqu'ile Ridge.

This light, when built, was placed near the end of the spit, but the shingle has now
formed outwards about 300 feet beyond it, and to that extent contracted the channel,
which is at this place not much over 200 feet in width, the north side being occupied by
"Shoal Point Shoal."

About 1,000 feet west-south-west from Salt Point there is another small light built on
the North side of the Ridge. These two lights form a range which serves to guide vessels
entering the Harbour, clear of the outer end of the " Middle Ground."

A large area of the northern part of this shoal was tound to have a depth of 9 feet
of* water over it at the time (last October), when there was only ten feet in the channel, at
a place immediately north of the shoal.

A vessel approaching Presqu'ile must before getting in range of the inner lights,
with a view to outering the Harbour, change its cours, fully 2-0 degrees, which, in certain
winds, it is barely possible to do.

When up with Salt Point the course must again be changed to north-westerly, so as to
clear " Calf Pasture Shoal," and enter the wider portion of the Harbour; in fact, the direc-
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tion of the entrance, crookedness, and insufficient ridth of the channel are found by mas-
ters of vessels to prove serious obstacles to its being used either as a harbour of refuge or
for commercial purposes.

Still, it is in a great measure land-locked, and inside there is an area of over 1½
square miles of water, from 10 te 15 feet deep, with good anchorage.

Upen the Admiralty Chart of Lake Ontario, published in 1838, and corrected to
1851, two shoals are shewn as lying off Weller's Beach, northernmost of which is repre-
sented as being about 2 miles east-south-east from the main light, and having 3 feet of
water upon it; these shoals are also shewn on a chart of the lake, published in 1866 in
Toronto.

As shoals in the position represented would have seriously interfered with any cf the
proposed improvements in this locality, it became necessary to ascertain their extent and
exact bearings. For that purpose a thorough examination of this portion of the lake was
made under my directions in October last, by Messrs. Rowan and Munro (whose Report
is hereunto appended), the result of which was, that at the place indicated, viz. :-2 miles
east-south-east from the main light there was found to be from 28 to over 45 feet of water,
and a depth of at least 33 feet was maintained for a considerable area in the vicinity.
la fact, it was fully ascertained, that no shoal existed in the position of the northern-
most one shewn on the Admiralty Chart referred to, and which was represented as lying
opposite the entrance to Weller's Bay.

At a place 3 miles south-east by east froin the main light, and about 1, miles off
shore, from the beach opposite the foot of Consecon Bay, there is, however, a rocky shoal
on which there was found, in October last, only 10 feet water for a considerable area.
This corresponds nearly with the position of the southernmost shoal indicated on the
Admiralty Chart.

With a view to this matter being clearly understood, the plan marked No. 6 bas been
prepared. It shews in red the position of the shoals represented on the Admiralty Chart,
and the Uhart of Lake Ontario published in Toronto; and the actual position of the shoal
marked A in black, as fixed by careful triangulation from the shores, and by numerous
soundings taken over the whole area of the bay, at a timie when the weather was favorable
for accomplishing this object in a satisfactory mariner.

It will be seen from the plan that the shoal as it actually exists, is in the track of
vessels coming from the ceast that pass near Nicholson's Island, for the purpose of making
either Weller's Bay or Presqu'ile Harbour. It must, however, be borne in mind that this
coqrse is seldom taken, unless during easterly or light off-shore winds. The shoal lies
entirely out of the ordinary course of vessels approaching Presqu'ile or Weller's Bay,
either from the west or south. This will be erident, from the fact, that it is 3 miles
from Presqu'ile Point, and that vessels can pass within 500 yards to the east of the main
light, thus leaving a deep unobstructed water-way of fully 2e miles wide.

No record having been kept of the fluctuations of Lake Ontario or the Bay of Quinté
in this vicinity, it became necessary to endeavour to collect every available information
on the subject; which, under the circumstances, could only be done by enquiring froi old
residents on the shores of the lake or bay. These were chiefly captains of vessels, fisher-
men and persons whose occupation led them to observe the variatio-s of the water-levels.
The information thus obtained was principally from marks pointed out on the wharves,
rocky beaches, &c., these werc subsequently compared by being referred to a common
datum line.

From all that could be learned from the above sources, it appears that the extreme
fluctuations of the lake in calm weather, observed in a long period of years, is aboutfive
feet; but that by continued gales from the south-west, the water in Weller's Bay is raised
sometimes as much as 2 feet, and in Presqu'ile Harbor about 18 inches within a very short
time ; while the same wind bas the effect of lowering the water in the Bay of Quinté.

Satisfactory information was obtained as to the level of the water during the year
1848, at which period it was said to have been lower than it ever has been since. This
was found to be 1 foot 6 inches lower than the water in the month of' October last; high-
est water-mark being 3 feet over the level at that tine, thus shewiug the difference be-
tween these extremes to have been 4 feet 6 inches.

But it was stated by several of the oldest residents, that a lower level even than this
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had occurred about the years 1818-20, when certain shoals (which had in Octobar last about
2 feet of water upon them) were said to have becen dry. Then the lowest water-level at the
above period appears to have been 6 inches lower than it was in 1848, and seems to
establish the greatest fluctuation at 5 fect as above stated. This extreme variation is cor-
roborated by the records kept at Port Dalhousie and Oswego.

During periods of continuous calm weather (after the spring floods of the Trent and
other tributaries have passed off) the waters of the Bay of Quinté are on a level with those
of Lake Ontario, but a strong south-westerly gale will, as before stated, raise the water in
Weller's Bay about 2 feet above the normal level, whilst it will lower that in the Bay of
Quinté about 1 foot 3 inches, thus creating a difference for the tiwe being of about
3 feet 3 inches. It is not probable that so great a difference will be likely to exist
between the levels of Presqu'ile larbour and Bay of Quinté, inasmuch as the wind which
would raise the water mest in the former would not have the effect of lowering it to that
extent in the bay.

A strong easterly gale, will, on the contrary, raise the watcr at the head of the Bay
of Quinté about 15 iuches, whilst at the same time it will lower the level of Weller's Bay,
and along the adjacent shore of the lake about 6 inches, thus making the level of the Bay
of Quinté for the time being, about 1 foot 9 inches higher than the.lake in this vicinity.

The changes thus described as owing to the direction and force of the wind, may,
of course occur at any stage of the normal levels of the lake and bay ; and have therefore
to be considered in addition to those due to the periodical fluctuations. That is to say :
an easterly gale may lower the water 6 inches at its lowest stage, whilst at the highest level
observed, during periods of calm weather, it may be raised 2 feet hy a south-westerly
gale, thus making the extreme variation to be 7 feet 6 inches in Weller's Bay. In the
Bay of Quinté the variation of the water level is also found to be 5 feet ; but as a strong
south-west gale lowers the hcad of the bay about 15 inches, whilst an casterly one raises it
15 inches, the extreme fluctuation may also be assumed at 7 feet 6 inches. These vari-
ations, although only occurring in a long series of years, have, nevertheless an importaut
bearing on the subject under consideration.

From the information obtained, and the examinations made, it appears that at certain
places in the Bay of Quinté, the channel is comparatively shoal. The first of these is at
Indian or Fighting Island, near the head of the bay, where, for a considerable distance,
there was found to be (in April last) only from 12½ to 13 feet water, with a bottom of
soft mud. At a point a short distance below Belleville, there was also 13J feet in the
channel, the bottom being mud.

At Telegraph Island, 4 miles above Mill Point, the bottom is of rock, and there was
for a short distance only 13 to 13* feet water in the channel at the time the soundings
were taken.

It was further ascertained, that at several points and headlands along the bay, shoals
extend outwards, contracting the width of the channel, and render its line somewhat
tortuous.

From these facts, taken in connection with the disturbing influences of the winds, and
the reduction in depth which occurs at periods of extreme low water, it appears that a
depth of about 10 feet is all that could be judiciously calculated upon, when the water is at
its lowest stage, without incurring considerable outlay in improving the channel at several
places in the bay.

It i however, proper to state, that the low water referred to, is that of 1818-20,
which was nearly 2J feet lower than the surface level at the time the soundings were taken ;
so that at periods of ordinary low water, there would, doubtless, be an available depth of
at least Il feet, except for a short time at the head of the bay during a gale from the
souti-west.

At the entrance to Presqu'ile Harbour there was, in October last, for a short distance,
a depth of only 10 feet, which at extreme low water, would be reduced to 8 feet. Thence,
aloug the circuitous line of the channel leading towards the mouth of Weese's Creek, the
sQundings were as follows, vis :
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Depth of water in March 1867-reduced to lowest water, 1818-20.
For a distance of 7,000 feet, 12 to 12 ......................... .......... 9j to 10

'' 3.000 " 13 to 131.................................... 101 to 11
"f 3,000 " 19 to 121.................................... 7j to 10

2,000 " 12 to 14 ................................... 9½ to 11½
5,000 " '12 to 5 ............... ................. 9f to Sf

It will thus be seen that the channel would require to be deepened for a considerable
distance- to adapt it to a draft of 10 fect at lowest water, irrespective of the additional
depth at the entrance necessary for vessels in a heavy seaway.

In the channel into Weller's Bay there was found to bo 14 felt water, which on being
reduced, would give 12 feet at the lowest normal stage of the lake, and there is, as already
stated, from 20 to 25 feet depth through the centre of the bay.

The principal reason urged in favor of a canal connection between Lake Ontario an d
the Bay of Quinté, is the advantage which it would confer on commerce, by enabling ves-
sels of the class which navigate the lake to avoid the dangers in the vicinity of Long
Point during the stormy seasons of the year, by passing throngh the comparatively shel-
tered waters of the Bay of Quinté.

In order to secure this, the draught of water should be at least equal to that of the
Welland Canal, through which, vessels drawing 101 feet can pass. This would render it
necessary to take advantage of the full available depth of the Bay of Quinté, which, as be-
fore stated, would be 10 feet at the very lowest water, and fully Il feet at ordinarily kow
stages of the bay and lake.

In view, however, of its being considered desirable at a future -time te increase the
draught of water, by the removal of some of the obstructions described as existing in the
bay, I would advise that the bottom of the Canal be sunk to 11 feet below lowest water.

On reference to plan No. 1, it will be seen, that of the three lines surveyed, one ter-
minates in Presqu'ile Harbour, and two in Weller's Bay.

Route No. 1 starts from the north-west angle ofthe head of Bay of Quinté, near the
mouth of Dead Creek, and follows along the northern siee of a marsh for about a mile and
a half. Lt then takes a more westerly course, and runs into the head of Weese's Creek,
which is a long, narrow, and shoal branch of Presqu'ile Harbour.

A divergence from the route of the Bay of Quinté end has been suggested, by which
the entrance would be near Twelve-o'clock >Point, where the slope of the beach is shewn
by the soundings to be more favorable.

This line is nearly in the position of that estimated by Mr. Baird, and by Col. Phill-
potts, and subsequently surveyed br Mr. Lyons in 1846.

It is the longest of three routes examined, being fully 4j miles in length. It is re-
presented by Mr. Lyons that a depth of 10 feet below his assumed low water line could be
obtained without rock excavation, except at one point near the Bay of Quinté end,
and that even this could be avoided by a slight divergence of his line. But upon
boring at numerous places, it was iound that at the Presqu'ile end there was rock for
nearly two-thirds of a mile, standing 3f feet above the bottom line represented for
hie Canal; at a high point near the centre of the route, a ridge of rock was also found
within about 5 feet of the surface of the ground, dipping away at about 400 feet on each
side.

It further appears that Mr. Lyons was not in possession of correct information rela-
tive to the fluctuation of the lake levels, as Le represented the difference between high
and low water to be 2 feet instead of 5 feet. Moreover, lie assumed a bottom line, which at
periods of extreme low water would have given barely 8f feet of draught idstead of the 10
feet which Le calculated upon.

Mr. Baird does net appear to have made any provision in his estimate for rock-exca-
vation upon this line, and Col. Phillpott's increase of value seems to have been based solely
upon Mr. Baird's survey. It therefore seems that none of the estimates eau be accepted
as representing the aetual value of the work even at that time, for the scales of navigation
then proposed, and of course would be wholly inapplicaule at the present period, when the
value of all kinds of labour has been so much increased

The depth of water now proposed for the Canal is Il feet at lowest water, with a bot-
tom width of at least 100 feet, no that a much larger amount of exçavation will be neqe-.
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sary than on any of the scales previously projected, and a greatly increased quantity of
dredging will be rendered indispensable, both in Presqu'ile Harbor and the Bay of Quinté.

Route No. 2 leaves the Bay of Quinté near Twelve-o'clock Point, and runs in a west-
erly direction along the southern edge of Dead Creek Marsh, it thon curves to the south.
ward and enters Weller's Bay at a place called Stoneburgh's Cove. The length of this
route is about 2 miles 5,040 fect; fully one-half of this distance at the Bay of Quinté end
is through sand, and the remaining half next Weller's Bay is chiefly in rock, with a
stratum of sand and loam overlying it.

At the Bay of Quinté the length of dredging out to 10 feet at lowest water, will be
about 3,000 feet of an average depth. for 1,200 feet from the shore, of 6 feet 3 inches,
and for the remaining distance of 1,800 feet, an average of 1 foot 3 inches.

Should the divergence to Twelve-o'clock Point be made from the line leading to Pres
qu'ile Harbour, the above extent of dredging will be the same for Routes Nos. 1 and 2.

At the Weller's Bay entrance there would be 2,000 feet excavation with an average
depth of 7 feet, of this 1,600 feet is of rock of an average depth of 6 fet; the other
portion bing prin cipally blue clay and sand.

Route No. 3 starts from the south-west angle of the head of the Bay of Quinté, and
runs in a south-westerly direction towards Mud Creek, thence along the mouth of that
Creek to Weller's Bay, south of Pine Point; a distance of 2 miles 1,880 feet.

About 1 mile of this route, near the Bay of Quinté end, is through rock, one-half of
which would be from 25 to 30 feet deep, and the other half cf an average of 12¾ feet
deep. The other 1 mile is chiefly sand an clay.

At the outlet at the Bay of Quinté, about the same extent of dredging will be re-
quired, as at that of Route No. 2. At the Weller's Bay end about 3,520 feet of dredging
(averaging 4 feet 6 inches in depth) would have to be donc to attain a depth of 10 feet
at extreme low water.

This line would lead in a slanting direction across the entrance into Consecon Bay.
From the above brief description of the several lines surveyed, it will be seen that

Route No. 1 is about 1 - miles longer than No. 2; that No. 3 is nearly î of a mile shorter
than Route No. 2, and that at all the entrances a considerable amount of work will be
necessary to obtain and secure the proper depth of water.

At Presqu'ile Harbour (the entrance to Route No. 1), a very large quantity of dredg-
mDg must be donc to obtain the proDosed depth-the channel being intricate it would re-
(luIre to have a width of at least from 250 to 300 feet, and at the outer end should have
additional depth to allow for the plunging of vessels in a heavy sea. At Stoneburgh's
Cove (Route No. 2), there would be as above stated, a considerable amount of rock exca-
vation undcr water surface; and at the Weller's Bay end of Route No. 3, there would be
about § of a mile of dredging through mud and sand of an average depth of 4J feet.

A comparison of distances from a point in the Lake which may be taken as common
to the navigation into Presqu'ile Harbour and Weller's Bay, shew that the length from
this point, via the Harbour and Route No. 1 to the Bay of Quinté, would be fully twice
that via Weller's Bay to the outlets of either Routes No. 2 or No. 3.

Weller's Bay, however, lies in the direct lino of the proposed navigation, and has now
the full depth required ; whereas the entrance to Route No. 1 lies entirely out of that lino
and eau only be approached by a circuitous channel to be dredged through Presqu'ile Har-
bour. It therefore appears that the distance from the mouth of the latter to the Bay of
Quinté in Route No. 1, should be compared with that from the Weller's Bay entrances to
1toute Nos. 2 and 3 to the Bay of Quinté. This would shew the length via the former
route to be about 3 times greater than that by either of the other two.

Were the chaunel through Presqu'ile Harbour made, the unavoidable difficulties to
be encountered in navigating it would still present an insuperable objection to the adoption
Of Route No. 1.

In this view of the case, it appears that the eelection lies between Routes Nos. 2 and
3, or some modification of them.

As already stated, the expense of forming au fentrance at the Bay of Quinté end,Would be about the *ame on both these routes, and there is reason to believe that the one
Wauld be equally as accessible as the other.
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On Weller's Bay, Route No. 2 presents a good line of approach and entrance, but it
has the objectionable feature that a large quantity of rock excavation under water will be
necessary.

Althougli the dredging of the entrance to Route No. ï, would be through mud the
channel would unavoidably be crooked, and at its immediate entrance would bc nearly par-
allel with the shoal at Bald lcad'; thus rendering access to it in sone measure uncertaii,
whilst it is questionable whether the deeper chanuel would remain open unless protected
by pier-work. If this bccame necessary it would doubtless interfere wiLh the only channel
into Consecon Bay.

It is however proper to state that on any inmediate line between Routes Nos. 1 and
2 there would probably be a much greater extent of rock excavation under water than at
Route No. 2, inasmuch as the water continues shoal for a considerable distance from the
shore along the head of the Bay.

It will be evident from what bas been said, in relation to the fluctuation of the water
levels, that to ensure the full advantages of the Canal at ail times, a Lock must be con-
structed. This should, of course, be placed at some point within the rock-cutting on the
line, and be of sufficient width and length to admit the largest class of vessels likely to
pass through this route.

If this rock was found to bc sound, the sides of the cut might be made nearly vertical
at the site chosen for the Lock, and quoins and recesses built for gates placed from 250 to
300 feet apart. The sides of the chamber could subsequently be carried up to the proper
height with masonry.

It is believed the Canal should be of a clear width of at least 100 feet at bottom, and
in rock-cutting the sides might bave a slope of a quarter to one. Through sr.nd, the
material being of a very loose description, it must be removed to such a slope as may be
found practicable, and to a sufficient width beyond the absolute line of the Canal te admit
of the sides being lined with such stone as the rock-cutting may supply. The necessity
of this will be apparent frcm the fact that the sudden variations of water-level will produce
at times such a current in the Canal as would destroy the lianks unless they were properly
protected.

The depth of Canal has been assumed at Il feet, for the reason that a considerable
portion of either route will be through rock, where stones or any other hard substance
accidentally getting into it would prove a serious obstruction. Besides, this will obviate
the necessity of deepening, should it be found that a greater draught than the 10 feet
calculated upon at lowest water eau be obtained in the Bay of Quinté.

I has already been shewn that the extreme fluctuation (due te influences ot all kinds)
may be 7j feet. Five feet of this is due te the variation of the normal levels of the Lake,
and 2 feet to the effect of S.W. winds in raising the waters in Weller's Bay. The other
6 inches represents the lowering of the water by easterly winds. This May occur at the
lowest stage, but as it is a contingency which can only arise at rare intervals, no serious,
or at least continued, inconvenience can be experienced from it.

The height te which it is probable the water may rise over the Canal bottom will
therefore be about 18 feet, and the banks should be at least 3 feet over this, or 21 feet
high to prevent the adjoining land from being overflowed.

In order to protect the entrances from being silted up, it will in all cases be necssary
to carry lines of pier-work out from the shore. To effect this, at the Bay of Quinté end,
on either of the routes, there would probably be required about 1,000 lineal feet of pier on
each aide, of at least 16 feet in width. This would reach 'te a depth of about 7 feet at
lowest water on the shoal. These piers should be placed about 150 feet apart, and the
dredging extended beyond them with at least that width to 10 feet at lowest water.

To attain a depth of 7 feet on the shoal at the Weller's Bay end of Route No. 3 would
require fally 25,000 feet of pier-work, placed either in curved or angular lines, both of
which are objectionable as admitting of deposit taking place alongside of them. Moreover,
a line of pier, this length, would contract the entrance into Consecon Bay; whilst the
channel outside runs ail but parallel with the shoal. It would, therefore, be difficult of
access and liable to fill up. As a whole, this entrance is unfavorable.

The entrance to Route No. 2, at Stoneburgh's Cove, would be easy of access, being
nearly on the direct line of the channel into the Bay, and deep water on this aide is
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found nearer the shore than at any other place. The greatest objection being that the
beach, as already stated, is of rock.

The Cove reaches inland about 1,400 feet from the general line of the beach, and has
an average width of about a 1 of a mile : 1,000 feet from the shore there is at present a
depth of about 6 feet of water. From this description a permanent water-tight dam might
be constructed on the stratum of clay overlying the rock, and between this and the beach
to the eastward, a portion of the surplus material from the excavation might be deposited.

For about 700 feet further (or fully to the end of the rock excavation) a double line
of narrow crib-work, forming a coffer-dam, would require to be constructed. From the
end of this a dam should be carried across the channel until it joined another line on the
opposite side of the proposed entrance.

The area enclosed by the dams could then be unwatered, and the rock removed. Of
course this would entail considerable expense, but it appears to be the only mode of ob-
taining the necessary depth of water at this place.

There is however an advantage in rock being found at other points near the western
end of this line, as it admits of the Lock being placed where the greatest fluctuations
would doubtless be experienced ; whereas, on Route No. 3, the Look would have to be
built within about a mile of the Bay of Quintó leaving the Weller's Bay end open to the
effects of the sudden variations of the Lake levels.

As a whole, Route No. 2 appears to be preferable to No. 3 in regard to ease of access,
general direction, and economy of construction.

From the foregoing descriptions taken in connection with the accompanying plans
and profiles, it is believed that a tolerably clear idea can be formed of the nature and extent
of the work to be done on either of the routes surveyed.

Their estimated cost is respectively as follows :
Route No. L ...... ............. .................................. $1,290,000

N o. 2 .......... ......................... .................. 860,000
N o. 3........................ .................................... 940,000

These sums represent the total value of the various classes of work, the quantities
having been extended at fair and reasonable rates-due ullowance being of course made
for such contingencies as are likely to arise during the execution of works of this nature
and extent.

It will be observed that the reasons referred to as having been urged in support of this
undertaking are entirely of a commercial nature, and although evidently of considerable
importance, it may be questioned whether the advantages which the work (if executed)
would confer upon the general navigation would warrant so large an expenditure.

Several competent Naval and Military authorities have, however, at various times ex-
pressed their views regarding the desirability of establishing a Naval Station at some point
cn the Bay of Quinté, with such easy access from the West to its waters as would doubtless
be afforded by the proposed Murray Canal, so that there may be reasous of this nature
which would outweigh ordinary considerations of economy, and prove strong arguments in
favor of the project.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed) JOHN PAGE,
(hief Eugineer Public Works.

(No. 5.) OTTAWA, July 15th, 1867,
To JORN PAGE, Esq.,

Chief Engineer, Department of Public Works.

mSI,-laving completed the examination and survey, which you instracted me to
make, of the proposed Murray Canal, to conneet Lake Oàtario with the head-waters of the
Bay of Quinté, i beg leave to submit the following facts and data, together with the accom-
panying plans and sections of the propoeed routes for your information.

The country across which the proposed canal will have to be built is a narrow neck of
9
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land, about two miles in width, connecting the County of Prince Edward, whieh forms the
south shore of the Bay of Quinté, with the main land or north shore of that Bay, and of
Lake Ontario.

This neek of land is between two and thro miles in length from North to South, and
at its northern énd is for the most part a marsh, with a small creek (Dead Creek) running
through it and emptying into the North-west angle of the Bay of Quinté.

Northward from this is the main land, which rises rapidly from the edge of the marsh
to a height in some places of 50 or 60 feet. Southwards the rise ismore gradual, but before
reaching the other end of the Isthmus a height of 25 feet, and in some places 50 feet is
attained. Northwest of the Isthmus lies Presqu'ile Harbour on Lake Ontario, having an
area of about three square miles, and to the west and south-west is Weller's Bay, having
an area of about five square miles, and at its sôuthern end the Village of Consecon.

Some years ago this Bay was cut off from Lake Ontario by a narrow spit of land formed
of high sand banks, and through which the only opening was a small crcek. Within the
last ten years, however, a portion of the north-west end of this barrier has been washed
away during a season of high water, and there is now a larger openiug, nearly one mile in
width from shore to shore, with a channel in the centre about 300 feet wide, having a depth
of 13 feet at low water.

East of the Jsthmus lies the Bay of Quinté, which is about two miles in width.

BAY OF QUINTÉ.

From the entrance to the Bay of Quinté, a few miles above the City of Kingston, to
the head of what is called " the Long Reach," at a place called Mill Point near the mouth
of the Napanee River, there is a good navigable channel, having a depth of not less than
20 feet of water. From that Point upwards to the head of the Bay, the depth of water is
considerably less, but there is throughout, as far as Indian Island near the head of the Bay,
a navigable channel of 13 feet of water at the date of survey.

At many points along the shores of the Bay, bars of sand, mud,:and in a few instances
rock extend from the varions points or head lands. These while they tend to make the
channel tortuous still bear a good width of navigable water, but it is questionable whether
vessels of the largest class which navigate Lake Ontario could possibly sail either up or
down the Bay, except under the most favorable circumstances of wind and weather.

There are, however, two points on the Bay where difficulties of a more serious charac-
ter exist. The first of these is at a place called " Telegraph Island," about four miles
ibove Mill Point, the other at Nigger Island, nine miles above Belleville.

The place which is now called Telegraph Island (see Plan No. 3) was at one tine
connected with the south shore of the Bay by menus of a marsh, and on the island itself
there were a few trees.

During a period of high water, some years ago, the marsh was washed away, leaving
a channel with about three feet of water between the island and the south shore; subse-
qirently the trees on the island were eut down, so that nothing now remains to mark its
position but a narrow strip of loose stones, in the form of a horse shoe, about one hundred
feet in length, which,during periods of high water are completely covered.

To add to the difficulty, of navigation, the channel at this point is narrow and makes
a considerable bend, and, with a strong westerly wind, there is such a current that vessels
are sometimes obliged to come to an anchor, being unable to beat up against it: at tunes
the current is in a contrary direction.

The deepest water in the channel here at date of survey was thirteen feet six incheS,
the bottom is loose atones and limestone rock.

Nigger Island (sec Plan No. 2) is a low, fiat piece of ground covered with coarse
grass and a few shrubs. Here, there is a navigable channel on both aides of the Island,
and it bas generally been supposed that the one on the north aide, although more tortuOus,
had a greater depth of water than that on the south of the Island. This is not the case,
but the difliculty arises from the fact that while there is ample water in the channel there
is a shoal in the centre of the Bay, so that vessels (the captains of which are not Well
acquainted with the navigation) keeping the centre in hope of having the deepest water,
rna on this shoal, whieh consista of loose atones and mud.

10
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From this point to the hcad of the Bay the best channel is on the south side, and, as
will be seen from Plan No. 1, is to be found on that aide up to the Carrying-Place road at
the south-west end of the Bay.

flaving thus concluded a general description of the Bay of Quinté together with
details of the more intricate parts, the result of soundings taken throughout from Mill
Point to its !head, I may state that fiading no regular record kept, of the highest or lowest
water, I could only form an opinion on these points froni enquires made of various per-
sons residing for a number of years on its shores, from these I gather that the water would
be at its lowest level, about 1 foot 6 inches under what it was at the time of taking the
soundings in March and April of this year.

WELLER' S ]BAY.

The entrance te this Bay, as before stated, has only been in existence for a few years,
dnring that time it bas continued in about the same position, although it bas considerably
extended both in width and depth.

It is not probable that it will extend further south than at present, owing to the fact
that the southern side is bounded by a high and broad tract of sand bills (called Bald
Head), covered with trees, and resting at the water level on a bed of limestone rock. On
the north side there still remains about 2,000 feet of the original sand bank, this may
eventually wash away unless means are taken to prevent it, as its present level is not much
above the surface of the lake.

South of Bald Head the range of sand hills which divide the bey from the lake are
narrow, and have already been broken through in two places by the heavy seas from the
lake during the season of high water, and I am informed that about thrce years ago there
was a depth of 2 feet of water in them, but at the present time the beach has filled in
again, and is now 4 or à feet above the lake, and about 300 feet wide.

la the Bay there is good anchorage for vessels, and a depth of water over a consider-
ible area of net less than 18 or 20 feet. It is favorably situated as a harbour of refuge

for vessel caught in a south-westerly gale on Lake Ontario, if only the beach could bc
maintained in its present position, and means taken to indicate by range ligbts or other-
wise the channel leading into it.

To effect the former would, no doubt, involve a very large outlay for the construction
of crib-work, &-.

In this Bay two outlets for the proposed Canal have been selected ; one in the north-
eastern angle, called Stoneburgh's Cove, the other in a bay te the south of Pine Point.
The former would be protected from a south-westerly gale, by the projection of a point
composed of rock and gravel, as also by Bald Head. The water continues deep to within
a shorter distance of the shore here than at any other point on the Bay ; the bottom is blue
clay with rock below.

The other outlet, namely, south of line Point, though net se favorably situated as
regards the entrance of the Bay or depth of water, has these advantages : there is a good
headland on each side, which, in the event of the outer beach being carried away, would
form a good protection te the outlet of the Canal, and there is no rock te be found; the
bottom being mud of the very softest description with sand underneath. Further reference
will be made te these outlets under the head of their respective Canal routes.

Before passing from the present subject, I may here state, that the waters of this Bay
are subject te very considerable and sudden fluctuations. I have myself seen it rise and
falI as much as 2 feet in two heurs, and there appears te be a constant change of level of
fromn 1 to 4 inches every 15 or 20 minutes.

PRESQ'ILE HARBOUR.

The entrance to this harbour is very tortuous, owing te shoals and bars of sand and
gravel, and in some places is extremely narrow. I was informed by Capt. Qaick and others
that it is decreasing in width every year.

With the wind from certain quarters and blowing a gale it is almost if net altogether
impossible to enter ; when, however, the inside is gainod it is 4 very splendid natural har-
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hour with.a depth of water of from nine to fifteen feet over the larger portion of its area.
The bottom is sand, mud and blue clay.

On its eastern side there is a long bay or inlet with a narrow channel leading up
it, and the head of this bay forms an outlet for one of the proposed 'canal routes. This
harbour is also subject to fluctuations in the level of water, but not, I am informed, tosuch
an extent as Weller's Bay.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ROUTES PROPOSED.

Route No. 1.-Starting from the mouth of Dead Creek, in a south-westerly direction,
is the line of canal which was located some years ago, and for which there is a reserve of
land. This route follows the line of Dead Creek on the iorthern side of the marsh for a
distance of about a mile and one-half, and then taking a more westerly course enters the
waters of Lake Ontario in a long bay or creek which forms a portion of Presqu'ile Har-
bour. The length of this route, from water to water, is four miles and 790 feet.

Route No. 2.-Starts from a bay on the south side of Twelve-o'clock Point, on the
Bay of Quinté, and following the south side of the marsh before spoken of, enters Weller's
Bay at a place called Stoneburgh's Cove. The length of this line, from water to water, is
two miles and 4,290 feet.

Route No. 3.-Is across the extreme southern end of the Isthmus, leaving the Bay
of Quinté at its south-western angle it takes a south-westerly course and enters Weller's
Bay at an inlet or creek just south of Pine Point. The length of this line, from water tO
water, is one mile and 5,160 feet.

DETAILS.

Route No. 1.-An inspection of Plan No. 1 will shew that if the canal is built on
the line originally proposed, there will be a large amount of excavation under water in the
Bay of Quinté: the deep-water line being more distant from the shore on this side of
the Bay. If, however, the line to Presqu'ile is preferred, this objection might be over-
come by a deviation made at the point marked B, from thence following Route No. 2 from
the point marked D into the Bay of Quinté. This would at the same time make the canal
in a more direct line.

Leaving the waters of the Bay of Quinté, the line passes over a ridge of sand (here
the road from the Carrying Place to Trenton crosses) and strikes the large swamp or marsh
previously spoken of, along the northern side of which it is carried up to the crossing of
the road from Smithfield.

The nature of this marsh is such, ,that were a large channel excavated through it,
there would be a likelihood of large portions of the floating surface drifting into the Canal
during high winds.

From the end of this marsh to the beginning of the fourth mile the land is all a
swamp, but at this point a ridge or hill crosses the line of the Canal, and here the first
indications of rock are found, which comes to within five feet of the surface at this point,
and, falling away again towards the west, continues throughout the rest of the line at a
distance of about fifteen feet below the surface up to the point where the road from Brighton
crosses. Here the ground falls away suddenly and the rock comes proportionally nearer
the surface in the marsh which forms the western end of this route.

In the Bay through which the Canal enters Presqu'ile Harbcur, as also iù the Harbour
and at its mouth, there will be a considerable amount of excavation under water to be
done if a depth of 13 feet is required.

The excavation in the Bay of Quinté will be mud of the very softest kind, and through-
out the rest of the line to Presqu'il Harbour, except when rock is shewn, it will be sand,
which, when water gets at it, will not stand except at the very flattest angle. In Presqu'ile
larbour the excavation will be mud, sand and clay.

Route .No. 2.-The amount of excavation under water on this line in the Bay of
Quinté would not be so great as on the route previously considered, its outlet being nearer
to the line of deep water. The material to be removed would be of the same nature as in
the other with the addition of a small amount of sand. From the water's edge up to the
crossing of the road from the Carrying Place to Trenton the ground is very low, but after
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passing the road a few hundred feet, the highest ground on this route is reached, which is
14 feet above the Bay. From this point it falls away to the edge of the Big Marsh, the
scuth side of which it crosses. Here the marsh is much more solid, and there would be
no danger of the surface floating.

About half way across the marsh the lino strikes a smiall point of hardwood land and
here the rock is found 5 feet below the surface, but falling away on either sides in the
marsh, on the western side of which it again is found at a depth of 15 feet, and rising at
some distance further on to within 5 feet of the surface, continues throughout at that level
to Weller's Bay.

At this end rock excavation under water would be necessary, and throughout the rest
of the lino where rock is not shewn the excavation would be of the sane nature as on
Route No. 1.

There are two roads erossed at the western end of this route, one leading from Ilrigh-
ton to the Carrying place and Consecon, over which the mail is carried, the other
leading round the Bay shore. A third road, shewn on the plan connecting the above two,
could be diverged along side of the Canal.

Route No. 3.-Deeper water is found on the lino up te the shore than on either of the
others in the Bay of Quinté side, the bottom being of the saie material as on the other
routes.

For about 1,500 feet froin water's edge, the excavation will be through sand as in
the other routes. This brings us to the crossing of the mail route froin the Carrying'Place
to Consecon, Picton, &c.

From the road westward, the rock comes to the surface, falling away gradually to a
depth of 4 or 5 feet below for a distance of about 4,000 feet, where it dips more rapidly,
leaving the remainder of the excavation on this route, up to the water's edge in Weller's
Bay, to be made through sand. Near this end of the lino the road from Brighton to
Consecon crosses. The bottom of the Bay in which this route terminates is mud and sand,
and should a depth of 13 feet be considered necessary, the excavation will have to be
carried on for some distance into Weller's Bay. The current past Pine Point, and more
particularly the one to the south of it, is so stroug that even in mid-winter the ice here is
never very strong.

GENERAL REMARKS.

'lie isthmus between Routes Nos. 2 and 3 rises to a much greater elevation than else-
where, as will be seen by an inspection of plan No. 1, where the figures in red give
approximately the levels above the Bay of Quinté. The bottom of Weller's Bay op-
posite the centre of the isthmus is rock, and the water very shallow for a considerable
distance from the shore.

During calm weather the water in Lake Ontario, on the one side of the isthmus, and
in the Bay of Quinté on the other, are of the same level, but during strong westerly winds
the former is raised while the latter falls, but net to the sarne extent. The greatest differ-
ence of level observed during the time of making the survey, was 2.10 feet which occurred
in tho month of Docember, 1866, during a very heavy westerly gale, Weller's bay being
then 1.70 feet above and the Bay of Quinté 0.40 feet below level

During the winter, both bays being frozen over, the changes were very light, the,
greatest observed, being 0.25 feet.

From the information I collected I am lead to believe that one foot six inches under
the level shewn on places and sections would be the lowest water level in Weller's Bay
and Presqu'ile.

On the land reserved for the Canal (Route No. 1) there are several squatters who
have built lieuses upon and occupied portions of the reserve for years.

On the other routes the land required for canal purposes could be obtained at prices
varying from $20 to $40 per acre.

I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) JAMES 11. ROWAN.

13
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OTTAWA, 15th November, 1867.
JOHN PAGE, Esq.,

Chief Engineer Public Works.
SIR,-In accordance with your instructions of the 19th ultimo, we proceeded to Pres-

qu'ile Harbour and Weller's Bay, Lake Ontario, for the purpose of endeavoring to obtain
information of a reliable nature on the following points, viz:-

Firs.-The existence or otherwise of two rocky shoals said to lie in the vicinity of
the entrance to Weller's Bay.

Second.-The relative levels of Lake Ontario during the periods of highest and low-
est water of which we could find any proper record. These fiuctuations to be determined
as accurately as possible by extensive enquiry and actual measurement; and referred to
the water-line shewn on the profiles of the projected Murray Canal.

lt. Upon the Admiralty Chart of Lake Ontario, published 1838, from surveys made
in 1817, by Capt. W. F. W. Owen, R.N. (corrected to 1851), two shoals are shewn off Wel-
ler's Beach; the northernmost of these (which is represented as lying directly across the
track of vessels entering the present opening into Weller's Bay), having only 3 feet of
water marked upon it.

These shoals are referred to in a Chart Book of the Harbours and Ports of Lake On-
tario, published in 1857, by Edward M. Ilodder, M.D., Commodore of the Royal Canadian
Yacht Club, who states, that "these two formidable shoals are at the very entrance
"to the Bay exposed" * * "to the full sweep of the lake during a south or south-west
"wind, the very wind which would render it necessary to run into ;Weller's Bay for
" shelter. He adds, that " they are rocky, and have only from 3 to 5 feet water on them;
"they are also so exposed that any vessel running ashore on them during a gale. must soon
'*go to pieces."

The northernmost one, (as described by Dr. Hodder), is said to lie "2 miles E. S. E.
of the main light-house " at Presqu'ile.

Upon reference to the accompanying Chart, it will be seen that no shoal exists in the
position of that to which the above course and distance are given, there being in this
vicinity about 33 feet of water, which depth is found over most of the area covered by the
northernmost of the two shoals represented on the Admiralty Chart.

There is, however, a rocky shoal (shewn at A) with about 10 feet of water on it in
October last. This is nearly in the position of the southernmost of those shewn on the
Admiralty Chart, and lies 3 miles S.E. by E. from the main light-house. Judging from
the course taken by vessels entering into or coming out of Weller's Bay during the tiwe
of our examination, as well as from information obtained from captains of vessels who have
sailed in this part of the lake ior many years, this shoal does not seem to form any serious
obstruction to the navigation.

In order to avoid confusion, only a part of the soundings taken are shewn on the Chart,
as the intervals between them are so small that they could not be represented to scale. That
portion of the lake lying to the north of a line drawn from the main light to the shoal at
A, and continued from thence in an casterly direction to Weller's Beach has, however,
been thoroughly examined.

2nd. Upon our arrival at Presqu'ile Harbour, a period of calm weatlher enabled us to
refer the levels of Lake Ontario and the Bay of Qiinté to the water-line shewn on the
profiles of the Murray Canal routes.

The soundings marked in black upon the Chart shew the depth of water as we found
it; the levels of the Lake and Bay of Quinté being then 41 inches lower than the water
line drawn on the profiles above mentioned.

The information which we obtained respecting the fluctuations of the lake levels may
be divided into classes, viz :-

1st. That having reference to the gradual rise or fall of its whole surface observed
during perioda of calm weather.

2nd. The influence of strong winds in raising or lowering its lèvelis in the vicinity of
the proposed Canal routes.

With regard to the first of these, it would seem from all we have learned that the
water of 1848-9 was lower than it has ever been since ; the minimum level then observed
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being about 1 foot 6 inches below the surface as it was in October last, or 1 foot 101 inches
lower than the water-line shewn on the Murray Canal profiles.

There appears, however, to have been lower water than this between the years 1818
and 1820-but how much lower we could find no conclusive evidence to show. On this
point, Capt. Quick of Presqu'ile Ilarbour (who has for a great many years past observed
the rise and fall of the Lake) is of opinion that at the period in question it was at least 2
feet lower than when our examination was made, and in this statement ho is borne out
by the testimony of Messrs. Peck and Alley, old residents of the Bay of Quinté.

Of course it is difficult to speak positively (without permanent marks) on this subject
after such a lapse of time; but it is nevertheless thought that these statements are worthy
of consideration.

The level of the highest water of which we could obtain any record has, it is believed,
been satisfactorily established by a large amount of concurrent evidence at about 3 feet
above the level of October last. It wilI therefore be seen that the maximum variation (al-
lowiug the water to have been 2 feet lower than that level) would be 5 feet-falling short
by 6 inches of the greatest fluctuation observed since 1848 at Port Dalhousie-which is
stated to have been 5 feet 6 inches.

A record of the Lake levels kept at Oswego shews that the variation between the
lowest water of 1848 and the highest of 1859 was 4 feet 8½ inches.

It seems therefore judicious to estimate the greatest variation in the vicinity of
Weller's Bay and Presqu'ile Harbour (during periods of calm weather) at about 5
feet.

As to the fluctuation due to winds, it appears that those blowing off shore- do not
lower the lake to the same extent as it is raised when the wind blows on to the shore and
piles up the waters on the beach. That is to say, during the prevalence of strong easterly
gales tho water is only lowered about six inches in Weller's Bay, whereas if a gale blew
from the south-west it is sometimes raised as much as two feet in a short time.

It may be said that the lowering of the water due to the force of winds eau be more
correctly estimated, than the extent to which it is raised by a similar cause ; as in the
first case the surface near the shore is comparatively calm, but in the second it is difficult
without proper apparatus to form anything more than an approximate idea of its rise with
heavy breakers rolling upon the beach. This objection would doubtless apply to the Lake
Shore, but would not hold good with regard to Weller's Bay where even in heavy gales
the surface is not so rough as to prevent sufficiently accurate observations being made. In
Presqu'ile Harbour, Capt. Quick states that he has seen the water rise 1 foot 6 inches in
about half au hour.

As the level of the lake may be raised or lowered from the above causes, when at its
highest or lowest normal stages, it appears that about two feet six inches should be added
to the five feet above given, in order to shew the extreme variation which may possibly
oceur in a series of years. The disturbances arising from winds being, however, of com-
paratively short duration, it is of course a question as to how far they should affect the
levels to be adopted for the proposed Canal.

During periods of continuously calm weather, the waters of the Bay of Quinté and
those of Lake Ontario are on the same level and subject to similar fluctuations. But the
information obtained shews that the bay is lowered to a greater extent than the lake by the
force of the wind. That is to say, an off-shore gale on Lake Ontario would not, as above
stated, lower the water along its margin more than say six inches, whereas a strong
westerly wind will lower the water in the Bay of Quinté at least one foot three inches in a
few hours, creating such a strong current at Telegraph Island, where the Bay is very
narrow, that vessels cannot beat up against it, but are frequently obliged to cast anchor
and wait until it ceases, or at least moderates. During the westerly gale of the 2nd
instant, we observed that the water was lowered to about the above extent at Trenton.

It is stated that the surface of the bay is also considerably raised by the action of the
wind ; but the information obtained on this point is not so satisfactory as that in reference
to the extent to which it is lowered by the same cause. It may, however, be estimated at
between one foot and one foot six inches.

It will therefore be seen that the variation in calm weather may be stated at 5 feet,
and that due to wind at from 2 feet 3 inches to 2 feet 9 inches, in the Bay of Quinté.
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ilaving stated separately the various levels of Weller's Bay, Presqu'ile Harbour,
and the Bay of Quinté, it may now be observed that when the water is raised about two
feet in Weller's Bay by a south-west or westerly gale, the wind, sweeping across the low
and narrow isthmus which divides it from the Bay of Quinté drives the waters of the
lake before it, and lowers the surface as above stated at least 1 foot 3 inches. So that it.
doubtless sometimes occurs that the difference of level between the water surfaces at the-
ends of the survey Unes for Routes Nos. 2 and 3, Murray Canal (Mr. Rowan's Plan), is
about 3 feet 3 inches. With regard to Route No. 1, it is not probable that this difference
is ever quite so great, as the direction of the wind which would raise the water to the
greatest extent in Presqu'ile Harbour would not exercise the maximum influence to lower
it in the Bay of Quinté.

Enquiries relative to the variation of the lake levels were also made at Port Hope,
Gull Island Shoal, Cobourg, Grafton, Colborne, Trenton, Belleville, and Kingston. The
information obtained at these places was found generally to corroborate the statements
made on the same subject by parties residing in the vicinity of the proposed Murray Canal.

We have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servants,
(Signed,) THOMAS MONRO,

JAMES H. R OWAN.
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RETURN
To an Address of the HousE OF COMMONS, dated

copies of all papers respecting Claim preferred

against the Government.

16th December, 1867; For

by G. H. Ryland, Esquire,

By Command.

IECTOR L. LANGEVIN.
Secretary of State

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF ST ATE,

Ottawa, 12th March, 1868.

(ln accordance with te recommendation of the Joint Cummittee on Printing, the above
Return is not printed]

31 Victoria. A. 1868
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RETURN
To two Addresses of the HousE or COMMONS, dated respectively 15th and 18th

November, 1867; For statement of the number of Iniand Custom House

Officers within the Dominion, their Salaries, Collections, &c., and for state-

ment respecting Collectors of Customs, their collections and Harbour Tolls.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY oF STATE,

Ottawa, 13th March, 1868.

[in accordance with tle recommendation of the Joint Committee on Printing, the abouç
Return ia not printed.)

31 Victoria. 4, 18ýs68
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RETUJRN
To an Address of the HousE op CoMMoNs, dated 25th November, 1867;

for Statement shewing quantity of water leased on Lachine and St. Law-

rence Canals, &o.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,

Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,
Ottawa, 17th March, 1868.

Si Victoria. A, 1868
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LACHINE OANAL,-STATEMENT of Water Power,

Date of

Lease.

Feb. 1, 1854

Mar.13, 1851 2

July 28, 1856

Sept.'23, 1854

Sept. 7, 18491

Mar. 15, 1851 do

Mar.15, 1851

Mar. 10,* 1848

Oct. 16, 1848

May 28, 1847

May 27, 1847

Feb. 25, 1851

Feb. 15,*1851

Mar. 1, 1851

Mar. 11, 1851

Form i Amount of
S Water Situation of For what Area o t

Lots, &c. Lots, purpose used. Loto. Poyer
ease. Leased.

5 yrs. Wm. Tate . 3 old loo a Montreal Ter- Ship repairing.. No ground Sufficient wa-
minus but the looks ter to bring

1 1vessels in
lockp.

1 yrs. Geo. & Wm. Dry dock &jS. side ofCanal Saw mill ........ 5 rp. 15 per. 4 runs.
Tate. ship-yard. 1 f French.

do Frotbingham & No. 1 &-N. At Basin No. 2IStore, wareh'se 120 ft. front, None ......... ,
Workman. E. j of 2. S.side of Canal and coal yard. down to river

3, 4, Finishing
ehop & saw miill

do ý 5,Iron foundry

a road (Mill
bt.) 40 feet,
reserved.

80 ft. front 12runs on lots
each, road 5, 6, 7, none

I 40 feet, re- on 2, 3, 4.
Iserved.

do Storehouse andI8O feet front, 14 runs .........
elevator......... road reser-

ved.
do Wood yard...... 221 perches.. Privilege of

using 2 runs
when samne
can be spar-
ed.

lone...........

ruas . .......

do ........

do .........

do .........

do ....... ••

do ........

do .... .. .

do . ......

do Oil mill, grind-43 perches,
ing drugs, French.
paint, Ac.

do Saw mill, plan- 90 do
ingfactry. i
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and of Building and other Lots leased to Various Parties.

Date from TEns or PAYfENT.

whicb Lease When first When payable rent up to le
; Instalment

is reckoned. became each year. July, 1867.
< payable.

$ $ ts.
pet. 1, 1854 440 220 July 1, 1854 July 1, Jan. 1 2,016 67

Jan. 1, 1851 1,000 500 July 1, 1S52 Jan. 1, July 1 6,000 00

June 1, 1855 656 328 July 1, 1855 July 1, Jan. 1 328100

Jan. 1,1854 8290 6 July1,18541July 1, Jan. i 18,685 88Arrar of1

Nov. 23, 1846

Jan. 1, 1851

April 1, 1851

NoV. 23, 1846

Nov. 23, 1846

May 1, 1847

May 1, 1841

Jan. 1, 1851f

Jan. 1, 1851

July 1, 1851

Jan. 1, 1851

430

110

110

430

430

864

432

43,

430

430 1

430 00

55 00

55 00

215 00

215 00

432 00

216 00

215 00

215 00

45 00

430 00860 t 430

REMARKS.

tst instalment to be £45 16 8. Lease
expired.

$500 since paid. The interests ofG eo.
Tate were sold by Sheriff to Thos.
Leith, on 17th Oct '60. The int'ts
of Wm. Tate were sold by Sh riff
to Benj. Grant, on 23rd May,'62.

Since paid. let inStalment to be
£13 13s. 8d.

According to a juig't of the Super.
Court, Mîntreal, on a claim of Mr
M. Barthy's estate againet the
Dept., the &m'nt due on lst July,
1867, would be only $6,315.88.-
Sold by Sheriff to Trust & Loani
Co., 29th Mar., '64. J. MeDougall
purchased from T. & L. Co. No.
5 aud j of No. 6, (with 4 runo) on
25th April, 1864. T. Peck pur-
chased from T. & L. Co., J of Nos.
6 and 7, (with 4 runs,)

Since paid.

Sincepaid. To pay £13.2.6 for each
run of stoue whenever used. Sold
by Sheriffto Jonat. Findlay, 27th
June, '65. Transferred by latter,
19th, July,'65,to T.Peck &Co.,who
were acknowl'ged as lessees on 5th
March, '66 by the Government.

Since paid.

do

do

do

Since paid. With special condition
respecting nluices, for supply of
water to Lots Nos. 12, 13 and 14.

Siuce paid.

Since paid. Disiolution of Holland&
Duun's partnership, 3rd Sept. '52.
Ti-aunfer by M. Hollan i to Hermey
à Holland, 6th Jan. '58. Transfer
by Hersey A Holland, to Thon. P.
Miller, 9th Feb., '59. Com'r P.W.
notified by.T. F. Miller, Feb.1,'66.

Since paid.

do

A. 1868
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LACHINE CANAL.-STATEMENT of Water Power and of

Form I Amount of
Date of Water Situation of For what purpose Area of a

Lease. Lots, &c. Lots. used. Lots.
Lease. Leased.

Mar, 5, 1851 21[yrs. Aug. L'Abbé... Isl'd No. Between old & Marine slip........ None ....... ,..
5. new Canals,

above St. Ga-1
briel's Lock..

Feb. 14, 1851 do Young & Gould Surplus Lock No. 3, or Barrel factory, &c..... See Re- All surplus
(principal water. St. Gabriel's marks. water dispos.
(essees). Lock, both able--not lest

sides. than 20 runs.

May 30, 1853 <1. Aug. Cantin .... .................... CanadaMarine Works. ........... 2 runs..........
2. Redmond &........., Lot at St. Ga- Foundry and machine ......... .............

Co. briel's Lock. shop.
.0 3. F.W. Harris ..... ...... do Cotton factory and ........... ..................

1 wadding mill.
4. R. Scott .... ............ do Edged tool works....... . .... .....
5. Montreal ... ... ........ do Rubber factory ....... ..... ..... .......

Rubber Co.
6. J.W. Weaver do Woollen manufactory ...... ..... ...................

.= -Z 7. A. W. Ogil- do Qrist mill ............... .... ...... ..................
o 8 vie & Co...

E, 8. B.rry Co. do Foundry & mach.shop.
9. J.&D.8mith ........... do Thrashing mach. :hop .... ... ...........

.10. ........ ...
11. Ira Gould... ........... do Barrelfactory,chiming ............ ...................

i Iand crozing machine.
12. J & F Mc- ........... de Saw mill.................. ............

Gauvran.
1 13. J. A. Cou- ............ do Cordage factory&plas- ...................

verse. ter mil.
14. Jas. Shearer ............ do Door andsa'h factory............ .......

8 J 15. Wm. Allan. ............ do Chair and bedstead do...................
16 and 17. John ..... ...... do Door and sash factory!.......... ....

Ostell. jand saw mil).
Aug. 4, 1860 21 yrs. WilliatParkyn . LotatLock No. .... ... 3 acres 9 per. English.. All surplus

(principal 4,CôteStPa-.1 water--notless
lessee). (8.sideCanal) than 20 runs.

Sub-Lesesser.
L J. J. liggins Lot A .... At Lock No. 4, Axe factory...........................

CbteSt. Paul. do... ........ .............
2. W. Parkyn .. do B Sheveldo
3. S. & J. Dunu do C.... do Nail do......... ................ .....

May 1, 1859 ......... Hamil
t
on & ..... .... Lot at Basin Freight hed.......... ....... .........

Gildersleeve. No. 1.
May 1, 1859 M.K.dDickinson ....... e.............[......... ..........
Sept. 7, 1864 American Lin ............. do de ... ........... ..........of Steamers

(McCuaig).
JUY2 86 St. Lawrence do d

Jy2,16 StLarne ...... ..... dodo .............. .......... .~.........
Navigation Co

Oct. 1, 1859 a Moseley & .......... Water, at G.T. Tannery............. ..............
Lewis. cros.,nearCan-

tin, 3-in. pipe.
Joseph Levey... ............ Lot ........ ..... ................

Oct. 29, 1862 B. Bowman ............ LotnearSta- Lumber ard....................-
(Trust. of Est. briel's BasirI

z oflate B. Bow- N.side Canal.,
: 1 manviz; G.W.

Eaton, C. Bis-
choff, thro' W.

IMcClymont.i
Dec. 9, 1862 J. M. Currier &............Lo

t
nearS

t
.a- do ........... ............ ...

o. briel'sj Lock.1
Peb. 24,,1858115 yrs. Patrick EVers . ............ a Farming purposes ....... ................

* Lot purChasd by Government frein heir St. Germain and P. Boudria, t Côte St. Paul, north aide of CanaL

4
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Building and other Lots leased to Various Parties.-Continued.

TeTERms OP PAYMIENT.
Date from ...... Arrears of

whieh Lease . g When first When payable rent up to1st R E M AR K S.
Cs 8 Instlment

is reckoned. became each year. July, 1867.ja9 relaud 0
< payable.

Jan. 1, 1851 100 50 July 1, 1851 Jan. 1, July 1 100 00 Since paid.

Mar. 1, 1851 1680 840 00 July 1, 1852 Jan. 1, July 1 840 00 Since paid. All the lands between
City litnits, Montreal, and prlon-
gation of Guy St.,except theisland
formed by the Canal and portions
already occupied.

. I.....................................I.............
I . . . ..................... 1............ ..........

.eb. 1, 1853 1601 800 50Jul.y 1, 1853 Jan. 1, July 1 2740 42

. ....... ......... .. ...... ... ...........

May 1, 1859 75 75 May 1, 1859 May 1, in ad.. 75 00 Since paid. New Canadian Inland
Steam Navig.*tion Co.

May 1, 1659 60 1 60 May 1, 1859 do ..n60 0 Since paid.
1864 20 ) 20 At date of do .. 20 00 Since paid. $10 paid for reason of

signature. 1864.

May 1, 1866 20 20 do. do .. s 20*0 Since paid.

Oct. 1, 1859 10 10 Oct. 1, 1859 Oct. 1, in adv.. 10 00
60 400 SemNvgto o

.••, 1862 20 200 ct. d, 162 1i d'. 20 00 Since paid. First instalment $138;
second do. June 30, 1863, of $200.

1862 200 200 Dec. 9, 1862J do .. 200 00 Since paid. First year's rent only,
I$112.50.Jan. 1, 1859 40 40 Jan. 1, 1859 Jan. 1......... 220 00

and to RiVer St. Pierre, except lot sold to Lachine R. R. Co., and also lot sold to G. T. R. Co.
.5

A. 1868
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BEAUHIARNOIS CANAL.-STATEMENT O WATER

1 I I DOECIPTIo2 or PROPZRTr LiAszD. 1

Date.

Feb.23, 1856.

July 15, 1852.

May.16, 1866.

Dec. 21,1861.

-1863...

Nov. 14,1863.

do ...
do ...

May 13,1857.

- 1863...

Nov. 11, 1863
Nov. 12, 1863
Nov. 11, 1863
Aug. 7, 1866

Nov. 16, 18631

Area
of - LESSEES. For what

Lease. Situation and Nature. purpose
used.

21 years.. T.F. Miller (now Ste. Cécile... Hydraulie Nos. 1, 2, 3, Paper Ma- 1 3 22
A. Buntin & Co.) Jots. E. side lower nufactory.

dam.

do ... Wm. Miller (now do ... do .. No. 4........... do 3 15
d A. Buntin & Co.) N ... Grit i-1

do ... Stephen May.. do ... do ... o.Mi.. 2 15

do ... P.Poulii (former- do ... ilydraulie & Nos. 1 and 2, Saw Mill... 107,400 En-
ly F. X. Poitras) building lots head of Ca- glish sq're

nal. Nos. 1 feet.
and 2, Gran-1
de Isle. Feet

Pleasure D. B. Pease.... St. Timothy.. Wharf lot..... S. aide of Ca- ............... 82 z 32
of Gov't nal, near St.Timothy

Bridge.

do ... Owen Lynch ...... do ... d 110x

do ... do do ... do ... do ... House & 2 110 x 30

aheds.
do ... W. Rodden (for- do ... do ... do ... ............... 108 X 88

merly L. Ledue)
do ... do ...... do ... do ... Above wharf, Hou-0, 65ex 27

8. ieo shed, &c.
Canal.

do ... yunon Sauvé..... Ste. Cécile... do ... AtBig Basin,............88x 36
S. aide e
Canal.

do ... Isidore Laroeque. do ... do ... Head of canal ... ..... 140 , 30
do ... St. Amour & Co... do ... do ... do ............... 100 x 30
do ... J. Demers a Co... do ... do ... do ... ............. x30
do ... Jos. Damer. do ... do (River ...... 150 ftlong

side), above
-guard look,

N. aide 0
C f Canal.

do ... A. Buntin à Co... do ... ILot forstore..Near No. 4, ............... 490 r Y0 fast
below guard
look. N. aide
of Canal.
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Power and other Property leased to Various Parties.

Amount
of Date from

Water i Annual
Power. whieh Lease
Run Rental.

of Mill is reckoned.
Stones.

$ et.

2runs for Jan. 1, 1856
eacth.

6 runs ... Jan. 1, 18531

4 do ... July 1, 1855

12 do ... Oct. 1, 1854

........... May 1, 1847

...... ..... do

........ ,... May 1, 1864

...... ..... May 1, 1848

............

.......,.... May 1, 18571

........... , May 1, 18591I

............ do ...

........... May 1,181

. . May 1, 1866

............ July 1, 1859f

354 00

20 00

20 00

45 00

TEius or PAr

Amount When
of eaeh payable each
Instal-
ment. year.

$ cts.

177 00 Jan1, July 1

150 00 do ...

60 00 do ...

120 00 do ...

1 1
20 00 do al

10 00 do ...

20 00 do ...

mention ed in Lease...

20 00 do

20 00 do ...
20 00 do ...
20 00 do ...
20 00 do ... ]

45 00 July 1,yearly[

A. 1868

MENT. Arrears of

When first rent up to the

Inutalment 1st July

was payable. 186.

$ets.

July 1, 1856.. 177 00 Now A. Buntin à Co.

do 1854... 159 00 Now A. Buntin & Co.

do 1856... 60 00 Now Trust and Loan Co.
j of Upper Canada.

do 1862... 930 00 Only f of tbis rent paya-
ble until water is used
on lot No. 2.

May 1, 1847.. 100 00 Refused to sign a leas*j on 13th Nov., 1863.

do 1847... 40 00 One year's rent to be de-
ducted.

do 1864... 20 00

do 1848... 260 00 Refused to sign this lase
on 16th Nov., 1863.

do 1857... 2000 Refused to sign this lease
on 13th Nov., 1863.

do 1859... 40 O d
do 1859... 40 O0
do 1861... 40

Paid August
7, 1866.

ruly 1, 1859 22 50 Has two other loto fre of
rent.
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CORNWAL CANAL.-STATEMENT OF WATEB.

DESCRIPTioN or PEOPETrr LEAsD.

LESSEES.

July 7 1840' i year.. Daniel Daily ...
- 1846 14 years RonaldMcDonald

- 1846 Pleasure Whitcomb Keear..
of Gov'tj

Jan. 21, 1847  do James N. Dixon..

- 1847121 years. Thos. Byrne ......

May 10, 1847 Pleasure John Bell.........
of Qyovyt

-- 1848 do Peter Tait .........

Feb. 29, 1848 21 years. Wm. D. Wood.....

Ju]y 20, 18501 do A. E. Cadwell.....

Aug. 29, 1851 do John Harvie (for-
merly M. Hitch-1
cock, now Angus
Bethune).

June 1, 1857 do Hon. P. Van-koughnet (now
Geo. Stephens).

Jan. 12, 1861 de B.G. French (now
W. D. & G. C.I Wood).

June 25, 1863 do Andw.Elliot (now
Andw. Rodge).

June 27,1863 Pleasure Henry Harrison...
of Gov't

Situation and Nature.

Milleroohes .ILotg.....
................. Mill Lot.

On his own Wharf ...
property.

On his own do ...
property op-
posite Mou-
linette
Church.

.................. MillLot.

Town of
Cornwall.

On his own
property.

do.

.................,

Opposite
Town of
Cornwall.

Below Town
of QGrnwall.

Wharf...

Surplus
water.

Mill Lot.

do ...

For what pur-

pose used.

............ . ..........
Near No. 4..............

.................. Warehouse ...

No; 1,
No. 4.

near

Near Lock
No. 18,norith
of Canal.

No. 6... . Saw mill ......

No. 6, S.
Canal

do ... No.

Grist and flour
mi.

Area-of

property.

R. P.
2 31

2 25

............ do ... lNo. 1, north Flour mil..... se of acre.of Lock No. 100
20. A. R. P.

. do ... Nos.'3 and 4 Flour & grist ' i 10
mills.

Near Mouli- . Permission to ...... ,. .. .....
nette. build a wh

on Lot 80, N.
of Canal, fon
eord wood.

Term

Dat. of

Lese.

............................ 1........

..................
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?PWér šad Other Pi6perty léaed to Various Parties.

Amount TEIuS OP PAYMENT.

of Date from
Water Annual .
Powrer. which Leue a When first Arrears of REMARKS.

Run Rental. . 1 When payable R ent up
Of Mill is reckoned. J i Instalment toent ul
Stones. each year. was payable. 1367.

Moù. $ ets. $ ets.

................... tFree ... .. .... .... ................................
Mar. 3, 1847 lt run $80, ..n. .. .... ....... .............

each additi-
onal, $40.

............. pr 20 149 6000................... ..................

............... .................. Free ........... ........ ................... ................. ................ On condition of
protecting
banks on all
the front of
property of the
late Adam

... ......... .. M ar. 3, 1841 200 00 ......... ..................... .................. .................. ie died in fall
of 1847. Chas.
Geddosof Mon-
treal, adminis-
trates his estate.

W ater to Aug. 23,184tt 10 00 ......... ..........,........... .................. ..................
his brew-
ery,2-inchpipe.I. .. .

........ . pr. 1 ,1 4 0 0 ...... ..................... ... ............ ....... -.................Apr. 18, 1848 20 O0U ***
4 runs ...... Nov. 1, 1847 lst run $80, ........ April 1, Oct. 1 Oct. 1, 1848 ..................

each additi-
onal, $40.

4 runi ...... July 1, 1850 120 00 60 00 Jan. 1, July 1 Oct. 1, 1849 .............. ..

4 run ...... Ja». 1, 1849 120 00 60 00 do July 1, 1850 727 50

20 runi ..... 1Jne1, 1857lEach run $30 . April 1, Oct. 1 .................. 150 00

10 rans.... July 1, 1857 300 00 150 00 Jan. 1, July lJJuly 1, 1859 1499 62

8 runi...... July 1, 1850 240 00 120 00 do Jan. 1, 1851 280 00

••••.......... May 1, 1863 20 00 In ad- May 1............ Date of lease. ..............vance
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WILLIAMSBURGH CANALS.-STATEMENT of Water

Torm DEscaipTIoN O PROPERTr LEASED. A
_____________Area

Date. of LESSEES. 1 of Property
Section of Nature . leased.

Lease. Canal. of Property. Situation.

Mar. 1, 1849 Pleasure N. Empey ......... Farran's Point. Wharf lot ................... 278 feet long.
of Gov't

do ... do John Walsh........ Rapid Plat ... do...... ............... 90 do
do ... I do Jas. Holden........ do ... do At Wihiamsburgh.. 202 do

Feb.-, 1852.. 21 years. Benj. Ohaffey..... d o ... Grist and flour Mili Street, along 2 arp.381 per.

1Mill lot. present, wharf.

1847. Not spe- 1J. Wallace ......... Point Iroquois Wharf lot. On bis own proporty

1848. 1 yar... Go. Brouso do ... . At had of section....... ......

Mar. 15,1850. Pleasure John S. Roos do ... do ..... . ........... . ..... 12110 t long.
of Gov'ti .

,1853,121 yoars. Wm. Elliot do....... do Grist, four and Blow Matilda lock 2 rood 3811 5 carding mi. prch

Nov.,1d8JhnMaso,.r. do . .Griot and flour At Matilda.......... . .c.e..

W h r d Jo n M io j . M l o......'..O. i wnp o et ........,... ..

- 186.1 ........ Alex &W. Moson do ... dot .....l.ot do .et........ ...........
Aug. 22,1865. 21 years. Phulip Carman .... do .. Tannery (water Part of W. j of lot ...........

for bis). No. 24, 1 st con-
1 cession, Matilda.

Aug. 30,1865. Pleasure Wm. Bailoy ..... do ... Wharf lot No. In bain abovo lock 10 4 feetl.
of Gov't 2). No. 25.

Mar. 15,1866. do J. H nry Ros..... do ... Warf lot (No. do d o 100 x 40 foot.
j j 1).

1,1847. t ope- J. Mtho . Galops Cana .... Wharf lot..... On is ownproperty ....... .........
Mar. 1, 1849. I d ...... Port Elgin.223 fot long

do ofG oy'tI iOnsonrpry10 o
do do K. McPherson do .. do ....O iowprety10d

'do .. 0d Wm. McLaughlan do ... 1 do..........do do 344 do
1852. .......... AeS. Aiken . do .. d .......... d ..........

-. 1861. ..... . Lawrence Byrn.s. do ... Tndo (water Part.of.... of.lot ..................
Oct. 21, 1861. 21 ears. B ilen As.d. do Grist Mill lot... Part of Lot No. ... 32 6 4 per

Jan. 16, 1858. Ploasuro Mary Fraser . J..unction Cana1IlPiece of ground At Edwarduhurgb..m....
of Gov't 2

Jan. 6, 1847. For ver. Jamestho. ..... Galops Canal... Mils and a- On bis own property. ..
chinery. (Edwardsburgh)

part ofW o of No.
5, in lot conoes-

sion.S .i property

d .. d W. Laga.d... o ....... Fadro. do . do.....on....
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Power and other Property leased to Various Parties.

Amount off Date of
Water I or from
Power which Lease

i8 reckoned.

leased.

............. March 1,1849

do ...
do ...
1, 1849

. ............ jApril 1, 1847

...............

4 runs ......

4 runs......

4 runs......

4 runs or
40 horses.
... h........

8rune.....

4runs ......I

$
12'

44
4012461

t~.
0'~

s
G,

.1-T

When due

each year.

When first
Instalment

was payable.

April1, Oct.1 April 1, 1849

221 do
20 do

123 1Jan. 1, July 1

10l......

April 1, 18481 40

Mar. 15, 1850 50

Jan. 1, 1849 140

Jan. 1, 1852

Jan. 1, 1861'
Jan 1, 18651

Aug. 30, 1865

Dec. 1, 1865

April '1, 1847

Mar. 1, 1849

do
do

Jan. 1, 1352
|Jan. 1, 1861
Noy. 16, 18581

.................

...............F

do ...
do

Jan. 1, 1850

Arrears of
rent up

to lst July,
1867.

REMAILIKS.

$ cts.
................. Abandoned.:

22 00
............ Abandoned.

123 00

.... ... . .... .................. 1. ............... I Abandoned.

25 April1, Oct. 1

70 Jan. 1, Julyl

140 70 do

140 ...... ..... ..
140 70 July 1, Jan 1

20 20 August 30....

24 24 Dec. 1.........

12 ...... ..I.. .............

50 25 lApril 1, Oct. 1

12 6 do
12 6 do
12 .. ,, ..................
12 ...... ..................

160 80 July 1,Jan.11 ....I ....,............
ree ...... ...............

It

April 1, 18501 .................

'July 1, 1861

July 1, 1852

70 00

70 00

He pays a rental of $1 for
another wharf on his own
property,.since 25th April
1849.

July 1, 1866 140 00

Aug. 30, 1865 20 00

Mar. 15, 1866 24 00

......... ........ .................. Abandoned.
April 1, 1849 ......... ....... Abandoned.

do 12 00
do 12 00

Jan. 1, 1853 78 00

Jan. 1,1860 1120 O0 Pays this arent.
April 14,1858 8 00

. ......... ....... This privileg
been gran

Iand in con
transfer 
governmen
of land, an
of a sum
awarded fo
property.

nount as ground

e appears to bave
ted free of rent,
sideration of the
by J. Jessup to
t of certain lots
d of the rolease

of £137 10s.
r damages to his

A. 1868

..........

6; rn; "...

... ;..............
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RETURN
To an Address of the HousE OF COMMONS, dated l6th March, 1868; For Copies

of all Correspondence regarding the appointment of Mr. Scoon as the Post-

master of Strathroy, and his dismissal from that office, and all documents

having reference to such appointment and dismissal.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, 30th March, 1868.'

[ln accordance with the recommendation of the Joint Commitee on Printing, the above
Return àe not printed.]

s1 -Victoria. A. 1808
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RETURN
To an Address of the HOUSE Or COMMONS, dated 17th March, 1868; For

Copies of Charges preferred against Mr. Harrison, Postmaster at Oil Springs,

and Report of Inspector thereon.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of &ate.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,
Ottawa, 19th March, 1868.

V",acoerdance with the rcommendation of the Joint Commitiee on Printing, the above
Retur i noéþrfmt.]~

s1 Victoria. A. 1868
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RETURN
To an Address of the HOUSE OF COMMONS, dated 17th March, 1868; For

Copies of Complaints preferred against Mr. Kimball, Postmaster at Wilkes-

port, and Report of Inspector thereon.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of S tate.

DEPARTMENT O1 THE SEORETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, 19th March, 1868.

[In accordance vith the recoffmendation of the Joint Corymittee on Pritivj, tihe abN
JReturns if nt vrinted]

31 Victoria., A. 1868
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RETURN
To an Address of the HoUSE oF CoMMoNs, dated BOth March, 1868; For a

Statement of the number of sittings, and the date and duration of each
sitting of the Court at Amherst, in the Magdalen Islands, since its establish-
ment; and for copies of all correspondence between the Government of the
Dominion or the late Government of Canada, and the Judges of the District
of Gaspé, relative to their inability from whatever causes to attend the said
Court at different times, also to any other matters which may havel hindered
the administration of justice in the said County ; also, for copies of all cor-
respondence between the Government of the Dominion or of the late Govern-
ment of Canada, and the several Judges of the Court of Queen'a Bench, and
of the Superior Court of the Province of Quebec, during the last three years,
respecting the demand of leaves of absence, and respecting representations
made on account of the failure of the administration of justice, arising from
the absence or illness of certain Judges, or from any other cause; and also,
for a Statement of the number of days that the Court of Review and the
several Circuit Courts have not sat, owing to the absence of Judges.

By Command.

IIECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,
Ottawa, 17th April, 1868.

[la auordance with the recommendation of the Joint Commitee on Printing, the above
Retur i not prinstd.J

31 Victoria. A. 1868
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RETURN
To an Address of the House of Commons, dated @th December, 1867; for

Copies of all Orders in Council and Correspondence relating to the transfer

of the Rondeau Harbour and Public Works therewith connected, with the

Rondeau and St. Clair Plank Road Company, and the resumption of said

Harbour and Works from said Plank Road Company ; also, a Statement of

the amount agreed to be paid the Government by the Rondeau Harbour

Company for said Harbour, the amount actually paid, and the length of time

said Harbour was in possession of said Harbour Company.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Scretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,
Ottawa, 23rd March, 1868.

(Copy of No. 1,592.)
PORT of CHATHAM, 1st July 1851.

SIR,-With reference to your letters of 27th and 28th ult., I have the honor to
acquaint you that the sale of the Rondeau Harbour (only) took place this day, when itwas
adjudged to the "Rondeau Harbour Company" for the sum of £2,001, consisting of the
following persons, and which Company is entered at the Registry Office here:-

John Montgomery, Toronto................................................ £ 375
Ebenezer Werwall, Troy (State New York)............................... 750
Wm. J. McAlpine, Albany, ". ............ 375
Edward Leonard, Troy........................................................ 375
Edwin L. Stoddart, Toronto............... ............... 375

£2,250
This Company were the only bidders at the sale. I beg to annex the statement of

the Auctioneer, read to the meeting previous to the sale, and wish to know am I at
liberty to pay his charges, which amount to £1 5s. currency.

I transmit the draft of Edward Leonard, Jun., and Cashier of Bank of Troy, in favor
of Ebenezer Werwall, Jun., for $800.40 being the deposit at 10 per cent.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obdt. Servt.,
(Signed,) WInLIAM COSGROVZ,

Collector.
R. 8. M. Bouchette, Esq., &c., &o.

A. 1868
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GENTLMEN,-I offer you for sale the Harbour only of Rondeau, subject to a lease to
Mr. G. Elwood, of a lot 80 feet by 100 feet, on which he is to construct a warehouse, pay.
ing a rent of £5 per annum, which will revert to the purchaser of the harbour.

The lease is renewable for ever, and at the expiration of each period of 21 years a
new valuation is to be made of the lot by the arbitrators, one to be appointed by each
party. There is also a clause that should the Government require the lot for public pur.
poses, they (the Government) caa take possession thereof on paying the proprietors the
then value of the improvements, to be determined by arbitration.

Mr. Elwood has also the privilege of building a store on the Rondeau wharf or pier.
The payments to be made as follows: Ten per cent. to be paid down at the time of

sale, and the remainder of the purchase money in equal annual instalments of five per
cent., with interest, until the whole amount will be paid up.

(Signed,) MONCK, SLÂAGG & McKAY,
Licensed Auctioneers.

Per Jos. SLAGG,

Collector of Customs, Âcting ductoeer.
Port of Chatham,

lt May, 1851.

(Copy of No. 19,044.)
CHATHAM, COUNTY Or KENT,

9th February, 1853.
SIE,-It is suggested that the Company organized to plank and gravel the Rondeau

Harbour on Lake Erie and the River St. Clair, should apply to the Government for the
surrender of that portion of the road over which the Plank Road Company propose to
pass, and which is now under the control of the Government. From the Rondeau to
Chatham the road was recently made by the Government, and over this portion of the
line, without any deviation, Our Company proposes to pass, and it is this portion we wish to
have given to us.

This Company (which is fully organized under the Aet of 12 Vie.) embraces the
best names in this part of the country, and there is every reason to suppose that if the
road over which the Government have control, he surrendered to them, the country at
large will be greatly benefited.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your very obedient servant,
(Signed,) J. WADDELL, Secretary,
St. Clair & Rondeau Plank Road Companyi

The Hon. the Chief Commissioner of
Board of Works, &c., &c., Quebee.

(Copy of No. 19,244.) HousE or ASSEMBLY,
Quebee, March 14, 1853.

Si.-I have the honor of transmitting to you, for the information of His Excellency
the Governor General, a petition from Mr. E. Larwill and others, and also a letter to my-
self from that gentleman, on the subject of the Rondeau Harbour and other matters con-
nected therewith.

Also, a petition from Mr. Stevenson and Mr. Downie, of Chatham, in Kent; alse,
the petition of Mr. DeSpend O'Keefe, of Sandwich.

I request you will be pleased to lay these petitions before His Excellency, and that I
may be favored with His Excellency's reply thereto, which I will lose no time in cOm-
municating to the petitioners.

I have the honor to remain, Sir,
Your obdt. servant,

(Signed,) JOHN PRINCE.
The Honble. the Provincial Secretary, Quebec.

2
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To His Excellency the Right Honorable the Earl of Elgin and Kincardine, &c., &c., &c.,
Governor General of British North America.

The Petition of the merchants and other inhabitants of the Town of Chatham,
REsPECTFULLY SHEWETH:

That your Petitioners are deeply impressed with the great advantage, in a commer-
cial and marine point of view, of the Rondeau Harbour. Its great capacity, position, and
safety, render it a place eminentiy calculated to be useful in all cases of emergency. The
disposal of this property to a private company has not been attended with those great
public benefits contemplated. On the contrary, ever since its transfer, the light-house has
been a mere decoy, and several wrecks, with loss of life and much property, has been
the result. No light having been kept in the light-house during the whole season of last
year's navigation.

Your Petitioners would further observe, that the City of Cleveland, in the State of
Ohio, is immediately opposite this Port, and the increased communication between the two
places has determined a party to place upon the line a steamer of the first class to ply daily.

The advantage to be derived from this, by the mercantile community of the Town of
Chatham, impel the undersigned to appeal to the Government for such aid in the premises,
as circumstances seem to require.

And as in duty bound your Petitioners will ever pray.
(Signed,) EDWIN LARWILL,

RICHARD MONCK,
JOHN WINTERS,

and 20 others.
CHATHAM, Kent, lst March, 1853.

CHATHAM, February 24, 1853.

DEAR SiE,-I should have troubled you before with sundry matters and things, but
I have been attentively engaged of late, in connection with others, in forming a Joint
Stock Company to plank the road from the Rondeau to the St. Clair River, an object
in which I know you have a deep interest -so also have the Government, for the
Harbour will never be a place of importance, or will it ever be useful as a place of refuge
for vessels in tempestuous weather until a plank or gravelled road is made. A company
is now registered, among which is Mr. Thomas Waddle, McKeller, T. M. Taylor,
Beaty and others, possessing the two great essentials-capital and common sense. Your
good services, we think, we can depend upon in the matter involved, which is this: The
Government own some 25,000 acres of land in Dover and Chatham Townships. The
Canada Company nearly as much. I wrote Mr. Widder, the agent of the Company,
inviting him to take stock in the road. He declined, but stated the Company would
give pound for pound with the Government as a bonus to any Company or Municipality
'who would plank or gravel said road. This fact I communicated to the honorable
the Commissioner of Crown Lands, the Postmaster General and the President of the
Council, stating the space between Chatham aud Wallaceburg to be a mere wilderness,
and the land unmarketable. The construction of the road would promote settlement,
cultivation drainage, health, enhance the value of land, and suggesting to the Govern-
ment the propriety of granting such portions of these lands as it deemed advisable to any
efficient Company who might undertake to make said road. To these lettera I received
flattering answers, especially from the Postnaster General. An application bas row been
amade by the Company for a portion of these lands, as aiso for town lots in Shrewsbury,
and upon the result of the issue will depend the construction of the road. Therefore I
have to request your good offices in the matter, aad hope that every exertion on your part
will be made to effect cur mutual interests.

I would beg to observe that no light was kept in the light-house at the Roneeau Har-
bour last year, and that in consequence many wrecks, much sufferiug and great lors was sus-
tained. Please look after these things while in Quebec. The iRoad and Harbour are mat-
ters of great interest in Kent, and politically your looking after them will do our friend

3-
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George Brown, as much harm as it will do you good. Malcolm Cameron is bound to assist
you in this road affair.

I see, by the Upper Canada Gazette, that another application will be made to incorpo-
rate an institution similar to the Elgin Association ; for God's sake oppose it.

Respectfully yours,

John Prince, M.P.P (Signed,) EDwIN LARWILL.

(Copy of No. 13,100.
DEPARTMENT 0r PuTJraI WOaxs,

1st April, 1853.
SIR,-I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 14th instant, en-

closing petition from E. Larwill and others, on the subject of the Rondeau Harbour and
Road, (which documents have been transferred to this office from that of the Provincial
Secretary), and with reference to the suggestions respecting a light, I have to inform you,
that the Government having sold the Harbour, with the right of collecting dues, they do
not feel called on to maintain the light there,-which should be done by the proprietors.

With regard to the Road, I am directed to inform you that a very large sum having
been already expended in opening and grading it, it is considered proper that any further
outlay should be incurred by the locality.

The Road will be shortly surrendered by proclamation.
I have the honor to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,
(Signed,) T. A. BEGLY,

Secretary.
Col. Prince, M.P.P., House of Assembly.

(Copy of No. 14,616.)
DIEPARTMENT 0F Pustic WonKS,

28th December, 1853.
Si.-I enclose a sketch of the Rondeau Harbour, together with a Memorandum

calling upon you to visit and report upon that work-a service which you will be so good
as to perform as soon as possible.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) T. A. BEGLY,
Secretary.

Mr. D. Brown, Gosfield, C. W.

Memorandum to be sent with the accompanying sketch to Mr. D. Brown, at Point
Pelée.

Mr. Brown to proceed at his earliest convenience to Rondeau, and make an examina-
tion of the Harbour, Pier-work, Break-water and Light-House at that place, and forward
to the Secretary of Public Works, a full report on their present condition, in the following
order, viz:-

lst. The length and position of the Pier-work, whether in good condition or other-
wise.-If out of repair, state the nature and extent of the repairs required.

2nd. The depth of water between the Piers and in the Harbour generally.
3rd. The length and state of the different portions of the Break-water.
4th. The condition of the Light-Rouse, its position with reference to the Harboulr

and whetlier the light be properly mintained during the season of navigation.
5th. State whether the light be of importance to the navigation generally, or, if only

serviceable when entering or leaving the Port at Rondeau.
6th. Whether any repairs or improvements have been made to any of the works
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within the past three years, and if so their nature and extent, together with such other in-
formation as can be obtained during the examinations.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) JoHN PA*E,
Engineer, Public Works.

DEPARTMENT OP PUELIC WORK,
Quebee, 24th Dec., 1853.

(Copy of No. 2 1,848. POINT PELE,

30th January, 1854.
Sn1,-I beg leave to report that I left here early on the morning of the 23rd inst.,

for the Rondeau, Harbour, and arrived here again on the afternoon of the 28th inst. We
do not have, in this part of Canada, snow sufficient for sleighing; still, for the last four
weeks the weather has been very cold and stormy, the ice in the " O" Harbour was near
12 inches in thicknesâ with large quantities of ice " piled up" on the piers and part of
breakwater.

In order to furnish the following Report in strict accordance with the Memorandum
of John Page, Esq., Engineer to the Department of Public Works, that you sent me in
your letter of instructions, I purpose copying from Memorandum each " direction" in
rotation :-

l 1st. The length and position of the pier-work, whether in good condition or other-
wise. If out of repair, state the nature, and extent of the repairs required."

The piers are two in number, and may be said to be east and west piers, running
north and south, as per your " sketch" forwarded me. The total length of each pier is
about 732 feet. Those piers appeared much the same as when I saw them last, in the fall of
1849, still, I think, they have "settled" a little in towards the "openings" between piers;
more especially the eut pier, at about 150 feet from the entrance of harbour, but exoepting
about 250 feet on this pier (east pier) there does not appear any portion of the piers in
dangerous want of repair. However, both piers have a very-irregular and " broken"
appearance. Both piers at the north or " back" ends have "settled," the "inside
corners" nearly four feet running up to about 65 feet from the end. Still the piers
could be made to look well by merely "Ilevelling" up on the inside, excepting the 250
feet on the eut pier already referred to, which ought to be taken down on theI "out"
or " backside" to the i water's edge," in order to " shorten" it as well as strengthen it,
and afterwards " carried up." Stone for the filling might be taken out of the east break-
water without, in my opinion, doing it the least injury, consequently the expense of
"levelling up" those piers would depend greatly upon whether or not the Department
own at that place any scow or vessel to remove the stone from the eat breakwater. Sine
1849 those piers have not settled at the worst places two feet; the universal statement to
me is that the piers have not settled one inch in two years, consequently if they were now
"levelled up" they would "stand" fair.

" 2nd. The depth of water between the piers and in the harbour generally."
The depth of water between the piers is about sixteen and one-half feet (161) and in

the harbour generally nine and one-half feet (9j).
" 3rd. The length and state of the different, portions of the breakwater."
TheI "breakwater," properly speaking, may be said to be " two breakwaters," as they

run from the east and west piers. The breakwater at the eat pier is about 833 feet long,
il good condition.

The breakwater at the west pier is nearly the same as when I saw it in 1849. This
West breakwater is also about 838 feet long, and is from three to four feet lower than the
breakwater at the eut pier. This west breakwater i partly covered at present with ice and
sand, still I am able to report it in a good condition, and to state that although it is not
as high as the eat (I believe it never was carried up as high as the eut brea£watoe), it
anhwer as good a purpose as fat as it goes, although, in my opinion, the wet breakwate

là
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is far too short, as close by this west breakwater there is a channel cntting through from the
lake to the harbour; this " channe'," however, does not as yet appear to be ot' any serious
account. Indeed, as long as the channel is "shallow," and the opening under the main
entrance to the harbour, these " natural outiets" cannot do a serious injury to the harbour;
nevertheless, there is no doubt that if that west breakwater was lengthened it would be a
benefit.

" 4th. The condition of the light house, its position with reference to the harbour, and
whether the light be properly maintained during the season of navigation."

The light house stands erect and firm as when built.
I was led firmly to believe that no light whatever had been kept up for the last two

years, nor indeed any effort to keep up a light. On the east side of the light-house the
" weather-boarding" has been I torn off" as if for the very pleasure of destruction. One
of the "iron doors" of lantern had been thrown down, and was found by me near the
house in a broken state, and put inside of house, and one of the lamps carried away, al-
though I found " track" of it. This lamp is now in a house near the harbour. Other-
wise the bouse is in a good condition, indeed it has stood the storms extremely well.

" 5th. State whether the light be of importance to the navigation generally, or if only
serviceable when entering or leaving the Port at Rondeau."

The light cannot be said to be of importance to the navigation generally. Of course
vessels going 4 up or down" the lake when they see the "O Harbour Light" will know
exactly where they are, and looking upon the " O" as a "Il Harbor of Refuge," the light
may be said to be of importance, but this brings me to the only answer that can be given to
this 5th question. To the Rondeau Harbour the light is of vital importance, and it ought
to be kept up.

"6th. Whether any repaire or improvements have been made to any of the Works
within the past three years, and if so their nature and extent, together with such other
information as can be obtained during the examination."

No repaire or improvements whatever, in my opinion, or that I oould hear of, have been
made to either the piers or breakwaters within the past three years; although, as you are
well aware, there is an expensive wharf running out into the harbour from the Village of
Shrewsbury, that has had, as near as I could learn, £50 laid out on it, in the shape of re-
pairs, although whether these repairs have done anything towards keeping the wharf up,
or is able to keep it from falling down, is a question. The truth is, the engineering ar-
rangements for that wharf had been a great error. I am entirely ignorant of who made
the airangements, but evidently the ice had been lost sight of.

Simply four piles driven down in the ground and afterwards the "balance" beams
merely laid on the top of the " cap," hence when the ice "shoves" the piles " shove" over
until they can get no further, and they then " break off." Consequently, there are at pre.
sent seven piles " broken off" entirely, and most of the others " bent over" to such an
extent, tirat, when standing on the ice alongside of the wharf, it looks as if the mostpru-
dent course is to remove the whole and begin again after a substantial manner-a course
that I presume the Department will not deem proper to pursue, as the wharf may be said
to have no connection whatever with the Harbour; but, properly speaking, concerna the
trade of the port, which, I may here remark, is increasing fast in the matter of lumber
and staves, although, I believe, I may istill be in the line of my present duty to state, that I
heard complainte relative to charges for " wharfage," and a statement that the " stave"
trade would, to a certain extent, be driven from the Harbour through this.

The only simple or proper way that I "can see" to keep that wharf up after its
present arrangements is to drive in a number of piles, and from those piles to stay the
" bents," two piles can be driven upwards of a foot apart on each side of cap piece, the
cap let into the piles, and the whole secured together with 1* inch bolts. In 1849,
as the Hon. HE. H. Killaly, one of the Commissioners will remember, I did this in two in-
stances, and in both -' cases" it has answered real good purpose; they are both firm and
secure at present.

As regards the matter of improvement at that wharf, a Mr. Stoddart, who I did
not meet at the Harbour, he being absent at Chatham or some other place on business, has
reduoed-the wharf-about 180 feet, or taken off 7 lengths at 2., and at the end of the
present wharf-hassunk- three rough cribs of about 30 by 10, taking a large portion of
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the stone for the filling of them from the breakwaters. Those cribs are at present all of
two feet above the surface of ice. On thode cribs I understand it is Mr. Stoddart's inten-
tion to erect a warehouse, 60 by 30, and has already a few pieces of timber got out for
Bille, which is as far as he had got advanced, as far as I heard at leat when I was at the
Harbour.

I beg leave further te report that I went through the "log building " used at that
Harbour as a Custom House. That building is in a good condition. A little '' painting "
and a coat of lime whitewash, however, would be of great service to preserve it. Build-
ings left in an isolated position and the one-half of the time uninhabited, soon decay un-
less attended te in time with repairs. All the other buildings, such as "storehouse,"
log-house, that could have answered well for a dwelling for Light-keeper, &o., &o., at
the piers are, I may say, in ruins, "smashed up " and wantonly destroyed in the most
" wicked " manner. Indeed I have not at any time, seen such deliberate or determined
destruction where the destruction had been attended with so much labour to the perpetra-
tors. Of course there is no individual living there, and I saw none able or willing to give
me any information on this head, although I heard further that a great quantity of oi had
been stolen, &c.

I have only to remark further that, at a distance of about half a mile from the en-
trance of the harbour, I observed a vessel " stranded on the beach." She stranded, I be-
lieve, last fall while attempting te "take " the harbour. This vessel, I hear, is yet expected
te be got off.

I have the honor te be, Sir,
Tour very obedient servant,

(Signed,) D. BAOWN.
Thomas A. Begly, Esq., Secretary, Public Works

(Copy of No. 28,493.)
PUntro Wont&s,

Toronto, 24th Jan., 1856.
SIR,-Shortly after receiving your letter of the 26th December last, I examined the

Harbour Works at Rondeau as minutely as circumstances would admit, which, ooupled
with former notes, enables me te submit the following remarks:

The entrance piers have settled-generally on the @ide next the channel-from 2 to
5 feet, and at one place as much as 9 feet, with the exception of the outer or southern end
on both sides, where the scouring process that has undermined the inner works, seems to
have had less effect, doubtless owing te their having been placed, in the first instance, at
a greater depth. The rear portions of the works continue nearly throughout at their
own original height, which gives the whole a very irregular, distorted and ruinous ap-
pearance, while the top of both piers in several places have such an in-lination inwards
as makes it dangerous te attempt walking alcng either; 100 feet of the-west pier and 60
feet of the east at the inner end, has settled down almost to the water-surfac;, while the
extreme end in both cases is even below that level. The worst place is, however, on the
east ide ; a short distance from the light-house, where the inner edge of the pier is fully
31 feet under the water-line, and for 300 feet very little over it at any place.

The breakwaters on both aides stand well and appear to have answered admirably the
purpose for which they were constructed.

The main portion of the light-house structure is in good condition, but the windows,
glass of the latern, and one sash, lighting apparatus, a portion of the covering of the house
and lantern have been destroyed, and there is every appearance of an attempt having been
made to force the lantern out of its place. It is said no light has been kept up for the
last four years.

The wharf extending outward from the north shore is in many places much out of repair.
At the outer end from 200 to 300 feet in length has been carried away by ice or otherwise:
about 240 feet near the shore, is in bad condition, while at a number of other places the
piles are either broken off, or so much bent over, as net to afford a bearing to the caps that
sýUpport the longitudinal stringers, thereby rendering the. wholW.insUera
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The only repairs made by the Company, who conditionally purchased the property,
so far as I could ascertain, consist in securing the underwork of the wharf for a short dis.
tance, removing and relaying the plank where this had been done. The probable expense
of which would amount to £50 or £60. And at the outer end of the remaining portion of
the wharf, some years ago, sinking three rough cribs, 10 by 20 feet each, filled with stone,
obtained chiefiy from the breakwater ; on these cribs, it is said the Company at one time
intended to construct a store house, the erection of which appears either to have been
abandoned or indefinitely delayed. Probable cost of cribs, £75.

From what has been said, it will be evident the greater portion, if not all the impor-
tant works are more or less out of repair. The entrance piers being so much so that a
vessel in making or leaving the Port, in even a moderate gale, is not only liable to be in-
jured by striking the corner of the superstructure, at the water-line, but of being carried
by the sea on to the top of the pier. This risk, imminent at all times while the works ré-
main in their present condition, is still further augmented bythe discontinuance of a guide
light at the entrance, especially during the boisterous season when the nights are longest,
which not only operates unfavorably on the trade of the Port itself, and the surrounding
country, but deprives vessels in distress of seeking, or at least of obtaining, that shelter,
nature and former improvements renders the whole capable of affording, to an extent and
advantage unequalled by any place on either shores of Lake Erie.

According te this view of the matter, the present ruinous state of the entrance cannot
be considered otherwise than as a positive backdraw to the general trade.

Such being the case, it appears proper to draw attention to the official notice of trans-
fer, dated 2nd Sept., 1852, published in the Gazette of the Sth January, 1853, where it
will be seen among other matters, the second condition of surrender binds the Company
to . keep the Piers, Wharf and Breakwaters and all other works, and at all times hereafter,
in thorough repair, &c., &c." That this most essential of all the conditions has been
utterly neglected will be obvious from the description given of the present state of the
works.

However averse to advising a course likely to operate injuriously on individuals, still
when they become in a great measure the means of retarding the progress of a very important
section of country, by permitting impedimenta to exist in the way of traffic and of vessels
obtaining shelter, by their neglecting to maintain an essential public work committed con-
ditionally to their charge at a nominal rate, the matter assumes an entirely different
aspect from an ordinary transaction, and appears not only to justify, but positively demand,
prompt and decisive means to be adopted, which the Government alone can exercise, by
again acquiring possession of the whole in accordance with the terms of surrender.

To place the Piers and Wharf in a fair state of repair would, in my opinion, require
the following expenditure:-

Removing superstructure of both piers, for about two-thirds of their
length, and rebuilding same to an uniform height of six feet
over the water, the sum of.................................. ... £2,300

Securing foundation of cribs in channel with fascines, brush, and
stone.................. ................ . ......... .............. 1,000

To put landing wharf in ordinary repair ................................... 1,000
But to place it in anything like a permanent-condition would cost not

less than £4,500
Repairs to Light-house....... ........................... 100
Building house for keeper........ ....... ................. 150

£4,550
Which, with the extension of the West Breakater, would make the Eau, one of the

best as it now is the most extensive Harbour on Lake Erie.
I have the honor to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,
(Signed,) JomN PAeGlI,

Enginer Public Works.
Thomas A. Begly, Esq., 8earetary, Publie Works.
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(Copy of No. 29,354.)
To His Excellency Sir Edmund Waller Read, Baronet, Governor General of British

North America, &c., &c., &c.
MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY:

The undersigned bas the honor to represent, that the inhabitants of a large portion
of the County of Kent, for which he bas the honor to be Member of Assembly, complain
loudly of the ruinous state into which the works at the Rondeau Barbour have been al-
lowed to fall, whereby the trade and commerce of that important section of the country
are very seriously obstructed and injured; that Harbour being the natural outlet for its
products as well as the channel through which a large portion of its imports would be
derived.

This Harbour was transferred, in 1852, to a Company incorporated for the purpose of
acquiring it. It was disposed of to them for a sum that may be considered a nominal
amount. When so transferred, the Harbour was in acomparatively efficient state, and' it
was particularly conditioned that the Company to whom it was so granted should at all timies
maintain it in a thorough state of repair. But so far from this reasonable and necessary
condition being complied with, the works are now in a state of absolute ruin. No vossel
can enter or leave the Harbour without imminent risk; the Piers are tumbling over, and are
even under water for a considerable length. No light bas been exhibited since tho com-
pany obtained possession of the works; the consequence of all which is not only ruinous
to the trade of the locality, but destructive to vessels which would otherwise find a safe
asylum in the Harbour, as close to theentrance of which several wrecks have accordingly
taken place.

The undersigned has also the honor to approach Your Excellency upon the subject in
his capacity of stockholder of the St. Clair and Rondeau Plank Road Company, and in their
name, to represent that the Road has been constructed by a few individuals at considerable
expense, chiefly with the view of opening up and getting a large tract of unsettled land-a
considerable portion of which belongs to the Province. One of the termionations of this
road is at the Rondeau Ilarbour, from which was to be derived much of the revenue ex-
pected from it, but in consequence of the state of the harbour as above described, the ad-
vantages reasonably calculated on from the Road have not been had. Under such cir-
cumstances, the undersigned would respectively urge upon the consideration of Your Ex-
cellency, whether the interest of the county which he has the honor to represent, those of
the adjoining counties and those of the Road Company adverted to, do not demand that
the Rondeau Harbour should be at once taken out of the hands of the Harbour Company,
in pursuance of the 3rd condition expressly introduced into the Deed of transfer to meet
such a contingency.

And ia the event of Your Excellency thinking it proper to have this course taken,
the Road Company, of which he is one, would be prepared to assume the larbour and to
put it into a state of suitable and thorough repair, for the maintenance of it in whieh state,
the joint interest of the Company as proprietors of the Road and Harbour would be the
best guarantee.

The cost of our putting these works into proper order would be little short of £10,000
in consideration of which outlay the undersigned would respectfully represent that the
Company should have assigned to them, together with the Harbour, the several village
lots at the termination of the Road and adjoining the wharf. Which lots would be neces-
sary to the Company for the purpose of erecting store bouses and other buildings 0onnected
with the Harbour, for the encouragement of trade to it. The little value of these lots is
evident from the fact that, since the reserves were made, eight or ton years back, but one
miserable hut has been put up.

Respectfully súlbmitted,
(Signed,) EDWIN LARWILL4

Toronto, March 10, 1856.
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(Copy of No. 1,387'.)
To Ris Excellency the Governor General.

Upon the Memorial of the President of the St. Clair and Rondeau Plank Road Company,
transmitted toth is office by the Hon. the Provincial Secretary, the undersigned has the honor
to report, that the works at the Rondeau Harbour, constructed by the Province, and which
consist of extensive breakwaters. entrance piers, and a landing wharf of a considerable length
were, by notice through the official Gazette, of date 2nd September, 1852, transferred to
a certain incorporated cumpany, calCd the Rondeau Harbour Company, under the provisions
of the Statutes 12 Vic., cap. 5, ani 1 v 14 Vic., cap. 14. The consideration to be paid by
the Company for sueh transfer wash sum of £2,001, one-tenth to bepaid down, and the
remainder in annual instalients of £CO each, together with interest on the sum remaining
due at the date of the respective instalments.

The Rondeau is one of the very fcw positions on the Canada side of Lake Erie,
which presents cousiderable natural facilities lor the construction of a commodious and
safe harbour. It is peculiarly well situated to accoimodate the export of the produce of a
very extensive tract of country, second in fertility and productiveness to none in the Pro-
vince, and also to serve as an asylum Harbour in bad weather, which is very frequent on
this lake. The keeping of this H1arbour therefore in an efficient state of repair at all times
is of serious import, in view of which certain stringent conditions were embodied in the
transfer to the Company, among which are the following:-

That the Harbour Company shall at all ti:nes keep the Harbour and the entrance
thereto free and clear of all obstructions, and also maintain the whole of the piers, break-
waters, wharves and other works at all tine in a state of thorough repair, the sufficiency
or insufficiency of which to be determined by the Engineer of this Department, whose de-
cision and report thereon shall be final and conclusive.

From the date of the Harbour being so placed in the hands of the Company, com-
plaints have frequently been made of its wholly neglected state, of the works being allowed
to fail into ruin, of no light being maintained, in consequence of which several vessels
have been lost in the immediate vicinity of the entrance; for compensation for the loss of
which, memorials from the proprietors are at this moment before the Government.

Under such circumstances the Commissioner of Publie Works considered it neces-
sary, some time back, to send their Engineer to make a particular examination of and re-
port upon the state of the works, which are found and described by him to be in a state of
utter ruin. The piers are in such a state as, to make it dangerous for a person to walk on
them. part of them being 3 feet under water.

The windows of the light-house, glass of the lantern, part of the sashes, lighting ap-
paratus, and portion of the covering of the house have been destroyed, and nolight has been
exhibited for four years. The entire wharf is also in a miserable state; from 200 to 300
feet in length of itihave been destroyed altogether, and the Engineer reports, that during
the whole time these works have been in the hands of the Company only a comparatively
trifling sum of about £100 has been expended in repairing part of tho landing wharf, but
that no repairs whatever have been made to the entrance piers, the condition of which is
such, that the Engineer says, " a vessel in making or leaving the port, even in moderate
gales is not only liable to injury by striking the corner of the superstructure ht the water-
line, but to be carried by the sea on to. the top of the pier."

le further represents, that from no light being kept up, not only is the trade of the
port and of the surrounding country seriously injured, but vessels in distress are prevent-
ed from seeking or obtaining that shelter which nature and the former improvements, if
properly maintained, would tender the Rondeau capable of affording to an extent unequal-
led by any place on either side of the river.

To put the works into an effective state of repairs he estimated would require a large
outlay, not less than £8,500.

. To provide against such neglect, it was expressly stipulated, in the third condition of the
transfer, that in default of the performance of the preceding condition or any part of it,
namely, the engagement to keep the works in thorough repair, the Government might en-
ter upon the works and take possession of them, and that any payment made by the Com-
pany shall be forfeited, and the Company held liable to the extent of their capital for aDY
damages caused by uaid default.
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The Company entered at the Registery office consists of

John Montgomery, Toronto.
E. Weswal, Troy, N.Y.
W. McAlpine, Albany.
E. Learned, Ju., Troy
E. Stoddart, Toronto.

Under all the circumstances the undersigned would strongly recommend that the
Crown Officer be instructed to take the .roper steps to obtain possession of the works as
provided by the third clause in the tranier.

In consideration of the deep interest which the Lake St. Clair and Rondeau Road
Company must feel in having this Harbour put and maintained in a state of thorough
efficiency, the undersigned is strongly of opinion, that the best disposition that cculd be
made of it, for the interests of the Province, would bc to transfer it to the Conpauy (on
condition of it being resumed under the Act which specially proviles for suich transfler),
stringently binding them of course to put the works in thorough repair, and at all times to
keep theu so under penalty as may be considered expedient, and in consideration of the
large amount now required to be expended on them, and the necessity of the proprietor of
the Ilarbour having a reasonable extent of ground connected with it, whereon to fori ap-
proaches to the wharves and ercct warehouses, the undersigned would furthcr reconiniend
that all the several village lots undisposed of, and referred to in the accompanying Peti-
tion, should be transferred along with the works of the larbour.

Many of then are mere swamp, and the little value set on thein by the public, may
be seen fromu the fact stated iii the Petition, that siice they were laid out, but one wretch-
cd shanty bas been erected.

IRespectfully submitted',
(Signed,) IIAMILTON II. KILLALY,

Assistant Commissioner.
PUnLiO WoRiKs, Toronto, 24th April, 1856.

(Copy of No. 35,607.) WINDSOR, C.W.
30th December, 1857.

S1R,-In accordance with your letter of the 10th inst. (22,879), enclosing the report
of the Chief Engineer on the Rondeau Harbour, I lost no time in proceeding to its ins-
pection.

I found that the dilapidations of those roads and the landing pier were now much more
extensive than the description given two years ago, and that the whole were fast going
to ruin from the combined effects of the undermining current, age and neglect, hastened
by the never-ceasing action of the waves on its more exposed parts, which, from the decay
in sone of the timbers of the cribs, is likely to make short work.

As it would be impossible to give a clear idea of the settlement of the piers inwards,
and the many causes of dilapidations by a mere written description, I have made a plan
and cross-section, to accompany this report, as well as to shew a new feature in the element
of destruction which arises from the shifting of the western open.ing.

The entrance piers have settled inwards towards the channel which is now scoured
Out to the uniform depth of 21 feet in the centre, and from 15 to 18 feet immediately
close to the cribs. This, without doubt, has been the primary cause of the dilapidation, as
I understand the original depth of the channel and works were about 10 feet under the
Water.

The state of the western Pier, which is decidedly the most advanced in decay, is as fol-
lows, viz: about 50 feet of the northern end is entirely ,one, and the next 50 feet is so
turned over that it forms a curve inwards and has the wholc front under water three or four
feet. The next 80 or 90 feet, being the part that abuts on the breakwater is scarcely moved
out of its place; for the next 450 feet the angle of inclination inwards varies from 16 to 36
degrees, having the greater part of the front under water, some to the depth of six feet
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The south of this pier had a return of more than double width, which kept this end from
canting inwards, but the southern end bas been undermined and brokea up by the waves,
and bas lost about 30 feet from its lengi ; the greater part of the top planking of this pier
is either gone altogether or very imucli rotted and the whole presents a nost distorted
and ruined appearance, and is not in ny opinion, capable cf being repaired in such a man-
ner as to be of any permanence.

The western breakwater has been broken up on top, and washed lvel with the
same, probably 18 inches above the water-level; about 725 feet of it still remaiu entire,
but the western end is gradually breaking up, and bas already lost about 100 feet of its
length.

The eastern pier bas apparently lost several feet from its northern end, whiclh is gra-
dually sinking and breaking up, and the whole length, with the exception of about 100
feet abutting on the breakwater, is incliued inwards from 10 to 32 degrees, and about 100
feet near the southern end has the front entirely under water, the plank off, and fast break-
ing up. As far as I could ascertain 100 feet of the south end of this pier is entiroly swept
away, th' includes the pier on which the light-house stood, and the result of my sound-
ings over the spot gave a depth of from 6 to 10 feet of vater.

The light-house pier did not move until relieved of the superincumbent weight of the
tower, and now there is not a vestige cf it to be seen.

The eastern breakwater is entire, and nearly as good as the day it was put down and
seems to have completely answered the purpose fur which it was intended.

The light-house was burned down last spring, I believe, accidentally. The facts, as
near as I 'could learn were, that two rien out fishing had gone into the tower for shelter
from the weather ; they made a fire on the floor and fell asleep, and were awakened up to
fiud the tower on fire, from which they made their escape as quickly as possible. With
the exception of a few large timbers it was burned to the water's edge. There had not
been any light in it for a period of six years, and it was in a very dilapidated state without
doors or window, and the whole of the glass of the lantern broken.

I will now draw attention to a matter that must form an important consideration in
any future repairs or works to improve the outrance piers of this harbour, that is the
shifting of the western opening to the eastward, during the last ten years for upwards of
half a mile, and has only been stayed in its present position by the obstruction offered in its
further progress by the western breakwater; as this obstruction will be gradually overcome
(it is only a question of time). it will make its way to the west pier, and it becomes a ques-
tion of very grave moment, whether the spit of sand and shoal found on its eastern side
may not overlap and stop up the approach to the artificial entrance on the north side.-
There is, however, at present, a constant current either flowing into or froni the Rondeau.

From this cause before any permanent improvement could be made, I consider that
the west pier should be altogether removed and placed more to the westward, so as to
leave the opening bctween the piers about 400 feet wide; or as much as would leave the
united sections of the waters of the artificial cut, and the western opening, an exit having
15 feet as its maximum depth. The western opening could then be closed by a double rew
of piles, and the sand would soon form round them and effectually close it for ever.

The east pier and breakwater, in my judgment, could not be better placed, and this pier
couid be repaired by facing inside and out by piles well tied together, and capped 6 or 7
feet above the water, the whole to be filled up with Bentou or water concrete to that level, or
planked over on the top. The foundation ofthe light-house should be piled, the piles to be
sawn off 1 foot below the level of the water, and built upon by heavy blocks of atone
from the Islands, or Amherstburgh quarries, until raised 7 feet above the water. The
tower and other buildings could then be erected with ordinary building stone fron Am-
herstburgh or Kingston.

The west pier could be formed of double rows of piles, well tied together and filled in
with the stone in the present pier to the level of the water, and planked at the height of
7 feet above the water.

I fully agree with Mr. Page, that both from nature, and from improvements, the
Rondeau Harbour has advantages unequalled by any place on either shores of Lake Erie,
for aflording shelter to vessels in distress, and doing a large trade, if the entrance was on1Y
permanently improved, and a good light-house erected te point out the entrance. It
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should also be borne in mind that the County of Kent is increasing vastly in population
and wealth from her agricultural products alone, and that the whole of this produce
(nearly) has now to be shipped from Chatham, entailing on the settlers of the southern
townships a long land journey, and a smaller price for their produce, as it has to be car-
ried 150 miles further by water from Chatham than if shipped from the Rondeau.

The wharf at Shrewsbury, on the northern side of the Eau, is in such bad condition
that it cannot be used for teains, and as there has been 600 feet or so carried off from the
outer end, vessels cannot approach it drawing more than 7 feet of water; some 1,100 feet or
more towards the shore is only a very temporary affair and level with the water, the ice
having broken through and carried most of it away, and repaired by the people for their
own convenience. Should the remnant survive the ice of next spring it cannot be used, as
the whole is so rickety andI out of perpendicular, that very little weight overturns the piles
and breaks through. A new wharf, 7 feet above the water and well tied together, would
require to be built before trade to any extent could be carried on them.

Should this be done a large grain store-house should be built, and it would pay a large
interest on the money expended.

I have appended an est:mate of about the probable cost of making the whole in
au efficient and permanent state; but a light-house and a wharf are the most required, as
with these the trade of the port could be resumed, while the other matters tre being car.
ried through.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your most obedient servant,

(Signed,) WILLIAM ScoTr,
Civil Engineer.

To Thomas A. Ehgly, Esq.,
Secretary, Public Works.

RONDEAU HARBOUR.

1ESTIMATE of the probable Cost to place the Entrance in a proper state, build Light-house
and make a new Landing Wharf and close up the Western opening

Removing west pier and part of breakwater,........................ £700 0 0
Euilding 700 feet of west pier, piled and filled with stones from

present pier to the water-level ........ .............. 1,800 0 0
Repairing and making permanent the east pier to tho length of

700 feet, filled with cement or Bentou to 7 feet above
water...............................,.... ......................... 2,300 0 0

Light-house, pier, dwellings and tower.............................. 2,200 0 0
Extension of west breakwater by piles across western opening. 1,500 0 0
New wharf........ ........ ..................... 4,500 0 0
Storehouse......................... ..................................... 500 0 0

Total......................413,500 0 0

(Signed,) WILLIAM SCOTT,
Civil Engineer.

31st December, 1857.
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(Copy of No. 2, 302.) OFFICE OF MINISTER OF JUSTICE,
Ottawa, January 23rd, 1868.

Sit,-In reply to the verbal enquiries, on your behalf, as to the taking possession of
the Rondeau Harbour by Government in 1856, I beg to transmit you a letter from t1he
Sheriff of Kent, stating that he took possession, under warrant, on the 4th of August, 1856.

On inquiry at the office of the late Provincial Secretary, it appears that the warrant
was returned to the Attorney General ou the 7th August, 1856, but I cannot find any
trace of it bore.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

T. Trudeau, Esq., (Signed,)ERNARD.

Assistant Commissioner of Publie Works.

SHERIFFÈS OFFICE, COUNTY OF KENT,
Chatham, 20th January, 1868.

Regina vs. The Rondeau Barbour Company.

SIR,-I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 16th inst., requesting me
to report what action was taken on warrant on above cause; and, in reply, beg to inform you
that said warrant was received by me, 30th July, 1856, and endorsed " to enter upon and
take possession of the Rondeau Harbour, Works, &c., and to deliver qame over to Her
Majesty's Collector of Customs for said Port;" in accordance with said instructions, I did,
on the 4th day of August, 1856, personally take possession and deliver said property into
the custody of George Duck, Esquire, the Collector for said Port, and returned said war-
rant to the Honorable Provincial Secretary on the 6th of said August, A.D. 1856.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) JOHN MERCER,
Sherif.

John Stuart, Esq., &a., &c.,
Attorney General's Department,

Ottawa.

A. 1868
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RETURN
To an Address of the HOusE oF COMMoNs, dated 16th March, 1868 ; For

Copies of the Orders, Warrants and Papers connected with the issue of the

Writs for the late elections of Huntingdon, Montmorency, and Restigouche,

and copies of the Writs.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, 23rd March, 1868.

[In accordance with the recommendation of the Joint Committee on Printing, thc above
Return is not printed.]

81 Victoria. A. 1868
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R ET U RN
To an Address of the HOusE OF COMMONs, dated 17th March, 1868; for

Copy of all Correspondence had with the Government respecting the North.

West Territory, including British Columbis, since the 5th December, 1867.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary oj State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, 24th March, 1868.

The Governor General to the Duke of Buckingham and Chandos.

(Copy, No. 107.)
GOVERNMENT IIOUSE,

Ottawa, 21st Dec., 1867.
My LonD DUKE,-I have the honor to transmit a joint Address to ler Majesty the

Queen, from the Senate and Ilouse of Commons of the Dominion of Canada, praying
that ler Majesty will be graciously pleased to direct that an Order in Couneil may be
passed in conformity with the. provision of the 146th Section of the British North
America Act, 1867, for annexing to tic Dominion of Canada the territory of Prince
Rupert's Land and the Red River Settlement.

I have the honor to request that your Grace will lay this Address at the foot of the
throne.

(Signed,)
I have, &c.,

MONCK.

Ris Grace the Duke of Buckingham and Chandos,
&c., &o., &c.

Lord Moncl to the Duke of Buckeingham.

(Copy, No. 1.)
GOTERNMENT IIOUsE,

Ottawa, Canada, January 1, 1868.
28th December. M v LORD DUKE,--Referring to my Despatch No. 107, of 21st December,
Commonu pro- 1867, I have the honor to transmit to Your Grace an approved Minute ofthe

,eeding',1t, Privy Council of Canada, together with the Resolutions of both Rouses, and
18ith Dleth
1Sth De.

A* 1868
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the proceedings upon them respecting the proposed annexation of Prince
Senate proceed- Rupert's Land and the North-West Territory to the Dominion of Canada.

ings, 17th Dec. I desire especially to call Your Grace's attention to the Eighth resolu.
Resolutions. tion adopted by both Houses, and which was not incorporated in the Address
to Her Majesty.

If Her Majesty's Government should approve of the proposed incorporation with
Canada of this Territory, on the terme contained in the Address to the Queen and these
Resolutions, it would be of great advantage to my Government if I could be informed of
the decision by telegra'ph, in order that all necessary steps may be taken for carrying the
arrangement into effect.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) MONCK.

Bis Grace
The Duke of Buckingham and Chandos,

&c., &c., &c.

Copy of a Report of a Committee of the Bonorable the Privy Council, approved by Dis
Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 28th December, 1867.

The Committee have had under consideration the annexed Memorandum from the
Honorable the Minister of Public Works, submitting, for the approval of Your ExcelleLcy
in Council, certain recommendations on the subject of the negotiation with the Imperial
Government for the transfer of Lupert's Land and the North-West Territory to Canada,
and they respectfully advise that a copy of the same, when approved by Your Excellency,
be forwarded to His Grace the Secretary of State for the Colonies, as embodying the views
of the Canadian Government on that important question.

Certified.
W. H. Lu,

Clerk P. C.

The undersigned hais the honor to submit, for the consideration of Your Excellency in
Council, the following recommendations on the subject of the negotiation with the Imperial
Government for the transfer of Rupert's Land and the North-West Territory to Canada.

,l. That in addition to the joint Address of both Houses on the subject, Your Excel-
lency will be pleased to transmit to the Secretary of State for the Colonies, the Resolutions
as they were finally adopted by the House of Commons and the Senate, with the votes and
proceeding of both Houses thereon.

II. That the attention of His Grace the Duke of Buckingham, be specially called to
the Eighth Resolution, which was not embodied in the Lddress, and was not intended by
the Canadian Parliament to express a term or condition of the Order in Council, authorized
by the 146t.h Section of the British North America Act.

[IL. That your Excellency will be pleased to express to His Grace, as the opinion of
the Canadian Government, that it is highly expedient that the transfer, which the Imperial
Parliament hias authorized and the Canadian Parliament approved, should not be delayed
by negotiations or correspondence with private or thir d parties, whose position, opinions and
claims have heretofore embarrassed both Governments in dealing with this question.

IV. That in the opinion of the Canadian Goverament, the terms of the Address can-
mot be materially altered or extended without causing injurious delay, and greatly embar-
rassing the people and Govcrnment of Canada in their efforts ta open communications with
the Territory, to encourage emigration and settlement, ta establish law and order, and ta
provide for the speedy organization of Municipal and Local Governments therein.

V. That recent proposais in the Congress of the United States in reference ta British
America, the rapid advance of mining and agricultural settlements westward, and the
avowed policy, of the Washington Government to acquire territory from other powers by
purchase or otherwise, admonish us that not a day is ta be lost in determining and publish-
ing to the world our policy in regard to these territories,

2
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VI. That Your Excellency will be pleased to request Hia Grace to inform Your Ex-
cellency by Atlantic Cable (if the information can be so communicated), whether the
Imperial Cabinet will at once advise Her Majesty to approve of the transfer on the terms
of the Address, in order that the Canadian Government may be prepared to submit appro-
priate measures on the subject on the re-assembiling of Parliament in March next.

Respectfully submitted,
(Signed,) WM. MCDOUGÂLL

December 28th, 1867.

The Duke of Buckingham to Lord Mionck.

(Canada, No. 16.)
DOWNING STREET, 18th January, 1868.

My LoRD,-I have received your despatch, No. 107, of the 21st December, accom-
panied by an address to 1-er Majesty from both louses of the Canadian Parliament, pro-
posing the annexation of Prince Rupert's Land and the North-West Territory to the Do-
minion of Canada. I have also received your Lordship's subsequent despatch, No. 1, of
the 1st January, enclosing Resolutions adopted by the two Houses on the same subject,
and an approved Minute of the Privy Council.

These proceedings will receive the early and serious attention of Her Majesty's con-
fidential advisers.

The decision of Uer Majesty's Government will be communicated to you vs early as
possible ; but the consideration by them of so important a subject will necessarily occupy
sonie short tiie.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) BUCKINGHAM AND CHANDoS.

Governor the Right Honorable Viscount Monck,
&c., &c., &c.

Requisition to his Worship the Mayor of Victoria:

We, the undersigned citizens of Victoria, would respectfully request your Worship to
call a publie meeting in the Theatre, on an early day, for the purpose of enquiring of His
Excellency the Governor, what progress has been made in the negotiations respecting the
admission of this Colony into the Dominion of Canada, and to consider the advisability of
taking further steps to accomplisi that object.

George J. Findlay, J. W. Powell,
Lowe, Bros., Robert Wallace,
Lumley Franklin, J. R. Stewart,
J. H. Turner & Co., and fifty-five others.

Reply :
VICTORIA, January 27, 1868.

GENTLEMEN,-In reply to your numerously signed Requisition, asking me te call a
publie meeting for the purpose named therein, I have great pleasure in acceding to your
request, and therefore appoint Wednesday evening next, at 71 o'clock, for said meeting.'.

I have honor to be, yours, &e
JAMES TRIMBLE,

Mayor of Victoria.
To Messrs. George J. Findlay, J. -W. Powell, Lowe Bros., Robert Wallaze, Lumley Frank-

lin, J. R. Stewart & Co., and others.

3
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Mr. DeCosmos then offered the following Preamble and Resolution
Whercas, we recognize in the successful consolidation of Canada, New Brunswick and

Nova Scotia, into one great Government, constituting a new Nationality, the hand of des.
tiny pointing unerringly to the speedy consolidation of all B'ritish North America.

And whereas. the recent action of the Canadian Parliament in asking the Imperial
Government to transfer the North-West Territory to the Dominion, making British Co-
lumbia its western boundary, removes all obstacles of a territorial character to our admis-
sion into the Confederacy;

And whereas, the Legislative Council, at its last session, unanimously passed an
Address to the G-overnor, asking him to apply to the Government of Canada to admit this
Colony into the Dominion; and whereas, iuformation respecting such admission has not,
as yet, been communicated to the publie through the Legislative Councillors as was
expected;

Resolved, That we deem it expedient that steps sbould be taL-en to conclude negoti-
ations with the G overnment of Canada, for the immediate admission of this Colouy into the
Dominion, on fair and equitable terms ; and that an essential condition to such admission
should be the construction, by the Dominional Government, within two vears, of a trans-
continental wagon road, con necting Lake Superior and the head of navigution on the Lower
Fraser.

When put to vote the Resolution in favor of Confederation, with the Overland Wagon
Road as an essential condition, was successful amid the wildest enthusiasm. Only
about twenty hands were raised in opposition. A resolution appointing a Committee to
await upon the Governor to ascertain what progress bad been made in the matter, and to
take steps to further negotiations for the Union of this Colony with the Dominion,
was unanimously adopted, and the meeting broke up with three cheers for the Mayor.
-Colonist.

Mr. Seelye offered the following resolution, which was seconded and carried unani-
monsly

Resolved, That a Committee of six, including the Mayor, be appointed by the Chair
to wait on His Excellency the Governor, and urge the adoption and carrying out of the
views of the meeting, and that such Committee be authorized to transact any other busi-
ness that they may deem expedient to further the cause of Confederation.

The N ayor appointed Messrs. Lumley, Franklin, A. De Cosmos, Dr. Powell, H. E.
Seelye, Robert Wallace and G. J. Findlay, who, with His Worship added, completes the
number called for in the resolution.

Three cheers were gived for the Mayor and three for Confederation, after which the
vast assemblage separated, and thus ended the most enthusiastic meeting in favor of Con-
ç,deration ever held here.

Copy of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved by Bis
Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 6th March, 1868.

The Committee have had under consideration, a Memorandum dated 5th March, 1868,
from the Honorable the Minister of Public Works, stating that certain Resolutions on the
subject of Union with Canada, adopted at a public meeting of the inhabitants of Victoria,
British Columbia, on the 29th of January last, transmitted through the Honorable S. L.
Tilley to the Secretary of State for Canada, were on the third instant referred to a com-
mittee of the Honorable the Privy Còuncil, and by the Council referred tb him the Minis-
ter of Public Works for immediate Report.-That lie has read and duly considered the
purport of these resolutions, the circumstances under which they were passed, and the
action which ought to be taken by the Government of Canada thereupon.

That it appears from these Resolutions and the Memorial of the Committee appointed
at the public meeting, whieh accompanies them, that the Legislative Council of British
Columbia, on the 18th of March, 1867, unanimously adopted a Resolution requesting His
Excellency, Governor Seymour, "to take measures, without delay, to secure the admission
4of British Columbia into the Canadian Confederacy on fair and equitable terms."

That it appears further that neither the people of British Columbia, nor the Govern-
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ment of Canada, have been apprised of any measures that may have been taken by the
Government of British Columbia, in pursuance of the Resolution of the Legislative
Council.

That the Resolutions adopted at the public meeting of the 29th January, which was
called and presided over by the Mayor of Victoria, the Chief City of the Colony, and the
statements of the memorial signed by the Mayor and by members of the Legislature and
others, leave little room to doubt that the people of that Colony are willing and anxious
that it should be admitted into Union with Canada, if the termas of admission can be agreed
upon.

The Minister of Public Works calls attention to the 146th section of the British North
America Act, which applies to the case of British Columbia in express terms.-That it
will be seen the Resolution of the Legislative Council was passed before the British
North America Act came into force, and that it did not specify the teras of admission
which the Council asked the Government te secure. That it is evident therefore that
further action is necessary by the Legislature of British Columbia, before admission can
take place under the provisions of the Imperial Act.

That it is suggested in the Memorial of the Mayor and other citizens of Victoria, that
the Legislature of the Colony, being largely composed of officials, is not so zealous for
Confederation as the people whose opinions and wishes it ought te represent.

The Minister submits that, considering the peculiar Constitution of the Legislature
and Government of British Columbia, and that, notwithstanding the Resolution of the
Legislative Council in March of Iast year, and the Resolutions of Public Meetings, and
the expression of opinion through the Press of the Colony, before and since the Act of
Cuniederation, in Lavor of Union with Canada, no official communication on the subject
fron British Columbia has reached this Government, hc would recommend that Your
Excellency communicate te His Grace the Duke of Buckingham a Copy of the Memorial
and Resolutions referred te, and request His Grace te instruot Governor Seymour to take
such steps as may be deemed proper te move the Legislative Couneil of British Columbia
to further action in termas of the Imperial Act. He fuither recommends that His Grace
be informed that the Governument of Canada will be prepared to submit te Parliament a
proposal for the admission of British Columbia into the IJnion, in the expectation that the
Imperial Governnent will lose no time in transferring the intervening North-Western
Territory te the jurisdiction of the Canadian Government.

The Committee concur in the above recommendations, and submit the same for Your
Excellency's approval.

Certified.
Wm. H. LEE,

C. P. C.
To the Honorable the Secretary of State, Canada,

&c., &c., &c.

The Governor Ocneral to the Duke of Buckingham and Chandos.

(Copy--No. 35.) GOVERNMENT HOUSE,
Ottawa, 7th March, 1868.

My LORD DUKE,-I have the honor te transmit, for Your Grace's information and
favorable consideration, an approved Minute of the Privy Council of Canada, on the sub-
ject of certain Resolutions adopted at a publie meeting of the inhabitants of Victoria,
British Columbia, with reference to the desire of that Colony to be incorporated with the
Canadian Union.

1 have, &c.,
His Grace (Signed,) MoNCK.

The Duke of Buckingham and Chandos,
&c., &c., &c.
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VICTORIA, V. L, B. C.,
lst February, 1867.

S1R,-I am instructed by the Committee to inform yon that the reason for sending
this Memorial, previous to calling upon Governor Seymour, is, that the Governor resides
at New Westminster, 90 miles from Victoria, and there being no steamboat communication
to that place for one week ; and, in consequence of the sailing of the Mail steamer to-day,
it was necessary to send them now, or suffer a delay of one month.

I bave, &c.,
(Signed,) H. E. SEELYE,

Hon. S. L. Tilley, C. B., Secretary to Committec.
Minister of Customs, &c.

To His Excellency the Governor General, and the Honorable the Queen's Privy Council of
Canada.

The Memorial of the undersigned, a Committee appointed at a public meeting of the
Citizens of Victoria, B. C., held on 29th January, 1868:

RESPECTFULLY SHEWETH :
1. That on the 18th of March last a Resolution was unanimously passed by the Legis-

lative Council of this Colony, asking His Excellency Governor Seymour to take measures,
without deluy, to secure the admission of British Columbia into the Canadian Confederacy,
on fair and equitable terms.

2. That a public meeting was held, at the same time, in Victoria, expressing concur-
rence with the action of the Legislative Council.

3. That the wople of Cariboo, the next most populous and influential portion of the
Colony, held, in December, a highly enthusiastic meeting, and unanimously passcd Reso-
lutions in favor of immediately joining the Dominion of Canada.

4. That the Daily British Colonist, the leading newspaper of the colony, bas and
does strenuously support Confederation. The Cariboo Sentinel, a paper of local influence,
pursues a similar course. The British Columbian, a semi-weekly, published at ,New
Westminster, regarded as somewhat subject to Government influence, has expressed
itself in favor of Confederation, but not very earnestly. The Colunbian has only a local
influence. The Examiner, a semi-weekly, published also at Westminster, advocates
Confederation. The Morning News, a weekly, published in Victoria, the only other
paper in the colony, is in favor of annexation to the United States, failing that, supports
Confederation. The only paper that circulates through the whole Colony is the Colonist,
and represents the general feeling of the country on Confederation.

5. -That public opinion throughout the colony, so far as we can rearn, is overwhelm-
ingly in favor of Uonfederation.

6. That there is a small party in favor of annexation to the United States, and if it
were practicable or possible their number would be largely increased.

7. There is a small party, other than annexationists, who are opposed to Confedera-
tion.

8. Nearly all the office-holders of the colony are allied to the latter party.
9. The total number of those opposed to Confederation, on fair and equitable terme,

is numerically small, but supported by the office-holders, they may exert a good deal of
resistance to the popular will.

10. That from information in a telegram from Ottawa, dated January 22nd, 1868, we
learn that Governor Seymour has not made any propositions to the Dominion Government
respecting our admission, as was expected.

11. That the Legislative Council, the ouly Legislative body in the Colony, is made up
cf a majority consisting of Heads of Departments, Gold Commissioners, Magistrates and
others, subject to Government influence, and cannot be relied upon to urge on Confedera-
tion, as it ought to be at the present juncture.

12. That the only popular institutions in the Colony are the City Councils of Victoria
I À ew Westminster.
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13. That, therefore, the people of this Colony, are really without the means of
expressing and carrying out their wishes through the Legislature.

14. We, therefore, representing, as we do, the views of the people of this the most
populous and influential section of the Colony, and acting in unison with the general and
expressed wishes of the people throughout the Colony, would respectfully ask the Govern-
ment of the Dominion to take immediate steps to bring this Colony into the Dominion, by
telegraphing or communicating with Her Mlajesty's Government, to issue instructions, with
as little delay as possible, to Governor Seymour, or otherwise to conclude negotiations as
to the terms of our admission.

15. We feel that without the help and support of the Government of the Dominion,
the time will be remote when this Colony will be admitted into the Dominion, but with
the aid which we solicit, we believe that there is no obstacle to prevent our admission, by
the first of July next.

16. We would further represent, for the information of the Government of the
Dominion, that the terms of admission which would be acceptable to the people of this
Colony, would be:-

. (1.) Canada to become liable for the entire Public Debt of this Colony, estimated at
$1,500,000.

(2.) Canada to provide for Federal Officers and Services.
(3.) To grant a sufficient fixed subsidy, and per capita subsidy, to insure the support

of the local Government, in -ddition to the powers of taxation reserved to Provincial
Governments in " British North America Act."

(4.) Representation in the Senate and Commons of Canada.
(5.) The Construction of a Trans Continental Wagon Road, from Lake Superior to

the head of navigation on the Lower Fraser, within two years after the time of admission.
This is regarded as an essential condition.

(6 ) Popular representative institutions, insuring responsible control over the Govern-
ment.

17. Hereafter we hope to communicate further inform ation. In the meantime, we
confidently trust, the Government of the Dominion will cheerfully aid the people of this
Colony in furthering their wishes for immediate admission into the Confederation.

18. Enclosed we send you a Copy of -Requisition to the Mayor, to call a public meet-
ing and also Resolutions passed at said meeting, held on the 29th January, 1868.

We have the honor to be,
Most respectfully and obediently yours,

(Signed,) JAMEs TRIMBLE,
Mayor of the City of Victoria and Chairman of Committee.

(Signed,) A. DeCosmos,
Member of Legislative Council.

(Signed,) J. H. POWELL, M. D.
Member for the City of Victoria, in the late Logislative Assembly of Vancouver Island

(Signed,) R. WALLACE,
Merchant.

(Signed,) H. E. SEELYE,
One of the Editors of the "I British Colonist," and Secretary to the Committec.

Victoria, B. C., February lst, 1868.

A. 1868
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RETURN
To an Address of the HousE or CoMMGNs, dated 23rd March, 1868; For

Copies of all Correspondence which may have passed between the Imperial

Government and that of the Dominion of Canada, respecting the liberation

by Royal Pardon of the Rev. Mr. McMahon and other Fenian Prisoners

confined in the Penitentiary and other Prisons.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OP THE SECRETART 0F STATE,
Ottawa, 26th March, 1868.

([b ocardance ith he recommendation of the Joint Committee on Piinig, th e $ bOVf
Rturn is mot printed in amional Pper.]
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RETURN
To an Address of the HousE or ComoNs, dated 23rd March, 1868; for

Copies of all Correspondence between the Government of Canada, or any of

its Members, and the Northern Railway Company, the Great Western Railway

Company, and any other Railway Company in the Dominion, with respect to

the indebtedness of such Companies to the Government.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,

Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, 27th March, 1868.

OTTAWA, 27th March, 1868.
Si,-In comp'iance with the Address of the H>Duse of Commons, of 23rd inst., I

have the honor to enclose herewith copies of all Correspondence between the Government
of Canada, or any of its members, and the 1Northern Railway, the Great Western Railway,
and other Railway Companies in the Dominion, with respect to the indebtedness of such
Companies to the Government.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

WILLIAM DICKINsoN,
Et. Parent, Esq., D. I G.

Under Secretary of State, Ottawa.

NORTHERN RAILWAY.

(Copy.) FINANCE DEPARTMENT,
Ottawa, 6th January, 1868.

Sin,-I have the honor to call your attention to the amount due by the Northern
Railway Company to the Government of the Dominion.

I am desirous of having the accounts adjusted at the earliest possible day, with a
view to a liquidation by the Company of the balance which may be in arrear.

I shall be glad to hear from you what arrangements can be made to effect that object.
I have the honor to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,
(Signed,) JoEN RosE,

. Cumberland, Esq., Minúuter of Finance.
General Manager, Northern Railway Co., Toronto.

(Copy.) NORTHERN RAILWAY oF CANADA,
MANAGING DIRECToR'S OFFICE,

Toronto, Sth January, 1868.
81a,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 6th instantp

31Victoria. A. 1868
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expressing your wish that the account of this Company with the Government should be
adjusted with a view to the liquidation of the balance which niay be in arrears, and
desiring to learn what arrangements can be made to effect that object. %

In reply, I desire to explain that until recently this Company observed punctuality in
its payments to the Government, on account of the accruing interest on the Second Pre-
ference Bonds of £50,000 sterling held by it.

The Company, however, has no working capital ; atd during the last three years the
growth of traffic has overpowered its equipment of rolling stock, and we had either to
obstruct and embarrass the trade of the district, to great public injury, or to seek such credit
as would enable us te provide for its wants from current means.

With this view our private bondholders consented to a temporary suspension of divi-
dend, and assisted us by a loan, in London, of £5,000 sterling.

These works have now been completed, and I sec no immediate demands which will
impair our ability to resume payments, which it is always our earnest wish and ambition to
make with exact punctuality.

The half-yearly dividend of three per cent., payable to the Government, amounts to
$7,300.00. We are at this date five dividends in arrears, with a small balance on the
sixth, amounting in the whole, to 3lst December, 1867, to $38,176.70.

I propose, with your permission and concurrence, to pay this off as follows:-On or
before the lst March ensuing, $8,976.70 ; and thereafter on each dividend day, namely,
1st August and Lst February, to pay the current dividend of $7,300, and an arrears divi-
dend of $7,300, until the account is balanced.

If I find it within our ability we shall be anxious to balance our account with the
Government with even greater rapidity, but I am unwilling te promise to do more than I
feel sure we eau effect.

I trust my propoitions wili meet your approval, and shall be glad te be so advised,
that I may make my arrangements accordingly.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your most obedient servant,

(Signed,) FRED. CUMBERLAND.
The Hon. John Rose,

Minister of Finance.

(Copy.) FINANCE DEPARTMENT,
Ottawa, 1lth January, 1868.

'SIR,-I have the honor to acknowledge the reccipt of your letter of the Sth inst.,
giving certain explanations regarding the account of the Northern Railway Company.
Before submitting your proposition to Council, I should be glad to receive from you copies
of your last three annual reports, and J should also like to be informed whether the £5,000
sterling, loaned by private bondholders, still remains due te them, likewise whether any
dividends have been paid to them since the Company ceased te pay interest to the
Government. Your early reply will oblige

Your obedient servant,
(Signed,) JOHN ROSE,

F. Cumberland, Esq., M inister of Finance.
President, Northern Railway Company, Toronto.

(Copy.) NoRTHERN RAILWAY OF CANADA,
MANAGING DIRECToR'S OFFICE,

Toronto, 20th January, 1868.
SI,-I much regret that continued indisposition has prevented au earlier reply to

your letter of the 11th instant, having further reference to the account of this Company
with the Government.

In accordance with your request, I mail to you copies of our Reports for 1864 and
1866, expressing my regret that we have Lot a single loose copy left of that for 1865, the
leading figures of which, however, you will find (fcr purposes of comparison) in the
margins of the several statements for 1866.
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In reply to your enquiry whether the £5,000 sterling (824,333.33), loaned in London
by the Bondholders for extended equipments, is still owing. I have the honor to state
that that loan now stands at £5,000 sterling, and (the immediate necessity of an over-
powering traffie having now been met) I am under engagement to extinguish that loan by
the end of 1869, two years having been allowed for that purpose. In addition to the
said loan of £5,000 sterling, there is (exclusive of the current Interest Dividend) an ar-
rears dividend of 3 per cent. (say $41,449.40) now due the private Bondholders, so thatin
truth, whilst the Dividends over due to the Government represent, as per my last letter,
$38,176.70, the loan and arrears to private Bondholders amoant to $65,782.73, showing
that the Government, relatively with the private Bondholders, is really in a poidon ot
preference.

I venture to repeat too, that we have no working capital, and acoordingly that it is
very difficult, nay, it has been impossible to work the line, extend its equipment, and at
the same time maintain exact punctuality in payments of Interest Dividends.

My proposition for payment off the Governument is exactly coneistent with our inten-
tions as to paying off the London loan, the two liabilities will be extinguished coinci-
dently; and as I am sure you will recognize this equality, and as our arrears have arisen
solely out of a desire to meet the commercial demands of the district. I rely upon your
kind approval of my proposals. Had the English Bondholders been selfishly disposed,
they would have refrained from assisting us to extend our facilities, and I am sure the
Government would not desire to offer embarrassment where private holders have evinced
so much spirit and liberality.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your most obedient servant,

(Signed,) FRED. CUMBEELAND.
Hon. John Rose,

Minister of Finance, Ottawa.

(Copy.) FINANCE DEPARTMENT,
Ottawa, 27th January, 1868.

The undersigned bas the honor ta submit herewith certain Correspondence with the
Northern Railway Company of Canada, on the subject of the arrears due by that Company
to the Government, and which amounts to $38,276.70.

The INaDnaging Director assigns various reasons why the interest due to the Govern.
ment was allowed to remain unpaid. The Minister of Finance, wbile he considers that
the circumstances nky have afforded sufficient reasons why, the Government should not
have pressed its demand, while creditors standing in the same order of priority were
willing to defer payment on their claims, is yet of opinion that on the resumption of pay-
ment by the Company, the Government slfould have received their proportionate share of
dividend, which does not appear to have been the case. As the account now stands,
however, he considers that the proposal of the Company for the liquidation of the arrears
should be accepted; but on the distinct understanding that hereafter the holders of the
Bond, ranking concurrently with the Government, shall not be paid their interest while
that of the Government is left in arrear.

The Minister of Finance accordingly recommends, that the Company be informed
that the Government will receive from them 88,976.70, on or before the lst March next,
on account of the arrears; and thereafter, on the lst August and Lst February of each
year, the further sum of $7,300,, on account of the arrears, until the whole amount is
liquidated, in addition to the current half.yearly dividend, which will be payable on these
days and which the Government will expect to be punctually met.

(Signed,) JoHN ROSE,
Minister of Finance.

(Copy.) FINANCE DEPARTMENT,
29th January, 1868.

SIE- I have now the honor to inform you that the Government have had under
consideration the subject of arrears due to it by the NortherP Railway Company, and
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after full consideration, have agreed to accept the offer made by you, in your letter of the
8th inst.

I beg to enclose you a copy of the Order in Council, and to direct your attention to
the conditions set forth in it, with which the Governruent will expect a compliance.

Your obedient servant,
(Signed,) JOHN ROSE.

M. F.
F. Cumberland, Esq.,

Managing Director, Northern Railway Co., Toronto.

Cory of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved by
Bis Excellency the Governor Geneal in Council on the 28th January, 1868.

On a Memorandum, dated the 25th of January, 1868, from the Honorable the Min-
ster of Finance, submittinz certain Correspondence with the Northern Railway Com-
pany of Canada, on the subject of the arrears due by that Company to the Government,
which amount to $38,276.70, the Minister of Finance states that the Managing Director
assigns various reasons why the interest due to the Government was allowed to remain unpaid.
That while he considers tbat the circumstances may have afforded suflicient reasons why
the Government should not have pressed its demand, while creditors standing in the sane
order of priority were willing to defer payment on their claiws, he, the Minister of Fi-
nance, is yet of opinion that on the resumption of payment by the Compauy, the Gevern-
ment should have received their proportionate share of dividend, which does not appear to
have been the case.

That as the account now stands, however, ho considers that the proposal of the
Company for the liquidation of the arrears should be accepted, but on the distinct under-
standing that herealter the holders of bonds, ranking concurrently with the Government,
shall not be paid their interest while that of the Government is left in arrear. The
Minister of Finance accordingly recommends that the Company be informed that the
Government will receive from them $8,976.70, on or before the 1st March next, on
account of the arrears, and thereafter, on the lst August and lst February of each year,
the further sum of $7,300.00 on account of the arrears, until the whole amount is liqui-
dated, in addition to the current half-yearly dividend, which will be payable on these days,
and which the Government will expect to be punctually met.

'The Committee advise that the recommendation of the Minister of Finance be
approved and adopted.

Certified.
(Signed,) W. H. LEE.

O. P C.

(Copy.) NORTHERN RAILWAY OF CANADA,
MANAGING DIRECTOR'S OFFicE,

Toronto, February lst. 1868.
SIE,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 29th ult-,

covering a Copy of Order of Council of 28th January, relatingïto the arrears of Interest
due by this Company to the Government, and to express my acknowledgements for the
readiness with which you have acoepted my proposals, and which I shall exert every efort
to fulfil with exact punctuality.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

To Honorable John Rose, (Signed,) F. CUMBERLAND.

&c., &c., &c.
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GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY.

(Copy.) FINANCE DEPARTMErIT,
Ottawa, 17th December, 1867.

SIn,-I have the honor te call your attention to the amount due by the Great Western
Railway Company, te the Government of the Dominion.

I am desirous of having the accounts adjusted at the earliest possible day, with a
view to a liquidation by the Company of the balance whiclh may be in arrear.

I shall be glad te learn from you what arrangement can be made to effect that object,
and when the Government may expect a considerable payment on account.

I have the honor te be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,
(Signed,) JOHN ROSE,

Minister of Finance.
T. Swinyard, Esq.

Manager, Great Western Railway, Hamilton.

(Copy.) GREAT WESTERN BLAILWAY,
Hamilton, C. W., 19th Dec., 1867.

SI,- I have the honor te acknowledge the receipt this day of your letter dated the
17th instant, stating that you are " desirous of having the accounts adjusted at the earliest
possible day, with a view to a liquidation by the Comipany of the balance which may be
in arrear," and stating that you will bc glad to learn, -' what arrangements eau be made
te effcet the object."

In present reply I beg to inform you that I will submit your communication te the
next meeting of the Directors of the Company.

I am, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

To Hon. John Rose, (Signed,) Tos. SWINYARD.

Finance Minister, Ottawa.

(Copy.) FINANCE DEPARTMENT,
Ottawa, 6th January, 1868.

Si,-I am directed by the lon. the Minister of Finance, te address you on the sub-
ject of the amount due by the Great Western Railway Company te the G-overnment.

Since your letter of the 19th ult., informing the Hon. the Minister of Finance that
"his communication of the 17th of that month would be submitted to your Board of
Directors," no further advices have been received from y'ou.

I beg therefore te inform you that it is necessary that practical steps should be taken
towards an early reduction of the amount now at the debit of the Company, and I await
your further communication to that end.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,
(Signed,) WM. DICKINSON,

Députy Inspector Genéral.
Thomas Swinyard, Esq.,

Manager, Great Western Railway, Hamilton.

(Copy.) GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY,
Hamilton, C. W., 10th January, 1868.

SI,-I received yesterday a communication from you dated the 6th instant, remind-
ing me of the promise made in my letter of 19th ult., that I would submit your favor of
the 17th, te the meeting of my Directors.

That meeting I now beg to inform. you took place to-day, and the Çhairman, the Rgi.
W. McMaster, and myself, were requested to wait upon you.
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Mr. MeMaster left here to day for New York, but will return in a few days.
We can both be at Ottawa about the end of next week or in the early part of the week

following.
Be good enough to inform me whether this will be convenient to you.

I am, Sir.
Your obedient servant,

Hon. John Rose, (Signed,) Tuos. SWINYARD.

Finance Minister, Ottawa.

(Copy.) FINANCE DEPARTMENT,
Ottawa, 13th January, 1868.

SI,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 10th instant,
and beg to inform you, in reply, that I shall be happy to sec you and the Hon. Mr.
MeMaster, at the earliest day at which you eau come here.

I trust that you will then be prepared to submit a proposition [for the liquidation of
the arrears due by the Great Western Railway Company to the Government.

Your obedient servant,
(Signed,) JouN ROSE,

}Minister of Pinance.
Thos. Swinyard, Esq.,

Manager, Great Western Railway Co., Hamilton.

(Copy.) GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY,
iamilton, C. W., 16th Janaary, 1868.

SIR,-I am to-day favored with your acknowledgment of my letter to you of the 10 th
instant, and I have now the pleasure to advise you, that I have received a Telegram from
Mr. McMaster, at New York, informing me that he will be prepared to accompany me to
Ottawa on Tuesday evening next.

In reply to that part of your communication, expressing a hope that I shall be pre-
pared to submit a proposition for the liquidation of the arrears due by the Great Western
Railway Co., I beg to state that the Directors and Proprietors of this Company, look with
the greatest confidence to the Government and people of this Country extending to their
Railway the same consideration at Icast which has been extended to the Grand Trunk and
Northern Companies, to whom similar loans were granted to secure the construction of the
'Lines.

Your obedient servant,

lon. John Rose, (Signed,) Tuos. SWIsYAatD.

Finance Minister, Ottawa.

(Copy.) GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY,
Hamilton, Ont., 30th January, 186t.

. SIa,-On the 19th ult. I had the honor to receive a letter from yen, dated the 17tb
idem, calling my attention to the subject of the Loan made by the Government of Canada
to the Great Western Company, and stating your desire that the account should be ad-
Justed, and asking what arrrangements the Great Western Company would be prepared to

iake to effect that object.
I immediately acknowledged the receipt of this communication, promising to submit

it to the next meeting of the Directors of the Company.
You acknowledged the receipt of this letter-on the 6th inst, and reminded me you

had not further h ard from me.
On the 10th inst. I advised you that the Meeting of the Directors of my Exective

Committee had been held on that day, and that the Chairman (Hon. W. MeMaster) and I

31 Victoria. A. 1868
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had been directed to wait upon you, and at the same time intimated when we could be at
Ottawa, enquiring if the time named would be conyenient to you.

In reply to this communication you stated that you would be prepared to see us any
day upon which we could be at Ottawa, and you expressed a hope that, upon My arrival, I
should be prepared to submit a proposition for the liquidation of the arrears due by the
Great Western Company to the Government.

I answered this communication by informing you that Mr. MeMaster and I would
leave for Ottawa on Tuesday, the 21st inst.; stating, in reply to the hope you had expressed,
that the Directors and Proprietors of the Great Western Company looked with the greatest
confidence to the Govarnment extending to their Company at least the same liberal consi-
deration it had shown to others.

Upon our arrival at Ottawa, on Wednesday, 22nd inst., Mr. McMaster and I waited
upon ycu, to know what hour on the following day it would be most convenient to you to
afford us an interview. Yon expressed a desire that your colleagues, the Hon. Messieurs
Tilley and Kenney, should be present at the proposed interview, and you fixed 10 o'clock
the following morning for the purpose.

At this meeting I had the honor of orally explaining to you the position of the Great
Western Company, and of laying before you the reasons why my Company claimed to be
treated in the same -fair and liberal spirit which, had actuated the Government in the con-
cessions it had made to the Grand Trunk Company.

At you request, I now beg to submit, in writing, the claims whieh, on behalf of this
Company, I then had the privilege of briefly layingbefore you and the gentlemen present:-

The policy of granting Government assistance towards the construction of leading
lines in Canada, was inaugurated in 1859, by the Act 12 Vic., cap. 29, intituled,
Act 30 May 1849, " An Act to provide for affording the guarantee of the Province to the
12 via., cap. 29. Bonds of Railway Companies, &c." The object of this Act is more particu-
larly described, page 16 of this communication.

By a subsequent Act, 14 and 15 Vie., cap. 73, the guarantee was restricted to such
Act 30 Aug., 1851, Roads as forming part of the "'Main Trunk Line," the Great Western
14 & 15 Vic., cap. Line being particularly specified as forming part of such " Main Trunk
73, sec. 16. Line."

By another Act, 14 and 15 Vie., cap. 74, passed 30,h August, 1851, intituled,
Act 30th Aug., 1851. " An Act to extend the powers of an Act passed in the present Session,
14 & 15 Vie., cap. 74. intituled, " An Act to make provision for the construction of a Main
Trunk Line, of Railway throughout the length of the Province," " the Great Western Rail-
way was again declared to be a part of the " Main Trunk Line" of the Province, thus
placing it before the publie as a line assured of the traffic of the western section of Canada,
under the guarantee of the Government.

The Loan afterwards made by the Government to the Great Western was accepted by
the Company under peculiar circumstances. Forming, as its Railway did, an important
link in the line of communication between the Western States of America and the Atlantic
sea-board, offers of assistance were made to it by the American Railway Companies East
and West of it, on the condition that the Road should be built of a gauge uniforum with
their own, viz., 4 feet 81 inches. Indeed, to secure this, those Companies actually sub-
scribed to a large extent to the Stock of the Great Western Company; but, owing to the
Canadian Government insisting that the gauge of the Great Western should be the specific
gauge of the Province, viz., 5 feet 6 inches, the American lines ultimately withdrew their
icvestments, and thus, by the action of the Government, the beneficial influence which a
direct pecuniary interest by those Companies in the Great Western would have secured to
it was lost.

The result of this determination, and subsequent legislation adverse to the interestS Of
the Great Western, has been to impose upon it, after many years of enduring struggle,
the necessity of laying down, at a very large expenditure, a third rail over the entire length
of its Main Line between Suspension Bridge and Windsor, in order to secure the uniform
narrow gauge origiually contemplated te accommodate the through American Trafic (a
necessity of the position of the Company), the Company still retaining and working the
broader and more expensive gauge required by the Canadian Parliament, which had de-
prived the Great Western of the advantages it would have derived from being a part of the
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" Main Trunk Line;" a rival line running within 20 to 25 miles of nearly its entire length
having been chartered in connection with the Grand Trunk Lino.
A't 1852, 16 Vio., In 1852, by the Act 16 Vie., cap. 37, the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
.ap. 37. pany was incorporated with authority to build a road from Toronto to Mont-
real, and a guarantee equal to £3,000 sterling per mile was extended to the line, under the
same conditions as to its bein g a first lien upon the Road, as to payment of interest, &o., as
that authorized by the Act of 1849, and afterwards granted to the Great Western Company
under the amended Act of 1851.
Act 1852. During the same Session (1852) an Act was passed amending the charter
of the Toronto and Guelph Railway, incorporated by Act 14 and 15 Vie., cap. 148, in op-
position to the report of the Standing Committee on Railways; (see page 18 of this com-
munication,) authorising the extension of that Road to Port Sarnia, notwithstanding that
the Great Western Railway Company had already, under 8 Vie., cap. 86, the right to con-
struct a lino to that point, thon called " Point Edward at the foot of Lake Huron."

This Line afterwards became part of the Grand Trunk, and the condition under
which the Great Western made its gauge 5 feet 6 inches, (namely that it should form
part of the " Main Trunk Line" of the Province,) was thus entirely set aside.

By the Act 18 Vie., cap. 33, the agreement entered into between the Grand Trunk
Railway Company and a number of other Companies thercin recited (among them the
Toronto and Guelph Railway Company) was declared valid, and the entire line was consti-
tuted the Grand Trunk lailway, and authorized to be cited as such.

Thus, the Toronto and Guelph Railway, chartered against the protests of the Great
Western, and afterwards extended to the same point west as that authorized to be touched
by the Great Western, was, by the Act of Parliament, virtually made the Main Trunk
Line from Toronto west, instead of the Great Western Line, as originally stipulated.

Moreover, the assistance originally intended to be granted to the Grand Trunk Coin-
pany by the Government was not to exceed £3,000 sterling per mile, on their Railway
east of Toronto ; but, up to the present time, the loans which have been granted to that
Company have amounted to no less a sum than <£3,111,500 stg., which is at the rate of
£3,367 per mile for every single mile of its lino between Rivière du Loup and Island
Pond in the East, and Sarnia in the West, including branches.

Parliament, as far back as 1857, dealt with these loans to the Grand Trunk Railway
Company in the same liberal spirit which seenis to have actuated it in passing the Act of
Aet 30th May. 1849, 30th May, 1849, 12 Vie., cap. 29, affording the guaran tee of the Province

12 Vie., cap. 29. to the Bonds of Railway Companies ; for, by Act of 20th May, 1857, 20
Act 20th May, 1857, Victoria, Cap. 11, it postponed the Provincial Loan to that Company in

20 Vic., cap.11. the following manner:-
" The Province foregocs all interest on its claim against the Company until the earn-

ings and profits of the Company, including those of the St. Lawrence and Atlantie Railway
Company, shall be sufficient to defray the following charges:-

"1st. Ail expenses of managing, working and maintaining the works and plant of the
Company;

"2nd. The rent of the St. Lawrence and Atlantic Railway, and all interest on the
'Bonds of the Company, exclusive of those held by the Province;

"3rd. A dividend of six per cent, on the paid-up share capital of the Company, in
each year in which the surplus earnings shall admit of the saime."

By Act of 9th June, 1862 (25 Vie., c. 50), intituled, " An Act for the re-organization
of the Grand Trunk Company of Canada, and for other purposes," and commonly known as
the Grand Trunk Arrangcments Act of 1862, Parliament made other concessions to the
Grand Trunk Company, and authorized it to issue Equipment Bonds for £500,000 sterling,
agan postponing its loans.

By Act of the present Session, 1867-8, Parliament further postponed the debt of the
Grand Trunk to the Province, by authorizing that Company to issue second Equipment
Bonds to the additional amount of £500,000, to take priority of ail other charges except
the Equipment Bonds authorized by the Act of 1862.

Parliament, in keeping with the spirit which animated it at t'ho outset, to eneourage
English capitalists te subscribe towards the construction of Railways in Canada, on the
g.ound that such Railways "had become, not merOly advatagous but estata to te
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4 advancement and prosperity of the country," bas relieved the Grand Trunk Company
from the payment of interest on its debt of £3,111,500 sterling until the Bond and Share-
holders of the Company have received six per cent. interest on their investments.

These facts show very clearly that the Great Western Railway would to-day have just
cause of complaint if the Government were to treat it in a less considerate spirit than it
has done the Grand Trunk Company, especially in view of the fact that (notwithstanding
the average dividend paid to the shareholders for 10 years, from 1857 to 1867, amounted
to only 2t per cent. per annum), the Company has paid back in principal borrowed for that
purpose in England, and interest to the Government £363 273, and that the Government
retain in their hands (at 31st January, 1868), a balance of £100,202 for Mail and Militia
Service performed by the Company, which actually makes a cash payment to the Govern.
ment of £463,475 sterling.

It must be borne in mind, too, that the more encouraging receipts earned by the
Company during the past year, will still not enable it to pay the cdividend which the
Goverument has provided that the Grand Trunk Conipany may pay its shareholders,
before the Government receives any interest upon the debt due to it by that Company,
and that such increased receipts have only been earned by a large additional outlay of new
capital upon the Third Rail, rendered necessary by the condition imposed by the Canadian
Government, that the gauge of the Line sbould be 5 feet 6 inches, agreed to by the Com-
pany, on the understanding that the Great Western was to form part of the Main Trunk
Line west of Toronto

A great Provincial enterprise bas been accomplished and the Province bas thereby
derived great collateral advantages, and the inhabitants of the Province are diaily enjoying
the benefits of the construction of this lite of Railway, wbile the British shareholders,
who contributed so large a proportion of the capital, rep no other advantage from their
investments than the pecuniary one of the bare dividends earned by the Road.

The indirect advantages which have accrued to the Government are so abundant, and
the direct benefit to the shareholders has been so limited, that they have a right to the
most liberal consideration of tbe Canauian Goverument, particularly when it is remem-

.bertd that by granting a Charter to n competing line of lRailway west of Toronto, after,
wards amalgamated under Act of Parliament with the Grand Trunk Company, the latter
Company was made its most powerful rval, depriving it of the Liources of revenue it
expected to cbtain from the traffic in Western Canada, and to which it looked to secure
the means of mieeting its obligations to the Governmert.

The Great Western Railway has a right to be placed upon at least equally favorable
gr(ands with the Grand Trunk, because, although the pioneer in Western Railway enter-
piise, it bas suffered so severely from adverse legislation, which, looking to the special
guarantees of its charter, could not possibly have been looked for, having by Act of Parlia-
ment been made part of the Main Trunk Linebut of which privilege after it was built by Eng-
lish capital, it was subsequently, by Act of Parliament, dispossessed. It had a right to expect,
when this capial of $22,000,000 was invested in it upon the faith of Acts of the Canadian
Legislature, that it would be left in possession of t'e entire Western Peninsula; but, as
bas been previously pointed out, these just expectations h:ave not been realized.

At a later period a still further injury was done to the interests of the Great Western
Railway Coumpany by the passing of the Amalgamation Act, between the Grand Trunk
and Buffalo and Lake Huron Companies, which practically handed over to the Grand Truuk
Railway the entire control of the traeffi arising in the district occupied by the Buffalo and
Lake Iuron Rai lway, a large proportion of wbich traffle formeriy passed over the Great
Western Railwav.

Lt. spite of all these adverse circumstances, the Great Western Company bas been
constant t;, and bas steadily fulfilled the object which the Legisiature had in the first
instance in exteiing aid to Canadian railways, viz., of affording a means of rapid and
easy comununication by railway between the chief centres of population and trade, to the
advancenient and prosperity of the country.

In view of the action of the Canadian Parliament in relation to the Grand Trurk
Railway, less liberal cousideration shown to the Great Western would he establishing an
invidious distinction between the English proprietors of the two Companies The princiPe
laid do eu by theleot of 1857, releasing the lien of the Province pon the Grand Trunk
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was this : That the Province has received and is receiving an ample return for its invest-
ments in these railroadsi in the increased value of the Province, the greater development
of all its interests, and the actual addition thereby to the Provincial revenues, which has
resulted frmn the c nstruction of railways ; and that in view of this it would, under the
circumstances, be uniair and ungenerous to demand a direct moiey retura out of the
earnings of the ioad, as long as the English shareholders, who) have place i their money in
the Railway, have iot received any adeqite return for their investments.

That argumett, which was suiciently powerful to induce the Government to postpone
its lien in the case of the Grand Trunk, ought, I respectfully 'ubmit, to be considered
equally strong in the case of the Great Westero. It wouia be a serious injustice, and
wouid be so leit to b- in England, if the propiieors of the Great Western were treated
with less cousideration than those of the Grand Trunk Railway. It sh(Uld niot be for-
gotten that the cre4it of the Dominibn is very seriously affected in the Ei.g.ish moey
market by the condition of the investnients in Canadian Railwaîys, a d any action by
Goverument, resulting in injury to tho3e investments, must tend to the iajury alsu of the
Provincial credit.

Were the Government at once, by a formal act, to place its claim against the Great
Western in the same position as it ha-4 placed its claim against the Grand Trunk, suoh act,
showing as it would that the iatention and policy cf the Government was to deal alike
fairly and liberally with the two leadin, lines of the country, would give confidence to
those who have invested their money in the Great Western Railway, would raise it in
public estimation, and would re-act most Javorably upon the country generally, by produc-
ing a feeling of greater security in all Canadian investmetits

Those arguments have peculiar force at this time, when the Government is about
constructing the Intercolonial Railway, mainly through the Maritime Provinces, under a
guarantee from the Government.

When Mr MeMaster and I had the pleasure of meeting you and the Honorable
Messieurs Tilley and Kenny at Ottawa on the subject of this communication. the gr(unds
which I have no% gone over were briefly stated by me ; at the same time I read to you a
copy of a petition which was presented to Parliament by the Gr-at Western Company in
April, 1861, praying for - relief from the payment of interest upon the balance of the Loan
from the Province, until the bond and sharehoid.rs of the Company have received six per
cent. interest upon their investments," and a copy of which petition I now beg to annez
below -

The Humble Petiion of the Great Western Railwy Company,
SHEWETH :

That by varions Acts of the Legislature of Cinada, passed betwecn the years 1834
and 1850, powers were given to your Petitioners to construct a line of Railway from Nia.
gata Falls to Windsor, opposite to Detroit, with branches to Sarnia and Galt.

That in the periods named efforts were made to construet the line by the aid of funds
to be subseribed in Canada, but that it was found impossib e to raise money in the Coun-
try, Canada not possessing sufficient private capital to construct such vast under-
tuking%.

That subsequently attempts were made to raise the required capital in Great Britain,
but that it was found impossibl, to induce capitalists there to invest their money in Cana-
dian Railway undertakings, without some substantial aid and support from the Legislature
and Geverument of the country.

That the Legislature viewed the introduction of Railways of such indispensable impor-
tance to the growth and progress of Canada, that on the 30th May, 1S49, au Act was
passed which contained the following preamble

"Wheress, at the present day the means of rapid and easy communication by Railway,
between the chief centres of population and trade in any country and the more remote parts
thereof, are become not only advautageous but essential to its advancement and prosperity
and whereas, experience has shown that, whatever be the case in long-settled, populous and
wealthy couutries, ii those which are new and thinly peoplediand in which "apitalis sorce,
the assistance of Government is necessary, and may be safely afforded to the constrac-
tion of lines of Railway of considerable extent, and that auch assistanee is best gle
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by extending to Companies engaged in constructing Railways of a certain length, under
charter from and consequently with the approval of the Legislature, the benefit of the
Guarantee of the Government, under proper conditions and restrictions, for loans raised by
such Companies to enable them to complete their work."

That the Act proceeded to enact that the Province should guarantee, under certain
specified conditions, the interest upon loans to be raised by Railway Companies for the
construction of lines of not less than 75 miles in length, and providing that no more than
half the cost of the lines should be raised by such guaranteed loans.

That the plan thus proposed in the Act just referred to was amended, so as to permit
if thought desirable, of constructing the Railways by means of private companies, under
the auspices and partial guarantee of the Provincial Governient.

That accordingly, on the 30tLI August, 18,51, a further Act was passed by the Legis-
lature, providing for the construction of a, Nain Trunk Line of Railway throughout the
entire length of the Province, and that a portion of the cost of the said line, if constructed
by private companies, should be guaranteed by the Province.

That the line of Railway to be constructed was, by the Act of 30th August, 1851,
defined as follows:-

" Be it therefore enacted, that the guarantee offered by the said Act, and ail the pro-
visions of the said Act relative to such guarantee, shahl be and are hereby restricted and
confined to those Railroads which may form part of the said Main Trunk Line (in case of
any part thereof being constructed by private companies), and to the St. Lawrence and
Atlantic Railway Company, which has already received the said guarantee and forms part
of the Main Trunk Line, the Great Western Railroad which has been commenced and
partly constructed on the faith of the guaraatee, and forms part of the said Main Trunk
Line."

That in pursuance of the provisions of the Act last referred to, a Royal Proclamation
was issued by the Governor General of Canada, setting forth the course to be pursued in
carrying out the provisions of the Act, and then, in the fQllowirg words, defining the course
of the Main Trunk Line of Railway througbout the Province, namely:

"Now know ye, that having taken the premises in to our Royal consideration, and being
desirous of advancing and promoting the interests of our said Province, we have directed
and declared, and do hereby direct and declare, that the said Main Trunk Line of Railway
shall be made upon a line extending from some point on the Eastern Frontier of our said
Province, hereafter to be determined upon, to somne point, hereaf ter to be fixed, in the Parish
of St. Joseph de la Point Levy, opposite or nearly opposite to the City of Quebec, running
thence in as direct a line as may be found convenient to the River St. Francis, in or near
the Village of Richmond in the TownsLip of Shipton, thence by the St. Lawrence and
Atlautic Road to the City of Montreal, or some point on the south shore of the St. Law-
rence, opposite or nearly opposite thereto, and further extending westward from the City
of Montreal to the City of Kingston, or some other point on or near the River St. Law-
rence on Lake Ontario, in the vicinity of Kingston aforesaid, thence to the City of
Toronto, thence to the City of Hamiton, or eine convenient point on the line of the Great
Western Railway, and thence to the Detroit River, including any part of the said Great
Western Railroad which may beconstructed froin the Cityof Hanilton to the Niagara River."

That the Rtailway of your Petitioners, which, in the language of the Act, " had been
commenced on the faith of said gnarantee," was thus enabled to again invite subscriptions
in Great Britain for the funds required for its cCmpletion.

That the Act of the 30th August, 1851, and the subsequAnt Proclamation of the
Governor G-eneral, were held to be a legal and moral obligation on the part of the Parlia-
ment of Canada, that the Great Western Railway was a part of the Main Trunk Railway
in which the country held a large pecuniary interest, and that, therefore, it was secured
from the efects of future injurions Legislation, aud safe from destructive competition.

That on this assurance, during the year 1852, large suais of money were subscribed
by your Petitioners, amounting to nearly £2,000,000. and laid out in Canada in construet-
ing the works of the Railway.

That the intentions of the Legislature were carried out by the advance to this Com-
pany, as a part of the Main Trunk Line, from time to time, of sumo of money amouating'
the aggregate to £770,000 sterling.
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That the position of this Company was further confirmed by the Legislature, on the
10th of November, 1852, passing an Act promotea by the shareholders of this Company
(the means for which they subscribed) for making a Railway from Bamilton to Toronto,
the Act containing the foîlowing clause :

I And be it enacted that the gauge of the said Railway shall be five feet six inches,
and the said Railway shall be held to form part of the Main Trunk Line of Railway, and
the said Company shall accordingly, upon complying with all the provisions ot the law in
that behalf, be entitled to the benefit of the guarantee of the Province, to the extent and
in the manner by law provided."

That, also, on November 30th, 1852, an Act was passed, incorporating the Grand
Trunk Railway from Toronto to Montreal, and to which line was given as a part of the
Main Trunk Line the benefit of theguarantee of the Province,under the Acts of 30th May,
1849, and 30th August, 1851.

That by the several Acta thus referred to, the Main Trunk Lino of Railway from
Quebec to Windsor, et the western extremity of the Province, was fully chartered by the
Legislature, and under the assurance that the line of your Petitioners formed the western
end from Toronto of the said Main Trunk Line, your Petitioners went on in good faith
constructing their Railway, which they have now in operation for 345 miles, and on which
they have expended upwards of £4,250,000 sterling, raised in Great Britain.

That in the Session of the Legislature of 1852, an Act was introduced to extend a
local Act, passed in the previous year, so as to form a line from Toronto through Guelph
to Sarnia.

The Bill was referred to the Railway Committee of the House of Assembly, who, after
taking evidence upon the iratter, reported -gainst the Bill, in the following terme :-

" Rselved, That in the opinion of this Committec it would be unjust and impolitie
to grant a competing line with the Great Wester a Railway, such as that asked by the
Toronto and Guelph Company, in the proposed extension of their lino from Guelph to
Sarcia, there having been ni evidence adduced to show the Committee that there would
be more business than one line could do, that the Province having taken intercet to the
extent of one-half the cost of the road now chartered (being upwards of seven hundred and
fifty thousaud pounds) that interest, as well as the interest of the individual stockholders
should be protected. Ibis Committee are of opinion that the extension of the Toronto
and Guelph Railway Company should not be granted."

Upon this Report coming before the House, the Bill was passed contrary to the advice
of the Special Comnmittee. but on the distinct understanding and assurance that such line
should not participate in the benefits of the Guarantce Act, nor be in any way identified
with the Main Tîunk Line, the western end of which from Toronto was to be the Great
Western Railway.

That your Petition ers have regularly paid up to July, 1859, interest upon the advances
of £770t,00O made by the Province.

That in the year 1858, your Petitioners paid off one-fourth part of the principal sum
of the advances made under the guarantec, making the present amount of the debt
£573,000 instead of £770,000 as it was originally.

That notwithstanding the clauses in the Acts of Parliament here referred to, the
Grand Truuk Ralway has been extended westward from Toronto, parallel to the line of
your Petitioners, to Sarnia, and by a con necting line in Michigan to a point directly opposite
to the terminus of the Railway of your petitiocers.

That by this means a competing line to the whole length of your Petitioners' RailNay,
averaging not more than twenty miles from it, bas been establihed by the subsequent
Legislation of the Parliament of Canada, and this competing line has been made in fact the
western end of the Main Trunk Line, instead of, as enacted by the Legislature in the Acta
already referred to, the Railway of your Petitioners.

'Ihat the traffic of the country is not sufficient properly to support one lice of Rail-
Way, as is nroved by the condition to which all the Railway Companies in Canada are now
reduced, and that therefore the making of a rival line alongside that of your Petitioners,
and turning upon it the traffie ot the Main Trurik Line, which should be carried on the
Railway of your Petitioners, hua been productive of most disastrous resülts to the Great
Western Rl iway.

A. 1868
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That the consequence of this state of matters, carried out under the authority of and
with the sanction of the same Legislature which gave to this Company the rights and
privileges set out in the early part of this statement, is, that y>ur Petitioners have been
unable to repay any further amount of the loan made to them under the Guarantee Act,
or, indeed, now to pay interest upon the unpaid balance.

That your Petitioners, who. under the assurance of the Acts of the Legisiature here
referred to, advanced the sum of £4,250,000, and expended it within the limits of the
Province, have been compelled to go without a3y interest upon upwards of £3,000,000 of
that sum for the last two years, owing to the competition forced upon them by the subse.
quent Acts of the Legislature of Canada.

That the money spent by your Petitioners in constructing their Railway was of im-
mense importance in improvirng and developing the rescurces of Western Canada, and
greatly added to the permanent proirress and prosperity of the country.

That your Petitioners have now. in daily operation 345 miles of Railway, which are
of incalclable ing ortance to the country through which they run.

That your Petitioners have paid very large sums to the Government of Canada for
dutits upon materials, rolling-stock, &c., used in the coistruction and equipment of their
Railway, and continue to pay large su:s of money every year for materials used in carry-
ing on the traffic.

That your Petitioners give regnlar and constant employment to 2,.000 persons, thus
suppoiting a population of at least 8,000 souls.

That by various Acts passed by the Parl'ament of Canada, since 1855, 1rge additional
grants have been made to the GraLd Trunk Railway, until, at length, the advances made
to that Company, amounting in ail to £3,111.500, have been released from the payment of
ail interest, until after the whole of the bond and shareholders of the Company are paid
their full interest of six per cent. per annui.

That such adv2ntages conferred upon a line, the present westrrn end of which has,
unfairly as your Petitioners contend, b -en established, contrary to the enactment on the
Statute Book, as a competing line to that of your Petitioners, havi tended to increase the
injury which has been inflicted upon this Railway.

That by the public papers it is announced that the Grand Trunk Railway Company
is again to come befbe the Parliament of Canada for further assi tane.c, which, if granted
without affording any corresponding aid to the Great Western Railway Company, will
inflict stili greater injury to your Petitioners, and enhance the evils of competition from
which they bave already so greatly suffered.

That of the £4,2ný0,000 of noney advanced by your Petitioners, upwards of £3,000,-
000 is iepresented by shares on which no interest has (as has been stated) been paid for
two years.

That that sun is held by 2,500 persoùs scattered throughout ail classes in Great
Britain, and that the non-payment of any interest upon so large an amount of money so
widely held,. besides inflicting great individual hardship, is most destructive to the credit
of all enterprises and undertakings in Canada.

That large sums have been advanced to the Northern Railway of Canada, which is
not a part of the Main Trunk Line, and which does not accommotate such large and im-
portant districts as those traversed by the Great Western Railway; and that no interest
for several years bas been paid upon such advances, whilst there has been special legisla-
tion, postponing such interest in favor of the holders of the other securities of the Northern
Railway.

That your Petitioners have always carried the Mails since the opening of their Rail-
way, and have provided, at very large expense, special carriages properly fitted up for the
conveyance of the Mails and of the Post Oibee C!erks.

That for several years your Petitioners have not received any payment whatever for
uuch services, performed at very considerable expense to your Petitioners, and they are
informed that a very inadequate rate, viz., 70 dollars per mile per anun, has been sui-
gested as the standard of payment for the conveyance of Mails.

That such a sum is very tr below the fair value of the services yendered, and a'MO
much below the average rate paid to Railway Companies in England or the United Sta-tes.

That, la the latter country, upon Railways running in aear proximity to that of your'14
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Petitioners' Railway, the rate paid varies from 150 dollars to 250 . dollars per mile per
annfum; and your Petitioners respectfully ask that they be paid at a rate in accordance
with these figures.

For all the reasons set forth in this Memorial, and from an earnest desire that your
Petitioners may be enabled to feel that the terms upon which they subecribed their money,
which has proved of such great advantage to Canada and her mat3rial interests, but which
has been so unproductive to your Petitioners, have not been wilfully violated by Parliament,
and that, when the facts are fully made known, the most ample reparation will be immedi-
ately made. Your Petitioners now humbly pray Your Ionorable ieouse to take the pro-
mises into their careful consideration, and to direct that a proper allowances be made for
the conveyance of Mails on the Great Western and other Railwayis of Canada; and that
your Petitioners may at least be placed in as good a position as the Grand Trunk Railway
Company, and relieved fron the payment of interest upon the balance of the loan from the
Province until the bond and shareholders of the Company have received six per cent.
interest upon their investment.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c., &c.
I have now to appeal to you, and, through you to lis Excellenuy the Governor

General in Council, to take all these circumstances iito your favoraule consideration, in
the confident hope that the Governmert will extend to the Great Western Company the
consideration which it now asks, and which as is herein shewn it has such a just right to
expect.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your very obedient servant,

(Signcd,) THoxis SWINTARD.
Hon. John Rose,

Finance Minister, Ottawa.

(Copy.) FINANCE DEPARTMENT,
Ottawa, February 4,1868.

S1a,-I am directed by the Minister of Finance to acknowledge the receipt of your
communication of the 30th uit , and to inform you that it will receive his early considera-
tion. I amu at the same time to request that you will be good enough to state what
average dividend the Company has paid on its share capital since its incorporation, and to
furnish him with a return of each year's dividend. I am further to beg that you will be
kind enough to inform him how much of the capital stock is at present owned by the
original shareholders of the Company, and that you will be pleased to furnish him with a
list of the existing and of the original sh'reholders.

Your obedient servant,
(Signed,) W. A. BLAcxMoRE,

Secretary.
Thomas Swinyard, Esq.,

General Manager, Great Western Railway, Hamilton, Ont.

(Copy.) OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY Or STATE,
Ottawa, 14th March, 1868.

SmR,-I am commanded by His Excellency tho Governor General to inform you that
your communication of the 30th January last, addressed to the Honorable the Minister of
Finance, has been laid before His Exeellency in Council, and the arguments therein urged
by you, on behalf of the Great Western Railway Compauy, carefully considered.

I am now to inform you that having fully wlighed ail the circumstances enumerated
in your letter, the Government cannot acquiesce in the conclusion at which you arrive,
and I am therefore to request that, in accordance with the foregoing decision, you wil
have the goodness to place yourself in communication with the Ueorable the Minister of
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Finance, at the earliest possible date, for the purpose of making arrangements for the
liquidation of the debt due by the Company.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

Thom. Swinyard, Esq., (Signed,) HECTo L. LANGEV'IN.

Manager, Great Western RIailway Company, Hamilton, Ort

Cori of a Report of a Commitee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved by Ri
Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 13th karch, 183.

The Committee of the Privy Council have given their attentive consideration to the
annexed Memorandum, dated 24th February, 1868, Ircm the Honorable the Minister of
Finance, on the subject of the debt due to the Gove*rnment by the Great Weitern Rail-
way Company, and they respectfully report their concurrence in the views and recommen-
dations submitted by the Minister in his said annexed Memorandum, and submit thte same
for your Excellency's approval.

Certified.
(Signed,) Wm. H. Lxx.

To the Honorable
The Secretary of State for Canada, &o., &c., &o.

(Confidential.) GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY,

The Minister of Finance has the honor to submit, for the consideration of His
Excellency the Governor in Council, certain Correspondence which has taken place with
the Great Western Railway Company, on the subject of the debt due by that Company to
the Government.

The grounds which the Company urge for the concession they ask, affect so serionsly
the good faith of the country anu the respect of the Legislature for vested rights, that the
undersigned bas deemed it bis duty carefully to examine the Legislation by which as is
contended the interests of the Company were disregarded, and also to investigate minutely
the Whole of the other circuinstances adverted to in the letter of the Managing Director,
with the view of enabling His Excellency in Council to determine on the course which it
would be fitting to adopt, with a proper regard to the public interest, and giving at the
same time the largest possible measure of consideration which the Government would be
warranted in extending to the Company, as it is the personal wish of the undersigned, and
he feels assured that of His Excellency in Council, to accord.

The Company makes no proposition for the reduction of the debt, but simply claims
that until the shareholders shall have received a yearly return of 6 per cent. interest on
their investment, the Government shall absolve it from all further payment, and place the
claim behind that of the ordinary stock of the Company. It bases this claim on the
ground:-

1st. That the Legislature originally required it to build the road on a 5 fect 6 inch
gauge, as a part of the Main Trunk Line, instead of a gauge of 4 feet 81 inches which the
Company contends would have been the one better adapted for connection with the Ameri-
eau lines at either end.

2nd. That when incorporated, the Great Western Railway Company had the right to
anticipate that it would be left in the exclusive possession of the Western Peninsula, but
instead of being so, that the Legislature had chartered the Grand Trunk Railway CompanY,
which bas attracted a portion of the trade the Great Western would otherwise have enjoy-
ed, and that this incorporation of a competing line was a violation of its chartered rights,
and an act by which the promoters, after investing their funds, were deprived of the privi-
legs whioh had been guaranteed to them.

8rd. That the Govrment lan to the Grand Trank Company has beu postponed to
16
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the claims of bond and shareholders, and that if the same consideration should not be
extended to the Great Western Company, it would be a serious injustice which would tend
to the injury of the Provincial credit.

Such are in brief the arguments advanced, as weli in the letter of the Managing
Director, as in the Petition presented by.the Company to Parliament in 1861.

Before offering any observation on these several points, it is necessary to advert to the
actual position of the claim, inasmuch as it is stated in the letter now under review, that
the Company b has paid back in principal and interest, £363,273 sterling, and that the
Government retained in their hands at 31st January, 1868, £100,202 for Mail and Militia
Service, which makes a cash payment to the Government of £463,475 sterling.

The amount actually due on the 31st January, 1868, to the Government for the
capital of its arrears of interest, after crediting the Company with the full amount payable
for Mail and Militia Service is $1,079,418, making, 'with $340,310 of interest on these
arrears, a total of arrears and interest (exclusive pf £557,500 sterling of capital still
unpaid) of $1,419,729 due by the Company to the Government.

It will be more convenient to consider the various objections above stated togefher, as
they rest on somewhat similar grounds, and the undersigued will endeavor, as far as possibU,
to follow these in the order of time to which they relate.

In the letter of the Managing Director, hc complains th'at before it was known that
the Government intended te form a Main Trunk Lino with liovincial assistance, and of a
5 feet 6 inch gauge, that arrangements had been made with the Americar lines, at either
end of the Great Western Railway, to build the latter of a 4 feet 8½ inch pauge, and on
that condition that the Corpanies agreed to subscribe certain ýums to the stock of the
Great Western Company, but that as soon as it was announcel that the lino was to be 5
feet 6 inches, the American Companies withdrew their subscriptions, and that thus
considerable damage was donc to the Great Western Company.

The obvious reply to this complait-even were it well founded in fact-would be
that it was optional to the Great Western Company to accept the Provincial aid or not, on
the conditions on which it was offered, and that if they had thought it more to their
iuterest to do so they could have declined the assistance of the Government, and adopted
whatever gauge they considered most for their interest,

The amount promised by the Government, however, was more than four times the sum
proposed to be subscribed by the American Companies, and apart from this consideration,
the undersigned, from the best information lie has been able to obtain, belicves it to be a
fact that the A ierican Companies did not withdraw their subscriptions, but actually paid
them as originally inteuded, holding their stock until after the Great Western Railway
had been opened, when they sold their shares in London, it is to be presumîed at a profit.

With reference to the subject of the adverse legislation and the pretension that the
Great Western had a right to expect that it would "be left in possession of the entire
Western Peninsula," the undersigned conceives that it is hardly reconeilable with the
exercise by Parliament of its unquestionable duty of providing sucl means as froin time
to time it might think necessary for carrying on the trade of the country.

The legislation of which the Great Western Company now complains, was neither
hasty nor inadvertent.

Every possible opportunity was afforded to all the parties interested, to be heard upon
the merits of the question, and the Great Western Company were fully heard.

The Co:npalay was represented in Parliament by the latd Sir Allan McNab, for many
Years its President, and it was he who, in 1852, moved the Resolution in the Railway Con-
maittee set forth in the Company's Petition in 1861.

The policy embodied in this Resolution was not concurred in by the House, but on
the contrary, after full discussion and enquiry, Parliament declared, in 1862, that the
Great Western Company was not to be left in entire possession of the Western Peninsula,
arnd that that section of the country was to have the advantage of the'further means of
communication which the trade was considered te require.

The undersigned would call special attention to the fact that the Legislation com-
Plained of by the Great Western Company took place in the years 185; and 1853, and
Was decided upon afker full and careful consideration of the objections raised by the Great
Western Company, and which are repeated in their Petition of 1861.

51 17
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It would seem that the Company, with the full knowledge of the policy of the'Legis-
lation now compfained of, applied for and received.the largest portion of the advances
made to it by the Government.

The amounts received by the Company would appear to have been paid on the dates
below, viz:

November....,1852, ................................................. £200,000
A ugust ......... 1854, .................. ............... .. ............. 300,000
December ...... 1854, ............... ..... ............ .... 100,000
M ar ch .......... 1855, .......................................... ,........... 100,000
June ............ 1855, ................................................. 70,000

Total.......................................£770,000

Thus it will be seen that nearly the whole amount was advanced after the passing of
the Charters creating a competing line of Railway in the Western Peninsula, and that the
obligations which the Company undertook towards the Government were se undertaken
with a full knowledge of the fact. The plea 6f adverse Legislation does not therefgre
appear to the undersigned to be founded in jwstice even in the abstract as respects the
original shareholders. And it is to be kept in mind that the proprietary of the Great
Western Company has very much changed since the CQnpany frst had its existence; the
stock has fluctuated from £26 per share to £8 per share, and it is believed that a large
proportion of the existing stock was bought at low rates; and the piesent proprietors
therefore are not in a position to urge that, as regards them, there has been adverse
Legislation, inasmuch as that Legislation was accomplished long before their interest
began.

The Company further contend that they were placed in a worse position by the relief
granted from time to time to the Grand Trunk Company, and especially by the Act passed
in May, 1857, relieving that Company from all paynient of interes>on the Government
Loan until the bondholders had received their full interest and the shareholders six per
cent. on their stock.

In considering this branch of the Company's argument it is necessary to advert
both to the conditions under which the advance of £770,000 sterling was originally made,
and also somewhat in detail to certain negotiations which took place with the Government
for a modification in these conditions. T'he original Loan bound the Company*to pay six
per cent. interest half-yearly, and three per cent. per annum in addition as a sinking fund
for the liquidation of the principal-making a total chargè on its current revenue of nine
per cent. upon £770,000 sterling. When the Great Western Company saw the Legisla-
tion that was passing through Parliament, in regard to the Grand Trunk Company, it
would seem that they were prompted for that reason to seek some concessions in respect of
the terms on which they had obtained their advance ; but it may be fairly presumed from
the correspondence to which the undersigned deems it necessary to draw attention, that
they felt it would be impossible for them to be wholly relieved friom obligations into whieb,
as has been seen, they had voluntarily entered, and which they were fully able to meet, for
it is important to note that at this date the Great Western Company was in a prosperous
state and paying dividends at from six to eight per cent. per annum, on its stock.

In May, September and Octeber, 1857, after. the Royal Assent had been given to the
Grand Trank Railway Company Relief Act, the Great Western Company addressed official
letters te the then Receiver General, making no request to be relieved from the loan but
offering to pay it off in full by gradual payments.

In the letter of the 28th of May, the Company, after stating that they had already
paid £67,856 10t. 7d. currency to the Sinking Fand, to repay the principal, stated as
follows:

" The deduction of this Sinking Fund is objectionable in, the case of a Joint Stock
Company, the partners in which are of necessity conistantly changing, the effect thus being
to make the holders of the present day suifer for the benefit of those who hereafter pur-

ta stock. For this reason it is desired to get rid of the necessity for keeeping up
nking Fund. Te rate of interest payable on the bonds is also beyond that ati
Ais Company is able to raise money on Loan. The bonds issued by the Govern-
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ment practically involve an annual charge upon the earnings of the Company of nine per
cent. per arruiu. The whole of which has regularly been deducted from the revenue,
whilst it is possible to raise the eame amount at flve per cent., thus securing a saving wpon a
large amount of Capital at./our per cent.per annum."

In the letter of the Managing Director, dated 3rd September, 1857, addressed to the
Receiver General, he says;

" Referring to the various interviews I have had with you in reference to the ru , y-
ment of the advance to this Company of £770,000 sterling of Provincial bonds, I now b,-g
te ask for a positive statement of the views of the Government upon the question, b,. au4e
I purpose leaving for England next week, and I am very desirous of being aware of what
can be positively depended upon.

" The view of this Company is that the amount of the bonds, say £770,000 sterling,
should be paid in London to the agents of the Province in four instalments, say lst, of
July, 1858, lst January and 1st July, 1859, and Ist January 1860 ; the amount, already
paid to you on acceount of the Sinking Fund being accepted as part payment of the princi-
pal, and of course no further payments on account of that Fund beingý considercd neces-
sary. The interest upon the principal ccasing as the payments are made."

The Government having acquiesced in these views, the Company replied on the 3rd
October, 1857, as follows:

"I have the hpnor te acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 14th ult., enclosing
a copy of an extract Minute of Council upon the subject of the re-payment of the advance
of £770,000 sterling made to this Conpany by the Province of Canada. I now beg to
acquaint you that the Board of Directors of this Company have passed a resolution ac-
cepting the conditions set forth in the Minute of Council, and giving the necessary instruct-
tiens for their being carried into effect. I was at the same time instructed to express to
you the thanks of the Directors of this Company for the fair and liberal spirit in which
this matter has been entertained by the Government and yourself."

Such was the appeal made to the Governmnt and the arrangement effected with the
Company, after the so called adverse legislation had been passed, and after the advances
made by the Grand Trunk Company had bcen placed by Act of Parliament in te precise
position in which they stand to-day.

The Order in Council passed on the 10th Sept, 1857, accepted the Company's offer
to day of the principal in four equal instalments, as follows :

1st July, 1858. lst July, 1859.
lst January, 1859. 1st January, 1860.

In furtherance of their plans to be relieved of the Sinking Fund, and to borrow money
at a less rate of interest than that which the Goverament Loan bore, the Company intro-
dured a Bill into Parliament early in 1858, the preamble to which is as follows:

" Whereas the Great Western Railway Company have entered into arrangements"W ith
the Government of this Province, for the re-payment of the amount advanced te the Com-
pany, under an Act of the Province of Canada, passed in the twelfth year of Her Majesty's
Reign, intituled, An Act to provide for affording the guarantee of the Province to;the
Bonds of'Railway Companies on certain conditions, and for rendering assistance in the
construction of the Malifax and Quebec Railway ; and whereas, to enable them to raise the
funds required for this purpose, it is necessary that they should have the authority of
ParliauVnt te increase their capital, &c.

This Bill received the Royal Assent on the 16th August, 1858, but previous to that
time, viz., on the lst July 1858, the Company had re paid the lst inlataent of its Loan
which it had undertaken te liquidate on that day.

It would appear that after this date the Company, owing te temporary difficulties,
found itself unable to pay the remaining instalments of the principal, at the dates whieh
they htd fixed, and asking for delay to meet it, the Company, in an official 1atter of 15th
January, 1859, stated as follows :-

" We ask no gift such as has been-given te other Companies of the unpaid balance-of
the Loan, originally made. We intend te pay the interest as it falls due, aiíd we intendtto
re-pay the principal as soon as circumstances will enable us to raise money te do so."

After some further correspondence on the subject of re-paying the principal on the
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days fixed, it would seem that the Govern ment acceded to the Company's request for an
extension of the time.

The circumstances under which the existing claim for arrears ot interest arose, the
subsequent financial position of the Company, as well as its action with reference to the
amounts in arrear, bave now to be noticed.

In the month of February, 1800 the Conpany applied to the Govetnment for three
years' delay from the Tst of July, Î859, to pay the intrest on the debt. The Company in
urging its application made the following statements :-

"That about two and a half years -ngo arrangemients were completed to re-pay the loan,
under which one quarter of tie original aiount hus been paid to the Government in cash,
and that the financial crisis of 1857, followed by two deficient harvests in Canada, placed
it out of the power of the Coin pany to re-pay any further amount until a revival of business
took place. It is the firm betef of the Directors of this Company that the depression of
business from which the whole Rtailway interest of Canada is now suffering is merely tem-
porary, and that if we are blessed with a succession of good harvests, the difficulties which
surround us will gradually disappear. Time therefore, is all that is wanted to enable the
Company to resume, not only the payment of the interest on the balance of the loan, but
also to carry out the arrangement to re-pay the principal. It is the full intention of the
Company to do the last as soon as the cireurnstances of the case will permit of the neces-
sary financial operation."

The application for thrce years extension was granted by Order in Council oF the lst of
March, 1860, but on the condition thu a!ter being credited with the amounts due for postai
service, the Company should pay interest on the alance of the instalments remaining unpaid.

The Directors, in their report of the 20th March, 1860, communicated this arrange-
ment to their shareholders in the following language

" The depressed condition of the Company at the present time caused the Directors
to apply to the Government upon the subject, and they have now the pleasure to inform
the shareholders that the Government have consented not to call upon the Company for
the payment of interest for three years from the Jst July, 1859, before which time it is
hoped that the Company may be enabled to complete the arrangements made in 1857 to
pay off the entire debt, and when this is done a settlement will bc made of the whole
account between the Government and the Company, including the payments in previous
years towards the Sinking Fund."

Since that time the Company has made no payments whatever to the Governmont,
eitiher of principal or interest ; but on the contrary, within a year from the period when
the extension of time to pay the interest is accorded, the petition of 1861, referred to by
the present Managing Director, is-prepared, asking, among other things, that the Govern-
ment would relieve them altogether from the payment of any interestuntil the shareholders
shall have received six per cent. dividend. The motive for this petition, in their aunual
report of that date, is stated to bc :

" It has been announced that the Grand Trunk Company have again made applica-
tion to the Parliament of Canada for further assistance, and this, if- granted without any
corresponding relief to this Company, will tend still further to damage the position of the
Great Western Company.

"The Directors have therefore thought it their duty to prepare a petition to the Leg-
islature of Canada, setting forth the full particulars and history of this Company's position,
praying for:the same relief as has been already concaded to the Grand Trunk CompanY,
and also that adequate payment may be made for carrying the mails."

It is important to notice, in connection with this request, what the Financial positilon
of the Company then was and has since continued to be.

It appears by the semi-annual reports made by the Directors to their shareholders,
that in all l accounts of revenue, the interest due to the GoverRment on their loan 15
deducted before the net amount applicable to a dividend is stated :

Thus in 1860 the first half year of the postponement, the net revenue is stated at
l £82,218 stg.," "from which the following deductions among others have to bc made:"

Interest on Government Loan £17,498-
The net balance available £23,813-is then brouglht down, and is carried to the'credit

of next year's account.
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A similar deduction is made in each of the 16 half years that have elapsed sice that
day, and it would therefore appear that the Directors have retainedfrom the Shareholders
durinq the 17 haf years, the sum of £294,470 stg. which was payable to the Government.

It also appears by these reports that during the same period, the Company had large
sums on hand and lent at interest, and that they were paying off their Bonded debt, and
declining to renew it.

Thus in July 1860 (in subsequent returns stated also tobe partly loaned at interest),
they return a balance in their Banker's hands of.........$446,167.00

31 January, 1861........................................... $467,296.69
31 July, 1861..............................................$534263.34
31 January, 1862.............................,........... $658646.72
31-July, 1862................................... ........ £176,097 17 10 st
31 January, 1863......................,..................864)984.41
31 July, 1863...............................................£179174 4 2 stg.
31 January, 1864.......... ........................ £189,741 il 9
31 July, 1864................................................£162816 13 6
31 January 1865...........................................£ 70,694 12 4
31 July, 1865...............................................£ 67,975 12 à
31 January, 1866...........................................£144366 4 1
31 July, 1866....... ........................ £ 64,495 31 Il
31. January, 1867 ............. 1............ £ 43,364 13 0

SJuly, 1867........... .................... £ 42,116 4 2 s
Next as regards the payment of their Bonded debt during the saine interval when delay
te pay the interest on the G-overnment JLean was accorded.

la the Report of 3lst October, 1860, the Directors state that-
-The six per cent. bonds which fW1 due on the lSth of October last, amouniting te

27,0,Lave been paid off at maturity, and offers to renew the same declined "-and in
1861 they sein to have paid thein by anticipation, the Directers stâting in their, October
report of that. year that £1,400 of bonds due in 1862 have been -paid, and that the Direc-
tors are prepared te, pay at once the balance of £16.200 when applied for, while ini 1861
they further reduced the bon ded debt by ne less than £72,680 sterling.

It thus appears that during the tine when the Goveruient was forbearing te, exact
the interest due, the Company had considerable balances lent at interest composed of the
uioney charged as paid te the Governinent but which was in reality retqined in band ; thlat
it was extinguiahing large amounts of itt Bonded debt ; and frein the 'ý,est ac-cessible infer-
ination, it would further seemn that after deducting every haîf year the £17,498 5s. stg.,
due te the Governinent and interest on ail classes of its Bonds, there lias been paid to the
shareholders an average amenut durin,, the existence of the Conmpany up te 1865 of about
31 per cent. per annuin, on the par value of the shares, and isince that period the average
would appear te bave been upwards of four per cent. per annuin.

Frein the facts stated ini the communication of' the Managing- Director, and by an ci-
amination of the (Jorpany's .Accounts, it would further appear that during the sme inter-
val, net only have the liabilities of' the Cômpany hreen redued, but its capaital bas been
increaeed by the outlay on the.third rail and other works referred to in that letter, to the
extent uof nearly £300,000 sterling, while it would sein to have onîy raised frein its owa.
shareholders about £90,000.

It xnay be fairly doubted whether the work of' connecting by a third rail, the railways
of Michigan at the one end, and these in the state ôf New York at the other, is one for
'Whieh the Legislature would have been disposed to give a vote in aid. The adVtion ut'a
different uniforin Canadian Gauge rested un distinct grounds of policy,_ affecting the carry-
ing. trade and forei. commerce e the country, and . .au hardly be suppsed that the
through unbroken trafpay fron the Western States aeros the Peninsula for distribution 
the State of Ne* York, and for the other tewns ia the Nortliern States onneting with
the New York Central bnailwayd is an objeet which in itself Parliament coul4 with proupriety
have been sked te promote. Indeed would appear frm the statement in the Directors
theselves, that the third rail wa laid down solely and with the tpecial object th promet-
ing this through traffe; for in their report f October, 1864, they use the following argu-
tnent :- It has been clearly demonstrated to the leoard that the future prosperity of the
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Great Western of Canada, under the existing circumstances of surrounding competition, is
inseparable from the promotion of a more expeditious and economical transport of through
traffic than at present exists. There arc several measures in contemplation for accomplish-
ing this object, but the first desideratum is to secure an unbroken gauge, so as to avoid
the delay and expense of handling freight consequent on the double transhipment in its
passage through Canada, by laying an intermediate or third rail, between the Canadian
Railway gauge of five feet six inches, and thus provide the Americanu gauge of four feet
eight and a balf inches, as originally intended when the Great Western of Canada was
designed. The American roads between New York, Boston and Chicago, have shown their
sense of the value of thisfacility, by ofering to cnitril>ute material aid towards the costs of
its construction, which the Company's Engineer estimates to amount to 700,00. The
Board does not hesitate to recommend that this outlay be undertaken, and that the details
be left to their discretion."

It appears to the undersigned that the plea of inability or temporary embarrassment,
which was urged in 1860 as a reason for indulgence, no longer exists. Not only bas the
Company been able punctually to meet its interest every year, on all classes of its engage-
ments,-to diminish its debt and increase its works. but it bas also given a moderate
return on the original Share Capital, (after setting apart evcry ha/ year the amount due to
the Government,) the accounts of the Company shewing that the proprietors have been
paid an aggregate sum of upwards of five millions eight hundred thousand dollars in the
shape of dividends on their stock from the date of the opening of the Railway to the 3lst
July, 1867.

It remains only to consider the objection that the Great Western debt should be
placed on the same footing as that due by the Grand Trunk Company.

It hardly seems necessary to advert to the fact that the circumstances of the two
Companies are wholly different, and that the special reasons whieh induced Parliament to
defer its claim, and justified the postponement of the Provincial lien in the position of the
Grand Trunk, do not exist in the case of the Great Western.

The one is a solvent active Company far more successful and remunerative than the
average of Railway,-the earnings of the other have throughout its career been barely
adequate to its efficient maintenance, to provide for the demands upon it, and yielding a
return but on a very small proporLion of the bonded debt standing in first order of
precedence. The Great Western has never been in arrears to any class of its bonded or
other creditors, and as to its stockholders, (apart from the circumstance of the change in
the proprietory already adverted to,) the important fact is to be borne in mind that the
stock having fluctuated from £26 per share down to £8, (the par value being £20 los.,
and the present price is about £17,) a large quanty of the stock changed bands at figures
greatly below par, and the dividends being on the par value, the percentage to those who
have purchased at a discount is greatly incrcased.

It may be difficult to ascertain exactly how much that dividend would be to the
present shareholders, at the prices they have paid for their stock ; but when in addition to
meeting all other engagements, and after charging the total interest accruing to the
Government, and applying it to the reduction of their debt, and in adding to their road,
and augmenting their capital,-the Company bas yet been able to pay a fair dividend on
the original value of its shares; it is hardly in a position to present such claims for
consideration au wonld justify a Government in releasirg it from its engagements or
granting further concessions.

The undersigned is particularly reluctant to institute any comparison between the
position of the Great Western Company and that of the Grand Trunk Company, or to be
called on to weigh the measure of claim which each Company iay have to public
consideration.

The development of the country and extension of facilities for the conveyance of its
products, is a policy which the Government of Canada promoted, by the encouragement it
extended to Railway and other enterprises. Such encouragement to laudable undertakings
was impartially offered at the outeet, and undoubtedly the claims arising out of the
advances made ought not to be enforced without giving proper consideration to the circum-
stances of the various Companies which obtained them.

To no Company were they intended to be a gift, and if the time or modo of re-iyment
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or the position of the security is to be affected4 it is obvious that this ca be doue on no
uniform rule, but the circumstances of each particular case must influence the Govern.
ment in the course *hich it may recommend Parliament to adopt.

The Managing Director of the Great Western Railway Company having, however,
rested his application mainly on the ground that concessions were 'made to the Grand
Trunk Company; it would under such circumstances be improper entirely to avoid allusion
to the position of the latter Company, and to the reasons which induced Parliament to
interfere.

When the Government postponed its lien on the Grand Trunk Company that institu-
tion'was actually unable to finish its works for want of capital. The work on important
sections was in abeyance, and its other operations were suspended.

The line from St. Marys to London was then incomplete; that from St. Thomas to
Riviére du Loup had only been begun; the Three Rivers and Arthabaska branch had made
no progress; and the works on the Victoria Bridge-the essential 'ink in the whole chain
of communication-were threatened with suspension.

The alternative then lay between the Government itself undertaking the completion of
these works, estimated to cost £2,000,000 sterling, and giving power to the Company itself
to raise the further requisitc capital.

While the Government lien continued to be the first charge, this further capital could
not be obtained. It was doubtful also even when completed, whether all parts of the line
could be kept open for traffic, and very important conditions in view of the precarious
position of the Company were attached to the postponement of the Government lien. la
the first place the Grand Trunk Company was required to raise £2,000,000 sterling, more
capital, and to expend that amount in certain proportions on the incomplete works above
enumerated, and to finish these works within certain periods fixed by the Act.

It was, Secondly, obliged to pay £100,000 sterling out of this loan to two other lines
wholly unconnected with its system.

Thirdly, it was obliged to supply the whole of the lines, including the branches, with
sufficient Plant, Rolling Stock, and appliances to work th6 same effectually. Such was the
state of the Grand Trunk Company when the application for the postponement of the
Government lien was made, and such were the conditions on which (and so long only as
they were fulfilled) fhat lien was postponed.

Had the Great Western Company been in extremis-its works stopped,-.unable to
raise capital to prosecute them.-and the progress of those works been deemed a matter of
public concern,-it wculd have been entitled to have asked and would doubtless have
received the same measure of consideration which was extended to the Grand Trunk Com-
pany ; but it will appear obvious from the facts which have been noticed that the exceptional
reasons which moved the Legislature to the particular course of action, whieh was followed
as respects the Grand Trunk Company, have no foundation in the case or circumstances of
the Great Western Company.

The undersigned therefore submits to His Excellency the conclusions to whicl, after
a dispassionate consideration of the whole case, be has felt it his duty to arrive:

1st. ThaU the conditions on which the Great Western Company obtained its Charter
have been violated in no respect whatever.

2nd. That the complaint of adverse Legislation is in the first place without foundation,
--since no Legislation of a character different to what might have been anticipated, took
place ; in the second place, that before the Great Western Company received its advance
from the Government, the policy on whieh any such legislation was based was perfectly
well understood, even if the legislation itself had not been actually accomplished,-in the
third place, that the Company itself acknowledged in their negotiations for the re-payment
of the debt after 1858, that it had no pretext wbatever for claiming exemption froin payment,
and in the fourth place, that in nô case eau the great body of the present sharcholders, who
have acquired their stock at recent dates, have any ground of complaint.

3rd. That there is nothing in the circumstances of the Company which justify any
recommendation to Parliament to place the claim of the Government on a less secure
footing; nor to authorize the Executive to abstain from exacting payment of what is now
due.

4th. That the circumstances under whieh the Grand Trunk Company obtained cou-
23
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cessions do not exist in the case of the Great Western Company, whose works have long
been complete and in effictent and profitable use.

The Minister of Finance therefore recommends that the Company be informed that
the Government cannot alter the position of its claim, and that the Company bc required
to make good the balance of interest in arrear.

JOHN ROSE,
Minister of Miance.

Ottawa, 24th February, 1868.

GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY,
Hamilton, Ont., 12th March, 1868.

Sît,-On my return to office after a lengthened illness I find a letter which, under
your direction, was addressed to me by Mr. Blackburn on the 4th, and received here on
the 9th ultimo, and which requests me to furnish you with the following returns:

I. A statement of the average dividend the Company has paid on its share capital since
its incorporation, together with a return of each year's dividend.

Il. A statement shewinghow much of the capital stbek is at présent owned by the ori-
ginal shareholders of the Company, together with a list of (xisting and original shareholders.

I have not the means in this country to enable me to furnish you with the holdings
and names of the original and present shareholders of ti Company; but your request has
been forwarded to the London office, where the Share Register is kept, nearly the whole
of the capital being held in Great Britain,. al of the Bemds of the Company being held
there, and 167,815 shares-of the capital stock.

1 The number of shares now held, as per Canadian Register, on this side of the Atlantic,
is 1,885, of which 1,847 are still registered in the naines of original subscribers.

In answer to your request to be furnished with a statement of the average dividend
Jhe Company has paid on its Share Capital, since its inauguration, together with a return
of aci year's dividend, I beg to submit the following

,Rate per annum.
- Year. Half-year ending

31st Jany. 31st July.

Prior to the extension of the |1855......... 6 8

Grand Trunk west of Toronto 5 ....... 8 8 Average 6 per cent. per annum.
1858......... 9 4

I1858. b
( 1859.I..... 3 Nil.

1860 Nil. Nil.
1861 .... 3 Ni].

1 1862......... 3
Subsequent to that extension... j 1863......... 2 Nil. -Average 2 per cent. per annum.

1864 ......... Nil.
1865..,...... 2 2

11866......... 5 511867,.. 3½ 4 J

I have placed the Retura in this form for the reason that the history of the Company
nay be divided into two distinct periods,-theJirst including that during which it enjoyed
the advantages contemplated in its construction, and guaranteed to it on the faith of an
Act of the Canadian Parliament, and the second after those advantages had been with-
drawn by the completion of a rival Railway and its incorporation as a part of the "Main
Trunk Line."

The extension Railway of the Grand Trunk from Toronto to London was opened on
the 27th September, 1858, and its further extension from St. Marys to Sarnia was opened

a Line only partially opened.
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on the 21st November, 1859, thus forming a direct competing line with the Great Western
to all principal points.

Up to that time the Great Western Company was enabled pay the interest upon the
Goverument Loan, and an average dividend of sir per cent. upon its Capital Stock-but
since that period the average dividend paid by the Company, has been at the rate only of
two per cent. per annum.

Siuce I had the honor of addressing you on the 30th January last, wheu I ventured te
point out to you the injury the Great Western had sustained by adverse action on the part
of the Legislature in sanctioning the construction of competing lines, contrary to the just
expectations of its share and bond-holders, based upon the pecuuiary encourage-
ment given to the project by the Government, and likewise upon the declaration of the Gov-
ernment, by Act of Parliament, that the Great Western should form part of the "Main Trunk
Line," an application for a new Railway from some point at or near the Village of Fort Erie,
te some point in the County of Essex, in or near the Town of Sandwich or the Town of
Windsor, has been made te, and granted by, the Legislature of Ontario, the avowed inten-
tien of the parties seeking the Charter being the establishment of a lino of Railway in
direct opposition te the Great Western for through traflic.

The Company strenuously opposed this scheme, p jinting out that for almost its entire
length it was a competing line with existing Railways ; that the Territory south of the
Great Western Railway was utterly inadequate to sustain a Railway of the character pro-
posed, that the accommodation of through traffic was net a sufficient reason for the Canadian
Legislature to Charter new lines of Railway te the inj ury of existing lines ; that the con-
dition of existing Railway investments should not be ignored, and that no scheme should
be sanctioned calculated te injure them, and thus lessen the value of Canadian investments
and securities generally in the English market.

I regret te say that these arguments were without influence in the Legislature; were,
in fact, listened te with impatience when presented before the Railway Committee by
Counsel; but that, on the contrary, acting upon a doctrine that existing Railways ought
net te be heard against the chartering of new lines which would inteifere with their divi-
dends, and that it was no part of the business or duty of Parliament to protect existing in-
terests, the Charter was granted.

The effect of the granting of this Charter by the Legislature of Ontario has already
been felt in the English Stock Exchange, recent advices informing me that it had caused
a considerable decline in the value of the shares of the Company.

I would submit that this action on the part of the Legislature of Ontario affords an
additional reason te those already presented by me, why the Government should accede to
the application for relief made by the Company, and which, in 1857, was readily afforded
te its rival, the Grand Trunk Company.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your very obedient servant,

Hon. John Rose, (Signed,) Ttros. SWINYARD.
Finance Minister, Ottawa.

(Copy.) OTTAWA, 14th March, 1868.
SI,-I am direeted by the Minister of Finance te acknowledge the receipt of your

letter of the 12th inst., and te inform you that the observations contained in it will receive
his best consideration.

Your obedient servant,
(Signed,) W. A. BLAOCMORE,

Secretary.
T. Swinyard, Esq.,

General Manager, Great Western Railway
Co., Hamilton.

GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY,
Hamilton, 19th March, 1868.

SIi,-I have the honor te acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 14th instant,
informing me that my communication of the 3Oth January lat had boen laid before His
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Excellency in Council, and that the Government had not aequiesced in the conclusion at
which I had arrived. At the same time that I received your letter I also received a letter
from the Minister of Finance, dated the 14th instant, acknowledging another communi-
cation of mine of the 12th instant, in which I had furnished him with some information
which he required ; and, as this letter of the 12th instant is not referred to in your letter
to me of the 14th instant, and the Minister of Finance in his letter of the 14th inetant
informs me that my observations in that letter shall receive his best consideration, I
suppose that I may consider that the subject is still open to discussion, and that I may call
the attention of the Government to my letter of the 12th instant, and to the additional
observations which I now have the honor to submit.

In my former letter I called the attention of the Government to the difference of the
osition occupied by the Great Western and the other Railways to which direct assistance

had been afforded by the Government, and I now desire to advert to a similar difference of
position where Government assistance was indirectly afforded.

Under the Municipal Loan Fund Acts various Municipalities borrowed largely from
the Municipal Loan Fun d to assist the Railways that were then in the course of construction.

The Buffalo and Lake luron, the London and Port Stanley, the Cobourg and Peter.
boro', the Port Hope, Beaverton and Lindsay, had their resources all supplemented from
this Fund, and some of them to a very large extent.

The Government of Canada issued their Bonds to the amount authorized by law; but
these Bonds were, both by the terms of the Acts under which they were issued as also by
the very words of the Bonds themselves, expressly charged upon the Municipal Loan Fund
alone, and the general revenue of the Province was not liable for them.

The various municipalities in whose behalf they weze issued were bound to provide
for the payment of their interest, and for a Sinking Fund for the payment of their prin-
cipal. In every instance they have passed by-laws to levy the rates necessary for these
pu-poses, and when they received those Bonds, they lent them to the Railway Companies,
genera!y receiving their Bonds in return, it being no doubt intended that the interest and
paincipal of the one class, should meet the iuterest and principal of the other. In this
expectation the Municipalities were as much disappointed as the Government were in ob-
taining any interest on their Loan from the Grand Trunk, and the consequence was that
as but very few of the Municipalities had levied any rates to meet either the interest or
principal of the Municipal Loan Fund Bonds, the charge of them fell upon the Govern-
ment, which fin-lly assumed their payment and a very reduced rate was affixed by Statute
on the %lunicipalities who had become the borrowers from the Furnd.

Some of the Railways who received aid by these Bonds never paid anything fer them,
while others have only had to pay the diminished rate, and thus all of the Railways be-
fore mentioned have benefited by this Fund, and have never been required to Make any
corresponding return.

Some of these lines have had very littie English Capital expended on them but they
have mostly received similar assistance to the Grand Trunk, and without ever having
paid a farthing of interest in return.

Both the Grand Trunk and the Great Western have been built by English Capital,
and the circumstances set forth in my several communications would seem to lead to the
inevitable conclusion that they should be placed on the same footing by the Government.

The Dominion of CaLada is about to construct the Intercoloriial Railway. The Im-
perial Government bas guaranteed a large sum towards its construction. Without that
guarantee the money could not have been raised except at a very high rate of interest,
and probably with the experience of the Grand Trunk and Great Western as dividend-
paying roads, could not have been raised at all ; and when that loan is about to be placed
on the English market it was not too much for those who, living in Great Britain have
invested so largely in this Canadian Railway, to expect that such a measure of liberality
should be extended to them for the amount remaining due to the Government, as has
been already extended to the Grand Trunk.

This subject is of the greatest importance 'to the Great Western Railway, and I beg
leave in addition to the written statements that I have put in, to ask that this CompanY
may bc hea-d by Counsel before the Privy Couneil before any final determintion
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made, and that a day may be named when the Company may avail themselves of that pri-
vilege, if His Excellency in Council will afford it to them.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) THOS SWINYARD.
Hon. Hector Langevin,

Secretary of State, Ottawa.

The Minister of Finance, to whom the accompanying letter has been referred, has the
Dated 19th March, honor to report to His Excellenkcy the Governor General in Council, that
from Thos. Swin- full consideration bas been given by him to the statements contained in
yard. that letter, as well as those in Mr. Swinyard's communication of the 12th
instant. He fails however, to find in these letters, anjy reasons for modifying the
opinions already expressed by him in hie report to His Excellency of the 24th February
last.

With reference to the application that the Company should be heard before a Com-
mittee of the Honorable the Privy Council, the Minister of Finance is unwilling to debar
the Company from any opportunity of presenting its claim for consideration, and though
he is of opinion that the written communications which have already received Bis Excel-
lency's consideration, contain all the arguments which can affect a decision, lie recommends
that the Company have permission to make any further oral statements they may desire to
offer.

(Signed,) JOHN RoSE,
MAinister of Finance.

Ottawa, 24th March, 1868.

(Copy.) DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE
Ottawa, 24th March.

SIR.-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of th 19th inst.,
applying to be heardbefore a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, and to inform
you that His Excellency has been pleased to comply wiLh your request, and desires that
you should namie an early date on which your observations nay be submitted.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) IECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State of Canada.

T. Swinyard, Esq.,
General Manager, Great Western Railway Company, Ilamilton.

CoPY of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved by Ris
Excellency the Governor General in Council on the 26th March, 1868.

On certain communications from the Great Western Railway Company, requesting a
re-consideration of the Order in Council of 13th inst, on the subject of the debt due by
that Company to the Government.
24th March, The Honorable the Minister of Finance reports that full consideration has becu

1868. given by him to the statements contained in the communication from MIr. Swin-
yard, under date of 19th instant, as well as those in the letter from that gentleman of the
12th instant. That he fails, however, to find in those letters any reasons for modifying
the opinions already expressed by him in his Report to Your Excellency of 24th February
ultime.

That with reference to the application that the Company should be heard before thç
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Committee of the Privy Council, he is, he states, unwilling to debar the Company from
any opportunity of presenting its clainm for consideration ; and though lie is of opinion that
the written communications which have already received Your Excellenoy's consideration
contain all the arguments which can affect a decision, lie recommends that the Company
have permission to make any further oral statements they may desire to offer.

The Committee concur in the above recommendation of the Minister of Finance, and
submit the sane for Your Excellency's approval.

Certified.
W. A. HIMSWORTH,

Asst. Clerk.
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SUPPLEMENTARY RETURN
To an Address of the HOUSE OF COMMONS, dated 23rd March, 1868; For

Copies of all Correspondence between the Government of Canada, or any of

its Members, and the Northern Railway Company, the Great Western Rail-

way Company, and any other Railway Company in the Dominion, with re-

spect to the indebtedness of such Companies to the Government.

By Command.

IIECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
hecretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, 21st April, 1868.

GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY.

( Co~py.)
HAMILToN, CANADA,

(13 enelosutres.) (Written at Ottawa) 17th April, 1868.
SIR,-Referring to the intervicw which the Honorable the Privy Council was pleased

to accord to the representatives of the Great Western Railway Company, on Wednesday
the 8th April instant, in relation to the indebtedness of the Company te the Government,
I now, in accordance with the desire expressed, beg to lay before you, in a printed form,
the case which the Company's Counsel, on its behelf, had the honor and privilege of
presenting.

It being a matter of the greatest importance to the Company-on account of the
arrangements it may have to make, and also on account of the injury sustained in the value
of its Shares and Securities, by what I confidently hope may prove an.undue apprehension
in Great Britain in regard to the intentions o" the Government-I cannot too urgently
request that the decision which the Honorable the Privy Council may have been pleased
or may be pleased to arrive at, may be immediate:y conveyed te me.

In that hope I have again come to Ottawa, so that I may be in instant communication
with the Government.

I have, &c.,
Your obedient servant,

The Honorable John Rose M. P., (Signed,) Tuos.SWENYARD.

Minister of Finance, Ottawa.
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THE CASE OF THE GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY,

The early history of the Great Western iailway is full of difficulty and struggle.
Chartered by the Parliament of Upper Canada in the year 1834, and with various revivals
and amendments afterwards, it made no sufficient progress in public confidence for many
years to warrant its commencement as a practical undertaking. But after the Provinces
of Upper and Lower Canada had been tqnited for some timDe, the attention of the Legisla-
ture was called to the necessity of affording encouragement to railway enterprises, and ac-
cordingly the Act, 12 Vic., Chap. 29, intituled, " An Act to provide for affording the Gua-
rantee of the Province to the Bonds of Railway Companies, &c," was passed, and the first
step taken in the direction of affording Government aid to the construction of Railways.
This Act recited :

" Whereas, at the present day the means of rapid and easy communication by Rail-
way between the chief centres of population and trade in any country and the more re-
mote parts thereof, are become not merely advantageous but essential to its advancement
and prosperity. And whereas, experience has shown that whatever be the case in long
settled, populous and wealthy countries, in those which are new and thinly peopled and in
which capital is scarce, the assistance of Goverament is necessary and inay be safely afford-
ed to the construction of lines of Railway of considerable extent, and that such assistance
is best given by extending to companies engaged in constructing Railways of a certain
length under Charter from and consequently with the approval of the Legislature, the
benefit of the Guarantee of the Government under proper conditions and restrictions for
loans raised by such Companies to enable them to complete their work."

It then proceeded to enact that the Provinces should guarantee, under certain condi-
tions, the interest upon loans to be made by Railway Companies, whose lines should not
be less than 75 miles in length, to the extent of not more than one half the cost of the line.

Encouraged by the terms of this enactment, the promoters of the Great Western
Railway went vigorously to work, both in Great Britain and the United States, to raise
the necessary capLtal, and ensure the completion of the road by the earliest possible day.

Forming the connecting link between the eastera and western parts of the inited
States, attention was naturally directed towards the New York Central and Michigan Cen-
tral Railways, as being thereby greatly interested in the Great Western ; and 80 anxious
were those Companies to promote the undertaking, that they obtained authority from the
respective Legislatures of New York and Michigan to take stock in the Great Western
Company, and individual proprietors in those Roads became largely interested in the
Great Western also. The undertaking now went on prosperously. Assured of the Gov-
ernment guarantee, and of the connection at each end of their line with the United States
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in the year 1851 the Great Western Direction published a prospectus, setting forth these
advantages. and soliciting the subscriptions of the public on the faith of them. This ap-
peal was largely responded to, and everything being in a condition to ensure the success
of the enterprise, the Great Western Company, in the month of January, 1852, entered into
an agreement with the New York Central and Michigan Central Companies to make the
gauge of the Great Western line the same as the gauge of the lines of those Companies,
viz., 4 feet 8 inches.

Up to this time no gauge, se far as the Great Western Railway was concerned, had
been adopted by the Government of Canada, nor had any intimation ever been given to
the Gyreat Western or to the public that any diflerent gauge would be required than that
which had been adopted by the American Companies with which the Great Western had
just entered into an agreement, and on the faith of which they had become so largely inter-
ested in the Great Western, and accordingly all were taken by surprise when the Public
Works Commissioners determined in March, 1852, that the gauge should be 5 feet 6 inches,
and when the Government announced that the Provincial aid would not be given to any
railway which was not of that gauge.

Having relied upon the assistance of Government, it was impossible for the Great
Western Company to succeed in their undertaking without it, and therefore they were
obliged to withdraw from their agreements as te gauge with the American Companies,
although they thereby almost cntirely lost the great support which those Companies and
their wealthy proprietary had promised and would undoubtedly have given them.

Shortly before this period, in the month of August, 1851, the Legislature had passed
an Act for the construction of a Main Trunk Line of Railway through the Province. By
this Act, 14 and 15 Vic., Chap. 74, and by the Proclamation of the Governor in Couneil
issuel under it, this Main Trunk Line was " directed and declared " te be made upon a
line " extending from sorne point on the Eastern frontier of our said Province hereafter to
be determined upon, to some point hereafter te be fixed in the Parish of St. Joseph de la
Point Levi, opposite or nearly to the City of Quebc, running thence in as direct a line as
may be found convenient to the River St. Francis, in or near the Village of Richmond, in
the Township of Shiptori, thence by the St. Lawrence and Atlantic Railroad to the City
of Montreal, or some point on the south shore of the St. Lawrence, opposite or nearly
opposite thereto, and further extending westward from the City of Montreal to the City
of Kingston, or some other point on or near the River St. Lawrence, on Lake Ontario, in
the vicinity of Kingston aforesaid, thence to the City of Toronto, thence to the City of
Hamilton, or some convenient point on the line of the Great Western Railroad, and thence
to the Detroit River, including any part of the said Western Railroad which may be con-
structed from the City of Hamilton to the Niagara River."

It was also further enacted by the same Act " that the guarantee offered by the said
Act and all provisions of the said Act relative te such guarantee, shall be and are hereby
restricted and confined to those Railroads which may form part of the said Main Trunk
Line (in case of any part thereof being constructed by private Companies) and to the St.
Lawrence and Atlantic Railroad, which has already received the said guarantee and forma
part of the Main Trunk Line-the Great Western Railroad, which has been commenced
and partly constructed on the faith of the said guarantee, and forms part of the said Main
Trunk Line, &c."

Under these provisions, and upon the faith that the Great Western, as a part of the
Main Trunk Line, would be protected by the Government and Parliament of Canada from
injurious competition, subscription to the Stock of the Great Western were again solicited
in Great Britain, and with the assistance of the sum of £770,000 stg., advanced by the
Government to the Company in the bonds of the Province under the Guarantee Acts, the
Great Western Rai!way was completed with a gauge of 5 feet 6 inches, the same as the
rest of the Main Trunk Line through the Province; and the Line from Toronto to Hamil-
ton, which became the property of the Great Western Company, was also declared by au
Act passed on 10th November, 1852, to be a part of the Main Trunk Line and entitled to
the Government guarantee.

On 10th November, 1852, the Grand Trunk Railway was incorporated, and its line
freom Montreal to Toronto was declared to be a part of the Main Trunk Line, and the
whole line was thuslaid out from Quebec to Windsor, and the Great Western Compay built
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their line to that point, at an expense of £4,250,000 stg., in the full belief th at their interests
as a part of the Main Trunk Line would be protected, and that the Government guarantee
would not be afforded to any rival line.

Before this period, the Toronto and Guelph Railway had been incorporated, and in
November, 1852, an Act was passed, giving that Company the power to extend their line
to Sarnia, although the Great Western was already chartered for a line there by 8 Vie.,
Chap. 86, and although the Railway Committec of the House of Assembly had reported:

" That in the opinion of this Committee it would be unjust and impolitic to grant a
competing line with the Great Western Railway, such as that asked by the Toronto and
Guelph Company, in the proposed extenpion of their line from Guelph to Sarnia, there
having been no evidence adduced to show the Committee that there would be more business
than one line could do; that the Province having taken interest to the extent of one-half
of the cost of the road now chartered (being upwards of seven hundred and fifty thousand
pounds), that interest, as well as the interest of the individual stockholders, should be
protected. This Committee are of opinion that the extension of the Toronto and Guelph
Railway Company should not be granted."

At this time (1852), the Great Western Company didlnet fear much from the power of
extension given to the Toronto and Guelph Company, as it was not probable that funds could
be raised from private sources to build this competing line ; but in the month of December,
1854, the Grand Trunk Act of 1854 was passed, by the 20th Section of which the Govern-
ment guarantee was extended to the Toronto, Guelph, and Sarnit Line, west of Toronto,
and all the subsequent legislation for the Grand Trunk Railway, viz., the 18 Vic., Chap.
174, 19 and 20 Vie., Chap. 111, and 20 Vic., Chap. 11, was in the same direction, and
facilities were granted by the Giovernmnent and Parliament for Subsidiary lines, such as the
line from St. Mary's to London, as a part of the Grand Trunk, the effect of which must
necessarily have been to injure the Great Western and deprive it of a large portion of the
traffic to which it had every reason to believe it was legitimately entitled by the previous
action of Parliament.

The capital stock and bonds of the Great Western have been almost entirely subscribed
for and held in Engla id. The American Companies and proprietors sold out their stock
when they found, as has been mentioned above, that the objects they had in taking it could
not be accomplished; and the stock held in Canada amounts only to 1,885 shares out of
169,700 shares, of which 1,847 still stand in the names of the original subscribers, the
remaining 167,815 being held in Great Britain.

Prior to the opening of the Western Extension of the Grand Trunk from Toronto,
the dividends of the Great Western to its proprietors average 6î per cent. per annum;
subsequently to that period, and up to the present time, only two per cent per annum.
Those dividends have been as follows

Year.
Rate pe
Half-ye

31st Jany.

1854 ......... *

Prior to the extension of the i1855......... 6
Grand Trunk west of Toronto 4 1856......... 8

1858......... 5
(1859 ......... 3'

1860.. Nil.
1861 ......... 3
11862........ 3

subsequent to that extension... 1863......... 2
1864......... 1
1865 ........ 21866......... 5

* Line oaly putially opeed.

r annum.
ar ending -

31st July.

I ~ Average 6ï per cent. per aunu.

A

Average 2 per cent. per annmat.

J
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Prior to the opening of the Western extension of the Grand Trunk, the Great Wes-
tern had paid back to the Goverument £192,500 stg., or one-fourth part of £770,000 ad.
vanced to them, and all interest up to 1st July, 1859.

The direct advances to Railway Companies by the Government were as follows

Grand Trunk..............................,...............£3,111,500 stg.
Great W estern............ ............. ............. 770,000
Northern.......................... ............... . .... 475,000

No portion of these advances, either as to principal or interest, bas been repaid to the
Government, except by the Great Western, and Legislative sanction has been given to the
non-payment in the case of both the Grand Trunk and the Northern.

In the case of the Grand Trunk, by 20 Vie., Cap. 11, Sec. 4, '' The Province fore.
goes all interest on its claim against the Company, until the earnings and profits of the
Company, including those of the Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad Company, shall be
sufficient to defray the following charges : 1. All expenses of meanaging, working, and
maintaining the works and plant of the Company. 2. The rent of the Atlantic and St.
Lawrence Railway, and all interest on the bonds of the Company, exclusive of those held
by the Province. 3. A dividend of six par cent. on the paid-up share capital of the Com-
pany in each year in which the surplus earnings shall admit of the same ;-And then in
each year in which there shall be a surplus over the above-named charges, such surplus
shall be applied to the payment of the interest on the Province Loau accruing in such
year. The bonds and share capital herein mentioned shall be held to include and consist
of all loans and paid-up capital which the Company have raised, or may hereafter raise,
bonà fide under the authority cf any Act of the Provincial Legislature, passed, or to be
passed, for any purpose authorized by any such Act."

Two subsequent Acts-25 Vie., Chap, 56, and another passed during the present
Session-have r.uthorized the raising of two additional sums of £500,000 sterling each,
which will come under the above provision, before the Government lien.

In the case of the Northern Railway, by the Acts 22 Vie., Chap. 89, and 23 Vic.,
Chap. 105, the interest on the Government loan of £475,000 is postponed until the pay-
ment of the interest of £500,000 1st and 2nd preference bonds, which virtually forms the
capital of the Company, as the road is in the hands of the bondholders, and the share
capital is only nominally kept up.

In the case of other Canadian Railways to which assistance has been given by Muni-
eipalities through the means of the Municipal Loan Fund, viz : The Buffalo and Lake
Huron, the Port Hope, Beaverton and Lindsay, the London and Port Stanley, and the
Cobourg and Peterboro'; the Municipalities have foregone the interest on those bonds,
given in exchange for Municipal Loan Fund Bonds ; as the Government has in part fore-
gone the interest from the Municipalities, and the Parliament has sanctioned, by Consoli-
dated Statutes of Canada, chap. 83, the assumption by the Province of the £3,000,000,
eurrency, of those bonds, although those Municipal Loan Fund Bonds were issued under a
Statute, which, as well as the terms of the bonds themselves, charged the payment of both
principal and interest upon the Municipal Loan Fund, and exempted the general revenue
of the Province.

The Great Western has paid no interest on the Government Loan since July, 1859.
The amount of the half yearly interest bas been charged against revenue in the accounts
of the Company, and amoints, at simple interest, less the amount credited for Postal and
Military services, to $1,077,000.

During the same period, and showing the -effects of the competition of the Grand
Trunk, the shareholders received no dividencd whatever for three years, only 11 for one
year, 1 for one year, 2 for one year, 3 for one year, 4 for one year, 5 for one year, or dur-
'ng the whole period an average of 2 per cent. per annum.

During the same period, the Shareholders paid in, in calls upon stock, $ 1,916,454,
Out of which they paid off $574,266 of their bonds, which matured and could not be re-
newed except on most unfavorable terms, leaving $1,342,198, which has been supplied ou
account of capital expenditures, which were necessary to improve and increase the efi-

ieiency of the Railway, thus :-
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Additional Lands, Works and Bridges.................................. $593,991
ce Line at Toronto and other places........................... 523,831
" Station accommodation... .............. 1-67,736
' Locomotives and cars......................................... 121,831

New Rolling Mili at Hamilton........................ ...... ........... 115,303
Expended for Uniform Through Gauge................................ 649,563
New Car Ferry Boat...................................................... 19 ,235

$2,370,490
Stock of Stores paid for, required for £peration of the line......... 600,000

$2,970,490
Cash received from Shareholders...................... 1,916,464

" paid Bonds, which could not be renewed at
previous rates........................................... 574,266

$1,342,198
Deducted from earnings on account of Government

Loan..................................................... 1,075,000
-- $2,417,198

Balance overdrawn.............................................. ....... $553,292

Several points have been urged, in the Report of the Honorable the Minister of
Finance, in respect to the claims presented by the Great Western Railway Company,
whi-h it may be proper to notice.

1. It is stated to be optional with the Great Western Company to accept or reject the
assistance of the Government, and that had they not considered it for their interest to accept
the loan they would not have done so. It may be remarked in reply to this, that under
the circumstances in which the Great Western Railway was placed, it had, in fact, no such
option. In the efforts made for its construction between the years 1849 and 1852, it had
depended not only upon the Americarr assistance, but also upon pecuniary aid it expected
from the Cahadian Government. By the terms of the first guarantee Act, that of 1849,
as has already been pointed out, the Provincial guarantee, to the extent of one-half the
cost of any railway extending beyond seventy-five miles in length, was authorized to be
given to such railway. In June, 1851, a circular was issued in England, soliciting sub-
scripfions of stock in the Great Western Railway, and in it the fact of this Provincial
assistance was stated, and its advantages strongly urged ; and large subscriptions of stock
were made upon the faith of it. Similar representations were made in the United States
and the American subscriptions were obtained upon the faith of the same Act. In January
of 1852, arrangements were made with American Companies for special advantages for
through traffic and connections. But contrary to expectation, in March, 1852, the De-
partient of Publie Works came to a resolution that no assistance would be granted to
any Company unless it adopted the 5 ft. 6 in. gauge; and this resolution was then, for the
first time, comnnnicated to the Great Western Railway Company, which had secured sub-
scriptions in England and in the United States, and made arrangements with American
Railway Companies on the faith of this Government assistance. Without that assistance,
under these circumstances, the Company could not have gone on, and it wks compelled
therefore to acquiesce in the resolution of the Government, change the gauge previousy
determined upon, and so lose the advantage which its uniformity of gauge with its Amer-
can connections would have secured it. In doing this, however, it relied upon securing.
the advantages of its position as part of " the Main Trunk Line " of Canada ; and in â cir-
enlar issued in England, in August, 1852, these advantages were specially dwelt upon, the
circular adverting, as a favorable feature, to the immediate prospect of'a Trunk line being
cariied through the keart of Canada to Toronto, Kingston, Montreal and Quebec, and

possily through New Brunswick and iVova Scotia to Ralifax, which would form the. cou-
tinuation of the Great Western of Canada, and therefore enhance its value. And in
April, 1858, in the Grand Trunk Prospectus, which was issue in Englaud with the direct
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authority, and under the sanction of Canadian Ministers of the Crown, attention was called
te the fact that " at Toronto the Grand Trunk meets the Great Western Railway, leading
through Hamilton to Detroit, the value of which connection may be judged from the
favorable position in which the Great Western now stands in London, and which forma a
continuation of the main Trunk line for 240 miles, ncw nearly completed. It is submitted
that thîs was an additional and very strong assurance to the English publie that whatever
advantage might be anticipated from the Great Western being the western extension of
the Main Trunk would be secured to it; and that the withdrawal of these advantages by
subsequent legislation, notwithstanding these repeated assurances, constitutes a strong claim
on the part of the Company to the favorable consideration of the Government.

2. It is stated by the Minister of Finance that the American Companies did not, in
fact, withdraw their subscriptions from the Company, but actually paid them as originally
intended, holding their Stock until the road had been opened, when they sold their shares
in London, it is presumed, at a profit. It is submitted that the selling of the Stock in
England, was, in fact, a withdrawal of their investments by the American Companies. The
mere money subscription, however, was a secondary consideration. In consequence of the
Great Western not being made narrow gauge as originally contemplated, the New York
Central Company sold their Great Western stock, but retained their interest in the Buffalo
and Erie Railway, which they hold to this day, thus creating an interest in that line, to the
direct detriment of the Great Western for ail through trafic. The advantages which the
Great Western Railway hoped to obtain by enlisting the investments of the American
Companies, and which, in fact, it would have retained had the arrangements originally
entered into with them been carried out, cannot be measured by a mere money subscription.
Those advantages consisted in the fact, that the Great Western Railway would have be-
come ai once the principal avenue of trade between the Great West and the Atlantic sea-
board, and would by this means have enjoyed an assured and uninterrupted successas a
commercial enterprise from the first. The withdrawal from the arrangements en'tered into
with the American Companies compelled the Great Western Railway, to forf-it those
advantages, the great importance of which has recently caused the Company to ineur a
large additional outlay in laying a Third Rail for the accommodation of Through Traffic,
in the hope of recovering to some exteut the position which it had been compelled to
forfeit.

3. It is urged that the statement by the Great Western Company, that it had a right
to expect that it would be left in possession of the entire Western Peuinsula is hardly
reconcilable with the exercise by Parliament, of its unquestionable duty of providing such
means as froi time to time it might think necessary for carrying oâ the trade of the
country. This Company does not for a moment desire to restriet, even by suggestion, the
exercise by Parliament of its unquestionable duty of providing such means as îrom time to
time it might think necessary for carrying on the trade of the country ; but it submits
that the granting of a charter, e;pecially when aecompanied by a grant from the Public
(hest in aid, implies that the Company chartered shall have the possession of the country
which its road traverses, at least until the necessities of the traffic call for further accom-
modation. It was proved before the Railway Committee that no such necessity existed for
the incorporation of the Toronto and Sarnia R'ailway, and in fact that road could not have
been constructed but fer the influence acquired by its incorporation with the Grand Trunk
Railway. The carrying out in good faith of the arrangements under which the Great
Western Railway adopted the 5 feet 6 inch gauge, and accepted the assistance of the
Canadian Government would, notwithstanding the granting of the Charter for the Sarnia
extension of the Toronto and Guelph Line, have prevented the construction of that Line
for many years. The Great Western Railway Company had certainly the right te antici-
pate that the position assigned to their Railway, as the western link of the Main Trunk
Line, in the several Acts of Parliament between 1849 and 1852, and in the Royal Procla-
mation of His Excellency the Governor General, would have been continued te it, and
would cer ainly not be given to a rival enterprise; and it is in this view that the Company
has venîi;ied to uige that it had a right to expect that it would be left in possession Of

the Western Peninsula.
4. it is stated tiat the Company, with a full knowledge of the Lezislation now con-

pLined of, received the largest portion of the advances made to it. This statement it is
7
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submitted, is scarcely accurate. It is quite truc that the advances were made at various
periods, between 1852 and 1855, and that the Act reviving the Charter of the Toronto
and-Guelph IRailway, and authorizing it to be extended to Sarnia, was passed in thesession
of 1852; but, as before pointed out, the mere granting of the Charter would not have
secured the construction of that Railway, had it not been for its incorporation with the
Grand Trunk Railway, and the extension to a portion of it of Provincial aid. The Act
incorporating the Toronto and Sarnia Lino with the Grand Trunk received the Royal
Assent in December, 1854, and by the 20th sec. of that Act the Provincial guarantee was
extended over the entire Grand Trunk Railway, from Trois Pistoles to Sarnia, thus
ensuring the construction of the entire line. By the Act of 1852, the Provincial guaran.
tee was restricted in so far as the Line west of Montreal was concerned, to that portion
between Montreal and Toronto, and was not to exceed £3,000 sterling per mile, while in
consequence of subsequent legislation whieh tok place after the Great Western had
received the greater portion of its loan, equal in amount to the capital now due to the
Government, that guarantee was increased te an anount equal to £3,387 stg. per mile, for
every single mile of the Grand Trunk Railway between Riviere du Loup and Island Pond
in the east, and Sarnia in the west, including branches; and nioreover it was by the Act
of 1857, two years after the Great Western Railway Company had received the last instal-
ment of Government Bonds, that special encouragement was afforded by the Government
for the completion of the line from St. Mary's to London, which formed no part of the
Trunk Line, was not required in any way for the development of the country, or for the
accommodation of its traffic, but which, tapping the Great Western at London, was an
additional drain upon the traffic of that Company. In confirmation of this point it may be
remarked that by the Actof 1855, 18th Vic , Chap. 174, the additional aid, £900,000stg.,
granted to the Grand Trunk, was so granted on condition that it should be expended
between St. Thomas, below Quebee, and Stratford, above Toronto, and that by the Relief
Act of 1857, by which the Goverument relinquished its claim, and, authorized the Company
to raise additional capital, it was expressly stipulated as a condition that the road to Sarnia
should be completed.

This assistance, granted in 1855, was in direct variance with the terms of the Act of
1854 already cited, which declared that no Provincial bonds should be issued " on account
of expenditures on any Branch Railway to be hereafter constructed, or on account of any
expenditure on any line of Railway now amalgamated, or which may hereafter be amalga-
mated with the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada, excepting those forming the direct Une
from Trois Pistoles to Sarnia."

It will be seen from these facts that the Provincial assistance to this rival line, in
consequence of its incorporation with the Grand Trunk Railway, without which the road, as
admitted in the Report of the Minister of Finance, could not have been built, was not
extended to it until after the Great Western had received the larger portion, and as to the
London and St. Mary's Branch, the whole of the assistance afforded to it by the Govern-
ment.

5. It is stated that great changes have taken place in the Proprietary of the Company,
the Stock having fluctuaied from £26 per share 'to £8 per share, and that therefore the
present Proprietors are not in a position to urge that, as regards them, there has ever been
any adverse legislation. It is quite true that the shares of the Great Western Railway are
very considerably dealt with in England, but these dealings are confined to a verymoderate
proportion of the whole, large amounts being held by parties wh3 make no change, a
considerable proportion being Trust investments. But assuming, for the sake of the
argument, that the facts are precisely as stated by the Minister of J inance, it is submitted
that they do not make out a case against the present request of the Company; but that, on
the contrary, they are rather an additionai reason wby that request should be acceded to.
When the Shares of the Company were quoted it a premium, the full effects of the adverse
legislation of the Canadian Parliament had not been realized ; and the Company was in that
condition of prosperity which, had the terms upon which it accepted the Government Loaa
not been departed from, it must have maintained. And, in so far as origipal Shareholders
who continue Shareholders in the Company are concerned, these changes in the value of
the Shares show how greatly they have suffered from that adverse legislation. It will be
found, when the information aàked, for by the Minister of Finance upon this poiDt
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is received from England, that they constitute, with those who.purchased when Stock was
at a premium, a large proportion of the present proprietors of the Company.

6. It is stated that the Company, after the legislation of 1867, by which the Grand
Trunk Railway was relieved of the payment of the Government Loan until its Bond and
Shareholders were in receipt of six per cent. per annum, entered into correspondence
with the Government with a view to the payment of its debt in four instalments, their
proposition being agreed to and embodied in an Act of Parliament, and that in this corre-
spondence no pretensions was made that the Company was entitled to be relieved from the
debt.

The Correspondence betweeen the Great Western Railway Company and the Govern-
ment in 1857-8, in relation to bhe claim of the Government against the Company, to which
reference is made, took place when the Company was in a prosperous condition, and was,
in addition to the interest due to the Government, paying large dividends to its Share-
holders. From the opening of the Road to the year 1859, the average dividend paid was
6ï per cent. per annum; but from the opening of the ioad until the end of 1857, including
that year, during which the correspondence was commenced, the average dividend was 72
per cent. per annum. Were the Company to-day paying such dividends, there would be
no necessity for its present request, which is simply that until the traffic receipts of the
Rload are suifficient to pay six per cent. vpon the Capital Stock, the Government shall fore-
go any claimfor interest; and it is proper to remark. that no pretension is now made that
the Company is entitled to be relieved from the principal of its debt; all that is asked is,
that the Company shall be placed by the Government, in relation to that debt, in the
same position as other Companies have been placed,-that is, that until the Shareholders
are in the receipt of six per cent. dividends, the Government shall forego the payment of
its interest.

7. It in further stated that by the Semi-Annual R'ports, made by the Directors to their
Shareholders, it appears that in all the accounts of Revenue the interest due to the Gov-
ernment on their Loan is deducted before the net amount applicable to a dividend is stated;
and that while the Company has thus been withholding the interest on its loan from the
Government it has been reducing its Bonded Debt, and bas been expending large sums
in laying a Third Rail, and in the general improvements of its works.

It bas already been shown that the whole amount deducted from the Shareholders in
the manner stated, together with the money received from the Shareholders has been ex-
pend ed in necessary improvements. The objection to a part of this expenditure, (the
amount of $49,563 for an uniform through gauge to connect the Michigan Central and
New Yo1k Central Raillways,) that the Canadian Legislature would have hardly given a
vote in aid of any such purpose, is evidently a misconception of the views of the Legis-
lature.' IBy the 22 Vie., Chap. 116, irrespective of the authority to aid the Detroit and
Milwaukee Railway, it was further enacted as follows :

"AND WHEREAs, the Great Western Railway Company, in order to form connections
with Railways in the United States of America, bas to lay down its Rails out of the Pro-
vince of Canada, and to provide facilities at Stations and otherwise for consolidating its
traffic, therefore the Great Westeru Railway Company shall have full power and authority
to use its funds by way of loan or otherwise in providing proper connection and with pro-
moting its traffi' with Railways in the United States of North Ameiica."

It may a!so be mentioneo, as a further indication of the willingness of Parliament to
afford facilities to Canadian Railways to improve their revenues by their American con-
nections, that the Grand Trunk Bailway Company has been authorized to charge the
rents of the St. Lawrence ind Atlantic and the Detroit and Port Huron Railways, to work-
ing expenses, thus placing those charges in priority to the Government loan and the pre-
ferred bonds of the Company.

The expenditure for the third rail has already been of great advantage. and bas shown
Of what immense benefit it wou!d have been had the Great Western been able to carry out
the agreement as to gauge, made in the inception of the enterprise, with the American
Companies.

It has been equally advantageous to this country, as nay be exemplified by drawing
attention io the extent of the accommodation which could be afforded by the Great Wetern
Company if it had only the lcal traffic to rely upon. ln January and February of 1865,

A. 1868
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wben the through passenger traffie was stopped by the imposition of the United States pass-
port regulation, the Company was only able to rua one passenger train per day each way,
whereas it now runs four passenger trains throughb daily each way, in addition to a
local accommodation train each way. In the freight traffic it will also be obvions, that
with only the local trafic to support the line, the Company could not carry it at such low
rates, nor give the same train accommodation and facilities as it is enabled to do by working
it in combination with the through traffic.

The extent of employment given by the Company should also be considered. With
only half the business now done by the Company it could only employ half the force;
while the amount expended in supplies (nearly the whole of which are purchased in Ca-
nada) is of great importance to the country.

As a further evidence of the willingness of Parliament to encourage American Trafie
over the Western Peninsul> it may be remarked that during the last session of the Legis-
lature of Ontario, that body, in chartering the Erie and Niagara Extension Railway, gave
express authority to lay a Third Rail for the accommodation of Through Traflic, without
which it was confessed by the promoters of the Bill that the charter would be valueless.

The Great Western Company bases its claims to the consideration of the Government
upon the grounds above set forth, which the Company believes to be founded in equity
and justice. Made a part of the Main Trunk Line and receiving the Government aid "in
faith" thereof; compelled by the circumstances in which they were placed to adopt the
Government gauge and thus lose the benefit of a uniformity of gauge with their American
connections; rivalled by a competing line, against which they had considered theinselves
secure, and to which Parliament extended the Government guarantee, although previous
legislation had expressly declared that no such guarantee should be given ; a new Branch
Lin- constructed, which the country did not require, but which served, by tapping their
line at London, to divert a portion of their traffic ; and an amalgamation allowed between
the Grand Trunk and Buffalo and Lake [luron, which could not but be prejudicial to their
interests; the Great Western present a case, which although it ma:' not prove them to
be ii extremis, gives them hardly a less claini than if they were in that condition.

Nearly ail their shareholders resident in England, and the capital for their Railway
all raised there; an expenditure of some five millions sterling thereby made in Canada;
and an average dividend of only two per cent, on the shares during nine years, with an
overdraft now of upwards of a half a million of dollars, irrespective of the interest claimed
by the Government, the Grest Western may be said to be suiliciently in extremis to be en-
titled to equal consideration with the Grand Trunk and Northern Railways. Under these
circumstances the Great Western Company submit three propositions for tbe consideration
of the Government:-

FrIST :-That they should be placed, as to their Shareholders, in the same position as the
Grand Trunk as to their Stock, and the Northern as to their bonds, and that their
Shareholders should be allowed a dividend of six per cent. per annum, before any
payment of interest to the Province; or,

SECONDLY :-That all the payments which they have made on account of either interest or
principal, and the credits they have been allowed for postal or military service, amount-
ing in the whole to £463,475 sterling, should be accepted by the Government on
account of principal, that the Province should waive ail interesc on the loan from
its commencement, and that the Company should pay the balance of the principal,
£306,525, on or before the first day of January next, in full discharge of their Gov-
ernment debt; or,

TiIIRDLY :-That the Government should memorialize Parliament for relief in the premises,
that the Government should assent to the reference of their memorial to a Special
Committee, and allow the report of such committee to receive the consideration of the
liouse.

The Great Western Company hope to receive the assent of the Government to se"
one of these propositions, and they trust that they will commend themiselves to the justice
alike of the Government, the Parliament, and the Country.

The Great Western Company are convinced that it will not be forgotten by the Gov-
&rment, that 4he great facilities which Canada now possesses for Railway communca-
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tion, through the three great Canadian railways, are almost entirely owing to the investment
of English capital; and that Canada has itself contributed, even with the Provincial guar-
antee, but a small portion of the means expended in the work ; and that while the whole
country has prospered in the highest degree during the years that have passed since these
enterprises began, the British shareholders in these Companies, who have contributed so
largely to that prosperity, have never received any adequate return. The absolute surrender
of the whole sum advanced by the Province to these railways would be as nothing in com-
parison with the prosperity which they have helped to induce ; and now that the Govern-
ment of the Dominion is a out to invoke the aid of the English people to a new loan for
the entire completimn of I The Main Trunk Line " to th. Atlantic seaboard, it would be
politic, as well as j ust, that the claims which the Great Western Company have urged upon
the Privy Council should be considered as favorably as the Government and Parliament
have already considered the claims of the Grand Trunk or Northern Railways.

(Copy.) FINANCE DEPARTMENT,
Ottawa, 20th April, 1868.

SI,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 17th instant,
with its accompanying enclosures, embodying the arguments advanced by Mr. Cameron,
before a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Couneil, at its recent sitting.

The pressure of Parliamentary business at this moment will probably cause some short
delay before His Excellency in Couneil can reconsider the question with that care which
its importance requires. I will not, however, fail to apprise you of the determination which
may be arrived at, at the earliest possible date.

Your obedient servant,
(Signed,) JOIN RosE.

Thos. Swinyard, Esq.,
General Manager, Great Western Railway,

Ottawa.
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ESTIMATES
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1868.

CIVIL GOVE RNME 4NT.-( Vide Det. Est., p. 4.) $ e ts. $ ctu.

Lieutenant Governors'of the Provinces ........................................ 30,000 0 0
Additional to late Governors New Brunswick and Nova

Scotia..... ............. . ................................................... su
Governor's Secretary's Office............. -.. . . ... .... 0
Departmont of Privy Council ............................................................... 4
Departrnent of Justice .......... ........................................... ....... 10,073 32
Departmaent of Militia.................................................. 19,750 
Departuient of Secretary of State for Canada--8ecretary...... 0) 0

Socreotary's Office..................................... .11,170 00
R'egistry Brauch....................................... 8,724 17
Indian Branch...........................................,71; 6;
Orduance Lands Braneh ....... ,............................. 4,47960

Department of Secrotary of State for the Provinces.. .. ................ ... 13,070 0
Departuent of Finance-Minister .................................... 5,000 00

Audit Branch ............. ................................ 14,290 0
Accounting Branch..................................1...... 65

- - n8,6241 65
Department of Receiver General................................................... 20,à70 OU
Department of Customs................................................................. 23,000 (x
Department of Inland Revenue....................................... ........ 13,38r 19
Department of Publie Works-Minister........................

General Branc .................................. 2364 6,
Engineering 1 7ranch 0........0 i 94T 00

Departnent .f post Of.i.c 100.............................7 3

Departrücnt of Agriculture, Imigiratioa and Stati tie 18,466 00

c..................... 19 7 0 0

Deartet of Marine d liseries.............................................15,058 07

Total Salaries ....... ................ .......... 1,545 13
Dominion Off0c0, Nova Seotia . 11,500 ou
Dominion Offices, New Brunswick 68 5,723 00
Departuaental Coneingencies.................................. ..................... 187,733 00
Arrears of 1867 ............................................. .. ............ ..... 12,7SO b9

Total Civil (lovern-inent I............................................. 569,289 72

ADMINLISTLA-TION 0F JUSTICE.-( 1,ide Pet.Es, j)

Circuit allowances and contingent expenses, Ontario ........... n'0:,oo 0
Do do Qebec ... 1247 60

Do (0 No a Setia ................... ... 1,050 00

Do do New Brunswick;...................2,000 0
Allowance to, .udgres swearing iu Govornor.General ......... .... j.. .... 50
Secret ad Detecive service....... .... ..... ...... .................... 50,000 o0
Arrears of 1867 .......................... ......... .................... 13,937 00

Total Administration of Justice..........................i........ 13,386.19

RLIVER POLICE,-( Vide Det. .Fat. p. 17.)I

Montread (wheroof, $3,700 chargegble against Hlarbor Co0-0
missioners) ....... ................................ ................ 12,400 60

Quebe n Branch . ............. ...................... .. 1 00

Total River Police .......................................................... .... . . 32,200

Dct rrimifortoard ............... ....... 1

64 a h4.. . . . . 5
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ESTIMATES for the year ending June 30, 1868.-ontiued.,

Breught forward.............. ........

PENITENTIARIES & PRISON INSPECTORS.-( Vide
Det. Est., p. 18).

Penitontiary, Kingston, Salaries......................... .............
Maintenance.............................. .
Building Materials .......................

Criminal Lunatie Asylum, Salaries......................... .........
Maintenancel.................,...
Building Materials ......... .

Penitentiary, Nova Scotia'................................. .............
New Brunswick................................... ......

Prison Inspection .........................................................

Total Penitentiaries and Prison Inspection......

LEGISLATION.-( Vide Det. Est., p. 20.)

Senate, Salaries.................... .................................
Contingenoies .......... ....................... ...

House of Commons, Salaries........................... ...............
Contingencies ...................................

Eleetion Expenses of Members for Nova Scotia.. ........
Printing, Binding and Distributing Statutes...... ....... t
Miscellaneous Printing ................ ... ............. ...... ........
Salary and Contingencies of Clerk of the Crown in Chancery
Grantto Parliamentary Library.....................................
Consolidation of Criminal Laws....................... ...............
Grant to Ottawa and Prescott Railway for Extra Trains

during the Session............ ......................................

Total Legislation.......... ..........................

$ eta. $ ets.
...... .. ... ......... ......... ...... ......

52,977 50
72,958 40

4,625 36
1,3,561 26

6,530 <00
28,535 00
21,120 68

56,185 66
........ ,............ 16,500 00
.... ...... ....... 8,200 00
..................... 10,800 00

..... ............... .....................

33,035 00
35,423 63

--- 68,458 63
85,060 00

115,680 00
200,740 00

. .................. 909 82
20,000 00

2,000 00
............... ..... 3,180 00
..................... 4,000 00
..................... 1,000 00

...... .............. 1,800 00

.............. .... ............. ....

LITERARY AN D SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTIO.NS.-( Vide
Det. Est., p. 25.) I

Observatory, Toronto . ...... ....... .......................................... 4,800 0
Do Quebec .................................................... 2,450 0
Do Kingston (Queen's College) .................................... 500 00
Do Montreal (McGill College)..... .............................. 500 0

Six months' grant in aid of the following Institutions, On-
tario and Quebec:-

Medical School, Toronto .............................. .. 375 . .
Do Kingston..... ................. ................. .375 00
Do Montreal ............ .... .............................................. .00

Medical Faclty, Victoria Collge, Cobourg................. ..... .... o0
Do MeOill College, Montreal ................... .... ......... 375 0

Canadian Institute, Toronto....... ...... .................................... 375 0
Do Ottawa.. .............. .. .................................. 150 0

AthenSum, Ottawa ................................ 1..... .50 .0
Literary and H1istorical Socity, Quebec ................. I. .:..... 375 0

Total Literary and Scientifie Institutions......... ....... ..... ............... 11,550 00>

ARTS. AGRICULTURLE AND STATISTIC$.-( Vida Det.1 .... ..
Egt., p. 25.)

Expenses connected wîth oTganization of Patent Office......... .............. 2,00 00
Registration Deparimant, Niova Seotia ...................... ..................... 5,185 0<>
Registration, Quebec.......-........................................... 650 00

Total Arts, Agriculture and Statisties ... 7....... ..... .......... ,835 0<>

Oarried forseurd .... I .... ....... .... le2388291 22

A. 1868

$ ets.
694,576 85

222,246 92

302,088 45
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ESTIMATES for the year ending June 30, 1868.--ontinued.

$ etu.
Brought forward......... .. ............... ..................... ...

IMMIG RATIONj, QUARANTINE-( Vide Det. Est., p. 26.)

Salaries of Immigration Office ... .......................... ......... 12,500 00
Re, t an-i Contingencies of do ............................... 7,000 00
lelp and Tran>portation of Emigrants...................... 15,000 00

Expenses of Quarantine Establishment, Grosse Isle...... ... 16,000 00
Salaries of Inepecting Officers, Quebec ,... ................ .... 2,500 00

Quarantine Expenses, Halifax .................. ....................
Do St. John .................. ........ ...........

Total Immigration and Quarantine .................................

IOSPITALS AND CHARITIES.-( Vide Det. Est. p. 27.)

Salaries of Marine and Emigrant Hospital, Quebec.............. 6,000 00
Expenses of Maintenance .............................................. 15,958 00

Salaries and Maintenance, St. John ................ ;....... ..... 4,878 00
Do St.Andrew's and other Ports, N.B. 2,490 00

UJnforoseon Expenses, New Brunswick ......................... .. 1,632 00

Maintenance of Sick aud Disabled Seamen sent to the Gen-,
eral Hospital, Nova Scotia ... .................................. ............

Shipwrecked and Distressed Seamen, Quebec................ .600 0
Do do (including Superinten-

denee), Nova Senotia .................. ...... ... 700 00
Shipwrecked and Disabled Seamen, New Brunswick .......... 200 00

Humane Establishmont, Sable Island................................ 8,000 00
Do Seal Island................................ 120 00

Arrears of 1867 ...... .... . ..... ....................... .................. .........
Six months' Grant in Aid of the following Institutions,

Ontario and Quebee :
Toronto Hospital...........................Toronto...

Do for County Patients... ............. do ...
T oronto House of Industry..................... do ....
Protestant Orphans' Home ami Female aid Society do ... 1
Magdalen Asylum ........................................ do ...
Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum ................ do..................t
Lying-in Hospital ...... ..... ...... ............ do ...
G irls' Home and Public Nursery........................ do ...
House of Providence ........... .......................... do ....
Hospice de la Maternité ................................... Quebec ...
Charitable Ladies' Association of R. C. Orphan

Asylum ............. .......................... do ...
Asylum of the Good Shepherd........................... do ...
Managers of the Protestant Female Orphan Asylum de ..
Pinlay Asylum ............................................... do ...
Male Orphan Asylum....................................... do ...
St. Bridget'a Asylum..................................... do ...
Ladies' Protestant Home.................................. do ...
Canada Military Asylum for Widows and Orphans do ... ........... ..... ...
Indigent Sick ....................................... ...... Montreal...
General Hospital des Scours de la Charité ......... do ............
Corporation of General Hospital........................ do ... '... .................
St. Patrick's Hospital .................................. do ....................
Soeurs de la Providence .... ...... .... ................. do ......... ............
Bonaventure Street Asylum.................... do ... ........ ...........
Nazareth Asylum for the Blind and for destitute

chil tren ......................................... ........ de ... .
St. Patriek's R. O. Orphan Asylum .. ........ do ... ....................
Protestant Ophan Asylum ................... ... . do ... ......... .........

Carriedforwoard........................ .............
*3

A. 1868

$ , ts.

60,000 00

9,000 00

5,000 00

1,500 00

8,120 00

45.578 00
2,022 37

3,200 00
2,400 00
1,200 00

320 00
240 00
120 00
240 00
160 90
160 00
240 00

240 DO
320 00
160 0
160 00
160 00
160 00
160 00

80 00
1,600 00

400 00
2,000 00

800 00
560 00
215 00

215 00
320 00
320 00

68,950 si r1,298,297 22

31 Victoria.
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ESTIMATES for the year ending June 30, 1868.-Continued.

..... $ cils.. $ cts.
Broghtforward................................ 63,950 37

HOSPITALS & CHARITIES.-Continued.

Ilouse of Refuge ................. . ...................... M ontreal.. ..................... 210 0n
Ladies' Benevolent Society for Widows and Orphans do .... ...... .......... 160 00
University Lying-in Hospital ..................... ........ do ... ..................... 240 00
Lying-in Hospital under care of Sours de la Misé-

ricorde ..................................................... . do ... .................. 240 00
Dea f antd Dumb Asylum ,...... .................... ..... do ... ............. ... 1,500 00
lom.an Catholic Orphan Asylum..................... do ... .... ............. . 160 00

N agdalen Asylum, Ladies of Bon Pasteur.......... do ... .................... 160 00
Montreal Dispensary................. ................ do ... 160 00
Montreal Iowne and School of Industry ................. do ... 160 00
St. Vincent de Paul Asylum............................ do ... ............... 215 0
Kingston General Hospital.................. .......... Kingston ... 2400 0
House cf Industry and Refuge for Indigent Sick... do ... 1200
Hôtel Dieu Hospital............................do...............d 400 0
Orphans' Home ........ ......................... o ..................... :M20 00
Deaf and Dumb Institution for Upper Canada .... Hamilton..
Hamilton Hospital ......................................... <0 ...
Orphan Asylum and Ladies Benevolent Society .... d0 ...
Itoman Catholio Asylum .... ........... ..................... 200
London Hospital.............................L...u........ ........
Protestant Hospital .....................-......... Oaw............. 00
Roman Catholie ospital ....................... o ........ ......... 00
St. Hyacinthe Hospital.............. .... St yact..................... 2.400 00)
Gener Hospital, Distriet Richelieu...............Sorel..................... 120 Ou
Indigent Sik................................. .Thre iver.................... 1120 00

o.............. ..................... Quebe...................... 2,400 00

Total Hospitalsand Charities..... ....................................

MILITIA AND CUNBOATS.-( Vide D.. .t.. ... 30.)

Departmental Salaries............................ ..................... û10 00
Contingent and Incidenta Expnes................. ..................... 38000 00
Compensation for Accidenta at dril..................... ......... ......... . 2000 0
.Ammun it;on.. ................................ ...................... 17,5060 00

Targets H as........... ............................ or .. .................... 16,000 00
Drig Shed nd Rifle range........... ...................... ..................... 100,000 0
Improved Fire Arma.................... .......... ........... .................... 4 ,000 00
MiTitry Shool Hos n C t.............i.. ............. .................... 100,000 0
tIibli A Armouries and are of Arm ... . .............................. ... 35,000 o

Clothing .......... . ............................... ......... . .................. . 60,000 00
Clothing allowancen ............. ................................................. .2,500 0
Brigade sinj ors ................ tdi...................................... .... 18,000
Dril I sfructo ........ ........................ ........................... ................. .40,000 0
Efficient Volunteer Corps .............................. ..... ..................... 0 00
Annual Drill Pay if.. r e............................................... . 213,000 00
Generaservices ofMiitia................................................ 20:000 00
M ilitia r c s....... ........... .. ............ .................... .. ........

Do Bew Brunswick ...................... ................... 80,000 0

10,940 00

Pay of Volunteers for Dominion Day'Review.......... . ..................... 18,000 0
To cover the payment for Stores furnished by the Imperial

Government before the lt July, 1867 ....................... .............. 00.
To pay for Barrack fitments made by the Royal Engineer. .................. 1.0,00
Fer Barrack accommodation, ineluding Rents, Insurance and

fitments, made by the Dominien.................... ........ 80,000 0
For 3,000,000 rounds of Ball Ammunition for the new Snider

Enfields ..... ................. ,.......................................... 72,000 0

... . ................ 1,430,940 00Broughtfortoard ........................ ............ -1,39400 17,72

A. 1863,

$ cts.
1,298,297 22

81,485 37
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ESTIMATES for the year ending June 30, 1868.-Continued.

$ et.. $ et.. $ ets.
Brought forward ...... ............. . 1,430,940 00 1,379,782 69

MILITIA AND GUNBOATS.-Continued.

MISCELLANEOUs.-ContinuCd.

Completiig Military Survoy of late Province of Canada'.... ....... ,........... 2,607 00
Arrears of 1867.................... ......................................... ..................... 23,314 36

1,456,861 36
G UNDOATS.

Gunboat service.......................,.............................. 25,000 00

Total, Militia and Gunboats ................... ...................... 1,481,861 36

PENSIONS.

PENsIns, ONTA RIO AND QuEBE .- ( Vide Det. Eât., p. 33.)

Sami. Waller, late Clerk H. of Assembly ............................................ 400 00
1. Gagné, Messenger, do ......................... .................... 72 00
John Bright, do do .......................... ......... .......... 80 on
Mrs. Antrobus ......... ............ ............................. .................... 800 00
]P. Bouchard, for wounds received .................................... ..................... 100 00

NEW MILIrIA PgNSroNS.

Mrs. Caroline McEachera and 5 children ....... ....... 319.00
Jane Lakey, ............................................ 146 0
Rhoda Smith .................................................... 110 0
Janet Alderson ........................................... ................. 110 0I
Mary McKenzie.......................................................... 80 0
Mary A. Richey and 3 children............................................ 192 00
Mary Morrison ... .... ........ ....................................................... 80 0
Louise Prudhomme and 2 ebildren ...................................................... 130 0t)
Virginie Charron and 4 children...................................................... 37 50
Paul M. Robins .............................................................................. 146 0
Chs. Thos. Bell . ............................................................................ .. 73 00
A. M. Oliphant............ . .. . ........... ............. .....................
Charles Lugden............ ................................ ........................... 91 24
John W hite...,, ............................................................ ........... ... . 109 50
Thos. Char ters ..................... ...................................... 9 24
Samuel McCrag ............................................................................... 1 24
Chas. Thos. Robertson.. ................................................. 110 0
Percy iGore Routh .......... ............................................................. 400 0
Richard Launders King ...... ............................................................ 400 0
Geo. Allen McKenzie ..... ................................................................ 73 00
Edwin Hilder ........... .......... ...................................................... 14 00
Fergus Scholfield....., ................ 7 0
John Bradley.. ............... ............................................ ........ .109 50
R ichd. Pentecost..............................................91 24
John Cole ................. ............................................. 109 50
Geo. Prentice........... ................................................ 400 0
George Elliott .............. ...... ...................................................... 73 0
James Bryan .............................................................................. 109 50
Jacob Stubbs ............................................................ 73 0
Mary 1. Connor......................... .......... .... .. 0
Mary Hlodgins and 3 ohildren ................ .. ..... 191 0
John Martin ........... ................................................. 110 00
G ratuities .......-.......... ..... 500 0
Additional elaims for pensions and gratuities now before

Government .............. ...................................................... 8,500 0

Carriedfu rd........ ...... 14,965 22 2,861, 95

.................. ............... 00
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ESTIMATES for the year ending June 30, 1868.-Continued.

$ ets. $ ets. $ Cts.
Broughtforward..........,. ... ......... ..................... 14,965 22 2,861,643 95

PENSIONS.--Contnued.

PENSIONs, Nzw BRUNswICK.

M ilitary pensions........................................................... ..................... 700 00

COMPENSATION TO PUNSIONERs IN LIEU OF LAND ................................. 9,450 00

Total, Pensions ,................ ............ .................... ,........... 25,115 22

PUBLIC WORKS.-(Yide Dei. Est., p. 40.)

RAILWAYS.

Towards construction of Railway between Halifax, Truro
and Windsor, and between Truro and Pictou............... .................... .280,500 0

Construction of Railway between Halifax and Pictou.................. ..... 200.000 00
Construction of Railway between Windsor and Annapolis ... ..................... 300,00 0(0
Construction European and N. A. Railway........................ ... 31,750 00
To meet Stock in Western Extension........ .. .................... ... 180,000 00
To meet subsidy to do ......... ............. ..................... 150,000 00
To meet subsidies, other lines, N. B. (27 Vie. o. 3.).............. ...... .............. 141,000 00
Towards location of Intereolonial Railway .................. 50,000 00

CANALs.

St. Peter's Canal, Nova Scotia.................................. 44,805 31
W elland Canal ..................... .............................. ......... 10,000 00
Cornwall Canal ............... ,........................................... 5,0() ou
Carillon and Grenville Canal.......................................... 22,500 00
Rideau Canal ....... .................................... 10,000 00
Newcastle District and River Trent..................................3,000 00

Harbours, Lake Huron.................................................8,000 00
Pier, Digby..................... ........................ 3,000 00

11,000 00
SLIDIC8 AND Booms ................ ........ ... .............. ....... .... ...... 10,000 O0

PUnuîc BUILDINGS.

Parliament and Departental Buildings, Ottawa......... ................. 100,000 O
Rideau Hail, including purchase of property* aud f urni-

tur............................................................122,000 
Montrea Post Office...................................................... 4,000 O
Custoza Rouge, Quebe......................................... ........34,000 

LIGUT-HOUSEs.

Point St. Laurent ....................................... .. , ..
Georgian Bay ........ t ul ta................................... 31000 O0
Nine.Mile Point, Kington. .................................. 600 1
Towarda construction of Beacon Light. . . arbour St . ohn... 5,000 O0
Construction of temporary do ... 3,500 O.

]ROÂDS AN» BRIDaics. - 23,600 00

TmiscouataRoad .......... .............................. .. 00 00
Matapedia d Ristigocheo.ad.................................... 15,000 O0

,16,000 00
AREITRATIONS AN» WAU-A S. .,...70,000 

RiTSm AN» R.PAI .o. Pu..i. B.u.x.s.................... ............ 91,000

Carriedforwpard ................ 1,879,655 31 2,886,759 17
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ESTIMATES for the year ending June 80, 1868.- ontin d.

$ ts. $ ots. $ ets.
Brought forward........... .......... ......... 1,879,655 31 2,886,759 17

PUBLIC WORKS-Continued.
MISCELLANEOUS.

For purchase of land for construction of Hospital and Qua-
rantine Station at Halifax ......................................... 10,000 00

Surveys and Inspections...... . ......... ............................. .............. 7,000 00
Miscellaneous charges in respect of Public Works not other-

wise provided for.................................................... ....... ............ 10,000 00
Arrears of 1867 ................................... ..................... 6,720 75

Total Public W orks................. ................... ........ ,............ .................... 1,913,376 06

L1GHT IOUSES AND :COAST SERVICE.-( Vide Del.
Est., p. 37.)

Trinity House, Quebec............................................ ..................... 46,739 0
Trinity Hfouse, Montreal .................... ........ ..................... 26,000 0
Maintenance of Light flouses above Montreal..... ............... 43,000 0
Guides to Travellers on Kempt Road.................................................. 400 0
Maintenance of Light Houses, Nova Scotia........................50,000 0I
Buoys, Beacons and Signal Stations.......... ............... 2,200 0

Maintenance of Light Houses, New Brunswick.....................17,000 0f
Buoys, Beacons and Signal Stations do .................... .60000

Arrears of 1867................................... .. ................... 3,562 55

TotalLigt li.uses and Co.st Servi.e.... . 192,501 55

OCE9AN AND RIVER -STEAM SERVICE.-( Vide Det.
E. .t., P. 35.).............

Tu,- Service between Montroal and Kingston............................... 12,100 00
Maintenance and Repaira of Dominion Steamers, Quebec. 75,00..

Do do Nova Scotia 26,000 00
0 101,000 0

Subsidies ta, Steamers between Prince Edward Island and
Port od......................................................... 1,600 0

Subsidies to Steamers between Windsor, St. John, D ghy and
Annapolis 6............. ........................................... 4,000 60

Subsidies to Steamers between H alifax and Newfoundland... ...................... 1,5 0 10
Do do Tictou and Magdalen Isaandn .................. 400 0
Do do New Brunswick and Prince

Edward Island ............................. ...................... .1,000'0
Subsidies to Steamers between Qebec and Maritime Pro-

vinces ... ....... ............. ................................................. 15,000 0

Total Ocean and River Service............... ............................. 136,600 0

FISIERIES.-( Vide Det. Est.,.p. 43.)I
Empeuses of Schooner La Ccnadîcnne ....................... .............. ...... 7,755 00
Salaries d Expenses of Oversee , Ontario ............................... 6,000 0

Do do Qubec ............. ........ ..................... 6,000 0
Building Fishways, and formation of Oyster B-d............................ ],000 0

vFine remitted by . C., February 29 ......... ......................................... 40 0
Salaries and Expenses of Overseers, Nova Stia ................................... 5,000 0

Do do New Brunswick .. ............................ 5,000 00
Fishery Bounties for 1867 ,.........................................................7,002 50
Indemnity to Fishermen who have acted under faith in

existing laws .............................................. ...........
Arrears of 1867............................ .................... ,. ................. 5,466 37

Total Fisherie ...... ..................................... ...............

INDEMNITIES UNDER SEIGNIORIAL ACTS.-( Vide
.Det. E gt., p. 44,)

Expenses of Seigniorial Commission............................... .............
Amount due to June 30, 1867, including the Indemnities for

the year endîng Dec. 31, 1867 ...................... ...a .......... 140,121 63

Total Seigniorial ......... ....................... ................ .... ........ 144,U48 47

carried forocsr,..................... ................. .... 14 1
7
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ESTIMATES for the year ended 3Oth June, 1868,-Concluded.

$ cts.. $ ets. $ cts.
Brought forward ....................... .................. .................... 5,322,149 12

INDIANS.-( Vide Det. Est., p. 45.)

New Indian Annuities, Ontario ........................................... 4,400 00
Annual grant to Indians, Quebe ................................... ........ .400 00
For blankets to Indians, do ........................ 0........... . . ............ .00.
Indians, Nova Scotia .................. ,............ ..................... .0. ............. 0.

Do New Brunswick................................................................. 0

Total Indiana ...... ................................................ 8,400 .0

CULLING TIMBER.- Vide Del. Bit., p. 42.)

Salaries aid Expenses of Supervisoi's office, and fées ofi
4ullers ,0 . 70,500 O

RAILWAY AND STEAMBOAT INSPECTION.-(Vid.
Bet. Eet., p. 43.)

40,50 00

Railway Thspeetion .................................................. 3500
Steataboat Inspection, Ontario and Quebea .................... ,00C

Do Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.. 1,000 000
8,00 00

Arrears of 1867 .................................... ............ ................. 592 00

Total Railway ana Steamboat Inspection............. ....... .............. 12,142 00

MISCELLANEOUS.-( Vide Det. Est., p. 4.)

Gratuities grant l to wdows of Civil Servants to March s .............. 2,207 3

u llém ers ... n.... .................................... .................. ................... '. 00 ..... 0..... 05 0 0

To0 pay lessees of Erie and Ontario Railroad for damage to
track durinig Fonian raid, 1866 ................... ......... ... ................ 2,800 00

Indemanity to Hl. flurley for property burned by Fenians
in 1866......... ....... .................................. ........... ......... 200 00

Clijin for compeinsation for damages by Fenianâ befure
Govrnent , .......................... .... . 7.. 0: . ... 72 86

Miscellaneos Printing Scotia.and.w B . . 5,000 0
Advertîsin9g and mUbSCription te Canada Gaette. 8,000 00
Posta es for 1 . . . ... .... ...... .... ................. 1,200 00
Shipping Mastcr's Office, Quebec ............... 1,200 00
Arrears of 1867 .......... at...nd . team Inspetio.... 9,035 23I 50,368 42
COLLECTION 0F REVENUES.-( Vide Det. Est., .48.)

Cus'toms ........................................... 1:.............. 520,016 00
Do Arrears of 1867 ..................... ......... 41,622 21

Uhland Revenue s.............................................. . 114,434 74
t Office .pay l e of E 735,000 a0no

Do Arrears of 1867 ....................................................... 35,391 6
Publi Works ............ 0,742 40
Minor Revenues j 20,000 00

Total Collection of Revenue.. ...................... .................... 2,191,206 50

G r otal .... ..... .................... . ................... ... ,680,76 04

Postgesfordo ........ .... ... ................ 12 0 0
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ESTIMATES
FOR THE YEAR ENDING 30TII JUNE, 1869.

CIVIL GOVERNMENT.-- Vide Det. Est., p. 3.) S ts.t.

1 Lieutenant Governor of Ontario............. ................... 8,000 00
Do Quebec. .... ................. 8,000 00
Do Nova Scotia........................ . 7,000 00
Do New Brunswick........ 7,000 00

Total Lieutenant Governors..................................30,000 00

2 Total Salaries aud Contingencies of the Departnents of
Civil Government, tobe distributed under the provisions3
of the Civil Service and Contingencies Acts................ .......

3 Total Salaries and Contingencies of the Local Branches
of the several Departments of Civil Government at'
Halifax and St. John. to be distributed under the pro-!
visions of the Civil Service and Contingencies Acts................... 22,700 00

Total Civil Government ........ ................... 602,700 0

ADMINISTREATION OF JUSTICE.-( lide et. Est.,p. 4.)

4 To enable additions to be made to the Salaries of certain
Judges in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, for th'c
year 1868-9 ........... ..... ...... ... ... ................. ........ 8,000 00

5 Circuit allowances and contingent expenses, Ontari...................... î13ooo060
6 Do du Quebec......................... 12,000 0
7 Do do Nova Scotia..................... 1,600 0
8 Do do New Brunswick .000 on
9 Secret and Dotective Service...... ......... ........................................ 710 00

10 Fron tier and..other Police ........................... 0..............
Il Harbour, River and Go-ernment Police, Quebec and

Montreal ............................ .................................. 30,000 0
12 Miscellaneous Charges of Justice ............................... 0,000 0

Total Administration of Justice............................. ..................... 176,600 01

PENITENTIA IES.-( Vidc D$t. e..7.)

13 Penitentiary, Salaries,....................... 32,9_'7 -a0
Maintenance .... _.......... ......... ........ 74,448 40
Buildings-...............................,,045 65

14 General Lunatie Asylum, Salaries...................... ' 00 ,~~

Maintenance............. ..... 2 0 0

Buildings....... ............... 17,SS 68
50,86t 68

15 Penitentiary, Nova Sootia ................ 1................................... 20,01o 00
Do New Brunswick..... ..................... ............... 3,000 (0

16 Direuturs of Peniteutiaries ................................ ................. 8,400 00

Total PenitentiarieE .................................................. 245,733 23

LEGIBLATION.-( Vide I),t. J%. .S.)
17 Senate, Salaries and Contingencies ......... ............... 6,533 63

............. ,0 00 0

18 Uouee of Comnions, Salaries aud Co itece....................... .20,490 00

S0 1,025,0 23
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ESTIMATES for the year ending 8Oth June, 1869.-Cntinued.

$ ets. $ ets.

Brouight foricard..............,............... .............. 269,023 63

LE GISLATION.-Continued.

19 Printing and binding Statutes.................... ..... ............... 20,600 00
20 Salary and Contingencies of Clerk of Crown in Chancery ... ............ 2,120 (10
21 Grant to Parliamentary Library... ................... 6,000 0

22 Miscellaneous printing.................................... ............. 2,000 00

Total Logislation................................................ .......... . .... .... ...............

SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTIONS.-( Vide Pet. Est., p. 9.)

23 Observatory, Quebec.. ........................................ ..................... ,450 0

24 Do Toronto ................ 4,800 0

25 Do Kingston................ 500 00

26 Do Montreal ............. ............. ...... 500 00

27 Observatories, Halifax and St. John .......................... ......... .... ..... 0

Total Scientific Institutions........................................

ARTS, AGRICULTURE AND STATISTICS.-( Vide Det.i

Est., p. 9,)

28 Expenses in connection with preparation for the Census ............... .... 4,000 0

29 Sir W. E. Logan, to refund to hii price of Geological

Collection sold at Paris ......................................... ............... ..... 0

30 Expenses of collecting Statisties of Births, Marriages

and Deaths........................................................... 2,500 0

Total Arts, Agriculture & Statistics................. ...... ................. . ...

IMMIGRATION AND QUARANTINE.-( Vide Det. Est.,

Salaries of Immigration Office.. ....... 6,250 00

Rent and Contingencies........... ,o500 00

Aid to Emigrants.. ........... 5,000 00

31 - 14,750 00

Quarantine Establishment, Grosse Islo........................ 11,825 00

Salaries of Inspecting Physicians, Qnebee.................... 2,000 00

Gratuity of one year's salary to Dr. Von Iffland........... 1,230 00

32 _ _1 15,055 00
33 Expenses of Quarantine, Halifax and St. John ............ ...... .............. 7,000 00

Total Immigration and Quarantine ................... .. ...... ........

MILITIA AND GUNBOATS.-( Vide Det. Est., p. 10)

34 Salaries of Military Branch and Distriet Staff ............... 54,00 0

35 Do Brigade Majors. .... ................ ...... ,............. 25,000 0

36 Do Drill Instructors.................... . ., .... ......... .... 5(,0o0 0

37 Military Schools..... ........... ............. .. ................... 120,000 o

38 Ammunition............................... ........ .........
39 Clothing (annual rate) ............................................. .........
40 Military Stores (annual rate) ...................................
41 Publie Armouries and care of arms.......... .......... .........
42 Drill pay and Camp purposes, and other incidental ex-

penses connected with drill and training of Militia...... .......
43 Taking the enrolment, ballot and other unforeseen ex-

penses of the Regalar Militia........................ .........
44 Contingencies and general service not otherwise provided

for, including assistance to Rifle Associations................
45 Barrack accommodation, rents, .c.................... ......
46 Military Burvey........ .................. . . .

Carried forward .................................

$ ets.
1,025,033 23

299,143 63

9,750 00

7,000 00

36,805 00

50,000 00
75,000 00
55,000 00
50,000 00

327,000 00

65,000 0

53,000 00
80.000 00
2,607 00

1,006,607 00 1 1,377,731 86

31 Victoria.
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ESTIMATES for the year ending 3th June, 1869.-CO'ninued.

$ ets. 1  $ cts. ets.
Brought forward................................ ......... 1,006,607 00 1,371,731 sa

MILITIA AND GUNBOATS.-Continued.

47 Targets..........................,........................ ............................... 10,000 00
48 Gunboats .............. ........................................ ,..... 25,000 0D0

Total Militia and Gunboats............................. ..................... 1,041,607 o

PENSIONS.-( Vide Det. Est., p. H.)

Saml. Waller, late Clerk, Hlouse of Assernbly ............... 400 0O
L. Gagné, Messenger, louse of Assembly.................... 72 Ù0
John Bright, Messenger, H ouse of Assembly ..... ...... 80 00
M rs. Antrobus....................... ...... ...... .... .0 00
P. Bouchard, for wounds recnived. . ................. .... 100. 0 0

49 Total Old Pensions, to be distributed as abov... ....... . ...........

New Mfilitia Pensions.

Caroline McEachern and five children ...................... 319 00
Jane Lakey................................................ ....... 140 00

E hod a Smith . ........... .. . .......... ............... 10 00
Janet AI lerson .................................................. 110 (lu
Ma»rv MeKenzie.............................................. 80 00.
Mary A. R I.hey and three children........ ......... .......... 192 00
Mary Mor rison ..................................... .... 80 00
Louise 'rudhomme and two children...................... î13 00
Virginie Charron and four children ............................. '7 50
Paul M. Rdbins ................................................... 14C 00
Ch@. Thos. Bell............................................. . . .. 73 Go
A. M . Oliphant.......................... ......................... 109 50
Charles Lugden ....................................... .... ......... 91 24t
John W hite.......................................................... 109 50
Thos. Charters . ....................................................... 9 1 2t
Ta e C r ar .......................... .................... ,....... 10 50
Charles Thos. Robertsn ........................................... 110 00
Perey Gore Routh ................................................... 400 00
Rich. Launders King.................................. 4 5 00
Geo. Allen McKenzie ............................................ ..... 3 0
Edward ililder........... .......................... 146 vo0
Fergus Scholfield...................... .......... 73 00
John Bradley ............ ........ ........... .......... 109 50
Richard Pentecost ..... .......................................... 91 24
John Cole................................... .......... 109 50

George Prentice,.......... .................................. ... . 400 0O
Geo. Elliott................. ........................................ 7. 00
James Bryan.......................... ................ 109 50
Jacob Stubbs..................................................... .... '73 C0
M ary D. Connor........................... ............................ 110 00
Mary Hodgins and three children................................ 191 00
John Martin.............-.-- ............................. 110 0O

50 Total New Militia Pensions, to be distributed as above.. ................. .4,51 22
51 Additional claims before Council ................ ....... ..... ..................... 1,810 U)
52 Compensation to Pensioners in lieu of ]and....... ... ...... ........

Total Pensions..................... ............................ ..................... . ................. 17,225 22

PUBLIC WOiK.-( Vide Det. Eet,p. 17.1

RIAILWAYS.f

53 Stock, Western Extension, European and North Ameri-
cea Railway ........... .............. . . . .. 120,000 00

Carried forward .:............................... ............ ........ 120,000 00 2,436,564 08

A. 18138
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ESTIMATES for the year ending UOth June, 18f9.-Continued.

Brouglt forward............ .. ......... ........ ....... ...
PUBLIC WORKS.- 0 ntinued.

Subsidy, Windsor and Annapolis R. R ........................... ......
D]o Western Extension, E. & N. A. R. R............
Do Eastern do d o ..... ...... ...................
Do Fredericton Branich..................................
Do - Woodstock Branch ............................ .........

Halifax, Truro and Pictou Railway ..............................
European and N. American Railway .................... ..... ..........
Intercolonial Railway Snrvey.......................,............ ...................

Total Railways..... .... .................................. ............

CANALS.

Welland Canal.............................................. 52,200 00
cornwaln do ............................................ . 30,000 o
Lachine do ................. .... ....................... 4,500 00
Carillon and Grenville Canal............... ..... ....... 10,000 00
Rideau Canal..... .................................. 0,o000 00
St. Peters do ......... .............................. 102,000 00
Miscellancous Works,....................... 14,3 0 0 J

PUBLIC BUILD1NOS.

Parliament and Dopartmental Buildings........... ............
Rideau Hall............ . . ................ ......... ....... ...........
Publie Buildings generally...................................... .....

HARtoaf, PIEnn AND LIGHT 11oUsES.

$ cts. $ ets.
120,000 00 2,436,564 08

500,000 00
500,000 00
290,000 00
215,000 00
50,000 00
80,000 00
20,000 00

000 M

1,850,000 00

223,000 00

100,000 o
107,000 00

25,000 00

66 Light louses, construction .......... .. ........................ 45,000 00
Harbors of Refuge.................................. ............... 50,000 00
Pier at Digby, N. 8........... ....................... ..... ........ 3,000 00
Purchase of Scows and Dredges, St. John, N. B........... 22,000 ()0

-I 120,000 00

67 ROADS AND BRIDGES.......... ................... ................... , 0,000 00

68 SLI»Es AND BooMs ................................................ 15,O000

69 RENTs AND REPAIrS OF PUnLI BUILDINGS.

Repairs of Light Houses................................... ......... 13,500 00
Rebuilding Pier at Port Dalhousie.............................. 17,00 00
Rents and Repairs generally.................................... 50,000 00

8050 00
70 SURVEYT AND INSPECTIONS................................ ....................... 15,0000 0

71 An»ITRATIoNs AND AWARDS.

Beauharnois Canal damages ..................................... 4,000 00
Arbitrations and Awards generally............... .............. 10,000 00

---- 14,0> 0
72 Miscellaneous charges not otherwise provided for........ .......... 10,000 00

Total Publie Works ................................... 2,565,500 00

OCBAN AND RIVER STEAM SERVICE.-(Vide Det.
Eat.,p. 11.)

73 Tug service between Montreal and Kingston ......... . .......... 12,100 00

C rried.......................... ................. 12,100 00 5,002,064 08

A. 1868
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EsT.Ts for the year ending 80th June, 1869.-Continued.

1 ets.
Brouight forward.........c.... .. ............... ............

OCEAN AND RIVER STEAM SERVICE.--Contiînued.

DoviNrox STEAMERS. j
74 Maintenance and repairs of steamers, Quebec.,....................
75 Maintenance of steamer "Druid," Halifax, and Charterý

of "Piscator".................... ........ ................... ........ ...... ...

Srm CT N N

$ ets.
12,100 00

60,000 00

24,000 00

Between P. E. Island and Port Hood. ............................. 1,600 00
Halifax and St. John ................................ 10,000 00
Windsor and St. John, Digby and Annapolis... ....... ...... . .4000 00
Halifax and Newfoundland ......................... 1,500 00
Pictou and Magdalen Islands ... .......... ........ 400 00
New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island .......... 1,000 00
Quebec and Maritime Provinces... . ............................. 15,000 0

Total Ocean and River Steam Service .............. ....................

GHIT IIOUSES AND COAST SERVICE.-( Tide Pet.
Est., p. 15.)

Trinity House, Quebec ......... ,........ ........................... ..................... 41,752 00
84 Do Montreal............... .................. .......
85 Maintenance of Light'Houses above*Montreal.............
86 Guides to Travellers,"Kempt 1oad......... ...................
87 Light Houses, New Brunswick...................................
88 Light Houses, Nova Scotia ...................... .................
89 Buoys, Beacons & Signal Stations, N. S.............
90 Do do N. B,......................
91 Humane establishment, Sable Island,..................

Do Seal Island............................

92 Cape Race Light.......................................................

Total Light Houses, &c..... ..... .....................

MARINE HOSPITALS, &c.-(Vide Det. Est., p. 17.)

..................... 26,00ï, 00
43,000 00

400 00
19.000 00
56,500 00

2.200 00
4,050 00

8,000 00
120 00

- 8,120 00
........... ,....... 3,000 00

..................... .....................

93 Marine Hospital, Quebec ............................. ..........
94 Do St. John, St. Andrews and other ports.. ...............

95 Maintenance of ¡Sick and Disabled Seamon sent to
General Hospital, Halifax ................................

96 Shipwrecked and Distressed Seamen.......... .........................

Total, Marine Hospitals, &e......... ................ ..............

FISHERIES.-( Vide Det. Est., p. 21.)

97 9xpenses of Schooner lLa Canadienne" ................
Q8 Balaries and flisbursements of Fishery Overseers, On-

tario and Quebec ................ .................. ...........
99 Pishways and Oyster Beds..... .... ........................

100 Salaries and Disbursements of Fishery Overseers, Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick.. ..............

Total Fisheries............................. ...................

CULLING TIMBER.-( Vide Det. Est.,p. 20.)

101 Salaries and Contingencies of Culler's Office...........

Carried fortcard ... ... .........

20,000 00
9,500 00

5,500 00
2,500 00

.........-..........

10,800 00

$ ets.
5,002,064 08

129,600 0O

204,622 00

37,000 00

.... ..............,. 12,000 00

.................... 4,000 00

....... .. ...... 10,000 00

..................... ..... .-........ .. 36,800 C

.............. .-- .... .. ..... 75,000 00

......................................... 5,485,086 08

A. 1868
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ESTIMATES for the year ending 3th June, 1869.-Continued.

Brought forward ... ,................... .. . . . . ... . .

RAILWAY AND STEAMBOAT INSPECTION.-(Vide
Del. Est., p. 21. )

102 Railways, Salaries and Contingencies ............ 3,550 00
103 Steamboats, do ................ ................... 8,000 00

Total Railway and Steamboat Inpcin........ ........... ......... .....

SEIGNIORIAL INDEMNITIES.-( Vide Det. Est., p. 21.)

104 Expenses of Seigniorial Commissien......................... .............

INDIANS.-( Vide Det. Est., p. 22.)

105 New Indian Annuities, Ontario................................. .................... 4,400 00
106 Annual grant to Indians, Quebec ..................................... .. ........ 400 00
107 D. do Nova Scotia........ ..... .................. 1,300 00
108 Do do New Brunswick ............... 1,200 00
109 To purchase blankets for aged and infirm Indians,

Ontario and Quebec..... .................... ........... ,......... ................... 1,100 00

Total Indians ...................... ... ........... ............. . .....................

M... ....e..........

$ ets.
5,485,086 08

11,550 00

6,000 00

8,400 00

ISCEnjjLLNEOUS.-( Vide Det. Eat., p. 23.) i

110 Unforeseen expenses......... ........ ........................... ...... 100,000 00
111 Miscellaneous printing ............................................. 5,000 00
112 Advertising and subscription to Canada Gazette,........ ....... . ...... 8,000 00
113 Postages of do................... ........... ......................... ..... . 1,200 ou
114 Shipping Master's Office, Quebec .................. .... 1,200 O0
115 Expenses connected with Confederation and Imperial

legislation thereon ................................................. 93,912 44
116 Towards cost of Confederation Medal ..... ,................. 2,000 00

Total Miscellaneous............,........,........... ..... ........... 21.1,312 44

COLLECTION OF REVENUES.-(,Vide Dei. Est. p. 23.)

117 Salaries and Contingencies of Customs, to be distributed
in accordance with the provisions of the Civil Service
Act.... ..................................... . .. ..... 488,261 00

118 Commutation in virw of remission of duties on articles
imperted for the use of the Army and Navy and Officers'
Mess, to be apportioned by Order in Council............... 75,000 00

119 Inland Revenue, Salaries of permanent officers, to b 563,261 
distributed in accordance with the provisions 0f the
Civil Service Act........................... ......................... ..................... 109,000 00

120 Do travelling and other contingent expenses............ .................... 49,550 00
0 158,550 00

121 Post Offios ................................................... . 751,000 00
Public Works, Maintenance aud Repairs, Ontario and
Quebec ............................................. 295,000 00
Collection and Miscellancous. ......................... ....... 34,695 49

122 Publie W orks. 0ntario................................. ......... .............. ...... 329,695 .49
123 Do Nova Scotia ....................... ................. 240,000 00
124 Da New Brunswick ...................................... 125,000 00

________- 694,695 49
125 Minor Revenues .... ............................................ ............... 12,000 00

Total.............................................. ............ .. ...... 7,901,855 91

A. 1868
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Sessional Papers (No. 62).

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES

For -1867-8.

LEGISLATURE.

1. Additional on account of Printing..........................,........0 810,000 00

2. Do Mileage to Members........ 1,500 00

3. Do Expenses of Committees.............,........ 2,000 00

MILITIA.

4. Clothing, additionai.............................................. 15,000 00

PUBLIC WORKS.

5. Construction and Repairs to Light Houses, N.8...S.............. ..... 25,000 00

6. St. Peter's Canal, N.S...... ............. ri-se... ... .17,500 00

Total............. .................................... $71,000 00

A, 186831 Victoria.
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RETURN
To an Addtess of the HousE OF COMMONS, dated 18th March, 1868 ; For

Copies of all Correspondence between the Imperial Government and the
Government of the late Province of Canada, since February, 1868, on the
subject of Colonial Military Expenditure and Military Defence of the late
Province of Canada, and between the Imperial Government and that of the
Dominion, since lat July, 1867, on the same subject.

By Command.
HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,

DIPARTMENT oP TRE SECRETARt O1 STATB,
Secretary of State.

Ottawa, 5th April, 1868.

DESPATCHES AND OTHER DOCUMENTS

ON THE etiBJECT OF

COLONIAL MITITARY EXPENDITURE AND DEFENCEe
SCHEDULE.

Lord Monck to the Duke
of Newcastle.

The Duke of Newcastle to
Lord Monck.

Lord Monck to the Duke
of Newcastle.

The Duke of Newcastle to
Lord Monck.

Lord Monek to the Duke
of Newcastle.

MrCardwell to Lord Monck

No. Date. Subject.

96 June 10, 1862 .....

163 Aug. 21,

147 oct. 30,

197 Dec. 30,

39 Mareh 28,

14 Jan. 21,

1862......

1862...

1862...

1864.

1865.
xOcut Ve ouncl1. i......... March 24, 1865 ......

Report of Messrs. Mandon- . July 12, 1865......
aid, Cartier, Brown, and

aIL
The Right Honorable 95 JUne 17, 1865....

Edward Cardwell to
Lord Monek....... .......

Er. Cardwe to Lord 103 June 24, 1865......
Monck.

The Duke of Buckingham 38 Feb. 22, 1868......
to J*ord Monck.

rat ofa Despatch from ........ March 14, 1868......
Lord Monck to the Duke
of Buckingham.

Militia Organization-Reports, Proceedings of the
Legislature, and requests that a supply of arms be
sent to Canada.

Respecting Militia Organization.

With Minute of Council on the Defence of the Pro-
vince and the orgauization of the Militia.

In answer to tho above Minute of tho Executive
Council.

Military Schools at Quebee and Montreal.

Defences of Quebec and Mtontreal.
Reoommending that a Deputation of four Members of

the Executive Council should proeoed to England to
confer with H. M. Government.

Reporting result of their conferences with H. M. Gov-
ernment.

Ilesult of Conferencea between H1. M. Goyeruiment and
the Deputation of Canadian Ministers.

Enclosing Copy of a Despatch addressed to the Lieut.
Governer of the Maritime Provinces.

Cals attention to the defence works required at Mon-
treal and other places.

lEnclosing Minute of Council on GOuboate for thej Lakes and River St. Lawrence.

A. 1868
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Lord .Monck to the Duke of Newcastle.
(No. 96.)

QUEBEC, IOth June, 1862.
1. MY LORD DUKE,-I have the honor to acknowledge your Grace's despatch, No.

119, of May 22nd, covering a letter from Lord De Grey, dated May 10th, in which His
Lordship desired to be informed whether the carbines and saddlery provided for the Cavalry
Militia of Canada should be forwarded to that country.

2. I might have answered this question by the last mail, but I preferred postponing
imy reply until after the terminati n of the Session of the Provincial Parliament, in order
that I might, in laying before Your Grace my views on the whole question of the supply
of military stores to this Colony, have the advantage of knowing the changes which the
Legislature of Canada might have made in the Militia Law of the Province.

3. I have the henor to enclose for Your Grace's information a copy of the Act for that
purpose to which I yesterday signified Her Majesty's assent. I also enclose a copy of the
Act of which this Act is an amendment.

4. Tour Grace will observe that substantially the amendments consist of provisions
for securing more correct muster Rolls of the Sedentary Military (the whole male popula-
tion of the Province between 18 and 60 years of age.)

2nd. For increasing the number of the active force from five to ten thousand men, and
the number of day's drill in the year from six to twelve.

3rd. For enabling the Governor General, in the eent of war, to enlist regiments,
independent of the Militia, for thu purposes of the war.

4. Empowering the foriation of Drill Associations amongst persons not belonging to
the Active Force.
Enclusure, 5. I have also the honor to enclose a copy of. the Report of the Commission
No. 2. on Militia affairs, appointed carly in last spring, and of the Bill founded on
that Report, which was rejected on its second reading by the Legislative Assemnbly. The
requisitions which I have made to Your Grace for clothing were based on the force which
that Bill, if it had become law, would have called into existence.

6. The Legislature bas refused ta recognize the present necessity for the military
organization of the people of the Province to so large an extent as was conteniplated by
this Bill, but it bas left untouched the powers which the old Militia Law conferred on the
Governor General (clause 61,) to " call out the militia or any part thereof, whenever in
hie opinion it is advisable so to do, by reason of war, invasion or insurrection or imminent
danger of any of them."

7. The Militia Commission, which numbered amongst its members, military officers
and civilians intimately acquainted with this Province. laid it down as their opinion (Par.
8,) that to provide an efficient force for the defenee of th. country, an Active Force of
50,00.0 men with a reserve of the same number ought to be provided.

8. This statement affords an index to the number of militia men whom it would bé my
duty to call out in case this Province should unhappily become the seat of war.

9. It is true that in consequence of the failure of the Bill referred to, the men, when
called out, will not be so efficient as we might have expected them to prove- if they bad
been organized under its provisions, but stili, with the exception of the 10,000 Volubteers
sanetioned by the new Act, they would be the only contribution which the Province would,
under the law as it now stands, h:.ve in its power to make towards its defence.

10. If the Bill founded on the Report of the Militia Commission had become law, the
Colony would have been entitled, under Your Grace's circular of May 14th, to borrow from
the Imperial Government the arms necessary for the equipment immediately of 50,000 and
ultimately of 100,000.

11. While I do not question the right of the-Provincial Parliament to act as they have
done, in providing, in my judgment, so scantily for the defence of their territory, and while
I am ready to admit, that events may prove that in taking this course the representatives
of the people in this Province are acting with sounder judgment than if they had adopted
a diferent line of conduct, I am on the other hand very anxious, that should these views
unhappily prove erroneous, I may be in the position to make the most efficient use of the
means placed at my disposai.

12. It is with this object that I would earnestly press upon Your Grace the propriety
2
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of largely augmenting, during the present navigation season, the supply of arme and am-
munition in store in Canada, and of forwarding the other articles for which I have applied,
cavalry equipments included, not for immediate issue to the Militia Force of the Province,
but to meet the demand which must arise if the necessity for calling out the Militia should
ever unhappily occur.

13. Tiere are at present in the Province (including the arms sent out in the Melbourne)
in round numbers, 50,000 Enfield Rifles, either in store or in the hands of the Volunteers.
My suggestion is that before the closing of the navigation next autumn that number ehould
be raised to at leat 90,000, with equipments and ammunition to correspond.

14. The Militia Commission suggested that the number of Field Batteries of Artillery,
active and reserve, should be twenty of 85 men each. I arm not aware that we have in store
in Canada any guns for arming Field Artillery. There are few in the hands of the Volun-
teers. I would submit to Your Grace the propriety of placing in store in this Province an
armament sufficient for the equipment of the above force.

15. The number of Cavalry fixed by the Commission was 27 troops of 50 men caeh,
and I would advise that cavalry equipments for that force should be also sent out.

16. Your Grace will understand that I mean these stores to be held by the Imperial
storekeepers, not for immediate issue, but to guard against the evil consequences which
muet ensue should war occur during the winter season, and find the Province insufficiently

lprepared with a supply of arme at a period of the year when they cannot be forwarded
from England without great risk and increased expense.

I have, &c.,

His Grace the Duke of Newcastle. (Signed,) MoNC.

(Copy, Canada, No. 163.)
DOWNING STREET, 2ist August, 1862.

My LoRD,-Now that the Session of Parliament has been brought to a close, I feel
it my duty to call Your Lordship's attention, in a more formal manner than I have hitherto
done, since the rejection of the Militia Bill by the Legislature of' Canada, and the couse-
qient change of your responsible Advisers, to the waut of preparation for defence of The
British North American Provinces, in the event of an interruption of the present amicable
relations of this country with the United States, and to the anxiety which was expressed
upon this subject, on more than one occasion, both in the House of Lords and in the
House of Commons.

I trust that the general spirit of those debates will not have been misinterpreted. I
feel no less confidence that the object of the present despateh will not be mistaken as in-
plying either mistrust of the Canadian People or an alteration by Her Mijesty's Govern-
ment of the view which they have frequently expressed of the relations which ought to
-exist between England and the Colony.

On the one hand, the promptitude with which troops and stores were despatched last
-winter with much inconvenience to the soldiers, and at no inconsiderable expense to this
country, shews the readiness of England to defend Canada with the whole power of the
Empire ; whilst, ou the other hand, the reception of these troops and the loyal enthusiasm
of the people of Canada, give ample assurance of the fact that Canada is attached to this
country, and faithful to the Queen.

It bannot be denied, however, that the rejection of the Militia Bill has produced a dis-
advantageous impression on the minds of the Englih people. The public cannot be
expected to see that the adoption or rejection of a particular measure may sometimes turn
not so much on the merits of the measure itself as on other considerations, though Her
Majesty's Gvernment are aware that Parliamentary tacties in a Free Representative As-
:embly not uafrequently make that appear the real issue, which is in fact ouly the occa-
sion.

They do not, therefore, in fer from the rejection of this measure, thet either the Cana-
dian Ministry or the Canadian people are reluctant to make proper provision for their own
Aefinoe but they do regret that, at-such a moment, both should be exposed to miscon-
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struction of their motives and intentions, not only by the people of England, but by those
of the United States.

Her Majesty's Government disclaim both the right and the desire to interfere in th*e
party polities of Canada, and they would evince no.concern in the late change of your Ad-
visers, and if it were not connected wilh an event whieh appears to impugn the patriotism
of her people.

If I urge upon you the importance of speedily resuming measures for some better
military organization of the inhabitants of Canada than that which now exists, it must pot be
supposed that Her Majesty's Government is influenced by any particular apprehension of an
attack on the Colony at the present moment, but undoubtedly the necesFity for preparation,
which has from time to time been urged by successive Secretaries of State, is greatly in-
creased by the presence, for the firEt time on the American Continent, of a large standing army.
and the unsettled condition of the neighboring States. Moreover, the growing importance
of the Colony, and its attachment to free institutions, make it every day more essential
that it should possess in itself, that, without which no free institutions can be secure-ade-
quate means of self-defence. The adequacy of those means is materially influenced by
the peculiar position of the country. Its extent of frontier is such that it can be safe only
when its population capable of bearing arms is ready and competent to fight. That the
population is ready, no one will venture to doubt ; that it cannot be competent, is no less
certain, until it has received that organization, and acquired that habit of discipline, which
odnstitute the difference between a trained force and an armed mob. The drill required
in the Regu'ar Army, or even in the best Volunteer Battalion, is not necessary, nor would
it be possible, in a country like Canada, for so large a body of men as oughr to be prepared
for any emergency ; but the Government should be able to avait itself of the services of
the strong and healthy portion of the male adult population at short notice, if the dangers
of invasion by an already organized army are to be provided against.

We have the opinions of the best military authorities, that no body of troops which
England could send, would be able to marke Canada safe without the efficient aid of the
Canadian people. Not only is it impossible to send sufficient troops, but if there were four
times the number which we were now maintaining in British North America, they could
not secire the whole of the frontier. The main dependence of such a country must be
upon its own people. The irregular forces which can be formed from the population,
know the passes of the woods, are well acqiiainted with the country, its roads, its rivers,
its defiles ; and fer defensive warfare (for aggression they will never be wanted) would be
far more available than regular soldiers.

It is not, therefore, the unwillingness or the inability of Her Majesty's Government
to furnish sufficient troops; but the usefulness of such troops without an adequate Militia
force that I wish to impress upon you.

In your despatch of the 17th May last, you inflormed me that there were then 14,760
Volunteers enrolled, besides others who had been more or less drilled. It is far, indeed,
from my intention to discredit either the zeal or the efficiency of these Volunteers, who
have, I hope, greatly increased in number since the date of your despatch ; but they con-
stitute a force which cannot suffice for Canada in the event of war. They might form an
admirable small contingent, but what would be required would be a large army. They
might form a foree stronger than is necessary in time of peace to secure internat tranquility,
but would be inadequate to repel externat attack in time of war. Past experience âhows
that no reasonable amount of encouragement eau raise the number of volunteers to thé
required extent.

It appears to me that the smallest number of men, partially drilled, which it would be
essential to provide within a given time, is 50,000. The remainder of the Militia would,
of course, be liable to be called upon in an emnergency. Perhaps the best course would be
to drill every year one or more companies of each Battalion of the Sedentary Militia. In
this manner the training of a large number of men niight be effected, and ail companies so
drilled should, once at least in two years, if not in each year, be exercised in Battalion
drill, so as to keep up their training.

J put forward these suggestions for the consideration of the Canadian Governmnen
and Parliament, but Her Majesty's Government have no desire to dictate as to details, 0
to interfere with the internat Government of the C94ouy. Their only obj*ot isiassis
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and guide its action in the nmatter of the Militia, so as to make that force efficient at the
least possible cost to the Province and to the Mother Country.

The Canadian Goverument will doubtles be fully alive to the important fact that a
well-organized system of Militia will contribute much towards sustaining the high position,
with reference to pecuniary credit, which in spite of its large debt and its deffliciert revenue
for the past few years, the Colony has hitherto held in the money markets of Europe. A
country which, however unjustly, is suspected of inability or indisposition to provide for
its own defence, does not, in the present circumstances of America, offer a tempting field
for investment in public funds or the outlay of private capital. Men question the stable
condition of affairs in a land which is not competent to protect itself.

It may no doubt be argued, on the other hand, that the increased charge of a Militia
would diminish rather than enlarge the credit of the Colony. I am convinced that such
would not be the case if steps were taken for securing a basis of taxation sounder in itself
than the almost exclusive reliance on Customs duties. It is my belief that a step in this
direction would not only supply funds for the Militia, but would remove all apprehension
which existe as to the resources of the Colony.

Whatever other steps may be taken for the improved orgenization of the Militia, it
appears to Her Majesty's Government to be of essenial importance that its administration
and the supply of fuods for its support should be exempt trom the disturbing action of
ordinary politics. Utnless this be doue there eau be no confidence that, in the appointment
of officers and in other matters of a purely military character, no other object than the
efficiency of the force is kept in view. Were it not that it migbt fairly be considered too
great an interference with the privileges of the representatives of the people, I should be
inclined to suggest that the charge for the Militia, or a certain fixed portion of it, should
be defrayed from the Consolidated Fund of Canada, or voted for a period of three or five years.

It bas further occurred to me that the whole of the British Provinces on the continent
of North America have, in this n'atter of defence, commeu interests and commou duties.
Is it impossible that, with the free consent of each of' these Colonies, one uniform systcm
of Militia training and organization should be introduced into alil of them ? The numbers
of men to be raised and trained in each would have to be fixed, and the expenses of the
whole would be defrayed from a commtn fund, contributed in fair proportion by each of
the Colonies. If the Governor General cf Canada were Comimiander-in-Chief of the whole,
the Lieutenant Governors of the other Colonies would act as Generals of Divisions under
him; but it would be essential that an Adjutant General of the whole force, approved by
Ber Majesty's Government, should move to and fro, as occasion might require, so as to
give uniformity to the training of the whole, and cohesion to the force itself.

As such a scheme would affect more than one Colony, it must, of c urse, emanate from
the Secretary of State, but IIer Majesty's Government would not entertain it unless they
were convinced that it would be acceptable both to the people of Canada and to the other
Colonies; and they desire to know, in the first instance, in what light any sncb plan would
be viewed by the Members of your Fxecutive Council. I understand that the Lieutenant
Governors of Nova Secotia and New Brunswick, availing themselves of the leave of absence
lately accorded to them, intend to meet you in Quebec in the course of the ensuing mon th.
This visit will afford you a good opportunity for consulting them upon this important
question.

The political union of the North American Colonies has often been discussed. The
merits of that measure and the difficulties in the way of its accomplishment have been well
considered, but none of the objections which oppose it seci to impede a union for defence.
This matter is one in which all the Colonies have interests common with each other, and
identiçal with the policy of England.

I conclude by again urging upon you the necessity for aun carly decision upon this
most important question. I should hear with very great satisfaction that your Government
had decided upon advising you to summon the Parliament of Canada to meet at an early
period so that the winter shall not pass over without obtaining from the Legislature such
powers as may enable you to commence a well arranged ilitary organization of the
Provinces, and prepare for such emergencies as, though they cannot be accurately fore-
seen, it must be evident to everybody, may possibly arise, ard are at prcsent very inade-
quately provided for. It is in time of peace that preliminary measures of defence should be
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perfected, so that in the event of war they may be found so far ready as to ensure that an
enemy shall not obtain a footing in the country, before aid is forthcoming from other
portions of the Empire.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) NEWCASTLE.

Governor Viscount Monck, &c., &c., &c.

Lord Monck to the Duke of Newcastle, October, 1862.

(Copy, No. 147.) GOVERNMENT HOUSE,
Quebec, October 30, 1862.

MY LORD DuKEL,-Your Grace is already aware of the receipt by me of your despatch
No. 163, of August 21st, on the subject of the Militia organization in Canada.

2. Immediately on receiving that despatch I referred it to my Executive Council for
their consideration and report. I did not press for any immediate answer, as the subject
is one of considerable present importance, and opens up questions calculated to exercise
great influence on the future relations of the Empire and the Province. The recent advent
to power of my present Advisers rendered it therefore only a matter of fairness that full
time should be allowed them to discuss and decidé an issue of so much moment.
Lord Monck 3. A short time since the Ministrv announeed to me that it was the in-
ta the lie.
Mr. MeDonald, tention of two prominent Members of the Executive Couneil to proceed soon
Oct. 1862. to London, as a delegation from the Government of this Province to Her
Majesty's GCovernment, on important Colonial business. As the departure of these gentle-
men from Canada would necessarily adjourn the consideration of the subject of Militia
organization until their return, I requested that before the Executive Council should be
deprived of their assistance the Government would furnish me with a report on the des-
patch of Your Grace, and a statement of their policy in reference to the matters alluded to
in it.
Min. of Council. 4. I have now the bonor to transmit to Your Grace the accompanyinir
Report of the Executive Council, authenticated by my signature, on the despatch referred
to it.

5. I will not enter into the discussion of any abstract theories as to the relation wlich
should subsist between England and Her Colonies in reference to Colonial defence, because
Your Grace's despateh is professedly only suggestive, and does not seek authoritatively te
fit the degree in which the Mother Country and the Colony should each contribute to that
object, and the admission on the part of the Colonial Government that anything should be
done by them in the way of defensive preparation is a proof that the difference of opinion,
if any, existing between Your Grace and the Executive Council of Canada is one of degree
only and not of principle. I think, too, that it is my duty rather to apply myself to the
practical propositions put forward. I will therefore proceed to put Your Grace in posses-
sion of my opinion ab to the efficiency of the plan of organization embodied in the accom-
panying Report.

6. In order to make my remarks fully understood, I must draw your attention to the
present condition of the Militia Force of the Province as regulated by existing law.

7. Your Grace is aware that what is called the Sedentary Militia embraces the whole
male population of the Colony between the ages of 18 and 60. The men are divided into
battalions, regularly officered ; but from the circumstance that this battalion organization is
territorial in its character, it is obvious that it is not available for the purpose of actual
service, because if you called out for service a battalion of the Sedentary Militia you would
depepulate of its male inhabitants the district to which the battalion belonged, and would
leave wholly untouched the population of the surrounding districts.

8. It is therefore evident that in the event of circumstances arising which would neces-
sitate the ealling out of the Militia for defensive purposes, the regimental or battalion
organization of the Sedentary Militia would afford no help towards embodying the men in
battalions so as to render them useful for active service. Some mode of performing this
noeoesy work would have te be extemporized at a moment of comparative alarm and on-
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fusion, and the necessity for this would certainly cause great loss of time, if it would not
lead to the entire failure of the attempt to raise an effective force.

9. I have entered into this explanation because I am convinced that the want of any
preliminary organization pervading the whole country is the great difficulty which would
have to be practically encountered, if Canada should now be compelled to defend herself
against foreign attack, and that any system of preparation for defence which failed fully
to meet this difficulty would be comparatively worthless.

10. The plan of the Government contained in the accompanying Report may be stated
as follows :-

(1.) Brigade Majors are to be appointed in each district.
(2.) Drill Associations to be formed of officers and non-commissioned officers of Seden-

tary Militia, who are to be superseded if they refuse to learn their drill.
(3.) Enrolment is to be secured of a fixed quota in each district of first class service

men, in companies and battalions, with officers.
(4.) Volunteers in future to be clothed, but none paid.
(5.) Drill rooms, armories, and rifle ranges to be procured for the Volunteers, as cir-

cumstances permit.
It will be seen that the Executive Council proposes to deal with the difficulty above

referred to in this manner. It proposes that the Brigade Majors throughout the country
should secure the enrolment in companies and battalions, within their district, of such
quota as should be appointed of the first class service men, unmarried men and widowers
without children, between the ages of 18 and 45.

11. This enrolment appears to be entirely independent of the Volunteer or Active
Force organization, and instead of consolidating and systematizing the voluntary action of
the people, appears to me more likely to confuse their minds by the introduction of a third
system of enrolment, in addition to that of the Sedentary Militia and the Active Force.

12. This enrolment is meant to supply the want of any organization now in existence
by means of which, on a suddern emergency, a portion of the Militia might be embodied
for active service in a short space of time ; but unless the men whose names are enrolled
are put on the same footing with regard to their engagement for services as the Active
Force who bind themselves to serve for five years, there is no security that the enrolment
will ever produce any practical result, as there is nothing to compel the enrolled men to
serve when called on.

13. There does not appear to be any inducement held out to men to place their names
on these lists, or to serve when called on, in the way of supplying them with arma, clothing,
or any other benefit tQ excite or maintain a military spirit amongst them. It is in fact an
attempt to reintroduce, in a worse form, class B of the Active Force, which it is proposed
by this Report to abolish, on the ground of the unsatisfactory manner in which the dis-
tinction of classes in that force operated. (Class B in the Active Force is that p-rtion
of the Volunteers which has hitherto served without pay, in contradistinction to Class A,
which received a certain amount of pay each year.) I therefore think the measure would
prove entirely nugatory, and that without some inducement no men would give their Dames,
and that it will therefore fail to provide what I feel certain is the great desideratum of the
defensive force in Canada, namely a machinery crectedin time of peace by means of which
at the approach of war an organized and embodied force could be at short notice turned out.

14. The plan proposed does net, as regards system or organization, touch the Volun-
teer Force of the country at all ; nor does it propose ta give any effectual form or direc-
tion to the excellent spirit by which the people are animated.

15. On the whole I cannot conceal from Your Grace my opinion that, as regards the
cardinal necessity of-the time-a systematic organization of the Forces of the Colony for
defensive purpose,-the plan indicated by the Government contains no principle calculated
to produce effective results, and that the only attempt made to grapple with the difficulties
of this portion of the subject will prove completely illuso ry.

16. With respect to the other propca!s o the Government I do not find any fault.
It is highly desirable to foster a military spirit in, and to promote the acquisition of mii-
tary knowledge by a people circumstanced as the Canadians are, and the measures proposed
to be adopted seem to me, as far as they go, calculated to promote these ends.

17. I entirely approve of the abolition of the distinction between Class A and Clae B
7
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in the Active Force, and of the proposal that in future the Government ahall supply to the
Volunteers everything necessary for their equipment and drill-Clas A of the Volunteers
giving up for the future their distinctive claim for pay, and being put on the same terms
as Class B.

18. The question of Militia organization has been argued all through this Report as
if the only choice that existed, consistent with the maintenance of a moderate expenditure
on the Militia, was between the plan indicated by the present Governmentand that brought
forward by my late Advisers and rejected by Parliament. In order that there may be ne
misapprehension on this point, I beg leave to place bef ore Your Grace the enclosed " Heads
of a plan for the organization of a Militia Force of 50,000 men," a copy of which I gave
the head of the Government when 1 desired a report on your despatch.

19. It will be seen from the estimate appended to this Memorandum, that supposing
the expense to be spread over a period of five years, the annual cost to the Colony of this
systen would not be much, if at all, beyond the sum appropriated for Militia purposes in
the last Session.

20. Aithough the supply of men by means of ballot is named in this Memorandum,
as an alternative if a sufficient number should not be produced by the plan of volunteering,
it forma no essential part of the scheme, and my own confident conviction is, that so loyal
is the spirit of the people, and so strong their desire to put themselves in a position effeo-
tively to defend their homes and institutions, that the nun ber of men proposed to be raised
would have been easily obtained by the voluntary action of the population.

21. Under this plan it was proposed to leave the drill to the spontaneous desire of the
people for learning it ; te provide with them all the means of acquiring military knowledge,
and permit them to adopt the times and seasons most convenient to themselves for its
acquisition.
. 22. I have a strong conviction that if this or some similar plan were put in eperation,
a very large amount of drill would voluntarily submitted to by a considerable proportion
of the inhabitants of Cana-da. The Citizen Soldiers of the Province would beoome per-
sonally interested in improving their discipline, and increasing their knowledge of the
military art ; a spirit of emulation amongst difierent corps would arise. The complete bat-
talion organization would enable the different regiments to turn out for field exercise on
bohdays and other periods at which they might desire to do se. And on the first outbreak
of war the Province would have an army possessed, not only of the will, which is commun
to all Canadians, but of the power to insure that an enemy should not obtain a footing in
the country before aid is forthcoming from other portions of the Empire.

28. And all this would be donc by mercly giving systematie form to the voluntary
action of the people, without in any way interfering with their industrial pursuits, trench-
ing on their personal freedom of action, or imposing ýadditional pecuniary burdens on the
Province.

24. With regard to the suggestion contained in Your Grace's despatch as to the con-
solidation into one Force of the Militia of the British North American Provinces, I did
net fail to consult the Lieutenant Governors of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, when
they were here last month. The conclusion we arrived at is similar to that expressed in
the Report of the Executive Council of this Province, namely, that the means of commu-
nication are not as yet sufficiently easy to enable the three Provinces beneficially te aval
themWelves of the services of a common Head to their Militia Forces ; so that even if other
difficulties in the way of the plan did not suggest themselves, that would in itself be a bar
to the scheme for the present.

I do not myself believe that the move would be acceptable, either tu the Canadians or
to the inhabitants of the Lower Provinces.

I have, &c.)
(Signed,) ModoK.

Te Duke of Newcastle to Lord Monek.
(Copy Canada, No. 197.)

DowNiNQ STBzET, 20th December 1862.
Mt Loa,-I have the honor to aeknowledge year despa*ch of he M*h eof eob.r,
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forwarding a Report of your Executive Council upon my despatch of August 21st, accom-
panied by observations of your own upon that Report, and especially upon the plan which
it contains for the further organization of the Canadian Militia.

I greatly regret to find that that plan, while effecting some improvements in the present
system, will yet, as regards the systematic organization of the Force of the Colony for
defensive purposes. prove, as you observe, " completely illusory."

You also lay before me heads of another plan for the formation of a Militia Force of
50,000 men, which I concur with you in regarding as a measure of a more substantial
character, and more worthy of the great Province of Canada than that proposed by your
Executive Council.

I shall not attempt to discuss the details of either of these schemes. I will only
express an earnest hope that the patriotie spirit which animates the Volunteers of Canada
may be turned to the best account for the defence of the country-an object which I con-
ceive would be most effectually attained by forming them into battalions of the Active
Militia Force, within defined divisions of the Province; not indeed to the exclusion of
other volunteer associations, but with an eye in the first place to the completion of that
territorial organization, which is, as you j ustly term it, " the cardinal necessity of the time."

I turn for a moment to the comments made by the Executive Council in their Report
upon my despatch of 21st August last, one or two of which call for some observation from
me.

The Report asserts that, 'in the opinion of your Advisers, no Government could exist
that would attempt to carry out my suggestions " for the-raising of a force at least 50,000
"partially trained " Militia.

A sufficient answer to such an opinion is contained in the document with which you
have furnished me, showing how the number mentioned could be provided at a cost which,
if spread over five years, would scarcely exceed in any one year the small amount voted for
Militia purposes in the last Session. Nor can I believe that the Canadian people would
condemn a Government which should effectually provide for the defence of their country,
even if the necessary expense should exceed the sum of £50,000 per annumi.

The Report expresses great surprise at a suggestion made by me, that the charge for
the Militia, or for a fixed portion of it, should be voted for a period of three or five years.
Such a measure, they say, '' will never, and ought never to be entertained by a people in-
heriting the freedom guaranteed by British institutions." If there are any reasons in its
favor, they think that they are "in every sense as applicable in England as in Canada,"
and they conclude with the sentiment that " popular liberties are safe against military
despotism wielded by a corrupt Government, only when they (the people) have in their
hands the means of controlling the supplies required for the maintenance of a military
organisation."

I beg yoli will point out to your Ministers in reply to these observations, some material
circumstances which have escaped their notice. The terms of my despatch show that i
was well aware that the course in question, if adopted by the Legislature, would be, to a
certain degree, a surrender of the strict constitutional rights of the Representatives of the
people. It would probably, however, occur to them that popular liberties would be in little
danger from a body of citizen soldiers while they remained within the Province, not only
without exciting any such fears, but with the hearty approval of its people and Goverument,
a force of regular troops, whose number would be fixed at the discretion of the Imperial
Government, and whose cost would be defrayed by the Imperial Parliament. Again, if
the number of Imperial troops were made to depend, by agreement with the Canadian
Government, upon the number of Militia maintained by the Province, there woald be nothing
unreasonable in such an arrangement, and the Home Goverament might fairly (I do not
say would necessarily) require that the funds for the purpose should bre somewhat more
permanently secured than by annual vote.

It is far from my wish (as seems to be suggested by the Report) to diminish the control
of the Canadian Parliament over their own affairs; but on the other hand, the amount of
exertion England could make with any advantage must depend very much on the
manner in which that control is exercised-that is to say on the disposition to protect the
Colony which is shown by the Provincial Government and the people of Canada.

i di5eult to see how, when my despatch contemplates legislation on the subject of
65 9
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the Militia by the Canadians, and not the Imperial Parliament, the Executive Couneil eau
justify such grave apprehensions of an invasion of their liberties.

These considerations will show that the general doctrines referred to by the Report
have little application to the present peculiar case of Canada, and little force against the
suggestion of my despatch, which, however, I have no desire to press upon the attention of
your Government, upon whom and the Parliament of Canada must rest the responsibility
of providing adequate means for meeting the efforts of the Mother Country to secure the
safety of Canada.

The report dwells at length upon the fact that the policy of the Empire in all its
relations with foreign powers, upon which peaco and war depend, is regulated by the lIm-
perial Government and Parliament, over which Canada has no control. I agree with the
Executive Council in regarding this circumstance as one of Primary importance, au lying
indeed at the very root of the relations between the Mother Country and her Colonies with
respect to military and naval defences. They cannot fail, however, to see that Canada,
though liable, as they repeatedly point out, to be involved in Imperial wars in which she
may have no immediate interest. has yet a manifest interest, under all circumstances, in
contributing to maintain the power of the Empire of which she forms so important a part,
and with which the maintenance of her own independence and of her commanding positioa
in the world is so essentially connected.

The main security against aggression which Canada enjoys as a portion of the British
Empire is the fact known to all the world, that war with Canada means war with England;
not in Canada only but upon every sea and upon the shores, wherever situated, of the
aggressive power itself. It does not therefore follow that this country can consent or afford
to maintain an unlimited number of troops in Canada at her own cost, even in time of
war, much less in time of peace, and it remains true that the defence of Canadian territory
must depend mainly upon the Canadian people itself.

I have, &c.,
(Signed), NEwcAsTLE.

The Governor General to the Duke of Newcastle.

(Copy, No. 39.)
GOVERNMENT HoUSE, QUEBEC, 28th March, 1864.

MY LORD DUKE,-Referriug to Your Grace's despatch No. 127, of December 9th,
1863,'acquainting me that Your Grace had secured the sanction of the Secretary of State
for War, for the employment of Regiments of H. M. Forces quartered in Canada, as
schools of Instruction for the Officers of the Service Militia of the Province, au provided
for by the Militia Act passed last Session, I have the honor to report to Your Grace that
immediately on the receipt of that despatch I lost no time in placing myself in communi-
cation with the Lieutenant General commanding, on the subject.

With the concurrence of Sir F. Williams, I selected the 16th Regiment (lst Batt.)
quartered at Toronto, and the 17th Regiment (lst Batt.) quartered at Quebec, for this
service.

As I did not consider myseif authorised to take any public step in the matter until I
had received the sanction of the Imperial Authorities, some unavoidable delay occurred in
making tht necessary preparations with the military officers here. and also in arranging for
the attendanee of pupils at the opening of the Schools.

I have toinform Your Grace that the Schools opened at Quebec and Toronto, for the
reception of Candidates for Militia Commissions, on the lt March, and that there are now
in attendance 70 pupils at the Quebec and 50 at the Toronto School.

I am informed by the Commandants that the candidates are making satisfactory pro-
gress in acquiring a knowledge of their drill.

There would have been no difficulty in obtaining a larger attendance of Candidate',
but it was considered better not to send up too many at first, in consequence of the limited
zise of the Drill Sheds, (which are indispensible at this season of the year,) at our disposai,
,and other causes incidental to the novelty of the system.

A very large Drill Shed is now being ereeted here, at the uxpeuse of the Government,
10
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and a similar building is being put up at Toronto, at the joint expense of the Government
and the Corporation. Both these buildings will be soon available for the Schools, and
will enable us to increase the number of pupils in attendance.

I enclose copies of a circular which I caused to be sent to the Majors of Brigade and
others throughout the Province, and which embodies the rules under which the Schools
are conducted.

I hope to send Your Grace, by the next mail, a tabular statement, shewing the
numberof men which it is proposed to enrol by ballot, and embody in Battalions through
ont the Province, and the proportions in which they will be drawn from the several
Counties.

As we get a sufficient number of Officers for each Battalion instructed in the school,
it is proposed to call out the men for a certain number of days training in each year.

I have, &c., &c.,
(Signed,) MONCK.

His Grace, the Duke of Newcastle.

Mr. Cardwell to Lord Monck.

(Copy, Canada, No. 14.)
DOWNING STREET, 21st January, 1865.

My LoRa,-Her Majesty's Government are unwilling, under the present circum-
stances, to press upon the Government of Canada any decision which ca'i with prudence
be postponed upon a subject of so much importanceto the future welfare of the British
North American Provinces, as the subject of the defence of Canada. They are sensible
of the considerations which render it expedient to wait for such a decision, until somne
further progress shall have been made in the discussion of the proposal for the Union of
those Provinces, and until it shall have been ascertained whether the question is to be
considered by the Ministers of the United British North American Provinces, or by the
Ministers of Canada alone.

But without anticipating that any causes of difference are likely to disturb our present
friendly relations with the Government of the United States, they think it necessary to
bear in mind the vast accession which has recently been made, and still continues to be
made, to the military forces of that powerful country. They cannot forget the very small
proportion which the numerical strength of British troops, on the North American Con-
tinent bears to the force which might at any moment be brought into the field against them.
It would be a cause of just reproach against the British Governmeat if those troops were
suffered to remain in a position which, on the outbreak of war, they might not be able to
hold until the military and naval resources of the Country could be made available for
their support.

These considerations seem to [Her Majesty's Government to render it absolutely
necessary that the defences of Quebec should be materially strengthened and without delay.
They intend, therefore, on their own part, to include in the Estimates of the present year
a vote for improving the defences of Quebec.

The proposed defenes at Montreal are so important to the general safety of the Pro-
vince, and to the maintenance of the communication between the Districts West of
Montreal, and the naval and military power of the Mother Country, that Her Majesty's
Government trust that they may look with confidence to the Government of Canada for
the immediate construction of these Works.

Her Majesty's Government will be prepared to provide the armaments for the Works
at Montreal as well as those at Quebec.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) EDWARD CiA»WELL.
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(Enclosure in No. 1.)
Cory of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Executive Council, approved by

His Excellency the Governor G eneral on the 24th March, 1865.
The Committee respectfully recommend that four Members of Your Excellency's

Council do proceed to England to confer with Her Majesty's Government :
1st. Upon the proposed Confederation of the British North American Provinces. and

the means whereby it can be most speedily effected :
2nd. Upon the arrangements necessary for the Defence of Canada, in the event of war

arising with the United States, and the extent to which the same should be shared between
Great Britain and Canada.

3rd. Upon the steps to be taken with reference to the Reciprocity Treaty, and the
rights conferred by it upon the United States

4th. Upon the arrangements necessary for the settlement of the North-West Territory
and Hudson hay Company's claims

5th. And, generally, upon the existing critical state of affairs by which Canada is
most seriously affected.

The Committee further recommend that the following Members of Council be named
to form the Delegation, viz : Messrs. Macdonald, Cartier, Brown and Galt.

Certified,
WM. H. LEE, C. E. C.

To His Excellency the Right Honorable Viscount MONCK, Goveraor General of Uritish
North America, &c., &c.

May itplease Your Excellency-

The undersigned baving, by Order of Council of 24th March, 1865, been appointed
a Committee of the Executive Council of Canada to proceed to England and confer with
Her Majesty's Government on certain subjects of importance to the Province, sailed for
England in April last ; and having discharged the duty intrusted to them and returned to
Canada, we now beg to submit, for Your Excellency's information, a statement of our pro-
ceedincs while in London.

The circumstances under which this mission became necessary are doubtless fresh in
Your Excelleney's recollection. For a considerable time past, in view of the Civil War
going on in the United States, and the impossibility of anticipating what international
questions might at any moment arise, Her Majesty's Government felt it their duty from
time to time to direct the attention of the Goverunment of Canada to the insecure position
of the Province in the event of disturbed relations unhappily resulting, and to urge the
adoption of protective measures. In these communications it was not concealed that ier
Majesty's Government expected the people of Canada to assume more onerous military
duties than they had previously borne. Your Excellency's Advisers were always prepared
frankly to consider these proposais, and to submit for the approval of Parliament such
measures as might be found just and reasonable. But they felt at the same time that to
secure the hearty assent of Parliament and the country for any important changes in the
military relations between the Parent State and the Colony, an explanatien on the whole
subject should first be had, so that a clear understanding as to the share of defence to be
borne by each might by arrived at, and all ground of irritating and hurtful reproach 'for
alleged neglect«of duty by the Colony, entirely removed. In view aiso of the anticipated
early union of al] the British North Americau Colonies-so well calulated to simplify
the system of defence-the Government of Canada deemid it highly desirable that the
settlement of this important question should be reserved for the action of the Goveraneidt
and Legislature cf the new Confederation. Her Majesty's Government doncuired in these
views.

In the early part of this year, however, events occurred that changed the situtionof
affairs. The conference at Fortress Munroe for the cessation of hostilities, the disturbanfes
on the Canadian frontier, the imposition of the Passport system, the notice given by the
American Government for a termination of the convention restricting the Naval Arma-
ment on the Lakes and other events tended to revive and deepen the feeling of insecudty
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and Her Majesty's Government urged the immediate erection of permanent works of de-
fence at Quebec and Montreal-the cost of the former to be borne by the Imperial Trea-
sury, and of the latter by the people of Canada. Your Excellency's Advisers were most
anxious to meet the wishes of Her Majesty's Government, but they could not feel it their
duty to propose to Parliament a vote for defensive works at Montreal while the defence of
Upper Canada, on land and on the lakes, was unprovided for. The position of affaira was
further complicated by the result of the New Brunswick elections, which postponed at
least for a time, the union of the Provinces-and by the formal notice given by the Amer-
ican Government for the termination, in March next, of the Reciprocity Treaty. It be-
came evident that the time had arrived and could no longer be postponed, for a full and
frank explanation with Her Majesty's Government on the whole state of afiairs ; and with
that view an immediate mission to England, with Your Excellency's assent, was resolved
upon. The state of the case was forthwith communicated to the Legislative Council and
Assembly, which were then in session: and Parliament was shortly after prorogued on the
understanding that it would be summoned to learu the result of the negotiations and com-
plete the business of the Session, so soon as the delegates returned from Great Britain.

On arriving in England we lost no time in placiug ourselves in communication with
Her Majesty's Secretary of State for the Colonies ; and a Committee of the Imperial
Cabinet, consisting of His Grace the Duke of Somerset, the Right Honorable the Earl
De Grey and Ripon, the Right Honorable Wm. L. Gladstone, and the Right Honorable
Edward Cardwell, having been appointed to confer with us, negotiations were opened and
continued at frequent interviews, up to the close of our mi-sion.

The subject to which we first invited the attention of the Conterence was the pro-
posed Confederation of the British North American Colonies. We reminded the Imperial
Ministers how largely ail the questions, with the discussion of which we were charged-
and especially those of defence, F>reign Commercial relations, and internai communica-
tion-would be affected by the Union, and how greatly their satisfactory settlement would
be facilitated by it. We explained the reasons that existed for obtaining the assent of all
the Colonies to the Union at an early date, and the prorise to which the Government of
Canada stood pledged to proceed without delay with Constitutional reforms for Canada
alone, in the event of the larger measure failing to be obtained. We received at once
from the Members of the Imperial Cabinet assurances of their hearty approval of the Con-
federation scheme, and of their auxious desire to promote its early accomplishment, by all
the legitimate influence of the Imperial Government. In the discussion of the means to
be adopted for effecting Confederation, we trust it is unnecessary to assure Your Excel-
lency that the idea of coercing the Maritime Provinces into the measure, was not for a
moment entertained. The end sought was to ascertain in what manner the question of
Union in ail its bearings, could be best brought under the fuîl and fair consideration of
our fellow Colonists, and the grave responsibility urged upon them, which they* would
assume by thwarting a measure so pregnant with future prosperity to British America so
anxiously desired by the great mass of the people to be affected by it, and which had been
received with such marked satisfaction by our fellow subjeets throughout the British En-
pire. We received assurances that Her Majesty's Government would adopt every legiti-
mate means for securing the early assent of the Maritime Provinces to the Union. In the
courge of these discussions, the question of the Intercolonial Railway came up as a neces-
sary accompaniment of Confederation, when we sougbt and obtained a renewal of the pro-
mised Imperial guarantee of a loan for the construction of that work.

The important question of the future military relations between the Mother Country and
Canada received earnest and grave consideration. Before entering on the discussion of
details, we referred to the recent debates in the Imperial Parliament on the subject of
Canadian Defences, and especially to the assertions confidently made by certain members
of the House of Commons that Canada was incapable of efficient protection against inva-
sion from her inland border. We explained the injury such statements tended to produce
and the necessity of our ascertaining, as a preliminary step to our discussions, whether or
not they were well founded. We asked that a Report on the whole subject of the defence
of Casda, with plans and estimates, might be obtained from the highest Military and
Navàl authorities of Great Britain. Such a Rcport was obtained and communicated to us
SOmadatially-and we rejoice to msy that it was calculated to remove all doubt as te the
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security of our Country, so long as the hearts of our people remain firmly attached to the
British Flag, and the power of England is wielded in our defence.

On the part of Canada we expressed the desire that this plan for the defence of all
parts of the Province should be takren as the basis of arrangement ; and that a full and
candid discussion should be had as to the share of the cost that ought to be borne respec-
tively by the Imperial and Provincial Exchequers. We expressed the earnest wish of the
people of Canada to perpetuate the happy existing connection with Great Britain, and
their entire willingness to contribute to the defence of the Empire their full quota, accord-
ing to their ability, of men and money. But we pointed out that if war should ever un-
happily arise between England and the United States, it could only be an Imperial war,
on Imperial grounds-that our country alone would be exposed to the horrors of invasion
-and that our exposed position, far from entailing on us unusual burdens, should on the
contrary secure for us the special and generous consideration of the Imperial Govern-
meut. We explained, moreover, that though Canada continued to progress steadily and
rapidly, it was a vast country, sparsely populated-that the diffieulties of first settlement
were hardly yet overcome-that the profits of our annual industry were to be found not in
floating :wealth, but in the increased value of our farms and mines-and that, at this
moment especially, from the failure of successive crops, the effects of the American civil
war on our commercial relations, and the feeling of insecurity to our position (greatly
aggravated by statements of the defencelessness of the country in the British Parliament
and by portions of the British Press) -Canada was laboring under a temporary but serions
depression. We pointed out that, while fully recognizing the necessity and prepared to
provide for such a system of defence as wou!d restore confidence -in our future at home
and abroad, the best ultimate defence for British America was to be found in the increase
of her population as rapidly as possible, and the husbanding of our resources to that end
and, without claiming it as a right, we ventured to suggest that by enibling us to throw
open the north-western territories to free settlement, and by aiding us in enlarging our
canals and prosecuting internal productive works, and by promoting an extensive plan of
emigration from Europe into the unsettled portions of our domnain-permanent security
would be more quickly and surely and economically secured than by any other means. We
did not fail to point out how this might be done without cost or risk to the British Ex-
chequer, and how greatly it would lighten the new burden of defence prepared to be
assumed at a moment of depression by the people of Canada.

Much discussion ensued on all those points, and the result arrived at, was, that if the
people of Canada undertook the works of defence at and west of Montreal, and agreed to
expend in training their militia, until the union of all the Provinces was determined, a
sum not less than is now expended annually for that service, Her Majesty's Government
would complete the fortifications at Quebec, provide the whole armament for all the works,
guarantee a loan for the sum necessary to construct the works undertaken by Canada, and
in the event of war undertake the defence of every portion of Canada, with all the resources
of the Empire.

The question having arisen as to the time and order in which those propositions
should be submitted for the approval of the Imperial and Provincial Legislatures, it ap-
peared that no action could be taken upon them during the present year; and it wa there-
fore deemed inexpedient to complicate the Confederation question by changing the basis of
the Quebec Conference Resolutions, which might result from the present adoption of these
propositions. The further consideration of the defensive works was accordingly deferred
for the action of the Government and Legislature of the proposed British North American
Confederation-but the assurance of Her M ajesty's Government was at the same time given,
that if circumstances arose to render an application expedient by Canada alone for the im-
mediate prosecution of the works of defence, such application would be received in the
most friendly spirit.

On the subject of the American Reciprocity Treaty we entered into full explianations
with the Imperial Ministers. We explained how advantageously the Treaty had worked
for Canada, and the desire of our people for its renewal; but we showed at the same time
how much more advantageously it had operated for American interet-and we expressed
our inability to believe that the United States Govcrnment seriously contemplated the
§bohItioU Qf au arraingement by which they had so greatly increatsed their foreign comme
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secured a vast and lucrative carrying trade, and obtained free access to the St. Lawrence,
and to the invaluable fishing-grounds of British America-and that on the sole ground
that the Provinces had also profited by the Treaty. We explained the immediate injury
that would result to Canadian interests from the abrogation of the Treaty ; but we pointed
out at the same time the new and ultimately more profitable channels into which our
foreign trade niust, in that event, be turned, and the necessity of preparing for the change
if indeed it was to come. We asked that the British Minister at Washington might be
instructed to state frankly to the American Government the desire of the Canadian people
for renewal of the Treaty, and our readiness to discuss and favorably entertain any just
propositions that might be made for an extension or modification of its conditions; we re-
quested that the views of the American Government should be obtained at the earliest
convenient date-and that flis Excellency Sir Frederick Bruce should act in concert with
the Canadian Government in the matter. The Imperial Government cordially assented
to our suggestions.

The important question of opening up to settlement and cultivation the vast British
Territories on the north-west borders of Canada, next obtained the attention of the Con-
ference. Your Excellency is aware that the desire of the Government of Canada for a
satisfactory and final adjustment of this matter has been often formally expressed. In
Your Excellency's despatch, of 19th January, 1864, to the Colonial Sccretary, the anxious
desire of the Canadian Government was communicatod , for some speedy, inexpensivc, and
mutually satisfactory plan," for settling definitely " the North-Western boundary of Can-
ada," and the claim of Canada was asserted to " all that portion of Central British America,
which can be shewn to have been in the possession of the French at the period of the
cession in 1763.'

In reply to this despatch, Mr. Cardwell, on the 1st July, 1864, requested to be in-
formed whether the Government of Canada was prepared to assist in ncgotiations with
the Hudson Bay Company with the view of accepting any portion 'of the Territory now
claimed by that Company, and providing the means of local administration therein ; and
ho suggested that if so prepared it would be desirable that some person duly autherized to
communicate the views of the Canadian Government should be sent to England for that
purpose.

On the 1lth November, 1864, a Minute of Council was approved by Your Excellency,
in reply to Mr. Cardwell's despatch. It set forth that the Government of Canada
was ready and anxious to co-operate with the Imperial Government in securing the early
settlement of the North-West Territories, and the establishment of local Government in
its settled portions ; but that in its opinion the first step towards that end was the extinc-
tion of all claim by the Hudson Bay Company to proprietary rights in the soil and ex-
clusive rights of trade. It suggested that it was for the Imperial Government, and not
for the Government of Canada, to assume the duty of bringing to an end a monopoly
originating in an English Charter, and exercised so long under Imperial sanction , but
that when the negotiations were brought to a close, the Government of Canada would be
ready to arrange with the Imperial Government for the annexation to Canada of such
portions of the Territory as might be available for settlement, as well as for the opening
up of communications into the Territory, and providing means of local administration. Or
should the Imperial Government prefer to erect the Territory into a Crown Colony, the
Canadian Government would gladly co-operare in the opening up of communication into
the Territory, and the settlement of the Country. The Minute finally suggested that the
Honerable President of the Council while in England would communicate more fully to
Mr. Cardwell the views of the Canadian Governments.

The negotiations that followed on this despatch, satisfied us of the impossibility of
enforcing the end sought by Canada without long-protranted, vexatious and costly litiga-
tion. Th- Hudson Bay Company were in posses.sion, and if time were their object,
could protract the proceedings indefinitely; and Her Majesty's Government appeared
Unwilling to ignore pretensions that had frequently received quasi recognition from the
Imperial Authorities. Calling to mind, therefore, the vital importance to Canada of hav-
ing that great and fertile country opened up to Canadian enterprise, and the tide of emi-
gration into it directed through Canadian channels-remnembering also the danger of large
grants of land passing into the hands of mere moneyed corporations and emaarrassing the
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rapid settlement of the country-and the risk that the recent discoveries of gold on the
Eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains might throw into the country large masses of set-
tiers unaccustomed to British Institutions-we arrived at the conclusion that the quickest
solution of the question would be the best for Canada. We accordingly proposed to the
Imperial Ministers that the whole British Territory east of the Rocky Mountains and
north of the American and Canadian fines shoula be made over to Canada, subject tosuch
rights as the Iludson Bay Company might be able to establish, and that the compensa-
tion to that Company (if any were found to be due) should be met by a loan guaranteed
by Great Britain. The Imperial Govern ment consented to this, and a careful investigation
of the case satisfies us that the compensation to the Hudson Bay Company cannot, under
any circumstances, be enerous. It is but two years since the present Hudson Bay Com-
pany purchased the entire property of the old Company ; they paid £1,500,000, for the
entire property and assets,-in which was included a large sum of cash on hand, large
landed properties in British Columbia and elsewhere not included in our arrangement, a
very large claim against the United States Government under 'the Oregon Treaty-and
Ships, Goods, Pelts and business premises in England and Canada, valued at £1,023,569.
The value of the territorial rights of the Company therefore in the estimation of the
Company itself, will be easily arrived at.

The results of our communications with the Committee of Her Majesty's Government
were placed, by Mr. Cardwell, in the form of a despatch to Your Excellency ; that
document bears date the 17th June, 1865, and has already reached Your Excellency's
hands. It contains a correct statement of the result of the conference.

Although the subject was not specially referred te us, we did not fail to call the at-
tention of the Colonial Minister to the anomalous position of foreigners who have settled
in Canada and become naturalized subjects under our Provincial Statutes. Mr. Cardwell
at once admitted the hardship of the case, and stated that it was the desire of Her Majesty's
Government to remedy it, and that with that view he had referred the subject to the Iaw
Officers of the Crown for their opinion as to the best mode of doing so.

It will be gratifyiny to many devoted subjects of Her Majesty throughout British
America, whose fears have been excited by the language too often heard of late years, on
the subject of Colonial Connection, that we received from Her Majesty's Ministers the
assurance that the British Government acknowledge the obligation of defending every por-
tion of Canada with all the resources at its command.

Such in brief is the outline of our communications with lier Majesty Government,
and we cannot conclude this Report without gratefully acknowledging the distinguished
consideration extended to us as the Representatives of Canada, not only by the Ministers
with whom we were brought more directly in contact, but by many eminent personages
with whom we had the honor of conferring on the object of o.ur mission. To Mr. Card-
well we are especially indebted for unremitting kindness and attention. We are happy to
believe that the result of our visit to Engiand has been to inspire more just views as to
the position and feelings of the Canadian people, and to draw closer the ties that have se
long and so happily attached our Province to the Mother Country.

JORN A. MACDONALD,
GEo. ET. CArTIjR,
GEo. BROWN,
A. T. GALT.

Quebec, 12th July, 1865.

Corg of a Despatch from the Right Honorable Edward Cardwell, M.P., to Governor
General Viscount Monck.

(No. 95.) DOWNING STREET, 17th June, 1865.
My LoR,-I have the honor to inform your Lordship that several confereuces have

been held between the four Canadian Ministers who were deputed, under the Minute of
your Executive Council of March 24th, to proceed te England to confer with Her Majesty's
Government, on the part of Canada; and the Duke ot Somerset, the Earl de Grey, Mr.
Gladstone, aud myself; on the part of Her Majesty's Goverament,
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On the first subject referred to in the Minute, that of the Confederation of the British
North American Provinces, we repeated on the part of the Cabinet the assurances which
had already been given of the determination of Her Majesty's Government to use every
proper means of influence to carry into effect without delay the proposed Corfederation.

On the second point, we entered into a full consideration of the important subject of
the defence of Canada, not with any apprehension on either side than the friendly relations
now happily subsisting between this country and the United States are likely to be disturbed,
but impressed with the conviction that the safety of the Empire from possible attack ought
to depend upon its own strength and the due application of its own resources. We reminded
the Canadian Ministers that on the part of the Imperial Government we had obtained a
vote of money for improving the fortifications of Quebec. We assured thei that se soon
as the vote had been obtained the necessary instructions had been sent out for the imme-
diate execution of the works, which would be prosecuted with despatch ; and we reminded
them of the suggestion Her Majesty's Government had made to them to proceed with the
fortifications of Montreal.

The Canadian Ministers, in reply, expressed uoreservedly the desire of Canada to
devote her whole resources, both in men and money, for the maintenance of the connection
with the Mother Country; and their full belief in the readiness of the Canadian Parliament
to make knowa their determination in the most authentie manner. They said they had
increased the expendituie of their Militia from 300,000 to 1,000,000 dollars, and would
agree to train that [force to the satisfaction of the Secretary of State for War, provided the
cost did not exceed the last mentioned sumi annually, while the question of Confederation
is pending. They said they were unwilling te separate the question of the works of Montreal
froin the question of the works west of that place, and from the question of a naval arma-
ment on Lake Ontario. That the execution of the whole of these works would render it
necessary for thei to have recourse to a loan, which could only be raised with the guarantee
of the Imperial Parliament. They were ready to propose to their Legislature on their
return a measure for this purpose, provided that the guarantee of the Imperial Parliament
were given now, and that they were authorized to communicate to the Parliament of Canada
the assurance that, the occasion arising, England will have prepared an adequate naval
force for Lake Ontario. They thought that if the guarantee were not obtained now it was
probable that the Canadian Government aud Parliament would think it desirable that the
question of defensive works should await the decision of the Government and Legislature
of the United Provinces.

On the part of fier Majesty's Government we assented to the reasonableness of the
proposal that if the Province undertook the primary liability for the works of defence
mentioned in the letter of Lieutenant-Colonel Jervois, and showed a sufficient security,
Her Majesty's Government should apply to Parliament for a guarantee for the amount
required ; and we said that Her Majesty's Government would furnish the armaments for
the works. But we said that the desire and decision of the Provincial Legislature ought
to be pronounced before any application was made to the Imperial Parliament. On the
subject of a Naval Force for Lake Ontario, we said that, apart from any question of ex-
pediency, the convention subsisting between this country and the United States rendered
it impossible for either nation to place more than the specified number of armed vessels on
the Lakes in time of peace. In case of war it would, as a matter of course, be the duty of
any Government in this conntry to apply its means of Naval Defence according to the
judgment it might fora upon the exigencies of each particular time, and the Canadian
Ministers might be assured that ler Majesty's Government would not permit itself to be
found in such a position as to be unable to discharge its duty in this 'respect. This was
the only assurance the Canadian Ministers could expect, or we could give.

Upon a review of the whole matter, the Canadian Ministers reverted to the proposal
which has been mentioned above, that priority in point of time should be given to the
Confederation of the Provinces. Tu this we, on the part of Her Majesty's Government,
assented. In conformity, however, with a wish strongly expressed by the Canadian Minis-
ters, we further said that if, upon future consideration, the Canadian Government should
desire to anticipate the Confederation and to propose that Canada should execute the
works, they would doubtiess communicate to Her Majesty's Goverment that. deciaion ;
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and we trusted that after what had passed in these conferences they would feel assured
that any such communication wouid be received by us in the most friendly spirit.

On the third point, the Reciprocity Treaty, the Canadian Ministers represented the
great importance to Canada of the renewal of that treaty, and requested that Sir F. Bruce
might be put in communication with the Government of Lord Monck upon the subject.
We replied that Sir F. Bruce had already received instructions to negotiate for a renewal
of the Treaty, and to act in concert with the Government of Canada.

On the fourth point, the subject of the North-western Territory, the Canadian Ministers
desired that that Territory should be made over to Canada, and undertook to negotiate
with the ludsoii Bay Conp>any for the termination of their rights, on condition that the
indemnity, if any, should be paid by a loan to be raised by Canada under the Imperial
Guarantee. With the saur:tion of the Cabinet we assented to this proposa], undertaking
that if the negotiation should 5e successful, we on the part of the Crown being satisfied that
the amount of the indemnity was reasonable, and the security sufficient, would apply to
the ImperiA Parliament to sanction the agreement and te guarantee the amount.

On the last point, it seeined difficult that Her Majesty's Government should accept
the assurances given by the Canadian Ministers on the part of Canada, that that Province
is ready to devote ail ber resources both in men and money to the maintenance of her
connection with the Mother Country, and should assure them in return that the Imperial
Government fully aeknowledged the reciprocal obligation of defending every portion of the
Empire with all the resourcss at its command.

The Canadian M'inisters, in conclusion, said, that they hoped it would be understood
that the present communications did not in any way affect or alter the correspondence
which had already passed between the Imperial Government and the Governments of the
British North Anierican Provinces on the subject of the Intercolonial iRailway. To this
we entirely agreod.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) EDWARD CARDWCLL.

Governor General,
Viscount Monck, &c., &3.

(Copy, Canada, Ne. 103.)
DOWNING STREET, 24th June, 1865.

M y LoRD,--I have the honor to enclose for Your Lordship's information, a copy of a
despatcb which I have addressed to-day to the Lieutenant Governors of the Maritime
Provinces.

I have, &c.,
(Zigned,) EDWARD CARDWELL.

Viscount Monck,
&c., &c., &c.

Mr. Secretary (artidel to the Lieutenant Goverinors of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
Prince IEdward Island, and the Governor of Newfoundland.

(Copy.)
DOWNING STREET, 24th June, 1865.

SiRa,- have the honor to transmit to you the copy of a correspondence between
Viscount Monck and myself, on the affairs of British North America, which have lately
formed the subject of Conferences between Her Majesty's Government and a Deputation
from the Canadian Government.

This correspondeuce having been presented to both louses of the Imperial Parlia-
ment, by oommand of Her Majesty, I have to direct you to communicate it sBO to the
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Legislature of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland,
at its neit meeting.

You will at the same time express the strong and deliberate opinion of Her Majesty's
Government, that it is an object much to be desired, that all the British North American
Colonies should agree t: unite in one Government. In the territorial extent of Canada,
and in the maritime and commercial enterprise of the Lower Provinces, Her Majesty's
Government see the elements of power which only require to be combined in order to
secure for the Province which shall possess them al!, a place among the most considerable
communities of the world. In the spirit of loyalty to the British Crown, of attachment to
British connection, and of love for British Institutions, by which all the Provinces are
animated alike, Her Majesty's Government recognize the bond by which all may be com-
bined under one Government. Such an union seenis to Her Majesty's Government to
recommend itself to the Provinces, on many grounds of moral and material advantage, as
giving a well founded prospect of improved administration and increased prosperity. But
there is one consideration which Her Majesty's Government feel it more especially their
duty to press upon the Legislatures of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island,
and Newfoundland. Looking to the determination which this country has ever exhibited
to regard the defence of the Colonies as a matter of Imperial concern, the Colonies must
recognize a right and even acknowledge an obligation incumbent on the Home Government
to urge with earnestness and just authority the mensures which they consider to be Most
expedient on the part of the Colonies with a view to their own defence. Nor can it be
doubtful that the Provinces of British North America are incapable, when separate and
divided from each other, of making those just and sufficient preparations for national
defence, which would be easily undertaken by a Province uniting in itself all the population
and all the resources of the whole.

I am aware that this project, so novel as well as so important, bas not been at once
accepted in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island with that cordiality
which has marked its acceptance by the Legislature of Canada, but iler Majesty's Govern-
ment trust, that after a full and careful examination of the subject in all its bearings, the
Maritime Provinces will perceive the great advantages which in the opinion of Her
Majesty's Government the proposed Union is calculated to confer upon them all.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) EDWARD CARDWELL.

The Duke of Buckinghami to Lord Monck.

(Copy, Canada, No. 38.)
ÐOWNING STREET, 22nd February, 1868.

My Lon,-I have the houor to transmit to your Lordship a copy of a letter, in which
the Secretary of State fer War informs me that the Defence Committee, having lately had
under consideration the Defences of Canada, have pointed out that, although great progress
has been made in the works at Quebec, which have been undertaken by the Imperial
Government, no measures have as yet been adopted for the defence of other vital points in
the Dominion of Canada. The Secretary of State for War recapitulates some of the points
at which defensive works are required.

I have to request that you will bring this subject before your Ministers, from wbom I
,doubt not that it will receive the attention which its importance deserves.

i have, &c.,
(Signed), BUCKINGHAM AND CHANDOS.

Governor the Right Honorable Viscount Monck,

A. 1868
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The Earl of Longford to the Under Secretany of State, Colonial Office.

(Copy, Canada 5, 880.)
WAR OFFICE, 5th February, 1868.

Sia,-I an directed by the Secretary of State for War to acquaint you, for the in-
formation of His Grace the Duke of Buckinghan and Chandos, that tbe question of the
defence of Canada having been lately under consideration, has led the Defepce Conmittee
to bring to his notice, that, although great progress bas been made in the works ut Quebec,
which have been undertaken by the Imperial Government, no steps hale as yet been taken
for the defence of other vital points in British North Arnerica.

Sir John Pakington desires therefore to suggest, for the consideration of Bis Grace,
the importance of urging upon the Government of Canada that no time should be lost in
giving effect to the recommendations which have on previous occasions been made, for the
construction of fortifications at M1ontreal, Kingston, and other places.

Ia connection with this subject, the attention of Sir John Pakington has been di-
rected to the present defenceless state of St. John. New Brunswick. Situated at the mouth
of the St. John River, the great artery of New Brunswick, the occupation of St. John by
an enemy would virtually give him possession of that Province, and at the same time afford
him a base of operations from whence he could cut off all communication either by the
Intercolonial Railway or by other routes Irom Nova Scotia, through New Brunswick, to
Canada. Thus, St. John is a place of great importance in connection with ihe general
scheme for the defence of British North America.

Sir John Pakington would, consequently, draw the attention of the Duke of Bucking-
ham to the subject, with a view, should His Grace see no objection, of also urging upon the
Government of Canada that early measures should be taken for constructing such works as
are essential for the proper defence of that place against attack, both by sea and land.

I am, &c.,
(Signed,) LoNGEORD.

The Under Secretary of State,
Colonial Office.

Extract of a Despatch from the Right Honorable Viscount Mfonck :to the Duke of
Buckingham, dated:

(No. 43.)
OTTAWA, March 14th, 1868.

"Referring to Your Grace's despatch, (No. 40,) of February 22nd, I have the honor
to transmit for your information a copy of an approved Minute-of the Privy Council of
of Canada, respecting the propriety of again putting in commission the Provincial Gun-
boats on the Lakes and the River St. Lawrence, during the approaching Eummer.

"I entirely agree with the view of this question adopted by the Privy Council.
" The Fenian organisation in the United States continues in full activity, and con-

stant threats on their part of an intention of renewing the invasion of Canada reach me.
"I consider the maintenance of Gunboats on the Lakes and the River St. Lawrence

the most inexpensive and effective measure that could be adopted for preventing any
further attack, or for repelling it, ubould the invasion be attempted.

G UNBOATS.
Copy of a Report of a Committee o/ the Bonorable the Privy Council, approvcd by His

Excellency the Govirnor G.neral, on the 13th day of Afarch, 1868.

(Copy, No. 816.)
The Committes have had bdfore them the despatoh, dated 22nd Fbraary, 1808, from
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lis Grace the Secretary of State for the Colonies, respecting the expediency of dis-
pensing, this year, with manning from vessels of war in the St. Lawreuce, any steamers
hired by the Canadian Government, and of decreasing the Naval Force in that river.

The Honorable the Minister of Militia reports that, as from information in the pos-
session of the Canadian Government, it appears that the Fenian organization in the United
States has not only not ceased to exist, but is being actively carried on, and that some
future i4vasion of Canadian soil is contemplated by them, he does not consider that a-re-
duction of the Naval Force on the St. Lawrence should at present take place, but he deems
it necessary that Gunboats should, on the opening of navigation, continue to be manned
as heretofore.

Your Committee concur in opinion with the Minister of Militia, and submit the same
for Your Excellency's approval.

(Signed) W. H. LEE,
Clerk, P. C.
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SUPPLEMENTARY RETURN

To an Address of the HousE oF, COMMONS, dated 18th March, 1868; for

Copies of all Correspondence which may have taken place between the

Imperial Government and the Government of the late Province of Canada,

since February, 1863, on the subject of Colonial Military Expenditure and

Military Defence of the late Province of Canada, and between the Imperial

Government and that of the Dominion, since lat July, 1867, on the same

subject.
By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Scretary oJ State.

DEPARTMENT OP TIE SECRETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, April 16th, 1868.

Coi of a Report of a Committee of the Executive Council, approved by His Exceleney
the Governor General, 30th October, 1862.

The Committee of the Executive Council have had under their consideration the
Despatch of His Grace the Duke of Newcastle, of the 22st August last.

In this Despaich His Grace directs attention to the present state of the defences of this
Province, to the anxiety whieh is entertained by the British Government in regard to them,
and to the measures which, in Ris Grace's judgment, are necessary on one hand to fulfil the
expectations of Great Britain, and on the other, to place Canada in a position to meet any
emergency. His Grace alludes to the misapprehension produced in the mindas of the
English people by the rejection of the Militia Bill, preparêd by their predecessors, justly
remarking, however, that that proceeding on the part of the Provincial Parliament does
not afford evidence of au unwillingness to make proper provision for the defence of the
Province.

Whilst disclaiming both the right and the desire to interfere in the politics of
Canada, His Grace urges the importance of speedily resuming "measures for some
better milltary organization of the inhabitants of Canada, than that which now exista,"
and he proceeds to set forth certain auggestions of Her Majesty's Government in reference
to this subject. The opinions of Military authorities are appealed to to shew that any
Troops furnished by England would be unequal to the protection of Canada without the
efficient aid of its own people; and suggestions are offered in regard to the form in which
this aid may be most advantageously rendered. His Grace states that the population cap-
able of bearing arms should receive that organization and acquire that habit of discipline
which constitute the difference between a trained force and an armed mob, and that Fifty
thousand (50,000) "i the smallest number of men'' which the Province should have in a
atate of partial familiarity with drill and other military duty. It is recommended that eue
Company of each Battalion of Sedentary Militia, or more, should be drilled every year, that
the training of a large number of men may thus be gradually effected. Preparations of
this character and to this extent are calculated, His Grace remarks, to maintain and im.
prove the credit of the Province in the money markets of Europe. In coaformity with
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this view, His Grace expresses himself convinced of the desirableness of steps being taken
to secure a basis of Provincial taxation apart from Customs duties; and the better to secure
the permanence of such an organization as dis Grace proposes, he recommends " that its
administration and the supply of funds for its support should be exempt from the disturbing
action of ordinary politics."

The expediency of defraying the charge for the Militia, or a certain fixed portion of
it, from the Consolidated Fund of Canada, or voting it for a period of three or five years,
is further suggested as a means of removing the Militia question from the arena of party
politics.

Another aspect of the question is presented by His Grace, namely the desirableness
of uniting the defensive measures of Canada with the defensive measures of the other
British Provinces on the American Continent, " that one uniform system of Militia train-
ing and organization," may be introduced into all of them. Such a scheme, it is added,
-must emanate from Her Majesty's Government, and the opinion of Your Excellency's
Aivisers is desired in relation to it: lis Grace being of opinion that a union for defence
may precede any political union of the North American Colonies.

The Despatch of His Grace involves matters of the highest importance, and affirms a
principle which for the first time comes in a practical shape before the people of Canada.
Your Excellency's Advisers have not been unmindful of the discussions upon the subject
which have taken place in the Imperial Parliament; but until now they have not been
called upon to consider the principles of a policy so gravely affecting the relations of
Canada to the Mother Country.

The friendly spirit in which His Grace has conceived his Despatch will be cordially
reciprocated by the Canadian people. The promptitude and liberality with which Her
Majesty's Government provided for the protection of the Province when', on a recent occa-
sion, danger seemed to menace it, are fully appreciated, and it is gratifying to know that
the loyalty and ardor manifested by Cain da in an emergency, which her people had done
nothing to produce and were wholly unable to prevent, are in turn duly understood and
valued by the Home Government.

It is not doubted that the same mutual regard and confidence will be exhibted in any
communication or negotiation which may follow His Grace's Despatch. At the same time,
however, it is felt that in dealing with a question affecti.g so deeply the present and future
welfare of the Province care should be taken to base any arrangement that may be entered
inte upon something more solid than sentiment, more enduring than any proposa], nct re-
cognizigg the rights and interests of the Canadian people.

Before proceeding to express an opinion upon the propositions contained in His
Grace's Despatch, Your Excellency's Advisers cannot refrain from recalling the circum-
stances under which they assumed the responsibilities of office. Their predecessors, they
cannot forget, presented to Padiament a scheme which failed to obtain the support of that
body, and which, so far as cai be ascertained, was extremely distasteful to the country.
It failed of success not only on the ground that the method of enrolment proposed was in
itself bighly objectionable, but because it established a machinery cumbrous in its characrer,
at variance with the habits and genius of the Canadian people, and entailing an expendi-
ture far in excess of the sum which the Legislature and the people have declared them-
selves willing to provide. The rejection of the measure by a majority of the Legislative
Assembly was the result, not of party combinations but of a deliberate conviction that its
principle was unadapted to the occasion, that the more striking of its features were obnox-
ions to the Province, and that the financial resources available for military purposes were
unequal to the outlay that would have followed the enactment of the Bill.

The Volunteer Organization, Your Excellency's Advisers were convinced, is that alone
through which the military spirit of the people must find vent in a period of peace. In
case of an actual emergency Your Excellency's Advisers are persuaded the response tO an
order calling ont the Militia would be unanimous. But there is a decided aversion to
compulsory service except in the presence of actual danger.

With their knowledge of the unwillingness of the people- to act under a compulsory
ssta, with the very strong and general expression of preference for the Volunteer
Systbm, which secures to them the choice of company officers, and with the proofs of the
growing vigor of the Volunteer organization under ciroamstanoes of ovbious encourage-
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ment, Your Excellency's Advisers flrst entered upon the consideration of the question
which had led to the defeat and resignation of their predecessors. The view entertained
by Parliament, and as its Members believed, reflected in the disposition of the people, is
that whieh commended itself ta the judgment of the Executive Council. They addressed
themselves to the subject therefore, anxions to lay the foundation of au effiient defensive
organization, but convinced of the necessity of consulting the publie will, so far as the
voluntary nature of the organization is concerned, and convinced also of the necessity of
so adjusting the expenditure as not to add ta the embarassme nts which were then and still
are amongst the chief obstacles to every new enterprise originating with the Goverument.

in this spirit, amendments were made to the Militia Law previously in force; the
aim of the new Government being ta infuse vitality under the voluntary branch of the
service, to encourage the formation of Volunteer Companies in rural districts, and to pro-
vide measures for the botter disciplining of the force. The appropriation by Parliament
for these purposes was largely in excess of the vote for the previous year, and was fully
as large as the circumstances of the Province would justify a Government in asking at
the bands of the Legislature except in the presence ai emergencies which as yet do not
exist. In 1861 the appropriation was $84,970; in 1862, 8.20,000.

Faithfully carrying out this lino of policy, no timo was lost in taking steps ta ascertain
the actual condition of the Volunteer Force, as preliminary taking steps for its im-
provement.

An officer of experience and ability was intrusted with the task of inspecting and
reporting upon the active companies, and his enquiry is on the point of completion. In
addition, Drill Instructors have been detailed at a considerable cost ta the Province for the
better training of volunteers. To what extent these measures have been productive of benefit
does not yet fully appear. It is known, however, that the Drill instruction has been
turned ta a good accaunt, and that the visits of the offieer alluded ta (Colonel Wily), in con-
nection with the more thorough drill, have stimulated the desire for further comipanies and
for the thorough effectiveness of those alrcady recognized. Enough is known to justify
the sbatement that immediately after the Receipt ot Colonel Wily's Report, a considerable
number of new companies will present thcamselves for the sanction of Your Excelleney.

Without entering into the minute details of plans not altogether matured, the Exe-
cutive Couneil think proper ta state in reference ta the continued improvement of the
Force-that the Act to amend the Militia Law provides that " the Commander in Chief
may appoint Brigade Majors, not exceeding one fior each Military District." It is întended,
with the least possible delay, ta present ta Your Excelleucy for approval a list of offcers
qualified to fill those important positions. The utnost care will be taken in the selection
of individuals qualified by knowledge, experienc and character for the proper diseharge
of the duties pertaining ta the office.

These duties will include the inspection and control of sueh Volunteer Companies and
Battalions as may be within the limits of eaeh District, and tie formation of Drill Asso-
ciations to be composed of the officers and nor-commissioned oflicers of the several Bat-
talions of the Sedentary Militia with a view of conveying ta them, to borrow the larguage of:
Your Excellency-" such a knowledge of, and proficiency in their drill and military duties
as will enable them to impart from time to time the knowledge thus acquired ta those who
may be under their command."

The Brigade Majors will further be instructed on assuming their duties ta secure the
enrolment of such quota as may be ordered from the Frst Class Service Men within the
District, first into Companies, and whenever practicable, into Battalions under officers
qualified to command them, and thus, in addition ta the volunteers contemplated under
the amended Act of last Session, an organization more efficient for calling ont the First
Olass Service Men than any hitherto known may be expected.

A spirit of emulation will thus be produced which will assuredly tend to the general
improvement of the companies of the several Battalions in discipline and drill. ln no
other way can this result be attained in the rural districts. It is also designed ta obviate
une of the principal causes of dissatisfaction atnong the larger proportion of volunteers
by removing the distinction hitherto maintained between classes A and B of the Volun-
teer Force; so that, without injustice to class A, class B may be placed in the possession
of advantages until now withheld. Under the intended change the two classes will be
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placed on an equality in respect of the supply of clothing which will in future be furnished
to all. As the clothing has been the chief difficulty in the way of the formation of
Volunteer Companies it is believed that the supplying of it by the Government, coupled
with a payment in lieu of clothing to Companies already provided with uniforms, will
prove in the highest degree satisfactory. Nor are the Executive Council unmindful of
the reasonable claim, which, under certain circumstances, may be preferred by Volunteer
Companies for the constiuction or acquisition of armouries, rifle ranges and drill rooms. It
is considered uuwise, however, to niake any general promise upon these points, or to pledge
the Province to any considerable expenditure on account of themr. The need really
exists only in central localities, the demand of which will be duly considered and acted
upon from time to time.

The importance of battalion drill is too obvious to be denied. Its enforeement must.
however, be regulated by its practicability. In the cities and larger towns it may be car-
ried on not only without additionai cost, but without entailing upon the volunteers extra
sacrifices or trouble. In the rural districts the case is different, with a sparse population
averaging less than three inhabitants to the square mile tiroughout Canada, engaged in
agricultural pursuits and for the most part struggling with the hardships and difficulties
incident to a country in which capital is searce, and a large portion of which remains to
be reclaimed, any drill remote froin the residences of the volunteers is impossible. It is
not simply a question of pay, nothing is more certain thn the unwillingness of volunteers
so situated to absent themselves frou their immediate neighborhoods for purposes of mili-
tary instruction, not merely because of their inability to dispense with pay, but because of
the extent to which the absence would interfere with pursuits that cannot be interrupted
without injury to themselves and loss to the country. Their farms require their unremit-
ting attention, the scarcity of hired labour being too serious and constant to allow of
absence on the part of the settlers themselves. In the event of war, no doubt these hind-
rances would not keep back the able bodiied population from the service of the country,
but they are averse to interference, except on occasions of great necessity, and in the opi-
nion of the Executive Council it is not desirable to excite discontent amongt them by any
premature attemps to exact compulsory service.

The Battalions in the Province number four hundred and sixty-three, with offieers
and non-commissioned officers amounting in the agregate to twenty-seven thousand seven
hundred and eighty, on an average of sixty to each Battalion. Assuming that of these
an average of three-fourths obey theorder for drill instruction in the manner already in-
dicated, a total of twenty thousand eight hundred and thirty-five will be qualified for
general' drill instructors.

the argument against enforeed drill as applied to the rank and file of the Militiadoes
not bear upen the officnra of the Sedentary force who now hold commissions. They at
any rate, may be required to qualify themselves, and it is intended very shortly to call
upon them to undergo drill, in the manner already indicated, tbat they may be prepared at
any moment to enter upon the discharge of the duties attaching to their several positions,
,Desiring the honor of Militia distinction they must make up their minds to prove their
fitness for it ; and failing to do this, the Executive Council think that there should be no
hesitancy in setting them aside and replacing them with worthier men.

four Excellency's Advisers have thus endeavored to exhibit the policy, which in
their judgment is best suited to the circumstances of the Province and the habits of its
people. They point with confidence to what they have donc, and what they are prepared
to do as evidence of the determination to fulfil their duty in regard to the defence of the
Province. They have held office less than -five months and their exertions during tait
brief period have been neither slight nor unproductive.

Whatever differences of opinion exist here or in Englandas to the merits of particular
parts of their seheme, at least they have proved how fully they appreciate the importance
of the subject of His Grace's Despatch; and they look forward without any misgivings to
the realization of results which will vindicate the wisdom, patriotism and loyalty of the
course they havD pursued.

Unquestionably the plan proposed is in part experimental. Everything of the kind
muet be no at the outeet. Military tastes and aspirations have not been cherished by our
people, and the attempt is now for the first time to be made to aceitom them to IabQua
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and duties other than those of peaceful life. In entering upon this task, the Government
cannot too carefully consult the feelings and habits of those on whom reliance must be mainly
placed in the presence of danger-the more youthful and active part of the population
embraced in the Sedentary force. The question for the Government to consider is how
best to accomplish this end, and time and experience are required, not only to test the
sufficiency of measures now, or soon to be in operation, bat to remrove the prejudice with
which military service is regarded and to enable those charged with the administration of
affairs to ascertain the feasibility of a more extended scheme. It is possible that some
further legislation may be called for to reAedy defects which only experience can reveal,
and Yonr Excellency's Advisers will be prepared to adiress themselves to the subject as
soon as it shall corne before them in a practical shape, adhering faithfully to the general
principles of the policy herein set forth, but widening and modifying their action in con-
formity with the teaching of their present trial.

The proposal of His Grace to organize and drill not less than fifty thousand men is
not now for the first time presented to the Province. The measure prepared by the late
Government and rejected by the Legislature, contemplated the formation of a Force to
that extent, and Your Excellency's Advisers cannot disguise their opinion that the
Province is averse to the maintenance of a force which would seriously derange industry
and tax its resources to a degree justifiable only in periods of imminent danger or actual
war.

The people of Canada doing nothingto produce a rupture with the United States, and
having no knowledge of any intention on the part of Her Majesty's Government to pur-
sue a policy from which so dire a calamity would proceed, are unwilling to impose upon
themselves extraordinary burthens. They feel, that should war occur, it will be produced
by no act of theirs, and they have no inclination to do anything that may seem to fore-
shadow, perhaps to provoke, a state of things which would be disatrous to every interest
of the Province. On this ground their Representatives in Parliament assembled, rejected
the proposition to organize fifty thousand men, or inded, to commit the Province to a
much smaller force, and recent elections in various localities embracing more than one-
third of the population of the Province, have shewn that in this respect publie feeling
has undergone no change. So far as is known, not a single Candidate has ventured-to
declare himself in favor of a measure so extensive as that which was prepare.d by the late
Goverament, and is ncw again recomniended by His Grace. Your Excellency's Advisers
therefore find themselves fortified by public opinion. Their own estimate of what is
required, and of what may nost advantageously be done, is confirmed by the calm judg-
ment of the people. Ris Grace recommends " a basis of taxation sounder in itself than the
almost exclusive reliance on customs duties," the evident intention being, by direct taxation,
to obtain an increase of income commensurate with the increase of expenditure which
would follow the organization of the large force proposed.

Without entering into a discussion of the relative merits of direct and indirect taxa-
tion, Your Exceilency's Advisers feel that it would not be prudent suddenly, or to any
large extent, to impose direct taxation for Mdilitary puposes. This is not the occasion
for adopting a principle hitherto unknown in the fiscal policy of' the Province ; and
assuredly this is not the time for plunging into an experiment for which the people of the
Province are unprepared. No more serious mistake can be committed than to conduct an
argument upon the supposition that the ability of the Canadian people to sustain taxation
is greater than hs hitherto been acknowledged inthefiscal arrangements of the Govern-
ment. The wealth of the country is in its lands. If the people are in the enjoynqent of
comparative wealth it is so invested as to be not readily available for the production of a
large money income. Your Excellency's Advisers believe that no Government could exist
that would attempt to cairy out the suggestion of His Grace for the purpose designed.

The maintenance of the Provincial Credit abroad is undoubtedly an object which the
administra tvsoftheaffairsofthe Province should at any costaccomplish. YourExcellency's
Advisers su omit that their various measures demonstrate the sincerity with which they are
striving to preserve the publie credit unimpaired. They contend, however, that nlot the
lenast important of the agencies to be employed to this end is the exhibition of a due
regard to the means at the command of the Province. They hold that they are more
likely to retain the çonf leace of European Capitalists by carefully adjusting expenditure
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to income, than by embarling in schemes, however laudable in themselves, beyond the
available resources of the Canadian people. That they are not unwilling to try to the
utmost to comply with the suggestions of the Imperial Governmeut is evidenced by the
manner in which the projected Intercolonial Railway has been entertained. Their conduct
in this matter should relieve them froin every imputation. At the same time they insist
that they are and must be allowed to be the best judges of the pressure which the Pro-
vincial credit eau sustain. They are prepared, subjeet to certain conditions, to encumber
this credit with liabilities arising out of the Intercolonial Railway, but they are not pre-
pared to cnter upon a lavish expenditure to build up a Military system distasteful- to the
Canadian people, disproportionate to Canadian resources, and not called for by any circum-
stances of whieh they at present hav.e cognizance.

Another suggestion embraced in His Grace's Despateh is well calculated to excite
surprise. Your Excellency's Advisers allude to iLat portion of the Despatch in which
Bis Grace proposes to remove the control of funds required for Militia purposes froin the
Domain of Parliament.

His Grace is evidently aware that the proposition wears the aspect of an ' inter-
ference with the privileges of the Representatives of the people," and it is certain that any
measure liable to this construction never will be, and cught not to be, entertained by a
people inheriting the freedom guaranteed by British Institutions. The Imperial Parlia-
ment guards withjealous care the mcans of maintaining the Military and Naval Forces of
the Empire. Its appropriations are annually voted and not the most powerful Minister bas
dared to propose to the House of Commons the abandonment of its controlling power for a
periodoffive years. If " the disturbing action of ordinary polities " is a reason for removing
the final direction of Military preparation froin Parliament, it is in every sense as applicable
in England as in Canada. What the louse of Ccmmons would not, under any circum-
stances of danger, entertain, is not likely to be entertained by the Legislature of Canada.
Whatever evils are incident to representative institutions, the people of a British Province
will not forget that they are trivial in comparison with those which are inseparable from
arbitrary authority. iPopular liberties are only safe when the action ot the people restrains
and guides the policy of those who are invested with the power of directing the affairs
of the country. They are safe against Military despotism wielded by a corrupt Govern-
ment, only when they have in their hands the means of controlling the supplies required
for the maintenance of a Military organization.

A union for defence is proposed by Ilis Grace the Secretarý of State for the Colonies.
A union of the British North American Provinces for the formation and maintenance of
one uniforin system of Nilitary organization and training, Laving a common defensive
fund and approved by 1er Majesty's Government ; A union whose details would
" emanate from the Secretary of State," and whose naaigementwould bc entirely indepen-
dont of the several local Legislatures.

Yohr Excellency's Advisers bave ne hesitatiln in expressing the opinion that any
alliance of this character cannoc at present be entertained. An Intercolonial Railway
seems to be the first step towards any more intimate relations between the British North
American Provinces than those which now cxist. The construction even of this work is
by no means certain. Although this Governmient, looking at it mainly as a means of
defence, bas entertained the preliminaries in ccmmon with Delegates from the Provinces
of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, it is premature just now to speculate upon the
possible political consequences of an undertaking which may never be co:sumated. Cer-
tain it is, however, that there can be no closer Intercolonial Union of any kind until
increased facilities for inter-communication are provided ; and equally certain that the
Provinces, supposing them to be hereafter united, will never contribute to an expensive
system of defence unless it be subject te their own control. Speaking for Canada, Your
Excellency's Advisers are sure that this Province will continue to claim the exclusive
right of directing the expenditure of the public moneys.

Your Excellency's Advisers now turn to the general principle which underlies the
argument of Ris Grace. That the right of self-government bas for a co relative duty the
maintenance of provision for defence, is a proposition which in the abstract, is indisputable ;
but it is only indisputable in the case of Gcvernments of States which are Sovereiga ià
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themeelves ; as between a Colony and the parent State, it cannot be said to exist in the
same sense.

A British Colony murt submit to all the consequences of conflict produced by the
policy which Her Majesty's Government may carry out in the interest of the Lnmpire at
large. It is not enough that a Colony, endowed with self-government, p;ovides for the
preservation of pence and order within its own boundaries. It is not enough that a
Colony se situated must endure all the cousequences of a line of action whiich its own
Legislators have no voice in originating and ton aras the termination of which they can
do nothing. A further responsibility is held to attach to the Colonial relation. The
Colony although the theatre of ruinous hostilities, must furnish its quota in aid of the
Imperial Army and contribute a share to the attendant expenditure.

In the case of Canada the strongest advocates of the new theory of the Colonial
relation are compelled te admit that an exception to the general rule must be made. Even
they who demand the withdrawal of all Troops from self.governing Colonies are obliged
te concede to some special allowance must be made in favor of Canada. Their reasons
for an exceptional policy towards this Province are apparent; situated on the border of a
vast and powerful Republic, with a frontier extending upwards of a thousand miles, with
no deep back country to sustain it, and accessible in case of war at numerous points, it is
admitted that Canada should be assisted to the full extent of the Imperial r, sources. The
Despateh of lis Grace seems in some measure to corflet with this view. lis Grace while
promising liberal assistance contends that any available supply of regular Troops would be
unequal to the defence of the Prcvince, and that "the main dependence of such a country
for defence" must be upon its own people. Your Excellency's Advisers would not be
faithful to their own convictions or to the trust reposed in them if they withheli an
expression of their belief, that without very large assistance any efforts or sacrifices of
which the people of the Province are capable would not enable them successfully and for
any lengthened period to repel invasion from the neighbouring Rnpublic. They have
relied for rrotection in some degrec upon the fact, t'at under no conceivable circumstances
will they provoke war with the United States, and if therefore Canada should become the
theatre of war resulting from Imperial Policy, while it would cheerlully put forth its
strength in the defence of its s)il, it would nevertheless be obliged to rely for its protec-
tion mainly upon Imiperial resources. And in such an event it is their opinion that they
would be justified in expecting to be assisted in the work of defence with the whole
strength of the Empire.

It is not necessary at this stage of their bistory to pit forward assurances of the
readiness of the Canadian people te assume whatever responsibilities belong to them as sub-
jects of Her Majesty. Their devotion has been exhibited too often te be open to doubt
or depreciation. They have made sacrifices that should relieve them frcm suspicion, and
which Ber Majesty's Governnient should remember as a pledge of their fidelity. No por-
tion of the Empire is exposed te suffering and sacrifices (qual te those wihich would
inevitably fall upon this Province in the event of war with the United States. No probable
combination of regular Troops or Militia would preserve our soil from invading armies;
and no fortune which the most sanguine dare hope for would prevent our most flourishing
districts from being tLe battle field of the war. Our trade would be brought te a stand-
still; our industry would be paralyzed; our richest farming lands devastated; our towns and
villages destroyed; homes, happy in peace, would be rendered miserable by war, and all as
the result cf events for the production of which Canada would be in no wise accountable.

Your Excelleney's Advisers advert te these contingencies of our position, not te
justify inaction but te shew the unfairness of demands predicated upon alleged selfish-
ness and sloth on the part of Canada. They simply point te consequences which it is
criminal to conceal and te dangers which it is folly te deny. Se far as their own policy is
concerned they are content to rely upon a fair interpretation of the measures they have
adopted and others that are in contemplation.

They have reminded Your Excellency that the appropriation obtained from Parlia-
ment is as large as the state of the finances will allow it te be, and they have glanced at
their plans for the purpose of proving the wisdom and justice of their courge. Their
aunxiety is te do all that ought te be done, and to do this in a manner acceptable to the
Province.
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They have a right to claim, therefore, that their exertions shall be considered in the
temper and the light in whieh they have been undertaken. Confident that time will
vindicate the sagacity of their measures and the loyalty of the Canadian people, they
will be happy to learn that their efforts receive the approval of Her Majesty's Government.

Whether this hope be realized or not, they are satisfied that they are acting in con-
formity with the wishes and interests of the people whose confidence elevated them to
their present responsible position, and whose will they are bound in all cases to respect.

The Committee of the Executive Council respectfully recommend that a copy of the
accompanying Memorandum be transmitted by Your Excellency to the Secretary of State
for the Colonies, as containing the views of Your Excelleney's Advisers on the questions
discussed in lis Grace's Despatch of the 21st August, 1862.

Certified.
Wm. H. LE.,

C. E. C.
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RETURN
To an Address of the HOUSE OF COMMONS, dated 23rd March, 1868 ; for

Copies of any Representations addressed to His Excellency the Governor

General by Members of this House, respecting the mark of Royal Favor

which Her Majesty has been pleasedto confer upon them, and of all Despatches

on the same subject, to or from Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State

for the Colonies.

By command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN.

Secretary of Stee.

DiPARTMENT OF TRE SECRETART OF STATE,
Ottawa, 17th April, 1868.

1. Hon. G. E. Cartier, 2nd July, 1867.
2. Hon. A. T. Galt, 3rd July, 1867.
3. Extrait of a despatch from Lord Monck t.

the Duke of Buckingham, 12th Jrly, 1867.
4. Duke of Buckingham, 14th December, 1867.
5. Hon. A. T. Galt, 4th January, 1868.
6. Do 7th January, 1868.
7. Do 1lth January, 1868.
8. Hon. G. E. Cartier, 22nd January, 1868.

Hon. l. L. Langevin,
Secretary of State.

GOVERNOR'S SECRETARY's OFFICE,
Ottawa, April 3rd, 1868.

Sit,-I have the honor to enclose copies of
the letters noted in the margin, to be presented
to the House of Commons in answer to the Ad-
dress (herewith returned) of the 28rd March,
1868.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

RICHARD MoNCK,
For the Governor General.

Extract of a Despatch from the Governor General to the Duke of Buckingham-
(Copy.) GOVERNMENT HOUSE,

Quebec, July 12th, 1867.
My LOR DoE,-" I have the honor to transmit to Your Grace two letters from

Mr. Cartier and Mr. Galt, respectively, requesting that Your Grace will obtain for them Her
Majesty's gracious permission to decline accepting the honor intended for them."

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) MONCK.

Eis Graee,
The Duke of Buckingham and Chandos,

&e., &c., &c.

A. 1868
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Xr. Cartier to the Governor General.
(Copy.)

OTTAWA, 2nd July, 1867.
MY Loit,-I beg that you will be kind enough to allow me to express to Your

Excellency my most sincere feelings of gratitude for the honor so graciously conferred on
me by Her Majesty, in the selection of myself as one of the Companions of the Bath, in
connection with the Federal Union of the British North American Provinces, now forming
the Dominion of Canada, and the expression of ny grateful thanks. I cannot how-
ever, but observe to Your Excellency, that since January, 1855, I have had the honor and
responsibility, except for a very short time, of being one of lier Majesty's Advisers in the
former Province of Canada and that it has been my happy lot always to enjoy the confi-
dence of the French Canadians and of the British inhabitants of Lower Canada, now the
Province of Quebec, as their acknowledged political leader. It is for me a great subject
matter of pride and also of satisfaction, that I am the representative man of one million of
French Canadians, who, as wellas the British population of the Province of Quebec, honor
me with thcir confidence. During the period that I have jut now mentioned, I have had
the honQr and responsibility of having been the Leader and Premier of the Government,
during, perhaps, a longer continuous interval, than any other one who has had the same
houor and responsibility. The G-overnment of August, 1858, of which I had the honor
of being the Premier, and which lasted nearly four years, adopted, amongst other things
as their principal policy, the measure of tho Confederation of the British North American
Provinces. l the fail of 1858, the Hon. Mr. Galt, and the Hon. Mr. Ross, my then
colleagues and myself, have bad the honor of going to England as delegates to press,
amongst other matters before the Imperial G-overnment, the favorable consideration of the
question of Confederation. I have never ceased to advocate and to urge the necessity of
the Federal Union of the British Provinces, with the view of making them stronger, and
at the same time with the view of binding them more closely to the monarchical rule of
England. I have had more than any public man to con tend i i allaying the sensibilities of
a large class of Her Majesty's subjects in Lower Canada. In reference to the question of
Ocnfederation, in fact, I je pardized on that question my political position, and in Canada
as well as in England, I did not spare labour and troule to bring the scheme of Confeder-
ation to successful issue. As political leader and co-worker, my position is inferior to that
of no other. I f'eel delighted, and every one is delighted in the high tribute of honor
awarded by Her Majesty to my worthy colleague, the lion. Sir John A. Macdonald. The
inhabitants of the Province of Quebec will hear with joy that the principal political leader
of Outario has received such a high mark of Royal favor, but they will fail, I am afraid, to
understand why a similar honor was not extended to sowe one enjoying their confidence
as their po itical leader in their Province. I have farther to mention to Your Excellency
that the French Lower Canadian population is over one-fourth of the population of the
whole Dominion, and it happens to bc that mine is the only French Canadian name amongst
the seven honored by Her Majesty. It is not for me to add here that my worthy and
meritorious colleague the Hon. Mr.Langevin, a French Canadian like myself, was one of the
co delegates from Lower Canada, and distinguished himseif by his assiduity and labor in
the Conference. I have also to observe to Your Excellency, that while applauding te the
honor conferred on my two esteemed colleagues, the Hon. Mr. Howlandand the Hon. Mr.
Macdougall, I fail to understand and appreciate why, in the list of the Companions of the
Bath, their niames should have precedence of mine. I have thought a great deal about the
delicate conclusion to which I am brought; but I find that the keeping of the honor which
has been conferred on me will not be avorably appreciated by those whose confidence I
enjoy, and might diininish my worth and usetuless as a publie man, and as political leader
of the Province of Quebec. It seems to me that I have no other alternative than to beg
that Your Excellency should have the kindness to convey to Ris Graee the Duke of
Buckingham and Chandos, Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for the Colonies,
My most sincere feeling of gratitude for the honor Her Majesty has bestowed upon me, in
having so graciously been pleased to confer on me the title of Companion of the Bath,
but, at the same time, to convey to His Grace my most deep and sincere regret, that I am
under the neceîsity of praying that Her Majesty will be pleased to allow me to decline the
hunor conferred on me. I take this opportunity of thanking Your i xcellency for the. in-

2
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terview you have granted me this morning, and my verbal explanations will I hope, supply
anything wanted in this letter.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,1) Gico. ET. CARTIER.

His Excellency Viscount Monck, &c., &c., &c.

MVr. Gall to the Governor General.

(Copy.) OTTAWA, Srd July, 1867.
My LoD,-I beg that you will convey to His Grace the Duke of Buckingham, my

grateful thanks for the approval which Her Majesty has been graciously pleased to accord
to my public services in connection with the Union of British North America.

While deeply impressed with a sense of gratitude to Rer Majesty, i am exoeedingly
pained by the position in whieh I am placed through the unexpected and public announce-
ment of the distinction conferred, and by which I am compelled to perform the most
ungracious task of appearing to question the propriety of an act of Royal grace and favor.
No personal consideration would induce me to do so, but my convictions of public duty
leave me no alternative.

I find that my colleague, Mr. Cartier, is unable to recognize the justice of the conclu.
sion upon which His Grace, the Secretary of State for the Colonies, bas advised Her
Majesty to act, and sharing his views it thus becomes impossible for me to retain tha dis-
tinction which has been conferred, as my acceptance would necessarily indicate acquiescence
in the pDsition which hai been assigned to the leading publie men of Lower Canada, and
especially to Mr. Cartier and myself with our colleague Mr. Langevin, a course which, if
now taken by me, would, I believe, seriously impair my public usefulness.

I have therefore the honor to request that Your Lordship, while conveying to His
Grace the Duke of Buckingham my grateful thanks to the Queen for the honor conferred
upon me, will, at the same time, move His Grace to obtain for me Her Majesty's gracious
permission to resign the distinction of Companion of the Bath.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) A, T. GALT.

His Excellency Viscount Monck, &c., &c., &o.

ihe Duke of Buckingham to the Governor General.

(Copy.-Canada,-Separate.) DOWNING STREET, l4th December, 1I,67.
My LORD,-Referring to Your Lordship's Despatch, marked Separate, of the 12th

July, accompanied by letters from Mr. Cartier and Mr. Galt, requesting permission to
decline accepting the honor of Companion of the Bath, I am able to inform you that it bas
been found practicable to meet the wishes of these Gentlemen without an Order that their
names should be struck off the roll of the Order, a course of proceeding which I felt relue-
tant to adopt, although it appeared to be the only one for which there was a precedent.

I have now to acquaint Your Lordship that a preferable mode has been found of com-
plying with the requests of Mr. Cartier and Mr. Galt, as the actual delivery of the Insignia
to them as not taken place. Her Majesty has been pleased to approve a proposal that
their appointment should not be completed by the delivery to them of the Grant and Badge
of the Dignity, and has given directions that so much of Her Majesty's Warrant as relates
to their appointment should be cancelled. The notification of the honors conferred on the
Members of the Conference of Delegates, which was published in the London Gazette of
the 9th of July last will be republished, omitting the nanes of Mr. Cartier and U1r. Galt,
and stating that this notification is to be substituted for the preceding one.

The wish of these gentlemen has therefore been carried into effect in the most con-
siderate manner which could be devised for the purpose.

I have, &o.,
(Signed,) BUCKINGHAM & CHANDOS.

Governor, the Right Honorable Viscount Monck,
&c., &c., ke.
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Mr. Gait to the Governor General.

(Copy.) SHEREBRoOKE, 4th January, 1868.
MY LoD,-I have the honor to acknowledge lour Lordship's letter of 31st ulto.,

with copy of Despatch from His Grace the Duke of Buckingham, dated 14th Desember.
Icannot permit myself even to discuss the suggestion contained in His Grace's letter.

that Mr. Cartier and myself could be subjected to the infamy of being struck off the Roll
of the Order of the Bath, because there was no precedent for a rebignation.

The course proposecd by His Grace for relieving Mr. Cartier and myself of the un-
sought distinction, would appear to me perfectly satisfactory ; provided that the proposed
notification in the London Gazette states expressly that the names of Mr. Cartier and Mr.
Galt are omitted at their own desire.

Unless this statement be officially put forth the notification will be subject to miscon-
struction by the public, and I respectfully submit, that having placed us without our con-
sent in the position we occupy, it is the bounden duty of Her Majesty's Government to
protect us from any possible injury arising therefrom. No rule of the Order can possibly
contravene those natural laws of right, which must govern every institution deriving its
existence from the fountain of honor, the Queen.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) A. T. GALT.

The Right Honorable Viscount Monck, &c., &c., &c.

Mr. Galt to the Governor General.

MONTREAL, 7th January, 1868.
My LoRD,-Since writing Your Lordship at Sherbrooke, I have, on my arrival in

town last evening, observed by a notice in the Montreal Gazette, that His Grace lias already
acted in the mariner proposed by his Despatch of 14th December.

I deeply regret that afGer allowing so much time to felapse, sufficient delay had not
been permitted to arrange the final action with the concurrence of the parties interested.

I propose to consult with Mr. Cartier as to the position in which the matter now,
stands, and as to any and what steps ought to be taken by us to vindicate us from possible
misconstruction.

Meantime, I beg to confirm my two leters to Your Lordship under date 14th instant,
and to request that they may be communicated to His Grace the Duke of Buckingham, as
forming part of the correspondence and indicating the objection I saw to the course tbat
has been adopted.

I have, &o.,
(Signed,) A. T. GMw.

The Right Honorable Viscount Monok, &c.; &c., &c.

Mr. GaIt to the Governor General.

(Copy.) SERnBOOrE, 11th January, 1868.
My LoRz,-The recent publie notification in the London Gazette, though Dot commu-

nicated to me, may, I presume, be taken as conveying the refusal by the Queen of my re-
spectful request to be permitted to resign the grade of ,Companion of the Bath, on the
ground stated in the Despatch from His Grace the Duke of Buckingham of 14th ult.,
that no precedent for a resignation existed.

I must express My profound regret that this step precluding all further reinonstranee
should have been taken with the came precipitancy whieh marked the bestowal of the honore.
Bad Hie Grace, after five months' delay, awaited the reply which I immediately sent on
the 4th inst., to Your Lordahip, it is possible that the course I suggested u;ight have been
adopted, and further acrhnony avoided. As it is, I fear there is nothing now left me, but
to protest against whatI Tfeel to be a wrong, by placing oa record a resurné af my own con-
nection with the question of Confederatiot, and my views of the course taken in the Im-
perial recognition of the services of those coneerned.
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I was the first Canadian Statesman who brought this subject before our Parliament,
as a means of reconciling the conflicting interests of Upper and Lbwer Canada and at the
same time of uniting the disjointed elements of British power in North America.

Shortiy after, in 1858, I joined the administration lormed by Mr. Cartier as Premier,
having as the basis of our policy, Confederation. The saine year, Mr. Cartier, Mr. John.
Ross and I were Delegates to England, and pressed the subject unavailingly on the
Imperial Government, then, as now, under my Lord Derby. The following 3year, being
again in London alone, it was once more brought by me under the notice of the late Duke
of Newcastle, the Colonial Secretary under Lord Palmerston, but with the like ill-success.
Without having cver ceased to fori the ultimate pol:cy of the Government, it slumbered
until the political difficulties between Upper and Lower Canrda culminated in such
repeated failures to ftrin an enduring administration, that some remedy had to be sought.
By the suggestion and agency of two M'mbers of our Parliament, Mr. Alexander Morris
and Mr. John H. Pope, negotiations were opened with Mr. George Brown, the leader of the
Upper Canada liberal party, and at conferences held by that Gentleman with Sir John
Macdonald, Mr. Cartier and myself, a coalition was formed on the basis of Confiederation.

I do not propose to introduce the history of the various conventions held between the
several Provinces ; but it now becomes my duty to refer to the difficulties, political and
material, which had to bu overcome. Those that were material consisted mraiuly in the
adjustment, of the relative burdens, assets, and liabilities of the several Provinces. in pro.
viding means for the Local Governments, and provisions to permit of a fair anion of re-
sources. In my position as Finance Minister of Canada, I had My full share of responsi-
bility in dealing with these subjects. But I do not regard them of such importance as to
entitle any one to particular merit, when all were striving for a commgn object.

It was widely dilierent with the political difficulties. They consisted, as Your Lord-
ship is well aware, in the particular position of Lower Canada, whose population was coin-
posed of a large majority of French origin, conbined with a wealthy influential and
numerous British mino ity. The tffect of Confederation was to pla e the French Cana-
dians forever in ainority in that Parliament whieh had to deal with general subjects,
and the British minority in an equally doubtful position in the Local Legisl ture, which
was proposed for cach-Province. Mr. Cartier, as the acknow edged leader of his country-
men, had to face and overcome the fear, prejuîdice, aud ji alusiues of a proud. sensitive
population, dreading infringement of their cherished religion, language and laws. While
I had the relatively equally difficult task of satistying my own countrymen, that they
could sately intrut their civil rights of property, and their educational interests to a ma-
jority of a different race and religion.

We both succeeded. Mr. Cartier was ful:y sustained, first by the most influential men
of his race-the late revered Sir Etienîne Taché, INr. Langevin, Mr. C uchon, Mr. Chapais,
and many others with the vast bulk of their ceuntrymen. I was also equally fortunate in
the final result, though such difficulties arose in my path that I could discover no other
mode of satisfying a not unnatural alarm than to resiga my position in the Government for
the purpose of enabling me to reassure my friends.

But although Confederation be carried the risk and responsibility taken by Mr. Cartier
and myself are not ended; we stili have to prove that our respective national interests
have been protected, or our names will yet be execrated as the authors of the wrongs that
may be inflicted. All the difficulties of the other sections of Confederation, are of' such
a material nature as to admit of early or late solution, but natural pre.udice and ill-feeling
once excited between the French and English populations would produce most serious
disaster td both. This problem is now being workel out; anl acknowledging, as I fully
an-d warmly de, Mr. Cartier's public services and responsibilities as far greater thau my
own, I would have but badly served my country, if f had accepted a distinction which he
dectined, and which was withheld from our valued colleague, Mr. Langevin. I im thank-
ful that however unsatisfactory this question of honors has proved, it Las tended rather to
confirn than to weaken that political alliance most necessary at present, for the prace and
good governament of the Province of:Quebec, if not of the Confederation.

I dislike to make any referenaeto tdistinctions conferred upo-others, andI therefora
leave it te Yeur Lordahip'scaadiotoinform the pako of Backingham, whethe.r say
responding riaka or difficulties attendod the advoacy of Confèderation in the, sister
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Province of Upper Canada, whose three Representatives at the Conferences have been
preferred to those from Lower Canada.

I have never sought any other reward in my publie career than that which publie
confidence might conter. I should not have murmured had it pleased Her Majesty to
omit any mention of my name, as has been the case with others, probably quite as much
entitled to notice. But I object to have forced upon me, that which on public and private
grounds I find to be unsuitable.

I must now advert to the action taken upon my letter of 3rd Juiy, asking Her Ma-
jesty's permission to resign the distinction conferred.

On the 19th of September, I received a letter jrom Your Lordship, dated 13th idem,
and as the suggestions made therein, on behalf of the Duke of Buckingham, on one point
to which I desire to refer, are subotantially repeated in His Grace's despatch, I must quote
the words:-

It appears from the Duke's letter that there is no precedent for a resignation of the
Order of the Bath. The only cases in which gentlemen once gazetted have ceased to be
Members of the Order, are one or two instances, in which persons have been etruck off
the Roll of the Order for misconduct, and it s ems the only way your wishes eau be
carried into effect, will be by an announcement in the Gazette, that the Queen has direct-
ed your name to te removed from the Roll of the Order. The Duke thinks that this
mode of proceding would be open, both fnow and in' the future, to a construction in the
minds of those unacquainted with the facts of the case, injurious to you, and he is unwil-
ling to adopt this course, unless an absolute necessity fvr it should arise."

And Your Lordship suggests, that under these circumstances and for consideratione
not stated as emanating from the Duke, you hope, both Mr. Cartier and I would forego
our intended resignation.

I must now inform Your Lordship, that it was with the utmost pain and astonishment
I received that communication. It appears to me so incredible, that for lack of a prece-
dent, the Advisers of Her Majesty could contemplate for an instant, the subjection of two
innocent men to the infamy of being placed in the ranks of tLose who had disgraced the
Order of the Bath, that I hesitated how to notice it. I could not believe that it was really
intended to offer to honorable men such au alternative, as a disgraceful dismissal, or an
ignominious acceptance of an unpalatable distinction. I finally decided to omit all mention
of the suggestion, but by ny letter in reply, written the sane day, to leave no doubt as
to my course, thus evincing my perfect confidence that no such step could be seriously
thought of.

I regret to observe, that it appears from the Despatch of the 14th December, that I
erred in my conviction, as it would seem the acknowledgments are due for the discovery
of a somewhat less injurious course than dismissal. I fear the difference is so slight as to
be inappreciable.

The effect of the notification in the London Gazette is, that The Qu'een bas not seen
fit to confirm lHer previous gracions intention by confirming the Insignia of the Order of
the Bath upon Mr. Cartier and Mr. Galt, she therefore cancels the former Gazette and
directs the present be substituted therefor.

It may be suggested that everybody knows the facts, but though this may be true of to-
day, it will not be so in the future. The record will remain, that for some unexplained rea-
son, the Queen bas withdrawn Ber favor. I beg Your Lordship to consider for a mo-
ment the position Mr. Carticr or I may be placed in, if, as has already occurred, we desire
to present ourselves at any Foreign Court. Cat we expect to be received, or to obtain
proper considcration, either for ourselves or for our Country, if we are on any publie mis-
sion? May we Lot be subjected to the humiliation of being called upon to prove that we are
not unworthy to be Members of the Order of the Bath, or, must we seek a certificate of
character from the Foreign Office before we venture out of the Queen's Dominions. Yet
such is the inevitable result, as it appears to me, of the course now adopted.

Let me add this, that a man's character is the heritage of his children, in many cases
little else. llow are my sons hereafter to protect themselves from insuit and injury
based upcn this unhappy notice. They cannot be expected, years hence, to prove by
the production of a long-forgotten Despateh from the Duke of Buckingham, that their
father had deserved the honor while he had only received reproach. That such things are
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even possible, entities me, to ask protection and redress at the hands of our most Gracions
Sovereign.

The result of the whole procedure appears to be, that by a combination of circum-
stances, which I am loath to believe were intentional, I find myself receiving injury where
it was intended to confer distinction.

I am compelled to view with bitterness instead of pride the fruition of my cherished
political plans, and instead of finding the favor of the Crown productive of fame, influence
and Lonor, it has only resulted in making my position abroad equivocal, and in England
painful.

I have no other course left, but simply to record my protest-First, against the his-
torical wrong done to myself and others in the distributionof honors ; and lastly, against
the far more serious injury involved in the mode now adopted to relieve me from an
unsought distinction.

Imperial recognition I eau never hope for, nor do I now desire it. But the great
measure of Confederation remains, and in the future that it opens, I shall yet strive to
deserve, if I do not obtain, a more enduring reputation than any of which I may now
consider myself unjustly deprived by Her Majesty's Government.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) A. T. GALT.

The Right Honorable Viscount Monck, &c., &c., &c.

Mr. Cartier to the Governor General.

(Copy.) OTTWA, 22nd January, 1868.
My LoRD,-Tlaving reached Ottawa day before yesterday, I beg that Your Lordship

will have the kindness to allow me to take this early opportunity to say a few words in reply
to your two letters of the 31st December last past, and to the contents of the Despatch of
His Grace the Duke of Buckingham of the 14th of the same month. I have had already
the honor to acknowledge, from Quebec, on the 10th inst., the receipt of your two letters,
and of a copy of His Grace's Despatch, and in my acknowledgment of thoir receipt, I then
intimated to Your Lordship, that on my returu to Ottawa, I would address to Your Lord-
ship a few liunes in reply. I have not, as yet, acknowledged the receipt of your kind note
of the 8th inst., in reply to my letter of the day previous, the 7th inst., and I avail myself
of this opportunity for ,o doing.

Referring now to His Grace's Despatch, I feel a deep regret in being obliged to state
at the outset, that the contents of the Despatch have more than astonished me, and have
failed to induce me to agree with His Grace in the justice and propriety of the mode of
procedure explained by His Grace, and intended to be pursued for meeting my wishes, with
regard to the grade of Coinpanion of the Bath conferred on me. The notification which
has appeared latAy in the London Gazette, and to which I have called the attention of
Your Lordship in my letter of the 7th inst., carries in fact, into effect, the mode of pro-
ceeding indicated by His Grace. Such being the case, the only thing now remaining for
me to do, is to enter my protest and my objections against the mode of proceeding adopted,
which will be open, without doubt, now and hereafter, to a construction injurious not only
to myself, but to my children after me.

It becomes necessary for me at this moment, to allude to the mode of proceeding which
at first was indicated by His Grace to Your Lordship in a former communication, referred
to in Your Lordship's kind note to me of the 13th September last, I beg that Your Lord-
ship will be g>od enough to allow me to quote from that note the following extract:-

"1 have this morning received a communication from the Duke of Buckingham, in
reference to your letter of July 2nd, which requested that the leave of Her Majesty should
be obtained te allow you to resign the position of Companion of the Bath.

" It appears from the Duke's letter that there is no precedent for a resignation of the
Order of the Bath.

" The only cases in which Gentlemen once gazetted have ceased to be Members of the
Order, are one or two instances, in whieh persons have been struck off the Roll of the
Order or misconduct, and it Seems that the only way in which your wishSe an be carried
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into effet, will be by an announcement in the Gazette, that the Queen bas directed your
name to be removed from the Roll of the Order. The Duke thinks that this mode of pro-
ceeding will be open, both now and in the future, to a construction in the mind3 of those
unaequainted with the facts of the case, injurious to you, and he is unwilling to adopt this
course without an absolute necessity for it should arise."

I feel very grateful·to Hia Grace for having ëo kindly intimated tome, through Your
Lordship, his views with regard to my prayer to Her Majesty, for leave to be allewed to
decline the honor conferred on me, and also for His Gxace's kindness in pointing out the
difficulties in the way of the granting of my prayer.

I never thought for a second, that lis Grace, in order to carry my wishes into effeet,
ever intended to disgrace me and my children, by advising Her Majesty to direct that my
name should be struck off the Roll of the Order as if guilty of misconduct; but I cherished
the hope, that His Grace in his wisdom, would devise and suggest some course of action
which would meet my wishes, without entailing dishonor on me. Though that His Grace
intimated to Your Lordship that there was no precedent for a resignation of the Order of
theBath, it seems to me, that my case being a special one, and perhaps one without
precedent, it was worthy of consideration if a preceden t could not be created to meet it. It
is well, here to observe, that the honor conferred upon me was not sought by me, and that
I heard of it for the first time, when Your Lordship made on the lst July last, in the
Privy Council Room, the announcement of the distribution of honora.

The communication of His Grace referred to in Your Lordship's letter of the 13th
September last, placed me in this awkward ard cruel alternative, either of receding from
my position, or of seeing my. name struck off the Roll of the Order. In the first case, I
could not recede froin my position, koowing that in doirg so, I would entail for ever dis-
grace on myself as political leader in the eyes of every one in the Dominion ; and in the
second case, I knew also, that if my naine were ordered to be struck off the 11oll, I would
incur an everlasting dishonor, by being placed on a par with a member of the Order guilty
of misconduct.

I must say, that I expected that His Grace would devise and sugest some just aud
honorable course of action, which would take me out of the painful alternative to which I
have just alluded. But I must add, that my hope venished away, when 1 read the subse-
quent Despatch of His Grace of the 14th December. The course of action explained in
that Despatch, and which has been carried into effect almost immediately by the notfca-
tion lately published in the London Gazette. differs, in my opinion, but very litte from
the mode of proceeding indicated in the first communication of His Grace, and refierred to
in Your Lordship's note to me of the 13th September :-It the mode of proceedingindicated
'by Bis Grace in hisfirs. communication bad been carried into effect, Her A ajesty would
have ordered my name to be struck of the Roli, and by the mode of proceeding <xplained
in Bis Grace's last Despatc;h, and carried into effect by the notification lately published in
the London Gazette, in crder that it should be substituted for the one published on the 9th
July last, my name in reality was ordered to be omitted in the Roll of lhe Order. The
difference ineffect between the two modes is hardly perceptible and appreciable. There
being no reason assigned for the omission of my naine in the second notification, the pro-
ceeding in the minds of aIl in England, or in any foreign country, unacquaiuted with the
latts of the case, will be as open now and in the future, to construction injurious to myself
and to my children after me, as if my naine had been ordered to be struck off the roll. If
the last notification in the London Gazette bad contained some etords to express that my
naine was omitted in consequence of mypro.yr to ller Majesty no construction ijurious
to me could have been possible, and I would have felt very grateful. I cannot help men-
tioning here, my deep regret, that 1 was not apprised by Your Lordship on your return to
Ottawa, two or three days before the lst July last, of the announcement of distribution of
honore you intended to make on that day. I would have at once requested Your Excel-
lency to omit my name in tLat announcement ; and I am sure that a great deal of the
painful and disagreeable correspondence which has taken place would have been saved.

.As this letter very likely will be the last one I will have the honor to address to Your
Excellency respecting the late distribution of, honora in Canada, I would be wanting in My
duty towards Your Lordship, if I did not take this opportunity to express to Your Lord-
ship, for your. own izformaton, and for the information of His Grace the Duke M Buk-
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ingham, that the inhaibitants of the Province of Quebec, former7y Lower Canada, of all
creeds and races, feel deeply that justice was not awarded to their political leader in tbat
distribution of honors. I am further bound to state to Your Lordship, that the feelings
of one millin of French Canadians, of whom I have the honor to b- the Representative
man, have been deeply wounded not only by the position assigned to me in that distribution
of honors, but also by the omission in it of the name of my worthy Colleague, the
Honorable Mr. Langevin, and that these woundedfeelings will, I am afraid, for some time
to come, be transmitted from generation to generation. I must also express, in conclu-
sion, to Your Lordship, that the late distribution of honors will always be remembered,
throughout the Dominion, as an unfortunate incident in the inauguration of our new
political system.

I hope that Your Lordship will have the kindness to communicate this letter or ita
substance to His Grace the Duke of Buckingham, and to allow me the honor of subscribing
myself, of Your Lordship,

The most obedient, and humble servant,
(Signed,) GEo. ET. CAÂrTiM.

Ris Excellency Lord Monck, &o., &o., &o.
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RETURN
To an Address of the HoUSE op COMMONS, dated lst April, 1868; for

Copies of all Memorials addressed to the Government on the subject of the

duty on Hops.

By Command.

HECTOR L LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, 20th April, 1868.

(ln accordane with he recommendation of the Joint Committee on 1¾ntmg, the above
Return i not przkted).

s1 victoria. A. 1868
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RETURN
To an Address of the HOUSE oF CoMMoNS, dated 6th April, 1868 ; for a Copy

of the Address of the House of Assembly of Nova Scotia to the British

Government, and the Resolutions on which the same was founded, praying

for the repeal of so much of the British North America Act as refers to that

Province; and of any Despatches or Minutes of Council, referring thereto,

sent to the British Government by the Government of Canada; and also

Copies of any Instructions to the Hon. Mr. Tupper, on the sane subject,

before or since his departure.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State-

DEPARTMENT 0F THE SECRETARY OP STATE,
Ottawa, 18th April, 1868.

The Governor General te the Secretary of State for the Colonies.

(Copy, No. 42.) GOVERNMENT HOUSE,
Ottawa, 14th March, 1868.

Mr LOaD iDUKE,-I have the honor to transmit a copy of a Despatch from the Lient.
No. 19, Feb. 2ôth, 1868. Governor ofNova Scotia, forwarding to me an Address to Her Majesty
the Queen from the Legislative Assembly of that Province, and I have to request that
Your Grace will take the necessary neasures for having this Address laid at the fot of the
throne.

I have, &o.,
His Grace, (Signed,) MoNcs.

The Duke of Buckingham and Chandos,
&o., &c.ý, &o.

Lieut. Governor of Nova Scotia to the Secretary of State for the Colonis.

(Copy, No. 19.) HÂALAX, NovA SCoTIA,
26th February, 1868.

Sr,-The Honse of AaseUd of this Province havq voted the acconmpanying Address
to thç Qaeen, which I have the hoaqr to desire that you will bring to the notie of Ris
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Excellency the Governor General, and request His Excéllency to transmit to the Secretary
of State for the Colonies, with a view to its being laid at the foot of throne.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) HAsTINGs DOYL'L!,

The Honorable Lieut. Governor.
The Secretary of State for the Provinces,

&c. &c.

To the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty.

The humble Address of the House of Assembly of the Province of Nova Scotia.
MAY IT PLEASE YOUR MAJESTY :

We, Your M ajesty's dutiful subjects, the Representatives of the people of Nova Scotia,
in Provincial Parliament assembled, most respeetfully approach Your Majesty with assur-
ances of our unabated loyalty and devoted attachment to Your Majesty s person and
Government.

We call tbe attention of Your Majcsty to the fact, that His Majesty King George the
Second, upwards of a century ago, granted to the people of Nova Scotia a representative
constitution, and ordained that the Legislature should consist of a Governor, Council and
Assembly, 'constituted of the freeholders of the Province ; and this constitution was im.
proved subsequently by the liberality of succeeding Sovereings, in graciously conceding
extensive powers of self-government to Your Majesty's loyal subjects of Nova Scotia.

We would humbly submit to Your Majesty, that a constitution thus solemnly granted
and guaranteed to the people of this Colony, could not be revoked without the consent of
your Majesty and of the people of Nova Scotia, who had an undoubted right to be con.
sulted before their constitution could be materially altered.

We also humbly submit, that a Legislature so constituted, for the single, purpose
of making laws, statutes and ordinances, for the peace, order and government of the
Colony, possessed no power nor authority, in any manner, to alter, much less to overthrow
the constitution, without the consent of Your Majesty and of the people of Nova Scotia,
who had a right to be consulted before such alteration could take place.

That Delegates were appointed under a Resolution of the flouse of Assembly and
Legislative Council, which bears date on the tenth day of April, 1866, and is as follows,
that is to say :-

" Whereas, in the opinion of this House, it is desirable that a Confederation of the
British North American Provinces should take place, Resolved, therefore, that His Excel-
lency the Lt. Governor be authorized to appoint Delegates to arrange with the Imperial
Government a scheme of Union which will effectually ensure just provision for the rights
and interests of this Province; each Province to have an equal voice in such Delegation;
Upper and Lower Canada being, for this purpose, considered as separate Provinces."

To this Resolution we beg to call Your Majesty's special attention, as it constituted
the only power the Delegates had to alter or interfere with the constitution of the
Province.

Your Majesty will observe that this Resolution, even if the Legislature had any
power to pass it, did not clothe the Delegates with power to arrange a Federal Union of
Canada, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, without including Newfoundland and Prince
Edward Island.

That no Delegates from the two last-named Colonies having attended, and an unequal
number being in attendance from each of the other, the Delegation was not legally con-
stituted, and had no authority to act under the Resolution.

That the Delegates, so far from ensuring just provision for the rights and interests of
this Province, which by the express words of the Resolution they were bound to do,
entirely disregarded and sacrificed those rights and interests, and the scheme by them as-
sented to, would, ifadopted, deprive the people of the inestimable privilege of self-govern-
ment, and of their rights, liberty, and independence; rob them of their revenue; take froin
them the regulation of their trade and taxation ; expose them te arbitrary taxation by a
Legislature ovèr which they would have no control, sad in which they would possess but a
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nominal and entirely ineffective representation; deprive tbem of their invaluable fisberies,
their railroads and other property, and reduce this free, happy, and bitherto self-governed
Province, to the degraded condition of a servile dependency of Canada.

We beg most respectfully to call Your Majesty's attention to the following facts:-
That the Scheme of Confederating Canada, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia, was

never submitted to the People of this Province at the polls before the 18th day of Sep-
tember last, upwards of two and a half months after the British North America Act
was, by Your Majesty's Proclamation, declared to be in force, and Your Majesty's faithful
subjects of Nova Scotia were thereby informed that they had been subjected, without their
consent, to the absolute dominion of more populous and more powerful Colonies, and had
lost their liberty.

That there being no Statute of the Provincial Legislature confirming or ratifying the
British North America Ac-, and it never having been consented to nor authorized by
the people, nor the consent of this Province in any other manner testified, the preamble
of the Act, reciting that this Province had expressed a desire to be Confederated with
Canada and New Brunswick is untrue, and when Your Majesty was led to believe that
this Province had expressed such a desire, a fraud and imposition were practised on
Your Majesty.

That, from the time that the scheme of Confederation was first devised in Canada
until it was consummated by the said Act, in London, it was systematically kept from the
consideration of the peeple of Nova Scotia at the polls, and the Exemtive Council and
Legi lature, in defiance of petiticns signed by many thousands of the electors of the
Province, persistently and perseveringly prevented the same from being submitted to the
people.

That, at the recetit election, the question of Confederation exclusively occupied the
attention of the people, who were then for the first time enabled to express their will on a
subject of the most vital importance to their happiness, and the result has proved that this
Province does not desire to be annexed to Canada, and that the people repudiate the en-
forced provisions of the British North America Act, which, for the reasons set forth in
this our humble Address, we believe to be unconstitutionaland in no manner binding on them.

That the Imperial Statute passed, not only without the consent of the people of Nova
Scotia, but against their will, has already, we regret to inform Your Majesty, cr2ated wide-
spread irritation and discontent, and unless the same be repealed, will, we fear, be attended
with the most disastrous consequences, as the truly loyal people of this Province are fully
conscious of their rights as British subjects, set an inestimable value on their free institu-
tions, and will not consent to the invasion of those rights, or to be subjected to the
dominion of any other power than Your Majesty, their gracious Sovereign and dearly
beloved Queen.

We would humbly submit to Your Majesty that the British America Colonies were
politically allied to each other by their common relationship to Your Majesty and Your
Empire, in a more peaccable and less dangerous connection than under any scheme of
Colonial Confederation that could be devised, even on the fairest, wisest and most judicious
principles.

We by no means impute to Your Majesty or the Imperial Legislature, any intentional
injustice, as we are well aware that fraud and deception were practised upon Your Majesty
by those who misrepresented the public sentiment of this Province, and who desired and
contrived that Confederation should be forced upon Nova Scotia without the consent and
against the will of the people.

We therefore, as in duty bound, inform Your Majesty that the people of this Province
not only do not desire, but will never willingly consent to be in any manner confederated
with Canada, and relying most implicitly on Your Majesty's exemplary regard for constitu.
tional liberty-well known love of justice-and the respect which Your Majesty has ever
manifested fer the constitutional rights of your people, we, on behalf of the loyal people
of Nova Scotia, most humbly Leseech Your Majesty to revoke Your Royal Proclamation of
the 22nd day of May last, and to cause the British North America Act to be repealed, as
far as it afects the rights and liberty of this ever loyal Province.

(Signed,) JOHN J. MARsHALL,
As8sEMLy Roox, 22nd February, 1868. S-peaker.
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The Governor General to the Secretary of State for the Colonie.

(Copy, No. 41.) GOVERNMENT HoVsE,
Ottawa, 14th March, 1868.

MY LORD DUKE;-I have the honor to tranPmit,fcr Your Grace's information, copies of a
Feb. 27, 1868. Despateh which I have received from the Lient. Governor of Nova Scotia, with
certain Resolutions adopted by the Legislative Assembly of that Province, on the subject
of the "British North America Act" of 1867.

I have, &c.,
His Grace (Signed,) MoNOK.

'The Duke of Buckingham and Chandos,
&c., &c., &c.

Secretary of State for the Colonies.

RESOLUTIONs passeduntanimously by the House of Assembly of Nova Scotia, on the twenty
/irst day of February; A. D. 1868.

1. Resolved, That the Members of the Legislative Assembly of this Province, elected
in 1863, simply to legislate under the Colonial Constitution, had no authority to make or
consent to any material change of such Constitution, without first submitting the same to
the people at the polls.

2. Resolved, That the Resolution of the 10th April, which led to the passage of the
British North America Act, and is as follows, that is to say:-

" WHERE&s, in the opinion of this House, it is desirable that a Confederation of the
British North American Provinces should take place:

" Resolved therefore, That His Excellency the Lieutenant Govérnor be authorized to
appoint Delegates to arrange with the Imperial Government a scheme of Union, which will
effectually ensure just provisions for the rights and interests of this Province; each Pro-
vince to have an equal voice in such Delegation ; Upper and Lower Canada being for this
purpose considered as separate Provinces ;" vas the only authority possessed by the Dele-
gates who procured the enactment of the " Act for the Union of Canada, Nova Scotia, and
New Brunswick."

3. Resolved, That even if the House of Assembly had the constitutional power to
authorize such Delegation, which is by no means a.dmitted, the foregoing Resolution did
not empower the Delegates to arrange the Federal Union of Canada, Nova Scotia, and
New Brunswick, without including in such Confederation the Colonies of Newfoundland
and Prince Edward Island.

4. Resolved, That no Delegates from the two last-named Colonies having attended,
and an unequal number from each of the others bèing present, the Delegation was not
legally constituted, and had no authority to act under the said Resolution, which expressly
required each of the Colonies to be represented by an equal number of Delegates.

5. Resolved, That the Delegates did not " ensure just provision for the rights sd
intercats of this Province," as they were, by the express terms of such Resolution, bmnd
to do in arranging a scheme of Union; but, on the contrary, they entirely disregarded
those rights and interests, and the scheme by tbem consented to, would, if finally con-
firmed, deprive the people of this Province of their rights, liberty and inderendence,-
rob them of their revenues,-take from them the regulation of their trade, commerce, and
taxes; the management of their Railroads and other publie property,-expose them to
arbitrary eud excessive taxation, by a Legisiature over which tbey ean have no adaquate
control,-ard reduce this hitherto free, happy, and self-governed Province to the egraded
condition of a dependency of Canada.

6. Resolved, That no fundamental or material change of the Constitution of the
Province eau be made in any other constitutional manner than by a Statute of the Pro-
vincial Legisiature, sanctioned by the people, after the subject matter of the same had
been referred to them at the polls; the Legis!ature of a Colonial Dependency, having no
power or authority, implied from their relation to the people as their Legislative Repre-
sentatives, to overthrow the Constitution under which they were elected.

7. Rusolved, That the acheme of Confederating Canada, New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia, was nover submitted to the people of this Province at the pols, before the 18th

.51 Victoria. A. 1868
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day of September last, upwards of two and a half months after the British North America
Act was, by the Queen's Proclamation, declared to be in force; when the people were
thereby informed that they had been subjected, without their consent, to the absolute
dominion of more populous and more powerful Colonies, and had lost their liberty.

8. Resolved, That there being no Statute of the Provincial Legislature, confirming or
ratifying the British North America Act, and the same never having been consented to
nor authorized by the people at the polis, nor the consent of this Province in [any other
manner testified, the preamble of the Act, reciting that this Province had expresaed a
desire to bJ Confederated with Canada and New Brunswick, is untrue ; and when the
Queen, and the Imperial Legislature, were led to believe that this Province had expressed
such a desire, a fraud and imposition were practised upon them.

9. Resolved, That the truth of the preamble of the British North America Act,
.reciting the desire of Nova Stotia to be Confederated, is essential to the constitutionality
of the Statute; and if the same is false, the Statute is defective, because a Statute cannot
be rendered consttutional by falsely assuming as true the condition which is indispensable
to its constitutionality.

10. Resolved, That from the time the scheme of Confederation was first devised
in Canada, until it was consummated by the Imperial Act in London, it was systema-
tically kept from the consideration of the people of Nova Scotia at the polis, and the
Executive Council and Legislature, in defiance of petitions signed by many thousands of the
Electors of this Province, persistently and perseveringly prevented the same from being
presented to the people.

11. Resolved, That at the recent election, the question of Confederation exclusively
occupied the attention of the people, who were then, for the first time, enabled te express
their will on a subject of the most vital importance to their happiness; and the result has
proved that this Province does not desire to be annexed to Canada, and that the people of
Nova Sceotia repudiate the enforced provisions of the British North America Act, which,
for the reasons set forth in the foregoing Resolutions, they believe te be unconstitutional,
and in no marner binding upon the people of Nova Scotia.

12. Resolved, That the Quebec seheme, which is embodied in the British North
America Act, imprudently attempted to be focd on the people ot Nova Scotia, not only
without their cod§ent but against their will, bas already created wide-spread irritation and
discontent; and unless the sane be withdrawn, will, we fear, be attended with the moat
disastrous consequent es, as the loyal people of this Province are fully conscious of their
rights as British subjeets, set an inestimable value upon their free institutions, and will not
willingly consent to the invasion of those rights, or to be subjected te the dominion of any
other power than their lawful and beloved Queen.

13. Resolved, That the Colonies were politically allied to each oth2r by their common
relationship te the Queen and Her Empire, in a more peaceable and less dangerous con-
nection than under any scheme of Colonial Confederation that could be devised, even on
the fairest, wisest and most judicious principles.

14. Resolved, That the people of Nova Scotia do net impute to Her Msjesty the
Queen and the Imperial Parliament, any intentional injustice, as they are well aware that
fraud and deception were practised upon them by those who misrepresented the public sen.
timent of this country, and who, for reasons that we will net venture to assign desired that
Confederatian might be forced upon this Province, without the consent and against the
will of the people.

15. Resolved, That an humble Addres's be presented to the Queen, embodying the
substance of the foregoing Resolutions, informing Her Majesty that Her Loyal people of
Nova Scotia do not desire to be in any manner confederated with Canada, and praying Her
M ajesty to revoke Her Proclamation, and to cause the British North America Act to be
repealed, as far as it affects the Province of Nova Scotia.

The foregoing is a truc copy of the Fifteen Resolutions passed unanimously by the
House of Assembly of the Province of Nova Scotia, on the 21st. day of February, A. D.
1868. Which 1 certify,

IJENRY C. D. TwINING,
1ALIÂX, NOVA RÇOTIA, JClerk of the louse of Assembly of Nova Scotia.

25th Fabruary, 1868.
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(Copy.) IN THE HODSE 0F ASSEMBLY,
25th February, 1868.

Resolved, That His Excellency the Lieutenant Governor in Council be authorized to
appoint Delegates, charged with the Resolutions passed by this House on the 21st Febru-
ary, instant, in respect to the constitutional rights and privileges of the people of this
Province.

(Signed,) H. D. TWINING,
Clerk of House of Assembly.

(Copy.) IN THE HousE op ASSEMBLY,
25th February, 1868.

Resolved, That the Delegates so to be appointed are to urge upon the attention of the
British Government and the Imperial Parliament the strong feelings of this House and
the people of Nova Scotia upon the question of Confederation ; that they are to ask for the
restoratib>n of the Constitution of this Country as it existed previous to the passage of the
British North America Act ; that they are not to accept any alteration of or amendment to
such Act, and that they are hereby authorized, if necessary, to retain counsel learned in
the law to plead the claims of Nova Scotia at the Bar of the House of Commons, and to
take ail such necessary steps for the carryiog out the Resolutions of this House as may be
deemed advisable.

(Signed,) H. D. TWINING
Clerk of Bouse of Assembly.

The Governor General to the Secretary of State of the Colonies.

(Copy, No. 50.) GOVERNMENT HoUSE,
Ottawa, 23rd March, 1868.

My LORD DuKE,-I have the honor to- transmit for Your Grace's information, a

March 18th. certified copy of an approved Minute of the Privy Council of' Canada, explain-
ing the object of the Privy Council in sending to England The Honorable

Charles Tupper, C.B., M.P., to place himself in communication with Your Grace.
I have, &c.,

(Signed,) MONoK.
His Grace

The Duke of Buckingham and Chandos,

Cory of a Report of a Com.mittee of the Bonorable the Privy Council, approved - by Bis
Excellency the Governor General on the 18th March, 1868.

On a Memorandum, dated 12th March, 1868, from the Honorable the Minister of
Justice, stating, that having had under consideration the action of the Locaf Legislature
of Nova Scotia, in sending to England a Deputation for the purpose of pressing upon Her
Majesty's Government the necessity of repealing the Union Act, so far as Nova Scotia is
concerned, he recommends that some competent person be sent to England for the pur-
pose of affording, when required, to Bis Grace, the Secretary of State for the Colonies,
full information où the various grounds for such repeal that may be submitted by the
Nova Scotia Delegation.

The Committee concur in the recommendation submitted by the Minister of Justioe,
and advise that a competent persan be authorized to proceed to England for the purpose
mentioned.

Certifiedé (Signed,) W. H. Lam.
Clrk .Privy Cowci.

A. 1868
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RETURN
To an Address of the HoUSE OF COMMONS, dated 18th November, 1867; For a

Return of all Surveys and Reports having reference to larbors on the East

Coast of Lake Huron ; also, all Reports in relation to the said Surveys of

Harbors, whether as Harbor of Refuge or otherwise, north of the Town of

Goderich, on the said East Coast of Lake Huron.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE, Secretary of State.

Ottawa, 19th March, 1869.

[l accordance voih the recommendation o/ the Joint Committee on Printing, the above
Return is ot printed]

31 victoria. A. 1868
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RETURN
To an Address of the H3uSE OF COMMONS, dated 6th April, 1868; For

copies of all Correspondence between the Government of the late Province

of Canada, the Government of the Dominion of Canada, and the Government

of Newfoundland, in relation to the disputed question as to the Boundary

Line between the two Countries in Labrador.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,

DRPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, 20th April, 1868.

SUPPLEMENTARY RETURN
To an Address of the HousE OF COMMONS, dated 6th April, 1868; For

Copies of all Correspondence between the Government of the late Province of

Canada, the Government of the Dominion of Canada, and the Government

of Newfoundland, in relation to the disputed question as to the Boundary

Line between the two countries in Labrador.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
ecretary of State.

DEPAiTmENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STÂTE,
Ottawa, 6th May, 1868.

[la accordanfe wsith 47 rSeuendatipt& of the Joit Comnmtiae on 14i«ting, 9he above
Return and SuppLeme#Îary Return are priuted for distribution only.)

.31 Victoria. A. 1868
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RETURN
To an Address of the House of Commons, dated 23rd March, 1868; for a

Return shewing :

1. What sum or sums of money (if any) has or have been paid out of the
Consolidated Revenue Fund of the late Province of Canada and of the

Dominion to the credit of the Upper Canada (now Ontario) Municipal
Loan Fund, under the provisions of the Seigniorial Amendment Act,
1859, with the date or dates of such payments.

2. What advances have been made (if any) from time to time from Provincial
Funds, on acccunt of the said Municipal Loan Fund, with the dates of
such advances.

3. What sum or sums of money (if any) has or have been paid out of the Con-
solidated Revenue Fund of the Province of Canada, under the provisions
of the Seigniorial Act of 1854, in excess of the total amount of the sums
arising from the sources of Revenue specially appropriated by the said
Act for the purposes thereof and of any interest allowed thereon.

4. What Municipalities in the Province of Ontario have borrowed and become,
indebted on the security of the said Municipal Loan Fund; the amounts
so borrowed by the said Municipalities respectively, with the date or dates
thereof ; what sum or sums have been repaid by the said Municipalities
severally, on account of principal and interest or either, with the dates
thereof; and the balance still due by the said Municipalities respectively.

5. Which (if any) of the said Municipalities are in default as to any payment
or payments which ought to have been made by them severally to the said
Municipal Loan Fund, and the amount or amounts thereof.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
secretary ot Sate.

DEMPARTMFUT OF THE SECILETARY o7 STATE,

Ottawa, 21st April, 1868.

AL. 186e8 1 Victoria.
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ANSWER TO QUESTION 1.

The Seigniorial Act of 1859 provides, that a sum equal to that made chargeable
against the Consolidated Fund for the payment of Seigniors shall be paid annually to the
credit of the Consolidated Municipal Loan Fund, U. C. The amount which would have
been payable to Seigniors, over and above what was provided for by the Fund creatéd in
1854 could not be satisfactorily ascertained until 1866, and until that time no equivalent
payment was made to the Municipal Loan Fund. In 1866 the position of the Fund, as it
would have stood at the date of the passing of the Act of 1859, was ascertained by dis-
couD ting back to that date all payments, other than for interest, and the capital representing
the payments to Seigniors having also been ascertained, the balance of this capital, which
would not have been liquidated by the balance of the Fund in 1859, was found to be
$2,218,555.39 (Vide Publie Accounts of 1M67, IL, p. 91). Thereupon an account was
opened, called "Consolidated Municipal Loan Fund, U. C., Indemnity Account," and the
above capital was credited to it, together with interest at 6 per cent. from May, 1859. As
the account stood June 30th, 1867, there was at its credit $3,304,249.55 (Vide Pub. Acets.
1867, p. 2.) which is an offset against the $3,517,018.32 which is charged against the
Consolid3 ted Municipal Loan Fand as arrears of interest.

ANSWER TO QUESTION 3.

The sum of $600,000 has been credited to the Upper Canada Building Fund under
the provisions of the Seigniorial Acts of 1854 and 1855, and interest was allowed upon it
at the rate of 6 per cent., being the same rate allowed to the Seigniorial Fund, as prcvided
by the above-named Acts, up to the date of the Act of 1859. At that date the Seigniorial
Fund was cloqed, as explained in may answer to Question 1, and from that date only 5 per
cent. has been allowed to the Upper Canada Building Fund on its general balance, which
include this $600,000 and accumulated interest.

JOHN LANGTON,
Auditor.
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IN ANSWER TO QUESTION No. 4 OF THE ADDRESS.

STATE MENT, shewing the Amount borrowed under the Consolidated Municipal
Loan Fund, by several Municipalities in the Province of Ontario,-the sums
repaid on account of Interest, and the balance still due by them, -the whole
in accordance with an Address of the Honorable the House of Commons,
dated 23rd March, 1868.

Amount of
.- Date of Loan. 1853.

Loan.

$ ots$ ots.
1 Bertie..........................Town'p.. 40,000 183........ .......... ...............
2 Brantford. ........... do .. 50,000 ...... .................................
3 Brantford....................Town .... 50000 53, $100,000; 154, $400,000 ................. 5,665 75
4 Belleville.................... do ... 20,000 1854 ...................... . .....................
5 Bro kville................ 1..ilo 400,00 1854, $97,333.33 ; 1856, $302,66667.... ................
6 Barrie................ do ... 12,00 1855.............................. ...........
7 Huron and Bruce........, Counties 308,000 1853, $300,000 1854, $8,000........... ...............
8 Cobourg ......... .... .. ,... Town.... 500,000 53, $300000 1854, $100000; 1855, $100,00 ..........
9 eb ippawa .................. Village...l 26,000 1S53, $20,000 ; 1856, $6,0 . . ............................

10 Canboro'... .................. Town'p 8. 1)0 1853........................... ....... ............
1L CornwaIl........... iown.... 12 0) 1854..........................
12 Cbatham.. .................. do 100.. 00 855...............................................
13 Dundas ... .. ............ do ... 52.000! di ................................. ..........
14 Elgin ......................... County...l 80,000'1854........... .................... ............
15 Elzabethtown .............. Towt'p .., 154,000 1854, $48,666M ; 1858, $105,33 ..... ..............
16 Essex.................Courty... 32,000 1855....................... ......... ...........
17 Grey ...... ............ do ... 16,000 1553.......................... .............. 734 68
18 Goderich........ ............ Town. 100,000 1854................. ............................
19 Gue[ph...... ................. do ... 80,000 1855.................... ...............
20 Hope ...... .................... Town'p... 60000 1853............................... ..........
21 Hastings ....... ..... County .... 157600 1855, $117,60; 1857, $40,000 ........................
22 Lincoln...................... do ... 48,0001853....................
23 Lambton.............. do ... 16.000 do.............. ...... .....
24 London .............. City ...... 375,40 1854, 200,00 1855, 175,400
25!Lanark and Renfrew.....Countie 800,000 1851, $194,666.67; 1856, $605,333,33.... ...............
26 Moulton and Sherbrooke Town'p.. 20,000 1853............ ................... ...........
27 Middleton...............,.... do 5,000 do ......................... ......
28 Niagara......... ............ Town..... 280,00 1853, $6,000 1854, $160000; 1855, $60,000 1,200 0
29 Nurthuml'd andDurham Counties 460,000 1854, $120,000; 1855, $120,000; 1856, $152,000

1857, $68,000N....................o.....
30 Norwich................. Town'p.. 200,000 1854 ........................................... ..............
31 Oxford .............. County.. 20,000 1853........ ....
32 Ottawa..............City....... 200,000 do...............................
33 Ops.......................... ..Town'p.. 80,000 do............................... ...........
34 Port Hope....................Town.... 860,000 1853, $200000; 1854, $320,000 1855,$340,000 ...........
35 Perth..........................County.. 288 00 do. .... . . . . . . . . . . .

36 Paris....................... lown .... 40000 do 1,86667
37 Presoott....... .......... do .... 100000 ........... ...................................
38 Peterboro'.................do .... 10000> 857..... .......................................
39 St. Catharines............ . do 100001853,50,000: 1854, $100,000 : 1855, S40,000 ............
40 Stanley........................Town'p.............. ............... ....................
41 Simcoe................ .Town.... 1000184............. ......................
421 Stratford......................o .... 100,000 do. .......................................
43 Woodhotise ........... Town-p.. 80,Ù00 do............... .......................... 
44 Windham.............. do .. _ 100,000 do......................do....... ...............
45 Woodstock1........8 .... Town...... .000 do. ...... ............................... .............
46 Wainfleet.. . Townp.. 20,000 1853.................... ............................................

40,0 84 9,3.3;15, 0,6.7........
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IN ANSWER TO QUESTION

STATEMENT, shewing the Amount borrowed under the Consolidated Municipal

repaid on account of Interest, and the balance still due by them,-the whole

23rd March, 1868.-Continued.

AMOUJNT REPAID ON ACOOVNT

8 1854. 1855. 1856. 1857. 1858. 1859. 1860. 1861. 1862.

$ ets. I ccts.$ $ts
1 3,866 30 3,248 80 4,805 48 1,606 82 568 56 2,179 96 2,004 61 2,000 00 2,000 00
2 2,0 00 4,000 00 4,067 250 1.641 00 6,472 95
3 3,000 00 36,923 28 26,856 77 1 1 1,22 90 9,792 61 9,311 40 9,229 70 9,229 70
4 ......... ..... 1,187 93 2,447 20 815 42 1,6S2 22 1654 56 1,665 33 3,266 37
5.............. 5,'866 67 11,758 06 1,750 88 1,509 72 5,283 74 b,656 42............10,319 06
6 ...................... 1,104 98 96207 86515 157521............
7 25,024 78 12,506 23 16,000 00 16,000 00 47,062 94 32,046 40 44,134 47 24.679 26 24,640 O0
8 26,323 28 ............... 5,920 62 13,847 48 1,709 82 425 64 10,76t 39 2,761 30
9 1,920 00 800 00 2,442 40 964 90 385 02 122 76 1,677 50 177 50 934 03

10 773 25 960 00 324 10 332 23 982 04 966 92 '21 88 64 Ou 640 O0
il 326 13 480 <0 960 00 988 18 986 53 960 00 933 47 828 64 1,313 55
12 ............. . ............. 12,342 49 17 02 1,041 90 4,582 74............4,241 30 4,,I 23
13 ........... 2,330 75 2,087 10 2,088 85 1,235 10 336 60
14 ..... ...... 7,460 82 6,400 00 6,594 47 6,530 -2 9,639 85 6,400 00 6,400 6
15 ',............. 2,930 33 6,170 60 1,5 A 30 1,170 90 3,344 97 2,000 00 968 où
16 ............ ........... 2970 30 1,280 00 3,965 39 3,,86 36 1,908 80 2,56) O0 2,560 00
17 1,280 00 1,299 52 1,282 20 642 73 1,296 84 2,080 O0 l,1ý0 00 1,280 00 1,280 00
18 .............. ............... 2,749 07 16,91à 83 89424 234 96 1 4,31893 4,11 0O
19 ..... ...... 4,712 90 3,627 72 894 24 12,893 10 6,558 90
.0 6,40 00 4,800 00 ............... 5,752 28 1,132 98 340 12 3,084 05
21 ............. . ............ 6,314 95 9,658 7,279 24,85527459 00 9,108 <J
22 2,719 55 3,840 00 1,920 00 5,953 94 3,128 25 3,840 Ou 3,885 63 1,920 O 3,9S9 10
23 703 12 1,280 00 1,920 00 654 47 1,286 88 1,922 54 1,285 b4............1,920 <J
24 ........ .... 15,232 88 24,476 87 15,374 08 10,031 92 2,934 80

23.....14,653 33 20,524 16 37,179 60 9,520 62 14,b8 1 1,2 3 1,25 12j 9,689 3225 ......... 14,656 33 20,524 16
26 2,733 15 1,624 50 4,789 00 1,361 42 1,361 88 1,346 22 1,376 50 1,314 20 ' 537 88
27 239 45 1 406 10 400 00 2,636 52 328 00 240 00 120 <JO

8 7,627 40 16,764 93 14,596 15 1,128 1 781 08 207 68

29 2,419 72 9,600 00 33,b71 37 8,757 0J3 22,346 14 22,677 55 64,à51 89 44,21 6 48 18, 8335 44

30 7,4(78 22 8,086 74 21,602 30 1,621 50 1,299 96 438 24
1 1,902 47 800 00 1,660 00 1,600 <JO 2,430 7 1,600 0 811 13 1,600 00 1,600 

32 11,331 0............12,362 10 3,268 87 2,938 02 6,17 60
33ý 3, " 0 0 00 6,689 32 3,397 27 1,069 50 941 16 223 9672 963 os 1,100 < 410 97
34 23,753 05 39,561 <JO 12,209 82 2,044 13 1,149 54 1,377 79 b,106 59 ......... ... 1,600 00
35 24,490 22 9040 <o 4,00000 12,395 9 10,229 56 19,511 38 5,213 84 25402 94 20,347 12
361 1,600 00 3,200 <JO 4 4,800 00 61 10 937 02 313 28 6,820 52 9,210 s .
37' 3,358 90............ 3,738973 1,047 385 018 2,67 40
ý58. ............. ......... ...... ........... . 1,001 88 354 20 3,656 43 1,200 00 2,485 40
39 2,S.32 87 12,000 00 15,256 72 2,273 751 22 639 76
40 1198 63 j 800 60 1,200 <JO 9 1 28 786 60 1,47 72 1877 47

41 2,636 52 9,927 22 653377 514 74 166 76!.......1...............
42 2,98 82 1,383 22 900 70 460 29 3,168 03 ........ 2,947 15 .......

43 i î ï28 3,2.34 72 9,588 92 ...... 868 02 267 96 ....... . ..44I ...... ....... 1 2,636 52 10,864 82 j 7 9 87 98 2î'6 20...............
46 0 0 11,964 43 1,407 85 1,135 38 23 40

451, 3044 1,07 90434

61 933 13 2,407 <JO 1,828 15 1,607 3 1>608 62 1,61 38.1,840 61 1,100 00

N. 1.-No mumu have been repaid on account of Capital.

Beaidea Intereif there in also due by these Municipalifies, interest acorued on Arrears and on Contin-

gent Expensea.

RccEIYiv GEN16AL' 9 8 DEP8RTMENT9
Ottawa, 8th April, ,1868.
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No. 4 OF Tf HE ADDRFEBS.-Continued.
Loan Fund, by several Municipalities in the Province of Ontario,-the sums
in accordance with an Address-of the Honorable the House of Commons, dated

OP INTEREST, AND DATES. Balance due 31st Deo., 1867.

1863. 1864. 1865. 1866. 1861. 1888. Principal. Interest on

$ cts. $ cts.t. $ $ t. $ et t.
2,000 00 2,000 00 2,000 00 3,200 00 3,200 00................. 40,000 00 . ....

752 72 3,312 300 21 62 3,500 00 7,629 OS................. 50.000 00
.45 . .0 6,229 70.. ..... 9,229 70 ................ 500,000 0 182,866 71

1,630 00 1,628 00 1,640 0O 3,264 00 1,630 o . . 20,0<10o
,1953............................ .... ........... 400,0.0 W O 21,043

886 29 905 24 942 45 . 12.000 G 1,8 18
24,640 00 ............. 24. 400 24,640 00 24,640 GO 20.240 00 308.00G

-- ÏZý W ...... ..... 500,00<() Go.. 324,225 45
960....... .0................1,4 7 927 50 975 92*7 .....0... ....... ..... 26,000 Go0 5,777 32

960 GO.........902 54 417 GO 840 00 200 0o 8,000 Go...........
960 GO0 60 1015 95 1,460 GO 1,420 00 12,000 0O

1,000 00 3,001 23 4,001 23 8,002 46 100,000 O 8
.. 00.0 .. , 00.00.4 00.00................... 52,000 Go 27,463 84

6,400 Go 6,400 00 2 O ,0 G.60G.. . .
-- 2,123 99 2,103 59..................... ... 154,000 Go 71),211 15

2,D60 Go 1,920 O0 3,362 14 2,111 97 1,703 46................. 32,000 0
640 00 1,280 00 1,2SO 00 1,920 GO 1,280 00.................

8,637 86 3,000 00 5,638 00 4,319 Go 4,319 Go................100 000 18,925 81
12,92 00 .............. 6,592 GO 6,592 Go ............ Go

9,534 95 12.608 00 12,608 GO 3,461 60721,7)4040.12,08.Go.157,60.).G
3,879 00 2,120 00 6,695 59 4,479 25 5,499 21................. 48,000 GO
1,920 00 640 00 640 GO 1,920 Go 640.G0. 640 Go 16,000 Go î......

10,000 Go........ ...... .. ..... ... ...... ......... 375,400 Go j 18,391

2,107 13 100 00 2,5n Go................................. 20,000 G0
................... 240 Go ....... ....... ..317.28.1......... 5,000 0o

4,826 68 1,206 67 2,413 33........... ......................... 280,000 0O 158,286 41

6,685 20 20,762 80 39,817 34 39,107 76 2,981 G0 22,000 Go 460,000 Go. .. .....

. I ..- '.. . ... ... ....................... 200,00G 113,591 24
1,600 o 1,600 Go 800 G03,203 6 800 GO 800 G 20,000 Go

27,319 24 13,093 29 13,649 04 13,107 Go 13,898 76................200,000 GO 39,719 63
2,374 (2 ......... ....... 1,187 Gi ......... 80,000G 40,420 30
3,072 00 ............. 25,954 70 6,125 33. .............. ...... 860,000 Go 505,709 93
8,297 90 21,717 47 19,368 32 15,835 60 3,804 3 288,000 Go 30,993 68
6,400 00 ,.... ......... 3,200 Go 6,400 GO 3,200 GO..............
2,061 94 .... ,,,.......... 1,93b 60..... ........................ 100,000 G0 60,609 92
8,873 35 ................. 12,680 85 100,000 G0 18,894 18

........................................... I 190,000 Go0 105,450 92
844 87 816 1810,000 00

3,123 98 2,947 15 .000 Go 3,270 32 100,000
... 2..0.0.0.....3, . .................. 100,0 00 9,0P 7

.,2 0...................0.......... ................... 80,000 Go 44,670 35
............... .. ,5. 3......................... . . . .. Go 57,411....1

2 4 100,000 0 54, 1 
2 422

......... ~ 92 50... 927... 50....... ................ ........ ...... ..... .... I O0 0 1 45 2 0

18 79 1,538 74 1,479 66 1,625 27 1,800 Go 1,553 42 20,000 90

,2000 ,60 00 0$0,300,000 .0 $2,59,66 80

N. B.-As regards Question No. 2, of the Address, the. À.dvance8 made from Provincial Funda, on account
of the Municipal Loan 1<und, may be said to extend frurn day t, day, as payment qf interest in applied for,
which in made a semi-annual charge against the Municipal Loan Fand ini the Books of the Province.

Aun regarde Question Ro. 5, the above Table shows the, defsulting Municipmlitiee.

T. D. HTARINGTON,
Peput r ieceiver Ineral
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RETURN
To an Address of the. HOUSE OF COMMONS, dated 15th April, 1868; for

Copies of all Plans and Specifications, Tenders and Contracts relating to the

Carillon and Grenville Canal, since lst July, 1866 ; with a statement of the

sums paid for the said Works, and the quantity of Materials used, and quan-

tities as paid for.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
àecretary oj State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,
Ottawa, April 27th, 1868.

[u accordante withiAU recoimendation of the Joint Oommittee on ffinting, he above
Return is notprinted.j

). A. 1868S1 Victoria.



1 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 71). A 1888

RETURN
To an Address of the fOUSE OF COMMONS, dated 2nd December, 1867;

for Statement of the amount of Costs paid in respect of the Fenian Prosecu-

tions, and the trial for violation of the Revenue Laws, known as the "I Hal-

liday Case," with dates and particulars of such payment in each case, and

the names of parties receiving the same.

By command.

IECTOR L. LANGEVIN.
Secretary of -hYe.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,
Ottawa, 29th April, 1868.

STATEMENT of the amount of costs paid in respect of the Fenian Prosecutions,
and the trial for violation of the Revenue Laws, known as the " Halliday
" Case," with dates and particulars of such payment in each case, and the
names of parties receiving the same, as called for by Address of House of
Commons of 2nd December, 1867.

Date. NAME. SERVICE. Amount.

1866. $ ets.
July 3..... Hon. J. A. Macdonald To meet sundry disbursements.......... .............. 200 0O
Aug. 1...... F. W. Jarvis. To pay for support of prisoners.....................5,000
Aug. 18...... R. A. Harrison. To eet expenses....................................25. O
Sept. 1...... J. F. Pringle.. Epenses arresting M. Murphy........................678

Do . Com. Gen. Archer. Hospital expenses, &., St. Catharines ................... 52 30
-Oct. 3....., R. A. Harrison ........ To neet expenses.......... ...................... 2,000
Nov. 5...... F. W. Jarvis............To py for support f prisoners . . ...... ,000 o
Nov. 17. R. A. Harrison ....... To meet expenses ................... 2,00 00

1881. I
Tan. 9 for do of p .....do.................................... 2 ,000 00

Do Hon. J. H. Cameron do ....................................................... 1,250 00
Ean. 28.pF. W. JarviM. do ...................................... 5,300 0

Feb. 28 o ........... Topay Jurrs.............. ............................. 244 50
Do Hon. J. H. ameron Balance for professional services............. .... ........ .. 2,250 00

Tay 2.aJ. Bthune........Balance for disbursementsone....................................... 5,37 85Nov. 1...... J. A....so...... For professiona services........... ................. 2,0 OU

Jan. 9.... do ..... . d..,., ................... ..........,.......... 2,0 0 00

May 17. J..Dond. Summoning d payingJurors ....................................... 3,558 39
Jay 27..... W. DuJkr ........... For services in reHeckey, Reynolds.................... 5,3 60

no ..... IR. A. H. arrison . .BalanceFor professiona l services.............. ............. 5,061 75
July 5.....IF. W. Jrvis ...... For 27 day' services un charge of prioerd, Toronto......., 1,68 O5
June 1.... T. T. Rabsay .......... For professional services .t Sweetburg ................... .. 500 00
June 28...... do ........... do do ......... ...... ......... 132 70

Payments on account of Fenian prosecutions . .......... $ 86,629 92
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STATEMENT of the amount of costs paid in the "l Halliday Case."

Date. NAME. SERVICE. Amount.

1865. $ ets.
Oct. 11...... Thos. Galt ......... Expenses procuring evidence............................. ............ 2,000 00

1866.
Jan. 15...... do ............... To meet disbursements........................... ....................... 1,000 00
Feb. 22...... do .......... do ................................. ............... 2,000 00
Mar. 26 do ..... ......... For professional service ....................... ......................... 1,773 62
April 20...... do .. ,..... ........ To meet expenses ......................................................... 1,000 00
Aug. 6...... do ...... ,.......... For professional services......... ..................................... 870 49

. 1867.
Dec. 27...... do ................. To meet expenses.. .... .............................. 1,500 00

1865.
Nov. 7...... S. B. Merrill........ do ....................................................... 200 00

Do ...... do ........... do ........................... ................... ......... 275 88
Dec. 20......I do ................. do ................................... ........ ............ 500 00

1866.
Mar. 3..... do ................ do.. ................................. .. 500 00
May 7...... do ........... ..... 1 To pay watchman.......... ....................... 245 00
sept. 8...... do ................. do ........ 1 . ...... ... ........................ 229-08

1867. 6
Feb. 8...... do ................. Balance of expenses................................................... 355 67

1866.
Feb. 28....s. A. Brunel ................ To pay G. Langton taking care of Distillery ......... ...... 250 00
Sept. 8...... (T. Worthington......... do do .................... 600 00
April 9...... A. N. Striker ........... For services rendered....., ............................................... 150 00

1867.
Feb. 15...... Crawford à; Crombie .. Amount of taxed Bill of Costa.......... ............................ 175 05

1866.
June 16...... J. Lewis ............ To place to credit of Customs amount disbursed in connec-

tion with seizure of high wines, the property of Messrs.
Borst à Halliday......... ..................... 608 65

$ 14,233 44

WILLIAM DICKINSON,
D. . G.

FNANCE DEPARTMENT,
Ottawa, 28th April, 1868.

2



1csiotal 1'apers (No. 72).

RETURN
To an Address of the HoUSE oF COMMoNS, dated lst April, 1868; for Copies

of all Accounts rendered to, or in the possession of the Department of

Public Works, for services rendered, or refreshments furnished in the year

1860, by any person in the Town of Brantford, on the occasion of the visit

of Hie Royal Highness, the Prince of Wales ; together with any corres-

pondence relating thereto.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary oj State.

DEPARTMENT OP THE SEQRITARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, 80th April, 1868.

LIn accordance i.ith the reWomnndation of ta Joint Committue on Printing, the abow.
Reurn if not prindj

si Victorii. A. 1868



iessional Papers (No. 73).

RETURN
To au Addres of the HoUSE OFf CoMmoNs, dated 28th November, 1867;

for a Return of the number of Vessels owned in the Dominion of Canada on

1st -July, 1867, with a Statement shewing whether they are steamers or

saili.ng-vessels; whether they are sea-going, or river, or lake vessels, whether

they are trading or fishing vessels, and also indicating their tonnage, their

value, and the Port and the Province they belong to and the number of their

erew.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGxEVIN,
Secretary of State.

PIPAXTMENT D7 TIE MECRETART oF STÂTB,

Ottawa, 1st May, 1868.

Si Vietoria. A. 1868
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RETURN of Vessels Owned and Registered in the Dominion of Canada, on 1st

PROVINCE

TOALREGISTER. OCCU

i River or
DESCRIPTION OF VESSEL. Ses Going. Lake.

No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Toàs. No. Tons.

.Amherstburgh. 2
Steamer, Screw................................... 22 1. ............ ............. 22
Schooners................................ ........ 4 144 4 144............ ......... 4 144
Bloops ................... ............... 3 82 ................... 3 82

Total........................ 8 24818 248 - 8 241

Belleville,
Steamer, Paddle................. ..... 1 47 1 147............ .... 1 47
Schooners.... .... ........................... 8 1124 8 1124............. .. .8 1124

TrA-- .. -.---- - --.-

Total ....................... 91111 9 1171........ ............... 91111

Schooners ......... .322 4 322 ..... ....................... 4 322

Steaer, Paddle................ ..... 1 61 1 26r................. .. .. 2...61
Soop ......................... 8 ...... ........... ....... 84

Total..... .................. 2  3 4 5  2 3 45  ........... . .. ....

Burwefl.
Schooners.................. 7 1005 7 1003 ................. .........7 1003

Bytown 1
Steamers, Paddle; .................... 8 767 8 767 ................. .........8 167

Do ý Serew ...................... 1 42 1 42...,......... ...... ......... i 1 42
Barges .. ............. ................. 7 556 7 5 ......~..... 6î 56

Total..... ............ ......... 16 1365 16 13 -. ....... -........ 8 1
schoone ..... ... C -at136......................170.1.7

otal.. ................. .. . ..........

chippawa. I îj - 1-~- --
Steamer, Serew .................... 2 35 12 35 ......................... 2 35
Soows..................................... 2 154 2 154 ...... ....... ........... 2 164

Steaers Pad.................. ........ 24 149 24 149 .... ... ... ............. 24 189
CobourgII

Brigantine$ ................................ 21 419 1 244 1 175 .... ......... 2 419
861h0oners ................................. ~5 652 2 241 3 411 ............. 5 652

Total ................. ............ 91220 5 634 4 686 8 9 1220

Nil .. . .......... . ........... ........... .. 4 ___. . . .

Ni............ ........ ... ........... _ .....

......................... j f 263f 1 j263 ........*** . I à 26

A. 1868
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July, 1867, per Resolution of the House of Commons, 28th November, 1867.

OF ONTARIO.

PATION. AGE. '

Trading. Fishing. VALur. Years, 5 Years, over Years, over Tears, over Years.
and under. 5 to 10. 10 to 20. 20 to 30. over 30.

No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. o. Tons.

1 22 ...... ....... ....... ......... ...... ........ . ......... 3
4 144 ..... ,. 3700 2 88 56 ..........

82 ...... ......... 1600 3 82....... .........
-- - -- I- - - --_ .- I -- -
8 248 ...... ......... 8300 6 192 2 56 ...... ... ......... ...... ......... 21

1 18
1 47 ..,.... ......... 3000 ...... .... .... 1 47 1 ...... ... ..... ...... ......... . .. .... , 4
8 1124 ..... ......... 48000 4 737 2 261 2 126 ...... ........ ...... . 48

9 1171 ..... ......... 51000 4 737 3 308 2 126 ................ ......... 52

4 322 ...... ......... 18500 4 322 ...... ......... ..... .......... . ... ......... 26

1 261 ...... ......... 8000 ..... ..... ... 2 1 ...... ............. .... I. 10
1 84 ...... ......... 1200 ...... ......... ...... ......... ...... ......... 4

2 345 ....... ......... 9200 .... ... ...... ......... 2 345 ...... ......... ...... .........| 14- - -

...... 445900. 2 380.....................

7 ~1003 . 4?000 6 804 .. ... 1 199 .... ......... ..... ......... 46

8 767 .............. 69500 5 482..............1 120 2 165 ........... 78
1 42 ...... ......... 3500 ..... ......... 1 42
7 556 ...... ........ 7000 4 3411 48 2 167 3

16 1365 ...... ......... 78000 9 823 2 90 3 287 2 165 ,... ......... 119

1 70 ...... ......... 1400 1 70 ...... ........ . ..... . ...... ...... ....... 5

2 35 ...... ......... -1900 ...... ......... 2 35 ...... ......... ...... ..... ... ....., ......... 62 154 ...... ....... . _ 1900 ...... ......... 2 154 p..... ......... ...... ......... , ..... ......... 8

4 189 . . 3 0 . . 4 189 ....... ..... . ......... 14

2 149 ........ 22000 1 126 ..... 14
2 419 2000 ...... ....... . . .... 2 ............. .195 652 .... ......... 3000 144 4 508 ...... ......... ..... I......... 25

2 .. ......... 61000 2 21 0 ..... ........ 7 950 ..... .... ........ 58

2 1000 . ...... ......... ...... .......... .............. ..... ... 2.. ......... 7 95 .... . . . . . . s
...... jjii........... ...

263............ 13000j3 263............. ........ ...........- j...... ......... z

A. 1868
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RETURN of Vessels owned and Registered in the

PRoviNca o

REGISTER. OCCU

TOTAL. -

DESCRIPTION OF VESSEL. Provincial. Imperial. gea Going. RLake

No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons.

Dalhousie.
Steamers, Paddle................... ....... 1 146 1 146 ..... ............ 146

Do Screw............ .......... 4 1513 4 1513 .... ............ ...... 4 1 5 13
Barques .................. ....................... 9 3022 9 3022 ........ ... 9 3022
Brigantines ........................................ 5 1752 5 1752 ..... ........... ... ....... 5 1752
Schooners.......... ................. i 11 2260 ...... ....... 11 2260
Barges .............................. 2 445 2 445 . ........ 2 445
Seows ........... .... ...................... ...... 12 1 522 ...... ............ ...... ...... 12 1522

Total,.............. .... .. . ......... 44 10660 44 10660 ...... ............ ......... 44 10660

Darlingtont.
Schooners ........................ . . ......... 4 - 484 ...... ..... 4 4 4 ... .... 8

Sconr Dar(ington. I 484 ... .........f 4f 484
D over. - - I

chooners .................... .................... 13 843 .3 843 ..... ...... ..... .... . ... 13 843
Dundas.

Steamer, Paddle......... ....... .......... 82 1 82..........................1 82
Schooner. : ...................... 1 164 1 164. . . 1j164

Total..... ....... ......... 2 246 2 246 ..... ............ ..... ...... 2 246

Dunnville.
Steamers, Paddle........,...................... 1 64 1 64 ........... ...... ......... 1 64

Do Screw ................ 3ô3 I 2 303 ...... ......... ......... 2 303
Barge ................. ........... 1 1 12 0 120...... ...... ...... ......... 1 120
Scows ................ ..... ............ ,.......... 13 1434 13 1434 ...... ...... ........ 1 1434

Total.......1........................... 17 1921 17 1921 ..... ...... .... .. ..... 17 1921

Fort Erie.
N il...... ........................................ .... ...............

il Gananoque. j).
Nil..........................................................................

Godericlh.I
Steamer, Paddle ................... ,......... i 87 1 87 . . . . 87diohooners ,..................................... 7 618 7 618 . f . . 7 -418

Total................... 8 705 8 705 ..... ...... ...... ......... 8 705

Hope.
Steamers, Paddle...................2 144 2 144 ...... ........ ..... 2'144
Schooners ....................................... 7 1070 7 1070 ...... ........... . .... 7 j170

Total ...... ............... 9 1214 9 1214 ...... ............ ...... 9 1214

.Steamero, Paddle... ............................. .94J
Do Screw ...... ........... ....... 2 439 2 439 ... ...... ........ 2 5

Barque .................. .......... 1 360 1 360 ...... ............ ...... 1 360
Brigantines ...................................... 3 2 ........ .. 3.827
oonrs..................- ... 19 3313 19 313 ...... .. ......... 19 3

..... 2.............. 26 5.
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Dôminion of Canada, on 1st July, 1867, &c.-Continued.

Ow.rÂnto.--Cotiniued.

PATION.

and under. ô to 10. 10eo2. 0rs3.,vr 0Tlradisagt Pishing.VAU.Yas Ye., lto 2to3.or30

ie. Tons. NO. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. TOnS.

1 146 ...... ......... 146 18
4 1513 ...... ......... 125000 4 1513............... ..... ......... 60

9 3022 ..... ......... 101000 5 1750............4 1272. .......... 88
à 1752 ...... ......... 1 358 . 1074 1 320...... ....... 0

42 1 ...... ......... 3 ...... ..... ...... .......... .... 2

1383 ..220001 3...... .... ... . ...... ......... . . .

1________i 82........ 30 2 ... i 6.............101000 3 170 ...... ......... ...... ..... .......... 14

13 1204 . ......... 2000 1 358 1 17 1...... ...... ... ............. 5

la 1 4226 ...... ......,.. 170 Il 16

17 1921...... ........ 58100 14 1591 2 2661 1 64 .... ......

.... ......... 1 .8

~~~~...... ......... ..... 0...

1.84... 4000 1..87..618...... ........ 1800.2 355 3.125 25
-83000 -2.. 2 3 3 7 16 ..... .. . ......... ...... ......... 88

8 705............. 22000 3 442 3 . 125 2 138

2 144...... .... 7500 11 1.91 ..... ......... 2 144 . ....... 12
74 1066..29400 ...... ......... 26 5836 .6.177 5 963 2. .. .. ............. 45

9 114 .... ...... 36900 ......9 .... ......... 7 1107 ...... . . ......

1 94J ............... . 4000 1 94J 4. ... ...... ....... 6

1 829 ...... ......... 300 1 2 .... ......... ... ...... .... ..... ... .....

1 340 . 8000 ....... . . ........ 1 . ...... ... .
46 ......... 0000 1 212 . 22. ....... 12

1 12 . ........ 000 1 | 12 0 ... ... . . . . .. . . . 1.
lu. 120... ...... 1 000 9 1926 2 297 1 6 . .. ...... .... ..... I 79

1 4 . .900 ..... ...... 4 1011 10 117 [ 1 .léêô... .
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RETURN of Vessels OWned and Registered in the

PROVINCE OF

River orProvincial. 1 Imperial. 1ses Golng. 1Lake.

Kington. I
Steamers, Paddle................................1 15 3363 15 3363 . 15 3363

Do Screw ...... ........... 10 584 10 584 ..... .......... 10 584
Barques .... ..................... 3 . .......... ........ 5 1381
Brigantines ....................................... 2 601 2 1 601 ...... ........... ...... ......... 2 601
Schooners......... .. ..... ....... 36 6277 36 6277 36 6277
Sloops............................................... 15 815 15 815 .. .. . .. . . 15 815
Not Rigged .....-.... ... ................ 36 5071 36 5071 ...... ....... ... ...... ........ 36 5071

Total.................................... 119 18092 119 18092 ...... ........ 119 18092

Kingsville.
Schooner ........................ 1 86 1 86 .... ................ ........... 1 86
Scow ........................ ......... 1 130 1 130 ..... ........... ...... 1 130

Total.................... .............. 2 216 2 216 ...... ..... ...... ...... ......... 2 216

.Napanee. J-1 1
Brigantine .... .......... ........................ 1 206 1 206 ...... ............ 1 206
Sohouners ...................... ......... 5 592 5 592 ...... ..... 592
Sloop..... ..................................... 1 15 1 15 ...... ............ ...... ......... 1 15

Total ............. ................ 7 813 7 813 ...... .............. ....... 7 813

.Newcastle.- ' - j -
Schooners...... ................... 3 358 3 358 .... ........... 1 125 2 233

Niagara.
Steamer, Paddle............. .................. 1 255 1 255 ..... . ........ . 1 255

Oakville.
Schooners................. ........ ... 1........... 18 3128 18 3128 . ..... ......... 18 3128

Oshawva. 1 - -1 - 1-

Owen's Sound. |1 z I
Schooners..... ........................ 3 110 3 110 ...... ...... ...... ......... 3 110

Penetanguishene.- -1 - -
Schooners.......,................................ 4 144 4 144 ...... ............ .. 4 144

Ficton.II
schooners................. ... 29 2740 19 1954 10 986 ..... ,........ 29 2740
sloop,........... ... ........... ... . 1 20 1 20 ...... ............ ...... .... .. 1 20

Total ....................... 30 2760 20 1974 10 786 .. ........ 30 2760

Nil Prescott.j -j

Rovan#.

Steamer, S.rw......... ...... 119 119..........1 119behoeumrs.. .......... ....... 2 283 2 283 . ......... 2 283
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Dominion of Canada, on 1st July, 1867, &c.-Continued.

ON TARIO.-Continued.

PATION. AGE

Trading. Fishing. VALUE. Years, 5 1 Years Years,over Years, orer: Years
and under. 5 to 10. 10 to 2I. 20 to 30. over 30. |

No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons.

15 3363 ...... ......... 279200 3 822 2 435 1683 3 423 . ..... 27x
10 584 ...... ........ 55 6 75

1381 ... ....... 7500 4 1208 1 .173 ...... .... , 56
S .. ... 1 0 .. .. ...... ......... 6 ................ 20

36 C)277 . ....... 18S5t) 13 3174 8 925 12 186 3 18235
15 415 ...... . . 00 6 217 4 211 5 2 134 64

36 5071 ...... 2850 11 2332 4 436 20 2252 1 51 . . 14

119 18093 .. ... 6f62800 43 8180 22 2270 45 6716 9 926 ...... ........ 897

1 86 ..... ....... 300 1 86 .... ,.... ... ......... ...... ......... ... ....
.. 0 1 130 .................... 6

21 ...... ......... S.

20 50001........... ....t
S 20 . ... . . 1 206 ...... ......... ...... ......... 6

5 5 ...... ........ 34000 3 461 1 1 50 ...... 31
1 là ...... .......... 1000 ... ........ là1 ..... ......... ..... ... ,. ... ....

81: ...... ...... 4 000 3 461 2 96 2 256 . ... ... ..... ......... 40

3 s . s2001 158 2 200 ........ ..... ......... 17

1 255 40000 1 2551 ..........

123900 1863 2 341 9u . ........ ...... ......... 137

.......o. ...... ......... . ......... ... ......... . . 2 ....... ...... ....

3 160 ...... i... 10 1 40 2 70 ..... ..... ...

31 n .1 0 ....... ...... ......... ..... ......... ...... ......... 14

29 240 f k.....i 90700 15 1 f60 2 159> 189f f16
21 20 .. 0.. il j 9 1. j

30 21760 ............. (v10 00 15 1660 2> 159 12 912 1 29 ......... 166

.. . ..... .... ..... 8 ... 1 .. ..1. 3 ... ......... ...... ........ ......

72 f
... ........ ....... .... ........... ................ .... .................

19.......11000!...... ...... ......... ..... ..... ..
100 1 ...... @28 

t l ii18 {
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RETURN of VesLels Owned and Registered in the

PROVINCE OF

PEÎISTER. OCCU

TOTAL.

River or
DESCRIPTION OF VESSEL. Provincial. Imperial. Sea Going. Lake.

No. Tons. No. Tous. No. Tous. No. Tons. No. Tons.

............................ ............. ............. 5..4 4 ...35 .......... ................ 4 i 54

Total..................... 7 756 6 67 1 119 ...... ......... 7 756

Sarnia.i
Steamers, Paddle ............... ... .... ...... ......

Do Sorew...................... 12 7 1 11" 2 117. ...... ...... 3 1217

S hoonera............ ...... .. .. ........... .... 48 2 48 ..... ......... ...... 2 48

Total..................................... ..415.42 17 .... 6 V21

Saugee.'?Schooner........................................ 2 194 2 194 ..... ..... ......... 194

Sault Ste. Marie.
Nil ............ . ........ . .............................. .. ........

Steamer, 1erew.................................... 334
Schooner .......................................... 3 248 3 248 ..... ..... . ... ..... 3 248

Total......................4i S2 4 q2. .......... ......... 4 82

Toronto.
Steamers, Paddle .. ... ............... 1 1041 104. . .. 104

Do Sorew ......... ........ 4...2.......... 4...........4
Barque ............................. 279 i 279 . ............... i 2..
Brigantine . ................................ 1 347 1 347............... ...... 1 347
Sehooners .................... 98 2 2 45 2. 1f 2215. ..... ...... .......... 28 2245
sloop....... ....................... I 1 ... 7...... 1 1 7................ - 17

Total ......... ................. ... J4 1 36 3744 -... ....... ...... 36 34

Sthooera................................. 117.... . ....... 

Steamner ...... ........ .................. 21 A 2i 2-20 ...... I ......... 20 21201 27912 72No .igged ......... ................. ......

Tta............... .......... 32«? . ..... ....... ......... 3029

ooers...... ...............................2 410 2 410..... ....... 10

Steamers, Padd...... ....... 2-..... . . ....... .......... 25

D o -ew .. ... ............... 1:)73 ...... 1.,....... ... ... .... 7

..... ... ....... .. . ......... . 73
N ....... . ...... . ......... 2 45

Total..... ......... ........ ............ 18 4k 13 494. ... ...... ... ...... 13 44

A. 18(8

18 341â ... ... .. .. ......... j18 i3445Total ......... ................. ..........1 Sa



81 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 73). A.1868

Dominion of Canada, on lst July, 1867,'&c.-Continued.

ONTrA io.-Continued.

P A.TION. A t E.

Years, 5 Years, cver Y ars, over Y-a-s, over Year,Trading. Fishing, VAmUI.w ad un der. 5 to 10. 10 to 20 0t 3(. over 30. a

No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tuns. Nu. Ton@. No. Tous. Tons. No. Tons.

4 54 ...... ........ 8ion 2 191 1 09 1 91 ...... ......... ..... 28

7 756 ......... 291 2 2 2 1 .......... ...... 52

1 Ibn ...... ......... 25000 356 .... .... ...... ...... ......... ...... ......... 10
3 1217 ...... ........ 4 70 .............. 3 1 ...... ........ ...... ......... ...... ......... 18
2 48 ...... ........ . f0o0 2 48 ......................... ...... ......... ..... .........

6 1621 .... ......... 1 73700 3 404 3 1217 ........ .. ..... 33

191 ........... 10000 2 191 ..... .... ... ..... ......... .... ......... ...... ......... 

.............. ........ .2.

248...... ..... il.... 0 3 4 ...... ........ . .... ... . .........
4 .5 4 ..... ......... 2 5, 0 4 5824 ...... ...... ... .... ......... . ..... ........1 ...... ..... 3104 . . . . .... ..... ....... .... ...... ........ ...... ......
S........2 0 4 582 ...... ......... ........ .......................... 31

1 279 ...... .. ....... 1 000l ...... ......... .. . .... 1; .. . .... ... ...
..... ! ..................... ......

4 ......... ... 1 5 0 . . . . . ......... .... ....... ..... ......... 11
28 ::4 .... 510l71459 6 538 10. 7..9 5 4. ............. 15

4 17 ...... .... ...... ............ .. .. .

1 117 ...... ........ . 4 0 . 11 ..-........ . .... ......... 1 1 ...... ..... ... ...... ......... 1

6 3 44..... ......... 127200 10 1172 9 102ï 12 7 ..... . ...... 249

12 7 2...... .. ......... 106..0 9.... . 44... .... ..... ......... ..... ....... . .... ....... ......... ...

2 4110 ...... ......... 1000) .... ...... .. ......... 2 ..410. ...... ..... ... ....... .... ... JS
20 2526 ...... .... .. 3 000 1 8252 il 1 94 1 119 ...... ..... ...... ........ 3

il j,6à 9 4J IS

1 7 3.. ...... ......... ...... ......... ..... ........ 6

3 3029 .......... 100 1 142 .. .... . ...... ......... 144

13ëJ 4 94 11000 7 341 5 1. .30 1 2.3 ...... ......... ...... ..... ...

18 1445 ...... ......... 3500 10 2008 6 1 224 2 1213............... . . . 7



1ÉVictoria.

DE

Steamers
Do

Barques
Briranti
Schoone
Sloops...
Barges .
Scows...
Not Rig

Sessional Papers (No. 78). A. 1868

RETURN of Vessels owned and Registered in the

RECAPITULATION

REGISTER. OCCU

TOTAL.

. iver or
SCRIPTION OF VESSEL. Provincial. Imperial. Sea Going. Lake.

NO. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons.

, Paddle............ ........,........... 41 8572 41 8572 ..... ........ ... ........ 41  F8 5 72

Srew ..... .......................... 2 5433 2 5197 236 . 325433
nes ....................................... 14 41 2 13 3977 1 175 ...... ......... 14 4152
rs........ ............................... 252 31313 23à 20632 17 16i1 1 125 251 31188
. .. ........... ...... .......... ........... 22 1033 22 1033 ...... ......... . ... ......... 22 1433

..... ................. ..........,.......... 10 1121 10 1121 .... . ..... ...... ......... 10 1121
.......... .....,,.. ................. .. 32 3594 i 32 394 ........ 32 14
ged. ..... ........................ .... 61 6357 61 6357 ...... .......... ........ 61 6 57

Total.......... .......................... 481 66959 460 64867 21 2092 1 125 480 66834

PROVINCE

Gaspé.
Brigantines ......................... 2 214........... 2 214 2 214 .........
Schooners .......................... .. 42 1864 .42 1i4 42 1864. ........

Total..... ...... ....................... 44 2078 44 207S 44 2078...........

Steaers C) Montrea85 70.
Steamers, Paddle............................... 86 L182 65

Do Screw .... .... .... . .......... 59 11608 17 1406 42 10202 6 6957 53 4651
Ships..... .. ................................... .. 6 6212 ...... ....... 6 6212 6 6212 ...... .........
Barques......... ............ ....... .............. 7 2723. .. 7j 2723 4 1973 3 750
Brige... .............. ....................... 1 224 . 224 1 224 .. .........
Brigantines .......................... 4 901 ...... ....... 4 901 1 b41 3 560
Schooners. .. ............. .............. 76 7674 26 2298 50 5376 6 649 70 7025
Bloops... .. .......... 34 2571 28 80 6 291 ... .... .34 2571
Barges ............................201 22447 169 18250 32 4197 ...... ...... .. 201 2447
Seows..... ......... . .............................. 33 2346 f 33 2346 . ......... 23 2.346
Bateaux . ....... .......... ........... 129 8689 128 8647 I 42............129 86s9

Not Rigged .................. ..................... 16 1819 16 1819 ... ........... ...... .... .. 16 1819

Total............. ..... ..... 652 75396 482 42,40 17 33256 25 17145 627 58251

New Carlisle.
Brigantines........ .......... .............. .... 6 635 6 63 . . . . 6 635 ..... .
schooners.................................. ....... 20 f 866 14 612 6 254 20 868 . .... ...

Total......... ...................... ... 26f 1501 f20 1247 6 
2

54 26 1501 ........

Quebec. -

Steamers, Paddle.................... 61 5220 ...... ......... 61 5220 ...... ......... 61 5220
Do Screw................................ 15 1241 ............... 15 1241 2 38 13 8t1

Shipa....................................à....... 19 19945 ...... 19 19945 9 19945 ..... .........
Barques ..... ..... ................. ............ 15 7395.. ...... 15 7395 15 7395...........
Brigs .............. ..... ........ .......... 2 3 ..... . 2 7 2 337 .. . .........
Brigantines............ ............. 20 3437 ..... 20 2437 20 3437 .
Schooners..... .... ... ...... .... ............ 437 27450247 9740 151 10794 286j16 5
Barges........... .............................. 137 114 0 ...... ......... '17 116 .... . ......... 90

Total......... .... t..................... 706 j 76715 .. ......... 706 76715 209 142288 497 34407



31 Victor'a. Sessional Papers (No. 73).

Dominion of Canada, on lst July, 1867, &c.-Continued.

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.

PATION.

Trading. Fishing. VALU£.

No. Tons. No. Tons.

41 8572 ...... ,. 3. . 38700
32 5433 ...... ......... 39600
17 5384 . ........ 197500
14 4152 .. 1405f00
251 I 31.9 1 22 1069810
22 1033 ...... ........ 2300
10 1121 ...... ......... 13040
32 i394 . .. 44900
61 6357.. 74500

480 6r£7 1 22 2787800

Years, 5 Years, over Years, over Years, over Years.
aud under. 5 to 1o. 10 tj 20. 20 to 30. ovec 30.

No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons.

17 3819 5 680 14 3485 5 88 ............... 525
19 3602 0 1423 3 408 ..... ............... ........ 3 3
10 3300 2 53 3f 5 1551 ....... ...... ........ 175

580 5 1775 7 1797 ...... .... .... ..... ......... 137
112 15154 53 5597 76 9649 il 913. 1488
9 2119 à 226 6 374 2 134f.............84
7 96 1 48 2 167........ ........ 52

25 2880 5 489 2 225. 150
27 387121 714 21 2275 1 51 . 258

228 33857 OS 11485 136 19931 19 1686 ............. 3192

oF QUEBEC.

2 214' ..........
2 2.4 ....... .. ... 2 214 . . . 14

il 627 31 1 1237 42022 10 339 il 514 13 619 8 392 ......... 315
- 1 1237 46362 .- - -2-

13 84131 26 10 339 11 514 15 833 8 392 ............. 329

86 8182 ... f8.....

...... . 818200 31 3569 17 1902 29 2256 9 455 ...... 1194
59 11608..... ......... 580400 28 2à25 12 5348 18 3622 1 113 784
6 6212..............186360 2 2177 ............. 18 0252 .. 1 . ...... ....... 150
7 2723 81690 à 2101 .............. 2 622 .. ................ 87
1 224 ........,.... ......... . ... .....,...... ........
4 90t ................ 22525 1 341 ............ 3, 560 ...... ......... . 1
76 7674 ..... ......... 191850 10 1082 18 155< 47 4990 1 48.............372

4 257...... ........ 1420 24 7 48 11 984 132 1 73 128
201 22447 ............. 224470 111 13196 31 3625 58 5158 3 8 432 .... .33 2346 23460 15 127 3 16 15 957 . ......... ...... ......... 117
129 8689 ... . 8890 59 4948 48 2569 21 1122 1 5 ............ 42
16 1819 18190 ...... ......... 8 01 7 930 1 88..............59

652 75396 ...... ......... 2292175 276 32314 144 16419 '213 25236 18 1354 1 73 4180

S 635 ......... 5000 2 256 2 46 2 203 . .7
20 866 7490 4 157 8 406 7 268 ...... ... 9

26 1501 ..... .... 12490 6 413 10 582 9 471 ............... 1 3 116

61 5220 ......... 465200 25 255S 10 856 23 1552 2 8 1 271 494
15 1241 ......|......... 18'740 5 424 4 170 6 647 ...... . ......... 123
19 19945..............6211860 13 15265 1 986 3 1792 2 1902 ..... ........ 432
15 7.i95 ...... ......... 241600 14 7012 ...... ........ ... ........ 1 83 ...... .. .... 207
2 337 .......... 052 1 171 ...... .... ... 1320 3437 . .. 1932 13 2154 3 555 2 295- 1 75 1 158 152

426 269<6 l 494 488532 113 7876 86 4213 148 10489 70 3999 20 873 1824
137 ... 160002 28 2449 I 20 2888 47 3358 38 2742 4 253 678

695 76221 il 
494 22829

1
8

212 "38104 124 9668 229 18133 1 955 26 1455 3923

A. 1863



si V ictoria. Sessional Papers (No. 73. A. 1ES68

RE:UNl of Vessels Owned and Registered in the

RECAPITULATION-.

DESCRIPTION OF VESSEL.

REGISTER. OCCU

Ritver orProvin cial, Imperial. Sea Going.

No. Tons. No. Tocs. No. Tons. iNo. Ton, No. Tons.

Stenmers, Paddle ..... . .......... ...... 47 18402789 14 1213
Do Se;ew...................... 74 1284.4 17 1406 571 11443 S 7337 66 bL2

Sips....... ............... ...... ..... 25 26157.............25 26157 25 2 ;57
Barques ........... ................ ........... ... 22 ,101118 .. ..-... 2! loi11 19 68 3 750
Bligs ............ . ..................... 3 561............ 5f) 3 561..........
lirigantines......... ..................... ......... .32 5187 6 f35 2ô; 4552 29 462', 3 aiff>
Scbooners......... ............................... 575 37ý54 40 2910 boa, 3414- 219 1-l73 356 23h3
SIiops.................................34 2571 29............. 272 6
Tsarges........ ................................... 338 34137 1;4 1825( VO 15s87............338 34137
Sew ...... ..... ... ........................... ..,... 33 2 ý46 31 z4........ .. . ... ..
Bateaux . . . . . . . ..... 129 8689 M b647 i ........... 126 3689
N ig d ........ ...................... ..... 16 181 16 1819............ ............. 9

~u...... ......... 25.26.57.25.2...7.........8...

Total........................ 1428 15690 502 3387 926 112302 304 63012 1124 92678

PROVINXCE ()p

teamer Padie... .. ......... 5...........2 3i 5 I

40 91053 4.4m21 14l7 56 1340

hip......... 1 9 15...........7..... 1 1279.............1 1279 1 3 7......
Brqu. s..................................... 2 987. .. ..... V.7. . .. 7....... 2

rigantie......... ....... 1 ............ 4 1.42...... 1...5..... 1 6 166
Schooner ................. .................38 132............38 24 38 1..24...... 8

Total ..... ... .................... 44 3896 ..... ......... 44 3896 42 63756 21 140

Saine .Andrew'a f
Steamer, SPr e..................... ..... . ..... Y 9. .......... 
Ship .................................. 21 4 521 4 521 .........
Barques ............... ................ ........ 15 755 15 7555.
Brigantines .... ........................ .3 3241) . 13 3241 13 q240..........

SchooGers,..... ....... ...... ......... . 142 5,s69 .... ..... 142 à8tS b2 3849 9i) 2q,20
Bloops.................. ................... - 28. .......... . 28

Total ...... ...................... 176 20222............176 20222 84 18165 92 2057

Saint Jhn.
Steamers, Paddle ................................ 20 3339 .. n2 3339 2f 407! 18 2932

Do Srew ......... ..... ..... 5 56...... ... 5 56
Shipi ....... .............. ............ 25 92667 ..... ......... 85! 926671 85 9266e7. .........
Barques ............................ 80 35710. 8 35710 80 35710 ..........
Brigs .......... ........................... 17 5333 ....... . 171 53-33' 17 5333.............
Brigantines............... .. ... ....... 87 1853
SEhooaers......... .................. 9. ....... 89 13768 189 13768
Bloops. ................................ 2 20)... 21 20 2, 20..........
Woodboat. ...... ....................... 121 71 ........ 121 7193 121 7193

Shi .. .............................................. . . - -4

Toga tinsl.................. ....... 60 .6.9.......42 847 14108



81 Victoria. Sessional PapeNs (N.3). A. 18C8

Dominion of Canada, on 1t July, 1867, &c.-Continued.

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

PATION. AGE.

Years, 5 Years, over Years, over Years, over Years.
and under. 5 to 10. 10 to 20. 20 to 30. over 30. a

No. Tons. No. TonE. No. Tons., No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons.

147; 134n2 ... ...... 12S3400! 56 6127 27 2758, 52 3808 Il 538 1 171 1688
74 12ý49 ....... 7C9I40 33 2949 16 5518 24 4269 1 113 .. ......... 9107
25 26157 ............ 87220 15 1 74 4 2 1 986 7 5827 2 1902 ...... 582
22 10118......... ... 323290 19 9113 .......... 2 622 1 383 .... 294

s5l. ......... 12772 2 39 ...... ........ ...... . .. . ... 20

32 5187 ... ........ 142797 16r 2951 5 731 9 1272 1 75 1 158 234
533 36123 42 1731 729894 137 9454 123 6687 215 163 ' 79 4439 21 908 2590
4 2571 ...... ........ 51420 13 924 7 458 11 984 2 132 1 73 128

338 34137 ..... ...... t84472 129 15645 51 6513 103 8516 41 3210 4 253 1503
33 234 i ..... ......... 231 0 15 1 22 7  3 2 15 957 ......... ...... ........ 117

129 8609 .61990 89 4948 48 2569 21 1122 1 50 .... ......... 426
l6 1819....., ........ 18190..............8 8011f 7 930 1 8 .......... 59

136 15395') 42 1731 4633945 504 71170 289 27183 466 44673 141 1M101 28 1563 8548

NEW DRUNSWICK.

21 140 ., ......... 5000 1!.....

231 1279.... ...... ......... 40102
il 1279.'iO t 17 ............j 4..... 1 27..... ......... .. ....... ......... 22
2 97........... 240(00 1; 3 8 1 599............ ....................... 25
1 166.o l 16.. ......... ..... 30.......... 8

26 1081 1223 16120 18 S92i l 43 S 23 3i19 142'137

32 36531 12 243 88120 22 2448: 12 1037  8 350 11lu 1 42 204

1! 9 ......... 1000 ............ .............
4 1521 ...... . .il . 943 1. 728 1 724.............106

15 75 . 1:.. 2bà5000 Il 5463 i 3! l1675 1 1 ...15 7555.............. 0 1..................... 20
13 l 3240i ...... ......... 1068410 8 7i 1 15 9 .
46 4496 96 2374 116530 15 949 32 1491 71 268) là 420 V 3 409

...... ...... 1 28 200 ...... ......... ......... 1 28............ .........

79 178 0 97 2402 587530 35 920 42 5627 74 38à3 16 1141 9 329 84t

201 3339 ..... ........ 333900 il 26 8  4 321 4 272 1 70...... 200
5 56 .......... 28A0 1 1. ....... ô 40...... .......... 39

85 92667 ...... ........ 27800101 32 35428: 19 22l50) 31 3247à 3 2cI4..........1839
80 35710 ............. 10)71310 68 3119. 10 3870 , 1 4 ................ 984
17 5333..... ......... 15999d 14, 46291 2 492 Il 212........................171
87 18573 ...... 464325 69 15432 17 3' o21 ]:. .

1S9 1768........... 344200 80 7434! 42 26571 48 2880 17 6 .. 2 10 864
2 2o ..... ... 400 ......

121 7193 .......... 71930 230 ï, 13f 1 81)
2 .2 .. ... ..... .. 1 17 .J.... ....... . . ... 12

6(16 1766598 59 ..... .........5285 9199111 30 5j4î9 .... 4...... .... ....... 25



S1 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 78).

RETURN of Vessels Owned and Registered in the

RECAPITULATION-

DESCRIPTION OF VESSEL.

Steamers, Paddle .. .. .. ........ .... .........
L>o serew................. ...

ships.... ......... ......... .....
Barques..... .... .... ..... ....... ...............
Brig4. ................ .........
Brigantines............ ..... ...... ..............
SohOoners.........................................
Slonps...... ............ ...........................
Woodboats .. . ............ ......

Total ...... ............. ......

R IEàISTER. joccu
Toutr.

Provncil. rperaî.River or
Proincal.Iweril. e&Going. Lake.

No. Tins. 'No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons.

22f 3479.........i 22 3479 2
6 65 f. c 65 ..

9() 97467.... 90 9î467 9U 7467 . f
97 4122..........f 97 44252 97 44252.....
171 5333.i. 17 5333 17 533.......

101 21979 . 101 21w79 101 21979.........
369f 20)9g1.........369 20961 279 1894[ 90 202031 48 . 48

... 79. . ....... 2

... ...... 9207 9
...... l ...... 9

826 200777 ............... 8 26 1 2,,07771 58188399 2381 12378

PROVINCE oF

Asnapolis.I
Barques ......................... ..... 322. ..... 7i 3226 71 3226

.rigs ...................... . 6 1797 . . 1797 6 179 7
Brigantines....................................... 1137 . . 1137, 6 11371 .........
B hooners.............................. 27 2139 .7 2139' 27 2.y..........

22 ........ ................ ..

Total......................... ........ 147 8307.... .........471 83071 47 8307
2139... .............2

A rictnt.
Barques................ ......................... 4 I511'....... 41 1511t 41 15111
Brigantines............. ........ 38 6347....... 6147, .38 677 .........
shooner........................ 11552.. ......... 23 6 11552f 236 11552 .........

Total.................................. 278 19410 ...... 278f 194101 278 1947 0 ...... ........

Badeek. |
Briaues ....... ................ 4 151 ... ......... 4i 51 4 155..
shoners . . 7 ...... ..... 6 3  4. .......Schone . . ... 2 23 2 2 122..........

Tota ..... ..... .................. 9......Brigantines ......... ... ..... .............. 2 215.... ...... 1 245 21 246....

chooner................................ 4 11 .. ........ l 1 47 1 1 .......

Total.................................. 17 1249 . ..... 1249 17 1249 ...... .......

Brigantines ................ .. ...... 398.. ........... 3 2 2 .... ........
Sc1hooner..................................15 40 .21. 405............. 12 4015 9.8 .........

Total .........................j 83 15 803 ...... ..... . 1 803 .........

T ...fro ...... . .......... .. I. 1 8 .5 . .. . 3 ..

t rPadde ...... 6 1417 ....... 6 1417 6 1417I 1* 1417 J' j 1... ....

A. isCS



81 Victoria.& Sesgional Papers (No. 7g).

Dominion of Canada, on lst July, 1867, &c.-ContinueL

PRovINcE oF ONTARIO.

PATION.

gVALUE. Years, 5 Years, over
Trading. Fishing. and under. 5 to 10.

No. Tons. 1 No. 1 Tons. Tons. No. Ton.

22 3479. 338900 12 2691 4 320
6 65 ...... ........ 1

90 97467 .... .........2928010 34 37833 20 23093
97 44252 ..... ......... 1350300 80 36788 14 6150
17 5333 ...... .. . 59990 14 4629 2 492

101 219791.. 574125 78 17329 22 4511
261 18344 108 2617 47850 118 8975 85 4586

2 20 1 28 600..............2 20
121 7193....... ..... 71930 23 1377 13 980

85904505 351109638 183 40170
1 3 1

AGE.

Years, over Years, over Years.
10 to 20. 20 to 30. over 30. a

No.To.N.Tn.No. Tona. No. Tons.

4 389 1 70 ......... 1
4 40....... ......... ..... I 43

32 3.3203 41 3338 ...... ..... I 1087
,2 1115 1j 199.......1218
1 212 ....1.....171
1 139 .........J..... 817

126 5793 331 1136, 12 471 1410
1 28........ . 1 1 9

661 3983 181 817 1 i 3 360

238 144902 57 5560 13 je07J 6207

NovA SOTIA.

7 3226 ...... ......... 165000 6 2793 1 433...............
6 1797 ...... ......... 92000 6 1797 ...... ..........
6 1137 ...... ......... 62000 5 882 1 255 ........ .......................... 52

27 2139.......... 96300' 191 1721 7 344 1 74 ..... ...................... 135
1.... 400 ..............1 8 ... 2

47 8307 . ....... 415700 36 7193  10 1040  1 74 ...... ......... ...... ......... 343

4 1511 ...... ......... 43500 3 1201 i 310 ...... ......... ...... .. ......... 42
38 6347 ............. 143250 10 2033 9 1485 191 2829 ............. ......... 296
92 7703 144 3849 218680 47 3142 48 2655 83 3705 47 1647 11 403 1273

134 5561 144 3849 405430 60 6376 58 4450 102 6534 47 1647 11 403 1611

1I 145 ............ 4640 1 145 ...... . ....... ...... ......... ...... ......... ...... ......... 6
3 138l 23 5152 4 161 ..,... ......... .... ......... ...... ......... ..... ......... 15

4 283 1 23 9792 5 306 ...... ......... ..... ......... ...... 21

2 262 ...... ....i 10800 2 262 ...... ......... ...... .........2 ...... ......... . .., . . 14
8 834 7 153 28200 71 524 3 191 5 272 . ......... 76

10 1096 7 153 39000 9 786 3 191 272 ................... 90

398 ..... 14200 2 3101 1 88 ...... .......... .. .... ... 196I 282j 6 13 8100 6' 2821 6 123 J63
6 2 6 1 3 8 3 ........... ...... ......... .. . .......
9 680 6 123 22300 8 592 7 211 ...... ...... ........ 82

6 117 ...... ......... 9.749.........., ..
61 1417 .... I ..... 3701 il 9721 2 4301 8 699..... ...... ...... j 84

A. 1868



S1 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 73). A. 1868

RETURN Of VeSSelS OWned and Registered in the

RECAPITULATION

REGISTER. OCCU

TOTAL.

DESCRIPTION OF VESSEL. Provincial. Imperial. Sea Going. River or
P Lake.

No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons.

Halifax.--Continued.
Steamer, Screw................................... 1 278 ...... ......... i 278 1 278 ..... .........
Ships....................... ........................ 2 1846: .... ......... 21 846 2 1 46 ...... .........
Barques .......................................... ;.. 48 2 898 48 48 208 . . ..
Trigs...... ................................ ....... 44 7693 ...... ...... 44 7693 44 

7693  .....
Brigantines.......................... 126 19347 126 19347 126 19347..........
Schooners.......................... 1107 424141... ........1107 4 42414 .
sloops........... .. ... ................ i 26, ...... ..... 1 26 1 26 . .........

Total......... . ........................ 1335 93919 .. ......... 1335 93 919 1335 9391« ..... ........

HJawkesbury.I
Barques ........ ........... ......... ,...... 2 7 29..... ......... 2 729 2, 729. .........
Brigantines ........................ 6.............. 4 565 .....i......... 4 565 4 565'....
Schooners............................ 35 1807 ...... ......... 35 1807 3 à 807

Total................................... 41 3101 . ........ 41 31011 411 3101 ..........
1 1 - -- -- -

L iverpool.
Barques.......... .... , ........................ 17 5240 . .... ......... 17 5240 17 5240 ..... .........
Brigs ................ ............ ' 1 .... 2 1 210............
BrigLantines ......... ... ..... ........... ......... 22 4283 ...... ......... 22 42831 22 4283 ................
Schooners............ ..... ,........................ 56, 2668 ...... ......... 56 2668 56 2668 ...... .........

Total ........... ...... ........ ..... 96 12401 ...... . ...... 96 12401 96 124 1 .

Lunen6urg.
Barques .............. ............................. 1 395 ...... ......... 1 395 i 1 9J ...... .
Brigantines ....................................... 8 1405 ...... ......... 8 1405 8 1405 . .
Schocners................................... 171 7349 ..... ......... 171 7349 1 .71 4 .

Total...... .............................. 180 9149 .... . ....... 180 9149 180 9149 ... .......

Parreborough. - i6. - - -
Barques ............................... 94 2 976 ...... ........ 2 976. 2 7 ..
Briga ............... ...... .... 3................... 3 946 .... ......... U 946 3 946 .
Brigantines ........................... 17 3268 ...... ........ 17 3268 17 3263..........
Echooners........................... .............. 22 1876 ..... .......... 22 1876 22 18761 .........

Total .... .............................. 4.... ... 44 7066 44 7066 ... ..

Pictou. 1- -. 41.114 ..... ... -I21
Steamers.......... .. ........... ................ 4 214............ ...............
Ships .... ............ .................. 1 1466....... 1 1466 1 1466 .........
Barques ........................................... 42 16587 ............ 421 16587 42 16587.........
Brigs . .................... .. ............... 5 1120 . .... S 1120 ô 1120 ...... ... ... ,
Brigantines. .... ...... . ....................... 36 7137 ...... ......... 36 7137 36 7137 ..... .........
Echooners........................68 7137.............. 66 337 36 7137..........

Total ............... .................... 154 29561 . 154 29561 150 29347 4 214

Port WilliamBrigantines....................................... 1 2501 il 2501 ..... ............ 1 250 ...... .........
Behooners............................. 4221 51422J.................. b 422..........

Total ..... ,............... 61 672 6 672 .... ............- -7 -
16



31 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 73). A. 1868

Dominion of Canada, on 1st July, 1867, &c.-Continued.

NovA SCOTIA.-Continued.

PATION. AGE. .4

Trading. Fishing. VÂLE. Years, 5 Years, over Years, over Years, over Years,
and under. 5 t 10. 10 to 20. 20 to 30. over 30. CI

No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons.

1 278 ... 11120 ...... ......... 1 278 ...... 16
2 184 ...... ........ 64260 2 1846...... ........ ...... ........ ...... ...... 40

48 2089S............. 651640 33 16111 4 1206 3 2673 2 644 1 261 582
44 76.3 ...... ......... 213550 12 3075 3 546 12 1834 17 2238 ...... 3.... 45
1261 19347 ............. 580190 57 10800 25 3946 23 2512 11 1405 7 684 925
193 16165 914 26249 1064656 117 6897 147 7120 247 10263 367 11684' 229 6450 3467

. ...... . i 26 1040 1 2 ......... .... ... ........ ...... ......... ..... . ....... 3

420! 67644 9151 26275 2645826 223 39127 182 13532 293 17891 400 159711 237 7398 5462

2 729! ..... ......... 21870 2 729' . .... 20
4 565 ..... 1695() 3 384 181. .... ........ ................. 34
14 1 21 97 52580 18 1068 1I 5151 4 113 2,111 .......... 390

20 2204 21 897 91400 23 2181 12 696 4 113 2 111 ...... ........ 444

17 5240! ............. 303000 13 3954 2 877 2 4. . 184
1j 214'... ............ 8000..............I 210 ....... 9

221 4283 ..... ......... 241500 14 2989 7t 1138 1 156 ...... ........ 181
11 744 45 i; 4 107750 24 1333 1l 592 12' 490 7 200 2 53 289

M1 10477 45 1924j 660250 5 8276 211 287 1055 7 200 2 53 683

11 357
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .

19 50 1 395 ...... ......... ..... ........ ....... 12
8 1405 ... ......... ;4075 7 1322 ...... ........ 1 ...... ......... . ......... 68

24 1321 147 6(1281 23VU30 63( 3196 56 2450 51 1648 ..... ......... 55 1255

33 3121 i47 6028 3375 71 4913 56 245 52 1731 ...... ....... 1 55 1335

2 976 ...... . .... 35e50 2 9761 ...... . . .. ....... ............ ......... 22
3 946 .. ... 31000 3 946 ..... ....... . .. . ........ ...... ...... .. ...... ......... 32

17 3268 ...... 114250 16 3070 1 198 ...... ......... ...... ....... ,. ...... ....... 138
22 187............ 5M150 16 14231 4 347 21 106 .... .. ......... 119

44 7066 .......... 5375 0  37 6415 5 545 2 106 ...... ........ ...... ......... 311

4 214 ...... ......... 16700 1 59 .... ......... 3 155 ..... ....... 22
1 1466 ........... 12000 ...... ............... ......... i1 1466 ...... ......... |...... ....... 30

42 6587 f..... . 30560 33 13658 3 1083 5 1555 1 291 ...... ......... 497
5 1120 ..... ... . 8000 ...... ........ 1 236 3 731 1 153 ...... ......... 47

36 1137 ...... ......... i 147 0 22 5122 3 511 10 1380 1 124 ...... 288
55 7842 Il 195 44820 19 1494 

9  
409 15 466 20 612 3 56 263

143 29366 11 195 535540 75 20333 16 2239 37 5753 23 1180 3 56 1147

- 250 ..... ......... 10000 1 250 ...... ......... .... ..... ......... .
51 422. 13900 3 310 2 112 ...... ......... ...... 2

....... 23900 580 112j 2~~12 . . .
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RETURN of Veszels Owned and Registered in the

PROVINCE OF

DESCRIPTION OF VESSEL.

Pugwash.
Not heard from..................................

Shelburne.
Barques .......................................
Brigs,............. . ..........................
Brigantines..... .....................
Schooners ........................................

Total ...... ............

Sydney.
Steamers, Paddle...........................

Do Screw.............. .................
Barques......... ............ ......................
Briganties..................................
Brigantines................... .......
Schooners........................... ...........

Total......... .......................

Windsor.
Ships.......... ................................
Navires........ ................................
Brigs.............................
Brigantines..........................................
Schooners.......................................

Total..... .........................

Yarmout.
Ships .......................-.....................
Barques ..... ..... ................. .............
Brigs .................... ....
Brigantines....................................
Schooners.................. .......... .....

Total......... . . ............. ...

REGISTER. OCCU

TOTA. 1 - -iRiver or

Provincial. Imperial. Sea Going. Lake.

No. Tons. j No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. j No. Tons.

...... ............ ..... ......... ...... ............ ...... ...... .. ...... .........

9 3458 ............. 9 3458 9, 3458 ......
1 180 ...... ........ 1 180 1 180 .........

19 2045 ...... ......... 19 2945 19 2945 ..... .......
76 3904 ...... ...... 76 3904 76 3904 ...... .........

105 10487 ............ 105 10487 105 10487 ...... .........

1 24 ...... ......... 1 24 ...... 1 24
1 33 ....... ......... 1 33 . . . 1 3
1 387 .............. 11 387 1 387..........

7 1464 ...... ......... 7 1454 7 1454
73, 4001. . ..... 73 4001 73 4001 ......

87 6663 .... . ......... 87 6663 85 6606 2 57

211 19959 ............. 21 19959 21
38 19088..... ....... 38 19088 38 19088 ......
12 3041 ...... ...... 12 941 12 3041......
72 13055 ...... ......... 72 13055 72 13055..........
100 7337...... ......... 100 3

243 62480 ...... ........ 243! 62480 2431 62480..

25 21717 ........ 25! 211 25 2171.
90 44795 ....... 901 44795 901 44795
21 5917 ............ 21! 5917 21 5917-
28 4021.....M 4021 21 4021......

2701 10893 ...... ...... 270 10893 28 10893 .
19959 270 - -

434 73431 38 198..... 434 87343 .-. 7343)........

39 41 1 30 1........

*RECAPITULATION-PRoVINCE

Steamers, Paddle.......... ..... I......... 11 1655 ......... 1l 1655 6 1477 5 238
do Serew....................... . ....... 2 311 ...... ........ 2 a i 1 278 1 33

Ships......................................... ...... 49 44988 ...... ......... 49 44988 09 44988 ·
Barques........... ........................ 261 117290 ...... ....... 261 117200 2611172901:::.:
Brigs.................... ......................... 97' 21668 . 97j 21688 97 21668 ...... .........
Brigantines........................................ 06019 4 649 386 63371 390 68019 ..... .........
Schooners,................. ..... ................ 2275 100952f 17 827 22581 2275 100952 ..... .........
sloops.................. . .... .......... 2 34 . 21 U 2 74 ...... ....

Total........ ...... 08 32917 21 14753066 85144213081352646 271

* Ports of Guysborough and Pugwash not heard from.

18

- _z::_-

.11 Victoria.
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Dominion of Canada, on lst July, 1867, &c.-Continued.

Nova ScoTi..-Coneluded.

of NovA ScOTI.

11l 1655 ...... ......... 78070 2 431 2 436 7 7881...... ..... ...... . ........ 110
2 311 ...... ......... 19120f Il 33 1 278 ...... ......... I...... ... ...... ...... . 21

49 44988 ...... ......... 1229244 22 20080 21 19733 6 5175....... ........... ..... 1005
261 117290 ............ 3620880 203 94281 37 16271 17 5539 3 9351 1 264 3352

97 21668 ...... ......... 616590 29 10753 19 4818 21 3706 18 23911 ...... f 880
390 66019 ...... ......... 2068229 230 43757 74 11762 63f 8179 16 16371 7 684 3037
668 5047711607 50475 2623239 551 33621 439 21425 564 23170 466 153i3 2551 73831 10877

1 8 1 26 1440 1 26 1 8 ....... ......... ............ à....

2479 302416116081 50501 ,10256812 1049 2029821 594 747317 46557 503 203161 263 8331 192881 l78 8331f--1

A. 1868

PATION. AGE.

Years, 5 1Years Yearsover Years, over YearsIand under. to 10. 10 to 20. 20 to 30. over 30. a

No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tous. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons.

9: 3458 ...... ......... 162100 6 2149 3 1309 ...... .............. ...... ... 94
1 180 ...... ......... 12000 1' 180 .... . ......... ..... ......... ......... 9

19' 2945 ...... ......... 177600 15 2527 4 418 ...... ...... ... ..... ............... 150
12! 873 64 3031 228400 52 2879 20 849 3 142 1 34'...... ......... 762

411 7456 641 3031 580100.74 7735 27 2576 3 142 1 34 ...... ......... 1015

1 ' ..3 . . 8 0 0 1 ' 3 3 - - - - - s
1 24 ..... 20001 . ..... ......... ...... .........
1 3 3 ...... .......... 8000 1 33 ... ......... ...... ........ ..... ......... ...... ......... 5
1 387 ...... ......... 15480 1 387 . . .. .... .... ...... ......... ..... ........ , 14
4 764 19..... 20200 1 326 ... ........ 2 438,...... ......... ..... ......... 38
7 1454- 58560 4 903 .............. .3 551 ....... ........ ...... ......... 64

54! 3616 19 385 132590 19 1080 17 1123 30 1539 4 157 3 102 318

68 6 2 78
1 385 236830 26 2729 17 1123 37 2552 4 157 3 102 443

21 19959 ...... ......... 443984 ...... ......... 18 17644 3 2315 ...... ......... ....... 504
38 19088 ...... ......... 525070 36 18205 2 883 ...... ......... .................... 548
12 3041 ...... ......... 76740 8 2144 2 4M8 2 459 ....... . ......... 122
72 13055 ...... ........ 322594 b2 9852 16 2773 3 322 1 108 ... .. ......, 586

100 7337 ...... ......... 127651 42 3363 32 2315 16 994 9 617 1 48 943

243 62480 ......I........ 1496039 138 33564 70 24053 24 4090 10 725 11 48 2199

25 21717 ..... ......... 709000 201 18234 3 2089 2 1394 ...... . 432
90 44795 ...... ......... 1371970 67 33723 21 10170 2 902 .... ......... ......'.. f 1241
21 5917. 154900 8 2285 12 3388 1, 244 ...... . ........... 220
28 4021.:::: ......... 109650 19 2906 6 769 3 346 ...... ...... ......... 208
42 32751 228 7618 198380 95 4748 661 2280 95 3358 9| 291 5 216 1990

2
0
6

79725 228 7618 2543900 209 61896 108 18896 103 6244 9 291 5 
2

1
6

4091
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RETURN of Vessels Owned and Registered in the

RECAPITULATION-

DESCRIPTION OU TESSEL.

Steamers, Paddle.. ............................. 221 27108
Do Screw......... ........ ,. ..... 114 18658

Ships.............. . .............................. 164 168612
Barques........................... ............... 397 177044
Brigs..................................... 117 27562
Brigantines .... ........................ 537 97337
Schoonprs......................................... 3471 191080
Sloops............................. ............... 61 3686
Barges ............................................ 348 35258
Scows.............................................. 65 5940
Bateaux.................... .......... 129
Woodboats..................... .................. 121 7193
Not Rigged....................................... 77 8176

Total .......................... 58221 776343

REGISTER. OccU

- River orProvincial. Imperial. Sea Going. R Lake.

No. 1 Tons. No. I Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons.

106 13666 115 13442 91 2613 212 24495
46 6603 68 12055 91 7615 105 11043

...... ......... 164 168612 164 168612..........
17 5384, 3801 171660 377 170910 20 6134

...... .... ... 117 27562 117 27562 ...... .........
23 5260 514 92077 520 92625 17 4712

292 33369 3179 157711,2774 134191 697 56889
50 3313 Il 373, 4 54 

5 7  3632
179 19371 169 15887 ...... ......... 348 35358
65 5940 .. ........... 65 5940
128 8647 1 42............ 29 8689

......... 121, 7193 ...... ......... 121 7193
77 8176 ..... ..... ...... ...... ......... 77ý 8176

983 109729 4839 666614 3974 6041821848 172161

Ontario....................... .. .... ... 481 66959 469 64867 21 2092 1 125 480 66834
Quebe........... .................1428 155690 502 43387 926 112303 304 3d12 1124 92678
New Brunswick.................................. 8261 200777 ...... ......... 826, 200777i 588 188399 238 12378
Nova Scotia........... .................. 3087 352917 21 1475 3066Î 351442 3081 352646 6 271

Total................................... 5822 776343 983 109729!4839 666614 3974 604182 1848 172161

Shipping owned and registered at the Ports of Amherst, in the Province of Quebec, and Guysborough
The column of values represents but a mere rough approximation. The age of a vessel was probably in most

returns differed widely from others in their estimate of values. In some the values were omitted altogether

CUSTOMS DEPARTMENT,
Ottawa, 28th April, 1868.

A. 1868
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Dominion of Canuada, on lst July, 1867, &.--Oonluded.

DoMINIoN OF CANADA.

PATION. AQ.

Trading. Fishing. VaLUE. Years, 5 Years, over Years, over Tears, over Years.
and under. ô to 10. 10 to 20. 20 to 30. over 30.

No. Tons. No. Tons. Noé Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons. No. Tons.

221 27108 .... ......... 2539070 87 13068 38 4203 78 8470 171 1196 1 171 2535
114 18658 ...... ......... 1188660 54 6600 28 7228 31 4717 1 113 ... ......... 1294
164 168612 ..... ......... 4964474 71 75355 42 43812 45 44205 6 5240 ...... ...... .. 3555
397 177044 ..... ......... 5491970 312 143482 53 22954 26 8827 5 1517 1 264 5039
117 27562 ..... ......... 789352 55 15772 21 5310 22 3918 191 2562 ...... ..... ... 1071
537 97337 ...... ......... 2926651 326 64617, 106 187791 80 11387 17 1712 8 842 4225
1713 136235 1758 548451 4899783 913 67204 700 38295 981 54978 589 21841 288 8762 16365

59 3632, 2 54 65760 23 1249 15 712 18 1386 4 260 1 73 226
348 35258.............397472 146 16551 52 561 105 8683 41 3210 4 253 1555
65 5940.............. 68360 40 4107 8 651 17 1182 ...... ......... ...... ......... 267

129 8689 ..... ......... 86890, 59 4948 48 2569 21 11221 il 50 ...... ...... 426
121 7193 ..... ......... 71930 231 1377 13 980 66 3983 18 817 1 36 360
77 8176...... ......... 926901 27 3317 20 1515 28 3205 2 1391 ...... 317

4062 72144417601 54899 23583062 2136 417647 1144 153569 1518156063 720 38663 304 10401 37235

4801 66937 1l 22 2787800 228 33857 98 11485 136 19931 19 1686 ...... 3192
1386 153959 421 1731 4633945 504 71170 289 27183 4661 41673 1411 11101 28 1563 8548
717 198132 1091 2645 5904505 355'109638 163 40170 238 44902 b7 5560 13 507 6207
1479 302416 50501 10256812 1049 2029821 594 74731 6781 46557 503 20316 263 8331 19288

4062 721444 1760 54899 23583062 2136 417647 1144 153569 1518 156063 720 38663 304 104011 37235

and Pugwash, in the Province of Nova Scotia, not included in the above, no returns having been recoived.
cases the basis upon which the value was deduced; but this is often a fallacious criterion. Some of the
and the omissions supplied by the best data at hand.

R. S. M. BOUCHETTE,
Commissioner of Customs.
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RETURN
To an Arldress of the House of Commons, dated Ist April, 1863 ; for a

Statement shewing the number of Railways in the Dominion of
Canada; when built ; the length; cost of construction and equipment;
cost per mile; proportion of rolling stock for each one hundred
miles; also, number of passèngers per mile per annum.; receipts
from passengers per mile per annum; ditto ,from freight per ditto;
gross receipts; working expenses per mile per annum ; renewal of
rails, fies, &c., por mile per annum; totail working expenses per
mile per annum of each of the Railways for 1866i; together with the
number of Railways now under construction, and the length of each.

By Command,

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,

Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, 7th May, 1868.

OTTAWA, 7th May, 1868.
Si,-I have the honor to transmit, herewith, the Return called for by an Address

of the House of Commons, dated 1st April iast, regarding Railways in the Dominion of
Canada.

The Address is also enclosed.
I have the honor to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

F. BRAUN,

The Honorable the Secretary of State,
&c., & t., &c.,

Ottawa.

$1 Victoria. A. 1868
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GENERAL STATEMENT shewing the length, date of opening and cost of Railways
[miles; the number of passengers per mile per annum; the receipts from

Cost of
Length

Construction Cost
NAME OF RAILWAY. of Main When opened.

and per Mile.
Track.

Equipment.

Prvne.f Ontario and Quebec. Miles. 10t No- 8$ ets.

1 Great Western................................,...... (a) 35W.25 24,777,430 70,340 47

2 Grand Trunk, inclusive of subsidiary lines.. (b) 1376.50 1847 to 1860-1864......102,802,502 74,683 40

SINorthern .................... (Not added below.) (c) 9275 2nd Jan, 1855 6

Buffalo and Lake Huron (included in No. 2;. 160.00 16t N ., 1861
ô London and Port Stanley.......... ......... 24.00 st October, 1856.....
6 Cobourg, Peterboro' and Marmora....... (d) 28.00 May, 1854............. .900,000 32,142 85
7 Erie and Ontario ................................... (e) 17.0013rd July, 1854 ........... 30,0 17676
8 Ottawa and Prescott.....(Not added below.) 54.00 December, 1854 ......... ,0,9 37235
9 Montreal and Champlain (included in No. 2) 83.00INov., 1847,to Aug.,'51

981,761 1,745 96
900,000 32,502 35

11 St. Lawrence and Industry ..................... 12.00 May, 1850 ..... ......... 54,100 4,508 33
12 Port Hope, Lindsay and Beaverton........... 56.50 30th December, 1857.. 1,993,580 35,284 60
13 Welland........... . ................................ 25.00 27th June, 1859........ 1,622,843 64,913 72
141Brockville and Ottawa .... ................... 86.50 D 856. } ... 2,647,004 30,601 20

1 lst Jan., 1860 1 -- I15 Stanstead, Shefford and Chambly.............. 43.00 t Jan.,8. . 1,216,000 28,279 07
16 Peterborough and Chemung Lake ............ 4.00 6th July, 1859........... Appears to be ineluded in

Totals, Ontario and Quebec....... ( ,188.251  (g) $144,911,853 66,222 71

e The figures shewing Cost of Construction and Equipment, Rolling Stock and Traffi on the various
On Railways Nos. 7, 15, 18, for the year ending 31st December, 1865 ; on No. 5, for the year ending
On Nos. 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, for the year ending 31st December, 1866; on No. 1, for

by John Langton, Auditor), and on Nos. 17, 19, 20, for the year ending 20th June, 1867.-(See Reports of
† Rolling Stock leased from Vermout Central Railway.
‡ These figures relate to the Lindsay Road only, and do not include passengers on the branch from
(a) Exclusive of 11 miles from Preston to Berlin, reported to be no longer in use.
(b) The Grand. Trunk comprises the following subsidiary lines, in Canada and the United States, vis

No. 4, Buffalo and Lake Huron........... ............. ,....
No. 9, Montreal and Champlain ...................

Total subsidiary Lines in Canada................

Atlantic and St. Lawrence .............................
Port Huron and Detroit ......... ...........................

Total subsidiary Lines in United States ...........

(c) The length shown in the Railway Times Tables is only 94 miles. • In the, Report of the Railway
(d) The length of Railway open for traie has been returned as being only 14 miles; on this are based

under cost of construction and equipment is the original cost to the present owners. The value of this
section of the railway, the length of which is about 8 miles, and is net included herein. This latter section
terminus of the main line on Rice Lake. It was opened for trale on the 24th May, 1867. The amount
Lake, between lst January, 1867, and the autumn of the same year, in about $400,000.

(e) No returns have been obtained for this railway. The amount marked as cost of construction and
in 1866- It was rebuilt and re-opened during the summer of 1867. It now extends from Niagara to Fort

(f) The figures indicating the length of main track are taken from the Report of the Commissioners of
(g) The figures indicating the time when opened are taken from the Report of the Commissioners of
(h) Seo page 555, Appendix No. 70, Report of Commissiocèr of Publie Works, for 1867.

A. 1868
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in the Dominion of Canada; also, the proportion of Rolling Stock for each 100
passengers and freight, and the working expenses per mile per annum.*

Proportion of Rolling Working Expenses per mile per
Stock~~~~ fo eah10mle. u RIeceipto per mile per annum. anmStock for each 100 miles. U

18 C) P ro Working Renewals of Total

2 24 112 5

S Exeses Rails, Ties, Wrkg

.... .. ...... 7f 86JU

*o-ePassengers Freight. Reet.Brda, c. xpni
ce U proper. Brde,&. ture.

I $ $ cts. Included iun

27 24 26 272 1 4 2,147 4,359 O5 4,615 05 9,551 441 4,574 13 working 4,574 73
3 1 i expense.

22 il 17 186 95 1,039 1,601 00 2,72 4,79 00 2,888 56  437 t6 3,325 82
18 18 13 114 229 1,420 1,281 19 3,767 21 6,301 031 3,194 68 571 31 3,765 99

8 12 24 112 56 1,545 618 95 680 33 1,383 00. 1,085 08 ... 1085 os
77 86 3 18 36 1,172 351 1,190 71 956 43 85 71 1,042 14

13 il il1 98 481 852 I1,049 96 734 Il 1,939 U 1,264 OS 1,876 59 3,140 65

15 5là 23 I15 23 I 1832 864 39 114S58 1,018 12 553 01l.............. 553 01
25 17 25 2511171 402 165 75 45750O 623 251 490 081 .............. 490 08
14 Il 4 38 131 512 564 65 2,478 19 3,094 09 1,y415 9 ..... 1,415 93

20 12 ... 580 32 1,545 541 96 3,132 92 4,271 84 2,802 4 000 3,142 04

7 à 3 20 95 534 463 8.9 736 79 1,308 69 727 90 380 38 1,108 28

t ... ... ... ... 418 326001 946 901 1,358 60 1,026 46......- 1,026 46
†___......__I .......- I.......-.............

2113 16 j178 1 ,9 179 171,9751 1l 2,837 541 5,07661j 2,881 36[ 316 74j 3,233 46

RaiRwaye, are up to the date of the lateWt publiEhed Returnp, Viml
Blat Janùary, 1866.
the year ending 3Gst January, 1867.-rSee Misceilaneous Statiatioa of Canada, for te year 186, aigned
the Rai1Pray Commissioners of New Brunswick and Nova Spotia, for 1866-7.)

Millbro$k to Peterborough, 13$ miles in l.ngth.

Length ini Cost of Construction Coa per
miles. and Equipment. mile.
160.00 8,060,780 50,004 87

83.00 2,411,688 29,128 77

243.00 $10,418,468 $42,874 35

166.00 5,978,900 36,01 1 4 5
62.00 2,161,36 34,996 734

228.00 $8,148,636 35,739 63

Commiasionera of Canada, for- the 7mars 1859 aud 1360, it is marked 95.14.
thiigures in the varions columns, excepting the coat of construction sud cost per mile. The amount markeà
railway, in 1866, was stated at $109,000. No officiai returna have been obtained respecting the Marmora
of the railwsy extends fromn the River Trent to the. Iron Mines at Marmora, and la at about 25 miles from the
expended for construction on the Marmora section, and for repaira on the main line, from, Cobourg to Rico

equipment ia that which waa inveated by local municipalittes. Thia railway wa$ mot opened to the publie
Brie, opposite Buffalo, a distance of about 30J miles.
Eailways for 1859-U0, and froMu the. G.T.R. Tinie Tables, piblihd in 186$.
aiwae1 fer 18594-0,
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GENERAL STATEMENT SheWing the length, date Of Opening and

Length Cost of

NAME OF RAILWAY. of Main When opened. Construction Cost

Track. 
and per Mile.

Track.Equipment.

Province of New Brunesick. Miles. $ $ cts.

17 European and North American, from St. st August, 1860.
John to Shediac and Pointe du Chêne. 108.00 { To Shediac..... 4,761,980 44,092 41

18 New Brunswick and Canada, from St.
Andrew's, Bay of Fundy, to Richmond... 88.00 IJune, 1862...... 2,750,000 31,250 00

Totals, New Brunswick.... ......... 196.00 .......... ......... $7,511,980 38,826 43

Province of Nova Scotia.

19 Halifax, Truro and Windsor................... 93.00 (i) 15th Dec., 1858... (j) 4,345,136 46,721 89
20ITruro and Pictou ................................... 52.00 3lst May, 1867.......... (k) 1,981,130 38,096 73

Totals, Nova Scotia.................... 145.00 .............................. $6,326,266 43,629 42

Totals, Dominion of Canada........ 2,529.25 . ..... $158,750,099 62,765 68

(i) This date is only for the section from Halifax to Truro. The opening of the Windsor section has

(j) See page 3, Appendix 4, of the Railway Commissioners' Report for 1867.

(k) The Report of the Railway Commissioners for Nova Scotia, for 1867, at page 6, shews the cost as
for damages, land, buildings and materials, as shewn by Appendix A II, at page 18 of the same Report.
the time of completion amounts to $2,116,500, or to $40,701.92 per mile, according to figures furnished by

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WoRKS,
Ottawa, 4th May, 1868.

A. 1868
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cost of Railways in the Dominion of Canada, &c.-Continued,

Proportion of Rolling
Stock for each 100 miles.

r

il il 6 58 97

8 3 3 60 30

10 7 4 59 67

15 8 9 50 121

15 8 9 50 121

19 12 15 162 1 94

Rleceipts per mile per annum. Working Expenses per mile per
annum.

P, Working Renewals of Total
c.. From From Grosa WorkingFo rExpenses Rails, Ties, Expendi

PaEsengers Freight. Roccipts. proper. Bridges, A. tare.

$)cts. $ ets. $ ctsi $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

15 I Includedin
1,473 662 91 *06 21 1,429 35 1 working 1,058 29

i oxpenses.

92 ..... Net ase ertained ... 612 55 438 85 do 438 85

853 ............... ............... 2 7 1 .............. 780 17

8 Included in

996 649 44 660 05 1,460 47 1,269 45 orkin 1,269 45

996 $649 44 660 05j 1,460 47 1,269 45 .................. 1,269 45

1,137 $1,772 65 2,522 96 4,558 24 2,614 01 316 74 2,930 74

not been ascertained.

being $1,946,892.54 up to lst July, 1867, but this is exclusive of a sum of $34,237.74 charged to the Counties
This sum has been added to the preceding one in the present statement. The total cost of this road up to
Sandford Fleming, ÇC. E.

(Signed,) G. F. BAILLAIRGÉ, C. E.

A, 186831 Victoiia.
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STATEMENT sheWing the number of Railways under contsruction, and the length
of each, in the Dominion of Canada, as far as ascertained, up to May, 1868.

Length

NAME OF RAILWAY. in

Miles.

Pnovilcm or NEw BauNWIOK.

Europeas and Nvrth American:

Western Extension-Prom St. John to Boundary Line, State of Maine...... .............. 86.50

Eastern Extension-Between Moncton and Province Line, Nova Sootia, leading to Anherst..... 37.00

Prederieton Branch-From Fredericton to Jun etion with Western Extension.. ....................... :1.50

New Bruntoick and Canada:

W oodstock Branch....................................... ........................ .. ................. 11.00

Et. Stephen's Branch...................... .. ............... ............... 19.10

Total, New Brunswick........ ................................... 176.00

PnovrcE or NovA Sco-rA.

Windaor and Annmapolis..................................... .................................. ........... ........... ] 85.00

Total, Nova Scotia........................................ ............................... ......... 85.OQ

Total, Dominion of Canada........................ ........... ....................... ......... 260.00

DUPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS,
Ottawa, 4th May, 1868.
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RETURN
Te an Addresa of the House of Commons, dated 27th April, 1868; for Copies of

al Correspendence and Documents, which have passed between the Cana-
dian and Imperial Governments, relating to the Status, rights and privileges
abroad of British subjects naturalized in sny one of the Provinces now form-
ing a portion of the Dominion,

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
S&retary of $ae.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETÂXEY OF SIWrE,

Ottawa, 30th April, 1868.

The Duke of Newcastle to Vis.ount Monck.

(Copy,--Circular.) DowNING STREET, 28th July, 1863.

My LoRD,-My attention has been called by the Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs to the inconvenience which is frequently experienced in cases in which Foreigners
naturalized in British Colonies caim British protection from Her Majesty's Representa-
tives abroad.

I have pointed out ta Earl Russell that, under the provisions of the Imperial Act 10
and Il Vict., cap. 83, the effect of Colonial Naturalization is confined exclusively ta the,
Colony in which the alien may reside, and that when such aliens paso beyond the limita of
that Colony they lose all claim to be considered, for any purpose whatever, as British sub-
jects. But, in order to insure that this is distinctly understood by the person naturalised,
it is desirable that all certificates of Colonial Naturalization should bear on their face an
unequivocal announcement of their purely local character. This is, I think, in most in-
stances, already the case. But if it should not be so in the Colony under your Govern-
ment I should wish you to take steps in order to cause the requisite additions te be made
to the form of certificate.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) NEWoAsTLC.

Governor, the Riglit Honorable
Viseount Monck, &o., &o., &c.

Lord lIowk to the Dukre of Newcastle.

(Copy,-No. 62.) QUiEEEO, 22nd April, 1864.

MX Loan DuxK,-I have the honor te inform Your Grace that the certificates of na-
taralisation granted ta aliens in Canada, contain on the face of them an announement
hat the ights onferred by thom are exolusively confined to this Province.
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It was not therefore necessary to take any steps in reference to this matter under the
directions contained in your Circular Despatch of July 28th, 1863.

I have, &c.,
His Grace (Signed,) MONCK.

The Duke of Newcastle,
&c., &c., &c.,

Mfr. Cardwell to Viscount .Monck.

(Copy,-Circular, Canada.) DeWNING STREET, 5th June, 186b

My LoR,-Her Majesty's Government have had under their consideration certain
applications, that foreigners naturalized in une or other of Her Majesty's Colonies miay be
enabled, like foreigners naturalized in this country, to obtain British Passports for foreign
travel, with their attendant advantages.

A circular which Lord Clarendon has addressed to Her Majesty's Ministers and Con-
sular Officers abroad, and of which I enclose a copy, will show you the extent to which
Passports granted under the authority to be conferred upon you by his Despatch, will be
available for the holders in countries beyond Her Majesty's Dominions.

I have now to authorize you to issue Passports to persons naturalized as British sub-
jects in the Colony under your Government. In exercising this authority care must be
taken that every Passport is signed by the Officer administering the Government, that it
contains an express declaration that the person receiving it is naturalized as a British sub-
ject in the Colony under your Government, and that it states the period for which it is avail-
able, which must not exceed twelve months from the date of issue. A Memorandum on a
separate paper should be given with each Passport, stating, that it may be exchanged in
London for a Foreign Office Passport, on the recommendation of the Secretary of State for
the Colonies, but that it will not be renewed at any of Her Majesty's Missions or Consu-
lates abroad, but only at the Foreign Office in London, except under the special circum-
stances stated in the Foreign Office Circular, whence it may be exchanged once for all at
any of those Missions or Consulates for a Passport strictly limited to such a length of time
as will enable the bearer to reach England or any of Her Majesty's Possessions abroad,
and that the Passport will not confer on the Bearer any claim to British protection in the
country of his birth.

I annex a Forin of Passport which may be adopted, and of the Memorandum which
sould bp given with it.

I have, &c.,
Governor, (Signed,) EDWARD CARDWELL.

The Right Honorable Viscount Monck,
&c. &c., &c.

(Copy,-Circular, No.-) FOREIGN OFFICE, May 2lst, 1866.

I have to acquaint you that I have arranged with the Secretary of State for the Colo-
nial Department that I should send instructions to Her Majesty's Ministers and Consuls
abroad, directing them to extend to persons naturalized in British Colonies, and holders of
Passports either from the Colonial Governors or the Foreign Office, bearing on the face of
them the place of naturalization and the period for which the Passports are good, the same
protection during that period as they are now in the habit of extending to persons holding
Passports in which they are described as " naturalized British subjects."

I have to instruet you to act in conformity with this arrangement.
You will understand that Passports granted to persons naturalized in the Colonies, like

Passports granted to naturalized British subjects generally, cannot as a general rule, be re-
newed by any of Her Majesty's Ministers or Consuls abroad; but, in order to relieve any
such persons from inconvenience in case they should have remained abroad beyond the time
specified in their Passports, you are authorized in any such cases to give such parties, in
exchange for their original Passports, Paasports strictly limited to the time required for a

A. 1868
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direct journey back to the United Kingdom, or to any of Her Majesty's Possessions
abroad ; but no second Passpoit of the same kind must be given, without the case being
submitted to this Office, to a person who shall appear to have prolonged his stay beyond
that himit.

I have, &c.

FORM OF PASSPORT.

This Passport is granted to A. B., naturalized as a British subject of to
enable him to travel in Foreign Parts, and is available for the period of
months, from the day of 18

(Signed.) C. 1D.,
Governor (or otherwise, as the case may be,)

of the Colony of

(Copy.) Memorandum.
The Passport accompanying this Memorandum may, on the recommendation of the

Secretary of State for the Colonies, be exchariged in London for a Foreign Office Passport,
available ior the unexpired portion of the period for which it was originally granted.

It can be renewed only at the Foreign Office in London, on the reconimendation of
the Secretary of State for :ho Colonies, but it niay b': exchanged, if run out, at any of Hfer
Majesty's Misions or Consulates in Foreign Countries, for a Passport strictly lirnitcd to
such length of time as will enable the bearer to reach England, or any of ler Majesty's
Possessions abroad. Such limited renewal may be effected once, and once only, by a
British Minister or Consul in Foreign larts. The Passport confers on the bearer no claim
to British Protection in the country of his birth.

The Duke of Buckingham to the Oficer A fministering the Gov-rnment.

(Copy,-Circular, Canada.) DOWNING STREET, 25th April, 18G7.
Sia,-With refereuce to the Circular Despatch froin this Department, dated the 5th

June, 1866, relative to the case of foreigners naturaized in any of fier Majesty's Colonies,
who wish to obtain British Passports for foreign travel, I have the honor to iuform you
that different cases have occurred lately in whieh such naturalized fireigners have applied
in this country for Passports, without being in possession either of a Passport from the
Governor or of any Official Document from the Colouy to establish their ide:tity and
character. You will readily perceive that this is calculated to embarrass this Department,
and also to cause much private inconveuienee to the persons concerned if they should find
themselves unable to produce any sufficient evidence of their quality.

I have therefore to suggest that, in every Colony contaiuinig naturalized foreigners
who are likely to travel in Europe, it would be convenient that notice shculd, lrom time
to time, be given in public newspapers of the necessity for such persons providing them-
selves before leaving the Colony with some Official evidence of their identity and description.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) BuCKINGHAM -AND CHANDOS.

The Officer Administering the Government,
&c., &c., &a.
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THE GOLD REGION OF NOVA SOOTIA.

R EIPO RT
OF

DR. T. STERRY HUNT, F..R.S.,

ADDRESSED TO SIR W. E. LOGAN, LL D., F.R S., F.G S., ETC., DIRECTOR OF THE
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF CANADA.

MONTREAL, April 30, 1868.
SiR,-Early in the month of November last you were pleased to order me to proceed

to Nova Scotia for the purpose of making some observations on the gold-bearing rocks of
that Province, with the view of comparing them with those of other parts of the Dominion,*
and also of obtaining such information as might be useful in the event of a Geological
Survey of Nova Scotia itself. In this excursion I was accompanied by Mr. A. Michel,
who had already and independently formed the plan of visiting the gold region of that
Province, and of whose extensive knowledge in matters connected with gold mining I was
anxious to avail myself. My own stay in Nova Scotia was confined to about four weeks,
in the nonths of November and December, but as it seemed not improbable that a report
on that region might be called for, it was deemed desirable to secure the services of Mr.
Michel during another month, which he spent in the Province after my return. A report
drawn up by him is before me, and will be made use of in the following pages.

GEOLOGY OF THE GOLD REGION.

The principal sources of information about the geology and mineralogy of the Nova
Scotia gold region are as follows: Dr. J. W. Dawson's Acadian Geology, published in

'NoT.-In this connection may be noticed the recent announcement by Prof. E. J. Chapman, of
University College, Toronto, in a letter dated March 8, 1868, and publi.hed in the Toronto Globe and
Leader, He bas found gold in certain specimens of copper pyrites and galona, collected by himself
from veins in the region of Black Bay, lying between Neepigon River and Thunder Bay on Lake
Superior. Carefully repeated assays by him of these ores yielded amounts of gold varying from 17
dwt. to 19 dwt. together with rather more than 2 oz. of silver to the ton. Some of the ores contained,
besides, from eight to eleven per cent of copper, and one nearly one-half of its weight of lead.

These veins, as remarked by Prof. Chapman, belong to the Upper Copper-bearing rocks of Lake
Superior, descril ed as altered Silurian strata, in the Gelogy of Canadc, chapter V. By re'erring to
that work, on page 76, where the veins of this series of rocks are described, it will be seen that the
presence of small quantities of gold in one them, associated with silver, copper, and cobalt, is indicated.
I detected gold with the silver from the Prince's Mine, in 1848, as described in the Geological Report
of that year, page 63, and in 1863, wrote as follows in the Geology of Canada, page 745 :-

"l It has already oeen mentioned that the native silver from Prince's Mine contains small quantities
of gold. The parallelism in age and mineral contents between ihe Upper Copper-bearing rocks of
Lake Superior and the Quebec group of Eastern Canada, makes it not improbable that gold may one
day be added to the list of the mineral riches of Lake Superior."

This anticipation, however, in no way detracts from the economie importance of Prof. Chapman's
discovery.

A. 1868
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1855; a report of Mr. Uenry Poole, dated January 3lst, 1862; one by John Camp
bell, dated February 25th, of the same year, and a second, dated February, 1863, and ac-
companied with a geological section. These reports were published by the Provincial
Government. In addition to these should be noticed the valuable reports of Prof. Ben-
jamin Silliman, published in 1864; one on the Tangier district, and another on those of
Waverley and Montague. To each of these is prefixed a sketch of the gold region, em-
bodying a great amount of information with regard to its geology, mineralogy and economie
importance. In the following introductory pages I shall nake free use of the data fur-
nished by the gentlemen just named, adding thereto such observations as I was able to
make during my own short visit at a season of the year veiy unfavorable to examination.
Farther researches will doubtless enable us to extend and, perhaps, to modify, in some par-
ticulars the statements here made with regard to the geology of the region, which still
presents many points requiring farther study. I must here cal atttention to a little
work published within the last three months by Mr. John Loveli of this c ty, and
entitled A Practical Guide to the Gold Fields of IVova Scotia, by Mr. Heatherington,
now of Halifax. In it the author bas brought together a great mass of informa-
tion with regard to the history and present prospects of the gold region of Nova Scotia,
together with important statistical tables, and an Appendix containing, among other
things, the text of the present mining laws of Nova Scotia. le bas also given copious ex-
tracts from the reports of Messrs. Poole and Campbell, together with a reduced copy of
the geological section appended by the latter to his report of 186i6. Mr. ceatherington
commenced the publication, in January last, of a monthly journal called the Mining Gazette,
and devoted to the mining interests of Nova Scotia.

Although the A cadian Geology of Dr. Dawson was published in 1855,* some years before
the discovery of gold, there will be found in its fifteenth chapter a somewhat detailed descrip-
tion of the coast district of Nova Scotia, which bas since become famous as a gold region.
This consists of a zone of ancient stratified rocks lying exposed between the overlying strata
of the Carboniferous system on the north-west and the ocean on the south-east and having
a breadth of from thirty to fifty miles in the wider portions, which to the north-east is
reduced to not over eight miles. This belt of rocks extends along the Atlantie coast for a
'distance of about 250 miles, from Cape Sable on the west to Cape Canseau on the east, and
has a superficies of about 6,000 square miles. Its surface is generally low, rising, however,
in some places, to about 500 feet above the sea, and is in great part rocky and barren, the
powerful denuding agencies to which, in past times, it has been exposed, having, over a
large portion of the area, removed the alluvial deposits with which it was once covered,
and left the upturned and worn edges of the strata bare, or covered only with boulders of
quartzite or granitic rocks. A large portion of this region is still an unexplored wilder-
ness and some of the most important gold districts are in localities which, until the dis-
covery of the precious metal, were unreclaimed forests, so that it is in every way probable
that farther explorations may detect many other districts not less important than those
already known.

The rocks of this region consist chiefly of siates an& quartsite; they are, how-
ever, cut in- many places by intrusive granites, and in addition to these several small
areas of gneissic rocks occur in different parts of the belt, but their' true relations to
the great mass of the strata are not yet clearly made out. Leaving these aside, the rocks
which cover the principal part of the area under consideration, are, by Mr. Campbell,
divided into a quartzite group, and a clay-slate group, the latter conformably overlying
the quartzites, and the two constituting one gold-bearing series; the total mcabured thick-
ness of these two divisions is, accorping to the saine authority, nearly two miles ; but the
gold appears to be chiefly confined to the quartzite and the lower portions of the clay
slate division. The geological age of these rocks is uncertain; although comparatively
little altered, they are without fossils, so far ûs yet known, and are very unlike the fossili-
ferous Upper Silurian and Devonian rocks met with in other parts of the Province; at the
same time the high antiquity of the gold-bearing strata is shown by the fact that the
Carboniferous system rests upon their upturaed edges, and is partly formed from their ruis,
In the present state of our knowledge it appears probable that they may represent a part

A seooai and muoh enlargd edition of this work is now in pres, and will shortly appear.
6
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of the Lower Silurian series, wbicb, like the Upper Silurian and Devonian of this part of
the continent, may be su:posed to consist chiefly of non-calcareous sediments.

The rocks of the gold series are affected by undulations running nearly eàat sud west,
which bave raised the strata to high angles, often approaching the vertical. According to
Mr. Campbell there are not less than six principal anticlinals exhibited on a transverse
line of section extending from the sea shore at the southeast entrance to Halifax Harbor,
northward to the Renfrew gold district, a distance of about thirty-five miles. The direc-
tion of these nearly parallel anticlinals is about east and west; but to the westward they
bend towards the south, and to the eastward, in like manner, disappear beneath the sea,
between Cape Canseau and Liscombe Harbor, with a strike, E 30° S:

In addition to the great east and west folds, the gold series is affected by a second
series of more gentle undulations, having a north and south direction, and producing
transverse anticlinals, on the crowns of which the gold-bearing portions of the series are
brought to the surface, while they are concealed not only in the great east and west
synclinals, but also in the north and south synclinals where these traverse the east and
west anticlinale. The total thickness of the series, as already stated, is estimated at about
two miles, and the amount of erosion on the crowns of some of the anticlinals, according to
Mr. Campbell, cannot be less than one and a half miles in vertical thickness, of which the
upper half mile, consisting of clay slates, is generally sterile. Since, so far as yet observed,
the gold is confined to the quartzite and the lowest portions of the overlying clay slate, it
would follow that wide areas of the latter, holding the upper portions of it, will be des-
titute of gold, or yield it only along a narrow belt where the lower and auriferous por-
tions of the slate may be brought to the surface along the line of an anticlinal, as is ob-
served, according to M. C., at the Ovens gold field. When, on the contrary, erosion
has exposed a wide zone of the underlying quartzite on the crest of an anticlinal, the
breadth of the area in which gold may be sought for is much increased.

Mr. Campbell bas called special att2ntion to what he has called the grain or reed-like
markingioften impressed on the surface of the beds in a direction parallel to the east and
west axes of folding, and he points out that the angle of dip, eastward or westward, of these
merkings on the crown of the great anticlinals enables us to detect the transverse gr north
and south lines of undulation, which have at a subsequent period disturbed the horizontality
of the east and west anticlinal folds. The markings in question often appear as rib-like
ridges or flutings, which are most conspicuous on the surface, of the auriferous quartz
layers and the enclosing beds. On the summit of the anticlinal folds they are sometimes
so large, and so well defined as to give to the layers a wrinkled or corrugated form, produe.
ing what is designated in the region as barrel quartz, and bas by some observers been
compared to the ripples on water, and by others to that parallel arrangement of loge which
is seen on what is called a corduroy road. The best known samples of this is at Waverley,
but it is also seen at Montague, Oldham, and at Upper Stewiacke.

To return to the six east and west anticlinals recognized by Mr. Campbell in his
section from tbe southeast entrance of Halifax Harbor to Renfrew,-the Ovens and
Tangier gold-fields, according to him occur on the first or southernmost anticlinal, while
that of Lawrencetown is on the second, Old Tangier on the third, Waverley on the fourth,
Oldham on the fifth, and Renfrew on the sixth anticlinal. Farther to the northeastward
the gold fields of Wine Harbor, Sherbrooke, Isaac's Harbor and Country Harbor, are by
him respectively referred to the second, third, fourth and fifth anticlinale.

Mr. Campbell bas described an interesting locality to the north of the anti-
clinal of Country Harbor, which merits further examination, and may be mentioned in this
oonnection. It is at the Narrows of Country Harbor, and near a range of high granitie
hills, which appear on the western side of the harbcr, running northward ; while the
general direction of the rocks in this region is N. 60° W., they have, at the locality
in question, a strike of N. 15° W., and dip towards the granite at an angle of eighty-
five degrees. Regularly interstratified with the beds, which are here more micaceous than
farther southward, are numerous quartz lodes in a band of about 600 yards in breadth, the
quartz holding gold, with mispickel and small garnets and zircons. Minute portions of oxide
of tin were also, according to Mr. Campbell, found with gold in alluvial washing from this
neighborhood,

Having thus aoquired a general notion of the geological structure of the region, we
7
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may consider its lithological characters, which are very simple. The quartzite which forms
the principal rock of the lower division, interstratified however with thin layers of bluish
argillite or clay slate, is essentially a granular quartz rock, with an apparently argillaceous
cement, sometimes considerable in anmount. It is hard and gray in color, passing into
blackish or greenish in the interior, but becoming nearly white on weathered rurfaces.
Its lines of bedding are distinct, and besides two sets of joints which often cause it to
break into regular rhombic masses, it occassionally shows a slaty cleavage, indepeudent of
the bedding, and from a development of mica in the cleavage planes, passes into a very
quartzose mica slate. The quartzite of this region is, by the miners generally designated
as whin, the vulgar name in Scotland for a greenstone or diorite, which somewhat resem-
bles it in color and texture, though a softer rock than the Nova Scotia quartzite.

The slate, which is interstratified in thin bands with the quartzite, and frequently
forms the underlying rock of the gold-bearing quartz Iodes, is generally a soft and fissile,
bluish or blackish argillite, or clay slate, and the same may be said of the strata which
form the base of the upper or clay slate division of the gold series, so far as I have had
an opportunity of observing it. A pecularity of this region, which strikes every mineral-
ogist, is the great rarity of everything like calcareous rocks or minerals. This is seen in
the absence of limestone, serpentine, diorite or other hornblendic rocks, and of talcose or
chloritic slates, nothing of the kind being met with in most of the gold districts. Prof.
Silliman, however, mentions the rare occurrence of chloritic slate, and also of epidote
and staurotide in minute crystals in the Tangier district, and of a green magnesian rock
resembling serpentine and holding gold, at Wine Harbor. Small portions of chlorite are
found in the quartz lodes at Sherbrooke, Oldham and Mon tagua. Chloritic and hornblendie
rocks, according to Dr. Dawson, occur near Yarmouth, and in the peninsula which termi-
nates in Cape Canseau, fine-grained gneiss with much mica slate, and clay sates abounding
in crystals of chiastolite, are met with.

METALLIFEROUS LODES.

In the series of rocks just described gold is occassionally met with, disseminated both
in the quartzite and in its accompanying bands of state ; but it is chiefly found in well-
defined beds or layers of a more or less pure quartz, which are generally distinct from
these rocks, although interstratified with them. Besides these there are othier quartz
lodes which cut or intersect the strata, filling cross fisures, which, according to Mr. Camp-
bell, are generally connected with the north and mouth line of elevation. These cross
veins are irregular, seldom continuous, and, though sometimes carrying gold, are of little
economic importance and seldom wiought. The fact that the productive quartz Iodes of
Nova Scotia are conformable with the stratification has been insisted upon both by Messrs.
Silliman and Campbell. The latter, who conceives them to be newer than the strata, and
to have been formed.in openings or separations between the beds of slate and quartzite,
mentions that the Iodes in some instances pass from the plane of one bed to another, in
descending. In one supposed instance pointed out to me, this appearance seemed due to
a small fault running cast and west, parallel with and ntar the crown of a great anticlinal.
la other cases this apparent change of plane depends, I think, upon irregularities in the
bedding, and the intercalation of lenticular masses of argillite or quartzite in the layers
of metallifeious quartz. The beds of all these materials occasionally thin out and disap-
pear in the strike or dip, and in some cases beds of quartz separated by layers of interposed
rock are found to unite farther on into a single bed. So far as my present observation
goes, I think that to describe them otherwise than as interstratifwd beds would be to give
a false notion of their geognostic relations. The laminated structure of many of the
Iodes, and the intercalation between their layers of thin continuous films or layers of
argillite, can hardly be explained in any other way than by supposing these Iodes to have
been formed by successive deposition at what was, at the time, the surface of the earth.
There is, moreover, evidence that these laminæ were formed before the Iodes were folded
and contorted ; this is furnished by some remarkable specimens of the so-called barrel quartz
which I took from a Iode at Upper Stewiacke, and which consista of a bluish quartz in
thin plates, sometimes not more than one-twentieth of an inch in thickness, and presenting
in some instances glazed surfaces coated with thin argillaceous films, and in others, pellicles
of argillite having the thiokness of paper. The surfaces of ail these layers are deeply
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striated or furrowed at right angles to the axis of the larger convolutions of the bed,
result evidently due to a sliding of the layers of the quartz Iode over one another durin
the corrugation of the strata which bas here taken place near the summit of the anticlinal.
It seems not improbable that the corrugated structure of the Iodes, which gives rise to the
barrel quartz, is due to the difference in texture, and to the greater resistance to lateral
pressure offered by the quartz layers than by the enclosing beds of clay and sandstone,
which by their consolidation have given rise to the argillites and quartzites. There
is, moreover, evidence that during the movement of the strata, openings and fissures were
in some cases formed in these quartz Iodes, giving rise to joints in which gold, metallic
sulphurets, and carbonate of lime were afterwards deposited, apparently by solution and
segregation from the adjacent parts of the Iode.

it has been shown that gold-bearing Iodes are met with at intervals through a great
thicknees of the auriferous series. As remarked by a writer in a late number of the
.Mining Gazette, these Iodes in Nova Scotia generally, if not always, occur in groups, each
of which may include twelve, twenty, or more Iodes ot various dimensions. Other portions
of the series are without quartz Iodes, or contain groups which are apparently destitute
of gold.

It results from the interstratification of the auriferous Iodes, and their exposure on
the denuded crowns of the anticlinals that, unless there bas been a vertical displacement
along the line of the east and west anticlinal, we should expect to find each Iode of the
north side repeated on the south aide of the anticlinal axis. This repetition of the veins
is recopnized by the miners themselves in some of the districts, and becomes of service in
guiding explorera.

The elevations and depressions of the east and west anticlinal axes, caused by the
transverse undulations, give to the outerops of the strata which appear on the worn-down
surfaces of the anticlinal domes, the fori of more or less elongated eliipsea, sinice the out-
crops of the beds on the north and south sides of the axis must bend round toward each
other, and unite whenever the plane of erosion intersects a north and south synclinal. Of
this a fine instance occurs at Oldham.

While the slope of the beds on the two aides of the anticlinal axis wili, unless the
beds are vertical or present an overturn dip, be in opposite directions, it is easy to see taat
in the case of a synclinal the layers, being arranged in a basin, will dip towards each other
from the opposite aides. The main anticlinals already spoken of are, as is always the
case, accompanied by subordinate parallel undulations which affect, more or less, the
distribution of the auriferous strata. Thus, according to Prof. hind, a synclinal de-
pression occurs in the crown of the anticlinal at Laurencetown, and in a recent article,
probably from his pen, in the Mining Gazette, we are informed that shafts are here being
sunk on Iodes situated on the opposite sides of the synclinal, and dipping towards each
other at angles of forty-five degrees.

Mr. Campbell describes the outcrop at Isaac's Harbour " as presenting a succession
of narrow parallel folds, in which the quartz Iodes are arranged in a saddle like form in the
planes of bedding of the arched strata. The course of the Iodes is in some cases inter-
rupted by faults or dislocations connected with the transverse unduations already referred
to, but these faults are comparatively few and of little importance." I am informed by
Mr. R. J. Leekie, that on the west aide of Isaac's Harbour, at the Lone Star Mine, a driit
has been carried about 150 feet along a quartz Iode, lying in the bottom of one of these
synclinal folds, the axis dipping gently to the westward, while workings have been carried
upwards for some distance on both the north and south aides of this folded sheet of quartz.

The occurrence of the gold of Nova Scotia in interstratified Iodes is by no means a
singular fact in the history of gold deposits. Tlie gold-bearing quartz Iodes of Victoria
appear, from the descriptions of Selwyn, to bc for the most part true veins, cutting the
stratification ; but in the gold region of California, although such transverse veins are not
unknown, by far the greater number of the auriferous quartz Iodes appear as layers con-
formable to the stratification, often laying between the sandstones and slates which form the
common rocks of the country, and sometimes, as in Nova Scotia, divided -by thin inter-
posed layers of argilli:e. These conformable Iodes are generally exposed on the upturned
edges of eroded artielinals, but in one case in Nevada County a remarkable Iode is mined,
rhieh is ducribed as cousisting of three distinct floors or bands, " having a very Uat dip,
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and seeming to form a kind of basin," apparently a synclinal form. Fer further deserip-
tions of thesc gold-bearing holes, see Whitney's Geology of California, vol. i, chap. 9.

The auriferous rocks of California belong to the Mesozoic period, being of Jurassic
age, but those of the Southern Atlantic States, which are probably like those of Nova
Scotia near the base of the Paleozoic systei, exhibit not less strikingly the same pecu-
liarities of structure as those of Nova Scotia and California. The interstratification of
many of the gold Iodes of the Southern States bas been noticed by more than one observer,
but is particularly insisted upon by the late Prof. Emnions in bis Report on the Geology
of the Midlarid Counties of North Carolina, published in 1856. lie there asserts that
the gold deposits in the ancient rocks of that region occur in true beds, and that the
precious metal was deposited with the sedimentary strata. It is not now, however, con-
fined to these beds, but is met with both accumulated in their joints, and in regular quartz
veins with sulphurets, traversing alike the auriferous beds and their accompanying strata,
"showing that it has changed its position since it was jrst deposited." The gold-bearing
beds of that region are frequently of soft argillaceous or talcose slate, and at other times
slaty and talcose quartzites. These auriferous quartzite beds are sometimes white and
granular, becoming vitreous, or passing into a kind of chert or hornstone ; all of these
varieties of rock are, in different localities, wrought for the gold which they contain dis-
seminated, while beds interstratified with them are <estitute of the precious metal. It is
in a bed of cherty quartz, resembling .burrstone, and mined for gold, that the peculiar
silicious concretions supposed by Dr. Emmons to be of organie origin, and named by him
Paleotrochis, are found. It is interesting to observe that in North Carolina, as in Nova
Seotia, the gold is not confined to the vitreous or cherty quartz layers, and that beds of
slate may be found profitable sources of gold. With reference to the sedimentary origin
of the gold, asserted by Emmons, I conceive that although this metal is often mechanically
present in sediments derived from the ruins of older auriferous rocks, the gold of the
ancient strata, both of North Carolina and Nova Scotia, was brought to the surface in a
state of solution, and that the watery solvent held also alike the elements of the accom-
panying metallic sulphurets and the silica which now forms the quartz layers.

Returning now to the consideration of the quartz Iodes of Nova Scotia, we find that
they are sometimes enclosed in quartzite, and sometimes in clay slate. la the greater
number of cases, however, they appear to be underlaid by thin beds of argillite, and over.
laid by quartzite. the presence of one wall of soft fissile rock being very favorable to mining
operations. The thickness of the quartz Iodes varies from a few lines to six feet or even
more, but this great thickness is seldom continuous, and it inay be said that the thickness of
the Iodes mined is generally from four to fifteen inches. The same Iode is subject te cen-
siderable variations in thickness in difierent rarts of its course; but in several cases Iodes
bave been traced without much change for a distance of halfa mile or more.

Considerable differences may be observed in the character of the quartz in different
Iodes, of which Prof. Silliman bas distinguished two classes; the first consist of crystalline
quartz, often quite white, and usually having the gold in coarse visible particles, which,
like the associated sulphurets, show a tendency to crystallization. The second class he desig-
nates as Iodes of slaty structure, the quartz being la mellar or fissile in planes parallel to the
bedding, and the faces of the lamino showing the fluted or grooved structure which is seen
on the surfaces of the beds of quartzite and of the more homogeneous Iodes. The color of the
quartz in these lodes is dark, sometimes bluish or blackish,and its lustre is oily rather than vit-
reous. The gold in them is usually finely dieseminated, and lies in plates near the borders or is
invisible. It is difficult to say which of these two kinds of quartz is the more productive,
as examples of rich Iodes of both varieties may readily be cited. To this description of
Prof. Silliman I will add, that Iodes showing a passage from the one to the other of these
varieties of quartz, are met with,,and that coarse gold sometimes oceurs in the blue and oily
looking quartz, which occasionally approaches to chert or hornstone, and sonetimies a ssaes
the aspect of a gray vitreous quartzite. In Tangier, according te Prof. Silliman, the quartz
Iodes often present a striking sinilarity to the harder slaty hands, as if, they were these
in aome altered condition.

In addition te goli, the quartz Iodes generally contain metallic sadgç*ats,
of which mispickel or arenical-sulphuret of i ron is the most abandat, after whish may,.be
mentioned cubio aud white iren pyrites, adark oulorediblende, and moreznapa1sPleaauad
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copper pyrites; native copper and specular iron were also observed by Professor Silimaan
in the Tangier gold district, and molybdenite and antimony glance are said to have been
observed in other localities. Though the metallie sulphurets generally accomnpany the
gold, they are sometimes absent frou specimens of quartz very rich l the precious metal.
Small portions of calcareous spar and of a ferriferous decomposing spar containing a large
proportion of carbonate of iron, and soinetimes enelosing gold, are also observed.

As already remarked, however, the metals are not confined to the quartz Iodes ; gold,
both in thin plates and in grains of considerable size, is not unfrequently found in the
clay slate, and even in the quartzite. Professor Sillimtau cites an exanple where visible
gold having been observed in a band of quartzite mixed with slate at Montague, there was
obtained from several tons of the rock more than an ounee of gold to the ton, and in many
other instances gold in paying quantities is said to have been found in bands of sate. The
slate underlying the quartz Iodes, contains in nany cases, uispiekel in crystals or imbed-
ded masses, sometimes many pounds in weight, and generally rieh in visible gold. A
single mass of gold weighing twenty-two ounces was, according to Professor Silliman,
found imbedded in mispickel from the walil of the Belt Iode in Montague, and mispickel
rich in gold has also been found in Tangier, Oldham and Waverley. l the latter district
grains and crystals of the mineral are found imbedded in the quartzite.

The gold of Nova Scotia is remarkable for its great purity, different assays showing
a fineness of froum 966 to 982 thousandths, so that its value is about twenty dollars the
ounce.

With regard to the distribution of gold in the Iodes of Nova Scotia, Mr. Michel re.
marks as follows: " In sinking a shaft upon a Iode we must expect to pass through some
portions rich, and others poor and even barren. The arrangement of the metal in the Iode
also offers great variations; sometimes it is disposed in a single layer in the middle, and
at other times in several layers parallel to the walls. These lavers of disseminated gold
are limited in their extent, and it is often only at some distance froin their linits that we
meet with other similar layers. I observed in very many cases that the visible gold was gen-
erally most abundant in the portions of the Iode adhering to the slate, which is generally
the foot-wall, and often itself highly auriferous."

" If the results obtained during the last few years in Nova Scotia show that the veins
are irregular in richness, they demonstrate their continued richness in depth. I saw
specimens rich in visible gold, extracted from depths of 105, 156, 180 and 215 feet ras-
pectively, in the districts of Mount Uniacke, Renfrew, Wine Harbour, and Sherbrooke,
and 1 am aware that a shaft on the Tudor vein at Waverley yielas at the depth of 185 feet
quartz affording more than an ounce of gold to the ton. Such veins as these just mentioned,
which, with a great regularity of form and position have presented alteruations of poor'and
rieh quartz to the depths already cited, will probably be found to offer similar variations to
much greater depths. To abandon a working on account of a nomentary impoverishment
of the Iode, as has too ofteu been done in this region, is therefore, unwise; and in a large
enterprise, where mining is carried on in several veins at a tine, the richness of some of
these may always be counted upon to compensate for the temporary poverty of others. I
am of the opinion that au unnecessary discouragement has had as much to do with the
failure of certain gold-mining enterprises in Nova Scotia as the want of scientific know-
ledge and the neglect of proper preparations, and that many of those now abandoned as
unprofitable, will be again taken up with advantage."

ALLUVIAL GOLD.

The absence of any considerable amount of superficial soil from a great portion of the
surface of the gold-bearing rocks in Nova Scotia, has already been noticed, and is doubtless
due to the force of the denuding agency which has borne away into the Atlantic a great
partion of the matter derived fromt their abrasion. Sable Island, distant about ninety
miles from the coast of Nova Sotia, is apparently nothing more than a belt of these
detrital matters, rising in some parts to a height of ninety feet above the sea, and accord-
ing to Mr. Campbell, abounding in gold. The general direction of the denuding force
over this region as shown by the grooved and striated rocks, is about fifteen degrees
to the eat of south. He adds that in nearly all the deposits of glacial drift or boulder-

leay on the south coast, more or lesu gold is met with; but its extraotion is rendered diM.
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cult by the great tenacity of the clayey deposit, which is too expensive to work by ordinary
means. It is only where t 1 e glacial drift bas been re-arranged by water that gold can be
found sufficiently concentated to make it worth working. Gold washings have been
wrought with considerable turns at Isaac's Harbour, Wine Harbour, Tangier Harbor,
Gold River and the Overs,- ànd Mr. Campbell has called attention to many other localities
of auriferous gravel, and especially to a considerable area of this kind in Cape Breton, to
be noticed further on.

The existence in Nova Seotia of gold-bearing alluvions older than the boulder-clay is
contingency not to be lost sight of ; the presence of considerable quantities of gold at

Gay's River in Colchester County, in conglomierate beds at the base of the Carboniferous
series, which are nothing more than consolidated alluvions of that period, shows the great
antiquity of alluvial gold in this region. In the Province of Quebee the boulder-clay is
generally destitute of goid, but in his report of the gold deposits of that province, (Geolo-
gical Survey 1866, pages 61, 65 and 87) Mr. Michel bas shown that beneath this sterile
clay is an ancient deposit of alluvial gravel abounding in gold, of which the rich washings
of the Gilbert River in the Chaudiere district are an example.

Analogous conditions are presented by the rich alluvial deposits of Victoria, Bolivia,
and California. Mr. Michel, therefore, insists upon the importance of carefully searching
in certain parts of Nova Scotia for similar ancient alluvions beneath the boulder-clay or
glacial drift. Such deposits, when we consider the abundance of gold in the quartz lodes
of the region, may reasonably be expected to be of great richness.

ON GOLD WORKING IN NOVA SCOTIA.

The gold mines of Nova Scotia belong to the Crown, and the law of May 10, 1864,
extracts from which will be given in an Appendix, regulates all questions as to their con-
cession and working. [n accordance with this Act the Governor in Council may, on the
discovery of gold in any locality, declare it, by proclamation in The Royal Gazette, to be
a gold district, and assign limits and bounds to such district, which may afterwards be
enlarged or contracted if desirable, Besides those proclaimed districts are numerous
others in which gold bas been found, but which are not yet proclaimed, and, in many cases
are unsurveyed. Of the proclaimed gold districts, the following appear in the monthly
returns of the Chief Commissioner of Mines : Stormont, Wine Harbour, Sherbrooke,
Tangier, Montague. Waverley, Oldham, Renfrew and Uniacke. The gold obtained from
the other localities is classed in the official returns as coming from " Unproclaimed and
other districts.

The above mentioned districts, with the exception of Stormont and Tangier, were
visited by Mr. Michel and myself, in company, and we aiso went together to the district of
Lawrencetown and the Upper Stewiacke. Repeated visits, for the purpose of more careful
study, were afterwards made by Mr. Michel to the districts of Waverley, Renfrew and Uni-
acke. His opinions, and the results of his personal observations upon the mode of work-
ing, etc, will generally be given in his own language, and the portions translated from
his manuscript report will appear as quotations. Before proceeding to describe the various
gold districts, it will be well to notice briefly the modes of working and treating the min-
eral generally adopted in Nova Scotia. Under this hcad Mr. Michel remarks as follows:-

" The appearances furnished at the outcrop of the Iode can only give an approximate
notion of its attitude and relations to the adjacent rocks, to obtain which subterranean
workings are necessary; and when the enterprise is to include several Iodes, it becomes
indispensible, before working them, to know their structure and the mode in which they
are grouped. The successful direction of a quartz mine requires something more than a
practical knowledge of the processes required for the extraction and treatment of the
mineral; the science and the experience which provides for the future of the-mining
operations, and lbr the accidental variations of structure and arrangement sometimes met
with in the veins, are not less necessary; and it is to be feared that all of these conditions
have not been fulfilled by many of the directors of mining operations of Nova Seotia. I
make this remark in no spirit of criticism, and with no intention of a special application
of it to individual cases, but only to explain, from my point of view, the reason of the
failures of many mining enterprises which have been ascribed to impoverishment or diap-
pearance of the vein, or to varions diffleulties of working, whieh would nover have Sur-
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prised, embarrassed or discouraged a skilful and competent mining capt'ain. There are
still other causes to which the abandonment of workings, almest at their outset, is to be
referred. These have often been opened on rich outcrops, rather with a view to specula-
tion than to regular working; so that we see in many cases, mills built immediately after
the discovery of the gold-bearing Iodes, and before their value had been tested with the
object of attracting attention to the property, and to favor its immediate sale. Thus it
happens that not unfrequently we find in this region abandoned workings, and mils ne-
glected or in ruin."

"The mining in this region is, in some cases, by open workings, but more gencrally by
means of shafts, and of drift or galleries communicating with them. These shafts serve
at the same time for the miners, for the raising of the minerai, and for the drainage and ven-
tilation of the mine, except in those cases where a separate ventilating shaft becomes ab-
solutely necessary. The shafts, rectangular in form, are vertical or inclined according to the
dip of the Iode, of which they include the whole thickness ; and their timbering, which
varies according to the greater or less solidity of the walls, is donc as the sinking advances.
Wheu a certain depth has been attained, galleries or drifts for the extraction of the mi-
neral, are opened to the east and west, along the direction of the Iode. The working is
thus carried on by successive stages, the sinking of the shaft being continued, 80 that its
base is always lower than the lowest drift. In the removal of the contents of the Iode,
which is done by successive steps, or what is called stoping, two methods are adopted. In
the one, called overhand stoping, the vein is taken down by working from below upwards;
while the other, called underhand stoping, the mineral is extracted by excavatiois from
above downwards. In the latter method, the whole of the material removed is taken up to
the surface, while in the former, the waste and refuse, maintained in place by scaffolding,
serves to fill up the space, sustain the walls, and facilitate the continuation of the work.
This method of overhand stoping, however, has the disadvantage that the sorting of the
mineral has to be made in the drifts, with the risk of losing more or less of the smali frag-
ments, often very rich, which become lost in the piles of rubbish. To avoid the loss in
overhand stoping, it is in some places customary to spread cloths or leather over the
debris. When however the vein is removed by underhand stoping, the whole material
is raised to the surface, and it is easy to collect the smallest particles of mineral. Hence
this latter method is almost universally followed in the Nova Scotia gold mines, and has
replaced the method of overhand stoping, which had been in some cases resorted to for a
time."

" The machinery for raising the minerai from the shafts is very simple: a windlass over
the mouth of the shaft, worked by one or two men, suffices for works of little depth, U hile
for greater ones, a whim with one or more horses is employed. These arrangements suffice
not only for bringing up the minerai, but for raising and lowering the miners when there
are no ladders in the shaft, and also for the removing of water in buckets, in the case where
this is not allowed to accumulate in a well, to be removed by a pump worked by steam or
horse power."

"In the gold-bearing quartz mines of Spanish America, it is customary, before stamp-
ing the mineral, to calcine it in heaps, where it is arranged in alternate layers with wood,
which being kindled. burns from twelve to twenty-four hours. The object of this calci-
nation is to get rid of the sulphurets often present, which interfere with the amalgama-
tion, and to render the quartz more friable and easily pulverized. This process, however,
is said to have been abandoned in California, and is not used in Nova Scotia, although in
several places furnaces constructed for calcination are seen. The reasons assigned for this
are, by some, that the quartz is partly vitrified, which might happen with impure vein-
atone ; while according to others. the gain in product did not suffice to pay the cost of the
process, wjich is but partially effectuai in decomposing the sulphurets present in the ore.
Prof. Sullivan, in his report on the Tangier district, estimates the cost of calcining the
quartz, with wood at $4 the cord, to be not less than $1 the ton."

" The minerai in Nova Scotia is thus taken from the mine directly to the mill wbere
it is sorted, the barren portions rejected, and the material reduced to fragments of a
proper size. Two plans have there been employed for pulverizing the quartz; the Chi-
lian mill and the stamp mill. The former consists of edge wheels or cylinders of granite
or eut iron, ranning in iron pans, but its use in Nova Sootia as beea very Imited,
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and is now almost entirely abandoned. Although well suited for assays, and for the treat-
ment of rich ores and residues, the Chilian mill is not adapted to the working of large
amounts of quartz containing only a moderate proportion of gold. For this purpose stamps
are more generally had recourse to."

" There are two systems cf stamps in use in Nova Scotia-those with square heads and
those with round and rotating heads-but in both cases the stamp mill consista of one or
more batteries, each consisting of a sëries of vertical roda, carrying at their lower ends the
stamp heads, which are of cast iron, or, in some cases, shod with steel, and destined to
pulverise the mineral in a rectangular box or mortar. This box is generally of a single
piece of cast iron, and when of wood (which is preferable if, as is here the case, mercury is used
in the batteries), requires for its bottom a heavy plate of iron. These stamps are raised by
means of a horizontal shaft furnished with cams, which act upon collars fixed to the roda, caus-
ing these to rise vertically, and then, the cams ceasing to act, to fall by their own weight
from a height of ten or twelve inches upon the mineral, which is introduced to the box by
means of an opeuingplaced behind the battery. Plates or dies of cast iron or of steel, round or
square, according to the shape of the stamp heads, are fixed in the battery beneath each
stamp. During the operation a quantity of water sufficient to aid the pulverization and
amalgamation, and to carry out the pulverized mineral, is supplied to each stamp, bymeans
of tubes furnished with stop-cocks. In front of each battery is a rectangular opening
which is closed by means of a frame or moveable sash, covered with a fine screen or grat-
ing. Through this grating, the liquid mud formed by the pulverization of the mineral
under water, and projected from the boxes by the blows of the stamps. passes out and
flows over a series of fixed or oscillating tables, slightly inclined, and placed the one below
the other, at different levels, bef>re being conveyed as waste or refuse to a place of deposit
without. The metallie gratings in front of the batteries have generally from 160 to 200
holes to the square inch. The finer the grating the less the amount of material stamped
in a given time, but the more complete the treatment. I anm inclined to believe that
many of the mill workers, not taking into account the smallness of the partieles of gold,
often invisible, do not pulverize to a sufficient degree of fineness. One of the exceptions
to this, however, is found in the battery of the Provincial Company at Wine Harbour,
which yields a material of great fineness, while it reduced with eight stamps only, six tons
in twenty-four hours."

" The frames which support the gratings are generally fixed vertically; although a
slight inclination outwards, to favor the escape of the projected matters, is to be preferred.
The stamp mills which I saw in the various districts of Nova Scotia have generally eight
stanps, arranged in two batteries of four stamps each. In the Sherbrooke district the
mill of the Haydcn and Derby Company consista of one single battery and two united,
each of five stamps, and that of the Palmerston Company of one of four, and two each of
three. In the Waverley district the mill of Mr. Bûrkner bas twenty-four stamps and
that of the Dewolf Company sixteen, arranged in four batteries of four each. The dura-
tion of a stamp mill, and the regalarity of its work, depends in part, upon the solidity of
its base; and I may remark, in passing, that the last mentioned mill, erected under the
supervision of Dr. Krakowitzer, is peculiarly well constructed in this as in other respects,
and has a foundation built of granite, from which it results that the trembling motion so
apparent in many stamp mills, is scarcely perceptible in this."

" The stamp mill of the Ophir Company, in the Renfrew district, recently construeted
by Mr. Peter Monteith, is particularly worthy of mention. The stamps, which are round.
rotating, and shod with steel, present many advantages over square non-rotating eat iron
stampe. It is maintained that the effect of a round stamp, which preserves in falling the
rototary motion communicated to it during its upward movement, is mueh greater than
that of a square stamp falling without that motion. Experience has shuwn that with the
former a greater amount of rock is pulverized in a given time, and with less wearing of the
stamp heads. The mill of the Ophir Co. bas twenty-four stamps, arranged in six batteries
of four, placed side by aide. The weight of each stamp, with the rod, is six hundred
pounds, the fall ten inches, and the number of blows from sixty-five to seventy in a
minute. The liquid mud from the pulverisation, passing from the battery through the
graing,llows over four fixed tables, placed one below the other. The firat, or uppermost
table is the shortest, and is trapeoidal in form; the dimensions of the two paralll sides
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being three and a half and -two and a half feet. The three succeeding tables are rectangu-
lar, and have respectively the lengths of seven, eight and six feet; their breadths being
twenty-four, fourteen and twelve inches. In many stamps there are used besides fixed
tables, others having au oscillating movement, which is in some cases lateral, in others
backwards and forwards. Thns each battery of the De Wolf Company at Waverley has the
first table fixed, while the three others below it are shaking tables, with a laterai move.
ment."

"Steam power is employed for the greater number of the stamp mills of Nova Scotia.
These of eight stamps I found to be worked by engines nominally of eight, twelve and
twenty horse-power, and reducing from six to twelve tons of quartz in twenty.four
hours. The mill of the New Haven and Renfrew Company has an engine of thirty, and
that of the De Wolf Company one of fifty horse-power, the most powerful in the mining
region, and capable of being employed not ouly to more the stamp mil], but to raise the
mineral and the water from the neighboring shafts."

" The two largest mills of Nova Scotia,-that of' Mr. Burkner at Waverley, and that of
the Ophir Company at Renfrew, are moved by water power. The first, which has during a
long time, treated thirty-six tons of minera] in twenty-four hours, has'probably dove more
work, and certainly furnished a greater amount of gold than any other in Nova Scotia.
The water-wheel of the Ophir mill has a diameter of sixteen feet and a breadth of eight
feet, divided into two series of buckets. The force of the fall is estimated to equal fifty
horse-power. This mill with twenty-four stamps, reduces from twenty-four to twenty-eight
tons of quartz in twenty-four hours, works with great regularity, and is conducted with
great skill by Mr. I. M. Huff. Besides the water power, this mill is furnished with a
portable steam engine of seven horse-power, whieh heats the water for the batteries, turns a
circular saw for cutting wood, and could be made, in case of need, to work two of the
batteries."

" The amalgamation of the gold in the batteries during piliverization, is adopted in
most of the mills ot Nova Scotia. This requires the introduction into the boxes ut
regular intervals, of small quantities of mercury,-the amount depending on the richness
of the minerai. At the Ophir Mine, there is added at the beginning of the operation and
subsequently, every four hours, a spoonful of mercury. Atter several days working,
however, if the mineral is not very rich, the quantity of mercury is diminished; but if the
contrary is the case, the additions are made more freqitently. l this connection, I cite
some valuable details from the work of Mr. Arthur Philips on The iMining and Jletallurgy
of Gold and Silver, recently published inLondon. I may, however, remark that with the
exception of two not very satisfactory trials made at Wine Harbour and at Lawrencetown,
the use of amalgamated plates within the boxes, has not been tried in Nova Scotia."

[' When the method of amalgamation in the battery is adopted, the batteries are often
provided with amalgamated copper plates about five inches in width, extending the whole
length o the box; one on the feed side, and the other at the discharge,-the former being
protected by the sheet-iron lining of the feed-hopper, and each having an inclination of
from forty to forty-five degrees towards the stamps. When these plates are not employed,
spaces for the accumulation of the amalgam are allowed between the dies and the sides of
the box, and vertical iron bars are placed within the grating, betweeu which the hard am-
algam is found to colleet. * * * * One ounce of gold requires for its
collection about an ounce of mercury; but when the gold is in a finely divided state,
the addition of another quarter of au ounce is thought to be advantageous. The
proper proportion is however, readily ascertained by watching the discharge. If
any particles of amalgam, which may pass through, are hard and dry, a little more
mercury must be introduced, but if, on the contrary, they be soft and pasty, or
if globales of mercury make their appearance, the supply to the battery must be
diminished. When the proportion of mercury has been properly adjusted, the amalga-
mation of the gold is completely effected, except in cases in which the ores contain
large quantities of lead or autimony, and have been previously burned for the purpose of
expelling their more volatile constituents, by which treatment, the partiales of gold often
become coated in such a way as so interfere with their combination with mercury. When
the proper proportion of quicksilver has been regularly introduced, and the rock contains
oar'.gvid, feom sixty to eighty per cent. of the gold saved is caught in the hattery;--but
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when, as in the case of some of the ores of Nevada, the gold is in a very finely divided
state, and is associated with ores of silver and other sulphides, the results obtained are less
satisfactory. The amalgam resulting from the treatment of such ores contains silver, and,
in some cases, affords froin 300 to 400 thousandths only of gold, often producing a spongy
amalgam of dark colour, made up of aggregation of numerous finely divided particles.
*< * * * This amalgam is exceedingly light, and is therefore difficult
to collect, either by riffles, copper plates. bliankets, or any of the other appliances
commonly employed for the purpose. When, therefore ores contain mach lead, or
antimony, amalgamation in the battery is not to be recommended, since this spongy
amalgama is more diflicult to retain than the most finely divided gold, and a larger
proportion of it floats off over the blankets, riffles, or copper plates which may be
arranged for the purpose of arresting it. There is, besides, no evidence that battery
amalgamation possesses, under any circumstances, a decided advantage, for gold ores
not associated with suiphide of siver, over stamping without the use of mercury; and in
some of the most productive districts it is seldom resorLed to,'] (See Philips, pages
177,179.)

" The inclined tables, whether fixed or oscillating, which receive the pulverize'd mineral
from the batteries, are lined throughout with plates of copper, which are amalgamated or
covered with a film of mercury. At the head of the oscillating tables, at the De Wolf mill,
are placed small concave transverse reservoirs, partially filled with mercury, with which the
matters transported by the water are brought in contact, by means of convex cross-pieces
fitting into the mercurial resorvoirs. In other cases, the tables are furnished with a series
of sinall transverse grooves or riffles, also holding mercury, and serving to arrest the part-
icles of gold in their passage. The slope of these, according to Philips, varies from three
and a half to seven degrees. W3 have already seen, that from sixty to eighty per cent.
of all the gold obtained, remains, under favorable circnmstances, in the battery; of that
which escapes witl the liquid mud, the greater part collects ou the first table or at the
head of the second."

" When the working of a mine is properly conducted, and the supply of mineral is
regular, the stamp mill siould work day and night, except when stopped for repairs or for
cleaning up, as the process of removing the amalgam trom the boxes and tables is called.
The frequency of this operation depends upon the richness of the mineral; but in many
mills it takes place every week for the tables, and fcrtnightly for the battery. At the
Ophir Mine, while the batteries are cleaned but once in two weeks, the amalgam from the
tables is collected once in three or four days, and even daily, when the mineral is very rich
in gold, This process, as I saw it at the mill of the Uniacke Cnompany, is effected by a
stream of water froa a hose, which removes the sands from the tables and allows the amal-
gam to be gathered up from the plates. For the batteries, the stamps being raised, and the
grating removed, a jet of water is employed to break up the compacted mass of partially
stamped mineral, which fills the box; the larger fragments being removed by hand, until
the amalgam accumalates at the bottom. The dies are then cleaned and taken up, and the
washed amalgam gathered into a mass, and added to that already obtained from the tables.
The excess of mercury is then remoyed from this by pressing it in chamois leather, or in a
closely woven wet cloth ; after which the amalgam is divided into balls of a proper size and
heated in a cast iron retort, which is previously lined with a paste of clay and water, to
prevent the adhesion of the gold. The portion of mercury which still remains with the
gold being expelled by heat, its vapors are carried over and condensed in water, and at the
end of the operation the gold remains in the retort in the form of spongy masses, whieb,
are melted in a crucible, and cast into ingots."

The pulverized mineral, from which the gold has been extracted by the process]just
-described, is known by the name of waste or tailinqs, and still contains a portion of gold,
which is often considerable in amount. This gold is, in part, in small particles adherent
to, or imbedded in the L o of quartz ; but, in part, also inelosed in the metallie sulphu-
rets generally present, which, as already mentioned, are often rich in gold. Regular
and careful assays of the tailings fron the Nova Scotia mines are as yet wanting ; but,
according to Professor Silliman, in the case of quartz from the Belt Iode of Montagne,
treated in a mill at Waverley, the tailings contained, on an average, 16 pennyweights of
gold ‡o etea, &soays of the waste from the barrel quartz of Waverley, treated in a
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stamp mill at that place gave him nearly 15 dwt. of golI to the ton, while not over 8 dwt.
had been previously extracted, thus showing a loss of nearly two-thirds of the gold present.
At the Port Philip and Colonial Company's mines in Victoria, Australia, where careful
assays of the tailings are regularly made, they are found, while the mean produet of the
quartz is about 9 dwt. to contain on an average 2 dwt. ofgold. Of this, however, a consider-
able proportion is recoverel ; the tailings are concentrated in buddles, by which the sul-
phurets, carrying the greater part of the gold, are separated from the lighter quartz These
concentrated tailings, which contain, according to assays, fromn thrde to four ounees of gold
to the ton, are roasted, and then ground with miercury in a Chilian mill, by which means
eighty-five per cent. of the gold present is extracted. The whole cost of this proCess in
Australia, including washing, roasting, and amalgamation, amounts to about $13.00 the ton.

That a large amount of the gold from some of the Nova Scotia mines is enclosed in
the sulphurets, anI thus ta a greater or less degree escipes the action of tic mercaury, would
appear from the essays of the mispickel or arsenial pyrites. A sample of several pounds
weight of this, from Montague, yielded to Prof, Silliman $276 of gold to the ton, of which
about two-thirds only were coarse gold. The pyrites extracted by washing fram the tail-
ings of two Iodes at Tangier gave respectively $9 and $125, and that from another vein
in the same region not less than $180 to the ton of two thousaad pounds. (See Prof.
Silliman's Report on the Tangicr District.)

Notwithstanding these results, the tailings are generally entirely neglectel in the
Nova Scotia mines, and with then, no doubt, large quantities of gold are lost, which might
be advantageously extracted by concentration and roasting, followed by amalgamation
either in the Chilian miill, the Wheeler or Hepburn pan, or, perhaps, better still, by thd
use of Plattner's process, in which the gold is dissolved out from the roasted ore by the use
of chlorine. Prof. Silliman has suggested that the arsenic may be profitably extracted fronr
the mispiekel by roasting in properly constructed furnaces. By this means it might be
made to yield half its weight of white arsenic, which has a considerable commercial value,
aud would probably pay the expense of roasting the ore. By thus condensing the arsenic,
the injurious efiects which would otherwise result from the escape of the poisonous arsenical
vapors into the air, during roasting, would be prevented.

The system of amalgamation in the batteries, generally adopted in Nova Szotia, is in
many regions replaced by other methods, in which the whole or a large part of the
gold is extracted from the pulverized quartz by washing. In the plan generally adopted, and
for a long time practiced in South America, the rock is crushed beneath stamps, with the
addition of water, but without mercury, and the material escaping from the batteries is
made to flow over inclined tables covered, with coarse woollen blankets, or with bullock skins
dressed with the hair on. The skins or cloths are removed from time to time, and the heavy
material, rich in gold, is removed from them by beating and washing in vats arranged for its
collection. At the Morro Velho mine, in Brazil, according to Phillips, 67 per cent. of the
gold in the quattz' is at once extracted by this process. Of the remainder a portion is lost
in the slimes, but the greater part is obtained by grinding the concentrated tailings in
arrastres, and washing again as before. From the rich material which collects on the
cloths or skins the gold is extracted by amalgamation.

In other parts of South America the grinding of the tailings in the arrastre is per-
formed with the addition of mercury, and the residual gold is thus amalgamated. The
arrastre is a rude tub or basin of Stone, having an upright shaft moved by horse-power, and
carrying four arms. To these are attached, by chains, large blocks of hard Stone, beneath
which, as they revolve, the material placed in the basin with water is slowly ground to
powder. The varions iron amalgamating pans' now in use are perfected forms of the
arrastre, and some of them, as the Hepburn & Peterson pan, are said to be so constructed
as to be very efficient grinders.

In the Grass Valley region, in California, the system of mechanical washing is also
adopted, and for this purpose the sand and water issuing from the batteries are made to
flow over a succession of tables, inclined at an angle of three or four degrees, and covered
with a coarse gray cloth woven for the purpose. In this wày about uine-tenths of the
gold obtained from the rock are extracted. The waste is then passed over tables with
amalgamated copper riffles, by which a farther portion of gold is retained, and finally washed
in buddles to collect the auriferous pyrites present. The arrangement just described is
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regarded by Phillips and by Silliman as the one most advantageous for the treatment of
auriferous quartz. For plans and details of the method, as well as for descriptions of the
various pans, and much valuable information on gold mining, the reader is referred to the
excellent work of Phillips already cited.

It would appear from the Report of the Secretary of Mines for Victoria, for the year
1_867, that a similar system is mach used in that region where there were in operation, at
the end of 1867, 5,529 stamp-heads, with 1,283 rifle board tables and 1,076 blanket tables.*

The fine pulverization of the gold-bearing quartz is a condition of the first importance
for the extraction of gold, and several attempts have been made to introduce more econo-
mical and more efficient means of pulverizing than are afforded by the ordinary stamp
batteries. Of a system lately brought into use, Mr. Michel speaks as follows :-

" I had occasion, shortly before my visit to Nova Scotia, to see in operation at the
Harvey Hill mine, in the Province of -Quebec, a new system of machiney, which promises
to revolutionize the mechanical treatment of auriferous minerals. I speak of the mills of
Messrs. Whelpley and Storer, of Boston, which consist of a crusher and a pulverizer, whose
construction I shall not attempt to describe, but shall only mention the results whieh I saw.
The apparatus at Harvey Hill was arranged for pulverizing the tender copper-bearing slates
of that locality; but three trials were made in my presence with auriferous quartz from
the Chaudière district, aci trial upon one-third of a ton. Eighteen minutes were re-
quired to reduce one ton of quartz to a coarse powder fit for the pulverizer; and the latter
machine in forty-two* minutes reduced the ton of quartz to a powder as fine as that
of most of the stamp mills in Nova Scotia. The quartzose copper slates of Leeds
were pulverized much more rapidly, and reduced to an impalpable powder ; and I am
persuaded of the truth of what I was told by the mecanician in charge of the mills, that a
similar result would have been obtained with the quartz, had the pulverizer been adjusted
for the purpose."

It is proper in this connection to mention the use of sodium-amalgam in the extrac-
tion of gold. It often happons that a portion of the gold in the quartz, from the presence
of an enveloping film, or from some other resson not well understood, is not readily
moistened by the mercury, and consequently escapes amalgamation and is lost. The addi-
tion to the mercury of a minute proportion of sodium in the formi of sodium-amalgam,
however, causes the instantaneous amalgamation of the gold, whether in the batteries or in
the subsequent treatment of the concentrated material in pans or otherwise. The published
results of numerous experiments made with mercury containing a little sodium-amalgam,
both in AÀmerica and in England, show that the loss of gold is much less than with pure
mercury, besides which the loss of a portion of mercury itself by what is called flowering,
and which is considèrable with some ores, is entirely prevented, so that there appears to be
a great economy in its use. But Mr. Michel and myself have been able to test the
advantages of sodium in numerous mechanical assays of gold-bearing quartz.

The use of sodium-amalgam for the extraction of gold, was first made known and
patented by Prof. Henry Wurtz, of New York, and it has also been introduced into Eng-
land by Mr. William Crookes, F.R.S., who for some purposes adds to the amalgam
minute portions of zinc and tin. The use of sodium-amalgam has been adopted to some
extent in Nova Scotia, but has probably not yet received the thorough trial which it
merits. It appears, from the Guide of Mr. Heatherington, that it is adopted in the mills
of the Wellington Co., of Sherbrooke, and the Montreal Co., of Mount Uniacke.

The following additional statistics from the report just cited are not without interest :-It ap-
pears that there were employed in the colony of Victoria, during the last quarter of the year 1867,
13,970 quartz miners, while 800 square miles of auriferous ground, embracing 2,381 aurifqrous veins,
were actually workpd, and the value of the mining plant was £2,079,195. In the year 1866,the amountof
gold extracted from quartz was 521,000 ounces, in addition to not less than 958,000 ounces of alluvial
gold. The returns from the crushing of 861,468 tons of quartz were at the rate of 10 dwt. 16 gr. of
gold to the ton, the number of quartz mniners 14,878, and the average yield of gold for each, for the
year, was £11* 5o 'ld. Since the publication of mining statistics in Victoria there had been crushed,
up to the end of 1866, nearly 4,000,000 tons of quartz, with an average yield of 11 dwt. 23 gr. of gold
to the ton.
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NOTES ON THE DIFFERENT GOLD DISTRICTS OF NOVA SCOTIA.

In the following pages are brought together the principal ifacts of economic interest
known with regard to the prominent gold districts of Nova Scotia, beginning with those
nearest to Halifax. In addition to the personal observations of Mr. Michel and myseIf, I
have embodied much information from the reports of Messrs. Campbell and Silliman, alrendy
referred to and cited, and am moreover indebted for many important facts to the annual
reports of the Chief Commissioners of Mines, and of the Inspector of Mines, Mr. John
Rutherford. Many other statements are also given from recent numbers of the .Mining
Gazette, and occasionally from other sources considered reliable.

LAWRENoETOWN.

The gold district of Lawrencetown, as described by Mr. J. Campbell, lies in a deep
valley extending northward from the head of Lawrencetown E:arbor, about six miles inland
frým the sea shore, and twelve miles to the eastward of Halifax HIarbor:- The rocks are
grey quartzites interstratified with bands of soft blùish shale, and the principal quartz
Iodes follow the dip and strike of the strata ; but these are occasionally intersected by
cross veins of quartz, some of them of considerable thickness. It would appear that
considerable quantities of gold were obtained from this district in the carlier days of its
working, when the land was divided inte small lots of twenty by fifty feet. The surface of the
soil was then, in many parts, covered with rich boulders of quartz detached from the veins
adjacent, which were also readily mined, and often yielded rich produets, even to the
unskilled miner. Great nuibers of small pits and excavations dating from that period,
are seen scattered , over the surface, and are now sources of embarrassment to the
systematic miner. It is certain that only a part of the gold extracted from all these
workings could have been reported to the Commissioner of Mines ; for the whole
declared product of the district for the years 1861, 1862, and 1863 was only 240 ounces,
and none whatever is reported for the four succeeding years, up to the present date.
The want of succcss oI au English Company who constructed a mill, and com-
menced mining operations, here, brought the district into disrepu-te; but within
the last few months, it has begun to attract the attention of explorers, as well as of
capitalists.

In his report dated January, 1868, the Chief Commissioner of Mines remarks that
" the discoveries of gold-bearing lead, during the year, have been considerable, shewing a
large surface for mining operations, and there is no doubt, from present appearances, that
Lawrencetown will in the future be a leading district."

At the time of our visit, in November last, mining operation were in progress on two
propgrties, that of Mr. John Werner, and that of Messrs. Capel, Towjsend and Company ;
the first embracing 300 and the second 200 lots. These lots or mining areas, as defined by
the present mining law of Nova Scotia, have a length of 250 feet along the course of the
Iodes, and a breadth of 150 feet, thus having a superficies of 37,500 square feet, equal to
eighty-six hundredths, or in round numbers nearly seven-eighths of an acre. Owing to the
rainy season, the pits on the Werner property were filled with water, except one of forty feet
deep, which was examined. The vein was from nine to twelve inches wide, of bluish
quartz, and showing grains of gold and of blende, with considerable mispiekel. A mill of
eight stamps, to be moved by water-power, was in progress of erection, and according.to
a statement in the Mining Gazette for March, was in operation and yielding an ounce of
gold to the ton of quartz.

The Capel-Townsend property embraces several groups of gold-bearing veins ; that
which we weie able to examine, known as the Waddilow group, includes thirteen, of which
five are visible in a breadth of about fifty feet, all running castward, with a southward dip,
and varying from four to nine inches in thickness. We examined two of these veins, which
had been opened by shafts of thirty feet, communicating by a gallery. Windlasses worked
by hand were employed for the service of the mine. The quartz, enclosed in slaty walls,
was somewhat ferruginous, and contained, besides visible gold, copper pyrites, blende, and,
a little galena. Soine specimens rieh in gold were shown us, as having been recently taken
from these shafts, the quartz of which was said to have yielded 23 dwt. of gold to the ton.
Aceording te a recent number of the Mining Gazette the quartz from a vein of four feet is
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yielding Il dwt. The position of this property appears to offer facilities for working by
means of an adit, which would serve both .for the extraction of the mineral, and for drain-
age, and would have its opening near the mill which it was proposed to construct on the
site of the old one of the Engleh Company already mentioned, where there is a water-
power, sufficient, iL is estimated, for forty stamps. This new mill, after some unsuccessful
experiments, with imperfect machinery, is now said to be in operation. The wages of the
miners in the Lawrencetown district, and in the gold fields of Nova Scotia generally, are about
$1.25 per day. Recent discoveries of gold in this vicinity have led the Chief Commissioner
of Mines to enlarge this district to nine times its original size. Some interesting details as
to its geological structure have already been given on page 9.

MONTAGUE.

The Mlontague gold district, which is situated between the hkes known by the
names of Charles, Loon and Major, is about seven miles to the east of Halifax, and et
far from Lawrencetown. The mines here at present, are in the hands of two companies,
known as the Albion and the Union. During the four years ending with 1866, this
district yielded more than 3,000 ounces of gold ; but the works of the Albion having been
abandoned during the past year, and those of the Union Company much reduced in ex-
tent, the declared product for the nine months ending with September, 1867, was only
417 ounces of gold ; of which a large part was from the treatment of the old tailings from
former workings, wbich were desulphurized and re-stamped, together with a certain
amount of quartzose slate holding gold. The principal vein, known as the Montague
or Belt iode, has been traced for a distance of half a mile evst and west, and dips to
the southward at a high angle. It is enclosed in two bands of slate, which separ-
ate it from the surrounding quartzite. A thin layer of the sanie inaterial aiso divides the
Iode in two parts. The mean thickness of the Iode proper, is about four inches ; but in
some parts it expands to ten, and even twenty inches. It has been wrought by the Union
Company for a distance of about 500 feet, by means of long open euttings, and by five
shafts, one of which is 115 feet deep, but at the time of our visit in November last we found
the mine temporarily abandoned on account of the great amount of water in the workings,
which, being in part open cuttings, serve to collect the rains. This system, too
often followed hitherto in Nova Scotia, cannot be too strongly reprobated. Very little dif-
ficulty will, in most cases, be experienced in the drainage of the mines in this region, if
care be taken to keep out the surface waters. The quartz of this Iode is highly crystalline,
and besides gold, show iron and copper pyrites, blende, and mispickel. These sulphurets,
according to Professor Silliman, are most abundant near the band of soft underlying slates
which also contains scales of visible gold, and imbedded masses of mispickel of al sizes, up
to fifty pounds weight This latter ore, as already described (page 17) is rich in gold, which
occurs throughout it in plates and strings, and in one instance, formed, it is said, a mass
of twenty-two ounces of solid gold. Several other gold-bearing veins are known here, one
of which, of four or five inches, divided by thin layers of slate, also yields rich specimens
of gold ; and we examined a considerable quantity of rock extracted from a third and thinner
vein, in which gold was visible in a decomposing ferruginous spar, which was associated
with the quartz of the Iode.

The mill of the Union Company, having two batteries of four stamps dach, is erected
about three hundred paces t6 the south of the principal vein, and has a steam engine of
fifteen horse-power. It reduces in twenty-four hours, ten tons of hard quartz, or twenty
tons of a soft slate traversed by little threads of quartz, which was being treated at the
time of my visit, and yielded about 5 dwt. of gold to the ton.

The pyritous character of the mineral at Montague is such that special means are
needed to separate, by concentration and subsequent treatment of the tailings, a large portion
of the gold which escapes the ordinary process of amalgamation, so that it is probable that
nearly one-half the gold in the mineral here obtained has' been hitherto lost. As already

gtated, the assays given by Prof. illiman showed, in the tailings from the Montague Iode,
more than 16 dwt. of gold to the ton. Attempts were made last year, on a small scale,
to' treat a second time these tailings, and with very profitable results. The mining opera-
tions here exhibit the want of a right system, which. would secure the exclusion of surface
water, a constant supply of mineral, and an economical working of the mine, We are in,
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formed that since our visit exertions have been made to improve this condition of things in
the Montague district, and that a steam ongine has been erected on the property of the
Union Company, which will serve both for raising the mineral and for draining the mine.

There seems to be no good reason for the present neglected condition of this district,
which, as we have seen, yielded in four years, not lessjthan 3000 ounces of gold; the
average produce of the minera], in 1865, was, according to the Government returns,. over
$29 to the ton, and $513.35 for each miner.

WAVERLEY.

As described by Mr. Campbell, the Waverly district is upon a broad waved
anticlinal, with nearly cast and west strike. The quartz Iodes which are interstrati-
fled in the quartzites of the gold-bearing series, occupy a position a little over half a
mile in vertical depth below the base of the clay slate division, and have, according to
the same observer, a westward dip on the crown of the arch, -of about one foot in ten
caused by a transverse or north and south anticlinal, which lies some distance to the
eastward. Mr. Campbell, in this connection, calls attention to the frequent occurrence of
dislocations or faults in the neighbourhood of these north and south lines of disturbance,
producing local variations in the angle of inclination of flutings of the beds in different
sections of the'field, and occasionacl displacement of the Iodes. These north and southli Unes
of dislocation are often marked by cross veins of ouartz, generally holding little or no gold,
and often shifting the east and west veins in such a manner as to show that they were
formed in transverse fissures, after the god-earing Iodes were solidified.

The Waverley district is situated about twelve miles from Halifax, near the Windsor
Junction on the Nova Scotia Railwa*. It appears, fron the official returns, that of
97,600 ounces of gold produced in the province from 1861 to the end of September,
1866, not less than 34,395 ounces, or more than one-third came from the mines of
Waverley; the average yield during that time having been 17 dwt. 12 gr. to the
ton of quartz. in the succeeding •year, ending with September, 1867, there were
treated in the Waverley district 11,289 tons of quartz, yielding, 4,135 ounces of
gold, being*an average of 7 dwt. 7 gr. to the ton. The number of workmen employed
during tho year ending as above, was on an average, one hundred and eighty-one,
and the return for each, $422,-the ounce of gold being estimated at $18.50. There
has thus been a marked falling off in the produce of Waverley since 1866, a fact which is
the more surprising, as the veins of this district are developed over a considerable length
and depth, and have shown throughout a great persistance in the distribution of the
precious metal. In his report of December 1, 1866, Mr. Rutherford, the Inspecter of
Mines, mentions the following Iodes (all dipping southwards) as having been wrought in
the Waverley district, during the prceding year: The Tudor and Brodie veins, having a
thickness of from eight to cighteen inehes, the first of these worked by Mr. Birkner,
by the Lake Major Co. and the DeWolf Co., and the second by the latter company only;
the South vein, of fifteen inches, by the Hartford Co.; the Taylor and No. 6 veins, of
fourteen inches, mined-the one by the DeWolf Co., the other by the Boston and Nova
Seotia and the Waverley Cos. Since that time many of the companies then existing, and
among others the Lake Major and Rockland Cos. have sold their interests to the DeWolf
Co. This comeany now possesses, in the Waverley district, one bundred and thirty-one
mining areas, a Chilian mill and two stamp mills,-one with eight stamps, and the other,
an excellent mill, noticed on page 14, having sixteen stamps. Forty-seven shafts and
numerous drifts, both for extraction and drainage, are already opened on the veins belong-
ing to the Company. The depths of these shafts vary from 100 to 250 feet, and upon the
Tudor vein is one of 300 feet, in which is a pump worked by steam power. Wheu we visited
this district, the large mili just mentioned was chiefly supplied with mineral from the
North or Brodie vein; but the working was on a limited scale. It is to be hoped that
renewed activity will be given to this exploitation, which, is already on so large a scale,
an& furnished with such excellent appliances. According to the information then received,
the actual cost of extractin g the minerai varied from $5 to $4 the ton, and that of stamping
and amalgamation was $1, or, by another estimate, $1.50.

The property of Mr. Leopold Bürkner, including two hundred areas, of which only
ten are as yet explored, extends to the westward of the last, on the continuation of the
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Tudor and Brodie veins. Of nine shafts which have been sunk on the first of these veins,
connected by a gallery of about 400 feet long, and have attained depths of from 100 to
250 feet, five have yielded mineral of great richness to considerable depths. That extracted
from shaft No. 2, at a depth of 180 feet, gave over an ounce of gold to the ton. The
quartz from all of these openings is extracted by underhand stoping; the plan of overhand
stoping, at first adopted, having been quickly relinquished on account of the hardness of
the rock. When we visited the property of Mr. Bürkner, all of the shafts on the Tudor vein
were for the time abandoned, and of five on the Brodie vein, two only were being wrought,
one at a depth of cighty, and one at thirty feet, which furnished eighty tons a month ot
quartz yielding 10 dwt. of gold per ton ; the whole cost of extraction and amalgamation
not exceeding $5,25, the working of these two shafts thus gave a monthly profit of $400.
Mr. Bürkner had also, at that time several trial pits on the South vein, about a quarter of
a mile south of the Tudor vein, which had already given satisfactory results. This vein
is observed, in its western prolongation, to turn towards the northwest, assuming a south-
west dip, and will probably be found to join one of the veins on the north side of the anti-
clinal axis. Numerous other Iodes have been observed in the Waverley district, some of
tbem within, and others without the limits of the properties alrcady mentioned, but they
have not as yet, for the most part, assumed any special importance. The barrel quartz of
Laidlaw's Hill, in the eastern part of the district, is, howe-ver, to b e bxcepted. This has
already been noticed, and its structure explained on paf e 7. It is apparentyiv a quartz
Iode exposed on the crown of an anticlinal which runs a few degrees to the north of east.
The corrugations gensrally present the form of wave-like undulations, rarely that of tight
folds, and in one exposure, a little to the westward, tle sanie, or another quartz Iode,
appeared as a nearly horizontal sheet. A shaft sunk about forty feet south of a point
where the barrel quartz was found at a depth of twenty feet, iled to meet it at sixty
feet, showing apparently a rapid southern dip of the Iode on that side. A similar corru-
gated structure, to some extent, was observed in another Iode farther west, which dipped
about forty-five degrees to the southward. The barrel quartz is somewhat banded in its
structure, and holds calcite in parts, apparently a subsequent deposit, filling fissures in the
quartz. A similar case was observed in the highly laminated Iode of barrel quartz from
Upper, Stewiacke, where both calcite and pyrites have evidently been deposited in irregular
cross fissures in the lode. (See pages 8 and 9.)

In 1862 and 1863, this deposit was extensively mined, and offered great advantages from
the facility and cheapness with which the quartz was extracted. Thus it appears, from the
report of the Chief Commissioner of Mines for 1863, that during the last three months of
1862, the average product of each miner on the barrel quartz was nine tons a month,
while in' other localities it did not exceed two or threc tons. Some portions of
this quartz have been exceptionally rich. Thus a mass of about two cubie feet was
extracted in 1862, from which gold to the value of $4,500 was obtained, while the adjacent
portions of quartz, for a considerable distance, proved to be quite barren. The average
yield of the barrel quartz, in 1863, was said to be not over 5 dwt. to the ton. The great
loss of gold observed by Prof. Silliman, iii the treatment of this quartz, has already been
noticed on page 16. After having been abandoned over three years, the mining of the
barrel quartz was resumed in 1866, by Mr. DeWolf. The previous workings had been
by stripping off the overlying rock and quarrying the bed of quartz in the open air; but it
is now extracted by means of narrow subterranean cuttings, the openings, after the removal
of the auriferous quartz, being filled up with the waste rock. The ordinary thickness of the
barrel quartz is from eight to twelve inches ; but it is subject to considerable variations. Its
ordinary yield in7 gold is said to be at present from 6 dwt. to 10 dwt. per ton; though rich
specimens are occasionally met with. Mr. Bürkner, who has two areas of the barrel quartz,
employed upon it, at the time of my visit, twelve miners, who got out 100 tons a month.
The total cost of the extraction and treatment was $4.50 the ton, which gave an average of
7 dwt., giving thus a clear monthly gain of $250.

We have already spoken of the stamp mill of Mr. Bürkner (page 15). It has twenty
four stamps, weighing 780 pounds each, with cast-iron heads. The lift of these is fifteen
inches, and the number of strokes from fifty to sixty a minute. , It is arranged with
oscillating tables, and has for its motive power a water-fall, whose force is estimated at 120
horse-power. The total cost of this establishment has been 820,000, but Mr. Biirkiitr
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says that such a one could be erected for $13,000. It has for a long time treated at the
rate of from thirty-five to thirty-six ton- of quartz in twenty-four hours. The cost of
extraetion of the quartz froim the veins is from $4 to $9, according to their dimensions,

Ind i cost of stamnping and amaligamation from eO.50 to $0.75, according to its greater
er less hardncs. Mr. Birkner himself directs the working of the establishment, from
whicl Le lrs already received large profits, and has employed two hundred workmen at an
average of 81.25 a day. According to the last report of the Chief Commissioner of
Mines, there is probably no district in the province where mining is so eeonomically car-
ried on, and crushing so cheaply donc as in Waverley, and he asserts that " a Iode averag-
ing fifteen inces in thickness is now worked at a depth of 300 feet at a cost of 8 dwt. to
the ton." On account of the geat depth of soil the workings have hitherto been chiefly
confined to a very narrow beilt, and the district is as yet but very imperfectly explored.
It is not easy to explain the falling off in the produce of Waverley, but it can hardly be
attributed to impoverishment, and still less to exhaustion. In the opinion of Mr. Michel,
most of the present workings '"'have reached the greatest depth at which they can be profitably
wrought under the present conditions, and will require, for the future, special arrange-
ments and powerful machinery to make the veins productive." Meanwhile there is
an extensive field for exploration.

We had no time to examine the workings of the Boston and Nova Scotia Company;
but Mr. Rutherford in his Report for December 1866, tells us that this company had sunk
on the No. 6 vein, to the south of the Tudor, four shafts, one of them 180 feet in depth.
On the west side of this latter shaft the Iode had been stoped from the surface to within
a few feet of the bottom of the shaft, while a good deal.of stoping had also been done to
the eastward. The Iode had a thiekness of fourteen inches. From what we were told
when at Waverley, it appears that the company still continued these workings and was
then extracting quartz which yielded over an ounce of gold to the ton, from a shaft of ninetyý
feet on the North vein. The mill of eight stamps is worked by a steam engine.

To treat thirty-five tons of hard quartz in the mill of Mr. Bürkner there are required
the labour of five breakers and feeders, making ten for the twenty-four hours; but for
softer slaty mineral eight are sufficient. Besides these, the services of a skilful
mechanic or engineer are required.

The loss of mercury in the process of amalgamation, as carried on at Waverley, is but
small; due care being of course taken to recover that which is separated in distilling the
amalgam. According to Mr. Bürkner there were consumed, in the treatment of about
7,000 tons of quartz at his mill, 115 pounds of mercury, whieh, at $0.65 the pound, is
worth $47.75, being very little over one cent for the ton of mineral. This is equal to
nearly .017 of a pound of mercury to the ton; according to Mr. Ashburner's tables, the
loss of mercury in different Californian mills varies from less than .003 to .030, and even
much more. The cost of treatment in some of the water.mills of California does not exceed
that of Nova Scotia, ranging from 80.67 to $1.04, thougi in many cases much greater.
(Geology of California, Vol. 1., Appendix.)

OLDHAM.
To the northward of Waverley, and at a distance of five and a half or six miles,

after passing over a trough partly filled by the strata of the clay slate division of the gold-
bearing series, we come, says Mr. Campbell, to another great anticlinal fold exposing the
quartzites. On this band, at a distance of two miles east from Grand Lake, the gold
district of Oldham is situated. The horizon of the gold-bearing Iodes according to the
same observer, is seen, from the section of the railway cutting, to be not much less than
2,500 feet from the summit ,of the cfuartzite division. The mines are opened in a deep
narrow valley, which extends for some distance along the anticlinal, and have afforded very
rich products. From 1861 to the end of September, 1866, this district yielding 5,208
ounces of gold, the average per ton being 18 dwt. 2 gr. la the succeeding year, to the
close of September, 1867, there were treated only 960 tons of minerai, yielding 1,359
ounces of gold, being an average of 1 oz. 8 dwt. 7 gr. per ton. During the first quarterof
the year thirty-six workmen were employed daily, and during the second quarter sixty-five.

The Oldham district is thirty-two miles from Halifax, and is reached by a public
conveyance from the Enfield station on the railway-three and half miles distant. At
the time of our visit, on the twenty-sixth of last November, the workings were for the most
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part suspended-not more than thirty miners being employed. Of the five stamp mills,
only one was in operation at that season, and even that was for the time undergoing
repairs. This mill, belonging to Mr. W. Shaffer, was, we were told, supplied in part by
the mineral from his own workings, but treated also the mineral furnished by other pro-
prietors in the district, who paid at the rate of $3.50 a ton for crushing and amalgamation.
Mr. Shaffer had also a Chilian mill, which was then unemployed; but, atcording to the
.Mining Gazette, has lately treated seventeen tons of quartz with a yield of 23 oz. 4 dwt. of
gold, and it would appear, by recent accounts, that there are signs of renewed activity in
this district.

The workings of Oldham have generaily been by open cuttings on the slope
of the veins, sometimes carried to the depth of sixty feet. One of these, on the
Hall Iode, has a length of 160 feet, and attains, in pans, forty feet, at which depth
the vein is said to be lost, but is perhaps only displaced by a dislocation. The vein is
very irregular, and in some parts contracted to a slender seam, which is then very
rich in gold. Beside these open cuttings, however, there arc numerous shafts; one
of these on the Britannia Iode, which dips northward about seventy degrees, has
attained a depth of 108 feet. There are said to be known in this district, about sixty-
parallel quartz Iodes, running east and west, in a breadth of about half a mile. These
Iodes, corresponding to one-half that number of interstratified sheets of auriferous quartz,
are symmetrically arranged on the north and south side of the anticlinal axis, witli opposite
dips. They have been traced for about a mile and a half from west to east, but in this
direction disappear from the effect of a north and south synclinal. Several of the
more southern beds, having a south dip offrom forty-five to sixty degrees, are sceen to curve
gently towards the north-east, assuming a south-east dip, which, in one case, can be fol-
lowed until it becomes east-south-east. Four of these Iodes have been more or less opened,

,and workings were going on in two of them for the purpose of extracting the quartz, which,
along the side of a hill, was easily removed by stripping off the overlying beds of quartzite.
The surface of these layers exhibited, in a marked manner, the ribbed or fluted appearance
already mentioned. These ribs resembling, on a smaller scale, those of the barrel quartz
of Waverley, were inclined downwards to the eastward, at a considerable angle,
apparently coinciding with that of the east and west anticlinal axis. To the north
of the axis a single northward-dipping Iode has also been followed till it curves southward
aud assumes and north-east dip, evidently turning around to meet one of the southern Iodes.

The thickness of the Iodes in this district varies froMn one to fifteen, and in some in-
stances twenty inches ; and one to the south of the anticlinal, attains several feet. The
enclosing rocks here, as in the other districts, are quartzite, more or less schistose, with
bands of slate. Several transverse veins have been observed in this district, generally of
small dimensions, and traversing alike the quartzite and the slate. One of these, as de-
scribed te me by Mr. IR .G. Fraser, of Halifax, is worthy of notice, as an exception to the
generally sterile character of these cross veins. It was traced in a north and south diree-
tion, across beds of quartzite, for a distance of thirteen feet between two east and west Iodes,
which were themselves poor in gold. The cross vein was twenty-fdur inches wide at the
surface, but diminished to four inches at eighty-six feet, and te two inches at ninety-six
feet, where it was abandoned. It was said te consist of quartz with sone chloritie matter
and a greenish dolomite, all carrying gol. Mispickel and the usual sulphurets were alo
found. From 185 tons of the matter from this vein there were extracted 519 ounces of
gold. Bitter-spar, holding gold, was also met with in one of the east and west Iodes,
and calcite, with small quantities of pink orthoclase felspar, was found in thin seams in the
slates.

The old workings in this district are of such nature as to be often very embarrassing
o those who would undertake systematic mining. They have been carried on without

plan or forethought, and it would seem solely with reference to immediate returns, without
regard for the future of the mining district; so that the whole field presents an appearance
of great disorder. This is the more to be regretted, as the structure of the region is such
that certain preparatory labours undertaken in common, and well directed, would have
greatly facilitated the working of the veins. The richness of these is such that it appears
probable that a judicious and skilful expenditure of capital wouli restore to Oldhim its
former productiveness, and make of it an important gold district.
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RENVREW,

To the northward of the Oldham anticlinal, according to Mr. Campbell, we cross
a belt of Clay slate belonging to the upper division of the gold series, and occupying
a synclinal, before arriving at the sixth and northernmost anticlinal of his section, on
which is situated the Renfrew gold district. The mining operations at Renfrew, le tells
us, have hitherto been confined to the Iodes on the south side of the anticlinal, those to the
north side being covered by a considerable depth of drift derived from the Clay slates, or
from the Upper Silurian rocks, which overlie the gold-bearing series a short distance to the
north. Mr. Campbell detected large exposures of quartz in two localities to the westward,
along the same anticlinal, one about ten miles distant, where the River Hebert crosses it
obliquely, and where gold was found in the drift and in the quartz; and another seven
or eight miles farther westward, a mile and a half to the east of the post road from Halifax
to Windsor, and about nine miles distant from the latter place. It is highly probable that
careful explorations may detect, at some points along this line, other outcrops of the rich
auriferous Iodes of Renfrew. In February, 1853, when Mr. Campbell wrote the report
from which the preceding details are cited, the declared production of gold for Renfrew
was only 508 ounces ; but since that time, the yield has rapidly augmented,-the official
returns from 1861 to the end of September, 1866, giying a total of 9,898 ounces of gold,
with an average yield of 1 oz. 8 dwt. to the ton of mineral. During the succeeding year,
ending Sept. 30th, 1867, there were crushed in the Renfrew district 7,700 tons of
mineral yielding 9,401 ounces of gold, which is equal to an average of 1 oz. 4 dwt.
4 gr. to the ton. The product for each laborer employed during these twelve months
was not less than $895.30. These figures suffice to shew the great prosperity of the
Renfrew district, in which we found at the time of our visits in November and December,
1867, three mining companies in operation, employing in all 225 or 230 workmen.

The Ophir Mining Company, under the direction of Mr. E. B. Prince, was organized
in 1866 in Boston, with a paid-up capital of $100,000, in shares of one dollar each, which
are now at a premium of seventy-five or eighty per cent. The property comprises nineteen
lots,-the three upon which the principal mining operations are carried on, having been
bought for 81,600. Three lodes are here mined,-known as the North, South and Brook
veins, which run east and west, with a dip of about forty-five degrees to the south, The
first of these really consists of three contiguous veins, divided by slaty layers, the breadth
of the whole being from eighteen to thirty inches. Al of the material extracted from this
Iode, with the exception of some adhering fragments of sterile rocks, is submitted to the
stamps. Five shafts are sunk on this North vein, at intervals of 100 feet; they are num-
bered from east to west, and have, in this order, the respective depths of 60, 128, 130, 156
and 140 feet. They are connected by about 500 feet of galleries, opened at different levels,
for the extraction ot the mineral, which, as well as the water, was raised to the surface by
means of horse power. At the time of our departure, however, a pump was being fixed in
the deep shaft of 156 feet, connected with a steam engine of twenty-five hors--power,
which will also serve for raising the mineral from the adjacent shafts.

The three quartz layers of the North vein became so thin to the eastward, that the
easternmost shaft was abandoned at the depth of sixty feet; but we were informed that to the
westward, beyond the limits of the Ophir Co., they unite in a single vein of seven or eight
inches. Upon the South vein, which is about one hundred and fifty feet to the south of the
one just mentioned, six shafts have been sunk, numbered from east to west, and having,
in December last, the depths of 145, 150, 165, 162 and 156 feet. The shafts, Nos. 1, 2
and 3, have distances of 120 feet between them; while the others are at intervals of 100
feet. Galleries for the purpose cf extraction, having an aggregate length of 700 feet,
have been opened at different levels, one of which, at a depth of fifty-five feet, starting from
the shaft No. 3, connects the whole. The thickness of this vein in the easternmost shaft
is only three or four inches, but it gradually thickens towards the west, and in the shaft
No. 6, attains a breadth of ten inches. The lifting of the mineral and of the water from
the mine, was effected by horse-power, but preparations were at the tirne being made to
drain the whole by means of a pump over shaft No. 5. to be worked by the engine on
the North vein. On this account workings were temporarily suspended in some of the
shafts of the South vein. The mining on the Brook vein, about 700 feet to the south of
the South vein, consisted of a single shaft of the depth of seventy feet, from which the
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mineral and the water were raised by an apparatus moved by water power. The working
at the Ophir mine is by underhand "stoping-the method of overhand stoping, at first
adopted, having been abandoned on account of the inevitable loss from the falling of the
small fragments of rich ore among the waste rock. The height of the benches varies from
six to twelve feet. The sides of the vein are first taken down, and the barren rock is, as
far as possible, separated, and placed behind on scaffoldings construeted for the purpose.
The rich mineral is next removed, and taken down from stage to stage, to the place where
the tubs for bringing it to surface are ready to receive it.

The working of the Ophir mine is conducted in a systematic manner, and with great
activity, as is shewn by the fact that 1,550 feet of shafts, and 1,300 feet of drifts had
already been opened in the North and South veins. The veins are enclosed between a
schistose quartzite, which forms the overlying rock, and a slate, which lies beneath. Gold
is visible not only in large grains in the quartz, but also in plates and strings in the slates
which enclose and separate the quartz layers. Rich specimens, exhibiting both of these
conditions, were extracted in our presence from shaft No. 6, on the South vein. The tender
slates which underlie, and are interlaminated with the quartz, are estimated to yield 5 dwt.
or 6 dwt, of gold to the ton, and are stamped with the richer mineral. The North and
South veins have preserved their geVeral aspect and their richness with great regularity,
to the depths already noted, and everything leads to the conclusion that the working may

-be carried on for a long time under favorable conditions.
We have aiready given, on page 14, the details with regard to the stamp mill of the

Ophir mine, which we censider the best mill in Nova Scotia. From its establishment to
December 1, 1857, it has pulverized and amalgamated 6,730 tons of mineral, yielding
9,795 ounces of gold. During the first four months of this time but sixteen stamps were
iD operation, and it is only since February 1867, that it has Leen working with itl full
number of twenty-four stamps.

We are not able to examine the workings of the New Haven and Renfrew Co., and
paid but a rapid visit to those of the Hartford Co., two CoDnecticut companies, both in success-

li operation, and under the direction of Mr. C. W. Allen. The property of the Hartford
Co. includes ninety-five lots, upon six of which are kncwn about twenty veins, from three
to twenty inches in thickness. Eleven of these were counted in a breadth of about 250
feet. They are enclosed, like those just described, and have an east and west course, with
a southern dip, but exhibit in one place an abrupt turn towards the north or north-west.
The workings on this property, which were in great part suspended during our visit, con-
sist often shafts, and as many galleries, the depths varying from 30 to 160 feet, and
the length of the galleries from 75 to 150 feet. The mineral and the water are raised
to the surface by horse whims or by windlasses. Besides gold, of which very rich speci-
mens are met with, mispickel, galena, iron and copper pyrites are found in the quartz of
these veins, portions of which yield 4 oz. of gold to the ton, the average being 2 oz. The
stamp mill, which we saw in operation, is moved by a waterfall estimated to be equal to
twenty horse-power. It consists of two batteries, each of four stamps of 700 pounds
weight, having a lift of about ten inches, and making from sixty-five to seventy strokes a
minute. It is said to pulverize and amalgamate according to its greater or less hardness,
from six to nine tons of mineral in twenty-four hours.

The mineral under treatment at the time of our visit, was from the McLeod vein,
about a quarter of a mile to the north of the North vein. This McLeod vein, which has
like the others a Isouthern dip, is about a foot in width. We saw upon it two shafts of
eighty and ninety-five feet, situated about a hundred feet apart, in one of which work was
going on. This same vein further to the eastward, is mined by the New Haven and Ren-
frew Company.

The price of labour in Renfrew is from $1.20 to $1.25 a day. The cost of extraction
,of the mineral varies from $5 to $12, according to the size of the veins; and the cost of
crushing and amalgamating from 50c. to $1.50, according to the hardness of the mineral.
At the Ophir mine, the cost of the mineral brought to the surface is estimated at $7, and
that of the subsequent treatment at 70e. the ton.

The Honora4le Robert Robertson, Chief Commissioner of Mines, thus speaks of the
district of Renfrew, in his Report dated January 10,1868. " From being the third in rank
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last year, and the fifth in years previous, it has placed itself first this year, having produced
nearly 900 ounces more of gold than any other district, and is only second in profit to
Sherbrooke, each man employed having earned $895.30 for the year. This result may
well inspire the miners in depressed districts with confidence ; since from being one of the
poorest districts, it has in a short time become one of the most productive,"

UNIACKE.

The history of this new gold district is given as follows, by Mr. Hamilton,
the late Chief Commissioner of Mines, in his Report of December 1st, 1866-Early in
that year a party of explorers in the township of Uniacke, discovered Iodes of gold-bear-
ing quartz, which were so promising and attractedso much attention that before midsummer
there was already taken up, under leases and prospecting licenses, a larger area than in any
other gold district in the Province. The tract of land thus occupied belongs in part to
the estate of the late Hon. Richard T. Uniacke, and its centre is nearly three miles in a
north-west direction from the Mount Uniacke station of the Windsor Branch Railway.
It is the most elevated gold-mining district in the Province, being about 560 feet above
the sea level.

A road was laid out by the Government from the station to the new district, where
a village of fifty houses has grown up within the past year. The successful results already
obtained shew that the district is one of great promise. The oflicial report for the year
ending September 30th, 1866, shewed only 73 ounces of gold for Uniacke, the average
produet being 2 oz. 17 dwt. 5 grs. to the ton. The labors since that time have been in a
great degree exploratory, and the result obtained, for the most part, are such as do not
appear in the official report. The published returns for 1867, shew, however, that there
were treated, up to the 1st October last, 1,212 tons of mineral yielding 917 ounces of gold,
giving an average of 15 dwt. 15 grs. to the ton. The number of work men having been
on an average thirty, the produet of gold for each one was $584. T lie area over which
auriferous Iodes have been observed in this district has a breadth of about one and a half
miles from north to south, and, it is said, not less than six miles from east to west. The
dip of these Iodes is nearly vertical, but with slight northward and southward inclination
on the two sides of the field. Here, as elsewhere, there are examples of dislocations,
probably connected with north and south undulations. The further study of this large
area will doubless present many points of geological interest. The Iodes of Uniacke
present similar cbaracters to those of other districts already described, and are
inclosed in quartzite, generally with linings of slate. Their thickness varies from one inch
to several feet, and the large veins are frequently divided into several layers by thin
intercalations of slate. Besides gold, galena, iron and copper-pyrites and mispickel occur
in the Iodes, the latter in sore instances in large proportions.

During our visits to Uniacke, in December last, we found two regular workings,
and several explorations going on, occupying in all about sixty laborers. The property of
the Montreal Company comprises twenty-one lots, in three of which are said to be about
thirty veins, varying from an inch to four feet in thickness ; one of these, named the
Logan vein, had been opened by two shafts, one of which was then worked, and had
attained a depth of fifty feet. This vein, which is from ten to twelve inches in thickness
is divided by several thin layers of slate. At a depth of about twelve feet was a gallery,
extending for about thirty feet along the vein, from which quartz, rich in visible gold,
was theu extracted. The service of the mine was by means of a hand windlass. The
stamp-mill of this Company has a steam engine and eight stamps, but leaves much to be
desired as to its construction; it was, besides, only running at intervals, for the reason that
the single smali working did not suffice to furnish a constant supply of mineral. It is
to be regretted that a property of such excellent promise should not be worked in
a more eflicient manner. According to the Mining Gazette for March, this company
was then extracting quartz whose yield of gold was from three to four ounces to the ton.

The Uniacke Company, which is directed by Mr. Macintosh, was organized in
Boston by Mr. C. T. McClure, who has also established the Ophir Company of Rienfrew,
and the Wellington and Palmerston Companies of Sherbrooke. The property of the
Uniacke Company includes 121 Iota, three of which are being, wrought, and exhibit twenty-
five veins, varying from six inches to ton feet in thickness. Three of these were mined at
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lie time of our visit. The principal vein, designated the Old Lead, had a thickness of
welve inches, and was divided by several thin layers of slate. It was then yielding

mineral holding visible gold, from a depth of 100 feet. The quartz is taken ont from the
drift by underhand stoping, and, like the water, is raised to the surface by means of a horse
whim, The treatment of eighteen tons of this mineral, during one of our visite, yielded about
50 ounces of gold, or nearly three ounces to the ton. Mining was at the same time going
on at another place, a few feet south of the Old Lead, where a group of thin veine, up to
an inch in thickness, occurs interstratified in a layer of slate. A little more than a foot of
this Iode is crushed, and was yielding about 2 oz. of gold to the ton ; the mineral was ex-
tracted by an open cutting about fifteen feet deep. This same slaty band is mined at
another point a little further to the west, where it has a greater thickness, but is less rich
in gold. Still another opening had been made on a vein of a foot in thickness, to the south
of the last, and from a depth of 30 feet was said to yield 15 dwt. of gold to the ton. In
these various workings, the rock and the water were raised to the surface by means of
windlasses. The price of labor in this district is, on an average, $1.25 a day. According
to the Mining Gazette for March, the crushing of 117 tons of mineral by this company,
early in February, yielding 132 oz. 16 dwt. of gold.

The mill of the Uniacke Co., constructed by Mr. Peter Monteith, cost, we were in-
formed, $3,000 ; it has two batteries of four stamps, weighing 600 pounds each, shod
with steel, and is moved by an engine of eight horse-power. The lift was fifteen inches or
more, and the strokes sixty-five in a minute. This mill pulverizes eight tons of mineral
in the twenty-four heurs, and the amalgamation is effected in the batteries, which are fur-
nished with fixed tables, covered with amalgamated copper plates.

The Mitchell vein, in this district, is worthy of notice as one of the few examples ob-
served in Nova Scotia of a quartz Iode enclosed between two walls of quartzite, without
accompanying slate. This vein, which has a thickness of two or three inches, yielded near
to the surface as much as 13J oz. of gold to the ton, and its richness at fifty feet though
less, was still exceptional. Its working was at that time abandoned on account of its nar-
rowness and the hardness of the rock. Other important gold-bearing Iodes have been
discovered in its vicinity, and are included in the property of the Alpha Company, recently
organized, and possessing eighty-eight lots, with a mill of eight stamps, worked by steam
power. Two small veine, to the north and south of the Mitchell vein, are noticeable from
having been affected by numerous small dislocations, the effects of which are well displayed
on the exposed surface of the hard grayish quartzite.

Interesting peculiarities may be observed in other parts of this district. Upon some
lots there being explored by Mr. Bûrkner, a group of small veins intercalated with slate is
seen to form, 150 yards further to the east, two large veins, separtaed by a band of eight
inches of slate; while not far off the reverse of this ie observed in the case of a vein of two
or three feet, which a hundred feet farther on is represented only by five or six small seains
of quartz interstratified with slate.

We were unable from want of time, to visit the lots of the Westlake Company, and also
those belongings to Mesrs. Hall and McAlister, upon both of which explorations werebeing
carried: on with very satisfactory results. Further working of these properties have given
products of unusal richness. According to the Mining Gazetta for February, thirteen
tons of quartz from a Iode on the land of the Westlake Company gave not less than 234 oz.
6 dwt. of gold, or more than 18 ounces to the ton. This result is doubtless exceptional,
but fifty-five tons from the same property are said to have since yielded 201 oz. 10
dwt., and Messrs. Hall and McAllister, from a depth of seventy feet, had extracted six
tons of quartz, producing 22 ounces 7 dwt. of gold. The official reports for these few
months are not yet reoeived, but there seems no doubt of the great richness of the quartz
Iodes in this new gold district.

BHEEBROOKE.
This mining district is situated near the so coast, to the north-east of Halifax,

and about 60 miles from New Glasgow, from whieh station, on the Nova Scotia railway, a
publie conveyance rune daily to the town of Sherbrooke on the east bank of the St. Mary's
River near its mouth. The mines are on the opposite side of the river, and about a mile
and a balf from the ferry.

Gold was discovered here in 1861, and from that time up te the end of September,
1866, this district had, according to the official returns, produced 19,101 ounces of gold;
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the average yield for the whole time, being 1 oz. 16 dwt. to the ton. In the succeeding
year, ending September 30, 1867, there were treated in this district, 5,809 tons of quartz,
which produced 8,522 ounces of gold, or about one-third of the entire yield of the province
for that period, the average being 1 oz. 9 dwt. 8 gr., to the ton of mineral. The average
yearly product of gold for each miner in this district, for the last threc years, has been
equal to $1,379,40, and for the last year, as may be seen by the table given in the Appen-
dix, amounted to not less than $1,592.58. Sherbrooke, therefore, ranks first among the
gold-producing districts of Nova Scotia.

The mines in activity at the time of our visit, on the 20th of November, 1867, were,
those of the following companies, viz.:-The Wellington, the New York and Sher-
brooke, the Hayden and Derby, the Dominion and the Palmerston Companies, but their
works having partially suspended during the winter, the whole number of workmen em-
ployed was net over 180.

The property of the Wellington Mining Company includes nine acres, upon which nine
auriferous veins are known. Of these the principal is also mined to the cast on the lots
of Mr. Cumminger, where it is said to have yielded 1 oz. of gold to the ten. Its thickness
on the property of the Wellington Mining Company is from fifteen to twenty inches, and
its dip about forty-five degrees to the north. It is worked by two shafts connected, at the
depth of 140 feet, by a gallery. The castern shaft, which had at the time of our visit a
depth of 215 feet, was then yielding quartz rich inWvisible golf. The rock is raised by a
steam engine of twenty horse-power, which also serves for the drainage of the mine. The
Iode is overlaid by a band of several feet of black slate, and it was in the portion adjoin-
ing this that the greatest part of the gold seemed to be accumulated. The yield of the
mineral was said to be over two ounces to the ton; but according to the MJining Gazette
for February, the treatment of 100 tons, completed on the 4th of January, gave 394 ounces
of gold. The mineral is pulverized and amalgamated in a mill having four batteries of
four stamps each, worked by a steam engine of fifteen horse-power, and capable of treating,
according to its greater or less hardness, from sixteen to twenty tons of mineral in twenty-
four hours. The tables are fixed, and have the form of sluices. This establishment is
justly regarded as one of the best in the region, and employs about forty laborers whose
wages average $1.20 a day.

The mines of the New York and Sherbrooke Company,and those oqthe Hayden and Derby
Company are both situated to the westward of the Wellington. Our time did not permit
us to visit the first; and1we made but a rapid examination of the second, but obtained from
reliable sources the following information with regard to these two establishments.

The New York and Sherbrooke Company have about forty lots, on which are known
twenty-five lodes, varying froin an inch to three feet in thickness, and running somewhat
north of east, with a dip of about forty-five degrees to the northward. Although a dozen
shafts have been sunk, only five of them, connected by drifts, were being worked at the
time of our visit. The depth of the principal shaft was then 170 feet, and it was yielding
quartz whose average produce was two ounces to the ton. The mill of eight stamps, with
the shaking tables, is worked by a steam engine of fifteen horse-power. This establish-
ment, like the last, employs about forty workmen, and although for some time in a depressed
condition, is now progressing under skilful management.

The property of the Hayden and Derby Company consists of only seven lots, which con-
tain a dozen gold-bearing veins of from two to twenty-four inches in thickness, dipping like
the last. The working is carried on by six shafts, connected by galleries, and by an open
cutting of 100 feet on a vein of from eight to fifteen inches. The mill has fifteen stamps
in three groups; .it is provided with shaking tables, and is worked by steam power. The
mean produce of the mineral from this mine was said to be three ounces to the-ton. This
establishment employed, at the time of our visit, about twenty workmen.

The mines already mentioned, are situated to the north of the road passing through
the village of Goldenville, which has been built up on this gold district. To the south of
the road are the mines of the Dominion and Palmerston Companies. The first of these was
organized in May, 1867, and includes nine lots, two of which have been wrought since
1863, and are known to contain about twenty veina, which offer many points of interest.
To the south of the Dominion vein there are seen, in a small breadth, numerous veins run-
ning to -the north of east, and nearly vertical, but with a alight dip to the southward. They
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bave generally a layer of slate on the north side, separating them from the schistose quartzite,
which here formas the predominant rock. To the north of the road, on the contrary, the
black siates appear to prevail. These facts, taken into connection with the dip, would seem
to show that we are here near the axis of the anticlinal, and that the repetition of the slaty
portion, with its accompanying veins, but with a southern dip, may be expected southward.

Among the veins of the Dominion Company are two of about a foot each, separated
by only the same thickness of quartzite. Two others, of cight and four inches, are sepa-
rated at the surface by a considerable thickness of quartzite, which in descending becomes
thinner, while the Iodes augment, and finally, at a depth of twenty-flve feet, unite in a
single Iode of about twenty inches. Several of these have already been found to be auri-
ferons. The principal Iodes are those known as the Dominion and Palmerston veins, the
last about 100 feet to the north of the other. They, were, at the time of our visit,
wrought by means of two shafts furnished with windlasses, and each 85 feet in depth.
At this level it was proposed from the Palmerston shaft to open two galleries, the one
northward to the limit of the company's property, and the other southward to meet the
Dominion vein-the sinking of the Palmerston shaft being continued to serve for the
draining of the mine. The southern gallery was alrendy being opened in November last,
and according to the Mining Gazette, for April, had intersected a mass of veins, which,
in a breadth of twenty-two feet, contained more than fifteen feet of auriferous quartz, upon
which a level had been driven thirty feet to the westward. The future working will have
for its base the Dominion vein, from which it is proposed, by transverse drifts, to commu-
nicate with the veins still farther to the southward.

It had been found necessary as a preliminary te the successful working of this pro-

perty, to fill up the old workings, thus excluding the surface waters. Although the labors
at the time were thus, in great part, preparatory, and with reference to the future of the
mine, considerable quantities of quartz had been extracted, which was lately estimated at
800 tons. That from the Dominion vein holds visible gold, associated with iron and cop-

per pyrites, and portions of chlorite, which also forms thin slaty layers in the Palmerston
vein. In the latter the gold is associated with mispickel. The working during the win-
ter employed only about twenty men, who received on an average $1.25 a day. The con-
struction of a etamp mill, is in progress, but was wisely deferred until the preliminary
labors should bave opened the ground to such an extent as to ensure a constant and abun-
dant supply of mincral. The skill and forethought displayed by the director of this mine,
Mr. Stephen Goodali, not less than the abundance and apparent richness of the mineral,
are such as should secure the success of this mining enterprise.

To the west of the Dominion Company are two other workings, those of the Boulder
mine and the'Palmerston Co. At the former there was but a single shaft, then at a depth
of 63 feet, from which, by means of a windlass, was being raised quartz, seemingly rich in
gold, and charged with mispickel. Our time did not allow an examination of the Pal-
merston Company's mine, but as it is an establishment too important to be passed over in
a notice of the district, we cite the following details from Mfr. Heatherington's Guide to the
Gold Mines of Nova Scotia, already referred to. This company was organized in Boston,
in November, 1866, with a capital of $100,000, American currency. The shares, originally
of $1 each, now bring $2.15. The property of the company consists of 29 lots, of which
only four are now worked. The average yield of the mineral, including portions of the
slate which are crushed with the quartz, is stated at one and a quarter ounces the ton, and
the meau cost of extraction and treatment is $(.70. The company employs 40 miners,
and owns a mill and shaft-house worth $6,000. The yield for some time past bas been at
the rate of 200 ounces of gold per month.

The financial statement of this company from its commencement, as given in the Min-
ing Gazette for January, is as follows, in American currency:-

Receipts from November 10, 1866, te October 28, 1867 $85,515.59
Expenses at the nine..................................835,1 66.61
Cost of erecting ten-stamp mill...................... 7,287.50 $42,454.11

Net profit....................................................... 43,061.48
Deduet dividend of 25 per cent................... 25,000.00

Balance ............................................... $18,061.88
20
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We saw the mill of the Palmerston Company, which consists of a single battery of
four, and two united of three stamps each, and has a steam engine of ten horse-power.
The lift of the stamp is about twelve inches, and the number of strokes was seventy per
minute. This mill was said to treat on an average, ten tons in twenty-four hours, and is
provided with tables having lateral oscillations.

The total yield of the Sherbrooke district for the twelve months ending December
31, 1867, was 9,463 oz, 18 dwt. of gold; being an increase of 3,634 ounces over the pro-
duce of the preceding year. The returns for the month of January, 1868, show 4,368 days'
work, 600 tons of ore raised, 550 tons crushed, and an average yield of 1 oz. 3 dwt. 13 gr.
of gold to the ton of 2,000 pounds ; the gross product having been 647 oz. 1 dwt. 6 gr.
Great activity exists in this district, and several new companies have been organized since
the date of our visit.

WTINE HAitBOR.

This gold-mining district is situated ninety miles eastward fromî Halifax, about
ten miles from Sherbrooke and four miles from the mouth of the St. Mary's River.
The auriferous quartz Iodes are met with over a belt of nearly a mile from north to south,
and are in thick bedded quartzite, gencrally associated with thin layers of finely-laminated
bluish shale, which greatly facilitate the process of mining. The attitude of the Iodes,
which are here, as elsewhcre, regularly interstratified with the enclosing rock, 'is nearly
vertical, and their course about east and west. They are occasionally displaced by trans-
verse dislocations.

The gold district of Wine Harbor was for sone time one of the most prosperous in the
province, and its falling off during the last two years is not apparently due te any decrease
in the richness ofits mines. Accordiiig to the official returns, this district yielded from
the discovery of gold in 1861 to the end of September, 1866, 13,402 oz. of gold, the mean
produce beirg 1 oz. 3 dwt. to the ton of quartz. In the succeeding year, ending 30th Sep.
tember, 1867, the whole amount of mineral treated was only 1,667 tons, yielding 764 ounces
of gold, or but 8 dwt. 13 gr. to the ton. At the time of our visit in November last, three
mines only were in activity, employing in all about fifty miners, the workings being partly
suspended.

The Eldorado Company has thirty-two lots, upon two of which are known five veins
from six te eig-hteen inches in thickness. Several shafts, one of seventy feet, are said to
have been sunk on this property, where, however, we saw only a single work in progress,
employing five or six men. This was an open trench at the level of high water, running
north-north-east, with the design of meeting at a distance of 500 feet, the shaft of 70 feet
which is sunk on the so-called iNIiddle vein. This cutting, which had at that time a length
of 330 feet, had net intersected any vein of interest. The workings at the Middle vein
had. been interrupted on account of the water in the excavations, but the riehness of the
material which had been previously extracted from this vein, was such as to justify the
construction of this gallery. This Company has a mill of twelve stamps, and a puïmp for
the removal of water, both worked by steam power.

The Orient Company has thirteen lots on the point of land known by the name of
Barasois, upon which numerous veins have been discovered ; of these, the principal, which
we examined, known as the Rankey vein, had a course a little to the south of east, and dip-
ped at a high angle to the northward ; its thickness was from ten to twelve inches. It
was opened in 1866 by means of four shafts, two of which have reached depths of 90 and
100 feet, and are connected by a gallery of 150 feet. The surface was here covered with
twenty-five feet of soi. We were unable to get more precise details relative to this mine at
the time of our visit, the operations being then suspended, and the mill taken down, prepar-
atory to the erectien of a better one. The average yield of the mineral from the Iode has
been 17 dwt. of gold te the ton.

The company recently organized under the name of the Provincial Company las
thirty eight lots, upon which are known six nearly vertical veins, from three inches to
three feet in thickness. Many of these lots have been worked since 1862, and have yielded
large returns te the different parties formerly owning them. One of these, the Caiedonia
Company, obtained in six moaths $200,000 of gold. The most important workings on
their property have, however, been on the so-called Hattie Iode, which appears from the
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report of the Inspector, Mr. Rutherford, in December, 1866, to have embraced several
veins of different thicknesses, included in a breadth of seven feet. At that time several
shafts had been sunk to depths of from 70 to 183 feet, and nearly all the Iode between
these had been removed.

The Hattie Iode is about 700 feet te the southward of the Middle vein, and so near
the margin of the sea that it bas been found necessary to exclude the waters at high tido
by means of a dyke. The four shafts sunk upon this Iode on the property of the present
Provincial Company are from 90 to 240 feet in depth, and a gallery 300 feet in lengtlh has
been opened at a depth of 180 feet.

The raising of the minerai and the drainage are effected by means of a steam engine
which bas cost $8,000. The quartz which we saw taken from the depth of 180 feet was
rich in visible gold, particularly near to the walls, where it was seen in large grains, and we
were assured that thé average produce was two ounces of gold to the ton. The mill
consists of two batteries of four stamps each, with fixed tables, and lias a steam engine of
twelve horse-power; its cost was said to be $4,000. The weight of each stamp was 400
pounds, the lift ten inches, and the number of strokes sixty-five a minute. At the time
of our visit, only one of the batteries was in operation. It reduces less than a ton in twenty-
four hours for each stamp, but the pulverization is extremely fine, a condition which is
very favorable to thorough amalgamation. This establishment employed at that time from
twenty to twenty-five workmen.

Recent accounts shew a renewed activity at Wine Harbor, which bas suffered from
imperfect drainage and from the want of sufficient machinery, but under proper manage-
ment, will probably again assert its old position as a rich gold-producing district. Consid-
erable alluvial gold bas been in former years obtained at Wine Harbor.

STORMONT.

The gold district of Stormont lies some distance to the eastward of Wine Harbor,
and embraces witbin the limits Seal Harbor, Country Harbor, and Isaae's Harbor. Some
details with regard to its geology and mineralogy have already been given, on pages 7 and 9,
from the report of Mr. Campbell, according to whom the whole of the coast between Coun-
try Harbor and Isaac's Harbor presents quartz Iodes, which might be mined with advan-
tage. It appears, from the last report of the Chief7 Commissioner of Mines that explora-
tions with very satisfactory results were, last year carried on at Seal Harbor, and also at
Country Harbor, from which, however, there are no returns since 1862, when twenty-four
tons of quartz yielded forty ounces of gold. Twelve miles beyond, at Isaac's Harbor,
considerable mining work has been done, and with most encouraging results, as will appear
from the oficial returns, which show, up te the 30th September, 1866, a total yield of
6,636 oz. of gold ; the average yield per ton being 2 oz. 2 dwt. 1 gr. During the last year
there were treated 1,149 tons of quartz, which gave 1,505 oz. of gold ; being an average of
1 oz. 5 dwt. 8 gr. te the ton. The average number of miners employed during the year
was forty-five, and the product for each man $618.75. In his last report, the Honorable
Commissioner of Mines informs us that "this year (1867), as compared with the last, gave
an increase of 450 ounces, with a much smaller quantity of quartz crushed, and a larger
yield per man." The great difficulty of access, except by water, has hitherto prevented
the development of this large and promising gold district. Profitable alluvial washings
were wrought here in 1862, but have since been abandoned.

TANGIER.

The first discovery of gold-bearing quartz in Nova Scotia appears to have been made
in 1858, by Captain I/Estrange, R. A., in what is known as Mooseland or Old Tangier,
about twelve miles from Tangier Harbor or New Tangier.

Both of these localities are included in the Tangier gold district, which is described
as having a length of about fifteen miles and a breadth of two miles. At Tangier Harbor,
according to Mr. Campbell, clay slate, generally blue, but sometimes olive colored, is the
predominant rock, interstratified however with hard flinty bands stained with oxyd of
manganese, and with beds of dark white-weathering quartzite. l the opinion of Mr.
Campbell the beds, which appear on the crown of the anticlinal, belong to the uppermost
part of the gold series, of which only the summit bas been exposed by denudation. The
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veins run nearly east and west, with the strike of the beds, and have a southward dip of
from ten to thirty degrees from the vertical, as described by Professor Silliman in his
valuable report on this district, made in 1864. These veins are subject to considerable
variations in size, being sometimes reduced to mere films, and again rapidly assuming a
considerable thickness. It is perhaps from. irregularities of this kind, or from disloca-
tions connected with the cast and west folds, that the Iodes have Seemed in some cases
to traverse the strata in dip. Professor Silliman describes the productive veins as parallel
to the beds, which are however intersected by cross Iodes, gencrally sterile. The produc-
tive veins offer the same general characters as those of the other districts already des-
cribed. We were not able to visit Tangier, but cite the following facts with regard to its
yield of gold:-

It appears from the official returns that from 1861 to the end of September, 1866,
there wère extracted 3,457 ounces of gold, the average yieid being 18 dwt. to the ton of'
quartz. For the succeeding year, however, ending the 30th September last, only 486 tons
of mineral were treated in this district, yielding 395 oz. 18 dwt of gold, being an average
of 18 dwt. 7 gr. to the ton.

This district appears to have been injured by unskilful mining, and to have fallen into,
perhaps, undeserved neglect; recently however attention has been again turned to it, and
a vein opened in Strawberry Hill is said, by the illning Gazeuie, to have afforded, in Jan-
uary and February last, 44 tons of quartz, which yielded 106 ounces of gold. The Moose-
land, or Old Tangier field, is so diflicult of access that few attempts have hitherto been
made to work it ; we however saw at Halifax, numerous specimens of extraordinary
richness whieh had been extracted by Mr. Adams, of the Beneficiary Company of
Boston, from different excavations made last autumn at Mooseland. One of these spe-
cimens weighed twelve ounces, of which eight were estimated to be pure gold. Since
that time regular working has been established, and the returns are said to be large. The
Iodes here are described as numerous and having a southward dip.

Considerable quantities of alluvial gold were obtained in 1861 and 1862 from washings
near Tangier Harbor, the official returns giving from this source about 150 oz., but it is
supposed that only a small portion of the gold then found was accounted for te the Govern-
ment. One mass of twenty-seven ounces, the largest yet found in Nova Scotia, was obtained
here. A small lake near Tangier Harbor, having an area cf fourteen acres, and known as
Copper's Lake, was a few years since drained, with the expectation of meeting in'its bed
a rich deposit of alluvial gold. There was found beneath a layer of mud and vegetable
matter " a stratum of glacial drift and tough clay." Prof. Silliman informs us that " on
sinking pits anywhere on the drained surface to the under-elay, and washing the dirt,
gold is found in small unrounded nuggets, just such as are seen in the quartz, quite rough
and free from any mechanical action." le found it accompanied by a heavy black sand,
half of which was magnetic, the remainder consisting of titanic iron with epidote and
garnets. The amount of gold, however, not being so great as was expected,' this enter-
prise was abandoned.

THE OVENS.

This name has been given to a gold district embracing a peninsula on the western
side of the harbor of Lurenburg, and comprises an area of a mile and a half long and
three-quarters of a mile wide. Several smafl caves in the side of a promontory facing
the sea have, from their fancied resemblane to ovens, given its name to the district. The
rocks here exposed are referred to by Mr. C ampbell to the same anticlinal as those of Tan-
gier Harbor, and, like that district, exhibit chiefly the slaty upper meinbers of the gold-
bearing series. The strata here are nearly vertical, and have a direction, according to Mr.
Poole, fifteen degrees te the south of west. There has as yet been very little quartz minig
in this district, though gold-bearing veins have been found, and from recent accounts it
appears that a mill is to bc erected there. / The official returns from 1861 to 1864, shew
1,282 ounces of gold from the Ovena distret, but nonc since that date ; of this the greater
part, over 1,000 oz., was from alluvial iwashings in 1861 and 1862, since which time the
washings have been abandoned, and though it is said that preparatiôns are being made to
work them during the present year.

Numerous other localities of gold-bearinig quartz have been discovercd, nearly fifty in
79 88
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all, but of the eighteen which have been officially proclaimed and surveyed, those already
noticed include the only ones that have as yet assumed any importance. Among others to
which some attention has been drawn are Gold River, Chester, Upper Stewiacke, Mosher's
River, Chezzetcook, Musquodoboit, Ship-Harbor, Sheet Harbor, Scraggy Lake and Killag.
The latter is in Halifax County, about ten miles from Sheet Harbor, and on the east side
of a tributary of the Middle River, called the Killag stream. Mr. Birkner the enter-
prising proprietor of mines at Waverley, is now preparing to erect a steam engine and
stamp mill in this locality.

GAY'S RIVER.

This district, which has been already alluded to, deserves mention in passing, for al-
though it has ùever hitherto assumed any importance as a gold field it is not without interest
in a geological point of view. It is situated about twelve miles to the eastward of the
Shubenacadie station on the Nova Scotia Railway, where, at Corbett's mills, on a small
tributary of Gays River the upturned clay slates of the gold-bearing series, are overlaid by
nearly horizontal beds of a red and gray conglomerate belonging to the Carboniferous series.
These beds are, at the mills, but a few feet in thickness, and are overlaid by a mass of drift,
and by beds of stratified sard and clay. The slates are exposed in the channel of the mill.
etream, and good sections of the overlying strata are seen in its banks. The lower portions
of this conglomerate abound in flattened scales of gold, sometimes a quarter of an inch in
diameter, and have been mined by means of levels driven into the banks of the brook at
the junction of the two formations. A foot or more of the base of the conglomerate was
thus removed, and being crushed and washed in a pan or rocker yielded rich returns.

Gold has also been found in the drift overlying the conglomerate, whieh is itself evi-
dently but an ancient consolidated drift, dating from the Carboniferous period. A small
quartz vein, having a dip to the east of seventy degrees, is said to have been detected in
the underlying clay slates. Quartz veins without gold occur in the slate hills of the
vicinity.*

CAPE BRETON.

In his report for 1863 Mr. Campbell has given some interesting notes of an examina-
tion made by him, of the north-western shore of Cape Breton Island, from the Strait
of Canseau to Cape North. le found alluvial gold in the sands of two streams falling
into the Gulf of St. Lawrence to the south of Port Hood, and in one of these, L>ng Point
River, the precious metal was abundant.

Further to the northward, on the Margaree, the Bedeque, and the Wagamatcook or
Middle River, which flow, in the lower part of their course, througlh broad rich valleys,
eut outof Carboniferous rocks, gold was constantly detected in numerous trials made by
washing gravel, not only from the river beds, but from the neighboring alluvial deposits,
and in such quantities that Mr. C. expressed the opinion that gold washings on the north-
east branch of the Margaree, and on the Middle River, would prove remunerative. The
region has since been proclaimed a gold district, under the name of Wagamatcook, but we
have no account of further explorations.

Gold was also observed along three streams near Chetticamp, the first one a little to
the westward of that settlement. and two others about seven and fifteen miles to the east-
ward, known as Steep Mountain River and Lazare, or Red Point River. Beyond these to
Cape North his search for gold in several streams was unsuccessful. The rocks along this
coast, beyond the limits of the overlying Carboniferous strata, are described as apparently
Upper Silurian and Devonian strata, much altered, and affected by undulations, whose
general course is N. 200 E., so that an oblique section highly favorable to examination is
presented by the shores of the Gulf. The north-western part of this region afforded no
gold, but yielded evidences of copper, zinc and silver. The latter metals were observed on
the Mackenzie River, which falls into Grand Ance or Limbo Cove. Here, besides veins
of zinc ore (calamine), from three to nine inches in thickness, were remarked others of a
soft spar holding native silver. In addition to this Mr. Campbell found native silver dis-
seminated in smali grains in the gravel of this river, not only near the Gulf but for
several miles up its course.

• The above description of the Gay's River deposit in condensed fron one copied into Mr. Michel's
notes from a source unknown to me.
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CONCLUSION.

A table from the report of the Chief Commissioner of Mines, showing the returns of
the gold mines of Nova Scotia for the year ending September 30th, 1867, is given in the
appendix to this report. In this table are given for eaeh gold district the average daily labor
employed, the number of mills with steam or water power, the number of tons of quartz
crushed, the average yield of gold to the ton, the quantities of alluvivl gold, the total
amount of gold, and finally the annual return for each miner employed, the price of gold
being estimated at $18.50 the ounce, which, as we have seen, is considerably below the
real value. A column giving the maximum yield per ton from each district bas been
omitted, inasrLuch as it is deduced from the treatment of lots of ore of exceptional richness.

It is impossible to determine with precision the total amount of gold obtained from the
mines of Nova Seotia since their discovery. The Department of Mines was not organized
until 1862. and it was not until the following year that complete returns were obtained.
Fron this it results that no accurae estinate can be given of the amounts of gold obtained
in 1860, 1861 and 1862, though they are supposed to have been not inconsiderable. The
official returns for the last six years, based on the gold lor which the royalty of three per
cent. bas been paid, are as follows:

1862................ .......................................... 7,275 ounces.
1863..............................................b......................... 14,001Î "
1864................................................................... -920.023 "
1865...................................... ................................. .25 454t "
1866............................ .................. 25,204J "
1867............ ................. ............. 27,583 "

Total...... .......... ............. ....................... 119,5411 ounces.

The value of the above amount of gold, at the Government price of $18.50 the ounce,
is, $2,211,F'08 ; but at $20, which is about the worth of the Nova Scotia gold, it amounts to
$2,390,081. If to this we add the unreported gold obtained in the first two or threeyears,
we may conclude that the whole product has been equal in round numbcers to about two
and a half millions of dollars. This amount is doubtless snali when couipared with the
production of regions like California and Australia, where the yield of some single mines
surpasses the whole annual production of Nova Scotia. As we bave seen in a note to
page 18, the quartz mine of Victoria employed, in 1866, 14,878 miners, and yielded 521,-
000 ounces of gold. The mean yield to the ton of quartz was, however, only 10 dwt. 16 gr.,
and the produce for each miner £117. 5s. 7Wd. or 8570.71, while for Nova Scotia these
amounts were respectively 17 dwt, 23 gr. and $765. la Victoria the whole amount of
quartz crusbed up to the close of 1866 was nearly 4,000,000 of tons, with an average yield
of 11 dwt. 23 gr., while in Nova Scotia it bas equalled not quite 100,000 tons, with an average
yield of over 20 dwt. of gold to the ton. It is to be remarked that with improved systems of
mining and working, both in Victoria and Nova Scotia, poorer materials may be wrought
with profit, so that while the average product of gold per ton diminishes, the return for each
miner increases. We have but to consult the table given below to see that the produce for
each miner is -roportionate not so much to the richness of the quartz as to the skill and econo-
my of the management, whicb, within the last year has raised the production of Renfrew
and Sherbrooke to such high figures. It may however be afnrmed that the average yield
of gold to the tou of rock, and also to each miner, is greater in Nova Scotia than in any
other auriferous region known.

It may well excite surprise that so little mining has yet been done id Nova Scotia,
where gold is known to be spread over an area of not less than 6,000 square miles, and
where, notwithstanding the want of skill of the early adventurers, and the lack of capital,
such remar-kable results have already been obtained. Thelodes of this region, wbieh are
very regular in structure, have been shewn to preserve their richness to depths of 200 and
300 feet, and from their geological relations there is every reason to believe will continue
unchanged to the greatest attaiuable depths. To this it may be added that the price of
labor is moderate, not exceeding $1.25 a day; fuel, both wood and coal, cheap and abun-
dant the region healthful, and easily accessible from abroad. When all these things are
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taken into consideration, it would appear that no other gold-mining region offers sucl
inducements to the introduction of capital and skilled labor, and that these alone are
required to make Nova Scotia one of the great gold-producing regions of the world.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your most obedient servant,

T. STER RY HUNT.

APPEN DIX I.

STATEMENT shewing the average daily c h< employed, the amount of quartz
crushed, the yield of gold per ton of qu;tz, tho quantities of gold from allu-
vial mines, the yield of gold per ton in h district and inthe whole province,
and the value of the average yield of goal per man employed in mining, for
twelve months ending September 3O, 1867.

(Froma the Report for 1867, of Hon. Robert Robertson, Chief Commissioner of Mines for Nova Scotia.
Appendix B.: see ante page 35.)

i 7 'r Alluvial jTotal yiold Average yield
DISTRICTS. C 1 1 per inan for

tooTaon a'Hrr...old. 12 month,

et $18.50 per

0- !jLoz. dwt. gr. oz. dwt. gr., oz. dwt. gr.oz

%ine Harbor...... .................. 2 33 2 4 3 1 1505 2 3 $618 60
Sherbrooke ..................... 99 5 5 ... 5809 1 9 8.'8522 8 Il 159259
Tangier ........... 19 4 2 2 16 39516 3
Montagne ......... . .... .... 19 1 1 ... 214 1 4171321 406
Waverley . .............................. 181 5 4 1 11289 7 . . 4134 18 17 42263
Oldham......... ...,...... ............ 52 4 3 1 ý60 187........... 359122 48388
Renfrew .... ........................... 189 5 3 2 77701 1 4 4........... 9401 2101 895 30
Uniacke ............... ....... 30 3 3... 1212 i5 15. 947 1I7 58400
Unproclaimed and oter Districts. 9 2 117 3 4 28 278 55

6635 271 81 30673j17 23 49 1 15 1275S3 6 971 765 00

APPENDIX No. IL.

The following numbercd clauses are extracted from the present mining law of Nova
Seotia, passed May 10, 1864, and include the principal points relating to mines of gold

1. The word mine in this chapter shall mean any locaity in which any vein, stratu
or natural bed of coal or of metalliferous ore or rock shal or niay be worked.

2. Gold-bearing quartz shal be held to Tean ail auriferous rock in sit2t.
3. Gold elsewhere than in rock in sîtl2 shahl mean alluvial mines.

10. The Governor in Couneil, on being satisffd of the discovery of gold in any
locality, may, by proclamation iji the Royal Gazette, declare sucli a locality to, bc a gold
district, and assign limits and boundaries to, sucb district, and tromu tirne to time, enlarge,
contract, or otherwise alter sach limit$.

Il. Quartz mines ahal, so far as local peculiarities or other circumstances inay permit,
bc in general laid off in areas of one zundred and fifty feet. along a qugrz Iode, by two
hundred and fifty feet acrose, which shall hereinafter be known and described as areas of
clama -Number One.
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12. Areas shall be laid out, as far as possible, uniformly, and in quadrilateral or rect-
angular shapes. M4easurements of areas shall be horizontal, and each area shall be bounded
by lines ve'rtical to the horizon.

12. Alluvial mines, not under lease at the time of the passing of this Act, and
alluvial mines under lease at such time, but which shall hereafter be surrendered by their
lessees, or become forfeited to the Crown, shall be laid out, so far as local peculiarities will
allow, as directed in the case of quartz mines, the courses of the respective boundary lines
of such mines to be decided by the Chief Commissioner of Mines; and the advance pay-
ments, or rents and royalties, shall be the same as quartz mines.

** * * * *

17. The advance sum to be paid upon any application made after the passing of this
Act, for a gold mine, shall be at the rate of two dollars for cach area of class Number
One ; but nothing herein contained shall prevent the repayment of royalty accruing from
the leased premises, or any such advance sum paid in accordance with any former Act of
this Province.

18. Applicants for leases of mining areas in private lands, may arrange, by agree-
ment in writing, with the proprietors, for leave to enter, and for easements, and for damage
to lands ; and in such case the agreement shall be deposited with the Chief Commissioner,
or Deputy Commissioner for the District, and the applicant shall thereupon be immediately
entitled to his lease, and to enter and mine upon the area applied for.

* * * * * *

29. All leases shall be for the term of twenty-one years ; but the holder of any such
lease may, at any tiue, surrender the same by notice in writing signed by him, and filed
in the office of the Chief Commissioner of Mines ; but nothing therein contained shall be
construed to discharge him from liability in respect of any;covenants in the lease, for or in
respect of any Act, matter or thing, for which, at the date of such surrender, he was liable
under the terms of lease.

30. Such leases may be forfeited on failure to pay the stipulated royalties, other
than those arising from quartz crushed at a licensed mill, or to keep employed annually
on the demised premises, the number of days' labor hereinafter specified, or to comply with
any other of the provisions and stipulations in lease contained.

* * * * * *

32. There shall be employed annually on the demised premises a number of days'
labor, equivalent to one hundred days for every Number One area composed therein. But
any lessee, holding ton or more, but less than twenty areas, of class Number One, in any
Gold District, will not be required, during the first year of his holding, to keep more than
three-fourths of the number of days' labor above rcquired to be performed per area; in
like manner, if holding twenty or more, but less than thirty of such areas in the same
district, he shall be required to keep employed only one-half, and if holding thirty or more
only one-fourth the above required number of days' labor, during such first year. * * *

* * * * * *

38. The Chief Commissioner of Mines may issue licenses to search for gold, to be
called '' Prospecting Licenses," which shall be subject to the rules prescribed by this Act.

39. Such Licenses may include any area not exceeding one hundred acreas in extent,
so as the"same shall be laid off in quadrilateral and rectangular figures, and shall not in
length exceed double the breadth thereof.

40. Such Licenses shall be in force for any period not exceeding three months from
the date thereof.

41. All applications for prospecting licenses shall accurately define by metes and
bounds, the lands applied for, and shall be accompanied by a payment at the.rate of fifty
cents per acre for every aere up to ten acres in extent, and twenty-five cents for every acre
in addition to that extent.

* * * * **

42. The holder of a prospecting license, who shall have fulfilled all the terms and
conditions thereof, shall be entitled to a renewal thereof for a second period of three months,
upon like terms, and conditions, except that the price of the same place shall be only half
that paid on the previous application.
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45. Within the period for which the license, or renewed license, is granted, the party
holding the same shall be entitled to solect any area or areas, not exceeding one quarter
of a mile on the Iode, and in breadth five hundred feet, comprised therein in form as de-
scribed in this chapter, and shail be entitled to a lease of the areas selected upon the terms
imposed herein.

* 4. * * * *

47. On all leases of gold mines, and prospecting licenses to search for gold, tbere
shall be reserved a royalty of three per cent. upon the gross amount of gold mined.

48. The discoverer of any new mine shall be entitled to a lease for twenty-one years,
free from advance payment or royalty, of an area of class Number One, as prescribed by this
chapter.

49. No person shall be considered the discoverer of a new quartz mine, unless the
place of the alleged discovery shall be distant, it on a known Iode, at least three miles from
the nearest known mine on the same Iode, and if not on a known Iode, at least one mile at
right angles from the course of the Iode ; if in alluvial workings, at least two miles dis-
tant from any previously discovered mine.

* * * * * *

55. Each licensed mill-owner shall separate from the yield or produce of gold of
each lot or parcel of quartz, as erushed, three parts out of every hundred parts of such
yield. as the portion thereto belonging, and payable to Her Majesty as royalty; and shall

pay the sane in such weekly or other payments as the Chief Commissioner of Mins shall
order, into the office of the Chief Conimissioner of Mines or his deputy for the district, or
otherwise shall pay as aforesaid, the equivalent in money for the same, at the rate of nine-
teen dollars and fifty cents per ounce troy for smelted gold, and eighteen dollars and fifty
cents troy for unsmelted gold.

56. So soor as gold shall be obtained by amalgamation, or otherwise, from any par-
cel or lot of quartz crushed at any licensed mill, three parts in the hundred of such gold
shall forthwith thereafter be and become the property of Her Majesty.

57. In case any licensed mill owner shall fail to pay such three parts an the hundred
of gold, or money in lieu thereof, in the mode and at the time prescribed by this chapter,
he shall be liable to an action at the suit of the Commissioner of Mines, as for money had and
received to bis use, for the value of said gold, estimated at nineteen dollars per ounce troy.

* * * * * *
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RETURN
To an Address of the HoUSE OF COMMONS, dated l6th December, 1867; For a

Statement of all Fines imposed and Seizures made in the County of Digby,
for breaches of the Revenue Laws, since the first day of July last ; such

Statement to show also the amount realized from such fines and seizures, and

which or how much of said fines were remitted and seizures abandoned, with

the reasons for such remissions and abandonments respectively; especially all

correspondence between the Government and their agents in Nova Scotia, on

the one hand, and the owners of a vessel called the "Union," owned in said

County, on the other, relative to the seizure of said vessel and of other pro-

perty, and the imposition of a fine upon said owners for violating said Revenue

Laws; such Statement to shew also the particular breaches of the Law for

which such fines and seizures were imposed.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STÀTE,
Ottawa, 6th May, 1868.

(In accordanoe wih the recommendation of the Joint Committee on Printing, the above
Return i not prinied)
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RETURN
To an Address of the HousE of COMMONS, dated *th April, 18U8; for

Statement shewing

lst. The amount of Securities of all descriptions, whether Bonds or Stock,

issued by the Dominion of Canada, since the lst July last; what rate of

interest tho same bear, the nature of such securities, and the terms and

conditions on which they were issued, and where and by whom ;

2nd. The amount and number of Tenders below par for any such Securities;

3rd. The number and amount of Tenders at par ;

4th. The amount accepted, and at what rates, and the number of allottees;

5th. The charges incurred or paid in respect of the negotiation of such loans

whether for Commission or Brokerage.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
hcrétary of S ate.

DEPARTMENT 0f TES S30RETARY 0 OTAE,

Ottawa, 4th May, 1868.
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RETTRN to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 6th April, 1808, relatingr
to the Issue of Public Securities, &c., since the Ist July last.

INFORMATION ASKED FOR.

The Amount ofSecurities of al]
descriptions, whether Bonds or
Stock, issued by the Dominion of
Canada, since the lstJuly last,what
rate of Ihterest the same bear, the
nature of such securities, and the
terms and conditions on which th ey
were issued, and where and by
whom ?

The amount and number of Ten-
dors below par for any such Securi-
ties.

The number and amount of Ten-
ders at par.

ANSWERS.

Nova Scotia Bonds, bearing Interest at six per
cent. per annum, amounting to £325,000 sterling,
have been sold by MessrF. Baring, Brothers & Co.
(and assumed by the Dominion), at par, on tLe terms
stated in annexed proposal, " marked A."

Canada Dominion Stock sold on ternis stated in
minute and proposals, viz :-

Canada Doninion Stock, is;sued to the amount of
$1,600,000, under Act 31 Vie., cap. 4, sec. 5, bear-
ing Interest at the rate of six per cent. per annun-
subject to terms and conditions defined by the Act,
and Rules and Regulations prescribed by the Gover-
nor General in Council.-(See papers appended,
" markel B and C.")-Issued at Ottawa, by the
Receiver Generail.

For Nova Scotia Bonds, none,
For Dominion Stock, 61 Tenders, for $735,500.

For Nova Scotia Bonds, 10 Tenders, for £225,000.
For Dominion Stock, 145 Tenders, for $1,600,000,

subsequently subdivided among 183 holders.

Theamountaccepted,and at what All Tenders at par accepted. None under.
rates, and the number of Allottees. amount and number, Sec previous question.)

The Charges incurred or paid in
respect of the negotiation of such
loans, whether for Commission or
Brokerage.

(For

Commission, Charges and Brokerage on Sale, and
negotiation of Nova Scotia Bonds........... £5,062 los.

equal @ 91 per cent. 824,637 50
Commission, Charges and Brokerage on Sale, and

negotiation of Dominion Stock.
In Cash............................ $12,500 00
la Stock....... ........ 10,000 00

822,500 00

N. B.-In addition to the foregoing it may be mentioned, that Old Provincial Debentures of New
Brunswick have been sold, since the 1st July, 1867, amounting to $20,000, the proceeds being carried
to Dominion Account, the Dominion assuming the debt.

RECEIVER GENERAL'U DEPARTMENT,
Ottawa, lt May, 1868.

T. D. HARINGTON,
D.R. G.

A. 1868
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(Copy.) (A.)

NOVA SCOTIA SIX PER CENT. BONDS.-REDEEMABLE 1886.

Dîviclends payable lst January and lst July.

Messrs. Baring, ]rothers & Co., are instructed by the Minister of Finance of the
Dominion of Canada, t> offer for sale £225,000, Bonds of Nova Scotia, authorized by an
Act of the Legislature of that Province, passed the 1 8th day of April, 18G4, for the Truro
and Pictou Railroad, bearing 6 per cent. interest,and redecmableon the lstJanuary 1886.

They are now prepared to receive application for the above-mentioned £225,000 Bonds
of the Province of Nova Scotia. which will f'orm part of the debt of the United Dominion
;f Canada, bearing interest at 6 per cent. per annumi, payable at the Office of Messrs.

Baring, Brothers & Co., on which the 1st Coupon will be payable on lst July 1868, and
the Principal redeemable on the 1st January, 18,at the samne office, on the following
terims :

The subscription price will be par, say 100 pcr cent., payable 1st January, 1868, or
previously, at the option of the purchasers, under discount at the rate of 5 per cent. per
annum.

Each application must bc accompanied by a deposit of 5 per cent, on the amount ap-
plied for, and no tender for less than £100 can be entertained.

The Bonds will ba for £500 and £100, and 5 per cent. having been paid on applica-
tion, the remaining 95 per cent, must be paid on or before the 1st January, 1868.

Allotments will be made in the order in which applications come in, until the list is
comupleted, but no application wilL in any case be received later than four o'clock, on
Saturday, the 14th instant,

8, BISIOIPSGATE STREET WIT[IIN,
5th December, 1867.

(Forn cf Application.)
NO.

NOVA SCOTIA SIX PER CENT. BONDS, 1b86.

To Messrs. BARING, BROTHERS & CO.,
8, Bishopsgate Street within.

GENTLE MEN.-Jlaving paid to vou £ being 5 per cent. on an application
for £ of the above loan, request you to allot to that amouirt
of Bonds, in conformity with the conditions of your Circular, dated 5th December, 1867.

Gentlemen,
Your obedient servant

(Receipt.)
No.

NOVA SCOTIA SIX PER CENT. BONDS, 1886.

Received the day of December, 1867, on account of the above Loan, the sum
of being the deposit required on application for an allotment of £

e
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(B).

CANADA DOMINION STOCK

Issue A of81,500,000.
1. Tenders in the form annexed will be received up to noon on the 31st day of

January, 1868, at the following places :-
At Ottawa-At the Office of the Receiver General.
" Hal oh, N.BAt the Offices of the Dominion Paymasters.

" Quebe, N
Montreal, At the Offices of the Bank of Montreal.
Toronto,

Tenders in the Provinces of Quebec and Ontario will be forthwith forwarded to the
Treasury Board of Ottawa, and will be opened in the presence of the Board.

Tenders in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick will be opened in the presence of the
Dominion Paymaster and an Officer of the Financial Agents at the Office of the Dominion
Paymaster in those Provinces.

The allotments will be made to the highest bidders, and should the applications ex-
ceed the total issue and it become necessary to diminish the allotments to parties tender-
ing at equal rates, a proportionate reduction from each application will be inade.

2. Tenders will be received for the sum of one hundred dollars ($100) or any multiple
thereof.

The Government will not bind itself to accept any tender below par.
A deposit of ten per cent. will require to be made within two days after the party

tendering is advised that Lis tender is accepted, and in default thereof his tender will be
disregarded. The remaining ninety per cent. must be paid on or before the 2nd day of
March, 1868, on penalty of forfeiture of the deposit. Ali deposits must be made to the
credit of the Receiver General, at any Office of the Bank of Montreal where provisional
receipts will be given.

3. When any person has deposited the total amount of bis Tender to the credit of the
Receiver General, a-d when any person has had stock already subscribed transferred to
his name, he may receive a certificate of stock, but such certificates shall not be transfer-
able and surrender thereof may be exacted before any new transfer is allowed.

All stock inscribed at any of the above-named Offices inay be transferred to any othor
of such Offices upon the execution of a transfer in the formn which niay be prescribed.

Until the currencies of Nova Scotia and the rest of Canada are assimilated, holders of
stock inscribed in Nova Scotia desiring to bave their stock transferred to Offices in other
parts of the Dominion and vice versa, will pay or recuive a prernium equal to the difference
in the value of the standard dollars of Nova Scotia and the rest of Canada.

4. Interest will be payable at the rate of six per cnt. per annum, half-yearly, on the
31,t March and the 30th September, at the Office where the stock is inscribed at those
dates. The first interest will be paid on the 30th September next, and will be counted
from the date at which the payment in full is made.

5. No transfer will be made in any of stock-books within fifteen days before the days
on which interest is payable.

6. The Treasury Board may from time to time determine the forms to be used as
certificates of stock, and for the execution of transfers and for changes fron one register
to another, and they may prescribe the evidence of identity, or of agency, which shahl be
required before interest is paid or stock transferred, and may from time to time prescribe
sueh other regulations as may be necessary to provide for the transmission of stock, by
marriage, insolvency, death or otherwise.

7. The Government will not be bound to sec to the execution of any trust to which
any stock may be subject, but the receipt for any dividends of the parties, or one of them
in whose name the stock may stand, will be held as a sufficient payment,

8. A charge to cover the actual cost of transfer, but which will not exceed 25 cents
for every $500 of stock, will be made on every transfer.

9. The stock will not be redeemable within ten years from the issue thereof, but after
4-
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that time it may be redeemed at par, at the option of the Government, on giving six
months' notice of redemption.

Ottawa, January 10th, 1868.

JOHN ROSE,
_itinister of Finance and Chairman

of the Treasury Board.

(Formn of Application or Tender.)

CANADA DOMINION STOCK.

(Issue A of $1,500,000.)

I hereby offer to subscribe for dollars ($ of the above
Stock at , on the terms specified in the printed conditions regulating the
issue thereof, and undertake to deposit ten per cent, on any amount allotted to me within
two days after such allotment, and to pay the balance on or before the 2nd day of March
next.

Name
Post Office

(If not in a city, state) County of
Province of

(Date.) 1868.

(Form of Acceptance.)

iECEIVER GENEliAL'S OFFICE,
Ottawa, , 1868.

SIR,-I have to informn you that your tender for CANADA DOMINION STOCK is Ac-
cepted, and that . dollars thereof (S ) are allotted to you ut

You are required to pay ten per cent. of the above sum within two days of the receipt
of this letter, and the remainder thereof on or before the 2nd day of March, 1868.

You will Le pleased to produce this letter at the time of making such payments.
(Signcd,)

Receiver General.

(C7.)

CANADA DOMINION STOCK.

TREASURY MINUTE, 3rd MARCH, 1868.

The Board have had under their consideration, the Instructions to be given for the
Inscribing and Transfer of the " Dominion Stock," and agree to recommend the following
for the approval of Bis Excellencylthe Governor General in Council.

(See lstructions following:)
They also recommend that the following Oficers of the Bank of Montreal shaH aot in

the meantime as Transfer Clerks and to keep the necessary books, viz :-

E. C. Joues,
George Inglis, 1 Halifax, N. S.

A. 1868
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Archd. MacNider, St. John, N. B.
W. J. Anderson,

P. P. Harris, Q
P. LeSucur, Q
Henry Vennor, M
R. A. Lindsay,
G. W. Yarker, Toronto.
G. 1.. Wilson, j

And that they keep an account current of, and make a montiily Return to the leceiver
General of all Fee- charged by them in respect of the Transfer of Stock. (Sec No. 7.)

Ottawa, 27th 4ebruary, 1868.

DOMINION STOCK.

Issue A.

TREASURY MINUTE.

The Treasury Board prescribe the fo!lowing RULES for the INSCRIPTIoN and TRANS-
FER of the STOCK:-

lst. Books will be kept at the office of the Receiver Gencral, at Ottawa, and at the
offices of the Bank of Montreal, at Ilalifax, St. John, Quebcc, Montreal and Toronto, in
the forms which have been provided, and the Officers of t.h Bank specially named will
act as Temporary Clerks of the Receiver General for keeping the same.

2nd. Forms of Powers of Attorney for the Transfer of Stock, aad for receiving Divi-
dends will be found at all the foregoing offices, the instructions on which must be carefully
followed.

3rd. A certificate of Stock, according to the fori which has been provided, will b
deIlivered to any person desiring it, whenc the anount of bis Stock is paid up in full-as
well as when Transfers arc made,-but such certificates shall not be transferable, and the
Transfer Clerk, at any of the offices, may, if he thinks the circumstances warrant it,
exact the surrender of such first-named Certificate, before the Transfer is allowed.

4th. Transfers as well as Inscriptions will be allowed in futura for any amount not
less than one hundred dollars, but no interest on any fraction of a dollar will be reckoned.

5th. When it is desired to transfer stock inscribed at any of tiho- above named-offices,
to any other of such offices, the document shall be executed in Triplicate, one to remiain
on file in each of the offices to and from which the transfer has been made, and the third
to be deposited at the office of the Receiver Generai. Tlhese shall be signed by the officer
in charge of the office from which the Stock is transferred, and it shall be stated therein
to what date interest was last paid on such Stock, and if no interest has been paid thereon,
then the date at which the Stock was inscribed.

6th. The Receiver General will, in every instance, send a notice of transfer on a
printed form to be provided, to the principal making it, and keep a record of the day on
which notice was sent.

7tb. A charge of twenty-five cents on every $500 of Stock, or fraction thereof, wilI
be payable at the time of transfer, before transfer is allowed, as compensation to the Bank
for the clerical services of its officers acting temporarily as transfer clerks under the in-
structions of the Receiver General.

8th. Interest will be payable at the rate of six per cent. per annum half yearly, on
the 31st March and 30th September, at the office where the stock is inscribed, at those
dates. The first interest will be paid on the 30th September next, and will be counted
from the 1st of March, 1868, provided payment in full has been made previously to that
day. For the interest on payment made in full previous to Tst Mar-h, 1868, the sub-
scriber will receive a cheque from the Government.

9th. No transfer will be allowed to be made in. any of the Stock books wlthin fifteen
days before the days on which interest is payable.

6
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10th. On the first day of every month, and on the 15th March and September, the
officers ia charge of the Stock books, at Halifax, St. Johns, Quebec, Montreal and Toronto,
shall malc a return to the Receiver G-encral of all stock inscribed or transferred in their
respective books from the date of the last return, and the Receiver G-eneral shall cause to
be kept in his office a Gencral Stock Book (compiled from these returns and from the
transactions in his own office) for the whole Dominion.

11th. As soon after the fifteenth days of March and September as may be, the Re-
ceiver General shall isrue, or direct the issue by the Financial Agents, of a Chieque in a
special form to each individual, or his order, in whose name stock is inscribed, for the
amount of interest payable to him on the 31st March and 30th September, and ho shall
forward such Cheques to the ofiiccr in charge of the offices at which such interest is pay-
able, and the oflicer there in charge shall countersign such Cheques before delivering them
to the owrc-r of stock, or bis authorized Aent.

12th. Until ihe currencis of Nova Scotia and the rest of Canada are assimilated,
holders of Stock inscribed in Nova Scotia desiring to have their Stock transferred to offices
in other parts of tle Doninii and îice versa, will pay or receive a premium equal to the
difference in the value of the standard dollar of Nova Scotia and the rest of Canada.

l3th. The Treasurv Board will, irom time to time, prescribe the evidence of identity
cr of agency, which shall be required before interest is paid, or stock transferred ; and
aise such other regulations as may be necessary to provide for the transmission cf stock,
by miarriage, insolvency, death, or othcrwise.

14th. The Government will not be bound to sec to the execution of any trust te which
any stock may Le subject, but the receipt for any dividends of the parties, or one of them,
in whose namùe the stock may stand, will be held as a sufficient payment; but the officers
will, when it can bc donc without undue inconvenience, nevertheless exact the signatures
of all parties in whose names the stock is inscribed, cither to transfers or receipt of
dividends.

NOTICE OF TRANSFER.

CANADA DOMINION STOO,
From Ottawa, 18
Te You are hereby informcd that $ was
At transferred at on the
Mailcd te addrcss of by from to

this day of 18 Receîver General.
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RETi URN
To an Address of the HousE op COMMONS, dated 23rd March, 1868; for

a Return of the number of Inspectors of Steamboats in the Provinces of

Quebec and Ontario respectively; their names, duties and salaries, together

with a statement of the number of vessels inspected by each and their tonnage ;

also of the contingent expenses paid by the Government to the said Inspectors ;

the whole from the year 1865 to this date.

By Command.

HECTOR L LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF TEE SECRETAIY OF STATE,
Ottawa, 8th May, 1868.

(in acterdanice *ith do r..ommendation of the Joint Committee on rntug, it#W aove
Retum ù notprintcd),

81 Vi'ttoria. A . 1868
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RETURN
To an Address of the HOUSE OF COMOMNS, dated llth May, 1868; For a Return

of any Correspondence, whether by letter or otherwise, between the Minister

of Finance, and the late Attorney General of Nova Scotia, or any other

parties in that Province, during the year 1867, with reference to the improve-

ment of the Harbour of Mabou, in the County of Inverness.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,
Ottawa, 12th May, 1868.

[ln accordance with the recommendation of the Joint Cummittee on Printing, the above
Return is printed for distribution only.]
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RETURN
To an Address of the SENATE, dated 5th December, 1867; For Statement

shewing the Total Expenses of the Judiciary of the Dominion of Canada, so

far as the same are chargeable on the Consolidated Revenue Fund, for the

quarter next commencing on the lst July, 1867. What proportion chargeable

to Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick respectively ; to whom

paid, when, in what capacity, for what services, and in what Courts respect-

ively ; distinguishing salaries from travelling or other charges. What amount

for Pensions, date of commencement of same, names of recipients, where resi-

dent, and for what services. Wh at amount of Criminal prosecutions in each of

the Provinces ; names of recipients as Prosecuting Officers, nature of the

offences prosecuted, distinguishing those for which convictions were obtained,

with the punishments awarded.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN.
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,
Ottawa, ZOth March, 186

NOTE.-The information with reference to offences, convictions and punishments are
in course of being obtained from the respective Local Governments, as it could not be
procured from the Federal Departments.

OTTAWA, 30th March, 1868.
Sia,-I have the honor to transmit, herewith, a Statement of the Total Expenses of

tho Judiciary of the Dominion of Canada, chargeable on the Consolidated Revenue Pund,
for the quarter commencing on lst July, 1867, &c., in compliance with the Address of
the Senate of Canada, of 5th December last.

I am, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

WM. DIcKINsoN,
D. I. G.

E. Parent, Esquire,
Under Secretary of State,

Ottawa.

8 1 Victoria. A. 1868
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STATEMENT of the Total Expenses of the Judiciary of the Provinces of Quebec
and Ontario.

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.

Capacity
NAMES. or

Service.

Court of Queen's Bench.

J. F. J. Duval......... . .............. Ch)ef Justice.,.....
R . E. Caron ................................... J udge ...... ........
T. C. Aylwin..... ........................... do . .........
C. J. E. M ondelet........ ...... ........... do .................
W . Badgley........ ...................
L. T. Drummond.......................... do ........ ,........

Superior Court.

W. C. Meredith.....................Chief Justice.
James Smith ....... .............. Jud e.........
Edward Short ....... .............. do..........
S. C. Monk.......... .............. do ..........
And. Stuart............... .... .............. do..........
J. T. Taschereau ..... .............. ........
J. E. Berthelot .................... ......... do... .......
Tj. J. J. Loranger.......................... do.
A. Polette.... . ...................... do.
F. O. Gauthier.....................do
L. V . Sicotte .................... ...... ... do
A. Lafntaine ....... ............ o..........
F. G. Jobus 'n............. ................ do..........
Peter W iù ter........... ......... ... ........ do.
J. G. Thompson.............................do.
David Roy ........................ do .............

Court of Vice-Âdmiral¼y.

enrv Black ...................... d ............

Pensions.

C. D. Day (Retired Judge, resides atjMontreal.........
J. C. Bruneau, do do do .,............

T otal......................... .......................

Salary Travelling Criminal
for Persions.

Quarter. Allowance. Prosecutions.

$ ets. $ ets. $ et$.

1,250 100 00 .............
1,0))0 00 ............................
1,000 00 ...... .. ...............
1,000 00 100 00 ...............
1,000 00 250 00 ..............

1,000 0 100 00 .. ............ .

1,2 00 0 ............... ............... . $
1,000 00) ...... . .... .............. . .

1, 0 0 ...... ........, ............... o
1,000 00 ........
1,000 O 0 .............. ..............
1 000 00 .............. ........ .e

1,000 0 .... ...... ...............800 00..................i

0 00 .............. .........
800 00 21 00 . ..
800 00 .. ........
800 00 .........................- D
800 60 100 00 ..
700 0) 144 0 ....... , .
70 0 0 -... ........ ... ....
700 00 ............... ....

500 00 ............... ........,....... p .

... ........ ...... ........ 666 66 From Oct. 1, '62.
............ 5 33 33 l Sept. 5,'63

0,900 00 1,126 O0 1,199 99 360 00

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.

Court of Chancery.

P. M. Vankoughnet ..................... .Chancelor .........
J. (. Spragge.,............. .... ......... Vice-Chancellor...
0. Mowat.................................. do

Court of Queen's BLnch.

W. Il. Draper ....... ........................ ,Chief Justice......
J. Il. 1lagarty......,........................ Judge................
J. C. Morrisun............................. .. do .................

Court of Common Pleas.

W. B. Richards.............................. Chief Justice.
Adam Wilson ..... .............. Judge.........
John Wilson.................. do ................

2

1,250 00
1,000 00 .
1,000 00

1,250 00
1,000 00 . .....

1, 00 00 ...... ........

7000........... . .
l00 0.. ......... ..
1,000 00 ........................

Al these ex-
penses were

| paid by the
Local Govern-

ment of Ou-
tario.

-j

A 1868
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STA 7E ENT of the Total Expenses of the Judiciary of the Provinces of Quebec
and Ontario.-Continued.

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.-Continued.

Salary Travelling Criminal
NAMES County. for Pensions.

Quarter. Allowance. Prosecutions.

County Court Judges. cts. cts. $ ts.

S. J. Jones....................... Brant.............650 Do 50 ..........
J. J. Kingsmi 1 ...........................Bruce.............450 0 50 0.........
Chris. Armstrong........... .............. Caeton...........650 00 50 00
D. J. Hughes ....... .......... Elgin............. 650 50 0........
G. W. Leggatt.................. Esex........ 450 50 ........
W. G. Draper...... .......... ..... Frontenac..... 450 00 50 0.....
H. McP herson......... .. .......... Grey......
J. G. Stevenson ...... .... ................. Ilaldimand...... 450 00 50 0..........
Thos. Miller ......... ................. Hlton......... 450 O0 50 0 ..........
Hon. Geo. Sherwood ...................... Hastiugs 60 50 0
S.'Brough....................................Huron.............600 O 50 0
Wa. Wells. ..... ................. .......... 50
Chas. R obinson...................... en............ 450 00 50 0
J. G. Malloch ............................. Lanark..............50 0 50 00
John Deacon................................Refrew...........450 00 50 00..........
G. Malloch........................... Grenville 6 50 00 .
J. G. Eurrowes..................... and Ad-

Sdingyton.......... 400 00 50 00............
S. Lawder.................................... ....... .450 OU 50 0..........
Hon. J. E. Small,.................. ...... 650 OU 50 0..........
W. Salmon............ .......... orfolk...........450 50 0
G. M. Boswell ....... ............... Nort.umerland

Sa.nd Durham .. î 650600 5000 ..... ...
Z. Burnham..................................Ontari ... 65000 5000
D. S. McQueen ......................... Oxfor......... 650 00 50 0............
A. F Scott.................................Peel..............450 0 50 0..........
D. H. Lizars ........ ..... .............. Perth.............450 0 50 0..............Ail these ex-
R. M. Boucher.......... ............... Peterboro .. 550 50 .0............. penses were
J. Danieli............................. Preacott and Rus- .. paid y th

D, L. Fairfied ................................
0.............Local Govern-

. R. Ga .................... P 450 0 ............ ent of On-
J. B. Gowan......................................65o6 50 0.............tarlo.
G. S. Jarvis ............................ Storm on tý, D-undàs

and Glengarry. 650 00 50 O0U............I
Jax. Smith ........... ...................... Victoria............45. 0 50 CU..........
W, Miller.................. ..... Waterloo 650 60 50 
I. W. Price ..... ..................... Welland...........4500 50 0
A. McDonald............................. Wellington.........650 0 50 00
A. Logie, ........ .................... BWentworth.........660 00 50 0U ..........
......................... B..............York..............65060 5006..........

Junior Judgea.I

eo. McK. Clark......... ........ Northunberland
and a ... 450 .0 . .0...............

J. F. Pringle .. ..................... .t, Dund.
and lengarr.. .. 0 . 0 .0 0

Jno. Boyd .......... .... ................... York .............. 4 0 U 50 ..........

Recordera. Ii

J. E. Start...................... ...... amltan .......... 250 0
J. O'Reily.. ................... .. Kingston........... 256 0
W. ilorton...H.................. bongo...........250..0.....................I
J. B. Lewis........... ....... t.w............ 250 ou ............. ........ I

Hu:117( ron ..o............ 0 0 ........ ...

G. Duggan..................... TK nt............00 .....................
John Prince, Judge.......................Algoma ......... .. 0 ....

W. H. Blake, ex-Chancellor........Toroto ........ 833 33 thMaro,1862.

Total..... .. Ot.......... ai ............. 32,95000 2,M000 833 33
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RECAPITULATION.

Province of
Do
Do
Do

Quebec........... .......................
Ontario................. ......... ...........................
Nova Scotia ......... ........ S3e accompanying
New Brunswick ............. Statements ......

Totals......... ...................... $

FINANCE DEPARTMENT,
Ottawa, lth December, 1867.

$ cts. $ cts. $ ots $ ets.

20,900 00 1,126 00 1,199 99 360 00
32,950 00 2,700 00 833 33 ...............
............... 

.............. 
............. 

. ...
. .......... ...... . ... ...... ........ .. ... . . .

53,850 00 3,826 00 2,033 32 360 00

WM. DICKINSON,
-D. I. G.

STATEMENT of the Expenses of the Judiciary of the Province of
for the quarter ended 30th September, 1867, as per Return
Department by the Treasurer of the said Province.

New Brunswick,
furnished to this

NAME.

Suprene Court.

Honorable J. W. Ritchie......................................................................
Do Neville Parker.......................... .................................
Do L. A. Wilmot ... ,.......................................
Do John A. Allen................. ............. ...... ................................
Do John W. Weldon....................................... ................... ......

Travelling allowance.................. .............. ....................

County Courts.

Capacity
or

Service.

Chief Justice......
Judge ..............

do ......... .....
do ... ..... .....
do ...............

........ -...............

Jas. G. Stevens, Esquire ......... ............. ......................... Judge.............. .500 00
Jas. Steadman, do ..................................................... do............. .500 0
Jas. W. Chandler, do .............................................................. do................ 500 00
Honorable Edward Williston............ ................... . . . . . ..... ............... 600 00
Chas. W atters .................. ,............... ............ ............ .................. do ............... 500 on

Travelling Allowance .................................. ...... 250 00

$2,750 4)0

Total...................... ........ ....................... ................ . ;2,300 «

(Signed,) B. ROBINSON.
ST. JOHN, N.B.

A. 1868

Salary
for

Quarter.

$ ets.

700 00
800 00
600 00
500 00
600 00
250 00

$3,550 00

-- l -- l
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MEMORANDUM shewing the Expenses of the Judiciary of Canada, and of Pensions paid in
the Province of Nova Scotia, for tie Quarter comnencing 1st July, 1867 i and
concerning Criminal Proseciutions.

The total Judiciary Epenses for the Quarter above named, were paid in the month
of October, as follows

1867.
Oct. 8th.-Salary for 3 months, ending 30th September, 1867, paid to [Ion. J.

W. Johnstone, as Judge of Equity Court ........................... $800 00
" 10th.-Salary for 3 months, ending 30th Septemaber, 1867, paid to Hon.

William £oung, as Chief Justice .......... 800 00
" 11th.-Salary for 3 months, ending September 3ith, 1867, paid to Hon. W.

F. DesBarres, as Judge of Superior Court............................ 709 00
" " Salary for 3 months, ending 30th September, 1867, paid to Hon.

Edwin Dodd, as Judge of Superior Court............ ............... 700 00
« " Salary for 3 months, ending 30th September, 1867, paid to Hon.

W. B. Bliss, as Judge of Superior Court ............................ 812 50
1 17th.-Salary for 3 months, ending 30th September, 1867, paid to Hon.

L. W. Wilkins, as Judge of Superior Court.......................... 700 00

84,512 50

The amount paid as Pensions, for the Quarter above named, was as follows

1867.
Oct. 3rd.-Pension for 3 months, ending 30th September, 1867, paid to order

of John Spry M orris, Esq.............................................. $300 00
c " Pension for 3 months, endiug 30th September, 1867, paid to order

of W . Q. Sawyers, Esq.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .  300 00
" 4th.-Pension for 3 months, ending 30th Septemiber, 1837, paid to John

G . M arshall, Esq..... .... ..... ......................... ,............... 300 00
" 7th.-Pension for 3 months, ending 30th September, 1867, paid to order

of H. W. Crawley, Esq......................................... 300 00

$1,200 00

Furlther particulars concerning the foregoing Memorandum:

1. John G. Marshall and W. Q. Sawyers, Esqrs , residing in Halifax, Nova Scotia,
and Henry W. Crawley, Esq., residing in Sydney, C. B., receive their pensions as being
formerly Judges of the Inferior Court; the Act uuthorizing their Pensions having been
passed on the 29th March, 1841, and is intituled, " An Act to improve the Administration
of the Law, and to reduce the number of Courts of Justico within this Province, and to
diminish the expenses of Judiciary thercin."

2. John Spry Morris, Esq., residing in England. was granted a pension on retiring
from the office of Commissioner of Crown Lauds of Nova Scotia, when thiat office was abo.
lished, under Act passed the 31st day of M arch, 1855.

3. No payment has been made in Nova Scotia by the Dominion Government, for
Criminal Prosecutions, during the quirter commencing Ist July, 1867. The sum cf $88
was paid for this service, which was charged to Province of Nova Scotia aceount arr:ars.

P. F. KNIGHT,
Finance Department of Canada, Acting AudUior.

Halifax, 6th March, 1868.
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RETURN
To an Address of the HousE or COMMONS, dated 4th May, 1868 ; For

Copies of all Reports since the lst July, 1867, to the Government of the late

Province of Canada, or the Government of Canada, which may have been

made by the Surveyors or other officers employed to construct Roads and

other works for the purpose of opening communication between the head of

Lake Superior and the Red River.

By command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN.
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,
Ottawa, 14th May, 1868.

si1 Victoria. A. 1868
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OTTAWA, 20th April, 1868.

Si,-I have the honor herewith to submit to your consideration a Report on the Line

of Route between Lake Superior and the Red River Settlement, with an Estimate of the

cost of opening the communication in the manner therein suggested.

I have the honor to be, Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

(Signed,) S, J. DAWsON,

Civil Engineer.

Hon. Wm. McDougall, C. B.,
Minister of Publie Works, &c., &c.

Ottawa.

81 Victoria. A. 1868
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REPORT
ON

THE LINE OF ROUTE
BETWEEN

LAKE SUPERIOR AND THE RED RIVER SETTLEMENT.

In reporting as to the best means of opening a line of commnnication between Lake
Superior and the Red River Settlement, I beg to be permitted, in the first place, to refer
briefly to the operations of the Red River Expedition, carried on for several years, under
my direction, as it will, I doubt not, be satisfactory to the Government to know that the
suggestions which I have the honor to submit, are not the expression of mere thtoretical
views, but the result of long continued investigation, under official instructions froni the
Canadian Government.

The earlier Reports of the Expedition were published by order of the Legislature, but
those sent in during the last year of its operations have never been published. The pre-
sent Report will contain ail that is believed to be of immbdiate importance in these docu-
ments ; that is, in regard to the subject under consideration.

The following Maps are annexed for convenience of reference:-
1. A Plan, on a scale of two miles to one inch, shewing the country between Thunder

Bay anad Lac des Mille Lac, Dog Lake line of road, position of dam, &c.
2. A Plan of the Lake Region, on a scale of four miles to one inch, shewing the coun-

try between the Height of Land and Fort Frances.
3. A plan on a scale of ten miles to one inch, showing the country between Fort

Frances and Fort Garry.
4. A Map, in profile, showing the relative attitude of the Routes by Pigeon River and

the Kaministaquia.
Plan No. 3 might be lithographed at small cost, and I think it would be advisable to

have it published as it is the correct one of the section which it exhibits.
The Red River Expedition consisted at the outset of three distinct parties, receiving

their intructions from three different departments of Government. One of these was un.
der my direction, one under Mr. Napier's, while Mr. Gladman, a retired officer of the
Hudson Bay Company, who had the guidance of the Expedition on the journey to
Red River, had a separate party of his own.

The parties thus organized set out in July, 18fi7, and proceeding by the usual canoe
route from Fort William, made nurnerous explorations, determined the levels as they went,
and eventually arrived at the Red River Settlement in the fall of the same year.

Mr. Gladman, after a short stay, returned by the way he had come to Toronto, where
his connection with the Expedition soon afterwards ceased, while Professor Hind, who I
should have mentioned had been attached to the party as geologist, proceeded by way of the
Red River over the prairies to St. Paul.

My assistants at this time were Mr. Lindsay A. Russell, Mr. J. F. Gaudet, Mr. Alex.
W. Wells and Col. C. de Salaberry. The three first-named gentlemen were surveyors, ail
of whom are of high standing in their profession, while Col. de Salaberry acted chiefiy as
Commissary-an important office in a region where provisions were not always very abun-
dant.

The winter of 1857-58 was chiefly occupied in exploring the country between the
Lake of the Woods and Red River, a region at that time but little known, and reported to
be impassable in summer, on account of swamps which were said to cover the greater por

81 Victoria. A. 1868
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tion of its area. At the same time, an instrumental survey was made so as to connect Fort
Garry with the survey made many years previous by the Boundary Commissioners, under
the Treaty of Ghent. This enabled us to establish with accuracy the longitude of Fort
Garry, which, on the maps then in nse, was set down as much as twenty-one minutes too
far to the west.

The party were also able, before the opening of the navigation, to explore Roseau River
and make an instrumental survey of the Red River and Lake Winnepeg, between Fort
Alexander, at the mouth of the Winnepeg River, and the Boundary ILine at Pembina.

Immediately after the opening of navigation, having organized a party of half-breed
Indians and procured canoes, we proceeded by way of the Manitoba and Winnepegoos
Lakes to the great Saskatchewan River, and examined the rapids and impediments to the
navigation between Lac Bourbon and Lake Winnepeg. The levels were determined with
care, and the " Track Survey" which we had made of the Lake Coasts, as we proceeded,
was corrected as often as possible by observations for latitude and longitude.

Separating our party at the Mossy Portage, the name by which the path between Lake
Winnepegoos and Lac Bourbon is called, I sent Mr. Wells to explore Lac Dauphin, and
survey the route by way of the Little Saskatchewan and Lake Winnepeg to the mouth of
the Red River, appointing the lst of July following to meet him at the settlement.

Taking with me my assistants, Mr. Gaudet and Mr. de Salaberry, and a few Indians,
I ascended Swan River, crossed from thence to Fort Pelly, and descended by the Assiniboine
to Fort Garry, having on this excursion obtained much information, as to the soil and
climate of a very extensive district, and made such observation as enabled us to delineate
its geography with tolerable accuracy.

Throughout the entire period during which our headquarters were at the Red River
Settlement, a Meteorological Register was kept, regularly, under the supervision of Mr.
Russell, and it has since been of considerable value as, taken in connection with some re-
liable observations made by others, it has served not a little to dispel the absurd ideas
which at one time prevailed in regard to the severity of the climate and the duration of
the winters.

On the 4th of July, 18q8, our party was once more assembled at the Red River Settle-
ment, and having with some difficulty procured supplies, we set out, with all possible dis-
patch, for a more thorough exploration of the country between Rainy Lake and Lake
Superior. Among the instructions received from the Government at this time were the
following:-

"SERETARY's OFFICE,
" Toronto, 16th April, 1858.

"SrE,-Adverting to the last paragraph in my letter to you this day, I have the
honor to inform you that it is not thought necessary to make any alterations in the in-
structions for your future operations, contained in the Order in Council of 29th January
last.

" You will therefore consider these instructions, so far as your explorations are con-
cerned, still in force.

" I am to add, however, that if time allows it, you will endeavor to survey the road be-
tween Gun Flint Lake and Pointe de Meuron, and when returning from the North-west
Corner of the Lake of the Woods and passing through Rainy Lake, make occasional tra-
verses when practicable with a view to ascertain the extent of arable land in that locality.

" I am further directed to state that Bis Excellency, having every confidence in your
judgment, does not think it right to trammel your movements by detailed instructions, and
that you are therefore at liberty to make any other explorations in addition to those parti-
cularly mentioned in the instructions already conveyed to you, should you, upon the in-
formation obtained in the locality, deem it desirable you should do so.

"I have the honor to be, Sir,
" Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) "T. J. J. LORÂNGE,

"S. J. Dawson, Esq.,
"Civil Engineer in command,

of the Red River Expedition."
8
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From that time forward, for the remainder of the season, and during the winter of
1858-59, our explorations were confined chicfly, I may say exclusively, to the country be-
tween Rainy Lake and Lake Superior. Two well appointed parties were kept constantly
at work, and sometimes three. Instrumental surveys were carried from Lake Superior,
westward, through Dog Lake, Dog River, Lac des Mille Lacs and the Seine, to within a
short distance of Rainy Lake. The levels were taken from Jourdain's Rapid to Dog Lake,
and from that Lake across, by the liune laid out as a road, to Lake Superior.

In the spring of 1859, having learned that a party fitted out by the people of Red
River. who at that time took a great deal of interest in promoting the development of the
country, had been baffied in an attempt to take horses through to the Lake of the Woods,
had in fact Lot bewildered in swanps, from which they had experienced much difficulty in
extricating themselves, and as the impression as to that section of the country being im-
practicable for roads was thus gaining confirmation, I hastened to the Lake of the Woods,
with the most active of my assistants, and proceeding to its western extremity bad the
good fortune to secure the services of an Indian Chief, who undertook to show the ground
on which the country could be crossed.

Leaving my assistants to find their way across with the Chief, I proceeded by way of
the Winnipeg to the Red River Settlement, where I had not long to wait for their arrival.
They reported that the Chief had led them to a gravelly ridge which extended, with but
few breaks, for a long distance across the most swampy parts of the country, and that the
remains of Indiau encampments shewed that it had been much used as a pathway, in times
long past.

A number of men were immediately engaged in the Settlement and sent to open the
line which had been traced, in such a way as to render it passable for horses; and over this
line our party rode clear through to the Lake oj the Woods, on horseback.

The line thus opened was used afterwards as a Post road for the conveyance of Mails
on horseback, and it requires but slight knowledge of engineering to understand that
ground, over which horses can be ridden, is not so swampy as to be impracticable for roads.

Returning again to Rainy Lake, we made a more thorough examination of the Lakes,
by the old canoe route, than we had previously had an opportunity of doing, and the result
led me to the conclusion that, cansidering the long reaches of navigable water on tha route,
it could be rendered available, in the first instance, to greater advantage and at less outlay
than the line by the Seine, which had been examined and reported on the previous year.

Arriving at Lake Superior, I was joined by my assistant, Mr. Wells, who had spent
the whole sumner in examining the country about the Height of Land and Lac des Mille
Lacs. The fall being now far advanced, the parties were gradually withdrawn, such of them
as we had left at the Lake of the Woods returning only in the beginning of November.

To sum up, the explorations and surveys were thus continued, uninterruptedly,
for three summers and two full winters. There were generally three well-appointed par-
ties simultaneously at work, in different sections, and, whether at Lake Superior or the
Lake of the Woods-the one a swampy and the other a hilly region-they always availed
themselves of the aid of the natives, whose occupation of hunting, pursued from youth to
age, within particular areas, rendered their local knowledge of the greatest value.

A considerable period of time has now elapsed Fince the operations of the Red River
Expedition were brought to a close, and since hat time tiere bas been no further explora-
tion whatever in the country between Lake Superior and the Red River Settlement, so
that such of our preliminary Reports as have been published are the only sources of in-
formation generally availabie.

Having thus briefly alluded to the surveys and explorations made by me, or under
my direction, I proceed to describe the differeut sections of the country in detail, pointing
out, as concisely as possible, the works and improvements required, and the reasons for
adopting particular fines of route or starting points.

For the sake of convenience, in description, the country between Lake Superior and
the Red River Settlement may properly be regarded as forming four divisions.

The first, embracing the region to the east of the water-shed, or Height of Land, will
be referred to as the " Lake Superior Section."

The next, extending from the Height of Land to Fort Frances, I propose to designate
as the " Lake Region."

A, 1868
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The navigable reach, extending from Fort Frances to the north-west angle of the
Lake of the Woods, will be called the I Lake of the Woods Division.'?

While that between the north-west angle and the Red River Settlement may not in-
appropriately be known7as the " Fort Garry Section."

LAKE SUPERIOR SECTION.

The country between the Boundary Line, at Pigeon River, and the head or eastern
end of Thunder Bay, was carefully examined with the view of finding a practicable route
from Lake Superior to some one of the water systems leading from the Height of Land,
westward, to Rainy Lake.

On all the routes, proposed or suggested, I had at various times during the progress
of the expedition reported to the Government, so that, here, I need only state the leading
advantages or objections which attach, respectively, to each.

The Pigeon River Route.

The nature of this route and the objections to it will be found pretty fully stated in
mny preliminary reports, printed by order of the Legislature.-Pages 7 and 27.

The starting point is entirely within the United States territory, and, for a distance
of one hundred and fifty miles, the canoe route forms the Boundary Line. But this is far
from being the only objection. The ascent from Lake Superior is very rapid and steep,
and at the Height of Land, and far to the westward thereof, the route leads over a very
high and broken region. Ths lakes at the summit of the water-shed are 1,058 feet above
the level of Lake Superior, and, even at that elevation, are embosomed in rocky hills which
rise to the height of several hundreds of feet around them. Moreover, the supply of water
is so inadequate as to forbid the idea of improving the navigation, and there is no source
from whence a supply can be obtained. The route itself is at the summit of supply, and
touches in its course on the head waters of no less than four different rivers.

Between Pigeon River and the Kaministaquia, there are several good harbours on the
coast, but from these access to the interior would be exceedingly difficult and could only
be provided at enormous outlay.

It was at one time suggested that a practicable line might be found, by which to cross
the country from Poiute de Meuron, so as to join the Pigeon River Route to the westward
of the Height of Land. This point I was instructed to investigate, and accordingly des-
patched Mr. L. A. Russell, with a well-appointed party, to explore in the direction which
had been indicated. He ran a line from Pointe de Meuron to Gun Flint Lake, a distance
of some fifty-four miles, and examined the ground on either side thereof, but his report
anud field notes shew that the country which lie traversed was too rough and impracticable
to admit of an available line of communication.

In concludin-r my notice of this route, I may say that,jfor a distance of one hundred
and thirty miles from Lake Superior, westward, it cannot be made in any way available as
a line of water communication, except for snall canoes; that the country being for a great
part of the distance rugged, mountainous and eut up with lakes, itlis next to impracticable
for roads, and, finally, that there being a much better route to the eastward, entirely with-
in British territory, there would be no object in attempting to open this line or spending
further sums in its exploration.

Kaministaquia Route.

This is the old canoe route of the North-west and Hudson's Bay Companies. On this
line the supply of water is ample, and the elevation of the country at the summit of the
water-shed less, by some two hundred feet, than on the Pigeon River Route, while it is at the
same time, that is, at the turn of the water-shed, comparatively level and practicable for
roads. Dog Lake, a large sheet of water on the Kaministaquia, twenty-four miles inland
from Lake Supeiior, extends for a distance of some twenty miles in a direction nearly
parallel to the western coast of Thunder Bay. To the westward of this lake, the principal
stream which suppiles it with water-Dog River-can be made navigable nearly to the Height
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of Land (and it will be so when a dam now in progress of construction is completed) so then,
between river and lake, an available reach of some thirty-five miles could be commanded.
It became therefore a matter of importance to find access to this navigable reach, and with
this end in view, the levels of the Kaministaquia were determined and the country between
Dog Lake and Lake Superior explored.

Dog Lake was found to be at an elevation of 718 feet above the level of Lake Superior,
and the intervening country proved to be extremely mountainous and rough, while the
difficulties by water were of a still more formidable character.

The Kaministaquia, after leaving Dog Lake, runs nearly south to its confluence with
Fish River, then eastwardly to Pointe de Meuron and thence north-east to its discharge,
making a sweep of sixty miles before it reaches Lake Superior; and as it has in that dis-
tance to get down a declivity of 718 feet, its character, in regard to its capacity for naviga-
tion, may be easily imagined. It affords, however, an available, although a difficult, route
for canoes, but, for large craft, it could only be made navigable at an outlay which no cir-
cumstances likely to arise would warrant.

A land road to Dog Lake, tberefore, became indispensable, and, after much careful
investigation and exploration, an available pass was found and a line laid out, and on this
line during the past summer a fair commencement was made and six miles ofroad, reckon-
ing from Thunder Bay, completed.

The starting point is at a place called the Depôt, on Thunder Bay, about three miles
to the eastward of the mouth of the Kaministaquia, and at this point there is, in my opinion,
every facility for constructing wharves and forming a perfectly safe harbour.

The Kaministaquia, itself, has been strongly recommended as a harbour, but, in its
present state, it is inaccessible to vessels drawing more than five and a half feet of water, on
account of a bar or shoal of great extent at its mouth. Its adoption would involve the
dredging of a channel, and the construction of extensive piers or walls of heavy crib work
on either side thereof, to prevent it from being filled up by the action of the ice whinh, at
certain seasons, ploughs over the bar. Another consideration, which should not bo lost
sight of, is that the causes which produced the shoal are still in operation. Quantities of
sediment are brought down with every freshet, more especially in the spring, and the
dredging would have to be repeated at intervals to keep the channel, once formed, open.

Everything considered, therefore, I would not for the present recommend the Govern-
ment to undertake the dredging of the Kaministaquia, and the construction of extensive
works to keep the channel so formed from filling up. The first great object is to open the
communication with Fort Garry; and, when that is accomplished, there will be no lack of
means, from private sources, or of enterprise to render the Kaministaquia an accessible
harbour. In the meantime, it might seriously affect the enterprise if large sums were to
be exponded at its very outset on merely local works.

Fort William is, however, even at present, accessible to the smaller class of schooners
or fishing vessels which navigate Lake Superior. It is, besides, a place of importance as
being the centre of such trade as is carried on, and it will gradually become of increased
consequeuce as the mines in the vicinity are developed, and the fertile portion of the valley
of the Kaministaquia fills up with settlement. For these reasons, it is expedient to con-
nect it by a branch line with the Dog Lake Road, as shewn on the accompanying plan,
and, for this purpose I have included a sum of seven thousand dollars ($7,000) in the
estimate, which I have now the honor to submit.

Before concluding this subject, I would call attention to the fact, that many persons
who take a deep interest in that part of the country are under the impression that by going
up the Kaministaquia to Pointe de Meuron, or as far as the navigable water extends-a
distance of some ten or twelve miles-the leugth of land road, which would then be required
to reach Dog Lake, woild be by so much shortened. But this is a mistake. Pointe de
Meuron is, in an air line, somewhat further than either Fort William or the Depôt from
Dog Lake, and there would, consequently, bc no object in taking cargoes up a narrow
channel to a point which brought them no nearer to their destination. The branch line
should, therefore, start from Fort William and not from Pointe de Meuron. From the
former place, the Dog Lake Road can be reached in six or seven miles, while, from the
latter, ten at least would be required, with corresponding increase in the outlay. A glance
at the map will shew clearly what I have endeavoured to explain.
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It ham been objected to the Depôt as a starting point, that it is shelterless and that the
ice will tear away any wharves that can be built.

Now, on reference to the map, it will be seen that Thunder Bay is itself a harbour,
although of somewhat large dimensions, completely land-locked and sheltered from every
wind; any swell, therefore, which can be felt must arise within the bay itself. The huge
surges of Lake Superior do not roll into it at all, and it may be regarded, to ail practical
purposes, in relation to the subject under consideration, as an inland lake. Looking upon
it in this light, the starting point at the Depôt is in a bay of moderate depth, completely
sheltered from the prevailing winds, which are westerly. A glance at the map will show
thatit is safe from winds blowing from the west, south-west, north, and north-west, and, I may
add, that a wind, blowing from a direction fifteen or twenty points to the east of north,
would not affect it. East, or south-easterly winds, alone, would blow in upon the harbor, but
the extent of their sweep would be limited to the width of Thunder Bay, and the surge which
could arise in that distance may easily be guarded against. That the swell has no great effect
in Thunder Bay, at any time, is demonstrated by the fact, that the trees grow clear down al-
most to the level of the water, indeed, in some places dipping their branches into it.
Whereas,in exposed parts of Lake Superior, the wave-lashed shores are destitute of vegetation.

It has been said, moreover, that the ice would carry wharves away, and, as convincing
proof of this, a boulder was pointed out to me which had been shoved ashore by the ice. I
merely notice this to show the sort of arguments which have been advanced to disparage
Thunder Bay and promote the Kaministaquia. If wharves cannot stand in the tranquil
waters of a land-locked bay they eau stand nowhere, and those who object to them in
Thunder Bay, on the score of ice, eau have had but little experience of such a river as the
St. Lawrence, where wharves are built to resist ice rushing against them in immense fields,
with the full force of the spring floods, as is the case at Three Rivers when Lake St. Peter
is breaking up.

Among theadvantages which the Depôt at Thunder Bay possesses, may be mentioned the
facility of approach or departure to sailing vessels, as they would have ample sea-room to
beat in or out, which they could not have in a narrow river like the Kaministaquia, with a
shoal at its mouth extending a full mile from the coast, and a very important point to be con-
sidered is that Thunder Bay, as compared to the Kaministaquia,opens earlier in the spring and
remains open later in fall. As an instance of this, it may be remarked that, in the fall of
1866, when the Steamer Âlgoma made her last trip, the Kaministaquia is said to have been
frozen over, and that so strongly that the people of Fort William were skating on the ice.

From the Depôt, eastward along the shore of Thunder Bay, the ground for a distance of
several miles is practicable for a road, and there are facilities for the construction of wharves,
in variousplaces, more especially at a point a little to the eastward of Current River, where
there is a small natural harbour, which, by means of piers, might be sufficiently extended.

It was at one time believed that the upper or eastern end of Thunder Bay, affording
as it does an excellent natural harbour, would have been a favorable point from which to run a
line of road to Dog Lake, but a careful examination shewed such a line to be impracticable,
within any reasonable limit of expenditure, on account of the rugged nature of the country
over which it would have had to pass. Moreover, to have adopted the head of the bay
would have increased the distance to be navigated by some forty miles, that is, including
the addition both in Dog Lake and the bay.

Referring, again, to the locality which has been chosen as the starting point at Thun-
der Bay, it is admirably adapted for the construction of wharves. The water deepens uni-
formly and gradually from the shore until, at a distance of five hundred feet, it has a depth
of three fathoms and a half. Timber suitable for the work is very abundant on the Kam-
inistaquia, whence it could be easily floated down, and on various parts of the shores there
is abundance of loose stone for filling the piers, and the fixed rock, close at hand, is of a
nature to be easily blasted.

At present, it is proposed merely to sink an isolated pier or breakwater, at which ves-
sels can discharge their loads, doing in fact no ýmore than is necessary to facilitate the
landing of material and supplies for the works, leaving it to future consideration whether
the wharves shall be extended at the public cost, or left to private enterprise.

I conclude this part of the sabject by noticing still another route which ha been ad-
vocated namely: the
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Aepigon Bay Rote.
Among the many schemes recommended for opening the North-west Territories, the

head of this bay has been suggested as a point of departure, chiefly on the ground that it
affords an excellent harbour, and tit, by its adoption, the distance to be navigated in Lake
Superior would be somewhat shortened.

It is not, however, without its objections, and a conclusive one will be found in the fact
that it is too far to the eastward of the line which it is proposed to open to render Its adoption
in any way expedient. It would, in fact, involve at the outset a laud road of ninety or a
hundred miles to reach the nearest point beyond the water shed, without any compensating
advantage. Moreover Nepigon Bay, beiag completely land-locked, is said to be very late of
opening in the spring, and the access to it is reported to be so intricate as to require light-
houses and beacons to rend-r it safe. Whereas, Thunder Bay is remarkably easy of access.
and has been for many years approached, night and day, without tlic occurrence of an
accident.

I may further state that a road from Nepigon Bay, to conneet with the proposed line
west of the water-shed, would pass over a region as yet unexplorel and only known to be
exceediugly mountainous and rougîh, and, as it would run in a direction transverse to the
valleys, more than one mountain range would have to be crossed and several considerable
rivers bridged.

THE LAKE REGION.

Westward of the Height of Land, on the streams tributary to Rainy Lake, there is a
section of country remarka>je from the fact that a very considerable portion of its area
is occupied by lakes. Those on the various routes.which have been followed, are set down on
the annexed map, but these give only a faint idea of their number. Every river and rivulet
has its lakes. Go in whatever direction ho will, the explorer, on passing over a mountain
range, is sure to stumble on a lake. The Iadians, with. their little canoes, seem by means of
these lakes to travel in alnost any and every direction. So numerous are they that it would
be difficult to say whether the eountry would be better described as one vast lake with ridges
of land running through it, or as a land intersected by water. On ascending any of the bare
rocky bluffs frequent in the country, inountains are seen stretching away in tumultuous
and broken ridges to the horizon, with lakes gleaming froi every valley which the eye eau
reach.

Such a region is but ill adapted for railways, but nature bas made up for the deficiency,
by providing such means for canals as exist in but few regions of so mountainous a character.
Between the hills and mountain ranges, there are long reaches of tranquil water which could
be connected together by means of lock and dam, with but little excavation. The country,
however, in its present state, is not in a condition to admit of such projects as cither rail-
ways or canals, but, even if it were, the very primitive aud moderate way in which I pro-
pose to open the communication would still be necessary, as a prelimainary stop, to render
the different points accessible.

A very mnarked characteristic of the region is that the streams are net subject to sudden
or considerable floods, and this is a feature which the engineer, who was to provide for water
works of whatever description, will look upon with unmixed satisfaction.

This very favcrable circumstance is due, primarily, to the lakes which serve as reser-
voirs, rising slowly during freshets and subsiding gradually when they have passed. It is
in part produced, also, by the character of the country which is, in general, densely wooded.

The rain fall is excessive, and as a consequence the streams carry a very heavy volume,
as compared to the area which they drain.

The lakes are everywhere studded with wooded islanads, and so sheltered that the
smallest canoes are rarely wind-bound.

The first considerable sheet of water westward of Height of Land, on the route which
it is proposed to follow, is

Lac des Mille Lacs.

To render this Lake accessible from Dog River, all that is required is a road of ten
83 1
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miles across the water-shed, between Jourdains Rapid and the navigable water of the Sa-
vane River.

This lino would pass over very easy ground, presenting no engineering difficulty what-
ever, except for about two mniles near the Savane River, where the ground is low and
swampy, requiring to be well ditched and fascined.

Two routes have been followed from Lac des Mille Lacs to Rainy Lake ; one by its
discharge, the River Seine, and the other by the old canoe route. A description of the
former will be found in my printed report, pages 28 and 29. Subsequent to the publication
of that report, the old canoe route, marked in yellow on the accompanying plan, was more
thorougly surveyed than it had been before.

Either route eau be made practicable in the way I have recommended for the Seine,
at a moderate outlay, but, after duly weighing their respective advantages, I am satisfied
that the old canoe route will be, both as to economy of work in rendering it available, and
facility of managing and navigating it afterwards, the best.

The Canoe Route.

The canoe route, to describe it more particularly, leaves Lac des Mille Lacs at Baril
Bay, by a portage of sixteen chains leading to Baril Lake, which is eight miles and a half
in length.

This Lake is again left by the Brulé Portage (of twenty-one chains), leading to Win-
degoostegoon-a series of Lakes, connected by a small stream and having an aggregate
length of twelve miles.-The water is in some places shallow, but it can easily bo rendered
of sufficient depth.

Then comes the Great French Portage of one mile and sixty chains, the desent in
that distance being 99107, feet; succeeding which the Kaogassikok Lake, presents an un-
broken reaeh of fifteen miles, ending at the Pine Portage.

Then follow two portages in close succession-the Pine and the Deux Rivières,-in
length, respectively twenty-six and thirty chains, but a road of two miles, to the navigable
water leading to Sturgeon Lake, would pass them both and a small pond between them.

Sturgeon Lake with a pond above it, presents sixteen miles of navigable water, but
the river below it, for eleven miles downwards to Island Portage, makQs a descent of only
82 "0 feet; a dam of sufficient height at Island Portage would, therefore, add eleven miles
of navigable water to its length, making a reach of full twenty-seven miles.

Island Portage is about thirteen chains in length, with, in its present state, a fall of
10 feet. Immediately below it the Sturgeon River is somewhat shallow, but navigable,
nevertheless, and, at two miles from the Portage, Nequaquon Lake presents a magnificent
expanse, navigable for fifteen miles, making, with the river at its inlet, a reach of seven-
teen miles.

From the lake just named to the Nameukan Lake, there are three routes. The north-
ern one, by Snake Falls, always followed at low water, is considered dangerous, as may be
inferred from its name the ".Maligne."

The southern, or high water route, is easy of navigation for canoes, the total fall being
overcome in three short portages. The third, at present only used with light canoes,
avoids all the rapids by a portage of two miles into Nameukan, as shewn on the plan, over-
coming in that distance a descent of about seventy-two feet.

Then follows a traverse of ton miles, through LNameukan Lake, to the Bare Portage,
which is but eleven chains in length, with a fall of 8 T feet to Rainy Lake.

The following table shows the distances, with the fall, at each carrying place, in a
more concise form :--
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TABLE shewing Portages and Navigable Reaches between leight of Land and
Fort Frances.

Land Carria -_____

PORTAGES. I., Navigable Roacheu.

Miles. Chainsj -

.................................. .......... Savant River and Lac des 42
Mille Lacs Baril Portage 18j

Baril Portage................................................ ......... 16 +1 '13aril Like ................ 12
Brulé Porta2e..................................................... 21 -47.02 Windegoostegoon Lakes...
Descent in Windegoostegoon lakelets and stream... ......... -9.50 ..Litt.e.Fren ....Lake.a..
Frenh Portage............................................... LattaeFiknk Lake.an

Pine and Deux Rivières Portages.......................2. 124.12 Sturgoon Lake and River 27
1 100 0

Island Portage and Fall, Sturgeon River .......... .. 1 10 N o .

Portage between Nequaquon Lake and Nameu- I
kan Lake ................................................ 21 72.00 Nameukan Lake........... 1i

Bare Portage . ............. .. 8.55 IRainy Lake and River 46

Land Carriage ........... ....................... 6 41 403.46 Naviable..........177J
Off - ....... ...................................... . ............................

Diff level between Lac des Mille Lacs and;
Rainy Lake....................... ....... 401.60 Br Lae..................... 12

Thus, between the head of the Savane River and Fort Frances, the extent of navigable
water would be one hundrej and seventy-seven and a balf miles, ini eight reaehes, divided by
seven portages, the latter having an aggreate lcngth. of six miles and fort-one chains; in
round numbers, six miles and a haif. At a very littie outlay, however, over what 1 amn
about to propose, the navigable reaches could be s6ewhat xtended acd the nudber of
carrying places reduced to five.

For example, the difference in level between Lac des Mille Lacs and Baril Lake is hrdly
two feet, the latter being by so mueh the highest. If, therefore, Lue des Mille Lacs were
rais.d by means of a dam to the level of Baril Lake, and a ct made between the two, eight
miles and a half would be added to the navigable reach of Mi1l3 Lacs, and one portage done
away with.

In like manner, t1be difference i2 level betwe7n Naeukan and Rainy Lakes is but
8 '55 feet, which niight be overcome by a wooden lock, thus adding some ten miles
to the navi 'gable water of Iainy Lake, ad avoidig another trans-shipment. There
would then remain only five portages in a distance of Fre a undred and eihtyefosnr
miles-One hundred and seventy-seve e and a haîf miles being by water and a little over six
by land-On three of the portages, averaging about two miles each, horses or oxen would
have to be maintained, while, on the remaining two, amely: Brulé and Island Portages,
baing respectively but tweaty-one and thirteen chains n length, wooden.ways miglt be-0o
constrrcted as to admit of hand-cars beint drawn over them with facility. I point this hut,
but would not recommend for the present, cither a eut at Baril Lake or a lock to, coneit
Nameukan and Rainy Lake.

The following are the works which I consider of the most pressing ad immediate im-
portance i this division

Dam at Little Fa7Zs, Rivière La Seine.

i dam at this point, if f esucient height say forty-two feet, would have the effert of
raisingthe water of Lac des Mille Lacs to a level equal with, or a little oigher ohan Baril
Lake, the latter being d raw feet above the level of Mille Lacs, so that by a mere eut,
the two ould be commected, ad, in the event of more extensive works bein undertaken
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at some future period, it would be no small matter to have the water of Mille Lacs at com-
mand, for, until after passing French Portage, the supply of water on the canoe route,
although ample for the works now prcposed, is not sufficient for the more extensive improve.
ments which will dcubtless be required in the future.

Among the further advantages of this dam would be the additional depth which it
would give over an extensive shoal just at the mouth ofthe Savane River.

Moreover, in the event of a land road all the way bctween Lac des Mille Lacs and
Rainy Lake becoming necessary, a dam at the Little Falls would extend the navigable
water of Mille Lacs to within a distance of seventy miles of Rainy Lake. The construction
of such a road has been strongly urged by various parties who have manifested a deep
interest in opening the communication, chiefly|under the idea that it would greatly expe-
dite th e conveyance of mails.

It must be borne in mind, however, that taking into account the character of
the country, seventy miles of road, while in such way as to be really useful, in
a region"so remote, would cost not less than one hundred and twenty thousand dol-
lars. It is, therefore, a matter for consideration whether for the present the less
expensive way would not be-the best, and whether if such a sum, instead of being ap-
plied to making a road, were expended on the construction of locks to extend the navigable
reaches, it would not have a better effect, even as regards the transport of mails, inasmuch
as steamers might then be placed to advantage on reaches now too short to admit of their
being used.

The situation at the Little Falls is admirably adapted for a dam, the river at that
point passing through a cut in the rock with higni rocky banks on either side. To have
the desired effect of raising the water of Lac des Mille Lacs to the extent of about three
feet over its present level, the dam would require to be forty-two feet in height. From a
rough estimate made by me when on the ground, I have set down its cost at twenty thou-
sand dollars. If, however, the mere raising of Lac des Mille Lacs were the only object in
view, it could be attained by a much less costly structure at its immediate outlet.

Taking the works proposed in their regular order from Lac des Mille Lacs to Rainy
Lake, the improvement next required would be at-

Baril Portage.

This is the portage or carrying place, between Lac des Mille Lacs and Baril Lake,
in length sixteen chains. For the present it is merely proposed to improve the portage and
place a tramway upon it for hand cars. Baril Lake is, as stated, 1 811 feet above the level
of Mille Lacs, and, when the latter is raised by means of the dam proposed, a eut might
easily be made to connect the two lakes and do rway with the portage, as already stated.

Brulé Portage.

Here, also, it is proposed to place a tramway. The present length of the portage is
twenty-one chains, but the brook forming the diseharge of Baril Lake can be so improved as
to reduce the distance to ten chains. The difference of level between the water of Baril
Lake and the lower end of the portage is 47 , - feet.

Dam at head of French Portage.
The effect of this dam would be to raise the water of the Windegoostegoon Lakes.

which is in some places shallow, and do away with a little rapid where there is a fall of three
feet. The channel, where the dam is to be built, is of solid rock, eighty feet in width,
with rocky banks on both sides. The structure would be an ordiuary flat dam, built of
unhewn timber and covered in front with timber hewn to six inches, raised to the height
of twelve feet, with a flood gate fifteen feet in width, provided with stop logs and the means
of raising them, in the same manner as at the head gates of a slide. A work of this extent
would cost in ordinary circumstances about twelve hundred dollars, but considering the
remoteness of the situation and the cost of getting men, supplies, etc., I have cet it down at
sixteen hundred dollars.

French Portage.
TUis carrying place is one mile and sixty chains in length and the fal from its çastern

16
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end to the Little Lake at its western extremity 90, feet, a difference of level which
forbids any attempt te encounter the river for the present. Tiere is nothing for it, there-
fore, but a road, and for this the ground, although somewhat hilly, is not unfavorabie.
French Portage is succeeded by a navigable reach of fifteen miles, embraeng Kaogaskok
Lake and ending at Pine Portage.

Pine Portage and Deux Rivières Portagsý.

These two portages may be considered as one, and have to be passed by a land road
of two miles as at French Portage, as the river could only be rendered available at an out-
lay which must form a subject for consideration in the future, the fall being 124 1 feet.
At present, a land road of the required distance (two miles) can be made over ground some-
what rough, but on the whole favorable. This road would end at the navigable water lead-
ing to Sturgeon Lake and the next work required would be the

Dam at Island Portage.

This is one of the most important works on the whole line of route, as its construction
would give an unbroken reach of twenty-seven miles of navigable water, through the very
roughest section of the Lake Region. Sturgeon Lake, which would form a link in this
stretch, is sixteen miles in length, navigable throughout. From its discharge to Island
Portage, the distance is eleven miles, and the aggregate fall 32 i 0 feet. The carrying
place is on an island just at the brow of' a fall of ten feet. Sturgeon River is at this
point, three hundred and thirty feet wide, with a bottom of solid rock, and rocky banks on
cither side rising with a moderate ascent. Here it is proposed to construct a flat dam of
the simplest form, but, at the same time, the strongest, and, in this instance, I see no
object in going te the expense of making flood gates. The height of the dam would be net
less than thirty five feet. The quantity of timber used in its construction will reach eighty
thousand lineal feet, and timber of the finest description, both red and white pine, is avail-
able; but, considering the remoteness of the locality, its cost, built into the work, cannot
be reckoned at less than seventeen cents per foot, equal te fourteen thousand four hundred
dollars, add te which for filling, &c., three thousand six hundred dollars, making cighteen
thousand dollars as set down in the estimate.

Dams at Nequaguon.

Immediately below Island Portage, Sturgeon River is shallow, but deepens, gradually,
till, at a distance of some two miles, it opens out in Nequaquon Lake. The main or north-
ern outlet of this lake is over a rocky bottom, and, across this, I propose te run a low flat
dam, so as te give a sufficiency of water below Island Portage, at the shoals just mentioued.
The southern outlet is smaller but would also require a dam, and for these works I have
ineluded in the estimate a sum of four tbousand dollars.

Portage between Nequaquon and Nameukan.

This Portage leads from the smooth water, at the western end of Nequaquon Lake, to
a bay of the Nameukan Lake-its length is two miles and the descent from one lake to the
other about seventy two feet. The ground is rough and difficult, but in the estimate I
have included it with the other portages, and taken a general average for the who!e. From
this Portage a reach of ten miles of navigable water ends at

Bare Portage.

This is the last carrying place te Rairy Lake. The descent is 8 feet, and the
lenth of the portage-eleven chains-can be much reduced by a little excavation.

LAKE OF THE WOODS DIVISION.

This comprises the navigable reach extending from Fort Frances te the northwest
angle of tie Lake of the Woods, a distance of one hundred and twenty miles.

At F< rt Frances, there is a complete and sudden change in the appearance of the coun-
17
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try, and an evident improvement in the climate. The ever recurring rocks and hills of the
lake region disappear, and, in contrast to these, are commodious buildings, a farm of some
extent, and cattle grazing in the fields, with a a broad river sweeping westward between
banks of deep alluvial soil.

Rainy River is, here, a stream of great volume, nearly a quarter of a mile in width.
The Falls (22 s feIet in height) are just opposite the Fort, and from this point to the
northwest angle of the Lake of the Woods (a distance of one hundred and twenty miles, as
stated), the navigation is uninterrupted.

There are, however, two little rapids on Rainy River, the Manitou and the Long
Rapids, occurring about half way to the Lake of the Woods, as set down on the accompany-
ing map. The first, with a fall of 20 6 feet, has great depth of water, and could easily be
stenmmed by a steamer of moderate power. The Long Rapid may have a fall of 3j to 4
fcet distributed over a distance of some thirty chains. In this rapid the water glides
smoothly, but is in some places shallow. I think, however, that, even at the lowest stage
of water, a vessel drawing four feet could pass. In any case, the bottom is of a nature to
be easily deepened, if required. The strength of the current presents no serious obstacle,
as canoes eau be paddled up, requiring the use of the setting poles at only two points. At
the Manitou the tow line lias, generally, to be used.

Any impediment in these rapids, therefore, would be so easily overcome, that it is
hardly worth estimating, and, to all practical purposes, the navigation in this long reach
may be regarded as uninterrupted.

In my preliminary report, as already said, before the latter explorations were made, in
the country westward of the Lake of the Woods, Lac Plat was suggested as the startiug
point of a road to Fort Garry, chiefly because it was supposed to be the point which would
involve the making of the smallest extent of road. The western extremity of Lac Plat, is
however, one hundred and fifty-eight miles from Fort Frances, while the northwest angle,
which is now adopted as the starting point, is but one hundred and twenty miles ; asaving
of thirty-eight miles is thus effected in navigating the Lake of the Woods.

Before concluding this part of the subject, I would draw attention to the fact that two
locks at Fort Frances where the fall is 2i0 feet, would have the effect of adding Rainy
Lake to the navigable reacli which I have just been describing, giving one hundred and
sixty-six miles without a trausshipment.

FORT GARRY SECTION.

As already explained, a good deal of difficulty was experienced in finding a line prac-
ticable for a road, by which to get through the marshy region intervening between the
Lake of the Woods and the prairie eastward of the Red River Settlement.

This section of country presents to the eye, in its general character, the appearance of
an undeviating flat. From the Lake of the Woods, for a distance of twenty-five or
thirty miles westward, swamps of great extent, covered with moss and stunted evergreens,
are of frequent occurrence. In other sections, considerable areas are occupied by marshes
or shallow lakes, bul-rushes and other aquatic plants standing out of the water. In the
latter cases, the bottom, after a certain depth is attained, is generally firm, while, in the
swamps, in some instances, the surface covering is itself afloat, and heaves and undulates
beneath the feet, presenting a quagmire or peat bog, on an extensive scale. This descrip-
tion applies more particularly to the section nearest to the Lake of the Woods. On ap-
proaching the prairie, the swamps are less extensive and the ground in general more favor-
able. In the swampy sections, however, there are some areas of dry ground and good soil,
and, wherc the bogs are deepest, they are intersected by low gravelly ridges which rise but
a few feet over the general level. These ridges are firm, and their direction can be traced
by the heavy growth of wood which they carry. Flat and level as the country appears to
be, it is susceptible of being drained. The tection most swampy, although but slightly
higher than the Lake of the Woods, is at an elevation of over three hundred feet above the
valley of Red River, and, wherever a run of water is met wîth, except in the lake-like
swamps, it is seen gliding on with a speed which indicates a sufficient fall for drainage.
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The principal streams in the region are the Broken Head River, the White Mouth
River, and the Roseau or River of Roses.

The latter takes its rises in the United States Territory and runs westward, at a short
distance from, and nearly parallel to, the Boundary Line, till it joins the led River, a little
to the north of Pembina. This stream forms a link in the ancient war-path of the Saulteux
Indians to the country of their enemies-the Sioux. The Broken Hlead runs north to
Lake Winnepeg, while the White Mouth falls into the Winnepeg River, just above the
Seven Portages. The section which I have just been describing, except in tue swamps and
marshes, is densely wooded. Westward of this is the Prairie, having a depth of thirty miles
to the eastward of Red River. This Prairie does net meet the wooded region, as mlight be
supposed, gradually merging from prairie to woodland, but abruptly and at once. It seems
to be an ancient lake bottom, still nearly as level as a lake, and generally without wood.
3ordering on this is the wooded region, with points stretching into the plain, like the head-

lands of a lake. Just where the prairie and woodland meet, there ere, in some places,
banks of gravel whieh will eventually become of importance, as material for forming road-
ways over the soft and yielding soil of the plains.

From ForqGarry to the north-west angle of the Lake of the Woods, a road line lias bcen
laid out, and its practicability proved by the fact that, for several years, it was used as a
post road and the mails carried over it on horseback. Wheeled vehicles, except in very
wet weather, can already travel over the Prairie, and, taking the line altogether, its average
cost, to form a first class country road, will be rather under than over the general average
of such works.

To describe it more particularly, starting from the north-west angle of the Lake of the
Woods, the ground, for a distance offifteen miles is low and swampy, requiring deep and ex-
tensive cuts for draining, added to which the roadway for several miles, will require to be
fascined-no large bridges on this section.

Proceeding westward, there is a marked improvement in the next ten miles, but the
ground is very swampy. Material for fascining and bridging abounds, and two small bridges
have to be made, on tributaries of the White Mouth River. Taking the above as one sec-
tion of twenty-five miles reckoning from the Lake of the Woods, I set its average cost at
sixteen hundred dollars per mile, equal to forty thousand dollars ; still proceeding west ward
for thirty-five miles (which may be regarded as one& section) the ground is much improved
in character. For some four or five miles, near the White Mouth River, nothing better
could be desired. Then follows a series of low gravelly ridges, over many portions of which
little more has to bc done than to grub out the trocs. An occasional intrusion from an ad-
joining swamp bas to be fascined, and bridges will be required over the Broken Head and
White Mouth Rivers. For this section, 1 have set down one thousand dollars per mile, in
all thirty-five thousand dollars.

The next section is over low prairie embracing a distance of about thirty miles, from
a place where there are a few Indian huts, called " Oak Point Settlement," to Fort Garry.
For this section, I have set down four hundred dollars per mile, which may appear to be a
low estimate for a road, but all that eau be done for it, without going to a very great outlay, is
to drain it thoroughly, and, if this were done, it would be as good as the roads at Red River
generally are. A road on a prairie lias this advantage, that wlien the turf cuts and the
wheels begin to sink in one track, another is always available, the width beingquite unlimited.

To render the section under consideration practicable in this way, one deep diteh is
necessary, with a little fascining and raising of the roadway in the lower parts. Lateral cuts,
of considerable length, will have to be made to drain the water from the main trench. All
whieh eau be accomplished at an average cost of four hundred dollars per mile, makîng in
all, twelve thousand dollars for the Prairie Section,
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Total Length of Route by Land and Water.
Land Miles.

Dog Lake Road..............................
Dog Lake and River.................................
Ieight of Land Portage....... ........................
Lac des Mille Lacs and Savane River...............
Baril Portage..............................................
Baril Lake.............................................
Brulé Portage.............................................
Windegoostegoon........................................,
French Portage...........................................
Kagassikok ..................... .........
Deux Rivières...........................
Sturgeon Lake........... . .................
Island Portage................ ..........................
Nequaquon................................................
Nequaquon Portage.....................................
Nameukan Lake........................................
Bare Portage................................. ,......
Rainy Lake .............................
Fort Frances..............................................
Rainy River and Lake of the Woods.................
Fort Garry..................................................

25

10

90

Chains. Water Miles.

35

42

12

15

27

17

10

46

120

71 3321
131

463f

ESTIMATE.
The probable cost of opening the communicaton, in the way I have

Jourdain's Rapid, at the head of the navigable water on Dog River, to Fort
as follows :-

proposed, from
Garry, would be

Lake Region.
Roads and improvements at Height of Land, between Dog River

and Lac des Mille Lacs,........ . ................... $11,000 00
Dam, with flood-gates, at eastern end Great French Portage... 1,600 00
Dam, thirty-five feet high, across Sturgeon River, at Island

Protage........................................ 18,000 00
Two low flat dams, at Nequaquon Lake............................ 4,000 00
Dam, at Little Falls (Two Falls Portage on the River Seine). 20,000 00
Six and a half miles road and tramway over portages, between

Lac des Mille Lacs and Rainy Lake......................... 10,400 00

$65,000 00
Land Roads (Fort Garry Section).

Ninety miles land road, between north-west angle
of the Lake of the Woods and Fort Gary,
would cost for twenty-fivo miles, Eastern
Section, at $1,600 per mile,.................... $40,000 00

Thirty-five miles, Middle Section, at e1,000 per
mile................................................ 35,000 00

Thirty miles, Western Section, over low prairie
at $400 per mile.................. 12,000 00

87,000 00

$152,000 00

A. 1868
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Other Works (Lake Superior Section).
A pier required at the Depôt, Thunder Bay, Lake

Superior................ ................ 2,500 00
Seven mailes land road, to "connect Fort William

with Dog Lake Line............................ 7,000 00
9,500 0

$161,500 00
Superintendence and contingencies................................. 5,000 00

$166,500 00

The above does not include such of the works, in the Lake Superior section, as were
provided for in the grant of fifty-five thousand nine hundred dollars made last year, except
a road at the Height of Land, which is allowed for in the present estimate. This was
necessary, inasmuch as the total grant of last year will be required to complete the road to
Dog Lake. and finish the dam, which latter was found to involve a little more work than
was anticipated, on account of the necessity which has ariben of running an additional
dam, along a rocky ridge of low ground, south of the outlet of Dog Lake.

PROBABLE TRAFFIC.

Within the last few years, since the North-west Territories have begun to attract so
much attention, many schemes have been advanced and many suggestions made, as to the
best means of opening the communication. Without going, for the present, into the
merits of these schemes, I would draw attention to the fact that the country between Lake
Superior and the Red River Settlement is a wilderness, as yet in a state of nature ; that
except to the canoe of the Indian, or the voyager, it is quite inaccessable in its present
stale, and that until some way of getting through it is devised, there can be no means of
taking even the initiatory steps in the construction of works of great magnitude, such as
railways or canals. A line of communication such as I have proposed would render the
country accessible, and, when it is cômpleted, it will be time enough to entertain greater
projects.

But, while taking this view of its utility, I must also draw attention to the fact that
the opening of the communication. even in this simple way, would have the immediate
effect of drawing the trade of the North-west Territories to Canada.

The people of Red River, at present, purchase their goods at St. Paul, and take them
from thence full six hundred miles, overland, to the Settlement; sometimes, indeed, there
is a small steamer which runs on Red River during high water, but, as a general rule, the
goods whieh the settlers require are carted all the way through, and the cost of freight is
generally reckoned at from four and a half to five dollars per 100 tbs.

Now, froi an estimate which I have made, I feel confident that if the communication
were opened, even in the primitive way suggested. the cost of transport from Lake Super-
ior to the Red River Settlement would not exceed $1.75 per 100 Ibs., but, supposing that
it should cost as much as two dollars, it would still be less, by over one-half, than the
cost of freight from St. Paul, and, when the vastly cheaper rate at which goods eau be
purchased in Canada, as compared to Minnesota, is considered, it is but reasonable to
suppose that the trade mnst come this way.

I have only alluded, so far, to the trade of the Settlement, or rather of the settlers,
apart from that of the Hudson's Bay Company, but I think the latter might be looked for,
also; for the able officers who manage that ancient and honorable corporation, as soon as
they saw that they could get their supplies cheaper by Lake Superior than by Hudson
Bay, or St. Paul, would at once adopt the route. It is clear, therefore, that by opening
the communication in the manner proposed, a trade, amounting to several millions of
dollars annually would be at once transferred to Canada. Even as a matter of speculation,
witkoüt reference to political considerations. or the vast field which would be opened to
colonisation, it would be a safe enterprise to open the line.
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It is a circu:mstance of no smalil importance, in recommending the expenditure of money
on a public work, to be able to show that, when completed, it will at once begin to yield a
return. In the present instance, the return would not, of course, be in the shape ot tolls
on the works but in the way of increasing trade, and consequently increasing revenue, the
laying open of extensive tracts of fertile territory for settlement, and the developement of
a district now known to be rich in minerai resources,

The State of Minnesota bas of late being doing a good deal to facilitate intercourse and
trade with the Red River Settlement. During the summer now approaching, a tri-weekly
line of stages will be established, mails will be delivered every second day, and the people,
eut off from Canada, will naturally draw closer to the only neighbors with whom they can
hold intercourse, and, if this state of things continue long, they must become a community
of the United States rather than a British Colony.

Now, it is evident that if the trade of the North-west Territories is of value to Min-
nesota, it ought to be ofsame importance to Canada, and, if the people of a new state see
advantage in taxing their scanty resources, to make roads and keep up lines of stages to
attract that trade, overland, surely the Dominion with much greater facilities and more
ample resources might do a little to obtain it, when nearly two-thirds of the distance would
be by navigable water.

THE MEANS OF TRANSPORT.

When the traffic of the Red River Settlement and the North-west Territories has once
fairly begun to take the route by Lake Superior, private enterprise will soon fall upon the
means by which transport can be nosr, easily effected.

Land Carriage.

In the meantime, I may suggest the mode which, in the first instance, must be resorted
to. At Lake Superior, of course, when the communication is once completely opened there
will, no donbt, be ample competition for the conveyance of articles over the road to Dog
Lake, as there probably will be at the Height of Land Portage also.

At three of the portages in the interior, however, namely, the French, Deux Riviéres
and Nequaquon Portages, averaging two miles each, horses and oxen will have to be main-
tained for a time. At the Baril, Brulé, Island and Bare Portages, tramways will be ar-
ranged for hand cars, the latter being short.

Between the North-west angle of the Lake of the Woods and Fort Garry, no provision
would have to be made, as the means of conveyance are abundant at the Red River Settle-
ment.

WVater Carriage.

On the shorter reaches, boats, such as the Hudson's Bay Company use in the trans-
port of goods from York Factory to the Red River Settlement, would be the best. They
carry about ten tons, and easily drawn over a portage. Such boats wculd answer well be-
tween Lac des Mille Lacs and Fort Frances; Once the communication was fairly estab-
lished, a relay of boats might be kept on each reach, and then much larger vessels might
be employed.

In the longer reaches, steamers might be used to advantage, and would probably-most
certainly, if the traffie became extensive-be more economical than boats.

There would be in ail five reaches in which I think it would be desirable to have small
steamers, namely :-

On Dog Lake and River.......... ......................... 35 miles navigable.
Savane River and Lac des Mille Lacs............... 42 "

Sturgeon Lake and River.................................... 27 "

Rainy Lake.................................................... 46 "

Fort Frances to North-west Angle........................ 120 "

270 miles.
Thus in five reaches, amonnting in the aggregate to two hundred and seventy miles,

the shortest of which would be twenty-seven miles in length, small steamers, of a cheap clas,
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might be used to advantage. Gradually, as improvement advanced, the reaches might be
connected together by means of locks, and then, of course, larger vcssels would come into
play.

laIn the five shorter navigable reaches of the " Lake Region," boats such as I have sug-
gested, or indeed scows or boats of any kind, might be used, as, for instance,'in

Baril Lake.......................................................... ........ 8½ m iles.
W indegoostogoon.....,................................................... 12 "
Kaogassikok........... .............................. 15 "
Nequaquon Lake...................................... 17
N am eukan................................................................... 10 "

62î miles.
Five reaches, giving sixty two miles and a half for ordinary row-boats and scows.

Cost of Freightt.

With these arrangements on the carrying places and navigable reaches, the cost of
freight would be neariy as follows

25 miles land carriage, to Dog Lake................................. 25 cents.
35 miles water carriage, through Dog River and Lake............ 8 "

10 miles land carriage, H eight of Land...................... 12 "

184 miles, to Fort Frances, laid and water.......................... 60 "
120 miles, Fort Frances, to Lake of Woods in steamers or barges

carrying say fifty to one hundred tons........................ 8 "

90 miles, North-West A::gle to Fort Garry, by land............. 80 "

464 miles, $1 93 '
or say even two dollars per 100 lbs.

This would be less than half the cost of freight from St. Paul, which is $4.50 per
100lbs., and, sometimes, five dollars.

I have set down the cost of transport purposely high, although in some places it may
appear low ; for example, between the North-west Angle and Fort Garry, I have put down
eighty cents per one hundred pounds, as the cost, in a distance of ninety miles. In esti-
mating the accuracy of this, it must, in the first place, be considered that horses and carts
are abundant at Red River. Horses are very numerous and there is but little employment
for them, and the people make their own carts and harness, which although very serviceable,
are very cheap; they besides bring articles six hundred miles from St. Paul for $4.50 per
100 pounds, which would be but equal to sixty-seven and a half cents on ninety miles, and
I have set down eighty cents, a fair allowance in any country. Even in Lower Canada, on
the St. Maurice, where there is a good deal of comipetition in winter, loads can be sent one
hundred and twenty miles into the interior for from seventy-five to eighty cents per 100
pounds, and, between Three Rivers and Montreal, a distance of just ninety miles, sixty
cents, per 100 pounds, would be considered, at Thrce Rivers, a high rate.

In the long navigable reach of one hundred and twenty miles, between the North.
west Angle and Port Frances, I have put eight cents per 100 pounds, equal to $1.60 per
ton cf 2000 pounds, one dollar per ton would be ample, as large vessels can be used.

In the reach of broken navigation, of one hundred and cighty-four miles, between the
Savane or leight of Land Portage and Fort Frances, I bave put sixty cents per 100
pounds, equal to twelve dollars per ton of 2,000 pounds. Now five men with a boat carry-
ing five tons, can go in five days from the Saivane to Fort Frances, and return in four days,
taking the same boat with them all the way. Allowing one dollar per day for each man,
their expenses would be, for nine days, lorty-five dollars, whereas, I have allowed sixty
dollars ; but, if there were a relay of boats and scows capable of carrying fifty tons, on eacl
reach, with horses and wagons on the three longer portages, it could be done for six dollars
per ton, or spy thirty cents per 100 pounds.

For the leight of Land carriage of ten miles, I have set down twelve cents per 10)
pounds, or say $2.40 per ton of 2000 pounds. It requires no explanation to shew that this
is a very ample estimate.

in the Dog Lake and River reach of thirty-five miles, I have put down eig14 eets,
£%C 
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equal to $1.60 per ten, and for the land carriage of twenty-five miles, from Thunder Bay
to Dog Lake, I estimate twenty-five cents per 100 lbs., or say, five dollar# per ton of 2,000
lbs.

These estimates will all be considered ample; but, supposing the communication to be
well opened, and the appliances for transport in full operation, the following would be a fair
estimate:-

25 miles hnd road, Thunder Bay to Dog Lake................. 25 cents.
35 miles water carriage Dog River and Lake........................6 "

10 miles land carriage, Hcight of Land............................... 10 "

184 miles, Fort Frances, 6j being by land....... ................. 30
120 miles, Fort Frances to northwest angle in Batteaux, of 100 tons. 6
90 miles land carriage, Northwest Angle to Fort Garry............ 75

464 miles $1.52 per 109 Ilbs.
That is, $30, 4 0 per ton of 2,000 Ilbs., from Thunder Bay to Fort Garry. But, as I

said before, making every allowance, and taking the cost at $2 per 100 lbs., equal to forty
dollars per ton, at the outset. From York Factory to Red River, the contract price used
to be twenty pounds sterling, or one hundred dollars per ton, while the present rate, by
the Prairies and Red River, is ninety dollars per ton of 2,000 lbs.

Beyond this, it surely requires no argument to shew that, if the communication were
opened, the whole trade of the Red River Settlement, both that of the Hudson Bay Com-
pany and the settlers, would pass by Lake Superior. A saving of fifty dollars per ton on
freight, would certainly decide the matter. But this is not all, the price of such articles as
the people of Red River require, being chiefly dry goods and groceries, is much lower in
Canada than in any of the remote western towns of Minnesota. If Fort William were again
made a free port, as it recently was, and, always supposing the communication to be opened,
the people of the Red River Settlement would be in position to supply the northern settle-
ments of Minnesota with merchandize, instead of being dependent on them, as at present.

RESOURCES-TIMBER, &c.
When the communication is opened, and settlement begins to advance in the prairie

of the West, there will be a demand for wood for building and other purposes, increasing
gradually until it has attained proportions commensurate with the means of transport.
Westward of the Height of Land, on the streams flowing towards Rainy Lake, there is an
abundance of timber, such as red and white pine, of a large size and good quality. This
section would cômpare, not unfavorably, with some of the best lumber regions on the Upper
Ottawa.

The prairies are nearly destitute of timber, and here is a supply which, to all prac-
tical purposes, may be said to be illimitable, and, looking to the future of the western terri-
tories, and having regard to the probable traffic which is to support a line of communication,
there are, in the forests of the Winnipeg slope, the elements of a trade which should be
kept in view.

Another article of economic value, whieh should be taken into account, is the vast
quantity of peat which might be obtained in the swampy region near the Lake of the
Woods ; some of the swamps are very deep, and hold in store, great quantities of fuel of
this description, for a region further to the west where there is but little wood. In a very
short time the people of the Red River Settlement will find peat cheaper than wood, ai-
though, doubtless, they have for the present a considerable supply of t'1e latter article.

The country bas, however, other valuable resources, of which but little is as yet known,
and no doubt, in the future, attention will be directed to its

Xineral Resources.
It is now well known that silver mines of surpassing richness were diseovered at

Lake Superior last summer, but it is not so generally understood that a formation, of 4ho
same age as that in which they oceur, extends with more or less interluption to thé
Lake of the Woods, and that, for a great part of the way, the line which it is proposed to
open will pass over Schists of the Lower Silurian period, Ruch as yield eifrr at .kaim
Superior and Gold in Nova Sootia.
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That part of the line, however, extending from a little eastward of Dog Lake to the
Nameukan Lake, will be almost wholly on Laurentian gneiss-Silurian rocks then shew
themselves, and the schists on Rainy Lake are plentifully intersected with Iodes of quartz.
While at Fort William, last summer, I was sbewn some very fine specimens ot gold quartz
taken from Rainy Lake. I was also informed, on what I believed to be good authority, that
alluvial gold had been discovercd, but that the fact was beirg kept as secret as possible.
These reports gain confirmation from the fact that on Vermillion Lake, in Minnesota, which
is tributary to Rainy Lake, and only at a short distance from it, gold quartz bas been already
woiked and various claims taken up. The communication which it is proposed to open
might, therefore, be the means of developing an American as well as a Canadian Gold Field.*

At the Lake of the Woods, chloritic and talcose schists, of Silurian age, similar to
those of the Gold districts of the Chaudière, are frequent on the Islands, and they are tra-
versed by what appear to be very promising quartz lodes.

Upon the whole, the indications and actual discoveries throughout the region are such
as to warrant the expectation that there are mineral resources, as yet undeveloped, which
wili eventually lead to a trade which will greatly aid in sustaining a line of communication.

OTHER METHODS OF OPENING THE COMMUNICATION.

Rai lways.

It has been urged that a Railroad from Lake Superior to Red Rtiver would afford the
best and easiest means of communication, and that it would form a link to the great Rail-
way system which it is believed wiil, at no distant day, span the continent froin the Atlantic
to the Pacifie, within British Territory.

Now, while admitting the great advantages whieh would result from a work of this
kind, it must be borne in mind that tlhe means for its construction cannot at present be
obtained. There is no amount of argument, as to prospective advantages, which could
procure the investment of twenty millions of dollars, which would be about its cost, in an
undeveloped region, such as that through which it would pass. Theoretically, the idea
may be a good one, but practically, it is at least premature.

Moreover, a railroad between the points indicated would be isolated as regards other
railways, and being available only during the season of navigation, would bc without one
of the chief advantages of a railroad, which is that it can bc kept in operation, indepen-
dently of the navigation.

It lias been suggested that, whatever objections might attach to the project of a rail-
way all the way to Red River, a comparatively short line would best overcome the rough
and difficult section intervening between Lake Superior and Rainy Lake. But the same
objections which present themselves in regard to the former, apply to the latter.

Its length, that is of a line from Lake Superior to Bainy Lake, allowing for deviations,
would not be greatly less than two hundred miles, and its cost would far exceed any means
which there is a probability of obtaining.

It would absorb an amount of capital more than sufficient to provide for the lockage
required to connect the navigable reaches between Dog Lake and Lake Winnepeg, and
form a canal, which, in the present state of the country, or any stage of development to which
it can attain for a considerable period, would be of greater utility than a railroad.

Finally, before snch a work was undertaken, the country would have to be rendered ac-
cessi'le, as I have already said, by some suchi means of communication as I have suggested.

It will not be understood, however, from what I have said, that a railway is impiactie-

* The following extract shews that the mines in the Vermillion district, near Rtainy Lake, are
beginning to attract attention;-

" TE LAis SUPEBloR COUNTRY.---TLe Gazette (Superior, Wis.,) says:-' Col. Henry Tyndall ar-
rived here from the Vermillion district late last eveinng, and started for St. Paul this morning. Tests
have been made from several of the veina, all with the most favorable results. The quantily of rock
tested in each case was not less than five hundred pounds. In every experiment so far, the yields bas
been largely over $100 per ton: and some of them have gone up to thousands. A private letter in-
forme us of one instance where one hundred and fifty pounds of rock yielding a pound and one-half
of bullion. Col. Tyndall pronounces the country rich, and in thi; statement he is borne out by the
amouit of bullion which he brings with him, amornting to betwecn sevea and eigbt pounds of gold
and silver,'"
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able. In fact, with exception of the section between Lake Superior and Rainv Lake which
is rough and broken and has never yet been explored with a view to a work of the kind,
the ground is not unfavorable, but, as I have said, the idea of such a work is premature.

Canals.

On reference te what I have already stated, it will be seen that, from Dog Lake north-
westward, to the Lake of the Woods, long navigable reaches occur in continuous succession,
separated by short intervals of rapid water or other 'mpedim.nents. From the Height of
Land Portage, where it strikes the Savane River, to the North-west Angle of thé Lake of
the Woods, the distance is three hundred and four miles, and the total amount of lockage
that would be required, four hundred and twenty-five let, being somewhat less than that
of the Rideau Canal. Ey means of lock and dam, the whole of this distance might be ren-
dered navigable without a break, at comparatively small cost, if wooden locks were adopted.
The river channels between the navigable sections, are every where of rock, and generally
favorable for the construction of such works as would be required.

With this extent of navigation might be connected the navigable water, east of the
Ileight of Land, having a length, in Dog Lake and River, of thirty-five miles.

Wben the dam now in progress at Dog Lake is completed, the difference in level be-
tween the waters of Dog River and the Savane will be about a hundred feet, and a Canal
with loeks, by way of Muskaig Lake, might be constructed te connect the two. Lac des
Mille Lacs would be the summit level, and it has sufficient water for a Canal both ways:

This would give three hundred and fifty miles of unbroken navigation, approaching
at its eastern extremity to within twenty-five miles of Lake Superior, and at its western te
within nincty miles of Fort Garry.

All the lockage required would cost less than would a railroad of two hundred miles
to Rainy Lake, and it would be of vastly greater utility.

A short Railway of twenty-five miles, from Dog Lake to Thunder Bay, would connect
the navigation with Lake Superior; while a similar work of ninety miles, from Fort Garry
to the North-west Angle of the Lake of the Woods, would join it to the Red River Settle-
ment. The latter Railway would be over very even ground.

I have offered these suggestions, not with a view of conveying the impression that
they should be immediately acted upon, but to shew what is practicable, and what would be
the true way of opening a line adapted for heavy traffic, when the country has attained a
stage of development te warrant the expenditure which it would involve.

SYSTEM OF WORK BY CONTRACT OR OTHERWISE.

The work is of that nature, which, from long experience in carrying on similar opera-
tions, in remote sections, I beliçve could be better performed by engaging good workmen
and competent overseers than by contract.

Contract work is all well enough in a settled country, where, if one man fails in accom-
plishing an undertaking others are always ready to take it up; but, in such a region as that
in which the works under consideration would be carried on, the Government would be, in
a measure, at the mercy of the contractor, as for instance, if he should not make provision
for a particular work, or from any cause break off, it would throw the enterprise back for a
full year. Contractors, as a general rule, would only undertake work in a region so remote
in the hope of large profits, which the comparatively small sums set down for each partie-
ular section would net bear. They would, as usual, have endless bills of extras, where every
little contingency could net be foreseen; and, if it appeared te be a losing business, would
delay and petition for increase in their rates, and might, indeed, abandon the works alto-
gether. Moreover, the Indians, in rome of the sections, have te be very carefully dealt
with. At sucli a distance froin the restraints of law, none but men of good character should
be brought amaong them, and spirituous liquors should be strictly prohibited.

Under a system of contract, the Government would have little te say as to the class of
men te be employed], and the officers in charge of the works might be unable te prevent
liquor from being smuggled in. The Indians sometimes assemble at Fort Frances and on
Rainy River, to the numnber of five or six hundred, and if a few barrels of whisky were
rolled amougst them the consequences might, undoubtedly would, be serious.
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Moreover, contractors, or their employees, would not consider themselves in any way
bound to refrain from interfering in the fur trade, and their doing so would irritate and
render hostile the employees of the Hudson Bay Company, who have been so friendly and
obliging in the past, and whose good offices will. I have no doubt, be equally at the disposai
of the country in the future, if they meet with the courtesy th y are always ready to extend.

In my allusions to the contraet system, I wish it to be clearly understood that I speak
from my own experience of such a systei in the wilderness, and, meaning no reflection on
contractors in general, I would say that if such a system is adopted in the Rainy Lake
Section of the country, a military force will be required to support it, and this would soon
occasion a greater outlay than the full amount of my estimate for the work.

For the works on the Lake Superior Section, and the Lake legion, the head-quarters
from whence supplies are to be sent in, must be at Fort William or Thunder Bay. The
latter, of course, after the Dog Lake road is completed.

For the road, between the North-west Angle of the Lake of the Woods and Fort Garry,
supplies and men must be obtained at the Red River Settlement. Workmen in sufficient
numbers, can be had there, and, from letters I have recently received, I am led to believe
that provisions also will be abundant, such as flour, beef, etc.

THE INDIAN ELEMENT.
In opening the communication to Red River, the country will be brouglit, to some

extent, into contact with the Indians, who have their hunting grounds on the line of route.
Hitherto, Canada bas been fortunate in dealing with the Indian element ; and, in the

present case, I see no reason for anticipating greater difficulty than bas arisen in the past.
The only localities where the Indians are at ail numerous,:are at the Lake of the Woods

and Rainy River, but the entire population does not greatly exceed three thousand. They
can, however, collect in summ-r in larger numbers than Indians usually do, from the fact
that they have abundance of food. This is afford-d by the wild rice of the country which
they collect, and by the fish which literally swarm in the Lakes and Rivers, some industry
practiced on their own part, too, in raising Indian Corn, serves to supply them to a small
extent. I have seen as many as five or six hundred of them collected at one time, at the
rapids on Rainy River, engaged in catching sturgeon, the flesh of which they preserve by
drying it like Pemican and then pounding it up and putting it, with a due mixture of oil,
into bags made of sturgeons' skin.

They have a rude sort of Government, and the regulations made by their Chiefs are obser.
ved, it is said, better than laws usually are where there are no great means of enforcing them.

They are very intelligent and are extremely jealous as to their right of soil and author-
ity over the country which they occupy.

When the Red River Expedition first came in contact with them, they manifested
some displeasure, and were not slow to express it, at parties being sent through their
country, to explore and examine it, without their consent being first asked and obtained.
On becoming better acquainted with them, we found it to our advantage to keep up a little
friendly intercourse with the Chiefs, calling upon them as we passed, and interchanging a
few presents of no great value. When we had adopted this course, ail difficulties vanished,
and, ere the explorations were brought to a close, they manifested and expressed an earnest
wish to see the communication opened.

The chief danger which could arise of coming into unfrierdly relations with the In-
dians, would be from having large parties of worknen in the vicinity of their encampments.
Now, this is a contingency not likely to arise, from thie fact that where the Indians are
numerous, the navigation is unimpeded and but little work required; but, as a rale,
extreme prudence will always 'have to be observed by the oßiiecrs in charge of men to keep
them from coming in contact with the Indians.

These Indians are ail heathens and never secm th have becn in tie slightest degree
impressed by the Missionaries who have attempted their conversion. They are, however,
very pious in their own way, and much of their time seems to be occupied in religious obser-
vances, which have their manifestation in long fasts and nights of watching, when they pre-
tend to hold familiar intercouse with Spirits whose preserce, in thc secret recesses of their
lodges,is indicated by drum beating, chanting, incantations anjd many unearthly noises be-
uides. At stated intervals, the greatest and most solemn ceremony of the tribe, the Mystical
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Feast of the White Dog, is held at Fort Frances, and, at such times, the gravity and terri-
ble earnestness of their demeanor, would do no discredit to more civilized congregations.

In appearance, these indians are tall and well formed and, in bearing, independent ; some.
times, even a little saucy, but,in their intercourse with strangers, they are hospitable and kind.
Their morality is said to be of a high order, as compared to that of the Indians of the Plains.

They are, in general, keen traders, and seem to know the value of what they get and
give, as well as any people in the world. Some of those who assemble at Rainy River for
the sturgeon fishing, in summer, come from Red Lake, in the neighboring State of Minne-
sota, where they possess hunting grounds,; and, among these latter, are some who have
been parties to treaties with the United States for relinquishing certain tracts for settle-
ment, for which they are now in the receipt of annual payments. The experience they have
thus gained, bas rendered them expert diplomatists, as compared to Indians who have never
had such advantages, and they have not failed to impress on their kindred and tribe, on
Rainy River, the value of the lands which they hold on the line of route to Red River.

Any one who, in negotiating with these Indians, should suppose he had mere children
to deal with, would find himself mistaken. In their manner of expressing theaselves, in-
deed, they make use of a great deal of allegory, and their illustrations may at times appear
childish enough, but, in their actual dealings, they are shrewd and sufficiently awake to
their own interests, and, if the matter should be one of importance, affecting the general
interests of the tribe, they neither reply to a proposition, nor make one themselves, until it
is fully discussed and deliberated upon in Council by all the Chiefs.

The Chiefs are fond of asking any travellers, whom they believe to be of any inpor-
tance, to attend a Grand Council, as it affords them an opportu-iity of making speeches,
wbich are meant quite as much to swell their importance in the eyes of their own people,
as to impress the stranger; and, with their people, these meetings are popular, as it affords
them an excuse for making a holiday, and coming out in all the varieties of colour, which
paint, unsparingly applied, can produce.

At these gatherings it is necessary to observe extreme caution in what is said, as,
though they have no neans of writing, there are always those present, who are charged to
keep every word in mind. As an instance of the manner in which the records are in this
way kept, without writing, I may mention that, on one occasion, at Fort Frances, the prin.
cipal Chief of the tribe commenced an oration, by repeating, almost verbatim, what I had
said to him two years previously.

All this goes to show a certain stability of character, and a degree of importance at-
tached to what they say, on such occasions, themselves, as well as to what they hear from
others. The word of the Chiefs once passed, too, seems to be quite reliable, and this augurs
well for the observance of any treaty that may be made with them.

For my own part, i would have the fullest reliance as to these Indians observing a
treaty and adhering most strictly to all its provisions, if, in the first place, it were concluded
after full discussion and after all its provisions were thoroughly understood by the In-
dians, and if, in the next, it were never infringed upon by the whites, who are generany
the first to break through Indian treaties.

The Treaty.
From what I have said, I trust it will be seen that some sort of a treaty should be

arrived at with the Indians. They are as I bave stated, desirous of seeing the communica-
tion op)ened, believing that it will conduce to their advantage, and I think a treaty with
them should, in the first instance, be confined to this one point, namely, RIGHT oF WAY.
This they expressed their willingness to accord many years ago, but the question of reli3-
guishing ]and for settlement was always taken by them en delibre. In this latter respect,
what they are afraid of is, that settlers would interfere with the fisheries, from which they
derive their chief means of subsistance, and I think it would, in the first instance, be im-
prudent to introduce settlement in the particular section which they oecupy. The firat great
point is to get the communication opened, and the first treaty should be confined, as I have
said, simply to right of way. By combining it with the land question, surveys of town-
ships for settlement, reserves for the Indians, and so forth, complications might arise whieh
would prove embarassing.

There is but one point more, in relation to this subject, to which I would invite attention.
Jt is the necessity of adopting the most rigorous and strict measures to prevent the conveyanoe
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of ardent liquors to the Indian country. This the officer in charge of the works can easily
sec to, if he is armed with the proper authority. There is no likelihood of any of the em-
ployes of the works taking spirits in any quantity with them, unless contractors are em-
ployed; but there are private traders who would follow in their wake, and would not be
slow to bring liquor, if through it they could drive a trade for furs; and such persons
should, if they made the attempt, be at once arrested.

The [ndians at Rainy Iliver and the Lake of the Woods are, as a general rule, as yet
in happy ignorance of what ardent liquor is. On the American side, the penalties against
its introduction are so severe that it rarely makes its appearance, while on the British side
its use is prohibited by the Hudson Bay Company.

To these fortunate circumstances, I believe, are due the well being and orderly de-
meanour of the Indians, and the rapid increase in the population, which, in this section,
is, in contrast to the general rule, said to be taking place.

The precautions which I have recommended will appear not to be unnecessary, when
it is considered that these Indians, notwithstanding their many good qualities, are still but
savages. That they, in common with all the untutored tribes of their race, are keen to resent
an injury, real or supposed; that a quarrel with one prominent individual would be a quarrel
with the tribe, and that the sole arbiters of a dispute with them are the scalping knife and
tomahawk, to the use of which they are well practised in their unceasing wars with the
Sioux, and when, along with all this, it is considered that they can muster five hundred
fighting men, accustoned to the woods, the rivers and every defile in the country, the ex-
pediency, as well as the justice, of keeping from them, that first prolific source of Indian
quarrels and Indian demoralization, " Fire Water," wiil be apparent.

I have only further to say, that, with ordinary prudence, there need be no risk of get-
ting into difficulty with the Indians. They will extend a warm welcome, in the first
instance to the parties sent in by the Government, and it will be for the latter to sec that
nothing occurs to interupt a cQntinuance of friendly intercourse.

(Sec Notices of Indians, in my printed Report, pages 14 and 26.)

AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES.
Lake Su>erior Section.

In this section, the cultivable areas are of limited extent, and confined chiefly to the
valleys of the streams. There are, however, occasional plateaux at a considerable elevation,
showing a moderate depth of loam. In the vicinity of the line of route, the best locations
will be found in the valley of the Kaministaquia, and on the shores of Thunder Bay. The
climate of the country, bordering on the lake shore, is favorable to the growth of cereals,
and all kinds of vegetables which are usually raised in other parts of Canada. When the
mincs at Thunder Bay, and on the north shore of Lake Superior, gener.lly become devel-
oped, they wilt create a market for all kinds of agricultural produce, and this must render
of great value such lands as are susceptible of cultivation.

Around the shores of Dog Lake, there are occasional patches of fair land, but the ele-
vation of the country is such as to render the climate rather cold. On Dog River, and at
the plateaux at the Height of Land, there is any amount of pasturage, and oats, potatoes,
&c., might easily be raised.

lhe Lake Region.

The eastern section of this region is cold, on account of its great elevation, but on de-
scending to the westward the climate rapidly improves, and by the time Sturgeon Lake is
reached, the summers are as long as at Lake Superior, and I think somewhat warmer.

Eastward of Sturgeon Lake, the rock formation is Laurentian, and, as usual, in regions
occupied by that series, the cultivable areas are limited in extent, although, where they do
occur, the soil is often very rich. It is such a country as that now being settled on the
Gatineau or Upper Ottawa, withthis difference, that, whereas on the Gatineau and Ottawa,
the valieys pres.ent rivers bordered with alluvial soil, the valleys in this region are occupied
by lakes. There are, nevertheless, occasional spots, occurring at intervals throughout the
whole region, where the soil is good and of sufficient extent for farms, but, as a rule, speak-
ing generally, the country never can become an agricultural district.
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There are those, however, who would prefer a mountainous and diversified region of
this kind, to the level areas which are spread out like oceans, a little further to the west.
Among the Laurentian hills, and on the borders of lakes studded with wooded islands,
there are situations of surpassing beauty and magnificence. The forests abound in gaine,
and the rivers and lakes are teeming with fish, water power is unlimited, and timber, which
will yet find a market in the prairies of the West, is abundant.

A farmer who should establish himself on any of the carrying places with horses and
waggons, would soon realize an independence, as many have done in similar situations on
the Ottawa. The first to locate themselves would have the advantage, and might hope soon
to sec villages growing up around them. No more advantageous situations could be desired
than Jourdain's Rapids, the Prairie Portage where there is an abundance of grass, or the
French or Deux Rivières Portages, all of which, until a canal is made, must be places of
land carriage and trans-shipment. Here then, in the event of communication being opened,
would be a field of enterprise, to steady and industrious farmers, who could combine the
cultivation of the land with the profitable employment of carrying freight over the portages.

In such situationq, too, the growing wants of a new settlement would soon create a
demand for various branches of industry. Boat builders, blacksmiths and carpenters would
find ready employment where small craft had to be provided for such a length of inland
navigation, and saw mills would be required to supply them with material.

But, to proceed in regard to the capacity of the country for agriculture, on getting to
Sturgeon Lake, the climate is improved, but the ground is still rough and broken as it is
also, at Nequaquon and Nameukan Lakes. dRainy Lake is so much indented with bays, that
in passing through it only head lands and islands can be seen, and these are often rocky,
but I have heard it reported by the Indians that there are areas of very fine land about
Rainy Lake.

Lake of the Woods and Fort Garry Sections.

Arrived at Fort Frances, one hundred and ninety miles in an air line from Thunder
Bay.the mountainous region is passed and, commencing here, a beautiful tract of land extends
along the bank of Rainy River to the Lake of the Woods. The tract of the very richest
alluvial soil, and in the whole distance there is not apparently an acre unsusceptible of cul -
tivation. Old Indian gardens, growing vetches and wild grass, are met with at intervals on
the banks, and the forests present basswood, oak and cli, with occasional white pincs of
gigantic proportions.

To this succeeds the Lake of the Woods, with fifty miles of navigation among islands
varying in character, some fertile and others barren, but on some of which the Indians
have grown maize from time immemorial. The section which comes next, that between. the
Northwest Angle and the Prairie, as already described, is swampy. There are, nevertheless,
occasional portions of it well adapted for settlement.

The wooded region ends with the section just referred to, and, from this point westward
to the Rocky Mountains and north-westward to Peace River, the prevailing characteristic
is prairie. These prairies are, for the most part, of rich alluvial loain, but they are in soie
places sandy as on the upper portion of the South Branch of the Saskatchewan. So vast
is the region, and the soil throughout the greater part of its extent s*o good, that it is no
exaggeration to say the cultivable areas may be reckone! by hundreds of milions of acres.

The country is intersected by rivers, one of which, the Saskatchewan, drains an area
greater than does the St. Lawrence, and is navigable for seven hundred miles of its course.
From the South Branch of this great river, north-west to Peace River, the climate is adapted
to the growth of wheat. Coal, sait, iron, gold and bitumen, are among the minerals to be
fbund. Over the untilled fields which nature has spread out, the wild cattle of the plains
roam in countless herds, and for hundreds of miles together may be seen grazing like do-
mestic cattle in a field of pasture. A region which thus, in a state of nature, supports
animal life in profusion, must bo naturally rich, as regards its soil and climate. It is, in
fact, fitted to sustain as dense an agricultural population as any area of equal extent on the
face of the globe.

Such in a brief view, is the country with which it is proposed to open communication,
but to describe it further is beyond the scope of this Report.
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THE WORK OF LAST SUMMER.

lu the month of May, last year, at the request of the Hon Alex. Campbell, the then
Commissioner of Crown Lands of Canada, I submitted an estimate of the probable cost of
the works I had proposed in the Lake Superior Section, and an appropriation of $55,900
having been made, on the same from the Upper Canada Colonization Road Fund, as my
time was greatly occupied by other engagements, it was eventually arranged that Mr.
Brigdland who lad'charge of the Upper Canada:Colonization Roads, should undertake the
road from Thunder Bay to Dog Lake, while, in regard to the dam, as he had no experience
in works of the kind, I undertook to provide for its construction, and was accordingly in-
structed to lay out the work and place over it a competent superintendent, who should see
to its management during my absence.

Under these arrangements, considering the lateness of the period of the season at
which operations were commenced, a fair amount of work was accomplished. Six miles of
the road were completed, under the able management of Mr. Snow, wbo had immediate
charge of working parties, and, at Dog Lake, under the direction of Mr. Joseph Samson, a
considerable quantity of timber was got out for the dam. Boats ani scows were built for
the conveyance of stone and material¢to the work, and a suitable building ereeted for the
accommodation of the workmen.

Much of the necessary material and tools for the road and dam, besides a small quan-
tity of provisions, arc now on hand, and it is greatly to be desired that the operations, so
auspiciously commenced, should be proceeded with as early as possible in the spring, inas-
inuch as these works, as well as being of paramouat and permanent necessity to the line of
coummunicatioU, will, when completed, bc of great advantage in the first instance, in facili-
tating the conveyance of inaterials and supplies to works of similar character further in the
interior.

MIL J. W. BRIDGLAND'S REPORT.

I notice this document to correct an error into which Bridgland seems, iuadvertently,
to have fallen. le lias projected, on a map,,a Une of Railway from Lake Superior to Rainy

Waea, and, from de information gleaned froma a mere preliminary report of mine, represents
the country through whichit would pass as being imperfectly examined, or wholly unexplor.
ed. Now, the fact is, that the region to which he refers, although not examined exactly,
with the view to a railway, has been explored to such an extent as to afford, at least, a fair
knowledge of its topography. Messrs. Wells, Russell and Gaudet, Provincial Land Sur-
voyors, crossed and recrossed it in various directions, as I, myself, also did, making surveys
and determining levels over extensive sections, and should Mr. Bridgland ever visit the
country, whieh he has not as yet done, I feel confident that he will perceive the accuracy
of the description contained in my reports and reproduced in a nabridged form in this dccu-
ment, under the heads of "Lake Superior Section" and " Lake Region."

As regards the railroad, I have, in varions reports submitted to the Governient, ex-
plained that when the circumstances of the country would admit of works of such magni-
tude, and when the North-west Territories had attained a certain degree of development, a
short line, of some twenty-five miles, from Thunder Bay to Dog Lake, would be of advan-
tage, as would, also, a line froin the North-west Angle of the Lake of the Woods to Fort
Garry, combining with these great works the improvement of the intermediate navigation,
by means of lock and dam, from Dog Lake to the Lake of the Woods.

Mr. Bridgland has adopted the same idea, with this difference, that he proposes à rail-
road of no less than two hundred miles at the outset with one lock at Fort Frances. ln
either case, it will be observed, that there must be intermediate navigation. Then, why
not bring the navigation as close as possible to Lake Superior, so as to have a shorter rail-
road ? A canal, supposing the lockage to average as much as that of the Rideau has done,
would not cost half as much as a railroad of 200 miles in length, which latter, supposing it
to involve no gre ter outlay than similar works in this country have averaged, would cost at
least eight millions of dollars.

Such vast projects are as yet premature. In regard to Mr. Bridgland's scheme, as he
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professes no personal knowledge of the country, and merely submits it as a suggestion, I
shall offer no further comment, than to say, that it would be useless to expend further sums
of money in the exploration of the route, which he proposes, with the view to a railroad.
lis line, at the summit of the water-shed, would be at an elevation of some 1,500 feet
above the level of Lake Superior, and that, not in one gradual rise, but over successive
hills and valleys. Further to the Iwestward it would be on a sort of dividing ridge, be-
tween " long and irregular water-courses." Its course would be transverse to the strike of
the gneiss which, over a considerable part of the route, is heaved up in mountain chains,
or depressed in sharp valleys filled with lakes as already described, in this report, under the
head of " Lake Region." Moreover, a railway of such considerable length should be so
placed as to be available, at some future period, as a link in the extension of Canadian Rail-
ways to the vast prairies of the West, and, in this regard, Mr. Bridgland's proposed line
would be quite out of the way.

I fully concur with him in his views as to the expediency of immediate and energetie
action, in opening such communication as would attract the trade of the western terri-
tories to this country, and I believe the plan which I have proposed would have the desired
effect.

Respectfully submitted,
S. J. DAWSON.
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APPENDIX.
(Copy of No. 3,090.)

OTTAWA, 15th April, 1868.
SIR,-I would respectfully invite your attention to the position of the works at Lake

Superior, for which a grant was, last year, made from the Upper Canada Colonization Fund.
If these works are to be proceeded with during the present season, the time is ap-

proaching when arrangements should be made for their vigorous prosecution, immediately
on the opening of navigation.

I enclose a copy of a Memorandum, which I submitted last year, in regard to the im-
portance of having the road to Dog Lake completed with the least possible delay, as it
would greatly have facilitated the conveyance of supplies for works further to the west. The
same arguments still hold good, although, from the experience of last summer, I find that
by the use of the flat-bottomed scows instead of bark canoes, in certain parts of the Kamin-
istaquia, we could forward limited quantities of supplies witl tolerable soeurity.

As matters stand at present, I have a dam on hand at Dog Lake, and Mr. Bridgland,
the Superintendent of Ontario Colonization Roads, has in charge the road leading from
Thunder Bay to Dog Jake.

Whether a grant should be obtained this year cr not, for opening the communication
all the way to Red River, it is in any case of the utmost importance that the Dog Lake
road and Dam should be completed, as they would so much facilitate further operations
whenever they may be undertaken.

As, in the event of its being decided upon to continue the works now in hand, mon
have to be engaged and supplies prepared, I would respectfully solicit carly information as
to the intention of the Government in this regard.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your most obedient servant,

S. J. DAwsoN.
Hon. Wm. McDougall, C. B.

Minister of Publie Works, &c., &c., &c.,
Ottawa.

P. S.-My general report on the line of communication is being copied, and will be
submitted in a few days.

S. J. ID.

(Copy.-Memorandum.) OTTAWA, 1t July, 1867.

In regard to:opening the communication with the North-western Territories, I think it
highly desirable that work should be commenced and prosecuted on the eastern section
with all possible dispatch, and, to this end, I would recommend that Mr. Snow or some
other competent and active man should be at once sent off to commence operations, and that
the force should be gradually increased, as it can be advantageously employed, until it has
reached such a number as will ensure the completion of the work during the present season.

For my own part, I shall be ready at any time after the 20th of this month, to go up
and lay off the dam at Dog Lake. In the meantime, I can furnish a Memorandum, which,
as the line of road between Thunder Bay and Dog Lake is already laid out, will enable the
first party to go on with the preliminary work. Lake Superior is now easy of access and
there is, I apprehend, ample time during the current season to expend the present appro-
priation to advantage.

The plan recommended by Mr. Bridgland, to extend the work over the present sea-
son and next, has no doubt, much to recommend it, and if economy were the sole objeet to
be had in view, perhaps it would be the best.
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There are, however, other considerations which, always having a due regard to economy,
I beg to submit.

In the first place, the work for which a grant has been made is essential as a pre-
liminary step to works farther to the west. The section between Lac des Mille Lacs, and
Rainy Lake, cannot, in fact, be touched until it is rendered accessible from Lake Superior.
Loaded canoes take nearly a week to reach Dog Lake by the Kaministaquia, and much
time is consumed in getting over the long portages at the Height of Land, so that by the
time Lac des Mille Lacs is reached, the crews make a sad inroad on the small loads which
their canoes can carry.

It will thus be understood how necessarry it is to the great object in view-that of
opening communication with the North-west Territories-that this preliminary work
should be gone on with, and the great stumbling block, or barrier, at Lake Superior over-
come with all possible despatch. Once at Lac des Mille Lacs, the communication is not,
even in its existinfg state, se bad but that large-sized boats or canoes can be used in for-
warding supplies for the prosecution of further works, so that comparatively small as the
appropriation may appear to be, il is impossible to over-rate the importance of the work
on which it is tg be applied or the effect it wiil produce.

Another consideration not to be lost sight of is, that if an energetic commencement
were made at the eastern end of the route, the people of Red River would, themselves, in
all probability, set to work on the section nearest them. They would, I believe, have donc
so long ago had they seen an earnest beginning made.

I believe, too, that there will be economy in taking advantage of time, and pushing on
the work rapidly, for when enterprises of tnis kind are extended over long periods the
salaries of the overseers and other officers make serious inroads upon appropriations.

Any number of men can, at present, be had in Lower Canada, accustomed to the
woods, and the nature of the work. The lumbermen of the St. Maurice, for instance, are
now being paid off, and would gladly engage for Lake Superier.

Respectfully submitted,
The Hon. A. Campbell, (Signed,) S. J. DAWSON.

Commissioner of Crown Lands,
&c., &c., &c.,

Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF CROWN LANDS,
Ottawa, 5th July, 1867.

My DEAR Si,-I sent a copy of your last proposal to Mr. Bridgland, and he has
just replied by telegram-" No need for Snow* going first ; we can take tents for the sea-
son. If he does not wish to go I can make another selection."

I am so overwhelmed with business that I can neither give time or thought to the
service, so pray correspond with Mr. Bridgland, and try to get him to start a party at once ;
aflso try to disabuse his mind of the idea that the road is " a hasty location." I think it
very desirable that he should go over the line of the road with you, not to explore for a
better, but to decide the work to be donc on it, and, if time allowed, to go over as much
of the rest of the route as can be made next year.

I regret, more than ever, that you cannot take charge of the whole.
Yours sincerely,

(Signed,) A. RUSSELL.
S. J. Dawson, Esq.,

Civil Engineer.
Three Rivers.

OTTAWA, 27th April, 1868.

Si,-I beg leave to hand you, herewith, a Memorandum explanatory of the different
items specified in the estimate which I had the honor to submit, in respect to the cost of'
opening the communication between Lake Superior and the Red River Settlement.

* The Mr. Snow hero referred to conducted the working parties on the road lat summer. He is an ex-
cellont offlcer, and would go up again. S. J. D.

A. 1868
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The total sum set down, as being required between Jourdain's Rapid on Dog River
and Fort Garry, is $161,500. This, it will be observed, is irrespective of the sum of
$55,900 appropriated last year from the Upper Canada Colonization Fund for the Lake
Superior section.

In my report, handed in some days ago, I have endeavoured to show, from what I
believe to be conclusive data, that if the communication were opened in the manner pro-
posed, the trade of the North-West Territories would be attracted to Lake Superior.

At present, the cost of transport from St. Paul to Fort Garry amounts to $90 per ton,
or thereabout. By boats from York Factory, on Hudson Bay, to the same point, the cost
is said to be about $100 per ton. But, taking the general average cost of articles de-
livered at Red River, whether from the western towns of Minnesota or from York Fac-
tory, at $90 per ton, I have shown that, if the communication were once opened, the cost
per ton, from Lake Superior to Red River, would bq about $30 ; but making every allow-
ance, and for the sake of comparison, I have set it down at $40 per ton. Now, on every
principle on which commerce is carried on, a saving of $50 per ton on freight, which is more
than half of the whole cost, would surcly decide the matter as to which route should be
followed. But, it is not, alone, in transport, that the Red River settlers would have an
advantage in coming to Lake Superior. With the present high tariff in the United States,
and, considering the remoteness of St. Paul, where they chiefly purchase their supplies,
from any centre of commerce, it is not too much to say that they could buy such articles as
they require for, at least, 25 per cent. less in Canada than they can in St. Paul.

In regard to the trade of the North-west Territories, it is difficult to form a very pre-
cise estimate. That of the Red River Settlement, alone, is valued in St. Paul at four
millions of dollars, while the Hudson Bay Company's trade, by York Factory, may pro-
bably reach two millions of dollars annually. The published returns of the revenue of Red
River Settlement would, however only indicate a trade of two millions of dollars, annually.
But, as the people nometimes do not acknowledge the authority of the Government to colleet
duties, and as, in any case, the Government is not very exacting, it is probable that a
great deal escapes; but it would, I think, be quite within bounds to take the entire trade of
the territories, both that of the settlers and the Hudson Bay Company, at from three
to four millions of dollars, annually.

lere, then, is a fair amount of traffic to occupy the line as soon as it is openel, and,
not to speak of the many other important subjects in connection with this matter, I would
point to the fact that, as a speculation merely, it would pay the Dominion of Canada to open
the route to the North-west Territories, and have their young and growing trade attracted to
the country before it becomes established in channels from which it may, at a future time,
be difficult to divert it.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
To the Hon. W. McDougall, C. B., Your obedient servant,

Minister of Public Works, S. J. DAWSoN.
of the Dominion of Canada.

Ottawa.

(Copy of No. 1,928.-Received 1lth Dec., 1867.)
Srn,--l beg leave to lay before you abrief Report relative to the Nort-west and Red

River Country. It is doubtless known to you that, in the month of June last, the then
Government of Canada, decided to adopt some measures towards the development of the
above region.

A scheme for this purpose had been presented by Mr. S. J. Dawson, in the year
1859, after two years of previous exploration and survey in the country in question, founded
upon the information thus obtained.

This scheme proposes a series of improvements, comprehending dams, locks and turn-
Dike roads. The waters are to be rendered navigable in reaches over a certain distance of
the route from Thunder Bay, on Lake Superior, to Fort Garry, on Red River, connected
by means of turnpike roads, to complete the communication.

The Gpvernment adopted this scheme on the 18th June last, and ordered the Super-
intendent of colonization roads, in UDpper Canada to organize a party and proceed at once to
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commence the works. The order was obeyed, and as much progress made with the first
section of the work as the circumstances and season would permit of.

Upon the value of the improvements suggested in Mr. S. J. Dawson's scheme, I do
not intend to dwell further than to remark that, in my opinion, they are not adequate to the
object in view, viz., the development and settlement of the Red River Country.

A general view I take of the subject is this :-A country lying five hundred miles
distant from the head of navigation, and being likewise separated by what is suspected to be
a generally barren and broken country, can never, beneficially, be reached for the purposes
of settlement, excepting through the medium of the most improved modern locomotion;
neither can the products of that country be brought from it through such an intervening
section by any less speedy and capable line of traffie. These arguments are strengthened
by the fact that the country in question is offered a rival market to our own by a much
easier natural route,* with the prospect doubtless of increased facilities, proportionate to
the augmenting wants of the country.

There will be little hesitancy on the minds of our American neighbours, after having
already provided $85,000,000 to build a grand continental railway to the Pacific, to adopt
collateral measures to tap the section in question with a branch railway, so soon as the
interests of trade point out the benefit of such an enterprise.

It hence appears indispensably necessary in order to prevent the forestallation of the
commerce of this promising region that our own Government should adopt immediate and
adequate measures to develope and imbibe its resources.

Now the project I have to propose is the building of a narrow guage railway from
Point des Meurons on the Kaministiquia River, about eight miles above Fort William, to
south-east corner of Rainy Lake. The formation of one ship canal lock at Fort St. Frances
on Rainy River, and the dredging of a clay bar at the mouth of the Kaministiquia River to
admit of navigation to the above point Des Meurons.

From the south-east corner of Rainy Lake to the north-west corner of Lake of the
Woods, we would then have an unbroken line of navigable waters for the largest class of
steamers, and but 90 miles would remain to reach Fort Garry on Red River. The latter
distance being over prairie and low gravelly ridges, offers no serions impediment to turnpike
roads or a cheap railway. It might be left to be improved by the enterprise of the settlers
themselves, or if the Government saw fit they could continue their operations after any
method of improvement they might deem most judicious.

By a reference to the map which accompanies this Report, it will be seen that the
country through which it is proposed to carry this projected railway, einbraces a consider-
able âverage breadth, say from 30 to 60 miles, lying between the long and irregular water
courses formed by the most considerable streams and connecting lakes.

All this region las been very imperfectly, and I think in most respects wholly unex-
plored, and hence offers the probability of obtaining, by some reasonably direct course
through its centre, a practicable line of route for a railway. Such an exploration should be
an immediate preliminary operation.

Of course it would be premature to offer for the adoption of the Government any detail-
ed scheme by which the moneys necessary for the undertaking might be secured. This would
in some mensure be ruled by the value of the country through which the lino would pass.

If any considerable portion of it were found to be of agricultural or mineral impor-
tance (which last is highly probable, and the former to some extent, very possible,) then a
portion of it might be made use of, in the shape of grants to capitalists, who, for this and
other considerations of commercial privilege, might be induced to undertake the construc-
tion of the road.

At all events the Government would be amply compensated for the cost of a thorough
and systematie examination of the country through which the line is proposed to pass by

On the United States side, the distance from the, Red River Settlement to the navigable waters
of the Mississippi is about 60o miles, by land. Whereas, through British Territory, to Lake Superior,
allowing for all possible deviations it is hut 463 miles, of whicli 131 would be by land and 232 miles
by navigable waler.

Those who have examined both routes, witheut any bias in favor of American lines, are generally
of opinion that the natural facilities predominate on the British side. So fa., Mr. Bridgland bas seen
nothing of cither route, except a section of six miles at the starting point of the Canadian line at
Thunder Bay, on which he bas reported as being very good. S. J. D,
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information, geological and agricultural, that would be thus obtained, should it even be
found impracticable for the direct purposes of the exploration. The probable distance from
Point des Meurons to Rainy Lake is about 170 miles, and allowing 30 miles fbr the increase
of distance by circuity, it would make the line 200 miles in length. The distance hence
through Rainy Lake down Rainy River, and through the Lake of the Woods to the west
side thereof, is estimated to be about 150 miles; and from this latter point to Fort Garry is
90 miles, so that the total length of the line by this route will be about 400 miles, instead
of 500 as by Mr. Dawson's line. The manifest utility of this improvement would be-

st. That the eastern boundIary of the Red River valley could be reached in 24 hours,
travel from Point des Meurons, and with the heaviest amount of freight capable of being
transported by locomotives and steamers.

2nd. Every available section of the country along the route, valuable for agriculture
or mineral purposes, would be at once developed.

3rd. All the products of the vast valleys of the Red River and North-west generally,
could be speedily transported to our own market.

I shall say nothing here as to the probable cost of the undertakcing, whieb (with re-
ference to the railway) will, of course, mainly depend upon the character of the line that
may be discovered. If, however, the Red River region proves to be one-half as rich and
extensive in its agricultural value, as it has been confidently reported, it is certain that no
ordinary expenditure should for a moment delay the most active neasures to realize the
benefits of its practical acquisition.

The dredging of the bar at the inouth of the Kaministiquia, althougli an indispensable
part of the scheme of improvenents, is, nevertheless, one requiring but a sinall expenditure,
which, with the look at Fort St. Frances, will, probably, not cost more than $30,000. I
forbear to enlarge farther on this subject, cither to exhibit the drawbacks and disadvant-
ages of a project that comprehends the tran shipment of cargo, no less than twelve times
between Lake Superior and Fort Garry, and the length of time that must be expended in
compassing the termini of such a route; or the superiority of the one I have now the honor
to lay before you, as all this will bo inimediately manifest from inspection of the map ac-
companying this Report, and upon which I have delineated, I believe, all the topographica.
and statistical information necessary to convey a proper understanding of the questior
under discussion.

lu conclusion, I beg to observe, that the operation, of last season, so far as relates to
the Dog Lake road, may not be considered useless, nor, indeed, of sial importance, as the
mineral value of the section over which it passed, demands such an improvement, irrespe.C-
tive of any considerations connecting it, as a link oa Mr. Dawson's route, to the Red River.

That it will be judicious, however, to extend such works beyond Dog Lake is a ques-
tion upon which I have doubts, aud for the reasons set forth in the foregoing Report.

Respectfully submitted by,
Your obedient servatit,

(Signed,) JAMEs W. BRIDGLAND.
To the Honorable William McDougall, C. B.,

Minister of Public Works,
Dominion of Canada.

(Copy of No. 1,864.) ToRoNTO, 2nd December, 1867.
SIR,-I have the honor to submit my final report of the season's operations upon the

Dog Lake and Thunder Bay road.
laving, in my former report (which I had the honor of transmitt.ing to you in the

month of October last), giving a detailed account of the work, performed upon the road
down to the 16th September, at which period I left the ground, having given the work into
the charge of my chief assistant, Mr. John A. Snow, it only remains for me to inform you
of the progress and suecess of the expedition, down to the end of October, when the works
were closed, and the party returned by the last trip of the Algoma steamer.

I am happy to be able to state, that the full amount anticipated in my former report
has been accomplished. Six miles of au excellent road have been constructed, of the same
description threughout, as that related in my former report, and any reasonable load-say
from uope to Que and 4 half tops-can be safely transported over it,
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The store-house also spoken of, erected at the Thunder Bay terminus of the route, has
been well finished.

All our tools, utensils, and furnishings, are snugly and safely stored therein, and I
have, with the sanction of the Assistant Commissioner of Crown Lands, left one reliable
and capable man in charge thereof.

In addition also we have cleared, stumped and burned three acres of land around the
store-house, and prepared it for early planting with potatoes in the spring, wbich latter labour
will be conveniently performed by the man left in charge, who has instructions to do so.

The requisite seed can be procured from the Hudson Bay Post at Fort William, and I
have made the necessary arrangement with Mr. MeIntyre to this end, and for the wintering
of one yoke of the oxen taken Up, so that they may be ready for our service another season.

All the party, including the men employed by Mr. Dawson at the dam work on Dog
Lake, with the exception of one man left, as stated above, in charge of the store house and
stores, two who deserted from the works and joined the miners, returned in good health
and safety.

With reference to the operations of Mr. Dawson and his party, I cannot speak confi-
dently, as Mr. Dawsoa bas not yet made bis report. Mr. Snow, however, made a trip to
the locality, before leaving the work, and informeed me, that a good deal of timber had been
prepared for the construction of the dam and two barges for the purpose of floating Stones,
and other materials had been constructed.

In conclusion, t beg leave to remark that, cousidering all the disadvantages under
which we have laboured in commencing and carrying on thisimprovement, we have accon-
plished in the short season of two and a half months, a large amount of labour.

The men upon the road works have ucareely averaged forty-five in number, as froi
four to five were generally employed in the necessary work of building the store-house.

Respectfully submitted by,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) JAMES W. BRIDGLAND,
To the Hon. Wm. MeDougall, C. B., Sup. Col. Roads, Ontario.

Minister of Public Works.

(Copy of No. 1,924.) OTTAwA, 6th December, 1867.
Si,-My father told me that you had expressed a wish for information as to the posi-

tion on Lake Superior of the terminus of the Dog Lake Road Line. I am glad to have the
honor of sending the accompanying Memorandum, and hope it may possibly be of use.

A Copy of Bayfield's Chart would give you, what I may have failed to convey, a clear
idea of the north end of the shoal, near which point the road line starts.

I am, Sir,
Very respectfully,

Your obedient servant,
Hon. William McDougall, C. B., (Signed,) LINDsÂY A. RUSSELL.

Minister of Public Works, &c., &c.,
Ottawa.

MEMORANDUM on the location of the Road-linefrom' Thunder Bay, Lake Superior, to Dog
Lake, on the route to"the Red River and Saskatchewan Territories.

In the winter of 1858-59, 1 was instructed, as an assistant on the Red River Expedi-
tion, with the exploration and preliminary survey of the road line above mentioned.

The objects kept in view were :-1st. That the road connecting the navigation of Lake
Superior with Dog Lake, should be the shortest possible of construction at reasonable cest.
2nd. That the terminus on Lake Superior sbould be accessible to any sized vessel navigat-
ing the lakes.

The terminus, as I located it, complies fully with the first condition; it is the nearest
point on Thunder Bay to Dog Lake, and is about three miles nearer to that lake thau are the

A, 1868
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Hudson Bay Company's Post, and other places on the River Kaministiquia at* Point des
Meurons and below it.

The country from the Point des Meurons was found to be rough and impracticable.
Starting from the Hudson Bay Company's Post, or any point on the Kaminiatiquia for

a considerable distance above it, necessitated the crossing of from three to four miles of
bad swampy country, degenerating in many places into open morass. Even had the ter-
mini here considered been equidistant from Dog Lake, and that the routes from them led
through equally good country for road making purposes, the second condition imposed that
of accessibility to all craft on the lakes, would have caused them to be rejected, when they
were compared with the terminus chosen.

Along the shore of Thunder Bay, at the mouth of the Kaministiquia, lies a shoal ex-
tending outward about half a mile; through it the river cuts a channel with six feet on the
bar. This channel would require much dredging to admit lake vessels, and it is question-
able whether its tendency to fill would not make continuai work upon it necessary.

The shoal mentioned runs into land, northward, just before reaching that point on
the shore of Thunder Bay, which is nearest to Dog Lake. Here, clear of the end of this
shoal, vessels of ocean draft could lie at an ordinary wharf extending 500 feet from the
shbre at the terminuse hosen.

As to the sheltered mooring ground, it shares the advantage of the mouth of the
Kaministiquia, and, therefore, in that particular is, at present, on precisely the same foot-
ing as the Hudson Bay Company's post as a terminus.

The route, from the terminus chosen, has by far the advantage in the nature of the
country through which it passes; it is not rough, and is much drier than the lines from
the Kaministiquia, though in a swampy country; even in these swamps that it does tra-
verse, further exploration, in the more favorable season of summer, may shew minor devia-
tions that would improve the line on the final location of it.

Refèrence to the Chart of Lake Superior, by Admiral Bayfield, will shew the cor-
rectuess of my statements as to soundings and position of shoal, and anchorage, &c.

(Signed,) LINDSAY A. RUSSELL.
Ottawa, 6th December, 1867.

It will be seen by the foregoing and Admiral Bayfield's Chart, that Fort William is
not a harbour accessible to vessels, but that the terminus chosen by me for the road-line is
oue admitting of their coming close to the shore.

L. A..R.

A. 1868
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SUPPLEMENTARY RETURN
To an Address of the HousE oF COMMONs, dated 11th May, 1868; For

Copies of all Reports since the Ist July, 1867, to the Government of

the late Province of Canada, or the Government of Canada, which may

have been made by the Snrveyors or other Officers emloyed to con-

struct roads and other works, for the purpose of opening communicatibn

between the Head of Lake Superior and the Red River.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,

Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY 0F STATE,

Ottawa, 5th May, 1868.

(No. 2,461.) OTTAWA, May 15, 1868.

SIR,-I have the honour to transmit copy of a report of Mr. Snow to Mr. S. J. Dawson.
Copy of 3,415 having reference to the selection of Thunder Bay, Lake Superior, as a har-
enolosed. bour for vessels, with request that it may accompany Mr. Dawson's Report,
attached tc the Return relating to the Red River Route, sent to your Department on the
14th instant.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

F. BRAUN,
Secretary.

E. Parent, Esq.,
Under Secretary of State, &c., &c., &o.,

Ottawa.

THUNDER BAY AS A HARBOR.

The following letter, from Mr. Snow, the officer late in charge of the working parties
on the Dog Lake Road, is important as shewing that, in his opinion, Thunder Bay is natur-
ally well sheltered, and that at the point selected as a harbor, he thinks " an ordinary sail
boat might ride safely at anchor under any gale."

Mr. Snow was encamped for about three months at Thunder Bay-from the middle
of suamer qntil the close of naviction-and had, therefore a goqd opportvinity of 9bprVi
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ing the effect of the winds. It will be observed that he says there is abundance ofmaterial
in the vicinity, such as timber and stone, available for the construction of wharves.

S. J. DAwsoN.
Rossin House, Toronto, May, 1868.

IIULL, 23rd April, 1868.

My DEAR SIR,-In reply to your letter of yesterday, asking my opinion of Thunder
Bay, Lake Superior, as a harbour for vessels, I may state that, during the whole period of
my stay there last season, I was encamnped on the immediate shore of the Bay and could
daily observe the effect produced by the different winds on its waters.

That part of the Bay, between Current River and the mouth of the Kamainistaquia, I
observed, was at all times comparatively quiet, being fully protected by the land on the
north-west, west and south-west, and, on the south, by Welcome and Pie Islands. The
greatest swell in this part of the Bay waq produced by east and north-easterly winds, but
these winds, here, seldom rise to a gale, being, when high, diverted from their course by
the elevated headlands which flank the eastern side of the Bay.

I do not think the great swell from Lake Superior ever enters any part of Thunder
Bay unbroken, as its course is comparatively checked by the high headlands and islands by
which it (the Bay) is nearly surrounded.

Towards the easterly part of the great bay, a very considerable swell is occasioned by
a gale from the west and south-west, but, in the vicinity of the Depôt, the land in that
direction is se near that no swell is produced. At the Depôt, what nay be termed the In-
ner Bay is considerably guarded by the land on the east, and conpletely so on the north-
west, west and south-west, and is in an excellent position to be approached by sailing ves-
sels. Here, J think, au ordinary sail boat might ride safely at anchor, under any gale.

During my stay, I made a survey of the coast from the mouth of Current River to near
the Ktministaquia, and took soundings over a considerable portion of the Bay, in the
vicinity of therDepôt, opposite which, and for some distance east and west, J found twelve
feet of water at four hundred feet from the shore. For the preseat accommodation a pier,
one hundred and fifty feet in length by thirty in width at bottom, erected in twelve feet of
water, would be quite sufficient. It would require to be carefally built and solidly filled
with stone, so as to resist the action of the ice in winter. Excellent pine for wharf build-
ing can be obtained, cither a little east of Current River, or on the Banks of the Kaminis-
taquia, below the falls. Stone is abundant, in the shape of boulders of convenient size to be
handled, strewn along the shore immediately east of the Depôt, and it could be conveyed
te the pier in boats or scows. There is also rock immediately at the Depôt landing, which
eau be quarried, if required. 1 a, ry dear Sir,

Yours sincerely,
(Signed, JOHN A. SNOW,

S. J. Dawson,
Civil Engineer,

Three Rivers,
Quebec.
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RETURN
To an Address of the HOusE OF COMMONS, dated 14th May, 1868; For

Copies of all Reports, Surveys and other Documents in the possession of the

Government, relating to the St. Peter's Canal (Cape Breton), from the lst

July last.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, 15th May, 1868.

[in accordance with the recommendation of the Joint Committee on Printing, the above
Return is notprinted.]

81 Victoria. A. 1868
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RETURN
To an Address of THE SENATE, dated 7th May, 1868 ; For Copies of the Reports

made by John Page, Esq., Engineer of the Public Works Department, on

the subject of the deepening of Lake St. Peter, in virtue of an Order in

Council, made about the lst July, 1862.

By Command.

IIECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATB,

Ottawa, 18th May, 1868.

(Copy-Letter No. 85,656.)
OTTAWA, 16th May, 1867.

The Secretary of Publie Works.
SIR,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, No. 62,376,

requesting that my report, on matters connected with Lake St. Peter, should be completed
as soon as.the press of other business will permit.

In reply it may be stated that from the length of time (3j years) since this subject,
to any extent, engaged my attention, I do not now feel warranted in attempting to report
on it, even up to the date at which my investigation closed (December, 1863). Moreover,
even if this could be doue, it could scarcely, at so remote a period, be of much practical
utility.

If, therefore, the Department wishes me to report fully on the subject, it is indispens-
able that time should be allowed for a re-examination, and otherwise obtaining the
necessary information.

I would also be necessary to inform me whether the matter is to be proceeded with
under the letter of instruction sent me in 1863, or if any other class of information in now
required than called fer by that letter.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) JoHN PAGE,
Chief Engineer, Public Works.

(Copy of No. 73,414.)
OTTÂw.&, 27th January, 1865.

Ihe Secretary of Publie Works.
SIR,-I beg to forward herewith a letter addressed to me by the lon. John Young,

Chairman of the Harbour Commissioners of Montreal, on the subject of the Lake and River
improvements sbetween Montreal and Quebee ; also, two statements; one shewing the
expenditure connected with the Lake Dredging Fleet for the year 1861; another shewing
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that since the works were assumed by the Government, in 1860, the expenditure by the
Trust has been $81,221.24 in excess of the receipts.

It also appears that there is a balance of $21,000 still to be paid by the Government
on the conditional arrangements made for the completion of the 20 feet channel ; this sum,
the Trust is now desirous of obtaining, to enable it to make the usual repairs, and for
commencing the work next spring.

For the further prosecution of the operations as agreed upon, the Trust proposes to
ask the sanction of Parliament for the issue of Debentures.

On turning to a letter addressed by me, on the 29th September last, to the Depart-
ment, it will be seen that the result of the enquiry made in the fall of 1863, led to the
conclusion that the works up to that time had been conducted in as creditable and
economical manner as could under the circumstances have been expected. Since the time
of the examination referred to, I have not had an opportunity of ascertaining anything in
regard to the works beyond what is contained in the letter forwarded on the 29th Septem ber,
and the papers now submitted ; but from the manner in which the accounts of the Trust
have hitherto been kept, and the standing of the Commissioners, there is reason to believe
that these statements arc equally correct.

During last summer the dredges generally employed in the Harbour of Montreal were
occupied in deepening and improving the channel at Lavalerie, and at other places in the
river ; and there is every probability that if the works are urged forward next season in a
like manner as heretofore, the principal obstructions to a twenty feet channel at low
water will be removed.

With a view, therefore, of enabling the Trust to make the necessary arrangements to
effect that object, I beg respectfully to advise the Department to advance say two-thirds of
the amount remaining to be paid by the Government, or $14,000, leaving an unpaid
balance of $7,000 as security that the Trust will carry out its agreements.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) JOHN PAGE,
Chief Engineer, Public Works.

John Page, Esq., MONTREAL, 11th January, 1865.

Chief Engineer, &o.
S1R,-I am directed by the Montreal Harbour Commissioners, to place before you the

enclosed 'tatement of expenditure for the improvement of the navigation on the Lake St.
Peter and River, during this season, and to ask you for a certificate by which the Com-
missioners msy obtain the remaining $21,000 of the $160,000 appropriated by the
Government for that work.

You will notice by the statement herewith, that the expenditure this season amounts
to $74,035.82. The sum of $45,000 has been received this year, and if the $21,000 is
paid, the excess of expenditure by the Commissioners for 1864 will be $8,035.82.

The statement will also shew that since the assumption of the works referred to by
the Government in 1860, even when the $21,000 is received, the excess of expenditure by
the Commissioners over receipts will be $60,221.

The 20-foot channel is now up to a point 4,850 feet from the Light Ship No. 2, and
will be completed during next season.

For the amount yet required to complete the channel, authority for issuing Debentures
will be asked for during this Parliament, to be p-aid for out of Harbour Funds, but as the
repairs this winter will be considerable to the steamers, di edges, &c., the Commissioners
trust that they will receive the $21,000 as soon as possible, so that there may bc no delay
in the work necessary to be done this winter at Sorel.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your most obedient servant,

(Signed,) JOHN YOUNG,
Chairman,
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STATEMENT, shewing the Expenditure incurred by the Rarbour Gommissioners of Montreat,
in carrying on the operations for deepening the Ship Channel in Lake St. Peter
and Rivsr St. Lawrence during the year ended 31st December 186 1.

Officers' salaries, men's wages, together with incidentals, paid
in accordance with requisitions from the Superintendent, as
appears by his pay sheets, duly examined at the office in
Montreal by the Secretary........................................ $30,128 81

Coals consum3d by the two fleets...................................... 23,243 19
Frothingham & Workman, iron, steel, &e........................... 3,194 75
D. & J. McCarthy's account, repairs to vessels..................... 977 99
Tate, Power & Co.'s do do do ..................... 2,380 46
W. P. Bartley & Co.'s do do do ..................... 1,805 98
Kingan, Winning & Mair's account, groceries, oils, rope,

oakum, &c................................... 2,939 27
Boyer & Hawley's account, pork and flour................. 1,180 20
Alfred Savage & Son, oils, &e........................................ 1,069 28
Royal Insurance Company, Insurance on vessels.... .......... 740 00
Queen do do do ................ 74 00
Sexton & Mullin's account, beef, &c......................... .. 1,962 55
Corse & May's account, paints, oils, &c.......... ................... 628 33
Richelieu Company's account for services.................... 875 17
James Strachan, bread account........................................ 622 55
Mitchell & Gear's account, sugar and tea, &c... .... ......... 353 47
C. E. Armstrong's account for services...................,.......... 246 (0
James Mathewson & Son, soap and tallow......................... 225 47
M. Champagne's account for chains, anchors, &c................... 400 00
Alex. Fle ek's do castings, &c............................ 141 42
M. McKenzie's do oakum, pitch, &c.................. 1 89
J. F. Sineennes' do towing.................................. 24 00
Lymans Clare & Co.'s account for mercury......................... 12 67
Gilmour & Co.'s account for pork.................................... 73 20
Wm. Rodden & Co.'s account for stoves............................ 52 00
Thomas Ossalin, loading and carting coals to barges in port.. 94 27
Sundry parties for carting goods to Sorel............................69 75
Thomas Davidson, making tin cans............................. . 7 25
L. St. Louis, for oils, &c........... .................................... 30 00
C. Sullivan's account for two anchors............................... 50 00
George Winks & Co., for blankets.................................. 13 65
Arrears to two men discharged........................................ 10 00
R. Graham & Co., for stationery...................................... 4 89
Clark Fitts' account for biscuits....................................... 3 47
A. G. Nish, for removing scow........................................ 2 90
Charbeneau, for two barrels of onions............................... 4 50

$74,289 33
Less-Proceeds of sale of scrap iron ....................... 253 51

Total expenditure................................. $74,035 82
(Signed,) HI. H. WHITNEY,

Flarbour Commissioner's Office, Secreta-iy.
Montreal, 6th January, 1865.

MONTREAL, 10th January, 1864.
The Honorable John Young,

Chairman.
SIR,-You will observe by the statement I sent you yesterday that the expenditure3
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for Lake and River Works for the year just ended amounts to....... $74,035 82
Amount received from Government............................. 45,000 00

29,035 82
Balance of appropriation to receive................................. 21,000 00

Deficiency for 1864,................................................. $ 8,025 82
Memorandum.-These deficiencies, since the assumption of the Works by the Govern-

ment, in 1860, up to the present time, amount to $81,221, as will be seen by the statement
below, and has been advanced by the Ilarbour Revenue.

In our letter to Mr. Page, dated 22nd October, 1863, page' 12, the amount advanced
from Harbour Revenue was in:-

1860................................... ............ £ 3,682 8 Il
1861 and 1862................................... 10,965 1 4

£14,647 10 3 or $ 58,595 00
Expenditure for 1863................................................... 35,484 64

Do 1864.................................... ............ 74,035 82

$168,110 51
Received from Government since the statement

was prepared for Mr. Page :-
On account for work in 1863...................... $12,051 il

S 1864..... ............ 45,000 00
From Trinity House balance on buoys........ . 617 88
Amount transferred from Lake Works and debited

te Harbour as explained in our letter to Mr.
Page of 6th Oct., 1863, page 24, £7,305 1 4 29,220 28

86,889 27

8 81,221 24
When the balance of the appropriation which we now ask for is paid, viz., $21,000.

there will still remain, as contributed from the Harbour Revenue, the large sum of 860,-
221.84.

(Signed,) H. H. WHITNEY,
Secretary.

(Copy of No. 71,593.)
MEMORANDUM.-IMPROVEMENTS-LAKE ST. PETER.

Appropriations............................. 1860 ...... $64 00
Do .............................. 1861 ...... 60 00
Do .............................. 1864 ...... 20 00 0
Do ............................. 1865 ...... 46000 00

,- 8190,000 60
Payment....... ....... 1860, A. Clark, 32,00 0

Do ........................ 1861, C. Hart, 32,000 0
Do ........................ 1863, A. Clark, 17,748 89
Do .............................. J. Page, 240 50
Do ........................ 1864, H. H. Whitney, 12,051 il
Do do do 20,000 00

- 114240 50

Balance....................................... $75,759 50

4
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The Secretary of Public Works. OTTAWA, 29th September, 1864.

S1a,-I beg to enclose herewith a letter addressed to me by the Hon. John Young,
Chairman of the Harbour Commissioners of Montreal, accompanied by a letter sent to him
by the Secretary of that Trust, shewing the expenditure that had been incurred on Lake
St. Peter and the River St. Lawrence improvements, between the 1st January and Ist
September, 1864.

It will be seen, from the records of the Department, that in 1860 the lake and river
improvements referred to were assumed as Provincial Works, and that an arrangement was
made for them to be carried on as heretofore, under the management of the Harbour Com-
missioners who were to complete the channel throughout to a depth of 20 feet, for which
purpose the Goverament was to furnish the Trust with funds to the extent of $160,000.

The works, from that datelup to the fall of 1868, were earried on by the Trust in good
faith, and the suggestions made by me last spring have been acted upon by transferring
the two dredges (generally employed in the harbour) to Lavaltrie, for the purpose of facil-
itating the deepening and improving of the channel there.

It may be further stated that, after a rigid enquiry into matters connected with the
management of the Trust, the mode of keeping accounts, &c., I am of opinion that the
whole has been conducted in as creditable and economical a manner as could, under the
circumstances, have been expected.

The Trust bas, I believe, been paid on account of the agreement of 1860, the sum of
$114,000, leaving a balance of $46,000 still to be paid.

It will be seen, from the statement of the Secretary, that the sum of $45,497.06 has
been expended for repairs, work done, &c., this year. After an examination of the accounts
and pay lists there is every reason to believe this statement to be correct.

I am, therefore, of opinion that a further sum of $25,000 might be paid to the Trust
on account of work done and preparations made; the balance of $21,000 to be ret&ined
until after ad examination had been made of the channel.

I bave tbe honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) JOHN PAGE,
Civil Engineer Public Works.

John Page, Esq., OTTAWA, 27th September 1864.
Chief Engineer, Public Works.

Sz,-I went, by request of the Harbour Commissioners of Montreal to Quebec, last
week, to obtain some money on account of the works now being carried on in Lake St.
Peter and other parts of the river, to secure a 20-foot channel at low water, between Mont-
real and Quebec.

You are aware that the Commissioners were to reccive from the Government the sum.
of $160,000, and that of this sum. $114,000 has been received, leaving $46,000 due, which
was included in the Estimates of last Parliament.

Since January the Commissioners have expended $45,497, besides several sums yet
due and unpaid, and as there is yet two months' work to perform before the close of the
season, it is probable the amount expended up to that time will exceed $60,000.

The Hon. Mr. Galt, Financ3 Minister, said to me that he could not pay any part of
this amount without a certificate or report from you, and I have come here to lay the
matter before you, because it is impossible for the Harbour Commissioners to go on paying
so much money for this work out of their funds. Not a penny has been received from
Government this year, and with other demands on the Trust, it is imperative this matter
should receive attention, and as you are perfectly acquainted with the position of the
works, I trust you will report to the Department at Quebec, on the subject, as early as
possible. As suggested by you in the spring, not only the two dredges usually employed
in the lake but the two dredges heretofore employed in the harbour, have all been to wbrk
at the season, the former in the lake and the latter at Lavaltrie, so that there is every
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prospect of the channel being completed early next season, in accordance with the agree.
ment made with the Government.

Yours very truly,
(Signed,) JOHN YOUNG,

Ohairman, farbour Commissioners.

P. S.-I onclosed a letter from the Secretary to me, with full details as to the ex-
penditure.

J. Y.

HARBOUR COMMISSIONERs' OFrIC,
The Ronorable John Young, Montreal, 24th September, 1864.

Chairman, Harbour Commissioners.
SI,- beg to furnish you with the partiaulars of the expenditure alluded to in my

letter of 20th inst, for the improvement of the channel of navigation in Lake St.LPeter and
other places in the river between Montreal and Quebec, viz. :-

Captain Armstrong's pay sheets...................................... $19,003 95
Coals......................................................................... 16,968 71
W. P. Bartley & Co., repairs to vessels.,............................. 1,146 79
D. & J. McCarthy & Co., do .............................. 977 99
Tait, Power & Co., do .............................. 750 00
Sexton & Mullins on account for beef.............................. 840 00
James Strachan do ... ..... ...... 250 00
Kingan, Winning & Mair, on account for provisions, groceries,

rope, &c., &c.,..................................................... .... 800 00
Frothingham & Workman, account for iron, steel, nails, &c...... 1,844 75
Boyer & Hawley, pork, flour, &a......................... 757 45
Gilmour & Co., do .................................. ... 73 20
Mitchell & Gear, sugar, tea, c....... .................. 241 84
E. E. Armstrong's account for services............................... 246 00
J. Mathewson & Son, account for soap and oil...................... 75 36
Sundry parties for loading and carting coals......................... 94 27

do do carting supplies to Sorel.............. .......... 69 75
C. Sullivan, account for anchors...................................... 50 00
Clark Fi.tt's, do biscuit........................................ 3 47
Wm. Rodden & Co., account for stoves............................... 52 00
Capt. Armstrong's to pay arrears of wages to two men dis-

charged.................................... .............................. 10 00
"Queen Insurance Co.," insurance on steamers and dredges.... 740 00
"Royal Insurance Co., do do do .... 740 00
J. Davidson, account for making tins............... ................. 7 25
R. Graham & Co., stationery......................................... 4 98
Nish, paid for removing scow.......................................... 2 90

$45,750 57
Less proceeds of sale of scrap iron.................................... 253 51

$45,497 06
As mentioned in my letter of last week, there are still unsettled accounts which will

amount to about $4,000 more, besides, as you are aware, the Commissioners have been
obliged to purchase the steamer Bell, at a cost of $3,500, to attend on the dredges Nos. 1
and 4, at Lavaltrie, so that no time should be lost there.

I have the honor to be, Sir.
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) H. I. WHITNEY,
Secretary,
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(0opy of No. 67,598.) LACHINE CANAL OFFICE,
Montreal. 23rd December. 1863.

The Secretary of Publie Works, Quebec.
STR,-I beg to enclose herewith a letter recently addressed to me by the Harbour

Commissioners of Montreal, applying for the balance of appropriation on hand for Lake
St. Peter and the River St. Lawrence improvements, amounting to $12,05L11.

The Harbour Trust have expended on these works, up to the 31st December, 1862,
fully $168,000 over the amount of debentures issued, tonnage dues collected, and the
amounts received from the Government and all other sources. When the expenditure for
the year 1863, assumed for the present at $36,000, is added, the amount will be $204,000.

The plant on hand I consider, at the most liberal valuation, is not worth more than
$120,000. Thus the harbour revenue stands debited with $84,000 for Lake St. Peter and
the River St. Lawrence improvements.

I would therefore advise, in accordance with the conditional arrangements made
between the Government and the Trust, that pending my general report on this subject,
the sum of $12,051.11, now asked for, be paid over to the Harbour Commissioners.

They are desirous of receiving this amount to meet certain liabilities which fall due
on the 5th day of January next.

I bave the honor to be Sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) JOHN PAGE,
Chief Engineer Public Works.

HÂARBOUR COMMISSIONERS' OFFICE,
Montreal, 18th December, 1863.

Six,-At a meeting of the Board of Harbour Commissioners yesterday the following
resolution was passed, which I am instructed to send you :-

"Resolved, That Application be made to John Page, Esq., Chief Engineer, Publio
Works, for certificate of work doue in Lake St. Peter, so as to obtain $12,051.11, balance
of the appropriation of $30,000, placed at the disposal of the Department of Public Works
by an Order in Council, dated 21st July, 1862, for the further improvement of Lake St.
Peter."

The Commissioners will feel obliged by your taking the necessary proceedings to
obtain the money from the Government.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) Il. H. WHITNEY,
To John Page, Esq., Secretary.

Chief Engineer, Public Works, Montreal.

(Copy Letter No. 65,680.)
QuEBEO, 2Oth August, 1863.

The Secretary of Public Works.
Si1,-I beg respectfully to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 18th instant,

No. 46,452, including a number of documents relating to the improvement of the chan-
nel-way through Lake St. Peter, and making certain enquiries in reference thereto.

la reply I have the honor to state, that these documents do not contain sufficient in-
formation to warrant me in expressing a decided opinion, regarding the actual amount
said to have been expended, or whether it has been "judiciously " applied to the " pur-
pose contemplated " in the Order in Council, dated 21st July, 1862, to which my atten-
tion is specially directed by your letter.

I may further state, that it appears to be questionable whother any course eau now
be adopted, which can strictly be considered as a complete check on the outlay upon
dredging done several months ago in Lake St. Peter, although, it is quite possible that, an
examination of the mode in which the operations are now conducted, together with a care-
ful enquiry into circumstances connected with the past, may enable a tolerably correct
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opinion to be formed, of what may be termed the "reasonableness " or otherwise of the
expenditure.

If the documents referred to me, however, convey a correct idea of the understand-
ing arrived at, or the basis on which an arrangement is contemplated between the Govern-
ment and the Montreal Harbor Trust, it is evident that a much larger expenditure than
that mentioned in the Order in Council is likely to take place.

In this view of the mater it appears to me, that the future survaillence of the oper-
ations is even of greater importance than a rigid enquiry into the past; but in order to ar-
rive at a proper understanding of the class of superintendence necessary to be adopted, it
is indispensable that an enquiry to a certain extent should be mrade.

It is therefore, in my opinion, desirable that the Government should appoint a com-
petent officer to examine in detail into the manner in which the dredging operations have
been and are now carried on; ascertain how the accounts are kept, and the check there is
upon them; where the dredges have been generally employed, and if at places other than
the River St. Lawrence or Lake St. Peter; to ascertain how their maintenance and work-
ing expenses have been apportioned.

It is also necessary in the event of a further appropriation being made towards these
improvements, that at least a cursory examination of the channel should be made. To
facilitate which reference might be had to the survey made in 1858 and 1859 under the
direction of Captain Orlebar, Hydrographer to the Admiralty, and to a survey of Lake St.
Peter made in the winter of 1862 by the Engineer to the Harbour Trust.

In order to carry out the course above intimated, the officer to whom this duty is
intrusted should have access to such of the books and accounts kept by the Harbour
Trust as may be necessary for that purpose, and the Harbour Trust should be requested to
instruet their principal officers and others in their service, conversant with the works, to
put themselves in communication with the officer sent by the Government, and to furnish
him such information as they possess and he may call for, relating to the matter in question.

The foregoing is a brief outline of all that appears to be at present required; it is,
however, not unlikely that a more elaborate enquiry may ultimately be found necessary,
but, as the season is now far advanced, it is desirable that whatever course is to be adopted
should be determined au carly as circumstances will admit.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
(Signed,) JOHN PAGE,

Chief Engineer, Public Works.
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RETURN
To an Address of the SENATE, dated 18th May 1868,; for Copies of any

Correspondence, proposals or suggestions receivod during the present Session

of Parliament, by the Honorable the Minister of Marine and Fisheries, having

reference to deepening and improving the Ship Channel between Quebec and

Montreal, and to re-constructing and uniting the Trinity Board and Harbour

Trust of Montreal.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State]

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETART OF STATE,

Ottawa, 19th May, 1868.

(Copy.) MONTREAL, 25th April, 1868.
Si,-I have the honor to send you, herewith, a petition from the merchants of Mont-

real, referring to the management of the River and Uarbour, and I beg the favor of your
submitting the same tu the Council as early as possible.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) Huoa ALLAN.
The Honorable H. L. Langevin, C.B.,&.,&.,&c.,

Ottawa.

MONTREAL, 17th April, 1868.
To His EXCELLENCY T13E GOVERNOR GENERAL IN CoUNCIL,

The Petition of the undersigned, Merchants, of Montreal,
SHEWETE:

That during several years past the work of deepening the River St. Lawrence between
Quebec and Montreal has been carried on under the control of the Harbour Commissioners
of the latter city. That a considerable measure of success has been attained, the shallow
places in the channel having been so deepened as to admit of vessels drawing about
eighteen feet of water to pass in place of about eleven feet, as was the case before this
work was commenced.

That there are several places in the river where the work bas not been completed,
more especially at Cap-à-la-Roche, at Cap Lizzard, at the shoal below Lavaltrie, and at
Point au Tremble (en haut), and it is desirable to proceed with the work at these places,
so as to render the entire channel safe and available to the full extent of the deepest wgrk
already done.

That the competition which exists in the carrying trade to and from Europe, between
this City and New York, makes it necessary to employ even a larger class of vessels than
was contemplated when this work was commenced, vessels in fact as large a the ola
employed in the trade out of New York.
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'hat the employment of this class of vessels will involve a still further deepening of
the River and Ilarbour of Montreal, and that this work should be recommenced and con-
tinued till a channel of a uniform depth of not less than twenty-four feet and four hun-
dred feet wide is obtained tiroughout the whole distance between Quebec and Montreal.

That this is essentially a work in which the whole Dominion is interested, and bas
always been regarded as suchi, the expense of the work having been borne hitherto by the
Province of Canada, and should now bc borne by the Dominion, but to provide for present

*emergencies it is expedient in the meantime to meet the interest on the cost of this work
by a tonnage tax on alil vessels using the river drawing more than nine feet of water.

That two corporate bodies are in existence in Montreal, viz, the Trinity Board and
the Harbor Commissioners, each of which has certain rnd to some extent conflicting powers
in conneetion with the river and the hai bur, and it is desirable to consolidate these Cor-
porations into one body, so that the duties may be more effectually performed.

That the Act authorizing the deepening of the River and Lake having been repealed
in the year 1864, new powers for carrying on the work are now necessary.

Wherefore, your Petitioners pray that the Government will p'rocure the necessary
legislation to repeal the Acts establishing the " Trinity Board " and the " Board of Harbour
Commissioners," and to establish a Board called the " Conservators of the River St. Law-
rence and Harbour of Montreal," endowed with all the powers now possessed by these res-
pective bodies, and with further power to improve, deepen and maintain the said River
and Harbour, and the pay for the expense of the sanie by the issue or sale of debentures,
and to levy a tax to pay the interest of the sanie on all vessels drawing more than nine
feet of water, which may use any part of the said River above Port Neuf (en haut.)

That this Board shall consist of eight persons, one of whom shall be appointed by the
Government of the Dominion, one by the Corporation of the City of Montreal, and the
remaining six shall, for the first year, be appointed by the Government, alil of which six
shall go out of office on the 1st April following their appointiment, and shall then and
thereafter be elected by the parties whose vessels or goods have been taxed by this Board
in the previous year.

Each contributor of not less than one hundred dollars having one vote, and an
additional vote for every one hundred dollars paid during the year previous to the election,
but no individual firm to have more than ten votes.

Two of the number thus elected shall go out of office in each year by rotation, but
may be re-elected.

The Board shall choose its own Chairman and appoint and pay its officers.
That the accounts of the receipts and expenditure of the said Board shall be rendered

yearly to the Government on the 1st day of March, and shall also be published in at least
two newspapers in the City of Montreal, and the election of the Board shall be held on the
second Monday in April of each year.

And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c.
(Signatures.)

Hugh and Andrew Allan, Buchanan & Co.,
Gillespie, Moffatt & Co., Henry Chapman & Co.,
Rimmer, Gunn & Co., Thos. Gordon & Co.,
Hugh Fraser, A. Mitchell & Co.,
D. Masson, Ira Gould & Sons,
Kenny, Bros., John Hope,
F. Crathern, Alex. Creighton,
John Redpath & Son, Thos. Macduff,
Geo. Stephen, J. A. Mathewson,
J. B. Auger, & Co., B. ). AacPherson,
Ilugh Me Lenan, Joseph MacKay & Brothers,
Z. Benoit & Co., Ogilvy & Co.,
Budden & Crawford, Lewis Guay & Co.,
T. J. Claxton & Co., Thomas Thibaudeau & Frères,
lobert Stephen & Co., Tiffin & Bros.,
David Torrance, Sinclair, Jack & Co.,
Robert DeLisle, John Sinclair.
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(No. 84.)

RETURN
To an Address of the HOUSE OF COMMONS, dated 27th April, 1868; for

a Statement of all accounts rendered to the Government by the Proprietor

of the Gazette de Sorel; and likewise a Statement of all moneys paid to the

same, with the date of such payments ; the whole since 1862 inclusive.

By Comnand

HECTORrLý LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,
Ottawa, 15th May, 1868.

(No. 85.)

RETU RN
To an Address of the IOUSE OF! CoMMoNs, dated 30th March, 1868; for

a detailed account of item in the Public Accounts, for year ending June 30th,

1867, Page iii, entered as " Work donc in alterations, Parliament Buildings,

&c.," $14,613,29, paid to R. McGreevy ; also item on same page, entered as

"For work done fitting up buildings," $21,428.69 ; also, for detailed state-

ment of Mr. Garth's accounts for heating the Parliament Buildings and De-

partmental Buildings.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary oj State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, 21st April, 1868.

In~ acordance with the reommendation of the Joint Committee on Printing, the abord
Returns are mot printed.]
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RETURN
To an Address of the HOusE OF COMMONS, dated 4th May, 1865; For Ccpies

of Contracts entered into with Robert H. McGreDvy, for work on Public

Buildings at Ottawa.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY oF STATE,

Ottawa, 14th May, 1868.

RETURN
To an Address of the HousE OF COMMONS, dated 4th May, 1868; For a State-

ment shewing the particular items of work performed on the Parliament

Buildings, under the authority of Letters numbers 56,987, 53,840, 57,295,
57,882, 57,272, 58,587, 57,689, 57,851, 58,562, and 53,840, which were paid

for at the rates provided in the schedule attached to the contract, and also

for a Statement of items of work paid for without the application of the

Schedule rate.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

J)>EPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,.

Ottawa, 14th May, 1868.

[4 accordance sith the es.onmendation of the Joint Commiuee on P«ngng, a above
J»e4rns ýare ot printed.
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RETURN
To an Address of the SENATE, dated 23rd March, 1868; For Copies of any

Correspondence between the Local Governments of Nova Scotia or New

Brunswick, or any Association of individuals in those Provinces, with the

Government of Canada, or any Heads of Departments, complaining of losses

or grievances, consequent upon the operation of any of the Acts passed by

the Parliament of Canada, during the early part of this Session, relative to

Customs' Tariff, Excise and Banking, affecting the interests of those Pro-

vinces.
By Comrand.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SEORETARY OF STATE,
Ottawa, 21st April, 1868.

OTTAWA, 2nd April, 1868.
Si,-I have the honor to forward enclosed Copies of Mernorials from the Merchants

of St. John, New Brunswick, and Halifax, Nova Scotia, furnished from this Department
in compliance with an Address of the Senate, dated March 23rd.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

CHARLES P. EL1SS,
The Honorable H. J. Langevin, Secretary.

Secretary of State.

Cory of Conmunictaion or Menorialfrom the Merchants of Halifax, Nova Scotia to the
Honorable the Mnister of Customs,furnishèed in accordance with an Address of The
Senate, dated March 23rd.

To the Honorable the Minister of Customs,
Dominion of Canada.

The undersigned Merchants and Importers of the City of Halifax, beg respectfully
to present their views on the subject of the Tariff, so far as it affects the West India Trade,
in which they are so deeply interested.

They feel that the operation of the Tariff regulating the duty on sugar and rum is
oppressive to our people and injurious to the State, and should no change take place
whereby the importing interests of the Maritime Provinces may be subserved, confidently
asEert that the West India Trade (one of our great sources of prcsperity in the past, will
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be most seriously damaged, and this result would interfere, to a large extent, with the
prosecution of our Fisheries.

The present duties on raw sugar are $3, $2.60, $2.25, $1.90, $1.68 and $1.37 per
100 lbs., according to quality, ranging from choice grocery to melado. In lieu of this
scale, they would propose that an uniform rate of one dollar per 100 lbs. and 20 per cent.,
ad valoren, be charged on all grades of sugar imported. One very great advantage to be
derived from this plan consists in its obviating the present irregularity that must of neces-
sity arise in classifying the varions grades. The great number of Ports of Entry of Nova
Scotia doing business with the West Indies must render it difficult, if not impossible, to
preserve uniforrmity in classification. Speculators would frequcntly find it profitable to
purchase sugars, duty paid, in one part of Nova Scotia and sell the same in another;
whence, if imported direct, the duty would have been greater. This practice would
obviously interfere greatly with the regular importer.

The duty on rum bas also been so advanced upon our late too high rates that the
poorer classes, who chiefly consume this class of spirits, are seriously burdened by its
increased cost. It is true that the duty on whiskey has been reduced ; but this does not,
nor will not have the effect of forming anew the tastes of those of our people who will
use West India rum even if the cost be enhanced by a high duty. Another serions
objection te a high duty on rum is the encouragement it affords to illicit trade. It is well
known that wlen the duty was reduced at one time in Nova Scotia, the revenue was
increased. Advance the duty and the reverse must inevitably occur, owing to the numer-
ous facilities afforded along our extended coasts for the operations of the smuggler.

The great object of Legislation should be to promote reciprocal trade between the
Maritime and Upper Provinces.

Every facility should be given for an interchange of the varied products of each.
Under a fair Tariff cargoes of West India produce will, as usual, be returned for ship-

ments of fish, lumber, &c. Our coals, gypsum, &c., will be shipped in exchange for the
flour, barley, pease, &c., of Ontario and Quebec, making cargoes both ways-either by Gulf
ofSt. Lawrence or via Grand Trunk Railroad, by which means a reciprocal trade can be
sustained.

The charges, commissions, freight, &c., now being paid to merchants of New York,
and to foreign vessels and railroads, would be retained among ourselves, thus benefiting
the whole people of the Dominion.

(Signed,)
W. B. Hamilton & Co., W. M. Richardson,
B. Wier & Co., John Tobin & Co.,
Black, Brothers & Co., W. M. Harrington & Co.,
Lawson, HarriLgton & CO., J. G. A. Creighton & Son,
S. A. White & Ce., J. S. Wainwright & Co.,
Gilbert R. Frith, Jun. George Il. Starr & Co.,
J. S. Maclean & Co., Simen E. Barss,
Thomas A. S. DeWolfe & Son, James J. Bremmer,
Salter & Twining, G. C. Harvey,
E. D. Tucker & Co., Jonathan Pugh,
A. Keith & Son, George Piers,
John Doull, Shaw & Murphy,
B. O'Neill, Coldford Brothers,
Lordly & Stimpson, William Powers,
Alex. McLeod & Co., James Scott,
S. W. Chipman & Ce., Frazer, Painter & Co.,
Andrew Billings & Co., George P. Mitchell & Son.
Thoinas E. Kenny,

Halifax, Nova Scotia, February 28th, 1868.
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Cor of a Communication or Memorial from a Committee of the Aferchants of Saint
John, New Brunswick, to Ris Excellency the Right Honorable Charles Stanley,
Viscount Monck, Governor General, &c., &c., and the ilonorable the Privy Coun-
ci of the Donuion of Canada, furnisheld in accordance ith an Address of
The eSenate dated March 23rd.

To lis Excellency the Right Honorable Charles Stanley, Viscount Monck, Governor Gen-
eral, &c., &c, and the Honorable the Privy Couneil of the Dominion of. Canada,
the Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of the City and County of St. John,
in the Province of New Brunswick,

RÉSPEOTFULLY SIIEWETH :
That your Petitioners, being engaged in commerce, manufactures, and other branches

of industry, are deeply interested in the policy of the Dominion of Cnaada, and regret to
have to represent thar the Tariff now in force is, in many respects, very unacceptable to
the people of New Brunswick and injurious to various branches of Provincial industry.

That your Petitioniers being fully alive to the necessity of providing a revenue
adequate to the exigencies of the Dominion, and understanding that the present Tariff is
not likely to yiald an excess of revenue, desire only to crave that the burden of taxation
may be so adjusted as that the evils compFined of may be obviated and the operation of
the Tariff and other laws. enacted by the Parliament of Canada made more satisfactory to
the people of this part of the Dominion.

That with a view to provide a revenue sufficient to make up for the remissions of duty
and other imposts which your Petitioners crave, and which will be herein set forth, and
also to provide for the more equitable distribution of such duties, your Petitioners have
agreed to make the following representations to your Honorable Council:

That wines of ail kinds, including champagne and other sparkling wines in wood and
bottle, should pay twenty-five cents per gallon, and twenty per cant ad valorcm.

That wine and spirits in bottles, of the ordinary description of wine bouttles, should
only pay on the contents thereo, say 22 gallons to the case, or five bottles to the gallon.

That aIl beer and porter, in wood and bottle, shouild pay ten cents pur gallon.
That brandy should pay one dollar per gallon proof, per Sykes' hydrometer.
That the excise duty on alcohol should be seventy cents per gallon.
That the import duty on spirits should be regulated with regard to strength, that is

when under proof by Sykes' hydrometer, that spirits should pay so much less in propor-
tion, as is now the case with regard to the excise duty.

That ail packages, including bottles, as well as those containing wincs, spirits and
malt liquors, as ail others, should be free of duty.

That the duty on dried fruits should be changed from 15 to 25 per cent ad valorem,
and that oranges and lemons should be charged 15 per cent. ad valorem.

That a duty of 21 per cent. ad valorem be charged on ail iron except nail and boiler
plate iron, and that ail anchors, chains and cordage, without respectto sizes as distinguished
in the free list, be admitted at and pay a like duty of 2½ per cent.

That printed books be subject to a duty of five per cent., with the exception of bibles
and testaments and parts thereof.

That the increased revenue thus provided for be applied to the remission or lessening
of the duties and other imposts which follow, and that auy excess of revenue b3ycnd what
is required for these purposes, arising from the increased taxes thus recommended, be
applied in the saine direction, and may go towards decreasing the duties impcsed on arti-
cles of common consumption.

That grains and breadstuffs of ail kinds be admitted free of duty, aS also bran and
horse feed.

That printing paper, which is abund-Lly proteuted by such considerations as are
involved in freight, commissions, &c., and also type and other materials uscd in printing
be admitted free of duty.

That the imposition of newspaper postage, althoughl defensibld in principle, is most
impolitie, and ought to be dispensed with.

That the duty on molasses be two cents per gallon, and ten psr cent, ad valorem.
That although a special memorial will be presented on the important subject of the
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West India trade, your Petitioners desire to join in representing that the duties on raw
sugars should be one cent per pound and 2) per cent. ad valorem.

That the remission of these duties on articles of common consumption will help to
give effect to the enlightened policy of the Goverrment in admitting articles used in ship-
building and other manufactures duty free; whereas, if the increased duties on the
necessaries of life be continued, the effect will be to cause a corresponding advance in
wages, and thus prevent the manufacturing interests from deriving that advantage from
the free list which it is intended that they should do.

That all raw matcrials entering into the composition of or necessary to the improve.
ment of useful manufactures of every kind be free from duty.

That drawbacks on exportation should apply not only to articles exported in original
packages and condition, but also to the products of manufactures from goods on which
duty has been paid, equivalent to the amount of duties paid thereon as nearly as the same
eau be as2ertained, and that owing to the want of any provision of this kind under the
Tariff., similar to that formerly existing under the laws of the Province of New Bruuswick
(savc as regards Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland), certain manufactures far export
have been closed, and the employees discharged.

That the present custom of retaining original invoices at the Custom House is much
complaiaed of by importers, and that it be done away with and invoices initialed and
returned to the owners as was lormerly tbe practice.

That the practice of sending every tenth p&ckage to warehouse for examination will
prove very tedious and annoying to large importers in the busy season, as well as the
apparent sense of the 53rd section of the Customs' Act, and that they impose restrictions
on trade hitherto unknown in this community and most injurious to business. and that
your petitioners believe they are wholly unnecessary for revenue purposes.

That duties should only be paid on the net amount of Invoices, that is upon the
actual first cost of the goods, ard not upon the face of the invoice, inasmuch as by the
latter mode the purchaser i- virtually made to pay duties on the amount of the discounts
obtained by him in return for cash payments.

That pitch pine plank, when imported for ship building purposes, having apparently
been omitted from the list of frec goods designed for use in ship building purposes, is now
believed to be liable to a duty of 15 per cent. and should be placed on the free list.

That with a view to prevent frauds and obviate the difficulty of defining the purpose
for which certain articles arc imported, it is recommended instead of the differential duties
now imposGd on canvas, duck and sail cloth; an uniform duty of 21 per cent. be placed
upon canvas of all kinds, linen and cotton. duel and sail cloth ; and that felt of all kinds,
whether for hats, boots, steam packing for machinery or otherwise; also, hat plushes, shoe
threads, machine threads, silk twist and sewing silks of all kinds be subject to a duty of
five per cent.

May it therefore please your Honorable Council to take these matters into your most
serious consideration, and to afford such relief in the premisas as to your wisdom shall seem
meet. And your Petitioners will ever pray.

f THOMAs W. DANIEL,
JOHN BOYD,
GEORGE STYMEST,
JOHN MAGEE.
T. B. BABKER,

CommittCe, W. G. LAWTON,
GEORGE E. SNIDER,
J. H. KINNEA R,
J. & F. BURPEE & Co.,
SIMEON JONES,

I WILLIAM ELDER,
A. JARDINE, A. ROBERTSON,

C'hairman of Committee. Scretary.
St. John, New Brunswick, 18th March, 1868.
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(Copy.) DEPARTMENT OF INLAND REVENUH,
Halifax, 2nd January, 1868.

Sru,-Under the late Customs Tariff of Nova Scotia, unmanufactured leaf tobacco
was subject to a duty of five cents per pound, while in the other Provinces of the Dom-
inion it has been admitted duty free.

The result of this is that the leaf tobacco in process of manufacture on the 13th ult.,
when the new excise law came in force, and that on hand at that date which had paid the
Customs duty, is subject to an additional excise duty of ten cents.

This the manufacturers here complain of, as it places thêm at a disadvantage as com-
pared with the manufacturers in the other portions of the Dominion, who have obtained
their leaf duty frce.

it woald seem to be but fair that a drawback to the amount of the Customs dut"
should be allowed on ail the leaf which, having paid the Customs duty, has, under the
operation of the new law, been chargeable with the excise duty thereby imposed.

I bring the natter to your notice at the request of the tobacco manufacturers here,
and would respectfully request your instructions in regard to it.

I have, &c., &c.,
(Signed,) AaCI. PATTERSON,

Thos. Worthington, Esq., District Inspector.
Commissioner of Inland Revenue, Ottawa.

(Copy.) FRES WATER ToBAcco FACTORY,
Halifax, N. S , December 27th, 1867.

IIon. Wm. P. Howland, C. B., &c., &c.
Six,-We beg leave to ask your favorable consideration of the following points in

regard to the change in the system of duties levied on our branch of industry from the
Customs duty of 5 cents per pound on the leaf, and 10 per cent. on the liquorice and
sugar entering into the manufacture, to the excise duty of 10 cents per pound on the man-
ufactured article.

When the excise law came into force we had in our factory eight or nine thousand
pounds of tobacco, on which we have paid a duty of 5 cents per pound to the Province of
Nova Scotia, which was in process of manufacture. We were thus in the act of fulfilling
a contract with Nova Scotia. One part of the contract (paying the duty) was fully com-
plied with, and Nova Scotia had thereby agreed to allow us to manufacture and sell in ber
limits the manufactured tobacco. We claim that under a constitutional form of Goveru-
ment there is no power to impair the obligation of a lawful contract, and that we should
be allowed to complete the contract with Nova Seotia, and put this tobacco into the market
without paying any further duty on it. We ar: so well convinced that the justice of this
claim will be acknowledged, that we will not doubt the result of your action.

There is another point to which we beg leave to invite your particular attention, and
we hope you will take the suggestions we offer in the spirit in which we offer them . In
our business we have to mwet a loss -estimated by some as high as 28 per cent. from stems
and waste ; we put cu"s at 25 per cent. It is usual to count the liquorice, sugar, spirits
of wine, &c., as equal to the loss on stems, &c.; we think it will f..il 5 per cent. short of
that: but, supposing that 100 pounds of leaf turns out, when manufactured, an equal
weight, we will thus have in every box of 100 pounds from 20 to 25 per cent, of ingre-
dients on which a heavy duty bas already been paid to the Custons, and which cannot
stand an additional excise duty of 10 cents per pound. Sugar and liquorice would thus
have to pay 13 or 13 cents per pound duty more than the original cost. These high duties
bring the ecost of manufacture to such a point, that the manufacturer, unless backed by
enormous capital and able to turn out large quantities, must stop, and thus men of small
capital are shut out. The smuggler will come in for the lion's share of the profits, for it
is perfectly certain that excessive duties tend to a general demoralization of the people.
It would be utterly impossible to stop smugging in Nova Scotia. All the revenues of the
Dominion would not pay the officials necessary to watch such a coast, if the business is
made to pay by excessive duties. We do not think that tobacco, such as has been used
%ire and sold for 25 to 27 cents per pound, can be sold for less than 32 to 34 centà ind
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at these prices the smuggler will usurp the place of tbe manufacturer, and factories must
stop. We respectfully suggest that when tobacco is weigbed for the excise duty that those
articles in it, which have already paid Customs duty, should be exempted ; in other words,
that 10O'pounds weight should pay duty on only SO pounds net, for there will be only
that weight or less of tobacco in it.

We are respectfully,
GEo. L. SINcLAIR & Co.

If this cannot be done, then the Manufacturer, by all means, should pay no customs
duty on articles on which he ivill have to pay the excise.

(Copy.) FRESII WATER. ToBAcco FACTORY,
Halifax, N. S , 3rd February, 1868.

The Honorable
the Minister of Internal Revenue.
SIR,-We addressed you last month claiming the riglit to complete a contract we had

fulfilled on our part with this Province by paying the duty on a stock of tobacco, actually
in process of manufacture at the time that the Excise Laws of Canada were extended over
this Province.

We were very doubtful whcther our small capital would sustain a factory under the
changed condition, but we determined to try to the extent of working up the stock on
hand, say seven to nine thousand pounds.

We have worked up a portion of this stock, 3,l78 lbs., and arc forced to stop and
discharge our people at this bard season of the year, for we find that the Excise Officers
demand a duty of ten cents on stock that has already paid five cents, and which, under our
contract with Nova Scotia, we should be allowcd to put on the market frce of Excise. We
cannot pay the Excise and sell at markct priccs, at a loss of less than two cents per pound.

We now ask that orders may issue to the Excise Board here, exempting the 3,178
Ibn. already manufactured from the Excise duty, and that the duty paid to the Custons on
the balance of the stock still unworked, or partly worked in our factory, be returned to
us, and the stock worked up subject to the Excise tax. This, we think is the least that
the Government can grant us.

This is a most important matter to us, and we ask your early and favorable considera-
tion of it.

Very respectfully,
Your obcdient servants,

GEoRGE L. SINCLAIR & Co.

(Copy.) INLAND REVENUE DEPARTMENT.
Ottawa, 17th February, 1868.

GENTLEMEN,-Making reference to your commzrunications of the 27th ultimno and 3rd
instant, addressed to the Honorable the Minister of In!and Revenue, relative to the diffi-
culties under which the tobacco business labours, consequent upon the provisions of the
3lst Vic. c. 8, and the reasonableness of relief being afforded I have the hon:r to be in-
structed to inforni you that such arrangements will be made as will enable the Minister to
authorise the refund of the duty you have actually paid on Icaf tobacco which has entered
into the production of manufactured tobacco, subsequently charged with the new Excise
duty.

And further, I am instructed to inform you that your application for a return of duty
upon unmanufactured tobacco, etill on hand and not used, cannot be granted unless it be
manufactured and made subject to Excise.

I have, &c., &c.,
(Signed,) TuoMAS WORTHINGTON,

Mesurs. Sinclair & Co., Commissioner.
Tobacco Manufacturers, Halifax.
P. S.-Permit me to enclose for your guidance (in regard to the privilege of ware,
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housing tobacco in bond, which you seem to have overlooked wben treating of the accu-
mulating cost of the manufacture of tobacco) the Inland Revenue Act, aud Warehousing
Regulations still in force. Sec. 31st Vic., cap. 8 Sec. 8R to 97-99 to 1.03.

(Signed,) T. W.

(Copy.) INLAND REVENUE DEPARTMENT.
Ottawa, February 18th, 1868.

SiR,-Enclosed please receive a communication addressed to Messrs. Sinclair & Co.,
of your city, Tobacco Manufacturers, (relative to the refunding of duty which they may
have uctually paid upon leaf tobacco which has eutered into the production of manufac-
tured tobacco, subsecquently charged with the new excise duty.) which, after perusal, you
will bave the goodness to caose to be sent to its destination.

lI regard to the duty to be refunded, the ainount must Le ascertained by a careful
and rigid examination of Customs entry for consuiption, as well as all other circumstances
which will lead thereto; you will therefore please to give such instruction to Mr. Collector
Tupper as will protec t the revenue and afford full justice to Messrs. Sinclair & Co.

So soon as this is coipleted, you will cause the result to be reported to this Depart-
ment, when the proper authority will be given to refund the amount arrived at.

1 have, &c., &c.,
(Signed.) Tros. WOLTHINOTON.

Arch. Patterson, Esq., Commiksioner.
District Inspector of Inland Revenue, Halifax.

(Copy.) SAINT JOHN, N. B , 8th January, 1868.
Thos. Hanford, Esq.,

DEAR S1r,-When the Honorable Mr. Mitchell was here afew days ago, we addressed
him respecting our tobacco manufacturing business, as per copy of letter herewith. Since
then we learn that he will not be in Ottawa until about thrce weeks hence.

We are desirous of knowirng exactily upon what basis we caa again work our factory.
We think all ithe other parts of the law eau b3 complied with should the Government
relieve us of the part referred to in the lettei.

The payment of the duties, and paying them honestly in full, would be to us a very
simple and straightforward matter ; but the business, by the excise law, is so hampered
and will be attended with so much extra trouble, that we are really quite indifferent
whether we resume the manufacturing or not.

We are, dear Sir,
Y ours, very truly,

(Signed.) J. & R. REED.

(Copy.) SAINT JOHN, N. B., 3rd January, 1868.

DEAR Sin,-We are aware that the tobacco manufacturing business does not come
within your Department, but as you are now here and a member of the Government, we
take the liberty of addressing you with reference to the bearing of the excise law upon
ourselves.

Up to the passage of the law we had about 120 persons at work in the factory, since
then operations have ceased.

To commence again we require, by law, to procure from the Collector of Inland
Revenue a license, as per 15tb section of the Act, to obtain whieh we are required not
only to give our own bond to the Queen, but to furnisi two securities, who are to justify
as to their sufficiency before the said Collector.

The law requires, unless the duty be paid, that all tobacco manufactured in the estab-
lishment shall be deposited every fortnight in the warehouse, where, so deposited, it is
under the lock and key of the excise officer in charge. Several penalties provide against
fraud, and the oicers have unlimited powers. The machinery in addition to the tobacco,
is by the Act directly liable for the duties and penalties, in addition to which our own
and to the Queen is a first lien upon all the property we have in the world.
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All this, we should think, ought to be considered by the Government ample security,
without requiring from us additional bondsmen.

We are aware of the difficulty of making laws to exactly meet every individual case,
but with all due respect, we do thinik, that if the Collector of Inland Revenue had discre-
tionary powers as to tie securities, the purpose intended would be sufficiently protected.

Your bringing this matter before the Goverament, wil: confer upon us a great favor,
and we feel confident that after taking ail the circuinstances into account, the Goverament
will relieve us from the operation of thiat part of the 15th section of the Act which is so
exceedingly objectionable and hunilliating.

We have the honor to be, dear Sir,
Very truly yours,

Ilon. Peter Mitchell, (Signed,) d. & R. REED.
Park liotel, St. John1 .

(Copy.) SAINT JOHN, N. B., 22nd January, 186t8.
Thos. Worthington, Esq.,

Commissioner of Inland Revenue, Ottawa.
Sit,-We have the honor to acknewledge reccipt, on the 18th instant, of'a copy of

the Inland Revenue Act, under a cover bearing your signature, for which lease accept
our thanks.

It is undérstood here that this law was got up in your Department, and as you are the
permanent hcad, we take the liberty, in the very best possible humour, of making a few
re.narks respecting its general bearing and effect.

You are, however, in error in addressing us as " Tobacconists." Your Revenue Act
has deprived us of that honorable title together with all its definitions as may be enacted.
We stopped operations immediatcly on receiving notice that such a law was in existence
and in force. Our Executive Councillors are only entitled to the prefix " Honorable "
during their continuance in office, uniless it is specially conferred by the Queen ; so, in the
Old Country, the Gauger, who is detested by all the illicit whiskey distillers, loses both his
distinctive appellation and terrors on quitting office. Even the Chief Gauger at Ottawa
would drop his extra title on resigning his official position.

We have laws in our Province to punish the vicious members of society, but they do
not affect the regular livers. For instanoe a law to punish the drunkard, but which bas
no beariug on the sober man ; laws with refèrence to thieving and thieves, but they have
no influence upon the honest man. The same distinction is observed in the other laws
relating to criminais. Yours is very different, it punishes the innocent cqually with the
guilty ; it brands the business of tobacco manufacturers, of distillers, of maltsters, of
rectifiers and brewers as infamous, and the persons carrying them on as disreputable, rank-
ing them with drunkards, thieves, swindlers, and the other vile members of the public
body; in fact, they are placed as the worst class of all. There are degrees in drunkenness,
thieving, swindling, &c , provided for in the laws relating thereto, but in yours there is
neither higher than lower, all are classed alike-the vilest of the vile. As a model of a
obacco manufacturer and the others engaged in the branches of manufacture referred to,
you select in your mind a clever swindler of the most villainous kind, and you then frame
your law to meet his case, and ail persons in the business are brought to the level of' this
wretch, and are made to conform accordingly.

Your law is not only arbitrary, but it and some of the regulations connected there-
with have a demoralizing tendency. The law makes the business ignominious, rendering
its prosecution distasteful to men of capital and character, thus throwing it into the hands
of knaves and swindlsrs. One of the books to be kept by a tobacco manufacturer, record-
ing the quantity of material used during the day, a return of which has to be made every
fortnight to the proper officer under oath. No man can take the oath who has proper
regard to the sacred eharacter of the affirmation, because it is impossible to fill up the
columus in accordance with the heading. A man, from the necessity of the case, his all
being in the business, or by reason of an elastic conscience, takes the oath once, the next
time it is easier, and so on until correctness becomes a matter of indifference. This state
being arrived at, the excise officer is tampered with, and unless he have au indopendent
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salary or is endowed with firm religious principles, the chances are that mutual under-
standings will soon exist, and so bring about a state of affairs similar to what has lately
been discovered in Louisiana, where the Government was defrauded of nearly ail the
duties, the spcils being divided between the manufacturers and the excise officers.

Our machinery is advertised for sale, we have offered it for a little over half what it
cost us. When sold and removed we shall have to think of something else to occupy the
buildings ; perhaps, with the view to the future and existing facts it may bc considered
advisable to start the business of manufaeturing fire arns. Earnest coulderates bugin
to realize the situation, and to exclaiin with all the zeal of the Yankee " sold."

To be serious-If we cannot be allowed to work the factory by paying the license fee
arid the duties honestly, and keeping such books and making such returns and oaths as can
be done conscientiously, pledging lor this and our good behaviour, not only thetobacco but
the machineiy, and also, in addition, all the property we have in the world by our bond to
the Queen ; if ail this is not sufficipnt security tLen we had better quit the business and
consider that it is only one of the losses which we will sustain by Confederation.

We entered into the business with a view of employing others more than with the
view of our own prcfit, and we shall sincerely regret the stoppage of the business on their
account. We can afford to make the loss better than we can afford to insult any two of our
friends by asking them to piedge ail they have in the world by signing a Queen's bond,
and humbling themselves so far as to go before the Collector of Inland Revenue, and jus-
tifying as to their sufficiency.

We are most anxious, on account of the employés, to know exactly our position in
this business. We would think it to be the desire of the Government te encourage persons
to go into these branches of business who, owing to their position, cannot afford to do
wrong.

We have, &c., &c.,
(Signed,) J. & R. REED.

(Copy.) ST. JOHN, NEW BEUNSWICK,
23rd January, 1868.

Thomas Worthington, Esq.,
Commissioner of Inland Revenue, Ottawa.
SI,-We took the liberty of addressing you yesterday relative to the Inland Rev-

enue Act.
Te now deem it proper that we should point out a remedy for the evils complained

of-it is a very simple one. The Collector of Inland Revenue for each district is, or ought
to be, a gentlemen of strict integrity, with a general knowledge of the people that surround
him ; he should have conferred upon him discretionary power to accept such security as
he may consider ample to protect the revenue, then, in our case, we would offer first an
untainted business reputation of 3M years standing ; then our own bond to the Queen
which would be a first lien from that day upon unencumbered property which we possess,
to an extent of over one hundred times greater value than any sua which could be reason-
ably named by the Collector as the amount of the bond ; in addition you have all the
powers conferred upon the Excise Officers of entering the premises by night or by day,
by all and every means, of demanding to sec and examine not only the books to be kept in
accordance with the law, but also books and papers of a private nature. Fraud in the
business in all its varieties is punishable not only by fine but by imprisonment. The
tobacco, except the fortnight manufacture, is under the lock and key of the Officer, and
the machinery is made by law directly liable for the duties. ALl those safeguards would
be considered by any reasonable Collector ample, and be would accordingly grant a license
to work.

We have the honor to be, Sir,
tespectfully your obedient servants,

(Signed,) J. 1 R.ED,

A. 1868
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(Copy.) INLAND REVENUE DEPARTMENT,
Ottawa, February 6th, 1868.

GENTLEMEN-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communications
of the 22nd and 23rd ult., respecting the provisions of the Act 3 1st Vie., cap. 8, and in
reply, I beg to inform you, that while regreting that you îaould deem it necessary to com-
plain of the manner in which the provisions of the Act affect your business, I am not
vested with any diseretionary power in the matter, and cannot therefore authorize any ex-
emption from its requirements.

I trust, however, that on a more deliberate consideration of the matter you will find
room for modifying your views, and that in common with the large manufacturers of Que-
bec and Ontario, who have for many years been subject to similar restrictions, you will see
that the stringent provisions of which you coiplain, are even more necessary for the protec-
tion of the honest trader than they are for the protection of the Revenue.

I presume it is almost superfluous for me to observe, that no equitable law could be
framed which would predetermine who vill act honestly, who will act partially so, and who
will deliberately set himself to evade the payment of the duties to which tie law subjects
him. Much less would it be possible to allow such a discretionary power to be placed in
the bands of any officer of this Department.

Experience has taught us that, in order to be effective, laws for the collection of our
Inland Revenue, can hardly fail to be inquisitorial in their action, and by reason of the
restrictions essential to the safety of the Revenue, exceedingly annoying to many of those
who are subject to their operations, and I can readily understand how distasteful all this
must be to those who are subjected to such restrictions for the first time ; but I cannot for
a moment admit that they are thereby subjected to any indignity or degradation, nor have
I ever before heard such an idea suggested. I can point to instances, both in Ontario and
Queb2c, and to many in the United Kingdom, where parties have very large capitals in-
vested in manufactures subject to Excise, in more than one instance upwaids of balf a
million of dollars, who, in addition to the security thus afforded, give sureties for fron
$100,000 to $150,000. These gentlemen have invariably been the most anxious for the
utmost stringency in the laws, and for the obvious reason, that any smuggling on their
part would involve too great a risk ; and that, but for the protection of the laws, men of
littie capital and less principle, would drive them out of the inarket and destroy the value
of their investments.

Well devised Inland Revenue Laws must be advantageous to the honest trader, and
can only be obnoxious to those who have not carefully considered the question cr those
who have but little at stake design to defraud the Revenue. These last mentioned are
those against whom the laws must be made effective, and therefore obuoxious, but the up-
right trader has nothing to fear beyond such surveillance as is in all cases necessary for
determining who is, or who is not working honestly, and to save additional trouble and
expense, which in fact forms part of the impost, aul is therefore paid by the consumer.

This being the case, we confidently rely on the honest trader to strengthen our hands,
to assist us in compelling all to bear their legitimate share of the burthen imposed by our
laws, and in preventing rogues fron profiting at the cost of himself and the general
public. 

I have, &c., &c.

(Signed,) TIoMAs WORTHINGTON,
Messrs. J. & R. Reed, Commissioner.

St. John, New Brunswiêk.

(Copy,) DEPARTMENT OF INLAND REVENUE,
Halifax, 29th January, 1868.

Sin,-Referring to the 109th section of the Act respecting Inland Revenue, I .beg
to say that application bas been made on several occasions here for the drawback on beer
exported under this section.

As I am not aware of the nature of the departmental regulations as te the manner
and means of computing the strength of beer in such cases, I would respectfully ask your

10
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instructions in reference thereto, and also that the office here be furnished with the
necessary appliances for that purpose.

Application bas also been made to the Collector for permission to remove tobacco from
warehouse here to a warehouse in another warehousing port in the Province, in bond, but
where there is no Collector of Inland Revenue.

Can any arrangement be made by which, in these cases, the Collector of Customs may
collect the duty on tobacco warehoused for excise duty ?

I have, &c., &c.,
(Signed,) AROI. PATTERSON,

Thomas Worthington, Esq., District Inspector.
Commissioner of Inland Revenue, Ottawa.

(Copy.) INLAND REVENUE DEPARTMENT,
Ottawa, 27th February, 1868.

SIt,-In reply to your communication of the 29th ult., relative to the drawback of
excise duty upon malt liquor or beer exported in accordance with the 109th section of the
31st Vic., c. 8, and sub sect. 2, I beg to inform you that, in the absence of departmental
regulations (now in course of preparation), such application for drawback can only be
entertained in cases where the malt liquor or beer has been brewed on or after the l3th of
December last past, and from n alt upon which the duty has been paid.

With respect to the ascertainment of the strength of such malt liquor or beer, and
the quantity of malt consumed in its manufacture, you wilI have to be guided, for the
present, by the semi-monthly returns of the brewers and maltsters respectively, and all
applications of this nature will have to be supported by the oath of the applicant.

Complying with the requirements of the subsection of the Act before referred to,
you will call for the specified notice to be given by the brewer, to enable your officers to
ascertain in person the quantity of malt nashed or used in the manufacture of the liquor
intended to b exported.

You wiil please note that all appIicationis for drawback must be made through the
Collector of Inland Revenue, who wili report thereon, and refer such to you for your
inspector before their final transmis-ion to this Department for the issuing of a warrant
for the amount of duty to be refunded.

I beg to remain, &c., &c.,
(Signed,) Trios. WORTIIINGTON,

Arch. Patterson, Esq., Commissioner.
District Inspector of Inland Revenue, Halifax.

(Copy.) DEPARTMENT OF 1NLAND REVENUE,
Halifax, 21st February, 1868.

Sia,-I have the honor to enclose a petition to His Excellency the Governor General
from Mr. Harris, a licensed tobacco manufacturer, which I have Leen requested to forward
and to ask you to have the same laid before the Government.

It refers to a matter which bas already been brought to the notice of the Government.
I have, &c.,

(Signed,) AROD. PATTERSON,
Thomas Worthington, Esq., District Inspector.

Commissioner of Inland Revenue,
Ottawu.

(Copy.)
To lis Excellency the Right Honorable Charles Stanley, Viscount Monck, &a., &c., &o.,

Governor General of the Dominion of Canada, the Petition of John F. Harris, of
Pictou. in the County of Pictou, in the Province of Nova Scotia.

HIMBLY SHEWETH:
That yo.ur Petitioner hath been for several jyears and is now, by virtue of lawful

license, a tobacco manufacturer carrying on such business at Pictou aforesaid.

A. 1868
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That in the month of November, A. D. 1867, your Petitioner, by Alexander J. Pat-
terson, of Pictou, merchant, imported from the United States of America eight thousand
four hundred and fifty pounds of unmanufactured tobacco leaf, on which was then paid at
Pictou, under the Revenue Laws of the Province of Nova Scotia, a duty of five cents per
pound, amounting to four hundred and twenty-two dollars and fifty cents, as appears by the
annexed certificate of the Collector of Customs.

That on the 13th Daeember, 1867, when the duty of ten cents per pound on manu-
factured'tobacco became payable by virtue of the Act respecting Internal Revenue, your
petitioner had on band six thousand nine hundred and sixty-three pounds of the same
importation of leaf unmanufactured, a certificate of which fact was, on the 23rd of Decem-
ber last, forwarded to Samuel Tupper, Esq., Collector of Revenue, by the Collector of
Internal Revenue for the District of Pictou.

That the greater part of said leaf has been manufactured and that the remainder is in
course of being manufactured.

That your petitioner has paid a duty of ten cents per pound on part of said tobacco
manufactured and is required to pay a similar duty on the remainder, and such duties being
in addition to the duty paid on the saine article on importation n positive loss will accrue
to your petitioner on such tobacco.

Your petitioner therefore prays that Your Excellency will graciously be pleased to
remit the duties paid and still payable on said tobacco, under the Inlaud Revenue Act, and
to order that your petitiiner, under the supervision of the Collector of Inland Revenue
nere, be authorized to manufacture and dispose of all the said leaf free froin any other duty
than that already paid on the origiaal importation thereof, or that Your Excellency will
afford such relief iii the premises as sihall be deemed reasonable and equitable.

And your petiioner as in duty bound will ever, &c., &c.
(Signed,) JoHIN P. BARRIs.

Pictou, N. S., 19th February, 1868.

(Copy.) OFFICE OF CUSTOMS,
Pietou, Nova Scotia, 19th February, 1868.

1 ccrtify that on the 22nd Noveniber, 1867, on eight thousand four hundred and fifty
pounds of tobacco leaf then imported from the United States, there was paid to me a duty
of five cents per pound, amounting to four hundred and twenty-two dollars and fifty cents.

(Signed,) D. MCCULLoCH,
Collector.

(Copy.) PIcTOU, N. S., 19th February, 1868.
I, Alexander Patterson, of Pictou, merchant. certify and declare that the tobacco leaf

referred to in the foregoing certificate is the same tobacco leaf as that mentioned in the
foregoing petition of John F. Harris.

(Signed,) A. J. PATTERSON.

(Copy.) INLAND REVENUE DEPARTMENT,
Ottawa, 27th February, 1868.

Snt,-In regard to the application made to you for permission to remove tobacco from
oue of your Inland Revenue bonded warehouses, in the City of Halifax, to another ware-
housing port in the interior of the country where there is no Inland Revenue Officer, I
am authorized to inform you by the Honorable the Minister of Customs, to whom the
matter was referred, that he secs no objection against such an arrangement being carried
into effect, und the Collector of Customs collecting the Inland Revenue-duty in the same
mann2r as if the goods were imported and wareboused.

It will be nccessary in all cases cf this nature to supply the Collector of Customs,
entrusted, with the nece>sary Inland Revenue bnds and other forma.

I beg to remain, &c., &c.,

(Signed,) Tros. WORTHINGTON,
Arcd. Patterso, Eq.,ns er

ietrict Inspector of Inland Revenue, H alifax.
12
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To His Excellency the Right Honorable Lord Motick, Governor General of the Dominion
of Canada, &c., &c., and to the lonoroble the Executive Council thereof.

The undersigned merchants and other inhabitants of the City of Halifax, Province of
Nova Scotia, beg most respectfully to represent to Your Excelleny that, at the present
time, very great distress exists among fishermen and many other classes in this Province,
owing to the partial failure of the fisheries in certain localities, and a total failure of both
fisheries and crops in some districts. To such an alarming extent does this distress prevail
that your Memorialists are now contributing funds to ward off actual starvation in some of
the settlements on the shore.

Under this unfortunate state of affairs Your Memorialists view with much concern the
enactment of a tariff imposing a duty on corn, corn meal and rye flour, ail articles ofgeneral
consumption among the people above referred to as suffering lrom absolute want, and Your
Memorialists would urge upon Your Excellency the propriety of inimediately admitting
the articles of corn, corn mneal and rye flour into the Province of Nova Scotia duty fre
in consideration of the facts above stated.

(Signed,)
James A. Moren,
larry Pryor, Stipendiary Magistrate

for City of Halifax.
William Hare,
Salkeet Twining,
Black, Brothers & Co.,
W. B. Hamilton & Co.,
J. W. Merkel,
W. L. Evens,
Blackwood & Sutherland,
Bayne, Brothers & Co.,
William Mackay, Son & Co.,
John Tobin & Co.,
Robert Noble,
A. A. White & Co.,
D. R. H. Bell,

15th January, 1868

R. H. Bell, Jun.,
J. R. Carter,
Lawson, Havingston & Ca.,
Oxley & Co.,
B. Wier & Co.,
Moir & Co.,
Edm. F. Tobin,
A. Goreham,
John Livesey
Neal White & Co.,
W. C. Silver,
William Smith,
C. D. Bunter,
Lordly & Stimpson,
James Butler & Co.,
J. C, Cochran, M. A.
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RETURN
To an Address of the HOUSE OF COMOMONS, dated 2nd December, 1867; For a

Return shewing the entire amounts paid to the several Delegates sent to
England in the year 1866, by the Government of the old Province of Cana-
da, and by the Governments of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, to promote
the passage of the Act of Confederation, and the amounts paid on their
accounts to any parties, distinguishing the amount paid to each Delegate or
on his account; and also, the amounts paid as remuneration for their services

and the amounts paid as expenses to each ; and also, the amounts (if any)
yet due to any of tie Delegates or on their account.

By Command.
HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,

Secretary of State.
DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, 8th May, 1868.

RETURN to an Address &c., for Expenses connected with the Confederation Delegation to
England, in 1866.

PROVINCE OF CANADA.

For remuneration to the lon. Mr. Galt........................... 2,5000
Travelling expenses and expenses of residence of six Canadian

Delegates and Secretary of Delegation......................... 27,149 57
Expenses of Conference in meetings, printing, &c................. 5,862 87

$35,512 44

PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA.

Hon. C. Tupper, pay and expenses................................... $5,243 83
" W - A. Henry, do. ................... .............. 5,243 83
4 A. G. Archibald, do ................................... 5,243 83
d G. W . Ilitchie, do ............... ............... 5,243 83

J. McCully, do ................................... 5,243 83
A. McFarlare, do ................................. 2,433 33

Sundry printing, &c..................................................... 547 52

$29,200 00

PROVINCE OF NEW BRUNSWICK.
Hon. P. Mitchell, pay and expenses ............................... , % 5,487 17

" R. D. W ilmot, do . ........ ........................ 5,487 17
" J. M. JohnstQn, do ............................... 5,487 17
" E. B. Chandler, do ........................... ..... 2,433 33
" Provincial Secretary do ....... ................. 4,866 67
" Attorney General do ................................. 4,866 67

Expenditure for printing pamphlets, papers, &c................... 571 82

829)200 0O

JOHN LANGTON,
May 7th, 1868. Audior
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(No. 88.)

ADDRESS
Of the H o UsE 0 F C O M M O N S, dated 22nd November, 1867 ; For a State-

ment shewing, in detail, the Public Works and Property of the Dominion

of Canada, derived by virtue of the Act of Union. Also, a statement

showing the Public Debt and liabilities of such Dominion, together with the

amount of securities for money deducted from the amount of the respective

debts of the Provinces of the Union, under section 107 of the Actef Union;

Also, a statement of all stocks, cash, and Bankers' balances, transferred to

the Dominion, by the said Act of Union, on the first day of July last.

(No. 89.)

ADDRESS
Of the HOUSE oF COMMONs, dated 16th March, 1868; For a Statement of

all moneys in the hands of the late Provincial Treasurer of New Bruns-

wick, and of the late Deputy Treasurers throughout the said Province

on the lst day of July last, with a statement of the amount received by

the said Treasurer and Deputy Treasurers since 1st of July last until the lst

December last, on account of money due the Province of New Brunswick

prior to lst July last; and also a statement of all moneys paid by the Domi.

nion of Canada on account of the Province of New Brunswick, from the lst

of July last, up to the lst day of December instant, specifying, in detail, on

what account and for what reason the moneys have been so paid.

(No Returns, in answer to the above Addressts, haveyet been laid before Parliament.]
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(No. 90.)

ADDRESS
Of the HoUsE oF COMMONs, dated 26th March, 1868; For a Return of all

sums paid by the Government and both Houses of Parliament for printing,

advertising, stationery and pens; during the years 1865, 1866, and 1867 ; the

name of the Department, or person ordering the same, with the name of the

persons to whom the same was paid ; and also a statement of all sums paid

for advertising and subeription to the " Canada Gazette," during the sane

period.

(No. 91.)

ADDRESS
Of the HOUsE oF CoMMoNs, dated 21st November, 1867; For Copies of any

letters or circulars addressed, in the month of June last, by the late Honor-

able Commissioner of Crown Lands for the Province of Canada, to the

Electors of Algoma, or any of them, with reference to their choice of Candi-

dates at the then approaching Elections.

(No Retun*s, in answer to tkeabove Addresses, have yet been laid before 1Prliament.],

A. 1868
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(No. 92.)

ADDRESS
Of the HOUSE OF COMMONs, dated 4th December, 1867; For a detailed State-

ment of the sums paid by Government for lots of land, or parts of lots of

land, in effecting tho final settlement of the boundary line between the late

Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada; the quantity and extent of land

taken, the numbers of the lots and the names of the proprietors thereof, the

amount paid for each let, and to whom paid, and also for copies of all the

documents relating to the matter.

(No. 93.)

ADDRESS
Of the IlorsE oF Commos, dated 9th December, 1867 ; For Copies of the two

several Maps furnished to the Government of the late Province of Canada, by

the Iudson's Bay Company, in the year 1864, and shewing, respectively, the

territory then clairaed by that Company, and the portion of land claimed by

them, which the Company proposed to surrender to the Crown.

[No Returns, in answer to the above Addresses, have yet been laid before Parliament.]

A. 1868
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(No. 94.)

RETURN
To an Address of the HOUsE OF COMMONS, dated 23rd March, 1868; For Copies

of all Correspondence had between the Postmaster General of Canada, and

any Companies or persons with reference to the Steamers of the Canadian

Ocean Mail Line, or of any other line calling at the Port of Halifax.

By Command

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, 28rd January, 1869.

[In accordance tuith the recmmendation of the Jornt Commiette on .Printg, the above
Return is not printed.]

(No. 95.)

ADDRESS
Of the HousE o CoMMONs, dated lst April, 1868; For Copies of all Corres-

pondence held with any of the Local Governments of the Provinces of Ontario,
Quebec, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, concerning the present state of the

Marriage Laws, or the jurisdiction of the Local Parliaments with regard to

the same.

[NQ $ecirn, in answer to the abque 4ddress, hav yet been laid before Parliament.J
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(No. 96.)

ADDRESS
Of the HousE oF CoMMONs, dated 1st April, 1868; For a Statement of all moneys

received by all Clerks of the Circuit Courts in all the Counties in the Province

of Quebec, other than the chefs-lieux of Districts, in virtue of a proclamation

issued in accordance with the provisions of sub-section three of section 32 of

chapter 109 of the Consolidated Statutes for Lower Canada, and of all sums

deposited in the Banks in virtue of such proclamation, and for the names of

such Banks; said statement being from the lst July, 1864, to the 1st July,
1867.

(No. 97.)

ADDRESS
Of the HOUSE oF COMMONS, dated lst April, 1868 ; For a Return of all amounts

paid by the Government of the late Provinces of Canada, Nova Scotia, and

New Brunswick, viz :-Pensions under Statute; pensions under estimates;

pensions on the civil list; military pensions and all other pensions, if such

there be, for the year ending 30th June, 1867, stating respectively in detail

the charges on each Province for such pensions.

[No Returns, in answer te the above Addresses, haveoyet been laid before Parliament,
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(No. 98.)

RETURN
To an Address of the HousE OF COMMONS, dated 27th April, 1868; For a

Return of all the arms, accoutrements, clothing, and military stores of all
descriptions, purchased by the Government of the late Province of Canada,
from 1862 to lst July, 1867; and by the Government of the Dominion of
Canada, since the lst July last ; shewing the date of purchase , the price
paid, the quantity still on hand; whether in store, or in the possession of the
Volunteers, together with the Report or Certificate as to condition, of the
Officer who witnessed the transfer into the Provincial or Dominion Military
Stores, of the said arms, accoutrements, clothing, &c.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, 28th October, 1868.

(No.'99.)

RETURN
To an Address of the 1HOUs1 E OF CoMMoNS, dated 4th May, 1868; For

'a Statement shewing the number of claims submitted for the decision of the
Provincial Arbitrators of the former Province of Canada, consequent upon
the expropriation of land required for military defence in the County of Lévis,
from the 15th August, 1866, to the 10th day of March last ; the name of the
claimants, the price offered in each case by the military authorities, and the
price awarded by the Provincial Arbitrators ; the names of the Attorneys em-
ployed by the military authorities, and the said Arbitrators; and the fees
and sums of money charged by and paid to such Attorneys, in each claim.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
2Secretary of M9ate.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECIIETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, 28th October, 1868.

[In accordance with the recommendation of the Joint Committee on Printing, the above
Returna are not printed.]
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No. 100.)

RETURN
To an Address of the HousE oF COMMONS, dated 6th May, 1868; For Copies of

al Correspondence that has taken place between the Government and Cham-

bers of Commerce, Boards of Trade and Refiners, on the subject of the Sugar

Duties.

By Command

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

Ottawa, 19th January, 1869.

[In accordauce with the reconmendatno of the Joint Committee on Printiny, the above
Retur& is not printd.]

(No. 101.)

ADDRESS
Of the HOUSE OF COMMONS, dated 6th May, 1868 ; For Copies of all Corres-

pondence since the 1st of July last, respecting complaints against the Corpo-

ration of Pilots, for and below the Harbour of Quebec ; and also the Report

of the Trinity House of Quebec, with the evidence taken before them on the

subject of such complaints, and all other documents connected therewith.

[No Return, in answer to the above Address, has yet been laid before Parliament.]
91
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(No. 102.)

RETURN
To an Address of the HousE OF COMMONS, dated llth May, 1868; For

Returns of all moneys expended, how, when and where, under the appropria-
tion made by the Parliament of Canada in 1861, of the sum of $30,000, for
dredging operations and new dredges, for maintenance and improvement of
navigation at various places ; also, for Returns of expenditure under the
grant of $8,000, voted in the same year, under the head of surveys, in so far
as the said expenditure relates to the survey of Harbours of Refuge on Lake
Erie and Lake Huron, with the dates when, and places where the expenditures
were made, and the various amounts so expended.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,
Ottawa, 28th October, 1868.

(No. 10-3.)

R ETURN
To an Address of the IHoUsE OF COMMoNS, dated Ilth May, 1868; For

a Statement showing the amount paid by the Government of the old Province
of Canada, and by the Government of the Dominion, if any, since the lst
July, 1806, for works connected with the descent of timber on Blac River,
in the County of Pontiac, in the Province of Quebec ; the amount paid for
repairs of such works; the amount paid to parties in charge, if any ; and the
amount of revenue derived from these works.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE, Secretary of State.

Ottawa, 80th October, 1868.

(In accordance with the -ecommendat;on of the Joint Committee on Printing, the above
Returns are not printed.]
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RETURN
To an Address of the HousE oF COMMONS, dated 18th May, 1868; For a

Copy of the answer made to the Report of the Trinity House, Quebea, which

was asked by an Address of the House on the 6th instant, and of the docu-
ments accompanying the said answer.

By Command.

HECTOR L. LANGEVIN,
Secretary of State.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,
Ottawa, 20th .Tanuary, 1869.

[A acordance with the recommendation of the Joint Committee on Priating, the above
Ret'urn ù notprinted.]
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ADDRESS
Of the HOUsE OF CoMMoNs, dated 13th May, 1868, For a Returi of all

Petitions and Correspondence from any parties in the Province of Nova

Scotia, including the Report of A. Woodgate, Esquire, the late Post-

master General, to the Government of the Dominion of Canada, relative to

the carrying of Iler Majesty's Mail across the Strait of Canso, in that Pro-

vince.

[No Return, in answer to the above Address, has yet been laid before Parliament.]

A. 18S6831 Victoria.


